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ACTUAL BUSINESS FROM TtfE START

PORTI^AND'S LARGE:ST BVSINE^SS COLLEGE:.
The Bfhnke-Walker Business College of Portland, Oregon, is, with possibly one exception,

the largest purely business school on the Pacific Coast todav. Thev now enroll about 1,000
students annually. These people have the following to sav in regard to the Bliss Svstem of
Actual Business :

F. H. BLISS PUB. CO.,
Saginaw, Mich.

Gentlemen.
. . ^.

Pleasebookourorder for 4.';o complete outfits for our fall openinir. It ia diflicult to pxnrpss inMdmiration for the Bliss System of Bookkeeping. Our pupils are given such I thorough knowfedtp nf

t'onks^''
"'^ ^'^'"^' S"«'°«^« f™" «t«'t t" finish'f'method'! that they areTnalTed ?o keep"he mos^ co,nplic

words our
accounting

icated set of

Very truly your
Behnke-Walker Business College,

H. M. BEHXKE, Pres.
I. M. WALKER, Prin.

(_X -^''^'^^^<^^'^^^'^^^^^?<Z^'^^^^/^^A^f^<-;;<;g^
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ARE m INTERESTED

In securing the very best texts in your

Commercial Department?

Have vou examined our "20th Century

Bookkeeping?" It might be to your interest

to do so at the first opportunity.

It is being used by a large number of

leading schools, which is evidence that it

lias some merit. The reasonable cost of

supplies should interest everyone. The

Home Study feature is of a special interest to

P.usinoss College Proprietors.

Teacher's outfit will be sent complimen-

tary, upon request.

a.ddr.e:ss

Gillott s Pens
The Most Perfect of Pens

PRINCIPALITY PEN, No. 1

CCT — O CULOTTS
J— jiJBiin't'iir^iTB'ftr'^ w-^me

VICTORIA PEN. No. 303

DOUBLE ELASTIC PEN. No. 604 E. r

Gillolt'i Pen« GilloH's Penj have for Beventy-flve years
stood the most exacting tests at the hands of Professional
and Business Penmen. Extensively imitated, but never
epualled. Gillott's Peru still stand in the front rank, as
regards Temper, Elasticity and Durability.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS

Joseph Gillott ^ Sons
ALFRED FIELD <Zl CO.. Sole Agents

93 Chambers St. NEW YORK

Mall Course In

Higher ^^ccounting
Conducted by

R. J. 'R^nn.e.W, C A.., C. P. A..

Member American Association of Public Accountants.
Principal Detroit Business University.
Assisted 6y a staff of certified public accountants and

lawyers'.

The course will consist of 2'> carefully graded lessons

in Theory of Aecoiints, Auditing, Practical

Accounting, and Business Law prepared especially

for candidates for the degree of Certified Public

Accountant, and for those who wish to qualify as

accountants.

The entire course is under the direct supervision of

Mr. Bennett, Accountant, Author, and Teacher, whose

counsel and advice may be had at all times. We guaran-

tee satisfaction, promptness, careful attention to all

work, and reasonable rates. Special attention given to

commercial teachers.

Send for circular giving full information and an out-

line of the lessons to

R. |. Bennett, C. P. A.,

15 Wilcox Street, Detroit, Mich.

THE MUSSELMAN
PUBLICATIONS
BUSINESS LETTER WRITING
One of the neatest and brightest little

works on Commercial Correspondence.
Unlike anything else published. Write for
sample pages. Single copy sent postpaid
for 50 cents.

NEW COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC
A book of 479 pages, thoroughly covering

the subject. Copy sent postpaid for $2.00.

PRACTICAL BOOKKEEPING. COM-
MERCIAL LAW. HIGH SCHOOL
BOOKKEEPING. BUSINESS SPELLER
Try a box of Musselman 's P e rfe c t i on
Pens, 25 cents. For full information and
sample pages, write

D L. MUSSELMAN
PUBLISHING CO.TLr.;

(^ J^ ^^•/fe^y^<g^^AJ!^v^;>^<^,-..rf,<^<<^x^/^^.^^^<^^^g£«^^:>^yg^ ]C3
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The Benn Pitman System
Of Phonography is the National American Standard

of Shorthand Instruction and Practise.

Taught in the Public High Schools of 24 out of the 37

Cities of the first class (100,000 population and over)

in the United States.

[Send for our selected list of Public High Schools],

Taught in more Private Commercial Schools than all

non-Pitmanic systems combined.

[Send for our selected list of Commercial Schools],

Taught in a majority of the Catholic Parochial and Insti-

tutional Schools that teach Shorthand.

(Send for our sciectcil list of Catholic Schools],

Used by the Official Reporters of Debates of the United

States Congress.

Used by two-thirds of the Shorthand Clerks holding Civil

Service positions under the United States Govern-

ment

Used by a majority of the Official Shorthand Reporters

in the State and Federal Courts.

Published by

The Phonographic Institute Company,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

BENN PITMAN, President.

JEROME B. HOWARD, Manager.

(|)(|)®(|)\(|)®(|)®0(g)
® ®© ® (iX®® ®"®'®'

®®®®©x^®®®©
©®'®©"®'®C®®'®©'

TH£ VAN SANT SYSTEM OF TOUCH TYPEWRITING
The system that brings results.
The system that brings accuracy combined with speed.
The system that has furnished the greatest number of expert typewriter

operators at the great expositions in this and foreign lands during
the past ten years.

The system that has revolutic ' " "

The system that is easiest to t

most efficient when learned.
Published in pamphlet form for the Remington, Smith Premier, Oliver.

L. C. Smith Brothers, Visible, the Monarch Visible, the Underwood,
Visible, and the Fox. All of the above have 42 pages.

The system is also published in chart form — 34 pages.
Price in either form 51) cents, with usual discount to schools.
In ordering state for what machine, and whether desired in chart or

pamphlet form. Orders may be sent to

A. C- VAN SANT. GOODVEAR-MARSHALL PUBLISHING CO ,

Om4 Ne

fr'-
'-^

CONCEI^NINQ PENMANSHIP TEXTS
Our "text" is Penmanship. B}- sticking to it we have discovered some things not possible to people
who have had other things to stick to, and we are now offering what we believe to be thoroughly
reliable and practical publications for students in preparing for commercial life. The following three

texts by Faust, Doner, and Zaner are well worth your consideration:

Lessons in Penmanship

MUSCULAR MOVEMENT WRITING
by C A. FAUST,

Fropr., Auto Pen & Ink Mfg. Co.,

Chicago, III.

4xS inches in size, 72 pages, (>(i plates,

'i'iO exercises. Complete instructions

accompany each exercise. Simon-Pure
Muscular from start to finish. Price 2.')

cents.

LESSONS IN PENMANSHIP
by C. E. DONER.

Supervisor Penmanship, Beverly, Mass.

Public Schools.

4xM inches in size, 9(i pages, Stl script

plates. Instructions accompany each

plate. Semi-Slanting. Accuratecopies.

Well graded. Price 40 cents.

ARM MOVEMENT METHOD
OF RAPID WRITING

by C. P. ZANER..

Penmanship Specialist. Columbus, O.

4x.'> inches in size, 9() pages, '204 copy
lines. Exercises repeated frequently.

Superbly graded. Capital and small

letters alternated. Form and Freedom
go together. Price ."iO cents.

^^

If you will let us know which you are most interested in and about how many you might be able
to use in a year, we shall take pleasure in sending you a sample copy free and remarkably low
wholesale rates. Write today. Address,

ZANER <Sl BI^OSER company. Colximb^s. O.

\^J^ '-^i^i'^t/<.i^tJ^ni^\^i(it/:f^^/ij:Ul'^M-c<^.jyi^ (gS^<^<g^z/£y jf_)
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[Si^ORTHAND;

Teachers and schools are cautioned against purchasing modi-

(ications of the Isaac Pitman Shorthand sold under various

titles, which are in many instances reprints of obsolete editions.

The only authorized textbooks of this system bear the accom-

panying Registered Trade Mark design on cover and the im-

print of Isaac Pitman cS: Sons, 31 Union Square, New York.

Ji,-piT/nAN'3^

^tiORTHAND

**4 Revelation in text-booli maliing."

Isaac Pitman's SKort Course in Shorthand
An entirely new exposition of the author's System of Phonoaraphy, Adopted by the New York Board

of Education for use In the day and evening Elementary and High Schools of Greater New York.

SPECIAL FEATURES

There are only Forty Lessons, simply graded.

Words and Sentences introduced in the First Lesson.

Business Letters introduced in the seventh lesson.

Position writing taught from the commencement.
Phrases taught from the fifth lesson, and indicated by hyphen.

Reporting Style taught from the commencement.
Finality of Outline — no form introduced before the principal governing it has been explained.

The best and most Interesting shorthand textbook ever Issued for the efficient training of

the American Business Amanuensis.

OPIISIONS OF PROMINENT TEACHERS

"We are Bettini; excellent results with Isaac Pitman's 'Short

Course in Shorthand.' and we expect to save almost a term by the use

of it. All of our shorthand teachers ipraise it hichly." Edwin A.
Bolger. Teacher of Isaac Pitman's Shorthand. Commercial High
School. Brooklyn, N. Y.

"1 am delishted with the book in every respect and believe it

will revolutionize the teaching of shorthand. It appeals to me as one
of the most teachable books it has ever been my pleasure to examine.

1 don't find a superfluous thine in it. The abundance of writine ma-
terial in such well traded order—progress in arrangement—makes it

very practicable. — P. B. S. Peters. Manual Training High School.

Kansas City, Mo.

of ci'

of no subject taught in

re cultural and pract

rthaud, if it is properly taughi

Course' very carefully, and am pie

the simple grading— with sentences

e high schools that is capable
1 benefit to the students, than
I have examined your 'Short

ed to state that 1 consider that

id position-writing from the first

ngeinent and the pedagogical presentation

combine to make it the most perfect American shorthand text-book

ever published. It should do much to increase the popularity and
efficiency of this subject in the high schools as well as in the business
schools."— Wood/ord D. Anderson. Ph. D.. Washington Irving High
School. New York City.

"We are exceedingly well pleased with your new book, 'S
;ourse in Shorthand,' and herewith enclose an order for fifty copi
-Ceo. Soule <& Sons. Soule Commercial College. New Orleans. La

"After carefully perusing your 'Short Course in Shorthand and
comparing it with the text-books of other systems, I must say that, for

simplicity and thoroughness, it is ahead of any similar work. I am
especially pleased to note that position writing is taught from the
very beginning, and I believe that I will be able to shorten the Steno-
graphic Course nearly a month."— George W. Bird. Bronx Business
Institute. New York City.

"I am delighted with the scope and general makeup of your new
text-book. If 1 were to build a book myself I could not have pro-
duced anything more to my liking. There can be little doubt that it

will knock 'smithereens' out of everything that has appeared hereto-
fore. It is practical; has as little talk as possible, but plenty of good
honest work, beautifully arranged and calculated to make students
do something worth while. Finally I want to compliment tlie com-
piler, or compilers, whoever he or they may be, for having produced
a monument of patience and ingenuity of completeness and succinct-
ness — which is destined to advance Isaac Pitman's 'system' as far

beyond the position it at present occupies, as it has hitherto been be-
yond its imitators and corruptionists."—J. J D' Arcy. Late Principal.
Shorthand Department. Eagan School. New York City.

Cloth, embossecl In ^old, 192 pa^es, $1.25. Examina-
tion copy io teacKere 50o. on. ntientlonln^ school.

Send postal for copy of "Some Points." "Pitman's Journal"

and "International Shorthand and Typewriting Contests."

Isaac Pitman ®. Sons, 51 v»so» sct^^^re. Ftew Yo.^ie

V

Publishers ofA Practical Course in Touch Typewriting". SOc, cloth. 75c. Adopteo by the

New York Board of Education and leading business schools.

J
C/ji .^flt^^^i&le'lJ^,^^,^u^\J:ii^^J^4^c4^Ui'^^l//^^^^>^/t,Yiviy^ 0,^^.,^^^^^,JdyG>.^^!^ii<:^fl^:^ Y )
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TWO EDITIONS
STUDENTS' PENMANSHIP Edition, Seventy-five cents a year. Devoted to the Teachine and Execution of Practica

Writing, Fine Art Penmanship, Engrossing and Pen Art.

TEACHERS' PROFESSION.\L Edition, One Dollar ayear. Devoted to the Above Branches and to Business Education-
English, Mathematics, Bookkeeping, etc.,—Association Interests, and the Profession of Commercial Teaching.

THE BCSINESS EDUCATOli
Entered at Columbus, Ohio, Post Office as Second

Cla Ma

Published Monthly (except July and August), by
;!aner & Bloser. us N. High St., Columbus, O., as

[oUows: Teachers' Professional Edition, $1.00 a

•t'ear (Foreign Subscriptions .'iO cents extra : Cana-
dian Subscriptions. 30 cents extra! Students' Pen-
manship Edition. 75 cents a Year (Foreign Sub-
scriptions 20 cents extra : Canadian Subscriptions.

30 cents extrai).

Edil
Business Manager

Two Editions. The Business Educator is

published in two editions: The Teachers' Profes-

sional Edition contains 48 or more pages, devoted to

Accounting, Finance, Mathematics, English, Law.
"Typewriting. Advertising. Conventions, etc.. and
Departments specially suited to the needs of teach-

ers, principals, and proprietors. Price, $l.tX) a year.

The Students' Penmanship Edition contains 36

pages and is the same as the Professional Edition,

less the Departments of Commercial Teachmg.
This edition is specially suited to students in Com-
mercial. Public and Private schools, and contains all

of the Penmanship, Engrossing. Pen Art. and Les-

son features of the Professional Edition. Price. 7.5

cents a year.

Change, of Address. If you change your ad-

dress, be sure to notify us promptly (in advance, it

possible), and be careful to give the old as well as

the new address. We lose many journals each issue

through negligence on the part of subscribers.

Back numbers cannot, as a rule, be supplied.

Postmasters are not allowed to forward journals

unless postage is sent to them for that purpose.

The Business Educator is devoted to the pro-

gressive and practical interests of Business Educa-
tion and Penmanship. A journal whose mission is

to dignify, popularize, and improve the world's
newest and neediest education. It purposes to in-

spire and instruct both pupil and teacher, and to

further the interests of those engaged in the work,
in private as well as in public institutions of busi-

ness education.

Advertising Rates furnished upon application.

The Business Educator being the highest grade
journal of its class is purchased and read by the

most intelligent and well-to-do amonp those inter-

ested in business education and penmanship in the

United States. Canada. England, and nearly every
country on the globe It circulates, not alone among
business college proprietors, teachers and pupils,

but also among principals of commercial depart-

ments of High Schools. Colleges and Religious
Schools, as well as among othce workers, home
students, etc.

I2.ates to Teachers, Agents, and Club
Kaisers sent upon application. Write for them
whether you are in a position to send few or many
subscriptions. Sample copies furnished to secure
subscriptions.
Considering that The Business Educator is high

grade in every particular : that progressive, practical

lessons in penmanship are a distinctive feature of

the magazine ; thai departments of interest and help-

Cbe Student's Penmanship €.du
tion of the B. 6.

We wish you to note the fact that

we have increased the size of the stu-

dents' Penmanship edition from
thirty-two to thirty-six pages, thereby
providing room for short, timely,

practical articles of special value to

Students preparing for commercial
positions and for life.

Mr. Cragin's communication speaks
for itself elsewhere in these columns.
It comes very near being a prose poem.
Another series of articles from a

well known writer will be announced
soon. And we are "on track" of

many more to enhance the value of

our product. We are determined
that our student subscribers shall

get the largest possible returns for

their money.
But we do not intend to let any

other feature drop in interest or in

value. Our policy has ever been and
shall continue to be to make each
number better than the previous one.

And while we do not always succeed,

we thereby keep from ever putting

out a noticeably poor product. "The
best possible" is and shall continue

to be our motto.

fuln ubje elatii Bu Edu
; found only in The Business Educator, you will

readily see that it is not only the bist but the cheap-
est, when quality, character and quantity are con-

sidered.

Doner ^ Heath.

The course of lessons in business
writing begun in this number by Mr.

C. E. Doner, Beverly, Mass., is cer-

tainly timely and practical. The
forms are not as slantin.g as business
college people are in the habit of

teaching, but we think and doubtless

you will too, they are well suited to

present-day conditions, for be it re-

membered that most pupils entering

business schools bring with them a

semi-vertical hand, and accountants
need little rather than much slant.

The series of lessons begun by Mr.

F. S. Heath, Concord, N. H. is cer-

tainly an e.xceptionally fine one. The
first lesson is worth an entire )'ear's

subscription, and others to follow
will be equally valuable. Polish your
obliques, penmen, and "get busy.''

With these two series as leaders,

with the Roger's & Weaver's to con-
tinue until completed, and with
Courtney, Blue, Grove, Darner and
others to fill up the "chinks," a most
helpful and inspiring time is in store

for subscribers to The Business
Educator.

eommerciai Ceachers and School
Proprietors.

The official report of the last con-
vention of the National Commercial
Teachers' Federation has been mailed
to members and we have on hand a
limited number of e.xtra copies. The
constitution and by-laws have been
so chan.ged that if you are not a
member this year, and do not become
a member before the next annual con-
vention the registration fee will be
$3.00 instead of $2.00 as it is now.
After the first year continuous mem-
bership may be retained by annual
dues of $1.50 per year. This change
was made to induce a regular pay-
ment of dues whether the member at-

tended the convention each year or not.

The published report is furnished
free to all members of the Federation
and cannot be purchased by others
for less than the regular re.gistration
fee of $2.00. We have on hand a few
copies of the 1904 and also of the 1905

report and new members wishing the
three reports may remit $3.00 for this
year's membership and the three re-

ports. Every man and woman who
is interested in Commercial Educa-
tion should become a member of this,

the onlv National or,ganization of
commercial teachers and no teacher
who is anxious to come in touch with
the best thought of the day can afford
to be without all three of these re-

ports.
Make remittance by P. O. Money

Order to J. C. Walker, Gen. Sec, 4()

Grand River Ave., Detroit, Mich.
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£\ THE CALL OF THE CITY
mt^M A SERIAL FOB AMBITIOUS BOYS AND QIBLS

W^m BY CHARLES T. CBACiIN.

^^'^ Thompson's Business School, flolyoke, Mass.

=^

J
Introductory ebapter.

Did you ever from the misty hill-tops,

watch the comintf of an early summer
morning:? If you did, you first saw the
deep blue of the night sky, studded
with glearninK stars and planets, fade to
paler azure and the j^lowing orbs turn pale-
Then the azure changed into steel gray,
faintly tinged with gold, as the stars grew
pale and dim and the little ones went out,
leaving only here and there a strong bright
planet, Jupiter or Mars or Venus, shining
above the horizon and then you saw the
gold grow richer, shot through and through
with streaksof crimson, tinging with purple
the dark cloud-edges in the eastern sky, as
the gold was changed to silver-white and
dazzling beams of sunlight wrhen the fierce
round disc of the day god crept up over the
distant hill-tops, and you heard the joyous
song of birds and saw a million dew drops
change in a twinkling into a million dia-
monds sparkling on bush and tree and
shrub.
When I was about the age of the young

men and women who will read this article, I

often saw this splendid spectacle with
something of reluctance, I must admit,
w^hen my father made me get up for some
special purpose a little ahead of time. But
of late years the sun has acquired a habit
of rising some hours earlier than I do and
so I miss it.

THE ROUSING ROOSTER.

Last summer, however, I saw the sun rise,
not through any fault of mine, but just be-
cause a friend of mine, who in other re-

spects is a very decent man, had become
infatuated with hens.
In noisy, boisterous Chicago, I had a large

and airy room with windows "abuttin'on
and adjoinin' to" the Illinois Central Rail-
road freight yards, where active little shift
engines shrieked and coughed all night
long and bumped freight cars together to
the accompaniment of the variegated pro-
fanity of Swedish, Dutch and Irish brake-
men, strong of lungs and large of vocabu-
lary, and I slept through it all as calmly as a
babe upon its mother's breast or a police-
man upon a rural beat. In New York the roar
of elevated trains and the raucou.s cries of
street venders never disturbed mv rest, but
last summer I spent three w^eeks on a hill
farm in Mt. Vernon and the hens, or rather
the roosters, of my friend did what freight
yard engines and elevated trains had failed
to do. They made me see the summer sun-
rise and in its quiet freshness hear "The
Call of the City."
My friend had several hundred fowls

ranging in size from the diminutive Ban-
tam to the cumbrous Brahma Kach family
had a separate pen and was presided over
by several roosters and at the first hint of
day those roosters would start their matin
crow and keep it up till sunrise. As a song
bird the rooster is not an entire success, for,
w^hile he is persistent, yet there is a monot-
onous sameness about his melody which
wears on the nerves. This was obviated
somewhat by the fact that we had all varie-
ties of hens, and there is quite a range of
harmony between the sharp, piping crow of
the Bantam and the raucous, roaring cock-
a-doodle-doo of the big Brahma. But in
spite of this I couldn't sleep from three
o'clock on for the first week of my stay, and
Vm afraid my early morning remarks on

the subject of poultry raising would not
sound well at a hen convention. An hourof
cossing and turning to the accompaniment
of this cheerful chorus of early birds
brought me out of bed, and, under the great
elms, in the coming of the still summer
morning, I heard what every young man
and young woman of the business schools
to-dav is hearing, in mind, at least: The
Callof the City.
At first it seemed as if the misty land-

scape lav in utter silence, but soon there
came to the ear a <Iistant, sullen roar from
the sonth, where, a dozen miles away, the
giant city was awakening from her uneasy
slumbers, and calling tn the country to come
and do her bidding. It was a dull, insist-
ent sound, continuous, like the endless
Ijreaking of the waves on the rocky coast of
old Maine, or the distant roar of guns in
some great battle far away.

THE CALL AND THE ANSWER.

The call of the city is not always audible
to the physical ear of youth, but it comes to
his mentality everywhere and his answer
to that call is shown by the tact that, in the
business schools of this country from
Maine to Oregon, thousands and tens of
thousands of bright young minds are get-
ting that training which shall enable them
to answer: I am here.
And how insistent, how imperative is that

call. It is like the call of a Nation in the
great day, when, its life in peril, the drums
say, "Come!" and they come, the young
and brave and strong, and bear the stand-
ards onward through the heat and flame
and smoke of battle till some find fame
and fortune and many find death, but
all, who do their duty, find glory.
The city says, "Come! " It is a never end-

ing cry. which says to the country and
town; "Give, give, give me of your young
men and young women, your strongest,
your brightest and your best to fill up the
ranks of my countless army of fighters in
the great battle for business supremacy
which this nation is waging against the
world. I need more and more of them as the
years pass by and the strife grows fiercer.

I must have them to take the places of those
who are killed and wounded in the fight for
the strenuous life of business."

THE CHANGING CONDITIONS.

The response ot the country and the town
to this call of the city is immediate and
endless. If you go to the farms of New
England you find one man doing, with ma-
chinery, what it took three to do when I was
a boy. The other two are in Boston or in
Portlandor Manchester. They took a course
at the nearest business college and went to
the city where they were more than wel-
come, for the city depends on the country
boy for its fresh blood, and a little dash of
hayseed in his hair will not hurt his chance
in the least w^hen he applies for a position
in the city counting room. The superin-
tendent is likely to have borne the same
sign of his origin when he came there a few^
years ago. The odor of hay or even of the
barn-yard is preferable to that of the "ten
for a nickel" cigarette which the city lad too
often carries about his more fashionable
clothes. It is the same in the West. The
old man and woman carry on the farm with
some Swede and Norwegian help, and the
boys and girls are in Chicago, where they
have gone in answer to the call of that

young giant of the West. The country pop-
ulation of America is little more than sta-
tionary in its growth, while the city popula-
tion grows by leaps and bounds, and about
every young man and woman of energy and
ablity is eager to go and help swell the tide
of city dwellers.

SUCCESS AND FAILURE.

I do not wonder at it, for it is natural that
youth with red blood running hot in its
veins, should be attracted by the tumult of
the contest forwealthand dazzled by the
vision of reward which the city promises to
those who can keep in the front rank. And
the city keeps its promise to the men and
women of the /ro//r rnrik; but it does not
mention those toilers of the middle section
or that great mass of ill-prepared who, un-
able to keep the pace in the onward rush,
are constantly falling out and straggling to
the rear. The common herd whose whole
life is a bitter struggle for existence amid
want and poverty and shame and crime
such as the country and the town, with
their dull routine of common-labor, know
not of.

When I lived in New York I often took a
walk up Broadway from "J^ird street to 4.;nd

street before I went to bed. It's a wonder-
ful place at about eleven at night when the
theaters of the city empty a hundred thou-
sand people, all at once, into the streets and
they come crowding into "The Great White
Way,'' in all their brave apparel of broad-
cloth, silks and satins, laces and jewels.
Many of them a few years ago were country
boys and girls, or workers in the smaller
cities, who came to the big metropolis be-
cause superior ability in their business
made them answer to the call of New York,
ever loud and clamorous for men and
women with brains. There is evidence of
wealth and prosperity everywhere. The
great restaurants and cafes are crowded
with gay "after the theater" supper parties,
automobiles and private coupes and cabs
bear away a throng of richly dressed occu-
pants and it is evident that to these the city
has fulfilled her promise of reward. They
are the front rank.
Just across Broadway and Fifth Avenue,

opposite the gorgeous Cafe Martin, crowd-
ed to the doors with fashionable men and
women lies Madison Square, and on the
benches, wrapped up in old newspapers to
help their ragged garments keep out the
chill air, you will find every night scores
and sometimes hundreds of men, and a
good many women, sitting asleep on the
iron benches. Kagged of garmentand gen-
erally bloated of face and penniless, dregs of
humanity, outcasts of fortune, driftwood on
the shores of the great stream of humanity,
begging stray pennies during the day to
get drink enough to deaden their senses,
the free lunch counter their dining place
and the benches of tiie park their sleeping
place from early April until late November.
Many of these derelicts are stragglers from
the ranks of country boys and girls, who a
tew years ago with springing step and clear
eyes and hope rising high in the heart of
youth, answered to the call of the city.
Does theirfate deter the untried? Not for

for a moment. Nor should it. No one hesi-
tates to entei^on an enterprise which may
yield fortune because somebody else has
met disaster in the same field. It is a poor
soldier who is afraid to enlist and seek fame
and glory because others have fallen on the
field of battle. The mission workers of the
city who have come into intimate relations
with this wretched class of bench dwellers
and with the one grade higher, cheap lodg-
ing house multitude, say that they are
largely country-bred people who have come
to the city and failed, through incompe-
tence, and then dissipation has done the
rest.

NOT FEAR BUT FORTITUDE.

I can readily understand why parents
should fear to allow their children to go to
the great cities with their manifold temp-

( Continued on pn^c 15. J
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Tntroduction.

The object of these lessons is to aid the
teacher to teach penmanship intelligently
and effectively. Home students will find
the lessons helpful. In fact, anyone who
wants to improve his penmanship will find
the lessons useful. The lessons are pro-
gressive : they are graded so as to go from
the simple to the complex. When all the
lessons are practiced in this logical order,
the pupil will have completed a practical
course in penmanship.
Every one admires plain, uniform, legible

penmanship. To acquire this style, method
or manner of practicing is of utmost im-
portance. What is nVeant by this, is the
proper way of sitting at the desk, the correct
way of holding the hand and penholder,
and an intelligent way of using the arm in
writing.
The penmanship lesson represents a

small part of the writing that the pupil is

required to do. Therefore, when the pen-
manship lesson is taught, it should bear as
directly as possible upon the other written
subjects that the pupil is learning, such as
language, spelling, bookkeeping, arithme-
tic, composition and letter writing. A lan-
guage lesson, a spelling lesson, orany other
written lesson ought to be, in a true sense,
a penmanship lesson. In order to have
good penmanship in all written subjects,
it is necessary to drill the muscles thor-
oughly in movement exercises, letters,
words, figures, sentences, paragraphs, etc.
The lessons in this course are to serve this
purpose ; and if the lessons are intelli-
gently and presistently followed, a free,
easy flowing style of penmanship will be
the result.

ARM .MOVEMENT.

What it is—Arm Movement, as applied to
writing, is the action of the muscles of the
right arm cooperating in propelling the
pen. The muscles which cause the fingers
to open and close are situated in front of
the elbow. The muscles used to make the
hand and forearm move in a horizontal
manner on the desk are situated between
the elbow and shoulder. The muscles used
to push-and-pull the forearm in and out of
the sleeve are situated about the shoulder.
When these muscles act in unison, through
proper development, the result fs known
as Arm Movement.
How to develop it—Arm Movement to

legible, uniform writing is like good lini-
ment to a lame arm—it must first be rub-
bed on and then rubbed in. There are four

ILLU-STRATION 1.

principal movements : direct ; indirect ;

push-and-pull ; lateral, or over-and-back.
The forearm muscle of the right arm should
rest lightly on the desk. The elbow should
extend just off the edge. The muscles
should be rela.xed. Roll the arm on the
muscle in front of the elbow for the direct
and indirect movements ; make the arm go
in and out of the sleeve for the push-and-
pull movement ; and glide the hand and
forearm across the paper for the over-and-
back movement. The fingers should not
move in practicing these movements. The
clothing of the forearm should be loose, so
as to give freedom to the movement. These
movements should freqiaently be practiced
with a dry pen for the purpose of establish-
ing freedom before using ink. The left arm
also rests on the desk, and the left hand is

used to hold and adjust the paper.
Countingis what creates interest, enthus-

iasm, and keeps the class together. Use a
light musical tone of voice. Also count by
tapping or sliding a pencil or penholder
over the back of a book. In counting, use
such variety of illustrations as will con-
stantly charge the pupil's mind of the
things to be acquired, such as movement,
straight or curved strokes, stops, position
of body, hand, etc., and at the same time
retain the rhythm. For instance, in mak-
ing small 1 count 1-stop—curve ; or, push-
and-pull—curve : or, heads-up—curve : or,
feet-flat—curve. This is a suggestion for
other letters, combination of letters, etc.
Always put snap and life into the count

;

never allow it to drag, or be of the sing-song
fashion.

POSITION AND ?IATERIAI,S.

Position.—Study the accompanying illus-
trations carefully. In teaching position,
two things should be carefully considered :

first, heathful position ; second, position in
which the pupil can do the best work. The
best position is always a healthful position.
To acquire these good habits, teach posi-
tion in the following way : first, rest and
feet : second, paper ; third, arms : fourth,
penholder.

1. Rest and Feet. The pupil should lean
back in the chair, and place the feet fiat on
the floor and apart. The space between the
feet varies according to age of pupil. The
feet should never be placed together. See
illustration 3.

2. Paper. The paper should be slightly
tipped and placed a little to the right of the
center of the desk, or directly in front of the
right side of the pupil. The right edge of
the paper and the right arm should be
nearly parallel. The left hand should hold

and adjust the paper and should be placed
on the paper a little in front of the right
hand. The paper should be moved forward
as the lines are filled, but the angle of the
paper should not be changed. See illustra-
tion 5.

3. Arms. The pupil should sit well back
in the chair and incline slightly forward
by bending at the hips. The back should
be kept perfectly straight and the shoul-
ders square. Both arms should be placed
on the desk, the elbows extending just off
the edge ; or, instead of having the elbow of
the left arm extend off the edge, it may be
laid wholly on the desk. See illustration 4.

4. Penholder. The tip of the forefinger
should should be placed on the penholder
where the pen is inserted and the forefin-
ger should be curved slightly over the
holder. See illustrations 1 and 2. The fore-
finger should not touch the pen. The thumb
should be held back of the forefinger and
the joint made to bend outward. The dis-
tance between the tip of the thumb and the
tip of the forefinger is about three-fourths
of an inch. The third and fourth fingers
should curve well under the hand and
should slide lightly and easily on the nails
over the paper. See illustration 2. The
penholder should be held either in front or
back of the knuckle joint of the first finger.
See illustration 1. The right hand should
be in a standing position with the knuckle
of the first finger facing the ceiling. See
illustration 3. In other words, the pen-
holder should point in the direction of the
right shoulder. The wrist should be nearly
flat, inclined just a little to the right. In
all writing, the third and fourth fingers
should slide on the paper in two ways up
and down, and over. When the fingers are
made to slide in these two ways, and the
arm made to work in and o>it of the sleeve on
the muscle in front of the elbow, the pupil is
using arm movement in writing. When
the penholder is laid down, the pen should
point to the right.

When the foregoing rules are thoroughly
understood by both teacher and pupils, the
following signals preceding the writing
lesson, as well as preceding any other les-
son, should be given :

1. Rest position.
2. Position for writing.

The rest position means that the pupil
should lean back against the chair and
place the feet flat on the floor and the proper
distance apart. The position for writing
means that the pupil should bend forward
from the hips, take the penholder, place
both arms on the desk, hold the paper with
the left hand, stand the right hand up,

ILLUSTRATION 2.



Illustration 4. Illustration 3. ILLUSTKATION 5.

pi>int the holder towards the right shoulder,
and be ready for writing. Pupils should
understand these signals thoroughly, so
that very little time may be taken in get-

ting ready to write.

Materials.—"A workman is known by his
tools." The best materials should always
be used. Time is wasted in using poor
pens, ink, holders and paper. A penwiper
should be used to keep the pen clean. A wet
sponge is best. Penwipers made of woolen
or cotton goods are all right. A chamois
skin makes a poor penwiper ; it becomes
greasy by handling it with the fingers.

A pen with a medium point is best, not
coarse or fine. One's judgment should be
exercised in the matter of using pens. The
number varies with different pupils. Some
will be able to use a pen longer tha n others

and yet good results.

Any good fluid ink is recommended, so
longas it Hows easily from the pen. A pen
should always be moistened well by dip-
ping it into the ink above the little hole
n the pen. If the ink is watered, it should

be stirred well before
water should be added
A wooden, cork or

holder is i>e«t and vh

using. Very little

at one time.

rubber-tipped pen-

")uld be of medium
size. A small nickel-tipped penholder
should not be used, for the reason that it

requires gripping. Any kind of small pen-
holder should never be used.

The paper should be uniform in ruling,

size about 8x10^^ inches, and the lines

should be from three-eighths to one-half
inch apart. One inch margin should be ob-

served on both side? of the paper. Paper
with blank inch margins on both sides and
at the top and bottom is recommended.

Instructions.

Lesson 1. In making these two exercises (both ways around) the arm should roll freely on the muscle in front of the elbow. The
fingers should not move. Make about 200 revolutions in a minute for an exercise this size. The smaller the exercise the faster the motion

;

the larger the exercise the slower the motion. Make the exercise also three spaces for volume of motion. The right hand should be in a

standing position ; the third and fourth fingers must be drawn well back under the hand and made to glide freely over the paper. Cotmt—
one, one, one. one: or, round, round, round, round ; or, light, light, light, light. Do not let the count drag,—give snap to it. Name the ex-

ercises direct and indirect compact ellipses. The first one is direct, the second indirect.

LESSON 2. The first copy is the push-and-pull compact exercise; the second copy is the direct or indirect retraced ellipse. About 200

downward strokes or revolutions should be made in a minute. In the second copy, retrace as many times as will look well, so that the ex-

ercise will not be too light or too black. Count. For the first copy, count one, one, one; or, down, down, down, repeating the word rapidly.
The count must not lag, but must be repeated with a good deal of snap. For the second copy count 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8, or any other number of

times around. Remember this exercise Is to be made both ways around, but It t^eed not be made so on the same line.
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Lesson 3. Begin these exercises lar^re and gradually have them diminish from the top to about the size of a smMll 71 or u. The bottom
of the exercises should be kept on the line. Make them both ways around, as in the first copy. Also make the single retraced ellipse both
ways around. The push-and-pu 11 compact diminished exercise should be practiced thoroughly. The movement used in making an exercise
of this kind is very important. If desired, converging lines may be drawn for these exercises. Count. For each exercisecount one, one,

one; or, round, round, round ; or, down, down, down, being sure to count rapidly.

Lesson 4. The two exercises in the first copy should be made compact—direct and indirect. The second and third copies are the direct

and indirect open ellipses and should be made with a faster movement tlian used in the compact exercises. The exercises in the third

and fourth copies should diminish to about the size of a small e. Count. For each exercisecount one, one, one; or, light, light, light ;ar,

round, round, round. Be sure to count rapidly.

yn^i^n^n^a^^yn^n^y^i^n.-in'^^^

Lesson a The first two copies are small m and ;; exercises enlarged. Retrace each copy tViree or four times, tlien reduce the exercise

as in copy 3 Consideraljle push-and-pull movement must be used in these exercises. After thorougli practice of retracing, try the same
exercises as in copies 4 and 5. In copy 5 the spacing should be wide between the downward strokes for the purpose of giving freedom of

movement across the paper. Count. For copy 1 count up-down, up-down, up-down, up-down, up down; for copy 2 count up-down, up-

down, up-down, \ip-down, up-down, up; and the same for copy 3 except faster. In copy 4 count up-down, up-down, up-down, up-down, up-

down, up-down, up-down, up-down, stop—curve. At the end of Vaelast downward stroke stop the pen, then make the ending curve. For

copy 5 count glide-stop, glide-stop, glide-stop, glide-atopt glide-stop—curve. Between the stops the pen should glide rapidly.
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LKSSON 6, Practice these exercises thoroughly. They are good foundation exercises for small letters. Try them a whole space, a

half space, and then the size of a small n or «, being sure to make them rapidly and with plenty of push-and-puU movement. Count For
each exercise the count can be up-down, up-down, up-down, up-down, being sure not to let the count drag— let it be rapid and elastic.

^ /A- -^7-^ ^ Z7- /^ 1^ ĝ

(7 -^ IT- -y^ -^— /y yr- /7 77 /? :?^

Lesson 7. In the first copy make a long figure 8 retraced exercise one space in height Make two exercises on one line. The move
ment is over-and-back, or lateral. Practice on this exercise establishes movement across the paper as used in joining the small o'.s. Cmuit
For the lateral movement exercise count over-back, over-back, over-back ; or, swing, swing, swing; or, glide-the-tingers, glide-the-fingers,

glide-the-fingers. For copy 'J count 1, glide-2, glide-3, glide-4—curve. Ma he the (* quickly ; stop the pen at the top of each uand glide rapidly
between the o'.s.

?-—

'

-7-"

-2-^

LKSSON 8. Turn the paper and make the small o exercise across the lines, being careful to place Ihe a on the line. Piad ice till.er

letters, and write simple words, in this way. It teaches one to write straight without lines. It also teaches exactness, since there is a

definite place for the letter. Coiitit—\, glided* glide-3, glide-4—curve; or, o, glideu, glide o, glide o- curve. Stop the pen at the top of each
o as it is closed

;
glide the pen rapidly between the o's.
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Progressive Lessons •« Business Writing

San Francisco,
California,

Business Collbge

Send Specimens for Criticism to " Criticism Editor," Care The Business Educator, Columbus, O.©1
Plates 35 t« 43 Inclusive, now, we are ready for a review of the capitals.

You should by this time have acquired a fairly easy, rapid, motion, and should have a good idea of the forms of the letters. In addi-

tion to following the instructions given, study the letters shown in the copy, until you have the forms permanently fixed in your mind.
Then practice the forms at every opportunity. Use your pencil. Use chalk. With a stick practice in the sand, make letters in the snow;
in short, practice every way, until you are aljle to make the letters well.

We hear a great deal about natural writers. The only natural writers we have ever known, are those who have a natural liking forthe

work and who practice incessantly. You can acquire a liking for the work. If you do this, you will soon become a so-called "natural

writer."

Select the best () in the copy. Study it carefully and make a line of O's. Strive to make each one exactly like the copy. Don't follow

false gods. Pattern after the letter shown. After you have mastered this form, you can learn to make as many styles as you wish. Com-
pare the best () you have made with the one you have selected from the model forms. Make another line, and so on, until you have made
at least a page of O's, or more if necessary. Follow this method of practicing, until you have gone clear through the capital letters. Watch
your position. Use a free, light, easy, motion. Keep your letters the same size and the same distance apart as those in the copy. If you
find any one of these letters is particularly hard, stick to it. Go after it like the boy did the stick of wood, as des-cribed in the old Third
Reader. Conquer it. Stay with it until you master it. Not only will you learn to make it well, but by doing so, all your writing will be

strengthened many fold. If you have made a page or more of each letter make 10, 20, or even 50 pages in this way. Next, make severa

pages of letters in their alphabetical order.

^ 7^ ~^ 1^ ^' 1^ "^ ~^ ^ '7^ ^ 'T^ W ~^ ~^ ^ ~^ ~^ ~^ ^
:

(f^ (f (f^(f^^ (^' (^ (f^ <^ (f^ (f(f^ (^ (^(^ (£^ <£ (f(^(f^(f<^(f<^(f^<^

7^ 7^ 7i ?/ ?f ^^ 7^ ?^ y^ '^ '^ ?^ ^7 '^ '^, '^ '^ ^ '^ ^ '^\

77^ 7/^ ??( 7?l 7?( ~?7^ 77f 7?^ 77f 77^ 7^ 7;^ 7^ 7^ 7:^ 7^ 7:^ 7^
\

7{2(^/{ 2('7{ 2(2( l{ ^l{ 2{ 2/ 2^ 7/ 2{ 7/ ?{ 2/ 2^ 1/

^2ryy7^rr^2--y

5^1/ ^^C^^^^^J^sJsjKj7Kj^^^^d7^^

.^ ^^ .^ ^ -^ -^ -ytP -^ -^ -^ -^^ y^ -^ -^

-e €
-y&~X?-^^'W'1&~y&-^'y^^&-1<7'-/&^'<f



~/j^^ -yi^ ~y<y^^y^^ yj^ y}^ Y}^-^-^ -^^ -^ -^ ^^^4^

c^?-- £'>- 'i^
/

^^ ^ 'JT" ^ '^ ^ ^ <^r r r / yf^ f- r ^ r r ^' f~ f T ''^' ^y"' ^7^' 9

ProfesHional Business Penmanship hy Mr. S. M. Blue. Grand Island, Nebr., Business and Normal College.
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"What Others

Have Done You
Can Do

^

STUDENTS' WOK.K AND PAGE
Dedicated to the best engravable specimens of exercises and business

\priting received from schools and students; improvement,
timeliness and excellence considered.

Observation,

Care and Appli-

cation—The
Essentials.

J

Hy Mr. S. G. Kdgar. Columbus Business College, Columbus, Ohio.

By E. M. Hoch, pupil, Inter-State Coml. College, Reading, Pa., G. E. Gustafson, peaman.

By H. A. Smith, Whipple, O., a sixteen yesr old pupil of J. J
Theobold and a subscriber of THE BUSINESS EDUCATOR.

Che eall of tb« Citv.-eontinued from
page S.

tation and perils. Hut I do not myself take
much stock in this fear. Any small city is

a New York in miniature, and it has all the
vices and dangers of the great metropolis
on a smaller scale. Indeed all the vices of

humanity can be found in a country town
of two thousand inhabitants. The city has
its perils, it is true, but the city has magnifi-

cent possibilities for culture and refinement
and nowhere is Christianity, humanity and
charity to be found on so broad and ele-

vated a scale as in the great cities of this

country. If the young man or the young
woman in the country to-day hears this call

of the city let him answer if his heart re-

sponds to that call, but do not let him go ill-

prepare<l, for the life is full of energy, and it

demands the best that lies within him if

he expects any measure of success. The
young man who goes into business to-day
with the same equipment his father needed
thirty years ago, will find himself as ill-

prepared as would the soldier of to-day

armed with the .Springfield musket of the
time of the rebellion.

HOME AND BUSINESS TRAINING.
The very best equipment a young man or

woman can take into the city is: first good
home training and second, thorough knowl-
edge of such branches of business as are
taught in any first-class commercial
school. It is home training that really
makes the man or woman after all.

FlOTwers do sometimes grow on a dung-
hill, but they are far more likely to
grow and develop fineness of form and
color in the well cultivated soil of a garden.
The influence of a cultivated. Christian
home is a spletidid shield against the
perils and temptations of the city. Dr.
Holmes, or some other wise and witty
writer, says, "The education of the child
should begin seN eral generations back."
Most of us have at least decent hotne

training and it becomes us to get, in our
schools, such training as will fit us to take
a place, not in the middle or rear rank of
workers, but in the front rank. There are

schools and schools, some of them good,
some of them bad, a good many of them in-

difierent. The fact that a school is large
does not necessarily mean that it is as high
in educational experience as it is in attend-
ance- Some of the very best schools in this

country are small schools with limited at-

tendance. Some of the very poorest schools
in this country fairly overflow with stu-

dents. I assume that my readers, or their
parents, have had the good judgment to

select the best school in their vicinitv in

which to give their children that training,

which is absolutely necessary to the young
man or woman who would take his place
in the rank of city workers.

This article, somewhat fragmentary in

form, is introductory to several articles

in which I shall try to indicate my ideas of

what constitutes a business education,
what opportunity exists in city life, what
dangers will be encountered and what re-

wards may be hoped for on the part of the
boy or girl who answers to the "call of the
city."
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Bl2kckboard Lessons in Business Writing

By America's Leading Teachers of Penmanship

^ JJ
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By C. F. noble. Penman, Salem, mass., Commercial £ollege.

Each of the above letters is made with the same finishing line. They can be most easily and artistically executed by retracing down-

ward, a short distance, the last up stroke, thence gliding to the right with a slightly curved line.

After having studied the formation of these letters carefully (an exact mental picture of the form to be practiced is among the first

essentials to the student of the quill
)
practice them singly, until you can make each letter reasonably correct. Then join together in

pairs, until you can make the connecting stroke neatly, after which make half a page of each letter, joining a dozen together without

raising the pen.

In conclusion join these letters together consecutively, until you have mastered the formation, slant, "pacing and size of every letter.

Bv €• ^' mcGowen,
Ulestern School of Commerce,

Stockton, ealif.

Eesson ITT. F«urtb Week.

I have the board clean and begin by tell-

ing them what the first exercise will be at

the same time placing the exerci-se on the
board, talking and writing at the same
time. I u?e no lineson the board and very
seldom erase an error. I work freely and
rapidly that the student may not get into

the habit of mincing and fussing with the
writing. After placing Exercise No. 1 on
the board and calling attention to the
direction, slant, etc., I ask them to make
one down stroke for each tap of the pencil
and beginning with a moderate speed I

increase the speed until I notice the slow
one dropping out which is my signal to stop
my speed until they begin again and can
keep up.

After five minutes work on the exercise I

ask them to reduce the size from the full

space to about one-half the space, using
the upper half of the space, at the
same time placing No. 2 on the board. I

then place No. Son the board calling atten-
tion of the class to the fact that the pen
leaves the oval at the top. I then show the
development of the exercise from the first

mro Ob) 0] 0} O) qt))

' Vr(^.

large oval and call special attention to the
even spacing between the small oval and
the final down stroke which ends in a
straight line. No. 4 is retraced for about two
minutes and then No. 5 taken up as illus

trated. I now count rapidly and evenly 1,

t*; 1,2; 1. 2 and have the class work together.
I pass around the room, counting and
watching for slow ones and errors. No. 6 is

now taken up and attention called to the
direction of all down strokes and the slant
of the back of M. I now count 1. 2. 123; I. 2. 1,

23; 1, 2, 1, 2, 3 passing around the room at the
same time. No. 7 is taken in the same man-
ner but not so much time spent on it. We

have now spent 20 minutes of the 45 minute
period and are ready for No. 8 1 ask them
to write a line and then draw lines thru the
down strokes and see that they are uniform
in slant and spacing. While the class is

working on 8 and I pass thru the room
and give personal instruction, making sug-
gestions and copies for about fifty pupils in
the 20 minutes allowed for it. The last three
or four minutes is given to speed work on
the word Mining, calling for the greatest
number written each minute. I sometimes
ask them to gauge their speed to a certain
number per minute. Tliework gets enthus-
iasm and results.

^or somctl]ina tl^at is l^igl^ gra^c in tccl|ntcal execution, pedagogical in plan, aw^ in=

tensely practical, ZlTr. Doner's series of lessons begun in tl^is number seem to equal if

not excel any cr»er gir>en since penmansl]ip journalism began nearly a tl]irti of a century ago.
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Supplementary Copies from A to Z in

'^^ Rapid Business = like Penmanship

^ F. B. Courtney, Milwaukee, Wis.
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A Forum for fhe Expression of Convictions Kolating to Methods of Teaeliin^ and the Art of Writing

OUR PLATFORM : FORM AND FREEDOM FROM FIRST TO FINISH
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masted Energy.

Too much attention is continually

being given to the subject of slant.

The copy-book people have little else

than "medial slant" and "monkey
doodle" language, science, nature,

etc., features to talk about.

More attention needs to be centered

upon form and freedom, upon plain-

ness and practicability. Don't waste
time splitting hairs or degrees, but

emphasize the need of legibility in

form and spontaneity in action.

Slant will take care of itself—that is

more a matter of individuality than

degrees.
Slant is a minor not a major element

in writing—form and movement, turns

and angles, retraces and loops, ovals

and straight lines each and all are of

more consequence than whether wri-

ting slants at 80, 70, 60, or 50 degrees,

for script forms may slant anywhere
from 45 to 90]degrees and be excellent

in form and free in execution.

Emphasize the essentials—/orw and
fieedom, plainness and arm movement,
and slant will follow.

eurriculums and ebiroarapbv-

In planning work for public schools,

teachers of writing will do well to

consider the fact that the crowded
condition of the high school curricu-

lum makes it well nigh impossible to.

find time for the teaching of penman-
ship.

And the same condition is almost
equally true of last year in the gram-
mar grade. The crowded curriculum
is the result of an attempt to meet
modern conditions in a life more com-
plex and active than the world has

ever known.
It is becoming more and more evi-

dent that the foundation for correct

writing must be laid in the primary
rather than in the grammar grades,

and that good writing must become a

habit before thehigh school is reached.

But children are immature at the

ages of from six to ten years, and
writing must be taught in the least

strenuous manner or harm will be

done the child's health. Small writing

it abnormal to children, so is stren-

uous training; therefore what is done
should be done along lines of least

resistance. These lines are along
large forms made freely with the arm
instead of the fingers.

Qrace v$. Jlccuracv.

For many years accuracy was con-

sidered an essential in the teaching of

writing. Accuracy, however, has

failed because it was attainable only

by the slow, cramped, drawing method
to be lost when free writing was
attempted. A thing unretainable is

not worth the effort to secure. The
reason of the failure of the accuracy

idea was that it contained but a half-

truth—the reading quality of writing

and not the writing quality, for good
writing is that which is plain and free.

A better ideal is Grace or Grace-
FiiLNESs. It is the embodiment of

plainness and freedom— of ease in

reading as well as in execution.

Those, therefore, who have been
clinging to the old ideal will do well

to espouse the new and true, grace.

Graceful writing is symmetrical in

form and rhythmical in action, pleas-

ing to reader and writer.

Graceful writing imp'ies graceful

action, and graceful actions are alike

pleasing and practical, serviceable

and healthful. All good writing is

graceful in form, and being graceful

in form is likewise graceful in action.

Hmes in Forgerv

Mr. D. T. Ames, the well-known veteran
penman and examiner of questioned hand-
writing, Mountain View, Calif., informs us
that he now has less than 100 of his books on
hand entitled, "Ames on Forsery." In
view of the fact that the plates were de-

stroyed, those wishing one of these bonks
should order at once. The book is hand-
somely bound and will be sent postpaid for

but $2.00. In onr opinion it is the most im-
portant book ever published in our profes-

sion on the subject of forgery or disputed
handwriting. And every one interested in

penmanship should have a copy of this

book, as it is a distinct credit to our profes-

sion. Then, too. the monej' can be used to

good advantage by the author, since he
lost so heavily in the San Francisco disaster,

being located in a nearby town which was
not destroyed by fire, he was unable to col-

lect insurance, although this building was
shaken down, as announced heretofore in

these columns.
Address all orders to D. T. Ames, Mountain

View, Calif.
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Devoted to the Best Interests of Business Education, and Dedicated to the Expression of Conscientious Opinions upon Topics Related thereto,
are cordially invited to enter the Arena of Publicity to discuss tliose things uppermost in the public mind, or of which tliere seems to be most need.
Editor and Publishers reserve the right to reject any communication they see ht. Nor do they desire to be understood as endorsing all of the opinioi
pressed in these columns. They believe a journal of this class and calibre is in part a public institution, and a vehicle in which the professional public
reasonably expect respectful attention and liberal space. Your thoueht plants may here find soil for propagation, and if rightly used and cultivated. ;

harvest is sure. We hope tliat neither timidity on your part, nor an editoral frost on our part, may be responsible for anythinc good failing to reac
public. Let us hear from you whenever the spirit of good will, fair play or originality strikes you. We await your contributions with cordial anticip

JJ

JK new start.

About the time this number of The
Business Educator is being; mailed
the many business schools, public and
private, will be getting busy for

another year of mental awakening and
development on the part of thousands
upon thousands of ambitious youth
who shall enter school in order to

prepare to rightly enter life.

Let us not, in our chase after the

golden dust which maketh the pro-

verbial fleet footed mare go, forget

that these hopeful, alert, strenuous
boys and girls of today must a year

hence enter the world of commerce to

begin the struggle for honorable,
desirable, deservable success. And
let us realize deep down in our inner

selves that the kind of instruction

given, interest shown, advice offered,

and <',i77w/i/'('/>r«^;/to/during their stay

in our institutions will have much to

do with their ultimate success.

And bear in mind that it is not so

much what you say or pretend as what
you do and are that will have the most
influence. And also bear in mind that

the best things are not alwa^'S in the

curriculum, but are the outgrowth of

personal experience, the inspiration
of some observation, the result of

some occurrance, which, rightly

utilized, may help some despondent
pupil, enthuse some discouraged
worker, dispel gloom from a room full

of tired pupils, and turn the sluggish
tide of unawakened or wearied energy
into a channel of activity leading
toward the city of success.
Keep clearly in mind, proprietor,

principal or teacher, that white the
pupil may have paid tuition primarily
for " bookkeeping " or " shorthand,"
he may, and usually does, need more
instruction in numbers and spelling
and punctuation than in the technic
of accounts orthe speed drill in short-
hand, important as these are after the
others have been somewhat mastered.
Neither should we be unmindful of

the fact that our claims for patronage
are based primarily upon the technical
knowledge and training of bookkeep-
ing and shorthand, but instead we
should see to it that this training is

thorough, even though we may have
to stop now and then to instruct in

mathematices or English in order to

make it thorough and lasting. Better
by far to teach one thing well than to

attempt much and fail. But keep
clearly in mind this fundamental fact

that to teach one thing thoroughly
many more things must be considered
and learned.
The fact that an army of pupils are

now matriculating means that in the
past, despite short course and other
sharks, business schools have as a

whole given valuable training, and
will this year of nineteen hundred and
seven and eight give better training
than ever.

So here's to your success—in the
full measure of your earning and
deserving it. The Business Edu-
cator extends best wishes, and will

itself try to live up to the creed in its

preaching.

Cbe 6. v.. Z. Jl. Intellectual Teast.

Your editor was unable to be present
attheBostonmeetingoftheE. C.T. A.,

but he was permitted to read copies of

all papers read and speeches made
there, and with mingled feelings of

pleasure and regrets. The latter were
of two kinds ; he is sorry the Associa-
tion did not conclude to publish an
official report of the proceedings, for

the benefit of those not in attendance,
and he is also sorry room cannot be
spared for the papers and speeches in

these columns, as all were excellent,

and some were specially fine.

We sincerely hope the E. C. T. A.
will next year conclude to issue a re-

port, paying for if necessary by
soliciting and inserting professional
advertisements from typewriter and
publishing concerns. Pass a good
thing around.

Cbe Ualue of membership.

At the Boston meeting of the

E. C. T. A., an effort was made to

limit talking before the Association

and voting to members only—to those

who paid the annual membership fee.

For some reason it was defeated.

This may have been due to a belief

that talk is to cheap to be thus either

hindered or taxed.

In the National Commercial Teach-

ers' Federation of Affiliated Associa-

tions, voting is confined strictly to the

members of each section, although

remarks are allowed upon the floor

upon other than votingtopics. Surely

the same should apply to the E. C.

T. A., as it does in all the organiza-

tions with which we have had to do.

We hope that at the next meeting
some action will be taken to recognize

and dignify membership so that the

one who pays his money will feel that

he is being rewarded for his loyalty

and public spiritedness. If the meet-
ings are worth attending they ought
to be worth joining. Do business as

well as teach it. Treat all alike by re-

quiring all to pay up who are desirous
of voting and occupying the floor.

eeldey eollefle.

The Goldey College Comujencement ex-
ercises held in the Opera House, June 17,

1907, Wilmington, Del., proved to be an un
usally interesting, entertaining, and profi

tahle event. "The Morninjj News" volun
tarily gave over half a page to the write up
of the exercises. We have heard it stated
by competent autiiorities that the Annual
Commencement of Goldey College is the
most public affair held each year in tliat

city. The uniq\ie featu re of this commence-
ment is that practically all pay for a reservpd
seat. We have never known of any c
mercial school doing th'" "

"' " -^^-

an extraordinary deman
public, and good busines
the part of the institutio

is to be congratulated fo. ..^^ „ ^^

free advertising, and in a sense getting paid
for it besides.

ndicates
tn the part of the
aianagement on
Goldey College

ig so 1

d|e Business €^ucator lias ercr been tl]e exponent of clean, conscientious ebitortals,

anb it proposes to continue to keep its rea^incj cohunns free from money influence anb as

unbiased as possible. Petty jealousies are aireb by correspondence, not by editorial space

pait> for by subscribers.
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PRINCIPLES AND PPACTICE IN

Bookkeeping i Accounting
M. M. BROWN I NO, C. P. A.

SADLER'S Bryant & Stratton Rusiness Coli.kge,
BALTIMCIK'K, MO. J

Corporation Jlccountitig

It is my purpose to discuss in the

next few issues of The Educator
some important features of Corpora-
tion Accounting. While it is true

that this branch of Accounting does
not in general differ materially from
ordinary Mercantile Accounting,
there are some features which are

distinctly peculiar to Corporation
work, and which require special con-
sideration on the part of the account-
ant and student as well.

One of the first essentials of Corpo-
ration Accounting is a good practical

knowledge of general Corporation
Law. This may be obtained from
any good text book on Commercial
Law, or from any standard work on
the subject of Corporation specifi-

cally. Another important element i.s

a thorough knowledge of the manner
in which Corporations are managed,
the source of authority for extraordi-
nary payments of corporate money,
the issue of additional stock, the dec-
laration of dividends, the creation of
surplus funds, etc. ; for it is in re-

ference to these matters that Corpora
tion Accounting differs from Account-
ing for a Proprietorship or Partner-
ship. Hence in these articles any
reference to Corporation Accounting
is made to these features wherein it

differs from ordinary Accounting.
While it is my purpose in this depart-

ment to deal specifically with the
Accounting features, I feel that I

would not be justified in passing this

part of the subject without directing
the reader's mind to the importance
of a general knowledge of the manner
in which Corporations are formed.
By this I mean the initial meeting of
the incorporaters, subscriptions to
stock, preparation of the articles of
incorporation, their presentation to
the proper State Official, and the se-

curing of a charter which is the .State's

authority for the Corporation to con-
duct its affairs within the limits of the
articles of incorporation upon which
the charter is granted. It is un-
necessary for me to use space at this
time to go into details of this feature,
for any person who is really interested
in this subject can very readily secure
this information from any good text
book on Corporation Law.

In this artfcle I wish to impress
upon the reader's mind the import-
ance of a thorough understanding on
the part of the accountant of the

charter which gives authority for the
conduct of the business of a Corpora
tion, setting forth important features

concerningthe amount of capital stock
to be issued, the manner in which it is

to be paid for, and other general and
special features bearing upon the
accountant's work ; also the absolute
necessitv of the Minute Book as a
guide in the setting up of accounts,
both in opening and closing the books.
It is quite rare, indeed, that the ave-

rage bookkeeper is aware of any of

the important features contained in

the charter of the Corporation by
which he is employed. Very fre-

quently, in consequence of this lack of

knowledge on the part of the account-
ant, the affairs of the Corporation are
not recorded in accordance with the
principles and purposes of i.s organi-
zation, and not infrequently do we
find the accounting work done in a

manner, if not absolutely illegal, open
to serious criticism. No accountant
can intelligently perform the duties
connected with his position in any
Corporation unless he is fully in-

formed as tothe purport of its charter,
especially as bearing upon those
features which have to be given ex-

pression in the accounts of the Cor-
poration.

The Minute Book should contain all

of the records of proceedings of the
Boards of Directors, Stockholders
meetings; in fact, it should contain
records of proceedings of every meet-
ing that has any bearing, whatever,
upon the actual business of the Cor-
poration. Too often, it is true that
secretaries of Boards of Directors and
Executive Committees or other special
committees are careless and inaccu-
rate in writing up the proceedings of
the various meetings. Inasmuch as
this record furnishes a basis of all

Current Accounting, which may be
called Corporation Accounting as dis-
tinguished from ordinary Accounting,
this book should contain absolutely
full records of all meetings, especially
resolutions providing for the expendi-
ture of money, issuance of additional
stock, calls for installment subscrip-
tions, declaration of dividends, pro-
viding for reserves, sinking funds or
other special dispositions or surplus
earnings.

One of the first things, of course, the
accountant has to deal with, so far as
his relation to the Corporation Ac-
counts is concerned, is the setting up
of entries for the issue of its capital

stock. These entries, of course, vary
in accordance with the conditions
under which Corporations are formed.
If the stock is sold at par for cash,
there would seem to be necessary but
one entry, as follows :

CASH TO CAPITAL STOCK,
for the total amount of issue with
complete explanation referring to the
record in the Minute Book gives
authority for the issue of this stock.
There are those who prefer the follow-
ing entries, in order to show on the
books the complete transaction :

StlBSCRIl'TION TO CAPITAL STOCK.
and when the subscriptions are col-

lected, this second entry will be made:

CASH TO SUBSCRIPTION.
This plan should always be pursued
when subscriptions for stock are not
paid in full at the time they are made.
The balance of the Subscription Ac-
count should at all times show the
total amount due by the individual
subscribers on subscription to capital
stock. If there are many subscribers
to the stock, it is necessary to keep
individual accounts with the sub-
scribers, and this is done usually in a
book known as Subscribers' Ledger.
This book is kept in the same way as
is the Sales Ledger, the Subscription
Account in the general ledger being
its controlling account. This is the
simplest form of Corporation opening
entries, but the general principle un-
derlying this will apply to the most
complicated opening entries, whether
it be the formation of Corporation to
conduct an original enterprise, or to
take out a going mercantile concern,
or for the merging of two or more Cor-
porations into one.
The main facts to be considered in

all of this work are as follows : The
capital stock issued must be shown
upon the book as a liability, and the
assets for which this stock was issued
must stand against it on the debit side.
It very frequently happens that the
stock issued does not agree in amount
to the book value of assets received or
taken over. In case the issue of stock
is larger, the difference is usually
carried to Good Will, Franchise or
Bonus Account, and is less, the
difference is credited to Surplus Ac-
count. These accounts will receive
special consideration in later issues
of The Educator.

I submit the following proposition
in Practical Accounting for solution
by the readers of The Educator, and
trust that I may receive solutions
from many of them. The best solu-
tion received will be published in a
subsequent issue of The Ediicator.
"A Corporation has been formed

for the purpose of placing upon the
market a Rheumatism remedy, the
amount of capital stock to be $100,000;

$30,000 of this to be given to the own-
ers of the formula ; $30,000 has been
subscribed and paid for by the incor-
poraters, the remaining 140,000 un-
subscribed to be held in the treasury
to be sold for working capital in case
it should become necessary."

Set up opening entries for the above
proposition, giving full explanations
underneath every entry.

Nt)TK- Direct all communications con-
cerning this department to K. M. Browning,
Sadler's Business College, Baltimore, Md.
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Contracts.

7. Offers to the Public. Contracts of

miens and of Corporations.

As we have learned, in order to

constitute a contract there must be
an offer and an acceptance. The
offer need not be to any particular
person, but may be made to the pub-
lic in general. An instance of this is

an advertisement of a reward offered.

An acceptance in such a case is

necessary in order to make a contract,
and the acceptance must be with a
knowledge of the offer. In such a
case the contract is executed by the
act itself. The person accepting
need not notify the person making
the offer. The offer is accepted by
his going ahead and doing the work
or performing the act.

An offer made to the public may
be withdrawn before it is actjd upon,
and if the offer was made by adver-
tisement, withdrawal maybe so made,
and the mere fact that the person
performing the act did not see the ad-
vertisement withdrawing the offer

does not entitle him to the reward.
As a rule, an offer may be withdrawn
by the same means used in making it.

Of course an offer may be presumed
in the law to have been withdrawn
by lapse of time. No withdrawal
having been actually made, the offer

will be presumed to stand for a rea-

sonable time.
We now enter upon the discussion

of who are competent to make con-
tracts. Not every one may make a
contract. The law books designate
six classes of persons who, in general,
are incompetent to make binding
contracts, either wholly or in part :

1. Aliens. 2. Corporations. 3. In-
fants. 4. Insane persons. 5. Drunk-
ards. 6. Married women.
In the first place, it may be under-

Stood that a man cannot make a con-
tract with himself. In other words,
there must be at least two parties to

a contract. One attempts to make a
contract with himself when as an
agent for some one else he attempts
to buy the goods of his principal ; or
when, as executor, he attempts to
buy the goods of the testator ; or
when as auctioneer he tries to buv
the goods he is offering for sale. The
mere fact that one cannot sue himself
would make the rule necessary. The
same applies where one attempts to

make a contract with himself and
another. One cannot sue two per-

sons one of whom is jointly interested
with himself as defendant. Neither
can one make a contract with a ficti-

tious person ; the person must be liv-

ing.

There is no law preventing the mak-
ing of contracts between persons of

different nationalities, or owing al-

legiance to different flags. Such
contracts, however, made between
aliens, that is, citizens of countries
at war, are declared in the law to be
null and void. In the case of the
Spanish-American War a contract
entered into between a Spaniard and
an American during the existence of

the war was a nullity. Even after

peace was declared, the contract
could be of no effect. As to contracts
made before the war, these are merely
suspended during the continuance of

the war. They revive when peace re-

turns. In the same way a suit on a

contract made before the war began
cannot be carried on in the courts

while the war continues. If brought
before the war began, a suit may be
brought, or the case may be revived
after the war has closed.

A corporation is achild of the state.

It has no inherent right to make con-
tracts above and beyond such as are
expressly given to it by the state.

Any contract that it attempts to make
that is not within its powers as de-

termined by the law under which it

was organized, is null and void, or,

as the law books say, ultra vires. It

cannot be too plainly understood that

a corporation has no powers beyond
what are given it by its charter, or its

incorporating act. In some states

the directors are personally liable as
partners on contracts made ultra

vires. Now, the incorporating act

under which the corporation is or-

ganized may be general in its terms,
specifying only in broad terms the
limits of the corporation's powers
and rights. It will be understood, as
we will see later, that a corporation
has the implied power to do any act
necessary to the carrying out of the
purpose of its organization as pro-

vided in its charter. So a corpora-
tion has the implied power to hold
any property necessary to the carry-
ing on of its business, unless, of

course, it is expressly forbidden by
law. If the property is to be used
for some purpose beyond the scope
of its authority, it has no right to ac-

quire and hold it, and a contract
looking to that end would be void.
A bank, for instance, incorporated to
carry on a banking business, loaning
money on real estate and taking it on
a mortgage, might enter into a valid
contract for the purchase of farm im-
plements, these being necessary to
the care of the farm until such time
as it could be sold and the loan re-

paid. But a contract by a bank to

buy farm implements for the purpose
of going into the farming business in

general, would be null and void ; and
so of a bank making a contract to

build a railroad ; such a contract
would be void unless it could be
shown that it was necessarily inci-

dent to the carrying on of its busi-

ness as a bank. Corporations may,
unless prohibited by the law under
which they are organized, make ne-

gotiable paper, appoint agents, bor-
row money, and mortgage their prop-
erty.

In some cases the charter provides
the mode of contracting. In such a

case a contract made by the corpora-
tion by another luode than that stated
is void ; for instance, if the charter
requires the signature of a particular
officer, the contract is invalid with-
out it.

Where a corporation has entered
into an ultra vires contract and has
had the benefit of the performance of

it by the other party, the corporation
cannot go into court and claim that

the contract was ultra vires and that

it is under no obligation to fulfill its

part, at the same time retaining the

fruits of its unauthorized acts. It

would be held by the court liable in

equity generally to restore or pay for

what it has received.

A single stock-holder in the corpor-
ation may restrain the board of di-

rectors of the corporation from enter-

ing into an ultra vires contract, and
usually it is true that the board of

directors is liable to the share-hold-
ers for an ultra vires act. Then, too,

the state itself, through its depart-
ment of justice, may in the courts re-

strain an ultra vires act, or compel
the corporation to forfeit its right to

do business.

Contrary to the popular notion, a
corporation organized in one state

has no inherent right to do business
in another state. The privilege it has
so to do is merely by courtesy of that

other state. A corporation organized
under the laws of the state of New
Jersey has no inherent right to do
business in the state of Michigan ;

that it is permitted to do so is by the
tacit agreement of the latter state, or

by what is known as state comity or

courtesy. It follows, therefore, that

one state may make reasonable limi-

tations on the right of a foreign cor-

poration to do business within it bor-

ders. It follows, of course, that a

[Continued on fotloii'i?tg page)
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Teachers must be progressive. When our pupils come to us this year we

must:be better prepared to help them over the rough places than we were

five, ten or twenty (?) years ago. We should know better what to teach and

hou' to teach, rather than more that \ye can teach.

The pupils who are entering our classes are probably little, if any, better

.prepared for their work than were the pupils of five years ago.

It is our purpose to provide in this department something of practical

value to the student; something that may be no better than what the class

is getting in its regular work, but which may supplement it and aid in the

work of preparing boys and girls for practical business.

Criticisms and suggestions will be welcomed. This department should

be for the benefit of all and not merely to express the views of one.

Tradition tells us that there was
once a man—a Bostonian, tnirabile

dictu—who placed in a paper the

following:

WANTED: A steriographerwho can write

what I mean, not what I say.

In that advertisement, be it an actual

one or an invention, is something that

should sink deep into the heart and
mind of the student in the business
school. There was one of the multi-

tude of employers who are calling for

ability, for young men and women who
can do things as they should be done
even if their instructions are not

correct.

There was a business man, a busy
man, who had been dictating letters

to a stenographer who supposed he or

she was doing all that could be ex-

pected if the employer's exact words
were placed before him. He was a

man who must think quickly, must
make and carry out great plans; a

man who thought more about the

subject matter of the letter he was
dictating than the construction of his

sentences. And his stenographer, in-

stead of attending to the details, to the

little things which are so important,

had transcribed mechanically the ex-

act language and the advertisement
was the result.

Did this man find such a steno-

grapher? Probably he did—after the

waste basket was filled with applica-

tions containing worse errors than
those his former clerk failed to detect.

THE para(;raph.

There are two things which the

stenographer must do alone with only
his own knowledge and common sense
to guide him. He must paragraph and
punctuate.
The matter of paragraphing is not

always given the attention it deserves.

Business men often complain to me of

the poor work done by most steno-

graphers in this respect. 1 once ad-

dressed some inquiries to a number

of firms employing from three to two
hundred stenographers. Among them
was this one: " Do you find the aver-

age stenographer, fresh from school,

proficient or deficient in ability to

paragraph intelligently?" "Defi-

cient" or "Very deficient" was the

answer in every case. These firms

were widely scattered and employed
graduates from all kinds of public and
private business schools.

Sensible paragraphing is an essen-

tial part of effective letter writing.

That it is not given more attention is

due largely to two things. The aver-

age text is too brief in its treatment

of the subject. The teacher realizes

that no fixed rules can be given to

cover all cases and that perhaps it

would be difficult to find two people

who would write a letter on the same
subject and paragraph alike, and so

is tempted to give little time to the

matter.

"A paragraph is a distinct part of a

discourse or writing; any section or

subdivision of a writing or chapter

which relates to a particular point,

whether consisting of one or many
sentences." According to this defi-

nition, if a business letter relates to

two important matters or two partic-

ular points concerning one matter,

it should have two paragraphs. When
a letter is about groceries, dry goods
and books, the student has little

difficulty in making separate para-

graphs for each. It is when the letter

is entirely about groceries that he

fails to paragraph intelligently.

While it is here that his common sense

must guide him largely, still we can
give him drill that will be of great

benefit to him.

Paragraphs must be made sometimes
to relieve the eye. It is tiresome to

read a whole page of solid matter even

though it be about one particular

point. We need the relief which the

indentation affords and so may para-

graph where there is a slight change
in the treatment of that point. Again
we may have several particular points,

each thoroughly treated in a single

line or less and here we may combine
them many times for the sake of a

better appearance. So while there

are cases where we must paragraph,
there are others where we may or may
not, keeping in mind the appearance
of the page and the probable effect on

the reader.
The wideawake stenographer may

obtain a fairly good idea of how the

dictator would paragraph his letter if

he will follow closely the manner of

the speaker, noting the emphasis he

places upon certain statements and
keeping in mind the circumstances
which call for the writing of the letter.

A lecturer will sometimes count off

upon the fingers of one hand the points

he makes as a means of emphasizing
them. The paragraph is used in much
the same manner. Here is a letter

with short paragraphs which illus-

trates this:
Gentlemen

:

We desire to call your attention to our ex-

tensive and complete facilities for color

photographic reproduction and printing.

We have illustrated in colors more than
fifty books forleading publishers in the East.

An innovation which entirely obliterates

the effect of the screen to the naked eye,

recently introduced into our work, insures

most beautiful and delicate results.

We sliallbe glad to show you some of our

latest products on request.
Hoping to be favored when you are in the

market for work to be done in colors, we
remain,

Very truly yours.

Next month further directions and
material for practice will be given.

Caw-eontinuedfrom preceding page.

corporation cannot do in a state other

than its home state an act contrary

to the law or the policy of that other

state, though permitted to do so by
the law under which it is organized

within the boundaries of its own
state.

One state may go so far as to pro-

hibit a foreign corporation from do-

ing business within its borders. A
state may discriminate against

foreign corporations by imposing
taxes on them, or license fees, unless

such taxes or license fees be contrary

to the interstate commerce act.

Most of the states make provisions

requiring foreign corporations to file

reports with their secretaries of state

at certain intervals. Some require

that these corporations shall have

offices within the state, and designate

certain officers upon whom within

the state service of process may be

made. Others require the payment
of a certain franchise tax or license

fee. Still others provide that unless

certain conditions are complied with
by the foreign corporation, they shall

have no standing in the courts of

that state, either to bring suit or de-

fend a suit.

To Be Continued.
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DEPAPTMEMT OF

TYPEWRITING
' A. C. VAN SANT.

liMAHA, .--..- NEBRASKA.
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Cbc First Cesson in Cypeivritins-

With the first of September com-
mercial colleges all over the country
begin new" terms. Thousands of stu-

dents will at that time start upon
business courses. It is important
that the first impressions given them
in the various branches shall be cor-
rect impressions.
The first lesson in typewriting

should be given with e.xtraordinary
care. First impressions are very
lasting, and this lesson will to a great
extent influence the student for a
long time, if not for life.

The typewriter has become such an
important factor in the world's work
that every commercial school that
consults its own interest, the needs
of its students, and of the public,
should take special pains to see that
students are started right, and that
they are kept going right. A few
years ago it was a common thing for

commercial schools to provide no in-

structor in typewriting, and the stu-

dents were simply conducted to the
machine and allowed to write in what-
ever manner they pleased. But that
day is happily past.
The system of typewriting in most

general use is called Touch Type-
writing. It might appropriately be
called Thought Typewriting, for the
burden of responsibility is thrown on
the brain and not on the eyes.
There is no study that furnishes bet-
ter mental discipline, or that trains
the mind to more perfect control and
concentration. The mental and phy-
sical powers need careful direction in

the first lesson, that the brain and
hands shall be taught to work in har-
mony. In typewriting, as in every-
thing else, the thought should pre-
cede the act. The student should be
taught to go slowly that the brain
may direct the action of the hands.
No unnecessary time should be

taken up in explaining theories. The
student should be placed in an easy
position before the machine, with the
body erect. He should be shown how
to insert the paper, how to move the
carriage back to the place of begin-
ning, how to strike the keys and the
spacer, and such other things as are
necessary in doing the work on the
first lesson. He should sit just far
enough away from the machine to al-

low the elbows to rest easily at the
side of the body. The small fingers
shouldbe placedon "a" and the semi-
colon.

Having the student in a satisfact-
ory position at the machine, he
should be told to strike each key
with a quick stroke and to withdraw
the finger instantly to a position
slightly above the keyboard. All the
fingers, except those on the guide-
keys ("a" and the semicolon), should
be raised in withdrawing them from
the keys, so that they will be the
right position for making the next
stroke. Some teachers require all

the fingers to rest on the keys of the
middle row, and after letters in other
rows have been struck, they require
the fingers to be returned to the mid-
dle row of keys. This requires an
extra mental and physical movement,
thus violating a law of nature. It is

necessary to have one finger of each
hand resting on the keyboard so that
the hand maybe kept in correct po-
sition over the letters, but it is un-
necessary to have all the fingers so,
resting, as they must be slightly
raised before they can strike a sharp,
quick blow. The student should
never be allowed to push his keys.

When the student is ready to begin
writing he should be told to think of
the position of the letters. If he has
a manual of typewriting that has a
diagram of the keyboard he should
be told to look at that diagram, and
not at the keyboard of the machine,
to determine the position of the let-

ters, and should be cautioned before
he strikes the first blow as to the
manner of striking the keys, and
withdrawing the fingers. It is of the
utmost importance that the brain
and nerve currents be started right,
as by a law of nature the student will
wish to make the second blow as he
made the first one. If the first blow
is made wrong the teacher should
strive to see that the second stroke is

made right, and should have the
stroke repeated until it can be made
correctly. Habits are quickly formed
and hard to correct.

When the preliminary directions
have been given the student should
look at a diagram of the keyboard,
so placed before him that it shall be
level with the eyes when he sits erect.

He should commit tomemory the suc-
cession of letters in the row begin-
ning with "ii" and ending with "/".

He should be told that "i.'-" and "//"

are struck with the first fingers of the
left and right hands respectively.

To reach these letters the hand should
not change position, but the first fin-

gers should be separated from the
others and should glide to these let-

ters. In order to control the speed
at which the students write, the
teacher should for a few moments
call the letters and spaces to the
class, having the letters struck by all

in unison. After a time this may be
discontinued, and the students al-

lowed to write without this assist-
ance.
Students should strive to make per-

fect pages the first day, and those
who write slowly and thoughtfully
will be apt to succeed. A perfect
page is an encouragement and an in-

spiration that will lead to splendid
future efforts. The inspiration of
success and judiciously spoken words
of encouragement and approval from
a teacher helps to get up the enthus-
iasm, which is the greatest aid a
teacher can have and the strongest
motive a student can have for doing
his best.

No teacher should think it is better
to let students do imperfect work un-
til he has become accustomed to the
machine, and then begin to train for
accuracy. Such a plan allows the
formation of bad habits, and allows
the student to form the idea that ac-
curacy is a matter of secondary im-
portance. It is better to require a
smaller quantity perfectly written
than to require a large quantity and
accept it with errors. A school which
has never required absolute accuracy
from its beginning students would
find its efficiency greatly increased
by adding this requirement. Note-
sized paper may be used to make the
work easier for the students, and the
moral as well as mental effect of
having every page perfect before it is

handed in will be apparent in all the
student's after work.
The time to impress the importance

of accuracy and to start a student
along correct lines is in the early les-

sons, of which the first lesson is the
most important. If the student fails

to do perfect work, and shows signs
of discouragement, the teacher should
watch him carefully to see where the
trouble lies. It is generally because
he is trying to write more rapidly
than his mind can direct his move-
ments. By calling the letters to him
for a few moments so as to give him
ample time to think of the location

of each letter before he strikes it he
can generally be made to write slowly
enough to do perfect work.

If any student or teacher imagines
that the practice work in the school
may be imperfect and that when the
necessity comes the work can be
done perfectly, he will find that he
has made a great mistake. We are
creatures of habit, and good habits
during school life will lay the founda-
tion for good work in the future.

Cbe Brown Cropby.

At the last meeting of the Central

(Continued on following page)
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PRACTICAL FINANCE
K. J. BENNETT, C. A., C. P. A..

DETROIT, MK.NIOAN,

Pr-ln.:ipal Detroit Business University.
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Tore Ulord.

Seven years ago 1 contributed to

this excellent magazine a series of

articles on Higher Accounting.
Those were the first contributions

on the subject of accountancy to ap-

pear in any journal devoted exclu-

sively to the advancement of com-
mercial education. I feel a certain de-

gree of pride in this fact, and am
pleased to be selected again by The
Business Educator as the one to

contribute the initial series of articles

on the subject of Practical Finance.

The great amount of satisfaction

that I get from the study of finance is

(aside from the monetary considera-

tion) a strong incentive for my con-

senting to give the time to contribu-

tions on the subject, and 1 trust that

the result may be the creation of a

desire on the part of others for a deeper

insight into this very interesting sub-

ject.

The commercial teacher, who wishes

to make any headway in his work or

who wishes to reach the top of his

profession, should not overlook the

fact that he must needs devote a great

deal of time to the study of the litera-

ture bearing upon the subjects under-

lying his profession. Not only does

he enhance his own income and use-

fulness by doing so, but the knowl-

edge and satisfaction thus attained

will prove a source of pleasure at all

times, as the various points touching
upon them are of the practical, every-

day kind and to be found at almost
every turn.

finance.

Definition. (Noun) The science

of monetary business or affairs; the

system by which the income of the

nation, state, or corporation is raised

and administered; pecuniary manage-
ment in general.

Fi.N.-VNCE. (Verb.) To conduct fi-

nancial operations ; manage finances

in either a public or a private capac-

ity ; to manage financially ; be finan-

cier for ; furnish with finances or

money. (Century Dictionary.)

From this definition, it will be seen
that the subject of Finance deals

with money matters, without which
no project, undertaking, or enter-

prise can be successfully launched,

to say nothing of the needs of suc-

ceeding years, when capital is re-

quired at every step in the progress
of the business. The subject in-

cludes : business, industry, compe-

tition, money, credit, banking, law,

capital, speculation, etc.— in other
words it includes everything that has
to do with the tools of business and
commerce, and with the establish-

ment and success of trade and indus-

try.

In succeeding articles I shall briefly

touch upon different phases of the

subject of finance and of business
customs, especially from the practi-

cal or utilitarian standpoint. But
the contributions cannot be more
than an introduction which shall

make mention of and point out the

beauties of the correlative studies
and the sources whence information
may be obtained. I have found from
experience that almost every step
taken in my work in commercial edu-
cation and accountancy has brought
me face to face with the necessity of

possessing a knowledge of business
affairs in general.

LITERATURE.
There is plenty of literature bear-

ing upon the subject of Finance and
its underlying principles that maybe
had from book sellers or consulted in

public libraries. I would especially
commend the study of the following :

Finance, by different authors ; Busi-
ness Law ; Banking ; Exchange ; Eco-
nomics ; Money and its substitutes

;

Financial History of the U. S. ; Ac-
countancy ; Business ; Industrial en-
terprises of different kinds ; Capital
and its uses ; Investments and specu-
lation ; the Stock Market ; Taxation

;

Trust and Insurance Companies, etc.

The student of finance can always
find subjects of interest in magazines,
newspapers, government and statis-

tical reports, and much may be
gleaned from observation. On all

sides are to be found matters of in-

terest and transactions of more or
less importance to the financial and
business world.
Among the subjects for special

study, I would mention the words,
terms, etc.. used in business and the
stock market. These may be found in

reference books and dictionaries, or
gathered from research in different

lines of literature.

INVESTING SAVINGS.

While I hope to awaken in the
minds of readers a desire for the
study of finance, it is not my aim to

interest them in the hazardous busi-
ness of speculation, taking chances
with their earnings, or in attempting
to "get-rich-quick". "Lambs" (that

is, inexperienced speculators) usually

get "fleeced" when they attempt to

speculate, and, after losing their

hard-earned money, have plenty of

leisure in which to repent. I should
hardly advise anyone to refrain from
making investments, as they are the

life of trade and industry, but would
suggest great care in doing so. If

you cannot have a say or a hand in

the running of the business in which
you wish to invest, it is best not to

put money into it at all, unless you are

sure of its stability and earning ca-

pacity.

The best place for ones savings is

in a reliable savings bank .until a

chance for making a good investment
is found. But keep in mind that any
business that promises more than a

reasonable dividend or rate of inter-

est is to be looked upon with some
hesitancy when seeking a safe invest-

ment. My advice to all is to work
hard, study systematically, give close

attention to business, and save as

much as possible. "Save $1000 and
your wealth will roll in."

I am a firm believer in the mission "

of Building and Loan Associations,

providing they are properly con-

ducted, and the plan upon which
they work is worthy of the attention

and support of those who wish to en-

courage systematic saving of small

amounts.

Cypewritina—eentinued from precedina
page.

Commercial Teachers' Association

Mr. G. W. Brown, of Illinois, Indiana,

Iowa and Missouri, and a loyal citi-

zen of the United States, offered a

one-hundred-dollar trophy to be con-

tested for at the annual meeting of

the association to be held at Daven-
port, Iowa. The contestants must
be from the schools of members of

the Association, such contestants not

to have entered a school or used a

typewriter prior to April 1, 1907.

This trophy probably a cup, is to be
held for one year by the winning
school. A certain number of consecu-

tive winnings will entitle a school to

the permanent possession of the

trophy.
A draft of the regulations for the

contest has been submitted by the

committee to Mr. Brown, but illness

has prevented him from giving it

such consideration as necessary be-

fore the committee can make public

the rules. It is hoped, however, that

these rules can be given in full in the

October journals.

In the meantime schools can go on
with their preparation for the con-
test. In all probability accuracy will

be emphasized as it has never before
been emphasized in any typewriting
contest held before any commercial
teachers' association. This offer

should be an inspiration to all the
students in the territory of the Cen-
tral Commercial Association to be
striving for speed and accuracy.
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Business Education in America
By FRANK VAUQHAN,

203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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no. 12. JI Catnb^likc 6atbcrina.

Twenty-two men answered the roll

call at what the published proceedings
called "The Fourth Annual Meeting
of the International Business College
Association, held at Detroit, fttich.,

June 13, 1871 "—36 years ago. Perhaps
it would be interesting to give the full

list:

E.R. Felton, Cleveland. J.C.Bryant,
Buffalo, R. C. Spencer, Milwaukee,
J. H. Goldsmith, Detroit, Mich.;
E. G. Folsom, Albany, George Soule,
New Orleans, C. P. Meads, Syracuse,
J. W. Warr, Louisville. A. W. Smith,
Meadville, Pa.; S. Bogardus, Spring-
field, 111.; H. E. Hibbard, Boston,
Richard Nelson, Cincinnati, J. Bon-
sall, Burlington, Iowa; L. L. Williams,
Rochester, J. F. Curtis, Davenport,
Iowa; J. Tasker, Montreal, J. D. Odell,
Toronto, A. J. Rider, Trenton, W. R.
Kimberly, Philadelphia, E. Trout,
Toronto, A. J. Cole, Davenport, Iowa;
L. A. Gray, Portland, Me.
Three men who had been very active

in the proceedings of the Boston meet-
ing the year before were decidedlv
conspicuous by their absence—
S. S. Packard, Warren H. Sadler,
E. P. Heald. Later the proceedings
indicated that John R. Carnell, of
Troy, and W. A. Faddis of St. Paul,
were present. The convention was
reported by Osgoodby & Duffield,
Stenographers, Rochester. It has no
verbatim reporting to be proud of

—

and very little of any other kind.

THE PRESIDENT WAXES ELOQUENT.

President Felton delivered the long
and eloquent address, which would be
worth while to reproduce in full except
for space limitations. Flowers of
tropical brilliance bloomed through it

very freely. Here are some examples:

GENTLEMEN OF THE INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS COLLEGE ASSOCIATION:

Loyal to the Institution of your
creation, and zealous in your labors
for its perfection and perpetuity, you
this day renew your pledges of fidel-

ity and consecration. Today, in this
beautiful city of Detroit, America's
Constantinople, through whose gates
passes the vast commerce of this
chain of inland seas, are we again
assembled. A band of Brothers for
council and deliberation. That you
bring as your offering warm hearts,
clear heads and open and willing
hands, I am assured.
As the Arab's heart bounds with

gladness, when in his wearisome
journey across the trackless desert he
reaches the Oasis, where the joyous
smile of Providence greets him in the
matchless beauty of His vegetation.

and the sweet purity of His earth
yielding draught, inviting that repose
and recreation, essential to the pro-
secution of his voyage, so we, whose
journey across the great plain of time,
slowly but surely transforms from
manhood in his best estate to the
bending form and silvered crest of the
patriarch, must pause for rest and
recuperation. Shall not our hearts
beat more warmly and the pulse
quicken with joy as the cherished
opportunity presents for brother to
greet brother? Are not these annual
assemblies our Oases, the great foun
tain whence flow exhilarating
draughts, quickening us to a new life

and more vigorous action ?

BUSINESS BOOMING.

Then the speaker switched to indus-
trial topics and in the shadow of a
great financial and industrial

cataclysm one is surprised to en-

counter such optimistic views as

these:

We meet under circumstances
peculiarly gratifying and auspicious.
Since our last Assembly, American
enterprise has enjoyed a year of un-
usual prosperity. Industrial pursuits
have everywhere met their full re-
ward. Artisans and common laborers
have by temperance and frugality se-
cured comfort and happiness to de-
pendent families. Nearly all branches
of trade and commerce have shared
liberally of the material growth and
prosperity of our country, and no
American citizen is without cause for
congratulation.
Products of human labor have been

greatly increased, demanding en-
larged fields for their consumption.
The vast plains and mountain ranges
of the boundless West and South have
become national highways for the
transportation of these products to
points of usefulness. Old avenues of
wealth are being enlarged and im-
proved, while new elements of pros-
perity are constantly unfolding.
Fountains of subterranean gas which,
science tells us, lie entombed in the
great shale formations of our planet,
have for ages sent forth mutterings of
discontent, refusing to become solid.
Man has consented to liberate this
captive, and utilize its powers. Al-
ready has it proved of great value,
and who shall predict tne extent of
the revolution it may work as an
illuminating and carbonating ele-

ment? Scienceand Art have combined
in moulding into "Perfect Ashlers"
[what in the Nation is a "Perfect
Ashler?" F. V.] the rough sands of
the sea. The highestconceptions and
loftiest ambitions of our countrymen
are being more than realized. No
mind conceives a project so vast but

its cunning fellow suggests ways and
means for its accomplishment. In
the interest of civilization the moun-
tains and the valley change places.
We behold in every human effort the
tendency of the age to practicability.
Are not the arguments for practical
education overwhelming and irresi-
stible ?

The vast and rapidly increasing re-
sources of this Republic are likely to
be enhanced in importance as a result
of the late conflict of arms between
the powerful and prosperous States of
Germany and France.

FRANK AND TEUTON IN DEADLY
STRUGGLE.

A topic that was on everybody's
tongue in those days was the furious

struggle for mastery between France
and Germany. France's beautiful

capital had been laid low in dust and
ashes and drenched by the blood of

her children. Of course the speaker
had to say something on that point.

Here it is:

Fearfully appalling as has been the
destruction of human life, deplorable
and irreparable as is the loss sus-
tained by art and science, in the work
of vandalism which laid in ruins a
fourth of the most beautiful capital of
the world, so justly renowned for its

sculpture, painting and architecture,
and dear to every scholar for the rich
reward its libraries afforded to letters
and science, there is yet some comfort
in the thought that the wicked fallacy
is exploded, that liberty and un-
bridled lust are synonymous and
convertible terms. The unhappy and
much to be pitied Frank has learned
through deep humiliationand distress,
that justice holds even, impartial
balance ; that he cannot invade a
moral, social or political right of his
fellow-men without incurring her dis-
pleasure ; and if in the penalty she
attaches, interests vital to himself are
assailed, he must not murmur, though
the world shall deeply mourn its loss
and regret alike his folly and his mis-
fortune. Let us extend to him en-
couraging hope that the " tidal wave"
of fire and blood which deluged his
beautiful Rhineland has swept into
oblivion the foul seeds of discord,
anarchy and Red Republicanism
leaving in their stead germs of enlig;ht-

ened liberty which shall take firm
root in generous soil, yielding a
bountiful harvest of intelligent
patriots, who shall rear their stricken
country to a position higher and
grander than ever before attained,
extending peace, fraternity and good-
will to men. How striking the moral
which this lesson impresses. More
potent than the essays and arguments
of all the philosophers and statesmen
of the world is-the logic which the re-

sult of this conflict is silently riveting
upon the minds of every enlightened
nation. The self reliant, intelligent
Teuton has taught mankind a lesson
he shall not soon forget. The su-
premacy of moral and intellectual
over brute physical force he has esta-
blished in a manner not likely to be
again disputed.

(continued)
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School Advertising is about on a

par with other advertising—no better

or worse. The very efficacy of this

modern force has stultified its growth
and retarded its refinement. In the

past any kind of advertising has paid

and, therefore, little thot has been

given to it—a bluster of words and
baseless claims have brot the busi-

ness.
Acting on perfectly natural laws it

has developed the same as any other

art.

From the overshot water wheel to

modern turbine is a far cry and yet

the development of the mighty motor
that robs Niagara to make New York
go round has had but one incentive—
econotnical production of power.
We are learning to apply the same

equine discrimination to our adver-

tising. The crucial question is

:

How shall we produce results at

small cost ? Any kind of advertising

will pr.obably succeed if enough is

used and no one disputes the time-

tried and newspaper-bandied axiom
that "Advertising Pays."
What we want to know is, how to

make a small expenditure yield big

results : to decrease the cost per in-

quiry ; to cut in two the cost of get-

ting a student.
We can mark it down as a sure

thing that advertising that does not

sell the goods is useless. "Keeping
the name before the Public," "Work-
ing by Subconscious Suggestion,"
"Cultivating Good Will", all these

will-of-the-wisp advertising phan-
tasmagoria are illusive and vain.

Tack this pertinent inquiry where
your beleaguered eye can fall on it,

when the advertising solicitor un-

winds his phonographic eloquence

:

Will this plan have a direct effect in

selling the goods ?

This is a trusty mentor. Much ad-

vertising is done without a definite

aim—we want to say something
bright, witty, smart, catchy or what-
not, forgetting that the sole purpose
of advertising is to dispose of the

salable commodity. Good advertis-

ing is salesman-ship on paper.
The most of advertising, the school

brand included, is stilted and lifeless,

because the moment pencil touches
paper all spontaneity leaves the un-
happy writer.

Listen, captured reader, to this:

"This school is well and favorably
known in the business community,
both for the thoroness of its courses
and for the distinctly high moral in-

fluence of its faculty .Maintaining a
standard, set by no law motive, and
which is refined and perfected as
business demands become more ex-
acting, this institution is without
a peer in this city and environs—the
Best by any Test." Jest so, jest so !

This kind of stuff is found in many
catalogues, I leave it to you, dear
reader. How can the Gentle Youth
tell where he wants to go to school
after reading the above tender prose
poem ?

I wonder how many school owners
talk to inquirers in the above plain-
tive strain. If they do their lamp of
practice doesn't illuminate the dark
places of theory very long.

If you have trouble writing effec-

tive advertising—advertising that
takes hold and implants a never-dy-
ing conviction in the breast of the
prospective—just have a rrimble steno-
grapher take down your next talk to
your visitor.

Probably your talk isn't a bit like
your catalogue—with the odds all in

favor of the verbal representation.
Try it.

In succeeding articles I shall get
closer to facts and eliminate the
theory. I expect to get a great deal
of good from them— telling them will

clarify my ideas.

I have had some small part in

building up a flourishing school at
small expense in the face of fierce-
fierce is the word— fierce and frantic
competition. I don't know it all nor
any resemblance of it. But I have
studied this advertising proposition
for lo, these many years and there
are some things I have proved to my
own satisfaction and others I merely
believe are so. I'll give them all for

what they are worth.
It is proposed that we have a De-

partment of Suggestions— I like that
better than "Column of Criticism."

It is so easy to criticise ^a platitude,
I think none will dispute. The critic

bears about the same relation to pro-
gress that a flea does to a dog. He
infests it without aiding or directing
it—and of such are all critics.

So, brother, don't be afraid to send
on your catalogue and follow-ups.
1 know you have spent many weary
hours over them. I would but show
my own inanity to climb upon the
tripod and throw out large and empty
opinions concerning your Good Stuff.

So I will just help and suggest
where I can. Send it to me at 2025
Sixth Avenue, Seattle every-
body knows where Seattle is.

Results of the first Shorthand and
Cypeivriting Championship eon=

tests field in England.

MR. SIDNEY H. GODFREY WINS THE
OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP WITH A NET
SPEED OF 197 WORDS PER MINUTE.

The Business Show held at Olympia
in London, from the 4th to the 13th of
July, was the first of its kind to be held
in England, and foUowingtheexample
of similar Exhibitions in the United
States, the official program embraced
a number of Contests in Shorthand
and Typewriting, with Championship
prizes in each subject. The exhibi-

tion was promoted by the '

' Organizer'

'

Publishing and Exhibition Company
of London, with Mr. E. D. Robbins as

Managing Director.
For the Shorthand and Typewriting

Contests the Exhibition Company had
the valuable assistance of the officers

and members of the Incorporated
Phonographic Society,, and of the

Incorporated Society of Shorthand
Teachers. There was a Students'
Shorthand Contest and a Students'
Typewriting Contest, a Commercial
Shorthand Typists' Contest, A Teams
Typewriting Contest, and the two
Championships in Shorthand and
Typewriting.

THE SHORTHAND CHAMPIONSHIP.

For the Shorthand Championship
there were 14 entries and I.'-i contest-

ants. More than half of these were ex-

pert writers of Isaac Pitman's Short-

hand, holding certificates for 200 words
a minute or upwards. Mr. S. H. God-
frey, twice winner of the Miner Gold
Medal in the United States, was, of

course, a contestant. Mr. G. W. Bun-
bury of Dublin the holder of a 250 word
certificate, was prevented from attend-

ing owing to the illness of his wife.

The contestants were required to

take down three test pieces of five

minutes each, at speeds of 180, 200 and
220 words a minute, and to choose any
one of the three for transcription.

The regulations were very simple ; one
percent, was deducted for every error,

and the shorthand notes were handed
to the Judges with the transcript,

which was commenced almost imme-
diately after the note-taking had fi-

nished. Mr. J. Hynes was the reader

and Mr. French time-keeper. The 220

words piece was taken first, then the

200 and the 180 last. The matter con-

sisted of an account of the early life

of President Lincoln, a speech by Mr.

Joseph Chamberlain, and a speech on
Commercial Education.
Eleven of the Contestants returned

transcripts all transcribing the 200

words piece. The awards were as

follows : -

First prize, the Championship Cup
and 10. ($50.) Mr. S. H. Godfrey, of

London.
Second prize, Gold Medal and 5.
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($25.) Mr. Hubert Byers of Middle-
sborough.
Third prize, Silver Medal. Mr.

G. E. Hall, of London.
Mr. Godfrey's transcript of the 200

words piece contained only 14 errors
in the 1,000 words, giving him a net
speed of 197 words a minute

THE TYPEWRITING CHAMPIONSHIP.

For the Typewriting Championship
it had been hoped that Miss Rose L.
Fritz would have been able to come
over from the States and she certainly
would have received a hearty welcome.
In the absence of any very definite
records there was a good deal of un-
certainty as to the result. Mr. James
Wright of Newcastle, and Mr. Wear-
mouth, now of Milan, Italy, had each
won Provincial Contests, but there
were the ladies still to be reckoned
with. Thirty seven competed, some
of them indifferent, but among the
first half-a-dozen there was a severe
contest. The test pieces were:—30
minutes copying from imperfect MS.,
30 minutes copying from printed
matter, and 30 minutes copying from
dictation, each having to provide his
or her own dictator. The rules govern-
ing the Contest were the following :

One word deducted for every error,
viz.—for striking a wrong letter, fail-

ing to space between words, omission
or misspelling of a word, piling letters
at the end of a line, failure to begin
the line at space 10 on the scale, except
at the beginning of a paragraph. The
operator typing correctl)' the greatest
number of words in the given time,
after the penalties have been deducted,
to be declared the winner.
The test piece of imperfect MS. was

a maze of corrections and emenda-
tions, and tempted the contestants to
type all readable words at a great pace,
irrespective of errors, for the careful
reader could make little progress with
the typing of it. Copying from dicta-
tion was marred by the din of dicta-
tors and machines in a building of
badacoustics. On the other hand, the

copying from printed matter was the
real test, and in it some good work
was done, especially by Miss Small-
horn the winner. The following are
the figures of the winners in this
test :—the prizes being the same as in

the shorthand championship.

30 MINUTES COPYING FROM PRINTED
.M.\TTER.

Contestants No. Words Errors Net
Typed

Miss Smallhorn 2628 114 2514
Miss Illenden 2368 144 2242
Mr. Curtis 2355 279 2076
Miss Smallhorn's record comes so

near to that of Miss Fritz's gross
speed at Chicago that the comparison
becomes specially interesting. Copy-
ing for 30 minutes at Chicago in March,
Miss Fritz typed 2660 words ; while
Miss Smallhorn at Olympia in London,
in July, typed 2628, the relative gross
speeds, being, Miss Fritz 885 words a
minute, and Miss Smallhorn 87§ words
a minute. Miss Fritz had however
fewer mistakes, and deducting one
word for every error, as in London,
the net speeds were :—Miss Fritz 88
words a minute, and Miss Smallhorn
83 words a minute.
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Mr. R. A. Stevens, for two years at the

head of the commercial department of the
Dedham, Mass.. High School, has joined his
former superintendent, las. \V. Brehaut. of
N. Attleboro, Mass., in the purchase of the
B. & S. Business College, Manchester, N. H.
Mr. \Vm. Heron, the former proprietor, will
remain with the school for the present.

E. E- Gardner has sold his Lansing, Mich.,
school, and will have charge of the Chartier
shorthand department of the American
Businest^ College, AUentown, Pa.

C. A. Waynant, last year witli the Mans-
field, Pa., State Normal School, has just been
elected head of the commercial department
of the Martinsburg, W. Va., High School.

W. P. Jones, is a new commercial and pen-
manship teacher at the Memphis, Tenn.,
Business College.

H. J. Oke, last year with the Elliott Busi-
ness College. Burlington, Iowa, has been
elected head of the commercial department
of the Spokane, Wash., High School.

Mrs. S. A. Godfroy goes from the Steuben-
ville, Ohio, High School to the Fargo, N.
Dak., High School as headof thecommercial
work.

F. W. Baldwin, a Highland Park College
man, is with the Parks Business College,
Denver.
D. L. Hunt, the well-known penman and

commercial teacher, recently with the
Wichita Business College, will have charge
of the penmanship and commercial work of
the Nichols Expert School. St. Paul, one of
the most beautifully equipped private
schools in the Northwest.
Miss Emma L. Scheftler, last year with

the Iron Mountain, Mich., High School, has
just been elected to take charge of the com-
mercial department of tlie Peru Township
High School, La Salle, 111.

li. I. Van Gilder goes from the shorthand
department of the Brown Business College,
Kansas City, to similar work in the Business
Institute, Detroit.

Virgil E- Anthonj' will open the new com-
mercial department in the Cheyenne,
Wyoming, High School.

G. L. Hoffacker, of the Massachusetts Col-
lege of Commerce, Boston, has bought
W. N. Currier's interest in the Bellingham,
Wash., Business Institute, and joins G. C.
Savage, formerly with the Salem, Mass.,
Commercial School, in the conduct of that
promising school. John Alfred White, ofthe
N. Division High School, Milwaukee, and
S. L. Lowrey. for many years at the head of
the Indiana, Pa., State Normal School, have
been engaged to teach in the .Spencerian
Business College, Milwaukee, which has
iieen consolidated with the popular fJilbert
School, of that city. The combination, with
its exceptionally able faculty, ought to be
very successful.

E. E. McClain, of the Miller School, New-
York, becomes manager of the Interstate
Commercial Schools. Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Miss Harriet Leonard, of Malone.N. Y., will
have charge of the commercial department
of the Derby, Vt., Academy this year.

The Business Systems Commercial
School, T. F. Wright, Prin., la the same name
of a new- business school recently organ-
ized in Toronto. It is backed by the Direc-
tors of Business Systems, and is starting
out with prospects of success.. The school
seems to beorgani/.ed somewhat along new
lines, and we wish it success.

The St. Louis, Mo., Business College, is a
new institution recently organized by A. C.
Gondring, for a number of years connected
with the Chicago Business College, and
Samuel V, Reese. From what we have
heard, the new school has opened up with
splendid prospects in that metropolis, mid-
way between east and west, north and south.

The Barnes Commercial School. Denver,
Colo , reports a daily attendance of 125 with
the brightest outlook for the fall.
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) TO THE Interests of the Federation, Associations and Conventions of the Commef

Ns ARE Cordially Invited to Communicate with the Professsion through this Medium

ed in Columbus by the first of the month preceding date of publication. However, they maybe
and in cases of important program announcements, as late as the fifteenth of the month.

lAL Teach.N Profession.

ND Progress.

d as late as the tenth.

JJ
Editor Business Educator,

Columbus, Ohio.
As chairman of the Executive Com-

mittee of the National Commercial
Teachers' Federation, I have been
workinj? hard on the preliminary de-

tails with most gratifying: results,

and we will be prepared to entertain

the Federation in a manner befitting

the high standing of this organiza-

tion of business educators.

The Headquarters of the Federa-

tion will be at the "Annex Hotel,"

the largest hostelry in the State of

Pennsylvania. In this hotel will be

provided a private parlor for ladies

and one for gentlemen, with a gen-

eral reception room connecting. An
exhibit room will also be provided
for the convenience of the manufact-
urers of office appliances, and the

publishers of text books, and a par-

lor will be reserved for the Private

School Managers' Association.

The Banquet Hall of this hotel will

comfortably seat 1.500 people. This
room will be used during the fore-

noons for the general sessions of the

Federation, and in the afternoons for

the meetings of the National Short-

hand Teachers' Association.

The National Business Teachers'
Association, the Penmanship Teach-
ers' Association, the High School
Teachers' Association, and the var-

ious section meetings will be held in

The Martin School Building.

It is believed that the above ar-

rangements will be especially advan-
tageous from every standpoint. The
hotel and school buildings are sit-

uated in the business center of Pitts-

burg, and are only one block apart.

The Annex Hocel can undoubtedly
accommodate the majority, if not all

of the delegates. In the case of an
overflow, there are many hotels in

which quarters can be secured.

The 1937 sessions of the Federation
will be held on Friday, Saturday,
Monday, and Tuesday, Dec. 27, 28,

30, and 31, respectively. The Banquet
will be given in the Banquet Hall of

the Annex Hotel, Monday evening,
Dec. 30th. Special services will be
arranged for Sunday evening at one
of the central churches, and other de-

tails will be carefully looked after.

Kindly favor us with any sugges-
tions which you may think of value
to us.

Very sincerely yours,
H. L. Andrews,

Chairman Executive Committee,
Pittsburg, Pa. N. C. T. F.

Sbortbanders, Hear Ve

!

TO TEACHERS AND WRITERS OF SHORT-
HAND :

As Chairman of the Executive Commit-
tee of the N. S. T. A., I have written a per-

sonal letter to each member whose name
appears on the 1!KI6 list, asking for suggest-

ions and ideas which would enable the
Committee to come into touch with the

real, live problems confronting teachers

and writers of shorthand in different parts

of the country, thereby enabling the Com-
niittee to arrange a program that will be
representative, and, at the same time, give

every body interested an opportunity to say
what bethinks should come up for discus-

sion at the coming meeting.
I asked each person addressed to please

favor me with an early reply, but up to this

time have had replies to but a few of the
letters sent. In making this second general
call through THE BUSINESS EDUCATOR for

suggestions, I wish to include all persons
interested in our work, whether members
now or not : just send along your ideas,

and get in line for the coming meeting at

Pittsburg, at which time the matter of

membership can be quickly attended to.

Do not be backward about writing to us;
we need your help and you need ours.

We are making every effort to keep the
standard of the N. S. T. A. high, and in or-

der to accomplish this, we must be up and
doing ; so do not let this matter slip your
memory, but let us hear from you at once.

Respectfully yours,
K. O. HARRISON,

Chairman Executive Conjmittee,
X. S. T. A.

32 Fifth St., Pittsburg, Fa.

t
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The Portland, Ore., Board of Education

recently adopted Gregg Shorthand and
"Words" for use in the Portland High
School for a term of years. Good for Gregg,
and good also for Portland.

Mr. A. N. Symmes, formerly of Louisville,

Ky. and recently of New York City, is now
proprietor of the Indiana Business College,
located at Madison, Ind. We wish the
genial Mr. Symmes the success his splendid
qualities merit.

C. A. Keed and K. A.Coverdale purchased
the Amarillo Business College, Amarillo,
Texas, on May 20th and re-opened this in-

stitution. No doubt these two gentlemen
will be able to build up a splendid school.

Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Mosher, Mr. J. W. Lamp-
man and Mr. W. C. Prichard have formed a
partnership, and will on September 1st, open
the Mosher-Lampman Business College at

17th and Farnam Sts., Omaha, Nebr. The
long experience of these teachers will doubt-
less serve as a substantial capital upon
which to build a large school from the
beginning. We wish the new school and its

partners success.

*. B. O. McAdams, who for the past seven
years has been principal of the Commercial
Department of the Newark N. J., Business
College, recently resigned his position and
is now located in Tarkio, Mo. Mr. McAdams

states that he finds the muscular movement
of great advantage to him in using the lawn
mower and in doing other things on the
property he purchased at that place. On the
day Mr. McAdams left the Newark Business
College the faculty and students presented
him with a silver loving cup, handsomely
engraved, as a token of their esteem.

Mr. H. O. Kessling is now the sole owner
of the New Albany, Ind., Business College,
having recently purchased Prof. Strunk's
interest. The School was founded 42 years
ago by Ira G. Strunk, who has been con-

nected with it continuously ever since. It

is with regret that we see our long time
friend drop out of the comiHercial teaching
profession, but we sincerely hope he has
laid enough aside to enable him to enjoy
life from this on to its fullest capacity. And
we wish Mr. Kesslingthe success which has
characterized this institution, with in-

creasing prosperity to correspond with the
times.

Mr. G. A. Henry, who was connected with
the Central Business College, Kansas City,

Mo, in mOl-2, and who since that time has
been engaged in active business work, is

again in the teaching harness in the old re-

liable Central. We are thus glad to welcome
Mr. Henry back into the teaching field. We
have noted with a good deal of pleasure
during the past decade that nearly all com-
mercial teachers who drop out of the pro-

fession to engage in business pursuits, soon
or late, find their way back to their first

love—commercial teaching. But weareglad
to say that these same teachers come back
to us with that very valuable something
which cannot be gotten from books or in

school, "experience ", which makes them
ever after more valuable and more con tented
as commercial teachers.

Mr. G. T. Wiswell, formerly of the Inter-

State SchoolofCom, Cedar Rapids,Iowa,and
Orton E. Beach, formerly with theLawrence,
Mass., Commercial School, have joined

hands and opened Bradford, Pa., Business
College. With two such able and exper-

ienced commercial teachers at the helm, a

good school from the beginning. will be the
result. We wish the new institution the
success it merits.

Springfield, Mo., Business College, is now
housed in a new home of its own, occupying
an entire city block. It is So feet wide and
124 feet long and is constructed of red brick

three stories high, liberally ornamented
with white stone trimmings. In the base-

ment is a steam heating plant, kitchen,
dining room and stock room.

Mr. R. D. Mitchell, who for nine years has
been identified with the Sandusky, Ohio,
Business College, is now its sole owner,
having bought the institution from Mr. T.
W. Bookmyer the well known business
college man whose Federation labors have
been so efficient and faithful for many years.

Mr. Mitchell has proved his worth as a busi-

ness college man and as a fit successor to Mr.
Bookmyer. We congratulate the good
people of Sandusky for having in their midst
such an excellent school, and with Mr.
Mitchell at the helm it will no doubt be even
better than in the past which means much
to those acquainted with the high grade of

work done there.

Mr. Fred Berkman of Oregon but recently
of the Spencerian of Cleveland and the
Zanerian of Columbus, Ohio, has engaged
with the Blair Business College of Spokane,

"
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Wash., to handle their engrosping and pen-
manship, and such other branches as may
be necessary to keep Mr. Berkman busy.
The Blair people have the faculty of secur-
ing the best talent tolbe found on the|market.
Mr. Berkmau is a thorough gentleman as
well as high grade in ability, although
relatively young in years. We doubt
whether there are better people to work for
anywhere than the Blair Bros.

Allen's Business College, Stevens Point,
Wis., recently installed $50i)0. worth of Rem-
ington typewriters. Messrs. F. F. Showers
and H. G. Martin, proprietors, are men of
ability and hustle combined, which are the
two necessary qualifications for a big live
school. We hear nothing but good reports
from these gentlemen and their school.

"Rogers & Allen's Commercial School
graduation exercises, Fall River, Mass.",
were given two columns of space in one of

their daily papers in which we notice an
address of more than ordinary excellence
delivered by Judge John J. McDonough.

During the summer the Whitmore Busi-
ness College, St. Joseph, Mo., added '-'5 new
Smith Premier typewriters to its equipment.
This is an unsually large number of
machines, and we have every reason to be-
lieve that it bespeaks prosperity and large
attendance this fall. Mr. Whitmore is one
of the hustlers of our profession, and is evi-
dentlv making things move at a rapid pace
in St. Joseph.

e
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Mr. G. B. Jones, of Fancher, N. V., has

been elected to the position of supervisor of
writing in the Norwood.* >hio, public schools.
This means enthusiastic. Jirst-class in-

struction in that beautiful little citj-. and
we congratulate the school board for having
secured the services of Mr. Jones.

Mr. H. M. Bowen, proprietor of the Macfeat
Business College, Columbia, S. C recently
purchased the controlling interest of that
institution, and reports it to be one of tlie

best l)usiness colleges in the .Southland.

Mr. Irwin P. Mensch, recently of New-
burgh. N. Y., is the new commercial teacher
in A. G. Sine's Big Mountain State Business
College, Parkersburg, \V \'a.

Catherine Leola is the name of a tine baby
(iirl which arrived at the home of Mr. and
Mrs Don E. Wiseman. The young lady
arrived May 28, 1907. Mr. Wiseman is one of
the big men of the profession, standing
near to 0-4 and tipping the scales at about
3(B. He is now with The Rider-Moore &
Stewart Schools, Trenton, N. J.

Mr. C. H. Longenecker, of Palmyra, Pa.,
and recently of the Zanerian, has engaged
with the Mueller School of Business. Cin-
cinnati. Ohio, to teach penmanship and
English and assist in the commercial work.
We have every reason to believe that Mr.
Longenecker will find the Mueller School a

good one, and that the proprietor, Mr. D. D.
Mueller, will find Mr. Longenecker a desira-
ble employee.

Mr. G. T. Brice, formerly of the Spence-
rian. Cleveland. Ohio, and recently with the
McKinley High School of St. Louis, has
returned to the Spencerian. where he is

now engaged teaching the young idea how
to shoot along penmanship and commer-
cial lines. Mr. Brice's re-engagement is a
compliment alike to employers and em-
ployee.

Miss GertrudeO. Hunnicutt, recently with
the Alton, Ills., Business College, is now
connected with the Lansing, Michigan,
Business University. The people at Lans-
ing are to be congratulated for having her
in their midst.

K. F. Kennedy has severed his connection
with Allen's Business College, Eau Claire,
Wis., and has opened Kennedy's Commer-
cial College in the same city.

Mr. C. Spencer Chambers, the well known
supervisor of writing, Covington, Ky.,
recently graduated in law from the Mc-
Donald Educational Institute of the Y. M.
C. A. of Cincinnati. Ohio, receiving the
tiegree of LL. B Mr. Chambers is to be con-
gratulated for having the energy and abil-

ity to be something more than a mere pen-
man.
Mr. J. Edwin Booth is achieving splendid

success in the Commercial Department of

the High School of Covington, Ky. During
the summer he had charge of a summer
school for stenographers in the well known
National Cash Register Co., of Dayton, O.

We have known Mr. Booth for a number of

years and have come to regard him of much
more than ordinary ability, and we are
therefore pleased to learn of his deserved
recognition.

The pupils of the Lawrence, Mass., Com-
mercial School, during the summer pre-

sented Mr. Orton E. Beach.shorthand teach-
er for the past three years, with a set of

resolutions expressing their appreciation of

his faithful attention to them as scholars
and earnest efforts to impart to theni
knowledge. The resolutions were hand-
somely engrossed by the principal, Mr.
Frank' E. Mitchell.

Mr. E. W. Frear of Iowa and recently of

Tenn., is now engaged in teaching pen
manship in the Twin-City Business Col
lege, Winston-Salem, N. t;. Mr. Frear
swings a pen of more than ordinary pro-

ficiency.

Clara E. Barnitz, recently of Bowling
Green, Ky., is the new supervisor of writing
in the public schools of Sanfnrd, Me. Miss
Barnitz is a young lady of more than ordi-

nary ability and character, and the good
people of Sanford will no doubt learn to

appreciate her more and more as she dem-
onstrates her work and worth.

Mr. Daniel G. Yoder disposed of his school
at Boyertown, Pa., and accepted the princi-

palship of the commercial department in
the high school at Irvington, N. J.

Mr. A. L. Percy succeeds Mr. Irvin Hague
as Principal of the Office Practice Depart-
ment in the Spencerian Commercial School,
Cleveland. Mr. Percy has hail full charge
of both the Initiatory Bookkeeping and
Office Practice Departments during the
summer months.

The Nebraska Central College. Central
City, Nebr., has secured the services of Mr.
Earl T. Whitaon, late with the Telluride
Power Co., Provo, Utah, for the coming
year as head of their commercial depart-
ment.

Mr. F. A. Wilkes, who spent last year in

the North Manchester, Ind.. College, is now
engaged in the Framingham Business Col-

lege, South Framingham, Mass. Mr.
Wilkes is a fine young man, and we have
every reason to believe that the modern
Massachusetts puritans will think the new
Buckeye fully measures up to the Ohio
standard.

Mr. E. C. Stretcher, recently in charge of

the Myersdale, Pa., Commercial College, is

now principal of the bookkeeping depart-
ment in the Douglas Business College,
Pittsburg, Pa.

Mr. W. P. Steinhaeuser, recently of Alma,
Mich., College, is now in charge of the
shorthand work in the big, successful
Ferris Institute, Big Rapids, Mich. Mr.
Steinhaeuser is to be congratulated for

having secured so desirable a position.

He had been re-elected for another year
at Alma, but resigned to accept the Big
Kapids proposition

Mr. G. C. Krieghbaum, of Akron, C, and
recently of the Zanerian, is the new pen-
manship and commercial teacher in the
Business Systems Commercial School.
Toronto, Ont., Mr. T. F. Wright, Principal.

Mr. Krieghbaum is a fine young man and
we feel sure he is going to make a record in

the commercial teaching world.

Mr. H. B. Lehman, the expert penman of

the Central High School. St. Louis. Mo.,

spent his vacation teaching in the old reli-

able D. B U., Detroit, Mich., instructing in

penmanship in its summer school.
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The Ohio Valley Business College was re-

cently given deserved recognition and at-

tention in The Potters Herald, East Liver-

pool. Ohio. This school has built up a splen-

did reputation in eastern Ohio for conscien-

tious instruction.

The Practical Text Book Co., Cleveland,
Ohio, recently mailed to its patrons a ser-

ies of three blotters quite in keeping with
their wide awake method of doing and
teaching business.

A novel postal folder is acknowledged
from the Taylor School, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Mueller School of Business, Cincin-

nati, Ohio, is sending out one of the pret-

tiest ten-vear calendars we have ever seen.

The calendar, like the scjiool it represents,

is high grade and practical.

Practical Books for Schools is the title of

a finely printed and illustrated catalogue
issued by and in the ijiterests of the Practi-

cal Text Book Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

From the nature of the Catalogue recently

received we would infer that the Central
Business College, Chicago, 111., has "made
good." It is a first class piece of advertis-

ing representing a first class school. It is

printed on a good quality of paper. The
text is straightforward, high grade, and
not at all bombastic.

Armstrong Business College, San Luis

Obispo, Calif., \V. A. Bagby, Manager,
seems to be doing good work if we may
judge from advertisiiife recently received.

Baker City. Oregon;, Business College,

Albert Backus, Prin., lifcupies four pages
of space in a special inagazine entitled

"Baker City, the Metropolis of Eastern Ore
gon."

The Meadville, Pa., Commercial College,

is one of the largest and most successful
schools to be found in one of our smaller
cities. This institution has longsince had
the reputation of thoroughness and square
dealing The press of that city devoted a

large space to the commencement exer-

cises held June 1.1th which were, as usual,

high-class and interesting in character.

The Tampa, Fla., Business College, is do-

ing some vigorous advertising by means of

some very creditable bold script as shown
by a half-page newspaper advertisement
before us.

The Metropolitan Business College, Cleve-

land, Ohio, believes in advertising of an
attractive sort if we may judge by the ad-

vertisements we see from time to time in

the daily press.

One of the most artistic little booklets re-

ceived at this office is herewith acknowled-
ged from New England Audit Co., F.J. Hill-

man, president and manager. Mr. Hilliuan

is be congratulated for the progress he has
made in this new line of endeavor. Few of

our many acquaintances seem to have
achieved so much in so short a time. And
what is more significant, he and his firm

stand not only for ability but for reliability.

Mr. Hillman is a man well fitted for this

new line of much needed trinity of science
and art, auditing, expert, accounting, sys-

tematizing--

Mr. E. A. Bock, recently with the National
Business College, Roanoke, Va., now has
charge of the Penmanship and Business
Practice work in the Los Angeles, Calif.,

Business College.

Mr. R. D. Thurston, recently with the
Lowell, Mass., Commercial College, has re-

cently accepted a position with the Rome,

N. Y., Business Institute. Mr. Thurston is

a young man of excellent character, and
we wish hin» success in his new position.

The Dixie Business College, Atlanta, Ga.,

H. L. Bridges and Bernard C. Ansted, pro-

prietors, publishes a catalogue bespeaking
a prosperous, progressive institution.

Short Bros., proprietors of the Hammel
Business College, Akron, Ohio, Hall Busi-
ness College, Voungstown, Ohio, and The
Lorain Ohio, Business College, publish an
attractive catalogue and do a good business
if we may judge from what we see and hear.

Goldey College, Wilmington, Del., issued
one of the most appropriate, novel, and ar-

tistic anniversary announcements we have
ever had the pleasure of acknowledging.
On the front page is a deeply embossed

colored engraving of Delaware State Build-
ing at the Jamestown Exposition, and be-

neath the building is this appropriate tab-

let :— Delaware To The Front In History-
settlement 16.iS—first to sign the constitu-
tion. Commerce, powder, leather, fiber,

ships, cars, etc. Education- Gcldey Col-

lege—Delaware's pioneer in commercial
education.

"Opportunity" is a splendid title of a very
credital)le school paper published by and
in the interests of the Monroe, Wis., Busi-
ness Institute.

One of the best catalogues of the year is

hereby acknowledged from the Martin
Shorthand and Commercial School, Pitts-

burg, Pa. The catalogue is printed on the
finest of rich cream paper with type and
illustrations printed in brown which har-

monizes very nicely with the paper and
cover. Those attending the Federation
this year will have ample opportunity of

seeing the institution of which the cata-

logue in question is a tit representative.

"The News Letter" is the title of a spicy
little paper issued by the Barnes Commer-
cial School, Denver, Colo. The Barnes boys
are wide awake, conscientious fellows and
the good people of Denver seem to appre-
ciate their presence there, if we may judge
from the patronage given.

Souvenir, St. John's University, CoUege-
ville, Minn.,is the title of one of the pret-

tiest picture booklets we have ever had the
pleasure of receiving, illustrating an edu-
cational institution. This college is splen-

didly equipped for modern educational
work. The Commercial hall is beautifully
furnished, and ably presided over by Rev.
Pius Meinz.

No neater and more artistic commence-
ment announcement has been received
this season than the one from the Spencer-
ian Commercial School, Cleveland, Ohio.
The large list of graduates indicates that

the Spencerian has been enjoying some of

its old-time prosperity, which the proprie-

tors, Mr. E. E. Merville and Miss Caroline T.

Arnold, certainly merit.

The Bingham School, Mebane,N. C, pub-
lishes a little liooklet containing testimon-
ials from patrons and former pupils which
clearly indicates that the institution is

held in deservedly high esteem.

"Profits" is the big bold script title of a

Ifi-page paper published by and in the inter-

ests of the New Albany, Ind., Business Col-

lege.

The Grand Trunk Business College, Ed-
monton, Alta., Mctavish A Houston, pro-

prietors, is certainly doing excellent work
along the lines of commercial education in

the Northwest as shown by circulars re-

ceived and other news items all of which
bespeak conscientious instruction and a

successful institution.

The Rowe College of Business, Kalama-
zoo, Mich., recently issued an attractive

large 4-page circular bespeaking the kind of

energy which makes the big school.

The Montana Business Magazine, pub-
lished by the faculty and studentsof Helena
Business College, is the title of a Ifi page
journal with cover recently received. From
an artistic supplement inclosed we see that
basketball seems to be a favorite amuse-
ment of the young men and ladies of this

institution.

The Bliss Business College, North Adams,
Mass., S. McVeigh, Principal, publishes a
10 -page catalogue. It contains some
very readable straight forward text, im-
pressing one with the idea that the institu-

tion stands for high grade and thorough
work, which we have every reason to be-

lieve it does.

The catalogue of Peirce School, forty-third

year, Philadelphia, Pa., i:VS pages, is a splen-

did mouth piece for that long established
high grade commercial school. There are

few schools in our profession which can
point to as honorable a record as Peirce

School. The catalogue before us has no il-

lustrations, but contains complete informa-
tion concerning the school, such as a pros-

pective student should have.

"The New Education" is the title of a

creditable school journal published by and
in the interests of the Meadville, Pa., Com-
mercial College.

The Phonographic Institute, Cincinnati,

Ohio, is mailing a series of leaflets in the in-

terests of the "Phonographic Amanuensis"
and the "Touch Writer". The former is their

latest text book on Ben Pitman Shorthand,
and the latter is a text book on typewriting

by J. E. Fuller, whose series of lesson arti-

cles appeared in these columns upwards of

a year ago.

St. John's University, Collegeville, Minn.,

publishes a splendid catalogue of W pages,

descriptive of their large institution and
extensive work. Their commercial course

under the direction of Rev. Pius Neinz is

very thorough and high grade, special em-
phasis being placed upon penmanship, the

same as in our finest business colleges.

Benton's Business College, New Bedford,

Mass., is issuing a modest schoolcatalogue,
indicating a good rather than a large school.

"Southern Exponent of Business Educa-
tion" Bowling Green, Ky., published in the

interests of the Bowling Green Business
University, is one of best pieces of adver-

tising recently received. It is a large 16-

page sheet beautifully and elaborately il-

lustrated. In it we see some unusually fine

penmanship from the pen of Mr. C. R. Hill.

The principal, Mr. W. S. Ashby, is to be con-

gratulated upon the success he has achiev
ed, and is still achieving, in the building

up of this institution.

Recent Advertising literature has been
received from the following: Twin-City
Business College. Winston-Salem, N. C. ;

Springfield, Mo., Business College ; Central

Business College, Chicago, 111. ; Mt. Union
College, Alliance, < )hio ;

R. C. King, Minne-
apolis, Minn. ; The New Era Business Col-

lege Superior, Wis. ; The Providence, R. L
Business College ; Woodbury Business Col-

lege, Los Angeles, Calif. ; Baltimore, Md.,

Business College.

i

Attractive, cordial

nouncements and in

ceived from the foil

College School of Bu
College, Coates

commencement an-
itations have been re-

ving: Albion, Mich.,
ness ; Clark Business

Georgia Nor
College it Business Institute., Abbeville,

Ga. ; Ferris Institute, Big Rapids, Mich.;
Providence, R. I., Bryant it Stratton Busi-

ness College ; Detroit, Mich., Commercial
College ; Kennedy's Commercial College,

Eau Claire, Wis. ; Peru, Nebr., State Nor-

mal School ; Graham School of Shorthand,
Battle Creek, Mich. ; Rogers & Allen's

School, Fall River, Mass. ; Salem, Mass.,

Commercial College ; Vashon, Wash., Mili-

tary Academy and Seminary ; Denver,

Colo., Normal & Preparatory School ; New
London, Conn., Business College ;

High-

land Park College, Des Moines, la.; Barnes
Commercial School, Denver, Col. ; Wilson's

Modern Business College, Seattle, Wash.
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Penmanship
By C. n. Uausani

READ BEFORE THE KANSAS STATE BANK-
ERS' CONVENTION, TOPEKA, KANSAS,

MAY 20.21.U'2, '07.

In the history of modern commerce there
has not been another time when good pen-
manship possessed so high a value or con-
tributed so much toward the facilitation of
business as at the present time. The great
amplilacation of books of record and the
extensive and rapidly increasing use of
commercial papers together with the fact of
a more pronounced individuality in pen-
manship than in any other form of record
have been laying the pen and its manipula-
tors under heavier contribution year after
year. Nor has the invention of various
office devices as typewriters, computing
machines, etc., in any wise lessened the
demands upon penmanship; but on account
of the relief that has come to the clerk bo<ly
by reason of these mechanical appliances
much additional time and many more
hands and heads are devoted to the pen.

WHAT GOOD PENMANSHIP HAS DONE.
The increased demand for good penman-

ship has had a salutatory effect upon this
art and upon all education in many ways.
It has popularized good penmanship by
giving it a distinct commercial value. It

has modified standards until they have
been made adequate to the needs of the bus-
iness world. It has developed a distinct pro-
fession of practical penmansliip teachers.
It has inspired young men and women who
areanibitiousto succeed in business, to excel
in penmanship because of the advantages
accruing therefrom. It has set the slow
machinery of the public school system into
motion along lines heretofore neglected
and has stirred theauthorities into thought
and action that bid fair to revolutionize
elementary, if not alJ education. Commer-
cial needs are the supreme needs of the
day. This is the fact of our times, and this
fact, however obstinately fought, is making
itself felt in all avenues of thought. The
larger colleges are blending business into
their educational sj-stenis more and more
in practice as well as in theory and not a
few of them have drifted into a purely busi-
ness management.

THE EXPANSION OF BUSINESS EDUCATION.
The Commercial Spirit is active in all

human interests and education is adapting
itself tothenew demands. This is witnessed
by the growing tendency to adapt the com-
mon school system to the needs of business
and by the incorporation of the Commer-
cial High School into the scheme; by the
great expansion of the business school idea
and by the institution of departments of
commerce and finance into the colleges of
the land. That such a change in the edu-
catiotial world has begun to obtain and con-
fessed by all who pretend to read the signs
of the times and the murmur of opinion is

being heard even in the precincts of the
more hunible and unlearned, whencecomes
a child-like argument to the common plea.
A general change and drift in educational

aims and systems being acknowledged our
inquiry in this discussion turns upon the
point: What is the status of penmanship
in the new alignment?

THE WEDGE.
Its position is unique. It was upon the

'Queen of Arts" that the Spirit of Com-
merce first settled, this art being the most
necessary and in most immediate need of
modification to meet the requirements of
the day, and the result is that a truly mod-
ern, American system of practical writing
has risen in our midst. Penmanship was
the first l>ranch of education that was com-
pelled to respond to the call of Commerce
and liecause of this unique position it has
served as a wedge to open a way into the
entire educational structure. The vicis-
itudeBof penmanship have been many and

varied since the awakenine. Commencing
with the daj'sof the Spencers,a half century
ago, the struggle of the art to evolve
adequacy has 1)een unremitting. Many
e.xtremes have succeeded one another in
the travail. Late in the eighties the pro-
fessional penmen began to gather about
the standard of plain, unshaded, rapid busi-
ness writing. In the early nineties the
writer, while advocating unshaded writing
on the floor of a penmens' convention, was
answered in the logic of the times as fol-
lows:
"Young man your effort to take shading

out of penmanship reminds me of an inci-
dent that occurred at a Methodist camp
meeting, tine brother advocated that the
doctrine of hell be stricken from the church
creed. Another ardent deciple of Wesley
replied: 'If you take hell away what have
we left to talk about.' I say if you take
shading out of penmanship what is there
left to teach.
But unshaded business penmanship is

now unchallenged.

TEN YEARS OF SLEEP.

In the nineties the vertical microbe got
into the system. Sad day that. Its sooth-
ing effect upon the stricken conscience of
the public school teacher was all but in-
stantaneous. Almost the entire teaching
profession outside of the professional pen-
men succumed and then followed a decade
of sleep affording a rest that settled like the
soft wings of night upon the tired army.

L H. HAUSAM

This delusion, withtmt reason and wittiout
excuse, was not the result of investigation
in any rational sense, but was the result of
the frantic grasp of a fraternity overwhelm-
ed bj' the demands of a business necessity
that it could not meet. The patient was not
getting better so a change of medicine was
necessary and a change was made. But
such a change! More than ten years of
wasted time and energy is all that can be
written of the sad tragedy of the vertical
as it has left neither trait nor principle to
influence future efforts in penmanship. It

came in spite of the protests of a united
penmanship profession and went as the
profession predicted it must, without hav-
ing added a single ray of light to the cause
it professed to serve. Was it good ? Com-
mon school teachers said " Yes." But now
they repudiate it. Was it right? Our State
Text Book Commission twice answered
" Yes." Now they have confessed their
mistake. Both might at least learn that
special experience is necessary to familiar-
izeone with the special conditions and prin-
ciples of a special subject, and becoming
modesty still whispers: " Be not wise in
your own conceits."

DE?IANU AND SUPPLY.

The penmanship profession has demon-
strated in countless thousands of cases that
any normal person who makes the proper

effort, may, and will acquire a good, plain,
rapid handwriting. There is natural adapt
ability, as in everything else, but to the
point only where business requirements and
adaptability coimts for little outside of the
adaptability to work hard. But this fact
has yet to become cicarified in the minds
of the public and in the average teacher in
the common schools and consequently no
adequate effort is made to or encouraged by
them in this direction. The business world
understands the situation much better and
on account of their demands the penman-
ship profession is being kept busy, and the
ambitious young men and women who
have heard the call of business are still
looking beyond the common school writing
period for actual help in accomplishing
their desires. The Chieftains of Commerce
realize what good penmanship means and
they arc loudest in its praise. The Captains
of Industry wield the real power that com-
pels penmanship to rise into all but unriv
eled prominence among the elementary
branches of education. And yet, sad to
relate, many of the Chieftains and Captains
deserve nothing better said of their efforts
with the pen than that their marks are
signs that stand for writing. In this they
set examples for their clerks and others
that are sometimes disastrous, and in
justice to those who are looking upon them
as examples of all that is worthy of emula-
tion, they should urge the importance of
acquiring at once the hands they them-
selves did not or could not for lack of op-
portunity, master.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Many of you were recently recipients of

letters from the writer asking for vour
opinions upon the question in hand. The
replies received were remarkable in their
uniformity and earnestness in support of
good penmanship, but not all of the signa-
tures attached could be easily identified
without reference to the letter head or the
Bankers* Directory.
A noteworthy fact here presents itself,

viz: That the signatures that have been
the victims of the most notable forgeries
have been among the poorer and not among
the better written ones. It is the signature
that is always the same, a mass of seem-
ingly inextricable lines, that is most easily
forged by the expert, and this fact should
not be passed over lightly by the aspiring
bank clerk or embryo business man or

The advantages of good penmanship in a
business way may be classified under four
heads, viz: 1st. As to time saving on
account of being written more rapidly and
read more easily. 2d. As to the saving of
energy on account of less strain upon the
nervous systems of both writer and reader
3d. As to individuality which is always
more pronounced in good writing than in
poor, because the former is a more perfect
expression of the individual, and Ith. As
to lessening the dangers from forgery. Any
one of these would lie sufficient reason for
devoting the necessary time to the subject
to master a desirable hand. Taken together
they impose an obligation upon the young
man or woman who hopes to till the highest
mission open to business ability that can-
not be neglected without foregoing many
and important advantages.
The business world is learning to appre-

ciate good penmanship more and more as
it learns that it can reasonably expect it at
the hands of new recruits. One banker
recently made this statement in a letter to
the writer: "We would rather undertake to
teach a young man everything else he
needs to know about banking if he is a good
penman, than to undertake to teach him
penmanship if he knew everything else
necessary. Our first inquiry is as to his
penmanship. If that is unsatisfactory we
do not consider him further." This senti-
ment was further emphasized by a cashier
who wrote: "We are willing to pay from $10

to $20 per month more for the good penman,
other things being equal, than for the poor
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writer," Vour esteemed secretary wrote:
"He wlio would do office work in a bank
must write a good business hand, and he
will be thoueht the more of if his writing
can be called beautiful, or above the aver-

age."
BANKEKS PAY TUITION.

No one admires good penmanship more
than does the successful business man and
no part of an education will usually serve as
a stronger recommendation in making
applications for positions or in aspiring to

promotions than good penmanship. The
writer has had several bankers pay him
tuition for penmanship instruction for their

clerks while others liave not been backward
in telling their clerks that this art must be
improved. All of this has a wholesome
effect upon the coming generation and will,

eventually, compel the right kind of atten-
tion in the public schools. There is less

reason for failure in penmanship than in

history or arithmetic or geography in the
common schools and high schools, because
it requires less memory or reason or reflec-

tion and if properly presented will arouse
enough interest to enliven the entire course
of study. The importance of penmanship
would warrant that it be made an issue in

the common schools, and demands that it

should be properly taught in the Teachers'
Training Schools and in County Normals,
and this sentiment may be greatly en-
hanced \^y an outspoken attitude from such
bodies as the one here assembled.

REFLEX VS. CONSCIOUS ACTION.
The good penman, using as he does the

larger muscles of the arm instead of the
small muscles of the fingers, writes reflex-
ively instead of consciously and therefore
writes with facility and accuracy that is

impossible to one not so trained. A penman
so trained will write from a third to a half
more in a given time than one lacking in this
training and will do so with less fatigue.
He will be able to remain at his post for a

greater number of years and will add ini-

measural>ly to the relief of those who are
obliged to read his records. He will be safer
as against the dangers of forgery; he will
usually have a finer appreciation of other
details of the office that naturally link
themselves to good penmanship and will be
an inspiration to those about him and those
who are yet to come upon the field of action.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR GOOD WRITERS.
A good hand writing may be said to be

worth from $1,000 to $4,000 to an average clerk
by reason of better salaries he may expect
to receive during the years he may reason-
ably expect to serve in a salaried capacity.
Nor does the advantage end i:^ dollars and
cents. The good penr
many opportunities i

increased prestige ii

frequently selected £

clerk in societies, assi
tions that wield unm

opened to him
n positions that mean
I many ways. He is

s secretary or record
)ciations and corpora-
stakable influence in

his behalf through many years. Such
positions are frequently stepping stones to
greater recognition. They serve to bring to
the surface qualities that might otherwise
remain unknown and unseen. A good hand
writing is like a good voice and good eng-
lish, being a means of expression it raii^es

toparvahieor more all that lies in the in-

dividual. It adds many desirable qualifica-
tions to the possessor and carries with it no
disadvantages. All admire good penman-
ship, most business men require it and none
depricate it, none condemn it, none set it

down as of no consequence. I have learned
from experience that bankers as a class
place the highest value upon the art whose
virtues I am extolling.

The portrait above and handwriting
shown elsewhere on this page are those of

Miss Mary L. Champion, teacherof penman-
ship in the Capital City Commercial Col-

lege, Des Moines, Iowa.
Miss Champion was born at Osage, Iowa,

and graduated from the public schools in

1900. The same year she attended the Capi-
tal City Commercial College, and received
instruction in penmanship from two such
able and well known penmen as \V. F.

Giessemann and G. E. Crane, graduating in

December of that year. She also completed
the commercial course and assisted in

teaching the next two years. In 1903 she
attended the Zanerian and graduated, since

which time she has had charge of the pen-
manship in her alma mater.
Miss Champion is, without doubt, one of

the leading lady penmen of the world. She
writes a splendid business hand, and an
ornate hand that is quite as good. Besidest

she is at home in engrossing, writing cards,

etc.

A quarter of a century ago it was generally

believed that ladies could not learn to write
nearly as well as men, but such examples as

Miss Champion make it very clear that the
men need to look to their laurels or - to the
dish pan.
Personally, Miss Champion is possessed

not only with more than average skill and
grace in handwriting, but with more than
average in the way of good looks and
graciousness.

Obituary.

On July 21, 1907, Charles P. Duff. Canton,
O., brother of the well-known and highly
esteemed William H. Duff, of the historical

Duff College of Pittsburg, passed from this

life, the immediate cause of which was an
operation for cancer.

It is with regret that we announce the

death of Mr. Henry W. Stone, the well,

known penman and engrosser of 34 School
St., Hoston, Mass., which occured July 17th

of this year. Mr. Stone was quite skillful

and exact In the handling of the pen. His
work resembled that of Mr. H. W. Kibbe,
who died some two or three years ago.

i^4^^k^:>-2^~^

Ornamental Penmanship by Miss Mary L. Champion, Capital City Commercial College, Des Moines, la.
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Lessons in Ornamental Writing

F. S. HEATH, CONCOBO, N. H.

Swid wiirk to Mr. Heath. Comoiil. N. H., b.v the I61h of the nionth, for

Enclose stamps if ,vou want ,vour work re

Toreword. The invitation of the editor to

give a course of lessons in ornamental writ-

ing was accepted with a good deal of hesi-

tancy. The high standard of excellence of

the Business Kducator and the splendid
skill of those who have given lessons in

the past, bring to me a keen realization of

tny deficiences for this important task. But
lam glad always to lend a hand to those
who are struggling along the road which I

have traveled. .\nd, although the lessons
are so imperfect, I can assure great im-
provement to all who will give as hard
work and careful attention to the copies
and instructions as I have given to their
preparation.

Ornamental Ulriting is not a commercial
commo.lity to any extent. It is an attempt
to embellish and idealize a useful art, and
so long as men and women have an es-
thetic sense it will have its devotees and
admirers. Not all things worth while in
this world have commercial values. Some
of the highest and best things cannot be
bought or sold. That which appeals to the
finer senses may not have a price in the
markets of the world, but is priceless to the
individual whose perception of the beauti-
ful is increased by its cultivation. And so,
while ornamental writing may not put
many dollars into your pocket, it may put
into your mind and heart that which is far
better—the appreciation of the beautiful.
To me the study and practice of ornamental
writing has been a delightful pastime, i°
which I have found relaxation from the
cares and burdens of a busy life. Why mav
we not all have such a hobby and be the
better for it?

materials. Good materials are neces-
sary. No penman can do Hrst-class work
with poor tools. The best paper, ink and
pens are required to produce the fine lines
and bold shades of ornamental writing.
Get the very best. Many fail right here.

The paper should have a firm, hard sur-
face, not too smooth. A good quality of
linen paper, like Parson's or Whiting's, is

excellent. Single sheet letter or fool's cap
size is best. Forthe best display the luling
should be faint and wide, but for practice
the ordinary ruling will do.
Cireat care should be used in selecting

the ink, for a great deal depends upon it. It

must be free flowing and black, chang-
ing bu;t little after its application to the pa-
per. A fine grade of stick India Ink freshly
ground is used by many of the best pen-
men. (Hhers use Arnold's Japan Ink, spe-
cially prepared. The Japan ink can be had
of the publishers of this magazine and
with it they give very complete directions
for preparing it for use. Worthington's dia-
mond Gloss is good if you wish a very
glossy ink.

A good oblique penholder is necessary to
produce smooth lines and shades. It should
be well balanced, shaped to tit the fingers
and properly adjusted. A good many poor
holders are on the market. It will pay you
to get a good one.

If you have difficulty in getting the
proper materials, write to Zaner & Blosser,
Columbus, Ohio. Thev are experts and
carry a large assortment of penmanship
supplies of all kinds.

Position. The position of body, hand
and pen is the same as for business writing
and does not need extended description
here. But let me say right here, that If you
are not already a good business writer, this
course is not for y(.u. And being a good
business penman you need no special in-
struction in regard to position.

movement, in making ordinary size
capitals 1 use the so-called " muscular
movement," Many fine penmen use the
whole arm tuovement for all capitals and
produce excellent results, but I get better
control when I allow the arm to rest lightly
upon the desk. If the arm is allowed to
rest, as I recommend, it must be shifted
toward the right as the band moves across

the page. You can easily demonstrate the
necessity for this. Raise the arm from the
desk and move the hand back and forth,
using a hinge movement with the elbow
joint as the center. This is the lateral move-
ment employed in moving the hand across
the page. But when the arm is resting on
the desk the point of contact is about two
inches in front of the elbow joint where the
hinge movement centers, .\gain, swinging
the arm back and forth it will Ije seen that
the muscular or tleshy rest must roll or
stretch to give much lateral movement.
For the smaller forms of business writing
there is sufficient elasticity to the arm rest
to permit the writing of long words without
shifting the rest. Not so with the larger
and more elaborate forms used in orna-
mental writing. The scope is too limited for
combining capitals and making large ovals
and flourishes. Consequently, in orna
mental writing, it is necessary to shift the
arm rest frequently. In making large capi-
tals and cotnbinations I allow the arm rest
to slip on the desk. This can only be done
when the arm is resting very lightly. If
you can get this knack, you will find it of
great value, for it will give you all the free-
dom of the whole arm movement with the
control obtained only by resting the arm.
The movement described above cannot be

used on the small letters where there must
be perfect control. In writing them the
pen must be lifted frequently. Many pen-
men use the finger movement for the
small letters in their ornamental writing.
The letters thus produced are quite likely
to lack grace. A better way is to allow the
hand to slip freely to the right on the little
finger rest in making all up strokes. Then
let the little finger rest remain nearly sta-
tionary, or slip less freely on the downward
stroke. Thus the little finger rest becomes
the center of control and the principal
movement can come from the arm, giving
graceand strength under goodcontrol. These
explanations may be a little blind to the
student who does not have the example of a
teacher before him, but as we go on I hope
to make my meaning more clear in the work
given for practice.

p/aU /
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Copies. A plate of movement exercises is given with this lesson, but it is expected that the student will practice the exercises

throughout the whole course. Four other plates are given with the idea that each plate will furnish work for one week. Take plate No .

2 and devote a whole week to it. Then the next week pass to plate No. 3, and so on through the course. I have not given any of the light

retraced ovals upon plate No. 1, for you should be thoroughly familiar with them in your practice of the plain business hand. I believe

in them moat heartily, however, and expect every student to begin each practice hour with theni. After your arm is working freely on
the light exercises take up the shaded exerciees. These exercises are intended to give you the ability to shade easily and well. Go
neither too fast nor too slow, but with speed and force enough to cut deep, strong shades. In practicing exercises 1 and 2 let the arm slip

backward and toward the right as you pass from one shade to another. These are easy copies to get the "hang" of the movement
described above.

Plate No. 2 takes up some of the direct oval capitals. After practicing the exercises of plate 1 you should be in fine trim to make the
capital O. Notice that the two strokes at the left of the letter are parallel. The closing oval may be full like the tirst three letters or it

may be a flat oval as shown in the fourth and fifth letters. The last O is composed of parallel lines. The shade is upon the inner oval.

The oval part of D is like that of O. The beginning oval should be in a horizontal position The little loop that connects the parts is the
most difficult part of the letter. Give it special attention. The first downward stroke may be shaded as in the fourth letter. The last I)

is similar to the last O except the shade is placed on the outer instead of the inner oval. The oval of A slants more and is narrower than
the O. Use great care in getting the closing oval in a horizontal position. If the oval is thrown below the line, as in letters three and six,

be sure to throw it so low as not to interfere with the small letters. The C is a very graceful letter. Both beginning and closing ovals are

horizontal and should be about the same size except in the fourth style where the closing oval is below the line. The last part of // ia

quite like C. What has been said about the beginning and closing ovals of C applies to H as well. K is a rather hard letter, at least I find

it so. The first style is the standard, but the third and fourth forma are used more frequently, I think.

In practicing the small letters, begin by reading again what I have said about the proper movement. The exercises in the first line

of Plate No. 4 should be given particular attention. The first group of i'B is more widely spaced than ordinary writing. Practice upon
widely spaced work will help you to get the proper movement. Notice in the n exercises that the parts of the letter are close together but
the letters themselves are widely spaced. The last line gives some word practice. The flourished endings of the words inner and winner
will help you to keep an easy movement to the end of a word. Plate No. 5 takes up letters with the opposite principle from those of the
preceding plate. The n, m and v maj' be lightly shaded as shown in the copy. Notice that the shades are placed on different letters in

the different groups. This is to help you acquire the ability to shade at will. The i, u, tt' and .rare never shaded* Line 5 of Plate 5 shows
how to learn to write long words. Study it carefully. The last line of the plate is excellent practice for the letters ai and n.

PU, J
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An Artistic, Ornate, Roman Alphabet by Mr, S. C. Malone, the well-known, skilled engrosser, Baltimore, Nd., more of whose superb
work will appear from time to time in the columns of THE BUSINESS EnfCATOR,

AC-)
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CBITICISIVIS

R. D. E., Elrnira. Your work is good. Do
not curve final strokes 80 much, and slant
them more. Do not loop f. You are on the
right road.

E. S., Springdale. Watch r. You do not
seem to be using the be.= t of ink. Study the
forms a little more carefully, and try to use
no forms that are not used by some of our
best penmen.

A. \V. D., X. Y. You are practicing from
copies entirely too difHcult for you. We
should suggest that you work a great deal
on the lessons which will begin in the Sep-
tember number of THE BUSINESS Educa-
tor.

E. M. S. You are doing very nicely. Y'ou

could very easily become a professional
penman and we hope you will conclude to

do so. Should you desire to attain such
proficiency you would do well to enlarge
the size of your capitals with a view of se
curing greater boldness and strength.

G. E. H., S. C. Don't particularly like

your style of L- Keep initial and final

strokes on same slant. Y'our work is good.
Come again.

Mr. G. W. Vernon, Los Angeles, Calif.,

writes a very good card as well as a strong
business hand, as shown by letterand cards
before us.

Mr. A. E. Cole, formerly of Benton, Pa.,

and recently of the Zanerian, is now teach-
ing penmanship, bookkeeping, and arith-

metic in the well known Duff College of

Pittsl)urg Mr. Cole writes a remarkably
good hand, and is one ot those young com-
mercial teachers whom the profession is

very apt to hear more of in the future.

Mr. J. A. Buell of the Lutheran Ladies'
Seminary, Red wing, Minn., writes a splen-

did hand as shown in the letter before us.
Mr Buell is getting to be one of our first-

class all-round penmen, and when it comes
to hustling in the way of teaching you
have got to step lively to keep even with
hitn.

One of the best written letters we have
seen for sometime is from Mr. C. M. Bowles,
24 W. 9th St., Cincinnati, O., who has re-

cently started a private school of business
of his own. He deserves success and we
therefore wish it to him.

The subject of this short sketch, Miss

Charlotte M. Ziegelbaur, is a native of New
Albany, Ind., having been born there and
educated in the public schools and emplo>'ed

ever since as a special teacher of writing

and physicalculture. Aside from the work
she secured in the New Albany public and
private schools, she attended the Zanerian

and qualified in penmanship in 1892 and
again in 1897.

Not being content with being proficient in

one thing, she took up the subject of physi-

cal training and pursued a summer course

in each of the following well-known, high

grade institutions: Lake Chautauqua
N. Y. ; Harvard Summer School, Cam-
bridge, Mass.; Yale University, Summer
School, New Haven, Conn. : and New York

l^ni versify, New York City.

As a consequence of thus spending her

summers, she is one of the best qualified

special teachers and supervisors of pen -

manship and physical culture to be found
anywhere. Probably her equal in these two
things is not to be found.
Miss Ziegelbaur seems to make friends,

and, what is better still, she holds them,
thus disclosing the fact that her social

nature is quite in keeping with her profes-

sional accomplishments. New Albany
shows her wisdom by retaining Miss Ziegel-

baur in her employment and consequently
in her midst.

(T

\^

SPECIMENS
J

A splendid specimen of penmanship is

hereby acknowledged from Mr. G. W.
Weatherly of the Joplin, Mo., Business Col-

lege. The writing in question is nearly up
to a certificate standard, and was done by
a young lady who has but one arm and
practically no hand. The stump she calls a

hand has but one thumb and no fingers.

Mr. Weatherly rightly concludes his letter

as follows
:

"I believe it the students over the country
could see this, and r<ee her, and know the
difficulties she nmst surmount, and see
what she has accomplished, that they
should take heart. She has been under the
instruction of our penmanship teacher, Mr,
C. C. Carter."

It cannot be too frequently and too em-
phatically stated that writing is a necessity
rather than an accomplishment, and also

that it is an acquisition rather than gift.

It is within the reach of all who have the
intellegence to practice rightly and the de
termination to persevere.

Thos. E. Cupper, one of the proprietors of

the Gem Business College. Tallahassee,
Fla., is not only a fine penman but quite a
musician as well. He is the author of a

number of pieces of music published by
New Y'ork A: Chicago Companies.

Mr. R. C. King, Minneapolis, Minn., 1031

Guaranty Loan Bldg, is now doingbusiness
entirely for himself, being engaged in the
engrossing business exclusively. We wish
Mr. King success in his chosen line of work.
He reports doing unusually well to begin
with.

Mr. V. M. Rubert, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,

was recently awarded the professional
Business Educator certificate. He has
followed very carefully the lessons in THE
Business Educ.xtor with the result that
he is now writing a hand of which many
might be proud.

We are in receipt of a page of writing from
Miss Emma Bedell, of the Whitmore Busi-
ness College, St. Louis Mo., the quality of

which is quite professional. Mr. Whitmore
is one of our most enthusiastic teachers of

practical writing.

Mr. A.C. Schmitt, penman in Hoffman's
Metropolitan Business College, Milwaukee,
Wis., encloses specimens of his card writ-

ing which indicate that he is going to be
one of the top-notchers in the execution of

ornamental penmanship. He is one of the
few that gets plenty of freedom without
losing form.

By Charles R. Hill, Penman, Bowling Green, Ky., Business College.
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Mr. f nrl MrA V. F. George
request your presence

at the marriage of their daughter
Grace Pearl

to
Ivan W. Ellenberger

Wednesday, June twenty-sixth
at hitjh noon

Killanning, Pennsylvania
1907

Mrs. Jennie Kinkead
announces the marriage of her daughter

Virginia May
to

Mr. J. Edward Weiss
Sunday. June thirtieth

One thousand nine hundred and seven
Jewell, Kansas

At home
after September 1st

Salina, Kansas

Rev. and Mrs. Charles Alvin Tuttle
announce the marriage of their niece

Anna Margaret Buchanan
to

Prof. George Austin Race
Wednesday. July the seventeenth

nineteen hundred and seven
North Prairie. Wisconsin

Mrs. and Mrs. Henry Bowers
nounce the marriage of their daughter

Jennie Mae
to

Mr. Clarence E. Brumaghim
on Tuesday, June the twenty-fifth

nineteen hundred and seven
Locust Tree Place

Perth, X. Y.

MY ONLY REGRET IS THAT I DID

NOT BEGIN SOONER
Hundreds of young men throughout the U. S..

.Uexk'O and Canada are expressing themselves
thus in like manner. The Ransomerian method is

so elear and concise and so simple and easy that
without requiring you to leave home or your pre-
sent position, it will quickly make you a specialist

th. Placed 4 of my students in

p.isitions during the past 15 days, the date of this
writing being August 3rd. at positions ranging
from »(iO to 81«J per month.

The Ransomerian is brim full of inspiration.
Send for it today ; right now, before you do another
thmtr. address. ^ ^ RANSOM
3825 EUCLID AVE. KANSAS CITY, MO.

Hear Mr. Ransom

;

I have written with
my of our leading

and more than once
have burned the mid-
night oil working foi

to be a gi't.else I would
have been discouraged
long ago, and my prac-
tice did not bring results
and it was not until I

started the course with
you that the shackles
that bound me down
t^ave way, and thatfree-
ilnin and force so essen-
tial tujr.iod penmanship
fur wliich I had been
w.Tkmg. Itrst made its

appearance in my pen
>/// utilg regret is that I

M. B DEWEY, did not start sooner, for

Iiistriirtur nf Writiui' ^ ^^^^ '**'*'" repaid, not

y'lZ'iVl n. la Bus Coll "^ly in the self Sfttisfac
tion I feel, but in dol-

Very respectfully, lars and cents.

M. B. DEWEY.
Instructor of IVritnn,. M. I!, r MUSCATINE. lA-

Inspiration mosaics.
fContinued

]

By D. Ol. I>0K,

Sl^pervisok of Writing, Lawrence,
MASS.

Calks to pupils in grammar grades.

THE EFFECT OF PLANS UPON RESULTS.

To effect any change in the character of

written results you must change thenature
of your plans. To proceed as before will

simply result in a repetition of the wrong
acts which produced the undesirable re-

sults. Poorly formed letters is the result of

ill shaped motion. Only by changing your
plans of action can you effect an improve-
ment in the character of the motion.

SPEED.

Unless your rate of motion is excessive it

should not be changed. What you need is

not to slow down for the sake of immediate
results in accuracy of form, but rather the
better to regulate your movements while
maintaining a useful rateof action. Accur-
acy gained at the expense of freedom, ease,
and speed is of little value.
A lack of uniformity in the sizes of letters

is due entirely to irregularities of time or
force used in their production. If irregu-
larity of slant exists the effort should be
concentrated upon the direction of the pull
motions. You should aim to write as fast
as you can write irell.

HOW WE PUT IT UP TO THE PUPIL.

Unless you do your practice work in such
a way as to help you to write your language,
spelling, geography or history tests both
faster and better, it is all to no purpose. The
work we do at the writing period is simply
to teach us HOW to write. The writing
hour is simply a period of preparation, a

study practice period, the purpose of which
is to accustom us to doing it IN THE RIGHT
WAY—just as the spelling period is intended
to make us better spellers, so that when we
have any written work to do we shall be
able to do it properly.

When Miss Sniith has shown you what to

do, hofv to do it, and Tf"7j_j'it is best to do it

thus, she has helped you all she, or any
teacher can, She can only help j-oti to help
j^ourself. She may teach you how to plan
your movements but you naust dtj the plan-

ning. The maintaining of the correct posi-

tion, the management of the arm in

carrying out your plans., and the using of

sufficient will power to make your arm
mind, constitutes votir part of the work.
This no one can do for you.

Tti tbe Qood Old Summer Cimc.
July Zi, 1907.

Editi»k 'Business Educator," Colum-
bus, Ohio.

Miss Baby Rowe announces her arrival
in Baltimore yesterday. The stork's bill of

lading calls for eleven and a half pounds
advoirdupois. She has all her mother's
beauty and loveliness,and the characteristic
graces and attractions of her father. She
goes into retirement for a few days in order
to make a study in facial expression and
elocution, after which she will be ready to

receive her friends.
Father and child doing well.

Yours sincerely,
H. M. RowE.

21 W. Fayette St.

The Business educator and Dr. Kowe's
many friends hereViy extend congratula-
tions and well wishes. The famous Dr.
Osier of Baltitnore, has right at home at
least one vigorous living exception to his
theory, whom we hope may live long to
demonstrate that not only not forty, nor
even sixty, marks the end of usefulness and
fruitfulness.

Mr. and Mrs.Wm. C Bostwick
James Albert Bostwick

June 24, 1907. 43-» S. 4Uh St., Philada., Pa.

SHOFtXHA.nrZ>
IS RA.XZONA.r.1

Cloth, post paid, $1.00

Sample to teachers 50c

Mack Publishing Company,

59 State tt., Newburyport, Mass.

A signature novelty by C. E. Birch, Has-
kell Inst., Lawrence, Kans.

A PREPARATORY SCHOOL

fORCOMiyiERCIAL TEACHERS.

THE ROCHESTER BUSINESS
INSTITUTE. Roche.ter, N. Y..

has just closed a successful summer
school for commercial teachers.

Candidates more or less familiar with
the commercial texts, but in need of
special advanced work or drill in raeth
fids, were able in every instance to get
just the work they desired. Every can-
didate placed several weeks before the
close of the summer school term. Scores
of applications for commercial teachers
coming in every month.

STUDENTS REGISTERING NOW for
instruction in the commercial branches.
and for special preparatory work for
teaching in high schools and business col-
leges. The normal training work will be
carried on throughout the entire year.
High school , normal school and college
graduates prepared, both in the subject
matter a::d in methods, in one school
year.

Write for prospectus.
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Those of our reailers who are interested in

Higher Accotintinjj will doubtless write to

Mr. Bennett, whose articles on Finance
begin in this nutiilier and whose advertise-
ment appears elsewhere in these pages.
Mr. Rennett is an authority worth getting
acquainted with.

moved To Pentiae.

Mr. R. A. Lee, Pontiac, Michigan, has pur-
chased the Automatic Shading Pen plant
of J. \V. Stoakes, Milan, Ohio, and moved
the establishment to Pontiac.
Mr. Lee is meeting with very gratifying

success in his new venture. Those who
have dealt with him conamend his prompt-
ness and business-like methods.
Mr. Lee is sending out a handsome cata-

logue and price list, containing cuts and
descriptions of many styles of Shading and
Marking Pens. The .Stoakes Automatic
Shading Pen has become famous for its

liigh-class practical work, and penmen
everywhere will be interested in knowing
where they can be quickly obtained.

Cost Ulitbout Cbe Business Educator

AYDEN, X. C, June 26, 1S107.

Editor Business Educator:
I find The Business Educator an up-to-

date, thorough, practical business Journal.
Have not yet been able to find its equal.
Would feel lost without it, and I do recom-
mend it highly to any one interested in a
business education.

The Educator's Friend,
WARREN L. BROWNINK,

Bookkeeper.

n Pointer for Others

Enclosed you will find a list of subscrip-
tions for The Business Educator with a
remittance to pay for the same. I find that
pupils who read The Business Educator
make the best progress in pentiianship.

M. H, BowEN,
Mt;r. Macfeat's Business College,

Columbia S. C.

Learn to Write Yo
six ways, 25c. Addre

ur Name Ri gh t

PARSONS, Penmnn,
Keokuk la.

manaoer for Business College Wauled.

I School Manager who
of one of the oldest

FERGUSON

m WTTTI

SHORTHAND
Is Superior to All Others,

BeC3l^s€ it is 20 (o 50 per cent, shorter,

le^ble, ind ua be

Learned
Half tKe Time.

With tliis System it ia

"Dictation from Start to Finisli."

Sample Cojiy and Mail Instruction!

to Shorthand T.achtrs. $1.

Ferguson Shorthand Co.
WAYCROSS. OEORQIA.

B. E. Cerliticate Winners, Tobin College, Fort Dodge, la., D. M. Bryant, Principal,
Commercial and PenmanshipDepartments.
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by Mr, W. K. Dennl^s, Urooklyn, N. Y.

Obituary.
On May 4th. 1S07, in Scio, Ohio, Mr. R. A

McDevitt, departed tliis life, the principal
cause being Tuberculosis.
Mr. McDevitt was born June 21. 1878 near

Scio. After completing the public school
work and a part of the college course in Scio
College, he attended the Zanerian in 18!I7

and graduated therefrom with creditable
grades. Since that time until about two
years ago he followed the professions of
teaching and policy engrossing. Mr.
McDevitt was a penman of more than ordi-
nary ability and of character that was in-

impeachable—quite as spotless and very
much like that of the late C. C. Canan.
While it gave us pain to learn of his early
and apparently untimely death, it gives us
pleasure to testify of his sterling worth and
noble character. Although his years were
few, his influence will long survive.

I Pilot You Through
Pin 13.1

THIiOXJO-H

FIRST-CLASS BOOK-KEEPER
reMUii-fti. Been at it 32 years. I find POSITIONS.
u-.-rt pupil Mny i;tli, .-It a rate uf im WEEKLY.

WANTED Tea
nd competent to a n as prin-
pal of shorthand and type-
Permanent posit oil, iinan-

hool. Salary IKW. Address,

Metropolitan Business College,
Hoixstovm, Tej

Mr. P. E. Holly, sixty-four years
young, the skillful penman of Water-
bury, Conn., who conducts a splendid
private school in penmanship and en-
grossing, and does engrossing and
card writing.
Mr. Holly conducts a profitable

business, is an all-round good fellow,
and about as modest as Flickinger.
Few men in Waterbury are better

known or more highly esteemed than
Mr. Holly. He has not made Water-
bury famous, but he's famous in
Waterbury.
Long may he live and instruct the

young idea how to control the pen.
He enjoys life with his wife and friends
on State Street.

notice.

Hotel Rates for Delegates to the National
Commercial Teachers' Federation, Pitta-
burg, Pa., 1907.

Hotel Annex, Federation Headquarters,
one dollar per day upward without bath;
with bath, $1.50 per day upward.
Requests for reservation this year may be

sent to the Chairman of the Executive Com-
mittee, who will promptly take it up with
the Hotel Management and notify applicant.
Applications thus received will be registered
at the Hotel in the order received. The ob-
ject of this ruling is to insure full considera-
tion of every application.
To those who prefer the American plan,

a rate of $3 a day has been secured at the
Hotel Anderson directly across the street.

H. L. ANDREWS,
Chairman Executive Committee.

AUTOMATIC SHADING PENS
e old. reliable Stoakes pens, been on the mar-
over a <4uarter of a century- the best is what

\ want. Catalogue free.

R- A. LEE. PoNTiAC. Mich
:aannfa'iurttr of high-^vadf
Shading and Marking Pens

OBI^IQVC HOLDER
Made of Rosewood and th
ket. Perfect adjust
point to look at in s

kind. By mail. 5ttc

ing a holder of (hi;

H. B. LEHMAN,
Central Hi^h School S(. Louis, Mo
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Writing
A. M. drove,
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Ohio.

r^
Cesson One.

Koundhand or Engrossing Script is the
nio8t artistic and practical style of orna-
mental writing we have.
No style of writing is so widely admired

for ornamental purposes, and it is used
quite extensively in engrossing resolutions,
testimonials, memorials, diplomas, cards,
invitations, and, as display for advertising
purposes.
To see some skilled penmen executing

this style of writing it looks quite easy, but
you will no doubt at first tind it quite the
opposite : but having become proficient in
it your services will be in demand and you
will be well repaid for the time and labor
spent in acquiring it.

MATERIALS. T-'se an oblique holder,
specially adjusted for this kind of writing.
The point must be well elevated. It would
be best if you would send to The BUSINESS
Educator for a holder they advertise, tell
them to adjust it for roundhand. A good
writing ink will do for practice, but it is
best to use India ink, as India ink should
be used for all engrossing purposes. Have
it thin enough to make fine hair lines and
yet with enough body to produce black
shades.
For the first lessons use Gillotts No 1 or

Zanerian Fine Writer pens ; for smaller
work use (aUott's No 30:i or 170.

Use the best quality of practice paper of
heavy weight, or card-lioard, ledger or wed-
ding paper. It would be well if you would
practice on different papers and cardboard
to become accustomed to writing on differ-
ent surfaces. Avoid soft, cheap paper.
The movement used in this kind of writ-

ing is somewhat diflerent than that em-
ployed in common light-line writing.

It must be more firm and sure. The
movement empl03ed is a combination of
the fore-arm and hand, with the little fin-
ger rest as a means of control.
Practice the forms in the order given.

Work on the straight stroke until you can
make it uniform in width and slant.
Study the turns ; notice how they in-

crease and diminish at the tops and bot-
toms of the lines. The pen is lifted every
time as you come to the base line. Learn
to make these strokes with a quick, firm,
snap-like action.

The square ends are secured by retouch-
ing, but with care one can learn to make
them square enough for practical engross-
ing.
The upper and lower turns in the second

line should be alike. To determine this,
turn your work upside down occasionally
and examine them. Watch slant and spac-
ing of i, u and w. In the m and n make the
up strokes on the same slant as the down
strokes.
In roundhand theconnective slant is the

same as the main slant ; the upstrokes the
same as tiie down strokes.
Your work at first will not appear as

smooth as you would like, but repetition
and practice will produce smoothness and
strength. You will have some difficulty
with slant and spacing, but careful study
and practice will overcome these faults.
Remember, lift pen at bottom of all down
strokes.

Ibe Strickland Awards and Winners.
Prizes were awarded, as promised, to tiie

students who made the most improvement
while practicing from the lessons in Round-
hand Writing appearing in THE BUSINESS
Educator during the past year.
When the time for looking over the speci-

mens arrived it was not a difficult matter to
determine the winners as it was found that
four students only out of twenty-flve or
more had followed the course anywhere
near to completion.
The awards were as follows:
First Prize, a Complete Course by Mail in

Koundhand, H. J. Wakefield, Hartford,
Conn.
Second Prize, Alphabet of Roundhand, E.

P. Waples, St. Louis, Mo.
Third Prize, One Dozen Copper-plate-like

Cards. J. A. Buell, Red Wing, Minn.
The course was a source of much interest

to the writer and brought into play many
pleasant communications, good samples of
penmanship, all of which must have liene-
fited the parties concerned.

H. W. STRICKLAND.

The best for flne curd wri

Her lOOU Per 3000 Per .'bOUO

10.7.') J2.10 «3,25
S)5 2.7U 4 25

3-I'ly, Black Cards, 8.1 2.40 3.7.')

3 Ply, Colored Cards, 85 2 40 3.75
These cards sent by express. The following cards

sent by mail: lou blank cards, 20c. Bird Cards, Serial
A ; Fancy tlourished, 18 styles 100, '250. Serial B : love
sentiments. 24 styles, 100,25c. Serial C: flower senti-
ments. 12 styles, 100, 25c. Serial D. reli(rious mottoes,
12 styles. It K), 25c. Serial E: with fancy borders. J2
styles. 100, 25c. Comic cards, great sellers. 12 styles,
imi, 25c Written cards, sample dozen, with Agents
Prospectus 15c. Send for new Manual and price list.
All orders promptly flUed. Send today,

ALLEGHENY, PA19 SNYDER ST.

Mr. Howard Chatiiplin,the well known su-

pervisor of writing and drawing, died June
•J, 1907 of Brights Disease after a serious ill-

ness of about six months.
He was born in Wakefield. R. I., January

'J3, 1859. In early life he attended the East
Greenwich, R. I. Academy, and later, Gas-
kell's Jersey City. N J., Business College.

After teaching penmanship in nearly a

dozen eastern cities, he entered the employ
of the American Book Co., and in the latter
eighties he was elected supervisor of pen-
manship and drawing in the public schools
of Nashville, Tenn. From 1892 to 1889 he was
supervisor of penmanship in the public
schools of Cincinnati, O., which position he
lost because he refused t6 teach vertical
writing. Since that date he has taught
penmanship and drawing in the public
schools at St. Bernard, (>.. Hartwell, O.,

Bellevue, Ky., and Latonia, Ky. He also
taught evenings in the Y.M. C. A., at Cin-
cinnati, O.
He was a member of the M. E. Church and

was a musician of more than ordinary abil-

ity, playing the cornet in Church and Sun-
day School services, as well as in other
musical and benevolent institutions. He
was a 3*.ind degree Mason and unmarried.
His sister. Ada Champlin, 320 W. 7th St.,

Cincinnati, O., took his remains to Wake-
field, R. I., where they were interred beside
those of his mother, who died nine years
previous.
Mr. Champlin was one of the most widely

known of our supervisors and was pos-
sessed of an unusually gentle and whole-
souled disposition. His personality will be
greatly missed in our profession.

////////// /////j/yM//Mi /??/??nm??97?
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A good likeness of Mr. D. M. Bryant, Pi

of the Commercial Department of

Tobin College, Ft. Dodge, Iowa.

URGENT
is the word with reference to

calls received around the open-

ing of the new school year.

1 If 3'ou have occasion to con-

sult me, tell me — in the first

letter — just what you have

done, can do, and wish to do —
salary, location, education, ex-

perience, age, references, etc.

ILET'S BE FRANK.
If If I don't help you I can't

hurt you.

FRANK VAUGHAN

Manager Union Teachers' Bureau

203 Broadway. NEW YORK

or nearly twenty years Editorial and Busi-

Bss Manager of The Penman's Art Journal.

By F. B. Courtney, Milwaukee, Wis.

THE PRATT TEACHERS' AGENCY
70 Fifth Avenue, New York.

Recommends college and normal gradu-
ates, specialists, and other teachers to col-
leges, schools and families.

The Agency
mercial teachei
schools, and bui

WM. O. PRATT, Manager

Teachers of Commercial Branches
are wanted for Kood positions in Hii^h
Schools, CoUetjes, Etc. We have tilled
nianv excellent positions and are con-
stantly in need of candidates. Write
at once for information. Address,

The Albert Teachers* Agency*
378 W&ba.sh Ave., Chic&go. 111.

Fred Dick, Ex State Supt.. Manager, 1546 Glenarm St., Denver, Colo.; Boston, Nev
Chicago. Des Moines, Denver, Salt Lake City, Los Angeles, Ilarrisburg, Atlanta. Con
Teachers wanting positions in the West should register with us. Commercial Teachers i

more desirable positions then they now have should keep their names on our list.

YOU CAN TEACH WRITING

40 Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.

In ana ha.If the tima
generally required, if you use

FAUST'S IDEAL PRACTICE PAPER. Its special ruling PREVENTS Scribbling
to a minimum degree, holds pupil in check all the time. Costs less no doubt
than the paper you are using. Sample with illustrations of its use for the asking.

C. A. F*A.VST

rr
Midland Teachers' Agencies

:

OFFICES; Warrensburg. No., Shenan-
doah, Iowa, Pendleton, Oregon, Lam"

Wyoming, Juniata, Nebraska, Sherman, Texas, Du Bois. Pa., Richmond, Ky.
We cover the entire field, and furnish COMPETENT TEACHERS to Schc

^^

We Recomnrkcnd Co>nf>«tent Teak.ch«K-s Only

Free Enrollment During February, March and April Sf No Position — No Pa>

A
HOT

WEATHER
RECORD

This is August 1. In July we had 66 calls

for teachers. We placed 20—-7 in high schools,

and 9 at from $85 per month to $1600 per year.

What we need is well-qualified teachers.

There will he emergency vacancies all fall.

The National Commercial Teachers' Ageacy

E. E. Gavlord. Mgr
A SPECIALTY BY A SPECIALIST

Prospect Hill, Beverly, Mass.

li,_X_ '~^i^'^'i''''^^i'i£-i^ia-n<^'^^^!ii^^t&l^e^i^iCw^^^U>l^^ Xi
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Lessons in

LETTERING
C. W. Norder

6023 Morjan St,

Chicago

^^

-J
Instructions.

In this lesson is given a most useful, al-

phabet, and one that has appeared less fre-

quently in Penmanship Publications than
any of the alphabets used by the Modern
Scribe that I know of. It is hardly neces-

sary to mention that it is a practical alpha-

bet, all good Engrossers know that, and it

will repay our young friends who are just

starting out. to master it thoroughly. The
alphabet is generally known as Modern
Italics, and is used quite extensively by
Engravers and Lithographers as well as all

good Engrossers. It really consists of

nothing else than a slightly slanted Ro-

man letter, a little modified, for the Caps,
and a sort of Semi-Script for the lower case
letters.
The original was laid out in a space about

8x10 inches and represents about five hours
steady work. To those who are just begin-

ing the work I would advise not to become
discouraged if it should take even 10 or 15

hours before getting a good one. And per-

haps it will take as high as half a dozen
trials too. Try to get your work as smooth
and finished looking as possible.

Use (Jillotts 303 pens.

By Irwin P. Mensch, Peeman, Mountain State Business College, Parkersburg, W. Vi

CARD WRITERS! ATTENTION!
Before yo

prices
kinds, white, colored and

E. H. TULLIS, Warren, Ohio.

WANTED
We want to cive away lO.lKKI dozen of our
cards free. Would vou like a beautiful tour

blade solid Pearl Handle Knife? If so send
stamp for one dozen cards and our Special

Offer. Address

Prof. Woolfin^ion m. Co.,
BOX No. 124 COLUMBUS, OHIO

TamblyR's Special Bates (or Septemiier
(GOOD TO OCTOBER 1ST ONLY)

Card WritinpT
Lettering and Engrossing (2
bull Diploma Course

f3 5()

4.5(1

4 5(J

es)

Enroll by October 1st, and hepin the
time convenient during the fall or winl
lor further inforination.

F. W. TAMBLYN
KANSAS CITY,

Modern It/7//yCd

ABCBFFGHIJK
LMJVOPQRSTU
VWXYZ,^aoc(i€ff>.

7n?wpc/T/stwvu/xy% kc
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The general demand for a thoroughly practical book on business correspondence has induced us to

revise our "New Business Correspondence" so thoroughly that it now meets the requirements of

The Most Exactiivg Teacher of Letter-writing

We have kept constantly in mind that a busines letter is written for the purpose of Pro-

ducing, Retaining, or Augmenting Business, and that, as such an instrument, its essential elements

are more than correct orthography and grammatical propriety. Beyond doubt this book is exactly

what hundreds of teachers in commercial schools and commercial high schools have been desiring

for years. Orders for specimen copies will be given our earliest possible attention. We shall

not deny any earnest teacher the privilege of examining this book, but we shall appreciate a remit-

tance of 15c. with each order to cover the cost of postage and packing.

THE COMMERCIAL TEXT BOOK COMPANY,

DES MOINES, IOWA.

of flw lite rftte

fiHilfe-

An Album Page, much reduced, by
H. L. Darner, Columbus, O.,

with ZANBRIAN.

By J. ¥. Bowers, Easton, Pa.

Q̂-^^^'i^'^i^^i^.^^i^n^.fj^^^^^jAe-i^.^^
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A Splendid Example of Strong, Artistic Engrossing in Wash and Pen Work by Mr. P. W. Coatello, Scranton.cPa-
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BOOK REV^IEWS

The Fourth Edition, Revised and En-
larged, of *' A Practical Course in Touch
Typewriting'* by Charles E. Smith, pub-
lished by Isaac Pitman ^ Sons. 31 Union
Square, \V., New York City, price lifl cents, is

before us. The book in question impresses
us as being a practical one, and the fact

that it has lived through four editions,
would indicate that it has impressed other
people the same way. The work seems to
be very carefully graded with non essen-
tials eliminated.

"Writing for the Press" — a manual by
Robert Luce, published by the Clipping
Bureau Press of Boston. Mass.. is the title

of a handsomely covered, well printed book
of over 3tH) pages, devoted to the subject
named in tlie title. This book has gone
through five editions and is now threetiuies
its former size, without an increase in price
—$1.00, Any one interested in the subject of
writing for the press or printer will find in
this book a rich fund of valuable informa-
tion. An examination of the book reveals
the fact that the smallest and most unim-
portant details seem not to have been over
looked by the author in matters pertaining
to punctuation, paragraphing, marking,
interlining, paging, etc.. etc. If writers
for publication would be more particular
about details and would leave less for the
printer, fewer mistakes would occur. It is

safe to say that nine-tenths of the errors
seen in print, especially of the more serious
kind, are due to the writer and not to the
printer. Books like the above cannot be
read too widely by people who wish to im-
prove their English and writing in such a
way as to avoid mistakes in print.

Manual de Fonografia Espanola. price
$1.25. Isaac Pitman ^ Sons publishers, 31

Union Sq.W.. New York City, N. Y., is a
well-bound and splendidly printed volume
of 124 pages devoted to Spanish shorthand,
Isaac Pitman system of phonography
Any one who understands Spanish would
be able to acquire shorthand from this text
alone, as it seems complete and explicit in
every detail.

"Primary Writing", price 25 cents, by J.

H. Bachtenkircher, Supervisor of writing
in the public schools of Evansville, Ind.. is

the title of a 40-6x12^2 page book designed
for the use of teachers in the primary
grades. Mr. Bachtenkircher has for some
years been applying the ideas w^hich the
Business Educator has been supporting as
concerns big writing for little folks and the
use of the arm instead of the fingers in
learning to write. Those interested in pri-

mary writing would do well to secure this
up-to-date book. We wish to congratulate
Mr. Bachtenkircher for what he is doing in

the evolution of practical writing by start-

ing pupils pedagogically and practically.

Clark's Tangible Shorthand Self-Instruc-
tor is the title of a book advertised a year
or so ago in The Business Educator by
Frank C. Clark. Kansas City, Mo. The
book seems to be quite an improvement
over the first edition, since it is much more
compact and of better quality*. Its alpha-
bet comprises 100 characters and it is said
to have but 12 rules and no word
signs. It contains 52 pages. The short-
hand characters being interspersed
witVi the text makes the printing doubly
difficult, and the result doubly helpful to
the student. Those interested in shorthand
may do well to correspond with the author.

"New Practical Typewriting," The Practi-
crl Text Book Co., Pub., Cleveland, Ohio,
seems to be about the most complete thing

of the kind we have ever had the pleasure
of examining. It is S'^. inches by in*^ inches
in size, l)Ound in cloth boards with a spec-
ial attachment by which it can be placed at

right angles to the line of vision without
being in danger of fallingover. The index
shows that 213 topics are treated in the book,
and as far as we examined them they were
treated very thoroughly and practically.
It seems to be more than a mere textbook
on typewriting -it is cyclopedic in charac-
ter, containing information upon "Letter
Writing." "Qualifications for Success",
"Practical Information as concerns Busi-
ness English", etc-, etc.. etc. It is one of

those books which cannot be done full jus-

tice in a brief review, and if you are at all

interested in touch typewriting we would
recommend that you communicate with
the publishers for further information.

"International Shorthand and Typewrit-
ingContests" price 5 cents, published by
Pitman's Journal, 31 Union Square. New
York City, is the title of a 21 page pamphlet,
descriptive of the shorthand and typewrit-
ing contests under the auspices of the Eas-
tern Commercial Teachers' Association at
Baltimore, Md., April 14, 1908, and Boston.
Mass.. March 30. 1907.

STUDY

LAW

AJ

HOME

THE ORIGINAL SCHOOL. inBtruo-

tion by mail adapted to everyone.

Recognized by courts and educators.

Experienced and competent instruct-

ors' Takes spare time only. Tliree

courses— Preparatory, Business, Col-

lege. Prepares for practice. Will

liftter your condition and prospects

in business. Students and graduates
everywiiere. Full
particulars and
ADeclal offer

THE SPRAGUE
CORRESPONDENCE
SCHOOL OF LAW.

733 Majestic Bldg.

DETROIT. MICH.

JVST OVT
Our New Practical Typewriting is now ready. This book is up to date, gives a series of care-

fully graded lessons, and much general information. Lessons are devoted to capitalization,

punctuation, and letter writing. The text-book embraces business letters, envelope addresses,

commercial and legal forms, ruled tabular work, ornamental typewriting, sample borders, etc.

Special features cover the subjects of Telegrams and Cipher Dispatches, Code Work, Rough

Draft, etc. Editions published for all the leading machines.

The book opens at the end, and, by the use of an ingenious attachment, it serves as a copy-

holder in easel form, or it may be hung over a copy-holder.

The first order for our New Practical Typewriting (150 copies) was received from Soule

College, New Orleans.

Do not fail to write to us for a sample cop\' of this practical and attractive book.

Shall we not send you a catalogue, giving description of our popular books on the subjects of

spelling, letter writing, English, commercial law, shorthand, and bookkeeping, also the

Twentieth Century Business Practice and Everybody's Pocket Dictionary ? It is free for the asking.

THe Pratctica,! Text Book. Cofxipatiy
Euolia Aveivue BLnA ISth Street. CLEVSL AND, OHIO.

(^J^ ^^t^l/ftle^ldcane^-^</-i!'fjiA/:4^,M't^(i<i^^rnj£y^i't^y./S'ryfn^ fe^zi.^<?<rz^^-Y)
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Skillful, ofTliand Flourishing by M ness College, Sedalia, No'

A. RARE OPrORTVNITY
Owinc to my pen 111 a iship public It ions de-

r less of my time upon
ssary to arrange for some ine

to manaeemy M jilOrde r and Autom atic SI ad-

iIl^! Pen biisine s, and s-ill sell an i uteres in

the business to such a party at a Ic w hci re.

and on satisfactory tern s. Address

C. A. F-AVST.
40 Dear!) in St., Chicago, 111.

lAlU V not get •_' doz. finely written
WW n I cards (any style) for SGc or 100

__^^_ for $1.00, all postpaid. 1,000—^^^"— blank white cards, fine qual-
ity li-ply. "Oc; or same card

4 ply, sOc. Send -'Oc for a sample 100. Les-
sons by mail. Catalogue free. Address.

JAMES IVILLIAMS.
Room 15. Union Block.

ISIh and Farnam Sts.. OMAHA. NEB.

IT IS WORTH SOMETHING
To be able to write a good card, for it is

the best means of advertising your
skill in penmanship. It also puts many
a quarter into your pocket. My course
of six lessons by mail is not excelled
by any for beautiful copies and com-
plete definite instructions- Price $3.00
in advance.

The best blank cards always in
stock. Samples and prices for stamp.

"I have enjoyed receiving your les-

sons more than I can express. Your
copies have been a great inspiration to
me." C. H. SPRYER, Washington, D. C.

for 15c.
9 dozen CARDS

will give free a pack of iam-
ea and aend terms to agents
itli each orUer

Dl ft U 1/ PA one 1 l»»ve ^^^ ^^'y ^®"^ blank
DLArilV UAnUO cards now on the market.
Hand cut. Come in 17 ditferent colore. Sample HiO
postpaid, 15c t.OOu by express, 75c. Card Circular
for red atamp.

COMIC JOKER CARDS ^r^'LTn:.'
10<» pOBtpaid, 23c. Lens for more. Ink. Glossy Black
or Very Best White. 15g. per bottle. 1 Oblique Pen Hol-

der, 10c. Oillott'i No. 1 Pens. 10c. per doz. Lessons in

Card Writing. Circular for stamp.

W. A. BODE. Box 176. FAIR HAVEN. PA.

L>«e^rra How \o Spren.cl Ink.
We have had thousands of compli-

ments oiissed on our card writing.
Send -'') cents for 1 dozen cards and 40

reasons why we know how to spread
ink. Don't hang on to old ideas but get
the new.

EVV^ALD BROS..
Office at Mt. Carmel. til..

Cor. 4 and Poplar Bldg. 331.

iMORQssED -Pin

-JNDINKPORTRAIT&

THIS MEANS YOU!

Califorr

i.h lied.

nil ,1 vuu want hirfje, medium (

;i.'ic of %'i Ul per dozen. Addrrss.

G. F. R.OACH.
r<i»J„.„ .i;,(. A,-n,\. BURTON. WASH.

THE REASON WHY
I advertise to write cards. 1 have been practicing for
several years under the best instructors trying to excel.

A short time ago 1 sent each card writer advertising in
this paper his price for a doz'

iitirely satisfactory. Agents wai

I1AUSAM IDEAS

Are embodied in CiRAPHOLOQV, the
Art of Reading Character in Hand-
writing, price 25c, and in his beautiful
catalog, FREE.

SPEIAL OFFER

Graphology, a superb flourish, a set
of Ornate Caps, all for 30 cents.

Address, L. H. HAVSAM.
Care Salt City Business College.

Hutchinson, Ksnaas.

(~Y ^/t^i^i/6d^ld^j:t^n<^'i^t^t!lii^e4J^M'e^Ji^^z^n^/t^^'ti^-/S^^ X J
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vision of I>. M. Kelchn
If interested write for information. Address

Pres. 0. R. Longwell, Bi^land Park College, Des Moines, la.

Fine vn-namental Letter J 1 t
Model Business Letter 5
Model Set Ornamental Capitals 10
Model Set Business Capitals S
I" Dozen Fine Reputation Cards 5
1 Dozen Fine Cards 2
A course of 12 lessons by Mail. Business Wrfp in li

A course uf 12 lessons by Mail, (Jrnani'i Wrt^ 15 (i

1 Fine, Handmade, Oblitiue Penh'i-. \'l in. long
In order to prove my skill 1 will send a specime

worth at least SUc fur but :J5e. No Scrap Book con
pletp wiibout this "pecinw-n. Address.

20 CENTS F^OR A.NY NA.MK
Written on one dozen cards in my best style. I use

only the best card stock —any color Diplomas, Certifi-
cates. Commissions. Etc.. filled out at lowest price?. Send
2(» cents TODAY for a sample dozen and your
grossed in fancy 1

"

GSTGRBROOK'S PCNS
"Easy to write with.

CORRECT DESIGN
Hard to nae op."

UNIFORM TEMPER DURABILITY

150 STYLES

A 1 Profbsbi
Flna pointed and elutic

for card writicf

Text Writers ^^ BusiNBsa and Collsor

Made in 3 widths and with lonr ^'"^^^ fi°e »n<i ^^\.x%. fine pointi.

point to both left and right Elastic and •nooth wntinc

Est^rbf-ook Sieel Pen Mfg. Co.
a« JTekn St., N. T. City Catnadvia, Nc-vr ^mrm^Tt

215 Ninth St.. Station A. DALLAS. TEXAS.

ZANERIAN WRITING PAPERS.
In writing papers we are able to give the greatest possible Talue for the

money. In fact, we know of no other firm in the L'nited States that sells

equal grades of papers at figures as low as we quote All of our papers con-
tain 960 single sheets to the ream—not but 480 sheets, which are considered a
ream by most dealers. Each ream is put up in ^4 ream packages of 240
sheets each for convenience in handling. Of course, the cheapest way is to
make up a fair sized order and have paper sent by freight. While the prices
quoted herewith are low, still a little better prices can be quoted when tive

or more reams are ordered at a time. A sample sheet of each of the six
grades mentioned below will be sent for 5 cents in stamps.

Remit cash with orders. We pay postage on paper that goes by mail
and purchaser pays carriage charges on paper that goes by express or
freight.

MEDIUM GRADE PRACTICE PAPER.
This Medium Grade Practice Paper is a white wove paper, weighing 12

lb. to the ream. Sheets are 8x10', inches, ruling faint and wide ( '.; inch )

and on both sides. Narrow ruling (^y inch) can also be furnished if desired.
This is a good paper for general penmanship practice work, correspond-

ence use, etc., and is really one of the best bargains in writing papers we
haveever been able to offer. Many cheaper papers than this can be had,
but it positively does not pay to use them. Cheap material has done much
to discourage penmanship practice, while good material encourages.
Wherever you buy your paper, don't buy the grades that are too cheap to
be good.

I Ream 6y Exprets $1.70
.95

H • "
- - SS

100 aheets by mall postpaid 65

EXTRA FINE 14 LB. PAPER.
Thil paper weighs 14 pounds to the ream and is one of the finest white

wove papers made. The ruling is faint and wide i}/^ inch) on both sides.
Sheets are 8x10^ inches. Narrow ruling (^s inch) can also be furnished.
Especially suited for ornamental penmanship, fine letter heads, etc.

I Ream by Express $3.15
' " 1.60U 95
So sheets by mall postpaid .55

EXTRA FINE 12 LB. PAPER.
This paper weighs 12 pounds to the ream and is exactly the same

stock, aiie and finish as the 14 lb. mentioned above, but 2 lb. lighter. It ca

be furnished in faint, wide ruling (V2 inch) or narrow ruling (=?/^ inch),
pecially suited for ornamental penmanship, letter heads, etc.

100 sheets by maU postpaid 65

to

EXTRA FINE lO LB. PAPER.
This paper weighs 10 pounds to the ream, and is exactly the sam

stock, size and finish as the 12 %. mentioned above, but weighs 2 B). lei

theream. It is suited for fine penmanship, correspondence, etc. No bett_.
white wove 10 lb. paper made. Wide or narrow ruling can be furnished
same as in the 12 lb.

I Ream by Express $2.15
\% " "

-- 1.20

100 sheets by mall postpaid .60

EXTRA FINE AZURE (BLUE) PAPER.
This azure wove paper weighs 12 pounds to the ream, sheets are 8 x 10!>^

inches, and ruling is faint and wide on both sides. It is a delight to use
this beautiful paper. Persons who have weak eyes find this paper best to
use. We can furnish envelopes that exactly match this paper in quality
and color. See price of envelopes elsewhere.

I Ream by Express $2.20

100 sheets by mall postpaid 65

EXTRA FINE IT'-j LB. PAPER.
This is white wov

960 sheets, and for fin

is especially suited 1

wedding stock, weighing 17'.., pounds to the ream of
penmanship use is as fine as a pen ever touched. It
preparing script for photo engraving and for fine,

H " " 1.40
So sheets by mall postpaid 70

ZANER & BLOSER, COLUMBUS. OHIO.
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A BIG SELLER

LL3L3 FROM THE START.

Correct English-, How To Use It.
'^^^^^^^^^^!^ By JOSEPHINE TURCK BAKER ——^^^^^^^^^
Mrs. Baker has produced something new in this book. Something different from its predecessors.

Something you will want to use in your classes as soon as you see it.

"We have decided to adopt Correct English for the coming year and will probably use 500 copies."
Drake College, Orange, N. J.

"Have prepared for early August delivery 200 copies' Correct English."
A. S. Herr, Plainfield, (N. J.) Business College.

The above are samples of scores of similar letters received ordering books and informing us

of adoptions.

- - - Hak-ve yotx seen, the book.? Do yotx -wrak.nt to see it? » « «

"If its Sk. Sak.cllei—Ro-we book, its a ^ood book.**

Sadler-Rowe Company, Baltimore,
Md.

- M0DE:RN BVSINGSS E:NGLrISH -

THE ART of speaking and writing good English is the important thing. In Modern

Business English the science of analj'zing the language is developed only in so far as it

conduces to the ultimate end of writing English well.

Writing English is taught thru the medium of the business letter. Modern Business English

uproots bad habits by establishing good ones. Its methods are direct to the seat of the trouble.

WLadLerti Business Speller

Is the most popular business speller published. Its careful, systematic word selection, its

logical arrangement, its adherence to rational and teachable principles, its use of the most

approved diacritical markings, commend it as a superior text.

You will see the simplicity and intrinsic merit of these texts if you will examine them.

If you will investigate, we are confident they will be adopted in your school. Send for copies

while you have this advertisement in mind. You will want Modern Business English and

Modern Business Speller for your next class.

37A Wabash
CHICAGO P0WE:RS ^ LrYOMS II33 Broad-way

NEW YORK
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ONE DOLLAR A YEAR

OCTOBER 1907

LOOK
THIS NUMBER OF

THE BUSINESS EDUCATOR
OVER AND THROUGH.

THE FOLLOWING NUMBERS WILL

BE STILL BETTER.

YOUR
CO-OPERATION AND SUPPORT

IS APPRECIATED BY THE

PROFESSION AND THE
BUSINESS EDUCATOR

Ml(ER&BLQ$i

TERRY 5X6. Oo COL O.
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ARE roll INTERESTED

In securing the very best texts in your

Commercial Department ?

Have you examined our "20th Century

Bookkeeping?" It might be to your interest

to do so at the first opportunity.

It is being used by a large number of

leading schools, which is evidence that it

has some merit. The reasonable cost ol

supplies should interest everyone. The
Home Study feature is of a special interest to

Business College Proprietors.

Teacher's outfit will be sent complimen-

tary, upon request.

a.ddr.e:ss

Soutli-wesleFi|PuDlis|iii!i6onipaiijj

M-r^oxvllle* Tennessee

Gillotfs Pens
The Most Perfect of Pens

PRINCIPALITY PEN, No. 1

DTTS )

'ii

•
I r' ""Hir

VICTORIA PEN. No. 303

DOUBLE ELASTIC PEN. No. 604 E. F

Gillott'i Pent Gillolt's Pens have for seventy-five years
8tood the most exacting tests at the hands of Professional
and Business Penmen. Extensively imitated, but never
epualled. Gillolt'i Pens still stand in the front rank, aa
reeards Temper, Elasticity and Durability.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS

JosepH Gillott Wl Sons
ALFRED FIELD <ZL CO., Sole Agents

93 Chambers St. NEW YORK

MAIL COURSE IN

tllGtlER ACCOUNTING
CONDUCTED BY

R.J.BENNETTC.iC.P.A.
Member American Association of Public Accountants

Principal Detroit Business University

ASSISTED BY A STAFF OF
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS AND LAWYERS

'
I

"' H E Course will consist of 25 carefully graded
' lessons in Theory of Accounts, Auditing,

Practical Accounting:, and Business Law prepared

especially for candidates for the degree of CERTI-
FIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT, and for those who
wish to qualify as accountants.

The entire Course is under the direct supervision

of Mr. Bennett, Accountant, Author and Teacher,

whose counsel and advice may be had at all times.

We guarantee satisfaction, promptness, and careful

attention to all work, and reasonable rates. Special

attention given to commercial teachers.

Send for circular giving full information and an

outline of the lessons to

K. J. Bennett, C. P. A.,

15 Wik-o.\ Street, Detroit, Mieh.

THE MUSSELMAN
PUBLICATIONS

Business Letter Writing

One of the neatest and brightest little

works, on Commercial Correspondence.

Unlike anything else published. Write for
sample pages. Single copy sent postpaid

for 5U cents.

New Commercial

Arithmetic

A book of 479 pages, thoroughly covering

the subject. Copy sent postpaid for $2.00.

PRACTICAL BOOKKEEPING. COM-
MERCIAL LAW, HIGH SCHOOL
BOOKKEEPING, BUSINESS SPELLER
Try a box of Musselman 's P e rfe c t i on
Pens, 25 cents. For full information and
sample pages, write

D. L MUSSELMAN
PUBLISHING CO.rS

\_J^ K^^!^t'<!'Uiiie^4Ui^uz!^i^Si/^:^Ji^i.Ji^i^)^S/i€^^^z^yy^'c^<^^^py^^^ j^ J
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The Benn Pitman System
Of Phonography is the National American Standard

of Shorthand Instruction and Practise.

Taught in the Public High Schools of 24 out of the 37

Cities of the first class (100,000 population and over)

in the United States.

[Scn.l for pur seiectL-d list of Public High Schools].

Taught in more Private Commercial Schools than all

non-Pitmanic systems combined.

IRend for our selected list of Commercial Schooh],

Taught in a majority of the Catholic Parochial and Insti-

tutional Schools that teach Shorthand.

[Send for our selected list of Catholic Srhools],

Used by the Official Reporters of Debates of the United

States Congrsss.

Used by two-thirds of the Shorthand Clerks holding Civil

Service positions under the United States Govern-

ment

Used by a majority of the Official Shorthand Reporters

in the State and Federal Courts.

Published by

The Phonographic Institute Company,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

BENN PITMAN, President.

JEROME B. HOWARD, Manager.

(|)(|)®(|)\(|)®(|)®0®
®®®'®(iX®"®®'®'®'
®©®®©%®®®(I)
©®'® ©'®'®\®®"®"®*

THE VAN SANT SYSTEM OF TOUCH TYPEWRITING
ystem that brings results.

ysteiii that brings accuracy combined with speed,
ysteni that has furnished the greatest number of expert typew

at the great expositions
1 yea

voluti typewi

and foreign l;

itingof the woi

pamphlet form for the Remington. Smith
ith Brothers, Visible, the Monarch Visible,

ind the Fox. All of the above have 42 pages
1 published in chart form — 'ii pages.

the Underwood.

:ither form M c

ordering sta
pamphlet fo

C. VAN SANT
s may be sen
GOODVEAR-r lARSHALL PUBLISHING CO

,

fT
'-^

ARM MOVEMENT WRITING
Has been adopted and is now being used in thousands of

PUBLIC. HIGH AND BUSINESS SCHOOLS

Its recognition this season has been beyond our most sanguine expectations.

And the introductions have been secured with practically no advertising and

no agents on the road. Merit has won the adoptions. Have you investigated

it ? Then you should do so. Write today for information, stating the number

and nature of students and we will prescribe free. - - Address the

PENMANSHIP SPECIALISTS OF AMERICA

ZANER & BLOSER CO. COLUMBUS
OHIO

^-.
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Comment Needless!

MR. GUILBERT PITMAN

86 & 87 Fleet street,
London, E.G., England,

July 29, 1907.

John R. Gregg, Esq.,
Chicago, U. S. A.

Dear Mr. Qregg:

I have watched for some time
the remarkable progress of (Jregg
Shorthand in America and have
read your magazine with interest
from month to month. This set me
to thinking. It seemed to me that

continued success of a comparatively new system in
ica, where shorthand is made such a strong feature
usiness, was evidence that it must have some sub-
tial advantages over other systems. This impression
deepened by the reports I received from different
ces, and I decided to make a fair and independent
stigation of the system on my own account. You will
ily understand that one who has lived in the atmos-
e of Pitman's Shorthand, as I have, would find it
edingly difficult to regard other systems without
vy, hatred, and malice and all unchari tableness . '

'

as I continued the study of the Sregg System I was
ed at its logical and practical arrangement and the
nee of ''Exceptions to Rules. '• The ease with which
quired the system, even after having written the
r style 28 years, was almost incredible- -I was even
surprised at the completeness and brevity of the

ines and the facility with which they could be
ten. Your system is based on scientific principles,
ied in a scientific way, and I believe that it is
ined to become the shorthand of the English-speaking
le.

the
Amer
of b
Stan
was
sour
inve
read
pher
exce
' ' en
Yet
amaz
abse
I ac
olde
more
outl
writ
appl
dest
peop

(Nephew of Sir Isaac Pitman and
formerly Manager for 20 years to Sir Isaac Pitman, Ltd.)

Faithfully yours,

^_J^ '^^(^t^U^.le^U^a,fie^\^^/^^/t6^>^j^Y^i!(?f^<rytAyyr^^^ ^^^
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ISAAC PITMAN SHORTHAND

Supremacy by Superiorly

SPEED WITH ACCURACY

• "There s alwavs room a t the top,"

is the old a ad true adage. But n the

ladder th at leads to attainmer t the

perspecti\ e is reversed and the ungs
become farther apart as the top is

reached. The poorly e<iuipped will

reach no higher than the level of their

attainments, and so is it with short-

hand writers and shorthand systems.
The writer who chooses a poor system
is far from the winner when the race

is over.

"I The adjoining diagram represents

the highest net speeds attained by the
different systems in the FIRST IN-

TERNATIONAL SPEED CONTE.ST
held at Baltimore, April Hi, lIKIfi; the
SECOND INTERNATIONAL CON
TEST held at Boston, March .io. I'.KIT,

and the Open Championship held at

London, England, July il, lilO".

if^Serid for "Ititernfttintint

Contests," "Sonip f'oinfs "

and a copj' of "Pittntin's

Journal." A postal Hill

liriiifi' tlieiii.

A (lopted by the High Schools of New York,

Brooklyn and other leading cities

ISAAC PITMAN'S

COURSE IN SHORTHAND

SPECIAL features:

1 Short Lessons, simply graded — no
discouragement.

1 Words and Sentences introduced
in the first lesson.

H Business Letters introduced in the
seventh lesson. There are 89 letters
in all.

^ Position Writing tauglit from the
commencement.

1 Phrases taught from the fifth les-
son, and indicated by hyphen.

H Reporting Style taught from the
commencement. Nothing to un-
learn.

Cloth, gilt lettering, 240 pp. $1.50. Liberal
discount to schools and teachers.

A P,^»ct!c^l Course Ir. TOVCH TYPEWRITING
BY CHAS. E. SMITH. Aaopted by the Mew York Boai-a of Eaucatlon

THE FASTEST DINGERS IN THE WORLD
From the World's Champion

Typist

I am pleased to state that I consider

"A PRACTICAL COURSE IN TOUCH
TYPEWRITINC," the only textbook from

which I studied, the Best type-writer
instfuotlon book, that I h&ve
seen. The exercises are excellent and

have helped me -wofvaei-fully
in working "p speed. The whole

course is very interesting from the be-

ginning, and it cannot but produce the

best results in the shortest time. I attri-

bute my success in typewriting in a

large measure to the assistance given tne

by Mr. Smith, the author of the book and,

I am si;tre afxyoive -w^ho ijses it

will be moi-e than pleased
-with the results. - h'usc /.. l-ritx.

Some Brilliant Records Made by

Miss Rose L. Fritz

Chicago, March, ISKIfi

BLINDFOLD CHAMPIONSHIP I

4(«7 Words in One Hour.
LADIES- championship:

iltil Words in One Hour.
AMERICAN championship:

228!l Words in 80 Minutes.
Toronto, April, lailfi.

ST. GEORGE'S HALU:
.'952 Words in :» Miiuites.

Madison Square (Jarden, Nov. llKlii.

AMERICAN championship:
4Wjr) Words in One Hour.

WORLDS championship:
2.322 Words in ;» Minutes.

Toronto, December 1908.

association hall:
2129 Words in 20 Minutes.

Chicago, March 21, 1907.

AMERICAN championship:
2445 Words in 30 Minutes.

Pf-loe. SO Cents ClotK, 75 Cents

Isaac Pitman ®. Sons, 51 v»io» s<t»ane, wcw York

.
, f \

" Cutnnlative Speller and Shorthand Vocahularv," 75c.
Fuhll.'ihers q/

) Taqtiigrafia Espanola de I.-<aac Pitman,' ' $1.25

QJI^ ^^A^ve^&A^4^C^fz^',^{/'i£j/t£4.J^('C^^/€a^n^/^z>t£^^^ X3
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TWO EDITIONS
STUDENTS' PENMANSHIP Edition, Seventy-five cents a year. Devoted to the Teaching and Eiecution of Practical

Writing. Fine Art Penmanship, Engrossine and Pen Art.

TEACHERS' PROFESSIONAL Edition, One Dollar a year. Devoted to the Above Branches and to Business Education-
English. Mathematics, Bookkeeping, etc.,—Association Interests, and the Profession of Commercial Teaching.

THE BUSINESS EDUCATOR.
Entered at Columbus, Ohio, Post Office as Second

Cla Ma

Published Monthly (except July and August), by
;!aner & Bloser, 118 N. High St.. Columbus. O., as
follows: Teachers' Professional Edition. $1.00 a
I'ear (Foreign Subscriptions 30 cents extra ; Cana-
dian Subscriptions. 20 cents extra) Students' Pen-
manship Edition. Tli cents a Year [Foreign Sub-
scriptions 20 cents extra ; Canadian Subscriptions.
20 cents extral).

C. P. Zaner
e'. W. Blose Bu

Two EdtMons. The Business Educator is

published in two editions: The Teachers' Profes-
sional Edition contains 48 or more pages, devoted to
Accounting. Finance. Mathematics. English. Law.
Typewriting. Advertising. Conventions, etc.. and
Departments specially suited to the needs of teach-
ers, principals, and proprietors. Price. $1.00 a year.
The Students' Penmanship Edition contains 36

pages and is the same as the Professional Edition,
less the Departments of Commercial Teaching.
This edition is specially suited to students in Com-
mercial. Public and Private schools, and contains all

of the Penmanship, Engrossing, Pen Art, and Les-
son features of the Professional Edition. Price. 75

ad-<"hanSe of Acldress. If you chang
dress, be sure to notify us promptly (in advance, if

possible), and be careful to give the old as well as
the new address. We lose many journals each issue
through negligence on the part of subscribers.
Back numbers cannot, as a rule, be supjilied.
Postmasters are not allowed to forward journals

unless postage is sent to them for that purpose.

The Business Edticator is devoted to the pro-
gressive and practical interests of Business Educa-
tion and Penmanship. A journal whose mission is

to dignify, popularize, and improve the world's
newest and neediest education. It purposes to in-

spire and instruct both pupil and teacher, and to
further the interests of those engaged in the work,
in private as well as in public institutions of busi-

AdvertislnS Ral"es furnished upon applicatior
The Business Educator being the highest grad
journal of its class is purchased and read by th
most intelligent and well-to-do amoni> those inter
ested in business education and penmanship in th
United States, Canada, England, and nearly
country on the globe It circulates, not alone among
business college proprietors, teachers and pupils
but also among principals of commercial depart
ments of High Schools, Colleges and Religious
Schools, as well as among office workers, homt

ry

-tude

for the
iiates l-o Teaciie.rs, Agents.

Raisers sent upon application. Wr
whether you are in a position to send few
subscriptions. Sample copies furnished
subscriptions.
Considering that The Business Educator is high

grade in every particular ; that progressive, practical
lessons in penmanship are a distinctive feature of
the magazine; that departments of interest and help-
fulness in subjects relating to Business Education
are found only in The Business Epucator. you will
readily see that it is not only the b3St but the cheap-
est, when quality, character and quantity are con-
sidered.

Cbe Business Educator
Certificate.

This is the time of the year to re-

solve to capture as many Business
Educator Certificates as possible.
Their presence in your school means
efficient teaching and faithful pupils.
The requirement are simple but es-

sential for success and as follows:
Subscribe for the Business Educator;
practice from some one or more of its

courses of lessons: when a good,
plain, free business hand is the result
send a sheet of work from each ap-
plicant containing a set each of
figures, little letters and capitals, and
a sentence or two for our examination.
If approved you may then forward
fifty cents for each certificate and the
same will be lettered and mailed.
Home students may send speci-

mens direct, but we prefer students
in schools to submit them through
the teacher and with his approval.

eonceritina eragiti's "eall of the
City.

"

One of the most discriminating fel-

lows in our profession, D. W. Hoff,
recently wrote as follows : "The Crag-
in article, is worthy of the highest
praise. It might with perfect grace
sail under thetitle i)ispi)ation. What
a grasp he has of his subject 1 How
forcefully he puts it ! What literary

strength he displays ! His imagery

in the introductory lines is worthy a
poet's pen. "

Another well known professional,
A. W. Kimpson, Mexico, Mo., also
wrote as follows :

" The Call of the
City by Mr. Cragin is certainly good
if I know anything. It makes a fel-

low feel like taking the first train out
for some large city where he may find
the advantages Mr. Cragin speaks of.

Let the good work go on."
Yes, gentlemen you are not alone

in your praise of the articles in ques-
tion. And the one in this number
will,we believe, please quite as much.

I^eatb's f)iflb Grade Cessons.

We wish to take this opportune
time and space to say to ambitious
young penmen that if they want to
learn to write right a professional
hand without the aid of a personal
teacher no better, if as good, series
of lessons was ever given than the
one Mr. Fred S. Heath is conducting
in these pages.
Now is your opportunity and we

hope you will avail yourselves of it.

Read every word he says. It is

boiled down, digested, tested, proved
common sense applied to fine art in

writing.
Need we say more ? A word to the

wise and would-be skillful is, we
hope, sufficient. Now do your best
to show your appreciation of his truly
professional product.

Z^y^^
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is aiinning.

Simple, plain, easy, rapid writing,
the kind The Business EnucATOR has
always advocated, and the kind now
known as "Arm Movement Writing"
is winning a more enduring success
with practically no advertising than
any other because it is well-balanced,
same in theory and realizable in

practice.

What are the fundamental principles

of Arm Movement Writing ? The
answer briefly is foj-ni and ficedom.

Not form at the expense of freedom;
not freedom at the expense of form ;

but form and freedom from beginning
to end.
The form here meant is not a stiff,

accurate, unattainable, unretainable
one, but such as is simple, plain,

attainable, and, when once acquired,
retainable.

And the freedom mentioned and in

mind is not that wild, uncontrolled
" muscular " condition advocated by a

few, but a normal, free, co-ordinated
one, which adapts itself to child as
well as to adult life. It is neither so
rapid as to be spasmodic nor so slow
as to be sluggish and labored.

"Arm Movement" is winning a
more permanent success than any
other because it recognizes that there
is something more to practical writ-

ing on the one hand than form, and
something more on the other hand
than movement; that each of these
represent but the half of the whole
truth. Furthermore, arm movement
is winning, and is bound to win un-
usual success because it recognizes
that the teaching of writing involves
much more than the execution of
writing, thatthekindof writing taught
the child and the method of teaching
it must be as different as the child is

different than the adult. It also rec-

ognizes that in the teaching of adults,

the general and the simple should
precede the detail and complex; that
one thing should lead logically to

another, and that the beginning should
lead gradually and symetrically to the
correct end. It furthermore rec-

ognizes that at no particular time or
place should there be undue emphasis
or effort placed on the teaching of
writing at the expense of other equally
necessary things ; that rightly taught

from beginning to end, in the public
school or business college, good writ-

ing can be secured on the part of the
average pupil.
Simple, plain forms and easy

rational movements as an end, with
normal, pedagogical, systematic and
progressive methods as a means, good
writing can be as surely realized and
as universally acquired as good
mathematics, good English, good
bookkeeping, good shorthand, etc.

Chen, and now, and next.

A generation ago accuracy and beau-
ty were considered two of the three
or four chief essentials in writing; not
mere legibility and neatness, but
technical accuracy and some shade
and flourish. Time, however, proved
that writing was neither an exact
nor a fine art, but a purely utilitarian

one if rightly taught, acquired, and
used.
A decade later, speed and move-

ment became the popular issues, and
like the tariff, became worthy articles

of revision. Time proved the rate of

speed then advocated too high for

plainness, and the movement too wild
for systematic accounting.
At the present time the tendency is

toward plainness rather than fineness;

toward ease of action rather than
spasmodic movements; and toward
systematic rather than haphazard in-

struction.
Unquestionably tomorrow willbring

more and more system and fore-

thought in teaching; better methods
of practice; simpler forms; more rat-

ional movements; and more pedagog-
ical instruction as concerns the dif-

ferent ages of pupils, especially in

primary and grammar graded schools.
Of course, now and then, here and

there, we hear some one still declare
in favor of common-place copies, and
thatitmakesbut little difference which
forms are presented first. But the
rank and file of present-day teachers
are in favor of good, fairly accurate
forms; systematic exercises; progres-
sively graded copies; and rational
movements.
Thus it is that within the memory

and personal experience of many of us
quite a change has taken place in the
teaching and style of writing. It is

true no great change has been made;

that much remains unchanged and
unchangeable; that there were some
very good teachers and teaching in

the olden days; that the best teaching
then was far better than much we
have today; but on the whole there has
been substantial progress in the art

of writing as well as in the science of

teaching. It is reasonable to suppose
this will continue, and that tomorrow
we will see some things more clearly
than today, and do them better.

So let us push on, keeping in mind
that Father Spencer had enough to do
to solve the problems of his day with-
out solving ours. Let us each and all

prove our worth by pushing on, some
planning, some executing; some con-
ceiving, some convincing; some teach-
ing, some practicing' all pushing
toward the front, each doing the thing
he can do best.

Now, all together, "on and on".

/f^
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CLUB CHAT
^

J
On the last of August Mr. C- S. Rogers of

the San Francisco. Calif., Business College,
favored us with a list of subscriptions well
up toward the half hundred mark. THE
Business Educator has no better friend,
northe profession a more worthy member,
than Mr. Rogers. Mr A. vS. Weaver, the
genial proprietor of the school, must be en-
joying prosperity for it reguires no small
attendance for the summer months to se-
cure such a goodly number ot subscriptions.

Mr. A. A. Erblang, Commercial Depart-
ment, Quincy, III., High School, favored us
the first week in September with a list of 31

subscriptions. This bespeaks the right kind
of hustle in High School work. The good
people of Ouincy are to be congratulated
for having a man of Mr. E rbla n g's
caliber and character in their midst. THE
Business Educator has no better friend
nor has practical education.

G. \V. Weatherly, President of the Joplin.
Mo., Business College, states that their pro-
spects are very good for a tine school. They
have just engaged Miss Mary E. Garton as
Principal of the Typewriting Department.
As many other wide awake schools are
doing, Mr. Weatherly states that this year
they intend including with each student's
list of supplies a sul)Scription to one of the
penmanship journals. A commendable
idea.

A. M. Wonnell, the hustling, skillful pen-
man of the Ferris Institute, Big Rapids,
Mich., started theclubbingseason in a most
satisfactory manner to us by sending a list

of subscriptions a tliird of a century in
nuniber. When it comes to real graceful,
delicate writing and downright, sensible
instruction, Mr. Wonnell steps right up in
the front row.

^(XX)z i]oii 3mprcsseb l|oiir pupils untl) tl]e Palue of (£l]e Business €^ucator to tl|e

point of subscribing ? 3f not you l]aDc "^owz ucitl^er your pupils, yourself nor (El]e Business

€5ucator full justice, ill^en bo it tobay.
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LESSONS IN PENMANSHIP
C. E. DONEP,

Supervisor Penmanship, Beverly, Mass., Public Schools.

St-nd practice f..r eritieisiiis to "Critirism Etiitor," Business Kducator. Culuniluis, Olii-.,

LKSSON 9. The purpose of the preceding lessons has been to establish freedom of arm movement. This lesson is the beginning of the
small letters. From here on the lessons are presented in systematic order. Let thoroughness be your watchword ; not how much but how
well. Count. For a count 1-2-stop—curve; or, 1-2 3—curve. .1 Jong: dasli means n piiiise or stop in tlic movement. This must he
remembered tliroiiu'Iioiit tlie lessons. For copy 2 count l-2stop—glide-l-2-stop—glide-l-2-stop—glide-l-2 stop— curve. For the single o

count 1—curve, and for the joined o's count l—glide-2—glide-3—glide-4—curve. For copy 5 count 1—glide-1-2—stop—glide-1—glide-1-2 stop
—curve. Never count slowly.

^^ ^.y <^^ ^y ^^ ^^ (^^ ^^ ^^ ^-^ gy

-7:7^ -Z7̂ , -r7^

Lesson. 10, In ;// and /; make the downward strokes straight to the line; retrace the downward strokes from a third to one-half and
curve the top of each part. Try to begin on the line and make the ending curve the height of the letter, or a trifle higher. Another thing
to remember in these lessons is that the spacing between single letters, or letter exercises and words, is about the irhlth of n ^nmU a.

Bear this in mind and the spacing will be uniform. Count. For the single tti count glide-l-2-3-4-stop—curve; and for the in exercise count
glide-l-2-^4-stop—glide-l-2-3-4 stop—glide-1-2 ;i 4-stop—glide-l-2-3-4-stop—curve. For single n count glide-l-2-stop—curve; and for the n exercise

count glide-l-2-stop—glide-l-2-stop—glide-l-2-stop-glide-l-2-stop—curve. The pen must glide rapidly between stops.

/

^^-ymy .^^T^ny .^^ymy ^<?<^^ y-i-^yzy xmy ^Tnny xT^yiy .^^^ryiy y-^^my xyyiy y-my

ymy y^'^iy ^^ny ^T^y y^i^iy ^yzy x-^^-z^ yT^i^ ^T^ty ^ny yyiy ^T^-^iy

Cesson 11. Words can now be written using the letters in lesson 9 and 10. In word practice let the pen move lightly and freely over
the paper. Care should be taken to make the downward strokes straight to theline—this gives "backbone" to business writing. Make
curves and angles at the right place. Never make a small « like a small i/. Curve ending strokes slightlv. In counting for words, the
letters may be named ; for instance, in the word nj;io/,i, say the letters rapidly as follows : m-a-n-i-a. Say the letters fast enough so as

to get rhythm and freedom of movement. Do not count slowly—this hinders free movement.

cyL-'jn.-trT^iy ^..^n^iT-i-iy a^Kutm^ fyLyl^^'1T-^^y a^yutryiy a^^yutn^y ^T^y

y- •

y^T^T^uryi^T-X'-i'-ay y7yrua-'-T^-tA.''Ciy ,yyrt^cP[yyiyuay xrrutyi^^yiyuay xm^^^yi^^-^y

3

y7nn^'t2yi^y?.---7-^^L'<rT^zy yT-n^'i^'a^ryiyTyyviT'yiy .^yvuciyyvL'-ryi^.'iriny .'^m--ryf.y^T^^--i^-r:iy

ayryuT^j^,.i7-T-t^^.^tzy <:^y-rnyi-'ri.^(r-yi.^c.'CLy d-^ym.^i^n.-frT-iyt.-^iy cyiyrri---}'i^̂ /-^,.^.-^:Ly
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CftSSOn 12* In joining letters 8uch as u, w, n, and 7/j, think of spacing as being narrow between the parts of the letters and wide be-

tween the letters themselves. This spacing never changes between the parts of letters, but often changes between letters themselves, a

in lesson 14. Occasionally sit at thedesk and write and count for the pupils. Also have them watch you while you write, so that they
can study position and movement. Cnntit. For small recount glide-l-2-stop—curve ; and for the // exercise count glide-l-2-8top— glide 1-2

stop—glide-l--'-9top—glide-l-'2-8top—curve. For the single ir count glide-1-2 ;l-4-dot— curve ; or, glide-l-2-;J-4-stop--curve ; and for the h- exer-

cise count glide-l-2-3-4-stop—glide-l-2-;Mstop—glide l-2-;i-4-9top—glidel-2-3-4-stop- curve. The pen must glide rapidly between the stops

,^,-c^ ^^^ ^Ay ^^--u^ ^^cy ^Ay ^ycy ^a^ .^u^ ..a^l^ .-uy .^uy

\

Cesson 13. More words can now be practiced, making use of the letters in the preceding lessons. In writing words, the pen should
not stop so decidedly as it does in making single letters, and exercises of single letters, but should be made to glide over the paper eas-

ily and rapidly with rhythm andfreedom of movement.

^/yy^y-^n^y yyfy^yyryLy yA^yi^L-iT-yi^^ ^yy-tA^^cn^ yyyyjy^fn^y yj/^rr^iy

yAZ-iTTT^-^^xny yAyrrrr?y^y^y yj/-rryy?.^.^yiy ^yf/y/yyi-^rz^yiy ^U''-v-i^y'i^r:^.'^iy

.Ayo'-t-yi-yiy7~u^y^z-yyiyn^ ydyiy^Ty^i^tr^i/^y/Z-yyt^yt^n^.'^

xyy?-Hy^ynyru^ yn^yy^y^e^A/^y}yiy'l-''yyLyny'^^yy^

Cesseit 14. Wide spacing between the letters is for the purpose of giving strength and freedom to the movement. Lateral move-
ment is used in writing this word. This movement is swinging the forearm from the elbow freely across the paper. Let only the weight
of the arm rest on the desk. Do not allow extra weight on the right arm. Count. l—glide-l-2-34-dot—glide 1-2-stop—curve ; or, count by
niwning the letters o-w-n.

j2Z -ryy~ -yyy ^?~~ -^yy

-Tyy- -ryy-

(T- -7yy~ -ly^ -yiy (7~~

-Ty/y rT~ -^yy- -7^^ /7~- -^yy

CcssotI 15* The -vis exactly the same as the second part of n. Thecross-stroke may be made either upward or downward- Be sure
to cross the downward stroke in the middle. The r has the same dot asthew. Count. For .v count 1-2-curve—cross. For i count glide-

l-2-dot—curve. Join the rbut not the x. Count for copy 3 glide-l-2-dot—glide-l-2-dot—glide-l-2-dot—glide-l-2-dot—curve. Join i' and \r,

and I- and n as in copies 4 and 5.

'<y^ yjy yjy yfy yr^ y^y yyy ^-^y yi^y yty yty ,yiy

yy^ yy^ yy^ yy- ^y^ yy^
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Eesson 16. Practice these word8 carefully. Practice several lines of each word—or several pages for that matter—and try to keep
the words in colunans. Aim to move the pen lightly, freely and rapidly over the paper. Study height, width and slant of letters.

' a^^ĵ -UfT-TTiy a.^z-f.^fT'T^ny a.<i^^U(r-yHy g^^-^^^^^y?-^^ a.'^i>t-i:r7^rLy ^^^^^.^/t^?^.^

.^^^?'2^igz<g-^>-?"7^-'^^^>'.^^-^^ y'7-'7^T^^a,-it>i^y}-z.^iA-'-'yriy yT-T^^-u-cii^t-^^-T'i^u.-^yriy a.^<f>^^rm^y

ryf^/-77^^^ (7^/-r7-ryf/-^ (:z^/-iT-u^ f^^.-ty'-v-t^/-^ ^yf.-i/'zru/^ a^i/-i9-r^/-^ ^y//^

r7-7y~7^,^'-j^^^ fTny-i^t^my cnyHyt^-n-^ tT-iz-Uy-T-^y/y /T-i/^ytymy /^rjy-ryi^^'-^y yi^^y

Cesson 17. This copy furnishes more practice in writing across the lines. First write on the lines and then turn the paper and
make the ir exercise. Do a great deal of this kind of practice. In writing cross-wise, be careful to place the letter in exactly the right

position—on the line. Pupils should be encouraged to count for themselves as they xuake the letters. Counting creates interest, enthus-
iasm and keeps the class together.

Cessoti IS. This small e exercise is for the purpose of generating speed in making the pen glide lightly and rapidly over the paper.

Make from 2011 to 250 e '.s in a minute. The exercise maybe reversed so as to make the e upside down. The movement used in practicing
it both ways helps to make n, 111. r, i, it and ir. Xotice carefully how the exercises are written cross-wise. Count, one, one, one, one, one,
one, repeating the word veryrapidty. TIioiig:htful practice wins.

Ces$^n 19. The downward stroke in c and e should be practically straight. Begin the c with a small dot. Count dot-down—curve ;

or, dot-stop—curve : and for the <* count glide-down—curve ; or, glide-stop curve. Do not join the c in an exercise. For copy 3 count
glide-down—glide down—glide-down—glide-down—curve. This e exercise is quite different from the e exercise in Lesson 18. Here the

pen comes to the line with a stop—in Lesson 18 it does not. Practice copies 4 and 5 very carefully. Stud.v the copy, then practice, study
the copy again, and again practice—this kind of practice is what makes good writers.

Ziil ry jy^ ry ry cy _£k:l_ r^ cy j:yL r^ j^y.

yy yy yy .£y- .^£y zy. j^y j'y £y j.yy yy j^y

y7y^^ yyi^ ,ym.
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Progressive Lessons in Business Writing

SAN Francisco,
California,

Business Colleob

Editor," Care The Business Educator, Columbus, O.@
^

J^

Plates 44 to S*. The practice on the capitals should have developed, strengthened and lightened the movement, and you should be

able to do much better on the small letters that are given now, than you did on those of your former lessons. See tliat the wrist is kept

off tlie paper and that the fingers glide lightly. Practice on the movement drills for a few minutes each day before beginning on the

small exercises. You should find the small letter exercises intensely interesting, and should now be able to make them rapidly and
well. Make an entire page of the small <> e.xercise, and then turn your paper and write across the page putting the o between the lines.

Make a page of ;/'s and write across the page as in o. Take o and a combined in the same way. Follow through all the small letter

drills shown, and through the small words given. Keep the pages, even with the cross writing, neat. They should not look blurred and
dirty. Write lightly. .Strive to get as light and clear a line as possible. Work hard on these small letters.

Your ability to write well depends very largely on whether or not you master the small letters as they are given here. Stick to them.
Again let us suggest that you practice at every possible apportunity. Carry a pencil in your pocket and a small pad of scratch paper.

When you sit down for a few minutes practice on this scratch paper, but when you get a chance to write at your table, do not allow

yourself to use scratch paper, but work systemmatically

.
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€Dcry penman anb dmclicr of Pcnmansljip sl^oulb be a Subscriber of the (Eeacl]ers'

Professional €bitton of Cl^e business €bucator, because it frequently contains articles of in=

terest to penmen, as roell as all (Eonrention CTnnouncements Oi\\^ Keports.
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Blackboekrd Lessons in Business Writing

By Aniierica's Leading Teachers of Penmanship

^: J
By Ul. S. Cbambcrlain, Penman, Eaton St Burnett Business eolleae, Baltimore, md

To be a master with the chalk is just as essential to the teacher of penmanship as to be a master of the pen. The chalk and black

board play a very important part in my teaching. I go before my class with a clean board, writing my exercises and copies, and making
the illustrations as the lesson progresses.

The oval exercise, as seen at the beginning of this lesson, should be the initial work for each period of instruction. Write it with both

the direct and indirect motion, using the arm movement. Position and movement have had sufificient explanation in previous lessons

so I will pass over them. The letter taken for the principle part of this lesson is the capital " M. " The first part is the sixth principle.

The letter should be made without lifting the pen. The downward strokes are slanting straight lines, and each shorter than the one pre-

ceding. The tops should be rounded. The small loop at the beginning should be one half the length of the letter. If a single or initial

capital is desired, the last downward line should be a slight curve and extend a little below the base line. The exercise ;it the beginning
of second line of copy is very helpful in getting the top parts of the letter. Make 8 or 10 down strokes, finishing the height of your small
letters. Practice the " M " for about 15 minutes or Hit one side of foolscap, ill to 12 letters to the line. The last 15 or » minutes of the les-

son, should be devoted to word or sentence writing, according to the advancement of the class. Always impress upon pupils the import-

ance of neat, clean pages, and the careful studj- and analysis of their own work.
In writing the word " Mummy," do not lift the pen until you finish the " y. " (>n the lower line of my copy or board you will find an

illustration of several faults that are commonly encountered. Kxamine them carefully, and guard against them. See that the letters

are uniform and made with sulticient speed to insure smooth clear lines. Hoping that I have not tried your patience too much, I am.
Yours for good business penmanship,

\v. S. Chamberlain.

Tf^'V/TW'l^
i/m o /

By $* B« f>ill, Spencer's Business

eollede, Kingston, n* V*

We will begin our lesson with the reversed
ovall. Make it one and one lia If spaces high,
retrace six times to the count of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

Xotice that No. 'I is the same slant and
height as No. 1. Instead of retracing, move
gradually to the right, wrici ngone third way
across the page without lifting the pen.
Keep the space between the lines the same
so that it will not appear darker in some
places than others. Make one line to each
count of 1, 'I, 3, 4, n, 6, ready.

In No. 3 we have the up and down or push
and pull movement. Let the arm move in
and out of the sleeve. See that the fingers
do not move. Write one third way across
the page without raising the pen, same
heighth and slant as No. 2; even at top and
base. I will count one foreach down stroke,
ready 1, 1, 1, 1, down, down, etc.
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"What Others
Have Done You

^

STUDENTS' WOI^K AND PAGE
Dedicated to the best engravable specimens of exercises and business

writing received from schools and students; improvement.
timeliness and excellence considered.

"^

Observation,

!^are and Appli
cation—The
Kssentials.

J

By M. C. Leipholz, pupil in Ferris Institute. Big Kapids. Mich.. A. M. Wonnell. Penman.

By K. J. Podlak, Home Student of Business Educator, Chicago. Ills

\o. 4 begins witha snialloval retraced six
times, ending in a straight down stroke on
the base line, to the count of 1, 2, 3, 4. 5. 6.

down. Make one half line one space high.
Nos. 5-<> are the same as Xo. 4. Begin witli

small loop, retracing entire stroke six times
to the count of 1-2, 3-4. 1-2. 3-4.

No. 7, begin at top one space high, move to
left and down to base line to the count of 1,

for each stroke.
In No. M, the parts are joined forming

capital H. Do not raise pen on last down
stroke. Make one line one space high to the
count of 1-2, for the first down stroke and 3-4,

for the last and loop; retrace four times.
No. 9 is capital H as it appears finished;

write one line.

Write line No. 30. Watch the loops and
follow the copy, using a free, easy tnove-
tnent. Make four letters without raising
pen, and write several lines, then the
sentence line No. 11.

We have a thirty minute period for pen-
manship; spending each day from five to ten
minutes on some exercise before beginning
a letter.

I then take up the parts of the letter ex-
plaining each, always placing the exercises
and letters on board as we need them, so
that the class may see how I make them.
After the copy has been placed on the board
and the instruction ^iven, I have from ten
to fifteen minutes to look after each
student's work and make corrections.
For convenience I divide the letters into

three classes, those that have the principle
of the direct oval as O, C, A, E. D, those that
have the principle of the reversed oval as
Q. Z,I, J, W, U, etc.; and those having a part

or neither of the above named principles as
L, S, T, F, etc. ; always taking up the simple
forms first, leading to more complicated
forms.

Sotneof the finest olThand penmanship we
have seen for sometime is hereby acknowl-
edged from Mr. J. E. Plummer, teacher in
Sadler's Bryant cX: Stratton Business Col-
lege, Baltimore, Md. Mr. Plummer isa man
of more than ordinary ability and could, if

he would give more attention to it, become
one of America's finest penmen.

We recently had the pleasure of examin-
ing the writing of a number of pupils in
Sadler's B. A: S. Business College, Baltimore,
Md., under the instructions of Messrs. C. C.
Lister and J. E. Plummer. The writing was
all of the wide space sort and showed un-
usual skill, care and precision. We see but
little work the equal of it. The instructors,
pupils and school are all to be congratulated
for turning out such a product.

Some bold and graceful strokes from the
pen have been received from the well known
penman and teacher, H. O. Keesling, of the
New Albany, Ind., Business College. Our
readers will remember that while at
Lawrence, Mass., some years ago Mr. Kees-
iing gave a splendid course of lessons in
business writing in Thk BUSINEES EDUCA-
TOR.

Henry D. Allison, who is in the grocery
business in Dublin, N. H., is, we feel safe in
saying, the finest penman in the grocery
business in the United States. A letter
just received from him is truly professional.
The letter is written in the ornamental
style. It is surprising how Mr. Allison can
retain such a high standard of penmanship
when engaged in so strenuous a business.

Mr. W. T. Walling. Iredell, Tex., is learn-
ing to write quite well from THE BUSINESS
Educator as shown by specimens recently
received. It he will but persevere it is only
a question of time until he will rank with
our professionals.

Mr. E. W. Frear, penman in the Twin-City
Business College. Winsten-Salem. N. C,
sends his compliments in some beautifully
executed ornamental writing. Mr. Frear is

an all around penman, but is especially good
in engrossing, script and old England
lettering. You will hear more of him some
day.

Mr. J. <;. Christ, the well known penman of
Lock Haven, Pa., has sent us a beautiful set
of ornamental capitals. Mr. Christ knows
how to get the ink in the right place.

Some very artistically colored and skill-

fully executed cards are hereby acknowl-
edged from The Business Educator's
staunch friend, William Rhoads, 235 Pearl
St.. Reading, Pa.

Some of the best movement exercises we
have had the pleasure of receivingfor some-
time are hereby acknowledged from the
students in the Marietta, O., Commercial
College, M. A. Adams, proprietor.
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Business WritinK by D. Beauchanip, Montreal Cauadu.
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Business Writing by N. B. Good, Williams Business College, Oahkoah, Wis.
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Professional Business Writing, H. B. Lehman, Central High School, St. Louis, Mo.
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EDITOR'S PAGE—PENMANSHIP EDITION
A Forum for the Expression of Convictions Relating to Methods of Teaching and the Art of Writing

OUR PLATFORM : FORM AND FREEDOM FROM FIRST TO FINISH
V^ ^

Formation v$. Reformation.

The positive is to be preferred to

the negative—the first is creative, the

second reconstructive. The second
is worth while only after the first has
failed. This is true of human con-

duct and effort in general, and it is

just as true of any department of

human service in particular. In pen-

manship it is as true as in anything
else educational and practical.

In our public schools in general

script drawing has been taught under
the guise of writing for four years,

and then in some places writing was
attempted by the reforming method
with the result that only a few have
been benefited. Children have been
taught one method four years only to

be told it was wrong and that it was
necessary to begin all over again.

Reform is a good thing but it is a

poor policy to allow one's self to be-

come the necessary user of it, is as

true of penmanship as of morals.

But right formation ("an ounce of

prevention") is worth ten times as

much as well-meant re-formation ("a

pound of cure"). Teach writing

rightly from the beginning and less

strenuousness in reformation is neces-

sary.

The right way is to teach percep-

tion and performance at one and the

same time from the beginning clear

through until the end. That means
form and freedom should be empha-
sized and unified at all times. Legi-

bility and movement are the two real

and practical essentials of good writ-

ing, and any method of instruction

which does not include and enforce

them both is not a true and practical

method.
But to teach form as well as free-

dom to six-year old pupils is a vastly

different process than to sixteen-year

old pupils.

Children are immature and need to

be given large rather than small writ-

ing, while adults need to be given
small rather than large writing, being
capable of acquiring it without undue
training and effort.

"Form and freedom for all; large

writing for children, small writing
for adults" is the cry the editors of

the Business Educator raised in the

penmanship wilderness not many
years ago and which is now finding

fulfillment in many places. Let the

good work go on.

I)ygicne in lUritina.

One of the arguments which went a

long way toward the introduction of

vertical writing was the claim that

slanting forms and fine lines were
responsible for so much defective

vision and unhealthful postures in the

writing.
A thorough investigation of the

facts, however, reveals that small

writing on the part of children and
slow writing were the real causes of

strained eyesight and stooped-over

positions.
If you would have healthful, upright

positions and normal vision, see to it

that large writing is required of child-

ren and free writing of all pupils.

Then only can we have hygienic posi-

tions and good vision.

Olby I and 3 are dotted.

Editor Business Educator:
" Why is i and> dotted?"

J. H. CATES.

The dot of / is necessary to tell

whether i precedes or follows u.

Without the dot over j, when it follows

71 it resembles y.
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EDITOR'S PAGE—PROFESSIONAL EDITION

^:

Devoted to the Best Interests of Business Education, j

are cordially invited lo enter the Arena of Publicity to discu
Editor and Publishers reserve the right to reject any commui
pressed in these columns. They believe a journal of this cla
reasonably expect respectful attention and liberal space. Vt
harvest is sure. We hope that neither timidity on your part,
public. Let us hear from you whenever the spirit of good w

nd Dedicated to the Expression of Conscientious Opinions upon Topics Related thereto. \
ss those things uppermost in the public mind, or of which there seems to be most need. 1
lication they see (it. Nor do they desire to be understood as endorsing all of the opinions
;s and calibre is in part a public institution, and a vehicle in which the professional public n
ur thought plants may here find soil for propagation, and if rightly used and cultivated, a r

nor an editoral frost on our part, may be responsible for anything good failing to reach i

11, fair play or originality strikes you. We await your contributions with cordial anticipati J
Cbe Ceacber—Solicitor Problem-

The employment season just passed
has shown a strong tendency on the
part of school employers toward
teachers who could and would solicit

part or all of the time during the
summer months, and on Saturdays
during- the rest of the year.

We rather like the idea. It does
teachers no harm to get on the outside
of the school room occasionally, and
it does the school no harm unless
it employs such poor teachers that

they are unable to make a good im-
pression because of defective English
or slipshod apparel.

' There is no doubt in our own mind
but that too many teachers have
known too little of the outside world,
too little of the struggle for business
in all lines not excepting the securing
of pupils to teach, and too little of
the real needs of those whom they
have attempted to instruct.

A teacher who has secured pupils
for a school will take more interest in

instructing them than he would
had he not met them outside of the
school room and influenced them to

pursue a course in his school and un-
der his tuition.

We confess that at first the idea of

teachers soliciting did not take well

with us, but observation and reflect-

ion has led us to conclude that it is

one of the ways of counteracting and
meeting the undesirable influence of

the professional ? or unprofessional

solicitor who persists in misrepre-
senting his employer's rival instead
of representing his employer's insti-

tution.

Representation is positive and con-
structive, while misrepresentation is

negative and destructive. The need
of and the demand for persons
schooled in the science and art of
business is too immediate and press-
ing to require exaggeration or mis-
represention to influence young men
and women to qualify in it by attend-
ing a good school of business. Facts
rightly comprehended and presented,
are stronger than falsehood.
Of course it is a poor, narrow phase

of human experience which does not
have its undesirable side. If the em-
ployment of teachers to do soliciting

is done solely to save expense and
overwork the teacher, morning and
evening, it is certainly poor business
policy to say the least, or if the school
Ioo'ks more to the person's qualifica-

tion and fitness to solicit than to

teach, the solution of the solicitor

question may be settled, but most
certainly not that of the teacher.

However in spite of the evils we oc-

casionally see and hear of, we are, all

things considered, well impressed
with the new element in our profes-
sion, the "teacher-solicitor."

Cbe Official Report of tben. e.C F.

It is not too early to begin to think
about and plan for the Official Report

of the Pittsburg meeting of the
National Commercial Teachers' Fed-
eration.

Mr. L. E. Stacy, the hustling, cap-
able Secretary of the National Pen-
manship Teachers' Association re-

cently wrote as follows: "I shall
endeavor to secure copies of all the
papers to be read at the meeting as
early as possible. If I can secure
these papers say before the fifteenth

of December I am going to do so. I

believe that a little effort on the part
of the prominent people connected
with the Federation would result in

getting out the next report promptly."

GOOD IDEA FROM A GOOD MAN.

Let each person who is to read a
paper or make a speech furnish the
Secretary of the section in which he
will deliver it a copy and much time,
worry and expense will be saved.

Let our public spirited and capable
stenographers signify a willingness
to report one of the sections by writing
to the President of the Association
and offering his or her services. C)ne

will be needed for each of the follow-
ing sections: .Shorthand, Business,
Penmanship, and High School, and
one also for the Federation meeting.
Still another could report the Banquet
speeches.

"Many hands make the burden
light " applies here as elsewhere.

Do as Stacy says and does and all

will be well and you will be happy.

Hcmember tl^e Pittsburg Hlcettng

2Tlakc it a big one by being tl]ere, or a profitable owi by sending membersl^ip.

Cu?o Dollars Before f^olibays; ^\\xzi Dollars Clftcr.
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treasury Stock, Unsubscribed

Stock, Ulorkina Capital, Stock

Discount and Premium.

The term, Treasury Stock as gen-

erally used has many and varied signi-

fications, due largely to the fact that

there is much misunderstanding of

the real import of this term. It has

been and still is quite a general cus-

tom to treat as Treasury Stock, unsub-

scribed or unsold stock, whether it is

reserved to be sold at some future

time as conditions might warrant, or

whether it is the balance of the Capital

Stock of a Company which the pro-

moters have been unable to distribute.

Treasury Stock, in its true sense,

applies particularly to shares which

have been acquired by the Company,
either by purchase, donation or for-

feiture, and this last class is fre-

quentlv carried in " Forfeited Shares'

'

Account. Treasury Stock so held is

clearly an asset, and maybe disposed

of as any other property of the Cor-

poration. Laws, providing that a

Corporation shall not sell Capital

Stock at less than par, would not pre-

vent stock so secured from being sold

by the Corporation the same as any

other asset at any price obtainable.

The title, "Unsubscribed Stock",

used by Rahill is preferable under the

circumstances referred to in the first

paragraph hereof to the misapplied

title, " Treasury Stock", for it comes
nearer showing in the opening ac-

counts of a Corporation the real facts

concerning the stock issue. This fact

probably accounts for the limited use

of this or any similar account by
modern incorporators, many of them
seeking rather to suppressor becloud

than to record clearly actual facts.

The necessity for considering this

question in the accounts of a Cor-

poration arises from the desire on the

part of the incorporators to have the

entire Capital Stock appear upon the

Ledger, whether wholly distributed or

not. Personally, I cannot understand

why this should be even an apparent

advantage in any sense. The better

plan would be to carry in the Capital

Stock Account only that portion of the

Capital Stock for which bona fide sub-

scriptions have been taken If, how-

ever, it is considered advisable to

issue to the Treasury certain shares

of stock for future disposition, it

might be carried in Treasury Stock as

a negative against an equal amount
of liability in the Capital Stock Ac-

count, and in all statements rendered

the amount of such Treasury Stock
should not be included among the

assets, but should be deducted from
the total stock issue and the difference

extended as a liability on the Capital

Stock Account. Treasury Stock, as

referred to in the second paragraph
of this article, should not be so treated

on the Balance Sheet but should be

listed among the other assets of the

Company.
It frequently happens that stock-

holders of a Corporation donate to

the Treasury shares of stock to be sold

for Working Capital. This stock is

then placed on the market at the best

price obtainable. The following entry

should be made upon the receipt of

the donated stock by the Treasurer :

Treasury Stock
To' Working Capital

or Stock Donation.

If this Treasury Stock is sold at a

discount of say 2096', the following

entry should be made :

Cash
Working Capital or Stock Dis-

count (for the discount)

To Treasury Stock
or Stock Donation.

If sold at a premium, the following

entry should be made :

Cash
To Treasury Stock (par

value)
Stock Premium,
Working Capital
or Donation Account

(for the premium)
If, in the above entries. Stock Dis-

count and Stock Premium Accounts
are used, at the end of the year it is

advisable to close these into Working
Capital or Donation Account, and in-

asmuch as the Working Capital or

Donation is not a revenue from trad-

ing operations, though a clear gain to

the Corporation, the balance of this

account should not be closed into the

Profit & Loss Account, but carried

direct to the Surplus Account by the

following entry:
Working Capital

or Donation Account
To Surplus.

Each of these entries should have full

explanations covering all features of

the transaction.
All extraordinary profits of this or

similar nature should be so treated in

the accounts of a Company as to

clearly exhibit the sources of such

profits that the Board of Directors

may not fall into error of considering

such profits a part of the normal earn-

ings of the Company, and therefore

available for distribution in divi-

dends to Stockholders. It is in deal-

ing with matters of this character

wherein it is especially important

that accountants should be familiar

with that phase of Corporation Law
which bears upon the distribution of

Capital Stock and also the declaration

of dividends to Stockholders.

The accounting in the above trans-

actions for Stock Discount and Stock

Premium is quite plain, but it is not

always true that Stock Discounts and
Premiums arise in the manner re-

ferred to above. Many Corporations,

where the laws permit, are obliged to

sell their shares at less than par, in

order to secure capital for purposes of

developing or extending their busi-

ness. If the money realized from such

sale of stock is to be used for develop-

ment purposes, it is quite customary

to charge the amount of Stock Dis-

count to Development Expense Ac-

count. If it is for re-organization

purposes, it is usually carried to Re-

organization Expense Account. Gen-

erally Stock Discounts of this nature,

for whatever purposes the capital is

to be raised, are capitalized and

appear on the books as assets. The
usual practice is to spread such items

of expense incurred either in raising

capital or in development otherwise,

over a period of years. This would
seem to be sound practice, inasmucl^

as the benefits of such large expendi-

tures in the early history of a Corpora-;

tion are certain to extend over several

years. The period over which these

items are to be carried is necessarily

a varying one. according to the class

of expenditures or the nature of the

business. Stock Premiums, arising

from the same class of transactions,

should be carried likewise in a sepa-

rate account, and may be held as a

reserve for future contingencies or

transferred to Surplus to be disposed

in whatever manner the Directors may
determine.

n Problem in Practical Hceountina <«•'

tbe Headers of the educator.

A corporation took over the business of an

individual whose books showed him worth

$125,000. for the sum of $'_>m,000, payable $SO,OOD

in bonds, $50,000 in preferred stock, $50,000 in

common stock and the remainder in cash.

The capital of the company was $100,00<1 pre-

ferred stock. JUHl.OOOcommon stock and bonds
were issued for $100,000.

According to the subscriptions the stock

was to be paid for as follows ; 10 per cent, on

application, -10 percent, in SOdays after allot-

ment and 50 per cent, three months there-

after. On the bonds 10 per cent, was to be

paid on application and the balance :iO days

after allotment.
Make the necessary Journal entries on the

books of the company to cover these trans-

actions in accordance with the statement

following:
Property and Plant - - $/5IKK).

Raw Materials - '-i^OOO.

Unfinished Order - - 15000.

Accounts Receivable - - '-'.5000.

Qasj, 10000.

Amounts Payable - - - 23000.
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Financial Cerms and Cbeir Uses.

The volume of financial transact-
ions taking place in this country is

so large and the amount of business
done so inconceivable that one can-
not comprehend fully the vastness of
it all. Our foreign commerce alone
for the past year was over three bil-

lions of dollars and the balance of
trade largely in our favor. This in-

dicates in a measure' the wonderful
growth of the country and the great
strides that are being made in both
domestic and foreign commerce. All
of this opens up to us the desire to

know more about the ways and means
of doing business, and the methods
of financing.

In studying business and finance
watch the financial page of your daily
newspaper as well as the news of the
day. Study the government reports,
the Treasury and sub-treasuries, the
movement of money, the banks and
their reports, foreign exchange, the
loans and discounts, the stock mar
kets, etc. These are the agencies
that control or have to do largely
with money matters, and exhibit the
condition of the country's finances.

I want the readers of The Business
Educator to feel free to ask ques-
tions regarding the subject under
discussion. Replies will be sent to
all enclosing postage. Discussions
are solicited.

There are certain financial terms
used with great frequency in finan-
cial aflfairs that may not be fully un-
derstood. I give a few of them.

notice of Dividend. When the direct-
ors of a company declare a dividend,
the stockholders are usually given
notice of same by letter or by adver
tisement. The notice states that
dividend checks will be available
after a certain time for stockholders of
record on a given date. It usually
states that the transfer books will be
closed from a given date (before the
payment of dividend) until a given
date (near or after said payment).
These precautions are taken to in-

sure the payment of dividends to the
rightful parties. If stock transfers
were permitted in the interim the
proper owner would not be known
and considerable confusion would be
occasioned.

EU'dividends or EKTiabts. When
stocks are sold they usually carry
with them the right to participate in
the next dividend payment. How-

ever, if a dividend has been declared
though as yet unpaid, the seller is en-
titled to same and therefore the sales
are ex-dizudend (without dividend).
When the seller of shares, who has
some special privileges or rights ac-
cruing to him from the company such
as participating in a bonus or secur-
ing new stock or bonds at a discount,
parts with them, he retains those
rights and sells ex-riglits. Bonds are
sold ex-interest when the coupons are
retained by the seller.

Passina a Dividend means to pass it

by and not declare any. When a
company that has been paying divi-
dends regularly passes a dividend the
indications are that business is fall-

ing oflf, and its stock under such con-
ditions usually takes a "slump." This
happened three years ago when the
U. S. Steel t'o., passed its common
stock dividend.

Stock transfers. One may well won-
der how certain corporations succeed
in making all the transfers required
of them by virtue of the popularity
of their stock in the stock market,
where so many changes aggregating
probably from two to twenty or more
are made in a single day. I have be-
fore me a report showing the sale of
over 12000 shares of Reading in one
day, and in all probability certain
blocks of them passed through the
hands of at least five different part-
ies. How is this done ? It is a sim-
ple matter. A block of stock maybe
indorsed " in blank " by the vendor,
after which the certificate may be
transferred fri)m hand to hand as
often as desired.

Until the transfer is made on the
books, the original holder is consid-
ered by the company the owner thereof
and therefore entitled to all the privi-

leges of a regular stockholder. The
last holder, if he wishes to keep the
stock, may fill the power of attorney
on the back of the certificate and
have the transfer made to his own
name on the books of the company.
By means of the Stock Clearitig

House, numerous transfers and ex-
changes are tnade with but few actual
transfers of stock. By this plan a
great deal of time, inconvenience,
and work are obviated, and one dozen
sales and purchases of shares may
be consummated with but one or two
actual trajtsfers on the company's
books. By the clearing house method
a vast amount of certifying of checks
is prevented, the" over certification "

evil is done away with, and the usual
risk and confusion in making deliv-
eries reduced. The workings of the
clearing house are quite complicated,
yet the principle is simple. For ex-
ample, A sells 100 shares of Union
Pacific to B who likewise sells 100
shares of the same stock to C. Now
instead of A delivering the stock to
B and B delivering it to C, under the
clearing house plan A delivers the
stock directly to C. This is simple
and involves the same operation which
forms the basis of a bill of exchange.
When hundreds of sales and transfers
are made every day and of twenty or
more different kinds of stock, one
can readily see the work involved in
making transfers and the benefits to
be derived from the clearing house.
Rypoti>eeating Stocl*. This means

transferring or giving stock to a
creditor as security for the payment
of a debt. The stock is held by the
creditor until the debt is satisfied
and then returned to the debtor.
Stocks, bonds, mortgages, insurance
policies, and other evidences of credit
may be hypothecated or handed over
as security. When these securities
are given (loaned) it is done with the
mutual understanding that they are
to be returned when the debt is liqui-

dated, or sold in case of default in
payment. A written obligation gen-
erally accompanies the securities, as
chattel mortgage, collateral note, or
some other properly executed docu-
ment, which gives a detailed descrip-
tion of the thing hypothecated. Cou-
pon bonds do not require any indorse-
ment as they are usually made pay-
able to bearer. If shares of stock
are given as security, a transfer cer-
tificate usually accompanies them.
This certificate is virtually a power
of attorney authorizing the holder to
have the shares transferred to his
own name en the books of the com-
pany. It is not advisable to endorse
the securities since that would neces-
sitate a transfer on the company's
books. They could be endorsed in
blank but that would make them pay-
able to bearer.

Currency Heform. During the sum-
mer and autumn of each year we read
more or less about " currency reform"
"money stringency," and "govern-
ment relief." Indeed the need of
currency reform has been advocated
for some time by bankers and others,
and suggestions as to the best plans
for doing so have been freely offered.

In the discussion of the question two
points are involved, the need for
money to "move the crops" each year
and the advisability on the part of
the government of hoarding up money
in the Treasury and sub-treasuries

when it is so greatly needed in actual
circulation.

The banks in the cotton and agri-
cultural region, carry their reserves

{Continued on page 24.)
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The term "Expert Typewriting" means
the higheat degree of skill to which opera-
tors attain. It is often used to designate
the typewriting which is done for exhibi
tion purposes. There are several qualifica-

tions necessary before an operator can be-

come " expert. "

In the first place he must have a good
education. It is a mistake to suppose that
any one who can merely strike the keys of

a typewriter rapidly is an expert operator.
Only those are entitled to be considered ex-

pert who can do practical work accurately
at a high rate of speed. It requires a large
vocabulary of words of which one knows the
spelling and meaning, a thorough know-
ledgeof the structure of language, and a

thorough mental and physical balance to

become a genuine expert. Although repeti-

tion and the frequent writing of well chosen
sentences are a help in acquiring physical
and mental movement, one must not de-
pend too much on direct striving for speed
by such means. Much copying of news-
paper and magazine articles, of books and
speeches, of scientific and current litera-

ture, of statement and tabulated work,
must constitute the practice matter of one
who desires to become in the truest sense
an expert typewriter operator.
To become an expert one must have a

thorough knowledge of spelling, capitali-

zation, punctuation, and paragraphing.
One may learn to copy rapidly from care-
fully prepared matter that is correct in
form, with spelling, capitals, punctuation
points, and paragraphs fully indicated, and
yet be very far from an expert machine
writer.

If the above statements are true, it logi-
cally follows that one who desires to be-
come an expert in typewriting must do
more than strike the keys of a typewriter
millions of times. Korsuch work he must
lay a broad foundation in those branches
of learning which are necessary to success
in any profession.
Taking direct dictation on a machine is a

considerable part of the work an expert
operator is liable to be called upon to do.
Without a good education he would quickly
reveal his deficiency, and the one for whom
hedid the work would be certain to look
elsewhere for help.
Perfect knowledge is knowledge that has

been transferred from the conscious to the
sub-conscious powers of the brain. When

such a condition is reached we do things
correctly without any conscious mental
effort. We do it by the habit of thinking
and acting correctly.

The whole philosophy of how to become
an expert typewriter operator may be
summed up in the statement that all the
physical and mental powers must be under
such control of the will that an order from
the will to do the desired thing will set in

motion the sub-conscious powers which are
the chief factors in doing all expert work.

One who would become an expert opera-
torshould avoid the use of tobacco and in-

toxicating drinks. All habits that tent? to

dull the brain, or impair the action of ti»e

nerves will hinder his progress. It requires
good education, an active mind, good phy-
sical powers, a resolute will, and a vast
amount of correct practice to become an ex-
pert.

ttlill Power.

Will force ia the most important essential
to one who wishes to become a success in

life.

No one thing can make an expert in any
line of human endeavor. He must have a

will that shall enable him to concentrate
his mind upon his work, and must become
so much in earnest and so thoroughly ab-

sorbed in his work as to be unconscious of

what is going'on around him.
The will is a mental power that is as cap-

able of cultivation as any other intellectual

faculty, and it is as subject to the influence
of the teacher as any other mental power.
The successful teacher must have a strong
will, and in addition to pointing the way
he must insist upon a determined effort on
the part of the student. If a student
is vacillating and seems unable to

accomplish a certain task, the teacher
can often persuade him to persevere
until he reaches success, and every
conquest of this kind strengthens the will

of the student. By such a plan a student is

often tided over a difficult task and given
renewed confidence and increased will

power. The power of one human will over
another is marvelous. In many cases stu-

dents need the psychological aid of a strong-

willed teacher to hold them resolutely to

their tasks. A strong-willed teacher suc-

ceeds better than one who is deficient in

that direction because he has the power to

compel the attention, and with the minds
of his students in this receptive mood he
can get clearlyinto their minds that which
he wishes to make them understand.

Sudsestionsfor Practice.

One of the best ways to acquire a thorough
knowledge of the keyboard of a typewriter
is by writing sentences containing all the
letters of the alphabet.

Those who wish to become expert should
write each of the following sentences
slowly ten times without an error. The
speed can then be increased. If the in-

creased speed causes an error, again resort
to slow writing, until the action of the
brain and hand are such that the hand can
patiently wait until the brain gives proper
directions. It does not do to have a runa-
way hand. The hand of a typewriter opera-
tor sometimes needs as much training as
a fractious colt. Let the hand be so trained
that it is strictly controlled by the brain.

After practicing the sentences until they
can be written accurately and rapidly,
practice the letter at the end of this article.

It contains all the letters, punctuation
marks and special characters on the key-
board of an ordinary standard typewriter.

BIpbabctic Sentences.

A quick movement of the enemy would
jeopardize six gunboats.

To excel, stenographers must be very
zealous, quick, faithful and judicious ia
their work.

The quality of modern explosives allows
projectiles of remarkable weight and size

to be used.

The frequently inexplicable verdicts of

juries emphasize the need of a marked
change in the whole system.

A large number of our citizens have
signed a petition which makes request for

a more just system of taxation.

Chicago, III., July 16. 1907.

Messrs. Dexter& Udell,

13t)4 Harrison Street,

Quincy, III.

GENTLEMEN

:

Under separate cover we are mailing you
catalogue which we have just issued de-

scribing goods we are offering for the fall

and winter trade. The materials and work-
manship are excellent, and will fully sus-

tainour firm's reputation for making first-

class goods. Our "Esquimaux" brand of

blankets No 93 (7-4 wide) at $4.25 a pair is

the best bargain we have ever offered in

this line.

We are expecting quite a rush of orders

the latter part of September and during
October, and shall prize early orders which
can be shipped before the rush of the fall

trade begins. Can you not favor us with a

good order at an early date ? We will give

you the following terms : On all orders re-

ceived before August 10th we will give you
90 days, 3 per cent for cash ; after that date

our regular terms will prevail, ^nd days, 2

per cent for cash.

Respectfiilly yours.

Cruc Success is (True S^vv\c<^—

Cruc in typewriting as in Coil of any otl]cr Cypc,
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SOUVENIli
Of Hie Seal+le Commercial
School Annual Picnic

—

rhe original Card was handsomely
encast^d In re.d.

AMEKRY tune,

The shining moon,

^^_ And glimpsing feet

K^ To music's beat

And the mazy dance swings cheerily.

• •
WALTZ 1

TWO-STEP 2

WALTZ 3

TWO-STEP 4

EXTRA 5

THREE-STEP 6

WALTZ 7

GERMANIA 8

TWOSTEP 9

E.KTRA 10

WALTZ u

TWO-STEP 12

WALTZ 13

TWO-STEP 14

WALTZ 15

S. C. S. 16

A DYING tune,

The fading moon,

^-^ And tiring feet

"^^ To music's beat

And the drowsy dance lulls dreamily.

s. c. s.

Wildwood, August 28. 1907.

PliACTiCAL ENGLISH
F. M. EIJSKINE,

Principal Commercial Department, Grand Prairie Semin

OXARGA, ILL.

'^
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Importance of Paragraphing.

Paras:raiDhing is not a difficult mat-
ter, but it is one that calls for intelli-

gent effort. The mechanical steno-
grapher can paragraph and letter. No.
3 was paragraghed by such a one.
Perhaps the reason for the exist-

ence of such a letter may be found
in the fact that teachers cannot
lay down definite rules and many
times cannot say "This is wrong. "

Since the September article was
planned, the writer has journeyed
more than fifteen hundred miles and
finds business men complaining
everywhere of the failure of steno-
graphers in paragraphing their let-

ters. Let us have enough class work
aud class discussion to secure an
understanding of the subject.

Dictate the following letter to a
shorthand or correspondence class
and see how many ways of paragraph-
ing will be found for it.

No. 1.

Dear Sir :

It is of more importance to us that what-
ever system you purchase be properly ar-

ranged than is at first apparent. A poorly
installed system might mean an enemy to
the Blank system. If a seeming difference
in price tempts you to place your orderelse-
where, write us just the same Let us go
over your proposed system. Our expert
knowledge will pick out all the flaws. Our
every effort will be to simplify. We are
not "expert accountants" -expert in the
sense of devising methods so complicated
that only trained accountants can under-
stand them. Instead, we make our
methods so simple a girl at $4.00 a week
can handleimportant records and accounts.
Plain distinctions make wrong entries im-
possible. No other concern is qualified to
give you this service, because no other con-
cern in the world gives its whole and undi-
vided thought and study to system. No
otherconcern has had the same experience.
This service is yours whether or not we
have yourorder.

Yours very truly.

This may not be good English but
it is the kind many stenographers
must take and arrange as best they
can. A good exercise for the class
would be to rewrite this letter.

Here is another letter that will be
paragraphed in different ways :

No. 2.

DEAR SIR :

Your letter of June 21, enclosing list of ap-
plicants desiring positions, has been re-

ceived. At the present time I do not know
of any vacancy in our forces. We will, in
the course of a few weeks, employ additional
stenographic help to substitute during the
vacation period, which will last until some-
time in September. We do not, as a rule,

employ stenographers unless they have
had at least one year's actual stenographic
experience. Of course, there areexceptions
to be made when applicants have had very
good educations. If these applicants would
care to work as substitutes during the va-
cation period, and are competent, I do not
know of any reason why we cannot offer

them such work. If thej' are in the vicinity
of S I would suggest that they call for
an interview and trial. I also think it would,
be well for them to make application in
writing. Thanking you, I remain,

Yours truly.

These letters will show how differ-
ent persons will make prominent
different statements, and will also
show how many of the class have
noted the emphasis you placed on
certain statements in dictating the
letters. Some of them will swing
over to the e.xtreme shown in the next
letter, but plenty of drill and judi-
cious criticism will bring them back
to sane and sensible work.

No. 3.

Dear Sir :

On the 17th ult., we sent you descriptive
literature concerning the E Loose Leaf
System and on the 24th ult., we again wrote
regarding the matter.
Possibly you are not yet ready to purchase.

If so, will you kindly favor us with informa-
tion as to the time you will be able to give
the subject your further consideration ?
Upon receipt of your reply, previous cor-

respondence will be filed for further atten-
tion at such time as you may specify.
Allow us to impress upou you the fact

that in purchasing from us you are dealing
directly with the manufacturer.
There are no intermediate profits and our

guarantee is back of our goods.
It shall be our effort to afford you entire

satisfaction. We assure you of best quality
and lowest possible prices.
.\waiting your reply by return mail, for

which we extend our thanks in advance,
we remain.

Yours very truly.

The following letter has been se-
lected not only because it affords
good material for paragraphing but
because there is something in it be-
sides paragraphing that may well
claim the attention of the class.

No. 4.

Dear Sir :

I beg leave to acknowledge receipt of your
letter of June 12, and thank you for informa-
tion contained therein. In view of what
you have said about Mr. White and Mr.
Black, I should not hesitate for a mo-
ment in choosing Mr. White if the
position involved simply duties of a cleri-
cal nature without much responsibility.
However, the position I have in mind may
eventually lead to work of a nature retjuir-

ing the services of one in whom I can place
the utmost confidence. For this reason the
question of moral character is of vital im-
portance. I do not wish to try several ap-
plicants if by rigid inquiry I can secure the
right person in the first instance. I have
made indirect inciuiry through East Green-
boro parties, among friends and neighbors
who know Mr. While, and their report is in
his favor. Such reports, however, are not
always reliable and may l>e prejudiced
through personal acquaintance or friend-
ship. I will inform you later if I decide
favorablyin regard to either of the appli-
cants named. In the meantime, if there oc-
curs to you anything further which you
care to say in connection with qualifica-
tions of either of these young men, I shall
appreciate such information.

Yours truly.
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Contracts.
8. eontracts of Infants.

Infants, or minors, are persons,

male or female, under the age of

twenty-one years. In all but a few
states, however, females become of

age at eighteen. The law relating to

infants' contracts is for the protect-

ion of the infant himself. He is as-

sumed not to be able to protect him-

self. The age limit, twenty-oneyears,
was fixed in the law many years ago.

Perhaps were the law to be formu-
lated anew the limit would be set

lower. Young men and women enter

upon business life nowadays earlier.

than formerly. However, in no juris-

diction, so far as we have learned,

has there been any serious attempt
made to set the limit of infancy lower

than twenty-one years, except, as

stated, in the case of females.

It is common to hear it said that an
infant's contracts are void, that one
under age cannot make a binding
contract. This is an unsafe state-

ment of the rule, if, indeed, not an
incorrect one. It were better to say
that infants' contracts are voidable,

that is, he may avoid them if he so

desires ; but there are even exception s

to this, as we shall see. If an infant's

contracts were void neither party
could be held to them, but it is clear

in the law that if the infant wants the

contract to stand he can compel its

performance on the part of the adult

dealing with him ; in other words, the

plea of infancy is a personal privilege,

and one of age who makes a contract
with an infant is bound so long as

the infant performs his part of the

contract.

A contract that is voidable on the

part of the infant may, upon his

reaching maturity, be ratified by him,
in which case both parties will be
bound. Where his contract is void-

able, as is generally the case, he must
avoid it before he becomes of age or at

once after becoming of age, or he
will be held as having ratified it.

There are instances where the con-
tract of an infant is valid and cannot
be avoided by him. These contracts
are such as are made for the neces-
saries of life under certain circum-
stances. In a sense it is scarcely
proper, however, to say that he is

bound by his contiact for necessaries.
' He is, strictly speaking, not bound as
on a contract at all ; in other words,
not bound to pay the price that he

agrees to pay, but only for the rea-

sonable value.

A question arises as to what are

necessaries. By "necessaries" is

not meant what is absolutely neces-

sary to barely keep the infant alive.

The rule as generally stated is that

the infant is bound for the value of

such necessaries as are reasonably
useful in maintaining him properly
considering his station in life. What,
therefore, would be deemed a neces-

sary with one person would not be
deemed so with another. A poor
boy not moving in society that is ac-

custom'ed to evening dress, would
not be held bound on a contract to

buy a full dress suit. A boy, whose
station in life, whose associates and
circumstances, require the use of

evening dress, with the alternative of

his appearing ridiculous, would be
held bound under such a contract on
the theory that the suit was a neces-
sity. A contract for articles of mere
luxury or ornament made by an in-

fant would not be valid and binding
on him.

Then, again, it must be shown, in

order that a contract for necessaries
be held good, that the infant was not

supplied with them by his parents,

guardians, or otherwise. The same
rule that is stated above holds with
reference to contracts for medical
attendance in sickness, and for the

expense of a common school educa-
tion. Contracts made by the infant

for these, when not furnished by the

parent or guardian, or otherwise,

would be upheld as valid. Food and
clothing, of course, come under the

rule. A contract for college educa-

tion would not be binding. In other

wordj, whatever the infant contracts

for, in order that the contract be valid

or binding upon him, mustbe reason-

able in quantity, quality and kind,

and suited to his station in life, and
not be furnished him by parents,

guardians, or from other source.

Contracts entered into by an infant

to conduct a business or relating to

a business are voidable. One who
pays a child money on a contract

with him for service does so at his

peril. Thechild's earnings belong to

the father and not to the child, parti-

cularly if the child lives with the

father. If the child however, has
been emancipated, the rule is differ-

ent.

As to property generally, the infant

may take property and hold it. but

once it is his, he cannot make a con'

tract selling it or conveying it that is

not voidable by him.
In the matter of the ratification of

a contract by one who has reached
maturity, it should be stated that the
ratification must be of the whole con-
tract. One ratifying a contract made
in infancy cannot ratify part and
avoid part ; he must either ratify all

or avoid all. One who has bought
property in infancy and not paid for

it cannot, upon reaching maturity,
keep the property and avoid the con-
tract as to payment. And so with an
infant who has obtained property on
a contract ; if he desires to disaffirm

the contract, he must return the
property. He cannot both retain the
property and refuse to pay for it. If,

however, he has wasted or squan-
dered or lost or destroyed the prop-
erty and cannot return it, he is not
held liable for it.

In this connection it is interesting

to note that in general an infant is

liable for fraud, slander, assault,

conversion, and other common law
torts in the same way as an adult is ;

but generally it has been held that
when an infant falsely represents
himself to be of age and thereby in-

duces another to make a contract
with him, the infant is not liable.

To Be Continued.

Practical Finance ~

eentinued from pafle 21.

in the New York banks. When the
crops are being harvested and pre-

pared for market, there is a great de-

mand for currency to pay off the men
and satisfy the many demands upon
the farmer, who soon exhausts his

bank account and then seeks a loan
from his local bank. This demand
for currency exhausts the scanty (15

per cent reserve) supply of the local

banks who find it necessary to call

upon the New York reserves. This
withdrawal of currency from New
York banks makes it compulsory for

those banks to call in their "demand
loans" thereby inconveniencing busi-

ness houses and causing a relaxation

of industrial enterprise. In such
cases the rate of interest goes up
and sometimes a panic ensues
for a short time. All of these
cause a shortage or stringency .in

the money market which can be
relieved only by timely aid from
the Secretary of the Treasury, who
upon the deposit of government
bonds or approved securities places
government funds in the " U. S. De-
pository " banks. This is a means of

putting money into circulation until

an equilibrium is reached. Many
bankers advocate the temporary issue
of some kind of credit currency
which afterward may be retired. This
emergency currency of course would
be subject to government sanction
and control and to a heavy tax while
outstanding.
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THE REFLEX BENEFIT.

It's a dark cloud that has no silver

lining. This is Mr. Felton's idea of

the particular lining, as seen through
Uncle Sam's glasses :

What bearing, you ask, has all this
upon the commercial prosperity and
greatness of our Columbia ? Not less
true than distasteful is the fact with
nations as with individuals, that in
one's misfortune may occur another's
opportunity, and while we can but de-
plore the stupendous folly and crime
which plunged into a cruel, devastat-
ing war two mighty nations, bearing
down in its train hundreds of thous-
ands of fellow-mortals, entailing a
catalogue of miseries and woes langu-
age fails to express, we cannot with-
hold grateful thanks to Almighty God
that our fate was not like that of poor
crushed France. Especially have we
cause for rejoicing that in all the great
elements of national prosperity our
country sprang with the elasticity and
vigor of a giant from its late prostrate
condition to a recovery of its former
prestige and influence among nations.
That our beloved land is the world's
recognized asylum, and to it shall
come untold thousands of Germans
and Frenchmen, who seek relief from
harrowing- associations, involved in
sundered ties, ruined prospects,
threatened anarchyand national bank-
ruptcy.

It must be remembered that the
brilliant victories of Germany were
achieved only with fearful sacrifice of
men and material, a loss which no
country may sustain except in a
struggle in which success only is life,

and defeat brings ruin.

The disturbed condition of the fi-

nancial and commercial interests of

the States in question cannot be soon
alleviated, and capital and labormust
seek other and safer fields for invest-

ment west of the Atlantic. I am not

supplied with statistics of emigra-
tion from the states of Europe to this

country for any definite period, but
I venture the prediction that the next
decade will witness an influx from
that quarter to the United States un-
paralleled in the world's history of emi-
gration. How to utilize this new ele-

ment of power is a problem with leg-

islators, but upon you, gentlemen,
rests the responsibility of its solution.

L 'pon our department of education

more than all others falls the labor of

teachi?ig the language and import of

business and commerce, through whose
chati7iels all natio7is and tongues fi?id

intercoiuse. You have given earnest,

substantial proof of your ability and
purpose to faithfully discharge that

duty. You no longer plead for

recognition of our specialty as among
the civilizing and Christianizing for-

ces of the land. A grateful common-
wealth places your names high in the

list of honored educators, and de-

clares your services indispensable.
Your graduates, counted by tens of

thousands, stand as glad sentinels in

all the highways of life, pointing to

you as their friends and benefactors.

diplom.\s and text-books wait
(no funds.)

The rest of the President's address
deals with topics more directly per-

tinent to the Association. It appears
that little progress had been made in

the promised revision of the text

books and that work had been held

up on the new $1500 diploma because
some of the members forgot "to sup-

ply the ways and means " The artist,

Mr. Archibald McLees, shrewdlj- con-

cluded that it was a good time to

take a rest. "Thus was the Associa-

tion," says Mr. Felton "reduced to

the humiliation of violating a con-

tract without cause or reasonable ex-

cuse."
CHARTER, ORGAN, SCHOL.^RSHIPS—

"NOTHING DOING."
The matter of the National Charter

received considerable attention in the

address but nothing was done. So
did the necessity of establishingof ''a

journal or magazine of high tone and
comprehension which shall be a

more complete exponent of the Mis-

sion and achievements of our De-

partment of Education than any ave-

nue hitherto employed." In

point of fact that Association sol-

emnly "Resolved to take immediate
steps to secure the publication of

such an organ—but that went the

way of the charter.

It would never do to overlook the

important subject of "scholarship,"

which had been worrying the conven-
tion for years, but it is worthy of no-

tice that the president's address

touched the matter rather lightly,

whileat previous meetings it had been
the overshadowing topic. He said in

part

:

We have long felt a necessity for
the establishment of graded time
rates of tuition, covered bv scholar-
ships embodying all the features of
reciprocity, brief enough to serve the
needs of those requiring very limited
instruction, and sufficiently extended
to compass the most complete course
of study given at our colleges. It

must be conceded that no plan hith-
erto adopted for the regulation of
tuition and scholarships has proved
entirely satisfactory, though no As-
sembly has failed to §:ive the subject
prominence in committee and debate.
It seems to have been one of those
vexed questions involving time, pa-
tience and experience in its solution,
the apparent conflict of interests of
schools in different sections of the
country, greatly embarrassing and at
times almost threatening the defeat
of any plan mutually beneficial. Ex-
perience, though a hard master, was
of necessity our tutor, and how well
we have profited by the lessons thus
taught remains to be seen. For my-
self, I confess to some change of
opinion upon this subject and ven-
ture to suggest that no student here-
after shall be permitted to study in
the business or commercial depart-
ment in any College of the Associa-
tion except upon a scholarship pre-
scribed by it, and which shall embody
all the features of reciprocity, the
same as those now issued for life.

We should thus determine the times
and rates at which every student
may be admitted to study in every
College of the Association. This
plan, it appears to me, would remove
much of the objection now urged
against the lower rates of the small
and unfavorably located schools, at
a grade so low as to be regarded by
the larger and more expensively
managed Institutions as entirely in-
adequate to a defrayal of their en-
larged expenses, a just compensation
to teachers and a reasonable margin
to proprietors. It would enable each
College to admit all its students upon
Association scholarships, for as brief
a time and at as low rates as it shall
be deemed expedient to adopt.

A FEW GENERAL INCIDENTS.

As usual, the convention did noth-

ing of importance in this connection
—or any other. If there wert: any
"conflicts" the official reporters care-

fully ignored them. For example,
we find that Mr. Robert C. Spencer
asked leave to present the applica-

tion of W. M. Carpenter of St. Louis,
for admission to membership. It

will be recalled by those who have
followed these papers that Mr. Car-
penter was present at the first busi-

ness educators' convention held in

New York City in 1864—but there must
have been a miscue in the meantime.
A committee reported commending
the admission of Mr. Carpenter and
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the report was carried, initiation

fee being fixed at $60. Singularly
enough this extract is from the record
a little later on, without a word of ex-

planation :

Resolved, That this Association
does hereby annul all action hereto-
fore taken regarding the admission
to membership in our body of W. M.
Carpenter, and the Carpenter Busi-
ness College of St. Louis, Mo., and
to return to him the amount paid for
initiation fee and dues.

And a day later, this :

Resolved, That the Executive Com-
mittee be empowered to publish, in
such manner as they shall deem ex-
pedient, the rescinding of the action
of the Association in the admission
of W. M. Carpenter to membership
therein.

Most of the rest of the proceedings
are filled with tabulated statements

of receipts and disbursements and
very prominent "lists of the delin-

quents." For the rest, nothing of par-

ticular interest happened except that

Cincinnati was selected as the place
of meeting during the following sum-
mer—presumably, although the meet-
ing was not held there until two
years later. New officers were se-

lected as follows :

—

President R. C. Spencer; Vice-Presi-

dent, W. R. Kimberly ; Treasurer, J.

H. Goldsmith; Recording Secretary,

A. J. Rider: Corresponding Secretary,

L. L. Williams.

Only two new men signed the "Sa-
cred Compact" at this meeting— S.

Bogardus, Springfield, III., and J. W.
Warr, Louisville, Ky.

As the President was pretty nearly
the whole show at this meeting, I

think I will make a Felton number of it

and reproduce his peroration :

You will not permit your zeal in the
noble work in which we are engaged,
or your ambition to see its every in-
terest elevated to the highest possi-
ble standard, beget intemperate haste,
or impatience with tardy results. The
work we have in hand is too stupend-
ous and grand in its conceptions
for accomplishment in a day. Long
years and many hands are required
for its completion. The statue which
we are to raise in the niche assigned
in the great temple of human knowl-
edge is not yet complete. The god-
dess to whom you would invite the
homage of a grateful people must im-
press all beholders with admiration
for her completeness of form and
symmetry of proportions, and with
reverence for the quiet grace which
adorns her. She must be neither a
Lilipntian nor an Amazon, but a
queenly symbol of the majesty, bene-
ficence and boundless mercy of the
art and science she was chosen to
deify. Press onward, gentlemen, in
the good work so nobly begun, and
yours shall be the proud honor of
having been her artists and sculptors.

SCHOOL A I) V E 1^ I I S I N G
MELVIN W. CASSMORE,

THE SEATTLE COMMEKCIAL SCHOOL
Se.afHe, Washington.

^
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Everybody-merchant, manufacturer
and pedagog—wants quality.

Quality means success.
Quality is success.
If a thing is good and the best of

its kind there are so many things
that can be said about it to make it

sell easily.

The mediocre article needs bom-
bast and boosting and blatant sales-

men with hot vests.

The poor school has to "splurge" :

it has to use street car ads, big
ghostly signs on stumps, solicitors

with a penchant for romance—and
the deluded student pays the freight.

The good school tells of its work
and how it is done. Its talk is con-
vincing and students are enrolled at

less cost per capita.

A school cannot spend money both
inside and outside. The good school
has, by its economical advertising,

more to spend inside where it bene-
fits the students, and thus better and
better results are obtained.
With better results to tell about,

the advertising that is put out be-

comes more and more effective—j'ou

see how it works out.

Brother, for one thing, cut out the

solicitor. He is the most expensive
luxury any school maintains. If you
are going to have a good school you
don't need him.
There is a great deal of moral force

in that slang expression "Produce
the goods."

In the vernacular, the "job" is the
crucial test of a school's work. Do
your students go out and work for

"experience" or do they get living
wages from the first day ? Are there
firms who will employ office help
from no other school because your
recommendations have been careful ?

Do business men take your word and
engage your students on your say-so
or do they have always to stand in

competition with the want-ad gang?
These and other points must be

settled before we can begin to talk to
the public—the public that wants to

know and that cannot be fooled for

long.
When we have these things settled

we can get right down to bed rock
and talk facts.

There are two ways of creating con-
viction : one is to make some point no
school has ever made before ; the
other is to make some old point in a
new guise.

This is why some schools rush to
the novelties ; they put in adding ma-

chines and cash carriers and other
clap trap ( from an education stand-
point) merely for the talking point.

It is not necessary. ThereJ are
plenty of hitherto unmentioned points
about any fairly good school to make
interesting, forceful, "different"
reading. Watch your next talk with
an inquirer. Some of these things
will come out.
Vour spontaneous thoughts are

jewels of great price. Says Emerson,
" A man should learn to detect and
watch that gleam of light which
flashes across his mind from within,
more than the lustre of the firmament
of bards and sages. Yet he dismisses
without notice his thought, because
it is his. Tomorrow a stranger will
say with masterly good sense what
we have thought and felt all the time,
and we shall he forced to take with
shame our own opinion from an-
other. "

I know no better general rule for
good writing— effjctive, convincing
writing—watch the half conscious ex-
pression. Because of its natural and
candid force it carries weight.
Specimens of advertising for review

in the "Column of Suggestions"
should be sent to M. W. Cassmore,
2025 Sixth Avenue, Seattle, Wash.

Co Cbc Cardv One.

For her remissness much ado.

She comes in dimpling, perking too,

With downcast eyes and purpling face

She slides, all sidling, into place.

Excuses plenty leap to lip,

"The car broke down this very trip,''

Or, ' Aunt Jemima s toast was

burned,"

Oh, what a fate this girl has earned !

Methinks 1 hear in that Just Day,

When each one takes his destined

way.

The Judge say with impartial grace,

'0, tardy one, to tother place."

—Melvin Cassmore.
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membership Essential.

To attend the meetings of the var-

ious Associations is most enjoyable,

but to belong is the real essential

thing. Few indeed of all can attend

each meeting, but all can belong and

partake of the intellectual part

through the medium of the Official

Report which is gotten up expressly

for the members, and it is free to

them because part of the membership

fee is intended for that purpose.

No penman, commercial teacher or

school principal or proprietor should

be without membership in the great-

est organization of its kind, the Nat-

ional Commercial Teachers' Federa-

tion. The next meeting will be held

in Pittsburg next holiday season.

Mr. L. E. Stacy, Secretary of the

National Penmanship Teachers' As-

sociation is busily engaged endeavor-

ing to bring the enrollment up to the

two hundred mark. Now there is one
way to do it and that is to forward to

him without delay $2.00 for a member-
ship (after Christmas it will be $3.00,

so you will save$1.00by spending$2.00

soon). Address L. E. Stacy, Mead-
ville, Pa., Meadville Commercial Col-

lege.

See that your name is among the

progressives, and that it remains
there year after year as a mile-stone

along your professional life's jour-

ney. You need the Report and the
honor and the Association needs your
money and your influence.

Make it 200 ; two-hundred cents will

make it one nearer or one past the

mark. Do it today and make Stacy
smile and a good sweet sleep will be
yours.

/f= ^NEWS NOTES
AND NOTICES

: of the North At-
il.is now in charge

Mr. Ben Pitman, the venerable shorthand
author of the Phonographic Institute Co.,
Cincinnati, O., has offered his costly, beauti-
ful and rare collection of hand carved furni-
ture to the city of Cincinnati to furnish the
old Lytle mansion in Lytle park of tluit

city. This bespeaks a generosity and tal-

ent of which not many in our profession can
boast.

Mr. C. W. Ransom, the skillful and ener-
getic proprietor of the Kansomerian School
of Penmanship, Kansas City, Mo., reports
that his institution is booming. He states
that they have been enrolling students at

the rate of 50 per month, and that they re-

cently placed four of til eir students in teach-
er positions at from $1111 to $100 per month.
He also states that during one month they
received twenty-five calls for their students
to fill positions in leading business colleges.
Mr. Ransom and his assistant, Mr. E. B.
Burnham, are evidently men who know
how to secure results.

Mr. 1,. M. Rand, last yea
tleboro, Mass., High Scho.
of the instruction in Penmanship in Com-
er's Commercial College, Boston, Mass. He
will also teach Commercial Arithmetic and
Correspondence. Mr. Rand writes a splen-
did hand and is, doubtless, an excellent
teacher of writing.

Mr. J. \'. Dilltnan who resigned his posi-

tion as supervisor of penmanship in the
Elyria, C)., Public Schools has been elected
to a similar position in the Connellsville,
Pa., I'ublic Schools. We wish him success
in his new field of labor.

Mr. I. S. Light of Palmyra, Pa., a recent
Zanerian, was elected supervisor of writing
in the I*ublic schools of Duquesne, Pa. We
congratulate the School Hoard of Duquesne
for giving the subject of writing the atten-
tion it deserves, and for securing so ef-

ficient a teacher.

Mr. .\lton Hulbert and wife, recently of

Detroit, Mich., are now connected with the
Wisconsin Business College, Racine, Wis.
Mr. Hulbert will have charge of the com-
mercial department and Mrs. Hulbert will

have charge of the shorthand work. Mr.
and Mrs. Hulbert make a strong team, and
we have every reason to believe that their
services will in due course of time be ap-

preciated in Racine.

Mr. L. P. W. Stiehl, because of failing
health, disposed of his Spencerian Business
College, Washington D. C. to J. F. Draug-
hon, Xashville,Tenn. who will continue the
work in his aggressive manner. We regret
to learn of Mr. Stiehl's physical break down
and wish hini complete recovery of health.

Mr. R. G. Laird of the firm of Bently &
Laird, public accountants, Xew York City,
X. Y., and Hartford, Conn., has recently
been appointed by Gov. Rollin S. Woodruff
for three years as one of the three members
of the State Board of Accountancy of Con-
necticut. We dare say that no better man
could be found for the place, and %ve feel

sure that Mr. Laird will bring to this new
work a service that will be lasting as well
as practical and high grade.
Mr. Laird was a pupil of your editors over

15 years ago, and it has been with much
pleasure we have seen him develop and ad-
vance from a mere penman to a full-fledged
commercial teacher, expert accountant, and
public official. We believe he deserves this
recognition because of thorough prepara-
tion and a hustle which seems to know no
limits.

Mr. I. II. Boothe, teacher and supervisor
of penmanship in the Eastern Ky State
Normal School, Richmond, Ky., is doing
some effective work in that institution
along the line of Arm Movement Writing.
Mr. Boothe is a brother to J. E., who has
charge of the commercial work of the Cov-
ington, Ky., High School.

It has been a long while since we have
seen a more deserving and complimentary
editorial than the one recently published in

the Uuincy, 111., Daily Journal on Aug. .'Tth,

relative to the Gem City Business College
and its venerable principal, Mr. I). L. Mus-
seltnan. Few men in our profession have
labored more diligently for the good of our
cause than Mr. Miasselman, and we are glad
to know he is appreciated and recognized
at home. The editorial is strong but not a

bit too strong.

Mr. Walter A. Goodrich, recently of the
Zanerian and of Saddler's Business College,
Baltimore, Md., is the new Commercial
teacher and Penman in the Business Insti-

tute, Chas. E. Padgitt, President, Winston-
Salem, N. C.

Mr. C. M. Miller, last year with the Ligo-
neer, Ind., High .School, is now principal of

the commercial department and professor
of German in the Normal Institute, Dayton,
Pa. Mr. Miller has the reputation of being
especially skilled in the teaching and writ-

ing of German script. He writes a good
hand, as shown in the letter before us.

^^/T
XXow is tlie time to begin to plan an^ to prepare to attcn^ tl]e pittsburcj mectincj of tl^e
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Mr. W. O. Crosswhite for the past four
years with the Pittsburg, Kansas, Business
College recently accepted a position with
Mr. K. D. Mitcliell of tlie Sandusky, Ohio,
Business College. We welcome Mr. Cross-
white to the Buckeye State and wish him
success in his new Held of labor.

A. E. Burch, formerly connected with the
Detroit Mich., Business University, recently
purchased the Pontiac, Mich., Business
college. Mr. Burch reports that his pro-

spects for a good school are very bright.

(j. M. Lyons, proprietor of Lyons' Business
College, Sullivan Itid., reports that his in-

stitution has just moved into new quarters
which have been prepared in accordance
witli his plans, and which gives the institu
tion a permanent home. Miss Jennie Doak
of the Gem City Business College, Quincy
III., has been engaged to take charge of the
shorthand department. Mr. Lyons states
that their prospects are very promising for

the coming year.

G. A. Harmon, of the Dallas, Texas, Com-
mercial College, reports that they have en-
joyed the largest enrollment for the month
of August in the history of their institution.
He states that prospects are exceedingly
bright for the fall and winter.

The September "Bulletin" of the Ohio
Wesleyan University School of Business,
Delaware, Ohio, L. L. Hudson, principal, is

before us and impresses us as being a fit ex-
ponent of a good school. Delaware is de-
lightfully situated and, being a col lege town,
it has some advantages, educational and
gastronomical, not found in large cities.

Mr. Pudens Greenwall is the teacher of pen-
manship, and " Arm Movement Writing" is

the system used.

Mr. E. H. McGowen, Vice-President of the
Western School of Commerce, Stockton,
Calif., reports the most successful school
year they have ever enjoyed. We are not
personally acquainted with the other mem-
bers of the institution, but if they measure
up to the McGowen standard they are all

right.

Mr. J. K. Condon, who for the past year
has been at the head of the Commercial
Department in the Lima,0., College, reports
that his department is in a very flourishing
condition. Mr. Condon is a gentleman who
is well prepared to make a splendid success
of such work, and Lima College is to he con-
gratulated on the fact that his services are
retained in that institution for another year.

"The Business World", Detroit, Mich.,
Business University, is giving a higher
Commercial Course, in " Expert Accounting
and Auditing" to prepare candidates for
examination for the degree of C. P. A.
(Certified Public Accountant) or for C. A.
(Chartered Accountant), beginning Oct. 1,

19U7. This is an excellent step in the line of
present-day needs, and the principal Mr. R. J.
Bennett, is to be congratulated for his fore-
sight in developing and adding this course
in that institution.

A half pageadvertisement in the Bradford,
Pa. Evening Star, Aug. '.iOth, indicates that
the Bradford Business College, C. E. Wis-
well.and t)rtonE. Beach, proprietors, do not
propose to have a one horse institution if
hustle, advertising and a good work will
win.

Three hundred young men and women
recently received diplomas at the com-
mencement exercises of the Metropolitan
andOliio Business College. Cleveland, Ohio,
held in the Franklin Circle Church, Friday
Aug. 30, 1907. Mr. E. E. Admire, is to be con-

gratulated on the success he has achieved
in the business college work in Cleveland.

Mr. J. M. Keaser, formerly of Milton, Pa.,
has chargeof Ferrell's Business Institute, a
new school located in tiie down town district
of New Orleans, La. He says he proposes to
make the course highlgrade by giving more
work in English, spelling and punctua-
tion for the shorthand course, and more
arithmetic, letter writing, English, spelling
and punctuation for the connnercial depart-
ment. This is a commendable purpose and
one which schools generally are beginning
to awaken to the need of, but the difficulty
is to get the pupils to see it from this stand-
point.

Mr. C. M. Boyles has disposed of his in
terests in the Wausau. Wis., Business Col-
lege and has opened with fine prospects a
school at Waupaca, Wis.

The Business Educatok has no better
friend thaniX. B. Good, penman and com-
mercial teacher in Williams' College,
Oshkosh. Wis. Last year Mr. Good was with •

the Huntington, Ind., Business L^niversity
and had the pleasure of starting four worthy
young people as commercial teachers. It
has been but a couple of years since Mr,
Good " made good " by quiting common
school teaching in Pa., to enter the ranks of
penmen and commercial teachers.

The Detroit, Mich., Journal, Sept. 3rd, pub.
lished a complimentary article concerning
Miles College of that city and its Pres., Mrs.
K. H. Miles, who, through unusual push and
tenacity of purpose has built up quite a large

business school. She recently pui-chased d
down town site for a dormitory building for
her pupils. This would indicate prosperity
as well as a successful school.

Mr. J. C. McTavish of the Grand Trunk
Business College, Edmonton, Alta., Can.,
early in September reported that they were
housed in new quarters, especially built for
school work. As a consequence they are
now favorably located and splendidly
equipped for work. Mr. McTavish gives un-
usually efficient instruction in penmanship,
and seems to be conducting a really first-
class institution.

The second annual opening of the Port
Huron, Mich., Business University, under
the able management of W. C. Wollatson,
received splendid publicity in the Sunday
Morning Sentinel of Port Huron.

The Brockton, Mass., Business L^niversity
C. W. Jones principal, has changed its name
to the" Modern Commercial School ". Their
circular is very attractively illustrated and
printed in two colors.

The Georgia Normal College and Business
University, Abbeville, Ga., continues to pro-
sperand grow in a surprising manner. This
institution is probably the largest of the
kind in the south. Its proprietors, Messrs.
W. A. Little and A. A. Kuhl, are Ohio men
who went south a few years ago with the
above result. Fewof our acquaintances have
achieved so much during the past 10 years
as have these worthy gentlemen. The cata-
logue received is a credit to the same.

L. M. Hatton, from the Tampa, Fla., Daily Times.
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MOVEMENT

OF TEACMEliS

F.E. Mitchell, of the Lawrence, Mass., Com-
mercial School, and Miss Bertha Mann, of

Lebanon, N. H., are the new teachers in the
Rutland. Vt., High School Commercial De-
partment. Miss Elsie L. Jenkins is the new
commercial teacher in the Brewer, Me., High
School. Miss Charlotte R. Lowell, of Somer^
ville, Mass., is the new commercial teacher
in the Woburn, Mass.. High School. G.N.
Hawes, for two years with the Fitchburg,
Mass., High School, goes as assistant com-
mercial teacher to the Maiden, Mass., High
School, where T. T. Wilson, formerly of
Illinois, is the principal commercial teacher,
Mr. Hawes is spending the summer in
Europe.
\V. E. Chapin, of the Wilbraham,

Mass., Academy, follows C. H. Mumma at
the Wakefield, Mass.. High school, and Mr.
Mumma goes to the Dedham, Mass , High
School. W. E. Crosswhite will handle com-
mercial subjects this year for R D. Mitchell
of the Sandusky. Ohio. B. C, which Mr.
Mitchell recently purchased from T. W.
Bookmyer, Mr. Bookmver having joined
Mr. W. B. Elliott, of Wheeling, W. Va , in
the purchase of the well-known Bartlett
Com'l School, of Cincinnati. B. E. Wick,
last year in charge of the commercial
department of the Clenwood, Minn.,
Academy, will have charge of the commer-
cial work of the Pendleton, Oregon, High
School, next year. Miss Ida M. Dearborn,
who last year was principal of the Keene,
N. H.. Business College, will this year have
chargeof shorthand in the Berkshire B. C.
PittsHeld, Mass.. which is now owned by S.

McVeigh, of the Bliss B. C. N. Adams,
Mass.
Miss Frances K. McCaffrey, recent

graduate of Simmons College, Boston, will
have charge of the commercial work in the
.\. -\ttleboro, Mass., High School, f.illowing
L. M. Rand, who goes to Comer's Commer.
cial College. Boston. Miss Ada Patterson,
of the Valley City Commercial School,
Grand Rapids, Mich., goes to the Polytech-
nic B. C, Oakland, Cal. W. W. Arner,ofthe
Kansas Wesleyan B. C., Salina, Kan . is the
new head of the commercial dept. of the
Clay County, Kan., High School. D. E.
Britton, another Kansas Wesleyan grad-
uate, goes to similar work at Coflfeyville,
Kan., and Morris Edgar, still another lucky
Kansas Wesleyan B. C. man, will handle
stenography in the Worcester, Mass., Busi-
ness Institute. K. H. Fisher, for several
years at the head of the commercial work
of the Xewburyport, Mass., High School,
goes to one of the Boston High Schools. E.
S. Colton, Jr., for years principal of com-
mercial department of the Lowell, Mass.,
High School, becomes principal of the
Brookline, Mass., High School at an excel-
lent salary, while his former assistant, Mr
Atkins, will have charge of a new commer-
cial department in the Kindse ManualTrain.
ing School, Cambridge, Mass., Meanwhile
E. M. Hunt, of the Hope Street High School,
Providence, who used to be with the Lowell
High School, is recalleil to take Mr. Colton's
former position as head of the department,
and he will be assisted bv H. G. Fisher, last
year with the Central Falls, R. I., High
School, and Miss Lillian Edgerly, of (iardi-
ner, Mass. Mr. P. Hammel, last year with
the Bay City Mich , B. C., will be with the
Modern Commercial School, Brockton,
Mass.
Ira Richardson, last year at the head

of the commercial work of the Ashbourne,
Pa., High School, will be with Burdett Col-
lege, Lynn, Mass., and he will be followed
in Ashbourne, by J. L. Street, who was with
the Schissler College of Business, at Xorris-
town. Pa., last year. E. K. Converse, of tlie
Elliott B. C. Burlington. Iowa, will have
charge of the conitnercial work of the
Menominee, Mich., High School next year.

Miss Mae Carrington, the famous typewrit-
er operator, becomes head of the depart-
ment of touch typewriting, of Simmons
College, Boston, and Miss Stella Smith,
whom she follows, will be with the Sadler-
Rowe Company. I. P. Mensch, of the Spen-
cerian B. C. Xewburgh, N Y., goes to the
Mountain State B.C., Parkersburg, W. Va.,
and O. T. Johnston, of Parkersburg, goes to
the Brownsberger. Los Angeles, where I.

M. Hague, of the Spencerian. Cleveland,
joins him, while Geo. T. Brice, of the Mc
Kinley High School, St. Louis, returns to
the .Spencerian to follow Mr. Hague. Fred
Herkinan, a recent Zanerian graduate, will
have charge of the penmanship in Blair B.
C, Spokane, and the shorthand work in this
excellent school will be in charge of C. S.
Springer, who for several years has been
with the Heald B. C, of Fresno, Cal. S. B.
Koopman. for some years with the North-
western State Normal School, Alva. Okla..
will be a new commercial teacher in the
Packard School, New York. The depart-
ment at Alva was dropped. W. E. Barthol.
omew, of the Fifth Avenue High School.
Pittsburg. Pa., follows F. G. Nichols as head
of the commercial work in Rochester, N. Y..
High Schools, while Mr. Nichols takes a
very responsible and remunerative position
as immediate head of the important new
department of the Rochester Business Ins-
titute, for the especial training of commer-
cial teachers.
W. P. Henning, of the Philadelphia B. C,

will be with the Palmer School, of Phil-
adelphia. Arther W. Ross, of Boston, is a
new commercial teacher at the Troy Con
ferenceAcademy, I'oultney. Vt. Miss Susie
Fox, Wytheville, \'a-. goes to Palmer Col-
lege, Defuniac Springs, Fla., next year, as
commercial teacher. W. E. Benscoter. for
two years in charge of the School of Com-
merce of the Iniversity of Vermont. Is the
new head of the commercial department of
the West Chester, Pa., High School, suc-
ceeding F. M. Erskine, who goes to the
Grand Prairie Seminary, Onarga, 111. Mrs.
Pearl Crosswhite, of Pittsburg, Kan., and L.
A. Kawks of Webb City, Mo., are new teach-
ers in Brown's B. C Kansas City, Mo. S. C.
Hedinger, one of our finest penmen, will
handle commercial work and penmanship
in Hill's B. C, Sedalia, Mo. this year. K;isie
R. Metcalf. a Simmons College graduate,
will teach commercial subjects in the Lit-
tleton. N. H.. High School next term. J. .\.

Covalt will handle the commercial depart-
ment of the Central B. C. Denver next year.
C. G. Fechner. Trenton. III., has bought the
Greenville. Mich.. B. C. Miss Mary Cutter,
a Leland Stanford. Jr.. graduate, will have
chargeof the shorthand dept. of the Melrose,
Mass. High School next year. D. B. Wil-
liams, one of our foremost penmen and for
some years head of one of the best commer-
cial departments in the Chicago High
.Schools, will spend this year in Europe.
Miss Mary Garton. Baldwin, Kan., is a new
teacher in the Joplin. Mo., B. C. R. W.
Diehl.fortwo years with the Spencer, Iowa,
B. I'., will have charge of the commercial
departmentof the Valley City, N. Dak.. High
School. H. C. Ritter. a recent graduate of
theflem City B. C, goes to the University
of N. Dakota as an assistant commercial
teacher.
H. B. Cole, a veteran commercial

teacher, one of the best in New England,
will put life and efficiency into the roinmer-
cial work of the Ouincy, Mass., High School.
Earl T. Whitson, a graduate of the Linct.ln.
Neb. Business College, will have charge of
the commercial work of the Central Nebras-
ka College, Central City, Neb, E. J. God-
dard isa newcommercial teacher at Brown's
B. C. Bridgeport Conn. Miss Marion V.
Ney.of the Williams B.C.. .Milwaukee, will
have charge of the commercial teaching of
the Iron Mountain, Mich., High School next
year. Miss Eva Bullard, of Milwaukee, goes
to the Estherville, Iowa, B. C, for shorthand
and typewriting. Miss Dora M. Carter, of
Greensburg, Ind.. will supervise penman-
shipin the public schools of .Shawnee. Okla..
next year. G. B. Jones, of Fancher, N. Y.. is

the new supervisor of penmanship in the

Norwood (Cincinnati,) Ohio, public schools.
Miss Vara H. Sawyer, a recent graduate of

the Worcester. Mass., B. I., will handle the
commercial work of the Dover, N, H., High
School, J. L. Holtsclaw, of Johnstown, Pa.,
is with the Detroit Business University. E.
N. Gerrish, of The Jacob Tome Inst., Port
Deposit. Md., is an assistant commercial
teacher in the .Newton, Mass., High School.
Miss Edith Ray takes the place of Mrs,
Grace Bryant as Gregg teacher in Link's
Modern B.C.. Boise, Idaho. W, E. Ingersoll,
a talented Gregg teacher, has given up the
pedagogue's, for the editorial chair. He
will be with the Northwest Magazine, Spo-
kane. Bessie C, Heirne, lately in charge of
the typewriting department of the Gregg
School, Chicago, will have charge of the
shorthand department of the Sharon, Pa.,
College of Commerce. V. W. Henderson is
the new commercial teacher in the New
Castle, Pa., High School. J. H. Drake, of the
Iowa B. C, Des Moines, has been elected
commercial instructor in Xickerson College.
Kan. W A. Barber, of College Springs,
Iowa, goes to the Dakota Wesleyan College
Mitchell, S. Dak., to take charge of the com-
mercialdepartment. C. S. Preston, Aurora,
III., goes to the Oshkosh, Wis., High School
as head of the commercial work. R. E, Ark-
sey

.
of Chillicothe, Mo., becomes head of the

commercial department of the .Spencerian
B, C, .Newburgh, N. Y. VVm, F. Gray for-
merly associated with G, W. Hootman. in a
business school in Peoria. 111., is now at the
head of the commercial department of the
Lansing, Mich., B. U. Geo. G. Wright, of
Robert College, Constantinople, will be with
Merrill College, S. Norwalk, Conn. Roy \.
Coflfey, formerly with the Brown Business
Colleges of Illinois, and subsequently in the
St. Joseph. Mo.. High School, graduated
from the law department of the University
of Michigan in June, and was almost im-
mediately, chosen for the commercial de-
partment of the Akron, Ohio, High School,
while having the offer of two or three other
excellent positions. Geo. A. Race, last year
with the .Morse Fi. C , Hartford, Conn., "is to
be in charge of the commercial department
of the Jamestown, N, Y., High School. Mrs.
Helen E. Long goes from the shorthand de-
partment of the Berkshire B. C, PittsBeld,
Mass.. to the Berlin. N. H., High School,
where she will have charge of the commer-
cial department. Miss Flora L Adair, will
supervise penmanship and drawing in the
Greensburg, Ind., Public schools. Vernon
L. Hughes is teaching in O. .\. Hoffman's
Chicago School. Mr. Hughes went to Chica-
go from Chillicothe. Mo.
G. P. Blackburn, recently teaching com-

mercial work in Texas, has been chosen
principal of the Royse City, Texas, High
School. S. L Romine, of the Sumner Coun-
ty High School, Wellington, Kan., goes to
the Logan County High School, Guthrie,
Okla. M. E. Skaggs, of the Clay County
High School, Clay Center, Kan., has been
elected for the commercial department of
the Durango, Col., High School. N.J, Aikin,
of Newark N. J., will have charge of the com-
mercial work of Miner's Business Academy.
Brooklyn. N. Y., this year. C. V. Clipping-
er. of the School of commerce. Harrisburg.
Pa., follows L. P. Hettinger in the Lockport.
N. Y., High School, and Mr. Hettinger will
hereafter give his whole attention to his
own school in Lockport. J. B. Clark, last
year with the Jacobs B. C Dayton, Ohio, is
with the Columbus, Ohio H. C.
L. L. Hartley, of the Portland, Oregon, B.

C, succeeds J. W. Lampman in the Omaha
Commercial College. CO. Weeks goes from
the Chatham. N. Y.. High School to the
Huntsinger B. C. Hartford. Conn. Mrs.
Olive Brow Baily, of Taunton. Mass.. is a
a new teacher in the Heffley .School. Brook-
lyn, as is also Mis,' Adeline R. Evans, who
has been with the Drake B. C. Orange, -N. J.,
for some time. 1, E. Eichelberger. of Lan-
caster, Pa., has charge of the commercial
department of the New Albany, Ind., B, C.
Miss Clara Means and Mrs. Clellie Hoover,
both Ferris graduates, are new teachers in
the chorthand d»partni<'nt of the North-
western B. C, Chicago. T. G, Boggs, of Ful
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8om, W. Va., is an assistant commercial
teacher in the Xational H. C. Roanoke, Va.,
and E. I. Fish, of Petersburg, Va., goes to
the same school as head of the commercial
department. A.F. Wallace, of the Pennsyl-
vania li. C, I^ancaster. Pa., has charge of
the commercial department of the Newark,
iV.J., Business College, following B. O. Mc-
Adams who returns to his old Missouri
home, taking the commercial department
of the Tarkio, .^lo.. College. Miss Frances
Schurenian, for several years at the head of
the commercial work of the Geneseo, III..

College, will have charge of the shorthand
department of the Morse B. C, Hartford,
Conn. J. K. Boyd, of the Iniversity of N.
Dak., goes to the High .School, Lead, .S. Dak.
N. A. Fulton, Spencer's H. C, Kingston, X.
Y., is in charge of the commercial depart-
ment of the Sherman B. S , Mt. Vernon, ,\.

Y. Miss Blanche O. Peck is a new teacher
on the staff of the Drake B. C. Jersey City,
N. J, Miss Ethel \i. Moulton, of Boston,
has charge of the shorthand department of
Benton's Business School, New Bedford,
Mass. Cuy I). Miller, last year at Piqua,
Ohio, goes to the Bradford, Pa., High School.
Annie M. Sharood, of the Keene, N. H., B. C.
goes to the Mechanicville,.\'.V, High School.
W. P. Potter, of the Southwestern B. C, St.
I-ouis, has joined the ranks of the host of
private school commercial teachers that
have entered high school work. He will be
in the .Sparta, 111., High School.

V^
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CIRCULARS
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The Central College Bulletin,
ton, Ind., shows an excellent co
course, with C. K. Wood in charge

The Salt City Business College, Hutchin-
son, Kan., publishes a very substantial, il-

lustrated catalog of sixty-four pages indi-
cating a very large, prosperous institution.
Mr. L. H. Hausam, with whom our readers
are acquainted, has charge of the penman-
ship work and is doing unusually efficient
work in his special line. Hutchinson is a
growing city and thesghool seem to be keep-
ing up with the city.

Topeka, Kans., Business College, I.. H.
Strickler. principal, recently issued one of
the most costly catalogs of the season. It
is bound in boards covered with art linen,
printed on first-class coated paper and il-

lustrated with a large number of half tone,
group photographs. It looks prosperous,
and we hope it may still continue to pros-
per as it has in the past, and in keeping
with the new demands of this aggressive
age.

The Scranton, Pa., Business College issues
a very good school paper containing a very
effectivetitlepageof port rait softhe faculty.
H. D. Buck, principal, maintains a high
grade institution and deserves the pros-
perity he is enjoying.

Advertising literature has been received
from the following:
Whitmore Business College, .St. Joseph,

Mo.
:
Port Huron, Mich., Business (niversi-

ty; North Manchester, Ind., College; .New
Albany, Ind., Business College; Aurora, 111.,

Business College; Lebanon, Pa., Business
College; Watch City Business Institute,
Elgin, III ; Lawrence. Kans., Business Col-
lege.; Chilris-Butler Business School, .\ew
Haven, Conn.; McPherson College, McPher-
son,Kans. ; Haverhill, Mass., Business Col-
lege; Forest City Business College, London,
Ont.; Seattle, Wash, Commercial School;
Western School of Commerce, Stockton,
Cal.; Mexico, Mo., Business College.

The Barnes Commercial School, Denver,
Colo., publishes a very well gotten out six-
teen page circular, entitled the "News Let-
ter" advertising that vigorous school of
business education.

"Opportunity" is the appropriate title of
the well-printed, little, sixteen page paper

published by and in the interests of the
Whitmore Business College, St. Joseph,
Mo. It is well illustrated.

The Blair Business College, Spokane,
Wash., has published one of the best pieces
of catalog advertising issued by schools this
year. It is printed on a rich cream, enamel-
ed paper with a tint block on each page of
darker tone. It is appropriately covered in
purple with title embossed in black and
gold. The Blair School is one of the big
schools that is just as good as large. The
photographic illustrations of the school
rooms show the equipment is up-to-date
with large well-lighted rooms.

Kewanee, III., Business College. A. Mohler
principal, recently issued a well-printed, at-
tractively illustrated "Announcement" in
the interests of that institution.

Mr. James C. Olson, proprietor of the Par.
sons, Kan., Business College, recently is-
sued a sixty four page catalog printed on
rich cream paper, profusely illustrated from
beginning to end. Not many cities the size
of Parsons has the distinction of having
either so large or so good a school in its
midst.

The Waycross, Ga., Business College
seems to be pushing rapidly toward the
front if we may judge by an eight page cir-
cular we received a few days ago. The pro-
prietors, Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Ferguson, are
peopleof splendid ability.

H. J. Beck, Lansing, Mich., Business Col-
lege, as cartooned in the "ian.s/ng-

Journal."

A well filled envelope with circulars, col-
ored cards, fancy writing, etc., is hereby ac-
knowledged from Ewald Bros.. Mt. Carmel,
111, indicating that they have engaged in
an extensive card speciality business with
hustle that spells success.

An effective folder is hereby acknowl-
edged from the Haverhill, Mass., Business
College.

"Columbia" is the title of a paper issued in
the interests of a good school.—The Colum-
bia Commercial College, Hagerstown, Md.

The Beutel Business College, Everett,
Wash., W. F. Giesseman, Prin., seems to
be doing a good business if we may judge
from the circular before us, and from what
we know of the Proprietor, Mr. C. F. Beutel,
and the Principal, Mr. Giesseman, we have
every reason to believe that they are en-
joying the success they deserve.

"An Ohio Girl" is the title of a circular is-
sued in the interests of the Graham system

of shorthand, and the School of Commerce,
Marion, Ohio, Elicker and Bauer proprie-
tors.

"Learn More Earn More" is the conspic-
uous, terse title of one of the very best
pieces of school advertising we have had
the pleasure of seeing and receiving for
many a day. It is thoroughly up to date
and modern. It represents in picture and
text a young man determining what his
life's work shall be, by taking off his coat
and getting ready for work, by preparing
for life by burning the midnight oil, by en-
tering a business school, by completing the
course, by accepting a position, by lifting a
mortgage on the old home, by visiting it
and making hi? parents as well as himself
happy. Other examples of like nature are
given in word and in picture. ,\ot until
you are part way through the book do you
discover that it is issued by and in the in-
terests of Elliott's Business College, Burl-
ington, Iowa. We call it good advertising.

Bradford, Pa., Business College, the new
school recently organized by G T. Wiswell
and Orton E. Beach, is sending out a good
eight page "Bulletin" displaying the right
kind of vim and foresight to make a good
school from the beginning. Both of these
gentlemen have seen service long enough
to see them safely pass the experimental
stage, and the good people of Bradford are
to be congratulated for having them in
their midst.

Berlin Business College, Berlin, Ontario,
W. D. Euler, principal, publishes a cata-
logue of good quality indicating by its text
.and illustrations a good school. The cata-
logue in question is covered with green and
embossed with gold and red. The inside is
printed on a rich cream paper with orange
border.

The Port Huron, Michigan. Business, Uni-
\ersitv, W. C. Wallaston, proprietor, pub-
lishes a very good paper showing a good
school building and a good school. People
of Port Huron are to be congratulated for
having in their midst a man of such charac-
ter and calibre as Mr. Wallaston.

Mr. J. C Olsen, proprietor of the Parsons,
Kansas, Business College, publishes a very
up to date journal, entitled "Progress." Mr.
Olsen has built up an unusually large and
successful institution.

The Kirksville, Mo., Business College, A.
H Burke, proprietor, is enjoying prosperity
and success if we may judge from the four
page school paper before us.

The New Era Business College, Superior,
Wis., issues a very nice tissue covered 12-

page circular profusely illustrated witli at-
tractive script.

Commercial Education is the title of one
of the best commercial school papers re-
ceived at this of33ce published by and in the
interests of the Rochester, N. Y., Business
Institute.

The Chicago Business College, F. B. Ver-
den,Prin., is placing before its patrons a
very attractive piece of advertising in the
form of a hundred-page catalogue with col-
ored borders throughout. The half tone il-

lustrations reveal an unusually large and
well attended business institution. The
young man or young woman who would
not be impressed with the importance of a
business education and the prominence of
the Chicago Business College after receiv-
ing this catalogue would indeed be difficult
to awaken and reach asa patron. Thecover
is embossed and printed in black, green,
red and yellow.

The Capital City Commercial College,
Madison, Wis., Spohn and Atkinson pro-
prietors, publish a well illustrated '28 page
catalogue illustrative and descriptive of
that institution. From glancing over its
pages we get the impression of a good and
prosperous institution.

Wilson's Business College, Belingham,
Wash., recently issued one of the most
strikingly covered catalogs received at this
office, and the work Is the product of his own
school.
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frank Jl. Keefover,

RETIRING EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN
PENMAN,

Cashier, The Commercial State Bank,
Surtimerfield, Kansas.

nn Uppreeiation.

BY CARL C. MARSHALL.

Many moons ago there walked into

my office an unobtrusive soft-voiced

little man with hair an inch or two
too long, and a big fierce looking
mustache, which was offset by a pair

of large tender brown eyes of the sort

described by poets as " soulful ''. He
said his name was Keefover and that

he was to go to work doing editorial

and other stunts for A. N. Palmer of

the Western Penman. He had not
above twenty dollars worth of clothes
on him, and he talked in that free and
easy western prairie vernacular that I

was broughtup on. These points won
my heart, but aside from them, the
young man did not impress me
greatly. His name struck me as
comical for one thing, and 1 kept ring-

ing mental changes on it, " Key-
thrower", "Keep-over", "Keep-off-
sir", etc., and the humorous sugges-
tion was further carried out by the
gentle poet eyes that seemed cons-
tantly apologizing for the big fierce

mustache.
But it wasn't long before I found

that the goods were not all in the
front windows, and that there was a
lot of man wrapped up in that unpre-
tentious package. Very soon I dis-

covered, also, that there were big de-
posits of grey matter back of those
quiet eyes, and that nuggets of wis-
dom, sharp wit, and joyous humor all

formed a generous part of the output
of that gentle voice and home-made
western talk.

It is true, one did not get these on
all occasions. I found that this new
friend of mine was the unlucky
possessor of a stomach that had a bad
habit of going on strike and leaving
its owner in a frame of mind to see all

the world through an atmosphere of
deep indigo. Now, as I have a docile
stomach that stands without hitching
and gives no evidence of its existence
except when it calls out for more
victuals than I can afford to pay for,

I am probably not so sympathetic as
I should be toward those who have
spells of digestive anarchy, and I am
afraid that in these early days of our
acquaintance, mv friend's occasional
spells of leaden-hued gloom were not
duly and charitably attributed. But,
on occasion, we continued to fore-

gather in mutual appreciation, and it

was not long before our friendship
was like unto that of David and
Jonathan.

Frank Keefover is not a product of

books and schools. He would not
attempt to offer an opinion as to the
intellectual values of Browning or
Ibsen, and I suspect he could not give
you the exact distance to the moon,
the date of the Magna Charta, or the
number of wings appertaining to a
yellow-jacket without first looking up
these important matters in the cyc-
lopedia. He may be a Latin or even
a Greek scholar but I never heard him
emit any kind of talk except plain
United States flavored with an East-
ern Kansas accent. So far as I know
he has received no degree other than
that conferred by the Knock-about
School, and he does not flourish that
at either end of his signature. He
has assembled around him a fair

mumber of good books and I suspect
him of reading them rather more than
he lets on. Still, I opine that in a
general way that he inclines to an
acceptance of old Joaquin Miller's

famous observation that books are of

F. A. keefovek.

most use to people who can't think.
Let it be written down then that
" Keef " is not a scholar as the word
goes, but do not think for a minute
that he has not other mental endow-
ments equally valuable and vastly
more interesting than mere bookish-
ness. For instance, discriminating
readers of the American Penman
know that he wields a pen as witty,

able, and forceful as any known to the
commercial educational profession,
bar none. His style as a writer, which
is perhaps shown best in his conven-
tion reports, is in my judgement, sur-

passed by few if any of the newspaper
menof ourtime. Hecombines humor,
imagination, and a vivid express-
iveness, with a sane sense of propor-
tion, and that is a good deal to say of
any quill-driver.

Only to his most intimate friends is

it known that Keefover has a happy
gift of versifying, which endowment

very nearly puts him within the
charmed circle of the poetasters. If

you get close enough to him, he will
let you see a lot of dialect pieces that
he threw off years ago, when he was
out in Kansas, that to my thinking are
better than the work of S. E. Keyser,
and little if an}' below much of the
output of Whitcomb Riley. You see
he hasn't those big brown poet eyes
for nothing. He is as shy as a girl
about this however, and would prob-
ably protest denial of what I have
here set down.

I am all unqualified to pronounce
judgement on Mr. Keefover' s work as
a pen artist. That he is clever in his
line is well known to those who are
familiar with his work during the past
three years in the Penman. Aside
from these, he has turned out some
good things in portraiture and land-
scapes in both water-color and oil.

Had he begun earlier and given him-
self up to this work seriously, I have
no doubt that his name would ere this
have been written high in the roll of
successful artists and illustrators.
This tribute would be incornplete

without some account of my friend's
hobby. This consists in the collec-

tion of curios. His "den," in the
words of an old Irish balladist is a
" divilish store-house of comical
oddities. Things that'd never been
neighbors before. '

' Here you will find
everything from a Sioux scalp to a
rusty horse pistol of the vintage of
1850. When 1 recently presented him
with the remains of a bronze Chinese
devil, retrieved from the ashes of
San Francisco, he almost fell on my
neck and wept. His Bric-a-brac in-

cludes murderous Filopino knives,
creepy Mexican stilettos, the personal
belongings of defunct desperadoes,
old blue saucers, ancient lamps, and
match-boxes, etc. An inventory of his
stuff would read like the exhibits of an
Oklahoma murder trial combined with
the property list of a bankrupt junk
shop. For my use, I wouldn't give a
stuffed owl for the whole blooming
layout, but you sliould see how lov-

ingly my friend " Keef" lingers over
it. It is well that not all of us have
his consuming passion for ancient
candle-sticks and bones of dead Indian
Chiefs, otherwise, burglary and grave
robbery would have another impelling
motive.

It is hardly fitting for me to attempt
here any account of Frank Keefover
as a man and a friend. Suffice it to
say that aside from his otherwise in-

teresting personality, he is one of the
most sincere, warm-hearted and genu-
ine fellows it has ever been my pleas-
ure and profit to know. In going into
new fields of endeavor, which, as I

learn, will take him out of our profes-
sion, he will be followed by the god-
speeds of hundreds of admirers and
friends who know his work and worth.
Those of us who are his townsmen and
associates will feel his going from
among us as a personal loss. May
the happy stars shine for him always,
and whatever fate betide, may he ever
find the doors of the joy-works ajar.

[Our many readers will be glad to learn that beginning in our next number Mr. Keefover will present the first of a series often
articles entitled "GOOD GUMPTION," especially written for young people preparing for positions. We feel safe in saying that

almost any one of these communications will be worth the price of a year's subscription to many a young person as he steps into hia

first position. Look for his page. — EDITOR.]
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Olbat Constitutes a Business

Education.

Last December in the interests of a
New York School, I visited the office

of John Wanamaker at Broadway and
9th St., and asked permission of the

office manager to distribute some cir-

culars of our nig-ht school classes in

bookkeeping and other commercial
branches. "Yes," said the office

manager ;
" If you will bring the cir-

culars to the office, we will place them
in the hands of such young people as
we think might profitably pursue
such studies. You may bringSOOand
we will give them out. " " And, " he
added, " there is a great need of in-

struction in penmanship, in common
arithmetic and in the ordinary use of

English among the young men and
women in the great department stores
of this city. The stores, like our own,
could use 5000 intelligent young men
and women today and it is not easy
to get them. "•

I knew a gentleman who had charge
of the correspondence department in

The R. H. Macy Go's, great depart-
ment store at Broadway and 35th St.,

and he said, "When we put an adver-
tisement in the Herald or the World,
calling for young people to fill posi-
tions in our office, we get, sometimes,
a half bushel of applications for these
positions and lots of them are gradu-
ates of business colleges in New York,
Brooklyn and neighboring cities, and
I wish you could see them, they are
a revelation, and you would be sur-

prised that so many young people,
most of them grammar school gradu-
ates, and a good many of them high
school graduates, and lots of them
business college graduates, can pro-
duce such wretched penmanship,
such weird grammar and such atro-

cious spelling, and when you come to
talk about punctuation and the use
of capitals, that is simply an un-
known quantity.

"

A little earlier in the season the
office manager of Siegel, Cooper & Co.
gave about the same views in an in-

terview with a representative of the
New York World. He said, "We find
the graduates of the high schools
woefully lacking in penmanship and
in the knowledge of every day arith-
metic, in these respects they are not
equal to the graduates of the gram-
mar and parochial schools, though
they have a somewhat better knowl-

edge of the English language, which
seems to be an unknown quantity to
many of the grammer school boys
and girls. The graduates of the paro-
chial and other Catholic schools are
far superior to those of our public
schools in this respect." And, said
he; "I made a tour of the leading
parochial schools of this city the
other day, away up to Harlem, in an
attempt to gather in a few of their
boys and girls for our business, but
I found every one of them had a place
already secured for him the moment
he should get his school diploma. "

HOW DOES THE ABOVE INTEREST YOU?
I suppose about every reader of the

many thousands of young people
into whose hands this copy of The
Business Educator will find its way,
is preparing to enter upon an active
business life. You have chosen this
life because it affords an honorable
way to make money. You are attend-
ing the five-thousand business col-
leges, commercial schools and high
schools of this country that you may
receive a practical business training
which will insure success in your
chosen vocation, and when you grad-
uate, most of you expect to enter the
ranks of business workers, beginning
as bookkeepers, clerks or stenograph-
ers, but, I hope, with a larger ambi-
tion than to remain bookkeeper, clerk
or stenographer.

It should be the aim of every busi-
ness school graduate to become a
partner or proprietor in the business
with which he is associated. He may
not get there but it is quite within the
range of possibility. Others have
done it and " what others have done
I can do, " should be the watch-word
of every young man or woman start-
ing out in business life in this coun-
try of great opportunities to the
youth who has only brains and indus-
try for his capital in trade.
There is a strange condition in the

field of business employment, for
with many thousands of graduates
every year from business depart-
ments of schools all over the nation,
there is an absolute scarcity of first-

class office help in every commercial
center, yet there are any quantity of
graduates of these same business
schools who cannot get positions, or
if they do get them, cannot hold
them.
How can this anomalous state of

affairs exist: the business world cry-

ing loudly for more help and a large
number of business school graduates
unable to hold positions ? The ans-
wer to this question is simple enough;
many of the graduates have not se-
cured a business education, either
through the fault of the school which
graduated them or, what is more
likely, through their own fault.

The question at once arises

:

" What constitutes a business educa-
tion ? " Now I may be a little old
fashioned in my views on this sub-
ject. You see I began my business
education, and I also began to teach,
before we had such magnificent
equipment as is found in our busi-
ness schools of the present time.
When I entered Eastman's old school
at Poughkeepsie, it was about the
toughest looking collection of old ta-

bles, rattle trap desks and dingyclass
rooms that I ever saw. The first

business college I taught in was the
old Bryant and Stratton at Manches-
ter, New Hampshire; its furniture
was a little better than Eastman's
but it would be considered fit for the
junk heap in any business school of
our time. We did not begin to have
the facilities for actual business in

the school room that we have now
days. vShorthand and typewriting
was not a part of the curriculum, and
the penman, who drew bounding
stags, leaping over lakes, rivers,

and for aught I know, oceans, was
the principal member of the faculty.
We shed barrels of ink over acres

of paper trying to emulate his nour-
ished capitals and shaded small let-

ters; and the sets of bookkeeping
were few and simple in connection
with the elaborate educational scheme
of today.

When I enter the waiting room of
some big modern school, with its

richly uphostered chairs and settees,

costly rugs on the floor and pictures
on the wall, superbly appointed writ-
ing desks for the proprietor and his

private secretary, and am ushered
into a school room where every stu-

dent has a roll-top desk to himself,
and shoviJU the actual business de-
partment, with its big bank safe to
hold the books which, by the way,
would not always stand a profes-
sional audit ; its loose leaf ledgers
and check punches ; its bank with
furniture and fixtures equal to the
First National of Chicago ; its add-
ing machine and comptometer ; its

wholesale house and its freight office

and all the rest, I must confess I am
slightly awed at our modern magni-.
ficence.

BE E.XPERT IN A FEW SIMPLE THINGS.

In Germany they make you go to a
commercial school three or four years
and it is the same way in some other
foreign countries where they really

teach Commerce, but the average
boy or girl who is attending our busi-
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ness colleges expects to stay about
a year at longest, more likely he only
intends to stay six or eight months,
and if that's the case, I am old fash-

ioned enough to think he will be bet-

ter off if we give him more plain,

every day arithmetic, simple book-
keeping, a good hand writing, some
slight elementary knowledge of the

English language which our common
schools ought to give him before he
comes to us, but which they do not,

rather than to give him such an ever-

lasting collection of high priced fur-

niture and actual business in the
school room. I may be mistaken
about this but I know this: if a young
man, who comes out of a business
school, understands perfectly the
principles which govern the debits

and, credits of the eight simple ac-

counts which comprise all the multi-

tude of business transactions which
are conducted the wide world over ;

if he can add a column of figures five

wide and forty deep without taking
ai; day to do it and with the chances
better than three out of five that his

result is right ; if he can write twenty
or thirty words a minute longhand so
anybody can read it, and not be
ashamed to send it out as a specimen
of the office work done in his busi-

ness; if he can compose a decent busi-

ness letter ordering half a dozen arti-

cles, or requesting a man to pay a
bill, or applying for a position ; if he
can capitalize proper nouns and spell;

if he has common sense enough back
of his education to go in when it rains

and take his employer's goods in

with him if they happen to be ex-

posed to the wet, he can get a job all

right, and if he is an honest lad and
will pay proper attention to his per-

sonal appearance and his personal
habits, he can keep the job, and there

is ample opportunity for advance-
ment just as fast as he will push
along up front, of course there are
plenty of people up front now, but its

a mighty fast age we live in and
somebody is dropping out every day
in the year. In twenty years from
now the captains of industry will all

be retired on the invalid list or will

have fallen by the way-side under the
stress of business conflict, and the

young fellows who arein the business
schools today or who are holding
down their first jobs in the offices and
counting rooms and warehouses of
the country will be called upon to

take their places.

GO TO THE BEST SCHOOL.

I don't know what kind of a school
you are attending, probably it is a
good one ; I hope you have had sense
enough to select the best one in j'our

vicinity. It may be the largest or
may not ; size and excellence are not
always synonymous. Some of the
best schools in this country are back
in the small cities and have neither
imposing faculty nor large attend-

ance. Some of the poorest schools in

this country have a faculty roll as
long as the ten commandments and
an attendance that fairly overflows.
I hope above all things you have not
made the mistake of attending a
school simply because its tuition
rates are low. The all wool fashion-
able suit which you buy for $5.98 is

apt to prove a delusion and a snare ;

you do not get something for nothing
in this business age, and it is in

school as it is in everything else,

the best is generally the cheapest
even if you pay more for it in the
beginning. A school that pays its

instructors fair salaries, (and you
cannot get good instructors unless
you do pay them fair salaries) can-
not compete in price with the school
which has $50 a week solicitors and
$10 a week instructors.

If I were a young fellow starting
out to fit for business I would rather
have three months in a first-class

school, if it took my last dollar, than
to have any amount of instruction in

a third rate school even if it grad-
uated me and gave me its beautifully
printed diploma certifying that I was
a master of accounts.

THE REAL ESSENTIALS OF BUSINESS

EDUCATION.

I will say, therefore, to you as a
young student preparing for business
life, especially for the business life

which means beginning as a book-
keeper or general office assistant,

pay special attention to a few simple
elementary studies ; learn to do every
day arithmetic with accuracy and
with speed. You will meet with no
very complicated operations in everv
day business life. Two thirds of
your work will be straight addition

;

the rest of it will be the simple opera-
tions of arithinetic with interest and
percentage, perhaps you may occa-
sionally have an account to average.
It is all work that you have been
taught in principle before you left

the grammar school, but if you are
like the average grammar school
graduate, you have neither speed nor
accuracy enough to make you valu-
able in a business office. Get these
in your business school if it takes
half your time, even if you leave out
some of the advanced bookkeeping
of the course because your money has
given out. Your school, if it is a
good one, gives considerable time to
rapid calculation. Don't neglect this;

it IS of the highest value to you when
you go out to get your living. You
may understand all about high ac-
counting, banking, wholesaling and
actual practice, but if you are slow
and inaccurate in addition and the
simple mathematics of business you
will never get a chance to show them
what you know about higher account-
ing. If you are quick at figures they
will keep you and you can then show
them what you know about the rest
of it.

THE VALUE OF GOOD WRITING.

Get a good hand writing ; don't

neglect this. It is a big mistake to
think that because typewriters have
taken the place of pen and ink in
much of commercial work that there
is no call for good writers : it is the
very first thing they will ask of you, a
specimen of your business writing,
and if you write a poor cramped hand
you will never get a chance to show
th^m how much you know about other
things.

ABOVE EVERYTHING ELSE LEARN TO
THINK.

Learn to write business letters. In
order to write a good business letter
you have to learn something else that
is more important than all the studies
I have mentioned. You must learn
to think. That crusty old philoso-
pher, Carlyle, who always suffered
from chronic dyspepsia, said :

" Eng-
land has a population of 40,000,000,
mostly fools. " Dyspepsia does not
make a man good natured. America
has a population of over 80,000,000,
and while they are not mostly fools,
there is a tremendously large propor-
tion of them who seem to have been
made up without any thinker, and
the result is a tremendous lot of poor
business all round the clock. "I
didn't think, " is a favorite excuse
for a whole lot of foolishness in every
department of business the wide
world over. If your business college
is right up-to-date your teachers will
do the best they can to teach you to
think, but there are a good many
teachers in this world whose thinker
is not abnormally developed, and
really thinking is something that you
must learn for yourself.

The young man who has learned
the simple things 1 have mentioned,
and in addition has learned to
think, need have no fear of his
future, for he has "what constitutes
a business education, " and he will
walk right away from the boy with
only wealth or influence or untrained
brains when he comes to get into the
real storm and stress and conflict of
business.

I have said nothing about a lot of
things I should like to mention, for
this article is already too long, and
anyway, I give my young readers
credit for knowing enough to dress
as well as their income will allow

;

to cultivate agreeable manners and
to omit the cigarette as a regular
part of their business education.
The delicate odor of the " ten for a
nickle " never yet helped a youth to
get a position nor its stimulating
brain effect to push him along up
front after he entered upon his dut-
ies.

Next month I shall tell you my
ideas about the education of the
stenographer.

Pilot You Through!
I'm «3 IHI to tins little mi srijii it en

t.i im- niltt 1 will S=ILOT YOX7
arUIiOTja-II to a knowleiige

K-K !•. E P I N G suraciently
-

' table you to accept any

FIRST-CLASS BOOK-KEEPER
'

may be reiiuired. Been at it 32 vi-ais. I find POSITIONS,
too! Placed pupil May nth. at a rati- of ino WEEKLY.
Perhaps I can place YOt' , too SAVK THIS and write for

my blue booklet, j. H. GOODWIN, Expert Accouutant,
Room 573, 1215 Broadway. New York.
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Lessons in Ornamental Writing
F. S. HEATH, CONCORD, N. H.

Send work to Mr. Heath. Oom-orcl, N. H., by the I5th of the month, tor critictsin in the Bisinkss Eul-catob.

Enclose stamps if yo« want .vour work returned.

-J

Instruction for Ccsson Cwo«
study. Before we go further in this course of lessons, I wish to impress upon all the necessity for study as well as practice. The one

who would reach the highest skill in penmanship must devote a great deal of time to the careful and critical study of correct models In
writing, as in all manual arts, the hand reproduces that which is already imaged in the mind. This being true, it must follow that the
hand cannot make, save by accident only, that which the mind does not clearly perceive. Right here is where many penmen fail. Their
mental picture of the forms they wish to make is not clear. The hand is uncertain and their work lacks accuracy and sureuess. l^et me
urjje you to carefully study, all the first class penmanship which comes into your possession. Use care in selecting your models, or
ideals, for not all penmanship is worthy of imitation. You may be reasonably sure that the penmanship found in the Business Educator
is of a high grade, for the editor is a discriminating judge of fine penmanship.

Hut do not think study alone will make you a fine penman. The hand must be trained to execute the beautiful ideals of the mind.
Holah and McLees are wonderfully skilled in the engraving of accurate script forms. They can sketch script that is beyond criti-

cism, yet neither of them can wiite off-hand the beautiful creations of their fancy. So with the mind training there must go hand train-

ing also. It is the right combination of both study and practice that makes the penman.
Shading. Ornamental writing is distinguished by the shading of the letters. All the capital letters have at least one strong shade, and

many of the small letters have a delicate shade- We do not purpose to go into this subject very deeply in this lesson, but would like to

give some instruction for making the bold, heavy shades of capital letters. Shades can be made by adding the necessary pressure to the
pen by a contraction of the fingers and thumb. Shades made in this way are apt to be rough and too short for the best effect. There is a

better way of making them. It is by a downward pressure of the whole arm as the shade is approached and a quick release as the shade

/^/^/f 7
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tapers to the end. The only movement of the fingers is to grasp the pen a little more firmly so as to cut the shade smoothly. Learn to

cut your shades in this way rather than through the independent action of the finders. Spend much time on the oval exercises given in

the last lesson until facility in shading has been acquired.

Cb« Copies We now take up the capitals which are made up from the reversed oval principle- Study this principle carefully. Its

simplest form is found in the first \V. It has many modifications, some of which are given. Note the relation of the shade—that its

heaviest part is opposite the widest part of the oval and that it tapers gradually in both directions. The finishing part of If'should be on
the same slant as the main stroke, A narrow turn at the bottom of the second part adds to the beauty of the letter. Great care should be
used in making the fourth and fifth letters. The ovals must balance well to give these letters a good appearance. The first stroke of X
is precisely like that of ir. The second stroke should just touch the first. This is not always easy to do, and when you fail in a place
where it is not practicable to rewrite the letter a short horizontal crossing stroke may be used. The finishing oval of the first four letters

should lie in a horizontal position. In Z a small loop on the base line unites the oval principle with a long loop below the line. The down
stroke of the long loop is a strong curve. This loop is sometimes shaded. Notice particularly the last \V and A' and the fifth Z. The lines

of the smaller inside oval run parallel to those of the outer oval. Again the flourished ending of the fourth Z drops parallel to the line

just above. Observe the rule that parallel lines are always in harmony.
The small loop connecting the two parts of Q should be rather long and narrow and lie on the base line. If the finishing oval is

thrown below the ruled line, as in the second Q it should be dropped so low as not to interfere with the small letters which may follow.
In the A'and -V the U'shade is modified somewhat. The heaviest part is near the base line and the shade ends almost abruptly. This is

called a "snap" shade There must be a quick release of the pressure upon the pen to make this shade correctly. The second part of A' is

not so tall as the first part. The distance between the two downward strokes is quite narrow. The looped X, number five, is a popular
letter. In this style the heaviest part of the shade is higher as in the U\ The last part of the last ;A' is a small r greatly enlarged. The
-Y is so similar to the X that special instructions are hardlv needed. Notice that the third part of the letter is not so tall as the second
part.

Practice of the small o should help you to get the movement for small letters which I tried to describe in the last lesson. Move from
letter to letter with a free swing of the arm. In making the letter itself, let the hand rest on the little finger, the principle motion still

coming from the arm. The little finger rest is the center of control by which you can restrain and control the more awkward arm move
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tnent and cause it to produce the small forms with exactness. The a is made in just the same way as the o, except that the oval is

made slant more and is pointed atthe top. The o lends itself readily to such flourished exercises as appear in the first line of Plate 8-

These exercises are valuable, for they help the student to maintain a free movement while writinx the .small letters, which is rather a

difficult task forthe amateur. In making the c I make the introductory stroke and the dot, then lift the pen and replace it on the upward
stroke iust below the turn. Many fine penmen lift the pen after the introductory stroke, tlien begin again with the dot. Use the way
in which you can produce the best result. Individuality in such matters is perfectly proper. ITpon some lines of the small letter plates

several words are given. It is intended that you shall take one word at a time and repeat it as tlie word cocoa is written.

The groups of the letter e on Plate !• were each written without lifting the pen. Where the greatest accuracy is desired the pen may be

lifted on the downard stroke. The letters r and ,s are the hardest of the short letters. The point of each is slightly higher than the other

short letters. The shoulder of r should be distinct. The letter may be shaded, if desired. The dot of s is placed to the left of the upward
stroke. Line four of this plate gives another style of r. When the final r is used, the oval should be in a horizontal position.

If any point about these lessons is not made plain, I shall be glad to clear it up for you.

A Good Example of Pen Drawing Sketched from Life hy G. S. Henderson,
New York City-
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Line and Shade by the late C. C. Canan.

W. H. M., Jr. Yon have done very well in
your first efforts from Mr. Doner's lessons.
Of course you did not have time enough to
master the work as thoroughly as you
should, but doubtless by the time the
October number gets into your hands you
will have systematized your practice con-
siderably.

G. E. H., Columbia. Curvedown stroke in
o more. Finish words more carefully.
Watch spacing between letters. Curvedown
stroke of s more. Also close a.

J. M. S., Penna. Your up stroke of s is too
straight. You need to give attention to the
figures. Your 2 looks like a check mark.
Study the S carefully.

C. V. C. Beat work thus far received on
Mr. Doner's lessons. Keep up the pace you
have started with and you are sure of a pro-
fessional certificate, which means a pro-
fessional hand writing. Curvedown stroke
of o as much as up stroke.

R. F. K., Chicago. Use plainer capitals.
Be more careful in the ending of words.
Sharpen the shoulder of r. Your loops are
too sharp at the ends. You are doing well.

J. R. B., Ark. Your work has a good deal
of the professional swing and accurac3' to it.

If you will follow closely the lessons of Mr.
Doner and Mr. Heath, now running in The
Business Educator, you can easily win
our Professional Certificate by next spring,
which we hope you will conclude to do.

B. H. H., Jamaica. You are doing quite
well. Your capitals are in good shape. They
are now up to our requirement for a certifi-

cate. You will do well to give attention to
the small letters, and bring them up to the
capital scratch.

eriticisms By F. S. Heath.

A. W. C, N.J. You have done finely for a
home student. The work you sent is the
best received ao far. Your small letters are
quite accurate, but a little too angular in
some places. Last part of ii and in are tal-

ler than the first part in much of your work.
Try to remedy this. The oval at end of in-

ner should swing out farther to the right.
Capitals are strong and generally well form-
ed. You curve first stroke of D too much.
Send ^ork regularly.

E. L. C, X. C. Your small letters are very
good and have an easy, graceful appear
ance. They would he greatly improved if

they were more uniform in size. Capitals
are not so good, lacking strength and finish.
Give them special attention, comparing
your forms with the copy often. Shall be
glad to hear from you frequently.

A. E. C, Pa. To do the most in the quick-
est time you should work with more system.
One form of H and several words in your
practice paper were not from my copies*.

Take each copy and work from it carefully
and presistently until you see improve-
ment- Then send me your best work. Do
not think there is no merit in your work be-
cause of what I have said. You have a good
start and should make a good ornamental
writer by careful study and work. I want
to hear from you again.

M. N. S., Pa. You write a good business
hand and should master the ornate with-
out difficulty. Practice a great deal on
bold shaded exercises until you get the
ability to cut smooth shades. You need to

develop more movement power than you
use in order to do smooth graceful work.
Use more care in the small letters. Orna-
mental writing is more carefully written
than business writing. Come again.

J. R. N., O. Your work shows skill and
that you are on the right track. The move-
ment exercises are well executed. O is too
round. It should be only two thirds as wide
as tall. Oval of D is too far from first part.

Get a true couipound curve for the stroke
that connects the two parts of H. The full

final ovals should be horizontal aud so
thrown that the ruled line passes through
their center. The low final oval should drop
entirely below the line. I shall expect to

see improvement in your ^vork each month.

XXIiE PA.XJST

Automatic Shading Pens and Inks are
acknowledged to be the best made. We in-
vite comparison with other makes. Send
for Catalog.

AVTO PEN (& INK MfG. CO..

40 De«rborn Street Chicago. 111.

FOR SALE
A Business College—Good chance for a

live school man. Situated in a clean city
—no saloons. Good towns, and country sur-
rounding to sustain a business school.
Bedrock price—Terms Cash—Possession

at once. Address
"COMMERCIAL"

Farina. Illinois. Box 277

e'-

\=:

"Cl^at Zrian is tl^c Best €bucatc5 IDl^o is tl^c ITTost

Useful."
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I)ausam Items.

Mr. L. H. Hausam, the progressive teacher
in tlie Salt City HusinesB College, Hutchin-
son, Kans., and proprietor of Hausam's
School of Penmanship, recently reported of

his pupils as follows:

E, L. Keller hecomes th» penman and
principal of commercial department of

Way's School, Aberdeen, S. D, Mr. Keller is

a y^>ung married man of good appearance
and has the material in him to go to the
front.

E. B. Clark is the penman and assistant
commercial teacher in the Topeka, Kans.,
Business College. He is well on the road to

master penmanship and turns out some
really good work. He is a bright, fine look-

ing fellow.

E. E. Bohl is the penman in the Pittsburg
Business College He is very energetic and
will make a good showing for himself. He
will assist in the commercial department
but will devote most of his time to penman-
ship.

S. E. Maish becomes principal of the com-
mercial department of the Pittsburg, Kans.,
Business College. He is a strong fellow and
will do good work as the successor of another
studentof mine, W. O. Crosswhite, who goes
to Sandusky, O.

C. E. Wright becomes principal of the com-
mercial departmen tofthe Ouachita College,
Arkadelphia. Ark. He is an all around man
—commercial, shorthand and penmanship,
and a bright fellow.

Carl L. Swenson becomes the penman in

the Concordia, Kans., Xormal and Business
t'ollege. Mr. Swenson is a good penman
and very enthusiastic. He will be heard
from. He has had several year's experience
teaching common school.

This is a fine record for Mr. Hausam and
we congratulale him upon the success he is

achieving and the enthusiasm he is arous-
ing in matters pertaining to penmanship.

Do you wan t good
CARD -UTRITING?
Then trv n e. PRICES R.IGHT

Up SI .iiialitv of ca ds. Sa nil.- do/ell f.j 3.'tc

Postpaid to any nai 1 ..1 til.' world .

laniental Capif als 2Uc
Hll siness 15c
Sii all specimen o nritinu 10c
.1. W. Manuel. B r.x 889. Ind. HsLrbor, Ind.

or 3407 Grapevine Street.

YOVR. PENMANSHIP
Ix ,rlinl II nl,,' it Thix mr,i,iH null shoiilil hiirr

(l.,„,l ii,str,i„ie,ils. Tliia uuilht In lie ,;mrincln<i.

ST. MARY'S COLLEGE,
li. K. Roach, Oakland, Oal., Sept. 3,1907

Dear Sir: Your Oblique California Rosewood
penholder is the best I have ever used.

It 16 in every way highly Professional, and
worth many times what you charge for it.

You may soon expect a large order from me.

BROTHER EDMUND.
THE ADJUSTMENT iif tliiu holder has never been
eqitaluil TheJiHinli in iiUii Hujierior. Send 36c and
ijet II Kixmpir Special ralea bu Ihe doz. or hundred.

G. F. ROA.CH,
Care of Vashon Mil. Ac&d. Burton. Wash.

FOR PROGRESSIVE STUDENTS
The Ureal Work of Heiepce in Penmansliip.
The New EdHcation in Penmanship $1.00

The Art of Reading Character in Hand-
writing Graphology - - .25

,\ new Scientific Oblique Pen Holder, Hau-
sam's Idea, Hand Carved. Substantial,
She .nu

Same as above but extra long - $1.00
Ornamental Capitals, HcientificaUy Ar-
ranged - - .2.5

Catalog. Journal and a written card free.

L. H. HA.VSAM,
HUTCHINSON. KANSAS.

Frank Arthur Tjarnell,
July IS, ISKIT.

Mr. and Mrs. A. Tjarnell.
< Holyoke. Mass.

On August 17th a baby boy weighing S'i

lbs., arrived at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
H. W. Strickland, Wilmington, Del,, which
was promptly labeled William Bancroft
Strickland. Mr. Strickland has charge of
the penmanship work in (Joldey College,
and we s.incerley hope that this new assist-
ant of his will add joy to his work.

Born to Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Phelps. Boze-
man, Mont., Aug. 19th, 1907, a fine baby girl.

The Business Educator hereby extends
heartiest congratulations and sincere well-

wishes to the parents and the new census
makers.

Mr. J. F. Caskey, Commercial Department,
Haverhill. Mass.. High School, swings a pen
far, far above the average commercial
teacher. The cards before us possess a dash
and accuracy quite pleasing to the eve.
And when it comes to getting results on the
part of pupils, he steps right up in the front

ranks of teachers.

Mr. S. C. Bedinger, penman in Hill's Busi-
ness College. Sedalla. Mo., swings a pen of

uni]sual strength and grace as shown by
specimens recently received from him. We
hope to present some of his work before long
in these columns^

A number of very well written cards in or-

namental style have been received from the
well known card writer. W. A. Bode. Fair
Haven, Pa. Mr. Bode's work undoubtedly
highly pleases his very large number of

customers, which number we iinderstand
is still increasing.

I will writ* your PADflC
name on one doten wHnUO
for 15c.

I will give free a pacli of lam-
ples and Bend terms to agents
with each order

A.tf«nta 'Wek.nted.
err best blanli

narlcet.
Sample 1(X)

Card Circular
- red stamp

.

COMIC JOKER CARDS ^iir^LTn"-'
l(Xi postpaid, 23c. Leas for more. Ink, QloHBy Black
or Very Best Whit*. I5c. per bottle. 1 Oblique Pen Hol-

der, 10c. Qillott'i No. 1 Pens. 10c. per doz. Leisoni in

Card Writing. Circular for stamp.

W. A. BODE. Box 176. FAIR HAVEN. PA.

FERGUSON
SHORTHAND

5

Is Superior to All Others,

Becau

n

20 to 50 per cent, shorter,

more le^ble. and can be

Learned

in Half tKe Time.
^^ilK tKis Syatem it is

"Dictation from Start to Finisli.

Sample Copy ani Mail Instructions

to Shorthand Teachers. $1.

Ferguson Shorthand Co.
W/AVCROSS. OEORC3IA.

f)oiv to Engross a $et of Rcsolu:
tions $ucb as Sbown on tbc

Opposite Page,

by the Editor.

We have had numerous requests for a les-
son in simple engrossing and we have con-
cluded to give something along that line.

By way of material we use .Soennecken
pens for lettering, Zanerian Fine Writer
pens for the script, and Zanerian liquid
India ink for the lettering, and the same
greatly diluted for the script. By way of
paper we use a good grade of bonfl or card-
board.
Before beginning work on a resolution,

thought needs to be given to the work, as to
which portion to emphasize by placing the
same in large lettering and which to sub-
ordinate by putting in small script.
In the lettering, as well as in the script,

much attention needs to be given to spac-
ing in and between the letters.

Defective spacingmars not only the beau-
ty of the page but interferes with the read-
ing. There is no rule that you can follow
very successfully in spacing, except that
you try to keep apparently the sameamount
of space between each letter, and a little
more between words than between letters.

The reason spacing is empasizeil here so
strongly is that pencil head and base lines
are used to regulate the size of the letters
but space lines can not be used to advan-
tage. In order that the lettering be perfec-
tly vertical and script uniform in slant, ver-
tical pencil lines may be drawn with the T
square for the head lines, and with the
triangle for the script.

It would be well for you to recognize the
fact that accuracy in every little detail is
not as important as uniform width of line
and uniform spacing. Of course, with a be-
ginner precision is one thing that should be
striven for, but not at the expense of uni-
formity.
The lettering as shown on the occompany-

ing resolution was first made with the .Soen-
necken pen and then trued by straighten-
ing the edges with a rule, and then by re-
touching the shoulders or projecting points
free hand. For the lettering and re-touch-
ing we use a straight holder, but for the
script a specially adjusted oblique holder
should be used.

Cards
HAND CUT Per 1000 Per 3000 Per Saiu

3 Ply, Wedding Bristol, 10.7,5 e2.10 «3.2.')

6-Ply, Wedding Bristol. 95 2.7U 4 25
3 IMy. Black Cards, S.'i 2.40 3.75
3 Ply, Colored Cards. 85 2 40 3.75

These cards sent by express. The following cards

sentiments. 24 styles. lOU, 25c. Serial C: Ilower
inents. 12 styles, 100, 25c. Serial D. reliidous mottoes,
12 styles, 100,25c. Serial E: with fancy borders, 12
styles. KX), 25c. Comic cards, great sellers. 12 styles,
IIX), 25c Written cards, sample dozen, with Agents
Prospectus 15c. Send for new Manual and pri^e list.

All orders promptly flUed. Send today.

19 SNYDER ST ALLEGHENY, PA

I TEACH
PENMANSHIP

BYHAIL
am the man who won the

World's First Prize In Peii-
miiTiHhlp. By my now system I can
make an expert ppnman of you by
mail. Am placing my students as
Instructors in commercial colleges.
If you wish to become a better pen-
man write mo for full particulars.
I will send you FREE one of iiiv

uake of PenN and a co]

D Journal.

- 3825 EUCLID AVE..KANSAS CITY, MO.
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M. Grove,

oun^sfrown,
Ohio.
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Cesson Cwo.

The shaded stroke of e, f, o and a are the
same. .Study the position of these shades.
The e is finished by making the loop stroke
downward, slightly shading it will add
strength. Make dot of c round. Make last
thick part of o long and narrow Do not
slant oval part of n too much. You will find
the rand s difficult letters. Do not get too
much slant in the up stroke, and watch the
width of the letters; about one third as wide
as high. The second style of r is used in the
body of a word, or as final, finished with a
dot.
In practicing words, study spacing and

keep your work compact. When holding
your work at a distance, so that the light
lines cannot be seen, a word should look like
a series of strait lines on the same slant and
the same distance apart. When n follows
o, do no get the spacing too wide.
Aim to secure nice, rounding turns and

smooth, uniform strokes.

THC REASON WHY
I advertise to write cards. I have been practicing for
several years under the best instructors trying to excel.
A short time agro I sent each card writer advertising in
this paper lils price for a dozen cards and was surprised
to find that my own work was superior to any received.
If you want cads, profit by my experience and get the

ntirely satisfactory. Agents wanted.

L#eek.i-n. Hoi^r to Spr«e^€l Ink..
We have had thousands of compli-

ments passed on our card writing.
Send 'J5 cents for 1 dozen cards and 40

reasons why we knowr how to spread
ink. Don't hang on to old ideas but get
the new.

KW^AI^D BROS.,
Office at Mt. Carmel, 111..

Cor. 4 and Poplar Bldg. 331.

W H Y ""^^^ '^^* " ^°^" -^"^^^ written
cards {any style) for 25c or 1()0

for $1.00, all postpaid. 1,000
^^^^^^^ blank white cards, fine qual-

ity 3-ply. 70c: or same card
1 ply, 80c. Send 20c for a sample 100. Les-
sons by mail. Catalogue free. Address,

JA.MCS W^ILLIA^MS.
Room 15. Union Block.

IStK and Farnam Sts.. OMAHA, NEB.
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PENMANSHIP
For Teachers and Pupils,

By D. W. MOFF,
SuPKRVisoR OF Writing,

Lawrence, Mass.

Original Investigation or €xpcri=
mental Drills.

Some months ago I promised a verbatim
report of some of our experimental drills.

Pursuant to this I enlisted the services of a
stenographer. Herewith is a report in full

of two experiments, numbers 1 and 2, which
will give a good idea of the plan which
teaches by asking. The principles under-
lying this plan are by no means new to the
pedagogical world. It was thus that So-
crates taught the youth of ancient Athens
—by asking, not by telling. By so asking
as to lead the pupil to discover the truth.
Leading modern educators pronounce it one
of the most effective methods in vogue.

I first adapted tlie Socrates method to the
teaching of penmanship in 1887. In the
course of a model lesson given in 18S8 at the
Cedar Rapids^meetingof the ''Western Pen-
man's Association"—the parent organiza-
tion of the "Business Educator Asso-
ciation "I put its members through a
few of these same stunts. Some of my
readers may recall it .

During these twenty years I have found
no other device or plan so fruitful in its

permanent benefits to the thoughtful stu-
dent as this. I find that once a pupil has
worked a thing out for liimself he is less
apt to forget it, and really understands it

better. Consequently his efi'orts are intel-

ligently expended.
Believing that experiments numbers 1

and 2 will make the plan sufficientlj' clear
as to the method of questioning classes, I

shall but briefly suggest similar lines of
investigation in the subsequent outlines.
Thus we avoid the needless waste of valu-
able space in these columns. Any number
of other experiments may be tried with
profit.

experiment number 1.

OBJECT. —TO LEAD PUPILS TO DISCOVER
THE EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT BODY POS-
TURES UPON THE ACTION OF THE ARM.
Teacher.—"I wish you to discover, each

for himself, the strongest and best way to
sit when writing, and why.
"Extend your feet forward, lean backward,

and stretch out the arms until nearly
straight. While sitting thus write a<s best
yoj! CHii the word mountain. As you write
be careful to note whether this position

makes it easy or hard to manage the arm.
Keady-write. (After two minutes.)
"Attention! Incline the body forward.

Draw the feet back under the chair, with
only the toes touching. Observe how the
arms are doubled up at the elbow. Notice
how much weight this position throws upon
the arms. Let us write the same word
again, and see if this position makes it

hnrdcroT eusier to use and manage the
arm. Ready —write! (After another trial.)

"Attention ! Sit erect. Feet flat upon the
iloor, just under the knees. Back strong.
Left arm resting firmly, and right arm
lightly upon the desk. Elbows just back of
the edge. Let us see how we can manage
the arm while sitting in riiis position. Take
the same word. Keady—write" {After a
third trial.)

"Pens down! Just close your eyes until
you hear the signal "eyes open." James is

peeping! That isn't square!
"You who found it easier to manage the

arm while in theflrst position may raisethe
hand." (Xo hands.)
"While in the second?" (No hands.)
"While in the third ?" (All hands up.)
"You who could see no difference?" {No

hands.)
"Eyes open !"

"Why did ^e vote with eyes closed ?"

James.—"So we could think better."
Henry.—"So we wouldn't see how the

others voted."
Teacher.—"Henry's is the exact and only

reason. I notice that when the vote is

taken with the eyes open, some let others
do their thinking for them. They wait to

see what the others think before voting
themselves. With this plan, you see, each
must use his own thinking machine, as he
can't see how the others vote."

Experiment number 2.

OBJECT—TO SHOW THE RELATIVE STRETCH-
ING CAPACITY OF THE THICK AND THIN
MUSCLES.

"Take hold of your right wrist with your
left hand. Are the wrist muscles tliick or
thin?"
Class.-"Thin."
Teacher.—"Feel of the right arm just be-

low the elbow. Are the muscles there
thicker or thinner than at the wrist ?"

Class.-"Thicker."
Teacher.—"Place just the wrist flat on

your desk and see how large you can make
this oval without letting it slip. (Class
writes.)
Now place the thickest part of the fore

arm muscles on your desk. Keep the wrist
up, and see how large you can make the
oval without sliding the arm.
In which position can you make the larger

movements?"
Class.—"In the last."
Teacher.—"In which can you move the

arm more easily?"
Class. "In the last."

Teacher.—"Then be sure you hold to the
*last when writing. "

^ ^ A^ry^^y€€^^. f2^/z//yO:r:r:(^u^'i^ev^//rr /e?^/

(?^y(7u^''j7'e(^{/^y^/yj7yM. t^f^^ ^.//Uyma^/zi'
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Tekchers of Commercial Brknches
are wanted for jjood positions in High
Schools, CoUeges, Etc. We have filled
many excellent positions and are con-
stantly in need of candidates. Write
at once for information. Address,

The Albert Teacheri' Agency,
378 WK^bsLih Ave.. Chicago. III.

THE PRATT TEACHERS' AGENCY
70 Fifth Avenue, New York.

Recommends college and normal gradu-
ates, specialists, and other teachers to col-
leges, schools and families.

The Agency receives many calls for com-
mercial teachers from public and private
schools, and business colleges.

WM. O. PRATT, Manager

Greai Dentaiid lor Teaclieis

Tlie leading schools have opened
with an exceptionally large enrollment
and they are writing and wiring ns
daily for additional teachers. Some
of the best places are still open.
DON'T YOU WANT A GOOD
PLACE? Address

GOQtiptalTeactiersloBiicg,

Bowling Green, Ky.

Free enrollment if you mention this paper

LET'S BE FRANK

1 No teacher, however good,

will fit every place.

\ I have a few teachers regis-

tered

—

fewer than ever be-

fore—and yet have more un-

filled places than ever before

at this season.

H URGENT is the word in the

fore-front of the new school

year. Tell me right off the

reel all about yourself that a

prospective employer would

wish to know—qualifications,

experience, salary required,

personal data, etc

fRANK VAUGHAN
MANAGER UNION TEACHERS' BUREAU

203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

For nearly twenty years Editorial and Busi-

ness Manacer of ThQ Penman's Art Journal.

H
Hi

From the ni able pen of Mr. S. M. Blue. Penman in the Big Grand Island, Nebraska.
Normal and Business College.

CARD WRITERS! ATTENTION!
Before you send m that next order for supplies

get my prices and samples of best blank cards, all
hinas, white, colored and comic. Be»t rthite ink
15c. Ciillotts No. 1 pens 10 per doz. Oblique Holders
H»c, ea«h,

' E. H. TULLIS, Warren, Ohio.

manager (oi Business eoliege Warned.

of the oldest
and best known commercial schools, and who can
invest i6,ii<>0, can learn of an exceptional opening
by addre.-sing, P. O Box 4-23, Pittsburg, Pa-
Salary, J1,S00 per annum and dividends.

COLOR.ADO TE: A.CHERT'S AGENCY
Fred Dick, Ex-State Supt.. Manager. 1545 CFlenarm St.. Denver, Colo.; Boston, New York

Chicago, Des Moines, Denver, Salt Lake City. Los Angeles. Harrisburg, Atlanta. Commercia
Teachers wanting positions in the West 9hi»uld register with us. Commercial Teachers wanting
more desirable positions then they now have should keep their names on our list.

/T %
MiHIanH Tfurher'i' Aae^ncifft • OFFICES: Warrensburg. Mo., Sl.enan-I'liaiana ICaCnerS Agencies. doah, lowa, Pendletnn, Oreson, Lander,
Wyoming, Juniata, Nebraska, Sherman, Texas, Dti Bois, Pa., Richmond, Ky.

We cover the entire tield, and furnish COMPETENT TEACHERS to Schools.

We Recovnnrk«n<l Conni>«t«nt Xeek.eh«t-s Oi^ly

Free Enrollment During February. Nftrch and April Sf No Position — No Pay

lOO TEACHERS: S9B.OOO SA.I<ARY
The above is om record for the season up to September 1 . Anionic these positions were

five that paid from JI.tOiI to $1800, and more than forty that paid from $U»XI to $14(X1 each, • This
morning. August 31. we could place fifty teachers at salaries of tlOIKI to $3(XI0 if We had well-

ed and experienced candidates who
country school teachers, struggling along on
certainty of a doubled and trebled income wit:

hard work in a first-class commercial school, v

or two of practice teaching as an assistant in
the chief teacher in a small school? We coti

who write well-next season without any troubh
Meanwhile, whether teacher or school officii

emergency, if you will give us the opportunity,
prefer to lose business rather than to get it at thi

pen
do

tha sful

•ith the
i good (

Id place

pitta

incidental expen
jmmercial schot
one hundred sue

,ke up to the absolute
;stment of a year of
upplemented by a year

ichers—especially men

we shall gladly do the best we can for you i

is coming to be generally understood tha
xpense of square dealing with both employei

The National Commercial Teachers' Agency

E. E. Gavlord. Mgr
SPECIALTY BY A SPECIALIST

Prospect Hill, Beverly. Mass.

COimUBFCial mm TJc BocWrj«ste^^wliuie,

PfejarBfl and Placel. riit-Es,?-""-
'- ""-- ~

E\'ery member of last year's class placeti before the close of the school year.

Nearly sixty applicatioDS for commercial teachers now on file, the salaries offered

being very attractive.

Students Registering Every Month for instruction in the commercial texts and for

the special training for teaching the commercial branches in High Schools and

Business Colleges. High School. Normal School and College graduates can prepare

both in' the subject matter and in methods, in one school year.

Write for syllabus of the course.

\_Ji '-^'^'^t'e^.&iM^iixt^te^^^i^a^i^e^.d^M/e^^.Z^a^ny^y^^'tey.^vyrfU^z/icef^ j^ J
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LETTERING
C. W. Norder

6023 Morgan 9i\,

Chicago

'^

-.^

JInnouncemctit.

Instead of a regular lesson this

month, we have concluded to present
a specimen of Automatic Pen Work
from the precise pen of Mr. Norder
and to announce the beginning of a
series of lessons from him in these
pages on automatic Lettering.

With Mr. Norder's unusual accu-
racy, splendid judgment, and prac-
tical experience, something specially
tine may be expected.

We feel sure that our many readers
will be as delighted with the course,
as we are.

Editor.

i

1
^Mwx, nor a fittk

1; itt^^rt^6rtif

B Its afr-rl^lH.

Ul\liANP!ll\. ^

.i«i*5Sfc^«iCiSS£.j

ir: the .^crarJoii paivrr; au^^ a copq p^l•opcll^| ci:

oro55c\proi;cnl-c^ I'O Hx [aiKiL[o|' H;o vtoccai-Cs^

ss\'AV'])l^5:)njp(il1zi2c.

Ilipir Mil liorftiviiml'

-scr:o\vHialllhji7.|s well.

Pages two and three of a four page album by P. W. Costello, Scranton, Pa. Page one appeared in the

April Business Educator, and page four will appear in due course of time.
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A Book That Has Proved Good
The conscientious school teacher will not experiment upon his students; he

will put into their hands books that he knows to be sound pedagogicallv, in

method, and in subject matter.

Williams and Jester on Commercial Law is a book that can be put into the

school with confidence that results will be good. The logical arrangement of

subject matter, the lucid, concise exposition of basic law principles, and the fine

list of review questions and leading cases are points that will commend them-

selves to every thoughtful instructor.

This book retails at $1.25. A copy for examination will be sent to any

teacher on receipt of S -50.

THE COMMERCIAL TEXT BOOK COMPANY
DCS MOINES. IOWA

A News Item and a specimen —"the two in i

in a double sense.

Artistic Signature Creations by Mr. M. .\. Albin, Penman in the

big Behnke-Walker Business School, Portland, Oregon.

Q(^ ^^^»«g^^»^^fctgA;^;^^a'^<^?^^i<!Sgk/^^A^a^^ X J
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DESIQMNCi
an<l

ENOROSSINU
By

E. I.. BKOWN.
I^oi.klaiid. Me.

-^
Instructions for Jllbum Page

The initial letter, as well as the word
"WHEREAS," were carefully penciled and
then outlined with water proof ink. The
brush work was done in green by a mixture
of Payne's gray and Hooker's green No. 2

(with but very little of the former). Thelet-
tering was done with a broad pointed pen
without outlining, and even without first

suggesting spacing with a pencil. In work
of this sort exactness of detail is of less

importance than uniform space between
letters and words. Aim for a good general

effect in color, and right proportions so that

the design will hang together well and
balance-

Obituary
James F. Mooar assistant principal of

Bryant A: Stratton's school, Boston, Mass.,
died September 7. 1907 at his home. 52 Milton
street, Hyde Park. He had been connected
with the schooHO years, and was on duty at
the close of this year's term, June Ifi.

Mr. Mooar had been ill for the past three
years, but was only confined to his bed one
week.
He was a son of the late Rev. Joseph

Mnoar, a Methodist divine, and was born
Dec :tl), 1S4:J. at Wilton, Me. He was a grad-
uate of the public school there and of Kent
Hill Seminary. He taught school at Strong.
Me., and went from there to the Poughkeep-
sie College in New York. He was one of the
most successful pupils of the expert pen-
man, John D. Williams.
Mr. Mooar had been a resident of Hyde

Park ever since I8t>7 and was a past master
of Hvde Park lodge, F. and A. M. He served
many terms as principal sojourner of Nor-
folk K'oyal Arch chapter and was a member
of Hyde Park council and Cyprus comman-
dery Knights Templar.
He is survived by a widow an<l three

daughters, Mrs. E. D. Robb of Mt. X'ernon,
N. Y., Miss Alice M. Mooar of Honolulu, and
Miss Helen E. Mooar of Hvde Park.

WANTED
We HKI d.i

cards free. Would voii I

blade solid Pearl Handle Knife? If so send
stamp for one dozen cards and our Special
Offer. Address

Prof. Woolftngton (&. Co.,
aox No. 124 COLUMBUS, OHIO

WANTED; NEW
DOPTIONS

itroduc

ll.lKl COUPON. Ment
for One Dollar Cash low

of trial

The Natural System of Penmanship
2.1 guides, 8c each, $2; teachers' uuide tl-all
tor »2. Condition : Try for one month, money
back if you want it. Nothing like it. (mick
results. Complete Collece Course. Prices and

forth $2 tn puriils of each school
iiakli

O. A- HOFFMANN, President

HOFFinBNN'S BUSINESS COLLEGE
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Kt, ki^l^alnliicj nt all po^^i ^

tron5^itcli> ba kinx,l:i5 loiicj,

x^ a^i^ htitlthil ^cVotioat to \\k

c^x^carc^ i:;int to tc5,\t\x^ all

ixxs i'cUoxo CtH|CVl5',

Ohcrclorcbcit

By F. B, Courtney, Milwaukee, Wis.

FRLE
Mv book 'HOW TO BECOME
A GOOD PENMAN"— if you
are really interested in improving

^—i^^^^ your penmanship. Your name
also elegantly written on a card. Address

1114 Grand Ave. Kansas City, Mo.

SOMETHING NEW
THE RATIONAL METHOD OFPICIMARY

WRITING
Not a New System—But a New Method of

Applyinc any System. Fully Illustrated .

Price 25 els. Stamps Tftken

S. H. BACHTENKIRCHER
Evansvillc, .... |nd.

(Ĵ ::^^i-i^^>^^^<^f<^Si^^iigjyii.Ui,^^
ŷ
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BOOK REVIEWS

-Foods and Their Uses" by Frank O.

Carpenter, Master English High School
Department of Coiiimerce, Boston, Mass.,

published by Charles Scribner Sons, New
York, is the title of the first of a series of

Carpenter's Industrial Readers intended
for use in the upper grammar grades. It is

the most interesting and instructive ele

nientary text I have ever had the pleasure
of reading, and our school officials will do
well to give it a place in the curriculum of

our common school to take the place of

common-place readers, which too frequent-
ly, were designed for reading's sake and
not for thought and expression.

The book is profusely and appropriately
illustrated; the contents varied, instructive
and of a nature to provoke thought and
observation. Besides, the English is con-
troversial rather than formal in nature,
thereby making it appealing rather than
repulsive to the over crowded brain of a

dozen years. It's a timely book clotlied in
simple English conveying valuable infor-

mation weil suited to those in their teens or
older. We wish and predict for it a large
sale, and await with anticipation the rest
of the series.

This is the Mr. Frank O. Carpenter who
contributed the splendid series of articles
upon Commercial Geography to the
columns of this journal a couple of years
ago, and we know his many friends will be
pleased to learn that his splendid ability
is beginning to find recognition in so wide
a field as our public schools.

Ceachers of Penmanship and
Penmen.

It is time to start the "ball rolling"
for the ne.xt meeting: of The Penman-
ship Teachers' Association at Pitts-

burg. Last year the enrollment of

the section was increased nearly lOO?-,;.

This was encouraging, but instead
of 105 members we should have at

least 500. You ought to become a

member and help make the organiza-
tion larger, better and of more use to

the profession. You can surely afford

to pay the enrollment fee even though
you may not be able to attend the
meeting ; the report of the proceed-
ings of the section as well as the

report of the other sections goes to

all members and it is worth more than
$2.00 to a " live " teacher. The offi-

cers of the section and all of the old
members are doing their best to make
the meeting the "best ever" and
need your backing.

Under the new constitution mem-
bership in an)' section ( with the ex-

ception of the Private School Mana-
gers' Association) will be $3.00 after

January 1, '08. Before that time the

fee will be $2.00 and $1.50 for succeed-
ing vears. Additional sections will

be 75c each.

100 enrollments before Christmas
will give us a good start at the open-
ing of the meeting ; then with a good
program and a little hustle we will

get another 100. Don't say that you
live in Maine or California and will

not be at the meeting ; send your en-

rollment fee and show that you are

loyal enough to spend $2.00 for the
" good of the cause. " Send your en-

rollment fee Ho-c. Don't put it off

until next week or next month but
send it to-day.

At this writing, September 9, 1907,

Mr. L. C. McCann, MahanoyCity, Pa.,
" One of the Faithful, " is the only

one who has renewed his member-
ship.

Get in line and send your fee at

once ; remit to the secretary-treas-

urer, L. E. Stacy, Meadville, Pa.,

and your receipt will be forwarded
by return mail. We have a limited

number of Membership Certificates,

suitable for framing. They will be
given to those who want them and
ask for them, as long as they last.

L. E. Stacy.

STUDY

LAW

AJ

HOME

THE ORIGINAi SCHOOL ir.Btmc-

tion by mail adapted to everyone.

Recognized by courts anil educators.

Exuerlenced and competent inBt^uc^

ori Takes spare time only .
Tluee

courses— I'reparatory, Business, Col-

lege. Prepares tor pracUce. Will

better your condition and prospects

in business. Students and graduates

pedal orrer
FREE.
THE SPRAGUE
CORRESPONDENCE
SCHOOL OF UW,
733M«jesticBldo

DETROIT, MICH.

OUR PRACTICAL BOOKKEEPING
Will strengthen your course in accounting, and produce the best possible results. The fact that

the book has been introduced into many of the largest commercial schools—institutions of national

reputation, proves that the work has unusual merit. Our Bookkeeping is used in many schools

for foundation work in connection with an "actual-business-from-the-start " system.

The principal of a prominent school writes as follows : "After examining several other

works on bookkeeping and testing them in the school, I adopted your Complete Practical Bookkeep-

ing in February, 1903, for use in connection with a system of practical work of my own carried on

through offices representing the various lines of business, which gives me what I consider one of

the strongest courses in bookkeeping that can be found in any school."

Write for full information concerning the three editions of our Practical Bookkeeping (arranged

for Journal or Ledger method ) and our Twentieth Century Business Practice. We also publish

popular text-books on the subjects of spelling, letter writing, English, shorthand, arithmetic, and

commercial law. Many principals include a copy of our Everybody's Dictionary in each pupil's

outfit. An order for 1,000 leather-bound dictionaries just received.

The New Practical Typewriting is meeting with success beyond our expectations. One recent

order was for 750 copies. Illustrated catalogue free. We pay the freight.

THE PRACTICAL TEXT BOOK CO.
Euclia A.venue and 18th Street CLrEVE^LrAND. OHIO.

\J)^ <^^l^^^AA£^t^ian^^^^Jii/^i!(jA^i.J^M^^^-^i^i^ynJ€yY/:>t^^^^ ^Ug^f<^i>a&A^(Bug^<;<r,-z<$iy- J^ J
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A John D. Williams-like Message of Peace and Harmony from tiie Master Pen of W. E. Dennis, Brooklyn, N. Y.

na ha^lf the tlm«
ally required, if you useYOU CAN TEACH WRITING

FAUST'S IDEAL PRACTICE PAPER. Its special ruling Pkkvbnts SCRIBBLING
to a minimum degree, holds pupil in check all the time. Costs less no doubt
than tlie paper you are using. Sample with illustrations of its use for the asking.

40 Dearborn Street. Chicago. III. C. A.. rAVST

hor Schools and Colleges. Kngraved on Steel, Copper, Stone or Zinc.
SAMVCL D. HOLT. Designer and Engraver, 1208 Chestnut St., PliiUdelphla., Pi.

The best that skill and experience can

produce—no argument necessary. AN-
NUAL ILLUSTRATED CATALOG NOW
READY. We carry tlie largest and best

line of stock diplomas at the lowest prices.

It will pay you to talk witli us before you

decide the diploma question.

Dsaltfnsra
HOWARD <& BR.OWN

INGRQSJED, -PiM

^ND Ink PoRTfMir&

Learn lo Write Your Name Riglit 25c;
A trial lesson in Writing 25c; DrawinE25c;

Lettering 25c; Desitjoine 3.5c, Flourishing 25c:
Card Writinc 2.5c; 25 cards any name 25c:

How to organize classes 25c: Circular 3c. Addresi
PARSONS. PENMAN. KEOKUK. IOWA.

XS Ft A-TIO ZV A.I<I

Cloth, post paid, $1.00

Sample to teachers 50c

Mack Publishing Company,
59 State %i.. Newburyport. Mass.

^_J^ •-y^'^'t'^^^cd^4.JC^^/n^:^<Jai^iajA^i>iU^'c^^i^^^^t^/^i>t^.^v^/rn^'n/^c^^
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onof L. M.Kclchner.
interested write for Information. Address

Pres.O.B.lon^well, Highland PiirkColle|e,DesMolnu,Ia.

IT IS WORTH SOMETHING
To l>e able to write a good card, for it is

the best means of advertising your
skill in penmanship. It also puts many
a quarter into your pocket. My course
of six lessons by mail is not excelled
by any for beautiful copies and com-
plete (ietinite instructions. Price $3.00

ice.
best blank cards always
Samples and prices for stai

"I have enjoyed receiving your les-

sons more than I can express. Your
copies have been a great inspiration to
me." C. H. SpryER. Washington, D. C.

20 CKNTS F^OR ANY NA.ME:
Written on one dozen cards in my best style. I use

only the best uard stuck —any color Diplomas, CertlH-
cates, Oomraissions. Etc., filled out at lowest prices. Send
IKJ vents TODAY for a sample dozen and your name vn-

215 Ninth St.. Sution A, DALLAS. TtXAS.

e:ste:rbrook's pe:ns
*' Buy to writ* with.

CORRECT DESIGN
— Hard to uie ap."

UNIFORM TEMPER DURABILITY

k. 1 Profbbsional
Fin* pointed and elastic

for card writing

150 STYLES

Text Writkrb ^^ Businssa and Collboi

Made in 3 width« »nd with lone "jl,''
^?' *°? extra «n« poinU.

point to both left and right Elastic and imooth wntinc

Esicrbrook. Steel Pen Mfg. Co.
a« Johta St., N. T. CUT CAnra^Avm. N«-«r Amrm^-y

fine:st pcnmanship svpplie:s obtainabLtE:.

Zanerian Fine Writer Pen—The best
and finest hne writing pen made— best
for engrossinK. card writing and all fine

script work. Gross $1.0li, h gross 25c
1 dozen 12c

PENS AND HOLDERS.
Gilhtfs Lithographic Pen No. 290

—One of the tinesl pointed draw
'

pens made. 6 pens 25c, 3 pens—

Zanerian Idea! Pen—One of the best
pens made for general penwork— busi-
ness or ornamental. One of the best
pens for beginners in penmanship.

25c. 1 do 10c

,lud.

rian^MedialPen—A high-grade
n. extrasmooth pen for business

None better. Just right for
:s and accountants. Gross 75c

^4 gross 25c

Zanerian Business Pen—A smooth,
durable, common sense business pen.
For unshaded business writing it has
never been excelled, if equaled. Gross
75c. '4 gross 25c. 1 dozen 10c.

Gillotfs Principality No. 1 Pen—

A

ine writing pen. Gross $1.00, ,H gross

Gilhtfs Double Elastic E. F. No.
604 Pen—A medium fine writing pen.
Gross 75c. K gross 25c, 1 dozen 10c

Gillotfs Magnum Quill E. F. No.
601 Pen—A business pen. Gross $1.00

Gillotfs No. 503 E. F. Pen—Used
largely for drawing purposes. Gross
$1.00, li gross 25c, I dozen 12c

Soennecken Lettering Pen — For
making German Text. Old English, and
all broad pen letters. Set of 12—num-
bers 1, P2, 3 2'2, 3. S'-j. 4. 5, and 6
single pointed and 10, 20. and 30 double
pointed 25c

Zanerian Oblique Penholder—Hand-
nade. rosewood, nearly 12 inches long,

I beautiful and perfect holder. 1 holder

Fine Art Oblique Holder-
and fancy, hand-made, rosewo
by far the most beautiful holde
Nearly 12 inches long. 1 holdei
a small wooden box- --.

Excelsior Oblique Holder—The best
low-priced obIi<iue holder made. Many
hundreds of gross have been sold.

1 holder 10c. 6 holders . . - -$ .35

I gross 5.00

Straight Penholder— Cork tipped
and best for business writing, flourish-

ing, etc. 1 holder 10c. 6 holders 40c. !2

holders--- 65c

CARDS, INK, PAPER, ETC.
Blank Cards—White bristel with

finest surface for tine penmanship.
100 by mail postpaid ---- $ .2K

5<.K) by express 75
1000 by express 1.35

Black Cards—Best made for white
ink.
\O0by mail postpaid $ .28

500 by express- 75
1000 by express 1.35

White Cardboard—Wedding Bristol
for fine pen work. Sheets are 22x28.
6 sheets by express $ .60

12 sheets by express l.CO

2 sheets by mail postpaid 50

White Cardboard—With hard finish,

much like ledger paper. Sheets are
20'2x23 inches.
6sheets by express --$ .40

12 sheets by express 70
3 sheets by mail postpaid 50

Black Cardboard—Finest for white
ink. Sheets are 22x28 inches.
6 sheets by express ---$ .50

12 sheets by express 75
2 sheets by mail, postpaid 50

Wedding Paper—Finest for penman-
ship or drawing. Sheets are 21x33.
6 sheets by express - - - $ .50

12 sheets by express- 70
3 sheets by mail, postpaid .50

Zanerian India Ink—A fine drawing
ink and best for preparing script and
drawing for photo-engraving.
1 bottle by mail, postpaid $ .30

1 dozen bottles by express 2.00

Arnold's Japan /nA—Nearly % pint
bottle by mail postpaid $ -40
1 pint by express .45

1 quart by express -' 75

Writing Papers—All our writing

papers are 8x10^^^ inches in size and

contain 960 sheets to the ream. Ruling

is faint and can be furnished wide (%
inch) or narrow ('3 inch).

Extra fine 14 lb. white wove per ream
by express $3.15

Extra fine 12 lb. white wove per ream
by express $2-70

Extra tine 10 lb. white wove per ream
by express $2.15

Extra fine 12 lb. Azure (blue) per ream
by express - $2.20

Extra fine 17/2 lb. Wedding stock per
ream by express $4.30

Medium Grade Practice Paper per
ream by express $1.70

All goods go by mail postpaid, except th'

the heavy goods is to order fair'sized quantiti

We handle the best and ca

tioned to go by express, on
lave them go by freight,

you money. Cash must
Remit by money order, or

which purcha iage charges- Of c ; the cheapest way to secure

3w to keep accounts.

Address, ZANER (SL BI^OSER, COI^VMBVS. OHIO.

'\J^'~^'^'^'^i^^''^^>^^i<^^^fii(^^i^J^4^i^i^^^.^^
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Ne^w^ Rapid
ShortKafid

REVISED EDITION

SEPT. 30. 1907

Ea.sily Lresif-ne<l!

Lre^ible a.s Print

!

Exceedingly R,api<l

!

"If it's a Sadler-Rowe Book, it's

a good book."

eMIiM^ HK hundreds of inquiries received from
SKlSlfi siiortiiand teachers are conclusive evi
^«g^ dence that they are not entirely satisfied
*'^--"" with the results obtained from the sys-
tems they are usins-

Several years ago we atinounced that we had
taken over the publication of NKW KAPID
SHOIv'THAiND. Since that time it has been
iiuietiv introduced into a number of schools.
When once adopted, NEW KAPIU has a habit
of staying: however, we have never pushed this
Ijook particularly, and it has beeTi wirininif its
way entirely on merit.

Now We Are Going to Push it

!

NE:>V rapid SHORXHAND Ss a
statndat-d, reliable, thoro^jtfHly
worked out, and entirely practical
arkd satisfactory systenrm*

It is remarkably easy to learn, is perfectly
legible, and it susceptible of beine written at a
very liigh rate of speed. Tao IniiiUred and
tti'rritv tJi-e irtirds and ort-r a minute is the
record of stenograiihers who are writing it.

We are anxious to hear from all teachers
who are willing to give this system a careful
investigation, and to such

we will give a course of lessons free of charge

provided they desire to teach it.

The entire system is covered in twenty-one
lessons. We can refer to many excellent schools
that will be glad to commend it.

Sadler-Rowe Company, ^tT'^'

ANNOVNCEMENT
OUR NEW WORK in advanced bookkeeping and BUSINESS PRACTICE is now ready for distribution

Meroafitlle Aocoijntltv^

oi r .V</r/er ] Accoi nt in r and 117/
^J fr 'it itil, Accou 1 til «•• Merca
INg ea ture i, many ol wl IC 1 are nev

is sure to please our friends atuouK the school proprietors and teachers who know
of the superiority of our bookkeeping texts and business practice sets tliroutfh
r.s.t/e Aciumntin^, which are to be followed by the new business practice set,
tile Aocoxxntlntf introduces the following up-to date business and account-
to bookkeeping texts.

1 Loose Leaf Order svsteni-
2 Tliree Ledgers — general, sales, purchase.

Ledger Ruling — a late and improved lorm.
Divixion of Mdse. account into constituent elements. •

5 Finanri:il siutcnients of a practical kind.
(i Columnar Ecnoiuie^ in all books.

Fartnershij, Clumuc^ and readjustment of interests.
H Hunk Recoril in V:isli Hook — an receipts deposited — all payments by check.

Life like Rviiri-sriiUil ion of wholesale lumber business.
Payroll and traveling men's accounts.

U Freialit Cluinis. in-freight and out-freight accounts.
Vi Com/oiifi/Ji; B///S - discipline of the best kind.

Tirelie J'rice LIkIk a perfect system for compelling independent work through
variable list-.

The iinstruction given in NerciintHe AcroiintiiiK are so complete, the text so amply illustrated, and the defini-
tions and directions so clear that an intelligent student can almost work the set by himself. The detailed work of the
teacher is reduced to a minimum, permitting him to devote to criticism and suggestion, that time which he is or-
dinarily compelled to spend explaining minor mechanical points that should have been explained in the text, and
elucidating the obscure, ambigious, indefinite statements of the author. Nercuntile Accounting ia a vtnrk for acl-

iced students. Do not make the mistake of giving it to beginners. It illustrates accounting methods as actually
in business, and truly represents business practice and customs in a life-like manner. It furnishes ample
lal for each days work to thorolv test the mental sinew of the student and to give him the discipline necessary

ise.l

to produce
;. fro

CHICAGO

Try it d Ktudents tliia fall

POWERS <a I^YONS
tu will adopt it

NEW YORK

'(^_)^'^'''^i^t^idz.i^S^^z<^-Ci}e/(iiiJ/^^c4.J.i^ J^
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i-S'iSiB'*V USED BY

SCHOOL

PAR50N5 • DU5INE55 • COLLEGE:
PARSONS , KAS.
PARSONS BUSINESS COLLEGE,

The F. H. Bliss Publishing CompaTiy, r, v, . .

Saginaw, Mich Parsons, Kansas, August, 24, 1907.

. Yo'c the past two years we have been considering the advisability of
changing our system of Bookkeeping and Actual Business. After careful considera-
tion and examination of other important systems, we decided to introduce the
" Bliss System " on account of its practicability and thoroughness. It has enlisted
more interest in our school than any change we have ever made and our students
are delighted. It is a great improvement. wishing you continued success, I remain

Very cordially yours,

J. C. OLSON, President.

6 00 STUDENTS ANNUALLV.
mo/A/fA £u/hofyp£ cc'

(^J[^ '^^^Z^l/^A^^lJ^^^li^X^^^^^^J^^lJ^ jCv
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Gillotfs Pens
The Most Perfect of Pens

PRINCIPALITY PEN, No. 1

C^ — O ClILOTT'S I

^-'"iiBMtftfiit^T't^i'' I r "we

VICTORIA PEN. No. 303

DOUBLE ELASTIC PEN. No. 604 E. F

Gilloll's P«n» Cilloira Pens have for seventy-five years
stood the most exacting tests at the hands of Professional
and Business Penmen. Extensively Imitated, but never
epualled. Gillott't Pens still stand in the front rank, as
regards Temper, Elasticity and Durability.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS

Joseph Gillott ^ Sons
ALFRED FIELD <Zl CO., Sole Agents

93 Ch&mbers %\. NEW YORK

MAIL COURSE IN

HIGHER ACCOyNTING
CONDUCTED BY

R.J.BENNETT,C.iC.P.A.
Member American Association o( Public Accountants

Principal Detroit Business University

ASSISTED BY A STAFF OF
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS AND LAWYERS

TH E Course will consist of 2.5 carefully graded

lessons in Theory of Accounts, Auditing,

Practical Accountingr, and Business Law prep^ared

especially for candidates for the degree of CERTI-
FIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT, and for those who

wish to rjualify as accountants.

The entire Course is under the direct supervision

of Mr, Bennett, Accountant, Author and Teacher,

whose counsel and advice may be had at all times.

We guarantee satisfaction, promptness, and careful

attention to all work, and reasonable rates. Special

attention given to commercial teachers.

Send for circular giving full information and an

outline of the lessons to

K. J. Bennett, C. P. A.,

15 Wiloo.v Street, Detroit, Mioh.

CMARTIER SHORTHAND.
What the Leading Schools say about it.

Eastman Bu.siness College, Pouglikeepsie, N. Y. "The system is so simple that a child can learn it. It has

equally as great ad\-antage from the speed point of view as other systems."— C. C, G.\INES. Pres.

Metropolitan Busine.ss College, Dallas, Tex. "We taught Pitman Shorthand fori.") years. We gave the Gregg a

thorough trial. We discarded both for Chartier,"—A. RAGl-AND, Pres.

Bagwell Business College, Atlanta, Qa. "Chartier students make faster writers and better readers than students in

any other system we have ever tried in our school. It saves the student so much time for other things."—J. O. BAGWELL, Pres.

Acme Business College, Seattle, Wash. "With Chartier shorthand our students have twice the time for other things.

We are teaching Pitman, Gregg, and Chartier. Our Chartier students are far superior in writing and reading."—U. S. EIKEN-
BERRY, Pres.

We give the testimonials of a few schools from different parts of the United States. There are now more than MW schools

using the system.

A few of our recent orders. A short time ago Bliss of Columbus wired for 300 books. Sept. L Beutel Business College,

Tacoma, Wash., ordered 400 books. Sept. 1, Behnke-Walker, Portland, Ore., ordered 500. Brownsberger Home School, Los
Angeles, 200.

The Polytechnic Business College, Oakland, Cal., one of the biggest schools of the ITnited States, has employed a special

Chartier teacher, from the East, and has installed a Chartier department.

The Chartiei- Writer, a monthly magazine, will make its bow to the Shorthand public as a Christmas Gift.

Chartier Shorthand will live solely on its merits. Personally we have nothing to say against other systems.

Respectfully,

Chartier=Spencer Publishing Company
NEW ORLEANS, LA.

L. C. Spencei", Pres. - - - S. C. Schwing, Sec.
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The Benn Pitman System
Of Phonography is the National American Standard

of Shorthand Instruction and Practise.

Taught in the Public High Schools of 24 out of the 37

Cities of the first class (100,000 population and over)

in the United States.

|Si;n.l for i-iir sele. ted list ..f Pulilic High Schookl.

Taught in more Private Commercial Schools than all

non-Pitmanic systems* combined.

[Send for our selected list of Commercial Schools],

Taught in a majority of the Catholic Parochial and Insti-

tutional Schools that teach Shorthand.

[Send for our selected list of Catholic Schools).

Used by the Official Reporters of Debates of the United

States Congress.

Used by two-thirds of the Shorthand Clerks holding Civil

Service positions under the United States Govern-

ment

Used by a majority of the Official Shorthand Reporters

in the State and Federal Courts.

Published by

The Phonographic Institute Company,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

BENN PITMAN, President.

JEROME B. HOWARD, Manager.
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THE VAN SANT SYSTEM OF TOUCH TYPEWRITING
The system that brines results.
The system that brines accuracy combined with speed.
The system that has furnished the greatest number of expert typewriter

operators at the great expositions in this and foreign lands during
the past ten years.

The system that has revolutionized the typewriting of the world.
The system that is easiest to teach, and easiest to learn, and that is the

most efficient when learned.
Published in pamphlet form for the Remington. Smith Premier. Oliver.

L. C. Smith Brothers, Visible, the Monarch Visible, the Underwood,
Visible, and the Fox. All of the above have 43 pages.

The system is also published in chart form — 'M pages.
with usual discount to schools.

In
1 either for:

sring stati

nphlet for

for chine and whethe
Orde

A. C. VAN SANT. PUBLISHING CO
,
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Is the title of a work on penmanship containing the greatest variety of styles of

writing ever presented in a publication, each style comprising small letters, figures,

and capitals with sentences, page work, signatures, etc. The styles range from the

simplest and plainest to the most elaborate and intricate ever e.xeciited.

The plan of the hook is to present on one page an entire alphabet, including small

letters, figures and capitals, with complete instruction for executing them on the

opposite page. Following a large number of the plates are numerous forms, such as

paragraphs, notes, and full page letters, showing the application of each particular

style, or the appropriate uses of It. In other words, it first presents a style with pains-

taking instructions how tn acquire it, and then gives the application of the style in

actual uses in letter writing, acounting, signatiite and specimen work.

Most of the work in the book is from the hand and pen of Zauer. The other mast-

ers who have contributed to this valuable publication are: Lyman F. .Spencer, H. W.
Klickinger, A P. Root, L. Madarasz, F.B.Courtney, A. D. Taylor, E. C. Mills, C. E-

Doner. C. C. Canan, E. W. Bloser, and others.

A letter written by A. D. Taylor a short time before he died is presented facsimile,

and is alone worth more than the price of book, as it is one of the finest, if not the finest,

ever written by mortal hand. It is an inspiration, a treasure to all lovers of the beautiful in penmanship. A set of Mr. Taylor's

ornamental capitals are also presented, and, like his letter, appear in a penmanship publication for the first time.

For skillfulness in execution, originality, modernness, variety, and conciseness of each style, this work stands alone—

a

veritable encyclopedia of penmanship -to be turned to for instruction by the learner, for inspiration by the amateur, and for

resourcefulness by the professional.

The book contains 116 pages, 9 X 12 inches, and is a gem of the bookmakers' art. Many of the leading critics pronounce it

the greatest penmanship publicatioti of modern days.
The printing was done by a new kind of ink, giyingthe writing the closest possible appearance of actual pen and ink work,

and some of the plates were engraved by a new process as applied to script. Nothing has been too good or too expensive for this

book. Less expensive and far less valuable books have usually sold at $5.00, but the price of this one is only $2.50 prepaid.

ZANER & BLOSER, PUBLISHERS, COLUMBUS, OHIO. J
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145 Schools

Adopt Gregg Shorthand

This Season!

Almost a "century'" and a lialf of new schools added to the list

—

this is the record so far for the September opening-—and there are

more to come. Every mail adds a school or two.

We are now looking forward to the January opening. The princi-

pal of one of the oldest and best schools in the country writes:

"We are thinking very strongly of introducing Oregg Shorthand
into our night school, which opens October Uth, and also changing
from Pitman to Gregg in our day school with the beginning students

who start January 1st. We have on hand a number of Pitman text-

books on which we do not want to lose. If an exchange can be made
we think we now have matters arranged so that the Gregg will go
along very nicely." (Name cheerfully furnished.)

Why don't ^ou investigate Gregg Shorthand? Start a class in

the system in January. We will show you how. You will be able

to quote results next summer, and will thus develop a large attend-

ance for next September. Write for full information and a copy of

"Shorthand Contests."

"GREGG SHORTHAND is based on scientific principles, applied

in a scientific way, and I believe that it is destined to become the

shorthand of the English-speaking people."—Guilbert Pitman.

The Gregg Publishing Co.,

Chicago.
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ISAAC piTMAN SHORTHAND

' There is Always Room at the Top,"
is the old and true adage. But in tiie

ladder that leads to attainment the
perspective is reversed and the rungs
become farther apart as tlie top is

reached. Xhe poorly eqviippecl
^w\\\ reach t\o higher than
the level of their attalrv-
nrwents. and so is it with shorthand
writers and shorthand systems. The
-vvriter who chooses a t>oor
system is far froiTi the ^vln-
ner -tvhen the race I

The accompanying diagri

sents the highest iie? speeds
by the different systems in the FIRST
IXTERNATIONAI, SPEED CON
TE.STheld at Baltimore, April IB, !!)(«;

the SECOND INTERN A I lONAL
CONTEST held at Boston, March ,3n.

1907, and the OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP
held at London, England, July '• IMT.

lflTA\AN'3!

S+IORTHAND

T,-:ldr M,irl

1 repre-

«fS-.Se«f/ for "TntertiHtioiin

Contests," "Some Points '

and a copv of "Pitman'

Journal." A postal irii

hrinn them.

A Practical cox.r»c in. TOVCH TYPEWRITING
BY CHA.S. E. SMITH. A.aopted By the New York. Boara of Ca-ucation

THE FASTEST DINGERS IN THE WORE^D

From the World's Champion
Typist

1 am pleased to state that I consider

"A PRACTICAL COURSE IN TOITCH
lYPEWRITING," the only textbook from
which I studied, the best type-writer
instruction book, that I have
seen. The exercises are excellent and
have helpea me wonaerfully
in working up speea. The whole
course is very interesting from the be-

ginning, and it cannot Ijut produce the

best results in the shortest time. I attri-

bute my success in typewriting in a

large measure to the assistance given me
by Mr. Smith, the author of the book and,

1 ann stxre arhyorke -wrho -uses it

-will be nnore than pleasea
-with the results. — I^iise L. Fritz.

Some Brilliant Records Made by

Miss Rose L. Fritz

Chicaeo, March, liXlfi.

BLINDFOLD CHAMPIONSHIP:
1(1117 Words in One Hour.

LADIES' championship:
Jill Words in One Hour.

AMERICAN championship:
L'L'NU Words in 30 Minutes.

Toronto, April, 19()fi.

ST. GEORGE'S HALL:
'."JdI; Words in 30 Minutes.

Madison Square Carden, Nov., liKW.

AMERICAN championship:
4!«ir. Words in One Hour.

WORLD'S championship:
ZKi Words in X Minutes.

Toronto, December, 1906.

association hall:
:i'«l Words in 2(1 Minutes.

Chicago. March '_'!, 1907.

AMERICAN championship:
'.'445 Words in 30 Minutes.

Price. 50 Cents Cloth. 75 Cents

Isaac Pitman ® Sons, 51 v»to» scit^«..-c. wew yo^ic

I
" Course in Isaac Pitman Shorthand." $1.50

Publishers of ] "Cumulative Speller and Shorthand Vocabulary." 75c.
I
" Taquigrafia Espanola de Isaac Pitman," $1.25

\^X^ ^^(c/rf.l/fjj UI^/le^\^(/^<ij/l£iJut^c/^./^4^^A'y>^^t^.<^^!e'py9f^^^^^erf^i^^^^ rz^JJ^ iS>/gfc<::<z<$y j^ J
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TWO EDITIONS
Devoted to the Teaching and Esecution of Practical

, One Dolla
etc—Asso

r a year.
,iation I

Devoted to the Above Br
iterests, and the Professio

inches and tc

1 of Commer

THE BUSINESS EDUCATOR.
Entered at Columbus, Ohio, Post Office as Second

Class Matter.

Published Monthly {except July and August!, by
Zaner &. Bloser, 11» N. High St., Columbus. O., as

follows: Teachers' Professional Edition, $1.00 a
Year (Foreign Subscriptions 30 cents extra ; Cana-
dian Subscriptions. 20 cents extra. ) Students' Pen-
manship Edition, 75 cents a Year (Foreign Sub-
scriptions 30 cents extra ; Canadian Subscriptions,

Two Editions. The Business Educator is

published in two editions; The Teachers' Profes-

sional Edition contains 4K or more pages, devoted to

Accounting, Finance, Mathematics, English. Law.
Typewriting, Advertising, Conventions, etc.. and
Departments specially suited to the needs of teach-
ers, principals, and proprietors. Price, $1.00 a year.

The Students' Penmanship Edition contains 36
pages and is the same as the Professional Edition,
less the Departments of Commercial Teaching.
This edition is specially suited to students in Com-
mercial. Public and Private schools, and contains all

of the Penmanship, Engrossing. Pen Art. and Les-
son features of the Professional Edition. Price. 75
cents a year.

Ci>an§e, of Address. If you change your ad-
dress, be sure to notify us promptly (in advance, if

possible), and be careful to give the old as well as

the new address. We lose many journals each issue

through negligence on the part of subscribers.
Back numbers cannot, as a rule, be supplied.
Postmasters are not allowed to forward Journals

unless postage is sent to them for that purpose.

The Business Educator is devoted to the pro-
gressive and practical interests of Business Educa-
tion and Penmanship. A journal whose mission is

to dignify, popularize, and improve the world's
newest and neediest education. It purposes to in-

spire and instruct both pupil and teacher, and to

further the interests of those engaged in the work,
in private as well as in public institutions of busi-

Advertisin^ Rates furnished upon application.
The Business Educator being the highest grade
journal of its class is purchased and read by the
most intelligent and well-to-do amonp those inter-

ested in business education and penmanship in the
United States, Canada. England, and nearly every
cduntry on the globe It circulates, not alone among
business college proprietors, teachers and pupils,
but also among principals of commercial depart-
ments of High Schools. Colleges and Religious
Schools, as well as among office workers, home

R.ates to Teachers, Agents, and Club
Raisers sent upon application. Write for them
whether you are in a position to send few or many
subscriptions. Sample copies furnished to secure
subscriptions.
Considering that The Business Educator is high

grade in every particular ; that progressive, practical
lessons in penmanship are a distinctive feature of
the magazine ; that departments of interest and help-
fulness in subjects relating to Business Education
are found only in The Business Educator, you will
readily see that it is not only the bast but the cheap-
est, when quality, character and quantity are con-
sidered.

fialUwas eredits.

" It is indeed a pity that public
schools give students only a half

credit for penmanship, and other
commercial studies the same, while
in other branches they get a whole
credit for a year's work. Students
naturally look more for credits than
anything else, "

The above is quoted from a letter

recently received from Mr. A. A, Erb-
lang, of the Commercial Department
of the Quincy, 111., public schools.

But, brother, " a half loaf is better

than none. '' for in many schools no
credit is given for and no opportunity
to learn business writing.

It is certainly strange that penman-
ship, the branch which will do more
in a bread-and-butter way for a young
man or woman than any other, should
thus be neglected or be grudgingly
given but half of what it is worth in

the way of credits.

It largely comes from the fact that

our public school officials, princi-

pally the superintendents and prin-

cipals, have not yet gotten over the

habit of preparing pupils for college,

instead of preparing them for life.

But many of our superintendents
are alive to present-day needs and
are preparin.g pupils to earn a living

rather than to go to college to learn

how to avoid honest labor.

This change of ideals and of curri-

culums cannot be made in a day, nor
even in a decade, but it is being
made surely, although to our com-
mercial fraternity it seems unmerci-
fully slow.
There has been more of a demand

for penmanship instruction, penman-
ship aids, and penmanship literature

this year than we have ever known ;

more in fact than in the preceding
half dozen vears. This is truly signi-

ficant.

Nevertheless it behooves each one
of us to push on and thus ha-''ten the

day of freedom in penmanship as
well as in other things.
The old, old rule, " if a thing is

worth doing, it is worth doing well"
holds good with penmanship as in

other things, and if done well it de-

serves a full and not a half credit.

J1 Genuine Ulrittng Renaissance.
You may talk all you will about

the typewriter replacing the pen-
about the pretty stenographer replac-

ing pretty chirography, but the unde-
niable fact remains that there is by
far a greater demand today for good
penmen and good penmanship than
ever before.

In the public schools there has
been an unusnal demand for good
teachers of writing, and a very pro-

nounced demand for u'rithig instead
of script drawing. So much so that

inexoerienced teachers have been
very fortunate in securing places,
and publishers of real writing have
found it easy to secure adoptions.
Business schools have been urgent

in their demand for commercial
teachers who were good penmen.
Only those commercial teachers who
are poor penmen have had difficulty

in finding desirable places at good
figures. It has gotten to the point
where no commercial teacher, espec-
ially under the Osier limit, can afford
to write poorly and teach writing in-

differently.

Practical writing—arm movement
writing— and teachers of the same are
in demand and will continue so
indefinitely, even though the type-
writer did for a while threaten to put
the pen out of service, but it was only
a false alarm—typewriting is alright

in its place, but is a long way from
replacing the pen except where the
pen fails to perform the necessary
quantity.
The pen is still the implement of

quality, of individuality, of expres-
sion, and of commercial record.
Better work is demanded of the pen
because the typewriter has relieved
jt of the burden of quantity.
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The iMonroe. Wis., Business Institute in-

cludes a year's subscription to THE BUSI-
NESS EDUCATOR in each Commercial
Student's outfiit. This speaks well for good
penmanship for the Monroe Business Insti-
tute and for their pupils. It is such loyal
Support of this sort that enables THE BUSI-
NESS EDUCATOR to give as much as it does
for the money, and it is such loyalty as this
that encourages the publishers to continue
to do their best.

Mr. G. W. Kopp, commercial and penman-
ship teacher in the Blinn Memorial College,
Brenham, Texas, began the subscription
year with a list numbering an even half-
hundred. This indicates that Mr. Blinn has
a large number of pupils who fully appre-
ciate the importance of a good hand writing
and are determined to possess it. There are
thousands of other young people who should
take an important step successward by see-
ing that their names are on our list.

Mr. H. W. Strickland, the skillful teacher
of penmanship in the Goldey College, Wil-
mington, Del., is again clubbing THE BlTSl-
NESS Educator with his old time loyalty
and vigor. It is needless to say that he gets
excellent results on the part of his pupils.
Mr. Strickland is therefore sustaining the
long and well earned reputation of (ioldey
College for excellence in penmanship.

Early in the clubbing season Mr. W. F.
Giesseman, principalof the Beutel lousiness
College, Everett, Wash., demonstrated his
loyalty to his students and good writing as
well as to The Business Educator by
submitting a list of subscriptions number-
ing IT with a promise of another club soon.
T^Ir. (riessetnan is a stickler for good writing
and gets it on the part of a large proportion
of his pupils.

Mr. C. I. Smith, of the Gem City Business
College, Quincy, 111., paid his compliments
to The Business Educator early in the
subscription year by sending a list of 16

subscriptions.

ii7 w^as the number of subscriptions re-

cently received from Mr. C. W.Carlton, pen-
man in the Scranton, Pa., Business College.
Mr. H. I>. Buck, proprietor, is evidently open-
ing up with a large school to support a club
of the size sent so early in the season. Kew
men in our profession have worked more
unrelentingly for success during the past
decade than Mr. Buck and we are glad to
know that the people of Scranton and east-
ern Pennsylvania appreciate his service.

The Owosso, Mich., Business College,
J. E. Aitken, proprietor, recently submitted

a very good list of subscriptions indicating
the same interest ard attention to writing
which heretofore has characterized this in-

stitution. Good writing is being valued
more highly by business men to-day than
ever before: hence the attention being given
it from such schools as the Owosso Business
College.

A good sized list of subscriptions is hereby
acknowledged from W. C. Brownfield,
teacher of penmanship in the Metropolitan
Business College, Dallas. Texas, Mr. W. W,
Darby and A. Ragland. proprietors. The
Metropolitan Business College is every-
where recognized as one of the leading
schools of the south.

Wm. F. Tohnnaber, principal of the Busi-
ness department of the Oklahoma Agri-
cultural and Mechanical College, Stillwater.
Okla.. believes in good business writing
and as a consequence supports THE BUSI-
NESS Educator by inducing his pupils to
subscribe. A list of 30 subscriptions was
recently received.

N. H. Wright, of the Bryant and Stratton
Business College, Louisville, Ky., again
pays his compliments to THE BUSINESS
Educatok and practical writing by for-

warding a listof subscriptions the middleof
Sept. Mr. Wright writes splendidly and
succeeds in securing good writing at the
hands of a large number of his* pupils.

E. H. McGowen, Vice-president <)f the
Western School of Commerce, Stockton,
Calif., started the subscription ball rolling
BUSINESS EDUCATOR-ward early in Sept.,

by forwarding a list of 'JS subscriptions with
the promise of some to follow later.

McGowen is a well educated, hustling,
genial commercial teacher.

Mr. E. W. Miller, principal of the Commer-
cial Department of the Williss Business
University, Springfield, Ohio, started the
subscription season with a list of 34 subscrip-
tions. Few young men in our profession
are forging more rapidlj' to the front than is

Mr. Miller. Moreover, the school with which
he is connected has a reputation second to
no other in central Ohio.

A list of 27 subscriptions was recently re-

ceived from Rev. Pius Meinz, principal of
the Commercial Department of St. Johns
University, CoUegeviUe. Minn. Few men
in our profession seem tn prize good writing
more highly, and work more faithfully in the
interests of their pupils than Kev. Meinz.

A good list of subscriptions is herebv ac-
knowledged from Mr. W. A. Larimer of the
Whitmore BusinessCoUege, St. Joseph, Mo.
This bespeaks the right kind of interest and
enthusiam on the part of Mr. Larimer. The
proprietor of thescliool, Mr. A. K. Whitmore,
although a coniparitively young man in our
profession, began his professional career
just '20 years ago, and if there is a more

strenuous hustler in our ranks we would like

to know who it is.

A listof 21 subscriptions is at hand from
Ci. F, Gustafson, penman in the Inter-State
Commercial College, Reading, Pa. Quite a
large i^umber of certificates find their way
into the hands of pupils of the above school.
as a result of Mr. Gustafson's excellent in

structions.

Mr. C. H. Longenecker, penman and com
mercial teacher in the MueHer School of
Business, Cincinnati, Ohio. on Oct. 1, favored
us with a list of 44 subscriptions to the Stu-
dents' Penmanship edition and three sub-
scriptions to the Professionaledition of THE
BUSINESS Educator. This bespeaks a
prosperous school, as well as vigorous in-

struction.

Mr. L- M. Crandall, penman and shorthand
teacher in Douglas College, McKees port, Pa.,

recently favored us with a list of eight sub-
scriptions to the Professional edition of The
BUSINESS Educator, indicating a pro-
fessional spirit in that institution.

A score of Subscriptions is herebv ac-
knowledged from I>. L. M. Raker, principal.
School of Commerce, Harrisburg, Pa, Mr.
Raker writes a remarkably strong and ac
curate business hand and is himself an ex-
ceptionally strong teacher of business writ-
ing, and a fine fellow any way you want to

take him.

A splendid listof subscriptions is hereby
acknowledged from Geo. Wilkinson. Sec'y..

of the Monroe. Wis., Business Institute.
The list of names received would indicate a
wellattended institution as well as the right
kind of interest on the subject of writing.
bespeaking both a progressive school and a

wide awake student body.

From Wausau, Wis., Business College and
Academy, E. D. Widmer, proprietor, C. A.

Cow^e, penman, a list of 25subscriptions Wii^

received early in the season with the addi
tional information that they were enioyinu
a heavy enrollment, and as a consequence
more subscriptions would follow. This be
speaks a successful school and the right in

terest in the subject of writing.

Early in the subscription season we re-

ceived from Miss Mary L. Champion, pen
man in the Capital City Commercial Col
lege, Des Moines, la., a list of 34 subscrip
tions, indicating that the enthusiam in

matters pertaining to penmanship in thi-

well known insitution is up to par. Before
very long we expect to present elsewhere in

these columns a blackboard lesson from
Miss Champion's skillful chalk.

Manistee, Mich.. Business College, J. W.
Martindill,proprietor,atnid the manV duties
incident to a successful fall opening, found
time to look after such details as penman-
ship with the result of an appreciated list of

subscriptions to The Business Educator,

fr'- ^
WniT.MORE Business College.

St. Joseph, Mo., Sept. 14, 1007.

Zaner & Bloser, Columbus, Ohio.

Gentlemen : I am enclosing check in payment for subscriptions to the "Business Educator" for the

comin,? year, to the persons named on list herewith.

1 consider your paper, The Business Educator, the Best Kver. I feel confident that Brave. Efforts

put forth in following its Bri<jl>t Kxiimples, will reward the Busy Kntluisiast on Business Education with
Brilliant Effects.

From present appearances, I believe that your paper will be better this year than ever before, and
from the tone of the articles in this month's issue, I feel sure that you have some of the ablest writers

and thinkers of the present generation on your staflf of contributors.

Wishing the "Educator" the success which it so richly merits, I am,
Yours fraternally,

W. A. Larijier.

^ -J
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GOOD GUMPTION
THINKS FOR THE THOUOHTFUL

F. A. KEEFOVER,
Cashier The. CoiiiDiercial State Bank,

SLIMMEKFIELD, KANS. ^
Opportunity.

n Bia mistake.

John J. Ingalls was for eighteen
years senator from the state of Kan-
sas. He achieved a national fame as

an orator, and yet there is no great
measure and no great act by which his

eighteen years of opportunity will be
long remembered. Ingalls wrote a

poem, a sonnet, on Opportunity.
Probably his own failure to recognize
opportunity on sight will account for

his wasting a great talent on a mis-
taken view. Here is the poem :

"Master of human destinies am I

!

Fame, love and fortune on my footsteps
wait.

Cities and fields I walk; I penetrate
Deserts and seas remote, and passing by
Hovel and mart and palace, soon or late.
I knock unbidden once at every gate.
If sleeping, wake ; if feasting, rise before
I turn away. It is the hour of fate.
And they who follow me reach every state
Mortals desire, and conquer every foe
Save death ! But those who doubt or hes-

itate.

Condemned to failure, penury and woe,
Seek me in vain and uselessly implore;
I answer not, and I return no more."

A HOUSEFUL OF THEM.

Down in Memphis, Tennessee, a
judge got hold of that poem and read
it, and in language good but not so
classic, wrote a hundred times better,
because he wrote truth. Here is

what he said

:

They do me wrong who say I come no
more.

When once I knock and fail to find
you in:

For every day I stand outsideyou r door,
A?id bid you wait, and rise to fight

and win.
Each night / burn the records of the day.
At sunrise ez'ery soul is born again.

And he told the truth. It is per-
fectly absurd to say with Ingalls that
opportunity comes but once in a life-

time. It comes every day, every hour.
There are mighty few people in this
world who have had only one chance
to succeed. Success is not at all a
big, sudden jump into a basket that
drops down to carry one up to the
skies Not a bit of it.

You look at the appointment to an
important position, and if you don't
look and dig down beneath to find the
" whyforeness" of that appointment,
you might believe the fairy story a lot

of people tell. When you come to get

to the bed-rock of reasons for success,
you'll find that fellows who got
" histed " to a fine thing made the
jump in about ten thousand small
jumps. To change the language of
the classic phrase, " he couldn't make
it in one yump, so he made it in two
yumps."

WHAT ONE LOOKS LIKE.
And every one of those ten thou-

sand or so small jumps was simply
taking advantage of some small op-
portunity. Maybe it was getting a
good spelling lesson, mastering a
good English lesson, learning to add
rapidly, being accurate on the type-
writer, being business-like in busi-
ness trips to the college office, being
courteous to some one or other when
it was hard to be and there didn't
seem any reward for it, taking re-

sponsibility to save or make money
for your firm in an emergency without
waiting for orders.
My! Opportunity, there isn't any

such thing. It's Opportuni/zM, for
they never travel alone. There's a
regular passing train of them from
morning till night, just like moving
pictures. All of them are small, most
of them are so small and common
looking you wouldn't know what they
were unless you studied about it. For
opportunities aren't labeled. No, in-

deed! They don't carry a sign like a
fire-sale canvas over the store front,
and they're absolutely unlimited in

number, found everywhere, and if you
miss some, you needn't be discour-
aged over it, just make use of the
hundreds just ahead and coming at
you like tne twists in a cable chain
on the street car track.
Just hitch on to each little one as it

comes along without worrying about
there being only one. Look for a few
extras and the chain of them will pull
you along to that big lift into a fine

position. Then others will sit back
and comment on your big jump and
wonder how you made it all at once.
But if you expect Opportunity to

come along in a fine carriage with a
big sign and a brass band and ask
you to jump in, you'll wait a long
time. You'll get tired and you'll get
fooled. You have to hunt for a lot of
the best of these " push - ahead
things." If you didn't they'd be so
plain every Tom, Dick and Harry
would have the whole bunch cornered
before you got on the scene.

HOW YOU FIND THEM.
Hunting for them is a faculty, and

one that can be cultivated. The
earlier you start in to hunting, the
better you'll be. Folks generally call
this hunting "hustling." This is why
so many self-supporting people suc-
ceed. They have to learn it early, so
they learn it well.
Several people were viewing a piece

of landscape.
"That would make a fine autumn

scene," said the artist.
" What fine links," said the golfer.
" Peach of a ball ground," said the

" fan."
" That ground would make fifty

bushels of corn to the acre," said the
farmer kicking into the soil.

"What a fine suburban addition.
No grading and no filling to speak
of," said the real estate dealer.
There you have Opportunity. Each

man had been trained to look for op-
portunity in his own line. There
wasn't a painted sign for anybody,
but there were signs enough for each
one to read. How often the self-sup-
porting student hunts for these signs
and learns to read them where they
are invisible to another. . He is doing
this when he catches sight of a board-
ing house or a hotel and considers it

as a possible place to wait on table
for his board. A pile of wood means
an opportunity to make a dollar saw-
ing it. As a boy, a new snow in the
morning means a chance to make
some quarters cleaning walks. A va-
cant lot in the suburbs may mean a
garden for summer and money to help
on the winter schooling.
The same faculty to see opportuni-

ties and to create them goes on devel-
oping along with the education and
training necessary to realize profit out
of them till they get larger and larger
and more profitable as well. Then
we have the man who sees the chance
to build a paying interurban, or a flat

building for rent, or to start a grocery
store or a jobbing business.

A TRUE SPECIMEN.

Here's one fresh from life, and his
true name is John. John was a big
country-town boy, who got a job keep-
ing books in a wholesale grocery
house at Wichita, Kansas, at $40.00 a
month and a prospect of maybe twice
as much fifteen years later if he was
there. John kept the accounts for

about a year and did very well. But
he had a habit of noticing what was
going on. An account wasn't to him
just so many figures to be kept accu-
rately. It meant a man and a cus-
tomer. He noticed certain customers
were falling behind and some were
far behind. One account for several
hundred dollars had been due over a
year. It bothered John, and with all

his nerve summoned, he drew ofif a
statement, took it to the proprietor
and asked why such an account was
permitted.
"The old man looked up, rather
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nettled at my nerve," said John in

telling me, " and said pretty sharp,
' Well, maybe you think you can col-

lect it.' That got my pride, and I

said, ' Rather think I can.' 'All right,'

he said, 'leave here tonight and you'll

reach him tomorrow.'
" Maybe you think my heart wasn't

in my boots. Never had tried a col-

lection in my life. But I got full in-

structions from our lawyer, and took
the night train. I stayed with that

fellow all day, and threatened to stay

a week if he didn't settle. 1 got part

cash and a good mortgage for the

rest. Say, maybe you think I wasn't
proud when I dropped that settlement

down in front of the 'old man! ' And

maybe he wasn't surprised! He
thought he was just taking the con-

ceit out of me with a vague hope I

might get a little something. Tickled?
1 should say, and so was 1, but neither

one of us let on. He just had a bunch
of old accounts billed and handed
them to me and told me to draw ex-

pense money and go ahead. All of

them were hard and supposed to be
no good. Well, I never went back to

bookkeeping. I've been credit man
ever since, and we have about six

times as big a business now."
John's salary for a year has now

taken on about two cyphers to the

right of that $40 00. Luck? No-o.
You see, if he had been like most

folks, he wouldn't have bothered
about the account being overdue.
That wasn't his business. His work
was to post accurately and get a cor-

rect trial balance each month. But
he just had a habit of looking around
to see what was doing and then won-
dering why things couldn't be bet-

tered. So he isn't drawing his forty

per. Never can tell what opportunity
is going to look like till you see it,

and then you may not recognize it

unless you have trained yourself to.

Just one opportunity? Pshaw!
P. S. Don't forget, though, you

have to do the hunting and the grab-
bing. Opportunity doesn't run any-
body down, lasso him and drag him
along.

=^

LESSONS IN PENMANSHIP
C. E. DONER,

Supervisor Penmanship, Beverly, Mass., Public Schools.

s,-,,,! |i™,liie f,.r .riti.iviiis tc. Ciiti.ism K.lil.u . Kiisin, ss Kilucator. Columbus, Ohio.

J
Cesson 20. Practice several lines of the word at^en^/e. then the word coca/2e and so on. In these words a great many of the one

space small letters are used. Practice the words faithfully until you see a noticeable improvement. Be careful not to make the ending
stroke long.

7-

c-fTr.y^.^^y c^rrr^^y^^y ^^^^r^^^^^^ ^ci^-r^^^/^y.^-^-^ r^Y7-^.^^7^^y
J , ...
ij- . .

r^y''7^.y-}'-?.^r:^-T-^y€my c^c^-My-T^-i.-r:::yj^n---cr7^y ^c-^>^^-^-^-€^'^-^^^^7->^.y ^/-r^^^y^

Cesson 21. The rand sare considered difticult letters to make; but not difficult if taught right. The beginning stroke of these let-

ters should be nearly straight and should not lean far to the right. The shoulder rf the r (the short stroke that connects the first and
downward strokes) is made short and straight with considerable slant. The & is pointed at the top and closed at the bottom. The second
.s shows n dififerent style which many may care to use. Count. For r count l-'_*-<lown-curve; or, up-shoulder—down-curve. Lovi^ tiaslj

means u stop in the motion. For n count 1-stop; or, up-curve. For the s in copy II count up-dnwn-- finish ; or, up-stop— finish. Practice
hard ou lines 4 and 5.

^y ^y AZ. y)y //y y)y />y y)y

J J J_ A. A J_ J J J ^ J

^ yL J_ yj ^ .^ A A_ y ^

Cesson 22. in word practice the / and .s may be made a tritle higher than the rest of the letters. Let the pen move lively and
lightly over the paper in writing these word.«. The third and fourth fingers should be free to slide on the paper. Pushing and pulling the
arm ir and out of the sleeve is one of the principal aioveiuents used in word practice.
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/}^A-f,yrJy yiyU^i-yny /fyM^^-yiy y}^yf^.--rLy y}^yi^.^kiy /)yfyf^^-T^y

.^^T^^t4^'}.-'KH.^uyiy /^yviAA/fy^yt-uAy' /'7<nAy(y}.-^^yi^4yiy /yyiAA/f.^yyT^^yiyy

t^zAyc^uT-ytyy gyyu^rnyy czAy^uyrnyy' dyy^yf^^rrL^ <:^uLd^yf.^yy?^y
a

Cesson 23. Figures are just as important as letters. They should receive careful and persistent practice. Learn to make a good
plain lejiible figure. Considerable practice will now be given to the figures. This lesson is for form study only. The figures should be
made large, and in order to make a perfect form draw the figure out slowly by making it a whole space high. The should be round and
not quite a whole space in height, the first part of 4 should not be a whole space in height. Figures 9 and ~ extend a trifle below the line.
The pupil must first have a clear mental picture of the correct letter or figure before he can make the right form. This lesson is for men-
tal practice. Do not leave it until you can make each figure correctly, so that you may be able to carry with you to the next lesson the
right meiifa/conceptlxjn of each figure. Begin each group with the figure 7 which is the unite of measure.

3/ /o/.z/£Z

Cess«n 24. In the first two copies make the figures half a space in height and begin to use arm movement in making them. Try to
retain the good form that you learned in Lesson 23. In the last two lines make the figures still smaller and use more arm movement.
Practice several pagesof the figures this size, and try to keep the colums vertical. Be critical with your own work; find fault with your
fingers and writing; criticise your own mistakes; learn to help yourself.

•qLlI^I L12Al^
loLdy /2.?.f/ InLd^l ri.l.6r

loLa^j 11^3.5^ lo LU^j 77. ?.^/ loLU^j
loL-aqj / >-?.5/ loLUc^l / 7-.?.^/ InLUCfl

Cesson 25. In this lesson reduce the Hgures to a still smaller size than used in Lesson 24. This is the size of figure you should learn
to make for your every-day use whenever and wherever you haveoccasionto make figures. Practice a great deal in writing figures in col-

umns this is splendid drill-work. Do not giveup until you have learned to make a plain, legible figure. Kely on your own efforts.

Learn to help yourself, this is better than to have some one lielp you.

loLUcfj l'>33^ f-^JSr loLU^-J
io(,uq7 />3j^ /:^3j^ loLa^j
loLUqj /yjj^ />3yr loLticfj
/ O Laq

-J I ^3 J r ' / 7-3 3 r lO ^qj
'oLacfj I >3J r / >J^/ loLdcfJ
ioC>aqj /i^3J^ /')-3yr loCUcfj
ioLl/c^-/ iy3yr J ^3y ^ /oLtZ-c^-y
loLU^y />3.JS' . / >^^/" /oCdcj-j

Cesson 26. Ccmtinuethe practice of figures in columns as given in this lesson. Be careful in making the $ and try to keep the decimal
points straight. The lines underneath the columns are made from right to left, and should be made lightly and quickly. The lines may
also be made straight, in this case they can be made from left to right. Frequentb- look up the column of figures to see that you are keep
ing them vertical.
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J ^ C iJ o f 7
S>^ C 3 -^^

J ^ %^ C S3
:^ / f o V z -f

C //f 7 % S3
f % ^So i^J

Cess«ll 17. Here are signs, abbreviations, etc., that should receive careful attention and practice. Do not pass over them rapidly,

but learn what each sign is and learn to make each one well. Sometime or other you may have occasion to use everything in this les-

son. Think beforeyou practice and practice beforexou think and then there will be no loss of ink.

\si/ ^ C 7 / f' C U3 ^7-
//> <7 lI a ^ C lis

f 7 3 i/^T- f C>

/ ac s^ C ^ 3 3^0 7-

^1-73 a% UT-S 6 3 iJ^

f^ ^0 s / 7 r^ f
J 7-7 ^ / 1/ 7 C 3 s % /

7 f ^ J / C> 7 f V

'0

/J.^ ^^7 ^C, S(fd- //>. S'!^-^ <^ , Cji/, >

7^// /## @y@y /;/

Uo'f^ (fC'f- ifso if^ilif (^ U7'f- fUL,.J>

'/> /^ '/s '/c 'It '/r /f //. /^^

S '% A^^yjJr =

'a ^Jj f /f. lAsyr

Cesson 28. This lesson is intended as a general introduction to loop letters above the line, /, b, h and k. In making these exercises

and letters—except the first movement excercise—the principal movement is pushand-pull. Learn to push and pull the arm rapidly in

and out of the sleeve. In the second copy make a part of the push-and-pull exercise then follow it with one, two, three, or four Vs without

raising the pen. Tlie i must be made quickly, stopping the pen on the line at the bottom of each downward stroke Do not use the fing-

ers. Count. For the first exercise in copy 2 count 1 2-3 4-5 U-7-8 910—up-down—curve, and continue the count up-down for ;iny number of

/'.s following the push-and-pull exercise. For the 7's joined at the end of copy 3 count 1-stop—1-stop—1-stop 1-stop— 1-stop— I-stop— 1-stop

-curve. In counting, u.^e such variety of illustrntions as will conNtautl.r charge tlie pupil's mind of the things to he acquired;

such lis luoiement, straisi'ht orvnri-ed strokt-s, stops, position of body, hand, etc., anil at the same time retain the rhythm.

f J J J J J J
Eessen Z9. Practicefaithfully on the single i, then join five in an exercise. Uo the same with the b. Make these letters rapidly

with pushand-pull movement. C'oc/jf-for the single /up-down- curve ; or, I -.stop curve; or. push-pull—curve; or heads up curve. Vary-

ing the count in this way adds enthusiasm and brings results. For the 7 exercise count 1-stop -1-stop—1-stop -l-stop-I-stnp- curve; or feet

Hat feet-tlat-feet-flat—feet-llat—feet-flat—curve. For the single b count l-2-3.dot— curve; and for the b exercise count 1 '.'3 dot- 1 2 3 dot -

l-2-3-dot—l-2-3-dot—l-!-3-dot—curve. A rapid pnsh-and-pull movement is the secret of making these letters well.

'/ I / I ,t I I I I I I I
yyJJ.I JM^JJy .//JJ-Jy,JJ^yyyy
:/ ^ ^ / J:^ / J. / I ^ / ^
y/^--l/~ja~-A ^^-^7—^V/- y1/~-/A~JJ-y.-^LT-^S-14^
7//Af^ JJJ^ZA JJJUV. JJ.jj.Jy
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Ccsson 30. Write several pages of these words. To becouie a good writer one must not only write several lines but se^"eral pages.
Make the downward strokes straight in the / and h. Be careful to end each word with a right curve extending as high as the minimum
letters, or a trifle higher. For the loop letters use a rapid push-and-puU movement ; for the minimum letters see that the pen moves along
freely and easily over the paper. The count may be given by naming the letters.

'Ot.^^^.^'^y ^^^t^^^-^y ^^.^yij'.^-piy ^yf.-^^j'^-ny ^yf.a^j'.yr?y ^yf.^j'y^y

iz^y

^/-fy^y ^/-rMAy/-r'.^i^y ^yA-rMyiy^y^y ^//-rr4yy^.^y ^/-7My-//-r^^T^y

Eessoti 31. First practice single h and R, and then join five of each letter in an exercise. Alternate the letters in an exercise as in

copy 5— this is splendid practice. If you are unable to make these letters well with the push-and-pn 11 movement, practice on the push-and-
puU compact exercise- this will help you to get the movement. Ctfiiut. For h count up-down—1-2-curve; or, push-pull—1-2-curve; and for

the /j exercise count up-down 1-2, up-down— 1-2, up-down— 1-2, up down— 1-2, up-down—1-2-curve. For the A' count up-down^l-loop—down-
curve: or, curve-straight—1-loop—down-curve; and for the k exercise count up-down—1-loop—down, up-down—1-loop—down, up-down— 1-

loop— down, up-down—1-loop—down, up-down—1-loop—down-curve. The pen must gJide rapidJj- between stops. The long dash always
means a pause or stop in the motion-.

^y ^y y^y yyjy y^y ypiy yPny yPi./ yhy y-i./ yPiy J^y

yh^^.^.^y yh^^^^y y^^^^^y ^^^^^y
yhy ^y Jfy yify yl^y ypfy ^^yry yyry yny yfr>' Jiy Jfy

Jf^^^^y yk-^^yi^yyi^ykyfy ^yLy/LyyLyrr^y ykr^yr^yr^y
Jnyry^Jr^y yh^^^^yAi^^^^y^ yi^^^^y
Cesson 32. Be sure to use a light, rapid movement in writing words, invariably checking the motion at the end of the downward

stroke in the loop letters. This check in the motion is not so noticeable in making the small b. Observe this point in your practice.

Notice the two different styles of small s in the word sunshine. Let perseverance and faithfulness be your watchwords.

fyyT-yyyyi^yy ^fnyyyry(yf:^ynyy yiyyyyyiy7yr7J'y yhyyyi-yi^r^yi^yy yhy

J-iyyK/yyyyy/yy ykyy^yyiyyyi^^yy yyyyyi.yyi^tyyiyy yyAyyjyyyrr.yy

nuyyyfy yfyyyHy ^-ffyy^yiy --fryy^^y yryyyyty yryyyyjy

^-oo'-r^yrj'.yyiy yyyziyty.ykiy yy^-7%yzyyyy y.

fr =
^.

CTrc IJou U)orkin(3 for a 23. (£. (£ertificate ?

V - -^
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Progressive Lessons in Business Writing

San Francisco,
California,

Business Collbge

Send Specimens for Criticism to "Criticism Editor," Care Tlie Business Bducator, Columbus, O.
ii

Plate 57* ^\'P have given another plate of figures, and you should now be able to make figures rapidly and well- If you find that
you can not make ninety figures almost as good as those in the copy, go back and practice the lessons on figures.

Plates 5S to 66. Now we are ready to make a real test of your writing. After all, all the practice that you have been given and all

the hard work that you have been doing, have had but one definite aim in view, and that is the ability to write sentences and pages well.

Take the lines as they are given you and write three pages at least of each line, studying the copy very carefully and imitating it as
closely as you can. Watch the spacing between the letters; watch the spacing between the words. Leave a margin of one-half inch at

the left edge of the paper. Keep your writing small and round, (iood writing must first be legible; second, neat and third, rapid. Yours,
by this time should have all these requirements, but do not give up practicing. You are now ready to make your work count.

The copies given here are not difficult. Repetition is the essential element of success in your work. We sometimes keep students in

our regular class as much as a week on one copy, and we want you to spend that long on this work if it is necessary to do so in order to

master the copy.

/ T-J ^ ^'~^yff ^ / ^(J^ <s-i^ y J^f o /^^Uijr6 y ffo /T-^^Kj-^y f f o / 'J^kj ^i^- ^ y fQ a /::>^ ^uT^//^^

/v-3 *^iJ- d 7 f£fa / -y-Oi/ijr^ y /" yo / ^^-^3^^ kj~ d 7 S'y o / t-l? ^ ^ <^ y ^ fo /T-'^^/^-c y f^ o •/>^-/o

0^>^?'5!-z--£^-^ €^i^-^^^^^L^

(^Z^<^^^^^ ^z^

-^^--i-<r

2/ 2{ Z{
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Blackboard Lessons in Business Writing

By America's Leading Teachers of Penmanship
V^

==^

J
By K. C« iltticks, Pcntnatit Baltimore Business Colleae, Ba1ttmore» IHd.

This copy was written on a blackboard 4^. ft. by U) ft. The board is ruled with red lines '^ inches apart. I believe in the use of a ruled
board and think that the spaces may vary from two to three inches in width, depending upon the si/.e of the room. The wide spacing
makes it harder to do good work, but in a large room the pupils ran not see well enough to get the best instruction from a smaller copy.
Many teachers make a mistake by writing blackboard copies to small. I think that the blackboard should be used to show form and
relative size of letters and that the real copy practiced from should be pen-^vritten or photo-engraved.

In teaching page work. I would aim to make it as nearly like real page work as pbssible, teaching the margin and position for para-
graphing used in letter writing. This can be done very well by taking a sentence as the one in this copy and repeating it two or three
times for a paragraph. In doing this work, I would nlways aim to take a sentence that contaitis some valuable information that I would
have my pupils learn and thus have the work in penmanship aid the work in other brandies. Pupils will naturally learn thecontentsof
these sentences, even though the teacher may not call special attention to it.

By Jllbert BackuSt Instructor in Penmanship, €nglisb, Caw, and eorporatton Jlccounting,
Baker City, Oreaon* Business College*

The metliods which I eaiploy in the teaching of penmanship vary according to the students. In this article I shall not attempt to

give a lesson in penmanship, but shall content myself with making only a few suggestions to teachers of penmanship in return for the
many valuable ideas which I have received from my fellow teachers through THE Business Educator.

On the blackboard herewith presented are exercises numbered from 1 to 22. All of these, however, are not practiced every day. To
beginning students exercises 1 to 14 are given, with the exception of exercises 3 and 4, which are not given until practice is C9mmenced on
the capital letters. The movements first developed are the lateral or gliding motion and the straight line up-and-down movement, which
are given in connection with the one space small letters. After practicing the one space letteis, the loop letters are taken up, and in

connection with which the additional exercises numbers 10 to 20 are practiced to develop proper movetnent.
During the time that 1 count for the exercises or letters. I sit at my desk and write and count at the same time. In this manner the

count is natural and even, and the students have no trouble in keeping up with the count. About one half of Ihe time is spent in count-
ing, the other half is taken up with individual instruction, passing rapidly around the room correcting the position of the body, pen, hand
and paper first, and then passing around again writing copies for the students with their own pens, and suggesting which movement
exercises to practice to overcome certain difficulties. The exercises on the board are readily referred to by number. In this manner far

better results have been obtained than by putting in nearly all of the time counting. Far I)etter results have also been obtained by de,
veloping the lateral movement tirst by practice on the horizontal ovals instead of the ovals on the main slant.

For form study the students have before them, at all times, an engraved plate of all the figures, small letters and capitals, and those
who make poor forms are required to make the letters with the finger movement until they get the form of the letters fixed in their mind.

Forearm movement is insisted upon for everything, except the loops above the line, for which a cotnbined movement is recommended.
The capitals are now taken up, and in connection therewith exercises 3 and 4, 11 and 12, and number H> are practiced extensively. Ex,

ercises 11 and 12 are made the full distance l>etween two lines, twelve downward strokes in each exercise, and four groups on a line,

making forty eight downward strokes on each line of regular practice paper.
The methods above outlined are, in my opinion, scientific, and I know that they will produce excellent results.

Before closing, however, I want to say that the proper position of the hand and pen is tlie most important requisite to the student of

penmanship. Unless a good position is oI>tained one can never become a first-class penman. Teachers, generally, do not give this matter
the proper attention. I cannot explain, without photograpliic illustrations, the proper position of the hand and pen. Suffice it to say, for

the present, that the hand should nut glide on the nails of the third and fourth fingers nor either of them, but should ^lide on the first

joint of the little finder. And the pen should be held and cotitrolled by the first two fingers and the thumb, and in such a way as not
to be interfered with by the third finger, which is usually an olistacle unless it is placed where it belongs.
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^'What Others
Have Done You

Can Do
Also."

Vi:=:

STUDENTS' WORLK AND PAGE
Dedicated to the best eng^ravable specimens of exercises and business

writinsf received from schools and students; improvement,
timeliness and excellence considered.

Observation,

Care and Appli

cation—The
Essentials.

J

Arm Movement WritiuK b\ Second (.rade iJupil •.e\en 5eirs of a^e Cir( leMlle O II Van Kiper Supervisor of Writing and
Drawind ; C. L I! jyer, Supt. Arm Movemer^t i!~ the oiil> rational, pedaKoijicdl method of teacliinji cliildren to w rite without the aid

of the lingers. And better forms are possible witli the arm than with the finger movement. Form and freedom from the beginning are

made possible by Arm Movement Writing, The elbow is slightly raised from the desk until the fourth year, when it comes to a rest.
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By H. L. Darner, assistant Zanerian Instructor, Columl>us, Ohio.
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Superb Penmanship by H. B, Lehman, Central High School, St. Louis, Mo.
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EDITOR'S PAGE—PENMANSHIP EDITION
A Forum for Hie. Expression of Convictions Relating to Metliods of Teacliinfj and the Art of Writing

OUR PLATFORM : FORM AND FREEDOM FROM FIRST TO FINISH

JJ

Position-lioldiiia liitits.

The excellent articles now running
in these columns by Mr. F". A. Keef-

over, cashier of the Commercial
State Bank., Summerfield, Kansas,
and Mr. Charles T. Cragin, of Thomp-
son's Business School, Holyoke,
Mass., are of more than passing value
to young men and women because
they contain such information as is it

necessary not merely to prepare for

and secure employment, but to fill

positions and hold them. For, after

all, it is easy to find employment but
hard to fill positions satisfactorily

and successfully.

Now, dear reader, perhaps you
could write at least a short article il-

lustrating some point, emphasizing
some essential, expressing some ex-

perience, or telling of some observa-
tion which would be of value to others.

Your own life, some pupil of yours,

or perhaps some employe, may serve

as the basis for a suggestive, helpful

article. Let us hear from you. If

you can't write and if you are a stu-

dent or an employe, and are in

trouble or desire advice or informa-
tion, write the Editor. If he can't

aid you by way of advice or informa-
tion, he has some good friends who
may consent to do so.

Let us be of real service to each
other.

Extremity.

The history of achievement is a

record of e.xtremes, as concerns hu-
man progress. In matters pertain-

ing to penmanship it is also true.

In 1800 we had the "olde rounde
hande." In 1840 vve had the angular.
In 1850 the semi-angular was born.
It lived until a decade ago when ver-

tical succeeded it in our schools.
Vertical was not only vertical, but ex-

tremcly i oiiiid. Which was the worse
it is hard to tell.

An extremely round hand is essen-
tially slow and finger movement in

nature. The introduction of semi-
slant (semi-sane) reveals a slightly

slanting, plain, weak and wobbling
style.

What is really needed is a hand
that is neithersemi-slantingnor semi-
round, but something distinctive and
yet not extreme. A seventy degree
hand lacks force and action ; a semi-
round hand is neither strong nor
rapid.

The rounding hand is too twisting
be easy and rapid in action.

Too much slant eliminates too

much of the round element and an
angular, semi-legible hand results.

Too much slant is as bad as too little,

just the same as too much rotundity
is as bad as too little.

In action as in form we have our
extremes. Too much speed is de-

structive to legibility, and too accur-

ate forms are prohibitive of speed.
Too much arm movement is as bad

as too much finger action. Arm
movement in the beginning and coor-

dinated action in the end is the logi-

cal and practical method of execu-
tion.

Small writing for children and large
writing for adults is neither pedago-
gical nor practical. The same method
for children as for adults is illogical

because it ignores growth and ad-
vancement. Childish methods for

adults is as impractical, inane as

adult methods for children.

The Business Educator stands
for normal, not abnormal train-

ing; for practical, not premature
or strained effort. Good plain writ-

ing with simple rational effort.

The extensive use of the Business
Educator among schools and the

results secured very generally by
arm movement methods indicate that

we are not alone in platform of liber-

ality for practical writing.

$upervi$ors=Tnspector$.
Supervisors and special teachers of

writing in public schools frequently
overwork by attempting to do too
much of the regular teacher's work.
In other words, if too much time is

given to teaching and routine work
too little time remains for planning
and inspecting.
What is really needed is more in-

spection and less teaching on the
part of supervisors. Teach the
teacher how to teach and then see
that she teaches. This is not neces-
sary on the part of the good teacher,
but there are enough poor, slipshod,
indifferent teachers to neutralize the
effect of the good, efficient, conscien-
tious teachers. For instance, if the
fifth grade teacher is a good one and
gives daily twenty minutes to writ-

ing and secures good average results,

and the sixth grade teacher who re-

ceives these pupils the following
year is indifferent about writing and
careless, much of the former year's

work may soon be undone, for it is a

well known fact that pupils will

bring as poor work as you will accept
or as good as you will exact.

Then if the seventh grade teacher
is a conscientious one, she will have
the poor teacher's work to repair.

Supervising Inspectors can per-

form the best service by seeing to it

that the poor teacher slights not the
writing lesson, and that she conducts
it intelligently.

Writing is slighted by many teach-
ers. The supervisor's duty is to keep
an eye on the delinquent teachers.

Proaram "Solicitees"
All persons who have received re-

quests from the various executive
committees of the different associa-
tions comprising the National Com-
mercial Teachers' F"ederation relative

to accepting a place on one or more
of the programs should reply at the
earliest possible moment, and accept
if expected to be in attendance.
An early response to such communi-

cation will help to facilitate the com-
pletion of the programs as well as to

bring peaceful slumbers to the pro-
gram makers.

eotitetits

Of the Professional edition el Che

Business Educator for

Ilovember, 1907.

Editori.\i, Pagb.

English, F. M. Erskine. Grand
Prairie, Seminary, Onarga, III.

Higher Accounting, R. M. Brown-
itiK. C.P. A., Sadler's Bus. Coll., Balti-
more. Md.

Practical finance, R. J. Bennett,
C. A., C. P. A.. Detroit Business
University, Detroit, Mich.

LAW, Wm. C. .Spraeue. Detroit, Mich.,
Sprague's Correspondence School of
Law.

Typewriting. A. C. Van Sant, Omaha,
Nehr., Van Sant's School of Short-
hand.

School Advertising, M. W. Cass-
raore. Seattle Commercial school.
Seattle. Wn.

as!50ciati0n page.

School and Professional.

MOVEMENT of TEACHERS.
News Notes and Notices.

Catalogs and Circulars.

Etc. Etc. Etc.
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EDITOR'S PAGE—PROFESSIONAL EDITION
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Devoted to the Best Interests of Business Education, ;

are cordially invited to enter the Arena of Publicity to disci
Editor and Publishers reserve the right to rejeet any coinmu
pressed in these columns. They believe a journal of this cla

reasonably expect respectful attention and liberal space. Y
We hope that neither timidity on your part

^z
Ubli( Let from you whene

ind Dedicated to the Expression of Conscientious Opinions upon Topics Related thereto. Y
ss those things uppermost in the public mind, or of which there seems to be most need. T
lication they see tit. Nor do they desire to be understood as endorsing all of the opinions t

3S and calibre is in part a public institution, and a vehicle in which the professional public ni

)ur thought plants may here find soil for propagation, and if rightly used and cultivated, a ri

frost on our part, may be responsible for anything good fail'

the spirit of good will, fair play or originality strike We ibut 'ith( irdial anticipatii J
" Che School of Quality.

"

The caption of this editorial is one
seen not infrequently nowadays as a

head line in advertising.

It doesn't always mean all it says,

but it does indicate that there has
been much work done in business
schools of inferior grade, just the

same as in schools of other kinds.

Now, doubtless, there is an honest
desire on the part of some, and a de-

termined intention on the part of

others to improve the quality' of the

work done, and we wish to encourage
all such worth}' ambitions.

The business of teaching business
is not half as scientific and sys-

tematic as the conduct of business.
And we presume it will never be be-

cause the business school has to do
with the breaking in of the raw re-

cruit; the harnessing of unsystematic,
unskilled, and unschooled effort.

This lining-up of the uncouth coun-
try boy ; of the superficial city lad ;

of the girl without knowledge of

business aff'airs ; of the awakening
and controlling and instructing, of

the e.xpelled, dull, stubborn indiffer-

ent boy ; and of the cigarette fiend or
street loafer ; is more a matter of
cautious feeling, enthusiastic instruc-
tion, patient endeavor, skillful man-
agement, and firmness than cold
science or machine or clock-like,

systematic organization.

This motley mass found in almost
every first-class school, cannot be
pigeon-holed in a day as letters are,

nor indexed and filed in a week, nor
measured and weighed and placed
in a fat position in a month. Hu-

manity in the rough differs widely,
and a six-month's course cannot level

very uniformly this uneven native
difference.

But no matter how much we may
criticise each other, and no matter
how much we are all in need of that
something advertised as " Quality, "

it yet remains an undisputed fact

that, the nr'«v7^<' business college gets

a more uniform and valuable grist

from the educational hopper in a

given time of from six months to a

year than any of your old line colleges.

Instead, however of letting this

flattering fact cause us to be satisfied,

it behooves each one of us to be up
and doing, for business is no idle

mistress, and we must work to im-
prove our schools to keep pace with
the progress of the commercial world.
With us it is not so much what the
literary schools are doing or have
failed to do as it is what the commer-
cial world is demanding.
Keep your finger on the pulse of

commerce if you would know what
she most needs. Then the qziality of

preparation will follow.

Strenuous School Openinas*
From practically every quarter of

America comes reports of a most sat-

isfactory commercial school enroll-

ment. Prosperity seems universal.

Business Education is themost popu-
lar education as well as the most pro-
fitable.

Would that Duff and Bartlett and
Packard were among us to rejoice in

the success of that for which they ar-

gued and worked and fought.
The Business College is to the boy or

girl of today what the little red school

house was to the parent a generation
ago—the poor man's college, and like

the little old schoolhouse, it is best,

not alone for the poor, but' best for

the well-to-do rich as well.

And thus it is within the exper-
ience and memory of many of us, that
many, many times as many are at-

tending commercial schools today
ab when we first matriculated.

And what, after all, is the most en-

couraging feature of this attendance
is that pupils are attending commer-
cial schools, not because of the mere
fact that times are prosperous and
because they have the money, but
because business education is in de-

mand and because it means brains

just as much as Latin and Greek, if

not a little more so.

Commercial schools are getting pu-
pils because they give the kind of

knowledge the world needs and must
have.

Moreover, commercial high schools
are more largely attended than
ever before, indicating very forcefully

and clearly the trend of the times.

By the time the manual training and
other technical schools become well

established, the literary ? end of the

high school will be the tail end of the

dog, instead of the dog end of the

tail, as it was when we were boys.

Here's our hearty congratulations,
private commercial school proprie-

tors or public commercial school

principals, you have won and are

winning a glorious victory. Success
to you.

Strengthen and lengthen your
courses, and success will be as per-

manent as the pyramids.

r-
'^

^\\z Business €bucator stanbs for tl^c Best in Business €bu=

cation by securing tl^e Best obtainable talent to present tt]e latest an^

best tt^ouaM in tt^e essential brandies comprising tt^e commercial

course, by promoting tl^e ^^^'^'^'^tion or co-operative spirit, an5 by

5ealing fairly anb squarely vo'\i\\ tt^ose engageb in tbe profession.

^: J
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PBINCIPLKS AMD PRACTICE IN

EXPERT ACCOUNTING
R. M. BROWNING, C. P. A.

SADLER'S BkYANT & STRATTON RUSINKSS Cor.LEGE.
BALTIMORE, MI).

.^

6ood=Ulin, Trancbise, Bonus, ^c.

These terms are very popular ones

in the organization and merging of

Corporations, especially when the

Corporation formed is for the purpose
of taking over some growing con-

cern. They are used in this connec-
tion principally to make up discrep-

ancies between the Capital Stock
Liability and the book value of the

Tangible Assets taken over. It is

true these terms, especially Good-Will
and Franchise, do under certain con-

ditions represent actual though in-

tangible values, and while they are

true assets they are not such as can
be availed of by the going concern for

the payment of current debts. They
are, and of a right should be, treated

as asset values in a purchase or sale

of a business.

In ;irriving at the value of (iood-

Will in a business there seems to be on
the part of promoters and account-
ants no set rule, nor can there be, on
account of the many contingencies
met with in different lines of busi-

ness. The general custom, however,
seems to be that the Good-Will of a
business should be considered worth
from two to five times the average an-

nual net profits.

Franchises, truly speaking, are of a
different nature and rarely have other
than an arbitrary valuation. It is

true that some Franchises are very
valuable, especially in connection
with public utilities, such as rights

granted Gas Companies to lay mains
or Railway Companies tracks and
overhead constructions or conduits,

etc., but it is very difficult, indeed,

to arrive at an exact monetary valu-

ation. Commissions acting in the in-

terest of the largest city governments
in the country have found it ex-

ceedingly difficult to arrive at a value
even as a taxable basis, and the usual
method of business men is simply to
place it upon the books at such valu-
ation as may appear pleasing to the
management, and at the same time, not
too high as to provoke severe public
criticism. This is the practice where
no Franchise Tax is enacted, but in

States where there is collected a Fran-
chise Tax it is the policy of most Cor-

porations to carry these assets at the

lowest possiple value for obvious
reasons.
These terms are frequently em-

ployed as a means of so-called "water-
ing stock," but the method most
generally used is that of writing up
the values of the actual assets, thus
doing away with the terms (iood-Will,

Franchise or Bonus in this connec-
tion, and making it more difficult for

the investor to determine the true

value of his security.

So far as the earnings of a Corpora-
tion are concerned, it matters little

how large or small the book values of

Good Will, Franchise or Bonus maj-
be, for they are simply means of plac-

ing the books in balance at the start-

ing point, and so long as these terms
remain the same they do not afl^ectthe

exhibit or profits or losses in the busi-

ness. It is in the distribution of stock
of the Corporation to the public by the

not over-conscientious promoter that

the unwary are deceived. The ac-

countants should exercise caution in

certifying to the opening entries and
Balance Sheet of a Corporation, espe-
cially to this class of assets, particu-

larly when used to represent fictitious

values. He should in his certificate

clearly state their meaning in the

accounts, so that he will not be a

party to any mis-representation in the

matter. Once these values are on the

books it should be the policy of the
management tocharge a small portion

to Surplus each year until they are can-

celled, thu i leaving the Capital Stock
Liability of the Company standing
against actual tangible assets. This
course is absolutely essential in case
of Franchise which terminates at a

specific period.

Solutiien to Problem in September Issue.

HY ARTHUR G. SKKELS.

Sl'BSCRIPTION
To CAPITAL .STOCK $60,000 00

This is the amount of the Capital Stock
subscribed.

FORMULA,
To SUBSCRIPTION $30,000 00

Amount of Capital Stock given to the
owners of the formula.

CASH.
To SUBSCRIPTION . SiO.fXIO.no

Amount of Capital Stock sold for cash.

TREASURY STOCK,
To CAPITAL STOCK .. $40,000.00

Amount of Capital Stock held in treasury.

Problem in Practical nccountitia.

A firm whose resources and liabilities are
stated lielow is converted into a corporation.

ASSETS.
Real Estate and Improvements. Jfyf.SOO

Merchandise 15,500

Accounts Receivable 5,400

Cash 2,600

$S8,000
LIABILITIES. =

Accounts Payable $7,800
Bills Payable 25,000

Partner's Account 55,200

$88,000

Tlie corporation receives all of tVie assets
except the cash, and assumes payment of
the accounts payable, but not of the bills

payable. The real estate improvements are
taken over at a value of $in0,n0O,and the good-
will is considered worth $20,0110. The pur-
chase price is to be paid as follows: $:«,100

in cash, $50,000 in bonds and $,-)n,000 in capital
stock of the corporation. What entries are
necessary to close the books of the firm and
to open tlie books of the corporation?

Solution of Problem in September Tssue.

BY J. A. LEISTER.

Formula Account .$30,000

Capital Stock $30,000

Stock Certificates Xos. 1 to 400 issued this

day in payment of Formula and Patent-
rights as per agreement in minute book
Folio 18, September 4, 1907.

Cash $30,000

CapitalStock $30,000

As E.rplanation, the names of each
stockholder and amount paid in when Cap-
ital Stock is sold for cash
Unsubscribed Capital Stock, $40,000

Capital Stock--- - $40,000

Entry when Corporation keeps $40,000 in

the treasury to be sold as Working Capital.

In the above solution it might have been
well to open a Subscription Account for the
amoun t of stock subscribed, $75,000, and then
credit Subscription Account instead of Cap-
ital Stock in the first two entries for $30,000

each. This plan would give a little fuller

detail of the transaction, though the result

in the opening entry would be identically
the same-

Mr. J. F. C, Haverhill, Mass.
Thanks foryour solution. Franchise
is not a good term to use for Unsub-
scribed Stock. Under the condition

of the problem I would prefer llnsub-

scribed Stock or Treasury Stock.

Mr. George W., .Spokane, Wash. I

am pleased to receive your solution.

I do not like the idea of charging
Subscription Account for anything in

excess of total amount of subscrip-

tions received, even though in a later

entry it is negatived by a credit to

correct same. Good-will is not a

good term to use for Formula, etc. It

would be better to use the term Work-
ing Formula, or any other term that

would carry out the general idea. The
$40,000 held in the treasury to be sold

some future time may be treated as

Treasury Stock or as Unsubscribed
Stock.

NOTE: Direct all coinnitinications con-

cerning this department to R M. Browning,
Sadler's Business College, Baltimore, Md.

I
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PliACTlCAL FINANCE

R. J. BENNETT, C. A., C. P. A.,

DETROIT. MICHIGAN,

Principal Detroit Bustnes.s llnlversity.

Jy
Cbe Stock market.

The Stock Market is a place where
stocks, bonds and securities are
bimght and sold. It is created by the
desire on the part of investors to ob-
tain securities that will produce a
reasonable income and be easily con-
verted into cash, in case of necessity.

In this respect stocks and bonds are
more desirable than real estate, since
they are always marketable and may
be hypothecated for loans. The stock
market, therefore, performs a most
beneficent function of providing- a
place where investments can be made
and incomes secured. Indeed, it

might be said that it is a place where
incomes are bought and sold. The
investor buys the stocks or bonds for

the purpose of securing an income,
while the seller disposes of them in

order to realize a gain or change his in-

vestment. Bonds and perferred stock
generally represent a fixed income,
while common stock represents a
speculative income which varies from
year to year, according to the earning
capacity of the companies issuing
them. Securities would be worthless
unless they represented some value,
either present or in prospect; yet, if

Wall Street possesses any knowledge
of them, they are usually marketable
provided the price is satisfactory, and
the future has anything to offer.

Cbe Stock Exchange. This is a place
in which the dealers in stocks and
bonds meet for the purpose of trans-
acting business. Also, an organiza-
tion of stock brokers and dealers in

securities. Wherever there is a stock
market of any great extent, it is neces-
sary to establish a stock exchange.
There are stock exchanges in all of the
large cities, and even in manj' of the
smaller cities which handle as a rule
only local securities. The member-
ship is composed of Stock Brokers
who make it a business to buy and
sell stocks and bonds on commission,
though in many cases large investors
maintain membership in the Exchange
in order to save paying large commis-
sions to brokers. The New York
Stock Exchange is an unincorporated
association of 1100 members, and is

national in scope and influence.
Membership can be secured only upon
the death, insolvency or retirement of
a member. The price of a "seat" on

the Exchange is usually very high,
ranging even as high as'f80,00'o. The
applicant however must have some-
thing more than wealth in order to se-
cure membership. He must have
good business reputation and be free
of undesirable alliances. When one
purchases a "seat" in the New York
Stock Exchange he neither secures a
certificate of membership nor a seat
to sit upon. There are few chairs of
any kind, brokers are too busy to sit

down.

Stock Broker. The broker is a job-
ber or middleman - a connecting link
between buyers and sellers. He must
be well skilled in the nature and
quality of securities and be able to
judge quickly of the merits and de-
merits of a purchase or sale. To be
successful, he must be a close student
of the goverment reports, the monev
and industrial markets, and the effect

of political or foreign influences on
the price of securities. He acts as
agent and buys or sells as the custom-
er may desire, for which he receives
a certain commission or brokerage.
Anyone who desires to buy or sell

securities may do so through his brok-
er who goes "on change" and nego-
tiates the transaction according to in-

structions or his own judgment. The
customer or "client" supplies the
money in case of a purchase, and re-

ceives in case of a sale. In each case,
however, the broker receives his re-

quired commission. There are so
many sh^'ster brokers, however, that

it behooves the investor or speculator
to know his man, before entrusting
him with his purse strings.

margin Buving. A "margin" is a de-

posit made with a broker by a person
who wishes to buy or sell stocks for

speculation. It is usually 10% of the
market value, if the stock is active

and has a ready market. If it has lit-

tle or no market, it is unsafe at even a

25 point margin. The margin is in-

tended to secure the broker against
loss in case of an unfavorable turn in

the market. If the transaction results

in a gain, the speculator gets back
his "margin" plus the profit; but, in

case of a loss, the broker deducts the
loss from the margin and returns
what is left. By means of margins a
customer may invest $10,000 through
his broker by putting up only $1000,

the broker puts up the remaining
$9,000 on which he charges his custo-
mer interest at the prevailing rate.

In case of a decline in the price of the

securities, the broker calls upon his
client to "protect his margin" by de-
positing additional margin. In case
no additional margin is forthcoming,
the broker protects himself against
loss by selling the securities when the
limit of the margin is about reached,
still maintaining sufficient to pay in-
terest and brokerage. Sometimes a
"stop loss" order accompanies the
margin, in which the broker is order-
ed to sell in case of a decline, thereby
preventing heavy losses. If the stock
should go up in price, the customer
may order it sold at any time and take
the profit. This is called "profit tak-
ing."

Cons and Short. The stock market
is divided into two main divisions, ithe
"bulls" and the "bears." The bulls
strive to advance the price of securi-
ties and they buy with the expectation
of selling at a higher price. The bulls
are usually "long" of stocks, since
they buy them up for the purpose of
advancing the market and thereby
realizing a gain. The bears are eager
to lower or depress the price of stocks,
and they make sales without having
them in their possession, but with the
hope of buying them in at a lower
price, thereby netting a profit. The
bears are usually "short" of stocks
since they sell for the purpose of de-
pressing the market. A "short" who
buys is said to have "covered," no
matter whether he has sold at a pro-
fit or a loss. The "long" who sells at

higher prices is said to have realized

his profits, or, if he sells at a loss, he
is said to have liquidated.

The "longs" try to advance the
the market by buying extensively; the
"shorts" try to depress it by making
contracts to deliver before a certain

date, with the hope of buying in the
meantime at a lower price. A "bear
raid" is one in which the "shorts," by
selling short depress prices and pro-
fit by forcing the "longs" to sell.

When the "short" interest becomes
too large it is generally easy for the
bulls to advance prices, thus forcing
the "shorts" to cover.

Hrbitrage. Between markets remote-
ly situated, as New York and London,
there are what are known as "arbit-

rage dealings." Instantaneous quo-
tations are exchanged between those
two places, which generally show a dif-

ference in price. The shrewd broker
may take advantage of this difference

in price and, by cooperating with his

representative abroad, make a pur-

chase and a sale at the same time,

thereby netting a profit. In an arbit-

rage transaction, the ocean has to be
crossed twice by a cablegram, taking
only about four minutes in all. This
is a profitable method of speculating
if carried on extensively, but the

broker must use caution in doing so

in order not to sustain a loss.
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TYPEWRITING
A. C. VAM SAHT.

OMAHA NEBRASKA.
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Cbe Primary Department.

There are various methods of con-
ducting- the primary typewriting de-
partment. Some schools simply as-
sign the work and after that give it no
special attention. This method is

rapidly dying out, and the teaching
of typewriting in the better schools is

given the same attention as other
branches. Other schools require the
students to do perfect work without
erasures. Still others allow a per-
centage of errors on each page, or a
certain number of erasures. Each
method has its strong advocates.
Those who allow erasures or a per-
centage of errors contend that we
have no right to e.xpect perfection
from those who are simply learning,
and that the practice will bring per-
fection and the students will ultima-
tely learn to do perfect work. Those
who demand perfect work from the
start believe that the discipline ob-
tained by requiring beginners to con-
tinue the practice on each page until
the page is produced without an error
is most wholesome. Few students
will do more practicing than the
school requires. By demanding per-
fect work most of the students will
find it necessary in the early lessons
to rewrite each page several times be-
fore producing a perfect copy. This
gives the fingers a much needed train-
ing. With this method the students
will soon learn to write slowly and
produce the perfect pages at the first

trial.

Not all students in the typewriting
department are equally capable.
Some are easily discouraged and do
with difficulty what the more capable
ones do with little effort. For this
reason some schools have adopted
the plan of using smaller sheets of
paper, half the size of the ordinary
letter or legal paper.
Much can be said in favor of requir-

ing perfect work from beginners. It

creates an impression at the outset of
their course that perfection in type-
writing is essential. It forces them
to write slowly and accurately. It

prevents their practicing for speed at
the expense of accuracy. Unless a
typewriting department is kept under
constant supervision the students
will be found writing rapidly on the
machines, and an inspection of their
work will show so large a percentage
of errors that the practice is worse
than useless. A student had far bet-
ter close his desk and sit and medita-
te for half an hour than to indulge for

fifteen minutes in this kind of "edu
cational dissipation."

A systematic method of having the
work of the students handed in will
prove a great convenience. If the
manual used is divided up into les-
sons, each lesson can be completed
and handed in. If the manual is not
so divided, the teacher can post a bul-
letin in the typewriting room indicat-
ing the division of the work into sec-
tions. Another method which might
be preferred by some would be to
have the students hand in at the end
of the week all the work done during
the week.

Whether perfect work is required
from the students in the primary de-
partment, or a certain percentage of
errors is allowed, it is necessary to
have all such practice work carefully
inspected. If the requirement is for
perfect work with no erasures, a rigid
inspection will be necessary. Erasur-
es can be easily detected if paper with
smooth finish is used. Every page
should be carefully looked over for
misstruck letters, for letters struck
over each other, and for failures to
follow the copy accurately. Pages
containing word practice are easily
corrected, and a skilled corrector can
read them rapidly. In a school with
a large typewriting department it is

impossible for the teacher to do this
work unassisted. There are always
conscientious students who can he
trusted to assist in this work under
the supervision of the teacher, and
who would be glad to earn part of
their tuition in this way. Careless
correcting produces an almost im-
mediate carelessness among the stu-
dents. If they find their mistakes are
overlooked they hand in their work
with errors in hope that they will not
be detected. If erasures are forbid-
den they should be treated as misde-
meanors, and the students should be
made to feel that they are acting dis-
honestly when they hand in pages
containing erasures.

Every page which passes through
the hands of the corrector should re-

ceive a mark which is distinctive.
The pages containing errors should
be rewritten and the records so kept
that the teacher can tell to a certainty
whether the students are doing all

that is required. No loophole should
be left by which they can evade the
rec|uirements. By putting a mark on
every page that passes through the
hands of the corrector there is no pos-
sible chance that the students can ex-

change pages with 'each other. Two
rubber stamps, one containing the
word "Approved" and the other the
word "Rewrite," will be found very
convenient.

If perfect work is not demanded in
the school it can not be expected in
the business house. Teachers make
a grave mistake when they suppose a
student who does poor work at school
will do good work as soon as he se-
cures a position. Taste and good
habits in typewriting must be formed
during the school period. Patrons of
the school will hold it responsible for
the work of its students. The best
advertisement a school can have is

the good work of students and their
fidelity to the interests of employers.
Not only should the character of the

typewriting done in the primary de-
partment receive special attention,
but the metod of doing it should also
be given constant attention. Stu-
dents will -often unconsciously form
incorrect habits of fingering which
are very difficult to overcome. The
fingering should be watched careful-
ly, and whenever it is found to go
astray in the least degree the students
should be given special practice to
set them right. They should be
taught a correct method of throwing
the carriage back with one hand, and
care should be taken that they do not
take both hands to it, and slowly pull
or push the carriage back and then
deliberately space to the next line.
This one thing they can safely learn
to do rapidly at the beginning. JMuch
time can be wasted by incorrect
habits in this respect.

The position at the machine should
also be watched. Some students will
sit so far from the typewriter that they
can not write any considerable length
of time without getting tired from
reaching so far. They should be made
to sit erect, at such a distance from
the machine that the elbow will hang
easily and naturally at the side. The
wrists should not be allowed to droop
so that the palms of the hands rest on
the frame of the machine. The act-
ion of the hands should be easy and
without lost motion. They should
not be lifted high above the machine,
as this tends not only to retard speed,
but also to produce inaccuracy.

The habit of looking at the key-
board is one that will have to be care-
fully watched. Without realizing
what they are doing, students some-
times glance at the keyboard until the
habit is so fixed that they do not
write strictly by touch. In the early
weeks in the school they should be
carefully watched in this respect.
Even though the keys of the typewrit-
er are blank, the habit of looking at
the keys will soon produce a sight
writer. It is a mistaken idea that all

that is necessary to put the typewriter
department on a touch basis is to

{Continued 07i page 25.)
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In the preceding- articles I have en-

deavored to emphasize a point in the

training of the stenographer which I

believe to be universally neglected or

given less attention than it deserves.

It requires little effort to furnish
practice material for a class and so I

will not take up more valuable space
in the columns of the Business Edu-
cator for that purpose. Several
class periods may very profitably be
given to such practice and discus-

sion and when the stenographer
reaches the point of transcribing his

notes, paragraphing should be care-

fully criticised.

Is it wise to attempt very much ori-

ginal composition in a class meeting
once or twice a week for six months
or a year ? Original work is good

—

the more of it we have time for the

better for the student—but when we
have drilled him thoroughly in spell-

ing, paragraphing, punctuating and
correcting the common errors of

speech which the most careful dicta-

tor will sometimes make, we find in

most business schools that he is ap-

proaching graduation in the other

branches and we must stop at the point

where our best work in English ex-

pression might begin. If we have,

during ihis time, given the student
practice in writing the common forms
of business letters, the kind which
he may properly be expected to write

without dictation, we have done
about all we can in the limited time

at our disposal. When that good
time comes, in which English will be

given equal prominence in our curri-

culums with stenography and book-

keeping, we can go into the work
more extensively. Now we need more
intensive work.

Punctuation.

As in paragraphing, the wideawake
stenographer may often be guided by

his memory of the dictator's manner.
The more he knows about the de-

tails of the business the better will

he punctuate and paragraph and we
are failing in our English classes if

we do not impress upon the student
the necessity for learning all he pos-
sibly can from the letter files and
other sources about the details of

the business in which he finds em-
ployment. A thorough knowledge of

the matters causing much of the cor-

respondence and a lively interest in

the business make the stenographers
work easier and his promotion more
sure.

When the teacher takes up the sub-
ject of punctuation he feels more sure
of his ground for he has many more
or less di^finite rules to give his class.

I shall not attempt to go into an ex-

planation of all these rules, which are

fully discussed in a multitude of

books and pamphlets, some contain-

ing rules for punctuation and others

punctuation without rules, and which
have also been ably treated in the

past in this department of practical

English. I shall simply try to follow

out my plan of supplying supplemen-
tary work for the teacher—and inci-

dentally make a few suggestions.

Some persons favor the much punc-
tuated heading, address and envelope
direction— others will have no punc-
tuation marks in these places. Some
place a period after every ab-

breviation—others write, "Mr G
W Smith of Concord N H. "

We tell a class that " Transposed or

inverted words, phrases and clauses

must be separated from the rest of

the sentence by commas, " and that

sentences beginning with "If" and
" When '' contain transposed clauses.

But there are about as many cases

where the comma is unnecessary or

objectional as where it is really

needed. Some say that in an expres-

sion like the above rule a comma
should be used with the connective
" and " and that the rule should read,
" Transposed words, phrases, and
clauses." If a comma does not add

to the force or clearness of a statement
or indicate a natural pause, why use
it ? The point I wish to make is this:

we over punctuate many times when
we try to adhere strictly to rules and
in punctuating as in paragraphing
we may better be guided oftentimes
by common sense than by rule.

This month I will give some sen-

tences taken from actual correspond-
ence which attracted my attention be-

cause they each contained from one
to four or more commas which 1 be-

lieve unnecessary. With these sen-

tences I have given sometimes an-

other sentence to make the meaning
clear so that a student could under-
stand what he was punctuating.
Dictate these sentences to the class,

tell them all marks of punctuation
except the comma are given and see

how they will punctuate. I would ad-

vise that in these sentences the

comma be used only to make the

meaning clear and not as a means of

emphasis, a point which will be
taken up in later exercises.

As we have not received a reply to

our letter of the 31st ult. we presume
that our catalog which was mailed
yon at your request on the 27th ult.

was received but you are not yet de-

cided upon the particular purpose
for which you will use our filing sys-

tem at first.

The Countograph is the fastest sim-
plest handiest most practical low-

priced calculating machine. By
actual test our machine has been
shown to be as rapid and accurate in

operation as a machine now in use
by many banks and other large con-

cerns which costs $375.

(Regarding loose-leaf books). If

you desire special forms to meet your
individual rec|uirements we can furn-

ish them printed to order from your
copy on linen bond stock size Sin x5in

in one color on one side at $3.50 per
thousand. We enclose circular of

special introductory outfit which we
send prepaid on approval for one
dollar. Is it not reasonable to sup-

pose that what has proved valuable

to thousands of other business men
will prove so to you ?

Yours of the 14th at hand enclosing
list of applicants for position with us.

Kindly advise us what wages No. 7

a young man 21 years old wishes to

start on. ( The applicants were

r-
"%

3f ijou want to \\\\ow tbc a^rancemcnt ma^c in "sournalism in onr profession,

compare tbc output of publications before the Business €bucator entered tbc arena xo\\\i

{\\^ Business €bucator as it is to=baij. (Ebe mission of tl]c lousiness €bucator is to

improDc, not cl]capen. But uu' are not resting on our oars— n^c are loolung coer abeab.

^ =J^
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given by number instead of by name
and a brief description of each was
sent).

In sending the $20.00 due tomorrow
on your note kindly make draft payable
to J. R. Wells. On its receipt we will

immediately forward to you your
note for $40.00

We will have out by July 1 a new
and complete edition of our arithme-

tic and this with our books on corres-

pondence spelling law and typewrit-

ing gives us quite a complete list of

commercial books.
When sending funds to the credit

of your account you are virtually as

near to us as to your nearest post-

office or mail box for remittance may
be made with the utmost safety by
your personal check by post-oflfice

money order or by draft obtainable
a't your bank. ( Banking by mail. )

Hoping that you may be able to use
the machine and in any event to hear
from you I am yours truly.

It gives us pleasure to send you a

copy of this book herewith under sep-

erate cover for examination and trust

that it will impress you so favorably
that you will decide to recommend it

for use in the schools under your su-

pervision.
If you have never examined any of

our commercial school books and are

interested in any special subject do
not hesitate to request examination
copies as we will gladly forward
them at any time without cost to you.

The company owns a franchise

granted in 1853 by the General Assem-
bly of the State of Illinois and the

act reads "with perpetual succes-

sion " which is a valuable asset.

(Following two offers). Better

still attach your check for $2.75 to or

wrap $2.75 in cash in this letter and
mail either at our risk and the outfit

will be sent immediately.

If you are now one of my customers
you are probably glad of it. If I do
not number you as such a trial order
placed with me will quickly make
you a regu'ar patron.

We are confident that on reading
over the offer we make you on the

next page you will be glad to avail

yourself of ifwhen sending your re-

mittance forthe enclosed bill.

As we have not yet received a reply

we write again fearing that our letter

may not have reached you or that it

has escaped your attention.

You of course understand that you
are not necessarily limited to the

standard forms shown for we can
furnish leaves of any style of ruling

and any desired size for ledger or

special purposes.

We are unable to determine from
our records whether or not any of the
samples of our goods have been sent

you with our catalog ; if not and if

you care to examine them we trust

you will let us know so that we may
send them for your inspection.

SCHOOL ADV^EKTISINQ
MELVIN W. CASSMOBE.

THE SEATTLE COMMERCIAL SCtlOOL

Seatfle, VVashlnJl-on.

^

^
The narrow interpretation of advertising

is all wrong. It is commonly taken to be
newspaper pul>licity, circulars and other
printed matter.

Advertising is making friends.

The crux of the question is one of per-

sonality, in decency and self respect to get

people tti talk about you for what you are

and not because of eccentricity or pose.

Let us try to meet all men on their own
ground.—to be at home with them. It is a

foolish T'hariseeism that holds aloof from
any of humankind. " I am a man and noth-
ing that is human is alien to me," Said old

Walt, the lover of men, to the outcast, " Not
till the sun excludes you, will I exclude
you. "

To meet all men openly, candidly and
frankly on an equality, to lower our cow-
ardly guard of pretense ot superiority, and
thus in a few passing, but sincere and
hearty words, gain their confidence and
comradeship, this is human, magnetized
advertising.

One has to hv before he can do.

The way to write efi'ective letters is to

throw pretense and subterfuge to the winds
and speak your true thought.

Let us illustrate by a concrete example.
Suppose some promising looking prospec-

tive has called and indicated his or her in-

tention of beginning work the following
Monday. Monday rolls around as Mondays
do and the aforesaid P. L. P. fails to show
up. Well, probably sick ( everybody usually
gets sick just as she thinks of going to

school ) or company has arrived or some
other thing has happened. About Tuesday
afternoon you indite a letter to Elizabeth.

What to say: "If we can beof any assistance
to you before you formally enroll, please

command us"; or, "We are disappointed
at not having you with us at the specified

time and hope thatour pleasure will not be
long deferred. "

Xone ofthesewilldo because they are not

what you are thinking of. Nothing is so

strong as truth polished by courtesy.

Suppose we own up candidly and say : "We
were, of course, disappointed because you
could not begin your work as you expected,

but hope that you can do so soon. Will you
not telephone orcall letting us know at about
what time you can come. We do not make
this request through any undue desire to

urge you but simply because of a natural

interest in those who have signified their

intention of being with us."

This will bring a response from any per-

son who is a desirable student.

Think "What is my inmost, almost un-

noticed thought ?" Bring It out, clothe it

in fitting words and you have a winner.

It is said that Arthur Brisbane, Hearst's

leading editorial writer, gets his impressive
conversational eflects by talking into a

phonograph.

Don't write- Talk it.

The perfect swing of the polished phrase
has no place in advertising. Pretty talk is

not convincing talk.

The grace and diction of the orator do
not take the place of Lincoln's throbbing
heart, full of love for humankind or of the
pathetic plea of the scourged Douglas.

We want thoughts, not threnodies, senti-

ments, not symphonies.
As I have said before, advertisingis sales-

manship and merely putting out the school
name and saying" .\bsoluteb' Thorough "

" The Best by any test. " " The School of

Foremost Methods " will be along and ted-

ious way to business.

It is easy to impress the name on the pub-
lic and still get few results. Take the Sa-

polio .Spotless Town jingles. Everybody
read them : everybody knew Sapolio.

Yet few indeed bought Sapolio' because
of them. They were designed to hold trade

already gained, trade by the most forceful

kind of argument, strong selling talk.

Witness, when the Morgans tried to re-

vive Hand Sapolio how thej' did it by tlie-

straightest kind of selling talk, plain force

ful reasons why.
It is true that you can always influence a

certain kind of people by baseless claims,

but it will be the same kind that buy stock

in rubber plantations and gold mines.

They do not make good students, and be-

sides it takes a lot of persistent loud lan-

guage to influence them.

The best students can be reached only by
an appeal to their reason, they want to be
shown. A few reasons will go farther with
them than many pagesof braggadocio.

Few schools, if an^-, do it, but it would be
a master stroke to explain exactly point by
point the work of any one class or division

of the school.

This is what the student wants to know
anyway.
When you buy a pair of shoes the sales-

man attempts to show you the construction
—in the same wa>- take your school to pieces

explain how j-ou do things.

Suaaestions.

These suggestions are my own opin-
ion. No one else is responsible. If

they help, you are welcome. If they
don't—forget them.
The Miller School, New York City:
First I may suggest in regard to

printing. The slip " Day school " set
in Pabst. This type is a beautiful
type well suited to a single line or a
short paragraph. It is not good for a
page. Printers usually want to run in
something fancy, although it is a
cardinal principal of good printing
that the type should be subordinated
to the idea. I cannot like the idea of
the long lines—think it would be better
running crosswise, giving about a two
and one fourth inch line. This would
also tend to annul the objection to
Pabst type. " The Business side of a
goodschool" is bettertypographically
altho the heading is in weak type.

(Continued on page 30.)
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eotitracts.

9. Contracts of Insane Persons and
Drunkards.

Our readers who have followed this

series of talks will have learned the

rule as to the contracts of ptrsons not

yet of legal age, to the effect that gen-
erally speaking an infant's contracts
are voidable by him, with the one
great exception that where under cer-

tain circumstances he makes a con-
tract for the necessaries of life it is

good.
The law with reference to the con-

tracts of insane persons and drunk-
ards is based upon the same theory as
is that of the law with reference to the
contracts with infants—namely, that

the law ought to protect the weak or

such as have not sufficient mind,
against the strong or the mentally
sound. Insanity, generally speaking,
is a weakness or derangement of

mind. It is such a state of mind that

the person attlicted cannot think ra-

tionally, is incapable of protecting
himself or his property, and cannot
foresee the results of his acts. In this

sense an idiot is an insane person.
In order for one to make a valid

contract he must understand its terms
and give his assent to them. An in-

sane person, generally speaking, is

incapable of understanding and of

giving rational assent. It would,
therefore, be the height of injustice to

hold a person to a contract made dur-
ing his insanity.

There are cases, however, where
persons are insane on some one sub-
ject, and perfectly sane on others.

Such persons are called monomaniacs.
Or they may be insane upon all sub-
jects but one. If this condition can
be clearly proven the law will hold
the person to his contracts made in

relation to matters concerning which
he is entirely sane. There are per-

sons who, while nominally insane,

are sane at intervals. If a contract
can be proven to have been made dur-
ing an interval of sanity it will stand.
It is even held that where one has
general capacity he will be held inca-

pable if, when he made the contract,

he labored under a delusion as to the
particular matter which enthralled
his judgment and will.

We have learned that infants are
bound by contracts for the necessa-
ries of life where these are not fur-

nished them by parents or guardians
orotherwise. The same rule holds with
reference to insane persons and idiots.

In the case of infancy the necessaries
must be such as concern his person,
as, for instance, medicine, food, cloth-
ing. In the case of the insane, how-
ever, the contract may be such as
concerns his estate or property as well
as his person, the contract holding
if it is shown to be necessary for the
preservatian of the estate.

Generally speaking, an insane per-
son's contracts are not void, but, as
in the case of infancy, such contracts
are voidable, that is, he may carry
them out or not as he chooses. How-
ever, such contracts are binding upon
him if, after his reason has returned,
he affirms them, or if during his in-

sanity, his guardian or those having le-

gal authority over him ratify them. If

the person after becoming sane, or if

his guardian, before he becomes sane,
disaffirms a contract, and refuses to
abide by it, he must return whatever
he has received on the contract pro-
vided he can do so. He cannot disaf-
firm the contract and keep the pro-
ceeds. He may disaffirm the contract
without returning anything if what he
has received is lost or has in any
way passed out of his control.

The following exception to some
of the rules stated must be noted:
When a guardian or a committee has
been appointed by a court over a per-
son adjudged to be insane his con-
tracts from that time on are void, ex-

cepting where they are for the neces-
saries of life, and then he is bound,
not on the contract, but for the rea-

sonable value of what he has pur-
chased. It should be said, too, that
where one has been adjudged insane
his contracts, even though made at

lucid intervals, or while such judg-
ment is in force, have no binding
effect.

Where it is a question whether or
not a person was insane, the jury will

be instructed to look into the nature
of the contract and the influences

that led to the making of the con-
tract. They will be asked to consider
whether it was fair or just; whether
the consideration was adequate;
whether the other party knew of the
mental derangement; whether the
other party sought an advantage in

consequence of such knowledge;
whether there was any undue influ-

ence used or fraud; whether the sup-
posed insane person had advice—what
was its nature and who gave it to

him. These questions being an-

swered, the jury will be asked to de-

clare whether or not the contract was
the offspring of a sane mind. The
sane party to a contract will be held
whether he knew of the insanity of the
other person or not, if the insane per-
son, or his representatives, so elect.

Drunkenness is a species of insani-
ty, and while it is not a good defense
to a criminal charge, it may be
pleaded as a defense in a suit on a
contract made when the person sued
on the contract was drunk at the time
he made the contract. It follows,
therefore, that a contract made by a
person when drunk, if it can be proved
that at the time he was bereft of rea-
son, is voidable; it makes no difference
whether the drunkenness was volun-
tary or involuntary.
The same rule holds good with ref-

erence to the matter of the necessa-
ries of life, as in the case of insane
persons, the drunkard being held lia-

ble to pay for the reasonable value of
the necessaries of life used by him
when drunk. He may, when sober,
return such as he has not consumed
and disaffirm the contract to that ex-
tent. If he keeps what he purchased
during his drunkenness an unreason-
able time after he becomes sober, he
will beheld to have ratified the con-
tract. The contract of an habitual
drunkard is good if made in a sober
interval. Mere drunkenness will not
impair a contract To have the effect

of impairing a contract it must be
proven that the party was non compos
mentis at the time. Insanity brougnt
on by long-continued drunkenness
does not differ in legal effect from any
other sort of insanity.

To be continued.

Department of Cypewriting continued
from page 22.

blank the keyboards of ihe machines.
Students themselves often fall into
this error, and think because the
machine has no letters on the keys
they are safe in looking at them all

they choose.
Cbe Brown Cropby.

The illness of Mr. Brown has de-
layed the formation of the rules for

the contest to be held at the next
meeting of the Central Commercial
Teachers' Association at Davenport.
He has now recovered, and has indi-

cated to the committee what his wish-
es are, and the committee will soon
be able to report on the matter.
While the rules in detail can not now
be given, Mr. Brown has indicated
that it is his wish that two tests of at

least five minutes each be required in

order to win the trophy; a test of copy-
ing speed, and a test of direct dicta-

tion on the machine. Teachers train-

ing students for the contest should
work along these two lines. Ac-
curacy will be considered of more im-
protance than speed, and those who
wish to enter the contest should prac-
tice for accuracy from the beginning,
as it is difficult to correct bad habits,
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' the first of the month preceding date of publ

iiportant program announcements, as late as ! he fifteenth of th(

they may be

month.

; late as the tenth.

-^

Co the Shorthand and Cvpewrit^

ing Ceachers of Jlmerica.

As President of tlie .National Shorthand
Teacliers' Association, it becomes my priv.

ileee to tell you something concerninj; the
work of this great organization of teachers,
and to ofiicially invite you to join our ranks
and to take an active part in our delibera-

tions at the annual conventions.
The National Shorthand Teachers' .\sso-

clation was organized in 1895, and is the
largest and most widely known Association
of its kind in this country. As its name
suggests, it is national in scope and char-

acter. Those who have been active in pro-

moting the best interests of this great body,
feel that the .\ssociatiou numbers on its

roll many of the foremost, and representa-
tive members of the shorthand and type-

writing fraternity, and believe that every
teacher of shorthand or typewriting, no
matteE wh9t system of shorthand is used,

or wliat make of typewriter is preferred,

should become an active member of this

Association at the earliest convenient time.

All teachers of commercial branches are

eligible to membership and may become
members by registering with the .Secretary

and payingthe registration fee of$2 00, which
fee entitles the member to a copy of the
printeil report of each of the convention
meetings. \o live teacher can atT.mi to be
without this report, which alone is worth
the cost of menibershiii. There are luiiny

other benefits to be derived from a member-
ship in the Association, and especially from
an attendance at theconventions -to create
and maintain a feeling of good fellowship
among teachers |

to raise the standard of

teaihing'aliility ; to promote the interests of

shorthand and typewriting teachers gen-
erally, eic. The Vice Pre.sident is in charge
of an employment bureau conducted in the
interest of the meml)ers
Meetings are heUI annually during the

holiday season, at v.'hich time most ex-

cellent programs a re arranged, and topics of

general interest discussed. Meetings have
been held in Chicago, Detroit, St. Lonis,
Milwaukee, Cincinnati, and Cleveland. The
next meeting will be held in the Martin
.School, Pittsburg, Pa., December I'V to :il.

Special railroad fares and hotel rates are
provided for the members who attend the
conventions.
Teachers are requested to place on exhibi-

tion., at the convention meetings, work done
by their pupils. This work should repre
sent three stages of progress-beginning,
intermediate and completing of the course.
It is de-ired that the exhibit will show the
honest results of ordinary everyday effort

in the school-room, and need not neces-
sarily be a polished one. The papers should
all appear in the condition they are turned
in to the teacher by the pupil, errors marked,
reference to text-book, and relevant hints
indicated in red ink. The typewriting por
tion should include specimens of transcrip
tion,coiiving, manifolding and mineograph
ing. a is expected that the exhibit will

show errors, because such errors and their
treatment will comprise the educational
value of the exliibil, and will be very inter-

esting to t he teachers. The fi.ain object of

such an exhibit is tr. enable teacliers to con-
trast and c<mipare difficulties and methods
of .overcoming them All exhibits should
be plainly marked with the name of the
school, teacher and pupil.

The Publicity Committee, members of

which reside in various parts of the
country, is in charge of the work and
teachers should correspond with the Assoia-
tions' Secretary Mr. F. E. Ilaymond, Lock-
year's Commercial School, Evans\'ille, Ind.,

who will gladly put them in touch with the
committee's representative, who has charge
of the school exhibit in that particular
district.

.\ special feature of the convention pro-

gram, which has been in vogue during the
past few years, is the System Section meet-
ings, as they are called. These meetings
afford opportunities for the writers of

various systems of shorthand to discuss
points of vital interest to their particular
system, which might not lie of so much im-
portance to the writers of any other system.
Thus taking out of the regular program any
and alP'System" discussion to thegratifica-
tion and general good of all concerned.

During conventions, rooms are set apart
for the exhibit of typewriting machines and
textbooks. Here may be found all the
standard makes of machines: likewise text-
books on the leading systems of shorthand,
typewriting and other subjects taught in
commercial schools ; also the various maga-
zines published in theinterest of shorthand,
typewriting, penmanship and commercial
education.

The Typewriter and Phonographic World,
Mr. E. N. Miner. Editor, is the official organ
of the Association. The President of the
Association is Editor in Chief of the Associa-
tion Department, and through this medium
all members are invited to e.xpress their
opinions on any topic of interest to the
general shorthand public.

It Is my earnest desire that shorthand and
typewriting teachers throughout the
country take a special interest in the
-National .Vssociation this year, and that
they familiarize themselves with the great
work that is being accomplished by this
enthusiastic body of commercial educators.

Mr. Ford () Harrison, Martin School,
Pittsburg, Pa., chairman of the executive
committee, is in charge of the program for

the coming convention, and I believe it will

be one of the best ever presented by the
Association.

Further information and application for
membership will be forwarded by Mr. Ray-
mond, the Secretary, upon request.

Join the National Shorthand Teachers'
.\ssociation now, and meet with us in Pitts-

burg, in December,
Cordially yours.

WlLL.^KD I. TlNLiS, President,
Principal, Central Business College,

Chicago.

From the ehairman of the €Ke=
cutive Committee of the

n. S. C. Jl.

During the pa.st few month.s, the ef-

forts of the E.xeciitive Committee
have not been publi.shed, the commit-
tee has, nevertheless, been very busy,
and after an extensive campaign in

the interest of the Association, is

able to give a partial view of the good
things which are in store for those of

the craft who will journey to Pitts-

burg next holiday week to attend the

1907 Meeting.

The committee is not able to give
the program in a complete form at

the present time, but it is willing to

give a general idea of what it will be
like. We received a great many let-

ters from interested persons with
whom we corresponded, and these let-

ters were full of good suggestions,
and we are truly thankful for them, as

this matter of getting up programs is

no easy matter and all help is gladly
received. We wish to take this oppor-
tunity to thank those who responded
to ourcommunications; and those who
did not answer, we presume were too

busy or had moved away from the ad-

dress to which the communications
were sent, or for some other reason
they were not interested, and did not

heed the call to "Come over and help

us."
We have tried to work out a pro-

gram in which the principal phases
of a shorthand training appear as the

topics for discussion, and have ed-

deavored to arrange the topics so

that something definite will be ac-

complished in the discussions. With
this end in view, we have arranged
for the following topics:

"What the Catalogue should say
about the Shorthand Course."

"What should be accomplished
during the Theoretical and Dictation

Periods of the .Shorthand Course."
"The Correlation of the Short-

hand and Typewriting Departments."
"The Relative Merits of Touch

and Sight Typewriting."
"English in the Commercial

.School."
"Hobbies and Fads in Teaching

Shorthand."
The Cultural Value of Short-

hand."
"A System of Training Pupils for

Expert Typewriter Operators."
"The Shorthand Teacher's Li-

brary."
The committee does not know at the

present time whether to prepare the

program for three or four sessions,

and is therefore holding in abeyance
a couple of numbers, but it is quite
probable that the completed program
will contain a paper by a prominent
reporter, and a talk on the requisite

training of a stenographer by a pro-

minent Pittsburg businessman
The following persons have signi-

fied their intention of attending the
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meeting and their willingness to ap-
pear on the program:

Thomas P. Scully, School of Com-
merce, Cincinnati, Ohio; Archibald
Cobb, New York, N. Y.; W. P. Potter,

Sparta High School, Sparta, 111.; W.
D. M. Simmons, Draughon's Busi-
ness Colleges, Nashville, Tenn.;
Walter E. Dengler, Philadelphia Busi-
ness College, Philadelphia, Pa.; J. W.
Beers, Pittsburg, Pa.; James N. Kim-
ball, New York, N. Y.; Edward Byn-
earsan, Director of Pittsburg High
Schools, Pittsburg, Pa.; R. E. Tul-
loss. The Tulloss School of Touch
Typewriting, Springfield, Ohio. Only
one of the above named persons speci-
fied that there was any doubt about
his being in attendance at the meet-
ing, but the committee is optimistic
and believes that they will all be
there, and that each one, in the mes-
sage he brings will offer to the mem
bars of the Association, something
that will repay them many fold for

any inconvenience suffered, or time
and money spent in attending this
meeting.

In addition to the above named per-
sons there are a number of other
prominent ones who have signified
that they would be present and take
part in the discussions. These will be
announced later. On the whole, we
believe that when the complete pro-
gram is published in the December
Journals, there will be such an array
of talent as will make even those only
remotely interested take notice of the
good things offered.

The committee will still be glad to
receive communications from those
interested in the coming meeting,
who have a thought to offer for the
betterment of the Association which
can be used in the arrangement of the
program.
Local interest in the coming meet-

ing is very active and no opportunity
will be lost to bring the matter to the
personal attention of every shorthand
teacher in the vicinity of Pittsburg,
that they may contribute their sup-
port for the purpose of making the
1907 meeting the best of all.

Finally, we want the say, that there
is just as much of that "Brotherly
Love", about which we have heard
so much lately, in Pittsburg as will

be found among the "Brethren" in

other cities of the country, Baltimore
not excepted; if you don't believe it,

come to the ne.xt meeting of The Nat-
ional Shorthand Teachers' Associa-
tion to be held in Pittsburg, Decem-
ber 27, 28, 30, and 31, 1907, and we'll
show you; and if you do believe it,

come anyhow. Begin right now to
get ready, and COME.

Very truly yours.

Ford O. Harrison
Chairman Executive Committee, N.

S. T. A.

School managers.
The K.\ecutive Comtnittee of the Private

School Managers' Association announce tiie

following papers for their section of the
Xational C'ouiniercial Teachers' Federation :

"Co-operation ;-The Spirit of the Times."
John L. GreKK-
"Tlie Possiljle Benefits to be Derived from

a Summer Chautauqua." A. F. Harnev,
Waterloo. Iowa.
"Some Results of .\fRliation " W. B El-

liot, Wheeling, W. V.

There will also be a paper an Commercial
Work by some man from the Department of
Commerce from a leading University.
Other announcements will be ready for

the next issue.
Yours truly.

F. F. Showers.
Stevens Point, Wis.

Fellow Penmen.
Our enrollments did not roll in very

rapidly during the month of September.
All bills for the renewal of memberships
were sent about the first of September and
as we had over KXI members last year we
should have nearly all of their renewals by
this time. Up to the present date, Oct. 7, 19(1".

we have received twenty-two enrollments
as follows :

L C. .McCann, Mahanoy City, Pa.
C. S. Chambers. Covington, Kv.
E. M. Fluntsinger, Hartford, Conn.
C. K. Hill. Bowling Creen, Ky.
L. E. Stacy, Meadville, Pa.

J. (.. Steele. Bridgeton, N. J.

C. E. Doner, Beverly, Mass.
H. G. Keaser, Pittsburg, Pa.
W. J. Kinsley, New York. N. Y.

S. E. Leslie, Poughkeepsie. N. Y.

E. W. Miller, Springfield, Ohio.
J. F Fish, Chicago, HI.

.\. K. Furnish, Chicago, 111.

F. F. Musrush, Lakewood, Ohio.
A. .\. Palmer. Cedar Rapids, la.

.1. B. Howard, Cincinnati. O.
C P. Zaner, Columbus, Ohio.

J. W. Creig, Berea, Ohio.
Rev. Pius .Meinz, CoUegeville, .Minn.

J. G Frey, Cleveland, Ohio.
D M. Keefer, Beaver Falls, Pa.
S. B. Fahnestock. McPherson, Kansas.
We are making a hard fight to increase

our membership to :;iin. If you are a pro-
gressive, up todate teacher you can easily
afford an enrollment fee of $> 00, although
you may not be able to attend the meeting.
Tlie report of which is issued by the Fede-
ration is well worth the price of the enroll-
ment and should be in the hands of every
teacher. We would like to have your en-
rollment just as early as possible. You will
not save anythingby putting it otT and if

we can have it at once it will put a little

more enthusiasm in the work being done
by the different officers and State Repre-
sentatives. Remit by money order, check
or cash and your receipt will be forwarded
at once together with Membership Certifi.

cate, suitable for framing, if you ask for it.

L. E. Stacy. Sec'y-Treas.
Meadville, Penna.

Uuincy, III., Sept. 25, 1907

Editor Business Educator :

I wish to extend to all the readers of your
valuable Magazine a cordial invitation to
come to Pittsburg for the meeting of the
National Commercial Teachers' Federation,
Dec. 27 to 31, as I believe our convention
this year will be one of the largest and best
in our history. We are preparing a very
strong program for the Business Teachers'
.\9sociation, and I thoroughly believe that
every business educator in the United
States will profit by attending our meeting.
The letters I have received from all parts

of the country indicate a very successful
meeting and a large attendance.
We are endeavoring to introduce an inno-

vation in our program in the way of having
demonstrations from specialists who an-
connected with some of the largest corpora-
tions in the United States, ami if we an-
successful in .i>>taining them, we feel that
this feature will materiallv aid in making;
the sessions both instructive and interesl-
ing As soon as I have an ontliiie of our
program made up, I will send you a copy
for publication. With kind regards, I am

Fraternally yours, • : f

I) U. MUSSELMAN, Jr. r, o,.

President.

Rules Qoverniiig the national Penman*
ship Exhibit to be Held in Pittsburg

in December.

That the National Peni.ianship Exhibit
for 1!KI7 may be more educational the
following rules have been prepared,

Tor the Public Schools.
Rule I. Every specimen must bear tin-

writer's name, age, grade number, the date,
name of school and the time in minutes
retiuired to write it. -

Rule II. The exhibit shall be ma^e
from the First. Third, Fifth, and Eighth
grades and shall be limited to fifty speci-
mens to a grade ; said specimens to repre-
sent thechildren of theclass.

Rule III. Every grade must be bpund
separately, labeled on the cover with the
location of the school, the adopted system
of writing, and the number of minutes al-

lotted for practice every week. The cover
should also bear the supervisor's or princi-
pal's name. "''''

Rule IV .\n awarding committee of
three persons shall be chosen by the Na-
tional Penmanship Association's Executive
Committee on or before the first day of tin-

regular convention- Its duty shall be (..

view and judge all properly made exhibits
regarding the form of letters, speed, legi-

bility, and general practical value of the
writing. It shall award honors by certifi-

cate as follows:

First, second, third and as many as six
honorable mentions,
Iv'ULE V. .\ll exhibits shall become the

property of the association unless return
charges are prepaid to the chairman of the
exhibit committee.
Rule VI. All exhibits must be sent,

charges prepaid, to the National Penman,
ship Exhibit Committee in care of the N. C.
T. Federation on or before December 20

1(107, at Pittsburg, Pa.

/f^ ^^

"Begin rigl^t now to get rca5y aub come

to Pittsburg during l^olibay time."
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Tor the Parochial Schools.
Rt'I.B I. Every specimen must bear the

writer's name, age, date, name of the
school and the time in minutes reqiiired

to write it.

Rule II. The exhibit shall be made from
the First, Third, Fifth and Eighth year
classes, limited to fifty bpecimens to the
class, unselected.

KL'LE in. The work of every class in the
exhibit must be bound separately and the
cover marked with the name and location
of the school, the system of writing in

use, the time in minutes given to daily
practice, and the name or title of the person
in charge of the school.

Rule IV. An awarding committee shall
be chosen by the executive committee of

the National Penmanship Association and
its duty shall be to view and judge all prop-

erly made exhibits as to form of letters,

speed, legibility, and general usefulness of

the writing to the child. Said committee
shall award by certificates first, second and
third honors ; and as many as six honorable
mentions.
RULE V. All exhibits shall become the

property of the National Penmanship As-
sociation unless return charges are prepaid
to the chairman of the exhibit committee.
Rule Vl. All exhibits must be sent to

the National Penmanship E.xhibit Commit-
tee in care of the N. C. T. F'ederation, char-
ges prepaid, on or before December 20, 1!K)7,

at Pittsburg, Pa.

Tor the Business Schools.
Rule I. Every specimen must show the

writer's name, date of class enrollment
and the exact time in minutes required to

write it.

Rule II. The specimens shall be limited
to one hundred to a class, and if possible,

be accompanied with the specimen taken
at the time of the writer's enrollment in the
class.

Rule III. An awarding committee of

three persons shall be chosen by the Na-
tional Penmanship Executive Committee
and its duty shall be to view and judge all

properly made exhibits regarding the form,
speed and the commercial value of the
writing. The committee shall award hon-
ors by certicate as follows ; First, second,
third and as many as six honorable men-
tions.

RULE IV. All exhibits shall become the
property of the National Penmanship As-
sociation unless return charges are prepaid
to the ctiairman of the Exhibit Committee.
RULE V. .Ml exhibits must lie sent, char-

ges prepaid, to the National Exhibit Com-
mittee in care of the N. C. T. Federation on
or before December '20, 1907, at Pittsburg, Pa.

Respectfully,
( F. F. MUSRUSH, Lakewood, O.,
I Chairman.
I S. E.LESLIE, Poughkeepsie.N.V.
1 C. K DONER, Beverly. Mass.

Com. •; C. C. Lister, New York, N. Y.
1
A. M. WONNELL, Big Rapids,

Mich.
I
F. A. KEEFOVER, Summertieid,

I Kan.

To The Members of the National Pen-
manship Teachers' Association.

Greeting :

The National Penmanship Teachers'
Association win hold its annual conven-
tion in conjunction with the sessions of the
National Co.'>i.'>iekcial TEAciisKh' Fei>
ERATIoN, in Pittsburg, Pa., Dec. U7th, '.'Sth,

30th, and 31st. The meetings of the associa-
tion will be held in the rooms of The Martin
School, Incorporated, Corner of Liberty
Avenue and Fifth Street,

.\s a member of the Executive Commit-
tee, I desire to extend ati urgent invitation
to all memljers of the association and to all

penmen and penmanship teachers every-
where, to attend these meetings and parti-

cipate in the proceedings thereof. \\\ ex-
traordinary effort is being made to make
the meetings this year eclipse those of any
former years. Toaccomplish this, however,
we must have the united support and co-

operation of every person interested in pen-
manship matters. \o great results can be
attained without united and concerted
effort.

The undersigned will be glad to receive
suggestions regarding the program, sub-
jects to be discussed, etc. If you have any
particular speaker whom you would like to
see represented on the program, send us
his name and we will see what we can do
for you. .Send us your ideas. Do not de-
pend upon the other fellow to furnish them,
but sit right down now and let us have a
good long letter before you forget it. Don't
delay, but do it now.

Y'ours for co operation,
W. P. Steinhaeuser,

Executive Committee, N P. T. A.

Cbe Indiana Jlssociation.

The Indiana Business College Associa-
tion will hold its next annual convention in
Indianapolis, Nov. Sand il. 1907, in the Ind-
iana Business College rooms.
Mr. James Bingham, Attorney deneral of

Indiana, will deliver an address Friday
evening.
An interesting program has been prepared

and an enthusiastic meeting is expected.
All Hoosiers should turn out, and a large

number of Suckers, Michiganders, Buck-
eyes, and Kentucky Colonels will no doubt
be on hand, too.

Program and otherdet ails may be secured
by addressing the chairman of the execu-
tive committee, Mr. S. H. East, 424 Law
Bldg., Indianapolis.

r

^
SCHOOL AND
PROFESSIONAL

"^

J
J. K. Fish. North Western Business. Col-

lege C hicago, III., reports a better Fall open-
ing than ever before, for both day and night
schools and that the pupils were still com-
ing. He also reports that alt the Chicago
schools, have opened up well.

The School of Commerce, Harrisburg, I'a..

W. H. Keller, business manager and D. L.
M. Kaker, principal, reports an attendance
early in the Fall several times as large as a
year ago. We have known Mr. Raker for a
number ot years and consider him one of
our most conscientious efficient commer-
cial teachers. Moreover he swings a pen of
more than ordinary ability.

C E. Wright, formerly connected with the
Chanute, Kansas, Business College, is now
principal of the Ouachita Business College,
Arkadelphia, Ark. The Ouachita Business
College is a department of the Ouachita
Baptist School of Arkansas.

"One hundred per cent ahead of our en-
rollment last year. " The quotation speaks
for itself from a letter written Sept. 14th to
the liL'SINESs EULXATOK from A. G. Sine,
proprietor of the Mountain State Business
College. Parkersburg, W. Va.

M. B F'arr, who was formerly connected
with the Alma Ladies' College, St. Thomas,
Ont., recently bought Clark's Coiamercial

College, Xewport, Ky., and is now conduct-
ing this institution under the name of the
Newport Business College.

Mr. J. A. Stephens, Metropolitain Busi-
ness College, Chicago, reported a large in-
crease in their central and surburban
schools.

Mr. Jno. Brent, penman and commercial
teacher in the Berlin. Ont., Business Col-
lege, reports their Fall opening as being 15

percent ahead of former years. This speaks
alike well for the Berlin Business College,
and for the people of Berlin and the sur-
rounding country.

On Sept. 6th., 1907, Patrick Business Col-
lege, York, Pa., graduated 73 young people.
Commencement exercises were held in the
York High School Auditorium.

The Annual Catalogue of Parker's Practi-
cal Business Colleges located at Warrens
burg.Jetlerson City, Marshall, Holden,Hous-
ton and Mexico, Mo., and Okmulgee, I. T., is

one of the best pieces of catalogue adver-
tising recently received at this office. The
text is printed upon Old Stratford deckle-
edge paper with black and red borders. The
illustrations are printed on coated paper.
From this catalogue it is clearly evident
that Warrensburg has a better print shop
than most places of its s>ize,and it is also evi-
dent that the Parker schools are hustling.
profitableaffairs.

The49th anniversary and graduating ex-
ercises of the Packard Commercial School,
New York City, were held in the Carnegie
Hall. Monday evening. May 20th, 1907. The
principal address was delivered by the Hon,
Leslie M. Shaw, of Iowa. These exercises
are events of no small importance in the
way of elevating commercial education in

the public mind, as well as advancing the
interests of the Packard School.

Mr. C. R. Tate, of the School of Commerce,
Cincinnati. Ohio, on Sept. '.iOth reported
having added more space to their school
in order to accomodate increasing attend-
ance and if more pupils apply for admit-
tance further ^space would be necessary^ as
they are already crowded to the limit.

TheChillicothe, Mo.. Normal is certainly
booming. The increase over last year has
far exceeded expectations. It opened Tues-
day, Sept. 3rd with more students enrolled
than thej' had October 1st last year. To be
exact, they opened on that day with 97

more students than they had the same day
last year. Twenty-six new typewriters
were purchased for the Shorthand depart-
ment, and another room was added to the
Telegraphy department. The Pen Art de-
partment is very large and is meeting with
great success. Its graduates are in demand,
and it is unable to supply the calls for Com-
mercial and Penmanship instructors.

Messrs- A. C. Moss A: Samuel Hixson
opened the Southwestern Business College,
Texarkana, Tex.-Ark., on September 3rd.

They report that they already have a good
enrollment. These gentlemen have started
out to build up one of the best business
colleges in the southwest, and the BUSI-
NESS Educator wishes them much suc-
cess in their undertaking.

T. H. Gatlin, Sec 'y. of the West Texas.
Business College, Abilene, Texas, re-

ports a good Fall opening in attendance
at Abilene, also in the Wichita, Texas,
Commercial School which was recently
opened as a branch of the W. T. B. C.

James E. Slindee, recently of Youngs-
town, t)hio, is now connected with the Crest
City Business College and Academy, Cres-
ton, Iowa.

F. W. Martin. lOt) Boylston St.. Boston,
Mass., is doing some excellent engrossing
and diploma work as shown by samples re-

cently received. Mr. Martin is a fine young
man and deserves the success he has
achieved atfd is still achieving.
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fr- %MOVEMENT
OF TEACHEliS

Miss Alice Wagner, a graduate of the
Lansing, Mich., B. U., will have charge of
shorthand in the Granger Business School,
Aberdeen, S. Dak., this year. Ralph
Benedict, of the Auburn, Me., High School,
goes to the Fitchburg, Mass., High School,
asheadnft tiecommercial work. H.A.Gregg,
of West Lafayette, Ohio, CoUe.ge, goes to the
commercial department of the Oskaloosa,
Iowa, High School. F. M. Wallace, of the
Oskaloosa, Iowa. High School, moves to the
Calumet, Mich., High School. C. H. McGuire,
last year Business Manager of the Kansas
Wesleyan Business College, .Salina, is now
with the New Era B. C, Superior, Wis.
C. B. Bowerman, formerly of tlie East High
School, Cleveland, and more recentU' in
business life in Chicago, is the new head of
the commercial department of the Central
High School, Detroit.
The Principal of the Central High School

was formerly Mr. Bowerman's superinten-
dent at Muskegon, w hen Mr. Bowerman was
making a reputation throughout the Lake
Region for the e.xcellence of bis shorthand
work. L. B. Gregory, of thePetoskey, Mich.,
High School, becomes an emigrant from his
State, by goingto the lirainerd, Minn., High
School, at a handsome increase in salary.
F. W. Baldwin, of Symco, Wis., is a new
teacher in the Parks Business School,
Denver. Miss Virginia A. Ake, an accom-
plished teacher who has been with the
Hanks H. C, Philadelphia, now has charge
of the shorthand department of the Potts-
town, Pa., H. C. Miss Edith I. Abbott, a
graduate of the Dorchester, Mass., High
School Commercial Department, takes
charge of the Wareham, Mass., High School
commercial work.
Miss Helen M, Tucker, of Denver, is a re-

cent addition to the shorthand forces of the
Western School of Commerce, Stockton,
Cal. Miss Louise Binns, last year with the
Pottstown, Pa., B. C, has accepted a very
pleasant position with the College of Com-
merce, Kenosha, Wis. Miss E. Van Denl.>erg,
a graduate of the Ferris Institute, Big
h'apids, Mich., is handling the shorthand
department of the Heidelberg Commercial
College, Tiffin, Ohio. J. R. Anderson, for
many years principal of Barnes B. C, St.
Louis, has resigned his position and is prin-
cipal of G. W. Brown's East St. Louis B. C.
Mr. Brown has thus added to his very
superior corps of men one of the ablest prin-
cipals in the country, as well as one of the
finest men to be found anywhere.
Miss Florence Hamblin, last year in the

Brimrteld, Mass., High School, goes this year
as shorthand teacher to the Ayer, Mass.,
High School. Miss Cornelia S. Holcomb, of
Springfield, Mass., is the new commercial
teacher in the Gardner, Mass., High School.
C. W.Clark, last year with Miner's Business
Academy, Brooklyn. A'. Y., has engaged
with Warner's Business School, Elmira,
N. Y. C. M. Miller, last year with the
Ligonier. Ind., High School, has engaged
with the Davti.n, Pa., Normal Institute.

J. V. Dillman, Elvria, Ohio, is the new sup-
ervisor in the Connellsville, Pa., Public
Schools. Geo. A. Fellows is thecommercial
teacher in the Central Falls, R. I., High
School. Chas. M. Gray goe» from the Inter-
state Commercial School. Reading, Fa., to
the Schissler College of Business, Norris-
town. Pa., and J. S. C. Adamson, of the
Wheeler B. C, Houston, Tex., also goes to
Norristown.
Miss Richardson, of the New Bedford,

Mass., High School, goes to the Brockton,
Mass., High School. N. B. Good, of the Hunt-
ington, Ind., B. U., will have charge of the
commercial work of the Williams B. C,
Oshkosh, Wis. Miss May W. Hosbrook, of
Madeira. Ohio, will teach in Ashtabula,
Ohio, this year. Miss Alice E. Hawkins, of
Springfield, Mass., will teach shorthand in

the Connecticut B. C, Hartford, Conn., this
year. C. E. Kersey, of the Kansas Wesleyan
H. C, Salina, will have charge of the com-
mercial department of Memorial University,
Mason Citv, Iowa. Mr. Trickey, of Lvnn,
Mass., follows Hastings Hawkesatthe Win-
throp, Mass., High School, ftr. Hawkes was
re-elected at an increased salary, but he
wants to enter the Civil Service. J. Frank
Yenner, of Warsaw. Ind., is teaching in the
Seymour, Ind., B. C. W.E.Warner Detroit,

has accepted a position in the Sioux City,
Iowa. High School for commercial work.
H. C. Pender, who has been with the Raisin
Valley Seminary, Adrian, Mien., for some
years, has taken a business position wit h the
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek,
Mich. Roy Brackett, a recent graduate from
the Amos Tuck Schoolof Administration, of

Dartmouth College, i* in charge of the com-
mercial work of the Portsmouth, N. U., High
School. A. S. Hunt, of Wichita, Kan., goes
to the Nichols Expert School, St. Paul, Minn.
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D. Beanchamp, the well known penman of

Montreal. Can., is now connected with Har-
per and Brothers, Publishers, New York
City. Mr. Beauchamp is a penman of con-
siderable ability, as our readers are aware.

Mr. E. H. Graver is again ctmnected with
thecommercial departmentof the Paterson,
N. J., High School. He receives a salary
nearly three times as large as when he went
there nine years ago as Mr. Thornburg's
assistant. Mr. Craver is one of the young
men in our profession whom we never hear
anything but good of.

C. W. Fogarty, of the Rome, New York,
Business Institute, is now with the Dakin's
Business Institute, Syracuse, N. Y. Mr.

Fogarty, although one of the youngest men
of our profession, is one of the biggest. He
tips the scales at IVl, which is not bad for a

lii-year old.

Mr. E. E. Townsley, last year with the
Cream City Business College, Milwaukee,
Wis., is now connected with the Heald's
College, San Francisco, Calif. He reports

that the school is now pleasantly located in

the new Heald Building at 433 McAllister St.,

with about 3.")ll pupils in attendance.

J. E. Boyd, formerly of Lead, S. Dak., now
has charge of tlie commercial work of the
Kansas City, Kans., High School.

A. E. Cole, a former Zanerian student, is

now connected with the McKeesport, Pa.,

branch of Duff's College. If we mistake not

Mr. Cole will make a very successful teacher.

He is enthusiastic, a hard worker, and we
believe possesses just such ability aspenmen
and teachers are made of. It is needless to

say that Mr. Cole is a supporter of The
Business Educator, a good sized club
having just been received from him.

Mr. D. S. Hill, formerly of Evansville, Ind.,

is now connected with the Paris, Texas,
Commercial College Mr. Hill is one of the
best known penmen and commercial teach-

ers in our profession.

The Home Correspondence .School, Spring-

field, Mass., offers some splendid courses by
mail for ambitious young men and ladies.

Their course in Composition and Rhetoric
should appeal strongly tomany young men
and women who a re deficient in this branch,
and who are desirous of working up as

teachers. Other courses seem equally as
good and thorough. Eminent men in

their professions have been chosen as the
leading instructors in each department of

the school. We have a good impression of

the Institution.

Mr. E. W. Frear, formerly of Iowa and later

of the Zauerian, is now teaching penman-
ship in the Cooleemee, N. C, High School.

Mr. Frear is an efficient teacher in penman-
ship, as well as a fine penman and an untir-

ing worker.

The Hudson, La., Training School, W. M.
D. Garr, President, seems to be running a
unique institution if wemayjudge from the
contents and illustrations of the catalog be-
fore us. It seems to have been literally
"built in the woods." It gives elementary
and advanced education, as well as a com-
mercial course. The commercial depart-
ment is in charge of Mr. W. L. Morris, for-
merly of Tyler, Texas, and we have every
reason to believe that this part of the work
will be taken care of in a thorough and up-
to-date manner. The school has a religous
atmosphere and appears to accomplish
much good.
The Vashon College and .\cademy, Bur-

ton, Wash., publishes a good blue-backed
catalog containing some excellent illustra-
tions of the school, institution, pupils, sur-
rounding country etc. G. F. Roach, the ex-
pert penman, has charge of the commercial
department.
The Ilausam's Journal on Penmanship,

Hutchins, Kans., is an interesting little
eight paged booklet. Mr. Hausam is doiae
his full share for penmanship in the west,
and through his articles in THE BUSINESS
EDUCATOR is influencing the art every*,
where.
The Jackson, Mich., Business University,

B. J. Campbell, president, publishes a really
meritorious catalog, pretty near the ideal in
size and content. From the nature of the
articles last year by Mr. Campbell in the
columns of The Business Educator, we •

have every reason to believe that the insti-
tution in Jackson is of a very high grade.
The catalog is covered with marbleized
paper and the inside is printed in black,
green and red.

Highland Park College, Des Moines, Iowa,
recently mailed a special edition of their
Bulletin, in the interest of the penmanship
and pen art department of that institution,
presided over so ably by the expert pen-
man, L. M. Kelchner. It is profusely illus-
trated with work from Mr. Kelchner's hand
as well as from his students. Few men in
our profession possess the all-round ability
that Mr. Kelchner does. Highland Park ia

to be congratulated for being able to secure
and hold his services.

School ol Commerce and Finance, Picton,
Ont.,John R. Sayers. proprietor, publishes
a very creditable catalog indicating a school
in keeping with the nature of the catalog.
It is well printed and beautifully coyered
with a special design embossed and printed
in colors. The title, "Album," which al-

though perhaps not very appropriate, is very
artistic.

The Acme Business College Catalog,
Everett, Wash., contains some very good
half tone illustrations, and seems to be the
e.xponent of a good school.

Advertising literature has been received
from the following: Detroit, Mich., Business
I'niversity; The Anthracite Business Col-
lege, Scranton, Pa.; Williams' Correspon-
dence School, Omaha, Nebr. ; Magic City
Business Colleg^e, Moberly, Mo., Brown's
Business College, Lincoln, Nebr ; Williss
Business LTni versify, .Springfield, Ohio.;
Estherville. Ia., Business College.; Arm-
strong Business College. San Luis Obispo,
Calif.; Baltimore, Md., Business College.;
.N'eargia Normal College and Business Insti-
tute, Abbeville, Ga.
Armstrong Business College Journal, San

Luis Obispo, Calif., recently published an
attractive salmon-colored-covered, 12-page
journal. In it we find a splendid editorial
entitled," High School or BusinessCoI lege?,''

revealing a breadth and liberality which is

none to common in our profession. The
principal, W. A. Bagbv, is giving due atten-
tion and emphasis to good writing, as sbowt)
by the illustrations therein.
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M. M. Link. Supt.. of the lirown's three

St. Louis Sciioolsts sendinuout some attrac-
tive. coavincitiK. up-to-date advertising in
the form of a foiir-naged folder. " Special
Advantages of tiie lirowu Sciiools" are well
put and attractive. The Brown chain now
nuniliers 111 schools.

The fentral Husiness College, L. .\ .\rn-

old. President. Denver, Colo., recently pnl>-

lished one of the very best cataloKues of the
season. The half-tone illustrations are
superably fine by reason of their havitig
been printed upon paper prepared especially
for the liiKhest grade of printing. It seems
to u9 this catalogue would appeal very
strongly to a prospective patron. The head-
ings are printed in rich red, while a large
number of the school room scenes are beauti-
fully vignetted.

.\ number of booklets and an annual cata-
log received from the Home Correspondent
School, Springfield, Mass.. indicates a well
organized institution. The booklets show
much care and system in the preparation,
indicating that the courses of study are like-

wise well planned. If interested in corres-
pondence instruction you will do well to in-

vestigate this school.

From the Journal issued we would con-
clude that Link's Modern Business College,
Boise, Idaho, is a prosperous, up-to-date
business institution.

The Mary\ ille. .Mo., Business College,
E. Sumner Cook and Geo. Meek, proprietors,
seems to I)e giving business education a
genuine forward jolt in the Middle West, if

we may judge from advertising recently re-

ceived, and we believe we can.

The thirty-seventh annual catalog of the
Gem City Business College, (Juincy, 111.,

seems to be well up in quality. The Gem
City is everywhere recognized as one of the
faw leading institutions of business educa-
tion.

E- r>. Snow, the energetic, capable prin-
cipal of the Maple City Business College,
Hornell, N. Y., publishes a small catalog of

high quality, like tVie school which it so
faithfully represents.

Rogers & Allen's School, Fall River, Mass.,
put out a first-class, 64-page, well printed
catalog illustrative and descriptive of that
up-to-date institution.

Spalding's Commercial College, Kansas
City, Mo , recently issued its forty-second
annual catalog. From it we would infer that
the institution was larger and more pro-
sperous than ever. Spalding is one of the
worthy pioneers in our profession.

The Denver, Colo., Normal and Prepara-
tory School and Business College, issues a
catalog printed with double tone ink on
crearn colored paper, covered with blue
with title embossed with gold.

The Williss BusinetrS I'niversity, Spring-
field, Ohio, recently issued an attractive
souvenir portrait booklet of that well known
high grade school of Shorthand and Busi-
ness. The school has been established
twenty-seven years under its present man-
agement, F. \V. Williss, L. L. D.. president.

Duff's College, Pittsburg, Pa., has issued
a brown-covered, compact, straight-forward
catalog. It strikes us as being an especially
well-written advertisement.

Worcester, Mass , Business Institute cata-
l.tg is one of the best pieces of school litera-

ture tliat we have had the pleasure of re-

ceiving this year. The book is covered with
board which is covered with a very clever
imitation of genuine cherry or mahogany.

The New Era Business College, Superior,
Wis., Mr. J. P. Simon, principal, issues a very
good fl4-page catalog containing some sug-
gestive, novel, and effective cuts of roll top
desks and typewriters, such as are used ex-
tensively in thatinstitution.givingthe cata-
log a distinctive appearance. It impresses
us favorabU'.

Mr. L. C. McCann, McCann's Business Col-
lege Mahonoy City, Pa., publishes one of the
best little school journals received at this
ofifice. It is printed on unusually good paper
with good half tone engravings and ex-
cellent script. The school is just as fine in
quality as i« the circular.

" A Short Cut to Success ", is the title of a
very good IL'-page. red-covered piece of ad-
vertising published by and in the interest of
Whitmore Business College. St. Joseph, Mo.

The Metropolitan Commercial College,
E. St. Louis, III., prints a good 4-paged paper
for and in the interests of that new school.

The Mountain City Business College.
Chattanooga, Ten n., issues good advertising
literature and contains first-class illustra-
tions. It is one of the pioneer business
schools of the south.

The San Fransisco, Calif., Business College,
Albert S. Weaver, president, publishes one
or the neatest, tastiest little catalogs that
we have had tiie pleasure of examining for
many a day. It has no illustrations, but
good bold type. It has a daintily tinted
boarder. It represents a mighty good
school.

The Detroit. Mich., Business Collegeissues
an attractive catalog printed in two colors,
containing quite a large variety of script,
half tone, and pen-drawn illustrations.

The Beaver Coutity Commercial College,
Beaver, Pa., W. P. Pollock, principal, seems
to be a prosperous institution if we may
judge by the illustrations shown in the
catalog recently received.

The Easton, Pa., School of Business, S. L.
Jones, principal, conducts an excellent
school as shown in the catalog recently
received.

Seattle, Wash., Commercial School, Gold
cSc Cassniore, proprietors, are mailing a series
of Souvenir Bird postals which are un-
usually attractive, high grade and unique.
It is the same Mr. Cassmore that is con-
tributing such an excellent series of articles
on school advertising which appears else-
where in these columns.

The gray-backed, twenty-four-paged pro-
spectus of the Haverhill, Mass., Business
College seems to be a fit representative of
the school.

"The Proof" is an appropriate litle of a
verv neat booklet issued in the interest of
DutT's College, Pittsburg, Pa., containingas
it does eleven bulletins issued during the
year, each containing the names and ad
dresses of pupils month after month who
were secured emph)>'ment. It is a mighty
convincing document.

The growth of the Ileffley School is shown
in a well illustrated series of photographs,
showing the enlargement of the buildings
used from the beginning The growth
seems to have lieen unusually rapid and
substantial.

The National Business College, Roanoke.
Va., seems to be doing a larger and better
businessas the years roll by. Mr. K. M. Coul-
ter certainly is to be congratulated for hav-
ing built up such a fine educational insti-

tution. Thecatalogrecently issued is a fine
one.

TheCapital City Commercial College, Des
Moines Iowa, recently issued its twenty-
third annual catalog. It is a splendidly il-

lustrated, written and printed document.
Some very excellent writing is reproduced
from the penrnun. Miss Mary L. Champion,
whose name is not unappropriately sugges-
tive. The record of the C.C.C. C. is enviable.

School Hdvertising continued from
paae 24.

" Be a Banker " and " Climb to For-
tune " are open to the objection of too
long lines. A long line in small type
is difficult to read. Believe I would
turn them across.
"A New Course in Bookkeeping"

could be improved by less color. The
double rule, red border rather over-
shadows the subject and distracts
attention. Shorter paragraphs in the
beginning of each subject would cause
it, I believe, to appear more attractive

and in the body of the folder a varying
length of paragraph and a frequent
alternation of style would lend
attractiveness.

All are good—take hold well. A
softer, antique finished paper and
hand set type would help, hand set is

stronger—leaves a more lastingmental
picture than machine set. Shall treat

this question more fully in a special

article on typography and paper.
New Albany Business College,

Indiana

:

Profits. Total effect is good—leaves
definite lasting impression. Many
type lines are too long- makes them
hard to read. It would be better, I

believe, to have beginning para-

graphs shorter and to vary the length

of paragraphs on the page. This will

secure a more inviting effect. Be-

lieve the e.xcellent commendation you
have from business firms could be
made more effective by displaying
more prominently and by interspers-
ing them with explanatory comments.
" Recommendations " are dull and
uninteresting to the most of people
and need a little something between
as an ai^pelizer. Think the paper
could be made more attractive by
being in smaller size—would be easier
to handle.
Pictures are pretty close to tj'pe

matter and distract attention from
the reading. I would group the pic-

tures and keep them away from the
reading, thus giving the reader one
impression at a time.
Vashon College, Burton, Wash. :

A good, satisfying catalog. First

page has paragraphs too long— does
not look inviting. Think more could
be made of location—X'ashon Island-
a regally beautiful spot. Testimonials
come too near the front—:-hould be
used to substantiate previous asser-
tions. Paper used is excellent— soft
and restful. Pages could be bright-
ened much by initial letters here and
there. Paragraph '

' Purpose '

' on page
12 would be more effective at beginn-
ing of book.

Illustrations showing students in

action are more attractive. Snap-
shots of maneuvers—students bathing
or boating—tennis court in use-
basket ball team in action—all these
have drawing power. The best adver-
tising pictures always look as if they
were taken accidentally. There
should be no suspicion of " posing."
Show rooms with students in them.
Vacant chairs look uninviting. Type
lines are a little long for size of type.
Wider margin would benefit.
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THE CALL OF THE CITY
A SERIAL FOB AMBITIONS BOYS AND GIRLS

BY CHARLES T. CKAGIN,

Thompson's Business School, Holyoke, Mass.

J
Che Education of the Steii=

oarapher.

Some months ago I saw in the big
show window of a typewriter com-
pany, the first machine put on the
market by that company. It was
about the size and shape of a small
wash tub. That machine, rude and
clumsy as it was, was the beginning
of a new industry which has opened
wide its doors to young people of this

country, and especially to young wo-
men. Previous to 1880, stenography
was hardly known as a commercial art.

It was the invention and perfection of

the typewriter that made the commer-
cial stenographer a possibility, and
gave young women, and here and
there a straggling man, a chance to

earn a good living at what is an edu-
cating profession. The stenographer
has come and come to stay.

NOT ENTIRELY WELCOME.
There are a great many people who

"view with alarm" every modern in-

novation, and these people are greatly
worried at the pushing ways of the
bright 3'oung worrten who, all over
this county, are coming to occupy
business positions more and more
every year. Again and again we hear
the cry that men's occupations are
being taken away from them, and
women are filling their places at less

wages. Other alarmists say that
woman is losing her refinement and
becoming less feminine by contact
with the strenuous life of business.
Well, there is some truth in this. A

good many men have been pushed
out of positions, as bookkeeper, cash-
ier and the like, by these enterpris-

ing young sisters. It must be admit-
ted that the young woman of to-day
is considerably more familiar with
the ways of the world than her mother
or her grandmother, but I do not con-
sider this altogether an unmixed evil.

When you come right down to cold
facts, any viroman is liable to be
obliged to take care of herself at some
period of life's journey, and I do not
know that it makes her less feminine
to do it at the bookkeeper's desk or
the stenographer's table than at the
wash tub or in the factory or in doing
housework from five o'clock in the
morning till ten o'clock at night with
a day off every third Sunday.
For my part, I have been very glad

to welcome women as my assistants in

the field of bookkeeping, stenography,
teaching or anywhere else, for that
matter, and mighty good assistants I

have found them. They do not, as a
rule, bet on the races or play poker.
They have not mastered the science
of investing in the stock market,
through the medium of the bucket-
shop, on $5 or $10 margins taken from
the cash drawer, sometimes, and 1

prefer just a faint suggestion of

heliotrope to the subtle fragrance of

the "ten for a nickel" cigarette on an
office assistant of mine. And if my
stenographer chews gum, I can coax
her to break herself of that rather vul-

gar habit, much easier than I could
break my office bo)'of chewing tobac-
co and decorating the cornersof the
room with the juice of the weed.

DEMAND AND SUPPLY.

At any rate whether it is a good
thing or a bad thing for humanity, in

the long run, there has come to be a
wide and increasing demand for the
services of the stenographer, and so
long as this demand exists there's
bound to be a supply of young women
and men to fill that demand, and it is

up to the business schools of to-day
to prepare these young women and
men to enter upon their chosen pro-
fession, ready to perform the duties
required of them.
Preparation in the field of stenogra-

phy is of far more importance than
in the field of bookkeeping. Given a
3-oung man or woman who is good at

figures, quick and accurate; who will

work and has common sense and just

a moderate knowledge of the English
language, and you can put that young
person into an office and make a good
bookkeeper out of him in a few years'
time, even if he never saw a business
college. But you cannot do that with
a stenographer, her education is afar
more complex proposition, for she
must enter the field fully prepared to

take rapid dictation and put that dic-

tation into presentable form on the
letter heads or invoices, or whatever
it may be, through the medium of the
typewriter.

The young stenographer may be as
quick as greased lightning at figures
and as accurate as the yard measure
at Washington; may be of accute
mind and gifted with common sense,
rarest of all gifts; may write a good
hand, for a stenographer ought to
write a good hand; may be neat and
attractive, earnest and willing, and
still fail completely of being anything
more than a $7.00 or $8.00 a week
stenographer: for the real master of
stenography must have far more than

an average knowledge of this great
complex language of ours, with its

Saxon, Greek, Latin, Teutonic, Celtic,
and the Lord knows what derivation.
"There's the rub." Itis easyenough
to take young people who are intelli-

gent and industrious and teach them
the stenographic alphabet, and a few
months' practice will enable them to
take down a hundred words a minute
or more, as they come from the speak-
er's lips, but there is nothing that will
give in a few months' time that
knowledge of language which comes
by wide observation and careful read-
ing of the best literature of many cen-
turies.

NOT so FORMIDABLE AFTER ALL.
But I do not wish to scare my young

readers into thinking that the art is

really beyond the capacity of the aver-
age young person. It is not. The
majority of the student^ of stenogra
phy in this country are grammar
school graduates or high school grad-
uates at best. Only now and then do
we get a graduate of the colleges,
though many of them might profita-
blv take up what is one of the most
progressive of all arts.

THE CALL FOR VOUNG .MEN.

More young men ought to take up
stenography. It offers opportunity
for advancement far beyond that of
any other line of study with which I

am acquainted. There are certain
fields of the art where women are not
wanted, for instance, the ^-ailroads of
the country no longer desire female
stenographers. Certain other large
corporations do not care for them ex-
cept on purely routine work where
they can be replaced at a minute's
notice. The L'nited States govern-
ment would use many more men than
it can get at very fair salaries. The
reason for this preference is evident.
It is not because men are better
stenographers than women. I do not
believe they make so good stenograr
phers, as a rule. The best I have
ever known, excepting a fewcoiirt re-

porters, were women. But the female
stenographer has one habit which
sadly interferes with her efficiency^

and you can't break her of it.

A business man tries the experi:
ment of hiring a stenographer. He
gets a young, attractive girl. She
brightens up the office tremendously.
All the old clerks stop grumbling and
swearing at each other and the oflice

boys. They spruce up in their dress,
and the young fellows in the office are
there promptly on time in the morn-
ing. She takes his dictation in an ad-
mirable manner She corrects his
bad grammer and the spelling is bet-
ter than he could possibly do. She
takes an interest in his business and
he gets considerable comfort out of
telling her all his trials and troubles
and comes to depend upon her for

advice, and a large number of his let-

ters he can just pass over to her an4
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say,"Miss Brown, you answer these."

And she does it in Hrst-class style,

and then, just about the time he gets

so he can't do business without her,

she goes and gels married, and "there

you are." Of course, if he is a young
fellow, he, perhaps, can marry her

himself and keep her that way, and
many a business man has done it,

and found it an extremely profitable

and agreeable partnership. But rail-

roads and corporations and the United

States government can't marry their

stenographers, and so they have de-

cided to take men, when they can get

them. The court reporters of the

country are nearly all men, and their

business is profitable, though not the

business I would advise a young man
born with "that tired feeling" to

choose for a lite vocation. Some of

the ablest business men and states-

men of this country have begun life

as stenographers. Ex-Senator Wil-

liam E. Chandler, of New Hampshire,
and Secretary of the Treasury (;our-

telyou are shining examples, and it

is entirly safe to say that ayoungman
who goes into business as stenogra-

pher, with something more than just

a machine knowledge of his profes-

sion, will soon be dictating to other

stenographers, is likely to become the

confidential man of the business and
is quite likely to attain a partnership.

THE WORK OF THE SCHOOLS.

But I am writing especially to

students, and to such students as

we have, not such students as we
might choose to have were the selec

tion left to us teachers. You are

probably a graduate of a grammar
school, at least. If you have a

high school education, so much the

better, but the great majority of stu-

dents in the shorthand schools of this

country are grammar school gradu-

ates. They are bright, active young
people. Most of them eager to learn,

and willing to work. If you are not of

this class, by all means drop the study
of stenography. It is no business

for a person, who expects to dawdle
over the work with a sort of dreamy
idea of what he is doing. The stenog-

rapher must be alive and all alive

and every minute alive. I assume
that you know enough to do what
your teacher tells you to at the begin-

ning and thoroughly master the prin-

ciples of whatever system of stenogra-

phy you are taking and before I go
any further, I want to say

JUST A WORD ABOUT SYSTEMS OF
STFNOGRAPHY.

It does not make any difference

what system you take, it will not be
long before you will meet somebody
who will tell you, "Oh! you ought not

to have taken that system; you ought
to have taken So and So's system. It

is much easier and much faster and
much everything else." Do not

pay any attention to that kind of

talk. It is an unfortunate fact that

there are a whole lot of systems of

shorthand in this country of ours. All

of them have some good points, some
of them have a great many good
points, but none of them will do the
work for you. I must confess being
a little shy of systems which claim to

teach you shorthand "while you
wait." It is not a difficult matter to

teach you the principles of the art. I

think, if necessary you could be
taught all the principles of stenogra-
phy in a month or two, but I have
been hunting a good many years to

find a system which would enable its

students to reach the commercial rate

of speed, that is, a hundred words a
minute, or more, without requiring
pretty nearly six months' steady prac-

tice after the students were familiar

with the principles themselves. I have
not yet found that system. When I

do, I will drop whatever 1 have and
adopt it. The brain and fingers must
learn to work together automatically,
and the only thing that will enable
them to do this is a large amount of

practice. So my advice to young
stenographers is this—master your
principles, and then practice, prac-

tice, practice.

If the making of a good stenogra-
pher was simply educating a bright

ijoy or girl up to the point of taking a
hundred words a minute, more or less,

and reading it back, the task of the

shorthand schools would be greatly
simplified, but there is much more to

it than just that. "The proof of the

pudding is the eatingof it." And the

proof of the stenographer is not the

taking of dictation, but the shape she
brings back that dictation after it has
been hammered off from the type-

writer.

There are two kinds of stenogra-

phers in the business world to-day.

One is the stenographer who takes

stenography as a parrot learns to talk.

She hears the words as they come
from the lips of the dictator and takes

them down just as they come. When
the dictation, whatever it may be, is

completed the words are there. The
stenographer reads them and takes

them off, more or less accurately,

from the typewriter. If the work was
not dictated too rapidly, the dictator

gets a good transcript. Now, the

woods are full of this kind of stenog-
raphers. If you advertise for a sten-

ographer for $7 or $8 a week you get

applications from a hundred of them.
The stenographer has no earthly

idea of what the dictator was talking

about, except as she reads her notes.

If from any cause she cannot read the

notes, the dictation might as well

have been in Greek, for all the knowl-
edge she has of it.

There is another kind of stenogra-

pher, who not only takes the words
that come from the lips of the dicta-

tor, but takes the sense of the article.

If she did not get half the notes, this

stenographer could make a pretty fair

transcript of that article, and in no
case will hertranscript be full of those
absurdities and idiotic expressions,
which are found in the transcript of

the stenographer who takes by rote.

And who, when the dictator, objects
and says, "Why, Miss Brown, 'Please

send me by retrain meal a catalogue
of your new box' doesn't sound just

right," replies: "Well,that's what you
said."

The stenographer who gets the real

essence of the dictation, has intelli-

gence back of mechanical skill. She
may not be able to take so fast as the

other, in fact, she probably will not.

The very best stenographer I ever

had, was by no means rapid in taking
dictation. You need not be a two
hundred word a minute stenographer
to get a high salary, in fact, the men
who employ high salaried stenogra-

phers, do not dictate two hundred
words a minute. It is only the routine

stuff in business that is fired at you
as if it were shot out of a gun, and
that is the same thing over and over
again, and the $7 a week stenogra-
pher can soon do it just as well as a

$25 one.

THE HABIT OF READING.

Most Stenographers fail to be first-

class because of their limited knovi^l-

edge of language, and only good and
extensive reading can give this knowl-
edge. There is no kind of reading
but will prove of value to the stenog-

rapher. The wider knowledge of

words she possesses the better will

be the class of work she is able to

take. Therefore, I say to every young
stenographer, cultivate the habit of

good reading. A person has only to

note the enormous quantity of books,
papers, magazines and the like in cir-

culation in this country to under-
stand that the habit of reading is

almost universal, but the habit of

good reading is not by any means so

common. It is quite possible to read

a good deal of printed matter and get

no value whatever from it, but you
cannot read the best literature of our
language, or of any other language,
without adding to your own store of

knowledge and your own store of

words. The average ignorant per-

son does not use more than five hun-

dred words, at the most, in all his

store of language, and a good many
of the words he does use are improper
ones. I think I have seen canalboat

men who had about four hundred and
fifty "cuss" words, leaving only fifty

for regular conversation. The fairly

educated person, that is, the average
business man, does not use five thou-

sand words in all his life. Shakes-
peare, the greatest genius in all liter-

ature, used twenty thousand. It fol-

lows that it is best to choose for read-

ing the works of men who know how
to write our English language correct-
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ly, for it is just like going into good
society. You cannot go among peo-
ple who dress correctly and who speak
and act in a refined and cultivated

manner without unconsciouslj'assum-
ing their manner. You will, after a

time, talk as they talk, you will dress

as they dress, you will appear as they
appear. It is just so about reading.

If you read the novels of the Duchess,
or of "Old Slush the Detective," you
will absorb their style, but suppose
you read the novels of William D.

Howells or Robert Louis Stevenson,
masters of English, men whose every
word is the right word, whose every
sentence is constructed as a sentence
ought to be constructed. Read this

kind of literature, be it novels or his-

tory or poetry or essay, and you will

absorb something of their style and
diction, and it will help you greatly,

when you come to be, what I hope you
will be, trained and skillful stenog-
raphers.

It is not worth while going into

business if you do not mean to be at

the top of that business. You may not
get there, but at any rate do not go
into a profession and be satisfied to

be just one of the "hewers of wood
and drawers of water." By (his I mean
the lowest rank of the profession. It

is all right to enlist in the army as a
private, but a private who is good for

anything wants to go up higher. And
it is just so in stenography or book-
keeping or any other branch of busi-
ness life. It is a poor workman that
does not have a higher position in

view. If he does not get there through
lack of ability or lack of opportunity,
why that is the fate of many. But do
not, in Heaven's name, settle down
with the conviction in j'our heart that
you can't be anything but a private,
for if you have that opinion of your-
self, it is probably correct. A man
who goes into a fight expecting to

get beaten generally does, and he gen-
erally ought to get beaten.

JUST \ WORD ABOUT SPEED.
There is a popular idea among stu-

dents that it is necessary to develop a
high rate of speed in order to be an
efficient stenographer. I have seen"

schools, where speed tests took up
about half the time, and I often pick
up a circular which says, "Our gradu-
ates must take one hundred and fifty

words per minute of new matter be-
fore they are allowed to graduate from
this school." I have occasionally met
one of these graduates in the office,

and seen her go all to pieces in a most
disastrous manner, over matter dic-

tated at less than one hundred words
a minute. So I am a little skeptical
about speed tests in schools. It is

not nearly so much a question of how
rapidly you can make "pot hooks"
and "whirly-gigs" and "curlicues" as
it is how well you can read them after

you have them on paper and after

they have grown cold. If you go out
of school with a hundred words a min-
ute that vou are sure of, of any ordi-

nary kind of matter, dictated by any
ordinary kind of person, and you can
put that matter into first-class type-
written transcript in a reasonable
time, you are much less likely to ex-

perience trouble along your way
than if you can slap down the short-

hand characters two hundred words a
minute for ten minutes, and then take
the rest of the day to make a tran-

script on your typewriter, and have
that transcript full of weird grammar
and picturesque punctuation and pho-
netic spelling.

And Finally, Do Not Neglect the
Proper Practice of Typewriting.
Typewriting of itself is a mechan-

ical art, and it is not difficult for any
person to pick up a kind of typewrit-
ing which answers the purpose fairly

well, so long as you do not have much

of it to attend to, but it will pay every
young person taking up the study of
stenography to take up typewriting
in a thoroughly scientific manner,
and there is nothing that will
make you a more valuable addition
to the office force than the ability to
do rapid and accurate typewriting.
It takes longer, there is no question
about that, to learn to typewrite by
touch, but it will pay a young stu-
dent, to take the necessary time to
master the art in this manner, and in-

stead of writing out all your work on
the first and second fingers of the two
hands, make every finger do its proper
share. If you make no .speed for a
month or two or three, don't worry.
The speed will come when each finger
has been taught automatically its

appointed work, and when you have
attained this skill, you will not be
obliged to sit with your eyes closely
fixed upon the keys of the machine,
but can give your attention to the
notes, and the fingers and keys will

do the rest. Touch typewriters are in

active demand in every large center
of business, they do more work and
they do it better, and what is more
important than anything else to you,
is the fact that they do their work
without that nervous strain and
tension which always comes when the
eyes must closely follow the flying
fingers.

And as a final feature of your steno-
graphic education learn to do a simple
thing which I liave much difficulty to
get students to realize as being a mat-
ter of importance, and that is, read
your own typewritten matter. You
will not then hand in transcripts that
are full of errors which you made
through carelessness, not through ig-

norance.
Next month I am going to tell you

something about choosing a position,
and getting it after you have chosen.

Business Practice Department and Offices of. Sadler's Bryant & Straiten Business College, Baltitnoie.
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Lessons in Ornamental Writing

F. S. MEATM, COMCOBO, N. H.

nvord, N. H., by the Iftth of the month, for criticisi

Enclose stamps if .vou want your work returned.

? Business Educatob.

J^
Ccsson 3.

Capital Cetters. Nearly all the specimens received for criticism show better work on the small letters than capitals. This Is not

surprisinK. for, without exception, those who have submitted specimens are good business writers and have learned to make fairly good

small letters. The capitals in ornamental writing are larger and more elaborate than in plain business writing. Jlence, the failure to

quickly master them. ,\nd, while I wish those following these lessons to give special attention to the capitals, I also wish them tojinder-

stand that the small letters are ni.t less important. The really skilled ornamental writer must be able to make capitals and small letters

with equal facility. So, while we give some special attention to capital letter-^, we must not neglect the small letters.

The real difficulty in most instances is a lack of movement power and control. The scope of movement is not sufficient tor the large

forms. There is not enough reserve power and inoinentum to carry the hand steadily and surely through the required form. Particularly

is this noticeable when the hand is called upon for the extra effort required to produce shades. I know of but one wav to overcome the

difficulty and that is first to develop a scope and power of movement greater than is required for the immediate work in hand. Practice

upon very bold, heavily shaded exercises will accomplish this. Then, this excess of movement must be brought under perfect cont ri>l by

hour after hour of careful, intelligent practice of writing of ordinary si/.e. To be under perfect control the movement must not be s|jh>-

modic, jerky or erratic, but rather even, strong and steady. It should be neither too swift nor too slow, but at a rate of speed il.i.t 1 i --t

combines, strength, grace and sureness. Practice this month along the lines suggested and let me see the result.

P/aU/O

Plate 10. This takes up the inverted oval capitals which have a compound curve for the shaded stroke, (', >' and I'. The initial

stroke of these letters is similar to that of the letters given in the last lesson. The downward stroke is a compound curve with a turn to the

right at the bnttoni. This stroke is shaded, the shade beginning at the broad turn at the top and increasing to the middle of the stroke,

then decreasing as the narrow turn at the bottom is approached. This shade is the hard part of these lette

the heavy part of the shade too near the base line, f ' is finished like A. The stem where the last downv
stroke may be lightly shaded. This shade may be squared at the top or left round as in the third V
the line takes the place of the finishing oval. The I' is so simple in form that particular

}'islikf

.ictions seem i

A common fault is to bring

d stroke retraces the upward
{'except that the loop below
innecessary.

P/Jc //
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Plate II. An entirely new capital principle is given. The beginning stroke is a horizontal oval, the top of which is even with {or j

times slightly higher than) the extreme height of the letter, and the bottom of which comes to about one space above the base line,

stem itself does not reach quite so high as the oval. The shade is like that of N or >I. This principle with the top, or overthrow, m
the T. A little cross of the stem makes the Tinto F. The overthrow is a long graceful curve based upon the oval principle. Give it

ful studj'. The letters were made far apart so that all the lines might be distinct and more easily studied. The last part of // is i

either upward or downward to suit the skill of the writer or the requirements of the form. The first three were made upward ; the las

downward. When made upward it is well to strengthen the stroke by slightly retouching near the bottona. In the fourth H the s

inner oval or loop must be just in the center of the larger oval. A' will require careful study.

The
akes

P/afe. /^

/ / / /, '{^ ^L^ ^d^ ^ly ^ ^U c7 ^ CL^

tttttt^ Ll^Utl tmtt- atta>

<^ ^Z^/^c^ ,!rt^ tz^ez^ ^;2>^ -(f^-'g^zS^^ i?2^ yL-"t^-'i:^€Z^

I,

/ / / /^^./

L^C.--'i;Z^6^ -^C-i^Le^'' ^-c^t-gz^L^i^'

Plate 12. This plate is devoted to the stem letters, f . (/ and p. In the first line we show how the f and (/are made up. First, we show
the stem stroke alone. Place the pen on the paper two and one half spaces abo\'e base line. Spread the points to the desired width of the
shade. Then coaie down straijiht toward the base line on the main slant, gradually releasing the pressure upon the pen. Lift the pen
entirely from the paper when a little less than one space above base line. Masterthis stroke, then take up the other strokes as shown in
the setond illustration. Notice, that in making the completed letter the pen is lifted twice. First, aftermaking the initial stroke -at the
height of small i: second, after making the shaded stem. The liftings should be so made as to be concealed when the letter is completed.
To square the top. place the pen in the shade at the upper left side, make a short upward stroke, then go square across the top and down
the right side. The motion described makes a form somewhat like the figure 7. If the white paper shows inside the outline thus made,
flu it out with another stroke of the pen. The cross may be a straight line or a graceful curve. The small d is a combination of the a and
stem of t. The a part is not usually shaded. The upward stroke of p is carried to the height of t or (7, and is only slightly retraced by the
downward stroke which is carried two spaces below the line with an increasing shade from the base line downward. This shade is

squared in a manner similar to that described for top of t. except that the process is reversed. The letter is finished by adding the last

part of n. The last part may be shaded or not according to the taste of the writer. The final t (so called because only used at the end of
words) is quite like the top part of p except for the final stroke. The letter is usually shaded as shown in the second group. It may be
finished with the flourished oval. When so finished it makes an excellent movement exercise.
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Plate 13. We now come to the loop letters which many consider the most ditlicult of small letters. The 7is the simplest of the loop

etters. In the first line we show how it is made by most penmen when writing the ornamental style. To be sure, loops can be made
vithout lifting the pen, but when great accuracy and uniformity are desired it is best to lift the pen as shown. Notice the point of lift-

Tig, near where the lines cross. When the pen is replaced it should l>e upon the line already made so that the last stroke will retrace the
irat one a short distance. In this way the lifting is effectually concealed. The / may be shaded or left without shade as pleases the fancy.

['he shade is always made after lifting the pen, not before. When two /'s come together, both may be shjided, or the first shaded and the
lecond left without shade. It is not considered good taste to shade the second if the tarst I is not shaded. In making the h and k the pen
n.iy be lifted at the same point as in making the /, or the loop may be brought down to the base line before the lifting. When the second
nethod is used the angle formed by adding the last part of the letter conceals the lifting. While I like the second method best. I realize

here are many fine penmen who prefer the first method. Use the one which is easier and surer for you. The loops in this lesson were
vritten on a scale of fourths. That is, they are four times as tall as the minimum small letters. The loop should be as wide as the small o-

/^J^^r^r^_ ,,....''^^..'-^C^-€^'<i.---ri---^''!^-^ CyZ^^^t^--^"^ — i^^

l^oundhand

Writing
A. M. Grove,

^'oungstown,
Ohio.

^

J

Tnstructions.

This month we take up the ?, d, and p. You will find them somewhat more difficult on
account of the length of the shaded stroke. The t and d are usually made two spaces in
height. Finish the t at the base line the same as the small i. The first part of the d is the
same as the a and the stem is the same as the t.

The p is made two spaces above the base line and one below. Make the long downward
stroke of uniform width. The last part of the p is the same as the last part of the //.

Now take up the words and the sentence. Give considerable attention to your move-
ment; your w^ork should begin to appear smoother.

Send me your best efforts for criticisms. If you enclose a stamp I will criticise and
return it.

jZ/yMo
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Souiething in the way of Capitals from the pen of James D. TotUl.

Do yon know that the best results can be secured by

using a good penmanship text? Do you also know that a

work of this kind greatly lessens your labor? Have you

ever thought of using the FAUST METHOD of MUS-
CULAR MOVEMENT WRITING in your classes? If

you are not using this book we are confident it will be to

your interests to order a copy and carefully consider the

matter.

The Chicago Business College. Chicago. III., adopted

this work and the Principal of that well known institu-

tion writes as follows:—
" We are very much pleased with the results

we have attained from the Faust Method of
Writing. It is certainly a great help to our
instructor and our pupils have taken more
interest in their work than ever before.

"The copies for the body writing'are very

helpful and we are using the same for home
practice, thus securing more and better work
than we have been able to secure previously.

We have put the Method in as a part of our
regular outfit for our students."

PRICE 25c. Special discount to schools.

ZANER & BLOSER, PUBLISHERS,
COLUMBUS, OBIO.

"20TH GENTDHY BOOKKEEPNG."

A standard system

of bookkeeping for

use in all schools

that teach this sub-

ject.

If you haven't ex-

amined it write at

once for complimen-

tary teacher's outtit.

ADDR.ESS

soutti-westernPulilisiiig Compaq!]

Knoxvllle, Tennessee

\_J^ ,^li^(^^tt!iJ^iJi^^^n<^^.^/tii^^i:^j/€fi^^i^^'^:^zS^^^ J^ J
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SPECIIVIENS

v.. H. McCiliee. formerly of Shennandoah,
la., is now located in Trenton, N. J., and
from the penmanship before tis it would
8eem that he was making splendid im-

provement along that line. The penman-
ship enclosed is very good.

Miss Eleanor Hunt, pupil of H. L. Brown,
Worchester, Mass., is doing some excep-
tionally fine work, as shown by specimens
before us. The lines are not strong enough
for engraving or the same would have been
reproduced in this number.

Some very gracefully written cards were
received and hereby acknowledged from
Mr. I. P. Mensch, penman and commercial
teacher in the big Mountain .state Husiness
College, Parkersburg, W. Va., A. C. Sine,

proprietor.

No better specimen of business writing
has recently been received in this office

than that in the form of a letter from Mr.

C. L. Krantz, penman and commercial
teacher in the Augustana Husiness College,

Kock Island, 111. Mr. Krantz is not only a

tine penman but a fine artist as well, and
what is still better, he is a tine, whole-souled
fellow.

J. D. Kice, penman in the Chillicothe, Mo.,

Normal School, recently favored us with
some samples of penmanship executed by
his stuleiits which show that Mr. Rice is

pushing the work to a high state of perfec-

tion in that institution. The work sent is

of the highest order, both in business and
ornamental writing. Mr. Kice is to be con-

gratulated in the results he is securing.

An appreciated list of subscriptions is

is hereby acknowledged from Bro. Alfred,

St. Joseph College, St. Ferdinand, Uue.,
who writes a very good vertical as well as a

good slant hand.

W. D, Jackson, Orange, N. J., recently fav-

ored us with a souvenir postal card con-

taining a very attractive black board tlour-

C. A. Fausfs Department of

Mu.scuTar Movement Wriling

^

J)

merit mention

Valparai^^o Public Schools, Valparaiso,

Inil.

COLUMBIA School.

Louise Franco Third Grade
Mabel Vories - Fourth Grade.-

\erna Hubble Sixth Grade.

CENTRAL SCHOOL.

Glenn Klchards Fourth (Irade.

Knnis Hullock Fifth Grade.

Claude Smith Sixth Grade.

I.,ouise Koessler Seventh B.

(ieorge Frederick Seventh S.

GARDNER SCHOOL.

Bell Perkins Third Grade.
(irace Warehan Fifth Grade.
Leslie Parine Sixth Grade.

Sisters of the Precious Blood, Vienna, Mo
John Weider, Katlirine Bushmann.

Mr, E. Summer Cook
Miss Edith L. Inman

Thursday, August 15th, 1907

St. Joseph, Mo.

At Home
Maryville, Missoui
September Kith

One of the best written letters recently
received is from Mr. John O. Peterson, pen-
man in Greer College, Hoopeston, 111. Mr.
Peterson is teaching and preparing as a
supervisor of writing and drawing and is

one of the young men in our profession we
feel sure will some time make a name for

elf.

(("'- ^
C K I r I C I S M s

A. A. A. Fitchburg, Mass. Your capitals
are excellent.

If yoia are desirous of preparing as a pro-
fessional penman we would recommend
that you make all capitals at least three
eighths of an inch in height. Keep the
finish of the IThigh; curve the horizontal
line of the I> more ; make oval of P less
pointed.

A. \. I>..New York. You are starting out
splendidly. Keep the down stroke free
from shade. Make your ^V and A' boldly.
Remember a faint heart never won a fair

hand ; this means a fair hand writing as a
fair flesh hand.

D. L., Brooklyn. You are starting out
splendidly. Curve down stroke of o more.
Watch the turns and angles closely. You
can become a very good penman.

W. H. M., Akron. You are starting out
very nicely and should be in the course of
of 10 months a professional penman. Curve
down stroke of o more, Try to be more ex
act in the small n and // exercises.

J. M. S., Ringgold. Your capital letters
are very good. They are just the right size
for actual business writing. If you are as-
piring to become a professional, I would
refommend that you make the capitals
somewhat larger with a view of making
them more accurate.

C. B. H , Kentucky. You are starting out
splendidly. Your materials are first-class.

I would recommend that you continue the
use of the oblique holder, as it is possil>le
to write more professionally with it than
without. Watch carefully the proportion
and slant ot your ovals, particularly in the
liig oval exercises. You can easily win our
certificate l)y continuing the work you have
begun.

F. L. B., Loogontee. You are starting out
splendidly. You could get j'our work up to
a professional standard in the next 10

months. You will have to use better paper
to do it.

J. K. B.. Fine. Try to keep up with Doner's
copies each month and the professional
certificate.in writing will l)e yours. Follow
the details cIo?ely and do nut hurry work
while practicing

D. M.. Kansas City. Fine practice. Curve
down stroke in a more. Start it leftward
not downward. Try to be exact in the small
u and ui exercises.

W. F. M., vStevens Point. You are starting
out as though you intended to be a profes
sional. Curve down stroke in f> more. Don't
turn pen upon the left nib as it makes h

hc-rizontal line that is too heavy.

E. H. D., N. J., You are beginning the
course exactly right. Your ink doesn't
flow quite as nicely as I should like to see
it, particularlj' on the ovals. Now see how
accurately j'ou can do the little letters and
yet do them freely. You can become a pro-
fessional.

A. F. R., New York. Your oval exercises
are not compact enough and you 'are in-

clined tu shade downward strokes. Curve
the down strokes in the ovals just as much
as the upward strokes. You are starting
out very successfully and I would recom
mend to continue to work upon each exer
cise and copy until you can do just as well
as possible. Some of the exercises you
ought to get nearly as good as the copy.

R. D. McA. You begiri as though you in-

tended to end a professional. This is just
as we should like to liave it. Make a as
rounding at the top i.s at the Iiottom.
Would advise making the capitals at least

three eighths inchesin height.

R. P. K., Cable. Make your oval exercises
a trifle more compact. Make the enlarged
suiall letter exercises more vigorously.
Curve down stroke of o more. All of your
small work lacks strength for professional
proficiency.

S. H., Chatt. Your ink is not very good.
Curve do-wn stroke in o more. Make up
strokes just as heavy as down strokes in all

of your work. You have made a good be
ginning.

C. E. H., Columbia. Y'our U' is rather
wide. Curve lowrer part of Z less. Tip cen-
tral loop of E downward at right angles to

the main slant. L slants too much. Your
I) is too open at the top.

E. R. L., Loogootee. Make your exercises
more compact. Curve down stroke of <>

more. Your small exercises are not strong
and forceful enough.

G. G. B., Danville. Continue the work
you have begun one hour each day and by
June next you will have earned a certifi-

cate if we are not greatly mistaken. Close
each o and curve the down stroke. Watch
spacing and slant of the small exercises.

C. A- W., EvansviUe. You are startinii

out very successfully. Watch details of

the small exercises and small letters.

Curve down stroke of o more. Watch
turn and angle closely in small letters.

You are starting very satisfactory.

A. B.,Wis. Glad to know you are back
in school once again. Practice on two-space
ovals and push the pen along with consid-
erable force in the small letter exercises.

You are starting out very nicely and ought
to be able to win a professional certificate

next year.

R. B. W. Curve down stroke more in "

otherwise your practice is about as perfect

as one couid wish. Y'our ink is not quite as

dark as it should be and your pen seems a

trifle course. Keep up the pace you have
be^un and in aboiit nine months yoii will

be a thorough-going professional.

F. W. A., Idaho. Y'ou are certainly doing
fine. Keep up the good work and let us
hear from you again. No certain criticisms.

M. H., Beverlv. Your practice on lesson

one is very good. I would recommend that

you give more attention to the small letter

exercises. I^y so doing you ought to be
able to secure a professional certificate in

the course of nine or ten months. ,
i

C. L. D., Ohio. Your work is the best we
have thus far received. Try to keep this

standard clear througli the course; and win
one of our professional certificates.

i Contiaued ou pa^e 28)
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By Mr. F. U. Putnam, Supervisor of Writing and Drawing in the Little Rock, Ark., Public Schools. Few Supervisors are able
to write a hand that will engrave so successfully, although the above reproduction does not do the original justice.

WANTED
We want to give away 10,(100 dozen of our
cards free. Would vou like a beautiful four
blade solid Pearl Handle Knife? If so send
stamp for one dozen cards and our Special
Offer. Address

Prof. Woolfln^ton <&. Co.,
Box No. 124 COLUIvlBUS. OHIO

THE PRATT TEACHERS' AGENCY
Til P'ifth; Avenuk, New York.

Recommends college and normal gradu-
ates_ specialists, and other teachers to col-
lege's, schools and families.

The Agency receives many calls for com-
mercial teachers from public and private
schools, and business colleges.

WM. O. PRATT, Manas:er.

Do you want good

Then try me. PRICES RIGHT.

Small specimen of writinj,- - 10c
J. W. Manuel. Box 889. Ind. H&rbor, Ind.

or 3407 Gr&pevine Street.

A.utomatic Shading Pons vou h:ive the best that money and skill can produce. Sample sent for
loarking, plain or special, $1.00 postpaid. Send for Catalogue of our Automatic ShadiuK l*en Supplies.

1 Auto Pen (Qu Ink. Me^nufa^cturln^ Compek.fvy«
I 40 Dei».r-b«rn. S<r««t, Chicago. 111.
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PENMANSHIP
For Teacher* and Pupils,

By D. W. nOFF,
Supervisor of Writing,

lawrence, mass.

.^
Oriainal Investiaattoti or Experi=

mental Drills-

Experiment number 3.

OBJECT.—To SHOW THE EFFECTS OK TEN-
SION UPON JIUSCULAR ELASTICITY.

Teaclier.—-Take pens. Sit as well as you
know how, but make the mu8cle8 of the
right arm and hand very tight, then write

the word "millions" the very best the tight-

ened muscles will permit. Notice whether
the action is smooth or jirky, easy or hard,
comfortable or uncomfortable. Keady—
write. (Class write.)

"Now allow the muscles to be so loose that
the pen nearly falls. Write the same word
again, observing the same points. Keady-
write. (.Another trial.

I

"Now, again, witii muscles tirni but not
stiffened, pliable but not flabby. Keady-
write.
"See which produced the best looking

work. Eyes closed." Then take the vote.

Experiment rumber 4.

OBJECT.—TO SHOW HOW WEIGHT AT ARM
REST AFFECTS THE ACTION Of" THE ARM.

"Lean heavily upon arm-rest, and attempt
to do your best work.
"Now, again, with only enough weight

or pressure to prevent its slipping.
"Which is tjetter and why?"
Pupils should be led to discover and give

tlie right answers.

Experiment number s.

"Take pens! Write the word, 'thinking'
a few times. Keady— write. (Class writes-
"Attention! Write the same word again,

but carefully plan each word before at-

tempting to write it. Think liow to form
each letter, how rapidly to move the arm,
&c. Ready— write.
"Does it matter whether we make careful

plans or not? Which way gives better work.
Why?" &c.

Experiment number 6.

OBJECT. TO SHOW HOW LEANING THE
HOLDER AT IJIFFERENT ANGLES AFFECTS
THE SPRINGING OF THE PEN, LESSENS OR
INCREASES THE REACHING CAPACITY OF
THE FIN(;ERS, or CHANGES THE CHAR-
ACTER OF THE LINES.

"Attention! Raise top of holder so that
it assumes almost a perpendicular posi-
tion. As you write observe whether the
points are inclined to catch, or glide
smoothly.
"Lean the holder as far back as the thumb

will permit. Write again. Does this angle
make it more or less easy to prevent shad-
ing? Does it help or hinder the flexing of
the lingers?
"Raise it now to a position midway be-

tween the first and second. Ready write.
Does this allow longer or shorter finger
reaches? Are heavy lines more or less
easily avoided? Does the pen now drag
more or less?"

Experiment number 7.

Teacher. — "I wish you to determine
whether how you feel makes any difference
with how you write.

".Make yourselves feel as listless as possi-
ble—as if it were very hot, you were very
tired and didn't care very much how the
work looked. While in this mood write
'Jamestown.'
"Are the letters firmly, or loosely written?

Weak, or strong looking?
"Next, throw your mind into an anxious,

worried state. Write 'Jamestown' again.
"Does this mood cause the arm to act

more or less easily? Does it move right off

or hesitate? Are its motions smooth or
jirky? Do the letters look stiff and uncom-
fortable, or smooth and easy?
"Now, let us be in dead earnest, but not

afraid—at ease, yet alert. Plan with care,
then fearlessly and rapidly write the same
word again.
"Compare the last with the first two as to

points already mentioned, and we will vote
upon the result.
"Feel as cross as possible. Write as best

you can while feeling thus. See how it

looks

!

"Now, let us l)e very earnest, yet cheerful.
Try it now.
''Do you think that how we feel really

makes a difference with the looks of our
writing?"
C.-"Yes."
"Then, let us make up our minds to write

with xpirit. energy, rlnsli. yet with
rlioiit>-IitfiiJ care."

Experiment number 8.

"Turn pen so that only the right nib
touches the paper and see how it rubs.
Now, tlie left nib. Now press evenly on
both nibs, and note whether it glides more
or less smoothly,"

Experiment number 9.

DEMONSTRATING THE PART PLAYED BY
PHYSICAL SENSATIONS IN DIRECTING
MU.SCULAR ACTION.

"Write 'manner' with the eyes open, not-
ing just how the action FEELS at the arm-
rest.

"Close the eyes and see if you can write it

again so that the stretching feels just the
same to the underside of the arm.
"Open the eyes and see if they look about

the same.
"Close the eyes again and write two more

words. See if you can decide whether all

the letters are the same size or not before
opening the eyes. Ready—write.
"Next, with eyes closed, write one word

witli large motions, and another with
small ones. See if the letters differ in size.
"Close eyes again and write with a jirky

movement. Now a smooth movement. Now
hasty. Now cautious. Think all the while
how the action FKEL.s. Eyes open! See
what kind of work each kind of action pro-
duced."

Experiment number 10.

OBJECT.—TO SHOW EFFECTS OF DIFFEKENT
RATES OF ACI ION UPON Ul'ALlTV OF
LINE, PRECISION OF MOTION, &C.

"Attention ! Write the word 'Monday' very
slowly. Now hastily. Again justrapidl>.
".\re the lines of the first smooth or

wrinkled? Those of the second? Of the
third?
"Are the lines of the first light or heavy?

Of the second? The third?
"Are the letters better formed in the first,

second or third samples?"

Experiment number II.

"Place a single sheet of paper against the
hard desk or table top. Ready write. Is
your pen apt to catch?
"Place another sheet under this, and try

again. .\ow two or three sheets. Does the
pen act any differently than at first? How?
Why?" Ac.

eritieisms-eontinued from Page 38.

L. H. S., Mo. Your exercise work is good.
Would suggest that you try to curve the
downward stroke of o more and the up
stroke less. As a whole, the work is good.
Come again.

H. H., New York. Y'^ou should use a little

freer movement, as your line seems to be a
little shaky. Notice that the first part of ii

and w should be angles, not turns. Curve
up stroke of rmore. Put more work on t.

Carlson. You need to do a great deal of

exercise work. .-1 might be mistaken for O.

Upper part of E is too short for the lower
part. Small loop on the l.ieginning stroke
of \, M, U and I' is too long. Up stroke of
.s', G and L is too straight.

H. W., Lebanon. You need more work on
the indirect oval. No special criticisms.
We certainly feel that you will be able to win
a professional certificate, although our
standard for this is high.

Til

ket

Sue

AUTOMATIC S
e old. reliable Stoak
over a .luarter of a
want. CataloBue U

ROB'T

CESSOn TO Stoakes

1

HADING
s pens, been
century -the

A. LEE, PON
M,:nnfa.l,nr

PENS

best is what

ri>c. Mich.
r of high-zraiif
M,„-kh,g Pe,,f

I Pilot You Through

ul l; l>ll K K K K 1' I :

FIRST-CLASS BOOK-KEEPER
may be requlieil. Been at it 32 years, I find POSITIONS,
tool Placed pupil May lith. at a rate of $l2tl WEEKLY.
Perhaps I can pi ' "

my blue bookie
Room 573, 1215 Broadway. Xew York.

?.^ CARDS
tor I5c.

1 will ^ive free a pack of latn-

ples and send terms to agents

BLANK CARDS ia^o' Vow :„

COMIC JOKER CARDS i^i^nr '5aTn.T
10(» postpaid, :i3c. Less for more. Ink. Glossy Black
or Very Best Whit«. 15c. per bottle. 1 Oblique Pen Uol
der, 160. Gillott's No. 1 Pens. 10c. per doz. Leiisoni in

Card Writing, Circular for stamp.

W. A. BODE. Box 176. FAIR HAVEN. PA.

STUDY

LAW

AT

HOME

THE ORIGINAL SCHOOt. metrac-

tion by mail adapted to everyone.

Recognized by courts and edncators.

Experienced and competent instruct-

ors. I'akes spare time only. Three

courseB— Preparatory, Business. Col-

lege. Prepares for practice. Will

l^tlt-r your comiition and prospects

in business. Students and graduates
everywhere. Full
particulars and
apeolal offer
FREE.
THE SPRAGUE
CORRESPONDENCE
SCHOOL OF LAW.

733 Majestic Bloc.

DETROIT. MICH.

PJENraiflkNSHII»

TAUaHT-BYMAII-
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LET'S BE ERANK

^ This is my dullest season, but
1 have a few good-places open
—two (Benn Pitman and
Commercial respectively, es-

pecially so.)

* The next rush will be for

teacliers to begin wilh the
second session around New
Year's. None too eaily lo

get in line.

^ Tl-U nic* right off thu reel all

about yourself that a pros
pective e m p 1 o 3' e rf would
wish to know—qualifications,

experience, salary required,

personal data, etc.

FRANK VAUGHAN
MANAGER UNION TEACHERS' BUREAU

203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Manaiier of The Penman's Art Journal.

FOR PROGRESSIVE STUDENTS
The Crcat Work of Science in Penmanship.
The New Education in Penmanship SJ.OO

The Art of Reading Character in Hand-
writing Graphology - - .:>5

A new Scientific Oblique Pen Holder. Hau-
sam's Idea, Hand Carved. Substantial,
Short - - . _ .5^7

Same as above but extra long - $1.00
Ornamental Capitals, Scientifically Ar-
ranged - -

_ . .25
Catalog. Journal and a written card free.

Lr. H. HAVSAM,
HUTCHINSON, KANSAS.

Te&chers of Commercial Branches
are wanted for good positions in High
Schools, Colleges, Etc. We have filled
many excellent positions and are con-
stantly in need of candidates. Write
at once for information. Address,

The Albert Teachers' Agency,
378 WcLbaLsh Ave., Chic&go, III.

AGENTS

WANTED

25
Per
Cent

Visiting cards, elegant combi-
nations. I5c per doz. Samples
free for 2c stamp. Business
letter 25c. ornamental SOc. Set
of business or fancy capitals

P. BEAUCtlAMP.
Penman. Harper £ Bros.

Ne rk.

to Write Your Name Right 2Sc;

, Card Wr

(^^fiarlc4DlCJtalfuiiViiq,

(oItu Vbhmaii

.,1 i-0J5urci:

t5>ccrctar.if.

The Last of a Series of Four Album Pages by
P. W. CoUello, Scranton, Pa.

Sep teriiber Brought

45 Calls

To this .\eencv for teachers, 14 of them carry-
ing rialaries of "from $!X) to $l.iO per month. From
fifteen to twenty of those positions are still
open. Meanwhile we want to get into touch,
earl>' in the winter, with experienced teacliers
of shorthand and related work, or bookkeeping
and related work; and with promising students

in first-class business schools, who have had some experience in public or com-
mon school teaching, tl'htj can irr/re well, and who are willing to accept a fair
salary, under good working conditions, until they gain some e.xperience, with
the understanding that we will continue to help them to advance as they
qualify themselves for more remunerative positions, if they desire our heip in
that way. We have been asked to fill nearly 501) positions so far this vear. We
charge you nothing for our service unless we find for you a position that ,io(i
(you do the deciding, not we) decide to accept. Information free.

The National Commercial Teachers' Agency
. E. Gaylord, Mannger Prospect Hill. Beverly, Mas6

Fred
Chicago,
Teachers
more des

Dick,
Des M
want
irable

COLOR.A.DO XEACHEIt'S AGENCY
Ex-State Supt., Manager. ir)45 Clcnarm St.. Denver. Colo.: liostoii

oines, Denver, Salt Lake city, Los .\ngeles, llarrisburg, .^tlilnIa.

ng positions in the West should register with us Commercial Teac
positions then they now have should keep their names on our list.

' Comt
tiers w

York,
nercial
anting

Addr
PARSONS. PENMAN, KEOKUK, ~l6WA

Special Notice to Card Writers!

Latest Joke, Bird and Finest Written Cards.
Assorted Inks. 40 Reasons wtiy we write cards.
Agent'sOutfit. All for KJc. I Adj'ed Oblique
Holder 25c. I Doz. Ewald Superfine No. I

Pens. 10c, Lessons in Penmanship, Card
Writing, etc. Circulars for 2 red stamps,

EW^ALD BR.OS.
tifficeat MT. CAUMEL, ILL,.

+th O" Poplar, Bld-§ 331.

1 the
ill not
r peal

WHITE INK
lanufacti: rof a White Ink that

the bottle for hours, crack
>ther White Inks, A trialiff like f

will convince you.
6 Bottles by express $l.20
I Bottle by mail .30

P. W. Kindlespire,
375 E. Spi-lrwgSt. Columbus, O.

(^ '^^^t^t^i^le^>^yan<^y,^i^^tQAx>iJ^:M'<^-^:/t^^ ]^
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LETTERING
C. W. Norder

6023 Morjan St,

Chicago

-.^

There i

Cesson One.
always a deuiand for well execut-

ed Automatic Penmanship, and the work ip

ever entertaining and educational to any
who have talents, or even only a special
fondness forordinary penmanship.
To me the work has always been fascinat

inc, and while I have had time for but little

of it for a number of years on account of

my ICngrossine, it is with pleasure that I

respond to a request from the editors of the
Educator for a few simple lessons in Auto-
matic I'enmanship.
While Auto work is not exactly writing, it

is, however, classed with Commercial Art,

and should come under the heading of Pen-
manship, and there seems no reason why
the pages of a penmanship publication

should not be adorned with good examples
of Automatic Penmanship for the benefit of

our young penmen, as well as examples of

ordinary penmanship.
Judging from the contributions to pen-

manship papers during the last four or five

vears. there has been a marked decrease in

Auto work done by penmen generally, the

last example of any worth, if I remember
rightly, having appeared some years ago.

It may be that the editors of the B. E. have
noticed the same thing, and therefore de
cided to run a series of lessons in this de-

partment for the purpose of re-kindling the

Auto enthusiasm, and I would be well paid

for my work in preparing them if I could

help them to that end.
Automatic Penmanship has been the be-

ginning of many a career as an Engrosser,
and even if you don't care to carry it any
further than the making of ordinary show
cards or beautifully colored mottoes, there

is good "Pin Money" in it and at the same
time, as I have said, the work is fascinating

and requires comparatively little time for

almost complete rnas-tery.

Now for the first lesson. Looks easy
doesn't it? And it i.s easy if you get started

right. The first thing to do is to get your
paper ruled correctly. Get three or four

sheets of good writing paper, or if you
haven't any of that handy, go to the grocer

or butcher shop and get some of their com-
mon wrapping paper: that's what I used
when I first started and found it good
enough. Get thekind that has a little gloss

to it. with a hard surface. Take three or four

pieces about 11 x H and rule lines over them
„ high and '« apart.* Kule guide lines

diagonally across the paper also to helpyou
to get the proper slant for the slanted exer-

cises of this lesson.
Now take a No. '2 Marking Pen and dip it in

a glass of water after which wipe it off by
passing it over a blotter. Next take a small
stick of wood, a match will do. and dip it in-

to the ink ; then fill the pen by letting a drop
or two fall from the stick down between the
nibs of the pen. .\ever dip the pen in the
ink. After making a few test strokes on a

piece- of scrap paper, try the exercises of the
firs', litieof our lesson. Hold the pen so that
the nil) will be at an angle of about (.') De-

grees and be sure that you keep it there;
don't turn it either way while working.
After filling a page or two of the exercises

of the first line, and are sure that you un-
derstand how to use the pen a little, try the
next line. These strokes, although seem-
ingly simple at a glance, make almost two
thirds of all theslrokesof the alphabet from
which they are taken. Be sure you get
triem. Do you notice that there are tiiree

different strokes in that line? Notice that the
jef^iHl one starts riuite abruptly, bijt en<ls

rs:MiiMMi
\\\\\vvvv\\\

with a round turn. Notice the third one
starting with a round large turn and ending
with a small one. Now put those strokes
together as I have done in the third line.

Make pages of them until you get good
ones.
The last half of the lesson is identical

with that of the first, except that it is done
with a No. 5 .Shading Pen. It is not diffi-

cult to use at all ; just as easy as the Mark-
ing Pen if you will only keep your mind on
the heavy part of the letters and let the
shades take care of themselves. While work-
ing have your pens standing in a glass with
an inchortwoof water in it. Take good care
of your pens and ink because you can't do
good work with rusty pens and thick ink.

After practice the pens should be carefully
cleaned and the ink covered. To those who
are just beginning and have no supplies, 1

will send two good pens, one a No. '.! Marking
and the other a No. S Shading, and a bottle
of good glossy black .\uto-ink for flftycents.

This will be enough supplies for the first

YOVR. PENMANSHIP
Is wlinl iio'i »HiA-.- it. This tifntis (/oil nhmihl liftrr

U<i,iil iiislniiiients. Tliis autiht In he coiiriiii-iiin.

ST. MARY'S COLLEGE,
U. P. Roa';h, Oakland, Cal., Sept. 3, 19()7

in every way highly Professional, and
worth many times what you eharge for it.

You may aoon expect a laigre order from me.
Y'our& very sincerely.

BROTHER EDMUND.
THE ADJUSTMEyT <if this lutlfler has never lieen

equaled. The fittish is (tlso superior. Send 35c and
get a sample. Spei^ial rates hy Die doz. or hundred.

G. F. ROACH,
Care of Vathon Mil. Acad. Burton, Wa«h.

thr ' les

Lesson -No. _' will contain a complete al-

phabet, after which I will try to give a few
ideas for practical show cards.
*By ruling a line v inch high 1 mean to

rule head and base lines '» inch apart.

Then rule another head and base line but
have the two sets only '^ inch apart. That
is what I mean by ruling lines '„ inch liigh

and -V inch apart. By ruling systematically
this way, niuch practice paper may be
saved,

Cards Cards

3 fly, WeddinK Bristol.
6-Fly, Wedding Bristol.
3 I'ly. Black Cards,
3 Ply. Colored Cards.

These cai-ds sent by

425
S 2.40 37.-1

5 -2 40 3.75
The following cards

blank cards, 20c. Bird Cards. Serial

A: Kancy nourished, 18 styles 100, 2ic. Serial B: love
sentiments 24 styles, 100,25c. Serial C: flower senti-

iiHiits. 12 styles, 100, 25c. Serial D, religious mottoes.
12 styles, IdO, -250. Serial E: with fancy borders. 12

stylfs, Itio, 25c. Comic cards, (Treat sellers. 12 styles.

liHi. 2.-1. Written cards, sample dozen, with Agents

19 SNYDER ST. ALLEGHENY. PA

,1-JLL-J I 1- .-J- I -
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A Book That Has Proved Good
The conscientious school teacher will not experiment upon his students; he

will put into their hands books that he knows to be sound pedagogically, in

method, and in sub|ect matter.

Williams and Jester on Commercial Law is a book that can be put into the

school with confidence that results will be good. The logical arrangement of

subject matter, the lucid, concise exposition of basic law principles, and the fine

list of review questions and leading cases are points that will commend them-

selves to every thoughtful instructor.

This book retails at $1.25. A copy for examination will be sent to any

teacher on receipt of $ -50

THE COMMERCIAL TEXT BOOK COMPANY
DES MOINSS, IOWA

Home Study Courses
Our school offers an opportu-
ty to study at liome unJtr the
rs.mal iustrttciion of Icadiitg

uf- gre ,t coliesfS.

Our tuition rates are so low
that no one need be kept from
enrolling with us on the ground
of expense.

HOME CORRESPOHDENGE SCHOOL,^

The Musselman Publications

Business Leiler Writing

OriQ of the neatest and brightest little

work s on Cotnniereial Correspondence

.

Unlike anything else published. Write for

sample pages. Single copy sent postpaid

for 50 cents.

New Commercial

Arithmetic

A book of 479 pages, thoroughly covering

the subject. Copy sent postpaid for $2.00,

PRACTICAL BOOKKEEPING. COM-
MERCIAL LAW. HIGH SCHOOL
BOOKKEEPING. BUSINESS SPELLER
Try a box of Musselman 's P e rfe c t i on
Pens. 25 cents. For full information and

sample pages, write

D. L. Musselman Publishing

Company,
Quincy, Illinois

CJL '.'''^•^'^^^'^'^i^^-':i<'':'''^^^^^^i^^l!l^i^i-^^ AD
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Criticisms.

UY V. S. HEATH.

C. H. H.. Ky. Your work is good for a first

try at ornatiiental writing. You have every
reason to be encouraged. You seeni to have
a very good idea of form, but lack the ability
to put it on the paper. This ability comes
only from careful and persistent practice.
Use enough force on your capitals to secure
smooth lines. Your small letters are too
large and sprawly. I would like to see
more of your work.

R. P. K.. Ohio. Your movement seems to

be uncertain. Do you not use an irregular,
jirky motion? If so, stick to movement ex-
ercises until you have easy, regular motion
under perfect control. By carefully follow-
ing the course you can make great improve-
ment. I will do all I can to help you. Send
work for criticism each month.

X.Y. Z.,i\eb. Youhavea good dealof skill

already, and by continued practice should
soon rank with the best. Y'our movement
exercises are smoother than your work
upon the letters. Are you a little timid
when you strike off a capital? Your work in-

dicates that you are. Ciain confidence by
striking out boldly. What does it matter if

you do fail sometimes? The finishing ovals
to your capitals are too round. Top of E is

carried too far to right before making the
little loop, causing tiie letter to stand almost
perpendicularly. Small letters are first

class, needing only a little more grace in
e.xecution to put tliem near the top. ShtiU I

hear again?

THE FU5HL1QHT OF KNOWLEDGE

/»•' ENROLL AND RECEI

A NEW LIGHT THROWN ON AN OLDSUBJECT

(ffeai DeniaiKl for TeacHeis

The leading scliools ha\'e opened
with an exceptionally large enrollment
and they are writing and wiring us
daily for additional teachers. Some
of the best places are still open.
DON'T Y O IT WANT A GOOD
PLACE? Address

GoQtiptalTeactierslyeiicg,

Bowling Green, Ky.

GommeiGiai Teaciers

PreDafemi Plcel

TQe Rociiesier Busivess msiiiuie,

nOGHESTEB. HEW VDHK.

has a special ilepartn

mercial teachers.

nt for training

Every member of last year's class placed before the close of the school year.

Over seventy-five applications for commercial teachers now on file, the salaries

offered being very attractive.

Students Registering Every Month for instruction in the commercial te.xts and for

the special training for leaching the commercial branches in High Schools and

Business Colleges. High School, Normal School and College graduates can prepare

both in the subject matter and in methods, in one school year.

Write for syllabus of the course.

Some of "Ye (^Ide Tyrne Hande Writing" by C. W. Norder. HO.i:t Morgan St., Chicago, 111.

CX ^^i''^*^^'^^^^'^^^^^^^''^--:^^^^^^^^^^^ JL^
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The subject of this brief sketch,
Mr. L. M. Crandall, was born on
a farm in Cranston. R. I. His
education was obtained in the
Public Schools of Mass., R. I., and
Conn. ; and Business Colleges of
Mass., Conn., Ohio, Pa., and Texas.
Mr. Crandall was a student in the

Zanerian College during the school
year of '04-'05, and is now employed
as instructor of Penmanship and
Touch Typewriting in the Douglas
Business College, of McKeesport, Pa.,
where he is doing exceptionally good
work and proving his ability as an
enthusiastic teacher.

Mr. Crandall also has charge of the
office practice department of the

above named school, and although a
young man, he is well qualified to
conduct this important branch of the
work, as he has had a wide experience
in the Commercial World, having
held positions as Bookkeeper, Steno-
grapher, Bank Cashier, Entry Clerk,
Teacher and General Office Assist-
ant in several different states and is

spoken of very highly by former em-
ployers. Last year he had charge of
the Shorthand Department of the
above named school, which position
he held to the entire satisfaction of
the management.
Mr. Crandall is an expert typist

and writes as well blindfolded as
otherwise. He has had his own way
to make since childhood, and his fu-
ture is therefore promising.

t '-\

BOOK REVIEWS

"100 Writing Lessons" b> H. VV. Flick-
inger. published by the Home Correspond-
ence School, Springfield, Mass., is the title

of the finest seri»?s of copy slips of tlie kind
es-er published. The forms are of the ac-
curate, slightly shaded sort, just the kind
the uietnbers of our profession should be
proticent in and just the kind aspiring
penmen should practice from. All who are
ambitious to professionalize in penmanship
should secure a set of the copies. Brief in-

structions accompanied the copy slips.

These lessons are from the .Master band of
H. W. Flickinger, the well kn.iwn, highly-
esteemed veteran penmin.

"The Show Card Writer" a monthly
magazine devoted to up-to-date show card
letteringand designing. W. A. Tliouipson,
editor and publisher, Pontiac, Mich. One
dollar per year or ten cents a copy, is the
best journal of the kind we know of. Those
of our readers who are interested in practi-
cal lettering antl designing, as applied to
show card work, would do well to send 10

cents for a sample copy or $1 OO for a year's
subscription. It is chock-ful of excellent
ideas and its publisher is a thoroughly re-

liable man.

Obituary
On the morning of September 21,

1907, Mr. Adelbert, L. Gilbert, Mana-
ger of the Spencerian Business Col-
lege, Milwaukee, Wis., departed this
life after an illness of two months.
Mr. Gilbert was fifty-six years of

age. When a young man he entered
and graduated from the Spencerian
College, remaining with the institu-
tion as instructor until some four or
five years ago when he opened a
school of his own. About a year ago
his own school and the Spencerian
were merged into, one, and he became
manager.
Mr. Gilbert was a man far above

the average in Christian character,
possessing a very high sense of honor.
The fact that for twenty years he
vi'as treasurer of the V. M. C' A, indi-

cates how high he stood in the esti-

mation of the best class of Milwau-
keeans.

A large number of people in our
profession will be pained to learn of

his death. The business college fra-

ternity has lost a valuable member.

OUR NEW PRACTICAL TYPEWRITING
IS MEETING WITH GREAT SUCCESS. Teachers are enthusiastic in their praise of the work. It has been

necessary to order a third edition, although we sui:posed the first {printed in July) would be sufficient for the season.

An order was received from one principal for 750 copies.

If you desire to secure the best possible results in your typewriting classes, you should investiga'e the merits

of this book at once. An examination of the carefully graded lessons (of which there are morethan 100\ and the 210

topics listed m the Index, will convince you that we have covered in this text everything a stenographer should know.

The book opens at the end. and, v^ith the aid of an ingenious attachment, may be converted into an easel, keep-

ing the lesson before the pupil, also forming a copyholder. We have editions for the Oliver and Smith Premier, as

well as the Remington and other machines having the standard keyboard.

We shall be glad to mail, on request, an illustrated catalogue, describins; the NEW PRACTICAL TYPE-
WRITING. PRACTICAL SPELLING. NEW PRACTICAL SPELLING, combined SPELLING and LETTER
WRITING. LESSONS in LETTER WRITING. PLAIN ENGLISH. EXERCISES in ENGLISH, PRACTICAL
SHORTHAND. COMMERCIAL LAW. ARITHMETIC, BOOKKEEPING (three editions) and TWENTIETH
CENTURY BUSINESS PRACTICE.

Now is a good time to consider our Everybody's Dictionary (vest pocket size) with a view in presenting a copy

to each of youi students at Christmas. The book makes an attractive and useful gift. and. with the name of the school

stamped on the front cover,- forms a lasting advertising medium. '- '

;

THE PRACTICAL TEXT BOOK CO.
Euclid Avenxie and 18th Street CLrf^VELrAND. OHIO.
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By S. M. Blue, Penman, Grand Island, Nel

eM:JI._J T-»«U-«^' Aw.^n:.^ . offices: Warrensburg. Mo., Shenan-
inidlana teachers Agencies: doah, lowa, Pendlemn. Oregon, Lander,
Wv.miiiiK'. JuniHta. Nebrawka, Slieruian, Texas, Du Biiis. Pa., Kicliinond, Ky.

Wc cover tlie entire field, and furnish CoMPKTKN r Teacubks to Schools.

^Ve Recommand Compatent Xeeh.ch«t-s Only

Free Enrollment During February, Nkrch and April ^ No Poiilion — No Pay

V - -^

lal and Business College.

b«)r Schools and Colleges. iinj;ravecl on Steel, Copper, Stone or /Cine.
SAMUEL D. HOLT. DesiKuer and Engraver. 1208 Chestnut St.. PhiUdelphloL* Pbl.

Dsalgnara
HO^^ARD

Bfvgrouai-«i Illtxi

The best that skill and experience can

produce—no argument necessary. AN-
NUAL ILLUSTRATED CATALOC; NOW
READY. We carry the largest and best

line of stock diplomas at the lowest prices.

It will pay you to talk with us before you

decide the diploma question.

<a BR.OWN
:vInKtot'a Rook.l»n<l« M»in«

IS Ft .A.TI O rr A. I<I

Cloth, post paid, $1.00

Sample to teachers 50c

Mack Publishing Company,

59 State at., Newburyport, Mass.

(^J(^ ^i^ii«titAe4.iC'a^n^^-\^iSi^^jAe/l4<>uiv^..^i^^i^ny€yy4'uy.^v^ )^ j
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I If interested write for information. Address
Pres. O.H. Longwell, Blffhland Park College, Des Moines, la.

IT iS WORTH SOMETHING
To Ije able to write a good card, for it is
the best means of advertising your
skill in pennjanship. It also puts many
a quarter into your pocket. My course
of six lessons by tuail is not excelled
by any for beautiful copies and com-
plete definite instructions. Price $3.00
in advance-

The best blank cards always in
stock. Samples and prices for stamp.

"I have enjoyed receiving your les-
sons more than I can express. Your
copies have been a great inspiration to
me." C. H. Spryer, Washington, D. C.

WHY "Ot get 2 doz. finely itte
cards (any style) for 25c or 100

^^^^^ for $1.00, all postpaid. l.dOO
^^^^^^— blank white cards, fine qual-

ity ^ply. 70c ; or same card
4-ply, 80c. Send 20c for a sample 100. Les-
sons by mail. Catalogue free. Address,

JA.NCS MTILLIAMS,
Room 15. Union Block.

I5th and Farnam Sts.. OMAHA. NEB.

e:ste:rbrook's pe:ns
" E«»y to write with.

CORRECT DESIGN
— Hard to ase tip."

UNIFORM TEMPER DURABILITY

150 STYLrES

A 1 Propbsbional
Fin. pointed and elaatic

for card writiae

Text Writbrs 463 Bubinkss and Coll«o«
Made in 3 widths and with lonr "i'h fine and extra fine point.,
point to both lea and right Elastic and .miooth writine

Esttti-brook. Steel Pen Mfg. Co.
a« John •«., M. T. City C»na4«n. New Jci-ae

FINEST PENMANSHIP SVPPLIES OBTAINABLrE.
PENS AND HOLDERS.

Zanerian Fine Writer Pen—The best
and finest tine writing pen tnade—best
for engrossing, card writing and all fine
script work. Gross |1.00, 'i gross 2.ic

I do

Zanerian Ide al Pan -O le ot the best
pens made for genera penwork- ousi-
ness or orr am ental. On e ot the best
pens for 3eg nners In penman hip.
Gross 75c. ''* gross 2..c. 1 dozen 10c

Zanerian.Medial Pen-A high-gradp
medium.es tra smooth per for bustness
writing. N better for
students ar d account ints Gross 750

.9.5r

Zanerian Business Pen—A smooth,
durable, common sense business pen.
For unshaded business writinR it has
never been excelled, if equaled. Gross
75c. y* gross 25c. 1 dozen lOc.

GilloU's Principality No. 1 Pen—

A

fine writing pen. Gross $1.00, H gross
2.')C. 1 dozen -- 12c

GHIotfs Double Elastic E. F. No.
604 Pen—A medium fine writing pen.
Gross 75c. K gross 25c, 1 dozen lOc

Gillotfs Magnum QuiU E. F. No.
601 Pen—A business pen. Gross $1.00
M gross 25c. 1 dozen-- 12c

GiJIott's No. 303 E. F. Pen-Used
largely for drawing purposes. Gross
11.00, ^ gross 25c. 1 dozen 12c

Gillott's Lithographic Pen No. 290
—One of the finest pointed drawing
pens made. 6 pens 2.5c, 3 pens 15c

QillQtts Grow Quill Pen No. 659—
Very fine points, ti pens 25c, S pens I5c

Soennecken Lettering Pen — For
making German Text, Old English, and
all broad pen letters. Set of 12—num-
bers 1, IS. 2 2%, 3, 3;^, 4, 5, and 6
single pointed and 10, 20. and 30 double
poinied 2.5c

Zanerian Oblique Penholder- Hand-
made, rosewood, nearly 12 inches long,
beautiful and perfect holder. 1 holder
- - - - - - - 50c

Fine Art Oblique Holder— Inlaid
and fancy, hand-made, rosewood, and
by far the most beautiful holder made.
Nearly 12 inches long. 1 holder sent in
a small wooden box . . .|],00

Excelsior Oblique Holder-The best
low-priced oblique holder made. Many
hundreds of gross have been sold.
1 holder 10c. 6 holders $ .35

Straight Penholder— Cork tipped
and best for business writing, flourish-
ing, etc. 1 holder 10c, 6 holders 40c. 12
holders 65c

CARDS. INK. PAPER. ETC.
Blank Cards—White bristol with

finest surface for fine penmanship.
100 by mail postpaid $ .28

,5l)0 by express 75
lOU-i by express - 1.35

Black Cards-Best made for white
ink,
iLtOby mail postpaid $ .28
5t.K) by express --- -75
KHX) by express 1.35

White Cardboard—Wedding Bristol
for fine pen work. Sheets are 22x28.
6 sheets by express -- -$ .60

12 sheets by express l.CO

2 sheets by mail postpaid 50

6 sheets by express-- $ .40

12 sheets by express . 70
3 sheets by mail postpaid --- .50

Black Gardboard— Finest for white
ink. Sheets are 22x28 inches.
6 sheets by express $ .50

12 sheets by express 75
2 sheets by mail, postpaid- .50

Wedding Papor—Finest for penman-
hip or drawing. Sheets are 21 x33.

6 sheets by express .- -. $.50
12 sheets by express 70
:^ sheets by mail, postpaid .50

Zanerian India Ink—A fine
ink and best for preparing s

drawing for photo-engraving.
1 bottle by mail, postpaid
I dozen bottles by express

Arnold's Japan /n/:—Nearly 's pin
bottle by mail postpaid | .4

1 pint by express .4

1 quart by express 7

Writing Papers—AW our writing

papers are HxlOliz inches in size and
fcontain 960 sheets to the ream. Ruling

is faint and can be furnished wide ili

Extra fine 14 lb. white wove per ream
by express f3.l.5

Extra fine 12 lb. while wove per ream
by express -- -$2.70

Extra fine lOIb. white wove per ream
by express -..$2.15

Extra fine 12 lb. Azure (blue) per ream
by express - $2.20

Extra fine 17^ lb. Wedding stock per
ream by express $4.30

Medium Grade Practice Paper per
ream by express $1.70

All goods go by mail postpaid, except those ment
the heavy goods is to order fair sized quantities and h

We handle the best and ca

d to go by express,
:hem go by freight,

you money. Cash mu
Remit by money order,

which purcha iage charges. Of course the cheapest way to secure

Prices are too low to keep

Address, ZANER (Si BL0SE:R, COLrVMBVS, OHIO.

(JL^^'^''^''i^i!^^^>:i^'''i(<S^^^^
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RICHARDSON'S COMMERCIAL LAW
e:nlarge:d e:dition

AN APPENDIX OF 19 PACKS has been added relating to Statutes of Limitations, Exe-
cutions, Exemptions, Statutes oF Frauds, Interest, Neecotiablo Instruments, Rights of Married Women, Chattel
Mortgages, etc., of all the slates: whose provisions differ from the general Law as given in the body of the Text.

THIS MAKES THE BOOK A LOCAL BOOK FOR
EVERY STATE IN THE UNION

This remarkable book with a sale larger than any other text of its kind in print, makes the subject simple
and easy for the student-It is tKe ONE Effective Teaching Text on. the Market.

NO ADVANCE IN PRICE. SINGLE COPIES POSTPAID, NINETY CENTS.

Sadler-Rowe Company, BaltimorCf
Md.

A Complete Course in Bookkeeping.
THE .\PPE.\K.-^NCE OF MERCANTILE ACCOUNTINQ, OUR NEW WORK IN ADVANCED BOOKKEEPlNc;

AND BUSINESS PRACTICE, COMPLETES A COURSE IN BOOKKEEPING THAT HAS NO SUPERIOR.

^To d e r n Accountant.
Start your students on this text. In this book the principles of bookkeeping are developed systemati-

cally, along lines of least resistance. It leads from the known to the unknown. Its plan is so complete
and logical, its instructions so interesting and so thoro in detail, that the work of the teacher is reduced
to the minimum-

Wholesale Accounting.
.\ business practice set, with vouchers, foUo^vs the Modern .\rcountant. By a careful selection of data,

the student is requited to do nothing beyond liis knowledge at this point. By an equally careful study of

and reference to actual business conditions, customs, and practice, this set is made absolutely true to

business life in every detail. Truth is not violated nor departed from in a single instance. A fascinating,

life-like set.

Mercantile Accountings.

Our new work in business practice, with vouchers, is the final set. It introduces many important
and up-to-date business and accounting features, and furnishes advanced business practice of the

highest type. Among other modern accounting features, it illustrates the loose leaf order system, im-
proved ledger rulings, division of the Mdse. account, financial statements, columnar economies,
valuable classifications, handling of freight claims, figuring of invoices, and changes in partnership
relations. It furnishes ample material for the discipline and development of the student. It tests

ability and produces mental sinew.

The thre.e. (constitute, a five or six month's tiour.se,

Send for our s|>e(-itil eir<iulijr, thisiiripti vc. of tl>is •.xee.lle.nf and «-oniplete eotir.se.

CHICAGO POWERS Wl LrYONS NEW YORK
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There is no department of the Private Business School that will attract the

of the prospective buyer of tuition so quickly as a fine array of Actual Business

When these offices are furnished with the office equipment required for use with

System, this attractiveness is doubly enhanced.

Send for our sixty-page catalogue, which fully illustrates this, the finest ec

in use in Business Schools today.

THE F. H. BLISS PUBLISHING CO.
SAGINAW,

QC -''^«^^*<<^>^'''^^^:^g''»««^<^<><^^*'^'-^^^
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lOTJI CEHTliey BOOiEEPIHB;'

A standard system

of bookkeeping for

use in all schools

that teach this sub-

ject.

If you haven't ex-

amined it write at

once lor complimen-

tary teacher's outfit.

The Musselman Publications

BUSINESS LETTER
' WRITING

!

One of the neatest and brightest little

works on Commercial Correspondence.

Unlike anything else published. Write for
sample pages. Single copy sent postpaid

for 50 cents.

NEW COMMERCIAL
ARITHMETIC

A book of 479 pages, thoroughly covering

the subject. Copy sent postpaid for $2.00.

PRACTICAL BOOKKEEPING. COM-
MERCIAL LAW, HIGH SCHOOL
BOOKKEEPING. BUSINESS SPELLER
Try a box of Musselman 's P e rfe ct ion
Pens, 25 cents. For full information and
sample pages, write

D. L MUSSELMAN PUBLISHING CO.

QUINCY. ILLINOIS

^ ^. =^

CHARTIER SHORTHAND.
What the Leading Schools say about it.

Eastman Business C<>lle.<j»'., Pou^jlikeepsie, N. V. "The system is so simple that a child can learn it. It has
equally as great advantage from the speed point of view as other systems." C. C. GAINES, Pres.

Me.tr<(|«)litan Business ("olle^je, Dallas, Tex. "We taught Pitman Shorthand for l."i years. We gave the Gregg a

thorough trial. We discarded both for Chartier."—A, RAGL.\ND. Pres.

Ba!t}M'«ll Business ("olle.tje., AManta, Oa. "Chartier students make faster writers and better readers than students in

any other system we have ever tried in our school. It saves the student so much time for other things."— J. O. BAGWELL, Pres.

Acme Business Colle^je, Seattle, Wash. "With Chartier shorthand our students have twice the time for other things'

We are teaching Pitman, Gregg, and Chartier. Our Chartier students are far superior in writing and reading."—U. S. EIKEN-
BEKKV. Pres. ,

We give the testimonials of a few schools from different parts of the United States. There are now more titan 300 schools

using the system.

\ few of our recent orders. A short time ago Bliss of Columbus wired for 300 books. Sept. 1, Beutel Business College,

Tacoma. Wash., ordered 400 books. Sept. 1, Behnke-Walker, Portland, Ore., ordered 500. Brownsberger Home School, Los
Angeles, 200.

The Polytechnic Business College, Oakland, Cal., one of the biggest schools of the United States, has employed a special

Chartier teacher, from the East, and has installed a Chartier department.

Tho Chartier Writer, a monthly magazine, will make its bow to the Shorthand public as a Christmas Gift.

Chartier Shortiiand will live solely on its merits. Personally we have nothing to say against other systems.

Mr. K. M. CharHerl.s no longer con np.ttte.d In any way with Hik Chartier-Spencer Publishing Company.

Respectfully,

Chartier=Spencer Publishing Comp€iny
NEW ORLEANS, LA.

. L. C Spencer, Pres, , . . S. C. Schwing, Sec.

>> y
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The Benn Pitman System
Of Phonography is the National American Standard

of Shorthand Instruction and Practise.

Taught in the Public High Schools of 24 out of the 37

. Cities of the first class (ioo,ooo population and over)

in the United States.

[Send for our selected list of Public High Schools].

Taught in more Private Commercial Schools than all

non-Pitmanic systems combined.

[.Send for our selected list of Commercial SchooU],

Taught in a majority of the Catholic Parochial and Insti-

tutional Schools that teach Shorthand.

[Send for our selected list of Catholic Schools]

Used by the Official Reporters of Debates of the United

States Congress.

Used by two-thirds of the Shorthand Clerks holding Civil

Service positions under the United States Govern-

ment

Used by a majority of the Official Shorthand Reporters

in the State and Federal Courts.

Published by

The Phonographic Institute Company,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

BENN PITMAN. President.

JEROME B. HOWARD, Manager.

MAIL COURSE IN

HIGHER ACCOUNTING
CONDUCTED BY

R. J. BENNETT, C. A.. C. P. A.
Member American Aiiocialion of Public AccounUnIs

Principal Detroit Business University

ASSISTED BY A STAFF OF
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS AND LAWYERS

TH E Course will consist of 'Ih carefully graded

lessons in Theory of Accounts, Auditing,

Practical Accounting', and Business Law prepared

especially for candidates for the degree of CERTI-
FIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT, and for those who
wish to qualify as accountants.

The entire Course is under the direct supervision

of Mr. Bennett, Accountant, Author and Teacher,

whose counsel and advice may be had at all times.

We guarantee satisfaction, promptness, and careful

attention to all work, and reasonable rates. Special

attention given to commercial teachers.

Send for circular giving full information and an

outline of the lessons to

R. J. BenneH, C. P. A.,

15 Wil<()x Street, Detroit, Mich.

{r'-

PRA.CTICA.L ORIGINAI^

Andrews' Facsimile Typewriting Manual
price:, one: Dox.i.ikFt

Printed on bond paper, strongly bound with vellum sides and flexible leather back.

The credits, marginal rulings and underscoring are in red.

Every pa£:e is a correct form for pupil to copy.
Pupils can see at a glance what to ao and how to do it.

Instruction in typewriting and oftice practice incor-
porated in lessons.

Arrangement of lessons facilitates correction.
Saves time of both teacher and pupil.

Touch Typewriting Marker and Scale

PRICE, 25 CENTS
Made of heavy celluloid, upon which is lithographed

typewriter keyboard, correct finger indications and stand-
ard typewriter scale- May be used with any typewriter
text book and is useful both to pupil and practitioner.
The scale is of inestimable advantage in copying invoices,
tabulating work, and centering headings.

Graham Phonographic Copy Book
PRICE, 15 CENTS

Teaches the alphabet, vowels, diphthongs, and rules
for position. Makes the hard beginning easy.

Comprehensive in scope and thorough in detail.
Preliminary exercises carefully arranged and graded

to aid the pupil to acquire the ability to write by touch.
A concise abstract of knowledge gained during twenty-

tive years of teaching and practice.
Bristol board "Touch Typewriting Marker and Scale"

furnished with every book.

Phonographic Length and Angle Indicator

PRICE, 15 CENTS
A small German silver instrument, constituting an

unvarying guide to that clear cut style of writing so de-
sirable and essential. Of value to pupil, teacher, or prac-
titioner. May be used with any Pitmanic System.

Graded Sentence Book of Graham Standard Phonography
PRICE. $1 00

A series of graded sentences with intf rllneal shorthand
script, embracing every principle and giving the pupil an
abundance of practice material. A great aid to both
teacher and pupil.

Syllabus of the Differential Rules of Graham Standard Phonography with Phonographic Chart, PRICE. M
This chart presents, in tabulated form, every differential principle t-f shorthand systems based

upon the Graham. It is simple, comprehensive, logical, and helpful.

H. Lr. ANDREWS, PixblisKer,
32 FIftK Street. PITTSBVRG. Pa.

\:z
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ANOTHER VICTORY
FOR THE ''NEW TYPEWRITING"

AGAIN MISS ROSE L. FRITZ DEFENDS HER TITLE AS

WORLrD'S CHAMPION TYPIST
WRITES 5,619 WORDS IN ONE HOUR, BREAKING ALL PREVIOUS RECORDS

At the National Business Show, Madison Square Garden, New York, October 17th, 1907, Miss
Rose L. Fritz again demonstrated beyond the shadow of a doubt that s\\e.\^\.\\e^ MOST MARVELOUS
TYPIST THE WORLD HAS EVER SEEN. Miss Fritz wrote 5,619 words in one hour, and 3,032 words,
blindfolded, in thirty minutes.

There has come the ATE U^ TFPfiWiJ/r/ArG ' as superior to the ordinary kind as that crude
method was superior to the longhand. We refer to that scientific and expert operation which produces
PERFECT WORK AT A HIGHER RATE OF SPEED. Modern business conditions have created a great

demand for such skill. This expertness is attainable only through a PERFECT SYSTEM OF INSTRUC-
TION which is found in Charles E. Smith's " Practical Course in Touch Typewriting " of which Miss
Fritz IS A BRILLIANT EXPONENT.

FIFTH EDITION NOW READY

A PRACTICAL COVRSE; IN TOVCH TYPEWRITING
BY CHAS E, SMITH, Adopted by (he New York Board of Education and Leading Business Schools.

From the World's Champion

Typist

I am pleased to state that 1 consifler

"A rRAt'TICAI. COURSK JX TOUCH
l'ypEVVRITrN(;,"tlienDly textl>."ik lr..iii

whicli I studied, the best typ«^vriter
Irkstrxjction book, that ' 1 hav«
seen. The exercises are excelletil and
Kave helpe<i me -wrorkcierfully
In -woi-lcin^ up speecl. The whnle
course is very interesting frntn tlie l>e-

ginning, and it cannot but produce the
best results in tlie shortest time. I attri-

bute my success in typewriting in a

large measure to the assistance given me
by Mr. Smith, the author nf the bonk and,

1 ann sure aivyone "wrho ^^ees It

-will be nnore tHan pleased
-with tKe results. - /^o.'-e f.. Fritz.

MISS ROSE L, FRITZ
HE WORLDS CHAMPION TYPIST AND
A BRILLIANT EXPONENT OF TOUCH
TYPEWRITING AS PRESENTED IN

"A PRACTICAL COURSE,"

Some Brilliant Records Made by
Miss Rose L. Fritz

Chicago, March, ISXIfi.

ork, Oct., 10(17.

s in HO Minutf
LADIES' championship:

Jl>il \Vnrd8 in One Hour.
AMERICAN championship:

.'JS!l W,,rds in .'in Minutes.
Ma<lisnn .Square Crwden. .\'ov.. l«li;.

AMERICAN championship:
4HII.") W.irds in One Hour.

;» Minutes.
Tornntn, December, 190i)

ASSOCIATION hall:
'-'lli!! Words in 20 Minutes.

Chicago. March 21, 1907.

AMERICAN championship:
2415 Words in 30 Minutes.
Xew York. Oct. 17, I!«i7.

WORLD s championship:
5t;i9 Worils iu t)ne Hour.

Price. 50 Cants CtotK, 75 Cents

Isaac Pitman ® Sons, »> v«ion s«,«are. New York

(
" Course in Isaac Pitman Shorthand," $1.50

Piiblisherti of . "Cumulative Speller and Shorthand Vocabulary." 75c.
'
" Taquigra/ia Espanola dc Isaac Pitman," $1.2,^

-y
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VOLUME XIll. COLUMBUS, O., Diai.MBER, 1907. N UMBER IV.

TWO EDITIONS
STUDENTS' PENMANSHIP Edition. Seventy-five cents a year. Devoted to the Teaching and Execution of Practical

Writing, Fine Art Penmanship, Engrossing and Pen Art.

TEACHERS' PROFESSIONAL Edition. One Dollar a year. Devoted to the Above Branches and to Business Education-
English, Mathematics, Bookkeeping, etc.,—Association Interests, and the Profession of Commercial Teaching.

THE BUSINESS EDUCATOli

Published Monthly (except July and August), by
Zaser & B1.0SER. 118 N. High St.. Columbus, O., as
follows: Teachers' Professional Edition. $1,00 a
Year (Foreien Subscriptions .TO cents extra ; Cana-
dian Subscriptions, 20 cents extra. ) Students" Pen-
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Change of Address. If you change yi

dress, be sure to notify us promptly (in advance, if

possible), and be careful to give the old as well as
the new address. We lose many journals each issue
through negligence on the part of subscribers.
Back numbers cannot, as a rule, be supplied.
Postmasters are not allowed to forward journals

unless postage is sent to them for that purpose.

The Business Educator is devoted to the pro-
gressive and practical interes*— ' >' ---: t^j

lion and Penmanship. A jou
to dignify, popularize, and
newest and neediest education. It purposes
spire and instruct both pupil and teacher, a
further the interests of those engaged
in private as well as in public instituti
ness education.

Advertising Rates furnished upon application.
The Business Educator being the highest grade
journal of its class is purchased and read by the
most intelligent and well-to-do anionp those inter-
ested in business education and penmanship in the
United States, Canada, England, and nearly every
country on the globe It circulates, not alone among
business college proprietors, teachers and pupils,
but also among principals of commercial depart-
ments of High Schools. Colleges and Religious
Schools, as well as among office workers, home
students, etc.

R-ates to Teaciiers, Agents, and Club
Raisers sent upon application. Write for them
whether you are in a position to send few or many
subscriptions. Sample copies furnished to secure
subscriptions.
Considering that The Business Educator is high

grade in every particular : that progressive, practical
lessons in penmanship are a distinctive feature of
the magazine ; that departments of interest and help-
fulness in subjects relating to Business Education
are found only in The Business Educator, you will
readily see that it is not only the tjst but the cheap-
est, when quality, character and quantity are con-
sidered.

Early in October ye editor jour-

neyed to western Iowa on a visit and
vacation of a half month not having
set sole on Iowa soil for just twenty
years. At that time he tried to act

the double role of nurse and cowboy,
and with what success the reader
may well imagine.

Iowa in October presents a charm-
ing scene. The faded corn, the dead
tall grass, the dying, tall wheat
stuble with the sun shining thereon
presented a golden autumnal glow
not so sordid but not unlike the rich

golden harvest of dollars the crops
yield the tillers thereof.

The rolling prairies, so characteris-

tic of Iowa, possess a charm and
beauty peculiar to themselves.
A day spent in Omaha revealed a

city of exceptionally fine and substan-
tial business buildings—larger than
in most cities of greater population.
The commercial schools were all

well attended, although the attend-

ance in that agricultural community
is relatively light until November,
and even January.

The \'anSant school is a school of

quality rather than of size, and a

model it is in every particular. The
Boyles school, housed in its own
building, is easily the largest, and a

distinct credit, not only to that great
city of the prairies, but to our profes-

sion as well. The Omaha commer-
cial school, presided over by the
Rohrbough brothers, is the pioneer
institution of that section, and, judg-

ing from the equipment and attend-

ance, it seems to be holdin.g on to its

well-earned reputation for good ser-

vice. The Mosher-Lampman school
is a vigorous youngster of but a few
weeks, and is destined to "cut a fig-

ure " of no mean proportion in the fu-

ture of Omaha schools.

In Chicago, the schools were filled

almost to their limit early in the sea-

son, with every indication of a most
prosperous season. Competition is

strenuous and not as clean as we
should like to see it, but this, unfor-
tunately, is not peculiar or confined
to Chica.go. We made our headquar-
ters at the Northwestern and found
its proprietors as warm hearted and
genial as ever, and its attendance
close to 500 and still increasing. The
Metropolitan down town school is by
all odds the largest, at least the lar-

gest we visited. The Gregg school is

flourishing, but we were unfortunate
enough to miss seeing the genial,
gentlemanly Jno. R. The Central,
the new school, is gainingin numbers
and doing exceptionally good work.
Tinus is tenacious in his intentions
to continue to teach the technic of
success in shorthand as in the past,
and success awaits him and his stu-
dents.
Des Moines, la., "the Hartford of

the West, " because of the number of
insurance companies located there,
is a growing city with a big future
and fine business schools. The Capi-
tal City Commercial College easily
leads all others in numbers. We
were never more royally entertained
than by Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Williams.
Mr. Carothers and Miss Champion,
two true Zanerians, helped tomakeus
feel at home and among friends. The
four C's is just as good in appear-
ance and in fact as its fine annual
catalogues represent it. The attend-
ance was large and, what is even
more desirable, good in character.
All students entering this institu-

tion must sign an agreement not to
use cigarettes—a courageous stand
all schools will do well to adopt.
At Highland Park College we met

for the first time President Long-
well with whom we began correspon-
dence nearly two decades ago. Of
course we were glad to shake the
glad hand with the genial C. A. Wes-
sel formerly of Big Rapids, Michigan,
and with the master penman and art-

ist, I.. M. Kelchner.
The Iowa Business College, with

Mr, McCiregor at the helm, impressed
us favorably. It seemed to be pros-
pering and doin.g good work.
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Mr. C. R. Hill, penman in the Bowline
Green, Ky.. BusinesB College, shows his
loyalty and enthusiasm for penmanship by
forwarding a list of 43 subscriptions, as well
as an elaborate script specimen for The
HUSINESS EduCATDR, which will appear in
this or the following number. Mr. Hill i,s

forging to the front very rapidly as a teacher
and as a penman. Few people in our pro-
fession have made the rapid advance he has,
and he seems to have but fairly begun.

Mr. C. I. Smith of the Gem City Business
College, Quincy, 111., is doing his part in the
way of good writing as shown by the num-
ber of subscriptions he sends us from time
to time.

Another splendid list of subscriptions is
acknowledged from A. E. Cole, penman in
Duff's College. McKeesport, Pa. Mr. Cole
writes an uncommonly good hand and was
awarded the gold medal for having made
the most improvement in the Zanerian dur-
ing 190fi-'07.

Mr. J. D. Rice, penman in the big Chilli-
cothe, Mo., Normal School, is standing hy
the guns of good writing as well as The
Business Educator, evidence of which
we have in the good sized lists of subscrip-
tions received.

.\nother fine list of subscriptions is at
hand from the Scranton, Pa., Business
College. H. n. Buck, owner and principal,
and C. W. Carlton, penman. This institu-
tion has long been known for good penmen
on account'of the many good penmen itturns
out annually. Its reputation does not seem
to be declining in the least.

The American Commercial School, Allen-
town. Pa., O. C. Dornev, proprietor, is one of
our most successful commercial schools.
Subscriptions from time to time received
indicate that penmanship is looked after
enthusiastically, and The Bosines.s Edu-
cator Certificates which find their wav in-
to the hands of its students indicate that
the instruction given is of the practicalsort.

A list of twenty-five subscriptions is here-
by acknowledged from Mr. Wlodarek, pen-
man in the St. Louis, Mo., University.

An appreciated list of subscriptions from
J. L. Holtsclaw, penman in the well-known
Detroit. Mich., Business Cniversity, indi-
cates that he is maintaining the reputation
of that institution for conscientious atten-
tion to the subject of penmanship.

A list comprising the lucky number of
twenty-three names as subscribers to The
Business Educator is hereby acknowl-
edged from Mr. C. L. Krantz, penman in the
Augustana Business College, Rock Island,
111. Mr. Krantz writes a business and orna-
mental hand of more than ordinary accur
acy. More-over, he is an artist of a good deal
of ability and a teacher of uncommon, com-
mon sense.

Mr. Geo. G. Wright, Merrill College. South
Norwalk, Conn., is one of The BUSINESS
Educator's staunch friends and support-
ers, which is but saying that he appreciates
the importance of good writingand is doing
his part to see that his pupils acquire that
part of a business education

A fine list of subscriptions from A. A. Kuhl
of the Georgia Normal College, Abbeville,
Ga., indicates that he has lost none of his
old-time enthusiasm for good penmanship.
The good people of the South are to be con-
gratulated that he cast his lot in their sunny
southland.

A splendid list of subscriptions is hereby
acknowledged from the splendid penman

and all round gentleman, Mr. H. C. Russell
of the Kinyon's Comiliercial School, Paw-
tucket, R. I. This is the same Mr. Russell
who gave a practical seriesof lessons a year
or two ago in the columns of The Business
Educator, and from the page before us we
would infer that Mr. Russell is giving con-
siderable of his time to the ornamental
phase of writing, as his work is quite grace
ful, skillful and artistic.

Mr. C. A. Campbell, penman and commer
cial teacher in the Elliott Business College,
Toronto, Ont.. displays his loyalty to good
writing and to The Business Educator
by forwarding quite a large list of subscrip-
tions, which would have been larger still
were it not for the fact that our Canada
friends are required to pay 20 cents more for
each subscription because of Canada's
postal regulations. We are glad indeed to
know that our Canadian friends recognize
the fact that The Business Educator is
giving forty pages more each year devoted
expressly to young men and women pre-
paring for positions than any other similar
journal.

.Some splendid lists of subscriptions are
received from time to time from the Tyler,
Texas Commercial College. H. E. Byrne,
president, and Dudley Glass, penman.

An appreciated list of subscriptions is
hereby acknowledged from Mr. C. A. Cowee,
Wausau, Wis,, Business College and
.\cademy. Mr. Cowee writes a good hand
himself and arouses the kind of interest
which leads to good writing on the part of
others.

Few young men in our profession are
doing more conscientious work than Mr.
H. A. Don, penman in the Laurium, Mich.,
Commercial School. He writes a good plain
business hand and is a practical teacher,
and consequently a BUSINESS EDUCATOR
clubber.

A good-sizedlist of subscript ions is hereby
acknowledged from Mr. E. B. Clark of the
Topeka.Kans., Business College. This indi-
cates that the penmanship work of that
well known institution is receiving the
usualamount of enthusiastic,conscientious,
and practical instruction.

Mr. J. H. WoUatson. the efficient teacher
of penmanship and commercial subjects in
the Lincoln, Nebr., Business College, re-
cently favored us with an appreciated list
of subscriptions indicating that he is giving
that important subject the attention it
deserves.

.\ list of 34 subscriptions is hereby acknowl-
edged from the well-known, high-grade
Boyles College, Omaha, Nebr. This insti-
tution is not only one of the largest schools
in our profession but one of the verv best.
Its equipments from the simplest detail to
the entire specially constructed building is
of the highest grade.

A splendid list of subscriptions has been
received from our venerable true and tried
friend. Prof. D. H. Hainer of Curry College,
Pittsburg, Pa. He also reports that their
school has opened this year with the largest
attendance they have had for many years,
and with a good grade of students

Mr. C. L. Krantz, of the Augustana Busi-
ness College, Rock Island. III., continues
sending subscriptions from time to time
indicating that there is to be no letting up
in enthusiasm and instruction in penman-
ship in that institution. Mr. Krantz is a
success because he goes after every thing
with bull dog persistency, minus the bull
dog disposition.

W. A. Bagby, manager of the Armstrong
Business College, San Luis Obispo, Calif.,
submits a list of subscriptions with the in-
formation that all will follow closely a
course of lessons in The BUSINESS EDUCA-
TOR with the view of securing certificates.

CA budget of subscriptions and specimens
are hereby acknowledged from Mr. E. W.
Miller, penman and commercial teacher in
the Williss Business University, Spring-
field, O. The specimens submitted reveal
some very good writing although early in
the year. Certificates will evidently begin
to find their way into the hands of these
pupils, as they are certainly making ex-
cellent progress.

A splendid list of subscriptions is hereby
acknowledged from C.E. Blews, the efficient
penman, engrosser and commercial teacher
in the Troy, X. Y., Business College. This
institution has long since been known for
the good work it does along the line of writ-
ing, and engrossing. Mr. Blews seems to be
maintaining this excellent reputation.

The Hudson, La., Training School demon-
strates its progressive policy in practical
work by contributing a quarter century
subscription club to The Business Edu-
cator.

Nearly a century long is the subscription
list received from Mr. M. H. Ross, the
efficient penman of the L. D. S. Business
College, Salt ^ake City, Utah. We have
few men in our profession whose penman-
ship ranks as high in execution as the work
of Mr. Ross. Moreover he is hustler from
the word go, and a practical teacher as well
as a fine fellow.

The first subscription list of the season
from Bliss College, Columbus, Ohio, num-
bers 70. Other lists will follow from time to
time. The school is enjoj'ing the largest
attendance in its history, which means that
it is the largest commercial school Colum-
bus has ever had.

Mr. L. C. Smith, principal at the Green-
field, ( )hio. Business College- maintains his
usual interest and enthusiasm in his pen-
manship classes with the aid of The Busi-
ness Educator, a liberal club having re-
cently been received.

A splendid list of subscriptions is at hand
from our friend D. M. Bryant, penman and
commercial teacher in Tobin College, Ft.
Dodge, Iowa. He reports the largest enroll-
ment in the history of the school, with a
penmanship class numbering 72.

Good writing from the American stand
point is getting to be a world-wide condition
for in almost every corner of the globe you
will fitid some American preaching and
practicing the gospel of form and freedom
in writing. This is what C. E. Livingston is

doing in the Kamehameha Schools of
Honolulu, T. H.. proof of which we have in
the form of a good-sized list of subscriptions
recently received from him for THE BUSI-
NESS Educator, with a promise of more to
follow. Mr. Livingston is a young man of
fine ability and excellent character, and

i

the people of that sea-surrounded land are]
to l>e congratulated for having secured his

j

service.

A very good list of subscriptions is hereby
j

acknowledged from Mr. K. C, Atticks, pen-
man and commercial teacher in the Balti-
more, Md., Business College. Few men in^
our profession are doing as efficient work in 1

the cause of good writing and doing it so
J

quitely as is Mr. Atticks.

Forty-nine is the number of subscriptionBl
received at one time from the Brownsbergeri
Home School of Business, Los Angeles,'
Calif., O. T. Johnston, penman and commer-

J

cial teacher. This indicates that Mr. Joht
ston has taken his enthusiasm with him.
andthat his students are therefore to receive

j

enthusiastic as well as practical instruction
\

in this important branch of a business edu-
cation. Few young men in our profession
have risen to the front ranks as quickly as
Mr. Johnston.

A splendid list of subscriptions is hereby
acknowledged from one of the finest young
men in our profession, William C. Watson, ;

of Mt, Herman, Mass,
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" Booze Figbtina.

"

" // Dritiken Interferz unlh Biznes

Quit the Biznes.
"

That jolly old dry joker, Artemus
Ward, was about as level-headed a
philosopher as we have had in our
day. Preach ? No sir-ee. Too wise
for that. Knew the average full-

blooded man wouldn't pay any atten-

tion to a clear steer for a gold mine
\i\l\^&re. preached to him. No, just

hit a few good big nails right on the
head and made folks think by making
them laugh first. What he meant to

say that time was that if drinking got
bad enough to interfere with business,
pretty soon there wouldn't be any
business to be interfered with. When
" booze " and business get to crowd-
ing one another, one has to go for

! they won't prosper on each other.

I It used to make me think some-
times when folks said drinking would
ruin any man, etc., etc., and I knew
business men who helped along the
barkeeper's job, made it sound like

it wasn't so. Watching several of

the drinkers go out of business and
helping to bury some more of them
has helped to show me the long dis-

tance truth in it.

In this day, the ones who score a
touch-down in the melee are the ones
who are just a little keener and stron-
ger mentally and physically than the

others. This is so true that the busi-
ness men who are "getting there"
are becoming mighty careful of their

health. Watch their physical condi-
tion very closely and whenever some-
thing gets to interfering with perfect

condition, it's pretty liable to be re-

duced or " cut out.
"

PEOPLE ,\RE QUITTING.
Not twenty years ago, the average

traveling man, or drummer, was good
more or less according to the amount
of " booze " he could carry and still

make prices. It was take a drink
with a customer before showing
goods, another afterward, and maybe
another or two at parting. A half-

dozen customers a day put the drum-
mer where his breath would almost
run one of these alcohol lamps. To-
day, right now, the quickest way a
traveling man can get turned down
twenty times in succession is for

him to wear a breath that hits you in

the face like a Wilson's Whisky sign.

No sir-ee. In a brief experience on
the road, I found every salesman who
was making his salt kept away from
the bar during business hours and
pretty generally afterwards. But the
" peanut " fellows, the "tin horns"
who walked around swelled up like

pouter pigeons and thought they were
fooling you with fabulous tales of sal-

aries—such like never felt they were
really great men till they had killed a

few.

OTHER THINGS TOO.
The person who would get very far

and go very close to the top must be
temperate in eating, drinking, sleep-

ing, exercising and all other habits
that affect his condition. The one
who overeats has little right to crow
over the drinker. The one who stays
out until 2:00 a. m. right along is in

the same class. Only, among other
things, the fellow who has diligently

acquired a parched throat and a ca-

pacity of sixteen at one standing will

find it puts him clear out of the race
in a few years and it's harder to quit

than it is for the others.

What's the use in any of it ? A
lawyer who has to steam up with
"three fingers" as many of them
used to, before he can spout oratory
to a jury has a mighty cheap brand of

fireworks. A surgeon that had to

take a nip to steady his nerve wouldn't
get many serious operations to per-

form. A business man that has to

kill two or three cocktails to steam
up had better let some good clear-

headed " steno " answer his letters

unaided. A man who can't be a good
fellow and a good business man with-

out putting the price of a new suit

into the cash register down at Jake's
every month belongs out in the corn
field clear away from it. Railroads
won't have it. They have found it

too costly paying wreck damages
caused by somebody's lack of a clear

head. If there's anything with less

sentiment and moral preaching than
a railroad just name it.

Josh was about right. "If drinken
interferz with biznes quit the busi-

nez. " If a bum head and' a clogged
up think-tank interfere with getting

the transcript or the proof-sheet, cut

out the shorthand and the bookkeep-
ing. That's the station your train's

at now. Anything that cuts the steam
short is a poor thing to take on in a

long hard run. That's the boiled-
down essence of the truth about
" booze. "

Let's see where you stand in your
own heart. All those who would go
to apply for a position with a breath
that carried four feet to the side and
six feet straight ahead, hold up your
hands.

Mr. G. A. Henry, the efficient penman and
teacher in the Central Business College,

Kansas City, Mo., is favoring us with his

subscription patronage. Mr. Henry is not

only a penman but a teacher who gets

results.

Mr. C. F. Koehler, president of the Brand-

rupandNettleton BusinessCoUege, Winona,
Minn., favored The Business Educator
not long since with a very good list of sub.

scriptions, indicating splendid interest and
instruction in that branch. We doubt not

that a number of certificates will find their

way into this well known school ere the

scbool year is closed.

Mr. J. A. .Snyder, penman and commercia
teacher in the Wicker Park Branch of the
Metropolitan BusinessCoUege, Chicago, 111.,

recently induced 7ii of his students to sub-
scribe for The Business Educator. In his

letter containing the remittance among
other things he said: "You are doing a

grand and noble work. Each issue seems
to be a little better than the others. What
will it be a year hence? "

If we are doing " noble work" at this end
of the line surely Mr. Snyder is doing equally
noble and unselfish work at that end of the
line, in calling the young people's attention
to THE Business Educator and in arous-
ing in them the desire and determination to

possess u fair linnd.

/^:^z^^-^J

By H. E. Miles. 357 Fulton St., Brook-
l)^l, N., nephew of W. E. Dennis.
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LESSONS IN PENMANSHIP
C. E. DONER,

Supcrvisof Penmanship, Beverly, Mass., Public Schools.

Si.nrt piaitii-e fi.r cTitlciRinB to • Orltlciaiii Killtor," Busine»« Kducator. Columhun, Olil".

:=^

Speiaieiis for criticism should be in Columbus by the 5th of each month.

Cesson 33. This lesson is intended as a general introduction to loop letters below the line—./, «", x and x. The indirect compact
ellipse and the p\i9h-and-pull compact exercise should be practiced thoroughly. Then malie a part of the pu?h-arid-pull compact
exercise and follow it with one or more K^'-s. After practicing for some time in this way, make the loop only and then the single «
and then the « exercise as given in copy 3. The .i part of the ir may rest on the line of writing rather than making it underneath the

line as given in the copy. Count. For the first exercise in copy '.' count dnwn-downilown-down down-stop— up- 1'.'.i-curve. Kepeat 1-

--3-curve in making any number of a;'.s.

Cesson 34. Begin with ,/ the same as t lie small yand cross the loop on the line. The j should not extend above the line any higher

than ;'or jj. ft may or may not be dotted. In these lessons it is not dotted. The beginning of the jif is like small a. Count. For / count

1-2-3
; or, 1-2 curve. Do not join the (in an exercise-it is too difticult. For the «^ count 1-2-.3-4 ; or l-2-:i-curve. The downward stroke should

be straight in these letters and the upward stroke curved. Count for the g exercise l-2-3-curve—l-2-3-curvel-2-.'l-curve— 1-2-3 curve-1-2-3-

curve. Practice thoroughly on the z " exercise and the.;' " exercise.

Cesson 35. Be careful not to make the small 7 any higher than the small a or HJ in the word./a/;;. The loop letters below the line

should extend to about the middle of the space. If they are longer than this they interfere with the writing on the next line. Practice

several lines of each word.

' ^.^T^^-T^^y ^,--r::i^'T^T^y ..^,^r^.^^yT^y ^..-^.^T'^i^y ^^-^.-^VT^y ^.yryfyT^-^y ^.-/PfyrT^y.

-f
f^^^y^.-^^yj'y ^^yf^/-l'..^r7yfyy.

'^
(^.^^^-i^^-i^yyi-fT-T'^y (:f..^<z--i^'yi^''yrL^i7-T^Ly ^^^t^^-^-t^^^-t^^-^^-jct-?-^ ,^^'z:?--^?<?'^w<?v-,^/7^^-^.

C«SSon 36. The small.)- is the same as the small /i reserved. The first part of the^ is the same as the second part of small n. The
tirst part of 2 is the same as the first part of small a. Notice these similarities with care. Count. For small v count 1-2-3-4-curve ;

or,

1-2-3-straight-curve. Count rapidly. For z count 1-stop—1-2 ; or, 1-straight—1-curve. Do not join these letters in an exercise—they are too

dtHicult. Practice copies 3, 4, and 5 very carefully.
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CesSdtl 37. In writing j-orir, j'oizafi'and zone, do not raise the pen in going from the loop letters to the small o. When a small jor
I small ^" comes at the end of a word, it may be made straight as in the word j'o«n£". Count by naming the letters.

tT-Uy^^ y^i^-rr-UAy y^yl7n4yiy ,yy.-lT-t^iAy y^.-tT'Uyiy y^y-tTtyCAy

y^^y-tT-r^y-T^^ ^Jy-rT^yf.y^^ yT^.yr7-f^.-T^^ Xl^^n-Tyf.-^^ ^^,y-r?-7yfy^/^ ^^

^/^i^-j'y 'ATT't^ '^/-j^^y '^/-^j'y ,^,^r7^^y

r^^-^ny '^..^i-^y yT^T^^^^y^^y^y y2-^^^y</^.yy?y'

Gessen 38. The loops below the line in y and /arealike—each loop is closed on the line. In making the loop lielow the line always
come up on the right side of the loop and close on the line—never come up on the left side. By coming up on the left side an old-fash-

ioned .s is the result— this should lie avoided. Viiunt. For r; count 1-2-3-4—curve ; or, 1-2^ stop—curve. For y count 1-2-3—curve ; or, 1-2-stop

-curve ; or, pusli-ar)(l-pull--curve. These letters are too difficult to join in an exercise. Practice copies 3, 4 and 5 carefully.

Cessotl 39. In case the <z and /are difficult to make well, practice on the push-and-puU exercise one. two and three spaces high
This will lielp to get the movement in making these letters. These words should be written over and over again. Make the downward
stroke in the / straight. Aim to close both ty and /on the line.

t
'^^.-fx^A^.-i^j'y^y^â . '^-^ -vt ^^.^i^^y 'j.yt-^^1^^ j>^.u^.^^y

uyyi^y

ĵ-TTMA- AxKiy 'y^y 7^ /-yyi^
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Ees$«n 40. Practice the one space pusliand-puU exercise before making these letters. An introductory stroke may be used in

making the f as in copy '.'. The r and 1/ should not be quite so tall as 7 and /i. Count. For the first style of < count down curve-cross
;

for tlie second style count up-down-curve-cross ; or l-.'-curve-cross. For the (/count l-'.>-down-curve ; orl-2-;i-curve. In writing the words

do not raise the pen between ( and a in the word r.-Jiwr, or between the / and f/ in the word ilhideml. Learn to connect tlie letters bv

keeping the pen on the paper.

't. t

rdy gy ay Jy Jy rJy dy ay ay ay. ay ^
bryt^.^'yiyy Iy:^L4yyiAy Liiyy^^iAy .-A^^ayyk^yLy _y^r:zy-yLZy ^.y

ayyy--(^̂ .^y?^gy^y^^y.-^^y gy^^L^-i^yy^t^y gfŷ
tallCessotI 41. Before making these letters practice on the push-and pull exercise. Hoth styles of small p should be

r and d. The style of /j with the loop below the line is considered to be very practical—this loop is like the loop in small ./ or a- In mak
iug both styles of p, the small loop on the line should be closed. Vuiint. For the p in copy 1 count up-down-I-'.'. Do not raise the peti in

making this letter. For the p exercise in copy t count up-down-1-stop—up dowu-1-stop— up-down-l-stop-up-down-l-stop—up down-1-stop.

For the second style of p in copy :\ count 1-2-3-loop ;or, 1-2-3-stop, being sure to make it rapidly. F'or theexercise in copy 4 count 1-2-S-stcip

—1-2-3-stop—1-2-3-stop—l-'.'-:J-stop— l-2-:i-stop. Make the pen alide rapidly hetireen .sfop-s-.

/

Cesson 42. Notice the style of p used in the last word pen in copy 2. This loop joining is very practical, providing the loop is not

ade too big. (iive these words a great deal of practice.

i.-p^j.yny y2y.^^^y^^ J'yi^/ -^

Cesson 43. These letters are the final f and (/ and are used only at the end of words. They can be made easily and rapidly. The
ending stroke of < should be half the height of the letter and should be well curved. The ending stroke of </ should be well curved and

the loop should be crossed the height of a part of the letter. After practicing thoroughly on the letters, write the words. C<iiitit. For

the t count up down—curve : or, 1-2—curve. For the t/ count 1-2-3
; or 1-2 curve ; or, 1-2-quick. Be sure to end the t and (/with a light quick

movement.

/

^-TTn^^-^-yt^
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n. M., Kansas City. Keep all of the letters
the samesize, h is to large for o. Make tnore
of a distinction between turn and angle.
Slant the final strokes as much as the be-
ginning strokes. Jnst L*(i pages jf syste-
matic practice work. If this does not bring
results we are at a loss to know why.

Myersdale. Pa. Please write your name
on your work next time. Your work is fine.

It has the Doner stamp on it. We have no
special criticism. Keep up this work and
we see where you win a professional certi-
ficate by next June.

O. P. M., Topeka. Your writing is now
good enough for practical purposes. We
can read between the lines that yon are
practicing penmanship because you like it.

We would now suggest that you practice
somewhat slower and try for our profes-
sional certificate. Good luck to you.

R. A. W., Pa. Keep the oval exercises
tnore compact. Yours are scattered too
much, o is good. Try to send us more
practice work next time.

E. P., Monroe. Second down stroke of h
should be exactly the same as the down
stroke of i. You will notice that you curve
the down stroke of ,-i too much. The under
turn of 772 and n is too broad for the upper
turn. You need to study form carefully.

C. V. C. Your work shows the result of
careful, systematic practice. Do not forget
to dot your i'a. Remember trifles make
perfections, etc.

B. F. W., W. Va. We believe the sentence
which you sent in is a little too difficult for
you to practice upon. For practical busi-
ness writing, your loops are too long. If it

is beauty you are striving for we would
suggest that you write slower.

A. E.C. Pa. Your work is the best being
received at this office. You are coming
very close to Mr. Doner's copies, which
means a great deal. Continue the good
work.

W. H.M.,Ohio. Lower turns are too broad.
Cross -rupward and on the same slant as
your connective strokes. Turn in r is too
sharp. Y'our work has plenty of freedom
and that is what business men like.

J.H. R., W. V'a. You need more work on
;he indirect oval exercise. Watch down
strokes in !j and 77j. Study the form of c
:arefull3'.

C. V. B., Mich. Your straight-line exer-
ises are the best we have thus far received.
;urve your ending strokes less and slant
hem more. You now write a good strong
land and ought to win our certificate some
.f these days.

M. B., N. Y. Would suggest that you
nake your minimum letters a little taller
ind narrower. First part of z should be ex-
ictly the same as first part of in. Notice
n the word'V.in.i " that you made an angle
n place of a turn following the last down-
vard stroke of 77 making it appear like 773;
nstead of ny.

W. (;. C . La. Your o is too narrow. Sec-
nd down stroke of a should be straight,
'ry to send in more practice work. This
ime you had practice work on only
wo letters. (< and ji, therefore you are not
:etting your share of criticisms,

F. F. R., Mich. Exercise work is fine,
lottom part £ looks too small for the top.
/BSt stroke of // is too straight. You also
ave a tendency to make the H too wide,
'our 777 and 71 are too wide. Do not curve
own strokes in n.

R. D. M. Connective strokes in nearly all
,f your work are too curved. Keep second
jown stroke of a straight. Try to keep all

words on a page the same size. Also try to
keep all letters in a word the same size.

R. P. K.,Ohio. Keep the up stroke of the
oval of a more nearly straight. Your <; is
too small. Study closely the little finish on
T'andn-. .r should be crossed upward and
on the connective slant, not on the main
slant.

E. B. G.. Long Pine. Your exercise work
is good. .\ow see if you can apply the same
movement to your letters. Your letters
are good from the standpoint of form but
not so good from the standpoint of execu-
tion. F'oUow Mr. Doner's lessons closely.

G. W. M., Columbus. Y'ou need to give
some attention to slant Would also sug-
gest that you make your capitals a little
larger. £), G. /, .V and Z need attention.

L. J. H., la. You need not work any more
on the ovals. Y'ou r 7/1 and 77 are too wide
for (J and ir. Close o at the top. Crossing
stroke of -v should be on the connective, not
on the main slant.

A. P. M., N. Y'. Your ending strokes curve
a great deal more and slant less than the
beginning strokes. They should be the
same. No special criticisms. You have
ability in penmanship. Why not follow
Mr. Heath's course also ?

C. E. K., Pa. Curve down stroke of omore
and upstroke less. Make last down stroke
of a straight. Last part of ;;;' and 77 is too
sharp. Be careful to keep both turns quite
roundingin ir. You should probably write
a little more rapidly.

W. A. D., Conn. Your exercise work is

fine
; in fact we have no criticisms. Are

you striving for a professional certificate?
We believe you can win one by June.

D. J. H., Elmira. Your compact exercise
work is good. Your other work is hardly
free enough. Try to get the down stroke of
777 and 77 exercises on the same slant as
your push and pull, or straight-line exercise.
Just a little more freedom.

C. v.. B., Loogootee. Keep your under
turns a trifle shorter. Do not curve final
strokes more than beginning strokes. Try
also not to slant them more than you do
the beginning strokes. Try to keep all
minimum letters the same height You
write some words much larger than you do
others.

M.H. R.,Pa. Your letters are all too low
and wide to be very legible. The cross
stroke in -V should be on the same slant as
the connective stroke. Curve up strokes
of r, .sand your loops more. Exercise work
is good.

S.C.K., Texas, Considering that this is

your first lesson in penmanship, you are
certainly doing fine. Make the oval exer-
cises more compact. Try not to shade the
down stroke. Do not soil your paper, as one
can not do good work after the surface of
the paper is injured. We shall be pleased
to hear from you again,

E. R. L., 111. Second down stroke of a
should be straight. You make the last part
of 771 too sharp. Study carefullj the little
finish of I' and w. You practice too slowly.

W. F., Hillsdale, Y'our exercise work is
fine. Do not shade down strokes in the
small letters. Study carefully the p, .s, and
the little finish of w, v, and /;. You should
have a fine hand writingby next June.

E. L., Mo, Y'ou need more work on the
oval exercises, in fact on all of the exer-
cises. Close o at the top. The last down
stroke of a is on the wrong slant. Study
form very carefully and leave off all un-
necessary flourishes,

F, W. fi., .s, C. Your exercise work is
spendid. Curve down stroke of o more and
the up stroke less. P should be made with-
out raising the pen. Your loops are rather
long for practical writing. Final stroke of
777 should slant the same as the initial
stroke.

B, S., Benton, Your exercise work is good.
Try to apply this same free movement on
the small letters. Y'our ending strokes are
generally toostraight. Your work is very
legible but not yet quite easy enough of
execution.

F. A. P., Calif, If you will read the criti-
cisms given your classmates there will be
no need of writing any for you. You seem
to have plenty of freedom, t)ut possibly 3'ou
need to study form a little more than they.
Left side of o does not curve enough for the
right side.

M. G. Des Moines. It is unnecessary for
you to work any more on movement exer-
cises. Try to get your writing up to as high
a standard as you have your ovals. Watch
turn and angle very carefully. As a general
thing your letters are too wide. If you like
a running hand, keep the space wide be-
tween letters and make the letters them-
selves narrow.

W, H,, R. I. Keep ovals more compact
and do not shade the down strokes. Y'ou
need work more on movement exercises.
Also work on the small letter e.xercises.
Your small letter work is too large. Study
form carefully and practice diligently and
success will be yours.

D. F. D., .\tlanta. A great many are try-
ing for our certificate this year. We were
glad to get your first specimens. You need
more work on Mr. Doner's first lesson.
Make the oval exercises larger and more
compact. Close oat the top. Study form
more carefully.

M. B,, Calif, Persistancy—You have it.

Strive to keep your ovals more compact.
Try to make them look like thread on a
spool. Seethat you do not slant them any
more than you do your straight-line e.xer-
cises. Small letter exercises are good. Do
not fail to close oat the top.

T. A. J,, Chattanooga, Keep both strokes
in 77 on the same slant. In fact, keep all
down strnkeson the same slant. First part
of ii'is too wide and down strokes are cur-
ved too much. The word oir77 looks like
lean. You need to study form very care-
fully.

L. M.C Chattanooga. Ovals are too wide
for their height. 777 and ti exercises are not
made rapidly enough, especially the larger
ones. For the first lesson your work is fine,

M. X, S., Pa. Y'our work is good. We
have no criticisms that would be of any
consequence to so practical a penman.
You might, however, try to slant your end-
ing strokes a little more and make them a
trifle shorter.

C. S. K., Calif, See M, B.Calif. You, how-
ever, seem to have no trouble to keep o
closed at the top,

M.M., Calif. See M.B„ Calif. In addition
to her criticisms we would suggest that >'ou
make your straight-line exercise a little

more compact.

C. (). R.Calif. You need a great deal of
work on ovals. Tryto get more freedom in
your work, Practice your exercise work
very rapidly. I should not attempt any of
the letters until you have plenty of freedom.

A. A. A., Mass. Your work does not admit
of very severe criticism. Try to keep be-
ginning and ending strokes the same
length. It looks better. Y'ou ought some
day to become a fine penman. We shall be
pleased to receive more of your work.

J. F. S., S. Dak. It would be impossible,
and we believe unnecessary, for us to criti-

cise each character separately in these col-
umns. Try to keep the same amount of
space between >'our letters and keep them
of uniform size and height. Also watch
slant. Your loops below the line are en-
tirely too long. You need to study form
carefully.

A, S. S., Tenn. Your specimen is quite
good. We shall keep it on file and hope that
we may have cause to place it in our certifi-

cate winners' file by ne.xt June.
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Progressive Lessons in Business Writing

SAN Francisco, /7^ J^ Vv^/ „ ^ . )
CALIFORNIA. CXi^. UA^^^G^^^^eyLyCalifornia,

Business College

Send Specimens for Criticism to " Criticism Editor," Care Tlie Business Educator. Columbus, O.D
See instructions in November number— EDITOR.

A. S. K.. Mo. Your work lacks freedom.
You should practice a great deal on move-
ment exercises, a is too large for o. Study
form of .V carefully. Make up your mind to
put in some hard study. All of those who
are good penmen did not acquire it in one
night but by weeks of hard work.

\. E. G., Calif. Keep your ovals more
compact. Also keep them on the same
slant. You need to work quite a great deal
on movement exercises. You seem to lack
freedom. Keep o exercise smaller.

W. L. R., Calif. Glad to get your first

specimen. Practice faithfully on Mr. Don-
er's lessons and we see no reason why you
cannot become a good penman. Keep your
loops short.

A. B., Mo. You write too slowly. Speed
up for a whileat about a " two-forty " gate.

We should also suggest that you write a
trifle smaller. Do not be afraid to practice
on movement exercises yet a while.

E. M., R. I. Work more on exercises. Try
to keep them more uniform. Do not shade
down strokes. Watch turn and angle.

n. J. H., N. Y. You need to work more
rapidly. Your work looks too stiff. Watch
slant. Your work is very readable but is

undoubtly hard to execute.

L- F., Calif. Your ovals are very fine,

but try to keep them more compact. Criti-

cisms we gave your classmates will about
cover your work. Your work is good.

L. W.L., Calif. You need a great deal of
workon movenient exercises. Keep ovals
more compact and more uniform. Close o
at the top. Make the rn and u exercises
more rapidly.

B. H. H., Jamaica. Your work is good.
Your lines are a little shakj-. Try to find
out the cause of this and then see if

you can overcome it.

[^, F. K., Chicago. You write a good

strong hand. We would suggest that you
write a trifle smaller. Keepup a good rate

of speed.

H. P., Calif. Keep straight line exercises

and ovals on the same slant. Make o exer-

cise smaller and close o at the top.

H. W., Lebanon. Your work is good. We
have no special criticisms. If you do bet-

ter work next month we should be pleased

to see it.

J. I. M: Calif. Read carefully the criti-

cisms of your classmates. You ought to or-

ganize a sort of penmanship club in the A.

B. C. and then strive to see who can make
the most improvement.
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Blackboard Lessons in Business Writing

By America's Leading Teachei^s of Penmanship

^ J
Tustructions for Blackboard Copy, by S. E. Ce$lie, Penman, Eastman €olleae, Pougbkeepsie, n. V
With this lesson, we have our tirst work in sentence writing. Rapid, easy sentence writing reqnires that one liave reserve movement

—more than is necessary for the writing of any single word. Kcjr the development of this tnnvement, practice the exercise No. 1, for ten

minutes. \ow, in order to get control of the hand and at the same time to test the movement, practice the word, "mansion." spacing
widely between letters. Write only two words on a line, but be sure the two words Ull the line completely. Do not make the letters any
wider than inordinary spacing. The space the word occupies should be determined by the length of the connecting strokes, rather

than by the width of the letters. Try to have the spacing uniform.
Now. spend ten minutes on No. ,

"J, writing f7/ree words on a line, and spacingquite closely. \o\\ should average eighteen words per

minute after a little practice.

In No. 4, study not only the spacing between the letters in the words, but also the spacing between the words. Do not make the words
too far apart. This is a very common fault with beginners.

In No. 5. space closelv. Write a sentence and a half on a line. Study beginning and finishing strokes. Begin rather deliberately,

but gradually work up to a speed of about twentv-five words per minute.

J. R. li.. 111. Your work is good. Close <>

at the top. Make crossing stroke of -v up-
ward and on the same slant of the other up
strokes. Prof. Krantz is a tine penman and
teacher and you are to be congratulated for

being in contact with him.

L. P. S.. Mass. Your exercise work is fine.

The large figures should be made more
rapidly.

I. R., Ark. Your work is very good.
Watch carefully r and .s- and your loops.

Givespecial attention to loops.

C B. Pawtucket. Develop more freedom
by working patiently on movement exer-
cises. Your small letter work is very nice,

and we believe you are on the way to get
one of our certificates.

M. E. F., Pawtucket. I'se more arm
movement and a more rapid movement on
your small letters. Do not shade down
strokes. Study form carefully and see if

you can write a trifle smaller.

J. M. M., O. It is a pleasure to receive
such a lot of specimens as you sent. We
have no special criticisms. Last part of A-

may be a trifle large, You will certainly
win one of our certificates.

C. S. D., O. Your work is among the finest
we have received. We have no special criti-

cisms. Postage due on your letter.

F. W. R., Wis. Work a great deal on Mr.
Doner's first two lessons. Develop an eas-
ier movement utid a lighter touch.

R. L. P.O. Too much finger movement.
Do all of your work with a good free arm
movement. Do not practice one minute
without using this movement. It does you
>as much harm as good.

M. Mc, Calif. Could you not write a trifle

smaller? Close o at the top. It would im-
prove the looks of your writing a great deal
if you would curve all up strokes in the
small letters a trifle .less. Postage due on
both your packages.

E. B. (t., Xebr. Do not make the ;i too
rounding. You need give more attention
to the spacing than anything else. .Study
this phase very carefully.

T. W.. O. Keep ovals more compact and
less rounding. Also keep ova Is and straight
line exercises on the same slant.

C-H.,0. You need to get more freedom
into your work. Practice all of your exer-
cises more rapidly. Read the criticisms of

T. W. O.
P. W., O. If you will read carefully the

criticisms given your classmates we be-
lieve that we will not need to criticise your
work.
M. .\. S., Pa. You certainly have sent us a

nice lot of neat practice work, .study care-
fully the cap of 7' and >'. Do not make end-
ing strokes longer than the beginning
strokes in i, u, in, n. etc. Bottom of h is too
sharp.
G. B. R., 111. If you were under the in-

struction of Mr. Ballentine you were under
the instruction of a fine penman. Your
work is good. We believe however, that
you would be benefitted mostby practicing
more on individual letters. The sentence
work which you sent us seems to be just a

little too difficult for you. We shall be
pleased to receive your work at any time.

M. H., Ind. You need study form very
carefully. Notice in particular letters c, /.

k, -s, z, C. D. y and K.

L. B., Ind. Try to use more push and pull
motion in your work. That is make your
letters by pushing the arm in and out of the
sleeve. Be sure to keep all down strokes on
the same slant. Draw lines through your
down strokes and notice how much thev are
off.

C. T., tod.' Yo)i need to do more exercise
work especially small letter exercises. Also
try to get your work smaller. Study care-
fully criticisms given your classmates.

E. F. Ind. Too much finger movement.
Your writing is quite legible but is not eas
ily enough executed. Keep the top of the
pen holder nearly over the right shoulder.
You have your pen pointed from the
body.

W. F. M., Wis. Good boy. c is too slant-

ing. Try to keep its back straight. Watch
ending strokes. Study form very carefully,
trying to get all small letters the same size.

You can become a fine penman.

E. II , Pawtucket. You must work a great
deal on preliminary exercises. Try to get
the ovals more uniform. Do not grip the
pen and write a great deal more rapidly
than you do. Study form carefully.

D. H., Mt. Vernon. You need give more
attention to movement exercises. Do not
fail to practice the small letter exercises.

Left side of u is too straight. You
might occasionally show some of your
work to Mr. H. H. Miller, of the Mt. Vernon
Business University. Mr. Miller is a good
penman and a fine fellow, and we believe
you would be benefited by his acquaint,
ance.
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"What Others

Have Done You
Can Do

^

STUDENTS' WOK.K AND PAGE
Dedicated to the best engravable specimens of exercises and business

writing received from schools and students; improvement,
timeliness and excellence considered.

Observation,

Care and Appli

cation —The
Essentials.

J

0. \l^^.:.Jt, To Ti^ CcKhxt<yi ^^i- ^^' ^^-i: 1^^ ''^•

'^^,:^^^^. \

The first line of the above specimen was written by Bernice Miller, an eighth grade pupil in the Holmes public school, Minneapo.
lis, Minn., Feb. 2B, 1907, and the following lines were written May 17, H«)7. The first line, as is plainly shown, was written with a cramped
linger movement, while the following lines were written with a free arm movement. This marked change is due to the vigorous instruc-

tion and supervision of Mr. J. K. Bayley, who recently sent us a large list of subscriptions from his teachers. The specimen shown is a

fair average of the whole bundle recently received. Some were better but we selected this because of its engraving qualities. The peo-

ple of Minneapolis are to be congratulated for iia ving such a vigorous supervisor of writing, and for having gotten beyond the creeping

stage of writing.

ISertha Kaler, pupil in Easton, Pa., School of Business. J. F. Bowers, Penman

Tlie Lamp of Knowledge by Theo. W. Corbett, pupil. Brandrup & Nettleton's

Businessa College, Winona, Minn.

Pupil, College of Commerce, Cincinnati, O.

/7>t^<?—^^^''>2^ yO'^^t^^^-'Zf-Tny

C^^i^yt.^^^(„.C(y '^^^y^c-^-^^'J-^-^-^^^^^'^^^-
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BusineBS and Ornamental Penmanship from the pen of Mr. S. M. Bhie, Penman, Grand Island, Nebr., Business and Normal College.

~f- z
By P. W. Kindlespire, Columbus, O.

^'
i :i#-

By S. C. Bedinger, Hill's Business College, Sedalia, Mo.
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EDITOR S PAGE—PENMANSHIP EDITION
A Forum for the Expression of Convictions delating to Methods of Teaching and the Art of Writing

^
0\M PLATFORM: FORM AND FREEDOM FROM FIRST TO FINISH

J
Profitable Jidvcrtising.

The circulation of the Business
Educator increases from year to

year. Its growth is normal, healthy,

and due entirely to the merits of the
journal. It resorts to no question-
able methods of securing subscript-
ions. It is therefore taken by per-

sons who want the journal, read it

and profit by the articles and lessons
it presents. Unquestionably, it now
enjoys a circulation considerably in

advance of that of any other similar
journal in the field. It reaches more
commercial school proprietors, com-
mercial teachers, commercial stu-

dents, wide awake office people, pub-
lic school teachers, home students,
educators generally, and the public
in general than it was supposed a
few years ago could be secured as
subscribers for a journal of its class.

This is why the Business Educa-
tor is unexcelled as an advertising
medium. Old advertisers remain
with us and new ones become
permanent advertisers after testing
the merits of the journal. As an ex-

ample, some months ago the South-
western Publishing Co., Nashville,
Tenn., sent copy for one-fourth page
for three months as a trial. Recently
they wrote: "We shall be pleased
to have you continue our advertise-

ment in the Business Educator for

the remainder of this year. We are
more than pleased with the results we
are getting. In fact, we believe the
Business Educator to be one of the
best advertising mediums in the
United States, especially for com-
mercial publications. "

Freedom in Ulritina-

Freedom, the state of being free, to

think, to choose, to act, is one of

the most valuable things an individ-

ual can possess. But like many other
valuable things it cannot be pur-
chased except by individual effort,

nor can it be secured in a day.

Freedom in government is a mat-
ter of centuries, not of years. Free-
dom in religion, in thought, in action
is a matter of years. Freedom in

writing is attained only after months
or years of continuity of effort.

But freedom in writing is quite as
desirable as in other tilings because
it means freedom to express and
record thought,. And what could be
more valuable chan this ?

Freedom in writing means ability
to accomplish more in other things.

because it saves time and conserves
effort. It enables the youth to ac-

complish more in language and other
things and the young man or young
woman in the business college to

realize more in bookkeeping or
shorthand than would otherwise be
possible.

Freedom in writing, like true free-

dom in larger things, means neither
selfishness on the one hand, nor li-

cense on the other hand, but sctvicc.

Free writing is a ready servant for

the expression and record of thought,
and as such it should be taught.
Freedom in writing means that the

possessor has reduced his motor im-
pulses to definite acts, and that there
is little waste of energy and conse-
quently more vitality left for other
things. Moreover, the ability to con-
trol the pen means increased power
in other lines. Skill meansimproved
mental, nerve and muscular fiber ; an
improved individual for efficiency is

the real test of the individual.

The person who has learned to do
some one thing well is a much safer
citizen than the one who has never
learned to do anything well, no mat-
ter how glibly he may talk or how
wise and good he may pretend. The
one who never does anything is al-

ways, consciously or unconsciously,
doing others.

The one who frees himself from the
effort to write will always fret the
other fellow who tries to read his

writing.
Thus it is that no one has a moral

right to write poorly because it means
trouble on the part of the one who at-

tempts to read it.

Free writing as we have used it,

means good writing with the mini-
mum expenditure of effort in execu-
tion and reading, and the maximum
of expression. That's the kind worth
acquiring and possessing. It is you
if you are worthy of it.

Mr. and Mrs. A. D. McGuire
nounce the marriage of their daughter

Martha
to

Mr. Clarence A. Haverfleld
Wednesday, October the sixteenth

nineteen hundred and seven
Scio, Dhio.

merit and JiDpreciation.

The closing series of lessons in

business writing by Messrs. C. S.

Rogers and A. S. Weaver, of the San
Francisco, Calif., Business College
has been a success because many,
many people have learned to write
well by practicing therefrom.
Our thanks are therefore hereby ex-

tended with the hope that we ma.<
sometime have them with us again.
May success overwhelm them, but
not with the evil consequences of the
grafters of their resurrected city.

" Cbe Study of Character in the
Cvpewritina Room."

Bv eiizabetb Uan Sant.
In the Professional Edition of this nutnher
of The Business Educator, is one of the
most valuable contributions ever contrib-
uted to typewriting literature. No teacher
in our profession can afford to not read this
article, and it would be well for every pupil
of typewriting to see it as well. It is out of
the beaten path, but it is in the path of every
progressive teacher and has to do with the
path of every pupil.

Co Indianaians.
I am very desirous of having a good big

turn out of Indiana commercial and pen-
manship teachers and writing supervisors
at the Pittsburg meeting, Dec. 27-31, 1907.

Send application for membership at the
earliest possilile date, either to L. IS. Stacy,
Secy., Meadville, Pa., or to

Yours truly,
R. C. Cottrell, State Representative,

Elwood, Ind.

Cbe new €naland Penmen.
The XewEngland Association of Penman-

ship Supervisors will meet in Boston on
Saturday, January 11th The supervisorsof
Xorth-Eastern United States will do well
to attend, for meetings of this sort are par-
ticularly valuable.
A program of this meeting will be pub-

lished in the January number of THE BUSI-
NESS Educator, to which you would do
well to give attention
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federation Forecast, forebodings
and forewarninas.

FORECAST.

With prosperity prevalent among
commercial schools and teachers, and
with a vigorous lot of officials and
program committees, the present out-

look for the Pittsburg meeting of the
National Commercial Teachers' Fed-
eration is excellent. In all probabil-
ity it will be the largest meeting of

the kind ever held. And such it

should be because of its central lo-

cation, interesting city, and excellent
programs.

FOREBODINGS.

It is whispered that there is to be
a determined attempt to change the
time of meeting from mid-winter to

mid-summer. Might just as well vote
to put it out of existence after the
Pittsburg meeting and save the ex-

pense of a lingering illness and ig-

noble death. But it takes a majority
to do either, and the majority have
red blood sufficient to be out about
Christmas time.

C)ur western contemporary fears

that the easterners are going to kidnap
the national kid and take it farther
east, but its more likely to be a

case of a bad stomach on the part of

the editor than selfish design on the
part of our eastern brethren and sis-

ters. The Federation has always
gone where a majority wanted it to

go, and that is where it will no doubt
go from Pittsburg.
But to imply that it has been stolen

or that it is likely to be, is a poor
compliment upon the intelligence and
integritv of its members. Why bless
you, dear reader, the thing would
have been dead long ago had it re-

mained in Chicago, and dull and then
dead it will become whenever it set-

tles permanently in one place.

FOREWARNINGS.

The National Commercial Teach-
ers' Federation is assuming national
proportions because, 1st, it is moving
from place to place ; 2nd, it is pub-
lishing its proceedings so all can
share of its benefits whether they can
attend or not ; and 3rd, because of its

progressive and expanding policies,

thanks to such fighting and faithful

fellows as Carl Marshall, A. F. Har-
vey, W. I. Tinus, J. A. Lyons, Gen-
eral Secretary J. C. Walker, and
others.
Any serious attempt to use the Fed-

eration for selfish purposes by loot-

ing its slender but sufficient treasury
by the purchase of expensive badges,
pavment of traveling expenses, etc;
or by changing the time of its meet-
ings' to gratify the wishes of a few ;

or by " packing " the meeting so as

to outvote the regular members, and
thus keep the convention from going
elsewhere, will be met by courageous
opposition then and there, or soon
after in these columns.
With the eastern association cover-

ing the territory east of Pittsburg ;

and with the central association cov-
ering the territory west of Chicago :

and with the Ohio, Michigan and Ind-
iana associations covering the terri-

tory between, it is logical to conclude
that the National body should and
will continue to hold its meetings in

different cities of these various sec-

tions, and in due time, even beyond
their boundaries, such, for instance,
as Washington, D. C, New Orleans,
and Kansas City.

Onto Pittsburg! And then on to

the best next place !

ndvertising Doesn't Hlways Pay.

Principals of commercial schools will be
interested in the outcome of a case recently
brought againt George S. Walworth, head of

the Walworth Business and Stenographic
Institute, at 51 East I25th Street, New York
City, by Edgar S. Russell.

Mr. Walworth testified that he received a

call from a certain Mr. Hyde who suggested
that it might be well to engage the services
of his employer, Mr. Edgar S. Kussell,

whom he said was an advertising expert.

Mr. Walworth listened to the "songof the
siren, " aud after considerable importunity,
consented to receive a call from Mr. Russell.

Mr. Russell called and Mr. Walworth, fin-

ally suggested to Mr. Russell that it might
be well for him to submit some specimens
of his work before closing any deal. This,
the latter promised to do.

Mr. Walworth, on thinking the matter
over, concluded he did not care to avail
himself of Mr. Russell's services where-
upon he wrote R. telling him that it was
unnecessary to submit samples. Much to

his surprise a letter was received from Rus-
sell demanding $160 and threatening suit.

Mr. Walworth requested to be "shown,"
and the explanation that he had promised to

pay in any event appearing to rest on
rather a slim foundation of fact, hedeclined
to settle, whereupon resulted the case of

Russell versus Walworth.

Mr. Walworth's attorney called the jury's

attention to the fact that the only issue
was one of veracity between the parties.

Either Messrs. Russell and Hyde were lying
when they testified that Mr. Walworth had
absolutely agreed to employ them, or else

Mr. Walworth was committing perjury
when he swore that he had only permitted
them to prepare samples. Tlie jury, after

staying out about fifteen minutes, returned
a verdict for the defendant. Not being sat-

isfied Russell appealed to the .\ppellate Di-

vision of the Supreme Court which recently
handed down a decision affirming the judg-
ment of tlie lower tribunal willi costs
against Russell.

Mr. Walworth's action should be followed
by others who have found themselves in a

similar situation owing to the hypnotic eye
of some advertising man.

Important.

Federation Members.
By the time this communication

reaches you the Pittsburg convention
will be near at hand. This is to be
the greatest convention in the history
of the Federation and every member
should arrange to be present. Com-
mercial teachers cannot afford to miss
this, the only national convention of
commercial teachers in the United
States. The expense will not be
great and will return to you in in-

creased efficiency and enthusiasm.
Owing to the regular rate of fare

being reduced in a large number of

the states, we can secure no reduction
for the convention this year. The
round trip rate, however, will be
about the same as in previous years
and we will not be bothered with cer-

tificates.

Anyone finding it impossible to be
present should send his dues at

once to J. C. Walker, the General Sec-
retarv, 4t) Grand River Avenue, De-
troit,' Mich. Members allowing their
membership to lapse willbe compelled
to pay $3.00 to secure membership
again while dues for old members
after this year will be $1.50. This
year the fee'for all is $2.00. If you have
never been a member now is the best
time to become one. If you are now
a member, do not allow your member-
ship to lapse even if you cannot at-

tend the convention this year, as you
will get a full report of the proceed-
ings in book form, that will be worth
many times the two dollar fee.

Very truly,
J. C. Walker, Gen. Sec.

Sebeel managers.
Take with you to the convention five copies

of your latest catal<igue and other advertis-

ing booklets. Put them in the school
managers' exhibit room where they will be
examined by other schoolmen and where
you can examine theirs. At Cleveland last

year the exhibit room for Shorthand, Type-
writing, and Penmanship work was filled

with visitors almost constantly. Why?
Everybody likes to be shown the real article,

and there it was exhibited. Watch that ex-

hibit room again this year. May its collec-

tion of students' and teachers' class work
grow annually. Add your catalogue to this

year's exhibit.

H Summer eonventien.

The most important question to be decided
at the Pittsburg meeting is whether the
convention shall be held during the Decem-
ber holidays as heretofore or at some con-
venient time in the summer. All members
will be asked to vote for or against this pro-

posed change and the matter is one of so

great importance that it should receivecare-
ful thought from every teacher and pro-

prietor before he goes to Pittsburg. Think
about it, teachers, and vote your convic-

tions.
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PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE IN

EXPERT ACCOUNTING
R. M. BROWNING, C. P. A.

Sadi,er's Bryant & Stkatton Business Coi.lkgk,
BALTIMORE, MD. ^

DcDreciation.

This silent but persistent and potent
marauder of vested capital, whatever
its form, must be reckoned with in

every avenue of business activity. In

a manufacturing business we see it

in the ordinary wear and tear of ma-
chinery in active use, the supplanting
of the older patterns by improved
modern devices and the inevitable
ravages of time in rust and decaj'.

In a mining business, in addition to

the ordinary virear and tear of machi-
nery and the natural running down
of equipment, we must realize that
the mine asset is growing less in

value with every ton of output. This
is also true of timbering, quarrying
and other enterprises of like matter.

Other assets, the value of which is

limited to a term of years, such as
patents, limited franchise, copyrights,
leases, etc., obviously decrease in

value as the date of termination ap-
proaches. A very little consideration
of this subject will show that there is

an element of depreciation in all

forms of commercial assets, varying
in amount according to the nature of
the asset and conditions concerning
its use.

While it is true that this force— de-
preciation- is active everywhere, it is

also true that comparatively few busi-
ness men make adequate provision
for it in the accounts of their busi-
ness and many do not take cogniz-
ance of it at all.

This inattention to so important a
factor in the continued prosperity of
a business naturally leads one, at
first thought, to the conclusion that
the majority of our business men are
reckless and unmethodic, rather than
conservative and systematic, in the
conduct of their affairs. This con-
clusion is not entirely correct, for
much of the responsibility of a proper

consideration of this and similar fea-

tures in the affairs of a going concern
rests upon the accounting depart-
ment, and it is this phase of the sub-
ject I desire specifically to consider
in this article.

Having concluded to deal with de-

preciation in the affairs of a going
concern, the question is "How shall

we determine the amount to be char-
ged against any particular asset and
how shall this amount be recorded in

the books of accounts ?
"

This carries me into the subject of

Reserves and, inasmuch as a good
deal of my space will be taken up
with the solution of the problem given
in the October Number, I shall have
to postpone further consideration of

this subject until the January issue.

Solution of the Problem eiven in the
October nnmberbv m. Kicbard,

Heniptown, llld.

Entry recording the purchase of business
taken over is as follows :

Propert.v & Plant
k'aw Material
and l^nfinished Carders
Accounts Receivable
Cash

To Vendor X
.Vssets taken over per aereer:

of sale from X to A Company.
Vendor X

To Accounts Payi
Assumed by the A Compar

ance with terms of transfer of

X, as shown in agreement 01

File No.
Cood Will or Bonus $.in,(IOO

To Vendor $.'in,0(K1

Same being the amount paid by the \
Company in excess of the l)ook value of as-
sets taken over, as per agreement of blank
date.

Stock Subscription $200,000

To Common Stock $100,000

Preferred Stock 100.000

Shares of Common and Preferred Stock,
Certificate of each 1 to 100, subscribed by
sundry persons, as per Sutiscription Book.

Bond Subscription $10(I,C(K>

To Bonds $100,000

Bonds numbered 1 to 1(10, subscribed for
by sundry persons, as per Subscription
Book.

Vendor $150,000

To Stock Subscription $100,006

$75,000

25,000

l.'i.OOO

25,000

10,000

$150.(J(«I

entand bill

$25,000

ble $25,000

V in accord-
business by
blank date.

liDtul Sub'^cription jO 000

Same being $50,000 subscribed to Common
Stock, $-|0,liOO to Preferred Stock and
$.')U,000 to Bonds in part payment for pur-
chase of business by A Company.

Cash $10,000

To Stock Subscription $10,000

10 per cent, of subscription to Common
and Preferred Stock, as per terms of Sub-
scription agreement. See Minute Book
Page .

Cash $5,000
To Bond Subscription $5,000

As per terms of Bond Subscription agree-
ment. See Minute Book Page .

The following entry thirty davs later :

Cash $10,000

To Stock Subscription $40,000

Same being 40 per cent., due and payable
according to the terms of Stock Subscript-
ion agreement. .See Minute Book Page .

Vendor $50.IKXI

To Cash $.")0,000

Balance in settlement of transfer of busi-
ness to A Company, as per agreement and
bill of sale. File No . See Minute Book

Three months after allotment the follow-
ing entry \pould be made :

Cash $50,000

To Stock Subscription $50,000

Balance of Stock Subscription, as per
Stock Subscription agreement. See Minute
Book Page .

Note : In the first entry Unfiinished Or-
ders might be divided into its constituent
parts,—Labor and Material—if there be any
basis furnished for the division, in which
case Labor and Material would be debited
for their respective amounts instead of Un-
finished Orders.

Note, also, that there was to be paid $50,000

in cash to the Vendor, but according to the
termsof Subscription to Stocks and Bonds
this amount was not available until thirty
days after the agreement and, therefore,
final settlement with the X'endor was de-
ferred.
There are a number of other methods

that might be used in recording the trans-

actions in this problem, but I believe the
above will be found as simple and, at the
same time, as comprehensive as any otlier.

I submit the following problem to

the readers of the Educator for solu-

tion and trust that I may receive re-

plies from a large number :

.\ corporation is organized under the laws
of the State of New Jersey with a capital of

$1,000,000 in 100,000 shares at $10 each. At a

meeting of the incorporators it was resol-

ved to purchase a patent right from John
Smith for the whole capital of the company,
less IIHI shares held by the incorporators
and paid for by them at par. The former
owner of the patent agreed to sell to the
company 50,000 shares of the capital stock
for the sum of $100,0110 or.$2.00 per share, which
was accepted, and John Doe was appointed
the trustee of the company to hold the stock

in his name as trustee and was authorized
to sell the stock at $7..'iii per share, which
he succeeded in doing.

(al (jive the proper entries for the trans

action.

(b) How would the profit on this trans-

action affect the dividends to stockholders?

e'-
'^

(EI?c Business (fbucators Hlission is to

(SlcDate tl^e Profession.

^z -J
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money.

In the present state of the world's
civilization, money is the life-blood
of the body commercial. Bv means
of money and its substitutes the bu.si-
ness of the world involving: billions
of dollars is transacted with care and
dispatch.
" Every part of this countrvis alive

with industry. All industry depends
for its successful prosecution upon
the exchange of the products of one
man's labor for those of the labor
of other men. There must be an
endless interchange and that endless
interchantre is carried On by means or
money, and the banks are the instru-
ments through which alone money
can be utilized for carrying on those
e.xchanges. "

" There is hardly a man ia this
country who is not' dependent upon
industry and industrial interchanges
for his daily bread, and I do not ex-
cept capitalists—that is, the men who
live on the money which they get
from their coupons and dividends.
Everybody, man, woman and child is
dependent upon the continued, un-
interrupted activity of our industries
represented by our transportation
interests; by our manufactures; our
agricultural; our mining; our com-
mercial enterprises. No one makes
all the goods which he himself con-
sumes

; we are all dependent one upon
another; and money constitutes the
only means by which these exchanges
can he effected. The banks apply
this means to that end. "

The foregoing quotation sets forth
the indispensable part performed by
money as the medium of exchange,
the basis of all the complex commer-
cial interchanges in this, the fore-
most commercial country of the
world, the country whose" industries
are the most varied and the most
widely-extended of all the nations of
the earth. And money is thus the
basis of trade in all civilized nations.
It is everywhere the measure of value
and the medium of exchange.
Barter. It is true that barter, the

direct exchange of goods for goDds,
has always been practiced among all
peoples, and is still in vogue to a
limited extent everywhere ; as in the
" trading" at country stores exchang-
ing eggs and other produce for gro-
ceries and dry goods, etc. But only
the most savage and barbarous tribes
have ever depended exclusively upon
barter as a means of trade ; even the
American Indians had their " wam-
pum" money.
Definition. According to Francis A.

Walker, a leading authority, money
is " that which passes freely from
hand to hand throughout the commu-
nity in final discharge of debts and
ull payment for commodities, being

accepted equally without reference to
the character or credit of the person
who offers it and without the inten-
tion of the person who receives it to
consume it or enjoy it or apply it to
any other use than in turn to tender
it to others in discharge of debts or
payments for commodities. "

The three principal functions of
real money are as follows :

1. It is a measure of value—and in
order to measure value it must have
value in itself.

2. It is a medium of exchange—and
must be everywhere freely acceptable.

3. It is a means of making de-
ferred payments—and for this pur-
pose it must be a legal tender.

,. Bold and Silver. It might be inter-
esting to notice the various articles
that have passed current as money in
various communities at different
times ; how tobacco was used as
money by the early Mrginia settlers

;

how the skins of fur-bearing animals
served the same purpose in some
parts of this country at a much later
date ; but the main fact to be obser-
ved that is for ages gold and silver
have been first choice of all nations
as the standards of value.
" Abraham, lilOO years before Christ,

weighed out uncoined silver in pay-
ment for land, and 1900 years after
Christ gold-dust passed current as
money among the " fortv-niners " in
California." At the present day the
standard monetary unit of each of
the civilized nations is a fixed amount
of gold and silver.
U. S. Standard. The measure of

value of the United States is the dol-
lar which is equal to 23.22 grains of
pure gold, 25 8 grains of standard
gold. It is easy to understand that
when we say an article is worth so
many dollars we mean it is worth so
many times as much as 23.22 grains
of pure gold
Our gold coins actually contain

the gold in this proportion) they are
coined of pure metal 9-10, alloy 1-10

)

and they are the only form of 'money
we have that is actually worth its
face value as a commodity; therefore
our gold is the only money we have
that will be accepted in a foreign
country at par. Standard gold or sil-
ver means the pure metal plus 1-10
alloy.

U. 8. eoins. The gold coins of the
United States are the gold dollars
I not coined since 1890 ) the 2 1-2-dol-
lar piece or quarter eagle, the 3-dollar
piece (not coined since 1890), the 5-

doUar piece or half eagle, the 10-dol-
lar piece or eagle, and the 20-dollar
piece or double eagle.
Our silver dollar contains 412 1-2

grains of silver 9-10 fine ; i. e. 371 1-4

grains of the pure metal. This
amount of pure silver was at one
time equal in value with 23.22 grains

of gold ; but of late vears silver has
been much cheaper,' and the silver
dollar is accepted as a dollar only in
this country, and is so accepted here
only on the strength of the credit of
the Government.
The other silver coins ( the half

dollar, the quarter dollar and dime )

as well as the S-cent nickle and the
copper cent, contain still smaller pro-
portions of intrinsic value, and are
intended only for circulation in this
country as representatives of the frac-
tional parts of a dollar.
The gold coins stand upon their

own merits as actually worth their
face value, but all other coins are,
like our " paper money, " only repre-
sentative of their face value, passing
current throughout the land because
they are by law exchangeable for the
amounts thev stand for.
Ceaal Cender. Gold coin is legal ten-

der at its nominal or face value for all
debts, public and private, when not
below the standard weight and limit
of tolerance prescribed by law; and
when below such standard and limit
of tolerance it is legal tender in pro-
portion to its weight.
Standard silver dollars are legal

tender at their nominal or face value
in payment of all debts, public and
private, without regard to the amount,
except where otherwise expressly
stipulated in the contract.
Subsidiary silver, that is 50 cts.

pieces, 25 cts. pieces and dimes is
legal tender for amounts not exceed-
ing $10 in any one payment. These
coins contain less silver in propor-
tion than silver dollars. This tends
to keep them in circulation since sil-
ver dollars contain more coin and are
more likely to be melted down for
other purposes.
The minor coins of nickel and cop-

per are legal tender to the extent of
25 cents.
U. S. Paper money. The paper

money of the I'nited States is of five
different kinds, namely, gold certifi-
cates, silver certificates, Treasury
notes issued under the act of July 14,
1890, United States notes (issued
under the act of March 3, 1863, and
also called " greenbacks, " and "le-
gal tenders "

) and National bank
notes.

the Bold eertifieates Head: " This
certifies that there have been de-
posited in the Treasury of the United
States ...dollars in gold,
payable to the bearer on demand. "

They are issued in denominations of
$20 and upward.
Cbe silver Certificates Head: " This

certifies that there have been de-
posited in the Treasury of the United
States silver dollars,
payable to the bearer on demand. "

Thev are issued in denominations of
$1,$2, $5, and $10.

" Except that not exceeding in the
aggregate ten per centum of the to-
tal volume of said certificates, in the
discretion of the Secretary of the
Treasury, may be issued in denomi-
nations of twenty dollars, fifty dol-
lars and one hundred dollars. " (See
Currency Law of March 14, 1900,
Sec. 7. )

Cbe Creasury notes of 1890 Head : "The
ITnited States of America will pay to

(Continved on page 24.)
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Cbe Study of ebaracter in the

Cypewritina Room.

By eiizabetb Uan Sant.

It has been said that handwriting
reveals character, and many pages
have been written to show how var-

ious traits express themselves indiff-

erent styles of penmanship. In a

more restricted sense character is re-

vealed by the typewritten page. Not
that a Sherlock Holmes could take a

page of typewriting and deduce from

it the temperament and character of

the writer, except in a general way.

But the teacher in the typewriting de-

partment has an opportunity not

equalled by the teacher of any other

department to study the characters

of students.
Shorthand depends for its success

almost entirely on the education and
mental ability of the student. As a

rule the bright pupil who has suc-

ceeded well in his studies before he

comes to the business school will

succeed in the study of shorthand,

while the slower and duller pupil will

make slow progress. But in the type-

writing department temperament en-

ters largely into the work. Two stu-

dents may sit side by side, one who
is well educated and another who has

received much less preliminary train-

ing, and the weaker student may ex-

cel in the typewriting. And in the

case of individuals, the work varies

from day to day as they have more or

less control over their faculties.

When a student is at his best he can

accomplish twice as much as when
he has a headache or other physical

or mental disturbance. It is because
this element of temperament enters

so largely into his work in the type-

writing department that the student

here affords the teacher so good an

opportunity to study the phases of

his character.
There is the well-poised student

who can write page after page with-

out error, and who when the day is

done often has a record of only one

or two misstruck letters during the

day. With such a student, when an

error is made the paper is quietly re-

moved from the machine and another

page is begun as if it were a matter

of course. In contrast with this well-

poised student is the one who is ner-

vous, who strikes a wrong letter

every time the teacher ventures near,

who nervously snatches the paper
from the machine each time a mis-

take is made ; who gets to worrying

over a certain page or word or sen-

tence which he imagines is unusually

difficult, until he loses control of his

fingers aud can not possibly do per-

fect work.
There is the conscientious student,

who performs every task to the best

of his ability ; whose work might be

assigned at the beginning of the term

with the assurance that he would pa-

tiently carry it out to the end without

any urging from the teacher, simply

because he had faith that the method
would produce the results for which
he was striving. The opposite of

this conscientious student is the one

who tries by every device to cheat in

his work. Not that anyone student

ever knows all the devices for cheat-

ing, but in the course of years of

teaching, methods undreamed-of will

come to light. It is often impossible

to make such a student see that he

is really cheating only himself; that

the only value in the practice pages

is the training he receives while pro-

ducing them, and that if he persuades

his neighbor to do for him a page on

which he has failed, he has cheated

himself of the chance to overcome an
obstacle, to increase his strength and
confidence, and bring his faculties

under control.
There is the student who has con-

tinuity in a marked degree, who can
try the same task time after time
with no thought but to keep at it

until it is accomplished. Such a

student usually puts in many extra

Miss Elizalieth Van Sant,

hours at his typewriter. Even
though he has less natural ability

than his neighbor he will make
more rapid progress. His opposite

is the student who finds it difficult

to keep at any task long enough
to complete it. He craves constant
change. He can not even sit still at

the machine for the full period, but
must find some excuse to leave his

seat. Unless required to do so he
will not do his work in its regular or-

der, but will look ahead and pick out

what he considers an easy page and
leave the harder ones until some day
in the future.

Some have no courage to under-
take the thing which is disagreeable.

So long as everything runs smoothly
and they can accomplish the tasks

which are set without great exertion

they work with earnestness and en-

thusiasm. Bnt as soon as the tide of

success turns and a difficulty is en-

countered which they find trouble in

surmounting, they lose courage and
cease to put forth their best efforts.

Such students may often be set to

work again by a kindly or encourag-

ing word of the teacher.

There is the fault-finding student,

who tries to blame the machine with

every mistake he has made. It often

taxes the mechanical knowledge of

the teacher to know whether it is

possible for a machine to perform
the feats claimed for it by this class

of students. They will even leave

out a line or paragraph of a copy and
consider the fact that they "did not

notice it until after it was finished
"

a sufficient excuse for not doing the

work over.

All this and a great deal more is

revealed to the teacher in the early

practice of the student before he be-

gins to make transcripts of his short-

hand notes. Then come new revela-

tions which the teacher could not pos-

sibly get in teaching shorthand alone.

In the shorthand classes the students

are so graded that they are of nearly

equal ability. To be sure they here

reveal many traits of character; but

in the transcripts much that has

hitherto remained hidden comes
forth. On its face the transcript

i-eveals the character of the student.

The one who is careful and conscien-

tious will from the beginning

produce transcripts neat in appear-

ance, while the careless student

will hand in pages containing

typographical errors, one letter struck

over another, finger-marks, and

other evidences of general untidiness.

Nothing but the most rigid enforce-

ment of rules can make such a stu-

dent produce work of good quality.

No matter what machine is assigned

to him his pages never have a neat or

artistic appearance, while another

student using the same machine will

make pages without a blemish.

(
Continued on page 30.

)
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JK Place for Grammar.

The majority of students, whether
in the commercial high school or the
private business school, have a strong
aversion to anything called grammar.
If a pupil says he likes grammar we
are very likely to think there is some-
thing peculiar or abnormal about him,
or to question his veracity.
This dislike is usually more pro-

nounced among students in the com-
mercial schools than elsewere for
the reason that students think they
should be allowed to choose the sub-
jects they will study. And in no
other schools is the study of gram-
mar so much needed. We obtain our
students in the private schools by
showing them that we can train them
in those lines of study which will pre-
pare them to go out into business and
hold good positions. It often hap-
pens that the prospective student is

duly impressed with the importance
of a thorough knowledge of book-
keeping, shorthand and typewriting
and with the superior methods em-
ployed by the school to impart this
knowledge, while very little is said
to him about arithmetic, grammar
and spelling—subjects not one whit
less important than the others. There
is a feeling that he may not enroll if

much is said .about these studies and
after he has enrolled there is often a
tendency to cater more to what the
student V/////X-5 he needs than to what
the teacher and the employer know
that he needs.
A short time ago, while engaged in

high school commercial work, I had
an opportunity to talk with some of
the English teachers and superinten-
dents who were sent here to inspect
the school systems of this country.
I remember that one spoke very highly
of the results obtained from a com-
mercial course in his own school but
another was inclined to think that
business education in the schools
was something unnecessary— a use-
less sort of fad. He said there
were few commercial departments in

English schools, and they were not
necessary because a boy could go
into an office and learn the work and
at the same time be earning probably
five shillings a week. I remarked
( rather ungraciously, perhaps ) that
possibly the English business man
took the boy and paid him the $1.25

iDecause the schools did not turn out
a more valuable product and he could
get nothing better.
So there was a time in the history

of business education in this country
when a bookkeeper could be gradu-
ated and placed in a position in less

than three months—because the em-
ployer could secure nothing better.
The three-months' course has gone
and the six-months' course is fast dis-

appearing. Why are our courses be-

ing lengthened and improved ? Not
primarily because the proprietor de-
sires it, or the student desires more
thorough preparation but because
the business world demands better
training for its employes and is us-
ually able to get what it wants.
When I take up the catalog of a

commercial school about which I

know little and find it has the cour-
age to place grammar prominently in

the list of required studies and that
a proper share of the student's time
must be given to it, I immediately
make up my mind that there
is a school which is successful
and doing e.xcellent work. I would
not hesitate about employing one of
its graduates. The school with a
course of twenty or twent^'-five les

sons in correspondence and with no
grammar classes may at first attract
the student but it cannot do the work
that a business school should and
both students and employers soon
find it out. Lengthen the course if

necessary to secure time for this work
without infringing upon the time for
other subjects, but do the :cork. Our
most prosperous and successful
schools are not those with the short-
est courses.

One advantage often claimed by the
commercial higfh school over the pri-

vate school is in the longer time that
maybe given to just this kind of work,
and my own experience satisfies me
that the claim is often justified. But
we have time in the private school for
much good work. The student who
is taking a one-year course (ten or
twelve months ) should, I believe,
have five periods a week for grammar
during the entire year. Three periods
a week for the last half-year should
be time enough for correspondence.
This plan will develop writers who
can compose intelligible letters and
correct those errors made by the dic-

tator, to which reference has been
made previously. We may secure
high school graduates who will not
need all this work, but it is a painful
truth that we rarely find a high school
graduate, with his three or four years
of English, who can write a fair let-

ter about a business matter if we
teach him nothing more than the form
of the letter.

And it is plain grammar that we
need in our schools ; the study of
moods and tenses, of number and case,
of adjectives and adverbs, of the prac-
tical rules we must know before we
can compose a simple sentence and
know it is correct. We need the study
of thecommon errors in speech and
writing, not the study of rhetoric and
the classics.

It is our business as teachers to
know what is best for the studenst
who come to us for preparation for

business life and we are failing in

our task if we do not insist on the
proper preparation along those lines
so necessary to their success but
which, in their ignorance of actual
conditions, they do not want. Gram-
mar need not be a dull subject for the
work may be made practical and all

practical work is interesting if prop-
erly handled. It would give me pleas-
ure to have teachers with some difi-

nite ideas on this subject make use
of this department and express them.
If you can say "Them's" my senti-
ments, too " it will add emphasis to
what has been said. If you disagree
or have a better suggestion, speak up
in the interest of commercial schools
and commercial education.

Punctuation.

In giving some exercises for supple-
mentary work in punctuation in the
November number, I suggested that
the exercises be punctuated simply
to make the meaning clear. Addi-
tional commas could be used in many
of them to make emphatic certain
phrases and clauses. It is a question
many times whether certain words,
phrases and clauses deserve the em-
phasis which the use of comrnas
gives them and in the exercises which
follow I would suggest that this
question be discus.sed in class at the
same time that the comma is being
used to emphasize.

DRILL.

Punctuate with commas to make
the meaning clear and to emphasize
words, phrases or clauses which seem
to deserve, from the standpoint of the
writer, special attention.

I. The salary at first would necessarily
be small.

J. Just at present we are not in need of
more clerks but we may require more dur-
ing the vacation season when so many
clerks will be away.

3. We would advise you that we are not at
the present moment iii need of additional
.stenographers bu* we shall be pleased to re-

tain these applications and if we have an
opening later for a stenographer we will
take the matter up with one of these young
men.

4. We want someone who is looking for a
permanent position as if mutually satis-
factory the position is one which will be-
come increasingly valuable to both employe
and employer.

'\. If we learn more of the practical and
less of the theoretical it will be to our ad-
vantage.

li. Your favornf the i;th instant with en-
closure .'iOcents is received and the copy of
Blank's Modern Business renmanship as
ordered has gone forward to you by mail
postpaid. I Improve the sentence. )

7. The vertical file system will cut down
by ."lO per cent the time and work now re
quired.

M. We say boldly that this book will re-

duce yourbad debts to the minimum.
II. Are you willing to wait until Dec. T) for

your Nov. statement? Wnnld it not save
you money if you could know on the first

day of every month how your accounts
stand ?

10. On Sep. .'" vou wrote us that you were
unable at that time to add a Multigraph to
vour office equipment.

11. You must be interested in our proposi-
tion or you would not write and we want to
know why you hesitate.

l'-'. If vou desire special rulings to meet
your individual requirements we can easily
supply them.

IS. We enclose circular descriptive of our
special introductory outfit which we send
prepaid on approval for one dollar.

14. Ourcourseof study is thorough and
while we do not guarantee positions we
have never been able to supply graduates
enough to meet the demands made upon

l.^i. On examination of our stock and sales
books we find to our surprise and regret
that a mistake was made in valuing those
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Contracts.

10. eapacity of married ttlomen to make
Contracts.

I'nder the common law, that is, the

law inherited from our English ances-

tors and unaffected by our American
statutes, a married woman's contract

was absolutely void. In England this

was the legal status of a married

woman, generally speaking, up to

.lanuary 1, 1883. Our American states

were quicker to recognize the injustice

of the common law, and in the case of

nearly every one of them, statutes,

sweeping in character, have been

passed from time to time modifying

the common law prohibition, so that

at the present time in some of our

states a married woman can make con-

tracts as freely as if she were single;

in others she can make contracts with-

in certain limitations.

As a married woman's contract

rights are determined by the law of

the place where the contract is made,
and as there are as many "places"
or jurisdictions as there are stages and
territories in the Union, each with

statutes peculiar to itself, it will be

impossible in a short article to give an

adequate view of the contract rights

of married women in the United States.

It may be of interest and profit for us

to brielly outline the contract status

of married womenin the several states,

as follows :

Alabama: Full legal capacity to

contract in writing as if she were
single ; she cannot convey or mortgage
her lands or any interest therein

without the assent and concurrence of

the husband; can carry on business

alone as a trader and is liable for the

debts of the business ; cannot become
surety for her husband.
Arizona : May convey her separate

estate as a single woman ; may become
a trader and be liable for debts of the

business.
Arkansas : Not liable for debts

contracted by her unless the contract

was made with special reference to

her separate estate ; may carry on
business and be liable for its debts;
must schedule her property or tht-

burden of proof is on her in a contest

with her husband's creditors.

California : May engage in business
for herself provided she obtains from
the Superior Court a permit; may
convey her property without the con-

sent of her husband ; is liable on her
contracts.

Colorado: May engage in business

in her own name and be liable for its

debts ; may buy, sell, and convey per-

sonal and real property the same as if

single ; has every contract right that

her husband has.

Connecticut : Women married since

April 20, 1877, control their own prop-

erty, convey it, make contracts, sue

and be sued as if unmarried ; women
married prior to that date are of a very

different legal status and cannot make
contracts except under certain condi-

tions ; but the husband and wife

married prior to that date may, by
contract in writing with each other,

come under the operation of the law

of 1877.

Delaware: May carry on business

and be liable for its debts ; may make
all kinds of contracts necessary to be

made with respect to her own property

as if she were single.

District of Columbia: May carry

on business and be liable for its debts ;

may not become surety or sign accom-
modation paper; may convey her real

or personal property; may make con-

tracts in matters having relation to

her separate estate.

Florida.: May carry on business
alone if permission be obtained from
the Circuit Court ; may bind her own
estate by contract as if she were single.

Georgia: May carry on business

alone and be liable for its debts ; can-

not bind herself by contract or surety-

ship ; may make contracts with refer-

ence to her separate estate.

Idaho : May carry on business in

her own name and be liable for its

debts ; all property acquired by her

after marriage, excepting by gift, be-

quest, devise, or descent, she holds in

common with her husband ; wife must
record inventory of separate property.

Illinois : May go into business and
become liable for debts, but cannot
go into partnership without her hus-

band's consent ; has the same power
over her property as her husband has
over his; may make contracts and
control her own earnings ; may hold

and dispose of real and personal prop-

erty in the same manner that her
husband can in the case of property
belonging to him.

Indiana: May become a sole trader

and liable for her business debts, but
cannot become surety for any one;

cannot mortgage nor convey real es-

tate without her husband joining in

the conveyance ; may deal with her
separate property as if single ; may

make any contract with reference to

her separate estate.
Indian Territory: May become a

trader and liable for business debts;
to bind her separate estate the con-
tract must be made with reference to

making it liable; must schedule her
separate property.

Iowa : To become a sole trader and
be liable for business debts she must
file a married woman's certificate;

may deal with her own property in the

same way that a husband may deal

with his ; may make contract the same
as if unmarried.
Kansas : May become a sole trader

and liable for business debts ; all

property acquired by her during the

marriage, excepting such as she ob-

tains by donations or inheritance, be-

comes joint property of both husband
and wife ;

property owned by each
separately before marriage remains
separate property ; by contract made
before marriage the provision regard-

ing community property may be set

aside; the separate property of the

wife is not responsible for community
debts; the husband may sell or

mortgage community real estate with-

out the consent or assistance of the

wife, and can dispose of removable

property in any way he desires ; a

married woman can sell her separate

property by the consent of her hus-

band and, in default of his consent,

by that of the court ; she cannot bind

herself for her husband and cannot

mortgage her property except by
specialconsent of the Court; a married

woman, except she be a public mer-

chant, cannot make any contract or

bind herself in any way without the

consent or assistance of her husband
or of the court.

TO BE CONTINUED.

Continued from paflc 21.

bearer dollars in coin.
"

Cite United States notes Head: "The
United States will pay bearer

dollars.
"

Both of the foregoing have been is-

sued in denominations of $1, $2, $.i,

$10, $20, $50, $100, $.500, $1000, $5000 and

$10,000, but the law now provides that

they shall be issued only in denomi-

nations of ten dollars and upward.

Che national Bank notes Head : "Nat-

ional Currency. Secured by United

States bonds deposited with the

Treasurer of the United States."

"The National Bank will

pay the bearer on demand
dollars." They are issued in de-

nominations of |5 and upward, though
not more than one-third of the circu-

lation of any National bank shall be

of this denomination,
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Cwo methods.

For sometime there has been a merry-

war on in the advertising world.
"General Publicity," strongly in-

trenched among his conservative
followers on the one side, and the

doughty and indomitable legions of
" Reason Why " and the " Bull's Eye
Method " on the other, have made the

arena resound with the clash of

mighty words. It would seem to one
on the peaceful vantage ground of a

commercial school that the old

General is preparing to withdraw his

cohorts in ignominious defeat—their
gay trappings of triple color display
and gloriously emblazoned border
trailing in the dust of disuse.

" General Publicity " has consisted
in " keeping the name before the pub-
lic " in the hope that when the con-
sumer went to buy pancake flour, he
would remember the magic name
"Grandma's Glory Brand"—and say
it—say it again and again— to the
venal grocer who softly insinuates
that "Breakfast Delight" is incom-
parably better.

"Reason Why" copy dwells upon
the merits of its product. As its title

implies, it seeks to explain and to

convince thru an appeal to the reason.
A person whose reason is satisfied

stays convinced. Right here it may
be opportune to say that the primary
purpose of the ad is not to "attract
attention," to be seen by a multitude.
Its business is to sell the goods

—

which at first may seem an irrelevant
remark. One of our enterprising
merchants has recently been " attract-

ing attention" by displaying an an-
cient human skeleton in his window.
It attracted attention all right, but no
one seemed to want to enter the
emporium and caress the cadaver.

The mission of the ad is to sell the
goods. There is scant relation be-
tween the denuded framework of our
ancestor and a dream of a pattern
bonnet.
" Reason Why " copy figures

thusly :
—

"There are a certain number of
people it is possible to interest in my
proposition."

" I will make my headlines— catch-
words—so that the ad will appeal to
them—and them only."

" I will go after the people who
have some use for my goods."

"
I will not bother with any others."

"Attracting the attention of the
man who has no use for my product
is useless waste of energy."
So if he is selling heating furnaces

the man says, " These furnaces will

save J of your fuel bill " not, " A cheap
way to get California weather in

your home."
The first gets the potential furnace

buyer— it interests the man who is in

line for a furnace. The second brings
to the surface the man who wants to

travel, the invalid, and perhaps the
doctor.
Among these it is true, he may find

buyers—probably will ; but the ones
the first line attracts will all be pos-
sible buyers sometime.
Following it up with proof, with

reasons, with forceful, Missouried
words, he can implant a strong con-
viction in their minds.
Getting the name before the public

is mighty poor consolation if the
public does not part with its shining
shekels.
One sale is worth a pile of fame.
A school should, it seems to me,

not seek to " attract the attention " of

every one, but so t,o advertise that it

will attract those who are possible
patrons.

It is easy to attract attention, but to

gain the eye of the man who naturally
is in line to buy from you is another
matter.
Right along this line, the " keyed "

ad is more or less deceptive.
The right way to judge an advertis-

ing medium is not by the number of
inquiries coming thru it, but by the
volume of sales made to the inquirers.

There are certain subscription lists,

cjrtain communities, that are invet-

erate " add-answerers." They keep
a package of postal cards in the house
for use in emergency. But they never
buy.

'

' By their fruits we shall know them"
and we may shake the branches of

many a " family circulation " and get
nothing but a mellow deluge of

postals.

A large number of inquiries from
any one source looks suspicious.
To be sure there are " Reasons

Why " and imitations of them. Many
a circular have I seen like this:—
Reasons for attending this college:—
Because— it is the best in the state.

Because—its facilities are unex
celled.

Because—its faculty is strong— etc.

Now these partake in form some-
thing of the semblance of argument,

but in language are only bare, bald
statements of unproved facts. Let us
look into them a bit. Well the first is

too big— I'll dodge that. The second
looks more inviting. I suppose by
facilities are meant the equipment,
ventilation, furniture, etc.

Here is a beautiful subject for a
little folder—to go inside an envelope
—a sort of clincher to a letter.

" Sneeze !

"

" Why, Nellie where did you get
such a cold !

"

" I don't know—school I suppose.
There were so many of us and the
room got so close- and I just had to

get some fresh air."

This is a common story in many
homes in the afternoon after school.
We say this is neither necessary nor

humane— it is a waste of time, money
and health.

A student half sick might just as
well be home.
To make every moment count, you

must be at the top notch of energy all

the time.
At the Blank Commercial School,

the ventilation is perfect,-the heating
(by steam) uniform.
There will be no drafty, chilly fore-

noons and hot, perspiring afternoons.
We know that all permanent busi-

ness is built on the foundation of
health.

It is something of a joke with us,
yet seriously true, that sometimes
pupils have come to us ailing and wail-

ing, and through a healthy, active in-

terest in their work graduated strong
and rugged and vigorous.

Still we don't pose as a sanitarium
—but we do say nothing has been left

undone that will protect your health.
A half day 's headache is a half a day

lost.

Of course, this is a little thing com-
pared with the greater merits of this

school.

We know that, as you think of it,

you will appreciate it.

This is an example of the " Bull's

Eye Method "—one idea at a time.

Young fellow writes for a catalog -

gets it -gets Jones'; gets everybodys',
correspondence schools, the "get wise
quick " man and forty others.

Piles them up on the table. Reads.
Among so much talk gets pretty well
jumbled up.
The thing to do is next Thursday

night to make him go back, fish your
catalog out, and read it again in the

light of a dawning conviction. At
this juncture it does not ma'KC so much
difference what kind of an idea you
strike him with so long as he feels

that it is true. Tumbling upon the

heels of a growing conviction your
catalog will then have a chance to do
its work.
The test of all talk, school or other-

wise, is "Has it selling power?"
Much language is beautiful and its

poetic measures fall in soothing ac-

{Continufd on page 29.)
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Co the members Comprising the
Jidvisory Council of the

n. €. C T.

The Advisory Council of the N. C.

T. F. was created to consider policies

concerning the welfare and success
of that organization, and we presume
it will meet in advance of the Pitts-

burg meeting to consider matters to

be brought before that body.
We wish to urge upon each member

the importance of the work brought
before this council and to respond
promptly at the time and place
designated by the chairman.

Jin Educational Investment for
Voung Ceacbers Especially,
and Old Ceacbers in Partis
cular—Jinent Pittsburg

meeting.

As great as may be a teacher's wish
to succeed, one of the strongest mani-
festations of such ambition is pres-

ence at the annual meetings of com-
mercial teachers. It is here that new
ideas are conceived for self-improve-
ment, where inspiration is gathered
for a more determined effort, and
where personal contact, one with an-
other, draws from each the best there
is in him in thought. These great
conventions help to meet the demand
for more capable service from teach-

ers, because they awaken them to

the needs of the hour and set them to

deeper study and greater effort.

There is undoubtedly much truth in

the assertion that commercial teach-

ers as a class are not qualified in edu-
cation and training to fill their posi-

tions in a manner that rellects the
highest credit upon the cause of com-
mercial education. Possibly only
school managers can realize how diffi-

cult it is to secure capable teachers,
and it may be true also that few
teachers realize that they are not
measuring up to the opportunities be-

fore them. Attendance at a single
convention has often been the mak-
ing of a teacher ; sometimes through
reform ; sometimes by showing the
possibilities of development along
certain lines : sometimes by being
thrown from a much coveted "hobby
horse" ; and at other times by start-

ing a fraternal spirit that has ripened
into a pride and love for the work

that sets a new standard. There are
a hundred or more ways in which the
benefits multiply and the efficiency

of teachers improve.
There are in our profession some

" dyed in the wool " teachers and pro-
prietors who have never attended a

single convention in the past fifteen

years. They have never reaped any
of the benefits to be derived ; they
have seldom contributed anything to

the cause of commercial education ;

they continue to do things in the
same old way. we hear them remark
that the conventions are run by and
for a few. Such is not the case, and
the coming meeting will be one more
refutation of such statements.
The Pittsburg meeting will gather

together a larger number of the
younger teachers than has heretofore
graced and honored our meetings by
their presence. The older members
will be there in their usual number,
but conditions are changing some-
what and we now find more young
men and women engaged in commer-
cial teaching. To predict that the
meeting will be larger than usual,
abounding in enthusiasm, resplen-

dent with wit and humor, and moder-
ate in all deliberations, is writing the
reports in advance.

I'll meet you there because we, you
and I, cannot afford to be absent.

L. A. Arnold.
President, N. C. T. F.

On to Pittsburg.

The Pittsburg Meeting is coming.
Are you planningto be there ? If not,

why not ? How can you afford not to

attend ? As well may the business
man say he cannot afford to advertise
If your salary is small, don't you think
that the influence of a good live con-
vention would put you in line for a
better salary? If your employer is

not paying you what you are worth
come to the convention and get ac-

quainted with proprietors who are
paying better salaries, and who are
looking for men and women with a de-

sire to improve. There will be many
employers of this kind, besides others
who are constantly receiving calls for

first-class teachers. It will pay you
to come to Pittsburg and get ac-

quainted. The young teacher should

come for inspiration, enthusiasm, and
to learn how others do. The old
teacher needs to come to keep abreast
of the times. The school proprietor
may learn what other proprietors are
doing and in this way improve his own
school and help his teachers to do
better work.
There will be a four days' program

full of good things for everybody.
This program will include special
sessions of theschool proprietors, the
shorthand and typewriting teachers,
the business teachers, the penman-
ship teachers and the High School
teachers, besides the general sessions
of the great National Federation,
where everybody has the right to hear
and be heard.
Send your name and address, at

once, to the General Secretary, J. C.
Walker, 4(i Grand River Avenue,
Detroit, Michigan, and he will send
you the annual program. At the same
time send the names and addresses of
a dozen or more other commercial
teachers.
At this meeting an effort will be

made to change the annual sessions to

the summer. It is hoped that there
may be a full representation so that
the wishes of the majority may be
ascertained. Therefore, whether you
favor or oppose the change be on hand.
Every school proprietor should be-

gin making arrangements to attend
this meeting and plan to bring with
him all his teachers. Arrange for a
week's vacation between Christmas
and New Years, so that every teacher
may attend. It will pay you in the
end. I know one school proprietor
who paid his teachers' expenses to

attend one of these meetings, because
he believed it paid him. Do not worry
about the distance. Our President
will travel half across the continent
to be there. Do not let some local

association answer as a substitute for

the great National meeting.
If it is absolutely impossible for

you to attend this meeting send your
enrollment fee, $2.00 to the (ieneral
Secretary before January 1st, because
after that date membership fee will

be advanced. If you are a member,
send your annual dues, $1.50, and
thus keep your name on the roll.

This will be the best session in the
history of the Federation, and the
association is going on to better
things. Resolve now, to be on hand
Friday morning, December 27, and
remain until Tuesday evening, Decem-
ber 31st. A. F. Harvrv,

Waterloo, la.,

First X'ice Pres., N. C. T. F.
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national eommercial Ceacbers'
Federation.

December 27=31* 1907.
Pittsbura, Pa.

PROGRA?!: The program is herewith sub-
mitted. In response to requests from every
section, the Committee has assigned a por-

tion of one afternoon for a visit to the Home-
stead Mills of the Carnegie Steel Co. This
privilege is a most exceptional one, and no
doul-it will be appreciated by every member
attending the Convention.
Sunday, Dec. 'J9th, will, of course, be passed

according to the inclinations of each mem-
ber. A full list of churches will be published
for the benefit of those wishing to attend
divine worship in the morning. The con-
servatories of Schenley Park, the Zoological
r>epartment at Highland Park, the Carnegie
Art Gallery, and the Carnegie Museum are
open for visitors. There is a free organ
recital at Carnegie Music Hall in the after
noon. In the evening, a sufficient seating
capacity will be reserved in the First
Presbyterian Church. Rev. Maitland Alex-
ander will deliver a sermon along educa-
tional lines.
HOTEL RATES: A rate of one dollar per

day and upward has been secured at the
Hotel Annex for room without bath; with
bath, $1.50. per day and upward, European
plan. Requests for room reservation should
be sent to H. L. Andrews, 3_' Fifth St., Pitts-

burg, Pa. These requests will be entered in
the order of receipt. Two weeks before the
Convention, all persons having made reser-
vations will be requested to confirm same.
It is thought that in this manner much of
the annoyance experienced in past years
may be avoided.
KE.STAURANTS: A full list of restaurants

will be published for the convenience of the
members.
EXHIBIT ROOMS: The Business Teachers,

Penmanship Teachers, and High School
Teachers will meet in the rooms of The
Martin School, and it is thought exhibitors
interested in these branches would desire
space there. The general Federation and
the Shorthand Teachers will convene in
the banquet hall of the Hotel .Annex, and it

is thought that exhibitors interested in
these lines might wish to secure spact- there.
However, space in either or both places will
be at the disposal of exhibitors who conform
to the rulings of the Federation. Space is

furnished without charge to those advertis-
ing in the official Program, the amount be-
ing regulated by the size of the advertise-
ment. Those who desire space who have no
advertisement in the Official Program will
be charged from .f2.50 to $20, the rate being
proportioned to the space desired.
On Thursday and Friday, Dec. 26th and

27th, representatives will be at every depot
to direct the members to the Hotel head-
quarters.
In conclusion it is suggested that those

desiringhotel reservations, or exhibit space,
communicate with the undersigned at as
early a date as possible.

H. L. Andrews,
Chairman Elxecutive Committee,

N. C T. F.

32 Fifth Street,
Pittsburg, Pa.

Program

national Commercial Ceacbers'
Federation.

PiHsbura. Pa.. Dee. Z7, 28, 30, 31. 1907.

THURSDAY EVENING, DEC. 26, 1W7.
Reception at Hotel and Registration of

Members.
Friday morning, dec. 27. 10 A. m.

In vocation.-Rt. Rev. Cortlandt Whitehead,
Pittsburg, Pa.

Address of Welcome.— Mr. H. J. Heinz,
Pittsburg, Pa,

Response to Address of Welcome.—Mr. C. P.

Zaner, Columbus, Ohio.
President's Address.—Mr. L. A. Arnold,

Denver, Colorado.
Reports of Committees.

FRIDAY AFTERNOON. DEC. 27. 2 P. M.

Meeting of the Diflferent Associations.
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 27. 8 P.M.

(Open.)
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 2f<. SI A. M.

Meeting of the Various Associations.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 28. 2 P.M.
"What Makes for Better Teaching."—Mr. D.

W. Hoff, Supervisor of Penmanship,
Public Schools, Lawrence, Mass.

"English in the Commercial School."— Mr.

J. N. Trout, Northwestern Business Col-
lege, Chicago, 111.

" What Action, if any, Should the Commer-
cial School Take ii: the Ouestion of Spell-

ing Reform? "-Miss Gertrude O. Hunni-
cutt, Michigan Business Institute, Lans-
ing, Mich.
SATURDAY. DECEMBER 2S. S : 30 P. M.

Reception by the Ladies.—Hotel ,\nnex.

MONDAY, DECEMBER 30. M A. M.

Meeting of the DitTerent Associations.
MONDAY. DECEMBER 30. 1 P. M.

Address— .^Ir. Arthur A. Hamerschlag,
Director Carnegie Technical Schools,
Pittsburg, Pa.

Visit to Homestead .Mills of the Carnegie
Steel Co.

MONDAY, DECEMBER 30. 9. P. M.

Banquet- Hotel Annex.
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 31. U A. M.

Meeting of the Different Associations.
TUESI>.\Y. DECEMBER 31. 1 : 30 P. M.

" Peace on Earth Good Will to Men."-Mr.
E. H. Norman, Pres. Baltimore Fiusiness
College, Baltimore, Md.

" Bevond the Curriculum."— .Mr. P. S. Spang-
ler, Pres. DulT's College, Pittsburg, Pa.

.\ddress.-.Mr. W H. Davis, Postmaster,
Pittsburg. Pa.

I'ntinished Business.
General Election.
Selection of Place ot Meeting.

Sessions.

The National Commercial Teachers' Fed-
eration, which is composed of The National
Shorthand Teashers' Association, The
.National Business Teachers' Association,
The National PenmaiishipTeachers' Assoc-
iation. The Commerial High School Teach-
ers' .\ssociation, and The Private School
Managers' .Association, will meet in general
session in the Banquet Hall of the -\nnex
Hotel during the forenoon nf December 27th,

and the afternoons of the 2Nth, 30th, and 31st

of December, 1907. The .National Shorthand
Teachers' .\ssociation will meet in the same
hall as the Federation at the hours men-
tioned on the within program.
Theother affiliated organizations will

meet in the rooms of The Martin School at
the same hours as the National .Shorthand
Teachers' .Association.

The Annex Hotel, which is Federation
Headquarters, is located at the corner of
Perm avenne and Si.xth street, and is but a
block from the Martin School which is at the
corner of Fifth street and Liberty avenue,
and both are but a few minutes' walk from
all depots.
PITTSBURG, December 27, '2^30, and 31, 1!«I7.

Proaratn national Sbortband Ceaebers'
Ussoeiation.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 27, 1!«I7. 2:00 P. M.

In> ocation.-Rev. W. A. Jones. D. D., Pitts-
burg, Pa.

President's Address.—W. I. Tinus, Chicago,

" Relative Merits of Touch and Sight Type
writing."-W. D. M. Simmons, Drau gh
on's Business Colleges, Nashville, Tenn.

-SATURDAY, DECEMBER 2M, 1907. ,9:,30 A. M.
" What Should be Accomplished During the

Theoretical Period of the Shorthand
Course."—Thomas P. Scully, The School
of Commerce, Cincinnati, Ohio.

" What Should be Accomplished During the
Dictation Period of the Shorthand
Course."— W. P. Potter. High School,
Sparta, Illinois.

" The Shorthand Teacher's Library."—J. W.
Beers, Pittsburg, Pa.

" The Hobbies and Fads in Teaching Short-
hand."-James N. Kimball, General Re-
porter and Teacher, New York, N. Y.

Business.
All topics are open for discussion.
MOND.\Y, DECEMBER 30, 1907. 9:30 A. ?I.

"English in the Commercial School."—
Walter E. Dengler, Philadelphia Busi-
ness College. Philadelphia, Pa.

"Tlie Cultural Value of Shorthand."-Ed-
ward Rynearson, Director of High
Schools, Pittsburg. Pa.

"E'sentialsof a Stenographic Trainingfrom
a Business Man's Standpoint."- James
W. Wardrop, H. P. Taylor <lt Co., Muni-
cipal ind Corporation Bonds, Columbia
Bank Building, Pittsburg, Pa.

"My System of Training Pupils for Expert
Typewriter Operators."- R. E. TuUofs,
Tulloss School of Touch Typewriting,
Springfield, Ohio.

Business.
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 31, 1907. 9:30 A. M.

"A Reporter's View of Shorthand with Sug-
gestions for Teachers."—Frank E. Pelton,
Reporter Common Pleas Court No. 1,

Pittsburg, Pa.
" .Mode; Office Practice for the Shorthand

Course." -C. .\. Balcomb, Spencerian
Commercial School, Cleveland, Ohio.

" Methods of Correlating the Shorthand and
lenfs."—Open for

111

Secretary's Report.— F. E. Haymond,Evans-
ville. Ind.

Report of Executive Committee.—Ford O.
Harrison, Pittsburg, Pa.

Business.
"Advertising the .Shorthand Course,"—

Archibald Cobb, New York.

Typewriting Departr
General T)iscussion.

Business.
Election of Officers.
Adjournment.

All Ionics :irc open

Private tZommercial Scbool Busi=
ness managers' Jlssociation
meeting at Pittsburg lioli=

day Oleek.

Everything seems to indicate that the
Pittsburg meeting of the Business Mana-
gers' section of the Federation will be the
best attended and most useful that has yet
been held. We now have by far the largest
paid up membership that we have ever had
at this season of the year, thus showing un-
usual interest in the work of the -Associa-
tion.
We will go to Pittsburg with a good full

Treasury, having on hand almost twice as
much money as ever before.
The Association is in good shape to do

some effective work for the Cause.
The executive committee is preparing a

full program and members can rest assured
that there will be plenty doing in this sec-
tion at every session.
Every Private Commercial School or Busi-

ness College in the county should be rep-

resented at this meeting.
.Mr. Andrews and his committee have pro-

vided us the very best accommodations for

our meetings which are to be held in a

special line parlor in the liotel.

The " Get together" proposition will have
a prominent place on the program.

I should like to hear from every member
as to whether or not he will be at the meet-
ing: also with suggestions of topics for

general discussion.

Respectfully and fraternally,
Enos Spencer, President.

Louisville, Kj'.

Nov. 2, 1907.
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Proaram, Private Commercial School

manaaers' Hsseeiation.

I-KIOAY, DECBMBEK '.'7, 11107. 2 : (K) I'. M.

President's Address.—Enoa Spencer, Louis-
ville, Ky.

Secretary-Treasurer's report.—T. W. liook-

nieyer, Sandusky, O.
"Cooperation, The Spirit of the Times."—

John L. GresK, Chicago, 111.

General Discussion.
SATURDAY, DECEMBER '..'8, 1!I07.

" Po9sil)le Heneflts to be Derived from a

Summer Chautauqua."—A. F. Harvey,
Waterloo, la.

Discussion.—Dr. H. M. Kowe, Baltimore, Md.
Dr. George Vincent, Chicago, 111.

MONDAY, DECE?IBER30, 1907. 9:.10 A. M.

"An Economical View of the Sale of Tui-

tion."-H. G. Healy, N. Y.
Discussion.
"Relation of the Business College Man to

the Business Man of to-day."— L. C. Mor-
ton, Trenton, N. J.

Discussion.
"Uniform Entry Requirements."—Miss E.

M. Johnston, Elyria, O.

Discussion.
TUESDAY, DECEMBER :!1, 1907.

" Most Urgent Needs of Business Colleges."
—L. A. .\rnold, Denver, Col.

"Some Kesultsot Affiliation." -W. B. Elliott,

—Wheeling, W. Va.
" How to Solve the Problem of Employing

Teachers Through the Various Agen-
cies."—O. C. Dorney, AUentown, Pa.

Business

Proaram, national eommereial High
School Ceachers' Hssociation:

<)1-1'1CERS.

President.—William .\. Hadley, Lakeview
High School, Chicago. Illinois.

Vice I*resident.—Ford O. Harrison, Fifth
Avenue High School, Pittsburg, Pa.

Secretary.— Helen M. Bachtel, High .School,

Canton. Ohio.
Executive Committee.— Selby A. Moran,

High School, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
(1. D. Frederick, Tuley High School,
Chicago, Illinois. Mary Louise Smith,
High School, Ithaca, New York.

THURSDAY EVENING DECEMBER 211, 1907.

Reception and enrollment of members.
FIRST SESSION-rFRIDAV, DECEMBER 27, 1907.

2:0(1 P. .M.

Invocation.—Rev. J. G. Slayter, Pastor Cen-
tral Christian Church, Allegheny, Pa.

President's Address. -William A. Hadley,
Lakeview High School, Chicago, Illinois.

Round Table.—" Is the work done by the
student in the commercial departujent
of the average high school deserving of

credit as college preparatory work ?"
" What degree of proficiency should be

attained by the student taking a com-
mercial course in a high school?"— Miss
Emma S. Scheffler, Township High
School, La Salle, Illinois.

" Phases of shorthand teaching in the public
schools."—W. 11. Shoemaker, Chicago,
Illinois.

Round Table —" Is practicalexperience as a
bookkeeper or as a stenographer, essen-
tial to the highest degree of success in
teaching these subjects?"

SECOND SESSION—SATURDAY DECEMBER
'2S, 1907. 2:00 P.M.

Round Table -" Should the teacher of com-
mercial branches in the high school aim
at practical results or should he empha-
size the culture side?"

" Practical il lust ration of how to conduct the
tirst recitation of a beginning class in
shorthand."—James S. Curry, Central
High School, Cleveland, Ohio.

Paper: (a) "Brief outline of the origin of
motiern shorthand." (b) " A sketch of
the development of shorthand down to

the present time." (c) "The advan-
tages of a knowledge of the origin and
developmentofshorthand to the success-
ful teacher of the art."-J. W. Beers,
Pittsburg, Pa.

Round Table.—" Is the average high school
commercial department of today as well
equipped as the private school to fit

pupils to till positions as bookkeepers or
as shorthand amanuenses?"

THIRD SESSION-MONDAY, DECEMBER 30,

1907. 9:30 A. M.
Round Table—" Would it be practical for

colleges and normal schools to give
teachers training courses in commercial
branches, similar to those given in stich
schools in history, science, mathematics,
etc ?"

"Is it possible for the average teacher of
commercial branches in a high scliool to

teach bookkeeping successfully without
the use of a text?"-H. G. Reaser. Fifth
Avenue High School, Pittsburg, Pa.

" What educational preparation should be
insisted upon in the teacher of commer-
cial branches in a higii school ?"— Mary
Louise Smith, High School, Ithaca, New
York.

Round Table—" Can enough time be given
to typewriting in a high school to enable
thestudentto write successfully by what
is called the ' Touch ' method ?"

Question Box. Election of Officers. .New
Business. Adjournment.

QUINCY, Ii:,I..,OcT. 21, 1907.

The Business Educator,
Columbus, Ohio.

MY Dear Mr. Zankr :—

Mr. E. G. Jones of the Cambria Business
College, Johnstown, Pa , has accepted the
Secretaryship of the National Business
Teachers' Association for the Pittsburg
meeting in place of Mr. Webb Moulder who
resigned.
From the way Mr. Jones istaking hold of

the work, I believe he will prove a very valu-
able man for us. Our outlook is very flat-

tering for a large and prosperous meeting
this year, and we e.xpect to get up one of

the l.>est programs for the Business Section
that we haveever hatl. Mr. Read, the Chair-
man of our Executive Committee, is now
rounding up the program and it is a dandy.

Ver>- truly yours,
I). L. Mussei.man, Jr.

President.
the national business teachers'

Association.

Program of the national Business Ceaeh^
ers' nssoeiation, Pittsburg, Pa.,

Deeember, Z7-3I.

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, DEC. 27.

President's address, D. L. Musselman, Jr.,

(Juincy, III.

To what extent, and in what way should we
teach business ethics? E. N. Miner, New
York City.
Where shall we put the emphasis in our

teaching—on thetechnicallties of bookkeep-
ing or the broader questions of business
management? R. N. Browning. Baltimore,
Md.
How can we interest students in higher

accounting? D. W. .Springer, Ann Arbor,
Mich,

SATURDAY- ?IORNING, DEC. 28.

To what extent, and how, should teachers
assist in the business getting of the school?
T. P. Scully, Cincinnati, Ohio.
What shall we do with the student who

comes to us without sufficient previous edu-
cation ? F. E. Lakey, Providence, R. I..

Machine Accounting, C. ,N. Smith, Detroit,
Mich.
Is the study of advertising a logical part

of the business school curriculum? H. B.
Smellie, Ypsilanti, Mich.
How good a general schooling should a

business teacher have? M. II. Lockyear,
Kvansville, Ind.

MONDAY MORNING, DEC. 30.

To what extent should we teach " Office
Deportment" to students? Earl L. Virden,
Chicago, 111.

Rapid Calculation Class. Conducted by
L. C. Horton, Trenton, N. J. who will call

on the bright boys and girls for recita-

tions.
Is there a place for Grammar in the busi-

ness course? Carl C. Marshall, Cedar
Kapids, la.

To what extent should we instruct our
pupils in the use of such office devices as the
multigraph. business phonograph, mimeo-
graph, telephone, switch board, time regis-
ter, cash register, etc? R. H. Peck, Daven-
port, la.

TUESDAY MORNING, DEC. 31.

Dignity in the school-room. Morton Mac-
Cormac, Chicago, 111.

Business Shows, and what business
schools may learn from them. E. E. Mer-
ville, Cleveland, Ohio.
The Typewriter in Bookkeeping and Bill-

ing. Archibald Cobb, New York City.
A method of teaching Commercial Cor-

respondence., Warren Douglas, McKees-
port. Pa.
Addresses will occupy twenty to thirty

minutes, and will be followed by discussion
of about fifteen minutes in each case in
which the speaker does not overrun his

Jin Tntercstina meeting of the
Indiana Business Colleae

nssoeiation.

Heported by 3. D. Brunner

Indianapolis, Ind., Nov. s 1907.

The first session of the meeting of the
Commercial Teachers of Indiana was held
in the parlors of the Hotel English. The first

subject was a " rounil table talk" by the
various members of the Convention on sub-
jects pretaining to Commercial College
Management.
The question whether a Business College

is an educational institution or purely a

business house, was thoroughly discussed
by Messrs. Enos Spencer, Mr. C. C. Mar-
shall and a large number of others.
The convention had a banquet at the

rooms of the CommercialClub where James
Bingham, the Attorney (.ieneral of Indiana,
delivered an address in which he gave
many interesting phases of business life in
the career of young people from the time
they leave the common schools.
A. D. Wilt, Enos Spencer, and a number of

others spoke in high terms of the address
and a vote of thanks was extended to Hon.
Bingham for ttiis address.
Saturday Sessions were held at the Cen-

tral Business College.
The first subject on the program was

• Spelling and Spelling Reform " by Carl C.

Marshall of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, who de-
clared that our present system of spelling
needs no reform, and was strong in his asser-
tions that we cannot make over things so
important as the system of putting letters

together to make up our language.
Entrance examinations for business col-

lege courses was also a subject that was
discussed, and it was maintained that a

pupil should at least have finished the
eighth grade in the public schools or two
years in high school which would be far

better, and a business college course should
be lengthened to two years. From a busi-

ness viewpoint it was held that the position
featurethat is so many times held upbefore
the prospective student is important to the
business college, as every student has a

definite purposein view in takinga business
education.
The name Indiana Business College Asso-

ciation was changed to Commercial Teach-
ers' Association of Indiana. This was sug-
gested by the members of the Indiana Busi-
ness College Company, whose name was
similar so there may be no objection by any
commercial teacher in the state but feel

free to attend all the sessions.

The new officers that were selected are as
follows: Mr. S. H. East, President, Indi-

anapolis, Mr. C. C. Thompson, Vice Presi-

dent, Marion, Mr. Albert Jones, Secretary
and Treasurer, Richmond.
The Executive Committee for the next

year were also appointed by the new Presi-
dent as follows: E. J. Heeb, Laura A. Satid-
erson, Hervey D. Vories, J. D. Brunner, all of
Indianapolis.

It was decided to have the next meeting
in May. in Indianapolis at the call of the
B.xecutive Committee.
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ROSE L- Fr[tz, Writinu fropi Copy for
ONE HouK Wins with a Net Speed
ofS7 Wordsper MinuteBreaking

All Pre\'ious Records.

On Thursday. October 17th, at the Nat-

ional Business Show, Madison Square Gar-

den, New York. Miss Rose L. Fritz, of Brook-

\yn. operating an Underwood typewriter,

won the First Contest for the International

Typewriting Trophy. There were seven

prizes offered. A grand prize of a Silver

Trophy t value $1,000, perpetual prize) and
six cash prizes, as follows : First prize, $200;

second $150 ; third, $11X1 ; fourth, $50 ; fifth

and sixth, $25 each. The judges were: James
X. Kimball, chairman. 135?^ Broadway, New
York : Robert A. Kells, 145 West 125th Street,

New York ; M- L. Miner. Miner's Business

Academy. Brooklyn N. Y. : Franklin P.

Pratt. 140 West Forty-second Street. New
York, and David H. O'Keefe, Washington
Irving High School. New York. The prize

winners were :

Rose L.Fritz,
Brooklyn--. 5,019 81 405 5,214 87

H.O. Blaisdell,
Chicago 5,720 US 740 4,980 S3

E. A.Trefzger,
Chicago 5,152 94 470 4,682 78

W. Mav Mat-
thews, New
York 4,910 152 760 4450 69

Paul Munter,
New York..- 4,543 194 970 3.573 60

Lillian V. Bruor-
ton. Boston.. 4,402 175 875 3,527 59

The presentation of the Trophy to Miss
Fritz took place in the Concert Hall Friday
evening, October isth, before a large and
enthusiastic audience. The speech of pre-

sentation was made by Mr. Geo. H. Patter-

son, President of the Office Appliances
Company of Chicago.

After the presentation, Miss Fritz gave an
exhibition of typewriting from dictation
while blindfolded. The matter was read to

her by Mr. A. M. Kennedy of the Kennedy
School. Toronto. The dictation lasted thirty
minutes, during which time she wrote 3,032

words with only nineteen errors. Deduct-
ing the usual penalty of five for each error,

her average was 98 words net, per minute.
This is four wordsper minute better than her
best previous record made a year ago The
difference of eleven words a minute between
the blindfold record and the one made by
Miss Fritz in the contest for the Interna-
tional Trophy was explained by her just
after this wonderful exhibition. She said
that during a contest she must hold herself
well within her speed because the penalties
for errors are severe, and the nervous ten-
sion under which all the contestants oper-
ate, tends tocause a much larger proportion
of errors when an operator typewrites at her
maximum speed. This is sometimes shown
at the great contests, when other typists,
working at their minimum speed succeed in

actually getting further along in the copy
than she does.

Sadler's Coss.

The many personal and professional
friends of Mr. Warren H. Sadler. Baltimore.
Md.. the genial whole souled school pro-

prietor and publisher, were pained to learn
of the sudden death of his wife, Sept. 9th, at

Newport News, after attending the James-
town Exposition and when boarding the
boat to Baltimore.
She was buried Sept. 12th, in Loudon Park

Cemetery, Baltimore, after impressive fun-
eral services and amid elaborate floral dec-
orations.

Mrs. Sadler's life was remarkable for the
good she exercised over others. She will be
greatly missed by her large circle of friends.

In a short time Mr. and Mrs. Sadler would
have celebrated their forty-fourth wedding
anniversary.
Our many readers who know Mr. Sadler

will join us in extending to him heartfelt
sympathy in his great loss, and wish him
yet many, many happy years among us.

The late A.L. (iilbert, of Milwaukee,
whose death was announced In these col-

umns last month.

Ulisconsin Business educators' eotiveii=

tion.

The Kxecutive Committee of the Wiscon-
sin Business Educator's Association has
issued a notice that the annual meeting of
the association will be held in the rooms of

the Oshkosh Business College, Oshkosh,
Wis., Friday and Saturday following
Thanksgiving, Nov. 29 and 30, 1907.

An excellent program'has been provided
and a splendid time is anticipated by those
in charge of the meeting.
Messrs. McDaniels & Swank who will act

as hosts for t lie convention, promise to show
a good time to all those who come to
Oshkosh.
The Officers of the association are; W. W.

Dale, President; R. H. Boyd, Vice President;
E. F. Quintal, Treasurer, and M. E. Morgan,
Secretary.

CbKuarv.

Hdvertisiitfl—
Continued from page 2S.

cents on the ear, but it has not the
power to stimulate an '*

I will" and
set the tardy prospective in motion.
This is a busy world. Take one

idea at a time and give a conversa-
tional, convincing talk on it. Avoid
bombastic, flaring headlines and ex-

travagant statements.
This style is peculiarly applicable

to a school's literature, because prac-
tically all patrons are in a contempla-
tive mood—they receive reasons
gladly.

Suggestions on Citerature Keceived.

I have received catalog, booklet and follow-
ups from the Douglas Bus. Col. The cover
of the catalog of yellow Fairfield is of good
quality but I should not choose a yellow
color. Blue and yellow are two poor colors.
Blue is cold and chilling and yellow does not
awaken a receptive mood. Other near
shades, as corn or goldenrod may be better.
Inside of calendered book paper is rather

smooth and shiny to read easily, type lines
racher long and page too compact.
Margin incorrect, top and inside margins

should be narrower than bottom and outside
margins. A book margined thus will read
more easily.
Paragraphs too nearly of a length. Vary

somewliat. Style somewhat long and in-

volved at times. Pages should be numbered
in catalog of this size.

An apparent contradiction may be read
into certain sentences of the catalog. It is

not the impression that is intended but the
impression that careless readers will get
that we should watch.

I should use as cover a rich green (not
grass green) solid brown, Indian red or some
such color—colors that typify strength; in-

side softer paper. In general same sugges-
tions apply to booklet.
On cover deep, narrow type is not the best

display. The most readable type is wide.
I should be a little sceptical of imitation

typewritten letters having :i good effect on
the mostintelligentstudents—thekind most
to be desired.

It is with regret that we announce on the
morning of Nov. 21st in Beaver Falls, Pa., the
death of Mr. John A. Rand, of the Rand
Business Colleges, located at Beaver Falls,
New Brighton, and Rochester, Pa. Death
resulted from a biillet wound fired by CJeo.

W. Schaney,a business man of IJeaver Falls.
The tragedy seems to have been the out-
growth of a small difificulty some months
previous between the principals. From the
press reports it appeared Mr. Rand had done
nothing to warrant any such act.

Meadville Com. Col. Catalog cover would
be much improved by better press work.
Here is often the rub—to get a printer that
will do even passable work.
Shorter paragraphs would make pages

more inviting. A few good commendations
from business firms would strengthen the
catalog.
Less color on some pages would improve

them. Color should be used only to brighten
the page -a mere touch. The tendency in

the use of color is to extremes.
In the "New Education'* the article '* The

Course To Take," printed all in capitals is

wellnigh unreadable Here again pages are
too solid— sentence too long and involved.
The Advertising course folder, on excel-

lent stock, deserves handset type. Display
page could be much improved by simpie
form and fewer rules. Name of school
should not be divided between syllables.
Opening paragraph should be shorter.
Write—up in Republican could be much

condensed. A conversational beginning
would help.
Adv. "You need a Practical Education"

should have heavy rules on sides opposite
other reading matter—not between reading
matter and ad. Adv. "A Business Propo-
sition '* too compact—lines too long.

/f- "^
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Mr. J. (;. King, recently with tlie Butte.
Mont., Husiness College, is now principal of

the commercial department of tlie Eaton,
Pa., School of Business.

Mr. Jno. R. Gregg, the genial, hustling
shorthand author and publisher, is now
located in his eastern office at ll'JS Broadway,
New York City. Not content with being a
citizen of the metropolis of the United
States, he has east his lot with the citizens
of the metropolis of the Western Hemis-
phere. We wish him the same success in

his new tield of labor that has been his here-
tofore.

Mr. U. L. Branthover. last year with the
Northwestern Husiness College, Chicago.
111., and recently of New York City, is now
in charge of the commercial department of

the Kutherford, N. J., High School, succeed-
ing Mr. .\. M. Walling who has gone to
Paterson. We congratulate the good people
of Kutherford for securing such an able
successor to Mr. Walling.

P. M- Bridges, the well known penman and
commercial teacher, who for sometime past
had lieen advertising his pen work in the
columns of THE Bu.'^INESS EDUCATOR, re-

cently engaged with the Alamo City Com-
mercial and Husiness College, San Antonio,
Texas, as principal of that institution. Per-
sons writing Mr. Bridges should therefore
address him at San Antonio.

Mr. John Alfred White, the well known
commercial teacher, is now located at the
Ferris Institute, Big Rapids, Mich., having
l)een placed in charge of the shorthand de-
partment of that well known high grade
school.

Ceo. S. McClure. up until about a year ago
proprietor of the Harrisburg. Pa., College of
Commerce, and who disposed of that insti-

tution because of throat trouble, is now
pleasantl V and prorttably located with the
Florida East Const Railway, Miami, Fla.
He reports beingilelighted with theclimate,
country and people. lie promises an article
at some future time upon his work in that
sunny sea-bound coast.

Mr. E. A. Potter, late with the Spencerian
School, Milwaukee, is now a member of The
Blair Business College faculty, Spokane,
Wn.

Miss Ola B.Stark, a graduate of the State
Normal School, Pa., and the Scranton
School, began her duties as a teacher of
shorthand in the above school about Sept
15. We understand she has been admitted
to the Bar; has practiced law; and done
considerable reporting.

Chas. F. /Culauf. a graduate of the Ferris
Institute, Big Rapids, Mich., now has charge
of the commercial department in the Staten
Island Business College, New Brighton,
N. V.

Prof. \\ . P. Steinhaeuser, who was recently
elected Principal of the Shorthand Depart-
ment of The Ferris Institute, Big Rapids,
Mich., has been compelled to resign his posi-
tion owing to protracted illness. I'pon the
advice of his physician he will retire from
the teaching profession for a time to recup-
erate. Prof. Steinliaeuser is well known in
the profession, and his many friends will be
glad to hear of his early recovery.

Mr. Robert .\. (Jrant, the well known com-
mercial teacher of St. Louis, Mo., has em-
barked in the commercial teaching agency
business, being manager of " The Specialists
Educational Bureau." We wish him success
in his new venture, for we believe he de-
serves it.

From tlie(iregg Publishing Co., we learn
among the important recent introductions
of (iregg Shorthand are the following: The
Business Institute, Detroit, Mich., New
Albany, Ind., Business College; Worcester
Mass., School of Commerce; Portland, Ore.,
High School; Santa Barbara, Calif., High
School; Montclair, N. J., High School;
Wichita, Kans., High School; South St.

Paul, Minn., High School; Chattanooga,
Tenn., High School; Mount Vernon, Ind.,
High School; Mount St. Joseph's College,
Baltimore, Md. ; St. Philip's High School,
Chicago, 111.; La Salle Institute, Cumber-
land, Md.; State Preparatory School, Boul-
der, Colo. ; Cotner University, Bethany,
Nebr.; State Normal School, Mayville, N. D.;
Wooster, O., University ; CJirls' High School,
Reading, Pa.; State Normal School, Cedar
City, I'tah; West Virginia University,
Keyser; St. Aloysius College, London, Eng
and.
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eharaeter in Cppewritina Hoom—
eontinued from page 22.

The same tendency to cheat which
has been such a drawback in the pri-

mary department crops out in the ad-

vanced work, and the student will

transcribe the smallest possible num-
ber of letters each day, instead of

striving to reach the highest mark,
and thus the more quickly prepare

himself for business.

Some students consider no detail

too small to claim their attention.

They will get every address and every

proper name exactly right, as though
each letter dictated were an actual

letter ; another will consider them
mere practice matter and not worth
so much extra pains. Some will heed
every instruction and bring in their

transcripts in exactly the form re-

quested, while others, listening to

the same instructions, will fail to

give heed enough to enable them to

follow the directions.

All education is valuable. Amedio-
ere boy or girl can by sufficient train-

ing be made an expert along some
line. But for concentrated discipline

and training of body, mind and soul,

the typewriter is par excellefice. The
nervous student overcomes his ner-

vousness and often makes the most
rapid operator. The student who
tried to cheat can often be turned
from the error of his way, or at least

he will find that if he is ever to reach

financial independence he must mas-
ter himself. The careless student
can be induced to do more careful
work, keep his type clean, correct his

typographical errors, and to so han-
dle his pages that the marks of his

fingers shall not be impressed upon
them. The lazy student can be made
to do his tasks over and thus learn
that it would have been better to do
them right in the first place. So ulti-

mately all are fitted for business and
all go out into the business world and
find some niche where they can be-
come a part of the great commercial
progress of the country.

A. H Dixon, who for the past two years
has been the all-around man with the Butte,
Mont., Business College, is now located with
Wood's Business School of Brooklyn, N. Y.

Mr. A. M. Walling, recently with the
Kutherford, N. J., High School, is now pen-
man and commercial instructor in the
Paterson, aN. J., Commercial High School.
Mr. Walling is one of our younger commer-
cial teachers who seems to be working
rapidly to the front. You will no doubt
hear from him oftener from this on.

In September of the present year the Ohio
Business University, incorporated and
capitalized at $10,000, was organized in the
city of Columbus and opened its doors for
public patronage. Although promoted by
two of the most widely known men in the
city, and well qualified men, too, it was
forced to close its doors within two months
for want of patronage, clearly demonstrat-
ingthefactthat Columbus, notunlikemany
other cities, has for tlie present enough
commercial schools. With the Bliss Busi-
ness College, The Columbus Business Col-
lege, Mann's College of .Shorthand and the
Edmiston and Johnston School the capital
city of Ohio is well represented in commer-
cial schools.

The new Bliss-Alger Business College of
Saginaw. Mich., is meeting with great suc-
cuss. This school has been organized
especially for the training of teachers for
the Bliss System of Bookkeeping. When
introducing this system into new schools,
Mr. Bliss found so great a demand forteach-
ers who thoroughly tin d erstood the manage-
ment of the system, that he decided to open
a school in his home town in order that he
might train them under his persoiial super-
vision. Special attention is also given to
the preparation of Shorthand teachers. Mr.
F. R. Alger is associated with Mr. Bliss in
the College.

Howard Van Deusen, who was manager
of the commercial school bonk department
for The Hobbs-Merrill Company of Indian-
apolis for several years, has tern porarily left

the book business to resume teaching and is

now managing director of the new commer-
cial department of the New York Prepara-
tory School, at 12.') West 42nd Street, New
York City.

Mr. S. C. Myers of Shelbyville, Mo., re-

cently joined the teaching force of the Spen-
cer Business College, Sheridan. Wyo. Mr.
Myers resigned his position as tounty sup-
erintendent in order to engage in business
with Mr. H. S. .Spencer for the purpose of
conducting a number of schools. Success
to all parties concerned.

Messrs. L. C. & H. L. ITorton recently sold
their interests in the Horton-Large Business
Institute. Trenton, N. J., to Messrs. J. G
Burridge, A. L. Smith and Lyman B. Rice.
Mr. Samuel E. Large is president of the
Institution.

L. C. Smith, principal of the Greenfield'
Ohio, Business College, reports that under
the present management this institution
has more than doubled its enrollment for the
month of Sept. over that of last year.

Mr. Benn. J. Ferguson, of the Waycross'
Ga., Business College, opens December 1st

the Ferguson College at Columbus, Ga.,
operating it in connection with his Way-
cross school. We wish him success in his
enlarged field of endeavor as he possesses
much more than ordinary ability.

E. E. Townsley. the well known penman
and commercial teacher, is now principal of
the Bookkeeping Department of Heald's
Business College, Fresno, Calif.
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Getting a Position and Keeping It.

I wish boys and girls would go to

business schools, as they go to other
schools and colleges, to get an
education. It may be that in some
favored parts of this big western
world they do. When I went myself,
a good many years ago, I think most
of us did go for that purpose, but in

many of our big cities today the stu-

dent goes to the business school to get
a job rather than to get that solid,

thorough business training that shall

fit him to make himself a valuable
member of the world's working force.

The result is a great amount of poor
material, out of which teachers are
expected to make first class clerks,

bookkeepers and stenographers. The
schools themselves are largely to

blame for this state of affairs with
their senseless advertising of " Posi-

tions Guaranteed To All Our Gradu-
ates." A good many rather pretent-

ious schools are little better than
employment agencies, charging six

months to a year's tuition as commis-
sion for finding a place for the student
as soon as, and often much sooner
than, the student is ready to fill the
place. Glib-tongued and well dressed
solicitors go out into the highways
and byways and gather in the ment-
ally lame and halt and blind as well
as those well equipped. The cradle
is almost robbed to swell the tide of

students and one and all are told the
alluring story: "In six or eight
months our students are fitted to

occupy good paying positions and we
guarantee a position to any student
who successfully passes our examina-
tion." A safe enough promise, for

the bright student, able to pass a good
stiff examination, can be placed easily

enough while the poor student cannot
pass it and so has no claim for aid.

A first class solicitor can command
a better salary than a first class
teacher in most any large city today
and, while many schools do not like

him, most of them employ him and he
keeps alive many a school which
could die without serious loss to the
educational world.

I believe that the complete elimina-
tion of the solicitor who is not him-
self a teacher in the school he repre-
sents would be a positive benefit to

every school which deserves to live.

No doubt this would mean a loss in the
quantity of students but a gain in

quality.

Given, an industrious youth, with
mind alert and active, and it does not
take long to fit him for paying office

work. Given, a bright girl, who will

work as hard as she would to get

ready for a party and never let up on
it. and it will not take long to make
her fit for stenographic employment,
even if a first class grammar school
education is all the foundation either

has. When I say it will not take long
I do not mean that three months or six

months will do it but if it cannot be
done in a year it cannot be done at all,

and a year is not long to give for pre-

paration for a profession which pays
its first class workers as much salary

as a college graduate gets after seven
years of hard work and several thous-
and dollars of expense.

GETTING A START.

Of course the getting of a position
is a matter of importance to you after

you complete your course in Book-
keeping and Shorthand, for I suppose
if you are a boy you intend to follow

a business life, and if you are a girl

you mean to do so until some likely

young man invites you to enter into

a partnership with him. In either

case there is only one thing of more
importance to you than getting a posi-

tion and that is properly fitting your-
self to hold a position after you get it.

I find that many, I don't know but
most, young people have the idea that

the school is going to do this prepara-
tion and then get a position for the
student, who becomes a merely pas-
sive agent in the matter. Educating
never means carrying a student over
difficulties. It means, or should
mean, showing the way through diffi-

culties. In every school I have ever
known I have found two classes of

students, first, a large majority who
have little self-reliance, they depend
on the teacher to carry them through
with everything and never do a piece
of work without consulting every other
acquaintance to see howthat acquaint-
ance would do the work. They get

through the sets of bookkeeping
rapidly enough and, doing the re-

quired work, graduate in due time
and the school gets them a position.

They would never go out and get a
place, not enough initiative or self-

reliance to think of such a thing. If

they are in a large city and the school
is large and favorably known, it can
probably find a place for most of them,
if they have decent personal appear-
ance, fairly good clothes and agree-

able manners. When this variety of
graduate gets a position, ambition is

satisfied, the goal is attained, exer-
tion ceases, and another |8 or $10 a
week worker has been added to the
"innumerable throng that journeys
on to the pale realms of shade."
The great army of business is so

large that it assimilates thousands of
such youth of either sex yearly, but if

one hopes to be anything more than
a private in the ranks he must early
in life cultivate the habit of self-

reliance, so rare among students, or
grown people, for that matter.

I hail with joy the advent into my
schoolroom of the boy or girl who
thinks; who is not satisfied to merely
do the thing but who wants to know
why it is done ; who will not leave a
difficult point till he has mastered it,

even though left behind by the swifter
skimmers over the surface of things.
Such a person does not wear out much
shoe leather tramping up to the
teacher's desk with questions, and
you don't see him bobbing about the
room like a shuttle-cock to see how
Tom, Dick and Mary Jane have done
the work but he sticks to his own desk,
minds his own business, thinks it out
alone, if he can, and .gets a little more
self-reliant every day and I tell you my
readers, one and all, self-reliance is

the biggest element of sussess in

business life, not only in tiying to get
a position but in keeping that position
and going on to a better one.

I am writing this article for the too
limited class of students who think,
the majority of the other, and larger
class will probably not read it, for

they seldom read anything. To those
who do read I would suggest that you
use some judgement in deciding what
business you will choose for your
vocation and if you are self-reliant

and have mastered your school work
you can choose almost any line of
business you may decide upon.
You may not be able to find a place

the moment you are ready for it but,
with the aid of your school, your
friends and, especially, yourself, 3'ou

can find a place in almost any line of
business you may select if you will

but exercise a little patience.

Do not depend upon your school to

find you a place. It will do what it

can for you, and it can generally do
much, but, if you wish to be a law
stenographer, a two cent stamp will

put you in direct communication with
any law office and a well written per-

sonal letter, which, if you have given
due attention to correspondence you
should be able to write without errors
of spelling, grammar or punctuation,
will reach the office manager and
secure a reading. If there is no vac-
ancy, and your letter is good, it will,

most likely, be put on file and you may
hear from it later. The same course
of proceeding will introduce you to

the office manager of any line of busi-
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ness you may choose in any city or

town and a number of these letters

each day will cost but little for pos-

tage and afford you good practice. I

have known many good positions to

be secured in this manner and I thus

secured my own first place, in less

than a month after I graduated, when
times were desperately hard and posi-

tions by no means plenty. \'ery likely

your school can place you but don't

wait for it. Schools do not make
positions. In either case there will

come the important matter of a per-

sonal interview and you should try to

make a good impression. Good
clothes go a long way when it comes
to meeting with your future employer.

I do not mean by this that you must be
expensively clad, but neatness, and,

above all, cleanliness are indispens-

able ; unpolished boots and a soiled

collar have lost more than one good
place. The yellow finger tips and all

pervading odor which accompany the

smoker of cheap cigarettes, made out

of stable sweepings, will not, nec-

essarily, mean an instant engagement;
and a young girl dressed in flashy

colors with a hat the size of a battle-

ship and her hair done up like that of

a chorus-girl need not be suprised if

she does not secure an engagement in

a staid and quiet business office.

HOLDING THE FORT.

But you get your place and com-
mence your duties, and then comes
the tug of war, for it is up to you to

make good ; hold your position and
advance in your business from the

salary of a beginner to that of an ex-

pert in your line of work.
The discouraging feature of school

work lies in the fact that so many
young men and women fail to make
good. They come back, after a few
weeks or months, looking for another
position, generally laid off because
the firm did not need so much help

just then, and would let them know
when they were wanted, in the mean-
time advising them to look for another
place etc, etc. Sometimes it is a

plain dismissal and then it is a

severeblow to the young person's self-

esteem. The self-reliant youth, with
ambition and energy, never comes
back unless it be for a friendly call.

The great fault of many a youth lies

in the fact that he considers the end
of school the end of education, and, a

position once secured, settles down
for life.

The getting of a position is just the

beginning. No school gives more
than the rudiments of business edu-
cation. The real business education
of life begins when you commence
working for a salary, no matter how
small it may be, and if you do not

realize this fact and make every day's

work a lesson in that education you
will either drop out of the course early

or will remain one of that numerous
class which is always grumbling
about starvation wages and in dread
of a layoff. As a matter of fact you
get the market price of a worker of

your ability, no more, no less. When
you come with no experience into the

field you must expect to receive the

pay of inexperience, but if you con-

tinue to work for low wages it is be-

cause you have not energy, ability and
self-confidence to make yourself worth
more, not because corporations have

no souls. Such workers can be relied

upon to blame the school which fitted

them for business, especially if it also

got them their first position and
trusted them for a few months' tuition

to get them ready to fill any kind of a

place. When in school they depended
upon others and they watched the

clock and were the first on the street

at closing time. Inbusiness they can-

not depend on others, but their work
is slovenly, as it was in school, they

watch the clock just the same as they

did in school, and if they come a
little late in the morning they are

always willing to make it up by leav-

ing a little earlier in the afternoon.

Young friends of mine, if you are in-

clined to be of this class of students,

By the the Great God Success, get out

of it ! Depend on yourself, make your
brains do their own work and your
hands too.

You are the one that must make
your way. Neither your school nor

your friends, can do it for you, though
they try ever so hard. Do not, under
any circumstances, go into abusiness
you need blush for or one that does
not offer a chance for the exercise of

your full abilities, if you can help it,

and then, when you have secured a

stare, learn everything you can about
every department of your business no
matter if it is not your special part of

it. You can add to your education

every day and if you will do it, and
not settle down into a little narrow
rut of self-satisfaction as soon as you
get living wages, you need not fear

that your increased usefulness will

fail of recognition. Men who are

worth from $20 to $50 a week, and
women too, are getting it all over this

big country of ours and it is not be-

cause they possess extraordinary

natural ability above those who work
for ten dollars. They simply belong

to the class who think as well as work ;

who know that education never ceases

to him who has eyes and ears, who
rely on themselves to do what all who
achieve success must do and who are

too much interested in their work to

know there is a clock. In closing I

will just add that you never hear this

kind of young man or woman complain

about the school and the school could

place three times as many as it gets

with business houses who will

appreciate and pay liberally for active

brains and willing hands.
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Lessons in Ornamental Writing
F. S. HEATH, CONCORD, tS. H.

J
P/cf/e //

Cessott 4.

Ovals. The oval plays an important part in oruaniental writing. It is found, either complete or modified, in all the capital letters.
When it is well formed and properly placed it gives grace and beauty to writing. On the other hand, if it is poorly made and indiscrimi-
nately used, it detracts from what otherwise would be skillful writing. So it is necessary to give considerable time to the study of the
size, shape and placement of ovals. Now, an oval in not a circle. It is an oblong figure. Sometimes a circle can be used with
good effect, but usually an oval would present a better appearance. Most ovals, particularly those which begin and tinish letters, lie

in a horizontal position,—that is, ^i line drawn through the greatest length of the oval will be horizontal. Notice the beginning ovals on
Plate 14 and see how this rule has been observed. Again, if the ovals are not well balanced the form is not symmetrical. Take for ins-
stance the capital C. as shown on Plate :!, Lesson 1. If the beginning and closingovals are the same size and lie horizontally, the letter is

graceful and symmetrical, but if one oval is large, the other small : or if their planes incline in different directions, the letter has an un-
balanced appearance. In this way give special attention to ovals, their size, shape and relation to other forms. It will help you won-
derfully.

Plate 14. The letters of this plate are based on the same stem principal as those in the last capital plate of the last lesson. The
Hrst style of P is the simplest application of this principal to that letter. However, it is not all that could be desired from the standpoint
of symmetry, and is not often used by our best artistic writers. The second style is much better. Give special attention to the small
loop which begins the second part of the letter and notice just how it is placed with reference to the stem. The third style is quite grace-
ful. In the fourth the smaller inner oval should be placed just in the center of the larger outer oval. In the fifth the main downward
and upward strokes are close together and parallel. The last is a simple but graceful form and is a very general favorite. In the B the
small loop should be about half the height of the letter. Be sure that the second part of the letter is on the same slant as the stem.
The second style is very popular. Notice particularly the position of the small oval that begins the second part of the letter, and observe
the relation it bears to the stem on the left and the small loop on the right. R is similar to P and B in its basic form. Three styles of the
finishing oval are given. Give each its proper attention. The fifth and sixth styles are most generally used.

P/^u /-y
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Plate 15. These letters are based on the capital stem. In the old copy books the oval part of the stem was just one half the heieht of

the letter, but our best modern ornamental writers make the oval proportionately larger. The shade on the stem should be brouEht well
down on the broad turn that sweeps the base line. Where the double oval is used, the inner oval should parallel the outer one. The top
of rand /-"is very important. Several styles are given. Giveeach careful study and practice. The stem of G is shorter than 7", but the
oval is thesamesize. Great care should be used to get the loop and stem on the same slant. Some good penmen fail right here. The
fifth (; with loop below the line is a form freiiueiitly used. Do not make the loop too large. The last r; has a top just like one form C and
a loop like that of the fifth letter. The little loop with which the letter is finished gives a touch of grace that is pleasing to the eye. In .s'

the bottom line of the beginning oval cuts the s-tem oval through its center. The hfth .S' is a popularfavorite. The long .'>' is also used a
great deal. Its loop below the line is similar to thatof the G just above,

Plate I*. We here take up ') and f, the remaining upper loop letters, and t/, which is here given because its lower part is so like that
off. The /> combines /and r. Lift the pen on the loop as in /. Tiie letter may be shaded nr not as suits the writer's taste. In making f

tile pen is usually lifted twice, on the upper loop and again after making the lower loop. The illustration in the first line of the plate
shows just how it is done. Three ways of finishing /^are shown. In the first the up stroke of the lower loop (or, more properly, fold)
forms an angle with the connective stroke iust where the main downward stroke crosses the base line. The second style is simitar to the
first, excei)t that the connective stroke begins with a small dot just tothe left of the downward stroke. The third style has a shaded
stem below the line like that of />. The </ is a combination of a and the Hwer part of f. The f part, however, is not usually shaded.
Please give particular attention to the word /Vir as written in the three ways on the last line of the plate. Here is a chance to study the
use of ovals as suggested in the opening paragraph.

/%/t /7
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Plate 17. This plate takes up the lower loop letters. The./ is a combination of i and inverted 7 loop. The ^^is a joined to a similar loop, and
X is the last part of n and the loop. The z is the first part of a joined to a loop whose downward stroke ia a pronounced curve. The lower
loops are easier than the upper loops, and penmen seldom lift the pen in makioff them. The abbreviated loops are used a great deal.
Guard against dropping them too low, a common fault. These letters complete the small alphabet. The last line contains the entire
alphabet. It makes excellent review practice.

Heath's Criticisms.

W. G. C, La. Yes. you can join the class.
Regin with the first lesson and work
thoughtfully and carefully. Send w^ork for
criticism.

J. R. B., Ark. You have a good movement
and a nice touch. Most of your capitals
approach professional standard. Get the
lines parallel on double oval beginning of
if. .V. etc. Small letters too angular and
somewhat irregular in size. Just keep on
with hard study and practice and you wiil
reach the top.

A. W. C. N. J. Your review work on the
first lesson is splendid. The double ovals
beginning capitals of second lesson is not
full enough and is a little too perpendicular.
Close a at top. Delicate dot for c. You are
at the point where you must pay particular
attention to little things like these.

R. P. K.. O. Start last part of II'. .V and A'
just a little to the right of. not in the shade.
Get more boldness and dash to your capitals.
Small letters too angular. You are doing
well. Keep on.

C. B. H.. Ky. Some of your capitals show
an excellent movement. A few look as
though you were fearful and hesitated. Tse
a free movement all the time. Small letters
better, but still a little large. Parts of the
letters, as in //;. are spaced too widelj'.

H. JC. M..S. I). Yourshaded ovalexercises
can hardU- be surpassed, hut when you
apply the movement to the oval letters you
seem to lose confidence. The shaded strokes
oiA.C. //and other letters are not so smooth
as they should be. Aim to get a smooth well-
cut shade. Small letters are shaded a little
too much. Try to get them even in size and
slant.

F. B., 111. Your business hand is fine, but
you need more boldness and freedom of
movement to produce shaded writing. Give
a great deal of practice to bold shaded ovals.
There is no reason whj' you cannot acquire
the ornamental hand. Send more work
next time.

A. P. M.,X.Y. You dosome very excellent
work and should do better by carefully
following thecourse. Ovalpartof IC, A'^and
7*/ is not large enough. Shade a little short
and bunchy. Shade of small letters is not
delicate enough. Come again.

E. B., Toronto. You have professiona'l
skill. Greatest fault is in shading. Your
shades incline toward straightuess, are too
nearly the same width from beginning to
end and the ending is too abrupt. Notice
how the shaded strokes of the best penmen
swell gradually to the widest point, then
decrease to a hair line. When you get this
fault remedied your work will show a great
improvement. Attention to some of these
little things will place you in the first rank.

A. E. C, Pa. It is a pleasure to examine
such conscientious work as that you sent

Thesubject of this brief sketch, Mr. A. R.
Furnish, was born June 0, 18S6 near Eagle
Station. Ky. In ]!K1() he removed to Aurora,
Ind.. where he finished the work in the
graded school and passed into the High
School. From ItHlii to lliOf. he was in I'ucle
Sam's service as R. F. D, carrier on Route 2

at Sanders. Ky. In the fall of lIHI.'i he entered
the Southern Xormalat Bowling(;reen, Ky.,
for work in the Scientific Course, and in
June of 1907 he graduated from the Bowling
Green University, having completed the
regular course, as well as the Commerce
Course and received his degree.

Hespent thesummer in the Northwestern
Business College. Chicago. 111., as teacher of
English, since which time he has been em-
ployed to teach penmanship and the com-
mercial branches in that well-known
institution.

Mr. Furnish is a young man far above the
average in morality, enthusiasm and
ability, and will in due course of time be-
come an active and recognized force in our
profession. Mr. Furnish was fortunate in
coming under the inspiring influenceof Mr.
W.S.Ashby of Bowling Green. Mr. Furnish
possesses the quality of a true teacher as he
is inclined to stick to the dull pupil rather
than to become over elated with the
advanced one. For patience with a dull
pupil is the best test of a really good teacher.

this month. You are alreadj' a skilled
ornate writer. Your snap shades have a
tendency to turn upward at the end. If you
find it necessary to lift the pen in making (},

try to so replace it as to conceal the fact. Do
you use the f>(H pen? I think a finer pen
would give more contrast and improve the
appearance of your work.

M. W. S.. Pa. If you will send a larger
amount of work I can give a more intelli-
gent criticism. Try toget good curved lines
and true ovals in your capitals. Small
letters are too heavily shaded, and are not
on same slant.

J. R. X.. O. Your work is attractive. The
parts of some capitals are not well propor-
tioned. For example, the last oval of A' is
too large for the rest of the letter, Study
proporti<>n and it will help you greatly. Do
not omit the dot on c. Close a at top.

I. I*., Ky. The amount of work that you
sent indicates that you are in earnest.
Your greatest lack is movement power.
Devote a great deal of time to the practice
of bold shaded exercises. I will suggest
other faults on your work and return it as
requested.
O. P. M., Kan. You have a good start. The

work which you sent indicates careful
practice. Like all beginners yon lack in
movement power, and you should give a
great deal of time to the shaded exercises.
Your small letters are too large and do not
slant quite enough for best effect. Send
work each month.
To All. The work received has pleased

me very much. I am glad to be able to help
you. Send work frequently and state your
difficulties. Perhaps I can help you to over-
come them.

J. R. B.. Ark. I am pleased with the work
you sent. You have considerable skill, but
need to make a thorough study of form. I

think it is your greatest need. Watch the
beginning and closing ovals. Aote their
size and shape in the copies and try to
imitate. Let all your letters rest just on the
base line. Try to get a little more eveness
in the size of the small letters. You have it

in you to reach the top and I hope to see you
there. Send more work and I will help you
all I can.
V. R. M.. Man. I fear you use the finger

movement on the capitals. If not, it is a
very cramped arm movement. You need to
devote a great deal of time to the oval exer-
cises followed by bold shaded exercises. Do
not be afraid to strike out with a full free
arm movement. You will not be able to do
anything with ornamental writing until
3'ou get a better movement. Practice as I

have directed and send more wort.
E. G. H.. Xeb. Your work is the kind I

like. You possess some of thequalities that
make the best penmen. I admire the neat-
ness of the work you sent, its systematic
arrangement and the evident care used in
all your work. Xo man ever reached the
top in penmanship without exercising the
qualities of neatness, sj'stem and care. I

wish all who are following these lessons
could see your work. It would be an ex-
cellent example to all. for none have
equalled you along the lines I have indica-
ted. In returning your work, as you re-

quested, I have indicated some of your most
prominent faults. I want to see your work
each month.

A new kind of Flourishing somewhat out of the beaten path by C. R. Hill. Bowling Green. Ky.. Business College. Mr. Hill is a "tee
totler. even though these flourishes do seem to have a snaky squirm, but not bv any means so unspleasant in effect as the proverbical
Ky. Colonel is supposed to imagine in his books after imbibing too freely of cornjuice.
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Some very excellently written cards have
been received from Mr. C. W. Brownfield.
of the Metropolitan Business College, Dal-
las Texas. These cards clearly demon-
strate the fact that Mr. Hrowntield is one of

the leading penmen of the south, and if he
continues to improve will soon be one of the
fine top notchers of the profession.

Mr. A. N. Symmes, proprietor of the Ind-
iana Business College, Madison, Ind., re-

cently mailed us a splendid bundle of speci-
mens, the work of his pupils, which shows
that penmanship isnot neglected in the I.

B. C. The work is quite good, although
Mr. Symmes informs us that the most of

these pupils have been in school only six

or eight weeks. These pupils are to he con-
gratulated upon beinj; under the tuition of

such an enthusiastic penmanship teacher.

We wish to acknowledge receipt of some
of the moat systematic practice work we
have seen done in a good while. This fine

work comes from the well known Haverhill,
Mass., Business College. C. H. Blaidsdale.
penman. Mr. Blaidsdale knows a thing or
two about penmanship himself and under-
stands teaching it to others.

Mr. R. W. Long, Jr., Salem, Ore., of Indian
descent, swings a pen with a good deal of

grace and skill. The cards before us are
quite creditable and reveal the fact that Mr.
Long could easily become one of our very
best.

Some very rapid and very well executed
specimens are acknowledged from the
Whitmore Business College, St. Joseph,
Mo. Mr. Whitmore is a hustler in the class
room. Few men maintain the enthusiasm
he does.

Skillful, artistic and dainty in part de-
scribe the cards before us from the pen of

Mr. S.K. Heath, Concord. N. H., whose les-

sons in ornamental penmanship are receiv-

ing much more than ordinary attention
from students and professional penmen as
well. If you are not following them you
are missing one of the best things that ever
appeared in a professional journal.

Some very excellent movement exercises
comprising various designs have been re-

ceived from J. F. Bowers of the Kaston, Pa..

School of Business. One of these designs
will appear in an early numberofThe BUSI-
NESS Educator. They bespeak the right
kind of training for success in writing.

Mr. E. H. McGhee, principal of the pen-
manship department of the Horton-Large
Business Institute. Trenton, N. J., is doing
some excellent work in penmanship as
shown by specimens before us revealing
the fact that he is destined to be one of

America's best penmen.

We recently had the pleasure of examin-
ing a couple of ablums engrossed by Mr. C.
F. Blews, penman and engrosser in the
Troy, Xew York, Business College. Mr.
Blews is rapidly forging toward the front as
an engrosser. More than that, he ie a fine
fellow and deserves the success he is

achieving.

A budget of specimens from the students
in the commercial department of the
Quincy, 111., High School. A. A. Erblang,
principal, reveals the fact that the same in-

struction is being giving in these schools
as in our best business and commercial
schools. Every student in the department
is a subscriber to THE BUSINESS EDUCA-
TOR. This fact alone bespeaks the good in-

struction and enthusiasm which lead to
success.

Mr. E.J. Podolak. a home student of THE
BUSINESS EDUCATOR, Chicago, 111., has
just submitted some of the finest ovals we
have ever had the pleasure of examining.

It is always a pleasurable task to write of
a young man w^ho through perseverance and
a desire to excel in his chosen profession
has made a success of his work and realized
his ambition. The subject of this sketch,
Mr. S. C. Bedinger, was born at Blooming-
ton, III,, Dec. 27th. 1879. He attended the
public and high schools until 1898, when he
came with his parents to Kansas City, Mo.
In Nov. 1898 he entered Central Business
College and met for the first time the writer
from whom he received his first inspiration
in penmanship.
Seeing that he possessed unusual ability

in the penmanship line, the writer advised
him to take a complete penmanship course
which he did and which was the beginning
of a very successful career, because before
he had hardly completed the penmanship
course, he received a call for his services
from the Xorthwestern Business College
at Spokane, Wash., and spent two and one-
half years as principal of the penmanship
department, and thence we find him with
the California Business College in San
Francisco. Desiring to learn something of
the East, he made his way to New York City,
and was located for a time with Drake Busi-
ness Colleges in that vicinity.
He is now situated with the well and favor-

ably known school, Hill's Business College,
Sedalia, Mo., where he is swinging the pen
with a grace and skill that is attracting
much attention.
He has recently married one of Missouri's

charming young ladies, whom we feel will
make a help-mate which will brighten his
future and lead him to a more successful
career.
Mr. Bedinger possesses every quality of

mind and heart to cause him to roost high
on the ladder of penmanistic fame. We are
proud of him as a friend and as a student.

C. W. Ransom.

The lines were too fine and dainty for en-
gravingor our readers should have had the
pleasureof examining them. If we mistake
not, Mr. Podolak is the making of a fine
penman.

Mr. W. K. Schneider of Bellwood. Nebr.,
sends us several pages of business and or-
namental penmanship. Mr. Schneider is

just a young man and does not pose as a
full fledged proessional. However, his work
is betterthan many who do call themselves
professionals. We see no reason why he
could not someday become of one America's
few^, finest.

E. S. Lawyer, formerly of Iowa, and re-

cently a student in the Zanerian College,

is now located at Alhambra. Calif. A letter
received from Mr. Lawyer in ornamental
style is exceptionally fine, being in that
small, bold and dashing style made famous
by Madarasz. Undoubtedly Mr. Lawyer
could become Madarasz the second if he so
desired.

In following out his annual custom in re-
newing his subscription to the BUSINESS
Educator, Mr. A. R. Merrill. Saco, Me.,
not only inclosed the necessary " where-
with " in the "coin of the realm, "but he
also inclosed some handsomely written
cards. Few supervisors of writing in Pub-
lic Schools can handle the pen as well as
Mr. Merrill. His penmanship is superb.

For downright daintiness and dash the
cards before us from F. S. Heath, Concord,
N. H., are about all anybody could wish for
or produce. These cards clearly demon-
strate Mr. Heath's ability to practice that
which he is so ably preaching elsewhere in
his lessons in these columns.

Mr. G. S, Herrick, supervisor of writing,
Marion, Ind., is an excellent penman as
disclosed by cards recently submitted.
Moreover, >Ir. Herrick is not only a fine
penman but a fine man.
Mr. T. H. Gatlin.Sect.,of the West Texas

Business College, Abilene, Texas, and a
correspondent student of L. H. Hausam,
Hutchinson, Kan., is swinging an unusually
graceful and skillful pen. He is rapidly
pushing his way to the front ranks of pen-
men. Specimens of his students' work in
business wri+ing also show good training.

Some exceptionally graceful, delicate and
skillful ornate script is received from H. J.
Ennis, Portland, <^re. His cards have an
individuality quite refreshing. Mr. Ennis
is a close follower of the inimitable A. J.
Wesco.
Mr. J. B. Gulp, Columbiana, O., received

two first premiums for pen art and penman-
shipat the Canfield, O., fair. Mr. Culp is a
horticulturist, being an expert berry
grower, but his pen work is the result of the
well-spent "idle hour." His penmanship
is quite professional and his pen drawing
practical and artistic. This is another il-

lustration of the fact that a good hand
writing, once acquired, is rarely lost.

A budget of specimens from R. C. Cot-
trell, supervisor of writing in the public
schools of Elwood, Ind., reveals the fact that
the pupils under his instruction are gradu-
ally immergingfrom finger movement into
arm movement writing, which speaks alike
well for Mr. Cottrell and for his instruction.

Mr. D. E. Shaffer, supervisor of writing
and drawing in the (ialion, Ohio, public
schools is an enthusiast on the subject of
writing because he is securing results by
the means of arm movement writing from
the first grade to the eighth. It is only by
such instructions the little folks beginning
with September are writing, not drawing
script forms two months after entering
school. It is a pleasure and an inspiration
to see the results he is securing.

Some specimens recently received from
Mr. J. H. Bachtenkircker, Supervisor in the
Evansville, Ind., public schools reveal the
fact that the work he is doing conies very
near e<iualing the best work we are receiv-
ing from business colleges. The specimens
were done bv grammar grade pupils and
would have been engraved and presented
in these colums instead of this notice had
the ink been sufficiently black to reproduce
successfully-

The Pennington, N. J.. Seminary submits
specimens of their students' penmanship
practice work which is about as good as
any we have received at this office. It

shows work in different stages of advance-
ment and reflects great credit upon their
efficient penmanship teacher, Mr. J. W.
Donnell.
Some specimens of business writing from

the students of the Blair Business College,
Spokane, Wash., Fred Berkman. penman,
reveals the same high grade practical in-
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struction which has characterized this

school for some years. A number of the
gpeciuiens show that already a number of

the students have their work upto our cer-

tificate standard

System and neatness characterize a fine

budget of specimens which we have just re-

ceived from the Penmanship Department
of the Elniira, N. Y., School of Commerce,
of which H. A. Lough is principal. All of

his pupils are writing good practical busi-

ness hands, and Mr. Lough states that
some of them wrote the vertic al when they
entered his class. Up-to-date business
writers are a scarcity in many schools but
the E. S. C. has taken exception to this rule

and makes a good business writer of nearly
every pupil.

A fine scrap book specimen in the form of

a letter ordering a subscription to THE
Business Kducatok is received from Mr.
A. v.. Merrill, Saco, Me. The older penmen
who are familiar with Mr. Merrill's work
know that he is among our fine ornamental
writers.

Mr. A. L- Peterson, Holdrege.Xebr., shows
that lie is one of the "comers" bysubmitting
to us specimens of business and ornamental
writing and some nice nourishing. All of

Mr. Peterson's work is high grade, and if he
will but continue his practice work we pre-

dict for him a bright future.

Some of the finest ovals we have seen for

sometime are included in a big budget of

specimens from the Meadville, Pa., Com-
mercial College. Mr. R. D. Powell, the pen-
manship teacher, does ni^t stop where a great
many of penmanship teachers do, but
assists his pupils to acq^uire a fine business
hand writing as well as to make beautiful
ovals.

^ ^^ YOUR NAME ON
I B CARDSMMW Dl FFERENT STYLES^^ CENTS
(iOy E. 2iid St., LOS A\GELES, CAL.

IT IS WORTH SOMETHING
To be able to write a good card, for it is

the best means of advertising your
skill in penmanship. It also puts many
a quarter into your pocket. My course
of six lessons by mail is not excelled
by any for beautiful copies and com-
plete definite instructions. Price $3.00
in advance.

The best blank cards always in
stock. Samples and prices for stamp.

¥•. S. HSA.XH.
59 Dunklee St. CONCORD. N. H.

"I have enjoyed receiving your les-

sons more than I can express. Your
copies have been a great inspiration to
me." C. H. Spkykr, Washington, D. C.

NEGATIVE ADVERTISING WITH NO DOUBT
POSITIVE RESULTS.

Part of an Industrial Parade in Mansfield,

I)., and then utilized as above in souve-

nir postal form.

Cards Cards

3-Ply, Wedding Bristol.
6-Ply, Wedding Brislol.
3-Ply, Black Cards,
3 Ply, Colored Cards,

These cards sent by
sent by r

Per lOOlJ Per 30OO
10-7,5 $a.io

95 2.7U
S.'i a.40

T6000
13.25
425
3.75
3.75

ds
al

urished, 18 styles IIX). 25c. Serial B; lev

sentiments. 24 styles. IWJ, 25c. Serial O: Hower senti-

ments. 12 styles. KJO. 25c. Serial D, relifrious mottoes.
12 styles, IIKJ, 25c. Serial E: with fancy borders, 12

styles, ion. 25c. ('omic cards, (Treat sellers, 12 styles.

10<i. 25c vliritlmas Cardtt. printed in three colors, 4
style,<— 100 for 30c. 500, $1 25. assorted and prepaid.
Written cards, sample dozen, with Agents* Prospectus.
15c. Send for new manual and price list. All oiders
promptly filled. Send today.

19 SNYDER ST. ALLEGHENY

Proaram of tbc national Pcnmaii:
ship Ccacbcrs' Jlssociation,

Pittsburg, Pa.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER '-'H, 9:00 A. ?I.

9:00 to 9:05 Secretary's KTeport
Stacy, Meadville, Pa.

I. E.

C. S.9:05 to 9:20 President's Address.
Chambers, Covington. Ky.
9:20 to 9:40 Mr. J. E. Plummer, Baltimore,

Md, The V^alue of Extremes in Business
Writing.
9:10 to 10:00 Mr. Horace G, Healey, New

York City, The Teacher and his Subject.
10:00 to 10:20 Mr. R. C. Cottrell, Elwood,

Ind. What a Supervisor finds in the way
of Good Writing.

10:20 to 10:40 Discussions.
10:40 to U:0O Mr. E. W. Stein, Baltimore,

Md. .Subject not yet given.
11:00 to 11:30 Mr. G. B. Jones, Norwood,

( ihio. Subject not yet given.
II ::iO to 12:00 Discussions.

MONDAY, DECE?IBER 30.

9:00 to 9:20 D. L. M. Kaker, Harrisburg, Pa.
The Need of Form as well as of Movement
in Teaching Writing.
9:20to9:40 Mr. A, N. Palmer, Cedar Rapids,

Iowa. Teaching Penmanship.
9:40 to 10:00 Discussions.
10:00tol0:20 Mr. James I. Buchan

Pittsburg, Trust Co. Writing froii

ployer's Standpoint.
10:20 to 10:40 Mr. C. E. Doner,

Mass. .\rm Movement in the
Grades.

10:40 to 11:00 Mr. K. C. Atticks, Baltimore,
Md. Correlation of Penmanship and other
branches.

11.00 to 11:30 Discussions.
11:30 to 12:00 Election of Officers.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 31,

9:00 to9:20 Mr. F. W. Martin, Boston, Mass.
Engrossing as a Business.

9:'20 to 9-40 Mr. C. P. Zaner, Columbus,
Ohio. The Penmanship Trinity,
9:40 to 10:00 Mr. W. C. Henning, Cedar

Rapids, Iowa. The Beginning Class in
Penmanship.
10:00 to 10:2fl Discussions.
10:20 to 10:40 Mr. Daniel W. Hoff, Lawrence,

Mass. One Way of Doing It. Other Ways
May Prove as Good,
The Value of Penmanship to the Commer-

cial Teacher by E. E. Gaylord.
10:40 to Discussions and a General

Pow-wovr.

on,Prest.
1 the Em-

imary

AUTOMATIC SHADING PENS
e old, reliable Stoakes pens, been on the mar-

: over a Quarter of a century- the best is what
1 want. Catalogue free.

ROB'T A. LEE, Pontiac, Mich
Maniifaclurer of higli-grailr

:CE8SO« TO Sto»«ei Sharthig uiiil Marking Pens

Superb Penmanship by H. B. Lehman, Central High School, St, Louis, Mo.
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Cbe Bandwritina Experts Win.

The part played by handwriting in crim

inul cases was never more strikingly illus-

trated than in the case of Herman Miller,

arrested for the murder of Daisy Stauch in

Buffalo, New York, in October last.

In the pocketbook of the dead girl was
found a card on which was written the name
and address of Miller with instructions how
to reach his home. In addition to this, a

woman identified Miller as the man she saw
with the eirl early on the evening of the

murder. The hotel clerk could not identify

Miller but did state that the man in the case

wrote the address " Mr. and Mrs. Miller" on

the hotel register.

These circumstances, together with the

fact that Miller's handwriting in a general

way resembled the handwriting on the hotel

register, led to his prompt arrest and
incarceration on the charge of murder.

The District Attorney promptly tele-

graphed Messrs. Albert S. Osborn, of Roches-
ter, and William J. Kinsley, of New York,
handwriting experts, to come at once to

Buffalo to examine the handwriting in the

case.

The result of their examinations made
separately were the same, namely, that the
handwriting was not that of the accused
man. So strong a case did they make it in

the handwriting part of it that the police

officials and the District Attorney were
thoroughly convinced and released Miller

who at once went to his wife and four child-

ren a free man with the stain of murder
lifted from him.

Be

Do you want good

CA.FtX3 "WfllTING?
Then try me. PRICES RIGHT.

ot< Sa for

,jf tlie world .

15c
Sniali specimen of wrilint' - ^Oc
J. W. Manuel. Box 889. Ind. HaLtbar, Ind.

or 3407 Grapevine Street.

DO YOU KNOW
That vou can get exceptionally (jood BE-
SKiNS, ILLUSTRATIONS and PENMAN-
SHIP, with the finest engravings ofsame, for

what you pay for very ordinary drawings
and cuts? If you are in need of a cut ofany
kind, let nieprove the superiority of my
drawings and the plates I furnish by placing
a trial order with me.

If I can't please you I will gladly return
your money. Be sure to seno copy for esti-

mate before you place your order.

'/^!!^^M^^^?y

112 W^. 61st St.. N. Y.

FOR PROGRESSIVE STUDENTS
The (ireat Work of Science in F

The New Education in Penmai

The Art of Reading Character in

writing Graphology

A new Scientific Oblique Pen Holdt
sam's Idea, Hand Carved, Sobi
Short - - . -

Same

iimansliip,
hip ,)(/ (H)

in Hand-

Hau-
ntial,

.5(1

U.OO1 above but extra long

Ornamental Capitals, Scientifically Ar-
ranged - - .«•'>

Catalog. Journal and a written card free.

L. H. HAVSAM,
HUTCHINSON, KANSAS.

Designed and engrossed by Daniel VV. Hoff, Supr. Writing, Lawrence, Mass., Public
Schools. Original ir)x20 inches.

Mr. Hoff, as shown above, is very original. The Design is exceptionally good as a de-

sign, and novel as well. It centralizes and emphasizes the engrossing feature. Students
of Engrossing and Design will do well to study this example' of the engrosser's art. It's

a gem.

Become a Better Penman.
By my new syst
,an make im ex„
,enman of you

m FUSHLIGHT OF KNOWLEDGE.

AlNEW LIGHT THROWN ON AN OLD SUBJECT

FERGUSON
SHORTHAND

Is Superior to All Others,

Because il is 20 to 50 per cent, shorter,

more legible, and can be

in flair the I ime.

Wilk tkis System it i,

'"Dictation from Start to Finisli."

Sample Copy and Mail Instructions

to Shorthani Ttachrs. $1.

Ferguson Shorthand Co.
\A/AYCR03S. QEOROIA.
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POINTERS IN

PENMANSHIP
For Teachers and Pupils,

By D. W. HOFF,
supebvisor ok writing,

Lawrence, Mass.

Oridinal Investigation or €xpcri=:
mental Drills*

ADAPTED BOTH TO BUSINESS COLLEGE
AND GRAMMAR SCHOOL CLASSES.

JlppHed^writitid Cest.
T. "Good morning, girls and boys! We

are to have a different sort of a writing lesson
this uiorningthan those you and I generally
have, although I hope you and Miss Jones
have one of this kind every time you have
a written exercise in language, history,
geography, or spelling. We are going to
write a composition. The subject will be,
"What I saw and heard during the earth-
quake and fire at San Francisco." This will
be the supreme test of your self control. If

while composing something that is purely
imaginary you can maintain a correct
position and use the proper movement you
have an accomplishment tliat is worth
something. Now the way to do this is simply
to charge the memory at the outset with the
position and movement. Then unless you
are week willed you can do it as it should be
done. Nor am I going to interrupt some
one who is thinking up what to write by
prompting you as to position or movement.
That is.iour work. But should I see that
you are using an unusually good position
and movement I w^ill place the check mark
on your paper with my red pencil, or if I see
that your position or movement are poor I

will have to mark your paper with a cross.
After your compositions are all done they
will be collected, and these marks will be
credited or charged to your standing in pen-
manship, and will help to determine your
rank in penmanship at the end of the month.
If you were to do .(// of' your pntctice work
with poor position and movement that
would not be so bad as to do ;i/iof \ovxt othi^r
written work so. You who really want to
can mfikv the hand and arm do their work
properly, no matter what, when, or where
you are writing. You may now begin."

Special Notice to Card Writers!

Latest Joke. Bird and Finest Written Cards.
Assorted fnks.40 Reasons why we write cards.
Agent's Outfit. All for lOc. I Aaj'ed Oblique
Holder 25c. J^Doz.-Ewald Superfine No. 1

Pens. lOc^^^essons in Penmanship. Card
Writing.'etc. Circulars for 2 red stamps.

ElVAI^D BR.OS.
Office at MT. CAI^MEL, ILI,..

4th 6^ Poplar. BId'g :^:^l.

WHITE INK
By far the finest ever produced. Try it and

see. One stirrin^: is sufficient for hours.

1 bottle iJostpHid, - - :U)c
Finely iiritten carils, bJuck
or white, per cloxen. - 'J5c

P. W. KlNDLESPIRE,
375 E. SPRING ST., COLUMBUS. O.

WHY not get '.' doz, finely written
cards (any style) for 25c or UK)
for $1.00, all postpaid. 1,(»XI

blank white cards, fine qual-
ity 3-ply. 70c; or same card
Send 20c for a sample 11)0. Lew-
lil. Catalogue free. Address,

4.ply, 80c
sons by t

JAMES W^ILLIAMS.
Room 15. Union Block.

ISIK and Farnam Sts.. OMAHA. NEB

THE BEST BOOK ON THE SUBJECT
Written and illustrated hv tiie

"WIZARD OF THE PEN"
A complete training ill e.'cuert handwriting. Hun-
dreds of endori^eiiientK. Sent upon receipt of tl -5U

FRANCIS B, UOUKTNKr,
Caton College Minneapoli};. Minn.

FOR SALE BUSINESS
SCHOOL

in citvof HO.CKK) inhabitar ts. Over
Five Thousand Dollars it business
done in the past three oio nths. For
particulars, address. B. C. A..

Care The Business Educator,

(J)(!)®(|)\(p®(|)®0@
© ®© ® ®.®® ®"®®"

®®®®©%®®®©
©®"® ©'®'(®;®'®® ®'

THE VAN SANT SYSTEM OF TOUCH TYPEWRITING
The system that brings results.
The system that brings accuracy combined with speed.
The system that has furnished the greatest number of expert typew

operators at the great expositions in this and foreign lands di
the past ten years.

The system that has revolutionized the typewriting of the world.
h. and easiest to learn, and that is

pamphle

: foi

easiest i

I lea

for the

C. VAN SANT

:emincton. Smith Premier, Oli'

Monarch Visible, the Underwo
d the Fox. All of the above have 42 pages,
also published in chart form — 34 pages,
form 50 cents, with usual discount to schools,
ate for what machine, and whether desired in chaii

Orders may be sent to

GOOOYEAR-MARSHALL PUBLISHING CO
,

Gillotfs Pens
The Most Perfeci of Pens

PRINCIPALITY PEN, No. 1

^.^.*lJ!ailllL,jl||*l>JOSLPH'«ilk

«CL ^ ° GII.LOTTS I
^~-^.»^.i..01i.pv;T1^l,--|f. c.in||/<

VICTORIA PEN. No. 303

DOUBLE ELASTIC PEN. No. 604 E. F.

Gillolt'i Pens Gillott'a Pens have for seventy five years
stood the most exacting teats at the hands of Professional
and Business Penmen. Extensively imitated, but never
epualled, Gillolt'i Pens still stand in the front rank, aa
reeards Temper, Elasticity and Durability.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS

JosepH Gilloti ^ Sons
ALFRED FIELD 11 CO., Sole Agents

93 Chambers St. NEW YORK



Writing
A. M. Orove,

=^

Jn§stown,
Ohio.

J
Cesson 4.

In this lesson we have the upper loop
letters. They should be made three spaces
in height, although thev may be made
shorter where space does not permit them
to be so tall, or where more compactness is

desired.

Start the loop with a hair line as usual,
then lift the peti and begin at the top to

make the shaded stroke. The right side of

the loop is made last with a downward
stroke, connecting with the main stem one
space trom the base line. There should be a

slight shadeon the upper part of this stroke.

The second part of the 7i is identical with
the second part of the n. Make second part
of the A- parallel to the stem or main shade
of the loop. The / is finished at the bottom
the same as the /. The last part of the h is

finished like the r. In the letter f, the lower
part should extend about one and one half
spaces below base line. Aim to secure uni-
form slant in your loops.
Give this plate your best efforts as you

will find it a rather difficult one.

Criticisms Tor Groves Cesson.

W. A. D., Hartford. Your work is fine and
needs no special criticism. In ordinary en-
grossing the retouching is done as you go
along, but where fine work is desired for

engraving etc., the retouching is carefully
done afterwards with a fine pen. Send in

some more work.

H. V. D., N. Y. Your letter was missent,
and I did not get it in time for your criticisms
to appear sooner. Your work is very good
for the first lesson. Lift your pen quickly
at the base line and replace carefully, mak-
ing a rounding turn.

For Sale: half interests in a
well established, well equipped Business
College in one of the states of the middle
west, .\ddress : W. ,1. T.. care of

The BtJislness Ecl-uoator

^/\^ C OM M E HC I A L EDUCATOH AND FiNE
Penman of l.'i years' experience. Grad-

uate of Business afid Penmanship Depart-
ments of the G. C. B. C. wishes to make a
change the first of the year. Will engage
with B. C, N-S. or Private school. Am now
earning a salary oft figures.

Address, X. Y. Z.,

Care of BUSINESS EDrCATOB

Mr. A. A. Erblang, principal of the com-
mercial department of theQuincy, III., High
School, whose portrait appears above, is en-
dowed with more than ordinary persever-
ance, enterprise and courage. After com-
pleting the work in the common schools he
entered Jasper, Ind., College and graduated
therefrom in 1898 with the degree of M. A.
He ne-xt completed the business course in
the Gem City Business College, (Jnincy, III.,
following which he accepted a position as
bookkeeper in a couple of large business
houses. He next taught in Brown's Busi-
ness College. In l!)0:s he purchased a part
interest in the Fairbault. Minn., Business
and Xormal College. In 1905 he was called
to Quincy, III., to take charge of the com-
mercial and shorthand department of the
.\ational Business College and a little later
he was asked to take full chargeof the com-
mercial department of the (Juincy High
School, which position he now holds.
His vacations are generally spent doing

accounting work in banks and business
houses to broaden his education along prac-
tical lines.
He is a great lover of music, playing, sing-

ing, and whistling admirably. From what
we have heard, and what we can see by look-
ing into the portrait before us, we have
every reason to believe that Mr. Eblang
possess those qualities which are necessary
for the highest success. We hope and be-
lieve he will attain it.

SOMETHING NEW
under the sun - - a speller that i

DIFFERENT. Jusf the book for Busi-
ness and Shorthand students.

The Modern Speller

is not the work of a theorist, but of one
who has had man>- years' experience
in dealing with the spelling problem.
This book will help you to accomplish
better results. Yoii must see it to
appreciate it. Send 20c for a sample
copy. Money refunded if not satisfied.

D. D.

BELL BLOCK,
MUELLER.
CINCINNATI, OHIO

C. A. Faust's Department of

Mu.seular Movement Writing

^
J

merit mention.
Bus Chk

Wiedenholfl,
^n, D. E, Spencer. Rose M. Davis, Minnie
?ph Mrazek, Chas. Rempet, A. Bendien,
, R. Behnke. Emma Koch, A. Jurgens,
Clara Jungle, Robert Mearz. Frank

losie PrantI
C. Gresens,
Kubik. Thos. Froh. A. H. Behnke, Wm. Scho
Madalen Coari, Edwin Walter. Chas. Sablotni,
Harry Hoppe, Walter Gresens. Henry Ziervoeel.
Henry Grothendieck, Leonard Bauman, Albert
Gette, Elda Ohde, Fred Arold. Raymond Babbitt.
Ellen Nelson. Glen B. Redmond, Grace Wieeeman.
Neva Nystrom. Marcaret Murphy, Emil Friebereer.
Willie Rohse, Anton Cervenka, James Jirso, Henry
Wilhelmi, Katie Strobel, Eleanor Lay, Louise Bimk-
man, Mary Kunz, Arthur Domros, Eugene Vallette.
E. C. Staffel, Henry Suhr, R. W. Neilzel, Morris Silt,
Clara Heldt, Jennie Olson. Lydia Hildebrandl.
Nevin Jamieson. Frank C Fisher. Fred Fischer,
Helmuth Hennke, A. Eckdahl. A. Nelson. Henry
Kessen, Arthur Olson. Abraham Nohin, Richard
Hansen, William Wilkerloh, J. V. HellBeth. Clarence

s. Knost. Samuel Mendel. William
Wendorf. Edward Raschke, Anna
; Steffens. Elizabeth Jamieson,
I Schaffert, Harry Schmidt, James

Sigmund Kahn. Henry Perge-
Henry A. Brumm, Fred

Ecke
Echerer, Willian
Hoehner, Balbii
Clara Knodt, Ann
Fiala, Wm Sche
man. Rudolph Peti
Weinel, August Fett, Chas. Mackie. William Anste
William Fetters. Herman Mentzer, Anna McEnerny,
Eva L. Doty, Hertha Spandau. Katie Malichefsky," ~ liedl. Mabel Jones. Bertha Krueger.
Cut Du

Genevieve Drummy, Louis Deerfle, Henrietta Burns.
St Joseph's Convent. Pius St., S. S., Pittsburg,

Pa. Emma Staab, Mary Knorr. Clotilda Mary,
Francis Eiben, Carrie Stoehr. Mathilda Bauer,
Frida Bachmann.
Srs. Of Notre Dame, Our Lady of Lourdes

School, Cleveland, O. Rose Handrich. Josephine
Vina, Mary Mulacek.
Srs. of the Most Precious Blood. Vienna, Mo.

Lena Dahl
Ba

111 Room No. 7. Edward Ayers, McKinley Stewart.
Mae McGary, Lillian Hoben. Mabel Brandenberg,
William Barr. Room No, 6. Pearl Jones, George
Tronto, Luella Richard. Katherine Ayers, lona
Fagan, Mamie Ayers Room No. 5. Ruth Engstrom,
Jennie Clingberg. Bessie Barr. Myrle Souders. Mae
Nolan. Raymond Lawrend,
Valparaiso, Ind., Public Schools, Valparaiso,

Ind. 8th B., Alice Neff, Lorenzo Smith. 7th B.,
Marie McNay. Kate Longshore, Joe Walsh. 7th A.,
Gem Tyler, Ethel Kouns. George Frederick. 6th
Grade, Orval Mains, Myron Black, Harold Miller,
Gladys McQuisten. 5th Grade. Ennis Bullock,
Ethel Bray, Lenora Wise, Lyal Hughart 4lh Grade,
Ferrel Jones, Martha Heard. Carl Bornholdt. Frank
Butterfield. 3rd Grade, Helen Dean. Earl Mavity,
Carl Baker, Thaddeus Mathias. 2nd Grade, Melvin
Baker, Robert Cristy, Howard Lepwell, Robert
Wi.islow.
Columbia School. 2nd Grade, Marv Arden

Crumpacker, Clarence Crow, Dollie Huddleston,
Ruth MacGuire, Fred Moore, Winifred Seymour,
Avretla Sharp. 3rd Grade. Louise Franco. 4th
Grade, Edna Feighner, Elizabeth Ferrell, Wesley
Hoffman, Ruth Kopelsky, Helen Kull, Mabel Vories.
5th Grade. Wiley Crow. Nina Dye. Benjamin
Lemster. Gerald Powers, Lou Cartha Pierce, Roy
Tuthill, Clarence Wininger. Bth Grade. Irene
Griebel. Carl Stendahl, Florence Watt, Edith
Weems. Lena Vories.
2nd Grade, Blanche Mackay, Birdell Dudley, Loyd

Shroder, Minerva Pierce, Raymond Thatcher 3rd
Grade, Belle Perkins, Mary Hulley, Mabel Brown,
Fred Prahl, Irene Ball. 4th Grade, Lillian Block,
Helen Ball, Irene Lefiingwell, Celia Siemion. .ith

Grade. Anna Jungjohan, Verna Summer. Grace
Warcham, Willie Shearer, Jessie Billings. 6th
Grade, Lily Shwalarger, Ruth Gay, Leslie Perrine,
Tressie Mudge, Margaret Pinter.
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Mr. D. L. M. K;iker, the subject of this

sketch, was born Oct. 9th., 1S77 at Berrys-
burg, Dauphin Co., Pa., of Hutch and Scotch-
Irish parents.
He was educated in the common schools,

the Berrysburg Seminary, and the First

Pennsylvania State Xormal School at

Millersville.
He taught in public schools from \WrS to

1901 and then attended the Zanerian. He
was then employed to engross records in

the Recorder's Office, Washington, Pa. In
19W he had charge of the Lost and Found
Articles Department of the Louisiana Pur-
chase Exposition, St. Louis, Mo.
In 19()5 he pursued the commercial course

in the f;em City Business College, (Juincy,
111., and then taught the same in the School
of Commerce, Harrisburg, Pa. He is now
half-owner of the school, and principal.
He and his partner, Mr. W. H. Keller, are

leaving no stone unturned to give to the
Capital City of Pa., a really first-class com-
mercial school. The attendance in October

Teachers of Commercial Branches
are wanted for good positions in High
Schools, Colleges, Etc. We have filled

manv excellent positions and are con-
stantly in need of candidates. Write
at once for information. Address,

The Albert Teachers' Agency,

378 W&b&sh Ave.. Chic>L«o. III.

THE PRATT TEACHERS' AGENCY
70 Fifth Avent'e. New York.

Recommends college and norm.al gradu-
ates, specialists, and other teachers to col-

lege's, schools and families.

The Agency receives many calls for com-
mercial teachers from public and private
schools, and business colleges.

WM. O. PRATT, Manager.

was an even hundred ahead of the previous
year which speaks well for itself.

Mr. Raker is above the avertigein size, and
posseses excellent health. He's a well-
balanced product physically, mentally,
socially and morally. He is somewhat slow
in the formation of his friendships, but
wrhen once formed are as lasting as time.
Allin all, he is a valuable young member

of our profession, and will be heard from now
and then from this on.

Pilot You Through!

Hsked and Hnswered.
" Why is it I can use an oblique holder

better at times than the straight, while at
other times I seem to write easier with the
straight ?

"

" Should a penman pay more attention to
accurate business writing than to rapid
business writing?"
You can doubtless use the oblique

better at times than the straight when
you feel like writing well ; mood,
health, desire all have a weight.
A penman must pay attention to ac-

curacy if he desires it on the part of
himself or pupils. The day of sloppy
models is well-nigh over, thank for-
tune.

FIRST-CLASS BOOK-KEEPER
be re.iuireil. Been at it fi years I nnrt POSITIONS.
I'Uccd pupil May fith, at a rate of fI2n WEEKLY.

1 573, I'^l.'i Broad»

First Glass

H. A . Care Bu

I for Pale. Excel-
^^ZHZI^^ lent opporti'ni-— — ty. Thoroughly^

organized.
i Educator, Columbus. Ohio,

COLOR.A.DO XEACHCIC'S AGENCY
Fred Dick, Ex-State Supt., Manager. 1545 Glenarm .St., Denver. Colo.; Bostor , New York,

Chicago. Des Moines, Denver. Salt Lake Citv. l.os .Angeles, Harrisburg, .Mlanta. Commercial
Teachers wanting positions in the West should register with us. Cammercial Tea hers wanting
more desirable positions then they now have should keep their names on our list.

OVER THREE THOUSAND HIGH SCHOOLS
for teachers in these schools is increasing rapidly. Thi
instate Normals. Colleges, and Universities.

We deal extensively with this class of schools, and 1

educational institutions, including the liniversity of Michigan. Oliio. and \V

penmen and commercial teachers.
Send for full information now

ROBERT A. GRANT, MGR.

w teach com-
?rciai branches.
d the demand

1 teacherss also a strong demand for

placed special teachers with many of our great
an. Oliio. and Wisconsin We need hiyh-class

THE SPECIALISTS' EDUCATIONAL BUREAU
WEBSTER GROVES STA.. ST. LOUIS, MO.

1̂A\A\^^A X.~..t._...< Ka^^^',^^- OFFICES: Warrensburg. Mo, Shenan-
rlldland leaCnerS Agencies. doah, lowa, Pendleton, Oregon, Lander,
Wyoming, Juniata, Nebraska, Sherman, Texas, Du Bois, Pa., Richmond, Ky.

We cover the entire field, and furnish COMPETENT Tbachbks to Schools.

MTe Recomnvand Compatant Ten.ohars Only

Free Enrollment During February, March and April 3f No Poaition — No Pay

^

^ z^

GoiiiiivirGlal Teactiers

Prepaieii anil Flaceil.

Tlie Rochesler Business Insiiiuie,

BODHESTEB, HEW YOIK.

has a special department for training com-
mercial teachers.

Write to us for the addresses of teachers placed by us, who are delighted with

their work and prospects, and get their opinions direct.

Students Registering Every Month for instruction in the commercial texts and for

the special training for teaching the commercial branches in High Schools and

Business Colleges. High School, Normal School and College graduates can prepare

both in the subject matter and in methods, in one school year.

Send for syllabus of the course.

M\ Demaml lor Teactieis

The leading schools have opened
with an exceptionally large enrollment
and they are writing and wiring us
daily for additional teachers. Some
of the best places are still open.

DON'T Y O l^ WANT A GOOD
PLACE? Address

GoqtliieiiialTeaGliersloeilcg.

Bowling Green, Ky.

Free enrollment if you mention this paper .

F»FIIVA.TE SECFIEXA-RY ^ArA.NTEH.
Bv the president of one of the leading educational institutions in the East,
asked us to find the right person— mnn, single, well educated, polished in n
of exemplary habits, tactful, diplomatic, reliable. Salary, $1(»0 to $1200.

having difficulty in finding the right person, and we should be pleased to

once from well-qualified men. A lady is not acceptable in this place. We h;

77 calls since September 1. and this is only November 2.

Splendid teachers are already enrolling for ne.xt year, and .school officials
keen memory of recent agonies in the engagement of teachers, are now gi'

lart blanche to look out for their needs earlv next season. Our manager
glad to meet both teachers and school officials at the Pittsburg convention
mas week. Printed matter and enrollment free.

The National Commercial Teachers' Agency

He has
nanner.
We are
hear at
ave had

, with a
ving us
will be
Christ-

£. E. Gavlord. MannPer Prospect Hill. Beverly. Mass

C__jr ,_./^<:Cv</i/<Ae'i^yani^^^Sc^^^:i^i4A^M'V^^U^^^^z/£'/y4'ti^.^'jy7rU'n/i^^ Y )
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LETTERING
C. W. Norder

6023 Morjan St.

Chicago

-.^

Cesson Cwo.

The plan of the present series of lessons

has not been to get together as many freak-

ish styles of letterina and ornamentations
as possible, but rather to give our young
beginners, as far as possible, something of

a more practical nature. With that end in

view the accompanying alphabet is given

for study and practice. I would advise

against too fancy a letter for Automatic
Show Card Wqrk. True, there should be

some ornament on a good show card, but it

should be confined perhaps to only a small

portion of it, or even only a single initial.

The balance should be as legible or readable

as is possible to make it. Many a young
Auto Show Card writer has found that his

work has not as ready a sale as brush
work simply because it was wanting in

simplicity and legibility. Again, let me
advise against "freaky lettering" and too

much "ginger bread ornamentation" a

habit easily formed in this kind of work.

Very often the merchant who may

pas
work

r-byci

ill

alio

nread almos
' of such the

jm^thing that a

without stopping,
ork must be veryadtoi

legible.

The alphabet herewith will, I think, an-

swer such requirements, if correctly made.
I have given two seta of lower case letters,

any ot which may be used with the Caps.
With the last one, of course, the Caps must
stand straight up, and in each case the
lower case letters should be made with
same pen with which Caps are made when
Caps and lower case letters are worked to-

gether.

The Caps in this lesson were made with a

No. 5 Shading Pen, the letter proper, with-

out the shade, being one inch high. For
practice, rule up several sheets of paper with
lines one inch high and one-half inch apart.

By ruling linesone inch high 1 mean ajhead
and base line one incli apart.

The lower case letters were made with a

No. '.! Marking Pen and were three-fourths
inch high. For practice rule lines three-

fourths inch and about seven si.\teenths

anart. To save space I haveomitted letters

K and O of the Caps. The A' is made like

first part of .Vand the O like the Q without
the tail. Also in the lower case the w
omitted should be made like letter « finished
with an additional stroke like the r. The (

in the first set of lower case letters was made
after the u to avoid running it into the ii

which is right above.

If you find that your No. 2 Pen leaves
stringy strokes, your ink must be too thick
or the teeth of the pen closed up. In case of

the former, 4 to 6 drops of water added to your
ink, or in case of the latter, a piece of thread
or thin, tough paper drawn through the
teeth of the pen will remedy. You may ex-
perience someditflcultyin keepingyour No.
.') Pen from turning in your hand on account
of its wide bearing surface. To wind a string
or thread around the metal part will insure
a firm hold.

Hope you have had no trouble with either
this or the first lesson. I will criticise your
practice on them for you, if you will enclose
me enough postage for return mail. Don't
be disappointed, however, over a brief reply,
if you shouUi get such, because I will hrtve
thany to make,

Mm

abcdggh^Um
uopqvstuwxyz

•

--~Y^C//^/
^V^^

Signature by H. L. Darner, Assistant Zanerian Instructor.
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A Book That Has Proved Good
The conscientious school teacher will not exp^iment upon his students; he

will put into their hands books that he knows to be sound pcdauogically, in

method, and in subject matter.

Williams and Jester on Commercial Law is a book that can be put into the

school with confidence that results will be good. The logical arrangement of

subject matter, the lucid, concise exposition of basic law principles, and the fine

list of review questions and leading cases are points that will commend them-

selves to every thoughtful instructor.

This book retails at $1.25. A copy for examination will be sent to any
teacher on receipt of $ -SO

THE COMMERCIAL TEXT BOOK COMPANY
DES MOINES, IOWA

Home Study Courses
Our school offers an opportu-

nity to study at home under tht-

personal instruction o/ U.niing
professors in our sreai colleges.

We teach over one hundred cours-
es in Academic and Preparatory,
Agrlcutlural, Commercial. Normal
and Common School branches.

Our tuition rates arc so low
that no one need be kept from
enrolling with us on the ground
of expense.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL.^

UlTTLfe SWESTHEAET.
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DESIGNING

and
ENGROSSING

By

E. L. BBOWN.
kockland, Me.

J
Make your drawing about 8 x 11 inches In

size, first outlining in pencil the word
?/eniori:iIs, including the cartousche and
oak branch. Draw in the word J?e.fo/i/(io/;.K

without attention to the parts of the letters
covered by the oak leaves, as these parts
may afterward be erased. .Study the size,
proportions and spacing of the lettering
very carefully, and do not add the ink until
your pencil drawing is correct in all of its
details. Outline in water proof India ink,
atad for the washes use Hooker's green with
a few touches of Payne's gray added. The
background of the initial -V and the initial £
should be in red for the best effect. Ver-
milion with a very little ivory black will do
for this color.

BOOK REVIEWS
^

I
-J

vill writ* 7our PADRC
me on one (JoEM UMIIUO

for 15c.

plea and send te

with each order
>t« 'Wn.nted.

BLANK Ca'rDS J.^dWol* „'^V."^.';;??
Hand cut, <*um« in 17 different colore, Sjimple KjO
postpaid, 15c I.OOu by •xpresa, 75c. Card Circular
for red stamp.

COMIC JOKER CARDS ^i^nT,' '^.Tn."'
10() poiitpaid, 29c. Less for more. Ink, Ulossy Black
or Very Boat White. 15c. per bottle. 1 Oblique Pen Uol
der, 10a. Gillott'i No. 1 Pena. 10c. per doz. Le8»ont in
Card Wrltlnr. Circular for stamp.

W. A. BODE. Box 176. FAIR HAVEN, PA.

Mr. G. S. Stephens, the subject of this brief
sketch, is a product of the Sucker State
having been born on a farm in Mercer
County near Aledo, 111., where he received
his earlv school education. In the fall of
1904 he entered the Diion, 111., Business
College and graduated therefrom the fol-
lowing year. While there he became in-
terested in penmanship and as a conse-
quence became a pupil of Mr. L. M. Kel-
chner, the skillful penman, and graduated
in the beautiful art. While pursuing his
course he assisted in teaching and be-
came so interested that he decided to make
teaching his profession.

Two new texts are announced by Powers
and Lyons for this month: "Stenographic
Business Practice" (with business papers
and forms) by Frank C. Spalding, offers
training in office routine for advanced stu-
dents of stenography that is the stenogra-

,

phic equivalent of the " office practice " now
so popular in bookkeeping departments.
"Rapid Calculation" by C. E. Birch is an
excellent series of 1'.'4 practical drills on this
subject, covering calculations from the sim-
plest practice in the processes of addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division, to
interest, and practical bookkeeping and
business calculations. Both of these texts
are timely, and will reinforce what are gen-
erally conceded to be the "weak spots " in
most commercial courses.

Upon the completion of the course in
Dixon he accepted a position in the South-
ern Business College, Live Oak, Fla., where
he has been working ever since.
He is an enthusiastic teacher and a hard

worker. Indications are that he will be
heard from this time on in our profession.
With the early habits of industry acquired
on the farm, and with the good health and
enthusiasm which he possesses, the future
should have in store for him more than a
passable success.

Nixon's Forty Lessons in > enmanship
contains forty complete graded lessons
in penmanship. Just the book for the
teacher and home student. .\'o better
work of aradeil lessons published. Spe-
cial offer to teachers and schools. Price by
mail, post paid,.')Oc (former price $1.00).

.Send today. Your mone\- returne<l if

not satisfied. Address, C. H. NIXON.
Mineral. Va.
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F. \V. Miller, whose portrait appears above,
began his personal career 26 years ago,
having been born and riiised on a farm in

Minnisota. He received his education in

the public schools, Fergus Falls. Minn. ; and
in the Moorehead, Minn., Normal School.
He received his commercial education at
Darling's Husiness College. Fergus Falls
and the Metropolitan Business College,
Minneapolis, and in the Bliss College of
Columbus, Ohio. He studied penmanship
in the Zanerian.
He secured practical experience as a book-

keeper with J. H. Beemis & Co., Ashby.
Minn.; Fergus Falls Wagon Co.; and the
first State Hank at .\shby. He taught the
cotnmercial branches in the Metropoliton
Commercial College, Red Wing, Minn., and
he now has charge of the commercial work of
the well and favorably known Williss Busi-
ness ITniversity of Springfield, Ohio. Al
though Mr. Miller is yet comparatively
young, it will thus be seen that he has had
protitable and excellent experience.
Mr. Miller is a j'oung man who is energetic

and ambitious. Moreover, he possesses a
genial disposition and a character beyond
reproach. Just how he h a « escaped thus far
finding his "affinity" we are at a loss to
know, but we have every reason to believe
that in due course of time he will double up
for life. At any rate he is a fine fellow pro-
fessionally and socially. We only wish the
woods were full of his like.

G. W. Kopp, wlio.~e p irtrait appears above
was born in Industry, Tex., Dec. 5th. 1870.
He spent his early life on the farm and at
the age of !,! he entered Blinn's Memorial
College, Brenham, Tex. After an attend
ance of four years he passed the examina-
tion and secured a teacher's certificate,
following which he taught for four years in
the rural schools of his native state. He

then re-entered the institution he had form-
erly attended and graduated from the
Normal Course. Having decided to enter
the profession of commercial teaching he
attended and graduated from the Massey
Business t'ollege of Houston, completing
the work in shorthand and in business. He
then taught for a time in the Houston, Tex.,
and Montgomery, Ala., Massey Colleges.
Two years ago he took charge of the com-

mercial and shorthand work in the Blinn
Memorial College, since which time he has
worked upthe departments so that they are
in a position to compete with any first class
Business College in the state.
He is a friend of The Business F^dlca-

TOR and an enthusiastic worker along pen-
manship and commercial teaching lines.
During his vacations he does advanced work
along the line of his chosen profession and
he has also done some work in the Univer-
sity at ^\ustin. We have been well im-
pressed by Mr. Kopp's method of doing

iness and it therefore giv
atroduce him to our reade
ng commercial teachers
worthy of recognition.

;s us pleasure
rs as one of our
/hose services

WHAT A COMPETENT JUDGE SAYS.
"Am highly pleased with holder. It is

positively the best I ever used. You'll get
my orders for what 1 neeci."

J A Elston. Prin. Elstons Com Coll. Canton, Mo.
.\ neat, sensible, and serviceable Oblique

penhohler, for the Professional or Amateur.
Madeof California Rosewood, 6in.in length,
handsomely polished and accurately ad-
justed. Send ;i5c and get one. G. F. Roach,
Care Vashon Mil. Acad. Burton, Wash.

EVERYBODY'S DICTIONARY
is generally conceded to be
the best book of its kind yet
published, and a copy should
be in the hands of every stu-
dent and stenographer.

This Dictionary is complete,
accurate, and convenient-

-

contains 3:!.(KI0 words, with the
correct spelling, pronuncia-
tion, syllable divisions, parts
of speech, capitalization and
definitions, and much prac
tical information. The book
is especially valuable, as it

may always be kept at hand,
being vest-pocket size.

A CHRISTMAS

GIFT FOR YOUR

STUDENTS . . .

could not be selected that
would prove more useful or
attractive than the above
mentioned Dictionary. With
the name of the school
stamped on the cover, the
book makes a very valuable
and permanent advertising
medium. Write to us, with-
out delay, for full informa-
tion.

We are also the publisiiers
of practical and popular
books on the subjects of spell-

ing, letter-writing, English,
shorthand, commercial law,
typewriting, a r i t h[m e t i c

,

bookkeeping, and a business
practice. Illustrated cata.
logue free.

THE PRACTICAL TEXT BOOK COMPANY,

Euclid Avenue and 18th Street. CLEVELAND, OHIO.
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Learn to Write Your Name Right 25c;
n Writing -5c. Drawing 35c:

tiering 25c; Designing 35c. Flonrishing 25c:
Card Writing 2.5c ; 25 cards any name 25c

;

~)c; Circular 2c. Address

PARDONS. PENMAN. KEOKUK, IOWA.

bor Schools and Colleges. Kngraved on Steel, Copper. Stone or Zinc.
SAMVEL D. HOLT. Designer and Engraver, 1208 Chestnut St., Philadelphia., Pa..

HOWARD & BROWN
MAKERS OF

HIGH GRADE DIPLOMAS.
ROCKLAND, MAINE.

WAIT FOR OUR NEW CATALOG.

CARDS, URDS,lAR1)::>.
Two dozen beautifully written, very
fancy for only 15 cents. t)ne dozen com-
ics with vour name free with every or-
der. Coniicsblank totard Writers, best
qjialitv for heavy sliadingotily $1.00 per
1000. Address

Prof. Woolfln^ton
Box No. 124 COLUMBUS. OHIO

Buy "THE TAVST

AutoinKtlo Shaairtg Pens ^ mu 1i;in e the ln-st that iiiiiiiey and skill can produce. Sample sent for I5c.
rkiiig, plain or speciiiJ, $1.00 postpaid. Send for Catalogue of our .\utomatic Shading Pen Supplies.

Auto Pen <&, Ink. Mek.nufek.oturIn^ Compak.ny,
40 Dee^i-b«t-tv Str««t. Chicago, III.

^J^ ,_/^8WA^<i^i^^.d^::^z^>z<z?<^^g^^^i<.^^f^^<^g^!^£<i'^^'g^z^ X_y
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the leadiiiK s.hools of Penmanship and
ig in the r. S. Under the personal super-
of L. M.Kelchner.

1 write for information. Address

Pres. O.H. Longwell, Hl^land Park ColItge,Du Moines, la.

THE ORIGINAL SCHOOL. InBtrac-

tion by mail adapted to everyone.

Recognized by courts and educators.

Experieuced and competent instruct-

ors' Takes spare time only. Tluree

courses— Preparatory, Buelnees, Col-

lege. Prepares for practice. Will

better your condition and proepecte

business. Students and graduates

STUDY

LAW

AJ

HOME

everywhere. Full
particulars aiid

pedal offer
FREE.
THE SPRAGUE
CORRESPONDENCE
SCHOOL OF LAW.
733MUE5TICBLDG.

DETROIT, MICH.

^S•^LUTI0N5 I

BiORDSSED, -PiN

-tm INI^ORTRAIK.

e:ste:rbrook's pe:ns
^* Buy to write with.

CORRBCT DESIGN
r ^^ Hard to aie tip."

UNIFORM TEMPER DURABILITY

150 STYLrES

A 1 Pkofbssional
Fin* pointed and elastic

for card writing

Text Wkitbrb ^^ BnsiNBss and CoLLaaa

Made in 3 widths and with lone ">"> fi"* »'"1 ""• >»• points,

point to both left and right Elastic and snooth writing

Esterbrook Steel Pen Mf^. Co.
as JoKn St.. N. T. Ci*y Cmna^an. Me-vr Jsrs«sr

'^^^^6^

/?^p/?0/D(yc/f^i9 /A/ /7/pj^ ci/iss sr/iE sr

J6- 350 /^S/ifiBO/fA/ Sr/Pffr

fine:st penmanship svppLriE:s obtainabLtE:.
PENS AND HOLDERS.

Zanerian Fine Writer Pen-The b<

and finest fine writing pen made— bi

ngrossing. card writing and all fi

ipt work. Gross $1.00, % gross '

1 doz

Zanerian Ideal Pan—One of the best
pens made for general penwork— busi-
ness or ornamental. One of the best
pens for beginners in penmanship.
Gross 7hc. % gross 25c. 1 dozen 10c

Zanerian_ Medial Pen—A high-grade
medium, extra smooth pen for business
writing. None better. Just right for
students and accountaDts. Gross 75c
'4 gross - - 35c

Zanerian Business Pen—

A

durable, common sense busim
unshaded business writini

'er been excelled; if equaled

olh.

Gillott's Double Elastic E. F. No.
604 Pen—A medium fine writing pen.
ir OSS 75c. 'i gross 25c. I dozen----!Oc

Gillott's Magnum Quill £". F. No.
601 Pen—A business pen. Gross $1.00

M gross 25c. 1 dozen -- -12c

Gillott's No. 303 E. F. Pen—Used
largely for drawing purposes. Gross
$1.00. H£ross25c, 1 dozen I2c

Gillotfs Lithographic Pen No. 290
—One of the finest pointed drawing
pens made. 6 pens 25c, 3 pens 15c

Soennecken Lettering Pen — For
making German Text, Old English, and
all broad pen letters. Set of 12-num-
bers 1. l':r. 2 2'2, 3. 3S. 4. 5. and t5

single pointed and 10, 20. and 30 double
pointed 25c

Zanerian Oblique Penholder— Hand-
made. rosewood, nearly 12 inches long,

a beautiful and perfect holder. 1 holder
50c

Fine Art Oblique Holder- }n\aid
and fancy, hand-made, rosewood, and
by far the most beautiful holder made.
Nearly 12 inches long. 1 holder sent in

a small wooden box . - - $1 .00

Excelsior Oblique Holder -The best
low priced oblinue holder made. Many
hundreds of gross have been §old.
I holder 10c. 6 holders -- $ .35

1 dozen .60

H gross- I.:i5

S gross 2.60
I gross - -.. 5.00

Straight Penholder— Cork tipped
and best for business writing, flourish-

ing, etc. 1 holder 10c. 6 holders 40c. 12

holders 65c

CARDS. INK, PAPER, ETC.
Blank Cards—White bristot with

finest surface for fine penmanship.
100 by mail postpaid $ .28

.500 by express 75
1000 by express 1.35

Black Cards—Best made for white
ink.

100 by mail postpaid $ .28

500 by express 75
1000 by express 1.35

White Cardboard—Wedding Bristol
for fine pen work. Sheets are 22x28.
6 sheets by express $ .60

12 sheets by express - l.ro

2 sheets by mail postpaid 50

White Gardboard-'With hard finish,

much like ledger paper. Sheets are
20'2x23 inches.
6 sheets by express $ .40

12 sheets by express 70
3 sheets by mail postpaid 50

Black Gardboard— Finest for white
ink. Sheets are 22x38 inches.
6 sheets by express — $ .50

12 sheets by express - 75
2 sheets by mail, postpaid 50

Wedding Papor—Finest for penma
ship or drawing. Sheets are 21x33.
6 sheets by express $.
12 sheets by express
3 shaets by mail, postpaid

Zanerian India Ink—A fine
ink and best for preparing si

drawing for photo-engraving.
1 bottle by mail, postpaid
1 dozen bottles by express--

Arnold's Japan /n/r—Nearly H pint
bottle by mail postpaid $ .40

I pint by express .45

1 quart by express -- .75

White Ink—Very fine.

1 bottle by mail, postpaid $ .25

Writing Papers—All our writing

papers are 8xl0!4 inches in size and

contain 960 sheets to the ream. Ruling

is faint and can be furnished wide ('2

inch) or narrow ( 'a inch).

Extra fine 14 lb, white wove per ream
by express i|3. 15

Extra fine 12 lb, white wove per ream
by express $2.70

Extra fine 101b. white wove per ream
by express --- --- $2.15

Extra fine 12 lb. Azure { blue) per ream
by express $2.20

Extra fine \7l4 lb. Wedding stock per
ream by express $4.30

Medium Grade Practice Paper per
ream by express $1.70

nple

All goods go by mail postpaid, except those mentioned to go by express, on which purchaser pays carriage charges. Of course the cheapest way to secu
heavy goods is to order fair sized quantities and have them go by freight.

We handle the best and can save you money. Cash must accompany all orders. Prices are too low to keep account-

Address, ZANGR (Si BLOSE^R, COLVMBVS, OHIO.

^_J^^ -^^a<i<g^.ifcl^igfeV8y2<Z^t^^i;^^it«^<:^«fe^^<i<gS<i^z^Z/^j<!^>^^ X 3
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New/ Rapid Shorthand
We have teachers in a large number of schools preparing themeelves to teach NEW KAPID
so that they may adopt the system as quickly as possible. We are training these teachers by

correspondence. We can place a competent teaclier in any school that desires to make a fest of

the system. We make no claims for NEW KAl'IO that cannot be more than substantiated by a

practical demonstration.

/\ew Rapid Is the System of Shorthand
You Should Investigate Because

It has distinctive merits that are indisputable, and that can be ascertained by anyone who will

take the trouble to spend a few hours in reading the book.

NEW KAPID is a system of twenty-one lessons, sixteen principles And no exception
to principles and very few word signs.

NEW RAPID is finding many converts. Areyouan investigating teacher? Do you want

to give your students a system that is easy to learn, that will "deliver the goods" and that you
can teach successfully and easily?

That is New Rapid Stiorttiand.

Send for information.

Sadler-Rowe Company, ^tr'^'

Our New Bookkeeping Course
The publication of our new work on Mercantile Accounting, which has been enthtisiastically

welcomed by schools already familiar with our other excellent bookkeeping
texts, completes our new course, which consists of three parts:

Moclcm Accox»nta.rit ^Vholcsale Accoxinting
Beginning text, without vouchers. Business practice set. with vouchers.

Mcrcetnttle Accoijfvttn^

Business practice set, with vouchers.

Xhese tKr«e pa.r-ts« talcerm In the orcler named, constitute a tfrarkd coxirse*
The course is carefully graded and each subject is

carefully developed It is properly balanced, giving in our
judgment the proper attention to bookkeeping and to busi-
ness practice. The three parts constitute a consistent,
unified whole. Wholesale Accounting and Mercantile
Accounting can, if desired, be used to follow any good
theory text.

There is a wide difference between sets that teach
business practice and sets that are merely illustrated by
business papers and forms. Our business practice sets
teach the customs of business as they exist and are true

to business life in every respect. In accounting and in
practice they epitomiz*» tiie business world. Even the data
for the transactions is taken from actual business, and
reliable in the minutest detail.

Our experience tells us there is no more logical, peda-
gogical, practical or thorough course than the above. If you
are not satisfied with anything short of the best, investigate
the merits of this course and you will use it. This firm
also publishes superior texts ot great strength on all other
commercial subjects.

The follo^vZn^ are eepeolally eommendeci :

Lyons' Commercial Law, Modern Business Writinp. Complete Touch Typewriting Instructor,
Modern Commercial Arithmetic. _, , „ . c ;; Manual of Munson Shorthand,
New Business Arithmetic.

Modern lousiness bpe//er.
Stenographic Business Practice.

POWERS (Q. LrYONS
CHICAGO NSW YOR.K



BUSINESS EDUCATION

IS MORE POPULAR

AND MORE WIDELY
RECOGNIZED AS EDUCATION

THAN EVER BEFORE.

READ THE BUSINESS EDU-

CATOR REGULARLY.

mm&wm
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There is no department of the Private Business School that will attract the attention

of the prospective buyer of tuition so quickly as a fine array of Actual Business Offices.

When these offices are furnished v/ith the office equipment required for use with the Bliss

System, this attractiveness is doubly enhanced.

Send for our sixty-page catalogue, which fully illustrates this, the finest equipment

in use in Business Schools today.

THE F. H. BLISS PUBLISHING CO.,
SAGINAW, MICH.

(_X. '-^^^''^^g^^^^^^^^^^''<'^^^>^'^^^^<^^^^'^^<^-^<'^^<^^^ <Sta!:ci^uz.^i?r ^X~^
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* * 20th CENTVRY
BOOKKEEPING ''

A. STA.NDA.RD SYSTEBS

of bookkeeping for

use in all schools

that teach this sub-

ject.

If you are interested in the best, get acquainted

with it at once.

A.DDR.ESS

Knoxville, Xerk.rm«saee

^- ~-\

\=

THE MVSSELMAN
PVBLrlCATIONS

BUSINESS LETTER WRITING
One of the neatest and hriohtest little

works on Commercial Correspondence.

Unlike anything else published. Write for

sample pages. Single copy sent postpaid

for 50 cents.

NEW COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC
A book of 479 pages, thoroughly covering

the subject. Copy sent postpaid for $2.00.

PRACTICAL BOOKKEEPING, COM-
MERCIAL LAW, HIGH SCHOOL
BOOKKEEPING, BUSINESS SPELLER
Try a box of Musselman s P e rfe ct ion

Pens, 25 cents. For full information and

sample pages, write

D. L. MUSSELMAN PUBLISHING CO.

QUINCY, ILLINOIS

-.^ \ -J

Chartier SHortHand
In the State of Petvrksylvania.

"With 'Chartier' we have revolutionized shorthand
in this section." A?IERICAN COMMERCIAI, SCHOOL, Allen-
town, Pa. U. C. Dorney, President.

"Tlie time saved in the study of 'Chartier' can be
used to good advantage for other branches. It can be
written as fast or faster than other systems." Altoona
Business College, Altoona, Pa. W. F. Isenberg
President.

"W^e feel that the system is a success in every pa
ticular." MEADVILLE COMMERCIAL COLLEGE, Meai
ville, Pa. L. E. Stacy, Manager.

"We have nothing but words of praise and commei
dation for the system." SMITH BUSINESS COLLEGE
New Castle Pa. I. L. Smith, President.

" In speed and reading power 'Chartier' is far superior
to any other system we have ever used." ROWE BUSI-
NESS COLLEGE, Johnstown, Pa. S. H. Isenberg, President.

"From a knowledge of other systems my opinion is wel'

founded, and is. that we are teaching the briefest, the most
rapid and the most legible system ever published." INDIANA
Business college, Indiana, Pa. M. L. Buckmeyer.

"We sincerely believe that Chartier Shorthand will

become the most popular system published." KEADiN<i
School of Com?IERCE, Reading, Pa- E. K. Shoop, President.

Park Institute gave an order for 150 texts for their

fall opening. There are a number of High Schools in the

state teaching Chartier Shorthand.

We do not believe in short courses. We advocate long
terms, better prices, and higher grade stenographers. But,

IF Chartier Shorthand meets every requirement and can
be mastered with so much less study than is required for

other systems, thereby saving the student time for other

and more important subjects, IS NOT Chartier Shorthand
THE SYSTEM for your school?

Itvvestl^ate what these schools are saying about the system.

Send for a sample copy Of CtvAf*tI«f* Ma^axlne*

Chartier-Spencer Publishing Co.
S. C. Schwin^, Sec.-Treas. Ne'vir Orleans, Lra. L. C. Spencer, Pres.

Mr. E. M. Chartier is no longer connected in any way with the Chartier-Spencer Publishing Co.

\_J^ -.^''^gW^<iib£^^.i^:^g«>z<g?Oi^;^^!>^^^A^tf<ay^^;^C^ J^ J
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The Benn Pitman System
Of Phonography is the National American Standard

of Shorthand Instruction and Practise.

Taught in the Public High Schools of 24 out of the 37

Cities of the first class (100,000 population and over)

in the United States.

[Sen.l for our selected list of PuhHc High Schools).

Taught in more Private Commercial Schools than all

non-Pitmanic systems combined.

(Send for our selected list of Commercial Schools].

Taught in a majority of the Catholic Parochial and Insti-

tutional Schools that teach Shorthand.

[Send for our selected list of C.itholic S. h,„,lsl

Used by the Official Reporters of Debates of the United

States Congress.

Used by two-thirds of the Shorthand Clerks holding Civil

Service positions under the United States Govern-

ment

Used by a majority of the Official Shorthand Reporters

in the State and Federal Courts.

Published by

The Phonographic Institute Company,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

BENN PITMAN, President.

JEROME B. HOWARD, Manager.

MAIL COURSE IN

filGHER ACCOUNTING
CONDUCTED BY

R. J. BENNETT, C. A.. C. P. A.
Member American Association of Public Accounianis

Principal Delroil Business Universily

ASSISTED BY A STAFF OF
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS AND LAWYERS

TH E Course will consist of 2.T carefully graded

lessons in Theory of Accounts, Auditing,

Practical Accountiner, and Business Law prepared

especially for candidates for the degree of CERTI-
FIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,, and for those who

wish to qualify as accountants.

The entire Course is under the direct supervision

of Mr. Bennett, Accountant, Author and Teacher,

whose counsel and advice may be had at all times.

We guarantee satisfaction, promptness, and careful

attention to all work, and reasonable rates. Special

attention given to commercial teachers.

Send for circular giving full information and an

outline of the lessons to

B. J. Bennett, C. P. A.,

15 WiIf-o.\ Street, Detroit, Mich.

(|)(|)®(|)\(6)®©®0@
(2)®®'®(I\®"®'®'®'®'
® (S) (D)©©^ ® ® ®©©© ©®"®r®'® ©©'

THE VAN SANT SYSTEM OF TOUCH TYPEWRITING
The system that brings results.

The system that brines accuracy combined with speed.
The system that has furnished the greatest number of expert typewr

operators at the great expositions in this and foreign lands dur
the past ten years.

The system that has revolutionized the typewriting of the world.
The system that is easiest to teach, and easiest to learn, and that is

most efficient when learned.
Published in pamphlet form for the Remington. Smith Premier. Oli'

L. C. Smith Brothers. Visible, the Monarch Visible, the Underwc
Visible, and the Fox. All of the above have 42 pages.

The system is also published in chart form 'M pages.
Price in either form 50 cents, with usual discount to schools.

In ordering state for what machine, and whether desired in chan
pamphlet form. Orders may be sent to

A. C. VAN SANT, GOODYEAR-MARSHALL PUBLISHING CO
,

Gillotts Pens
The Most Perfect of Pens

"^^^^^ST l!-i^^-''w "''"-''''^ -^

PRINCIPALITY PEN, No. 1

dl ^ O CULOTT'S 1

^~*"ffiBiiift'iir'''^i''i'^ir""ir

VICTORIA PEN, No. 303

DOUBLE ELASTIC PEN. No. 604 E. F

Gillod'i Peni Gilloit's Pens have for seventy-five years
stood the most exacting tests at the hands of Professional
and BuBiness Penmen, Extensively imitated, but never
epualled. Gillott's Pens still stand in the front rank, as
reeards Temper, Elasticity and Durability.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS

JosepH Gilloti (Si Sons
ALFRED FIELD <a CO.. Sole Agents

93 Chambers St. NEW YORK

^^J^ <-^'^^^^.<<i^^^!.;Lg.»^<!^^.-^lr^i^^SJ>g^.^J:.a^^</£fe<^^ ^^^-^ ^t^^f^z^cidy^&^ee^<x/(^ J^ j
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Are a Few Minutes of Your

Time Worth $300?
Yes ? Well, last year a gentleman ( whose name will l)e furnished on

application) was teaching- one of the old-time systems of shorthajid in

a small college, for .f 800 a year. He read olir advertisements, Avrote

us, and took up our free con-espondence course in

Gregg Shorthand
AViien lie finished the course we placed him at $1100 a year as a teacher

ol' Oregg SKoi*tHa.tvcl in a prominent high school. By devoting

a few minutes of his time each day to the study of the system, and without

the expenditure of any money, he improved his position, increased his

chances for advancement, and raised his pay |300.

Are You Prepared
to meet the demand for teachers of Gregg Shorthand ? If not, write us at

once for particulars of our ofter. "Gregg" teachers are in demand every-

where— others only here and there. The system was adopted last season

by over 200 more schools— thus creating a strong demand for teachers.

Mr. Guilbert Pitman (nephew of and for twenty years manager to Sir Isaac

Pitman) says: "Gregg Shorthand is based on scientific principles, applied

in a scientific way, and I believe that it is destined to become the shorthand

of the English speaking people." When writing ask lor a co[)y of

"Shorthand Contests." It's timely.

^^^

The Gregg Publishing ©ompany
1125 Broadway, Ne-w York. City 151 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

md
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ISAAC PITMAN
SHO RTHAND

Doci^t Be Held Do'wtx

"There is always rootn &t tHe
top" is the old and true adage, [iut
ill the ladder that leads to attainment
the perspective is reversed and the rungs
become farther apart as the top is
reached. The poorly equipped
"will rea^ch xxt> Wither th&ti the
level of their- attalrknments, and

ith shorthand writers and short-
hand stec
The 'WTf-lter 'who chooses apoor A-ysX^Tx^ Is far from the

>vinrker -wrhen the race Is over.
The adjoiniiie diagram shows the

highest net speeds atiaineil hv the differ
ent systems in the First Interna-
tional Speed Contest, Baltimore.
April ir,. 1906; the Second Interna-
tional Contest, Boston. March .SO,

1!K)7, and the Open Championship,
London, England, July 9, 1907.

8^" Send for particulars of a

special course to Teachers and copv

of "Which System" and "Pit-

man 's Journal.
'

'

Adopted by the High Schools of New York,

Brooklyn and other leading cities

ISAAC PITMAN'S

COURSE IN SHORTHAND

SPECIAL features:
'' Short Lessons, .simply ijraded — no
discouragement.

' Words and Sentences introduced in
tlie first lesson.

" Business Letters introduced in tlie

seventh lesson. There are 89 letters
in all.

• Position Writin^i tauiiht from the
commencement.

", Phrases taught from the fifth les-
son, and indicated hy hyplien.

•[ Reporting Style taught from the
commencement. Nothing to unlearn.

NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION!

Cloth, gilt lettering, 240 pp. $1.50. Liberal

discount to schools and teachers.

FIFTH EDITION NOW READY

A PRACTICAL COVRSE IN TOVCH TYPEWRITING
BY CHAS. E. SMITH. Adopted by (he New York Board of Education and Leading Business Schools.

From the World's Champion

Typist

I am pleased to state that I consider
"A PRACTICAL COURSE IN TOUCH
TYPEWRITING," the only textbook from
which I studied, the beat type-writer
Itvstrxfctlon book, that 1 have
aeer%. The exercises are excellent and
ha-ve helped nne -w^otvderfully
In -wrorlclntf &xp speed. The whole
course is very interesting from the be-

ginning, and it cannot but produce the
best results in the shortest time. I attri-

bute my success in typewriting in a

large measure to the assistance given me
by Mr. Smith, the author of the book and,
I am sure anyorve who xiaes It

-will be nrmore than pleased
with the results- - ffose I.. Fritx,

MISS ROSE L FRITZ
ORLD-S CHAMPION TYPIST AN
_LIANT EXPONENT OF TOUCI-
WRITING AS PRESENTED IN

A PRACTICAL COURSE.-'

Some Brilliant Records Made by
Miss Rose L. Fritz

Chicago, March, 1906
BLINDFOLD CHAMPIONSHIP:

4007 Words in One Hour.
New York, Oct., 1907.

BLINDFOLD EXHIBITION:
.)(TO Words in 30 Minutes.

LADIES' championship:
llKl Words in One Hour.

AMERICAN championship:
li'.'Sa Words in 30 Minutes.

Madison Square Harden, Nov., 1906.
AMERICAN championship:

tons Words in One Hour.
WORLDS championship:

2,322 Words in 30 Minutes.
Toronto. December, 1906.

ASSOCIATION hall:
2129 Words in 20 Minutes.

Chicago, March 21, 1907.
AMERICAN (Championship:

2445 Words in 30 Minutes.
New York, Oct. 17, 1907.

WORLDS championship:
,5619 Words in One Hour.

Price. 50 Cents ClotK, 75 Cents

Isaac Pitman ® Sons, 51 v»^io» scm>re. wew voric

i "Course in Isaac Pitman Shorthand," $1.50
Publishers of , " Cumulative Speller and Shorthand Vocabulary," 75c.

'"New Universal Touch Typewriting," 60c.

CX ^i^'^i'<^^-^^i''i^>^k'':i'ni!^-i-jSi^^JA^i4.diu/^^^.Ji^<!i7tJ^ j[ J
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STUDENTS' PENMANSHIP Edition. Seventy-five cents a year. Devoted to the Teachins and Eiecution of Practical
Writing, Fine Art Penmanship. Engrossing and Pen Art.

TEACHERS' PROFESSIONAL Edition, One Dollar a year. Devoted to the Above Branches and to Business Education-
English, Mathematics. Bookkeeping, etc.,—.Association Interests, and the Profession of Commercial Teaching.

TMO EDITIONS

THE BUSINESS EDUCATOR, Cbe Vear, Past and Prospective. . Che Recent Panic and l^ysteria.

Published Monthly (except July and Aucust). by
Zaner & Bloser. 118 N. High St., Columbus. O.. as
follows: Teachers' Professional Edition. $1.(X1 a
Vear (Foreign Subscriptions .SO cents extra ; Cana-
dian Subscriptions. 20 cents extra.) Students' Pen-
manship Edition. 75 cents a Year (Foreign Sub-
scriptions 30 cents extra ; Canadian Subscriptions,
30 cents extral).

Editor
; Manager

Two Edit-ions. The Business Epucator is

published in two editions: The Teachers' Profes-
sional Edition contains 18 or more pages, devoted to

Accounting. Finance. Mathematics. English, Law,
Typewriting. Advertising. Conventions, etc.. and
Departments specially suited to the needs of teach-
ers, principals, and proprietors. Price. $1 .00 a year.
The Students' Penmanship Edition contains 36

pages and is the same as the Professional Edition,
less the Departments of Commercial Teaching.
This edition is specially suited to students in Com-
mercial. Public and Private schools, and contains all

of the Penmanship. Engrossing. Pen Art. and Les-
son features of the Professional Edition. Price. 75

I yea

Change, of Address. If you change your ad-
dress, be sure to notify us promptly [in advance, if

possible), and be careful to give the old as well as
the new address. We lose many journals each issue
through negligence on the part of subscribers.
Back numbers cannot, as a rule, be supplied.
Postmasters are not allowed to forward journals

unless postage is sent to them for that purpose.

The Business Educator is devoted to the pro-
gressive and practical interests of Business Educa-
tion and Penmanship. A journal whose mission is

to dignify, popularize, and improve the world's
newest and neediest education. It purposes to in-

spire and instruct both pupil and teacher, and to

further the interests of those engaged in the work,
in private as well as in public institutions of busi-

Advertisin§ Rates furnished upon application.
The Business EnfcAxOR being, the highest grade
journal of its class is purchased and read by the

ested in business education and penmanship in the
United btates. Canada. England, and nearly every
country on the globe It circulates, not alone among
"business college proprietors, teachers and pupils,
but also among principals of commercial depart-
ments of High Schools. Colleges and Religious
Schools, as well as among office workers, home
students, etc.

R-ates to Teachers, Agents, and Club
Raisers sent upon application. Write for them
whether you are in a position to send few or many
subscriptions. Sample copies furnished to secure
subscriptions.
Considering that The Business Eoucator is high

grade in every particular; that progressive, practical
lessons in penmanship are a distinctive feature of
the magazine ; that departments of interest and help-
fulness in subjects relating to Business Education
are found only in The Business Educator, you will
readily see that it is not only the bast but the cheap-
est, when quality, character and quantity are con-
sidered.

So far as commercial schools are
concerned, and all persons connected
with commercial etjucation, the past
year has been one of unprecedented
prosperity.

This has been due to two primal
causes: First, to general good times,

and second, to the growing popularity
of business education.

The coming year promises quite as

much as the past. We cannot believe

that a panic is in sight. The one we
had in November was serious only be-

cause so slight a cause created so

much of a real scare.

We therefore greet the new year and
the profession with the firm belief and
strong hope that the near future holds

for each and all who are worthy of it,

opportunity and prosperity as full in

measure as we have ever experienced.

Let us, each and all, endeavor to

merit all that we may desire, and de-

sire all that we can reasonably and
righteously achieve.

Here's The Business Educator's
best in wishes and in service.

Engrossina.

We wish to call attention to the e.x-

cellent work we are giving from time

to time in the way of engrossing. The
work we have been giving, and which

we still have on hand from Holt,

Costello, Brown, and Hoff is widely

different and therefore doubly valu-

able to students in the art of engross-

ing. The design by Hoff in the

December number was alone worth

the price of a year's subscription be-

cause of its originality, and the work
by Holt, with the terse instructions, is

also worth a good deal to ambitious

stu^dents and progressive engrossers.

The lesson of the recent financial

scare seems plain : Banks cannot
serve the people and the gamblers at

the same time. Banks that gamble
upon the people's money, as certain

New York City institutions did, and
which started the scare, should be
eliminated. We need safer banks
and the sooner the safe are sifted

from the unsafe the better. The safe-

guarding of money is a sacred trust

and cannot be too strongly sur-

rounded by the life sinews of our gov-
ernment.
The only real panic conceivable at

the present time is a money panic
and that is possible only through
fear, not through fact. We have
more money than ever in the history

of civilized man, and the only thing
which can make it scarce is ffar.

Fear causes money to seek the safety

deposit box, the protection ( though
insecure ) of the owner's pocket, or

the secret recesses of the cellar, side-

board, or slipper—anywhere sugges-
ted by the brainstormed cerebrum.

Rusiness schools can do no better

service to the coming generation of

bankers and business men, and
through them to all humanity, than
to teach the sacredness of a trust and
consequently the responsibility which
should accompany the acceptance of

money on deposit.

In the meantime have courage, be
of good cheer, deposit your cash in

almost any bank, prepare to profit by
and enjoy the prosperity so apparent,
hustle as of old, and success and
sweet sleep await thee.

H eorreetion.

Ill our December number in the sketch of

Mr. A. A. Erblang, we stated that he was a

graduate of the Gem City Business College.
He has called our attention to the fact that
he never attended said school, and we cheer-
fully acknowledge our error.
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Vour Deal Tti Stock. J1 Rare
ebatice.

If you had an honest business pro-
position that would pay twenty-five
per cent on the investment and in
which the principal could not be lost
nor stolen, within a month after it was
known you would need a whole block
for offices and an army of clerks to
take care of the business.
With an investment that was abso-

lutely sure, that it was impossible to
steal or to lose, and an income of
twenty-five per cent, money by the
thousand would pour in for invest-
ment. Business men would stand in
line waiting to be admitted to your
office to place their capital with such
a rare opportunity.

WHAT IT IS.

In the world of finance as it exists
for the average business man, no such
opportunity exists. But strange to
say, such an opportunity does exist
for the great mass of young men and
young women. It exists in a business
education, in a good thorough one,
but not in a half-way, partial course
nor a smattering of the branches
taught.

Is it any wonderthebusiness schools
are crowded ? A thorough business
education is a sure investment be-
cause the working principal bought
is knowledge and training which can
not be lost, begged, borrowed, or
stolen. No insurance is necessary
against fire, wind storm or tornado.
Once the investor has it, it is his and
his absolutely for life. It is a fine

dividend payer at the end of each
month, and the dividends get bigger
and bigger as the years go by.

USE JUDGEMENT IN CHOOSING THE KIND.

But, there are several kinds of stock
in this Business Education Invest-
ment Company, and they all pay
different rates of interest. Let it not
be thought the big fat dividends can
be had on half shares or on the wrong
kind of stock. Good judgment must
be used to get the right kind ; and it

is easy to use good judgment, for
every commercial school principal,
who deals in the stock, and every one

who has invested wisely, will give you
the same advice and the same evidence
to back it.

Stock may be classified as: Three-
Month Stock, Six-Month Stock, Com-
bined-Course Stock, and Thorough-
Proficiency Stock. The Three-Month
Stock (in other words, a three-month
course) is a fair investment under
certain conditions and for certain
purposes. Asa bread-winning invest-
ment for one who expects to use it in
an office, it is a failure, and no repu-
table school man will guarantee it or
even advise its purchase, where it is

at all possible for the investor to se-
cure better. At the best, there is little

to be expected from it, and it is not to
be considered these days when prac-
tically everyone can manage to secure
the best.

The student who wants a job be-
cause he has been in school six months
has been investing in the Six-Month
Stock. He looked at the catalog and
saw the course was outlined to be
completed in six months. He didn't
read further where it explained plainly
that this might be considered an ave-
rage time for well-prepared students
who worked incessantly. And if he
had read further and looked and con-
sidered as closely as he would before
signing a business paper, he would
have seen there is no particular rep-
resentation of guaranteed dividend on
Six-Month Stock. He would have
seen that throughout it is made clear
that the value of Six-Month Stock as a
dividend payer depends much on the
ability of the purchaser. It may pay
well, it may not pay so much. It is

good for those who simply cannot buy
a better class.

Combined-Course Stock is fine. As
a dividend payer it will begin to ope-
rate almost immediately after it is se-

cured. In fact, there is no reason
\N\iy a.nyoxA\na.r\\y sensible, industrious
person who has it shouldn't place it

without delay in any one of a score of
cities in the land, and it is almost al-

ways the sensilile, industrious people
who buy this stock. The big advan-
tage and profits of this class of stock
appeal tothe sensible business people.
Folks who have the business judgment

to succeed out of school generally
have the business judgment to see the
advantage of the best kinds of stock
in school.

The beauty of this Combined-Course
Stock is that it not only pays from the
start, but it pays better and better
year after year, and can be marketed
when no other stock except Thorough-
Proficiency Stock can be negotiated.
It is a fine kind to hold and only one
finer can be had.

Thorough-Proficiency Stock is the
gilt-edged kind. It is the finest to be
had. No owner need worry for a
minute about its paying fine divi-
dends; and how the dividends do go
on getting bigger and bigger year
after year. It is the kind practically
all of the best informed and wisest in-
vestors buy. It doesn't take long for
a smart business boy to see that he
can't afford to invest in any other,
after the true value of each is ex-
plained. It is almost as far ahead of
the Three-Month as an automobile is

ahead of a wheel-barrow.

HOW THEV p.w.

We will not discuss dividends on
Three-Month Stock, for while it is

profitable to hold this for your own
use, it is seldom marketable and no
pretentions should be made that it

will pay dividends except as the
holder can make use of it in his own
affairs. The public doesn't want to
buy it.

Six-Month Stock may and may not
pay fair dividends. It depends much
on the preparedness and natural abil-
ity of the owner to make use of it. It

is only second grade stock and should
not be considered in comparison with
Combined-Course or Thorough-Profi-
ciency when one of the latter can be
had. At the same time, I have occa-
sionally seen owners who did fairly
well with it and in the absence of any-
thing better, it is greatlyto be desired.

Combined-Course Stock is good.
You make no mistake in buying it. I

have known many persons of fine

business judgment to go on and get
this after starting to get some of the
poorer grades. Those who do almost
invariably are of the abler financiers
who make this stock a fine paying
thing. I have known the dividends to
begin at about ten per cent, and go on
increasing till in a few years they had
paid back the first cost and were run-
ning along at 100 per cent, or more.
Pretty good investment. Eh ? And
they don't cost so very much more
than the cheaper kind. This stock is

always marketable.
Thorough-Proficiency Stock is the

finest. It's not only gilt-edged, it's A
No. 1, and people are after it every-
where when they know you have it for

their use. The beauty of it is that
while the dividends come to you, you
couldn't even give away the stock.
It is absolutely yours for life.
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LESSONS IN PENMANSHIP
C. E. DONER,

Supervisor Penmanship, Beverly, Mass., Public Schools.

Send praptlpe f«ir criticisms to " Critirism Etlitor," Business Kdueator. Columbus, Ohio.

^
Cesson 44. This lesson begins the study of the capital letters. These exercises establish the movement for O, D. C and A. In con-

nection with these exercises practice the direct retraced ellipse and the direct compact ellipse. Count. For copy 1 count l-2-3-4-5-6-7-81oop.

Count in the same way for copy 2, except a less number of times around for the small exercises. For copy 3 count 1-2-3-4-5-8 loop, and fol-

low this exercise with thecapital O, counting 1-2-loop. End the () downward with a small loop. A light, rapid circular movement should
be used in making these exercises and the letter O. Get this lesson well before passing tothe next one.

Cesson 45. The capital O ends with a small loop and is closed at the top. Capital D has the same kind of loop. The capital C should
have a narrow loop in beginning and the downward stroke should be well curved. Capital A should be closed at the top and can be
made with either ending—an upward curve or a downward curve. Count. For O count 1-2-loop; for D 1-2-loop; or, down-2-loop ; for C
loop-curve ; or, loop-circle ; or, 1-2, or loop-swing : and for the first style of A count 1-2-3—curve ; or, 1-2-down curve. IFor the --4 that ends with
the downward stroke count 1-2-3 ; or 1-2-light ; or, 1-2-curve ; or 1-2-quick. This style of letter must be ended with a light quick move
ment. Give this lesson a great deal of practice.

'O (J o o cf (J n a n-

'A J3 jj I) J^ J} J} jyyJA J} A
r^y r^y re (3 c. C'/C'y A A A A A
XL a. a a. a rLa A A A A A_
Cesson 46. in this

the sentences. The sen
Sentence practice tests

esson the capitals O a

tences should bewritt
jne's skill as a.writer.

nd Dare use
en over and
Practice m

d in word and sentence writing. Practice several lines of words before writin !ii

over again. Sentence writing is more difficult than letter and word practice
any lines and many pages of sentences.

vJ^y^y/J^^y) jy ( J^A-/yy^yfy)j'y ( /.-7^-^yMijy)jy ( 7y^/-fyJyjyjy Ly

y^^^y^fj'^i^j^^^ y^^yf^X-rT-y^^LJ fytyi-iy y^/-o4y^ czAyfj'yyy ( yyyfjypiJ^Jy
' «

d yj'Jjy.^Tyvi^.'n^j^y J. Jj'Jjy.^'^n-i^l^'i^j'y rJ JjAjy^j-^viyiyyiyy AArp-i^T^^y:^

C^ ^-ryf^yyi^iT-ryJ yyi.^rr?/-^y.jA^Ayy^Afj'^i^^
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Cesson 47. lu thia lesson word aad sentence practice is continued. In the word .-i/7(7re the small 7 may be joined or may not be

joined to the capital .-J, as is shown in the copy. It saves time by joining the 7 to the --I which means that the pen does not need to be
lifted from the paper. Keep freedom of arm movementconstantly In mind ; never allow the movement to drag.

U^f/^^^^ oUr^' ^.^iMyjAy ynA-tA^

7)

CftSSOn 4S. Turn the paper and practice the C across the lines by placing a letter in every other space. This is splendid practice-
All the capital letters can be made in this way. Do not only practice the C in this way, but practice many other capital letters in the
same way.

(3

(3

(3

(3-

(3

(3

(3

3
3
3

(3

3^

3
3
3-

3^

3
3
3

(3
ry

3
3^

3
3^

3.

3/
Cesson 49. Ttie exercise in copy 1 should be practiced tho roiiKlily-^they establish the moveuient for making the E. The first exercise

begins by making the £and then circling rapidly around it with the retraced ellipse. The second exercise begins in the same way and
then follows to the right on the line with a small open ellipse. These exercises develop circular motion which is needed in making the
£. Count. For the first exercisein copy 1 count dot 1-2-3-round-round round-round round-round. For the second exercise count dot-1 2-3-

round-round-round round-round-round-round-curve. Make these exercises with a light rapid circular movement. For the first style of
E count dot-1-2 loop : or, dot-1-2-3 ; for the second style count dot-1-2-3 ; or, dot 1-2-curve.

02. 3
EeSSOn BO* Notice that the spacing between the words in word and sentence writing is about the width of small a. Observe this

little rule in practicing from all of these lessons. Watch final t in the word Eminent and the straight stroke in ending the word Eniphir
and Diligently'.

^yj^yv'ta .yyj.
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CtfSSOn SI. This lesson gives the introductory luoveuient exercises for a great many capital letters. A lesson of this kind should
receive a great deal of practice, \otice that the exercises lead directly to letters ; in fact, parts of the exercises are letters themselves.
The push-and pull movement should be weU cultivated in making the iyf and t' exercises as in copies 2 and 3. Count. For the tirst ex-

ercise in copy 1 count round-round-round-round-dow^n. Stop the pen on the line at tlie word dowti. For the second exercise in copy 1

count round-round-round-round-round-round-down. This exercise is the indirect compact ellipse made small. Stop the stroke find the
pen together on the line as the downward stroke is made. For the first exercise in copy 2 coutrt loop-down, making it quickly. For the N
exercise in copy 2 count loop-down— up down, repeating " up-down '* several times and ending with a curve. Count in the same way for

the C* exercise. Instead of saying up-down for the count, 1-2 ; or, push-pull can be used by counting rapidly. Do not use a slow move-
ment—give life and snap to it.

/JjJj/JJJyUAy /JJJJJJAA^^AyiJjJjJJjjAyuy UjJjJj.uAA^Ay
Cesson 52. Practice copy 1 thoroughly before beginning N and M. This small loop is used in beginning eleven capital letters. This

exercise is a large figure 6 reversed. Carry this conception with you in beginning letters like A' and ^V. In making this loop exercise

the sCro/ce fiorf C/ie pen /iiHSf be stopped fofi'af/jeron the line--the end of the downward stroke must not be made with a quick jerky
movement. Count. For Account loop-down-up-down-curve. For M count loop-dpwn-up-down-up-down-curve. These letters may be
ended with a downward curve as in the last copy. If so ended, the curve must be made lightly and quickly.

/ / 1 1 V 1 n /' 7 y
^1
/ V

% % % % % 7. %^ ^/ % ^y %• %
>/^. ^/ n m >/%AryTri//?]. n Tn.

?f ri ^ 7 ^ ^ ^ 71^ -y 7ji 7/1 2^
Cesson S3. The w

in the A'and M as in th

ords and sentences should receive careful, persistent, and thoughtful practice. A long narrow loop ni

e third word Nineteen and in the third word Maintain. Be careful not to make this loop wide.
ay be made

/

/ /^/^.^^-Zl-^-^y /Z^W-7.^Aj^.^'^ny /Uyn^i^y ..?
/L^A^^aA^yJ^.a.-(>yiu:</ y^ryt-^oyT-TyU y^^-c^MU^i'^^i^^-ixy,^^ yUvL^r/?

/fUzyt^yiA^.^L-'Tiy //Z^^-z/^^/i^^^'^^^ //LrXyU-riyL^^.^'^yiy ///-^yiy-y^^

o-^n^-c^A
/ ^// yn^r^f;fyny. ///^yn^j^^AjJ

Cesson 54. Tlie downward stroke in the flrst H is straight and in the second curved. The beginning of the second downward stroke

in both //'.s is slightly curved—please observe this. Count. For the // in copy 1 count loop-down—down—loop. For the H in copy 2

count loop-dot—down—loop. Stop the pen at the count dof. For the first A' count loop-down-1-down-curve ; or, loop-down-1-2-3. For the

second A' count loop-down-1-2 ; or, loop-down-1-light. Make each part rapidly.

/

r y y %r r 7/'lA ^^^-y"r %
r3/.y Y . 9/. y\y\9/ JY;jr ,:^\yy

J.r y: % Ti / % Ay r' r't'r'X r
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A. S. L.Teun. r beeins with a turn not
an angle. Watch small finish of r and ir.

Study form carefully.

L. P- New York., Although we have re-

ceived better work than yours we have re-

ceived none that shows any better taste in
arrangement. Get just a little more freedom
into the work. Close o at the top.

H. E. M.,S. Dak., II' is too wide. Second
and third down stroke of .V slants too much
for the stem. Some of your work is quite
good. Send some of your work to Mr. Heath
for criticism.

E. M. S., Omaha. Some of the lines in
your capital letters seem week. It may be
your pen is too fine. Study underturns care-
fully.

L. C Nich, Right side of o should be
curved as much as left side. You need give
more attention to small letter exercises as
your small letter movement is not yet easy.

C. A. W., Wis. Study turn and angle very
carefully. Curve upstroke of rand s more.

A. E. v., Mich. You need study form very
carefully. Down stroke of c is curved too
much. Watch the base line.

M. B , N. Y. Your work is now up to our
certificate standard. Good enough for prac-
tical purposes.

L. P., Calif. Small letter work is too big.

Study form carefully. Postage due.

M. S., Calif. Second down stroke of a
does not slant enough. Cultivate a lighter
touch and freer movement. Do not shade
the down strokes.

J. A. S., Mass. Your work is very fine in-

deed. Try to see if you can get the next
lesson as well. No criticisms.

H. V. C, Mich. Little loop in A" too low.
You need cultivate an easier movement in

your small letters. Yoursister's work is very
good. No special criticisms,

M. L., Mich. Capitals are good. You need
to study the forms of your small letters.

Try to get a freer movement.

W. D., Mckeesport. Watch the last line.

Y'ou need more work on exercises.

E. P., Monroe. Very good indeed. You
are nearly up to our certificate standard.
Follow the instructions of Mr. Wilkinson
closely and you will come out all right.

F. C.K., Texas. Watch last turn of «j and
n. Cultivate a freer movement and a little

lighter toucli.

M.C., Des Moines. Exercise work is fine.

Watch A- and your spacing.

G. P., Calif. Cultivate a freer movement
and a lighter touch. Do not shade down
strokes. Write more rapidly. Practice more
on exercises.

L. W. L., Calif. Read carefully the criti-

cisms of your classmate, G. P.

L. F., Calif. Your work is very good. Try
to keep up to the standard and win our cer-

tificate by the end of the year. .\o special
criticisms.

M. E.G., Calif. See G. P.

C. K. K., Calif. Study form carefully, c

is too big. Keep all of your writing a trifle

smaller.

L. S., Pa. Your work is good from the
standpoint of form but is not yet free enough.

J. F. L, S. Dak. Study form. ,; is too high.
Watch your spacing and ending strokes
very carefully.

M. L. B., Pawtucket. Get more freedom
into your work. Ending strokes generally
too stiff and straight. Watch the base line.

R. P. K., O. Good work. You cross a- too
low. Make large figures with little more
freedom.

Everett L. Most of this work is entirely
too difficult for you. You need to spend a
great deal of time working from the Sept-
ember number before you attempt loops.

C. A., Pawtucket. Good work. Curve up
strokes of your loops more, thereby making
them wider.

H. G., la. Curve up strokes in letters r
and s more. Your work is very good.

J. M. Y. , Wyo. You need study form a

great deal. Shades on all of your letters are
entirely too long. Keep all capitals the
same height.

C. B. B., Mich. No criticisms. Your work
is now up to our certificate standard. Now
try to make it the Professional Certificate
before June.

J. F. L., S. Dak. You would be benefited
more by working from Mr. Doner's lessons
Mr. Blue's work is a little difficult for you
yet. Study turn and angle very carefully.

D. M., Kans. Down stroke of c is too
rounding. Curve up stroke of .s more and
close it at the bottom. Your work shows
that you are neat and patient, two essen-
tials in tiie make up of a good penman.

C. S. K., Calif. Keep all down strokes in
your small letters straight. Watch this
alone and it will make 50 per cent difference
in your writing.

K. B. W.,Pa. Your work is fine. We have
no special criticism. Keep your work up
to this standard to the end of the year and
win one of our certificates.

C- M. W..Pa. You probably retrace a little

to much in iji and ii. Also curve ending
strokes more. Exercise work is good. Try
to keep up to your standard on your next
lesson,

C- E. K., Pa. Your turns and angles all

look alike, a and r are too large for other
letters. You will need to study form very
closely.

K. D. M., Mo. You need to study form a
great deal. Be careful with your strokes.
Hit the line every time. Your work shows
you are just a little inclined to be careless.
Break this habit off short.

W. A. D., Conn. No special criticism on
your lesson this time. Watch rand figure

T. T., Mo. Exercises 4, 5, and 6 are too
short. We believe that you would do well
to try some of the letters.

C. O. K. You need a great deal of work on
small letter exercises. Study form closely.
You have too many slants.

W. A. D.,Conn. Fine. We would suggest
that you write a little less compact and
probably not quite so tall.

F. L. B., 111. No criticisms on your work
only that you try to get a neat page. Leave
off your long finishing strokes and keep
your margins straight.

T. T., Mo. Your shades are too long and
too straight. Try to keep all capitals on a
page all the same size. Same is true of the
small letters.

W. H. W., Pa. You have an eye for pen-
manship and we might also add an arm for
it as well. Your work is very free and busi-
ness like. Keep up tlie wt>rk and secureone
of our certificates at the end of the year.

E. L., Mo. This lesson is a little too diffi-

cult for you. You would do well to give a
little more time to the lesson given in the
September number.

M. F., Pawtucket. Just a little more free-
dom. Study form carefully. You can make
no mistakes by following Mr. Russell's in-

structions very closely.

J. H. K , Pittsburg. Very good indeed.
Now try the next lesson.

C. B., Pawtucket. Study carefully 9 and
last part of rrj and n. Your work id Very
good.

J. R. B., 111. Your writing shows results
of your hard work. It is among the best we
have received this month. No special criti-

cism.

C. A. R.. Mass. Your work so far is up to
our certificate standard. Keep it so during
the next six months.

H. T. , Milwaukee. Your work is quite good
and we feel sure that if you will put forth
your best efforts until next June you can
win one of our certificates.

/f^
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CLUB CHAT
^
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Geo. ;^1. Hawkins, an active school worker

in the Beaver Co., Commercial College,
Beaver, Pa., is a relative of the late lieneral
Hawkins of Phillipine fame. Mr. Hawkins
writes a splendid business hand and we pre-

dict for him a very successful career as a
business educator. Through his efforts a
handsome list of subscriptions for THE
BUSINKS.S Educator recently reached our
office.

Another list of 20 subscriptions is liereby
acknowledged from one of the wheel horses
of the penmanship profession, Mr. W. F.
Giesseman, principal of the Beutel Business
College, Everett, Wash.

An appreciative list of 25 subscriptions
was recently received from Mr. M. H. Pol-
glase, penman in the N. J., Business College,
Newark, N. J. Mr. Polglase writes an ex-
ceptionally good hand and is evidentlj' giv-

ing the students of that institution number
one instruction.

.\ splendid list of subscriptions is at hand
from Mr. G. W. Jones, penman and commer-
cial instructor in the Creston, la.. High
School. From the nature of Mr. Jones' pen-
manship and the interest indicated in sub
scriptions we have every reason to believe
that the good people of Creston are fortu-

nate for having him in their midst.

Mr. J. E. Weiss, the skillful penman and
efficient teacher of the Kansas Wesleyan
Business College, .Salina, Kansas demon-
strates liis interests in good writing by
sending an appreciated list of subscriptions
to The Business Educator. We are in

hopes of presenting a black board lesson in

these columns from him some time.

.\ list of H.'Ssubscriptionshaabeen recentH-
handed us by Mr. S. G. Edgar, penman in

the Columbus, Ohio, Business College.
There seems to be an unusual interest on
the part of the pupils in the subject of writ-

ing in this school. We recently inspected
students' specimens on the walls of the in-

stitution, and are pleased to say we have
never seen them excelled.

Mr. J. L. Hupman of Draughon's Business
College, St. Louis, Mo., recently favored us

--with an appreciated list of subscriptions to

The Business Educator, indicating the
right kind of interest and attention to pen-
manship in that institution.

Mr. L. Faretra, the skillful penman of Bur-
dett College, Boston, Mass., about Thanks-
giving time favored us with a good sized

list of subscriptions. Mr. Faretra is evi-

dently maintaining the reputation of the
Burdett College for excellence in penman
ship.

Mr. E. A. Bock, penman in the Los An-
geles, Calif., Business College, recently fav-

ored the Business Educator with a list

of twenty-seven subscriptions. Mr. Hock is

a fine penman and excellent teacher of pen-
manship, if we may judge from the results

he secures and sends this way.
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Lessons in Practical Business Writing
R. C. KING

285 1 OAKLAND AVENUE MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Specimens for Criticism should reach Columbus by first of month preceding
month of publication.

Introduction.

in favor of good writing, as its value in a business sense is everywhere
writing can never, so far as is possible for human foresight to prophesy,

It is needless to advance to any intelligent person argumer
acknowledged to be second in importance onlj* to speech. Har
in this age, be surplanted by the typewriter or any mechanical means.

I do not think that I am putting the statement to strong when I say that penmanship is one of the most useful

one of the most beautiful, and the most neglected of subjects taught in the public schools of this country. It is not only neglected

in our public schools, but it is neglected in our normal schools, colleges and universities. In my judgment, it should be made a part

of the normal school, college and university courses, and every student who enters tliese schools should be compelled to take a course

in penmanship under the supervision of an expert teacher and penman. Many of the students who attend our normal schools, colleges

and universities become teachers in our publio schools, and if they were sent out from the college or normal school with a good rapid

style of business writing, and up-to-date methods of teaching the same, it would be a long step toward securing a better and more practi-

cal style of writing in our public schools.

It has remained for the commercial schools, and our excellent commercial publications to uphold, advocate and teach penmanship as

it should be taught, and I, for one. am glad to see that boards of education, superintendents of schools, and teachers, are slowly, but
surely, coming to recognize the importance of this subject, and the time is not far distant when all public schools will discard the copy
book, and teach penmanship bj' the Arm Movement Method.

The four essential elements that go to make up a good style of business or ornamental writing are : first, ease in execution ; second,

legibility ; third, rapidly ; and fourth, beauty. Practical writing Mji;.sf embody at least three of these, ease in execution, legibility and
rapidity. These are absolutely essential, and in the absence of one these qualities the penmanship cannot meet business requirements.

In pres«nting this course of lessons in business writing, it has been my aim to present movement and form in such a manner that the

maximum of results may be obtained in the minimum of time.

Practice in a haphazard, careless manner, will result in mere scrawls—illegible writing. To draw out the forms with a slow laborious

finger movement results in a style of writing which is slow, cramped and lifeless, and a style wholly unfit for business purposes.

Combine movement and form and you get ease in execution and legibility which will give your writing a free, easy, graceful appear-

ance, and it will be a delight instead of a drudgery to write.

Position. Sit squarely in front of the desk, with the feet flat on the floor, the right foot a little in advance of the left. Sit well back
on the chair, and be careful not to have the chair too near or too far from the desk or table. The body should be inclined slightly for-

ward, bending at the hips. Do not bend forward at shoulders, or drop the head. The head should be kept well up so that the line of writ-

ing will be fully twelve inches from the eyes. Both arms 7ii;j.sf rest on the desk, with the elbow of the right arm extending about two

inches otf the edge.
Materials. Get the very best that money will buy. An expert penman may be able to do fairly good work with pens, penholders,

ink and paper which would not be called first-class, but for the beginner or unexperienced the best is none too good. Tower's cork tipped

bank penholderis a very good holder. The Zanerian Ideal, or Medial pens, or Minnehaha No. 21 which I can furuish youat$1.00 per gross.

Carter's writing fluid is excellent. Buy your paper by the ream, in single sheets 8x11 inches in size.

.\RM MovE?IENT. So much has been said in regard to arm movement that it seems unnecessary for me to add anything. However
as the aquisition of the Arm Movement is so important I shall endeavor to explain the same. When the right arm is resting on the

large cushion of muscles in front of the elbow, and on the nails of the third and fourth fingers, the arm and hand may be shoved in and
out of the sleeve, made to move in a circular form and carried forward and backward across the paper. When the arm and hand are

resting in this manner with the side of the hand and wrist up one may write hour after hour without growing tired. It is the tendency
with beginners when practicing on movement exercises to raise the arm so that it does not rest on the muscles. This is not fore arm
movement, but is what is known as whole arm movement, and cannot be used in business writing for the reason that the muscles of the

upper arm soon grow tired holding the arm up, and the arm is soon dropped down. The hand goes over on its side, the fingers are ex-

tended and contracted to form letters, and finger movement is the result. Remember that the arm must always rest on the muscles

in front of the elbow, and the side of the hand and wrist must be kept up Keep the arm down and the movement up.

Plate l. The ovals in this plate must be made with a free rolling motion of the arm resting on the large muscles in front of the el-

bow. The lines indicate the height which ovals should be made, the arrows the direction, and the small figures at left the number of

pages of each.
Plate 2. .Vrm resting, hand and wrist up. Make with a light, sliding motion, three in a group and three groups on a line. Do not

use fingers. Keep hand and wrist up. Small figures to left indicate number of pages that must be filled.

Plate ;i. Use a free, rolling movement. Keep arm down and hand and wrist up. Make l> with same rolling movement as the oval.
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Cbeory of Penmanship

By 3. H. Bacbtenhircber, Supr., Penmanship, evansvllle, Ind.

Writing is the result of movement siiliject to law. This law is determined very largely by the forms required to be made. Hence
there must be definite knowledge of these forms. This requires analysis in some form—not merely taking forms to pieces, but such a sepa-

ration of t hem as indicates the function of each and the formation of the whole. Thus letters are found to consist of common parts made
by similiar movenientM, the knowledgeof which is available for all letters in which thev occur, and classified as principles. These
principles, again have common parts— the main lines, the lines used merely for connection, and the different manner of joining these

lines. Hence a true and practical analysis observes also the elements, that the forna they compose may become thoroughly known.
For a number of years I have not paid much attention to the analysis orletter building, but I am now doing it from necessity. The

public schools have been changing so much of late that proper endings, initial strokes, joinings, uniform slant, etc., have been lost in the

shuttle, not only by the pupils, but the teachers also. I am therefore not only drilling on elements, but the principles, spacing, connect-

ions, etc. In order to overcome the defects of the vertical, I am especially emphasizing the first element, the straight line. I show that

this is the most important of the elements. I use the three simple elements. By the use of these I construct the principles for the small

letters. From the principles we construct letters. The children love these exercises and it aids form very much.
It creates enthusiasm, awakens thought, sharpens observation and is a very great aid to form. I also teach form by monograms, as

well as building from principles. I make an a on the board and then ask some one to cpnie and change to d. I ask who can erase part of

the r/ and leave a good (. Who can erase part of the a and leave a small / by adding the dot. If you invert ;j what letter is it? Can you
find a; in a well constructed.r or £^? Changeato^. Find the > in jir. Change g- to f/. The lower part of <7 is the lower part of what other

letter? This makes them observe, think and compare. I emphasize the straight line in this way. I use only the skeleton of the word.

Can you read or make out the words in thu accompanying illustration ? Take your pene and let us see who can get the most correct ones.

Some outlines may be more than one word. This work is used principally in grades 3. 4 and .5. In these exercises I omit words contain-

ing s, o, r, ir and difficult forms. I also insist that pupils in grades 1.2,:! and 4 use the iiiitiul anA ending stroke. Begin all letters on

the writing line. Omitting these strokes breaks up the regularity in form. Here is where many failed in the vertical. Initial and end-

ing strokes are absolutely essential to regularity in execution, especially with untrained bands. This is easily demonstrated. Ask a

pupil in the lower gra<les to write the word an, omitting the initial stroke in a. Next ask him to write the word man. The a in the

words will not be formed the same.

Blackboard Ccsson By B. C. Greenwood, St. Paul, minn., Globe Business Colleae.

This is one of my lessons given as a review after the student has been over the capital and small letters.

I always give some movement exercises at the beginning of each penmanship period, no matter how far ad

may be. Movement is the foundation, and, of course, we must learn to control it.

Place one copy on the board at a time and have them practice it until you present the next.

Count for all exercises and letters and see that each student keeps with the count. The beginning student

keep with the count. Make copy on the board several times and count as you make it, explaining the count. Gi

some special attention and see that he gets the proper position, etc.

First of all get the student interested and then help him to gain confidence in himself. You can do this liy sho\

of other.students' work, who have made improvement.
Criticism is necessary but most nf this can be done by placing faulty forms on the board and having the students criticise them.

Encouragement is also necessary, especially for the students who become discouraged. The student's w riting looks poorer to him as

he becomes better acquainted with the correct forms.

Teach them that good, hard, systematic work counts.

:iced the students

11 find it hard to

the new student

specimens
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"What Others
Have Done You

Can Do
Also."

STUDENTS' WOl^K AND PAGE
Dedicated to the best engravable specimens of exercises and business

writing received from schools and students; improvetnent,
timeliness and excellence considered.

Observation,

Care and Appli-

cation—The
Essentials.

J

By W. H. Snider, Pupil, Columbus, O., Business College, G, S. Edgar, Penman.

Pupil in the big Blair Business College, Spokane, Wn., Fred Berkman, teacher of penmanship.

^'-

By Myrtle Kechter, pupil. Duff's College. McKeesport, Pa., A. E. Cole, teacher of penmanship.

^^
Skin u|i ttfc siccrc is tuortl) a liunbveb times as mueb as a saicllcti bcab on tt^e sl^oulbcrs

of a "smart c 1 ic k."
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St. John's Univeraity, Collegeville, Minn.

How is this for a boy of 65 years.—Mr. Hinuian.

1^ -J^^^^f-^-l^/^^^-T^

By John M. Moore, Caldwell, O., pupil cf M. A. Adams, Marietta

O., Commercial College.
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EDITOR S PAGE—PENMANSHIP EDITION
A Forum for the. Expression of Convictions Relating to Metliods of Teaeliing and the Art of Writing

OUR PLATFORM : FORM AND FREEDOM FROM FIRST TO FINISH

v J/

System.

If system isthe " soul of business "

as well as the chief factor in science,

then it would seem that penmen and
teachers of penmanship would do
well to systematize their work and
methods. For it is a well known fact

that too many in our ranks frequently

depend upon " spur of the moment "

or the "oval exercise" (the bread
pill of the penmanship quack) to

help them out of a dilemma due to

lack of foresight and knowledge in

the plan of instruction.

Of course, this is not intended for

you, but for the " other fellow. " For
it is a pretty small fry in our big pan
that does not have some system to

dote upon or some hobby to ride.

But system is not necessarily

science, although the latter nearly

always utilizes the former to demon-
strate its truths. Science compre-
hends the whole truth while system
may, and frequently does in penman-
ship, concern only a fragment of the

whole. A half truth, until the other

half is discovered, is not infrequently

as misleading as falsehood.
These half truths as represented

by small, cramped, slow writing
(script drawing) as prescribed and
practiced in public schools, on the

one hand, and reckless, spasmodic,
movement practice as taught in

many business colleges, on the other

hand, were " systems " but not
science. They failed because they
did not comprehend the whole sub-

ject of instruction. For instruction,

true instruction, comprehends both
the form of writing and its execution
—the art and its application—the let-

ter and the spirit which executes it.

It is thus plain that the true teacher
studies the art as well as the one who
produces it—the product am/ the pu-
pil. True teaching connects the two
at all times. Do you ?

True system, means not merely
some sort of arrangment—some su-

perficial plan—but it means the mar-
shalling of facts in such a way that

the simplest, largest, and most funda-
mental appear first, and the second
in importance next, with others in

their true relation later on.

Is your work as instructor in writing
so planned and systematized as to

present the simplest and most funda-
mental first, and these so presented as

to lead logically to the second and that

in turn practically to the third, and
so on to the end—a practical product?

Do you have a time and a place and
a reason for each exercise, letter,

word or sentence that you give ? Is

your work in writing on a par with

the instruction in mathematics, gram-
mar, bookkeeping ? If not, it is not

as it should be. Remember that

science comprehends the whole and
that system is its chief mode of ex-

pression—its main vehicle of convey-
ance to market. Without system,

the evidence is against you and the

burden of proof rests upon your
hands.

It was not system that killed the

copybook, but lack of action in it.

It was not movement that killed the

haphazard method of the business

college, but lack of system which
meant little forethought. System
and service need to go hand in hand.

One idea ( one way for all ) methods,
hobbies ( half truths ) are giving way
to systematic, scientific instruction

in penmanship, as in other things.

Speed the day for its universal ar-

rival.

Cbe Cast Exam.

There's a puzzled girl that's adding up
her balance in her book,

As she struggles with a melancholy page;
For the flgures are elusive ; and her

ledger, when you look.

Puts a sudden ceasing to her airy

persiflage.

And she'll never, never learn
How to do her thinking straight

;

Troubles thick in rapid turn -

She's a problem, sure as fate.

Now she's list'ning to the clangor of a

furious fire alarm ;

Now she's smuggling in a caramel
where 'twill do the most of harm

Now she's propping up a poniadour
to a most stupendous height;

And now she's sighing idly for the cooling
shades of night.

Yet, stay the unkind judgment,
Check the hasty words of ire;

For when did Youth to Duty lent,

Retain her own Celestial Fire?

If she's working with the weakness
of a will long underused.

Ever thinking with a mind whose
best is oft refused ;

Idly starting at her lessons with
the care-free gaze of youth.

Guilty of a sacrilege at the Altar
of the Truth

Perhaps the great Judge of us aH,
When we show him our final proof,

Will, out of his kindness, recall

Our weakness, forget the needed reproof.

Melvin Cassmore.
Seattle, W'n., Commercial School.

Program of the new englatid
Jlssociation of Penmanship

Supervisors.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 11th, 19flS.

100 Boylston Street, Room lOlil. Boston,
Mass.

A. M.

10:30. The Special Supervisor and His Work.
|

F. H. Beede, Supt. of Schools, Newi
Haven, Conn.

11:15. Writing from the Business Man'sl
Standpoint. (ieorgeE. Brock, Presideiit[

Home Sa\'iugs Bank, Boston, Mass.
P. ?I.

F. W. Mar.

iprove

2:00. Position and Penholdi
tin, Boston, Mass.

2:40. Round Table, (a) How to Ir

the Grade Teachers' Handwritii
W. Shaylor, Portland. Me. (b) Use of

Muscular Movement below the Fifth

Grade. C. E. Doner, Beverly, Mass. (c)j

Use of Counting, D. W. Hofif, Lawrence,'
Mass.

3:40. Business and Election of Officers. [

Harry Houston, New Haven, Conn.,
President.

Eva Louise Miller,
West Springfield, Mass.,

Secretary.

Contents

Of tbe PreUssional edition ol Che

Business educator lor

January, 1908-

Editorial page.

English, F. M. Erskine, Grand

Prairie, Seminary, Onarga, 111.

HIGHER Accounting, R. M. Brown-

ing, C.P. A., Sadler's Bus. Coll., Balti-

more, Md.

PRACTICAL Finance, R. J. Bennett,

C. A., C. P. A., Detroit Business

University, Detroit, Mich.

LAW, Wm. C. Sprague, Detroit, Mich.,

Sprague's Correspondence School of

Law.

TYPEWRITING, A. C. Van Sant, Omaha,

Nebr., Van Sant's School of Short-

hand.

SCHOOL ADVERTISING, M. W. Cass-

more, Seattle Commercial school,

Seattle, Wn.

HISTORICAL, Frank Vaughan.

SCHOOL AND PROFESSIONAL.

NEWS NOTKS AND NOTICES.

CATALOGS AND CIRCULARS.

ETC. ETC. ETC.
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Devoted to the Best Interests of Business Education, and Dedicated to the Expression of Conscientious Opinions upon Topics Related the
are cordially invited to enter the Arena of Publicity to discuss those things uppermost in the public ntind, or of which there seems to be most n
Editor and Publishers reserve the right to reject any communication they see Ht. Nor do they desire to be understood as endorsing all of the ot
pressed in these columns. They believe a journal of this class and calibre is in part a public institution, and a vehicle in which the professional publi(
reasonably expect respectful attention and liberal space. Your thought plants ma ' - . .. . ...... ....
harvest is sure. We hope that neither timidity on your part, nor an editoral frost „.. „
public. Let us hear from you whenever the spirit of good will, fair play or originality^
Cuition Rates and Salaries.

A well-known, clear-thinking, level-

headed school proprietor recently re-

marked in substance as follows :

" The scarcity of commercial teach-
ers has caused salaries to rise to such
an extent that there seems to be less

profit in the school business than
heretofore. I see no relief in sight ex-

cept through the increase of tuition
rates."

Another owner of one of our largest
schools said: "We have been con-
sidering the advisability of increasing
our tuition, to meet the increase in

cost of teachers and operating ex-
penses."
The facts are that practically no

item or element which enters into the
commercial school work costs the
same as a decade ago. Rent; adver-
tising; stationery; printing; labor,
skilled, unskilled, or schooled; each
and all have advanced on an average
of perhaps forty per cent., except
tuition.

Some schools and some communi-
ties have had the courage to make
the necessary increase in tuition to
meet advancing prices in other lines.

Other schools will do well to do the
same, and at no distant day. Compe-
tition is the chief cause of low rates,
and hesitancy to increase the rate to a
normal basis.

If the good schools would have the
courage to increase their rate and to

emphasize the fact that cheap tuition
inevitably means cheap instructors
and inferior instruction, the public
would soon see the point and patro
nize the best. That is, the discerning
public would and that means the kind
worth catering to.

School proprietors themselves will
do well to try to reach an agreement

r do they de
1 part a public institutii ^.
may here find soil for propagation, and if rightly used ai.u ^uiw.

r part, may be responsible for anything good failing I

trikes you. We avvait your contributions with cordial ;

on this one question alone, letting the
matter of solicitors and courses of
study to be considered at some future
time.
The sum of the situation is that tui-

tion has remained stationary while
prices of all other commodities, both
mental and physical, have advanced.
We have learned of no school having
advanced the tuition rate that has
found it necessary to return to the
former low price. On the other hand,
all we have heard from have suffered
no loss in numbers and as a conse-
quence have increased the net profit.

People willingly pay more for every
thing they eat and wear than a few
years ago, and they will do the same
for education rather than be content
with an inferior grade.
While high tuition does not insure

high grade instruction, it does imply
it as well as make it possible; but
cheap tuition may not always mean
inferior instruction, but it implies it

and makes first-class instruction im-
possible in some communities at

least.

Cet us Keep on the Jllert.

About the time this number of The
Business Edi-c.\tor leaves the press,
the Pittsburg meetin,g of the National
Commercial Teachers' Federation
will be in session. It is earnestly
hoped that it may be the largest and
most profitable meeting thus far held.

If we can keep professional jealousy
and selfish ambition at the mimimum,
and unselfish service and christian
charity at the maximum in its man-
agement, much will be accomplished
as in the past.

The history of the past teaches that
"eternal vigilance " is not only the
price of liberty, but the shield of the
true patriot as well as the progressive

pedagog. Only by wisely watching
and carefully guarding the expendi-
tures of the Federation can we pre-
vent extravagence, avoid misappro-
priation of funds for selfish means or
ends, and direct the affairs ever on-
ward and upward.
By husbanding the slender resour-

ces of the Federation ( and the same
applies to all Associations ), a Report
can be published, the meetings pro-
moted by profitable and paid public-
ity, and an occasional eminent man
secured to deliver some needed mes-
sage to help and cheer us on our way
to a desirable destiny.
So far as we have been able to ob-

serve the Federation affairs have
been in economical, strenuous and
unselfish hands this year, as in the
recent past. May we say as much
ever hereafter.

Remington Recognition.

When the Remington Typewriter
Company selected one of its tried and
true employes. Miss Mary E. Orr, as
one of the Directors and as acting
Treasurer of that Company, it did
something not very common, which
was to admit a woman to the director-

ship of a big corporation.
Probabl)' no other act would, at the

same time, have given them as much
free, high grade advertising, for the
daily press and monthly magazines
have commented freely upon it as an
important step in the recognition of

woman in business.
The Remington Company recogni-

zed true worth and the public in-

stantly recognized the Remington.
Score two for the Remington, one
for rewarding long, efficient and
faithful service, and two for having
secured such e.xcellent and wide pub-
licity.

Cbe Ceacber

I've seen some tlower in a barren place

Grow into fairer beauty
;

In its upreaching for a rarer grace.

Obeying sacred duty.

So when some soul from cure of dimming sight.

Sees with a vision clearer,

Scans all the Vale of Truth from high-crowned hei.ght.

Holds Right a little dearer,

-

Then he who led from out the wasted night.

Counts joy of Heaven's heart-throb ;

Just as God's angels, at their flower's sight.

Forget each dreary earth-sob.

Melvin Cassmore,
Seattle, Wash., Commercial School.
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Depreciation Continued.

In the last issue we pointed out
briefly the necessity for considering
Depreciation in the accounts of a Go-
ing Concern. In this number I shall
present some thoughts on the Ac-
counting Phase of the Subject.

It is quite true that a large number
of business men who have not hitherto
considered this subject as especially
important during years of prosperity,
would favorably consider a sugges-
tion from theirconfidentialbookkeep-
ers, especially upon a subject which
is so essential to the continued pros-
perity of their business. The diffi-

culty, however, in the large number
of cases, is not that the bookkeeper
is inattentive to a matter of such im-
portance, but rather that the matter
has not been presented to him and
he is, therefore, not liable to see the
necessity for its consideration, and
in many instances is incapable of
properly dealing with it in the ac-
counts of the business.

I hope to throw out a few sugges-
tions which may be helpful, not only
to the young teacher, but the practi-
cal bookkeeper as well, concerning
the manner of dealing with this most
importment subject in the accounts
of an enterprise. The first question
naturally arising is "How much
should be charged against Revenue
each year to compensate for the de-
preciation of Fixed Assats ? " It is

almost impossible for anyone to give
a definite answer to this question.
The best that we can do is to lay
down a few principles and trust for
an intelligent application of them,
and I cannot do better right here
than to quote from Dicksee as fol-

lows :
" The essential factors to be

borne in mind when making provis-
ion for Depreciation are :

( a ) That during the life of an As-
set its original cost ( plus all expendi-
ture incurred in keeping it going ) is

a charge against Revenue
;

(b) That, in order to state as ac-
curately as possible the net profit
earned in each year during the period
covered by the life of such Asset, it is

important that the aggregate charge
for repairs and maintenance ( includ-
ing Depreciation ) be spread over
those years in the fairest possible
manner. " The practical working
out of these factors is different, of
course, according to the nature and
use of the .'Vsset under consideration.
There are a number of different

methods in vogue, all of which have

J
their special advantages in special
cases. I shall mention four methods
used in practice and written of by ac-
countants as distinctly technical ac-
counting features. Of course, we
must charge by whatever method we
use ordinary repairs and renewals
to Revenue. This should be done
through some such accounts as Re-
pairs, Maintainence, etc. No ac-
countant would be justified in capi-
talizing repairs and renewals to Ma-
chinery, etc., necessary to keep them
in working order. But with all of the
care on the part of the operator and
liberality on the part of the manage-
ment in the matter of repairs and
small renewals, there will come a
time when the old machinery and
equipment in general must necessar-
ily be replaced by new and, in order
that the enterprise may not be ser-
iously handicapped by the necessity
of providing for so large an expendi-
ture at any one time, it is advisable,
indeed quite necessary, that during
the life of the Asset sufficient should
be reserved from net earnings to
replace it with new when it is neces-
sary to " scrap " or abandon the old.

In arriving at the amount to be an-
nually charged in addition to one's
own experience, recourse may be had
to the experience of others in similar
lines of business of longer standing
or expert advice from someone espec-
ially qualified on account of his spec-
ial training and knowledge in general
of the Asset in question.

(1) In practice there are those who
charge against earnings each year a
proportionate amount of the original
cost of the Asset, based upon the es-
timated years of its life. This is

known as the Percentage Method of
Depreciation, e. g. If an Asset is

estimated to remain in use for ten
years, before stating the net profit
pass a Journal entry as follows :

Profit & Loss
to

( The Asset ) Account
for 10 per cent of its cost.

(2) Others appreciate the fact that
in the earlier years of an Asset, es-
pecially machinery, the cost of the
ordinary repairs and renewals is nec-
essarily less than in the latter years
of its existence and, in order to more
nearly equalize the annual charge
against Revenue, they depreciate by
what is known as the " Percentage
Method on Reducing Values "

; that
is, An Asset valued at |50,000 to be
depreciated 10 per cent on the de-
creasing value, the first year there

would be a charge against Revenui
of $5,000 ; the second year $4,500 o
10 per cent of the value after the firs

depreciation
; the third year theri

would be charged $4,050 or 10 percen
of the value after the second depre
elation, and so on until the Asset i

written off the books or " scrapped, 'j

(li) It will be seen that by thes]
methods an .\sset might be writteij
off the books entirely while still iii

use and, therefore, valuable. Sucll
anotnalies have come to my notice!
To avoid this, the method of revalui
ing the Asset at the end of each yea;
and charging Revenue with the diffi

erence between this and the valuai
tion at the beginning of the year ii

recommended and practiced by many'
While this method is theoreticalli
correct, it does not work well in prac'

tice, on account of the ditficuly in ar

riving at the real difference in valu
of equipment in general at the end a
compared with its value at the begin
ning of the year. Usually, while
machine is in operation by thi

method, the tendency is to place it

worth too high, thus leaving a ver
large portion of its original cost t

be provided for in the latter years c

its life.
j

(4) The plan known as the " Sink
ing Fund Method" is employed br
accountants in certain lines and i|

has many points worthy of commenda
tion. It deals especially with th'

method of accounting rather than th

amount. By this method strictly
reserve or fund is created by charv
ing Revenue with such an amount a

will, if invested annually at the give
rate, produce an amount equal to th

cost of the original Asset at the e>

piration of its estimated life.

The three distinct methods I hav
above referred tocontemplate acred:
to the Asset Account, thus reduciii

.its debit balance each year on th

Ledger. The Sinking Fund Metho
allows the Asset to stand on th

books at its original cost and th

Sinking Fund or Reserve for Deprs
elation standing against it. On tb

Balance Sheet, however, it is bettt

to state the Asset at cost less Iiepn
elation Reserve or Sinking Kuiu
rather than have the Sinking Fun.,
appear as a Liability.

Sometimes, however, this
feasible, especially where it is ti

practice to set up a general Depreci
tion Reserve to cover Depreciation
various sundry assets. Obviousl;
it would be almost impossible to a]

portion under this plan the genen
Depreciation to the specific Sund
Assets, unless the elements
make it up be so designated in t!

accounts as to enable one to set thei

against the Various Assets on tl

Balance Sheet.

By this last method the followin

entry may be made to set up the Ri

serve or Fund. Care should be e)

^Continued on page 2S.)
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Clearing Houses.

In union there is strength. This
truism has never been more forcibly

exemplified than by the action of
bankers and clearing-house associa-
tions throughout the country in their

endeavors to cope with the present
money stringency. It shows con-
clusively the great benefit the differ-

ent cities derive from the organiza-
tions known as Clearing Houses.
What is a clearing-house ? The Su-

preme Court of the State of Pennsyl-
vania has defined it thus :

" It is an
ingenious device to simplify and to
facilitate the work of the bank in

reaching an adjustment and payment
of the daily balances due to and from
each other, at one time and in one
place and in each day. In practical
operation it is a place where all the
representatives of the banks in a
given city meet, and, under the su-
pervision of a competent committee
of officers selected by the associated
banks, settle their accounts with each
other, make or receive payments of
balances and so ' clear ' the transact-
ions of the day for which the settle-

ment is made. "

It is necessary to go still farther
than this in order to reach the func-
tions of the clearing-house, since its

present work and limitations have
exceeded by far the plans formulated
and laid down by the persons who
were originally instrumental in it,s

conception. The clearing-house does
many things besides clearing checks
and making exchanges. In fact the
regulations of the modern clearing-
aouse]are|in many cases very rigid, and
require of members strict adherence
not only to the prescribed rules and
regulations but to banking ethics and
dealings with customers. The clear-

ing-house may exercise the role of
dictator by prescribing regulations
for various matters such as regulat-
ing the uniform rates of exchange,
interest rates, collections, collection
:harges, discount rates, dealings with
:ounty banks, extending loans to the
government or municipality, mutual
assistance of members in case of need,
:he issue of clearing-house loancerti-
Scates, and any other mutual arrange-
:nent that the bankers of the city may
deem it advisable to adopt.
Origin. The origin of the clearing-
louse is quite interesting. During
the latter part of the 18th century in
the city of London, commercial busi-
less was growing so rapidly and the
-number of banks had increased to

such an extent that representatives
who were sent out each daj', to effect

settlements and pay or receive bal-
ances, found it difficult often to make
the circuit of all the banks and prop-
erly adjust their business.

It occurred to one of the clerks of
JMessrs. P'uller's Bank, that the work
might be accomplished just as well
if the clerks met at some fixed place
and exchanged the obligations of the
banks, the differences alone being
paid in money.
While such a method saved time and

allowed large transactions to be con-
ducted with the use of very little

money it was not received at first with
favor by the majority of bankers. A
few clerks however met daily and in

1775 a room was secured in Change
Allejf in London and there the}' ex-

changed checks and money. These
meetings were quite voluntary and
informal, but the advantages of the
scheme were gradually perceived and
bankers were anxious to join what be-
gan to be known as the Clearing
House. The body of bankers who
comprised it at first became exclus-
ive and refused admission to the
early joint Stock banks, and it was
not until 1854 that such banks were
admitted and the Bank of England
came in as late as 1864.

In 1854 differences were paid in

money or Bank of England notes,

but that year each member was bound
to have an account with the Bank of

P^ngland, and the payment of money
became a thing of the past.
Cbenew Vork eiearina I?ouse. Dur-

ing a short period following 1849

the number of banks in New York
increased from twenty-four to sixty

and the daily settlements of accounts
with each other became so difficult

that a weekly settlement of such bal-

ances was suggested and tried, but
proved very unsatisfactory.
As late as August 23d, 18,53, sixteen

presidents, one vice-president and
twenty-one cashiers representing
thirty-eight banks, met in the Direc-

tor's room of the Merchants' Bank.
Here they decided to procure a suit-

able room where the officers of the

banks could hold regular meetings
and appointed a committee to submit
a plan to simplify the system of mak-
ing exchanges and settling daily bal-

ances. One week later at an ad-

journed meeting apian was submitted
and adopted and the committee was
authorized to procure a room suffi-

ciently large to afford suitable ac-

commodations.

On September 13th, 1853 everything
was in readiness for business. A
manager appointed and clerks pro-
vided to carry the plan for the Clear-
ing House into effect. On October
11th the appointed day for opening
the Clearing Hoitse, the total clear-

ings amounted to over twenty-two
million dollars. The Clearing House
system in America thus fairl)'

launched from that time forth ex-

ceeded the expectations of even the
most hopeful of its ardent projectors.
The total exchanges in New York
alone have already amounted to

about $1,800,000,000,000.
eiearina House eeriifieates. One of

the chief functions of the Clearing
House is the issue of Clearing House
Loan Certificates which is largely
resorted to in times of money
stringency. These certificates are
issued by the banks who are mem-
bers of the clearing-house associa-
tion and are intended to be used for

settling balances between the banks
who are members thereof. They do
not circulate among the public, in

fact the public may or may not know
that such expediency has been re-

sorted to on the part of the banks,
since they deem it advisable to keep
the matter to themselves. While
these certificates are being thus used
by members of the clearing-house as-

sociation, it does not follow that
every bank composing that associa-
tion finds it necessary to take advan-
tage of the privilege. In any event,
the public need not know what banks
are making use of the certificates

since the matter may be kept secret

for the protection of the weaker
banks. If it were known that two or
three of the weaker banks were mak-
ing use of the clearing-house certifi-

cates while the others are not,

there would in all probability be a

run on those banks.
The clearing-house certificates have

in many cases tided the banks over
financial panics by permitting the
member banks to use their currency
for loan purposes instead of being
compelled to retain a sufficient quan-
tity to settle their daily balances.
When the certificates are used the

bank making use of them must put
up collateral security to more than
cover the amount of certificates is-

sued. The certificates serve as a
loan on which the bank paj'S interest

until cancelled, which time in the

past has varied in different cities

from two weeks to four or five months.
Credit Currency. While the clearing-

house certificates serve as a credit

medium among the banks themselves,
they were not intended as already
stated *o be used by the public. In

one or two cases however, clearing

house certificates have been issued in

small denominations for circulation

among the people in cases of extreme
money stringency. Notable among

( Continued on page 2S.
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The test of skill in typewriting;, like

test of character, is not how one per-

forms the ordinary tasks, but how he
handles the unusual ones that pre-

sent themselves in his work. Many
stenographers are never called upon
to do these unusual things, but from
day to day perform routine work in

the way of answering correspondence,
until they become very skillful in one
line of business. That same steno-
grapher might prove a failure in

another position rea'iiring no more
skill, but calling into use a different

kind of ability and experience.

Cabulating.

Many stenographers who can turn
out a good day's work on straight
matter will consume unnecessary
time in getting out a simple tabulated
statement. The reason is usually
inadequate training in school. Every
typewriting instruction book should
contain thorough instructions and a
large amount of tabulated matter for

practice. Teachers of typewriting
departments should require this kind
of work to be done neatly, and should
furnish a large amount of additional
tabulating practice. After a student
has become accustomed to copying
tables which are already prepared, he
should be furnished with matter in

untabulated form and required to
arrange it into tables without assis-
tance. Unless some instructions are
given to a student he is usually help-
less in work of this kind.
Before beginning the writing of a

table it is necessary to decide at what
point on the typewriter scale to begin
each column. This can be best done
by selecting from the matter in each
column the item containing the great-
est number of letters or figures. Write
these one after another with only the
ordinary space between the columns,
so as to see how much space the
actual writing consumes, and the re-

maining space may then be distributed
between the columns.
A concrete example will perhaps

make the meaning more clear. Sup-
pose the student were given the follow-
ing table in ordinary newspaper print
to put upon the typewriter.

notes Tor Sale.

Make Ad<ri Due Int. Ani't
per cent.

J. C. Mason, Albany,
N'.Y 14-(i8 (i % 95.0(1

W. W. Fuller, 154

State St., Chicago. 11.17-0!) 5 125.(J()

J. \V. Carter & Co.
Denver, Colo 5-'.'l-0s 5 450.00

A. B. Watson, Ann-
apolis, Md... 3-7-0!) 7 1,2.50.73

The quickest and best way to decide
where the different columns should be
begun on the typewriter is to select

the longest item from each column
and write in a line on the typewriter,
beginning at 0, thus :

J. W. Carter & Co., 154 State St.,

Chicago, 11-17-09 (J per cent. $1250.75.

This line written on the typewriter
occupies fiO spaces, thus leaving ten
extra spaces to be distributed between
the columns. The best arrangement
of this table is to put two extra spaces
(making three spaces) between the
first and second columns, two between
the second and third, three between
the third and fourth, and three bj-
tween the fourth and fifth. This will

give a wider separation of the figures

in the last three columns. While the
paper is still in the typewriter the
line can be rewritten, allowing the
extra spaces between the columns,
and before the sheet is removed from
the machine a pencil notation can be
made of the point at which each
column is to begin, by referring to the
scale of the machine. It will thus be
found that the proper places for be-
ginning the different columns are 0,

21, 45, 57, and ()3. The headings can
now be centered in the space allowed
for each column and the places at

which they are begun also marked on
the paper. This paper may then be
removed from the machine and used
as a guide. If the machine is pro-
vided with a tabulator or tabulating
stops, they can be set at the proper
places ; otherwise the student can
keep the paper before him as a guide.

In all column work containing
figures the figures should be so
arranged that units come underunits,
tens under tens, etc. If any of the
numbers are followed by fractions,
space must be left in the column after

the figures for such fractions.

Billina.

In large establishments special
operators are employed for billing and
statement work, and they become very
expert. In smaller establishments
the regular stenographer is called on
to do this in connection with other
work. The first of the month is often
dreaded because of the statements
which are gotten out at that time. It

is not that the work is more difficult

than dictation ; on the contrary it is

easier, and requires less of education
and less training than stenographic
work of the ordinary kind. The only
thing that makes it seem difficult is

that the stenographer has not done

enough of it to become familiar with
it. It would be a good thing if the
teacher giving dictations would in-

clude some bills with every day's
dictation, so that the students would
become accustomed to arranging the
matter in proper form.

Orders.

The proper form for orders for goods
of all kinds, even though there is but
one item in the order, is to place each
item in a separate line in tabulated
form. This makes the order much
easier to fill and much more definite.

When letters of this kind are dictated
to students they should be required to

tabulate them. List of prices also
should be tabulated.

Hddressina envelopes.

Many stenographers who are rapid
in all other lines of work are found to
be slow in addressing the envelopes
which go with their letters. It would
be a good thing if every student be-

fore he leaves the school could have a
week's practice in addressing envel-
opes. There is no better drill in the
useof capitals and figures. Helearns
to put the envelopes quickly into the
machine and to remove them quickly.
He learns to read and remember his

address without having to refer to it a
second time. He learns to correct an
error if made without having to destroy
the envelope. Many letters create a
poor impression because of a poorly
addressed envelope, when perhaps
the letter is well written. A neatly
addressed envelope is an index of a
good stenographer.

Carbon Copies.

The stenographer who has not been
accustomed to making carbon cojjies

is often appalled by the prospect of a

large number of duplicate copies.
While he could write a single co])y

accurately, the nervousness occa-
sioned by the thought that a mistake
is multiplied many times will cause
him to blunder. Much of this fear of

carbon work can be overcome during
the school life of the students. Let
each student purchase a sheet of car-

bon, and for a few days have him use
the carbon with everything he writes,,

handing in the two copies togetherso
that the teacher can see the character
of the work, and the neatness of his

corrections, if any. Another good
plan is to have the students borrow
these sheets from each other and make
several carbon copies at a time, and
then pass the sheets on to another
student for a like drill. In this waya
small expenditure for carbon will give
each student a thorough drill in its

use.

mimeoarapb Ulorh.

Like the carbon copies, the very
thought of cutting a stencil will some-
times throw an inexperienced steno-

{Contiumd 0)1 page 33.)
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Cbe Relation of "Enalisb" to the

Shorthand or tbe e;om=
mcrcial Course.

It is unquestionably true that prac-
tically all young men and most young
ladies dislike the idea of studying
grammar, and not many care to study
spelling. It is equally true that those
who take up the study of commercial
branches are quite ready to put in their

whole time on bookkeeping, commer-
cial arithmetic and penmanship, if

they are taking that side of the work;
or shorthand and typewriting, if they
are taking that side of the work.
The error seems to lie in the imper-

fect judgment they use in mapping
out their plans. Not being too famil-
iar with the requirements in first-class

business offices, and not knowing very
well the relations existing among the
different subjects of the course, or the
proportional values of these subjects,

they often miss completely the true

idea that these subjects are for the
most part merely a means to an end.
They forget that shorthand writing in

itself is almost absolutely valueless,

without a working knowledge of Eng-
lish, represented by the ability to

spell, construct ordinary sentences
correctly, to avoid the commonest mis-
takes made by those who dictate, and
to punctuate clearly and intelligently.

It has often been said, truly, that
the transcript is the only thing that
the dictator cares anything about. It

usually makes no difference to him
what system of shorthand is used,
what method of operating the type-
writer, or even what typewriter, but
he does want a neat, correctly-spelled,
properly-punctuated, and clearly-com-
posed transcript. To get this, his

stenographer simply must be able to

spell correctly and to understand the
simpler rules of syntax as given in

anygood grammar ; and it is well, too,

if she should know something of the
elementary features of rhetoric. It is

hardly to be expected that the ordi-

nary amanuensis will be called upon
for anything that requires the ele-

gances of rhetoric, but such knowl-
edge as any simple treatise on the
subject would give to a mature mind,
even without an instructor, will many
times prove valuable. Personally, I

consider the English side of the short-
hand course more valuable than any-
thing else in the course, and for the
commercial course it is so valuable
that no right-minded young person
can think of slighting it.

E. E. Gavlord.

I heartily endorse what has been
said about grammar in the business
school, believing that the majoricy of

our students leave us badly handi-
capped for responsible positions be-

cause of their lack of a thorough un-
derstanding of the essentials of gram-
mar.

In our desperate effort to get them
into a position at once, we neglect
their more remote welfare and allow
them to leave us poorly grounded in

English.

"Who is it ?" and " Who did you
see?" sound very much alike, but
when seen through the grammatical
eyes they look quite different.

F. B. Hess.

It is a pleasure to be able to give to

the readers of The Business Educa-
tor opinions on the needs of our Eng-
lish work from two men whose experi-

ence has been so rich and whose teach-

ing so successful as that of Mr. (iay-

lord,of the Nat ionalTeachers' Agency,
Beverly, Mass., and Mr. Hess, of the
Heffley Institute, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Cbe Dash.

1 have heard printers say that when
they did not know what mark of punc-
tuation was needed they used a dash.

Many typewriters seem to be governed
by the same rule. I believe this sig-

nal to the reader is often put before
him when there is no excuse for it but,

like the long pause of the orator, it is

very effective oftentimes.

1 am led to say a few words and give

a few class exercises on the use of the

dash because of the conversational

method of writing business letters, so

largely and, I believe, so sensibly ad-

vocated at the present time. There
is always the danger of over-doing a

thing and many are the writers who
go too far in this respect. We have
not yet reached the point where we
cease to expect a certain dignity in

correspondence and the person who
attempts to be conversational by
breaking up every other sentence to

throw at us some entirely different

thought, leaves us wondering why he
did not decide what he wanted to tell

us before he commenced to write.

"The dash is used (1) to mark an
abrupt turn in a sentence ; (2) to mark
words in apposition; (3) to enclose

explanatory parenthetic clauses; (4)

to mark a significant pause that

should be made in reading."— Max-
well.

The dash indicates usually greater

separation than does the comma, but
not so great as does the parenthesis.

Bearing this in mind, it is not difficult

to bring the student to understand its

use under (2) and (3) of the rule. It

is more difficult to apply it in cases

coming under (1) and (4). It is in

such cases that the writer may so em-
phasize a statement as to make it

stick in the mind of the indifferent or

uninterested reader.

I will give some extracts from actual

letters, as in previous exercises, but
will this time give the sentences as

they were written, leaving it to the

class to decide whether the writer did

well.

Think of the importance, the necessity of

good English in business. Think of it —
conservative business man that you are.

But we cannot attempt to even sketch the
value of these books. Read the circular-
it will tell you more — but not half.

We desire to call your attention to the

grade of men whose pictures accompany
the enclosed testimonials — study their

faces.

We have supreme faith in our goods — we
ask you to assume no risks — our guaranty
is absolute.

The real problem centers in self-knowl-

edge -- the ability to understand and handle
one's self — to reach the hearts and minds
of men and know how to deal with them in

all manner of situations.

There is nothing simpler than our certifi-

cate plan — no red tape.

To such firms I make a special cash-in-ad-

vance discount - a discount of 10 per cent

for cash with order. .

Kemember — we made some pretty strong
statements to you.

When a proposition affects your pocket-

book— when it is a matter of dollars and
cents— you do not easily lose sight of it.

Our trains are splendidly equipped — the

chair cars and coaches are new and of the

latest pattern.

These books are not a lot of disconnected
articles about mere business technicalities,

but a clear, practical business science —
groimd through the mill of " Hard Knocks "

and sifted through the experience and prac-

tice of five thousand students — some of the

most brilliant and representative business

men — money-makers, business-getters —
and subsequently improved by our intimate

contact and association with ten thousand
more students and thinkers on the firing

line of commercial activity — on the road

—

in the office, store, factory and elsewhere.

(This is an actual sentence from a letter ad-

vertising a course in salesmanship.)

Cypewritina-eontinued from page 2Z.

grapher into a panic. Stencils are so

expensive that it is impracticable to

require any student to cut a large

number during school life, but all

should be required to do some of this

work and to understand the principles

of preparing a stencil and working it

on a mimeograph.
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COMMERCIAL LAW
Wm. C. SPRAGUE, Prest.,

Sprague Correspondence School of La^
Detroit, Mich.

Contracts.

II. Capaeitv of married Ulomen to make
Contracts.

(States in alphabetical order before
Kentucky already published.)
Kentucky: A married woman may

be a sole trader and may be held for

debts contracted in her business the
same as if she were single. She may
contract and sue and Idc sued as if

single. The wife may bind her real

estate for her own debt or the debt of

her husband by mortgage, in which
he must join.

Louisiana: A married woman may
carry on business in her own name.
Money or property other than that ac-

quired by donation or inheritance
that accrues to the wife after marriage
becomes the community property of
husband and wife. The separate
property of the wife is not responsible
for community debts. A married
woman carrying on business may
pledge herself in any manner relating
to her trade. Her husband is bound
also if there exist community property
between them. A married woman ex-

cept a public merchant cannot make
any contract or bind herself in any
way without the consent or assistance
of her husband or of the court.

Maine : A married woman may be-

come a merchant in her own name and
be held for indebtedness contracted
while carrying on the business the
same as if she were single. She may
own, manage, and convey her real

property, sue and be sued, and trans-
act business generally as if unmarried.
Maryland : A married woman may

contract and engage in business as
though unmarried. Her property is

protected from the debts of the hus-'

band.

Massachusetts : A married woman
may make contracts, engage in busi-
ness, and so on, as fully as if she were
a single woman. Contracts and suits
between husband and wife, however,
are not permitted. When doing busi-
ness on her separate account there
must be filed in the clerk's office of the
city or town where she does such busi-
ness a certificate setting forth her and
her husband's names, the nature of
the business, and the place and the
name under which she proposes to
carry it on. When the place or nature
of the business is changed, a new
certificate must be filed. If such cer-
tificate is not filed the husband may
become liable for the debts.

Michigan: A married woman may
take, hold, convey, and encumber real

and personal property, and make con-
tracts relating thereto, and may sue
and be sued on such contracts, the
same as if unmarried. She may en-
gage in business as if unmarried, and
be held in law for the debts she con-
tracts. She cannot become a surety
for nor form a partnership with her
husband. She may mortgage her
property to secure a debt of her hus-
band or a third person. Her earn-
ings, as a general rule, belong to the
husband, but she may with his con-
sent carry on business in her own
name, in which case he has no control
over the business or the profits.

Minnesota: A married woman may
engage in business in her own name
and is liable for its debts. She may
make contracts in her own right. The
husband must join in all conveyances
of real estate.

Mississippi: A married woman has
all the rights of a single woman.
Husband and wife may sue each other.
Neither can encumber his or her home-
stead without the joinder of the other.

Missouri : May engage in business
in her own name and be held for its

debts. A married woman's contracts
will bind her, and she may sue and be
sued as a single woman.
Montana : Married women have the

same rights regarding property as
have single women. A wife's prop-
erty when specified in a list and re-

corded is not liable for the debts of
her husband, except for necessary
articles procured for herself or child-
ren under eighteen years of age. She
may engage in business the same as
if a single woman. Upon an applica-
tion made to the court she may pro-
cure an order permitting her to be-
come a sole trader. Upon procuring
such an order she may engage in busi-
ness in her own name, and the prop-
erty used and acquired shall not be
liable for her husband's debts. Such
sole trader is responsible for the main-
tenance of her children. Her husband
is not responsible for the debts con-
tracted in the carrying on of the busi-
ness. He must not manage nor super-
intend the business.

Nebraska: May engage in business
the same as if a single woman and be
liable for its debts. A married wom-
an may contract, bargain, sell, and
convey, sue and be sued, the same as
if unmarried.
Nevada: May engage in business

in her own name and be held for its

debts. She must appeal to the dis-

trict court of the county in which she
resides for permission to carry on
business in her own name and on her
own account. A notice of her inten-

tion to make application for the per-

mit must be published in a newspap-
er four weeks preceding her applica-

tion; otherwise the property acquired
through the business becomes com-
munity property controlled by the
husband.
New Hampshire: May engage in

business in her own name and con-
tract as a single woman. She cannot
become surety for her husband. She
may give a deed direct to her husband.
The husband is liable for her debts
contracted after her marriage.

New Jersey: May engage in busi-

ness as sole trader and may be held
for indebtedness contracted by her
while carrying on the business. She
cannot become surety for her husband,
or an accommodation indorser, guar-
antor, or surety for any one, unless on
the faith of it she obtains money,
property, or things of value for her
own use.

New Mexico : May go into business
in her own name and be liable for its

debts. She may make contracts as if

a single woman, but in all real estate

transactions the husband must join.

New York ; May in all respects con-

duct business and make contracts as

if single. She may make a contract

with her husband. May make a con-

veyance of real estate as if unmarried.

North Carolina: Can do business
in her own name if she enters herself

as a free trader in the office of the

Registrar of Deeds. The certificate

required must be made with the con-

sent of the husband.
North Dakota: May engage in busi-

ness and make contracts as if single.

May manage, sell, and convey real or

personal property as if single.

Neither husband nor wife is responsi-
ble for the acts of the other.

Ohio : May engage in business and
make contracts the same as if single.

t)klahoma : May engage in busi-

ness and make contracts the same as

if single. She must be joined by her
husband in the conveyance, mort-
gage, or contract other than lease for

one year of the homestead, but not as

to the other property.
Oregon : The same rights as a mar-

ried man, excepting the right to vote
or hold office. Husband and wife may
make contracts with each other.

Pennsylvania : The same rights as

a single woman, but she may not be-

com.; an accommodation indorser,

maker, guarantor, or surety for an-

other. She may, however, mortgage
her real estate as security for her hus-
band's debts.
Rhode Island : May make contracts

and go into business the same as if

single.

( ConUimed on ftngc 29.)
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SCHOOL ADVEKTISINQ
MELVIN W. CASSMOPE,

THE SEATTLE COMMERCIAL SCHOOL
Seattle, Washington.

^

-^

On Printina*

How shall we print it ? It is quite

certain that what is known as " fine,

artistic printing " is not at all suited

to the needs of the advertiser. You
want to get your message into the

reader's mind with as little interrup-

tion as possible. Anything that dis-

tracts the attention is distinctly de-

trimental.
It costs money both ways. It makes

your printing bill bigger and spoils

the effectiveness of your story.

Many pieces of printing are so
beautiful that in the admiration for

the craftmanship the reader forgets
everything about the printed mes-
sage. Let me quote from Cobden-
Sanderson ; master printer of Eng-
land and associate of William Morris.
" The whole duty of Typography is

to communicate to the imagination,
without loss by the way, the thought
or image intended to be communica-
ted by the author. And the whole
duty of beautiful typography is not
to substitute for the beauty or inter-

est of the thing thought and intended
to be conveyed by the symbol, a beauty
or interest of its own, but on the one
hand to win access for that communi-
cation by the clearness and beauty
of the vehicle and on the other hand
to take advantage of every pause or
stage in that communication to inter-

pose some charteristic and restful

beauty. "

As the province of art is to conceal
art, so the purpose of advertising is

to make the reader absorb the idea,

oblivious to all else. Gaudy initials,

rule work, peculiar arrangement,
flaunting colors— all these attract at-

tention—attract it away from the story.

I am a believer in words and ideas.

Give me striking ideas and trenchant
phrase on butcher paper, rather than
vacuity on Italian hand-made.
For a folder or envelope insert, a

tint paper usually furnishes all the
color needed. The printing should
be clean, clear, widely spaced, with-
out flaw. For fine work, hand set

type is far superior to machine set.

Leave plenty of margin and keep
paragraphs apart. Shun fancy types,
Cheltenham, Pabst, Delia Robbia,
Text, Koster, Bradley— all these dis-

tract attention rather than invite it.

The other day I saw a booklet set

in Satanic. It looked like just like it.

No type remains so truly the ad-
vertiser's friend as a fairly heavy
faced old style reading type—the kind
we are used to.

Remember, the instant the reader
thinks or says, " What pretty print-

ing " right there we have failed to

score. What we want thought is

" What a good school. "

Right here it may be apropos to add
that the compliment" What clever
advertising " is praise that damns.
Advertising has no business being
" smart " or "clever" and printing
should put the story out so forcibly
that all else is forgotten.

There is a school of ad-writers, who
by a superficial, half foolish flippant
smartness and a pretty trick of words,
string together phrases in a way to

make us marvel at their verbal idio-

syncrasies.

They use funny, remote and far-

fetched examples and while we gape
at their pyrotechnics, we forget to
buy any peanuts.

Smartness doesn't sell goods. It

is telling the other fellow in homely,
hard English, why they are good
goods that gets his name on the line

at the bottom of the page.

And so I say, " Cut out the curli-

cues, eliminate the fancy type, print
your story simply and let the idea
be the momentum that carries the
reader to the end. "

I do believe in good paper. I would
rather have one color on the best pa-
per than two on mediocre. On this

I shall have more to say in a special
article on printing papers, but since
a great deal of school advertising is

directed to women the paper should
be carefully selected.

It should give the impression of
elegance. Women are accustomed to

judging materials-they spend their

lives in sizing up dress goods and the
paper should be of a texture that will

appeal to them.
In short, the whole province of

printing is to give adequate and har-
monious expression to an idea and to

be wholly subordinated to the ex-

pressed ideas.

The ordinary printer knows com-
paratively little about his work and
the most of compositors are particu-

larly obstinate when a new idea is

presented to them. Once in a while
we find a merchant, a physician,
somestimes a printer, who is an artist

—who takes a subtle and exultant de-

light in doing good work. With such
lies the economic redemption of the

race— stay with them.
In the preparation of the type page

—the perfect page—there are subtle-

ties of refinement, none the less real

because unappreciated, which have
their exact effect upon the reader,

though he may not recognize or define
them. To attempt an elucidation

of such here, would be wholly techni-

cal and out of place. To any reader
interested, I shall be glad to mention
a list of books printers ought to study
—but don't. I have dealt with prin-
ters much, but never have I found
one who could be trusted to prepare
a perfect type page. The books pub-
lished by Thomas Mosher, Portland,
Maine, and by Albert Brandt, Tren-
ton, N. J., are excellent (examples of
craftsmanship. Advertisers will do
well to study their typographical
structure.

A " Mosher " book is an unusual
delight and the imprint of Albert
Brandt is a guarantee of good work,
artistic feeling and honest contents.
I trust the reader will pardon this

reference to some tried friends and
hope that it may lead to some deriv-
ing a new pleasure from the perpet-
ual fund of printed books.

I am loth to close. This subject of
the printed word is so vast it cannot
be compassed by any hasty effort.

It is worthy of study from the worth-
iest of motives the sincere desirs to
know the truth in art.
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THE STOBY OF

Business Education in America

By FRANK VAUQIIAN,

'.'(B Broadway, NEW YOKK.

-.^

no. 13. Sounding the Knell.

The fifth meeting of the Interna-

tional Business College Association

was held in Cincinnati, June 10-13,

1873, The proceeding's are embodied
in a neat pamphlet of 109 pages, about

half of which is devoted to formal ad-

dresses and papers. These members
answered the roll call :— R. C. .Spen-

cer, Milwaukee; E. G. Folsom, Al-

bany : E. R. Felton, Cleveland ; C. P.

Meads, Syracuse: A. J. Cole. Peoria ;

A. J. Montague, Davenport, Iowa; J.

H. Goldsmith, Detroit ; George Soule,

New Orleans ; Richard Nelson, Cin-

cinnati ; F. C. Woodbury, ( represent-

ing E. P. Heald ), San Francisco ;
W.

B. Allen, ( representing A. J. Rider ),

Trenton. This made a total of 11

present. The proceedings indicate

that several others arrived later, in-

cluding S. S. Packard, N. Y. ; J. W.
Warr, Louisville ; W. A. Faddis, St.

Paul; Warren H. Sadler, Baltimore ;

W. M. Carpenter, St. Louis; H. P.

Kelley, Cincinnati; G. L. Howe,
Ouincy 111. ; Mrs. W. H. Clark, Brook-

lyn— 19 in all. Mr. Rider, who was
not present, sent in his resignation

and Mr. Allen was elected in his

stead. Mr. Richard Nelson also re-

signed in favor of Nelson ( Horatio )

& Kelley, his successors as proprie-

tors of the Nelson Business College.

Besides Mr. Allen and Mr. Woodbury,
the new members admitted were
Howe lV Musselman, Quincy, 111.; J.

F. Spalding, Kansas City, Mo. ;

William M. Carpenter, St. Louis.

There is a smile between the lines

of the resolutions admitting these

people, ;.ll presented at the same
time and by the same committee-
Messrs. Spencer. Williams, Folsom,
Felton, Soule. In the case of Mr.

Spalding the resolution in extremely
formal language merely extends the

privilege of admission upon payment
of an initiation fee of $250. Quite
different with Howe iV Musselman,
whose worth is lauded and the initia-

tion fee fixed at $150. The recom-
mendations in the case of Mr. Car-
penter follow :

—
" Resolved : That the action taken

at the Detroit meeting, whereby W.
M. Carpenter was suspended, be res-

cinded, and that Mr. Carpenter be re-

stored to membership by payment of

the original fee of $tiO.
"

Mr. Williams was on the job, how-
ever, and upon his motion thef(iO was
hoisted to $150. Not a word to show
why the tariff was raised in Mr.

Spalding's case. A. L. Southard
and C. Koerner, proprietors of the
Indianapolis Business College, were
present to claim the right of member-
ship on the ground that they had
bought the school from C. E. Hollen-
beck, who had been a member, upon
his promise not to establish another
school in that vicinity—which pledge
they claimed he had broken. The
sentiment of the meeting was against
them and the matter deferred.

CHANGES BV DEATH AND DISASTER.

One ether change in the personnel of
the membership was the succession by
J. E. .Soule to the franchise heldby the
recently deceased Vice-President of

the Association, W. R. Kimberly, pro-
prietor of the Philadelphia College.
Mr. Kimberly' s virtues were extolled

in an admirable paper by John R.
Carnell ( who was not present

) , supple-
mented by an eloquent appreciation
by Mr. Packard. He had attended
Mr. Carnell's school and had taught
for Mr. Packard. He was only 32 and
a Yale graduate--the first business
school proprietor of whom I have any
note who graduated from one of our
great colleges.

The convention extended its condo-
lence and sympathy to H. B. Bryant,
of Chicago on the recent death of

his wife, who was a sister of Henry D.
Stratton ; also upon the total destruc-
tion of his 8chool building and entire
plant by the great Chicago fire, which
" rendered it's insurance worthless
and apparently destroyed its means
of support." They congratulated
him, as well, upon having " promptly
re-established and greatly improved
the college.

"

Another message of sympathy was
sent to H. E. Hibbard " in considera-
tion of the recent disaster which has
befallen him in the total destruction
by fire of his college building, furni-

ture, fi.xtures and materials. "

.\N OPTIMISTIC LOOK AHEAD.
President .Spencer's address was a

highly optimistic document pointing
out how business education should
broaden and specialize more with
reference to our various important
professions and industries. For ex-

ample he thought that the farmers
were entitled to particular considera-
tion and suggested that the Associa-
tion issue " a hand-book for agricul-

turalists, containing in condensed
and simple form a treatise on busi-
ness and bookkeeping suited to their

wants. "

Mining, manufacturing, building
etc., were handled in a similar man-
ner. In connection with "trade and
commerce" this appears :— " I recom-
mend that steps betaken to inaugur-
ate in our colleges a system of com-
mercial and industrial museums, to

be commenced by exchanges between
the schools of the Association of such
agricultural, manufactured, mineral
and other products as will be useful

in carrying out such a plan. By such
means can much be done to illustrate

industrial progress and the develop-
ment of trade and commerce. "

" The learned professions, " Mr.
Spencer thought, were more in need
of business training than any one
else, especially the clergy. " Business
education for the clergy would cor-

rect any wrong tendency toward un-
der-estimating the importance of

business life, and the beneficent uses
which it serves in the development
and improvement of the race.

"

THE ETERNAL WOMAN PROBLEM.

Mr. Spencer warmly commended
the business education of women al-

though he admitted that "there are

also verv strong objections offered to

admitting her to the same schools, to

be instructed in the same classes with
males. The co-education of the sexes
is, as yet, in the experimental stage.

Predictions are various as to the final

result, which time alone can fully de-

termine. "

I fear some of our modern business
women would be disposed to resent

this dictum :—" If women propose to

fill such jiositions, they must prepare
themselves to do the work as well or

better than men, and at lower prices.

Not only so, but they must neither ex-

pect nor ask consideration on ac-

count of sex. On these grounds only
can women successfully compete for

employment. "

Apparently the perennial " domes-
tic service problem, " was as puz-
zling then as now. Hear, O ye dames :

Could this Assocition, or any other,

or any of the political, religious or re-

formatory organizations, devise some
way of converting women into pro-

fessional and efl^icient housekeepers
and establish that business among
the learned, honored, and well paid
professions, we might hope for the

millenium. In considering the needs
of woman, I recommend that her want
of greater fitness for domestic service

have special attention, and that the

subject of housekeeping be discussed
in our colleges for the benefit, not of

women alone, but for the good of so-

ciety as a 'whole. Housekeeping
should be considered a science and
fine art, ignorance of which on the

part of a woman should be regarded
as a disgrace. "

The obvious need of a good busi-

ness training for all engaged in the

civil service was pointed out force-

fully. Again an earnest plea was
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made for an " Association Organ "

that would champion the cause of
business education.

MR. NELSON RAISES A RUMPUS.
A committee on " course of instruc-

tion, " reported through its chairman,
Richard Nelson. This report sug-
gests nothing concrete and is really a
review of conditions claimed to have
existed in the early days of business
education and commendation of cer-

tain more or less recent changes of
method. Mr. Nelson insisted that in

the early days the commercial school
was only a bookkeeping shop. " In
1853 or 18.54 a reaction took place.
Merchants who had fostered these
colleges became ashamed of them if

not disgusted, and young men, disap-
pointed and chagrined, began to
withdraw their patronage. Commer-
cial college ' scholarships ' found
their way to the brokers' offices and
were exposed for sale at as liberal

discounts as the most notorious wild-
cat bank notes and shin-plasters.
Teachers and schools lost caste."
Then he went on topoint out that "in

1856 a teacher then engaged in mer-
cantile pursuits abandoned the pro-
fession of bookkeeping and essayed
the task of preparing youth for the
miner offices in business. " This ac-
cording to Mr. Nelson ( who presum-
ably was the reformer referred to),
was the beginning of the "actual
business method. " He deplored the
fact that schools were advertising to
give a complete business education
in from 12 to 16 weeks. " In our cur-
riculum should be included besides
the branches at present taught, a
complete course of mercantile law,
commercial geography, political econ-
omy, bank finance ; the various laws
and usages bearing upon importing
and exporting, investments, stocks,
bonds, etc. ; the selection of goods by
sample, and at least the German and
French languages. Such a course
would cover a period of three or four
years and would soon demonstrate its

advantages. The mercantile profes-
sion would then properly be a learned
profession and less of a lottery busi-
ness than now, when the best that ean
be said for it in our large cities is that
six per cetii are successful.

'

'

" NOT I—NOT I.
"

This sort of talk raised a ruction in
no time. Mr. Packard was on his
feet instantly to disclaim that his
school was one of those that adver-
tised cheap rates and said most of
his students remained from eighteen
months to two years. Col. .Soule
didn't like the report much better
but extolled it in spots. According to
his idea " a full course of study must
embrace penmanship and business
correspondence, arithmetic embrac-
ing commercial and exchange compu-
tation, bookkeeping applied to the
various leading branches of business,
daily lectures on commercial law and
business customs, finance, political

economy and commercial ethics.
While these studies are recognized as
a full commercial cour ^e, I do not in
reality regard them as such. I would
add to them lectures and study on
physiology, hygiene, phrenology and
civil government ; also lectures on so-
cial finance and politics. The French,
Spanish or German language, or all,
are essential for business men and if

not understood they should receive
such attention as the circumstances
of the student will permit. Also tele-
graphy and phonographv. In the in-
stitution over which I preside all
these topics have been for vears regu-
larly discussed and elucidated. To
take from my course phrenology
would be like the destruction of a
light-house from the most dangerous
rock-bound shore. To that science
of all sciences am I indebted more
than to any other one cause for what
little success I may have achieved
during the 1() years of prosperous
business in the cause of education.
In order to succeed in teaching to the
greatest possible extent, the teacher
must have his own head well stored
with information and by the aid of
phrenology be able to read the men-
tal capacity and individuality of his
students. "

This is " going some " on phreno-
logy. I wonder if Col. Soule's light-
house is still in commission. It must
be remembered that phrenology was
a mighty " science" in those days.
I remember when I was a pupil of
Mr. Packard that he used to be fond
of entertaining his students by off-

hand lectures on this subject by pro-
fessionals.

ENTER SHORT-HAND FEEBLY.

This reference to phonography by
the way is the first that I remember
to have seen though as a matter of fact
shorthand departments had been es-
tablished in several schools, notablv
the Ames Business College, Syracuse,
as much as ten years before that
time.

A. PAIR OF VETERANS.
A very graceful incident of the con-

vention was the appearance of two
fathers of business education— R. M.
Bartlett who had founded a commer-
cial school in Pittsburg some thirty-
eight years before, and John (lundry,
then still in harness as the head of
Gundry's Mercantile College, Cincin-
nati. Both were warmly welcomed
and made graceful speeches.

THE OLD SCHOLARSHIP GHOST L.\ID

LOW .\T LAST.

Of course the old scholarship ques-
tion came up again and this time the
convention somehow contrived to do
something. Mr. Packard lead the
fight as usual against the ridiculous
custom of interchanging these
scholarships. He pointed out that a
man could buy a scholarship for '$75

at the Newark school and that it was
good for life in the Packard School,
only half an hour away, whereas he
was charging each student $200 a year
and issuing no scholarships of any

kind. Also he would not have to pay
the Newark man a cent. After much
discussion the convention adopted a
resolution that " the basis of tuition
for the reciprocal scholarships shall
be issued but fixed so as to recognize
an exact relation between the time of
attending and the amount paid; that
the result of the relation of time to
amount be not less than six months
for $50 and twelve months for $75,
with the privilege of one year for the
completion of the former and two
years for the latter. "

These new officers were elected :—
President, George Soule ; Vice-

President, L. L.Williams; Treasurer,
Warren H. Sadler; Recording Secre-
tary, A. J. Montague ; Corresponding
Secretary, A. J. Cole. The conven-
tion then adjourned " to meet at Bal-
timore, June 2, 1874. "

Alack the day ! No such meeting
nor any other of the International
Business College Association was
ever held. Mr. Folsom's prediction
was soon to be verified. Readers of
these papers will recall what he said
at a previous meeting touching the
dangers of tinkering the sacred in-
terchangeable scholarship system.
Mr. Packard's triumph, mild as it
was, sounded the death knell of the
scholarship scheme.
The great International Business

College Association was dead.

SCHOOL AND
PROFESSIONAL

^

-J
Mr. E. L. Bean, for the past five years bu-

pervisor of penmanship in the Ocean Grove,
.\. J., Public Schools, has resigned his po-
sition and has opened the Asbury Park
Business College, Asbury Park, n' J. He
reports a very good attendance thus far.

W. A. D. Clark, formerly of Phenix, R. I.,

has been chosen principal of the commer-
cial department of the Warwick, R. I., High
School, taking the place of Mr. Herbert
Congdon who has gone to till a similar po-
sition in the Meriden, Conn., High School.

.Mr. E. Williams, last year connected with
a Business College in Brooklyn, X. Y , is
the new teacher of commercial branches in
the Ocean Grove, .\. J., High .School.

Messrs. Tjarnell & Foote, the enterprising
proprietors of the Holyoke, Mass., Bu.siness
Institute, recently purchased the Lucas
School of Shorthand, Greenfield, Mass.,
and will continue the institution under the
name of the Greenfield Commercial School,
adding the usual commercial branches.

On Nov. 14th the Baltimore, Md., Business
College, E. H. .Norman, president, was
favored with two notable addresses, one
by Gov. R. B. Glenn of N'orth Caroline and
the other by Gov. Warfield of Maryland. At
six o'clock of the same day Mr. and Mrs. Nor-
man entertained Gov. Glenn. Mayor Ma-
hoof and others. This is probably the first
school to be favored by addre.sses the same
day from the Governors of two states.
Few men in our profession stand as high
and possess the hustle that Mr. Norman
does. Events like this do not happen ; they
are made to come to pass by foresight and
perseverance.
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HBI.n IN THE

OSHKOSH BUSINESS COLLEGE

KRIIIAY AND SATURDAY, NOVEMBER '-'9 AN I)

3(1, in07, W. W. DALE, PRESIDENT

PROPRIETORS' SECTION.

FRIDAY

" The Upsand Downs of Business Colleges
in the Karly Days in Wisconsin."
Reminiscences Robert C. Spencer—Mil-

waukee. W. W. Daggett-Oshkosh.
"Uniform System of E.'saminations."

Report of Committee — K. W. .Xickerson,
Chairman, Appleton.
Question Rox (1st opening.)

EDUCATIONAL SECTION.

EVENING SESSION.

Session held at the High School
Public School Teachers and people gener-

ally were cordially invited.
Instrumental Duet, Harry and Adiline

Krippene.
Address of Welcome, Supt. M. .\. Mclver,

Oshkosh.
Vocal Solo, Miss Beatrice Uttermark.
Penmanship in Public Schools, K. C. Spen-

cer. Milwaukee.
Trombone Solo, Albert Samer.
Bookkeeping, K. F. Ouintal, Green Bay.
Vocal Solo, Miss L. Ransom.
Touch Typewriting, R. E. Turner,

Milwaukee.
Music, Oshkosh High School Glee Club.

MORNING SESSION.

Saturday, November 30, 1907, 9:00 o'clock.
Commercial Geography, Chas. R. Preston,

Oshkosh.
Commercial Law, M. E. Mogan, De Pere.
Communication from Departiiientof Com-

merce, Madison.
Minutes of Previous Meeting.
Election of Oflicers.

PROPRIETORS' SECTION,

AFTERNOON SESSION.

1:30 o'clock.
Professional and Unprofessional Advertis-

ing. Discussion led by F. F. Showers,
Stevens Point
Employment of .Solicitors, Discussion led

by John Bushey, Appleton.
Should We Guarantee Positions? Discus-

sion led by R. H. Boyd, Fond du Lac.
Question Box (2nd opening.)

The meeting of which the above was the
program seems to have been an unqualified
success. The Association took a strong
stand against the etiiployment of solicitors,

the use of thecontract in securing students,
and the guaranteeing of positions.
A summer Chautauqua was discussed and

the prospects for holding one is quite favor-
able, as they seem to have an ideal location
for such a summer meeting.
The speed exhibition on the typewriter by

Mr. Blaisdellof Chicago, was one of the note-
worthy events of the meeting. He wrote
405 words on the Inderwood typewriter in

four minutes and two seconds, which when
corrected by deducting five words for every
error left eighty-nine correct words a min-
ute. The world's record for corrected writ-
ing is eighty-seven words for this period of
time.
The officers elected for the ensuing year is

as follows: President. M. E. Mogan, De
Pere; Vice President, E- F. Quintal, Green
Bay; Recording Secretary, W. W. Dale,
Janesville; Corresponding Secretary, Miss
Clara E. Townsend, Oshkosh; Treasurer,
W. D. McDaniels, Oshkosh.

Expert nccountina eontinued from
page 20.

ercised to (designate that the Reserve
is for Depreciation, so that it will

not lead to the error of considering
it a part of profits set aside for con-
tingencies rather for a provision
made for losses already sustained.

Profit ik Loss
To Depreciation Re.serve

or Sinking Fund.
If it is considered advantageous to

invest the amount reserved each year
in easily available assets, rather than

carry it in the business, the following
additional entry will accomplish it :

Depreciation Reserve f

or Depreciation
\
Investment

Sinking Fund [

To Cash
for the amount so invested. This
method of dealing with it requires a
somewhat higher order of account-
ing than the other three methods pre-

viously referred to, and, on account
of this, you rarely find it in operation,

except in concerns of suificient size to

justify the employment of account-
ants of superior ability.

I shall consider the subject of Re-
serves in general more fully in some
later issue, at which time I will out-

line entries for the record of income
from the Fund Investments ; also,

the final extinguishment of the Fund
and Reserve.

Solution to Problem in Itovember Issue.
HY ARTHUR (i. SKEELS.

Kntrie.e to close the books of the partner-
ship.

Cash $ 33,100.00

Bonds 50,000.00

The Blank Co.,
Capital Stock

.\ccount, 50,000.00

Accounts Payable 7,SOO.OO

To Real Estate it

Improvements $100,000 00
Merchandise 15,500.00

Accounts Receivable 5,400.00

L0..1S & Gain '."O.OOO.OO

Received for (Jood Wiil.
This entry would vary somewhat from

the above, by entering the cash received
through the Cash Book, and by debiting
and crediting the various accounts which
go to make up the totals of Accounts Pay-
able and Accounts Receivable.
The next step is to close Real Estate &

Improvements Account into Loss A- Gain
.Account, and to close Loss .V Gain Account
into the Pq.rtners' Account, which may be
ilone directly, or by means of the following
Journal entries :

Real Estate & Improvements
To Loss & Gain $35,.500.00

Loss & Gain
To Partners' Accounts $;)5,50O,00

When the remaining resources are di-
vided between the partners, and the liabili-
ties assumed by them, the following en-
tries are made, which will close the books
of the firm.

Bills Payable .$25,000 00
Partners' Account 75,O00.(X)

To Bonds $50,000 00
The Blank Co. 50,000,00

Capital Stock .\ccount
Partners' Accounts

To Cash .$,'15,700.00

Entry to open the books of the corpora-
tion.

Real Estate iV

Improvements $100,(X)0.00

Merchandise 15..')00.00

Accounts Receivable 5.400IK1

Good Will 2(J,000 00
To Cash $33,100 00
Bonds 50,000 00
Capital Stock .5(1,(KK).(K1

Accounts Payable T.HHI 00
This entry would vary from the above

by entering the cash through the Cash
Book, and by opening an account with each
one of the debtors and creditors.

It would appear that there must have
been a prior sale of either stock or bonds,
in order to realize the money paid when
takingover the business : but no informa-
tion is given in the problem as to wherethis
money conies from.
E. O. F., Worcester :-Thanks for solution

received. Entries to close books of Firm not
complete. You record sale of business, but
not the final capital distribution. Your en-
tries to open Corporation books good, but I

should prefer the account with the vendor
of old concern set up.

Practical 'finance from page 21.

these are the Atlanta Clearing House
Association and the Clearing Houes
Association of Birmingham, Ala.,

which in ISM issued certificates in

both large and small denominations
for use among their customers. These
certificates were received at first with
much reluctance but they soon grew
in favor and were readily taken by
the merchants and bankers.
At the present time "credit cur

rency"is being issued by different

cities though not necessarily in the
form of clearing house certificates.

Upon agreement of the associated
banks some of them have for the con-
venience of large firms issued Cash-
ier's Checks in different denomina-
tions and made payable to bearer.

Factories and othtr establishments
who find it hard to secure enough cur-

rency from the banks to pay the wages
of the men, find it necessary to issue
"pay checks" in the denomination
of $r, |2, $5 and upward. These
checks are printed in the denomina-
tions decided upon and are signed by
the executive officer of the company
issuing them. Each check has printed
upon it the words " Payable only
through the Clearing House. " They
pass current throughout the city

where issued and are taken by mer-
chants and business men in payment
fpr goods and debts of all kinds,

though mainly on the credit and stand-
ing of the company issuing them. Sav-
ings banks instead of paying currency
to their depositors have given to those
withdrawing cashiers' checks pay-
able only through the clearing-house
orelse checks on other banks which
are payable in like manner. The words
"payable through the clearing-house"
mean that the check is to be deposited
to the account of some customer in

some bank instead of being paid in

currencv.
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J . I*. Culbertson, a graduate of the School
of Couiiiierce, of Albion, Mich., College, and
for some years at the head of the commer-
cial work in the Ashland, Ky., High School,
has just been appointed Chief Clerk to the
State Superintendent of Education for Ken-
tucky. The Ashland school officials have
been busily hunting for a good man to fol-
low Mr, Culbertson.

J. B. Mack, the well-known penman and
commercial teacher, is filling a substitute
engagement with the Rhode Island Busi-
ness College, Providence. R. I.

J. C- Logan, who engaged to teach in the
Brockton, Mass., Business University this
year was compelled to give up his work be-
cause of the sudden death of his sister-in-
law and the consequent breakdown of his
wife's mother. He is now in Ottawa, Ont.,
doing some work in the university and some
private tutoring.

Miss Lena McCartney, recently teaching
Gregg Shorthand in the Drake B. C, Jersey
City, N. J., is now with the Interstate School,
New Hampton, Iowa.

Miss Flora Richardson is a new Gregg
teacher in the Lowell, Mass., Commercial
College.

W. A. Arnold, last year, and for several
years previously, at the head of the com-
mercial department of the Lead, S. Dak.,
High School, is now private secretary to
Dr. F, K. Lane. Director of the Jacob Tome
Institute. Fort Deposit, Md.
R. H. Wallin, of KansasCity, began teach-

ing in Mills Institute, Honolulu, in Novem-
ber, the school having had great difficulty
in getting a satisfactory teacher who tared
to undertake the trip to this present-day
Garden of Eden.
D. A. Reagh, for some years proprietor

of the Owosso, Mich.. B. C, has sold his
school, and has accepted a position with
the MacCormac School, Chicago, where he
will have charge of the commercial depart-
ment.
Miss Louise Anderson is a new teacher in

the Spencerian Business College. Milwau-
kee. Wis.

G. T. Wiswell.of the Bradford, Pa., Busi-
ness College, has sold his interest in that
school to his partner, Mr. O. E. Beach ; Mr.
Wiswell will take a salaried position Jan. 1.

The many friends of \V. W. Winner, foun-
der and owner of the Newark, N. J., Busi-
ness College, will be shocked to learn that
Mr. Winner died at his home in Newark,
Nov. 1,'S, the funeral being held on Thanks-
giving afternoon. The profession loses one
of its very best members, a man whose
ideals, personal and professional, were of
the highest—so high, indeed, that he paid
the highest price humanity can pay, he
gave his life as a sacrifice in the effort to
maintain his ideal of a high-grade commer-
cial school, an ideal that called for an almost
incredible amount of detail work. The cause
needs scores of men of Mr, Winner's lofty
conception of worthy work and of high per-
sonal integrity.

Miss 8. Leach is teaching shorthand in
the Ocean Grove, N^. J., High School.

Mr. A. W. Cooper, principal in the Cam-
dem,N.J. Commercial College is improv-
ing his penmanship by following the les-

sons in The Business Educator. As a
consequence his penmanship is getting to
be quite good and you may rest assured his
instructions would be equally as good. He
has only words of commendation for THE
Business Educator.
Miss Anna E. Hill, for many years super-

visor of penmanship in Springfield, Mass.,
was recently elected to a similar position in
the Asbury Park, N J., schools.

Mr. J A.Snyder, for the past two years
with the Wicker Park Branch of the Metro-
politan Business College, Chicago, HI., is
now doing office work with Fargo. Keith &
Co., distributers of children's shoes, Chi-
cago. Mr. Snyder is a skillful penman and
a conscientious teacher, and we regret that
the profession has lost his services. We
wish him success in his new field of labor,
but if he fails to achieve it there we will
welcome him back into the profession with
open arms.

Mr. W. P. Steinhaeuser, who resigned hia
position as principal of the shorthand de-
partment of The Ferris Institute, Big Rap-
ids, Mich, last October owing to poor health,
and who has been recuperating in Allen-
town, Pa, during the past three months,
has again returned to the ranks and has
been elected siapervisor of penmanship in
the Ocean (;rove, N. J., public schools at a
handsome salary. He reports a very en-
couraging outlook. Mr. Steinhaeuser is

well known in the profession, and his many
friends will be glad to hear of his complete
recovery, and that he has been elected to
such a responsible position.

On February nth Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Loomis.
of the Practical Text Book Co., Cleveland.
Ohio, expect to sail for a Mediterranean
cruise and a trip across the continent of
Europe. The best wishes of The Business
Educator and many, many of its readers
go with them on their well-earned journey
of joy.

The Gregg Writer comes to us this year
in a new and enlarged torm which is very
attractive. A number of pages have been
added to this excellent little magazine

;

the standard magazine size page has been
adopted and a new style of type and head-
ings, besides a new cover design, has been
introduced.
Many of the old features of the magazine

which have made it so popular witli its
readers, h;ive been retained, among them
the Learners' Department. An interesting
addition to the magazine is a Reporters'
Department, dealing with advanced work.
Mr. Gregg's series of " Travel Notes, " being
an interesting running account of his ex-
periences while abroad last summer, is well
worth reading. The subscription price has
been increased to $1.(U) a year but, neverthe-
less, Mr. Gregg reports that the circulation
of the magazine is growing steadily.
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Eastern otiice if the Gregg Publishing Co.
is located.

Caw - eontinued from iiagz 24.

South Carolina : May make con-
tracts and enter into business the
same as if single.
.South Dakota : Has the same rights

as to going into business and making-
contracts as if single. Husband and
wife may make contracts with each
other. The wife may without the con-
sent of the husband, convey her sep-
arate property, unless it is a home-
stead.

Tennessee : May contract and go
into business the same as if single.
Texas : May be a merchant in her

own name, but must use her separate
property therein. She cannot carry
on a partnership business and cannot
buy on credit. Her profits become
liable for her husband's' debts. She
may make contracts for necessaries
furnished herself or children and for
expenses which may be incurred by
her for the benefit of her separate
property. Husband and wife must
join in the deed to her separate prop-
erty. Property acquired by the wife
during marriage, as a rule, becomes
common property, and during mar-
riage can be disposed of by the hus-
band only. She cannot become surety
for her husband, but may pledge or
mortgage her separate property for
his benefit.
Utah : May engage in business in

her own name and make contracts as
if single. She may manage, sell, or
dispose of her separate property as if
single. She may sue or be sued as if

single.
Vermont : May enter into business

and make contracts as if single, but
she cannot become surety for her hus-
band. If carrying on business in her
own name she may sue or be sued.
She may, on petition to and license
from the court of chancery, convey
her real estate without her husband's
joning in the deed.
Virginia : May contract and do

busines in her own name.
Washington : May make contracts

and engage in business in her own
name. She cannot become a partner
in trade with her husband. Property
acquired by her after marriage is held
in common with her husband, the hus-
band controlling it. Both must join
to convey common real property;
otherwise her rights, powers, and au-
thority are co-equal with those of the
husband.
West Virginia: May engage in

business and make contracts in her
own name. A judgment against her
can only be satisfied out of property
belonging to her separate estate.
The husband must join in the deed of
any real estate.
Wisconsin : May carry on business

in her own name with capital which
is her separate property ; also when
her husband has deserted or refuses
to support her. Has all the rights
and remedies respecting her separate
property or business, and may sue and
be sued in her own name as if unmar-
ried.
Wyoming: May carry on business

in her own name and may make con-
tracts as if single.
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"The Observer" is the name of ao ei^ht

page circular from St. Paul, Minn., edited
by Walter Rasmussen in the interests of the
Rasinussen Practical Business School. It

contains news items that would be of inter-

to former pupils, recommendations of its

system of shorthand and sayings of some
of our most practical business men. Taking
it altogether it makes an attractive circular.

The Dover, N. H., Business College. W. C.

Mcintosh, proprietor, issued a white covered
catalogue with embossed title, the text and
illustrations being printed on a high grade
coated paper. The illustrations in the cata-

logue would indicate that the school also is

high grade in equipment, and that it gives
first class instruction.

The Belleville, Ont., Business College re-

cently issued a catalogue covered in light

brown with embossed title in blue and gold,

bespeaking good taste as well as a good
school.

A splendid list of subscriptions was re-

cently received from our friend and former
pupil. Mr. F. A. Wilkes, penman and com-
mercial teacher in the Franiingham Busi-
ness College. S. Framingham, Mass. Mr.
Wilkes is one of our most conscientous ris-

ing young commercial teachers.

'* How to get above the Crowd " is the title

of one of the best four-page circulars recent-

ly received at this oftice. It comes from one
of the very best business training schools
in our profession. The Capital City Commer-
cial College, Des Moines. Iowa. The title is

made doubly suggestive by the picture of a

yourg man representing a business college
graduate three or four times as tall as the
crowd of young men about his feet.

Recent advertising literature has been re-

ceived from the following: Central Busi-
ness College, Denver. Colo.; Business sys-

tems Commercial School, Toronto, Can., 46-

52 Spadina Ave.; Commonwealth School,
Boston, Mass., 100 Boylston St.; Wichita
Commercial College, Wichita Falls. Tex.;
School of Commerce, Cincinnati, O. ,3rd and
Walnut Sts.;Tampa Business College, Tam-
pa, Fla.; Brvant & Stratton Business Col
lege, Providence. W. I. ; West Texas Busitiess
College. Abilene and Wichita Falls, Texas.

;

The Lutheran Ladies' Seminary, Red Wing.
Minn.; The Brownsberger Home School.
Los Angeles, Calif.; Capital City Commer-
cial College. Des Moines, la., Parsons Busi-
ness College, Parsons. Kans.; Lawrence.
Kans.. Business College; Omaha, Xebr.,
Commercial College; The GreenHeld, O.,

Business College; Dover, N. H., Business
College; Sadler-Rowe Co.. Baltimore, Md.,
and the Lansing, Mich., Business Univer-
sity.

•The Budget " published by the Sadler-
Rowe Co.. Baltimore. Md.. has again arrived
with its grist of good things to commercial
teacliers. If you are not on their mailing
list by all means get there.

Beautifully covered in blue linen board
with embossed script title, the Joplin Mo.,
Business College catalogue presents an ar-

tistic appearance. The text on the inside
is printed in brown and the illustrations
and borders in green. A great deal of care
has been given to the preparation of the
text, and the illustrations are sufficient
throughout to make the catalogjie attrac-

tive and appealing to prospective students.
It averages well among the many cata-
logues received at this office.

Butcher's Business College. Beaver Falls,
Pa., publishes a catalogue which gives one
the impression of a good school. In it we
see the familiar faces of our former pupils,
Mr. D. M. Keefer, principal of the commer-
cial department, and Miss Julia Bender,
principal of the shorthand department.
One of the best illustrated half-page ad-

vertisements recentl3' seen in a newspaper
is that of the Rochester Business Institute,
Rochester, X. Y., in the Post Express. Sat-
urday, October 5, 1907.

The hand book of the Northanapton, Mass.,
Commercial College, possesses individu-
ality and refinement quite refreshing when
compared with the average catalogue. We
somehow get theinipression that the school
itself must possess like qualities, which
leads us to conclude that it is good adver-

A little brown-covered booklet with the
embossed title "Success, how Secured"
containing purported conversatitms and
interviews relative to a young man and a

young lady selecting a business school to
attend, is one of the most modern pieces of
advertising we have recently received. It

is published in the interests of Elliot's Busi-
ness College, Burlington, la.

The Fayetteville. Ark., Commercial Col-
lege, L. W. Newcomb, business manager
and H. A. Franz educational director, re-

cently published a most excellent catalogue
with undipped edges being printed on one
side of tlie sheet only. It is a high grade
production from cover to cover and, what is

still better, the illustrations therein indicate
that the school itself is splendidly equipped
and carefully and conscientiously con-
ducted.

"The News Letter." a l*i-paged little jour-
nal, is the title of an attractive piece of ad-
vertising issued by and in the interests of

the Barnes Commercial School, Denver.
Colo. In it was enclosed a " Retrospect,"
being a toast given by Mrs. C. L. Webber at
thelird anniversary banquet given by the
school. It is a good piece of literature and
displays the qualities of a true teacher alive
to the influences about her.

"Business, Shorthand and Telegraphy
Catalogue, Ferris Institute, Big Kapids,
Michigan. Organized 1884—Incorporated
ISHD" is the title ot a firstclass seventy-sev-
en-page catalogue issued by and in the in-

terests of the institution named in the title.

The list of students enrolled and the list of
those holding positions as given are large
enough to inspire any one with a desire to
attend an institution so well attended and
so successful The text is clear cut, cour-
agous and convincing.

The Scranton, Pa.. Business College, H.
D. Buck, principal, frequently puts out some
attractive and convincing newspaper ad-
vertising. The last came to our attention
in the Scranton Truth Thursday. October
first. Wherein the portraits of three young
men were given who recently graduated
and who had already secured unusually
good positions with salaries to correspond,
St. Catharines Business College, E. War-

ner, principal, St. Catharine, Ont.. publishes
an appropriate catalogue discriptive and
illustrative of the work done in that institu-
tion. It is printed on a rich cream paper
with text and illustrations in brown with
orange borders making the color effect
pleasing and harmonious, indicating that
Mr. Warner is somewhat of an artist as well
as a business man.

The Martin School, 100 Boyleston St.. Bos
ton, Mass., issues a very beautiful little
eight-page circular advertising their tuail
course, engrossing specialties etc. Mr. F.
W. Martin, the'proprtetor, is one of the finest
members of the penmanship profession, and
all business entrusted to his hands is sure
to receive respectful, conscientious and
skillful attention.

The Wisconsin Business College, located
at Manitowoc, Racine and Kenosha, pub-
lishes an artistic little catalogue covered
and embossed with purple, with inside
printed in brown and orange on cream
stock.

The Port Huron, Mich., Business Univer-
sity, W. C. Wellaston principal, is putting
out a very neat, attractive. durablecalendar
for 190S mounted on aluminum.

The Worcester, Mass.. School of Com-
merce, P. H. Danders, principal, publishes
an artistic prospectus, cream covered and
purple in print.

( )ne of the best catalogs of the season has
been received from King's Business College,
Kaleigh and Charlotte, N. C. It is profusely
illustrated with headings in red and border
in yellow-green. Mr. King seems to have
built up a couple of fine schools in the South
land, for which he is to be congratulated.

The Indiana Business College. La F"'ay-

ette, Ind., W. H. Carrier, manager, publishes
a well illustrated, eight-page circular.

The Indiana, Pa., Business College, J. M.
Pierce, principal, puljlishes a very tasty,
white covered catalog in the interst of that
institution.

One of the daintiest, tersest pieces of ad-
vertising received at this office came from
the Seattle. Wash., Commercial School, re-

lating to instructions in advertising, a class
having started in that school Dec 2nd.
Cassmore's articles on advertising are be-
ginning to create quite a stir in our profes-
sion. Have you been following them ?

Those interested in correspondence work
in expert accounting will do welt to apply
to the Detroit. Mich.. Business University
for their circular relative to that work. It

is a straightforward, terse little booklet.

The Bluffton, Ind., Business College issues
a neat, gray colored catalogue printed in a
shade of orange giving it a rich appearance.

Recent advertising literature has been re-

ceived from the. following: Georgia Normal
College and Business Institute. Abbeville.
Ga. : School of Commerce. St. Peter, Minn.

;

Estherville. la.. Business College; Brown's
Business College. St. Louis, Mo.; Gregg
School, Chicago, 111.; Omaha. Nebr., Com-
mercial College; Bryant A: Stratton Busi-
ness College, Louisville, Ky. ; Williams
School of Penmanship, Omaha. Nebr. ; Seat-
tle. Wash., Commercial School ; Haskell In-
stitute, Lawrence. Kans ; The Ferguson Col-
lege. Columbus, Ga.: Detroit. Mich.. Busi-
ness Universitv: F'rank W. Martin, Bos-
ton, Mass.. 100 Boylston St.; W. E. Den-
nis, Brooklyn, N. Y.,.'i57 Fulton St. ; School
of Commerce. Cincinnati, 0.;lieutel liusi-

nees College. Tacoma. Wash. ; Isaac Pitman
A Sons.N. Y..:il Union Sq.. West ; TheiJreen
field. Mass., Comnlercial School; Central
Business College, Chicago, 111.. 109 Randolph
St.; (irand Prairie Seminarj-, Onarga, III.

The National Business Show Company
New York, N. Y., Park Row Bldg.; Hah
Moody School, Martin, Tenn.
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Cbe ncni Ijcar is a o^oo^ time to start a new Subscription €ist. Illake tl^e
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^\ THE CALL OF THE CITY

mtlrm A SERIAL FOB AMBITIOUS BOYS AND GIRLS

Vw^v BY CHARLES T. CKAQIN.

^^^ Thompson's Business School, Molyoke, Mass.

^

^
Cbe Perils of the City.

Did you ever hear the old time sailor's

yam about the Sargasso Sea, or the Dead
Man's Sea, as they sometimes call it? They
say it lies in the South-Atlantic between
the lierniudas and the Canary Islands just
out of the sweep of the Gulf Stream and of

the North-East trade winds and, in his
approach to this dead sea of the ocean, the
mariner first encounters floating patches of

yellow gulf weed and then drifting planks
and spars and bits of wreckage, growing
more huddled together as he gets into the
body of the dead man's sea, where there is

no current, no wave, and where the trade
wind never sweeps its stirring breath but
where the air hangs heavy and lifeless under
the burning tropic sun. But the wise
mariner never did get into the body of the
Sargasso Sea for in the old time of clipper
ships and sailing vessels he dreaded to be
caught in the deadly calm of its slimy
waters, and in this day of steam he fears
collision with the hundreds of derelicts
floating under its weed-and-scum-crusted
surface and so, in both times, sheered away
and gave it a wide berth.

THE GRAVEYARD OF THE OCEAN.

They tell the story of one man who came
outof the depths of this ocean charnel-house
of dead ships and dead men and he told a

grisly tale of the interior of the great sea
into which has drifted all the wrecks of 4(X)

years since mariners began to sail the west-
ern ocean. Battered by wind and tempest
and deserted by crews and officers they
come drifting in from the ocean currents,
sometimes with sails gone and masts and
spars shattered and broken by storm and
hurricane of the tropics, sometimes with
masts and yards all set with trim sails.

Deserted plague ships, perhaps, or silent
witnesses of some grim ocean tragedy of

mutiny and murder and desertion. But
once in the dead calm of the silent sea they
lie there side by side until the idly flapping
sails mildew and rot, and the paint blisters
and peels from the ship's sides, and the
copper hulls grown green with verdigris and
thick with barnacles, and the chains rust,

and the masts and yards give way to decay
and toppleand fall down upon thecrumbling
decks and, finally, the ocean eats it's way
through and the ship sinks forever into the
silent depths of the Sargasso Sea.
You will not find the Dead Man's Sea on

any map. and perhaps it is only one of those
yarns for which the old salts that sail the
briny deep are noted, but there are Sargasso
Seas just off the currents of every big city,

where human craft, wrecked by the perils of
the city, are drifted together and with
decaying faculties are slowly going down,
one by one, into the depths,

SARGASSO SEA OF HUMANITY.
On Bleeker St., just a little off the main

current of that great artery of business,
Broadway, is a great white seven-story
building erected some years ago bv Mr. D.
Ogden Mills, million aire and philanthropist,
as a home for w^orking men and others w^ho,
while not objects of charity, could not atford
to pay the price of meals and lodgings at a

good boarding house and so had only the
awful Bowery lodging house as refuge. Mr.
Mills did not, I am told, expect to make
much out of his investment, but the ISOO

rooms of the great Mills Hotel No. 1 are
filled every night and it must pay a pretty
penny even at 20 cents a night. At first a

good class of people went there and there
are many industrious hard up mortals yet
who make it a temporary haven, but it has
become a regular Sargasso Sea of humanity'-
and a home of human derelicts, wrecked by
the city's perils and driven out of the
current of active business and slowly
crumbling to decay.

THE DOWN AND OUTS.

Sociologists from Yale and other colleges
come there every year to study the types of
dow^n-and-outs, wrhomakeit their abode and
there is most everything there. Broken
down lawyers and doctors, ministers and
business men, and many a man who a few
years ago was a fine bookkeeper or steno-
grapher or salesman is there, wrecked and
battered waiting for a breeze to bear him out
of the dead waters into life again and grow-
ing a little more hopeless and worthless
each day. Once in a while some God sent
breeze of reform does catch on to one of
these wrecks not too far gone to be sea-
worthy and swings him into the current
again but most of them stay there or go on
to lower depths for there are scores of such
places only worse and they are full of such
men.
Down on Beekman St., just off the narrow

canyon of Xassau. where you can almost see
the stars at midday overhead, is a business
house known as Boyd's City Depatch.
Here is the place where most down-and-out
bookkeepers and clerks fetch up when they
can hold a regular job no longer. Boyd's
does an immensebusiness addressingenve-
lopes and pays 75 cents to $1,115 a thousand
for it and a good addresser can turn off from
10(10 to 1500 a day and earn enough to keep
him alive at such a place as the Mills Hotel.
There are manv such places in every big
city.

If the men. with brains too badly joggled
for bookkeeping or other paying work yet
still good enough to address envelopes,
would tell their stories you would hear of
many a one who came to the big city allured
by its promise of fame and fortune, and this
is the goal he has reached.

WHAT ARE THE PERILS OF THE CITY
Which have sent hundreds and thousands

of promising youths into dead man's seas
of humanity? Youths who came from the
country, most of them, with brave hearts
and clear eyes and springing steps, well
prepared to do good service in the army of
business.
Well it is not a very difficult matter to de-

cide on what is the "one best bet" in answer
to this question. A glance at the sodden
faces of the down-and-outs is enough.
There are more saloons in New York than

in all the States South of Mason and Dixon's
line, and New York is an arid desert com-
pared with Chicago. All the big cities, east
and west, are cutoff the same piece so far as
drink is concerned.

THERE Ai?E OTHERS.
Sam .Tones the great Southern revivalist

used to say in one of his temperance ser-

mons " M'hiskej' is a sood tfiin^' in it's

place," and then, as people's eyes began to
stick out, he would add with great vigor
"Audit's place is HELL." That wasn't a
bad guess either. But there are plenty of
other perils besides the gin mills and the
wine palaces and cafes so attractive in all

their brave array of paintings and statuary,
of light and glitter and gayety, and I do not
thitfk whiskey has wrecked most of the
young business men who have gone down.

For most of the young men bright enough
to succeed in business are not cursed with
that craving for alchohol which makes' it's
victim forget all other things and give up
to it.

Here and there you will find one who has
gone to wreck over women, but not many.
A bad woman can certainly help a man
along the way to oblivion but there is pre-
cious little danger of her exerting much in-
fluence over him until he is well on the
road. And I take mighty little stock in the
stories of young men who were driven to
drink and theft by bad female companions.
Men are not so innocent and susceptible as
all that. The chances are a thousand to one
the man was a drunkard and a thief before
he got into that kind of female company.
Then no doubt the company helped him
along all right enough.

THE BETTING CURSE.
I was always much interested in the

praiseworthy efforts of the police of New
York and Chicago to stop pool sellingon the
races and at one time in New York it was
no more difficult to buy pools than it was to
buy soda water or a cigar. A pool room, by
the way, is a place where anybody with
money can bet any amount from $2 to $20(J0
on any horse running on anv of the race
tracks of the I'nited States and this is a
favorite 'Get Rich (Juick " method of the
young clerks and bookkeepers of the city
who have, or think they have, sporting blood
in their veins. If the beginner loses his
wagers on the start a few times it will pro-
bably cure him, but let him win enough to
get the gambling bacillus inoculated into
his blood and it will spoil him for business
as surely as anything I know of and it will
not be long till the cash balance on the books
and the balance in the drawer will not
agree. But it is not legal to sell pools on the
races, or to play the fascinating game of
draw poker, which has also helped to send
many a bright youngfellow into the "Down-
and-Out Club" and I suppose its illegality
keeps some law abiding young men out of
reach of this peril. The Stock Exchange
and The Board of Trade are perfectly legal
however, and the young man with a few
hundreds instead of a few dollars can, and
often does, bet freely on the rise and fall of
stocks. He stands much more chance of
winning fortune at poker than at the stock
market game, and more chance of being
struck by lightning than of winning at
either, but you can't make the $:t0 00 a week
man who has just made $.10DO on a hundred
dollar deal in margins see it, and so the
stock margin game adds a big lot of wrecks
and some pretty heavy ones to the list

every year.

PERILS NOT CONFINED TO CITY.

These are only a few of the perils of the
city which are well known and which make
many a fond mother shudder at the thought
of having her boy go out to encounter them,
and turn sick at the thought that he, too,
may be added to the list of victims.
Really though these perils are not con-

lined to the citv. Some of tlie most thorough
alcholic wrecks I have ever seen were in the
country towns of New England where a
saloon would no more be tolerated on the
main street than a smallpox hospital. But
the apples of New England make hard cider
and hard cider makes as ugly a drunkard as
any known beverage. If the alcoholic taint
is in the blood of youth that youth is in
peril in country as well as in city.

There is not a country town of 2000 inhabi-
tants in this country that does not contain
sonae victim of man's lust who is revenging
the injury to her sex by leading young men
to the devil, and she does far more damage
than her fallen sister of the cities. If any-
body thinks the country free of impurity let

him see some of the literature and pictures
that circulate among country school boys,
though the much abused Anthony Com-
stock has made such stuft" less plentiful
than it was when I was a boy. There is not
a country village without its poker club,
meeting in the livery stableor a room of the
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hotel, and the country clerk buys a "sure
tip" on the races for a dollar and bets and
loses by mail justs as surely as the city
clerk bets and loses in the pool room. The
bucket shops, which take your money when
you lose and fail up when you win, are fed
almost entirely by customers in the small
cities and towns.
The fact is human nature is the same iu

country and city and there are no perils of
tlie city that the country does not possess
though in a leaser degree.

If a youth is mentally and morally defi-

cient he will find his proper level quicker
in the city where events move more rapidly,
that is all. He will get there just the same
and there is no use keeping a bright brainy
boy out of the city where brains are at a high
premium from any fear of the city perils.

The city has no perils that the country
does not also possess, but its perils are
more openlv apparent and there is no such
powerful restraint of public opinion as exists
iu the smaller towns. If a young man starts
to out in a crop of wild oats in the smaller
place it will be common talk all over the
town in '24 hours and the village gossips and
the Dorcas Society and his clergyman and
everybody else will be onto his cur^'es from
the straight path and unless he has a big
streak of total depravity in him he will give
up the cultivation of his oats as a bad job.

In the great city it is different. Nobody
knows or cares anything about him, and the
wildest kind of oats is so common a crop
there that no one pays any attention to his
modest sowing and he can go to the devil
his own gait and every facility will be pro-
vided for showing him the most expeditious
route.

CITIES BRAIN MARKETS OF THE WORLD.
But these perils are greatly exaggerated.

If you are a healthy minded young man
with no poision of heredity lurking in 3'our
blood the vices of society will excite your
pity and disgust and, let me tell you, no
saloon man, no gambling house proprietor
nor keeper of worse resort, will ever come
out as you are going about your business
and pull you in. Not much he won't. If

you get into such places instead of into the
splendid museums and art galleries and
Y. M. C. A. parlors, billiard halls and social
rooms, the fine theaters and opera houses,
libraries and other places which stimulate
intellect, it will be because you want to ^et
there not because you huie to. The big
cities are the brain markets of the world and
if you have brains take them to the best
market but don't mistake brass and self
conceit and assurance for brains. There is
a big difference.

The real peril of the city ie, that the suc-
cessful youth will become so absorbed in

business that he will forget everythingelse
and become sinaply a money making
machine with no higher object in life than
the getting of wealth and power at any
sacrifice that may be necessary of those
finer spiritual qualities which make the
really successful man even if his bank
account be small and he rides in a street
car instead of an automuoile for which he
has mortgaged his house. Next month I

will say somethingof the city as a market
place for female brains which are by no
means lacking in 'iiiantity or quality.

The subject of this photograph Mr. Geo.
Wilkinson, was born in the city of Daven-
port, Iowa, in June 1878, but spent the earlier
part of his life on a farm near Xeola, a small
town in the western part of the state.

He graduated from the Neola High School
in June 1900, and the following fall was en-
gaged as principal of the Weston, Iowa,
public schools. In the fall of 1901 he entered
Simpson College at Indianola, Iowa, to pur-
sue a literary course. Later he graduated
from the Simpson College School of Busi-
ness, and wasengaged to teach bookkeeping
in the same school. After one year he ac-
cepted a position as principal of the Com-
mercial Department of Amity College at

College Springs, Iowa. Two years later he
was elected principal of the bookkeeping de-
partment, and secretarj'of the Monroe Busi-
ness Institute of Monroe, Wis., which posi-
tion he holds at the present time.

While at College Springs, he was married
to Miss Grace Johnson, a teacher of Art in

the same college, and they are the parents
of one child, a boy.

In his work at Monroe, Mr. Wilkinson
appreciates the value of THE Business
Educator as a factor in presenting a

thorough commercial course, to such an ex-
tent, that he has a copy of the paper placed
in the hands of each student every month.
From what we have learned of Mr. Wilkin-

son through correspondence we have every
reason to believe that his professional career
is but begun and that we shall know more
of him in the future and that success in no
small measure awaits him.
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Kewanee Business College.
Kewanee, III., Nov. 23. 1907.

Messrs. Zaner & Bloser,

Columbus, O.

Gentlemen:
" The Business Educator" this year is

better than formerly, altho then it was the
best. Why you give your subscribers so

much for so little money is something I can-
not understand—other publishers are care-

ful not to give very much. One thing
especially I admire about " The Business
Educator " is that you tell how. If

Hausam's three papers last year were not
worth $10.00 to any young peuman, I am at

loss to know where one can find anything,
that will aid one more than these articles.

Heath and Hoff are men who do not hoard
their knowledge.
Wishing you continued success, I am,

Yours truly,

A. A. LANG.

u
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By J. F. Bowers, Easton. Pa.
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Lessons in Ornamental Writing
F. S. HEATH, CONCOBD, N. H.

Send work tu Mr. Heath, Concord, N. H., by the 15th of the month, for criticism In the Bl'SiNKSS Eddcatoe.
Enclose stamps if you want your work returned.

^
F/dfe. /r

Instructions for Lesson 5.

A large amount of tine work is received each month from those who are following this course. The most of the work shows careful and
earnest endeavor ; while a few send careless, haphazard work. One class will make fine penmen, if they continue in the way they are
going ; the other class will fail if present tendencies are followed. Can you tell which class is destined to succeed, and which to fail?

Which class are you in?

With Plate 18 the entire alphabet of capital letters has been taken up. /- is a very graceful letter when well made. The beginning
oval, the long loop and shade are just like the 5. The small loop which connects the stem with the final oval should lie fiat upon the
base line. The beginning and closingovals should balance to make a symmetrical letter. The final oval may be thrown entirely below
the base line as in the fourth form. The last form is simple and pleasing. The upper part of /may be madea broad oval as in the first

four forms, or it may be made quite narrow as in the last two forms. It is a matter of taste. When the inner oval is used, care should
be used to get the lines parallel. Donot use the flourish below the line, as shown in the last form, when it will interfere with the line of

writing below, y is a pretty letter and quite easy. The first letter is the simple form upon which the others are based. Get the upper oval

quite broad and round. The shade should be almost wholly below the base line.
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In Plates 19, 20, and 21 we give a series of word copies covering each of the capital letters. As we have had each of these letters before,

special instructions are not needed. However, hereare a few points, which if heeded, will add to the artistic appearance of your writing.

Where the final oval is thrown below the base line, be sure to get it low enough not to interfere with the small letters which follow. See
the .1 and other similar letters as illustrations of this point. When the full oval is used, so throw it that the small letters will run through
its center. The C illustrates this point. Now, note the final flourish, or grace line, on the word Americans. Such final strokes should not,

as a rule, be thrown lower than the oval of the capital letter which begins the word. In other words, this flourish does not drop lower

than the finishing oval of A- The final flourish of the word Inning is pretty, but great care should be used to get the little loop small and
theoval proportioned in size to the rest of the word. Did you never see an oval of this kind that was too large? See the two o's in Op"
portunity. The graceful beginning of the first adds to the effect, but that form cannot well be used in the middle of a word. It is essen-

tially an initial form. The Pand O. areformsof those letters not given in the previous lessons, I think. They are used a g-reat deal by
the best penmen and are excellent forms. Study them carefully. The beginning strokes of l\ \\ \V,X, )'. and Z are ditferent. Usually
it is not good taste to use so manv different varieties in a single piece of writing, In this instance they were given as a review of the var-

ious forms practiced in connection with previous lessons.

Perhaps these tnay seem small points to you, but remember, please, that it is just such small points as these that mark the work of

the few who stand at the head as ornamental writers.

I hope this month to hear from everyone who is following the course. Let me see how many of you there are.

P/o/e. Z/

^^-^^-^...^-l^^'^S^^^-g^

eritieisms.

E. P., Pa. Like all beginners you lack
movement power. Stick to the exercises
until you get a strong and smooth stroke.
Cut the shades ileep and strong Your busi-
ness writing is excellent and you can learn
ornamental, but it will require matiy hours
of hard work. Let me hear from you again.
H. E. M., S. D. You are well on the road.

Your touch is delicate. Use a little more
care on the capitals. Strive for an easy

motion. It gives grace, and that is lacking
to some extent in your capitals. Small
letters are just the riKht size for best appear-
ance. Pay particular attention to the oval
of final rand similar letters. .Send more of
your excellent work.

(;. (J. D,, Wash. Your work was just too
late for criticism in the last number. You
have a good start and can win bv pluck and
perseverance- You need to practice bold
movement exercises until you develop a
stronger movement. Small letters are right

size for this kind of work. I like the care
that is evident in all your work. It speaks
well for vour future success.
A. W.C..N. J. You are still the star pu-

pil. Nearly all your work is of professional
grade. If you could receive a few months
personal instruction, few TA-outd be able to

surpass you. The only criticism that I can
make on the work you sent is in the final

oval of V. In some instances it does not lie

in a horizontal position.
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C. H. S.. D. C. I was particularly glad to

receive the lar^e amount of excellent work
which you sent. My old mail pupils are
doubly welcome. Am glad that you have
acquired a far stronger stroke on you shades,
A great improvement over a few months
ago. Will return some of your work with
personal criticism.
M. X. S.. Pa. Vou use a very strong, well-

controlled movement on your capitals. In
some instances the body of the letter is too
small for the beginning and ending ovals.
Get a more graceful top to your T. I'se
same light touch and free movement on
small letters as capitals. Loop letters are
too short.
W. G. C. La. Thank you for your kind

words. Your ambition can be realized.
You can learn to write better than Heath, if

you will pay the price— Viours of hard work
for many, many days. (Jet a better quality
of paper. Study the forms of the letters.
Use care in all your work. And come again.
H. G., la. You have an excellent start and

cat ake a tine i lental iter Wo
? graceful capital letters, using a free,

easy, controlled movement. Square tops of
t and (] as directed in a previ()us lesson.
Send work each month.
R. P. K., O. I think your ink is a little

thick. Add a few drops of pure water.
Make capitals a little larger. In that way
you can employ a greater scope of move-
ment, which your work still lacks. Loop
letters are too short for ornamental writing.
Send a larger quantity of work and I can
criticise more intelligently.
E.G. H. Neb. As stamp was enclosed I

will return your work with faults pointed
out, but I wish again to point to your care-
fully arranged work as a model for all the
class to follow. The work is carefully and
systematically arranged. The utmost
neatness is apparent, and excellent taste is
shown in the binding of the work together
to form a little booklet. Such painstaking
care is the first requisite for success in this
line of work.
X. Y. Z., Xeb. You have not given me

your name, but whatever it may be vou are
entitled to write "Penman" afterit- You
have professional skill. Make the last oval
of A' a little larger. Last part of A' should
not be quite so tall as the first part. It will
improve your n to get the dot on left side of
the up stroke. If you will send rue more
work with your name and address I will re-
turn it to you with personal criticisms
which I think will help you.

The owner of the above photo, Ion E.
Dwyer, first saw the light of day in Water-
loo, Iowa. He early showed a natural ten-

dency toward teaching, by instructing his
parents by the means of a limited but loud
vocabulary as to the treatment he desired.
At the age of four he persuaded his parents
to move to Glenwood, Iowa, where he re-

sided until he was of age.

After completing the work in the public
schools he entered Highland Park College,
Des Moines, graduating in 1894. In the
autumn of the same year he accepted a posi-

tion with the Brockton, Mass., Business
College, where he taught for six years,

working his way up to principal of the
school.

In 19()fl he resigned his position to enter
upon high school work, establishing a com-
mercial department inrthe West Springfield,

Mass., High School. Later be was called to

take charge of the commercial department
in the Wakefield, Mass., High School. In
IIKH he accepted his present position as
Professor of Commerce and Treasurer in

Robert College, Constantinople.

Mr. Dwyer has made a special study of the
commerce of his cityand has written a text
on the subject of Bookkeeping suited to the
needs of the young business men of the
Ottoman Empire. This is another illustra-

tion as to what it is possible for progressive
young Americans to do. During the sum-
mer he combines profit with pleasure in ex-
tensive travels through Europe.
Mr. Dwyer is a staunch friend of THE

BUSINESS Educator and of all engaged in
our profession. Our readers will be glad to

learn that he is preparing for our columns a
number of articles upon the tollowing
topics:

"Commerce in Turkey: Helps and hind-
rances to American Commerce."
"American Schools in Turkey: Tlieir in-

fluence."

"The Consular Service: Opportunities for

young men."
"After Wealth, what?"
These articles will, we are sure, be of great

interest and value to all engaged in our pro-
fession and we therefore look forward to
them with more than ordinarj- anticipation.

We presume that a decade ago Mr. Dwyer
had little thought that he would ever be en-
gaged in work of this kind on the other side
of the Atlantic, and especially in the great
city of Constantinople. But such is the re-

sult of special preparation and ambition,
and similar successes and surprises await
many earnest students of today.

Iowa is a great state, and lowana are
achieving greatness in many lines and
places. Mr. Dwyer is therefore doing his
part by Iowa as well as by the U. S.

^o^°-^ ^ ^/U^^^

/^/^/iLS.

Business-like Business writing by F. B. Courtney, Caton's Business College, Minneapolis, Minn.
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Business sense and Business writing by C. S. Jackson, Bliss Business College, Newark, O.

Mr. C. R. Hill, was born at Conestoga, Pa.,

April 14, 1886. He is of German descent, and
after completing the work in the public

schools and high school of his home town,
he attended the First Pennsylvania State
Normal School, Millersville, Pa. At this

time he came under the able instruction

and inspiration of Mr. E. W. Strickler, the
penman, after which he attended the
Zanerian.

He is now head of the penmanship de-

partment of the Bowling Green, Ky., Busi-

ness University.

No one in our profession is forging more
rapidly toward the forefront than Mr. Hill.

The work he is contributing from time to

time to THB BUSINESS EDUCATOR displays
unusual industry and far more talent than
is common. If Mr. Hill continues as he has
begun he will some day be a leader in our
profession.

Mr. Hill is something more than a pen-
man. He is a young man of sterling quali-
ties and worth. His penmanship and skill

would be worth but very little to him were
he not able to back it up with superb in-

struction, untiring industry, inspiring en-
thusiasm, and never-failing reliability.

Questions.

1. What exercises should I practice to
overcome nervousness?

2. How are t and rl finished at the lop?
3. .\aine in your opinion ten of America's

greatest livingpenmen :

4. Will you criticise rny writing ':

ANSWERS.
1. Walking and gymnastic exer-

cises for health and the usual pen-
manship e.xercises practiced firmly
for your writing.

2. See Heath's lessons ; he shows
and tells how in November Business
Educator.

3. Prof. Blowhard ; Jay Knowall
;

Tommy Splurge ; Busy Booser ; Pipe-
stem Sprawler ; Willie Windy; Tick-
ledee Tangleup ; Millionaire Gasser ;

Cigarette Sooner and Truth Twister.
3. Your small letters lack force and

you use the fingers to excess. Don't
shade capitals so heavily.

This Ornate Roundliand Alphabet is the I); in and brawn product of Mr. C. K. Hill, penman in the Bowling Green, Ky
Business University.
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Questioned and nnswered.

1. How do you treat parchment for ink or
colors ?

2. How to prepare work for photo en-
graving ?

3. How to create a demand for and how to
secure engrossing?

1. Kul> it with bread, sponge rubber, or
almost any thing which will remove the
grease without disturbing the fiber.

2. Use white, smooth paper and black
ink, India is best. Drawings should usually
be made somewhat larger than the engrav-
ings, but script may be reproduced same
size if done freely and smoothly. The main
thing is to use only absolutely black ink
and white paper.

3. Show what you can do. Solicit for work
from societies, public officials, etc. Display
work in windows. Have a good display of
samples. Keep tab of those who marry
(marriage certificates and family records),
of those being congratulated or honored by
testimonials, presentations, etc., of those
who die and are "memorialized," etc., by
lodges, councils, etc.

DR. W. M. CARPENTER.
BRYANT & STRATTON COLLEGE, ST. LOUIS, MO

Do you want good
CA.RZ3 -WftlTXNG?
Ther try me. PRICES RIGHT

H St qiial tv of cards . Sample dozen for 25c 1

Pos paid to any part of the world .

Ornament al Capitals 20c
Hi siness 15c
Si tall spe cimen of m 10c
J. W. Ma nuel. Box

r 3407 Gi
889, Ind. Harbor,
apcvine Street.

Ind.

Learn to Write Your Name Right 25c:
Atrial lesson in Writing 26c; Drawing 35c;

ettering 25c; Designing 25c, Flourishing 25c:
Card Writing 25c; 25 cards any name 25c;

iw to organize classes 25c; Circular 2c. Address
PARSONS. PENMAN, KEOKUK, IOWA.

^.M..,X^ 9/r/?cJ

THE BEST BOOK ON THE SUBJECT
Written and illustrated by the

"WIZARD OF THE PEN"
Afomplett traiiiMigni txiui 1 humlii ritinf Hun-
dreds of endorsements

. Sent upon receipt of 1

1

.50

FRANCIS B- COURTNEl",
Caton College Minneapolis, Minn.

Nixon's Forty Lessons in > entnanship
con twins forty complete graded lessons
in peiimaiisliip. Just tlie Ij.iok for the
teacher and honte student. .\o better
work ol uriKlcil lessons published. Spe-
cial offer to teachers atid schools. Price by
mail, post paid, ,'iOc (former price $I.()0).

Send today. Your money returned if
not satisBed. Address, C. H. MXON.

Mineral, Va.

IT IS WORTH SOMETHING
To be able to write a good card, for it is
the best means of advertising your
skill in penmanship. It also puts many
a quarter into your pocket. My course
of six lessons by mail is not excelled
by any for beautiful copies and com-
plete definite instructions. Price $3.00
in advance.

The best lilank cards always in
stock. Samples and prices for stamp.

59 Dunklee St.

"I have enjoyed receiving your les-
sons more than I can express. Your
copies have been a great inspiration to
me." C. H. Spkyeb, Washington, D. C.

Superscription by F. B. Courtney, Caton's Business College, Minneapolis, Minn.

i -«%Vi>T> .-.Ajii'. ^-.fSs^^ «'-v "'a'

PONTIAC, MICHIGAN.

oTsSr Hutomatic snading Pens
Price List and Catalog: sent Free on request

By H. L. Darner, Assistant Zane
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Pointers In

F^or Teachers and
Pupils.

By D. VV. tlOFF,
iiipervisor of Writing,

Lawrence, Mass.

zr^

Short Calks to Short People.

Many of the following' are reported
verbatim from remarks used in the
course of ordinary recitations.
Occasionally I give an exercise of this

character simply to demonstrate the
fact that it is not necessary for a

pupil to neglect his position and
movement simply because he is com-
posing.

Sbarpenlna the Pupil's eoneeption of
movement.

Teaciier;—"Three kinds of nrni tnnve-
nirtit are employed by pupils for writing
purposes, the draningaitu movement, the
scrihhJingaTtn movement, and the writiny:
arm movement. Work done with the first

is simply drawing no matter what forms are
produced. The product of the second is but
scribbling, while the third alone will pro-
duce good writing. The differences are in
the rate of action and the kind of thinking
back i)f it. This, (" illustrating with the aid
of the posing board") is the drawing arm
movement. It is too slow to be of much
value for writing purposes. This, ("illus-
trating" lis one kind of scribbling arm move
ment. It is too hasty and jerky to be easily
shaped into good looking letters. Lack of
plans, loosely thought out plans, or lack of
energy in carrying out your plans, will re-
sult in another kind of scribblingarm move-
ment, no matter whether the action be de-
liberate, rapid, or quick. Good writing arm
movement may at times approach a deliber-
ate rate of action but should never be slow.
To produce the very best results it must be
rapid but never hasty."

" eiearina the Decks for netien."
Teacher:-"The movements required for

toda y'sdri 11 e.\ercise is of such a delicate nat-
ure that the slightest interference prevents
us from doing our very best work. Let us
then loosen up our sleeve, and lighten the
pressure at armrest as much as possible
not to allow the sleeve to slide. See to it

also that the position and tension of every
muscle from tips of the toes to the tips of the
Hngers is such as will help not hinder the
arm in its work. Now if your plans are well
made you may " turn on the steam."

Self Direction. -Self inspection.
Teacher:—" You must innkf your hand

and arm mind you. That is vorir work.
Miss Smith can only show you hitw. Xo
one can do it for you. When she has shown
you how she can do no more. Nor can she
really help any one who will not help him-
self. Your teacher's work is to tell or show
you the best way to do your work. Your
work is to do it in just the way she has
shown you. You can Vdo her work, for her,
nor can she do jrour work for you. Unless
you do your part of the work it won't be
done. Your improvement or failure de-
pends upon how much or how little you in-

sist upon your head and hand doing their
level best."

Setting Heady mentally.
Teacher: —"Why do we write this exercise?

Are we to frame it as we would a picture, for
its beautv?"
Class.-" No."
Teacher:—"Then you don't think it worth

doing to look at? Can vou sell it when
done?"
Class.—"No."
Teacher:—" And you don't think even

your best writing would make this sheet sell

for a pennv?"
Class-" No."
Teacher:—"But if we write this exercise

in the very best vvay we know how do vou
think it will help us to do better writing
when we havespelling, language, or history
papers to do?"
Class.—"Y'es."
Teacher:—" Will simply filling up line

after line be of any real help, unless we make
careful plans ?"

Class.—" .\o."

Teacher:—" Then is it really worth doing
in the wrong way ?"

Class-'-No."
Teacher:—" Very well, then, let us make

sure that to-day every motion counts."

I Pilot You Through

FIRST-CLASS BOOK-KEEPER
may be re.iuireil. Been at it 32 years. I Hncl HdSITKiNS,
too! Placed pupil May Bth. at a rate of {120 WEEKLY.
Perhaps I can place YOU, too! SAVE THIS and write for
my blue booklet. J. M. GOODWIN. Expert .Accountant.
Room 573. 1215 Broadway, New York

Unusually chaste and skillful script by C. W. Norder, 602.S Morgan St., Chicago.

RTISTB'

t

V

^^

BOOK REVIEWS
:^

"The Modern Speller" by D. D. Mueller,
published by the Mueller School of Busi-
ness. Cincinnati. O., is the title of a con-
venient-sized SS page book on the subject
given in the title. Following the preface
are rules for spelling, after which the words
are arranged alphabetically, so that any
word desired may be found quickly. Words
pronounced similarly but having a differ-
ent spelling or meaning are followed by re-
ferences to the rule governing such words
in the book, and to the dictionary for the
meaning. No definitions are given, the
dictionary being intended for that purpose.
The book is divided into lessons of fifty
words each, there being seventy-five such
lessons. The book impresses us as being
thoroughly practical.

"Practical Office Manual" by Thos. P.
Sculley, School of Commerce, Cincinnati,
O., is the title of a very practical twenty-
seven page booklet specially written and
published in the interests of students pre-
paring for office work. The book is con-
venient in size and contains the information
that all young people preparing for office
positions should possess. Price -^ cents,
with a large discount in quantities.

WANTrn Business Colleges. High**mi1 I t.u Schools and would be Teach-
ers to know that a superior Training School
for Teachers in both the Commercial and
Shorthand (Isaac Pitman Coursesiis con-
ducted by the .School of Commerce. Ac-
countingand Finance, Picton, (Int.,Canada.
Mr. Sayers, the Principal, is an honor

graduate of the .School of Pedagogy and
has had an experience of several years in
both High School and Model School work,
having been cotinected as an instructor for
four years with a Government Training
School for Teachers.

RIGHT AFTER THE

TURN OF THE YEAR

there is likely to be a stron;,' de-

mand for teachers to begin work
with the new School session.

QUICK TEACHERS
are also getting in line for next

school year.

SAVE YOUR TIME

and ours by giving in hrst letter

all that a prospective employer

would like to know— age, fam-

il\', education, qualifications,

books and systems used, exper-

ience, salary, preferred location.

UNION TEACHERS' BUREAU

203 BROADWAY. NEW YORK

FRANK VAUGHAN
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Four Album Pages by P. W. Costello, Scranton, Pa. Four more to follow.
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Koundhand
Writing

A. M. Orove,

Younjstown,
Ohio.

=^
Ccsson 5.

In this lesson we finish the small letters

and take up the capitals.

The lower loop letters are made two spaces
below the base line. The left hand side of

the loops are made downward with a deli-

cate shade on the lower end.
Start J like j and cross the loop at the base

line This applies to the other loops.

The first part of .r is made the same as the
second part of ii. The remaining strokes

are the same as J. This letter when inverted
should make a perfect ii.

Make the first part of z like the first part

/I. The loop should have considerable
curve. In the second style of z first strokes
are like r, then a compound shaded stroke
with a small loophorizontal to the base line.

The remaining part is the same as the first

style.
The first part of £ and q are the same as a.

Now try your hand at the exercise pre-

paratory to taking up the capitals. The
compound shaded stroke should be heaviest
in the center. Lift your pen at the base line.

The I'is a direct application of this exer-

cise. Study the relativelposition ot the first

part of r to the main stroke.

For S&le: The whole or one
half interefltB in a

well established, well equipped Business
College in one of the states of the middle
west. Address: W. J. T., care of

The Business Bdtzoator

FOR PROGRESSIVE STUDENTS
The Great Work of Science in Penmanship.
The New Education in Penmanship $1.00

The Art of Reading Character in Hand-
writing Graphology - - .25

A new Scientific Oblique Pen Holder, Hau-
sam's Idea, Hand Carved, Substantial,
Short - - - - .50

Same as above but extra long - $1.00
Ornamental Capitals. Scientifically A r -

ranged - - . .25

Catalog. Journal and a written card free.

I^. H. HA.VSA.M,
HUTCHINSON, KANSAS.

Mr. Chas. I. Smith, the possessor of the
above countenance, was born in Mount
Carroll, 111., and graduated from the public
schools of that place, after which he served
as Post Office Clerk, Assistant Post Master,
and Post Master respectively.
In 1902 he entered the Cetn City Business

College, tjuincy. 111., and pursued the Com-
mercial and Shorthand courses.
July 1, 1903 he began teaching in the Gem

City Business College since which time he
has taught in both the shorthand and book-
keeping departments, and at present is

principal ot the Advanced Bookkeeping de-
partment.
He has made a special study of business

penmanship, writes a good hand, and
teaches writing enthusiasticly and practi-

cally.
It will thus be seen that Mr. Smith's ad-

vancement has been far above the ave-
rage, which indicates a personality not
common. The portrait discloses a clear-cut
disposition, straightforward purpose, prac-
tical ideas, and a will sufficiently strong to

realize his ideals.

I TEACH

BY MAIL.
I am The man who won the World's

First I*ri/.e in i'enuianship. By mj
new sysieiii i can make an expert peri'

man of you by mail, iaisotpach Book-
keeping and Gregg Shorthand by mail
Am placing my siudents as instructor
in commercial colleges. If you wish t

b-icoiue a better penman write ni" f<

full particulars, I will send you FKKK
line of my Favorite Tens and :i copy o
'be Uansomeriar Journal. Inclose siam

C. W. RANSOM,
3825EuclidAve.KANSASCITr.Mo

Home Study Courses
lur school offers an op-
tunity to study athome
'rr llw pmmial iiistritc-

I ,<f hnilnii; pruttssors m

rses In Academic and Pre
Btory, Agricultural, Corn-

School bran

Special Notice to Card Writers!

Latest Joke. Bird and Finest Written Cards.
A ssorted Inks. 40 Reasons why we write cards.
Agent s Outfit. All for lOc. 1 Adj'ed Oblique
Holder 25c. 1 Doz. Ewald Superfine No. 1

Pens. 10c. Lessons in Penmanship. Card
Writing, etc. Circulars for 2 red stamps.

EW^ALD BR.OS.
Office at MT. CARMEL, ILL.,

4th & Poplar. Bid's 3.31.

HAND CVT CARDS!

'Bow Card' is the best seller I have in stock.
Printed in 4 colors. Don't wait for a sample, send for
100. 35c. After the first 100 you will want more. Card
Writing and Penman's Souvenir, book of 36 pages. 35c.
Designs and Card Writer's Manual all about my cards, 2c.

Send today. ^y^ MeBEE,
19 Snyder St.. >Vlle^heny. P&.

1

FERGUSON 1

i

ia

SHORTHAND
Is Superior to All Others,

Btcause it is 20 to 50 jct cta\. shorter.

more legible, and can be

i!ld!|l|:l Learned

-i

Witk this System it is

"Dictation from Start to Finisli."

5

Sample Cofiy and Mail Instructiom

to Shorthand Teacher,. $1.

Ferguson Shorthand Co.
WAVCROSS. QEOROIA.

^^^i7/ya^aaaf^^^(^^^^

trnwi^e??/^
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QUEENS OF THE QUtEN OF ARTS.

. Nixon, of Mineral. Va., whose
photo and signature appear above, was horn
at McArthur. Ohio, in 187;'. He lived on a
farm in early life and attended the public
schools. Later he graduated from some of
the leading Pen-Art and Commercial
schools from which he holds diplomas and
certificates.
Mr. Nixon is an all-round commercial

teacher, and has taught in a number of well
known commercial schools in the east,
south, and west. He is also a practical book-
keeper, and is at present keeping books for
theSulphurMiningandR.R. Co. .of Mineral,
Va.
Being both a bookkeeper and teacher, he is

a practical teacher of penmanship, and has
taught many students to write a good prac-
tical hand.
He expects to combine his efforts in the

future, in teaching and introducing his book
on penmanship, and assisting in the man-
agement of a thorough-bred Stock Farm,
having an interest in a Stock Farm in Va.
Mr. Nixon is the author nf " Nixon's Forty

Lessons in Penmanship," designed espe-
cially for the teacher and home student, and
is meeting with success.
As Mr. Nixon is a young man, and a self

made man, we predict for him a bright and
useful future.

Teachers of Commercial Branches
are wanted for good positions in High
Schools, Colleges, Etc. We have filled
many excellent positions and are con-
stantly in need of candidates. Write
at once for information. Address,

The Albert Teachers* Agency.
378 W«.b«.ih Ave.. Chic«.«o, III.

THE PRATT TEACHERS' AGENCY
70 Fifth Avenue, Nbw York.

Recommends college and normal gradu-
ates, specialists, and other teachers to col-
leges, schools and families.

The Agency receives many calls for com-
mercial teachers from public and private
schools, and business colleges.

WM. O. PRATT. Manager.

lireat Deniaiiil lor Teactieis

The leading schools have opened
with an exceptionally large enrollment
and they are writing and wiring us
daily for additional teachers. Some
of the best places are still open.
DON'T YOU WANT A GOOD
PLACE? Address

CoQtliieiitalTcaGtiers'Hpcg,

Bowling Green, Ky.

Free enrollment if you mention this paper .

Nellie O'Boyle,
Brooklyn.

Mary Mytton,
Ansley, Nebr.

Frances M. Wallace,
Auburn, X. Y.

Laura Ludwig,
Greenville, O.

hnrlotte Ziegelbaur.
New Albany. Ind.

for teachers in these schools is increasing rapidly There is also a strong demand for commercial teachers
in State Normals. Colleges, and Universities.

We deal extensively with this class of schools, and have placed special teachers with many of our great
educational institutions, including the University of Michigan. Ohio, and Wisconsin We need hik;h-cUss

ren3"foVTuMiZraTi'o:i'"f"" THE SPECIALISTS' EDUCATIONAL BUREAU
ROBERT A. GRANT, MGR. WEBSTER GROVES STA., ST. LOUIS, MO.

e'-

V

Midland Trartirr«' Atfrnri^c • OFFICES: Warrensbure. Mo, Shenan-maiana leaCnerS Agencies. doah, lowa, Pendleton, Oregon, Lander,
Wyoming, Juniata, Nebraska, Sherman, Texas, Du Bois, Pa., Richmond, Ky.

We cover the entire field, and furnish COMPETENT TEACHBRS to Schools.

1V« Recomnrvandl Compatant T«ak.oh«rs Oivly

Free Enrollment During February, March and April if No Position — No Pay

=^

JJ

Goininerclai Teacners

Prepareil am Placed.

Ttie RoGdester Buslqess Institute,

BOCHESTEB, HEW YORK,

has a special department for training com-
mercial teachers.

'

Since June 1, Ut07, applications for commercial teachers have come to us from
.\rkansas, Connecticut, Georgia, Illinois, Iowa, Massachusetts. Missouri, New Hamp-
shire, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Tennessee, Texas,
Virginia, Wisconsin, Mexico, Brazil and India.

Students Registering Every Month for instruction in the commercial texts and
for the special training for teaching the commercial branches in High Schools and
Business Colleges. High School, Normal School and College graduates can prepare
both in the subject matter and in methods, in one school .year.

Send for syllabus of the course.

iBE THflN SOO POSITIONS IN ELEVEN RIONTHS

He hcii'f been asked to fill o/A' positions since jHntiurr 1, 1907. and today
is December 2, W(J7, Of these positions ire have filled J 17, at an aggre
gate annual salary of a little more than $105,()<K>- and December, a good
month, is still to go into the record.

Already a number of hieh grade teachers have asked us to put them into touch with first-class

schools for next September. Normally that is the only way a teacher can get our help — Me must
ask US for it. Not that we are fussy about such silly things as precedence, but because it is not, and
never has been, our policy to move the teachers we place unless they take the initiative : and we help
no one to take the first step in breaking a contract.

^iness to help either teachers or employers when they want our help. We
h as we should like to do, but we shall always do honestly the very best we

an for those who trust their interests to our care. We have on file even now several calls for teach-
rs for nt- xt fall-calls given to us alone. May we not help you "'

E. E. Gaylord. Manager. THE NATIONAL COMMERCIAL TEACHERS' AGENCY
PROSPECT HILL. Beverly. Mass. A SPECIALTY BY A SPECIALIST

\_^^ t^^^^^g^^ifefi^^-MrC^g^z^g^k^^ii^^i^j^^^M^ y^ J
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Lessons In

LETTERING
C. W. Morder

6023 MorSan »t.

Chicago

number Cbree.

After having familiarized yourself with
last month's lesson you are perhaps ready
to take up a little Card Work. We shall be
gin with very simple forms, and I shall ixo

into detail as much as possible even with
the simple ones so as to make the steps from
one thing to another gradual and as easy as
possible for the beginner. I shall try to

avoid the error of giving something very
simple one month and something so elabo-

rate the next month that it would require a

professional of high rank to execute it.

Such was my experience when 1 started out
and I often wished that someone would
have heart enough to give a poor struggling
beginner an idea of something that was of

real value, something that could be sold, or
something that could at least be used.

I hope that you have by this time learned
that a simple, plain and readable Show
Card is far better than an ornamental,
foolishly-conjested and overworked one,
and that one alphabet well mastered is

better than half a dozen that you know but
little about.
A man who buys a Show Card can easily

see whether it is the work of an amateur or

not, even if he don't know beans about the
work himself, and whether it is done in

Antique or Modern Roman doesn't make
any difference to him just so it is legible
and he can buy it cheap. So let me give you
a tip: don't waste valuable time trying to

learn about forty-two alphabets and as
many different kinds of ornament, but
rather concentrate all that time and energy
on one or two alphabets (all that's generally
needed) and a little Composition; they are
the things that make the real Show Card.
Did you ever see a Show Card that didn't

have any ornament at all but looked very
etTective at the same time? Of course you
did. Well that's the resultof good composi-
tion and practical lettering. And you have
perhaps seen ornamental cards too that
looked well. But they did not depend on the
ornament for their beauty but on their com-
position. I have seen Show Cards that
looked quite well even with poor lettering
because they were composed well.
And composition is not a difficult thing

either if you will only keep your eyes open,
and observe things. Make notes on good
Show Cards for a while that you see, watch-
ing the lines and parts of display and how
some parts are emphasized, etc., and I am
sure you will soon know something about
composition.
The examples in this lesson are little bits

of simple card-work used everywhere.
Practice them until you get them good even
if it takes a week, and then keep them if you
get one of each to your satisfaction. You
willsometimeperhaps want to refer to them,
as many other differently worded cards may
be arranged in the same way.
With this lesson arises the question of

spacing. It is one thing to be able to make
a few letters and quite another to arrange a

bunch to look well. You will soon know tliat

if you don't already. There are no tixed
rules for spacingthat I know of that might
be followed except that round letters should
be set quite close together while tall and
straight ones should be a little further
apart. For instance you will find that a
bunch of o's will need to be closer to each
other than a bunch of 7'.s or i's, to look as
though they were spaced alike. In old
manuscripts we even find round letters
linked together. Some people seem to have
it in them to naturally get good spacing in
lettering; doesn't matter how they slap
down a few letters they will look well, it

seems. Most of us have to acquire that
beauty by taking pains and as we go strujc

gling along the spacing becomes better.

Generally if spacing looks right it is so, if it

doesn't it isn't. Spacing can never be done
mechanically.
Always allow a reasonable amount of

margin on a card. From 2*i> to [4 inches is

alright, and try to get the lettering in the
center of it. Don't use perfectly square
cards; they don't look well. Oblong or up-
right are best.

If you will follow my instructions closely
and practice hard from the plates already
given, a few more lessons should be all that
is necessary to start you in doing a little

Card Work. It is very simple and if you
only get started right you will have no
trouble. I need not present any elaborate
examples because they are not necessary.
Now get out your pens and "dope" you
young business college students and others
and try a few "stunts" in this line; it will
surely pay you sometime. You don't know
when you may be called on todo such work
after you leave school as a bookkeeper or

stenographer or something else. A little

knowledge of such work is good to have any-
where.
The plain lettering in this lesson was all

done with a No. li marking pen the lower
case letters being -^4 inches high. The Shad-
ing Pen work was all done with a No. f)

Shaderand was all I'w inches high except
the "$(>U" which was P4 inches high. In the

card reading " Browns and Grays " the first

line of lettering was about V inches above
the lower. The lines in the other card were
a trifle closer. The figures should be
thoroughly mastered, as good figures in

Show Card work is very important. The
ones given in this lesson are only one of

many styles, and are well adapted to either

the Shading or Marking pens. If you have
others that you like better use them, but be
sure they are good.
The examples were all doneon white card-

board ~yU inches by about 11 inches and were
all with black ink. Try to get your work
sharp and clean.
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A Book That Has Proved Good
The conscientious school teacher will not experiment upon his students: he

will put into their hands books that he knows to be sound pedagogicallj', in

method, and in subject matter.

Williams and Jester on Commercial Law is a book that can be put into the

school with confidence that results will be good. The logical arrangement of

subject matter, the lucid, concise exposition of basic law principles, and the fine

list of review questions and leading cases are points that will commend them-

selves to every thoughtful instructor.

This book retails at $1.25. A copy for examination will be sent to any

teacher on receipt of $ -50

THE COMMERCIAL TEXT BOOK COMPANY
DCS MOINES. IOWA.

.-U-^-C^^yt<^7^^i>^..'^(--''''>'^7-^^ ^ K ^-^Z^T^T-T^

No4el Business Script by H. l^. Parner, Assistant Zaneripn Instructor.
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DESIGNING
and

ENGROSSING
By

E. I.. BKOWM.

J
Ttlbum Paac.

The lirsl sketch may be merely sugges-
tive, shiiwing the space for the small letter-

ing and the display words, also size and
relative proportions of the different parts.

When the rough sketch is completed, finish

in detail and outline in waterproof ink. then
mix your color and proceed with the
washes. I'se plenty of color in your brush
and bleTid otT all the edges with another
brush slightly moistened with pure water.
The original of this design was finished in

green wash formed by mixing Hooker's
(ireen Xo. '_' with Payne's Gray.

/^ =^
C. A. Fausf's Deparfnie.nt of

Muscular Movement Wrilinft

\ - ^J

merit mention.

St. mark's School, Sisteks of Mercy.
Al.TOONA. Pa. Edna Murphy, Genevieve
Myers, Pearl Class, Margaret Brady, Inez
Kowan, Nora Smeal. Anna Kimmel. Joe
Irwin. Nora 'SVimer, Willie McGarvey.

ST. MARV',S SCHOOL. SRS. OF CHARITY.
5f>l JERSEY Ave., Jersey- City, X. J.
Drills and Designs, Mae Walsh, Bessie
Mclnerney, Josephine Gal vin. Marry Barry,
.\liceG. Maypother, Helen .Stanton.

CENTRAL Business College, lO'.i kan
DOLPH St.. Chicago, III. Arthur Deak.
Cloyd Carlson. Edwin Anderson. Jessie
Reid, Edith Laukis, Louis Schaefer, Edward
Burda, Charles Arthur, Joseph Lynch
Joseph Baitel. John Kolar.

LEECH'S Actual Business Coli.egb,
GREENSBURG, PENNA. Irma Campbell .

Julia Zimmerman. Earl S. Axton. Roger C.
Bowen. Lloyd Brown. Edna Poole,
Marguerite Keepers, Chas. Kepple, Grace
C. Conner, Lilian Kuhn, Nellie Walthour,
Gertrude Horn.

Assumption Institute, Plattsburg,
X. V. L. Beaudet. L. Kelley, A. Payette,

J. Green.

Hampshire Public Schools. 1st. Grade,
Lincoln Scott,

U'nd. Grade. Ho McGrath, MoxieFraedsich,
Bertha M. Kanies.
4th. (irade, Janet Johnson.
fjth. Grade, Ruth Melius, Harold O'Donnell.
High School, Florence M. Johnson, Lottie

Scott, Anna Mildred Scott.

6th. firade. Katie (Jriffey, Gerald E. Dick-
son, Ida Fischer.

ST. Brendan's School, Braddock, Pa.
Margaret Gilfoyle. Margaret McConiiskey,
William Miller, Annie Duflfy, Gertrude Mc-
Kinney, Raymond Heininger.

Fr.\nkhn. Nebr.. Academy. Vera Mc-
Coy, Howard Cieorge, Ethel Major, and Ara
Harding

YOUR OPPORTUNITY
.\ow is your chance to get one dozen
tinel>' written cards for '.JOc. per dozen.

One .S<-t of Ot-nairiKnt-al Capitals 25c
lousiness

"
I ."^c.

Srrapbook Specimen I Oo,

Address. C. H. SPRYER.
no Third St.. N. W. WASHINGTON. 0. C.

Cri'o^^c^,l>c ^cixf tc» the lltnt'

iiq ol'ciir trotkcraitb printed

m inc KxirnaU oh [Itc cit:^ ati^

ihaV Ikcij be tn5cribc^ on tkc

^ ^^^

By G. S. Stephens, Southern Business College, Live Oak, Fla,
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SPECIMENS
J

A buiuUe of specimens is hereby acknowl-
edged from Miss Maude Wherry, supervisor
of writing in the Public Schools of Ely ria.O.,

representing the work from a number of

grades, all showing that Arm Movement
Writing is being taught and practiced from
the first to the eighth grades inclusive.
Miss Wherry just entered the ranks of

special teachers last year, but has succeeded
in getting results from the start.

C. E. Doner, supervisor of writing in the
public Schools, Bevrrly, Mass., is not only
one of America's foremost business penman,
but when it conies to ornamental he ranks
with the finest in the world. Specimens
before us clearly indicate that as a super-
visor of writing we know of no one that can
quite equal him in high grade execution.
A specimen letter before us is a gem and,
although not large, is worth $1.00 of any
man's money.
G. E. Gustafson, penman in the Inter-

State Business College. Reading, Pa., writes
a splendid business hand and also swings an
ornamental quill with something more
than average gracefulness and strength, as
shown by specimens before us.

One of the best written letters in a busi-
ness hand received during the past month
came from Miss May Luella Barr, teacher
of penmanship in the Wesleyan School of
Business, Buckhannon, W. Va. Miss Barr
is one of the most faithful and efficient
teachers in our profession, and reports a fine
class of hard working pupils and that the
enrollment in the commercial department
is much larger than heretofore.

A large bundle of specimens came from
the Northwestern Business College,Chicago
111., creating the impressiiin that the pen-

nianship end is not neglected in that school.
Instruction and inspiration in the writing
class is furnished by Mr. A. K. Furnish.

Mr. John W. Gearhart. Quiirry, O., submits
work of some of his pupils in the Public
Schools which equals the average work
received from Business College students.
Inasmuch as these pupils have been in his
class only about five weeks and have only
practiced fifteen minutes each day, we
should say that the work is specially fine.

Specimens of high school students' work
are at hand from Mr. A. A. Erblang, prin-
cipal, commercial departmen t,(Jtiinc y High
School, which are as good. if not better, than
anything we have tluas far received from
high schools. This work compares favor-
ably with the best work we have received
from business colleges. Mr. Erblang is

maintaining the work of uniformity in the
work of his pupils which indicates that he
knows about which word every pupil in the
room is writing at all times. Keep up the
good work Mr. Erblang.

Mr. Austin Jones of the Metropolitan Busi-
ness College, Houston, Texas, writes a good
hand and a fine card as shown by samples of

his work recently received, and hepromises
something better in the future. This would
indicate that he intends to be a top-notcher.

Alarge bundle of specimens representing
the work of the pupils in the eight grades
has been received from Mr. J. V. Dlllman,
Supervisor of Penmanship in the Public
Schools of Connellsville, Pa. Although Mr.
Dillman has been there but since fall, and
although Arm Movement Writing was in

troduced but in September, the results he
is securing clearly demonstrate that the
work is moving along scientifically and
therefore successfully. .Already splendid
work is being done in all of the grades.
Even the little tots are writing with the arm
and quite freely. This kind of teaching per-

sisted in will soon result in business writing
at the hands of the pupils in the upper
grades.

We are well impressed with the work sen
and the teaching quality back of it. Not
only the Supervisor but the teachers them
selves seem to be performing faithful
service.

A. C. Bahn, Zion's View, Pa., writes a very
plain business hand, as well as an artistic,

tasty card.

J. A. Christ, Lockhaven, Pa., has again en-
riched our monthly penmanship contribu-
tion by quite a bunch of gracefully and
skillfully e.xecuted ornate script.

Mr. James Williams, the well known pen-
man and engrosser of Omaha, Xebr., and
whose advertisement appears elsewhere in

our columns, is now located in one of the
finest office buildings in Omaha. Mr. Wil
Hams is undoubtedly on the right road to

build up a large business as an engrossing
artist, and the Business Educatok ex-

tends to him best wishes for success.

Mr. H. H. Miller, principal and penman-
ship teacher of the Mt. Vernon, Ohio, Busi
ness University sends us the work of some
of the pupils in his penmanshipclass. Judg-
ing from these specimens we should say
that Mr. Miller is one of our most efficient

and up-to-date penmanship teachers. Keep
up the good work Mr. Miller.

Mr. T. Courtney, whose lessons in orna-
mental penmanship graced the columns of

the Business Educ-\TOR last year, is now
in the grocery business in Greenville, Mich.,

and desires to inform our readers that he
does not care for any more orders for pen
work, since he is not engaged in that line

at the present time. We wish Mr. Courtney
much success in his new calling.

Mr. T. N. Brown, pupil in the School of

Commerce, Cincinnati, Ohio, this month
wears the gold medal for having shown the

best work in writing. We had the pleasure
of examining the work and found a great

many excellent specimens from which to

determine who did the best work. The pu-
pils are evidently following faithfully the
excellent instructions Mr. Tate is dealing
to them dailv.

THE PAST SEASON
Has been one of the most successful in the history of our business. Our publi-

cations are now in use in nearly every business school in the country, also in a

large number of high schools, academies, seminaries, Y. M. C. A.'s, and
Catholic schools.

If you are desirous of getting the best possible results in your teaching it

will be to your interest to examine the practical books in our series. These

publications have not been adopted by prominent educators on our recommenda-
tion, but on merit.

Write at once for illustrated catalogue and full information describing our

Practical Spelling, New Practical Spelling, Letter Writing, Lessons in Letter

Writing, Plain English, Exercises in English, Practical Shorthand, New Practi-

cal Typewriting, Commercial Law, New Practical Arithmetic, Practical Book-
keeping (three editions), and Twentieth Century Business Practice.

A copy of our Everybody's (pocket) Dictionary should be in the hands of
every student.

I

A Most Happy and Prosperous New Year

to all, is the wish of The Practical Text Book Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
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irace, Harmony and Contrast without Discord by Mr. \V. E. Dennis, Brooklyn, N. Y.

When You Buy "THE FAUST" Automhtic Shading Pens

You H&^ the Best tHat Moivey and Skill C»n VroA-aaa
Sample Sent for 15 Cents.

Seven sizes shadine, marliiiig, plain or special, $i 00 postpaid. Send for Catalogne of onr

Antomatic Shadlne Pen Supplies AUTO PEN & IHK MFG. CO , «0 Dearborn St Chicago, 111.

#^1'P 0.JI.'S1 PBIK
Mail me 35c fur 3
dozeu Cards with

.your name Fancy
Written thereon

and get this Aluminum Card Case FREE.
j. WILLIAMS. 873 Brandeis BIk.. Omaha. Neb.

E>I PLX>M7\S V\

For all kinds o/ schools — artistic and tasteful in design. Special de-

signs prepared on short notice. New catalog of Stock Diplomas ready

about Februarv first. Lowest prices. The H dr B imprint guarantees

e.vceltence Write us today. Don't delay Resolutions engrossed.

Howard (Si Brown, SF Roclcland, Maine

WHAT A COMPETENT JUDGE SAYS.

po
Am highly pleased with holder. It is

ely the best I ever used. You'll get
_ny orders for what I need.

J A Elston, Prin, Elbton's Com. Coll Canlon. Mo.

.\ neat, sensible, and serviceable Obliqu,
penholder, for the Professional or Amateur.
Made of California Rosewood, Bin. in length,
handsomely polished and accurately ad
justed. Send 35c and get one. G. F. Roach.

Care Vashon Mil. Acad. Burton, Wash.

hor Schools and Colleges. Kngraved on Steel, Copper, Stone
SAMVEL D. HOLT. Designer and Engraver, 1208 Chestnut St., PhiUdelphlft., Pa..

I will Ifritt jour pApnQ
n»me on one dottn bHHUO
for 15c.

I will give free a pack of lam-

ples and lend terms to affentt

BLANK CARDS •erj bla
_, rket.

j7 different colors. Sample 100

1,000 by expreiis, 76c. Card Circular

100 po.tpaid. 2Sc. Le»8 [or more. Ink Olosij Black

or VerT Best Wbite, I.V. per bottle. I Oblique Pen Hol-

der. lOo. Qlllott'i No. 1 Pens. 10c. per doz. LesBoni in

Card Wrllint. Circular for stamp.

W. A. BODE. Box 176. FAIR HAVEN. PA.

CX ^^t^i^c^U^^n^^-^i^i'i^^i^^'yi^^'-t^^-^^-'^^
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lof L. M.Kelch:
iterested write for information. Address

1
Pres. 0. H. Longwell,Hl^Iand Park College, Dei Moines, la.

OTIinif THE ORIGINAL SCHOOL, metruc-

2^ I II II¥ tion by mail adapted to everyone.W I "* • Recognized by courts and educators.^—^""^^^ Experienced and competent instruct-

orB. Takes spare tune only. Tliree

courses— Preparatory, Business, Col-

lege. Prepares for practice. Will

better your condition and prospects

In business. Students and graduates
LAW

AT

HOME

orrei
FBEE
THE SPRAGUE
CORRESPONDENCE
SCHOOL OF LAW,
733 MajEsric Bioe.

DETROIT. MICH.

e:ste:rbrook's pe:ns
" luy to writ* with.

CORRECT DESIGN
— Hard to ate tip."

UNIFORM TEMPER DURABILITY

A 1 Pkofbbbional
Fin* pointed and elaatic

for card writiD^

150 STYLrES

Text Writers
Uade in 3 widths And with loni
point to both left and right

463 BUSINBU AND COLLHOE
vith fine and extra ftne point*.
Elastic and luooth wntinc

Esterbrook. Steel Pen Nf^. Co.
a« John St.. N. T. CI*r C««aa^«sm, Pf«-«r ^mr»my

FINEST PENMANSHIP SVPPI^IES OBTAINABLrE.
PENS AND HOLDERS.

Zanerian fine Writer Pen—The ht
and finest tine writing pen made—b<
for engrossing, card writing and all fi

script work. Gross $1.00, H gross 2

1 dozen - -- 1

Zanerian Ideal Pen—One of the be
pens made for general penwork—bus

pens for begini
Gross 75c. Va gr ; 35c

One of
in penmanship

1 dozen 10c

Zanerian^ Medial Pen—A high-grad<
medium, extra smooth pen for busines:
writing. None belter. Just right foi

students and accountants. Gross 75(

y* gross 25)

Zanerian Business Pen—A smooth,
durable, common sense business pen.
For unshaded business writing it has
never been excelled, if equaled. Gross
75c, '4gross25'' 1 dozen 10c.

Gillott's Principality No. I Pen—

A

fine writing pen. Gross $1.00, M gross

Gillott's Double Elastic E. F. No
604 Pen—A medium fine writing pen

Gillott's Magnu
601 Pen-A busine
\ gross 25c. 1 doz

Gillott's No. 303 E. F. Pen—Used
largely for drawing purposes. Gross
$1.00, J4 gross 25c. 1 dozen-- :2c

Gillott's Lithographic Pen No. 290
nted drawing
3 pens 15c

SoennecAren Lettering Pen — 1

making German Text, Old English. £

all broad pen letters. Set of 12—ul
bers 1. I'/i. 2 2%, 3. S%, 4, 5. anc
single pointed and 10, 20, and 30 dou
pointed

Zanerian Oblique Penholder— Ha-nd-
made, rosewood, nearly 12 inches long,
a beautiful and perfect holder. 1 holder

50c

Fine Art Oblique Holder — \x\W\d
and fancy, hand-made, rosewood, and
by far the most beautiful holder made.
Nearly 12 inches long. 1 holder sent in
a small wooden box- - - . . . __$1.00

Excelsior Oblique Holder -The best
low-priced oblique holder made. Many
hundreds of gross have been sold.
1 holder 10c, 6 holders $ .35
1 dozen tiO

^ eross 1.35
''2 gri >.60

I gross 5.00

Straight Penholder— Cork tipped
and best for business writing, flourish-
ing, etc. 1 holder 10c, 6 holders 40c, 12
holders--- 65c

CARDS, INK, PAPER, ETC.
Blank Garrfs—White bristel with

finest surface for fine penmanship.
100 by mail postpaid $ .28
SIX) by express 75
1000 by express- 1.35

Black Cards-Best made for white
ink.

100 by mail postpaid $.28
500 by express .75

1000 by express 1.35

White Cardboard—'Weddins Bristol
for tine pen work. Sheets are 22x28.
6 sheets by express $ .60

12 sheets by express --1.C0
2 sheets by mail postpaid 50

White Cardboard—With hard finish,

inch like ledger paper. Sheets are

Black Cardboard—Finest for white
ink. Sheets are 22x28 inches.
6 sheets by express $ .50

12 sheets by express 75
2 sheets by mail, postpaid 50

Wedding Paper— Finest for penma
ship or drawing. Sheets are 21x33.
6 sheets by express $,
12 sheets by express --- .

3 sheets by mail, postpaid

Zanerian India Ink—A fine
ink and best for preparing S(

drawing for photo-engraving.
1 bottle by mail, postpaid
1 dozen bottles by express. - -

Arnold's Japan Ink—

I

bottle by mail postpaid

-

1 pint by express
1 quart by express

White Ink-Very fine.

1 bottle by mail, postpaid $ .25

Writing Papers—AU our writmg
papers are 8x10'!; inches in size and
contain 960 sheets to the ream. Ruling

is faint and can be furnished wide (^
inch) or narrow (^ inch).

Extra fine 14 lb. white wove per ream
by express $3.15

Extra fine 12 lb. white wove per ream
by express $2-70

Extra tine 10 lb. white wove per ream
by express $2.15

Extra fine 12 lb. Azure ( blue) per ream
by express $2.20

Extratine 17'2 lb. Wedding stock per
ream by express --.$4.30

Medium Grade Practice Paper per
ream by express --$1.70

Send 5 cents in stamps for a sample
sheet of each of the six grades.

All goods go by mail postpaid, eicei
the heavy goods is to order fair sized qua

We handle the best and can save

which purchaser pays

Remit by money orde

riage charges. Of course the cheapest way to secur

Prices are too low to keep accounts.

Address, ZANER (Si BLOSER, COLrVMBVS, OHIO.

QC ^''^^^'^^^^'^^^^'^^g^>'<g'^^'^^^*'^'^^ ](")
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THe Old-'E^ver Neiv RtxdL^et Systems
^^ of Bookkeeping ^^

1 Notice, wc say OLD. BUSINESS BOOKKEEPING and PRACTICE is 12
vears OLD — but it was completely revised 4 years ago. COMMERCIAL and
INDUSTRIAL BOOKKEEPING is C years old.

If Both systems are years younger. than other texts because they show up-to-the-minute
bookkeeping methods. We do not put up purely mechanical devices such as carbon
duplication, loose-leaf binders, special forms of sales records, etc., as OUR new
methods. They belong to anyone who will purchase them at the bookstores, and the

dullest boy in your school will understand them after ten minutes' explanation —
After He Kno'ws Boolclceepln^

THat's WHat tHe BVDGE:T SYSTE:MS DO ! ! !

1 They teach real bookkeeping — they FIX PRINCIPLES and ground in theory
AND practice. The student who has completed either can keep books, and he can
do his work well and intelligently, and he can please his employer because he has
learned CORRECT BUSINESS METHODS.
T[ Yes, the Budget S^'stems are old— they have a jiroud record — but examine them
and see how new they are-wh}-, you will find more "latest" bookkeeping methods in

them than in all other books put together. Send for booklets and descriptive matter.

Sadler ^Ro^we Company

9

Baltimore,

Md.

^^

WHY ARE POWERS^ AND LYONS^
TEXTBOOKS SUPERIOR TO OTHERS ?

There are three basic elements which must enter into the composition of a good commercial text : (1) a

pedagogical plan of presentation ; (2) an adaptability to; the requirements of the school and the needs of

the student
; (3) an exact portrayal of business as it is done and a detailed and faithful presentation of

business customs.

No publishers have made a more careful study of pedagogy as particularly applied to business schools

and commercial departments than Powers and Lyons. We have built up and maintained for years the

largest business college in the world. None have had a more varied experience in schoolroom work than

we have had, or a greater opportunity to observe students. This is the reason for the excellence of our

texts, and our success constitutes a proof of their excellence. Our location in one of the country's lead-

ing commercial centers affords unlimited opportunity for investigation into actual business conditions.

Our researches along commercial lines have been persistent and exhaustive.

These reasons combined with an exceptional experience as publishers and that tireless, wide-awake,

"eternal vigilance" which is the " price of success," have made our books authoritative and popular.

378 W.btth V>#^^VVr*DC& ^S\ Y ^r#\1WC& ll31Bro&dw>y

CHICAGO Mrnj TT MLfM\^ l<St» M-r A l-fr^ «9 new york
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SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS A YEAR

FEBRUARY 1908
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There is no department of the Private Business School that will attract the attention

of the prospective buyer of tuition so quickly as a fine array of Actual Business Offices.

When these offices are furnished with the office equipment required for use with the Bliss

System, this attractiveness is doubly enhanced.

Send for our sixty-page catalogue, which fully illustrates this, the finest equipment
in use in Business Schools today.

THE F. H. BLISS PUBLISHING CO.,
SAGINAW, MICH.

Q(^^/^.^^/^U^A^^^^^^^^.^gC:^^,^,^^ Y^
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of bookkeeping for

use in all schools

that teach this sub-

ject.

1 1' you are interested in the best, get acquainted

with it at once.

ADDR-ESS

Knoxvllle, Tar

V J

THE MUSSELMAN
PUBLICATIONS

IfyUSINESS LETTER WRITING

-

li^ One of the neatest and brightest
y^~^j little works on Commercial Cor-
respondence. Unlike anything else pub-
lished. Write for sample pages. Single
copy sent postpaid for 50 cents.

NEW COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC
A book of 479 pages, thoroughly covering
the subject. Copy sent postpaid for $2.00.

Practical Bookkeeping, Commercial Law,
High School Bookkeeping, Business Speller

Try a box of Musselman's Pe r f ec t i o n
Pens, 25 cents. For full information and
sample pages, write

^

D. L. Musselman Publish-

ing Company
Q,"criisrc"5r, iLmsrois

WHAT OTHERS HAVE LEARNED BY EXPERIENCE
IT PAYS TO INVESTIGATE.

" Chartier Shorthand is far superior to any other system
we h:iveever used." BROWN'S BUSINESS COLI-EGE, LIN-
COLN, \EB.

" There is nothing to equal Chartier Shorthand." MAC-
Chesney Business College, Patterson, x. j.

" It is tlie greatest system ever published." BLISS BUSI-
NESS COLLEGE, COLUMBUS, O.

" With Chartier Shorthand students save so much time
for other things. It is great." BEUTEL BUSINESS COLLEGE,
Tacoma, Wash.

" We formerly taught Pitman and Gregg. About six
months ago we started six students on Chartier. To-day we
are teaching it almost exclusively." ACME BUSINESS COL-
LEGE, SEATTLE, Wash.

" We think Chartier Shorthand the greatest system ever
devised." WESTERN SCHOOL OF Commerce, Stockton,
CALIFORNIA.

" After thoroughly investigating Chartier Shorthand, we
discarded both Pitman and (iregg." METROPOLITAN BUSI-
NESS College, Dallas, Texas.

" Chartier Shorthand saves so much time for other things
and therein its greatest beauty lies." PORTLAND BUSINESS
Colle<;e, Portland, ore.

"There is nothing like Chartier Shorthand for ease in

learning and rapidity in writing. Its reading power is some-
thing wonderful." RuBicAM .Shorthand .School, St.

LOUIS, Mo.
" It is a wonderful system of Shorthand." MILES BUSI-

NESS COLLEGIS, Detroit. MICH.
" We have displaced Pitman for Chartier." DAVIS BUSI-

NESS College, Toledo, < >hio.

" It is so simple that a child can learn it. It has equally
as great advantages from the speed point of view as other
standard systems." EASTMAN BUSINESS COLLEGE, PoUGH-
KEEPSIE, N. V.

" Behnke-Walker Business College of Portland, Oregon, experimented with the system last spring by

teaching a class in it. This convinced them and their initial order was for five hundred books.

CHARTIER. SPENCER PUBLISHING CO,
NEW ORLEA.NS, I«A.

^_J^ t-^i^t^gii<fci4^/tj;^z^<^<_^!&^i^^A<^gA^:;^^-^^^&i^Wg/^j<f^g^^ . 0..ii.J^fz^JJy &la^ei€^i^i'r J[^j
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The Benn Pitman System
Ol Phonography is the National American Standard

ol Shorthand Instruction and Practise.

Taught in the Public High Schools of 24 out of the 37

Cities of the first class (IOO,000 population and over)

in the United States.

[Semi for our selected list of Public High Schools],

Taught in more Private Commercial Schools than all

non-Pitmanic systems combined.

(Scn.l for our scleoted li-.l of Commercial SchooK).

Taught in a majority of the Catholic Parochial and Insti-

tutional Schools that teach Shorthand.

[Send for our selected list of Catholic S. hools|

Used by the Official Reporters of Debates of the United

States Congress.

Used by two-thirds of the Shorthand Clerks holding Civil

Service positions under the United States Govern-

ment

Used by a majority of the Official Shorthand Reporters

in the State and Federal Courts.

Published by

The Phonographic Institute Company,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

BENN PITMAN, President.

JEROME B. HOWARD. Manager.

MAIL COURSE IN

HIGHER mmmsy
CONDUCTED BY

R. J. BENNETT. C. A.. C. P. A.
nerican Associati<

ncipal Detroit Bui

of Public Accountfenls

:ss University

ASSISTED BY A STAFF OF
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS AND LAWYERS

TH K Course will consist of '1^ carefully graded

lessons in Theory of Accounts, Auditing,

Practical Accounting, and Business Law prepared

especially for candidates for the degree of CERTI-
FIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT, and for those who

wish to qualify as accountants.

The entire Course is under the direct supervision

of Mr. Bennett, Accountant, Author and Teacher,

whose counsel and advice may be had at all times.

We guarantee satisfaction, promptness, and careful

attention to all work, and reasonable rates. Special

attention given to commercial teachers.

Send for circular giving full information and an

outline of the lessons to

K. J. BenneH, C. P. A.,

15 Wilf^ox Street, Detroit, Mich.
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THE VAN SANT SYSTEM OF TOUCH TYPEWRITING
ystein tliat brings rebults.
ysteiii that brings accuracy combined with speed,
ystem that has furnished the Rreatest number of expert typewrii

Lt the great expositions in this and foreign lands duriope
the past ten years.

ll e system hat has re olutionized the typewriting of the wo rid.

11 e system hat is easiest to teach, and ea iest to learn, anc that is the
most effi cient when learr ed.

Hi Wished ir pamphlet forn for the Rem ington. Smith Preinier, Ol ver.
L. C. Sa ith Brothe rs, Visible, the Monarch Visible, the Jnderw ood.
Visible, and the Fo 1. Allot the above have 42 pages.

11 e system s also Dublishec in chart forn — 34 paees.
Pr ce in either form .W ;ents with usual d scount to schools.
In ordering state tor a-hat machine, ant whether desired in cha rt or

pamphle t form. ders may be sent t

A. C. V*N 8»NT, COODYEAR-f^ARSHALL PUBLISHING CO
,

Omiha, Nib. OR TO CCOAR RAPIOt, low*

Gillott s Pens
The Most Perfect of Pens

PRINCIPALITY PEN, No. 1

~--~-~.,.Jg,...nm..R^TP.A.I^U

VICTORIA PEN. No. 303

CIILOTTS
I

DOUBLE ELASTIC PEN. No. 604 E. F.

Gillolt'a Peni Gillotl'i Pei\» have for seventy-flve years
stood the most exacting tests at the hands of Professional
and Business Penmen. Extensively imitated, but never
epualled. GilUlt't Pans still stand in the front rank, as
reeard* Temper, Elasticity and Durability.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS

JosepH Gillott Wl Sons
ALFRED FIELD <Zl CO.. Sole Agents

93 Chambers St. NEW YORK

(_X <.yi€^t^e^l/cd£'i^a-ri^d^i/i/!iJA^iJ-:^M-c^-Z^^n^.'i^^'t^--.^^ JL-)
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WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO YOU
THAT

Gregg Shorthand
Was Introduced This Season in Over 200 More Schools?

If You Are a School Proprietor
Or if you are in charge of a commercial department in a public school or '

private institution—in other words, if you are charged with the responsi-

bility of selecting the best texts for the shorthand department—it' means
that you cannot afiford not to investigate GREGG SHORTHAND. Mr.
Guilbert Pitman (nephew of and for twenty years manager to Sir

Isaac Pitman) says: "Gregg Shorthand is based on scientific princi-

ples, applied in a scientific way. and I believe that it is destined to become
the shorthand of the English-speaking peo])le." Let us explain how you
can give GREGG SHORTHAND a trial without expense and without in

any way disturbing your present arrangements. AMien you write ask

for a copy of "WHY?"'

If You Are a Teacher
Of one of the old-time systems, or a teacher of penmanship, bookkeeping

or anv commercial subject and are not familiar with shorthand, it means
that the demand for teachers of GREGG SHORTHAND is growing so

rapidly that you cannot afford not to add a knowledge of the system to

your equipment. If you do not teach GREGG SHORTHAND we both

lose ! Let us tell you how you can learn the svstem without inconven- '

ience or expense and how we can help you to better your jjosition. Ask
for particulars of our offer.

1} Progress V)(Ceans Anything to You You Will Write

to Us Now. Ji Copy of "Shorthand Contests" Free.

The Gregg Publishing Co.
1 1 23 Broadway, New York City. 1 5 1 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

^_J^ <-yf<^v</t/cdA^iJCa^it:i^^/^^^UJAM^i^M^e^^y../i^^e^ny£vy^'^ fe^z4<iiC<!Z^v- jf~j
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,USlTI(0|lS<)tUfll<«»OJIJ»l-~4Sf'ACE BAR- USE TnUMJ^O/jJPXIUHpJItRt

Jt/Sr PUBLISHED

THE NEW (.'NIVERSAL SYSTEM OE

TOUCH OR SIGMT
TYPEWRITING

By 1. VV. PATTON

SOME STRIKING FEATURES
FrNGEBING

The plan of fingering ia clear and si iple.

No antiquated or stereotyped method to puz
and contuse the pupil. The keyboard is shaded
for the different fingers, and one glance shows
the pupil just what finger to use. Over two
thousand lines of fingering exercises oti words
and sentences are furnished to tlie pupil.

GRADATION
It carries the student up, step by step, from

the simplest words to the most complicated
tabular work, giving new and valuable rules in

every connection. It is graded in such a man-
ner that the student becomes an expert opera-
tor without anv apparent eflort, and with very
little work on the part of the teacher.

UNIFOIiMITY
Each page of exercises is arranged to end

uniformly, thereby making a neat page, giving
the student an incentive to accuracy, neatness
and method, and teaching the use of the mar-
ginal stops. All the words, phrases and
sentences given are of uniform length.

INSTRUCTIONS to the. TEACHEIi
One whole page is devoted to valuable hints

to the teacher, telling how to use the work to
the best advantage, and showing how to obtain
the best results.

INSTRUCTIONS to tl.c STUDENT
Another page instructs the student, in a

clear and comprehensive manner, how to master
the subject of TypewritinS by Touc.li, and Imw
to make the best use of the book to that end.

SPEED PRACTICE and Tabular Work
It gives the best hints for gaining speed in

typewriting, whicli alone are worth the price
of the book to any teacher or student. The
tabulated work is most extensive, and the
importance of this class of work is conceded by
every teacher of experience. In many offices
the greater part of the work to be done is tabu-
lations. The student should be thoroughly
drilled in this line of work while in the sch<iol
room. The examples given are taken from
actual business.

Price, 60 Cents Postpaid

Liberal Discoiml to Schools
Teachers' Examination Copv, postpaid, 'Mc.

Mention School

ISAAC PITMAN f/ SONS
31 UNION SQUARE NEW YORK

Fllblisln'rn ufTaiiitirtli Cflitdrj-

Viiiiition Book :ind Legal Fminn," J72 pi>. 75c

Adopted hj- the High Schools
Xcir york, Brooklyn, and other Jeadi

COURSE IN

ISAAC PITMAN SHORTHAND
FORMERLY SHORT COURSE IN SHORTHAND"

SPECIAL ftATUReS

' Sliort Lesson.s, simply ^jratled — no
discouragement.

' Words and Sentences introduced in
the first lesson.

'' Business Letters introduced in the
.seventh lesson. There are 89 letters

in all.

•: Position Writing tauijht from the
commencement.

1 Phrases taught from the fifth les-

son, and indicated by hyphen.

H Reporting Style taught from the
commencement. Nothins: to unlearn.

' Finality of Outline — no form intro-
duced before the principle governing
it has been explained.

\ The best and most interesting short-
hand text-book ever issuetl for the
efficient training of the American
Business Amanuensis.

'We suit! ith Is

'Course in Shorthand,' and we expect to save almost a

term by the use of it. All of our shorthand teachers praise

it highly."

—

Edwin A. Bolger, Teacher of Isaac Pitman's
Shorthand. Commercial High School. Brooklyn, N. 1

.

"1 have given your 'Course in Isaac Pitman Shorthand'
a thorough examination, and must say that it is a very com-
plete text-book. It has so many excellent features that it

would be a difficult task to enumerate them all. It is a

most teachable book."-P. B. S. Peters. T.'acher of Isaac
Pitman Shorthand. Manual Training High School. Kan-
sas City. Mo.

"I know of no subject taught in the higVi schools that i?

capable of giving more cultural and practical benefit to

the students than shorthand. 1 have examined your'Course
in Shorthand' very carefully, and am pleased to stale that

1 consider the simple grading — with sentences and posi-

tion-writing from the first lesson, the logical arrangement
and pedagogical presentation combine to make it the most
peilftcl American Shorthand text-book ever published. "

Woodford D. Anderson, Ph. D., Washington Irving High
School. N. Y. City,

"1 am convinced that this new text marks a giant stride

in the teaching of Phonography It brings the art within

the grasp of even child minds, and simplifies the teaching
to such an extent to permit of Phonography becoming a

subject for primary education. I think it no extravagance
to hope that this, your 'Course in Shorthand' will prove
an innovation second in importance only to that inaugur-
ated by the great Father of Phonography himself The
Isaac Pitman now stands in a class by itself, thanks to

'Course in Shorthand'. "--Bro(/ier Rogatian, De La Salle
College. Vedado. Havana. Cuba.

Send for particulars of a Special Mail Course
for teachers, copy of "Which System," and
"Pitman's Journal."

Cloth, giU lettering, 240 pp. $1.50. Liberal

discount to schools and teachers.

ISAAC PITMAN tY SONS
HI UNION SyUARE NEW YORK

I'liblisliers of "A Practical Course in
Touch Typewriting," 50c; cloth, 75c.

^^J^ ,,•/<^^^^,^^^<^./^,i^/:^^-/^^^^^_^.j^:^^^^a/•fce^^^o<!:;^,y£^:^^^^ (c^.X^^cc^^^z^^r y_ J
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TM^O EDITIONS
STUDENTS' PENMANSHIP Edition, Seventy-five cents a year. Devoted to the Teaching and Execution of Practical

Writing, Fine Art Penmanship. Engrossing and Pen Art.

TEACHERS' PROFESSIONAL Edition, One Dollar ayear. Devoted to the Above Branches and to Business Education-
English, Mathematics. Bookkeeping, etc.,—Association Interests, and the Profession of Commercial Teaching.

THE BUSINESS EDUGATOIi
Entered at Columbus. Ohio. Post Office as Second

Published Monthly (except July and August 1. by
Zaner & Bloseb. 118 N. High St., Columbus. O., as
follows: Teachers' Professional Edition, $1.00 a
Year (Foreign Subscriptic
dian Subscriptions. 20 cents
manship Edition. 75 cents
scriptions 30 cents extra ; <

20 cents extrai).

nts extra ; Cana-
Students' Pen-
( Foreign Sub-

n Subscriptions,

Manage

Business Educator
The Teachers' Profe
more pages, devoted
ematics. English, La^

Two Editions. The
published in two editions
sional Edition contains 48 c

Accounting, Finance. Mai
Typewriting. Advertisine, Conventions, etc., and
Departments specially suited to the needs of teach-
ers, principals, and proprietors. Price, |l .00 a year.
The Students' Penmanship Edition contains 36

pages and is the same as the Professional Edition,
less the Departments of Commercial Teaching.
This edition is specially suited to students in Com-
mercial, Public and Private schools, and contains all

of the Penmanship, Engrossing. Pen Art, and Les-
son features of the Professional Edition. Price, 75
cents ayear.

Change, of Address. If you change your ad-
dress, be sure to notify us promptly (in advance, if

possible), and be careful to give the old as well as
the new address. We lose many journals each issue
through negligence on the part of subscribers.
Back numbers cannot, as a rule, be supplied.
Postmasters are not allowed to forward journals

unless postage is sent to them for that purpose.

Tbe Business Educator is devoted to the pro-
cressive and practical interests of Business Educa-
tion and Penmanship. A journal whose mission is

to dignify, popularize, and improve the world's
newest and neediest education. It purposes to in-
spire and instruct both pupil and teacher, and to
further the interests of those engaged in the work,
in private as well as in public institutions of busi-

Advertising Rates furnished upon application.
The Busine.ss Educator being the highest grade
journal of its class is purchased and read by the
most intelligent and well-to-do amonr those inter-
ested in business education and penmanship in the
United States, Canada. England, and nearly every
country on the globe It circulates, not alone among
business college proprietors, teachers and pupils,
but also among principals of commercial depart-
ments of High Schools. Colleges and Religious
Schools, as well as among office workers, home
students, etc.

f2.ates to Teachers, Agents, and Club
I2.aisers sent upon application. Write for them
whether you are in a position to send few or many
subscriptions. Sample copies furnished to secure
subscriptions.
Considering that The Business Educator is high

grade in every particular; that progressive, practical
lessons in penmanship are a distinctive feature of
the magazine ; that departments of interest and help-
fulness in subjects relating to Business Education
are found only in The Business Educator, you will
readily see that it is not only the bast but the cheap-
est, when quality, character and (luantity are con-
sidered.

Co $« $. Packard*

Father of a high, enduring: work, deserving-

Statelier monument than this poor screed of song,

All faltering in pale and phantom guesses, wrong
In all but kind intent— some shaft preserving

To the ages a memory of rare, unmindful serving,

When service met with scoffing jeers. We would prolong

Your presence here, through sufferance of that far throng,

Who judge now justly of your infinite deserving.

Your deeds have taken root to blossom out of reach

Of our fore-shortened, earth-soiled hands. Yet your brave call

Is in our ears, resounding past the granite wall.

While we remain this side, and feebly try to teach

Again what you have taught ; and where your feet have gone.

In fervent gratitude, we follow humbly on.

Melvin Cassmore.

Seattle, Wn., Coml. School.
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J1pple=Pic Jlppearance Pays*

" Pull down your vest and wipe off

your chin." That's a rather vulvar
old saw boys used to throw at one an-

other. Taken literally and figurative-

ly it has a good deal of virtue.

I'm a long ways off and you can't

hurt me even with an infernal ma-
chine, so I'm going to be daring and
say things your teacher would like to

say to somebody in your room but
"dassent." What I want to say is

that the student who doesn't put a

good deal of time on his toilet is

missing a good bet.

NOW SIT UP AND LISTEN.

"Clothes do not make the man,"
but they make about all of him in

sight and may give him the chance to

show what's inside his head and heart.

There isn't a school in the land with-

out its good scholars who can't be
sent out to take the best places, just

because of their personal appearance.
The teacher doesn't dare say a word.
To tell anybody to press his trousers,

brush the dust off his coat, shine his

shoes, comb his hair, take his finger

nails out of mourning, put on a clean

collar, and — well I see a dozen right

now with eyes that look like cannon
crackers ready to pop, so no more
specifications.

THE COST AND THE GAIN.

Cost? Nothing to speak of, if man-
aged right. I know one who looks
well dressed every day in ten and
fifteen dollar suits. Of course some
would spend twice as much and look
sloppy because they didn't take care
of the clothes. It isn't the cost, but
the fit in the beginning and care after-

ward. Doesn't cost much to keep
clean all over, and look clean, and
neatness is only a matter of care. But
how it counts !

" Marse Douglas," an old-time
southern gentleman in Nashville, used
to say, ' Yes suh, I can always tell a
gentleman by his shoes. They're al-

ways shined." It wasn't necessary to

add " and his cuffs and collars, they're
always spotless", for the one who
looks after the shoes will have the in-

stinct to look after the rest.

Did you ever notice that everyone
wants to see a person before engaging
with him in business ? Why ? Why
does the personal impression out-

weigh all recommendations ? What
does he make that impression from ?

Ever hear of anyone being dis-

charged for being neat and attractive

personally? When you do, I'll take

this all back. In the meantime be
sure it's someone else "overlooking
the bet."

GOOD LOOKS AND GOOD GRADES WIN.

The reader who follows this page
from month to month will have no
trouble in recognizing a view point

somewhat different from that of the

individual who believes all the quali-

fications can be learned from books
and that the class grades alone are an
arbitrary and sure prophecy of the

person's future.

It doesn't take half an eye to see

that some fifteen years after my com-
mercial course. I have come to value

many other lessons not often put in

print, and seldom learned out of a

book.
Let no one, however, imagine for a

moment that any sensible person de-

plores scholarship or belittles the

meaning of high marks in class.

Other things equal, scholarship wins.

A certain amount of it is indispensa-

ble, and that amount is just about all

of it you can get in any business school

in the land. As a stenographer, noth-

ing can take the place of your being
able to spell, take dictation and turn

out a good transcript. Simply, other

things added to this ability will make
you more deservable and better paid.

BOOK .\ND WORLD LEARNING
Because bread is not enough for the

best diet, and because meat and po-

tatoes help, is no excuse for throwing
away the bread. Because scholarship
is only apart of the equipment of the

most successful, is no excuse for do-

ing away with scholarship. Given
two applicants of equal scholarship,

the neat, well-dressed, pleasing one
will land the job.

Some learn readily out of books;
others, in the world-school; still

others in both. The last named are

the best balanced, niost successful.

.Mr. (>. B. Crouse. cotmiiercial teacher in
the New Bartlett Commeicial College. Cin-
cinnati, O., recently favored us with a Kood
list of subscriptions with the promise of
others to follow. Mr. Crouse believes in
good writing, and we are hearing good re-
ports of the Bartlett school since reorgan-
ized by Messrs. Elliott and Bookmeyer.
A large package of students' penmanship

practice is received from Mr. A. .\. Erblang,
Principal of the Commercial Department of
the (Juincy, 111., High School. The work ia
free and business like, showing that Mr.
Erblang is not only a very good business
penman himself but that he knows how to
get results from his pupils. Success to you
Mr. Erblang.
Mr. K. D. Thurston, the efficient penman-

ship teacher in Rome, N. Y.. and former pu-
pil of the editor, sends in specimens of his
students' work which measure a way up.
Mr. Thurston is a young man who has the
pluck and ability that will win out. We
wish him the success he so rightly deserves.
Mr. O. .S. Smith, perman in the Walworth

School, New York City, has sent us a large
bundle of students' specimens who are just
beginning to practice from the BUSINESS
Educator. From the looks of these speci-
mens Mr. Smith's pupils are getting the
right kind of penmanship food.
Mr. J. M. Gressley, penman in the Philo-

math, Ore..Business College, sends us speci-
mens of his pupils' work who are practicing
from Mr. Doner's lessons. Mr. Gressley re-
ports that his students are very much
pleased with the Bu.'^INESS EDUCATOR and
are taking quite an interest in the work pre-
sented in its columns.
Mr. Dudly C.Wiley, penmanship teacher

in his father's Mountain City Business Col-
lege, Chattanooga, Tenn., judging from his
pupils' work, is one of our up-to-date teach-
ers. -\ good many of of our certificates will
evidently be going his wa>*.

Mr. J. A. Prowinsky, penmanship teacher
in the Tampa, Fla.. Business College sent
specimens of his pupils' exercise work which
are about as skillfully done as anything we
have received for a good while. Mr. Prow-
insky has a unique and practical method
of getting results from his pupils. He works
it along about the same plan as did the old
spelling teachers when they had their
classes work for head marks.
Mr. A. N. Symmes, proprietor and pen-

manship teacher in the Indiana Business
College, Madison, ind., recently sent us a
large number of specimens of his pupils'
work. The work shows that pupils who
come under the tuition of Mr. Symmes
should consider themselves fortunate.
One of the best specimens was written by
Mr. -Louis Joliann, a young man who has
only two fingers on his right hand. .Shame
on some of us who can't learn to write when
we have four fingers and a thumb.
Mr. A. R. Stephens, Hosterman, W. Va.,

although not engaged professionally in

penmanship, writes a very good card, and
clearly demonstrates the fact that he is on
the right road to become an exceptionally
fine professional penman, if he will but
persevere.
Mr. C. W. Ransom, of the Ransonierian

School of Penmanship, Kansas City, Mo.,
reports having enrolled ninety-one stu-

dents in December.
A large bundle of specimens has been re-

ceived from Mr. C. E. Birch, director of the
Business Course in the Haskell i Indian)
Institute, Lawrence, Kans. Considering
the speed at which these specimens were
written it seems as though the Red men
were coming up to the pace set by their

white brothers. Mr. Birch is to lie con-
gratulated upon the good work that he is

doing.
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LESSONS IN PENMANSHIP
C. E. DONER,

Supervisor Penmanship. Beverly, Mass.. Public Schools.

^
Cesson 55. Always join a small letter to the //as in the word fr««ii7/0'. This can also be done with the /T as in the word Kindlj-

Another way of writing words when the K is used is shown in the word Keeping.

¥- (ywiyf.'yuJyiJ YH^y^y^yyiyfyfytyL^^^ >+-

^yif^^j a.-i^. '^r7yV7^J .^l^J'J'^ Jy1.^yfy-y!y!yZ^.7^

^w^.
C7\

r 'y(^1^- ^
^:

^
rX/.^y-ny /{jj'yL^..^^-?^.

y
,
^^^ y^^.-mjyiy //j^.T '^Jy

f-

Cft$$on 56 These exercises help todevelop the free arm movement to be applied in making the letters and parts of letters within
the exercises. Make the O and then circle around it with the indirect retraced ellipse- Do the same with the capital /. Begin capital I
on the line. <.>hserve the direction of each exercise and notice how parts of the letters are made. Also notice where the pen should be
stopped and where angles should be made. Let the movement be perfectly free. Do not use the fingers.

CcSSOtt 57* The capital /—both styles—should begin on the line. The capital/ should begin a trifle below the line. The loop above
the line in /is about twice the width of the loop in /. The loop in the /should be long and slender—not short and wide. Count. For the

first /count 1-2 ;or, 1-dot, being sure tamake it quickly. For the second /count 1-stop—finish ; or, 1-stop—hook. For/ count 1-2-3; or, 1-2-

quick. In beginning the / and/the arm must be pushed upward and out of the sleeve. Make each letter rapidly.

V V V ^y
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^JA^^.-^J'.'yi^^^y ^J j'y^.^yi^/ -/^^ yf^yfj.^^J'Jj. [_

iy^vT^.^f::f^^..-r7y ^^^.^^y ^^^.^<:fy y/r^xP'T^^r^^.^.^y
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Cesson 5d. Notice how the N is joined to the i in the word Inlniitjan. This joinit

the same joiningin writing/a/iJa/ca, Give the words and sentences careful practice.

ithont lifting the pen. Observe

CftSSOn 5^. This lesson is a general introduction to the letters within the exercises. Make the letter first and then circle around
with the exercise. The first copy gives one style of capital C Make the upward stroke quickly, stop at the top and then circle rapidly

around the letter with the direct retraced ellipse. The second style of (' is easily made. In copies 3 and 4 I»egin theexercise with a down-
ward compound curve and then circle around this curve with the indirect retraced ellipse, being careful to finish in the right 'way the
last time around. The second exercise in copy li should I;>e retraced a few times rapidly. This form is used over the capital T and F,

Notice shape of it.

^ ^ ^ ^y\ <y\ <y^\ ^yy ^yy ^^y. ,^ <y\y -^^ yy^ ^ -ry^ \7 X^ x-/ ^ xr/ >^y

<^, yy\ ^ cy\ cy ^ ^^ cy, y^. ^y\ ^ ^y\
.^.

Cesson 60' Make the stem of the /•"and T first, then make the top. The top should not touch the stem. The beginning of the top
should be nearly circular and the end should drop down to tiie right of the stem. Count. Forthei^in copy 1 count 1—2-dot-l-'.i. There
uiust be an angle at the left of the stem. Tin- stem and tlie top niunt l/e minle ijiiickJ.t: For the Tin copy 2 count 1—hook-1-2 ; or, 1—

finish-1-2. In making the /^ and Tin copy 3 end the stem with a dot. Make the stem quickly.

^ y\
'^rr-yp^y

^ y>\ ^
^ yyA ^KyrH^7'-r?y

^''^=^j'yyyiy ^yyij'yvnyiy ^^:-yyij'.y>ny7y ^yyi^^yyny \yywyrviy \yyL^

'yfyy/- (̂/ 'f.^'CJ'-.^ fy.-(ri^i-^yt^Ay y.y2^a.
y

i^^T^yiuyyi.^
CCSSOn 61. The h can be joined to the 7", as in the words Them and Think. As a rule do not join a small letter to the F because it

does not make a legilile letter, and might be mistaken for a T. Give the words and sentences a great deal of practice.
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£ft8S0n 62. These letters begin with the same stem as used in 2' and F. Make the space wide to the left of the downward stroke

and narrow to the right of the downward stroke. Count. For the B count )-2-:i-stop— finish, making it rapidly. For the A" count 1-2-3;

or, l-'J-light; and for the i' count 1-2; or, 1-dot. Study the form of each letter carefully.

Cesson 63. Notice bow the a is joined to the /? in the word BajiA-!/!^. This should be done without raising the pen. This same
joining can also be used for the i?. There is a good thought in the sentence, *' Be true to your ideal at all times." Practice the lesson

faithfully.

t^^i^ua "yt-'T^t^ r̂ y .̂^
^^ruAy r^J- Jl^-^^i^rjj'J

.

f^/~e^ '-^ ^yu u^i^-ry

Lesson 64. Some prefer this style of 7?, /? and i'. Study each letter carefully. Notice the beginning curve of each letter. The cir-

cular part of the letter should bethesamein height as the downward stroke. Count. For the B count up-down—1-2-stop; or, 1-2—1-2-dot;

or, 1-2—feet-flat ; or up-dowa—swing-around. Make the circular part quickly and stop the pen at the end which makes a dot. For the first

J? count up-down~l-2.'i-curve; for the second i? count up-down—1-2; or, up-down—1-light. For the P count up-down—1-2; or, curve-down—
1-stop: or, curve-down-swing.

Cesson 65. A long narrow loop may lie made in the /fas in the last letter in copy 1. In this style the stop in the motion is not so

decided at the end of the downward stroke. Notice how the n is joined to the B\r\ the word Business. Practice faithfully on the lesson.

'^^^A.J^^-J^yy yf^yj^u-ij'^y 'A-^ypl^Jy

^.yi-yiJ'..'^-^y/-f.Ay /L/ypn^^x^: yy /vy-yT^j'yp^y/^Ay

yyyixy^^^^-'i^ty-^ yj^ yc-^n^yrv^y^^iy^^

'yJ-^P^-
f-

yy-T^j'y a^r^Jyij'yfy xyy^ir-- ^vT-'v^yy . /y^yyi^ ŷ^y/yyy

^ ^^
Clre you tPorkitig ^aitl^fully for a (5oo& £jan5 an^ a Business

(£bucation Certificate?
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Lessons in Practical Business Writing
R. C. KING

285 1 OAKLAND AVENt'E

Specimens for Criticis should reach Columbus by first of

month of publication.

MINNEAPOLIS, MIMN.

onth preceding

J)
Plate 4. Make ovals in direction indicated by arrow. Use free movement in making M. Curve final stroke. See checked letters;

they are best. Plate 5. Use same fere movement on small ovals as on large ones.

Plate 6. We now take up the alphabet in its regular order, first making a movement drill out of each letter, both capital and small
letters. Each line should be considered a lesson, and the figure two at left indicates the number of pages that should— must be filled out.

Of course this can be increased, but certainly it should not be diminished. Learning to write after one has gotten fairly well started in

using the Fore Arm Movement is largely a matter of careful, systematic study and practice.—practice in the right direction. I'se a roll-

ing, fairly rapid arm movement. Retraced A must be retraced three times. Make only four lines of small a in a group and four groups
to a line. The pen should not be lifted from start to finish. Apply the movement in making the single letter. Close letter at top.

Curve final stroke. Strive for uniform height, slant and spacing in writing the word ann.

PLATE 4.
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J
E. P. L., 111. Ending strokes too straight.

You write a trifle large. Study form more.

R. P. K.. (>. You need study form more
carefully. Notice the first part of y.. You
also retrace // and i too far. Practice move-
ment exercises more.

T. J., Chattanooga. The lesson which you
gent is entirely too far advanced for you.
You need give a great deal more attention
to the September and October lessons. You
can't do anything with the November and
December lessons until you master the
first exercises.

D. J. H., N. Y. Too much finger movement.
See T. J.. Chattanooga.

L. McG., R. I. You need more movement.
\Ve would suggest that you develop it by
working on small letter exercises, making
it very rapidly. Study form clonely. Heed
carefully the criticisms given you by Mr.
Russell.

J. N- M., Ohio. Try to get your lower loops
more uniform and stronger. Makethecross-
ing a trifle higher. If it is accuracy that
you are striving for we would suggest that
you write slower and lift the pen oftener.

R. D. McA. ./ too tall. You need to learn
to master one thing at a time. For instance
take the lower loop and don't stop practicing
it until you can make it the same every
time. Follow this principle closely and you
will have less trouble in your penmanship.

C. Iv. L., K. I. You are gripping your pen.
Do not shade down strokes. Study form
carefully and practice movement exercises.

L. P. S., Mass. Your work is very stroag
and business like. Keep up this standard
and you will have no trouble in securing a
certificate.

C. Z. C. N. Y. Your work is the kind busi-
ness men like. You are on the right track.
Your work, so far as you have gone, is up to

our certificate standard.

W. H. A. H.. Pawtucket. You need put
more work on the September and October
lessons. Cultivate a freer movement and a

lighter touch. Study form.

S. A.C iMinn. Your work on the first les-

son is good witli the exception of the i and
u exercise. In this exercise keep down
strokes straight.

B. H. H., Jamaica. We would suggest that
you use a coarser peu and writing fluid.

Your ink is not the finest for business writ-

ing. The lines in business writing should
be coarse and strong in place of dainty and
weak.

O. P. M., Topeka. Your work has a very
business like appearance. We have no
special criticisms. Try to hold up your
standard to the end of the year.

H. W., Lebanon. Crossing stroke of a

should be on the same slant as the connec-
tive strokes. Some of your work is just a

trifle compact. Very good.

J. R.B.,II1. Close oat the top. Otherwise
your work is very good.

L. Mc, R. I. You need to cultivate a little

lighter touch on the down strokes. Your
movement is not quite free enough, especi-
ally on capitals.

S. A. C, Minn. Ovals are quite good.
Work more now on small letter exercises.
Keep up a good free movement at all times.

S. C. D., Ohio. Watch turns and angles
closely. Yourloops are probably giving you
the most trouble. Your work as a whole is

very good.

B. F. S., Ind. The ink you are using ap-
pears to be too thick; probably you have left
it stand open. You need more work on capi-
tals.

H. B. R., Pa. Very good forthefirst sheet.
We would suggest that you master the
forms of the letters a little better before you
undertake to write words. There is nothing
like a complete mastery of every letter.

M. B., N. Y. Your work is very good. It

is nearly up to our certificate standard. Can
you not do better than this? Watch form
closely.

L. T., Calif. Your work is quite good. We
believe you would make more progress to
go back and master the first lessons as the
work you have undertaken to do here is too
difficult for you.

J. v.. N. Y. Very poor paper. Movement
exercises too small. Leave sentence writ-
ing alone for the present.

C. S. K.. Calif. Up stroke of rand s should
be a right curve in place of a left. You have
not yet mastered the first lesson in the
Business Educator, therefore.this lesson
is too difficult for you.

J. B*. L., S. Dak. Do not dot the i with a
figure 1. Keep the dot round. You have
not yet mastered the lessons well enough to
be able to write sentences well. Practice a
great deal on Doner's first two lessons.

C. E. K., Pa. You would do well to culti-
vate a rounder style of writing. Do not re-

trace J, u, in and n so far.

O. P. M., Kans. You certainly have the
patience that will win out sometime. Do
not neglect to master every letter. Alwaj's
master a letter before you try to write a sen-
tence containing this letter, else you will
have trouble. Good work.

M. H. R., Pa. Your work is very free and
business like. Try to keep up the standard
to the end of the year and win a certificate.

L. P., Calif, c and e are much too large.
As a rule keep your other letters taller and
not so wide. Your figures are too large.

F. A. P., Calif. 5c postage due on your
specimens. Ending strokes are too straight.
It would be hard to tell what your letter o
is. You need study form carefully.

J. H.. Tex. We would suggest that you
follow Mr. Doner's lessons carefully, begin-
ning with the September number. You
need give a great deal of attention to Sep-
tember and, October numbers.

K. H. B.. Ky. Very good. Give careful at-

tention to ending strokes. Watch last

downward stroke of m and n. Comeagain.

C. O. R., Calif. You need to master mov
:nent, pen holding and the forms of tl

etters before you undertake the work yc
the

„^ ...^ ..w.« you
k is entirely too

letters before y„„ „.
are now doing. Th
difficult for you.

M. G. E., Mass. Study carefully the form
of a. o is too narrow^.

J. F. L.. S. Dak. Notice crossing stroke of
.*-. Dot over / should be round, not long.
Try less advanced work.

W. S. S., Ind. Your writing istoo angular.
You need study form.

C. L. L., Pawtucket. You need to study
form carefully. Your a is very poor.

F. C. K., Tex. Considering that you have
never studied penmanship before, and that
you are onl3' 17 years of age, your writing is

very good.

S, M. R.. N. J. Practice ovals two spaces
high for a while. Put a great deal of time
on the September and^October lessons.

R. B.W..Pa. Your writing is about the
best we have received this month. We
would suggest that you put in some good
hard practice on loops.

L. P. S., Mass. Very good. You are fol-

lowing Mr. Doner's style closely. You will
certainly win a certificate.

N. N., Chicago. Write about twice as
rapidly as you do. Ending strokes too
straight. Get more force in your writing.

A. P. M.. N. Y. Your work is very good.
Strengthen your capitals by making them
with a more vigorous movement.

W. A. D.,Conn. Good work. Study care-
fully the form of z. Why don't you try for

our professional certificate ?

A. E. L. We would suggest that you
practice on work that is less difficult. Mas-
ter well the forms of letters before you un-
dertake to write words.

H. W., Pa. Keep straight line exercises
more compact. We see no reason why you
could not learn to teach penmanship. Mr.
Doner himself probably saw the time when
he could not write as well as you can. What
others have done you can do.

J. R. B.,Ill. You are getting to be quite
critical. That is what willsome day make
a fine penman of you. Study form closely.

L.W.L., Calif. The work you sent is en-
tirely too difficult for you. You need more
work on movement exercises..

W. L. R., Calif. Keepovals more compact.
It seems as though you have not sufficiently

mastered the work as you havegoneoverit.

O. S. B. Very good. Do not use glossy
ink for business writing. Use acourser pen
and getastronger and firmerline.

E. B. G., Nebr. Very good. Would Suggest
tliat you make your letters a trifle taller

but no wider. Leave a trifle more space be-

tween letters.

K. M., Pawtucket. Your work is very good
Try to get a stronger line. Have Mr. Rus-
sell point out the errors in a, d, and s.

11. T.. Milwaukee. Your work is quite
good Write a trifle more rapidly and keep
your turns more rounding.
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Blackboard Lessons in Business Writing

By America's Leading Teachers of Penmanship

V J

Bv 111- n. Jllbin, Bcbnke=aialkcr Business eolleae, Portland, Ore.
Mostof mv instruction has been from the blackboard. I have the evidence of results obtained without the use of a copy of penman-

ship other than that given from the board that would surprise many teachers of penmanship who use engraved copies. There is no
class of instruction that is as effective. I speak, however, of large classes, for I seldom handle classes of less than fifty, and more gener-

ally have from one hundred to two hundred in the class.

.\s a class we study form closely first. We then practice quite briskly for freedom of motion, and approach the letter we will practice

by a series of exercises that will make its acquirement logical and progressive- Motion is the slogan continually, after we have care-

fully studied form, and all our work is done in rythm, to a lively count. Our writing must be a motion picture.

Take the letter illustrated above. We approach it through the practice of the capital N exercise, beginning below the base line as in-

dicated in the copy. Our count for this isl-2-.'i4-5-fi 7 S-change, 1-23-1 "11)7-8 up, etc. We practice this for as much as ten and fifteen minutes
of each hour period as long as we are working on letters based on that principle. Following this exercise we take just the first part of

the -V. This goes to the count of 12, 1-2, 1-2, etc. We emphasize the starting point—let the pen strike the paper before it crosses the base-

line. We follow this by lengthening the down stroke. We vary the count in this, saying down-straight, down-straight, etc. After they
have mastered the upper portion of the letter we begin to call their attention to the general slant of the letter by changing the count to

watch-slant, watch-slant, or more-slant, more-slant, for the tendency is to get too little slant rather than too much.
We permit the class to rest a moment, during which time wecall their attention to the form of the letter once more. At this time we

insist that the lines should all cross at the base-line, and the down stroke be as nearly a straight line as possible. We practice the letter

a few moments by watching the blackboard and making an imaginary/ without permitting the pen to touch the paper. This practice is

to the count of 1-2 3,1-2-3. stud-ie-form, stud-ie-form, etc. Then we take up the pen and follow out the idea of form through the control of

motion, embodying the instruction in the count by such expressions as down-stroke-straight, do-not-shade, light-er-yet, lift-the-pen—on-

up-stroke, etc.

The counting idea is followed out in all exercises, letters and words. The entire copy is not placed on the board at one time, but is

developed from the exercise, and placed on the board just as the class is called upon to practice it. I would like to hear from others in

regard to counting—their method, etc.
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By Grace Springer, New CuiiiljerlaTuI, I'ii., puiiil "f U- '- >1. kaker, (_'. .lleye i.f Cci.mnerce. Harrisburf;, I

By Clifton, Martin, pupil, Hardie M. To well, teacher, Central Xormal College, Danville, Ind

instructions in IDriting ? IDin a (Soo^ ii^an^, a

Business (Ebucation Certificate, an5 Success. By Steve Pap. 6th grade pupil, public schools.

Duquesne. Pa . I S. Light. Supt. of writing- This
is arm. not tiuger movement. It is neither script

drawing nor scribbling. Form is gotten by a free

arm instead of by a slow finger movement. En-
graved neatly same size.
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Lessons in Ornamental Writing
F. S. MEATH, CO^CORD, IS. M.

J
Instruction for Ccsson 6==T. S. Heath-

Having become tamiliar with all the capital and small letters in simple combinations, the student is now ready to take up miscellan-

iieous work. Too many of us who pass for penmen do creditable work on certain forms and words, but fall off greatly in our execution of

that which we have not previously practiced. It should not be so. While the highest possible skill will always be shown on work made
familiar by much practice, the penman should be sufficiently skillful to write well anything that is presented. Therefore, the student

should frequently test his skill upon new work. This lesson is intended to suggest an excellent way to increase one's skill in general

writing. When, in your reading of good literature, you find a sentence, paragraph or verse which embodies a good thought well ex-

pressed, or a helpful truth, write it out in your very best hand and place it in a scrap book kept for this particular purpose. Suc^ a book

is valuable in two directions. First, for the preservation in neat form of gems from the world's best minds; second, for the record of your

skill and progress in the art of beautiful writing.

Make use of different styles of writing- bold and dashy, delicate and fine, compact, medium, running, abbreviated. Thus you will

add variety to beauty. Try to adapt the style to the sentiment. Are there not strong, manly thoughts which are best dressed in heavy
shades and bold letters? On the other hand, there are finer sentiments where delicate writing is more appropriate. Ise judgment, dis-

crimination and taste in these matters.
As a rule, flourishes and ornamentation should be used sparingly. A few grace lines, judiciously placed, are usually sufficient to

suggest charm and beauty. It is better to underdo than to overdo. The initial may be made quite elaborate, but capitals in the body of

a sentence or paragraph should be quite simple. .Sometimes the initial letter of the first line of poetry may be larger and more fancy

than the others. It is a good rule to make the capitals which start the indented lines rather plain and simple.

I wish each one who is following these lessons would send me a slip of his best work embracing one of the copies of this lesson. I will

put them all in a scrap-book to look at in future years. The next lesson will take up signature writing and will be one of the most inter-

estingthus far.
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Because of the crowded condition of the BusiNBSS Educator this month, owing to report of the Pittalmrg meeting Mr Heath''
criticisms were given by letter.

'
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By Mr. H. L. Darner, Assistant Zanerien
Instructor.
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By the Editor.
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EDITOR S PAGE—PENMANSHIP EDITION
A Foruni for tlic. Expression of ConvittHons (delating to Methods of TeacliriKj and the. Art of Writing

OUR PLATFORM: FORM AND FREEDOM FROM FIRST TO FINISH

^ J)
Professional Poetry.

This is the day and age of special-

ists. Narrowness is the tendency of

specialism. "Know every thing of

something, and something of every
thing," is the sagest advice ever
given to specialists. We are apt,

however, to "cut out" the second
half.

Melville Cassmore, State of Wash-
ington, City of Seattle, is the true
type of a specialist. He knows much
more than his specialty—commercial
education. And he knows more of

that than if he knew less of many
other things.

Without flattering the sage of Con-
cord, 1 must confess that there is a
courage and a quality in Cassmore
which reminds me of Emerson. He's
a philosopher and poet and a practi-

cal business man as well. Teaching
is his business— his profession— his

vocation ; but specialized literature is

his avocation.

At least that's the way it looks here
in Columbus when we receive some
of his verses. And inasmuch as we
promptly plan to print all we receive,

you have a chance to judge of the
merit of his work as well as we.

If you think he pushes a quill with
the grace of a poet -even a near-poet,
the courage of a man of convictions,
and the sanity of a level headed
teacher of common commercial sub-
jects, say so to the ye editor, or to

Cassmore, and we may be able to

"press the button" to more nuggets
of wit and wisdom and sense and
irony than has yet been the fortune
of our profession.

We care nothing for poetry as such,
but we do care for it as a vehicle of

expression, and when it carries con-
viction and ideas along the line of

our common calling, we then care for

it enough to publish it.

The tribute to Packard in this num-
ber of The Business Educator is

worth the price of a year's subscrip-
tion of any man's money who loves
his profession, who honors the pio-

neers, and who believes in breadth of

view and leadership.

Ours is a calling as noble and ser-

viceable as any the sun shines on

;

then why not recognize its higher
value in verse as well as in values of

a baser sort ? If we ourselves do not
respect and revere our work in songs
other than the mighty, vulgar dollar,

how can we e.xpect others to do so ?

Then here's to Cassmore's Pegasus;
may he give wings to many pent-up
thoughts, practical as well as poeti-

cal and up-lifting.

We solicit his contributions and
your perusal—and then your opinion.

Pencils Productive of Poor Pen=
mansbip.

One of the reasons why we do not
have better writing in uppergrammar
grades and high schools is that pupils

do too much writing with the pencil

and too little with the pen.

Not long since the writer visited a

commercial department of a high
school where pen and ink were un-

known. Think what a business col-

lege would be like without pens and
ink!

Anyone knows upon a minute's re-

flection that pencil writing is destruc-

tive to good writing. To practice

fifteen minutes aday with pen and ink,

and ten times fifteen minutes with
pencil, means little progress.

Pencils require pressure; pressure
requires gripping ; gripping cramps
the muscles ; finger movement results.

More writing with the pen and less

writing with the pencil will mean no
inconsiderable improvement in the

writing of the upper grades and high
schools.

Poor pens are another source of in-

ferior writing. Pens that wholesale
at from ten to thirty cents a gross are

dear at any price. No school board
that understands the pen business can
be fooled with such prices and goods
(bads.

)

Slippery, nickled, glass-topped
holders are another evil which should
be suppressed by law and their man-
ufacture stopped.

So long as these inferior tools are

used so long will the writing lesson

be productive of but half of the good
which should naturally result from it.

Rev. and Mrs. L. H. Burry
Hiinonnce the marriage of their daughter,

Laura Elizabeth
to

Mr. F. E- Hermann Jaeger,
at

St. Pauls Evangelical Lutheran Church,
Massillon, Ohio.

December twenty-H ve
nineteen hundred and seven.

The Frankfurt,
15th and Indiana,
Toledo, Ohio.

William D. McDaniels
.\nna M. Nordheim

Married
Tuesday, the twenty-fourth of December

nineteen hundred and seven
Decorah, Iowa

,At Home
After January 15, IWIS

lfi5 rtroad Street
Oshkosh, Wisconsin

hymeneal Results.
Frances Margaret Brown

Dec.S, 1WI7. Weight 8 12 Lbs.

Mr. A- Mrs. F. Marion Brown
Helena, Mont.

Questioned and nnswered.

Is there much demand for Engrossers who
work for a salary, and about how much
salary do they receive a year?

A. W. Cooper.

There is a constantly increasing demand
for engrossing artists. The salaries vary in

accordance with ability and experience all

the way from $5.(1(1 a week to begin on to

iJO.OO and $,'>0.(X) a week to end with. You'll
do well to take up the work professionally,
since you evidently- possess talent

eentents

Of the ProUssienal Edition el Cbe
Business Educator lor

January, 19OS.

KEHORT OK THE NATIONAI, CoMMEK-
ciAL Teachers' f"ei>eration Con-
vention, at Pittsburg.

English, F.

Prairie, Semii

Erskine. Grand
, Onarga, 111.

Higher Accounting, R. M. Brown-

ing, C.P. A., Sadler's Bus. Coll., Balti-

more. Md.

Practical Finance, R. J. Bennett.

C. A., C. p. A., Detroit Business

LTniversity, Detroit, Mich.

LAW, Wm. C. Sprague, Detroit, Mich.,

Sprague's Correspondence School of

Law.

SCHOOL Advertising, M. W. Cass-

more. Seattle Commercial School,

Seattle, Wn.

SCHOOL AND Professional.

News Notes and Notices.

Catalogs and Circulars.

Etc. Etc. Etc.
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£\ THE CALL OF THE CITY

B5?j A SERIAL FOR AMBITIOUS BOYS AND OIRLS

VW-v BY CHAKLES T. CKAQIN,

VT^ Tbompson'» Buslnr.fts School, tlolyoke. Mass.

=^

^
Cbe Perils of Cbc City. Part 2.

WANTED * ^ want to be somebody

s

stenographer or book-
keeper: not his sweetheart. I have been
in Chicago three daj'S ansu'ering irant

R'l's. and I're iiad more chances to he
somehndr's darling than lerer kneif e.v

isted. If there is a man in Chicago who
wants help and iroithl rather hare a girl

attending (n business than making goo-
goo eves. T shoithi like to hear from him,
I a IreadJ' ha re a sweetheart ofmy own. "

I cut the above out of the Xew York
World soaietitne since and the next day
there was published a cut of the young
woman and further information that she
had received over 10(1 answers to her adver-
tisement but concluded they were from
trirtersand had 1 1 lerefore decided to no home
to Indianapolis and leave Chicago to its

fate. Before she went she told the reporter
about her experience in looking for work in

the big city and the impudent questions
asked her by prospective employers, who
wanted stenographers who were '* good
fellows" and supper companions.
There is consideraI>le amount of this kind

of stuff published from time to time and
most of it is furnished by young women like
the writer of this advertisement.
A young wouian capable of such a pro-

duction would be pretty sure to encounter
more or less foolish talk in the course of a

day's wanderings from office to office in

search of a position, for her attitude would
invite it and the offices which allow young
women to make personal application with-
out an appointment often contain men who
are as foolish as the girls who go there.

BRAINS, NOT SEX, DEMANDED.

I have said before that the cities are the
brain markets of the world and when brains
are wanted the buyer does not care whether
those brains are in the skull of a man or
woman. Mrs. Humphry Ward or Edith
Wharton are paid as much for a novel as
any living man. The founder and manager
of " The Fair," one of Chicago's greatest de
partment stores, is a woman. So are the
confidential secretaries of H. H. Rogers of

the Standard (Hl.aud H. C. Frick. the iron
king, and both have secrets enough to keep,
and are well paid for doing it.

But when it comes to advising a young
woman with brains, but without money or
acquaintances, to come from the country
town, or small city, to seek fame and fortune

in a great commercial center like Xew York
or Chicago, I should not be in a hurr> to do
so. The young man can knock about lunch
counters or eat 15 cent table d'hote dinners
and room in a 7 x 9 ball bedroom for a while
and it will not hurt him, in fact it will do
him good, and if there is an occasional wisp
of hay in his hair it only excites passing
comment as does the country fit of his
clothes. The city's perils to him are open
and plainly in evidence, too, and the
churches, Y. M. C. A. and other institutions
are doing their best to protect him.
But with the girl it is different. She can-

not knock about much without showing the
wear and tear of the process. A homeless
girl in a lodging house is not to be envied
and places provided for her comfort and
innocent amusement are few and far be-
tween. So far as perils are concerned, the
girl is in much less danger than the young
man, for it is all nonsense to think that the
average business man of our big cities is a
" moral leper " seeking to corrupt the inno-
cence of every good looking girl in his office.

The average American Business man is a

very decent fellow and treats his female
help with kindness and courtesy, and he is

far too busy in our big cities to waste much
time in trying tolead girls astray even if he
were so inclined. Indeed the girl in the
country is in more danger than in the city,

for men are the same in country or city, and
the country lawyer or business man has
more time to devote to gallantry, if he is so
incline<l. than has the man who does busi-

ness in the tremendous rush of Xew York or

Chicago or any great city.

\Vt)MAN, HIGHER THAN NAN.

Man J' young women do go to the bi g cities

allured by the higher wages paid to really
good stenographers and bookkeepers, and
there is some satisfaction in drawing $15 to
$'25 salary instead of $S to $1'2 which they get
in the smaller places.
There are plenty of wrecks of women in

every big city, and a wrecked woman with
haggard face, paint-daubed cheeks and lips,

eyes brilliant with drugs or swimming wit h
drink, and hair of artificial hue is a far more
pitiableand awful spectaclethan a man wh<i

lias fallen. Woman is a higher specimen nf

animal creation than man to begin witli,

and when she falls, she has farther to fall

and gets more terribly crushed and broken.
Few indeed of the fallen women of the big
cities are recruited from the great army of

l)usiness school graduates who, in those
cities, earn a more or less satisfactory
salary. The reason for this is evident
enough: A girl who is earnest and in-

dustrious and ambitious enough to go

through a good school and fit herself to do
first class work in the business world has
that finest of equipments for boy or girl, a
level head, and while the female wrecks of
the city are often not lacking in many good
qualities of heart, they certainly lack in
level-headed n ess.
The business girl of to-day is not a child

in knowledge of the world, and she should
not be if she is going out into its perils. If

she comes to the city to find a market for
her brains she will know how to guard her-
self from its perils fully as well as the ave-
rage young man. If she is wise she will not,
like the young woman who writes the sen-
sational and silly advertisement with which
this paper opens, go trotting about Chicago
or New York answering want ad's for it is a
wearisome business, wears out much shoe
leather and produces little result. Her
teachers have told her, if they knew their
business, that very few first class houses
advertise for such help through the want
columns of the city papers.

PLACES A-PLKNTY FOR TYPISTS- BUT?

The Typewriter Companies. Remington,
.Smith Premier, Underwood and others, all

have employment departments in every
large city and a first class girl stenographer
and operator of any of these machines has
little difficulty in securing a position with a
reputable house if she can pass the examina-
tion given by these companies before they
will place her name upon their employment
registers. If you are not able to pass such
an examination, which would require you
to take dictation of entirely new, but not
very difficult, matter at 100 words a minute
or more and bring in a correct transcript
from the machine in about the same time
you would have to do it in any first class
business house where you were drawing a

salary of $12or $15 per week. If you cannot
do this then, in the name of common sense,
don't come to the city, even if you have
friends who will board you or relatives who
will watch over you like a hen over her
chickens. For, let me whisper in your ear
confidentially: The city does not want
more stenographers of the kind who have
been graduated from school with a record of

125 or 1.50 or 250 or any old number of words
per minute of matter which they know by
heart and who, when somebody besides the
teacher dictates 80 or 100 words of strange
matter flunk ignominiously or else, after

an hour or two of wrestling with the
machine bring in a transcript which con-
tains statements which would make St.

Gauden's bronze statute of Grief,the saddest
piece of sculpture known to mortal man,
rise anil kick up her heels and laugh her
self into fits at their aosurdity and as like

as not cause the Reason of the dictator to

totter on her throne. Xo. girls, the cities

have an abundant supply of female help
\\\^^^canni>t do things already. The "$7.50

ft.r Three Months" schools, and some much
higher priced ones, and the schools where
thev teach you shorthand in thirty days, are
working overtime to turn them out from the
kindergarten material, with pigtails down
the back, which make up a large part of

their clientele. The city wants girls who
can do things and the country high school

What IB-year old Willie Pestpond, Ponti9C, JU., saw at Springfield during session of State Teachers' Association, Christmas week
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Kirl or the yoiitiK school teacher who has

taken a course at a good business school

generally can do things as much betterthan

the girl of the city who goes to the matinee
every Saturday and a dance or two during
the week, as the country boy can do things
lietter than the better dressed and more
precocious lad of the city. There is a place

forboth in the big centers of trade.

l-ROM COUNTRY To CITY AND BACK.

In the otlice which was my headquarters
in Chicago our stenographer was a girl from
a little town in Iowa. She went to business

college in Cedar Rapids where she had met
the head of our Company and he asked her

to come to Chicago. She had no friends

there but she soon made them. She was
good-looking and ambitious and she could

do things and do them rifcl't and she very
soon drew $75 a month for it. and when the

boss said : Will you go to New York and
work in the office there? " she was not a bit

afraid, though she hated to leave windy
and dirty but sociable old "Chi." But she
went and her pay went up until she got,

tired of pounding a typewriter and went
back to the country town in Iowa and mar-
ried a young business man. Good luck to

them both for she was a dear girl and the

city did her good, not harm.
A slim slip of a girl with cool grey eyes,

whom I knew, came in to see me one day in

Xew York from the country city where she
took shorthand of me and where, in a law
office she got $1I0<1 a week. Said she: "1

like Xew York pretty well and 1 believe I'll

go into the Remington office and take their

examination and see if I'm good enough
for a New Y'ork job." She did so. and when
the examiner looked at her transcript and
at her general appearance, for she was not
dressed like a soubrette but like a lady of

taste and reinnement, he said, "Where have
you worked?" She told him in a law office,

naming her city. "Well," said he, "I can
place you in a good law office on Wall street,

1 think. They want good stenographers and
your work is flrst-class and you look as if

you could fill the bill.
"

"I'll give you a letter and you tell them
you want $18 to begin with." He did so and
she got the place and has had it ever since
and has had her pay raised a couple of

times, simply because slinniild doth iiiics,

and I could tell yon of many more I know
like these, who have done well and who en
joy life as well as one can expect to enjoy
it where business is active and work hard,
as it always is, if the pay is above the aver
age.
These girls and others like them are in no

special danger from the perils of the city

because they have self-respect and high
character which protect its owner better

than any other safe-guard whether in the
country or in the city.

BO.ARIJ ANIJ ROOM.

There are so few good boarding places for

girls in the great cities of this country, that
I ought not to close this article without men-
tioning that vinique institution the Trow
mart Inn at ,\bingdon Square and Fourth
St., New York. It was erected two years ago
by Mr. Martin, the owner of the magnificent
Hotel 'Martinique,"one of Broadway's most
splendid hostelries, in memory of his son
Trowbridge, and dedicated to the service of

the "Working Girls" who do not wish to ac-

cept charity, yet can not afford to pay the
prices necessary in a first-class boarding
house.

I had read about this institution, and so,

one day last winter I went down to see it

and a good looking 3'ouug woman who had
charge of the office showed me around. It

is a hotel with no hard and fast regulations
about it. All that is required of a girl is

that she furnish references and that she be-

have herself as she would in any flrst-class

hotel. If she earns more than $15 (XI a week
she will not be admitted to the " Trowmart
Inn." for Mr. Martin says his capacity is

limited to 275. and he wishes to do the most
good to those who need it most.
Tliereisa big music room large enough

for dancing, and there is a fine pianola to

furnish music. There are sewing rooms
with several sewing machines, where a

girl can do her own dressmaking if she
chooses, and at present there is a tremen-
dous rush of dress-making for there are no
less than nine engaged girls in the estab-

lishment, and there have been thirty seven
weddings of inmates during the past year.

There is a laundry with every equipment,
where girls can do their own washing and
ironing if they choose. There are a great
many single rooms and many double roomb
in the house, and they are well and neatly
furnished, but perhaps the most attractive

featureof the "Trowmart Inn" are the six

small private parlors, just about big enough
for two, or four in a pinch, where the girls

can receive a gentleman caller without
having all the inmates of the house size

him up These are in constant demand
and are no doubt accountable to some ex-

tent for the large number of losses by mar-
riage from the inmates of the Trowmart.
The price of board and room, including the

use of the library and all the other conven-
iences of the house is ,$,5.0) for a single room,
or.$4.5n where two girls room together. A
price lower than any boarding house would
think of giving for like accommodations.
There may be similar institutions to the
Trowmart Inn in other cities, but I have
never seen anything that was its equal in

comfort for the money, and I wish there
were more like it.

Mr. Martin says he has made no money
out of the institution but that it has paid

expenses from the start, and that was all

he expected or desired from his investment.
He also says that he believes that young
women should marry when the right man
appears and in this I fully agree with him
but it does not make a girl less fit to have
charge of the responsible business of house-
keeping because she has shown that she
could take care of herself when she was do-

ing business alone.

eooperation in missouri.

Informal meetina of eommereial Ceacb'
ers in Kansas eity, mo.

On December ^I'.th, l:il)7, a representative
body of Commercial Teachers from the
various schools of Kansas City was called

together for the purpose of adopting plans
for the organization of a Commercial Teach-
ers' Association.

It was decided to hold the first informal
meeting Saturday, February 15th, 1908. A
short programme will be rendered as out-

lined below, to be followed by a banquet and
reception given at one of the leadinghotels.
A cordial invitation ise.xtended to allschool
proprietors and commercial teachers in both
public and private schools. Meeting to be
held in the rooms of the Central High
School corner of 11th and Locust Streets.

MORNING SESSION 9 : 30 - 12 : 0(Ui.

Music.
Address of welcome by Cliairnian-P. B- S Peters,

Manual Trainins Hiirli School.
Response-O. D. Noble, Sedalia. Mo,

SHORTHAND AND T V I'EW KlTlNO" 10 ! W A. M.— 13:00 m.

What Constitutes a Good Shorthand Course—
F. A- Crane. Kansas City Business Collece. .Miss

Bessie Dinklace. Drauchon's Business Colleee.

Miss M. E. Alford, Columbia Business ColleEe.
"assifyins and Grading
Miss Huffs School of

Methods of TeacI
Students—Miss Netti

Shorthand. Discuss:
Typewritine— Lesti

Miercial College. Dii

McDowell, Spalding's Co

AhTERNOON SESSION 2 : OO—I : 30 I' M. BOOKKEEPING

2:00 -3::iO.

What Constitutes a Good Bookkeeper— J. A.

H alley. Expert Acct.
In What Way Should a Teacher Assist the Student

G. A, Henry. Central Business College Discus-

What Suppl
in Connectioi
Spalding'!

Penmanship

Kirke
ughtentary Subjects Should be

with Bookkeeping -F. J.

al College Discussion.

I'ENMANSHli— .!
: 45—4 : 15 i-. m,

the Business College— F. W
Business Colleee —Discussion

Penmanship in the High Schools J. E, Boyd,

High School, Kansas City. Kans. Discussion.

Value of Ornamental Penmanship to the

College. C- W. Ransom. Kansas City, Mo,
Discussion as to a permanent Organizatio
Reception 7::W
Banquet S ; 30 F. W. Tamblyn

|

G. A. Heniy > Co
C W Ransom )

The Annex Hotel Banquet where 200 Federationists Feasted and were filled full to overfiowine with physical food, fraternal feeling,

and "flow of soul."
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L. E. STACY,
Secretary, 1907, Vice Pres., 1!K1S,

Keport of

Cbe national Penmanship Ccacb=
ers' Jlssociation.

mr. c. E. Stacy, Secretary, nteadvilU, Pa.
Thursday afternoon, December, 26,

1907, the Penmanship Teachers and
Penmen of the United States began
to assemble at the Hotel Annex. Be-
fore the evening was over, a large
number of the members of this Sec-
tion had met for the first time in

twelve months, and a general interest
was manifested in the program which
was to be carried out.

DECEMBER 27, 1907-9:30a. m.

First session of the Penmanship
Section was called to order, in the Mar-
tin School, by President C. S. Cham-
bers of Covington, Ky. Among other
things, Mr. Chambers recommended
that the members advance their differ-

ent ideas and if they had some new
thought which would be valuable to
the profession in general, to bring it

up and give all the advantage of the
discussion. He specially thanked
those who had been so active during
the past year in advancing the cause
of the Penmanship Section.
"The Value of Extremes in Busi-

ness Writing" was ably discussed by

C. S. Chambers.
President, 1907.

J. E. Plummer, Sadler's Business
College, Baltimore, Md. He had with
him a number of specimens of stu-

dents' work, taken from his classes,
and these were passed around
for general inspection. Mr. Plummer
demonstrated his ideas in a practical
manner, and while some of his theo-
ries are not accepted by the majority
of teachers, yet they were reasonable
and worthy of careful attention. Mr.
Plummer is an off-hand speaker, very
enthusiastic, and we imagine that he
gets results from his classes.

Mr. R. A. Grant, Yeatman High
School, St. Louis, Mo., had for his
topic, "Speed and Legibility vs.
Slow Accurate Writing in the Class
Room." Mr. Grant handled his sub-
ject in his usual interesting manner,
organized the Section into a writing
class, and gave a demonstration of
his methods of teaching. He illus-
trated his talk at the blackboard, and
had the teachers writing copies given
at the rate of speed advocated by him.
While some of the teachers found the
work too speedy, yet there was a gen-
eral approval of his style and the
methods employed.

. mcCann,
President, 190S.

.\WARD COMMITTEE.
The Section accepted the rules for

judging the exhibit of penmanship,
and the President appointed the fol-

lowing committee to judge the speci-
mens :

Mr. C. C. Lister, New York city, N.
Y., Chairman.
Mr. E. M. Huntsinger, Hartford,

Conn., and J. G. Frey, Cleveland, O.

DECEMBER 28, 1907—9:30 a. m.

The first number on the program
was " The Teacherand His Subject,"
by Horace G.Healey, Editor Penman's
Art Journal, New York, N. Y. Mr.
Healey's talk was of more than ordi-
nary interest, and should prove very
beneficial to those who were fortun-
ate enough to hear it. Mr. Healey is

a teacher of ability, and in his con-
nection with the Art Journal he has
an opportunity of becoming ac-
quainted with the results secured by
different teachers who advocate diff-

erent methods. His ideas with re-

gard to securing the interest of the
student are exceptionally good.
Mr. R. C. Cottrell, Supervisor of

Penmanship, Elwood, Ind., had forhis
subject, " What a Supervisor finds in
the way of Good Writing. " He took

J. E. PLUMMER. H. a. HBALEY. R. A. Grant.
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upthe different methods of interest-

ing teachers in the work as well as se-

curing the proper practice from the

pupils and gave valuable suggestions

on the preparation of manuscript

work which is handed in from time to

time by the student. One paragraph
in Mr. Cottrell's address which is

worthy the attention of every teacher

is as follows : "At all times remain
cheerful. I cannot omit saying a

word about cheerfulness, as it has a

great influence. I just recall a long

faced, sober teacher ; the children are

afraid to move, and the work shows
the same fear as the children ; it is

stiff, angular and anything but freely

executed. I know another instructor,

oneon whose face I have never seen

any other expression except earnest-

ness and cheerfulness ; when you step

inside the room, everyone greets you
with a smile; the atmosphere is pleas-

ant ;
you like to be there ;

you hate to

go; the writing period is inspiring

and the work is done in a cheerful

manner. The work is- legible and
freely executed ; life to them seems
worth while. Writing is not a drud-

gery but a pleasure, and the results

are gratifying.
"

•' The Value of Penmanship to the

Commercial Teacher," by E. E. (iay-

lord, Beverly, Mass., received more
than the usual amount of attention

from the teachers present. Mr. Gay-

lord is an authority on the needs of

the commercial teacher, and we think

that his subject should interest every

progressive teacher of the commercial
branches. We quote as follows ; "At
least 95",, of those who want commer-
cial teachers expressly stipulate that

these teachers must be good penmen,
and, in some cases, Superior Penmen.
Ornamental script and the oblique

holders are by no means handicaps ;

indeed, some school officials insist

that the ability to do high-grade
shaded writing is essential ; not that

it is to be taught, but that it is to be
used for advertisingpurposes. How-
ever, where one man specifies orna-

mental script, a hundred will ex-

pressly say that plain business writ-

ing is all they need. Not afew teach-

ers are unemployed because they
cannot write well. Besides, all other

things being equal, the facile penman
among commercial teachers easily

commands from 10 to 25% more salary

than his colleague who does not write

well, not to mention the perquisites

in the form of income from card writ-

ing, engrossing, etc.
"

Following Mr. Gaylord's address
was a paper by E. W. Stein, of Duff's

College, Pittsburg, Pa., on "Radia-
tion. " On account of illness, Mr.

Stein was unable to be present, and
his paper was read by Mr. J. C. Mcln-
tire of Duff's College. Mr. Stein han
died his subject in a way which
proved interesting, and he brought
forth some new thoughts for the con-
sideration of teachers. The appella-

tion of " Radiation " was given to his

subject by Mr. Stein in place of the

more common terms, such as Personal
Magnetism, Force of Character, etc.

MONDAY, DECEMBER 30, 1907.

None of the regular program mem-
bers being present, Mr. Chambers
called on Mr. C. A. Faust of Chicago,

Illinois, who gave an interesting talk

on the teaching of penmanship. Mr.

Faust emphasized the importance of

natural slant and natural position,

and the fact that more attention

should be given to the meaning of

movement drills ; they should have a

definite beginning and ending, uni-

formity of height, slant, etc. Mr.

Faust advocates the push and pull

movement, and condemns an excess

of lateral motion.

Following the talk by Mr. Faust,
was an address by Mr. A. N. Palmer
of New York, on, " Writing for the

Masses. " Mr. Palmer handled his

subject in his characteristic manner,
and commanded the attention of the

entire Section. He dealt mainly with
the teaching of penmanship in the

public schools, and contended that

muscular movement could be taught
in the first grades. A number of in-

teresting specimens were shown, and
the results exhibited were certainly

excellent.

Mr. C. E. Doner of Beverly, Mass.,
was next on the program, with the

subject, " Arm xVlovement in the Pri-

mary Grades. " Mr. Doner is one of

our most successful teachers and su-

pervisors of penmanship, and his

ideas deserve thoughtful attention.

We quote from his address as follows:
" 1 am a firm believer in teaching arm
movement in the primary grades,

but only as supplementary work.

I mean by supplementary work, that

movement exercises should be prac-

ticed in connection with the regular
penmanship lesson. I think that arm
movement and its application to all

written work should begin in the fifth

grade, possibly in the fourth.
" Correlation of Penmanship and

other Branches, " by K. C. Atticks,

Baltimore Business College. Balti-

more, Md. Mr. Atticks called the

member's attention to one of the most
common difficulties which confronts
the teacher of penmanship in Com-
mercial schools. Many of them do

COrTKELI,. A. A'. Palmer. C. E. Doner, .Sec, Up08.
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not req^uire a certain standing: of pen-
manship in the written work of the
arithmetic, spelling, correspondence,
and other classes.

We quote as follows :
" I will ask

you to pardon me for one reference to
my own experience in teaching the
public school branches. The work to

which I refer was done in four differ-

ent schools of practically the same
character. In two of these schools
the first written work that I received
was practically all well written. The
papers were full sheets and clean,
and the work was well arranged on
the papers. In the other two schools
the first papers received were badly
written, many of the sheets were
soiled or torn, and the work was so
badly arranged on the papers that it

was almost impossible to examine it.

The difference was due entirely to
the kind of work that the previous
teachers were willing to accept, and
not the ability of the pupil.

"

Mr. Atticks' paper was an excellent
one, and we regret that we are unable
to give it complete, but it will appear
in full in the Official Report.

Tt'ESDAY, DECEMBER, ,31, 1907.

The first number on the program
was, "Engrossing as a Business,"
by F. \V. Martin, Boston, Mass. Mr.
Martin was not present, but he sent
a paper to the convention to repre-
sent him, and which will appear in

the Federation Report.
" The Penmanship Trinity, " by C.

P. Zaner, Columbus, Ohio, took up
the subject of the machinery required
to do good writing. Mr. Zaner illus-

trated his talk by demonstrating on
the blackboard the different kinds of
penmanship which would result from
different positions and manner of
holding the pen. We quote from Mr.
Zaner's address as follows :

"The fellow who saj's he never
writes two cards alike is the one who
utilizes little control, and conse-
quently is unable to write twice
alike. "

K. C. ATTICKS.

" The Beginning Class in Penman-
ship, " by W. C. Henning, Associate
Editor American Penman, Cedar
Rapids, la. This was Mr. Henning's
first appearance before the members
of the Penmanship Section for some
three or fouryears. He is a penman
of exceptional skill, and is able to
give competent advice on matters
pertaining to penmanship work. In
his address, he followed the career of
the average student in the Commer-
cial School, and spoke of the fact that
it was interesting to notice the de-
velopment of scrawly writers into
good business penmen.

Penmanship nwards.

The report of the committee ap-
pointed to judge the exhibit of Pen-
manship was submitted and accepted
by the Section. This report is as
follows :

The following are in the opinion of tlie

undersigned committee, the proper awards
for the penmanship exhibited at the meet-
ing of the Xational Penmanship Teachers'
Association, held at Pittsburg, December
.'8th to 31st, 1907 :

BUSINESS COLLEGE PENMANSHIP :

First award : Ferris Institute, Big
Rapids, Michigat
tor.

A. M. Wonnell. Instruc-

SKCOND AWARii : Interstate Cotnmer
cial College, Reading, Pa. ; G. E. Gustafson,
Penman.
Third Award : Spencerian Business

College, Cleveland, Ohio.
HONORABLE MENTION: Lackawanna

Business College, Scran ton. Pa. ; F. O. Pinks,
Instructor. Meadville Commercial College,
Meadville, Pa. ; R. D. Powell, Instructor.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS :

First Award : Public Schools of Muske-
gon, Michigan

; Lena M. Kovick, Supervisor.
Second Award : Public Schools of

Circleville, Ohio ; Harp Van Riper, Super-
visor.
Third Award : Public Schoolsof Rocky

River, Ohio ; F. F. Mushrush, Supervisor.
Honorable Mention : Public Schools

of Little Rock, Arkansas; F. O. Putman.
Supervisor. Public Schools of St. Joseph,
Missouri

; Agnes M. Ford, Principal. Bata-
via High School, Batavia, 111.

PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS :

First Award : St. Michaels School,
Chicago, Illinois : Sisters of Holy Family of
Nazareth.
Second Award i St. Elizabeth Indian

School, Purcell. Oklahoma
; Sister M Pa

tricia, Principal.
Third Award : St. Mary's School,

Sharpsburg. Pa. ; Sisters of St. Francis.
Honorable MENTION: St. Mary's School,

Anderson, Ind.

It was regretted by this committee that anumber of exhibits in each of the three
classes which were of a high order of excel-
lence, had to be thrown out because of non-
compliance with the rules governing this
exhibit of penmanship. Had it been possi-
ble to so construe these rules as to include
the exhibits thrown out, this committee
would have been glad to do so ; but the
rules were so positive as to render this im-
possible if we were to render our decision
conscientiously.
The above report respectfully submitted

by the undersigned committee.
C. C. Lister, Chairman.
E. M. HUNTSINGER.
J. G. FKEV.

" One Way of Doing it ; Other Ways
May Prove as Good," was the topic
assigned to Mr. D. W. Hoff, Lawrence,
Mass. Mr. Hoff evidently under-
stands the subject of supervision of
penmanship, and gave an address
which should prove of value to the
teachers of penmanship who are in
public school work. Mr. Hoff made
some very good points, some of which
are as follows. The arm should be
perfectly free to do the work required

W. C. Henning. C. P. Zaner. D. \V. HOFF.
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of it, and it is the duty of the teacher

to see that all impediments are re-

moved. He spoke of the wearing of

sweaters in many schools and the

fajt that it was impossible to secure

good work under such conditions.

The seat and desk adjustments must

be suitable for the student, and the

student's confidence in his ability to

do the work must be developed. All

teaching should be positive and not

negative.

LEFT-H.\NDED PENMEN.

Mr. J. C. Mclntire introduced the

following resolution which was dis-

cussed favorably by a number of

members present. Mr. Hoff gave

statistics of 314 pupils who have been

changed from left hand writers to

right hand writers in the Lawrence

schools.

Kesolution unanimouslv Udopted by the

national Penmanship Ceacbers' Hsso^
elation Held in the eity of Pittsbura.

Dec. 31. 1907.

Whereas : The National Penmanship
Teachers' Association, affiliated with the

National Commercial Teachers' Federa-

tion in convention assembled at Pittsburg,

Pa., this 31 st day of December, 1'.I07, is of the
opinion that the left-handed is so much
handicapped as to practically bar him from
office positions and ultimate business suc-

cess, and
Whereas : Experience has demonstra-

ted that good penmanship is the result of

application or concentration of effort pro-

perly directed, and that the fault or habit of

writing with the left hand may be easily cor-

rected during the pupil's first year in the
public school : therefore, be it

Kt'Kolvcd : That the National Penman-
ship Teachers' Association request that the
Public School Boards of the United States
demand that the teachers in all grades in-

sist that the pupils write with the right

hand only.
KesoUed That this Association request

the publication of this action by all educa-
tional journals, and other publications in-

terested in the proper training of the pupils

in our public schools.
Introduced by J. C. Mclntire, of

Duff's College.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

Next on the program was the elec-

tion of officers, which resulted as fol-

lows :

President, L. C. McCann, Mahanoy
City, Pa.

Vice President, L. E. Stacy, Mead-
ville, Pa.

Secretary, C. E. Doner, Beverly,

Mass.
Advisory council, C. S. Chambers,

Covington, Ky., W. C. Henning, Cft-

dar Rapids, la., H. G. Reaser, Pitts-

burg, Pa.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, 1908,

was appointed by President McCann
as follows :

R. A. Grant, vSt. Louis, Mo., Chair-

man.
R. C. Cottrell, El\yood, Ind.

W. A. Hoffman, Valparaiso, Ind.

H. U. KBAbKK.

After the election of officers, new
business was called for, and Mr. C.

P. Zaner requested the privilege of

the floor. In a neat speech, he pre-

sented to Mr. L. E. Stacy, Secretary
of the Section, a beautiful pocket-
book, containing a silver nest egg.
This was the gift of the members of
the Section, and Mr. Stacy, in re-

sponse, thanked the entire body for

the support that had been accorded
him during the past 2 years.

Mr. H. G. Healey was next accorded
the privilege of the floor, and in a

few well chosen remarks presented
to Mr. C. S. Chambers, the retiring

President, a beautiful cane, donated
by the members of the Section. Mr.
Chambers was very appreciative of

the regard in which the Section has
held him, and thanked them one and
all, for their support. Mr. Chambers
has made an excellent Executive Offi-

cer, and deserves the respect and ad-

miration of the entire Section.

In this pleasant manner the Pitts-

burg meeting of the National Pen-
manshipTeachers' Association passed
into history. Atotalof IKi members
is a record breaker, and it is to be
hoped that next year we may have a

still larger number.

Cf=i..'-f'i'l-

This monogram alphabet is the product of C. K. Hill, penman, Bowling Green, Ky.,

Business University. It is probably the most original and finest thing of the kind ever

presented in a penman's journal. Our aspiring engrossing artists have in this an inspir-

ing example of patience, perseverance, skill, taste, harmony, symmetry, and originality,
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The biggest Christmas present we re-

ceived this year came in the form of a list

of subscriptions to The BUSINESS EDUCA-
TOR, numbering 122, from the big Blair Busi
ness College, Spokane, Wash., H. C. Blair.
President, E. H. Fearon, Supt., Commercial
Department, and Fred Berktuan, Penman,
each having had a voice and hand in the
raising of the big club. When it comes to
thoroughness, efficiency and square dealing
the Blair Business College ranks with the
foremost and best institutions in the land.
And when it comes to loyalty and sincere
appreciation the persons named stand
second to no other in our esteem. We would
indeed be lacking in sentiment and business
sense if we were not to redouble our efforts
to put out the best possible journal.

Mr. C. S. Melchior, proprietor of the Tri-
State Business College, Toledo, O., ex-
pressed his appreciation for The BUSINESS

• Educatob by sending a list of subscrip-
tions numbering 54, just before Christmas.
This would indicate that the Tri-State is
progressing and prosperous.

A splendid list of subscriptions is hereby
acknowledged from E. W. Miller, the hust-
ling commercial teacher and penman of the
Williss Business University, Springfield,
O. The specimens he enclosed of students'
work show that they are gaining rapidly in
their penmanship.

Mr. H. G. Schuck, the all around hustling
teacher and skillful penman of the Fitch-
burg, Mass., Business College, stands by
The Business Educatok with his sub-
scription patronage. Mr. Schuck is about
as full of energy and enthusiasm as you find
them. This in part accounts for his
popularity and success.

WANTFfl Business Colleges, HighWWmi I bU Schools and would be Teach-
ers to know that a superior Training School
for Teachers in both the Commercial and
Shorthand (Isaac Pitman Courses* is con-
ducted by the School of Commerce, Ac-
counting and Finance, Picton, Ont.,Canada.
Mr. Sayers, the Principal, is an honor

graduate of the School of Pedagogy and
has had an experience of several years in
both High School and Model School work,
having been connected as an instructor for
four years with a Government Training
School for Teachers.

Ŷ//jm V/^r/,

THE BEST BOOK ON THE SUBJECT
Written and illustrated by the

"WIZARD OF THE PEN"
A complete training in expert han<iwritine:. Hun-
dreds of endorsements . Sent upon receipt ofH .50

FRANCIS B COURTNEr,
Caton College Hinncapolis, Minn

.

YOUR OPPORTUNITY
Xow is your chance to get one dozen
finely written cards for 20c. per dozen.
One Sef of Oi-namental Capitals 25e

Business "
I.'Sc

Scrapbook Specimen lOc
Address, C. H. SPRYER,

110 Third St., N. W. WASHINGTON, D. C.

WANTED K.XPERIENCED COMM ER-^-^^—^— CIAL TEACHER who is also a
jiood penman, for high-grade Eastern Business
College, to begin next September. Only those
capable of measuring up to the highest require-
ments need apply. Correspondence strictly
confidential. Address East,

Care Business Educator
Columbus, Ohio

Nixon's Forty Lessons in PenmanshiP
contains forty complete graded lessons
in penmanship. Just the book for the
teacher and home student. No better
work of ^radeiJ lessons published. Spe-
cial offer to teachers and schools. Price by
mail, post paid, 50c (former price $1.00).

Send today. Your money returned if

not satisfied. Address, C. H. NIXON.
Mineral, Va.

Mr. J. D. Kice, whose portrait appears here-
with, is a Missouri product, having been
born on a farm near Cameron. After pursu-
ing the work of the public and high schools,
he entered the Chillicothe Normal in 1896

and graduated therefrom. He next entered
and graduated front Dixon, Illinois, Busi-
ness College completing the work in Pen
Art under Mr. L. M. Kelchner.
In 1900 he accepted a position in the Grand

River College, and taught here for two years
after which he contracted with the Chilli-

cothe, Mo., Normal School and Business
College, where he is still engaged in charge
of the penmanship and bookkeeping depart-
ments.
Mr. Rice writes a splendid hand, in fact

does good all-around work, and creates no
small amount of interest and enthusiasm
in the subject. We hear from many pupils
whom he started professionward.

HAND CVT CARDS!
Wedding Bristol. 3 ply lOOO, 75c; (i ply 1000. 95c
Colored Bristol. 110 colors! 3 ply 1000. 85c; - 5000. $3 75
Black Bristol, S ply 1000. 85c - - - 5000. $3 75
Cards sent by express. The following cards sent by mail

;

100 Blank cards, 20c. 100 Comic cards L12 stylesj, 25c.
100 Bird cards, 12 styles, 4 Serials A, B, u and D assorted,
25c. My new 'Bow Card' is the best seller I have in stock.
Printed in 4 colors. Don't wait for a sample, send for
100. 35c. After the first 100 you will want more. Card
Writing and Penman's Souvenir, book of 36 pages. .'15c.

Designs and Card Writer's Manual all about my cards, 2c.
Send today. ^^, McBEE,

19 Snyder St., Ale^heny. P «.

PENFI/kNSHIP

TAUGHT-BY-MAIL.

Do you want good
CA.RD -WXtlTING?
Then try me. PRICES RIGHT.

Best quality of cards. Sample dozen for 10c

Postpaid to any part of the world .

Ornamental Capitals - - - 15c
Business

"
. - . 10c

Small specimen of writing - 10c
J. W. Manuel. 512 First Nationa.1 B&nk

Bide.. Chic&go. III.

STUDY

LAW

AJ

HOME

THE ORIGINAL SCHOOL. inBtrac-

tion by mail adapted to everyone.

Recognized by courts and educatorB.

Experiencedaiid competent inetruct-

orB^ Takes spare time only. Tliree

courses— Preparatory, Business, Col-

lege. Prepares for practice. \Vill

better your condition and prospects

in busmess. Students and graduates
everywhere. Full
particulars and
• peclal offer
FBEE.
THE SPRAGUE
CORRESPONDENCE
SCHOOL OF LAW.

733 MuESTic Bldg.

DETROIT. MICH.

By Ben Kupfermaa. Boeton, Maae.
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Poiiifrcrs in

PENMANSHIP
For Teachers and

Pupils,

I5y P. W. nOFF.
Siipervi-!or of Writing,

Lawrence, Mass.

-J
Short Calks to Short People.

Good Impressions.

The ability to create a good impression of

one's self constitutes a most valiialile asset.
A teacher's hearing and manner are but the
physical expressions of his innerconscious-
ness of strength or weakness. These physi-
cal uianifestatione are an open index to the
man of affairs schooled as he is in charac-
ter reading. To insure hal>itual manner-
isms and bearing which will create favora-
ble impresBioue one must necessarilj' store
the mind with the right sort of knowledge.
Hence, if you would appear to advantage
you must BE somebody. You cannot suc-
cessfully ACT the part.

71 Ceaeher's Bearing.
The following sentiments were inspired

l)y a look at the portrait of the Grand Old
Man of England — Gladstone.
The opinions of the timid thinker count

for very little. Those of the notoriously
superficial egotist only engender resent-
ment or contempt, liut those of the man
whose whole bearing, while modest is yet
confident, fearless, and sincere are most
convincing.

Iyow Courage Grows.
Courage, like water, gathers strength

through action. In its sprouting stage it

reminds one of the timid dripping of the
water. With the consciousness of a little

success comes that lesstimid stageas when
thedrippingof the water merges into a trick-
ling streamlet. Then as his success is

pointed out by a wise teacher, fresh impet-
us is added to his courage, as the refreshing
shower adds volume to the strength gather-
ering stream. Finally, when fear has van-
ished, courage. like the rushing torrent, be-
comes an irresistible force sweeping on to

an ultimate success.
Don't be a chain and ball type of teacher,

content if only you have a position or own
a school, the proceeds of which will keep
you from want. To simply work for bodily
comforts and physical pleasures is but to
EXIST. Why not LIVE?

r//////////^///j y/^/.yV'// /
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Skillful, smiling, sincere, Kreetings from the great Flickinger of the city of Brotherly Lov

Comic Cards, n twelve different kinds, written any

foi

2dc do
PENMEN ; I make the very best Inks. Best black ink

itinff and ornamental writing, 2,'>c a bottle.
especially prepared for writing to be photo-

engraved, 25c bottie. Permanent Glossy White Ink. crack-
less. 2.'>c bottle. Invisible Ink, new discovery, 26c bottle.
Instantaneous Ink Eradicator, instantly removes ink from
paper of any kind without injury to paper. 25c bottle
Kive bottles of any of the above for 81.00. .^»00 very best
white cards. 75c. Colored cards, in the five best colors for
white ink, ..0(i-Wlc.

L. M. LEWIS. Wenatchee, Wash.

We li vX\ Bu and Ornamental
Writing. EnSros.sinS. Pen Lettering,

Etc., Sucerssfully by Mail

^earn to be a eood penman at your own home
Course in either branch, $.t 0(1 Address,

-. A. Corresponding School of Penman-
ship and Lettering. San Fernando

Building. Los Angeles, Calif.

Fine and Effective LinelEngrossing by F. \V. Martin, The Engrosser, Boston,

CARDS
Get the
Best Fancy
Written
N&me Cards

lOO for 75c
KRUSS:

3943 Shenandoah Ave-. ST, LOUIS

etiflrossind by S. D. D^lt
In the original of the engrossing on the

opposite page, red and green were used in
the scroll. In the border the dark tone was
the red and the light tone was the green.
Two tones of each color was used. A light
buff was used in the background in the bor-
der. Silver and gold were used around the
edges of the border.
All the figure work and all the shading of

letters were worked in cepia. All the
initials were painted in green or red and
in most cases a silver or gold background
added very much to the richness of the
design.

A Fine Position

—

A Fine Likenes—
A Fine Penman

—

A Fine Fellow

-

A Fine School—
H. W. Strickland. Goldey College, Wilminar-

ton, Del.
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pnv.riilriV In Hir fl^iimw aiih Oilii Ofmmiil inifiOfliirF l^nrhm no a

im-mnilit iif tlir i-.-.h-riii iii iiiliirli lln-n iirr lirli'l iiij_ ii'J

llliliiiiiirthiii.Tlrliiuiiiiv

Xinii-mlii-rilU'Jlir.

Modern Engrossing, Illuminated and in Colors, by Samuel D. Holt, 1^08 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. See opposite page for
description and instruction.
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Koundliand

VVritin;§

A. M. Grove,

^'oun^stown,
Ohio.

=^
Cesson SiK.

Most of the capitals this month are l)ased
upon the exercise given last month, which
has the heaviest part of the shade one half
the heighth of the letter. You should prac-
tice upon each capital until you can make it

witii a reasonable degree of smoothness be-

fore takinj; up the next. This method will

help vou on those that follow. EH" '

Make the first half of the IT like the 1'.

You will notice that the shaded strokes are
parallel, also the up strokes. Study the
position of the initional stroke to the main
part.
The first stroke of the A' is made upward,

starting near the base line with a dot. The
down stroke is a slight compound curve.
The last stroke is made the height of the
letter, parallel to the first stroke.
Start the M the same as the A'. The down

strokes are slightly curved and parallel.

The down stroke of the ^4 is squared at the
base line; make the finishing part nearly
round.
In the letter C make the shaded stroke

with the lower oval first, then replace pen
on top and finish the letter.

Make the first part of the B about two and
one half spaces in height. The second part

is similar to the C
The first part of the Z is like first part of

II'; finish like the small letter x.

The T is made with compound curve
finished with a dot. Cross the F at one hall

its height. The tops are in a horizontal
position.

eriticism.

K. Reading, Pa. Your work is very good,
especially the work of the first three, but
when you writeit smallerit isa little rough
and disconnected.
The shades of the h and A- are made with

a slight compound curve. Do not curve the
I) so much, and keep all shades the same
width.
Watch vour movement and aim for

smooth, well-cut shades. You will make a
good script writer.

/T

\
C. A. Faust's Departnienf of

Muscular Movement Wriling

merit mention.
St Michael's School, Pius St , S. S Pittsburc,

Pa. Magdalcna Thieret, Elizabeth Jacob, Mathilda
Bauer, Mary Pertler, Marie Appenrott, Carrie
Stoehr.
St. Michael's School. Pius St., S. S. PittsburB,

Pa. Certificates Issued, Coletta Eckle, Clotilda
ry, Julia R. Stark, Frances M. Brendel, Mary C

Bu
Stoehr
Wii .,

Bessie Jourdan, Edg
Louise Hudson. Je

: College, Bellengham, Wn.

>^j!V^/VV>'
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WHAT A COMPETENT JUDGE SAYS.
"Am highly pleased with holder. It is

positively the best I ever used, ^"ou'll get
my orders for what I need.*'

J A Elston, Prin. Elstons Com Coll Canton, Mo,

A neat, sensible, and serviceable Obliqu,
penholder, for the Professional or Amateur.
Made of California Rosewood, 6 in. in length,
handsomely polished and accurately ad-
justed. Send 35c and get one. G. F. Roach.
Care Vashon Mil. Acad. Burton, Wash.

with each order

A.g«nta 'Wa>.nt«a.

BLANK CARDS J„rVow IV\'^:\1^^1
HftDd cut. Come in 17 different colors. Sample 100
postpaid. 15c. I.OOU by eipreis. 75o. Card Circular
for red etamp

COMIC JOKER CARDS iiX'LTn:"
10(1 postpaid, 29c. Lees for more. Ink. Qloiiy Black
or Venr Best Whit*. 15c. per bottle. 1 Oblique Pen Hol-
der, lOo. Qillott'e No. 1 Pens. 10c. per doz. LesBoni In

Oard Writlnc. Circular for itamp.

W. A. ODE. Bex 176. FAIR HAVEN. PA.

! Graha
I Christen

When You Buy "THE FAUST" Automatic Shading Pens

Yo-u H&ve ths Bast th&t Moivay Knd Skill Can Proa'uo*
Sample Sent for 15 Cents.

Seven sizes shadlne, marking:, plain or special, $l 00 postpaid. Send for Catalogne of oar
Antomttlc Shading Pen Supplies. AUTO PEH 4 IBK MFG. CO , 40 Dearborn St.. Chicago, 111.

Mmze^.^ye^
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WANTED Comi lercial and Sho t hand
teach ers to know that ;hey ean

seen e the bes t posi ions throueh the Central
Teachers Age ncy. Established 1H99. Recis-
Iralif n tree ; va cancK s everywhere. Drop us a

I

line oday.
E. C. ROGERS

20 E Gay St., Oolunnbvis. O. 1

FOR S.A.X.E:

!

A Hourishinc Business Colleee in a town
I-.'.IKK) inhabitants in Ohio If you have a lit
money and are willinc to invest it. — wri
Otherwise save our time, .'iddojss. J. J., care

BVSINCSS EDVCA.TOR
ColumB-us, Ohio

THE PRATT TEACHERS' AGENCY
70 Fifth Avenue, Nkw York.

Recommends college and normal gradu-
ates, specialists, and other teachers to col-
leges, schools and families.

The Agency receives many calls for com-
mercial teachers from public and private
schools, and business colleges.

WM. O. PkATT, Manager.

YOVR. SIGNA.TVRE:
Wi tten in the iMills style of business
writine and a cut furnished of the same
for $2.25. Send copy of the combination
of initials you prefer and also state size
of cut desired. Address,

E. C MILLS. Script Specialist.

195 Grand Ave., ROCHESTER, N. Y.

FOR'SALE The

e'luipped, protiti
of lIHl.aiO inhabit
state. Full intoi

ble busi

le or one-half ir

ill-established,
ess college

fide
liddle

turnished Splendid opportunity.

Ellis Publishing Company,
Battle Creek., MIoh.

40 Commercial Teach=
ers Needed

For Positions that are now open.
Good Salaries.

If yoti contemplate making a chanye
next fall, now is the time to reeis^ter.
Many of the best schools employ their
teachers early in the season.

Gontiijentai Teactiers* ^m
Bowling Green, Ky.

RIGHT AFTER THE

TURN OF THE YEAR

there is likely to be a strong de-

mand for teachers to begin work
with the new School session.

QUICK TEACHERS
are also getting in line for next

school year.

SAVE YOUR TIME

and ours by giving in first letter

all that a prospective employer
would like to know— age, fam-

ily, education, qualifications,

books and systems used, exper-

ience, salary, preferred location.

UNION TEACHERS' BUREAU

203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

FRANK VAUCHAN

MIDLAND TEACHERS' AGENCIES ^°
^'*^°^n"^^r\rll^^c

WARRENSBURG. MO RICHMOND. KY. PENDLETON. OREGON

Chicago. I)|

Teachers w
more desirable positi

COLOR.ADO TEACHEIC'S AGENCY
:, P:x-State Supt., Manager, 1.^45 Olenarm St., rienver, Colo.; Boston, New York
Moines, Denver, Salt Lake Cit.v, I.os Angeles, Harrisburg, Atlanta. Commercial
ting positions in the West should register with us. Commercial Teachers wanting

I the ; should keep their names on <

HEAD OF DEPARTMENT WANTED we have bee„ asked to find a ..an who
^^^^^—^^m^~ ^^^^^ is prepared to organize and take full

charge of the commercial department
in one ot the largest high schools in the country — a school having over fifteenhundred pupils in attendance. Work begins in September. We have other good
openings for high-class penmen and commercial teachers. \o advance fee. Con-
fidential

Robai-t A
ice. Write

>t. Mgr.

The Specialists' Educational Bureau,
Webster Groves Sle,., St. Louis, Mo.

/T
TRAINING SCHOOL FOR

COIVIMERCIAL TEACHERS.

WRITE TO THE
^=^

RocQester Bosioess losiilute

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

for a copy of the syllabus of our normal training course for commercial
teachers.

Large class now receiving advanced instruction in the commercial
texts and taking the special work in pedagogy and methods.

Applications for commercial teachers prepared by us constantly
coming in from many states.

FIRST COME -FIRST SERVED
The principal of an excellent school says, "Get two Al commercial men for

September, salary $l-'0 to $150 per month. ,\o evening work." Another says, 'The
man who gets this place must come through you. I shall leave it entirely to
your judgment." Commercial. August 1, ten months' teaching, one month soli-
citing, salary $1,2011 to $1,500 A square man savs, "Begin now to look for a com-
mercial man for me for September, $1,200 to '$l,:iOO, No one but you will get a
chant e at this,"

A city principal says, "Get me an Al lady for touch typewriting July 1st,
salary $7.'i— $8."i. This request will go to no other Agency."

A city superintendent writes, "You have served us well. Now we want to
get into the market early for a good all-round Gregg and commercial man for
next September, salary $S0 a month for nine months." Space is too much limited
for more now. May we help you? Full information free-

THE NATIONAL COMMERCIAL TEACHERS' AGENCY
E. E. GAYLORD. manager . specialty by « speculisi Prospect Hill, BEVERLY, MASS-

^_J^ ^'if^i'if^Uiii/!^i<di.ay/t^^i^a^;^iu€e^,^i^iY^x^^i'Crz-in^^ jTj
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LETTERING
C.W. Morder

6023 Morgan »f,

Chicago

Jy
number Four.

In this lesson is given another simple set
of Cards. Many show card writers in mak-
ing a bunch of cards prefer to make a set of
them, that is. cards to be displayed in one
place at the same time all worked out in the
same style or way. The usual way is to
make one or two large ones for general dis-
play, then as many smaller ones as are re-

quired, all the same size or nearly so, worked
oil the same plan as the larger ones and to
go with them.
Tiiere are many ways of making sets such

as these, especiallj' with the shading and
marking pens, and if you will only keep
your eyes open and observe things you can
get ideas almost daily of how to apply these
pens to simple and striking- little card de-
signs. They need not be elaborate, but
should be simple. And if you use color be
sure that you use only a few on any one card
or set, two or three at the most.
A good plan is to collect as many ideas as

convenient and then work them out to your
satisfaction and keep them for future refer-

ence. It may take time for that but that
makes little difference; get them if it re-

quires a day for each one. And it may seem
at times that you are working entirely too
slow, but you must not forget that you are
only learning; the first thing is to get things
right, you can think about speed later.

While still learning you may perhaps only
get two or three good cards out of an after-
noon's practice, but don't let that bother
you, you will be surprised at your speed after
some little time in the actual work. Or per-
haps someone has told you that shading
and marking pens are a failure and that
they are not well adapted to show card work
because they are slow, etc. That's all bosh
my friend; the marking and shading pens
rightly used make good show cards, and
after one becomes accustomed to them they
can be worked rapidly.
The thing that has "killed" the shading

pen more than anything else in the past is

that it has been " workedto death "on show
cards by amateurs and people who knew
little or nothing about it. With beginners
as a general thing the shading pen becomes
so fascinating that they seem fo forget the
marking pen almost entirely, and in their
' wild fantasy "or rather" fanaticism "they
make a large inartistic show card worked
entirely with Shadingpens and in about ten
different colors bright enough to "knock
you down." This is what has killed the
shading pen, and not only the shading pen
but many an otherwise good started begin-
ner. Audit's no wonder; nobody wants such
work and discouragement is sure to follow.

It's a mistake. The marking pen should
be the one depended upon almost entirely
for the lettering of the show card, while the
shading pen should be used sparingly and
with great discretion, and introduced only
as a sort of relief as it were, to the plain
lettering, adding a little ornament in its
simple way. The real value of anything in
art can be emphasized and appreciated only
by an agreeable contrast, and the -Shading
pen in this is no exception, so to work it to
the best advantage, it should, since it really
is an ornament in itself, not be worked alone,
but rather together with, or part of some-
thing else.
The examples of this lesson while not

very accurate are accurate enough for
ordinary show card work. They were all
done on gray cardboard with black ink, the
lines under the lettering, of course being
done in white ink. For practice work gray
bciuril will not be necessary, you may use

/J*me/ime/or

Spring Suit

your regular practice paper. On the large
card a No. 1 shading pen, using the heavy
side to the right, was used for the small
lettering, a No. 3 marking pen was used for
the heavy letters and a No. U shader for the
shading work. The heavy lettering is very
easy once you " get next" to it. And it is a
little change from the regular shading pen
work. That kind of lettering may also be
donevery effectively with a small flat brush.

.•\ little practice in that line will convince
you. Orif you prefer usingsome other style
lettering for that line you may do so, but be
sure that it is heavy enough to make a good
contrast with the small lettering. While
there are many good cards that have the
lettering on them all the same size with

perhaps only a large initial, for a large card
of this kind there must nearlv always be at
least one line emphasized for display.
The lettering on the small cards was done

with a \o. 1 marking and a No. 5 shading
pen. Many different combinations of this
kind may be worked out but " a set" should
be all alike or nearly so and should go with
the larger ones that are used. The little lines
that serve as ornament on this card are
effective and rapid and surely not difficult.
Don't get into the habit of using too many
lines.
Next month I shall try to give another

simple set for our young beginners. I hope
to see work for criticism from as many as
last month Come everybody, but be sure
that you enclose enough postage for the
return of your work. Glad to see the Indies
trying their hand at Auto work.
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A Book That Has Proved Good
The conscientious school teacher will not experiment ui)on his students; he

will put into their hands books that he knows to be sound pedagogically, in

method, and in subject matter.

Williams and Jester on Commercial Law is a book that can be put into the

school with confidence that results will be good. The logical arrangement of

subject matter, the lucid, concise exposition of basic law principles, and the fine

list of review questions and leading cases are points that will commend them-

selves to every thoughtful instructor.

This book retails at $1.25. A copy for examination will be sent to any
teacher on receipt of $ -50

THE COMMERCIAL TEXT BOOK COMPANY
DCS MOINES, IOWA.
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DESIGNING
and

ENOBOSSINCi
By

E. L. BKOWN,
Rockland, Me.

^
The drawing for this lesson is the decora-

tive cartouche used commonly by engross
ing artists for enclosing initials, photos,

eitibletns, etc, on resolutions. It is given
here simply as a study in brush and color

treatment.

.Many have difficulty in obtaining satis-

factory results in brush work, and we will

say to all interested in this line that more
can he learned by watching a skilled

hand for a period of half an hour than could

be learned from a volume of printed in-

structions. However, in all the work sub-

mitted for criticism we note the same gen-

eral fault, namely, muddiness resulting

from adding one wash to another before the

tirst one is dry, muddy effects are also

caused by using a "dry brush," so called.

Now the only way to overcome these faults

is to know the effect sought, and to proceed
boldly with a well eUed brush, and keep
the color moving rapidly until the desired

surface is covered. When the first wash is

ptTfectlr dri- other washes may be added
to produce the required tones. As a rule

keep the base or lower part of a design the

darkest in tone as shown in copj'. Clear
lamp black was used on the copy. The
wash may be added to the pencil drawing
and outlined afterward with India ink, or

the reverse if water proof ink la used.

Home Study Courses
Ou

porti

tlOH <

r school oflfe

nity to study

t !.ad,ng:Pro

sanop-
athome
ivs/ru,-

fessors in

paral

Scho

each over one
es In AcademI
ry, Agrlcuitu

>l branches.

hundred
and Pre-

that no uiie need be kept Irom
enrolling with uh on the
ground of expense.

Write today for a tree copy
ol our eighty-page catalogue.

A NEW -^

,ff!^^^^
comPHaE

My work

Card SPECf»LiST. others.

2 DOZ. FOR 25C.

8 Woodcliff Street, ROXBURY. MASS
|

By Mr. L. Faretra. penman

Pesolutions
A SPECIALTY.

Burdett College, Boston, Mass
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In 19(15 he was employed by his Alma Mater

to take charge of the penmanship depart-
ment and to assist in the commercial work,
holding tliat position for three years.
While thus teaching he devoted all of his
spare time to the study in the scientific
course and in 189M he began to study law in
the University of Nebraska, beingadmitted
to the bar in 190(D. During the campaign of
that year he was employed to make political
speeches. After the election he moved to
Kreemont, Xebr., ;ind began the practice of
law, from which place he went to Baker
City, Ore., his present location, and con-
tinued the practice of law. During his
practice of law he tried 10 cases in the Cir-
cuit Court, three of which were appealed to
the Supreme Court with out losing a single
case.
For some time he has been conducting the

Baker City. Ore.. Business College and
carrying on some law practice, but from this
time on he intends giving all his attention
to commercial w<>rk, and is about to estab
lish another school in Boise, Idaho.

=^

BOOK REVIEWS
^ -.^

Mr. Albert Backus, penman, lawyer and
commercial teacher, whose signature and
portrait appear above, was born on a farm
near Lyons, Nebr., in 1872. After attending
country school during winter, in 1892 he
entered the Lincoln Normal University
receiving lessons in penmanship from Mr.
S. D. Holt, the famous engrosser of Phila-
delphia. In 1894 he completed the normal
and commercial courses and was awarded
the degree of Master of Accounts. Later on
he took a course in ornamental penmanship
under the great and only Madarasz.

The new edition of "Course in Isaac Pit-
man Shorthand," 241 pages, gold side stamp,
bound in cloth, price $I.r>0, is a substantial
text in every particular, new text having
been added to the book, which was itself

new but a year ago. Isaac Pitman tV Sons,
:U Union Square. New York City.

"Graphoni" is the title of a compromise
system of writing between professional
shorthand and longhand. If you are look-
ing for something of that nature we are not
sure but that this is worth your attention,
published by Ivan Hitlofi, Chicago, 111., fi5

"The New Universal System of Touch or
Sight Typewriting" third edition, com-
pletely revised by Isaac Pitman and Sons,
31 Union Square, New York City, N. Y.,
price (Mj cents, is certainlv a practical text.
The lessons and exercises are printed on
but one side of the paper, making it verv
convenient to turn to anything desired. If
you have never examined this publication
you will do well to address the Publishers
MS above.

" Baltimore Business College Method of
Penmanship" published by the President,
K. H. Norman, and written by K. C. Atticks,
is one of the most practical Compendiums
received at this office. Mr. Atticks is not
only a skillful penman but a master when
it comes to the art of teaching, and this
booklet is therefore thoroughly up-to-date.
It is divided into 34 rather large lessons
with terse instructions accompanying each,
with position illustrations, preliminary
remarks, etc., etc.

"TheChartier Magazine "edited by L. C.
Spencer and S. C. Schwing, published by
the Chartier Spencer Publishing Co., New
Orleans, La.. 50 cents a year, is the title of a
new l.'4-page magazine devoted to the in-
terests of Shorthand, Typewriting, Book-
keeping and General Education. Volume
one. Number one, January 1908 is a credit to
the publishers and our cause, and we there-
fore welcome it and wish it success.

The Note Book recently published by the
Goodyear-Marshall Publishing Co.. Cedar
Kapids, la., is the best thing of the kind we
have ever had the pleasure of examining.
If you are on the lookout for something con-
venient and durable, and cheap in price,
you will do well to apply to them forsample
and terms. The sheets are removable and
thesizeconvenient for pocket use. The case
is made of board covered with linen. It is a
good thing to sell or it is a good thing to use
as an advertising medium among your
business patrons.

Success in Teaching the commercial branches is assured with the

aid of our practical books. They produce re-
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

suits. ^ The popularity of our publications

is due to the facts that the authors are men of large experience both in business and as

teachers, the subjects are presented in an attractive manner, useless theorizing has been
omitted, and the explanations are cljar and concise. These books make study interest-

ing to the student, the work of the teacher as light as possible, and they are also well

arranged for reference. ^ Write at once for illustrated catalogue, and full information

concerning our

Practical Spelling, New Practical Spelling, Letter Writing, Lessons in

Letter Writing, Plain English, Exercises in English, New Practical Arithmetic,

Commercial Law, Practical Shorthand, New Practical Typewriting, Progressive

Bookkeeping, Mercantile Practical Bookkeeping, Complete Practical Bookkeep-
ing, Twentieth Century Business Practice.

Many teachers include a copy of our Everybody's Dictionary (vest-pocket size) in

each pupil's outfit.

The Practical Text Book Company
Li, '^'^^

\\,jMJ Euclia Aven.ua and lAtK Street Cleveland. Ohio U'llik"'*-'

PRACTICAL TEXT
-^ CLEVELAND

300KC0A\PANY
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Superscription bj- the late C. C. Canan.

Qol or âcio .
=4-

For all kinds of schools — artistic and tasteful in design. Special de-

signs prepared on short notice. New catalog of Stock Diplomas ready
about February first. Lowest prices. The H & B imprint guarantees

excellence. Write us today. Don't delay. Resolutions engrossed.

Ho^vard (Sl Bro^vn, iff Roclcland, Maine

IPLOMASni|

IT IS WORTH SOMETHING
To lie able to write a good card, for it is

the best means of advertising your
skill in penmanship. It also puts many
a quarter into your pocket. My course
of six lessons by mail is not excelled
by any for beautiful copies and com-
plete definite instructions. Price $3.00
in advance-

The best blank cards always in

stock. Samples and prices for stamp.

F*. S. HEAXH.
59 Dunklee Si. CONCORD, N. H.

"I have enjoyed receiving your les-

sons more than I can express. Your
copies have been a great inspiration to

me." C. H. Spryer, Washington, D. C.

For School^ and Colleges. Engraved on Steel, Copper, Stone or Zinc.

SANVCL D. HOLT, Desiener and Engraver, 1208 Chestnut St., PhiUdelphtk., Pa..

FERGUSON

if Mm

SHORTHAND
/5 Superior to All Others,

Because it is 20 to 50 p" ""'• shortef

,

more legible, and can be

Learned

in Half tke Time.
With this System it is

"Dictation from Start to Finisl.

Samph Co{,y and Mail Instructions

to Shorthand T.achers. $1.

Ferguson Shorthand Co.
WAVC3R09S. OEORC3IA.

V jC >-^»<'^^v'^<^''^^-^^:^<g^<g^'-^^^'<^^'ii^^'^<^:^^'''^'^^^<^^^^^^^ —&-.^i.J^^f^^,J<iyG>J^^M:^!^./e^^• J^ j
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PONTIAC, MICHIGAN.

oTsy^er Hutomatic Siiadiqg Pens

Price List and Catalog sent Free on request.

I TEACH

BY MAIL

e:ste:rbrook's pgns
"M»»y to writ* with. Hard to tue np."
CORRBCT DKSIGN UNIFORM TEMPER DURABILITY

150 STYLrES

1 Pkopbbbional
Fin* pointed and elut

for card writing

Text Writbrb
Made in 3 widths and with lone *i'h fine

point to both left and right Elastic

463 BUSINHM AND COLLl

Est^rbrook St«el Pen Mfg. Co.
a« JoKn St., N. T. CUy C«nA4«n, Na-vr ^mw^m-y

I who won the World's
II Peiiiiiaiisliip. By uij

new sysiem I eao make an expert pen
uian of you by mail. lalso tpach Book
keeping and Gregg Shorthand by mail
Am placing my students as instructor
in commercial colleges. If you wish i

become a better penman write ni** f(

full particulars. I will send you FREE
,one of my Favorite Pens and a copy of

^he Kansome: ' ' . -

One uf I

Drawing in the I'. S. L'nder the pe,
vision of L. M.Kelchner.
. If interested write for information. Add:
Pres. 0. H. Longwell, Highland Park College, Des Moines, la.

fine:st pe:nmanship svppi^ie:s obtainabLtE:.
PENS AND HOLDERS.

Zanehan Fine Writer Pen—The best
and finest tine writing pen made—best
for engrossing, card writing and all fine

ript work. Gross $1.00. Vi gross 25c
I do 12c

Zanerian Ideal Pen—One of the best
pens made for general penwork—busi-
ness or ornamental. One of the best
pens for beginners in penmanship.
Gross 75c. % gross 25c. 1 dozen 10c

Zanerian^Medial Pen—A high-grade
medium, extrasmooth pen for business
writing. None better. Just right for
students and accountants. Gross 75c
% gross 25c

Zanerian Business Pen—A smooth,
durable, common sense business pen.
For unshaded business writing it has
never been excelled, if equaled. Gross
75c. % gross 25r. 1 dozen 10c.

Cniott's Principality No. 1 Pen—

A

fine writing pen. Gross $1.00, M gross

Gillotfs Double Elastic E. F. No.
604 Pen—A medium fine writing pen.
Gross 75c. K gross 25c. 1 dozen---- 10c

Gilhtt's Magna.
601 Pen—A busine
y* gross 25c, 1 doz

Gilhtt's No. 305 E. F. Pen— Used
largely for drawing purposes. Gross
$1.00. J^ gross 25c, 1 dozen 12c

Gillotfs Lithographic Pen No. 290
—One of the finest pointed drawing
pens made. 6 pens 2oc. 3 pens 15c

Gillott's Crow Quill Pen No. 659—
Very fine points. 6 pens 25c. 3 pens 15c

Soennecken Lettering Pen — For
making German Text. Old English, and
all broad pen letters. Set of 12—num-
bers 1, l^A, 2 2J4, 3. 3!^, 4, 5. and 6
single pointed and 10. 20. and 30 double
pointed. - 25c

Zanerian Obh'que Penholder— Ha.nd-
made. rosewood, nearly 12 inches long.
a beautiful and perfect holder. 1 holder

- - . 50c

Fine Art Oblique Holder— Inlaid
and fancy, hand-made, rosewood, and
by far the most beautiful holder made.
Nearly 12 inches long. 1 holder sent in
a small wooden box- --$1.00

Excelsior Oblique Holder—The best
low-priced oblique holder made. Many
hundreds of gross have been sold.
1 holder 10c. 6 holders - - $ .35

K gross --- 1.35

}4 gross -- 2.60
I gross--- 5.00

Straight Penholder— Cork tipped
and best for business writing, flourish-

ing, etc. 1 holder lOc. 6 holders 40c. 12

holders 65c

CARDS. INK. PAPER, ETC.
Blank Cards-White bristol with

finest surface for fine penmanship.
100 by mail postpaid ---$ .2S

500 by express -.- ,75

lOtK) by express 1.35

Black Cards-Best made for white
ink.

100 by mail postpaid - $ .28
500 by express 75
1000 by express 1.35

White Cardboard—V/eddine Bristol
for fine pen work. Sheets are 22x28.
6 sheets by express $ .60
12 sheets by express 1.00
2 sheets by mail postpaid .50

White Cardboard—"With hard finish,

much like ledger paper. Sheets are
20'2x23 inches.
6 sheets by express- -.-$ .40

12 sheets by express - -- 70
3 sheets by mail postpaid--- 50

Black Cardboard— Finest for white
ink. Sheets are 22x28 inches.
6 sheets by express ...$ .50

12 sheets by express - 75
2 sheets by mail, postpaid 50

Wedding Paper—Finest for penman-
hip or drawing. Sheets are 21x33.

6 sheets by express $.50
12 sheets by express 70
3 shaets by mail, postpaid-- 50

Zanerian India Ink—A fine drawing
ink and best for preparing script and
drawing for photo-engraving.
1 bottle by mail, postpaid $ .30
1 dozen bottles by express 2.00

Arnold's Japan Ink—Nearly M pint
bottle by mail postpaid $ .40
1 pint by express .45
I quart by express .75

White Ink—Very fine.

1 bottle by mail, postpaid $ .25

Writing Papers—A\\ our writing

papers are 8xl0'4 inches in size and
contain 960 sheets to the ream. Ruling

is faint and can be furnished wide i.%

inch) or narrow {H inch).

Extra fine 14 lb. white wove per ream
by express $3.15

Extra fine 12 lb. white wove per ream
by express $2.70

Extra fine 101b. white wove per ream
by express $2.15

Extra fine 12 lb. Azure (blue) per ream
by express $2.20

Extra fine 17^4 lb. Wedding stock per
ream by express $i.30

Medium Grade Practice Paper per
ream by express $1.70

All goods go by mail postpaid, except tho
the heavy goods is to order fair sized quantitie

We handle the best and ca

iage charges. Of c le cheapest way to

to keep accounts.

Address, ZANER Ok. BLOSER, COLrVMBVS, OHIO.

^^J^ ^ft^i'i^i^i.di^i.Ji^Z'^)3f^i^iSaii£jy&iJiM'^^i^^4il^^^z-^iy£,^i^>e£^^ Jf )
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The Budgets and Our Other Commercial Texts
Have beeu the leaderN aiiu-e wv lief,an liiiaineHS and tiiilay stand at Uie head of tlie list with MOKK, A IX )PT1<-)NS,

Lrctt-^er Sales and a More Irvfl^^ential Follo^virv^
llian the texts of any cither imblishing liouse.

We propose i.o duplicate tKIs suooess in the shorthand lield. The medium is

====NEW RAPID SHORTHAND
The method is the same we have folhiwed to make all our other hooks successful — we demonstrate its superior advantages

as a system of shorthand writing and leave the rest to the teacher. All we ask is the opportunity
to show wii:U we have and then we trust the judgment of the teacher every time.

KOIAT DO 'IVS DO IT?
We give any teacher who will agree to follow our free course of instruction through twenty-one lessons the oppor-

tunity to learn the system FREP] OF CIIAKGF]. Then if he is not convinced that it is

the hest system for him to use in his classes he is free to drop it.

Here are our claims for NEW RAPID SHORTHAND;
1 It is the most pedagogical. A principle is thoroughly

j

with no exceptions. Its contractions are jiowerful and lend

mastered in each lesson. In the first lesson the pupil gets l themselves readily to recording every combination of the

right into the heart and the meaty substance of the system.
;

phonic elements of speech.

At the end of the second lesson he can unite hundreds of 4 It is .as fast as the fastest. It permits of almost un-

words and sentences as he will always write them. limited phrasing but every phrase is written from principle.

2 It is always legible. No guessing. No depending on There are less than 50 word signs.

context. Each word is as definite and unmistakable as if ; Are you ready for a test of our claims? We are ready
written in longhand. for you. Nearly (100) one hundred teachers are at work —

3 It is scientific. The system is covered in 17 principles I we will need them all for positions by next September.

Educational Problems SADLrE^R " R.OWE^ CO* Baltimore. Md.

Ne^w^ and Titnely Publications
Stenographer's Business Practice Rapid Calculation Modern Business Writing

by r~. ^. SpaLiaintf by C E. Birch

STEITOG-
^

3g its tit-ig implies, furnishes advanced office practice of the highest type for students

^^a-TT^%^aa about to graduate from the stenographic department. It gives the necessary drill in

^2^^J^^^^ office routine so interwoven with the instructions in the manual that mastery of the text

is easily but positively secured. The text is accompanied by a pad of incoming mail
ar.d a pad of blanks for outgoing papers. Its use enables school proprietors to redeein their pledge to
.students of " actual stenographic practice " in an easy, simple, systematic way.

^^J*^*^'® Probably no work has ever been published at a time when it was inore needed. "Rapid
5'V'y rnTTT Jk.-

Calculation" presents in systematized form a thorough and complete series of lessons

SjQjg
"

that will make Rapid Calculation an actuality in your school instead of a mere catch-

phrase in your advertising. It will take the place of the first part of the arithmetic, if

desired, and well supplements the entire arithmetic course. A time-saver for teacher and student. A labor
saver for teacher. Dictated lessons a strong feature.

^fj^-^^^^fx consists of 251 copies produced from pen-written originals. Student brings a perfect

T^^T^^ form down to each new line of his work. It develops the subject of penmanship along a
^*' new and approved plan, and a logical one. Does not ignore the teacher as an important
factor, but is an aid to the teacher, who will secure better results in less time than under the old method.
Send 30c for a full set of copies.

Each of the above pulilications reinforces an admittedly weak point in the average business course. Kach has had its

origin in a cryinK schoolroom need and i.s tlie outgrowth of years of practical school-room experience. For circulars descrip-
tive of these or authoritative texts on any commercial subject address,

378 W.b.th W>/^^»rWr»T1>gt /5\ W ^r#^lWC& II33Bro.dw.y

CHICAGO Mr%J TT MLtM\9 ^CJL 1-r M Xjm «9 new york

\X^ ^.^^f^i^^^'i'^iit^i^'i'ii^:^^^^^^!^^ Jl^
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There is no department of the Private Businest School that will attract the attention

of the prospective buyer of tuition so quickly as a fine array of Actual Business Offices.

When these offices are furnished with the office equipment required for use with the Bliss

System, this attractiveness is doubly enhanced.

Send for our sixty-page catalogue, which fully illustrates this, the finest equipment

in use in Business Schools today.

THE F. H. BLISS PUBLISHING CO.,
SAGINAW, MICH.

^_J^ '^/t^ve^^^e.i^yldc^i^t^^.xit/i/iLat^idiii^c/f/il^^^ \~^
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* * 20th CENTVRY
BOOKKGGPING ''

A. STA.NDA.Rri SYSTEnS

of bookkeeping for use in

all schools that teach

this subject.

Complimentary Teachers' Outfit sent to any

commercial teachers or school

proprietors upon request

ADDRESS

Knoxvllla, Teivna

Depositories in all leading cities

^^txbHca.tiorxs

Business Letter Writing— One of the neatest
and brightest little works on Commercial Cor-
respondence. Unlike anything else published.
Write for sample pages. Single copy sent
postpaid for SO cents.

New Commercial Arithmetic

A book of 479 pages, thoroughly covering the
subject. Copy sent postpaid for $2.00.

Practical Bookkeeping, Commercial Law,

High School Bookkeeping, Business Speller

Try a box of Musselman's Perfection Pens,
25 cents. For full information and sample
pages, write

D. L. Musselman Publish-

ing Company

QUINCY, ir.X.INOIS

CHARTIER SHORTHAND
What others have learned by experience. It pays to investigate.

" Chartier Shorthand is far superior to any otlier system
we have ever used." BROWN'S BUSINESS COLLEGE, LIN-
COLN, NBB.

" There is nothing to equal Chartier Shorthand." MAC-
Che.snky Business College, Patterson, N. J.

" It is the greatest system ever published." BLLSS BUSI-
NESS COLLEOE, Columbus, o.

" With Chartier Shorthand students save so much time
for other things. It is great." BEUTEL BUSINESS COLLEGE,
Tacoma, Wash.

" We formerly tauglit Pitman and Gregg. About six

months ago we started six students on Chartier. To-day we
are teaching it almost exclusively." ACME BUSINE.SS Col-
lege, SEATTLE, WASH.

" We think Chartier Shorthand the greatest system ever
devised." Western School of Commerce, Stockton,
CALIFORNIA.

" After thoroughly investigating Chartier Shorthand, we
discarded both Pitman and Gregg." METROPOLITAN BUSI-
NESS College, Dallas, Texas.

" Chartier Shorthand saves so much time for other things
and therein its greatest' beauty lies." PORTLAND BUSINESS
College. Portland, orb.

"There is nothing like Chartier Shorthand for ease in

learning and rapidity in writing. Its reading power is some-
thing wonderful." RUBICAM SHORTHAND SCHOOL, ST.

Louis, Mo.
" It is a wonderful system of Shorthand." MILES BUSI-

NESS COLLEGE, Detroit, Mich.
" We have displaced Pitman for Chartier." DAVIS BUSI-

NESS College, Toledo, Ohio.
" It is so simple that a child can learn it. It has equally

as great advantages from the speed point of view as other
standard systems." EASTMAN BUSINESS COLLEGE, POUGH-
KEEPSIE, N. Y.

"Behnke- Walker Business College of Portland, Oregon, experimented with the system last spring by teaching

a class in it. This convinced them and their initial order was for five hundred books.

Mr. E, M. Cha
! of books to those de

CHARTIER -SPENCER PUBLISHING CO.
S. C. SCHWING. Sec.-Tre&s. NEW ORLrEA.NS, LrA.. L. G. SPENCER. Pres.

^^J^ ^.,/^i^U^.J£4^^^^^^^n^^^^^i^a^&J/4^e^tJi^^^e^^S./i^^z^^^/y^>^ jCj
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The Benn Pitman System
Of Phonography is the National American Standard

of Shorthand Instruction and Practise.

Taught in the Public High Schools of 24 out of the 37

Cities of the first class (100,000 population and over)

in the United States.

(Send for our selected list of Public High Schools).

Taught in more Private Commercial Schools than all

non-Pitmanic systems combined.

ISend for our selected list of Commercial Schools).

Taught in a majority of the Catholic Parochial and Insti-

tutional Schools that teach Shorthand.

jSend for our selected list of Catholic Schools),

Used by the Official Reporters of Debates of the United

States Congress.

Used by two-thirds of the Shorthand Clerks holding Civil

Service positions under the United States Govern-

ment

Used by a majority of the Official Shorthand Reporters

in the State and Federal Courts.

Published by

The Phonographic Institute Company,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

BENN PITMAN, President.

JEROME B. HOWARD, Manager.

MAIL COURSE IN

tllGtlER ACCOyNTING
CONDUCTED BY

R. J. BENNETT. C. A., C. P. A.
Member American Associ&tic

Principal Detroit Bui
of Public Accounttntt

:ss Universily

ASSISTED BY A STAFF OF
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS AND LAWYERS

TH V. Course will consist of 25 carefully graded

lessons in. Theory of Account*, Auditing,

Practical Accounting, and Business Law prepared

especially for candidates for the degree of CERTI-
FIED PUBLIC ACCOU^TANT, and for those who

wish to qualify as accountants.

The entire Course is under the direct supervision

of Mr. Bennett, Accountant, Author and Teacher,

whose counsel and advice may be had at all limes.

We guarantee satisfaction, promptness, and careful

attention to all work, and reasonable rates. Special

attention given to commercial teachers.

Send for circular giving full information and an

outline of the lessons to

K. J. Bennett, C. P. A.,

15 Wiloox Street, Detroit, Mich.
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THE VAN SANT SYSTEM OF TOUCH TYPEWRITING
The system that brings results.
The system that brings accuracy combined with speed.
The system that has furnished the greatest number of expert typewnter

operators at the great expositions in this and foreign lands du ring
the past ten years.

Tlie system that has revolutionized the typewriting of the world.
The system that IS easiest to teach, and easiest to learn, and that is the

most efficient when learned.
Published in pamphlet form for the Remington. Smith Premier. Ol ver

I.. C. Smith Brothers. Visible, the Monarch Visible, the Underwood.
Visible, and the Fox. All of the above have \l pages.

1 he system is also published in chart form - 34 pages.
Price in either form 50 cents, with usual discount to schools.
In ordering state for what machine, and whether desired in cba t or

pamphlet form. Orders maj be sent to

A. C. VAN SANT, GOODYEAR-MAR8HALL PUBLISHING CO.,
Omaha. Nii or to Cidar Rapid*, low*

Gillotts Pens
The Most Perfect of Pens

PRINCIPALITY PEN, No. 1

—— O GIILOTT';
»,....^.„„m..C^T,R.A.iC.ll«

^'= J

VICTORIA PEN, No. 303

DOUBLE ELASTIC PEN. No. 604 E. F

Gillolt'i P«n» Gillotl'a Pen« have for Beventy-flve yeara
stood the most exBCting tests at the hands of Professional
and Business Penmen. Extensively imitated, but never
epualled. GilUlt's Pans still stand in the front rank, as
reeards Temper, Elasticity and Durability.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS

JosepH Gilloti <St Sons
ALFRED FIELD <XL CO.. Sole Agents

93 Chambers SL NEW YORK

^J^ ._^^^W«,ii^^^J^:^z<>^<^:^^^^<^^e^^/d^^.if<^'a^^£<!i^y^^>y<^'^^ X J
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TO HAVE BEEN FIRST

PROVES ANTIQUITY
TO HAVE BECOME FIRST

PROVES MERIT.

i^^p^

("The shorthand of the English-speaking people."—Guilbert Pitman.)

HAS BECOME FIRST

IF YOU haven't investigated GREGG
SHORTHAND—whether you are a school

proprietor or a teacher—we both lose. We
will do our part. Will you do yours?

Write for additional information and a
copy of "Shorthand Contests." We shall

want more *'Gregg" teachers than ever
this year. Why not prepare yourself to

meet the demand?

The Gregg Publishing Company
New York Chicago

\_J[. y^/^^'t»'*-^i'i**^<M^t^^^^t^&iAe4.d^M'C^Ji^a^nj€y^^niey.^/r/tne^^^ Xj
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THE "NEW TYPEWRITING"
What the World's Champion Typist Says,

THE CIRCLE January, 1908

How to Make the Typewriter Click Faster

By ROSE L. FRITZ

Miu Fiilz and thr pnze c

HKX I \vasa?;kcd to give
s.ome helpful hints to
slenosraphers and
others along the line

of gaining speed and
winning success, I

hesitated, but finally

consented.
At the very first I

want to say that no
young lady or young
man should attempt
to study shorthand
and typewriting, with
a view to their use in

com me rcial work,
without first securing,
or determining to se-

cure, a thorough Eng-
lish education. Most
of the failures in sten-

ography and typewriting to-day are due to a
lack of knowledge of the branches taught in our
public schools. It is a' matter of considerable
encouragement that the teachers of shorthand
and, typewriting in our business schools and col-

leges are recommending a better preparation and
a longer course than they did a few years ago.

f Prom personal experience, I know the ir

portance of studying and practising every lesson
carefully and thoughtfully. Thoroughness is the
secret of sjieed in shorthand and typewriting I

—as it is in everything else. Incidentally, 1

might say that the Isaac Pitman system c

shorthand is the one which I use. I earl
ariopted the system of touch tj-pewriting a
origmated by Charles E. Smith, and I have sine
clung to it. While opinions may differ, I prefe
a visible machine, and have of late used the Un-
derwood in all my work. But whatever machine
is adopted, the principal thing is to know its

good points, as an engineer knows his locomo-
tive. Only the engineer who thoroughly under-
stands his engine can get the maximum amount
of speed out of it.

The importance of giving a portion of each
day to systematic, careful, and conscientious
practise on the machine .can not be too much
emphasized. One should not, however, write
at a greater speed than will allow absolute ac-

EDITOR'S NOTE.-MiM Fritz, the aulhor of this Brtide, hold. tKe

world'i record foT ipe«d on the lypewritrr. Al ihe recent Bunnett Show,

aftet deduclioa lh« pen&ltiea for ctrort, the wrote 5,214 words in one

hour— ftn Kvcrage fA 67 words a minute.

curacy. Naturally in a contest for speed I do-
make errors because of my ambition to outdo a
former record, thereby making my fingers do-
things that they should not do. 1 am inclined
to think that in this respect the majority of type-
writing operators lose ground and thereby alTord
their employers a reason for legitimate criticism.
Such errors in work are sure to furnish a founda-
tion for a negative reply when the employer is
appealed to for a larger compensation.

It is a well-known fact that business men are
growing to demand very much better work than
they did a few years ago. Consequently if the-
work done by their present help does not measure-
up to the standard of their needs, they will
eventually look for other help who will do the
work better. Strange as it may seem, they
often offer to the newcomer a larger compensa-
tion if the work, after a trial, is done as they
want it. This is why many old operators are
obliged to resort to employment agencies for as-
sistance and why less experienced operators with
systems well mastered and with good educ^ations.
walk in, demand-^and receive—-better pay.
To win the larger measure of success, it is

necessary for one to ada^:>t oneself to the re-
quirements of those who mstruct" and of those
who employ, from tlie time of entering school to
the close of the business career. People do not
voluntarily help pupils or employees who do not
help themselves. The world alw'ays respects the
man who respects himself. On the other hand,
it is always a pleasure for an instnictor to push
forward a pupil who works hard and does well
the work assigned. It is also true that business
men are equally anxious to help their employees
who take an intcrfcst in their work; they take a
delight in having in their employ individuals
who do not watch the clock, individuals who do
things without being everlastingly told, indi-
viduals who appear with a smile in the morning,
and who will keep that smile even when the
routine Avork becomes very tiresome. The op-
erator who wants to hold the job must realize
the importance of doing his or her whole duty
all the time without murmurings or frowns. The
stenographer who acts as a private secretary
must also learn the importance of always keep-
ing in strict confidence his or her employer's
work.

In closing I Want to say I owe any success
that I may have achieved as a speed operator to
a determination to undertake and to perform my
work at all times a little better than the de-
mands made upon me by my superiors.

A Practical Course in Touch Typewriting:, by Chas. E. Smith

PRICE 50 CtNTS CLOTH, 75 CENTS
Send for "Which System", and copy of " Pitman s Journal"

ISAAC PITMAN & SONS, 31 Union Square, New York

(JC •-^^'^'^^^'i^i^.^fz^'^'^/f^^'^iJu^.-e^-Ma.fZjiyt^^ ^:^zfc<;^fz<;fe- Y^
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The summer sun smote fair along the dusty street

;

The maples drooped disconsolate beside the corn,

That trailed its leaves entreatingly, undone, forlorn,

Until he passed. Then corn and tree forgot the heat

Of earth, and sang Eolian hopes on high to greet

His step and took new heart ; for in the tree was born

A stouter courage likened well to winds of morn

From out the hills. The corn, in triumph, rose to meet

Its duty, sang sonorous tasselated song.

So was it in languor of our deedless veins,

When on the highway of our lives he passed along

And changed our sultry lassitude to wings whose pains

Beat to a swift endeavor, lifting hopes on high,

Above the trees, beyond the corn, since he passed by.

Melvin Cassjiore.
Seattle, \\n., Coniniercial School.
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If anybody ha<i told nie that work is a
blessing in disguise, when I was pulling
sand burs out of the potato patch on the
farm, I would probably have told him to

send around blessings that didn't have such
a thick disguise so full of disagreeble
stickers.
Yet it takes only a minute of reflection to

convince one that without work the average
person would degenerate, and it is the ab-
sence of manly work that makes tramps,
Harry Thaws. Stanford Whites, and all

such unmentionables.
The question naturally arises of how

much work. Now. just because bread and
meat are good it is not saying an unlimited
amount is good ; because in proper amounts
they will build muscle is not saying unlim
ited amounts will make a bicep muscle like

a baker's bun. Not by any means.
The truth is there's been a vast amount of

foolish ink spilled on the subject of " Never
count your hours," " Never refuse to come
back after supper and work a few hours for

good measure." Wherever you look you will
find people writing advising the office man
to give from 25 to 40 per cent more than he is

paid for giving. To "A man up a tree' it

has sometimes brought wonderment as to
why none of theni ever tell the ''house" to
give its pay unstinted, say 25 or even 10 per
cent more than was contracted for.

However, avoiding all extremes into
which injudicious and inexperienced a dvice
givers might lead us, let's see what com
mon sense and good business would say,
for bear in mind, the over-time question is

going to be a live one with you.
Bear in mind also your capital is your

filiility to do u'oofi work, and the thin^
you are srllin^' is tlie work. If you re-

ducc vour (';ii>iiHl roil can not have as
much to selL
The safe and sane way to go at it is to look

at other business men and see how they do.
The grocer has found it good business to
give good groceries, honest weight and just
a little over-weight or extra full measure.
The good quality and full measure are all

the customer pays for and has a right to
expect. The little extra full measure
pleases and satisfies any reasonable custo-
mer, but he doesn't throw in 25 or 40 per cent
extra " for good will." Not a bit of it. If he
did he would not be in business long till

the sheriff would be added to his sales
force. A customer who has to have that
much of a " free gift" to be satisfied is a
poor customer, and the more of them the
poorer the grocer. Is it good sense and good
business or not?
Now, with some years of office experience

and observation as to the progress of hun-
dreds of young folks, I have come to the
conclusion there isn't so very much diff^er-

ence between the grocer and the office
worker. There is this difference, that in the
beginning at a new position the over-time
work may be increasing the skill and pro-
ficiency of the worker, that is. if not carried
to too great an extreme; and it often, yes,
usually is true the new stenographer or
bookkeeper is worth little or nothing to the
"house" for the first few weeks. During

that period extra work may be necessary
in order to give good quality and full value.
But—bear in mind ; First, the office worker

who can't make a living on eight or nine
hours of his best effort, will not make it on
twelve or thirteen hours a day. Second, the
''house "that requires a "free gift', of 25

to 40 per cent of hours for "good will"
should be just as willing to show its good
will in an increase of 25 to 40 per cent on pay
day before very long. If it isn't, it is simply
expecting sonrething for nothing and is a
good concern not to give anything to, for
it never would appreciate it.

Perhaps the worst feature of long hours
and over-time work is the effect upon the
worker's effort and the lessening of his ca-
pacity for the future.
Maybe you've seen people who thought

they were smart enough to keep on cheat-
ing nature without getting caught. .Some-
times tiiese folks keep on cheating for a
long time without having the bill presented.
It may be intemperance in work, in eating,
in drinking, in losing necessary sleep, in
any habit affecting the vitality of the body
or mind. No difference. They pay, everyone
of them. Maybe their capital of strengthis so
great payment isn't noticed, hut they pay.
One of the best things about the strenu-

ous life is the betterment of habits it has
forced on the business man. To keep up he
must keep sane, sound in body and mind.
He can't do this perfectly without good
habits of life. Intemperance in work, gor-
mandizing at the table, and trying to cre-
ate a whiskey famine put him out of the
race sooner or later. He not only knows it

and is coming more and more to act on it,

but he is a good deal more particular about
the drinking part in others than he is with
himself.
What has that to do with it? Lots. A

whole lot. If you are going to be in the race
for ten or fifteen years from now just when
you ought to be really at your best, you
simply must take care of yourself. And
that's where the question of hours comes
in. You have a certain amount of good ef-

fort in you for a day, taking it for a period
of time. You can not increase this amount
much but you can increase the quality and
by learning to economize and properlv di-

rect the effort you can easily increase the
value of your effort.

J Pierpont Morgan or our own Teddy has
each just about the same amount of time
you and I have. The difference is not par-
ticularity in the number of hours. It's in the
quality of the work. Fourteen hours a day
will ruin the quality of any man's work
whether he thinks it or not. I've seen it

demonstrated too many times to doubt it.

Remember, I never have even intimated
you should quit with the tick of the clock
or refuse to come back occasionally to at-
tend to extra rush. That would be the other
extreme. It is when the extra rush comes
to be a regular rush that the wise and con-
siderate worker begins to study about it.

(ienerosity is a good and pleasurable
thing. But you don't give all your money
to one who claims it as a right nor to one

who fails to make the rule work both ways
before many months pass.
While you are in school you are working

for yourself. The more you get for your
money the better business man you are,
yet even there, a reasonable temperance in
all things is most profitable. If you work
intensely during the hours prescribed you
will still have enough time for the balance
of life.

After all is said and done you will find
that those who " Work while they work,
play while they play," remain in school the
extra few months to gain thorough profici-
ency-these will have less to do with the
probieui of over-time work. It is the poorly
prepared who have to accept poor conditions
and suffer from them because they can not
get the better places. I come pretty near
knowing— I've seen it work in hundreds of
cases that I could name.
A wise traveler sees his horse is kept in

good condition—but neither does he let him
nose along hour after hour cropping grass
by the roadside.

/T =^

SPECIMENS
v^ :^
A. C. Conn, penman in the Heald's Busi-

ness College, San Francisco, Calif., is secur
ing unusually (rood results in his penman-
ship classes. Mr. Conn just sent us a speci
men from the pen of \V. C. Armstrong, who
has been a pupil of Mr. Conn's for but two
months, and who had never worked on pen-
manship previous to his entering the
Heald's College. The specimen is well
marked with Mr. Conn's instructions and
closelv approaches ideal business writing.
Mr. Conn was fornierlva student of the well
known teacher Mr. C. S. Rogers. Mr. Conn
states that he finds The BUSINESS EDU-
CATOR a great assistance in his classes.
Walter Salinger, St. Paul, Minn, writes a

very good engrossing hand the result of his
'

own efforts and The Business Kducatok.
We wererecently asked to act as iudges

in determining the quality of signatures
submitted by Mr. L. H. Hausam from some
of the pupils of his class. The whole bunch
sent were very creditable indeed, but in our
opinion F. M. Alworth put up the best sig-
nature, with N. A. Campbell a close second
and J K. Geitgey a creditable third. The
work sent clearly indicates that Mr. Hau-
sam is dealing out fine instructions and
that these persons are getting a biinch of
skill up their sleeves that is going to mean
dollars and satisfaction all through life.
Mr. Hausam is located in Hutchinson,
Kansas, and conducts a school of penn
ship in the Salt City Business College of
that city. Our readers will be glad to know
that as soon as Mr. Hausam can get to it he
is going to prepare some special articles for
The Business Educatob.
A beautifully written letter and photo oft

carefully engrossed resolution before us
from Ben Kupferman, Woodcliff St., Rox-
bury Mass., clearly indicates that he is a
fine penman as well as an engrosser. His
penmanship is getting to be quite syste- i

matic, accurate and professional.

Mr. C;. F. Gustafson. penman in the InteH
State Commercial College. Reading, Pa«
recently sent us some speed work of hia_
pupils. Most of these pupils are about
ready to win one of the Business EDUCA-
TOR Certificates. Mr. (lustafson is yet
young man from whom we believe more
will be heard later.

We just received a bundle of specime
from Mr. < ). B Crouse. penman in the Bart-
lett Commercial College, Cincinnati,
which are about the finest of their kind
which we have ever received at this office.
Mr. Crouse writes a strong individual busi-
ness hand and is getting the best of results
from his pupils.

Mr. Paul G. Duncan, penman in the Ken-
nedy Normal and Business College, Rush-
ville, 111., submits a large bundle of stud-
ents' penmanship practice, which shows up
in fine shape. We cannot but comment
upon the uniformity of this writing. Every
pupil had exactly the same number of lines
on every page and all arranged in exactly
the same manner. Many of these pupils
are just beginners, and to get such a uni-
formity from beginners shows that Mr.
Duncan is a fine penmanship teacher.
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LESSONS IN PENMANSHIP
C. E. DONEP.

Supcrvtftor Peninan»hip. Beverly. Mass., Pabllc Schools.

Send practice f(»r criticisms to "Criticism Editor," Business Educator, Columbus, Ohio.

J)

Cesson 66. This style of /f and A' is practical and is used a great deal. The first part of the letter should be made as tall as the sec-

ond part. Notice how the exercises in -Lt'.sson .56 develop these letters. Count. For the i/ count 1-dot—down—loop. Make a dot at the
end of the first part on the upward curve. Make each part of the letter rapidly. For the first style of A' count 1-dot—1-2-3; or, 1-stop—1-2-

curve. For the second style of X' count 1-dot—1-2; or, l-stop—l-light. The first stroke in the second part of the K is a compound curve-
observe this closely.

.#J/JlJ{ J/ JTJ/ JT'J/'JfJ/^-^

Ccsson 67. Join the u and i to the H as shown in the words. This same joining can be used in the AT, but is not shown in the copy
Write the words and sentences over and over again. This must be done in order to learn to write a good hand.

u.^-yyj^^^A^j ^-<-^^4^,x?<^-^-^>^^^^j>^^ ^
t^ 7y-mny .JDr7 rPf^ JU^yJy. ^<<y^j,^T-T^^<f^^ j'y

..^^yV7^^,^/rT^7^y ^..^i^.^^.'^rT-yiy

.

î ^irmy

W[^'.^i^^ ^^/-tH^J JMyfJyyi^^ J^j'^'yy ^J'^^^^y^.

Cesson 68. The beginning stroke of G and .S should not be cnrved tnnch and it should not slant far to the right. The
should be long and narrow. Xotice the location of the angle at the right side of the G. By drawing a horizontal line from

through the long narrow loop of the G divides the loop a little below the center. Cross the N in the middle by curving the

stroke a great deal. Count. For the G in copy 1 count 1-2-3-stop; or, 1-2 3-dot. Make the letters rapidly. For the G in copy 2 <

stop-finish; or. 1 2-3-stop-hook. For the 6" in copy 3 count 1-stop; or. 1-dot. For the -S in copy 4 count l-stop-hook; or. Is top-light.

letters rapidly.

loop in G
his angle

ount 1-2-3-

Make the
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Ccsson 69* Xotice how the small letter is joined to the the capitals G and S'. This kind of joining should always be done without

raising the pen. Do as the sentence says, " Give attention to instruction." To become a good writer heed this advice. Practice faith-

fiillv on the lesson.

^A.JA^.^ ^JL^J- jJ^JJif7^^yh Ji^^Jj^^yr Jy^^i^y

^^^^y r^JyLl^--7^TA^.--(rVLy -^^Urr^ .-0^.>d'ZA4yL^<>U^^^ 3^^^-^^-A^,K^W-^

J>^V/2<7/^^//7/-2^2-7^ ^>4-^yt.^^4/~f.^.^^Viy ^;i^yfy^^/-f^l^.-Pn^.^'f^J.-^J/-f.^

ti^^^^-J'.J^ ^J r::fjy^.^^,-a^^^y yy^y^z-fyf^yiy' jJid-^/K^^^^^T-rt-ny'

Ecsson 70. This style of ir is a practical letter and is easily made. Use push-and-puU movement in making it, being careful to

curve the letter on the line. Begin these letters a little above the line. Study each letter carefully. End each letter rapidly. CtfUiit.

For ir count l-"^-;i-4 loop ; or 1-2-3-4-light, being sure to count rapidly. For L count 1-2-3 ; or 1-2- light. For C count 1-2-3 or, 1-2- loop. Do not use
the Hngere.

'//J i/} {/} y/ '0 7^/ A
y :/ y" y y JJ y yy y y
r. 4. 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 /.

Cesson 71. While you try to " Weave Rood character iuto your life, " try also to weave a good character of line into your writing.

This uieaus a good quality of line —smooth, clean and clear. Give these words and sentences a great deal of good hard practice.

iA/gy^/^p^y (A/gyyrJji^Hy Li/ryyi^yyyiy J^JaA^^Jy.^inyiA/aA^t^&yiy'

y.^^j-fy ^.-fT-TMy cyi^y^^yfy/iy yyi^yCr?-^ y^^tyuAy

yynyyyLy ^.yi^- '^.^^^y^vi^^y^.

yf^'yyyjy ^y^^iH^^ytTy-y ^.^r?-^ y^y^ Jyyijy yyrrhiy-ryiy. yf^yy/jy

Cesson 71. These letters begin a little above the line of writing. Study the beginning stroke carefully. Try to get a clear mentaj

conception of the form of each letter before beginning to practice it. Count. For the t' count up—circle ; or, up—swing. Make the first

stroke uuickly, stop at the top and then finish the letter with a light, circular movement. For the first style of ficount up—1-2-loop. End
the letter lightly. For the second A" count up— 1-'-'-3

; or, up 1-2-curve. Make a small loop about in the middle of the letter E. For the /-

count up—1-2 : or, up—1-light.
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'77 e. 77^7^77 77^77 77 77' 77^77
'^ j: ^'^j:^^^^'77 J^) ^y ^/
"J"
'^

<=<^ c><( r?<
^^^^.j^^rj-

Ceftson 73. Notice how the small letter a is joined to the C, and the 7 to the £r. A email letter can be joined to the /., but It is dflSi-

cult to do. Write the words and the sentence many times. Does not the thought in the sentence mean that the person who works
faithfully and persistently will come out on top?

'A'-n-^T'-t'^)^^

j2^

Cescen 74. Some may like this style of rand K Be careful not to curve the horizontal stroke much. Making it straight is better
than curving it a great deal. The Fin copy 1 and the T in copy 3 should be ended by stopping the pen with a dot. Count. For the F in

copy 1 count dot-l-down-cro3s ; or dot l-8topcros9. For F in copy 2 count dot-1-stop—glide-dot. From the top of the F to the angle the
letter should be made rapidly. For the T count dot-1-2 ; or, dot-1-stop.

/

7 ^' y y - 7 y y I 7 y 7 y y
y yy^ y y ..7 y y v7 y y y y
\7 J .7 J J ,7 J ,7 ,7 ,7 ,7 ,7

Cescon 75' Practicethe words and sentences very faithfully. Isu't it true that, "Faithful pupils make real progress?" Notice
how the h is joined to the T.

'^y^^jj.

^77a yu.^a. y^y

'^yp^jy ^yyij'yynj'y "Kyinjymj'y yHnj^y^^yy ^-yyijyyyij'y , y^
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C. S. K., Calif. Curve up stroke of t more.
If we mistake uot this is a great improve-
ment over the last work you sent.

C. V. C, New York. Very practical. Have
you received our certificate ? Your work is

up to the standard.

A. H., Ohio. Make O more rapidly. Do
not pass over the work too quickly but mas-
ter it as you go.

E.J.L., Nebr. No criticism. Your work
is fine.

F, K., Minn. First part of ^ is too big.
Poor z. Watch spacing. Exercise work
tine.

J. B., Nebr. Get more force and power to

your ovals. They look weak and ragged.

J. K. B., 111. Make capitals about three
times as rapidly as you do. Do not lift pen
in making >l and A'.

T. K , Texas. Glad to get your first work.
See if you cannot win our certificate.

F. H., Portland. You need to study form
a great deal. Keep capitals all the same
height and without shade.

L. M. P., Xew York. We like your work
very much. It looks very free and easy.
Your pages will be handed to Mr. S".

M. W. L., Mich. You ought to win a cer-

tificate in another year. You need to put
more hard practice on simpler exercises.

H. V. C, Calif. You are not sure enough
of/. First part of z too big. As a whole,
your writing is a trifle scrawly. Keep it

smaller.

R. P. K., O. B too slanting. Small loop in

E, too big.

C. S. D., O. Your work is very good.
Small o is too narrow. No further criti-

cisms. Come again.

W. A. D., Conn. Top of M too sharp.
More curve in second stroke of // at the top.

Very good.

W. F. M., Wis, Keep all of your small
letters the same size. First part of ir is too
slanting. Come again.

Y. E., Cincinnati. You need movement
work. You also need to study form. Culti-
vate a more rounding style of writing.

T. T., Mo. Small letters too large fororna-
mental purposes. Shades too long. Follow
Mr. Heath's lessons closely.

O. C, McKeespurt. Do not shade down
strokes. Cultivate a lighter touch and an
easier movement.
O. E., Olga. Your work is very graceful.

Have you ever received our certificate? If

you have not send in a trial specimen. Do
not shade the tops of t and </.

E P., Wis. First oval in ^/ does not slant
enough. Same is true of a, (;, and g-. Fol-
low Mr. Wilkinson's instructions closely.

E. M., Pawtucket. Don't grip the pen.
Keep turns more rounding, they are all too
sharp. Makethecapital letters more rap-
idly.

H. F., Milwaukee. Your work is getting
to be very free and business like. Your
ending strokes are too straight and stiff.

Work some on Mr. King's beginning lessons.

M.G., l>es Moines. Your exercise work
and capitals are certainly tine. You need
give more attention now to suiall letters.

Study form closely.

J. T., St. Joseph. Your work is too sera wlj-.
Capitals too tall. Loops too long. Culti-
vate neat nebS of arrangement. Study form.

M. K. H., McKeesport. Your writing is

very good. We should say make it a tritle

taller and a little more rounding. No spec-
ial criticism.

W. D., McKeesport. Do uot shade down
strokes in business writing. Small m has
only three turns at the top. not four.

D. J. A., Elmira. You work too slowly.
Use more arm movement.
E. B. G., Neb. Very practical. First

stroke of 2 is the same as u. Can you not
get your work a trifle taller but no wider?

C. A., Pawtucket. Lower loops should
cross on the line. Study turn and angle
carefully. Ending strokes too straight.

I. T.. Calif. Ovals good. Small letters
too tall. Small c too big. Figures good.

W. H. A. H.. Pawtucket. Your z and p
are very faulty. Have Mr. Russell point
out your mistakes. Study form very care-
fully.

J. H. K., Pittsburg. Your h and itoosharp
at the bottom. Lift the pen while it is in

motion on the ending strokes.

J.H.,Tex. The work which you sent in

is entirely too difticult for you. You need
put a great deal of time on the beginning
lessons of some course. Mr. King's is good.

F. A., Mass. Your writing is quite good.
You would do well to master thoroughly
some of the previous lessons.

E. E. E., Wash. So far as you have gone
your writing is up to our certificate stan-
dard. Try to keep it there to the end of the
year.

N. J.. Nebr. You need more work on the
large small-letter exercises. Small o exer-
cises are not free enough.

F. C. R., Portland. The ovals are good.
Have Mr. Albin point out your faults in g-,

z, u and a. Try to master the work thor-
oughly as you go over it.

A. B. M., Pa. Capital letters are a trifle

weak. Make them with a more vigorous
arm movement. Try to write more easily.

E. I. B.,Tenn. The last part of « too sharp.
Connective strokes in your small letters
drop too far below the line.

E. R.L.,I11. Study form carefully. Watch
the base line. You need to master the first

lessons in better shape.

C. O. R. Lesson is entirely too difficult
for you. Go back and master the first les-

son before you try this.

W. A. M., O. Fitie. You should make a
specialty of pentuanship. Your round hand
is good. So far, you are up to the certificate
standard.

O. H. H.. W. Va. Ovals not yet uniform
enough. The large small letter exercises
are all slants. Small (» too narrow. Master
this work as you go and you will have less
trouble later on.

M. G., Troy. You certainly have a chance
to win a certificate. You need to compare
your forms with those of Mr. King. See
where thev differ aud try to gets vours like
his.

B. S., Pa. Yours forms are very good.
Try to write more of a running hand.
Work some on Mr. King's beginning lessons

C.S. D.,0. Your work is certainly fine.

His certainly a pleasure to look over so
many pages of such neat work. Keep your
turns just a trifle more rounding.

F.C. K.,Tex. We see you do not forget
The Business Educator contributors,
(iood for you. You need study form very
carefully. Although your writing is quite
good, nearly every form lacks quite a bit of
being perfect.

C. M. W., Pa. Watch turn and angle very
carefully. A great many of your down
strokes are too nearly the same slant of
yourupstrokes. Watch this very carefully.

O. S. P., S. Dak. (iood work. Write a tri

tie taller and more compactly. You are
nearly up to the certificate standard.

C. H. L., Pawtucket. First part of ni and
/; is invariably too sharp. Have .'^I r. Russel
criticise n, d, g^, and <^.

A. A. A., Mass. Your writing is very
good. It has individuality in it. We should
be pleased to see you personally.

W. H. T., Iowa. Your capitals are not free
enough. Your small letter work is quite
good. You slant the down stroke a trifie

too much for the slant of the upstroke.

F. L. B., 111. Your work is very free and
easy. Study the forms closely given in
" Ornamental Penmanship. "

J. R. B.. III. Try to get more strength and
boldness to your writing, even though it is

not quite so accurate. It won't hurt if you
use a courser pen. Very good.

W. S. S..Ind. You need study form. We
would suggest that you put in two or
three weeks practicing from the September,
October and November numbers.

S. A. C, Minn. Very good indeed. Small
letter n needs some attention, otherwise we
have no criticism.

R. G. T.,K.C. Capitals are fine. Botton
of /j too sharp. Study form very carefully
Vou write too rapidly for a beginner.

L. W. L., Calif. Work too big. You also
write about half fast enough. Your capi-
tals were made with the pure finger move
ment. Use a good vigorous arm motion.
Practice large ovals frequently.

G, E. H.,S. C. Your work is a picture of
neatness. You need give the form of your
small letters careful attention. It pleases
us to receive such pains-taking eflorts.

J. E. S., Nebr. You need give a great deal
of attention to oval exercises. Make large
ovals more rapidly and use the pure arm
movement.

R. D. McA. Ovals fine. Send us your ad-
dress as we may want to reproduce these in
some future numberof THE BUSINESS EDU-
CATOR.

M. B., Calif. Writing too large for busi-
ness purposes. Your writing is taking on
an easy appearance. Study form carefully.

L. L. W., Tenn. Your work is very fine.

Do not curve down strokes of ir. Neither
should you drop the connective strokes so
low.

K. B. W..Pa. O too tall for /and/. The
second stroke of // too straight. Sujall loop
in <J too large. Lower part of X too long for

upper part.

H. W. Pa. You use the fingers too much.
Do not shade down strokes. Vou need give
some attention to the October and Novem-
ber lessons.

L. P. S.. Mass. Your work is very good.
If your initials have anything to do with
it you ought to become the finest in the
world. Same initials as Lymau P. Spencer.
No special criticism.

B. S. B. Would you kindly send us your
address and ask us these same questions
again and we will then write you. Your
work is very good.

I. L. T.,Shandon. Keep all small letters

the same size. Watch turn and angle.
Use more arm motion. Curve ending
strokes more.

H. B. R., Pa. You have the right idea.

Keep connective strokes more nearly
straight. Keep down strokes in this lesson
all perfectly straight, with reasonably
sharpturns. Your turns are two rounding.

W. F. M.. Wis. Very good work. About
all we could suggest, is that you strive for

uniformity aud that you write a tritl©

smaller.

J. E. S., Nebr. Line uot strong enough.
They are )agged. We do not mean by this

that you were jagged when you wrote them
but that you should try to get a truer,

firmer line.

E. W., Sedalia, Your writing is very good.

This batch is nearly up to the certificate

standard. Capitals are too scrawly.
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Lessons in Practical Business Writing
R. C. KING

J85I OAKLAND AVENl'E MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Specimens for Criticism should reach Columbus by first of month preceding
month of publication.

J
Plate 7. Make fl without raising the pen. Ise rolling motion. Close o's up in Boo;;. Be sure to use arm movement in making all

small letters in words and sentences. Small ft. Do not make more than four letters in group. Second line. Get all the curve possible
in up stroke. Pause before making final stroke. Third line. Study slant and spacing.

PLATE 7

.6" JS" /3 ^' /^ j& /3 /3-^ ^/^

/39-^/9

Plate 8. Curve initial stroke. Retrace oval five or six times. Second line. Make lower portion of letter round and full. Third line.

Avoid finger action on small letters. Fourth line. Follow the advice given in this line.

Make but four c's in group. Do not make turn too broad at bottom. Second line. Be sure to use arm movement. Notice curve in

beginning and ending strokes. Third line. A free sliding rolling movement will give sniocth even graceful lines. Get uniform slant
andspaciny.
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Plats 9. First stroke is a compound curve. Make oval with free movetnent. Second line Avoid making loop too large at bottom.

Notice that the letter is quite narrow. Third line. Use an easy arm movement. Fourth line. That is the only way to do. Do it now.

Make stem on rf short. Do not lift pen. Second line. The cf can best be made by lifting pen where oval joins, then make stem with
quick downward motion of pen. Third line. Write word without lifting pen.

^^
.^ ^^J

Business writing by C. S. Jackson, Bliss College, Newark, O.

By Francis B. Courtney, Caton's College of Commerce, Minneapolis. Minn.
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Blackboard Lessons in Business Writing

By America's Leading Teachers of Penmanship
V^

d-^ddd'j^' d j^ d\djjQf
^JJjJ

':4^riynUyr"

^— /jiwee:- o

By V,. n. eowee, Penman, Olausau, Olis., Business Golleae.

I begin each exercise with some movement drill to get the muscles in good condition for the moredil^cult^work.

Caution the students frequently in regard to position, movement, form and neatnessof work. After a few minutes of lively drill work

I then step to the board and make a copy of the first exercise saying as I write—"The count for the capital S drill will be 1-2-3 and without

lifting the pen continue on with the oval at the count of 4-5-6-7-8-9-10. " Let the count be lively and keep the class on the drill until they

can execute the same easily and with a fair degree of accuracy. The oval should be nearly half the height of the capital.

I then take up the capital >' alone. First analyze the letter by comparingsame with other letters, as up stroke to that of small 7,

down stroke to that of the capital DF TLeic. Care should be taken to get the loop at the top of the letter formed well ; finishing stroke

should come around and touch ( or almost touch ) the up stroke where the downstroke intersects same. The count should be 1-2-3, just

lightly touching the second count.

After the first style is thoroughly mastered the students will experience no difficulty in mastering the second style as illustrated in

thethird line. Care should be exercised in finishing the letter. If the students have used this finish on the capital B-F-T-G and other

capitals they will experience no difficulty. Count same as in first style.

In the fourth line I have shown both forms of the capital as used in writing words. Which can be written the more rapidly, the word

Summer using the first or second style of the s? Which would you use in rapid business writing? Why ?

I always caution students on the formation of the small i;-/u-and-/i I have also illustrated different forms of the small "r."

Blackboard.'.writing by C. A. Cowee, Wausau, Wis.
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Miss O'Boyle is teaching in the Latrobe, Pa., Commercial College. The above specimen clearly puts her in the front ranks of

America's leading lady penman. Indeed few men can equal her work for combined accuracy, strength, and freedom. She attended
the Zanerian in '07 and what she has done niany others can do also.

Py F. B. Cou rtuey, Catou's CoUese of Commerce, Minneapolis, Miun,
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By Mr. lohn M. Moose, Caldwell, O., pupil of M. A. Adams, Marietta. O., Commercial College

B. E. Certificate Winners in Northwestern Business College, Chicago, and tiieir teaclier
Mr. A. R. Furnish.

\

By Mr. Ylo EndresB, 435 John St., Cincinnati, O. Age, 13 years.

By Steve Pap. 1st grade pupil, public schools.
Du'iuesne. Pa.. 1. S. Lieht. Supt, of writing,

A correction—We unintentionally stated in our
February number that this specimen was executed
by a 6th grade instead of a 1st grade—quite a differ-

ence.
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EDITOR'S PAGE—PENMANSHIP EDITION
A Forum for tha Expression of Convictions Relating to Methods of Teaching and the. Art of Writing

OUR PLATFORM: FORM AND FREEDOM FROM FIRST TO FINISH

^ JJ

Jlppreciation.

Talk as we may about this being

the clay of the dollar, it is also the

day of recognition and sincere ap-

preciation.

Our mail not infrequently brings

messages of appreciation for our con-

tributors and ourselves which make
us think life is worth more than the

living.

Here is a letter from a young man
in the sixties, ambitious to become a

fine penman, who is starting on a

course of study and practice in orna-

mental penmanship. But he knows
other things, too, and says that for

forty years he has known and es-

teemed Mr. Van Sant whose articles

are now appearing in our columns and
being widely read by the most practi-

cal in our profession.

Another letter from a young man in

business thanks Messrs. Keefover

and Cragin for their heart to heart

talks on such timely topics, which

mean so much more than mere dol-

lars.

One of the brightest and most dis-

cerning minds in our calling recently

said Cassmore's articles were the

finest of the kind ever contributed to

our line of journalism, and the finest

series of articles appearing this year

in any line.

A young man who knows a good
thing when it comes to the artistic

and utilitarian combined, says that

Mr. Norder's lessons in automatic

and show card lettering are a little

more exhaustive and practical than

any ever presented in a penman's
paper.

Thus it is that many people are in-

terested in the varied grist we grind

out each month. Not infrequently

we are too busily and seriously en-

gaged getting it together to stop to

appreciate and enjoy if half as much
as we should, or a third as much as

those who see it as a whole, or each

page as a picture.

By the time all manuscripts are read,

proofs read, cut and pasted in place,

page proved, etc., the edge of excite-

ment and admiration is pretty well

dulled, so that the final product pre-

sents nothing new, but a clean, un-

patched, orderly face—unless some

glaring typographical stares one in

the face for the first time, due to over

confidence in the other fellow and too

little vigilence of self, such, for in-

stance, as the "new" way of spell-

ing year on the cover page of our Jan-

uary number.
But these little disappointments are

more than met by words of apprecia-

tion, helpful criticism, and, last but

not least, substantial enclosures ac-

companied by the wherewithal which
pays engraver, printer, office force,

contributors, etc.

All in all we enjoy it because you

seem to appreciate the product we
induce others to contribute, and now
why not you make others happy by

sending on some message of your own
for others less fortunate or less exper-

ienced than yourself?

Now don't say "I haven't time" nor,

"I have no message worth while,"

nor, "I'm not sure but the editor

would turn me down," or some simi-

lar excuse, but sit right still, take a

pencil, make a note of what ever you
think would be worth while telling,

and then resolve to complete it within

a week and mail it to the editor. Any-
thing from penmanship to pedagogy;
from mathematics to ethics; from
school management to spelling; from
law to sentiment.

Come now, help to make the next

number and numbers the most inter-

esting and helpful ever published.

Practical finance.

For sometime we have recognized

the real worth and merit of the arti-

cles by Mr. R. J. Bennett now appear-

ing in the Professional Edition of

this journal under the heading of
" Practical Finance. "

In a recent letter received from Mr.

E. A. Keefover, cashier of Commercial
State Bank, Summerfield, Kans., we
find the following: " Those articles

on finance by Bennett are rare. Noth-
ing to equal them has ever before
appeared in any such paper. Bennett

has got clear away from the elemen-

tary and hackneyed stuff usually writ-

ten about business, and is giving the

teachers something worth their while.

The wav Mr. Bennett handles intri-

cate matters in a clear, simple and
complete manner is refreshing and

out of the ordinary. My views on the

articles come from everyday experi-

ence with the subject.
"

Mr. Keefover incidentally remarked
that the bank with which he is

connected went through the recent

money panic without turning a hair,

cashed every check in full, and grew
besides.

Mr. Keefover is in a posititm to

judge of the value of these articles of

Mr. Bennett's and it gives us pleas-

ure, therefore, to substitute his words

of recommendation instead of ours,

knowing that they are worth a good

deal more.

Perhaps you have not been reading

these articles. If not it is about time

you " sit up and listen.
"
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Devoted to the Best Interests of Business Education, ar
are cordially invited to enter the Arena of Publicity to discus
Editor and Publishers reserve the right to reject any communi
pressed in these columns. They believe a journal of this class
reasonably expect respectful attention and liberal space. Yoi

We hope that neither timidity on your part, r

^:
Let ; hear from yc when spirit of good will, faiT play

Dedicated to the Expression of Conscientious Opir
those things uppermost in the public mind, or of v

ition they see tit. Nor do they desire to be unders
Lnd calibre is in part a public institution, and a veh:
thoughi plants may here find soil for propagation, .

al frost on our part, may be responsible
riginality strike We

; upon Topics Related thereto. Vc
1 there seems to be most need. Th
I as endorsing all of the opinions e
in which the professional public m;
if rightly used and cultivated, a ric

anything good failing to reach tl

J
Cbc Cruc Ccacber.

As commercial teachers, the same
as teachers of any other subject, it is

well to pause now and then amid a

multitude of duties and details to con-

sider what comprises true teaching
and what constitutes the true teacher,

and to further pause and ask the

questions: " Am I a true teacher?"
and " Is my teaching true? "

What kind of teaching lasts

longest? What sort of teacher lives

longest in the affections of the pupil ?

As I look backward and recall the

teachers who came into my life, they
fall into two main groups ; one of

power and another of influence. A
third and minor group can be called

weak teachers. They were those who
had missed their calling and are to be
pitied rather than blamed. They
were influenced rather than that they
influenced. Not infrequently they
were learned and sympathetic ; school-

ed rather than skilled ; but they
lacked initiative and vitalizing qual-

ities.

But the ones I remember more dis-

tinctly are the ones of power, and of

influence. The former I alternately

feared and admired. They were
teachers of force, of magnetism, of

ability, of wit, of tireless energy, who
forced you to think and to do things
through sheer fear, or who ridiculed

ignorance so that you got busy be-

cause too proud to lag behind the
crowd.
But the teachers of influence were

the ones I think of more frequently
and are the ones I bless with a feel-

ing of kindness and love. They were
men and women who had sympathy
plus and sharpness minus. They re-

quested,' listened, smiled a little, sug-
gested, questioned, maintained an
even temper, sympathized. They
loved and you loved, and you are the
better and the more grateful for it

all.

Not so much what but //ozf we teach
that counts. Not so much what we
know but what we are, that goes
farthest and accomplishes most. Not
the most learned but the most in-

terested and sympathetic teacher is

the one who accomplishes most in

developing ability and character on
the part of his pupils, and, in the long
run, on the part of himself.

Not that I would disparage thor-

oughness in subject and breadth of

culture, nor enthusiasm and forceful-

ness ; no, no ; but I would place char-

acter first, special fitness second, and
professional thoroughness last and
least rather than first and foremost.
A commercial teacher, no matter

how thorough and practical in his

subject, is a failure and rarely stays

long in a locality, if he is not a teacher
by nature and training, or a man as

concerns character.

Real power lies in conviction, and
conviction is the outgrowth of char-

acter. Men and women of conviction

are the ones who influence mankind
and move the world.

As commercial teachers, are we men
of character, first ; men of conviction,

second ; and men of special ability,

natural and acquired, third? If so,

well and good. If not, wherein do we
fail? To the extent that we can diag-

nose our own case properly can we
remedy the deficiency.

Character is a matter of growth,
conviction is a matter of intensity,

and ability is a matter of application.

There is room in each of us for greater

growth, consequently more character;

for more concentration, consequently
stronger conviction ; and for better

application, consequently greater
ability.

The question resolves itself into

this nutshell query: am I strengthen-

ing my character through right liv-

ing ; intensifying my conviction
through right thinking; and increas-

ing my ability through right applica-

tion?

Far be it from me to answer these
questions for you (I have my own
hands full trying to live up to them,j
but do we stop frequently enough in

the quiet of the evening hour, or the
lull of the noonday lunch hour, or the

walk home in the evening or the one
down town in the morning, to think,

to reflect, to ;r5o/zY' to live up to the
limits of our desires and our strength ?

We live long only in the memory of

men and women. We are remembered
only as we have moved men and wo-
men. We move only to the extent
that we are moved by conviction, and
conviction is character expressed in

action.

Ruman Jlsscts and Ciabilitics.

Business Education is what it is

today because of three main factors :

First, it is in demand
; people need

it and the services of those who have
qualified in a commercial school.
Second, it is popular and in demand

because of a comparatively few men
in our profession, past and present
(and the number is rapidly multiply-
ing, ) who have reco.gnized the de-
mand and have as seriously and stren-

uously striven to meet it in the highest
sense and service at their command.
Third, it is not what it should and

would be because of a number of men
in our ranks who brag, who gab, who
exaggerate, who misrepresent and
who, pose as educators with neither
the substance nor the sentiment of the
true educator. These are the mort-
gages of our profession. Fortunate
for all concerned that the resources

—

the assets—the brains—the true worth
of our calling, and the increasing
number of good men of our profes-
sion far exceed the liabilities.

Let each one of us do what he can
to increase the resourses and dimin-
ish the liabilities of our profession,
and in doing so improve ourselves
and convert some of the liabilities

into resources.
All professions have their leeches,

quacks, misfits, and degenerates.
Ours, quite unfortunately human in

this respect, seems to have its full

quota. Every good school, every
good teacher is an asset to our com-
mon cause ; and every poor school,
every unprincipled proprietor, every
slip shod teacher is a liability.

We are optimists and consequently
believe that matters are mending,
that there are fewer poor and more
good schools today than yesterday,
and that conditions will be better
tomorrow. As much better as we
make them, and our purpose and ca-
pacity to improve will be in propor-
tion to our perception of the need and
the means.

It is not often that we touch upon
the sore spots of our beloved calling,

but we do it now and then in order to
discover the truth, even thou.gh un-
pleasant, just the same as you include
in your statement of a business the
liabilities as well as the resources.
Some one has very wisely said,

" Make of yourself an honest man and
then there will be one rascal less in

the world." Make of your school a
good one and then there ivill he one poor
school less in the world.
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eost jRccountina.

This subject is one of great interest

to the accountants of this country

and to the commercial teacher as

well, inasmuch as there is a growing
desire on the part of manufacturers

in general to ascertain, as far as pos-

sible, the cost of each unit of product.

Indeed, 1 may say that in view of the

sharp competition in trade, this in-

formation is quite necessary. Ac-

countants, ordinarily under the name
of systematizers, have found this

field of devising accounting methods,

by which this unit cost may be ascer-

tained at the least possible outlay,

a very profitable one. In some in-

stances, the systems installed have

been too costly in operation to be

practical and, after limited use, have

been discarded. In most instances,

however, beneficial results have fol-

lowed this line of work, so that, in

general, we might say that it is quite

possible in a majority of cases to de-

vise such methods of accounting as

will, with little extra cost, furnish the

factory proprietor or manager ex-

ceedingly valuable information in

his conduct of the enterprize.

The purpose underlying all costing

systems is the apportionment of the

different elements of cost in manu-
facture to the unit of product. These
elements may be stated as follows :

A. Raw material used.

B. Direct labor.

C. Indirect labor and other expen-

ditures.

E. Wear and tear of machinery.

Any system of Cost Accounting,

which enables the manufacturer to

ascertain these facts, is an effective

system, so far as results are con

cerned. The difference, however, in

cost systems, as viewed by the fac-

tory manager, lies in the amount of

the clerk hire necessary to operate

them. Systematizers, therefore, have

to keep in mind this important ele-

ment, for if it is going to cost the

manufacturer more to obtain certain

information than the benefit derived

therefrom, it will be difficult to con-

vince him that he needs such services.

There has been much ingenuity dis-

played by systematizers in the work
of formulating systems for various
manufacturing concerns and, to at-

tempt in this limited space, to out-

line in detail any of them would
mean utter failure. 1 shall, therefore,

mention but a few general features

which may, in varied forms, be found
in all systems of Cost Accounting.

First of all, methods must be de-

vised by which records of raw mater-
ial can be accurately and conven-
iently kept. This is usually done by
placing the store in charge of a com-
petent clerk, whose duty it is to make
full account of all supplies purchased
and placed in store to deliver upon
requisition from the proper author-
ity and record same in such manner
that he may, at all times, be able to

state with reasonable accuracy the
entire quantity of any particular
class of material on hand.
The Card System of a store's record

is probably the most convenient one.
A tabulated card, showing the date
and amount of material received, the
date and amount delivered upon re-

quisition, is about all that is neces-
sary ; each class of materials being
kept on a separate card which is re-

tained in an index file. It is true that
these records are frequently found
not in exact accord with inventory
taken at stated periods. If, however,
ordinary care is exercised in keeping
this record, it will show with suffi-

cient accuracy the cost of materials
used in manufacture and the amount
remaining on hand.
The requisition referred to above

is nothing more than an order from
the foreman, or other delegated
authority, for materials to be used on
some specific product. It is usually
made in duplicate, one copy to be
held by the store's clerk and the
other to be retained by the party is-

suing it.

The next element of cost is that of
direct labor, which can be readily as-

certained from time cards furnished
the workmen, or any other device
which enables one to ascertain the
amount of time expended on any pro-
duct during the active process of its

manufacture. There are many forms
of time cards in use in various manu-
factories of this country, each de-
signed to fill its special need where
used. The main feature in the form
of any time card should be its sim-
plicity, for you cannot depend upon
the average workman to prepare a
very complicated record of his time
for each day.

The matter of indirect labor and
expenditures is one which requires

careful consideration also. This ele-

ment of unit cost includes foreman's
wages and general help around the
shops ; in short, all sorts of labor
which is not expended directly upon
the unit of product in manufacture.
It is usually distributed monthly on
the percentage basis during the early
history of an enterprise, until a rea-

sonably accurate ratio is determined'.
Whatever discrepancy may be ap-
parent in the distribution on this

basis may be, from time to time, ad-
justed to the general cost account.
The matter of machine cost is still

more complicated and requires years
of experience and a high degree of

special mechanical knowledge to en-

able one to adjust this element to the
unit cost with any degree of exact-
ness. Careful observation, however,
on the part of the cost clerk will in

time enable him to ascertain with
reasonable accuracy the average ma-
chine cost per hour or other division

of time.

I have outlined, in a very brief man-
ner, the purposes sought in Cost Ac-
counting, but so far I have nottouched
upon the accounting features in

operating any system of costing.

This part of the general subject is to

form the basis of my article for the

April issue of The Educator which,
I trust, will be read with profit by
our subscribers, accountants and
teachers.

Problem for Solution.

The output of the Dominion Coal
Company for the year was 1,500,000

tons. The following is their Trial

Balance, June 30 :

Plant and niachinery % 450.000.00

Construction account 111,000.00

Accounts receivable S!).650.0O

Bills receivable-- 15,00000

Cash on hand. 35,000 00

Stores and materials 17,00000

Stock of coal on hand July 1 pre-

vious year 15,65000

Interim dividend account Jan. 1. 45,000,00

Wages - 256,50000

Royalties. -- 35,000.00

Coalforcolliery use 19,50000

Barn expenses. 13 000 00

Freight output 3090000

Directors' fees - 1,500.00

Salaries 8.100.00

Insurance, taxes, etc. 10,000 00

Misc. expenses 1.90000

' $1,154,800.00

Capital account--. $:00,000.00

Reserve 25,500.00

Unpaid dividends 18,700.00

Accts. payable 75,600.00

Sales of coal 535.000.00

$1,154,800 00

There remains June 30, stock of coal

as per inventory $22,000. Make out

a Trading, Profit and Loss account,

showing the gross and the net pro-

fits, with Lhe average cost and profit

per ton, and prepare the usual Bal-

ance Sheet for presentation to stock-

holders.
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Che United States Creasury.

This department of the Government
of the United States has entire con-
tiol of the national finances, and was
established by act of Congress, 178il.

It succeeded the Treasury Depart-
ment created by the Congress of the
Confederation of 1781, of which Robert
Morris was for a time Superinten-
dent, The Treasury Department is

the most extensive and complex, and
in rank stands next to the Depart-
ment of State. Its jurisdiction ex-

tends over the entire country and its

official acts are probably second in

importance only to Congress itself.

The extent of its supervision may be
seen by mention of the following di-

visions of which it has control : The
fiscal affairs of the country, the
national debt, national banks, cus-
toms, internal revenue, currency and
coinage, commercial marine, inspec-
tion of steam vessels, marine hospit-
als, supervision of light-houses, life

saving stations, coast and interior
surveys, etc.

The Treasury Officials. The Treas-
ury is presided over by the Secretary
of the Treasury, who is appointed by
the President and is a member of the
Cabinet. His salary is $8,000 per year.
The first Secretary, Alexander Hamil-
ton, had as assistants a comptroller,
an auditor, a treasurer, a registrar, an
assistant secretary, and a few clerks.

Contrast that with the magnificent
organization of to-day which employ.s
over 5,000 people at Washington alone,
as well as maintaining numerous
bureaus, branches and offices through-
out the country. The business of the
department is divided into offices

and bureaus, and in additon to his
three assistant secretaries the Secre-
tary has the comptroller of the treas-

ury, six or more auditors, treasurer,
registrar, comptroller of the currency,
comptroller of internal revenue, the
mint, bureau of engraving and print-

ing and marine hospital service. The
duties of the Treasurer are worthy of

mention and are : Signing the paper
currency, receiving and keeping
moneys, paying out upon warrants
properly drawn, etc. His position re-

quires of him close attention to duties,
care in management, and the greatest
integrity, as well as familiarity with
every detail of the work.

The Sub-Treasury. The official

business of the Treasury is conducted
largely through the following sub-
treasuries, each one of which is, of

cour.se, a branch of the main treasury:

New York, Boston, St. Louis, Philadel-
phia, New Orleans, Baltimore, Cin-
cinnati, Chicago, and San Francisco.
The United States Mints are located
at Philadelphia, San Francisco and
New Orleans.
The perfection of detail and exten-

sive ramifications of the Independent
Treasury of the U. S. have been
worked out through numberless draw-
backs and in the face of almost con-
tinuous opposition, and to-day we
have a system of conducting and
handling the national finances which
is not surpassed by any other country
in the world. Yet even at the present
time there are those who advocate in

its stead a great Central Bank similar
to the Bank of E^ngland, or the Bank
of France, for the handling of the
nation's finances on the plan origin-

ally evolved by Alexander Hamilton
in the organization of the United
States Bank. 1 think I am safe in

saying that had the banking system
of early days been as well conducted
as our national and state banks are

at the present time, there would not
have been sufficient cause for estab-
lishing an independent treasury. Let
us review some of the points leading
up to its establishment.

The Independent Treasury. Few
questions, unless we except the tariff,

have occupied the attention of Amer-
ican politicians up to the year 1840

more than the National Bank.
The greatest points of debate being

constitutionality, expediency, advan-
tages, its dangers to the common
weal, and its weaknesses. Partisan
feeling ran high at times and the best
thinkers of the National Congress
took part in the discussions.
Parties lost and won, at various

times. Experiments were tried for

a few years at a time and then aban-
doned. Statesmen changed their

opinions, parties shifted their ground
until it was settled more than half a

century ago.
It was during the sessions of the

first Congress, under the skillful di-

rection of Alexander Hamilton that

the National Bank was first estab-

lished in 1791 as the custodian of the
public money.
The plan was a success until num-

erous State banks had sprung up
whose influence aided by their politi-

cal friends defeated a bill to recharter
the " National Bank " in 1811.

In the eloq.uent words of Webster,
" Hamilton was made Secretary of

the Treasury, and how he fulfilled

the duties of such a trust at such a

time the whole country perceived with
delight and the whole world saw with
admiration. He smote the rock of
national resources, and abundant
streams of revenue gushed forth. He
touched the dead corpse of public
crjdit and it sprung upon its feet.

"

After the bill to recharter was lost,

the local banks became a necessity,
but they betrayed their trust and
failed to bear the strain caused by
the war of 1812, and in the failures

which followed the government lost

about 19,000,000.

The (
'. S. Batik. The lesson was

expensive but had the desired effect

and in 181() a bill was passed estab-
lishing for the second time a Na-
tional Bank. On the 1st of Jan., 1817,

the bank opened for business. The
management, however, for the first

two years was not satisfactory and
during these two years the bank was
carried to the verge of bankruptcy
and the Government lost over $500,000.

Drastic measures were needed and
a change of management followed
which resulted in a long period of

prosperity and satisfaction to a ma-
jority of thf people. There were
those, however, who murmured and
complained that changes ought to be
made and this spirit culminated with
the election of Andrew Jackson to the

presidential chair. The notorious
" Bank War" followed. The first gun
was fired when in his message in Dec.
1829 he attacked the constitutionality

of the National Bank. He gathered
around him partisan friends and the

hostile feeling became more bitter

until 1833 when because of evidence
of mistakes in management rather

than otherwise he justified the re-

moval of deposits from the Bank.

For five years the discussion pro

and con went on with intense feeling

and closed in 18,36 when the old

charter expired and Jackson had won.
The charter was not renewed. The
use of the State banks was again re-

sorted to. Contracts were made by
the Secretary of the Treasury, with
selected banks which were required

to give security and also to perform
the same service for the Government
that had been rendered by the Na-
tional Bank. The natural result was
a large crop of State Banks, an inflat-

ed currency, extreme speculation and
in 1837 a financial crash.

The Siih- Treasury Established. Mar-
tin Van Buren who succeeded Jackson
made the first suggestion of an inde-

pendent treasury or " Sub-Treasury."

Three schemes, however, were con-

sidered by Congress at this time, but

the Sub-Treasury scheme won the

greatest number of supporters. The
measure was debated in Congress for

four years, and some of the ablest

speakers in Congress were arrayed
against it, among whom, were Webster,
Clay and Calhoun, who debated with

( Continued on fiage 27 .)
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At the meeting of the National Com-

mercial Teachers' Federation in Pitts-

biirjj there were two addresses on the

subject of typewriting, one by W. D.

M. Simmons, Manager of the Draug-
hon chain of business colleges, with
headquarters at Nashville, and the

other by R. E. Tulloss, of Springfield,

Ohio. These e.xcellent addresses
called forth much animated discus-

sion, and added greatly to the inter-

est of the meetings.

There seems to be no longer any
doubt as to the superiority of touch
typewriting in the minds of the mem-
bers of the federation. It is now only

a question of methods of teaching it.

One of the points brought out in

discussions was whether the training

should begin with the stronger fing-

ers, or whether the weaker fingers

should be brought into use in the

very first lesson.

The conductor of this department
holds to the opinion that the weaker
fingers should be trained from the

start, and that a large amount of

training should be given them through
the entire course. He realizes that

there may be an honest difference of

opinion, and that it is well that the

subject should be thoroughly dis-

cussed.

Typewriting is to a greater extent

mechanical than any other commer-
cial subject. It is more than any-

thing else in the commercial school

curriculum a matter of practice. We
study shorthand and bookkeeping,
and related branches, but we practice

typewriting, with but little study of

the plan of doing it. In fact, the

modern systems of typewriting so ar-

range the work that the student simply
practices what is assigned with very
little knowledge of the theories of the

particular system he is using.

All our teaching of this subject

should take into account the mechan-
ical character of the work. The prin-

ciples of mechanical science must
govern. As in penmanship and piano
playing, movement must be a first

consideration. The hand from its

general use is particularly strong in

the thumbs and the first and second
fingers of each hand. The hands
were evidently not made especially

for typewriting on what is known as

the standard keyboard. If they had
been, there would have been one more
finger on each hand, and all the fing-

ers would have had equal strength.

For the purpose of typewriting the

hands are badly out of balance. But
God had ordained laws by which the

weaker parts of the human system
can be greatly strengthened to meet
special needs. The hands can be
trained so nearly into balance that

all the fingers and both thumbs can
do their part of the work promptly
and effectively.

How are the hands to be brought
into balance? By the laws of Nature
particular muscles and mental facul-

ties may be strengthened for special

work, and their action quickened.
The very plain dictates of common
sense, of mechanical science, and of

the laws of psychology teach us

that the slower fingers should be
trained from the beginning so as to

produce a correct motion-balance at

the earliest possible moment.
The first lesson in typewriting, as

well as in many other things, is the
most important, as it starts the nerve

and brain-currents in such away that

they will modify the action of the

brain and hands for a long time, if not

during the whole life of the student.

Those who have trained sight

writers to use the touch method know
how much easier it is to train those

who had previously learned the use

of all the fingers. After one has used
only the first fingers for a long time

it is very difficult to learn to use the

weaker ones, for the reason that the

brain and nerve-currents naturally

seek the accustomed paths. Let one

who has habitually spaced with the

right thumb try to space with the left

thumb, or with both thumbs, and
notice how unwillingly the unused
thumb is to do the spacing, and he

will quickly seethe result of training

only one thumb. This is a very strong

argument for teaching from the be-

ginning the use of all the fingers in

the first lesson.

There is no more reason why an ex-

pert typewriter operator should strike

the wrong keys than there is why ex-

pert musicians should strike the

wrong keys on a piano. A good touch

operator knows when t!ie wrong key

has been struck as quickly as a mu-
sician realizes that he has made a

discord in music.
The modern method of the greatest

piano trainers is to begin with a care-

ful and thorough training of the

hands. Leschetizky, the trainer of

Paderewsky and many of the world's
most famous musicians laid great

stress on hand-training. He some-
times required weeks of hand train-

ing before he allowed a pupil to touch
the keys of a piano. Speaking of the

relative strength of the fingers he

says that the fourth finger is the weak-
est, and then adds: " But in this case

we do not observe the ordinary edu-

cational rule, and treat the weak-
ling with indulgence ; we must on the

contrary exert the strongest pressure

on it to remedy its inequality."

Unfortunately the limited time

allowed to students of typewriting

does not admit of such extensive

hand-training as is given to master
musicians, but we can at least so ar-

range our exercises that they shall

tend to a harmonious development of

the powers of the hand for the work
of typewriting. We can so order the

work that the weaker fingers shall get

the first training, the first strength-

developing exercises, and the proper

starting of the brain and nerve-cur-

rents.

Professor James in his psychology
says, "The nerve-currents produce
consequences of the most vital sort,

but at the moment of their arrival,

and later through the invisible paths

of escape, which they plow in the

substance of the brain, and which,

as we believe, remain as more or less

permanent features, modifying its ac-

tion throughout all future time."

Close and careful observation for

many years has satisfied me that the

first starting of the brain and nerve-

currents is of the utmost importance

in all work in which the hands partici-

pate.

I regard it as a great calamity to

allow a student to begin his typewrit-

ing with the first fingers alone. It

means the forming of a strong desire

to use those fingers for all his work.

It means the improper starting of the

brain and nerve-currents. It means
a violation of a great law of Nature

as explained by our best psycholo-

gists. It means a contradiction of

the experience of our greatest musici-

ans. It means a great delay of the

period when one may hope to become
an accurate and expert operator, if it

does not forever blast the hope of be-

coming one.

( Coiitiinitd on ptige J3.)
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Calhina and Ulritina.

Thomas Jefferson was not the only man
who could write better than he could talk.
Most of us common folks are like him in
that particular, at least.

When teaching correspondence and busi-
ness English I have wished many times
that we might have classes in talking, or
better than that, more time in our English
and other classes to study and criticise the
language that is spoken. If you have a
pupil who writes letters and compositions
which make you want to weep—or laugh-
notice carefully how he talks. You will find
invariably that he writes better than he
talks.

I frequently find myself accepting incom-
plete oral answers when the time is short
and there is much work to be done. The
pupil omits the subject of his sentence, uses
a plural subject and a singular verb, or
makes any of the cotiimon errors. I know
what he means and I hurry on. Possibly
other teachers never make that mistake.

If it is true, as I believe it is, that our pupils
come to us in the correspondence class able
to put better language on paper than they
can put into oral statements, should we not
devote part of our time to oral training of
thought expression along the line of busi-
ness correspondence?
Many texts on correspondence advise us

to write as we would talk. I wonder if one
day of such correspondence would not tie

up business almost as quickly as did the No-
vember panic. Business men would be ask-
ing forcibly, if not elegantly. "Where are
we at?" The manner of the speaker and
the tone of voice imply much in conversa-
tion that may not be left safely to implica-
tion in the written letter. In talking we
may behead or curtail our sentences and be
understood ; in correspondence it is danger-
ous while the grammatical errors are more
prominent and therefore create a more un-
favorable impression Again, in talking we
may go back to amplify or emphasize prev-
ious statements. We are not always logical.

In our letters such incoherence and repeti-

tion would be tiresome and not at all in

conformity with the generally accepted
rules of correspondence.

If we talk accurately we may write much
as we talk. A dignified conversational style
is effective and pleasing. We have passed
the day of "I have the honor to be. Sir,

your most Obedient Servant," but we have
not yet passed the day of " Respectfully
yours," though some writers would have
us believe that the reader would be more
favorably impressed and more likely to buy
our mining stock if we ommitted the sub-
jects from half our sentences, the verbs
from the rest, sprinkled in a liberal season-
ing of dashes and exclamation points and
used English (?) of the George Ade type.
We all receive these so-called conversa-
tional letters and what is their effect upon
us? Do they increase our respect for the
writers or secure more orders from us?
(^ur pupils should have drill in putting

jUlo words the same kiuj of correct.

straight-tothe point language that we are
trying to teach them to write in business
letters. Not all letters are written, paradox
ical as that may seem. How often is the
office employe sent out with a message to
deliver that otherwise would have gone in
the form of a letter. How often some one
calls at the otiice and is told exactly the
same thing that would have been written
to him later in the day. How many of our
pupils that wetrain with such care to write
letters of application for positions, arecalled
on to apply in person. How many of our
pupils are we training to deliver these mes
sages, to make these statements and appli-
cations?

I know of no better method of giving
pupils this training than to call upon them
in class to give orally such messages and
statements when the facts have been im-
parted to them. We should not go very far
outside of their knowledge and experience
in these things forthey must know before
they can tell or write. This is valuable drill

and requires but little of the time of the
class. Have members of the class make
suggestions and if possible have a steno-
grapher occasionally to take down what
the student says and read back to him.
Make the pupils dictate letters.

Take that letter of application for a posi-
tion which most of our pupils hope to write
someday. It is the most important letter
some of them will ever write and consider-
able practice on it will not come amiss.
Have members of the class apply in person
to the teacher. Suggest and criticise until
the applicant tnakes a brief, clear statement
of his qualifications and answers intelli

gently the questions put to him. Then have
him give orally or dictate a letter of appli-

cation, and lastly have him write one.

Oral drill until the pupil knows what he
wants to say and how he should say it;

then the written letter that we may judge
his writing, spelling and paragraphing.
This is a plan that may be followed with
advantage to the pupil in much of the work
of the correspondence class.

This is what 1 tell a pupil. Nordwahl &
Johnson are manufacturers and jobbers of

stationers' supplies. They issue a large
illustrated catalog and claim that they can
fill orders the day they are received. Their
prices are low and terms liberal, though not
more so than some other houses. Their
offices and warerooms are in a nearl)y cit\'.

Student and Co. are retail stationers in a

college town. They frequently send in

orders for goods which they must secure
with the least possible delay and which are

listed in the catalog. For some time now
there have been delays in filling some of

these orders and no good reasons have been
given. "Goods not in stock at the time,"
" a sudden rush of orders caused delaj',

"

are samples of the reasons set forth. What
will you write to this company in regard to

these delays and your future orders for

goods?

Many matters will suggest themselves
for treatment in this way in our '"talking

clafas," among which niay be nientiuned

the following which the average student
should be able to handle Intelligently.
Urging payment by a delinquent customer,
asking for extension of credit, concerning
the opening of an account, soliciting orders,
inquiries regarding the business and financ-
ial standing of firms or individuals.

Cypewriting-eontinued from page 22.

What argument is there in favor of

beginning with the first fingers ? Only
one, and that is that those totally

ignorant of the principles of typewrit-

ing would rather begin that way—just

the same plan that was used twenty-
five years before touch typewriting
came into use. Shall we learn noth-

ing from the science of mechanics
which requires perfect motion-bal-

ance in machinery to secure the best
results ? Shall we learn nothing from
the teachings of psychology ? Shall

we learn nothing from every-day ex-

perience and observation ? In the

early history of typewriting the theory
was to " let Nature caper," and the

result was a system of punching
about with the first finger, as unscien-
tific, ungraceful, and unmechanical
as can be imagined. Following the

lines of least resistance in typewrit-

ing means to the uninstructed, " when
you see the key you are looking for,

hit it, with either hand or any finger

that can most quickly reach it.
"

Suppose you were conducting a
commercial school with ten teachers.

Suppose six of those teachers are

strong and four are weak, and sup-
pose the four weaker ones are so re-

lated to you that you can not get rid

of them. Would you turn your atten-

tion to training the stronger or the

weaker ones ? Of course you would
give attention to bringing up the

strength of the weaker ones, and
thereby increase the efficiency of your
school. Is it not just as essential

in leaching typewriting that you
should train the weaker fingers and
do all that can be done to bring about
a properly balanced hand-action ?
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12. THK STATUTE OF FRAUDS.

It seems strange that there was a
time when contracts of any and all

kinds could be made by word of
mouth, and that consequently oral
evidence was permitted in the courts
to prove such contracts. Knowing
as we do that witnesses to oral agree-
ments are liable to defects of memory;
that they must all die ; that within a
short time after a transaction, misun-
derstandings and differences of opin-
ion arise readily among people who
see and hear the same thing at the
same time ; and that perjury in such
cases is so hard to prove—we wonder
that our ancestors did not sooner
see the necessity of guarding the
safety of contracts by some stricter
rules of law.
When in l(i76 the English Parlia-

ment passed what has since then
been known as the Statute of Frauds,
the purpose of which was to safeguard
contracts, it enacted the most im-
portant piece of busines legislation
ever put upon the statute books of
any country. So wise was this law
that it has stood to this day, practi-
cally unaltered in England, and is to-

day, with some changes to tit local
conditions, a part of the statute law of
nearly every state in the l' nited States.

The Statute of Frauds declares
that as to certain kinds of contracts
a writing is necessary. The chief
kinds of contracts affected are con-
tracts relating to land. Before the
passing of the statute, an interest in
land could be transferred without
writing; hence no proof was required
of such transfer e.xcepting the oral
testimony of witnesses to the act. If

these died or suffered a lapse of mem-
ory or swore falsely, endless trouble
was liable to arise. The statute cured
this by requiring a writing.

Another important provision re-

lated to executors and administrators.
Prior to the passing of the statute an
executor or administrator orally
promising to assume responsibility
relating to the estate he represented
could be personally held, if witnesses
to such promise could be found. The
statute declared that such a promise
must be evidenced by some note or
memorandum in writing signed by
the party to be charged, or by some
one lawfully authorized by him to
sign. Again, one could be held on an
oral promise to answer for somebody
else's debt, default, or miscarriage.

This the statute changed by requir-
ing a written promise. One could
formerly be held to an oral agreement
made upon consideration of marriage.
This the statute changed by requir-
ing a writing. Also, one could be
held on an oral promise to perform
an agreement, no matter how far in

the future the performance extended.
This was changed so that oral agree-
ments for a year or less, and these
only, were good without writing.

The effect of this statute, as you
will see, was far reaching. It did not
declare such oral promises void or il-

legal ; but it did declare that no
action could be brought in court by
one man charging another with such
a promise unless proof could be made,
either by way of the agreement itself

in writing, or by way of some note or
memorandumof the agreement signed
by the party to be held or signed by
some one lawfully authorized by him
to sign. It did not prevent parties
carrying out an oral contract if they
desired to do so; and if they did carry
it out neither party could recover
back what he had paid or have the
transaction set aside.

As to what sort of writing is re-

quired for the proof, it may be said
that if the contract itself was in writ-
ing, that is sufficient proof. But the
contract itself need not be in writing.
Anything in the way of a memoran-
dum, note or letter, signed by the
party to be charged, wherein he ad-
mits or acknowledges the contract,
provided this memorandum or note
contains sufficient data as to the
terms, will be good evidence. The
memorandum need not be in any par=
ticular form ; it may consist of a let-

ter or series of letters or telegram, or
series of telegrams, the condition be-
ing that the writing be signed by the
party to be held, and that it contains
enough to make it sufficiently clear as
to the terms of the contract. Inmost
of the states the writing need not ex-
press the consideration for the con-
tract. Where it is necessary to ex-
press the consideration, the words
" value received " are held sufficient.

The wording of the statute permits of
the signature by an agent.

Now, as to the bearing of this stat-

ute on the transfer of lands, it may
be said that a writing is required not
only to a contract for the sale or ti-

tle to the land itself, but also to the
creation of rights of way, to the trans-
fer of standing timber, growing grass,
fruits on the trees, but not of such

crops as are produced by annual
planting, which are not usually con-
sidered a part of the land, and mav,
therefore, be sold without writing,
provided the contract complies with
the other conditions of the statute.
Sometimes the question arises

where there has been an oral bargain
and the land has been actuallv con-
veyed pursuant to it, as to whether
the conveyance will stand and the
seller can claim his purchase money.
Generally speaking, such a bargain
will stand and the seller may sue for
the price. If the price has been paid
and the seller refuses to convey, fall-

ing back on the fact that the bargain
was an oral one, the only thing the
buyer can do is recover back his
money.
That part of the statute relating to

the promise of one person to answer
for the debt, default, or miscarriage
of another will be considered later
when we come to the discussion of
guaranty and surety-ship.
The provision regarding promises

in consideration of marriage is a very
needful one. Where marriage is be-
ing considered, loose arrangements
are often made with reference to
property which, without proper proof,
are almost certain to produce litiga-

tion. The requirement that all prom-
ises made in consideration of mar-
riage be made in writing does away
with much confusion and litigation.

This statute does not refer to mutual
promises of marriage. Mutual prom-
ises to marry when made orally are
good.
An important part of the statute re-

fers to contracts that are not to be
performed within a year. The stat-
ute requires that these be in writing.
It applies to such contracts as cannot
by their terms be fully performed
within a year from the making thereof.
If the parties may or may not perform
within a year it does not fall within
the statute. If the contract is to be
performed on a happening that may
or may not occur in a year, it need
not be in writing. Thus an agree-
ment to take care of an invalid until
the invalid recovers need not be in
writing, as the recovery may take
place within a year. An agreement to
support another during life is not
within the statute, for the person may
die within theyear. The statute does
cover, however, such agreements as
relate to the employing of people for a
year only, if the service is to begin a
day later than the date of thecontract.
Contracts that provide for the paying
of money in installments, the dates
of payment running more than a year,
are not enforcible without some mem-
orandum in writing evidencing them,
and signed by the party charged.
Perhaps the most important part of

the statute is that relating to the
sales of goods where the price is more
than $.iO.OO. This part of the statute,
which has been adopted generally
throughout the United States, will
need separate treatment. This will
follow in our next.

( To be continued, i
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Printitia Papers.

A great deal of school advertising'
is directed to women, who are natur-
ally judges of textiles- dress goods,
ribbons, lace. A paper of beauty and
distinction will invariably appeal to
Mrs. Patron.
This is my apology for introducing

an apparently technical subject and
with it I wish to include an acknowl-
edgment to the Butler I'aper Co., Chi-
cago ; The Mittineague I'aper Co.,
Mittineague, .Mass ; The .fapan Paper
Co., New York City; The Niagara Pap-
er Mills, Lockport, New York; The
Taylor-Burt Co., Holyoke, Mass.; and
the Peninsular Paper Co., Y'psilanti,
Mich., for courteous consideration
and information. Whatever merit this
article may have, should be ascribed
to this help.

In the first place, the paper should
match the topic. It is so easy to
throw the reader off the track, that it

pays to preserve the artistic unities —
the mental imagery of the reader and
the unconscious influence of paper,
ink and binding should blend and be
coordinated as far as possible. Might
just as well — doesn't cost any more
except a little thinking.
Suppose for instance, a description

of the tone of a piano — sweet, mellow,
vibrant, sympathetic, rich — all the
other adjectives. The paper should
have, in degree, these qualities. It

would but result in a disastrous an-
omaly to print such a description on
harsh, crackling, heavily sized ( stif-

fened with glue) paper which would
in effect contradict every printed
word.
Similarly should a school desire to

issue a little statement of excellence,
the paper should have some" body",
stiffness, dignity — a sort of founda-
tion for the words to rest on.
An appeal in the name of charity

might well be on flexible soft paper
while the financial statement of a
bank should be on paper of substan-
tial consistency.
Some will doubtless think this a

far-fetched point and finical, but I

believe it will pay to harmonize words
and their vehicle. It doesn't cost anv

more -perhaps less. Determine the
dominant characteristic of your words
and adapt the paper to them.

It is now pretty generally admitted
that a brilliant "shiny" surface is

not good not even for half tones.
It is better to use a plate paper
throughout for half tone work com-
bined with type matter, than to use
all coated paper or what is known as
antique finish for type combined with
coated inserts for pictures. Unless
the inserts are vellum, there is little

justification for two differently fin-

ished papers in the same volume.
Plate papers give a perfect half tone

surface and have a soft and restful
surface for reading matter.
For type display the best papers

have what is called " flower " a trans-
lucency of surface that lifts and
brightens the type and makes it much
more attractive and readable. This
is particularly pronounced in the vel-
lum from the Shidzuoka mill, in the
Strathmore Japan, of the Mittineague
Paper Co., and quite evident in French
•Japan Printing Paper. Probably the
cost of these papers will preclude
their lavish use but for small book-
lets and inserts there is nothingequal
to them.
Contrary to popular opinion, the

best paper is light. All paper is made
heavy by the addition of chemicals
and clay or mineral filler to take the
place of fiber. A catalog made of
good paper feels light and "lively"
in the hand. <;ood paper also "bulks"
well - that is the leaves do not lie com-
pactly, which makes easy turning.

The advertiser who studies the three
elements of good printing— paper,
type, ink soon discovers that beauty,
value, distinction, and power depend
upon his knowledge of these three
elements ; and that the most import-
ant of these is paper. Indeed, to get
the best results from these three needs
patient study. What I am endeavor-
ing to compress into a few short and
hasty articles is the result of years of
study of these subjects — study which
until very lately had not this ob-
ject in mind. On the seemingly in-

significant topic of margins alone a
lengthy article might be penned.

The subject of cover papers should
receive some attention — a limitless
topic. For usual purposes, the color
should be something cheerful, rich
and bright without over-obtrusive-
ness. I cannot conceive of dark and
sombre colors appealing to young peo-
ple. Blue is a cold color and dulls
the edge of enthusiasm. Indeed, pro-
nounced brilliant colors have a de-
pressing effect on many and it is bet-
ter to avoid them. Neutral greens,
rich browns, French grays, buff, soft
whites — all these are good covers. It

goes without saying that the cover
should have a texture to stand hand-
ling and should not soil easily.
A booklet or catalog paper should be

perfectly opaque. A very bad effect
is produced by papers that " show
through " from the other side. Bond
papers are particularly troublesome
in this respect and are rarely adapted
to printing on both sides, although
frequently used.

A paper should turn noiselessly —
the annoying crackle of sized papers
supplies an element of discord.

In writing papers, we have a great
variety. Before purchasing, all papers
should be tested with pen, typewriter
and eraser. Some papers present a
much better surface for typewriting
than others and the difference in the
cost of paper is so slight that, consid-
ering the increased effect, one is not
justified in too much paper economy.

It is advisable to have a letter paper
of distinction. If one strives for
uniqueness many light cover papers
supply a good medium. Linens come
in so many different effects that one
can find almost anything he wants.
An occasional visit to a paper house
will put a person in touch with many
good ideas.

In color one cannot go very far as-
tray in white of good material. Be
sure, however, that it is a true white.
Many supposed whites are by contrast
a color far from white.

If color is desired in letter head
stock, have it rich and firm, yet sub-
dued, bearing no suspicion of fading.

I am aware that this subject is too
complex to be treated but superficially
in a short article. A wealth of history
and romance clusters round the story
of paper making. From the turbid
flow of the Nile to the limpid streams
of New England, from five hundred
years before .Moses to this present
presidential election year - all this
way and time people have been busy
making paper better still.

Thus, we are the heirs of all the ages
— let the gift be put to fitting use.
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eommerce In Curkey.

Hfiis a.ni> Hindrances to Ameri-

can Commerce.

There are so many things of inter-

est in this country, that one scarcely

knows where to begin, what to say or

when to stop, but as most of those

to whose notice this copy of The Bus-

iness Educator will come are inter-

ested !in business in some form, I

shall in this article confine myself to

the commerce of Turkey in general

and Constantinople in particular.

Present-dav Business Methods.

The soil of Turkey, especially Asia
Minor, is fertile and under favorable

conditions would ' blossom like the

rose," but an unprogressive farmer

and antiquated methods do not make
for profitable agriculture.

The old-fashioned wooden plow
drawn by oxen is still in use. A large

bough of a tree is used for a harrow,

the grain is harvested by hand, and
the wheat is still thrashed on thrash-

ing-floors, exactly like those used in

Abraham's time, where the oxen tram-

ple out the grain and the wheat is

winnowed from the chaff in the wind.
The home of the average working

man in America is a palace in compar-
ison with that of his Oriental brother.

The industrial status is low; labor
unskilled and poorly paid. Masons
and carpenters get a wage of 80 cents

a day while their helpers must be
content with half that amount, even
though the working day is from sun-
rise to sunset.

This does not mean, however, that

labor is cheap, for with antiquated
methods and lack of labor-saving de-

vices the labor cost is often as high
as in countries paying high wages.
The lumber for three dwelling

houses, recently built by the college,

was brought six miles on horses'

backs. Each stick of timber was
dressed by hand, the doors, windows,
sashes, mouldings, etc., were all made
on the spot. This is an ordinary
case, not an exception.
Imagine my surprise upon first com-

ing to Constantinople, at seeing an
upright piano going along the street

with a man under it. Such sights are
loo common in the Ottoman Empire
to excite comment, as most of the
merchandise is carried about the
cities on men's backs. There are a
few dray wagons, drawn by small
horses or by buffalo, but many of the

city streets are too narrow and steep

and the country roads too poorly kept
for loaded vehicles.
When the Turk engages in business

at all, it is in a very small way, con-
sequently, the commerce is almost
entirely in the hands of the Ameri-
cans, Greeks, Persians, Hebrews and
nearby foreigners.
The business methods are behind

the times. The merchants advertise
but little—they simply wait for the
customer's necessity to drive him to
the store. They say " people must
buy sometime, when they come we
will supply them." Instead of carry-
ing a full line of goods, keeping it

well stocked and then advertising the
store as a place where a good assort-
ment can always be found, the mer-
chant too often buys in job-lots and
when the first invoice of a certain
style is sold, no matter how well it

may have sold, there is no attempt to
restock and is replaced by something
else.

The attitude of the merchant in this
particular is well illustrated by the
story of the back-woods merchant,
who when asked why he did not keep
a supply of " turkey red. " for which
there was a brisk demand, replied,
" I did keep it for a time but there
was such a demand for it that I was
always getting out of it— just couldn't
keep it on hand—so decided not to
handle it.

"

There are few business partner-
ships, due to the lack of confidence
between man and man. When a busi-
ness outgrows its quarters, instead of
enlarging the store it is customary to
open another store either on the same
street or in some other part of the
city. This custom is not confined
to the retail trade, some of the banks
have branches in different parts of
the city.

Most transactions are on a cash
basis requiring a large amount of
money for a given volume of business.
Ciold is at a premium and small chan^^e
is scarce, which one must buy, giving
rise to the seraffs or money changers
not unlike those which Christ drove
from the temple.
Modern business methods are con-

spicious by their absence as you
doubtless have observed. America
can supply much that is lacking in

this particular and the writer believes
that there are good opportunities for
progressive American merchants in

the Ottoman seaports. The large
number of Orientals who try to follow
the fashions of the West together
with the large number of foreigners

in these cities, create a demand for
European and American products
which is well worth the merchant's
attention.

Uncle S.\m in the .\ke.na.

Turkey exports tobacco, mohair,
skins, silk and rugs, Constantinople
being the largest seller of the orien-
tal rugs in the world, while New York
is the greatest market for the same.
The United States finds some market
in the largest cities of Turkey for

farming implements, typewriters,
hardware, cloth, shoes, hats, etc. The
presence in this harbor of so many
steamships (there often being as
many as forty at one time) is indi-

cative of a considerable foreign com-
merce, but the U. S. furnishes but a
small part of the imports. Uncle Sam
is new at the business of finding
foreign markets and finds difficulties

peculiar to himself. The freight is, of

course increased by the greater dis-

tance from the market. All goods for

the Levant must, owing to our insuf-

ficient merchant marine, be carried
by foreign steam-ship companies who
put a prohibitive freight rate upon
such of our goods as come into com-
petion with those of their own coun-
try. The American goods are thus
crowded out.

A tradition-bound people are slow
to adopt the new. Simply that the
" style has changed " is no argument,
in this country, for substituting an
untried article for one that has pro-

ven satisfactory. The American man-
ufacturers do not seem to appreciate
this fact and change their styles irre-

spective of the demand. This is well

illustrated by the experience of a
German shoe dealer who introduced a

line of American-made goods which
soon crowded out his German styles,

leaving his stock wholly of American
goods. In restocking for the follow-

ing year he ordered the same styles

but was informed by the manufacturer
that these goods were no longer made,
as the styles had changed. The cus-

tomers wanted the styles that they
had tried and liked, and not the new
and untried. Consequently the cus-

tomers went elsewhere, the merchant
lost his trade and the manufacturer
his market. Other manufacturers,
this time from Europe, stepped in and
the American goods were barred out.

An unusual demand at home is an-

other excuse for a temporary with-
drawal of foreign business which, of

course, results in the passing of the

business to a competitor. If American
manufacturers are bidding for foreign

trade, they must make what the trade
requires and supply it regularily, else

the European manufacturers will
" steal a home run."
Too often an American interest is

represented abroad by a foreigner.

Be he ever so loyal to his employer,
he cannot put the same vim in his

work as an American would do, or as
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he would do if he and his employer
were of the same nationality.

The Language Problem.

Not only are our weights, measures
and money different, but as a nation

we speak but one language. Any
salesman will testify that to sell an
article he must not only be able to

speak a language but he must speak
it veil. A glance at the commercial
courses in the German schools ex-

plains one great reason for the suc-

cess of the German merchants in cap-

turing the markets of the East. The
whole category of European and Asi-

atic languages are offered—the young
men choose their field and then equip
themselves with the language of its

people. This condition in the German
schools was brought about by the

pressing need of a market, and our
own need, in this particular, when
realized by educators and business
men will, doubtless, be met.

There is really a movement in this

direction, notably, the Yale—Colum-
bia foreign service courses, including
one for commercial service abroad;
and the recently established Export-
ing and Importing schools in the

West Side V. M. C. A., New York
City, conducted by men of acknow-
ledged leadership in foreign commer-
cial matters. These courses, with a

number of others, point in the direc-

tion of a thorough training for for-

eign commerce and there is much,
very »utcli, that can be done in this

matter by our Commercial Depart-
ments and Business schools.
From the producers' point of view,

a market is an expedient for dispos-
ing of surplus goods. For nine years
the U. S. has manufactured a surplus
over her consumption and must seek
a foreign outlook for the same. She-
is handicapped, in the Levant mar-
kets, by inexperience, distance, and
lack of languages. The first is the nat-

ural result of internal development
(fortunate is the country that has an
interior capable of development) and
needs no comment, the second could
be helped by a merchant marine, and
the third remedied by our schools.

If the United States continues to
take the surplus of the World's pop-
ulation to the tune of more than two
million a year, she will, naturally, be
entitled to a corresponding part of
the new commerce of the world. This
will be hers by right but one for
which she must fight if she is to have
it. It rests with the business stud-
ents of today- the business men of
tomorrow -to secure this newly-needed
and soon to be much needed foreign
market, thus helping to perpetuate
our present prosperity, not for pros-
perity's sake, alone, but for what
prosperity brings with it.

Practical Tinance eontinued from
paae zi.

a brilliancy that was characteristic of
the men.
Session after session, the bill passed

the Senate but was defeated lay the
House until the bitter struggle was
ended in 1840, when it passed the
House by a small majority of 17 in a
total vote of 231 and the Sub Treasury
of the United States was established.
Yet such was the opposition to the

plan that it was not satisfactory as
first established.
After -Harrison's election to the

presidential office, whose tenure was
brief, Tyler's access to power was the
signal for a renewal of the struggle
and when Congress assembled, bills

were immediately introduced for the
repeal of the Sub Treasury act, which
occurred Aug. l.S, 1841, and a bill was
reported by Henry Clay (who favored
the old National Bank system) which
was a compromise of the two systems.
The act was passed by both houses
but vetoed by Tylor, and the public
moneys were cared for by public of-

ficials who deposited the treasure
wherever their judgment might dic-
tate as a place of safety. The dis-
cussion of various schemes continued
for five years and was finally settled
by the House in April, 1S4It, and
passed the Senate in Aug. of the same
year. Thus it happened that the
policy that had been opposed by
Jackson and his compeers was re-

versed and carried to victory bv Pres-
ident Polk and his aids. The same
party that had opposed the National
Bank during Jackson's administra-
tion.

The Secretary of the Treasury has
entire supervision of the work of the
principal office, also of the various
sub treasuries.

The Assistant Treasurer and all

other officers authorized by law must
give a bond fixed by the Sec'y of the
Treasury and affirmed by the Solicitor
of the Treasury. In addition to the
Sub Treasury, National Banks are
also keepers of the public funds. Be-
fore any national bank may become a
U. S. depository it must comply with
certain regulations as well as give
the U. S. security for all moneys de-
posited.

All collectors and receivers of pub-
lic money are required to deposit in

the Sub-Treasury at least once a week
andoftener ifordered bytheSecretary-

The New Yoik Sub- Treasury . The
New York Sub-Treasury may be taken
as a model for all, and we give its

plan below.
It is divided into departments as

follows: Receiving and paying dept's,
minor coins dep't, bonds dep't. and
checks dep't. The accounting dep't, is

the one in which all checks are finally

gathered, classified, entered and veri-

fied, and all accounts of disbursingof-
fices are rendered monthly.

The sources of receipts of money
are : new currency from Washington,
deposits for transfer from other
points, customs, transfers from de-
pository banks, sales of gold by the
assay office, internal revenue, patent
fees, annual tax on national banks,
postmasters for Account of Post Of-
fice Department, deposits for the
shipment of silver coin, and deposits
from individuals, banks and firms
for redemption and exchange.
Issue and redemption of currency.

All United States notes unfit for re-
demption are placed at the Treasury
or a Sub Treasury free of charge. U.
S. notes are redeemed in gold in sums
not less than $.50 and are reissued in
exchange for gold.
There is a Redemption Fund of

$150,000,000 reserved in the Treasury
at Washington for the redemption of
U. S. notes and Treasury notes.
Under the head of " Issue and Re-

demption" occurs the transfer of
money from one point of the country
to another. Formerly the banks met
the expense of shipping to the inter-
ior, but the law was changed and the
Government now pays the expense.
The Treasuries of the United States

will forward new U. S. notes by ex-
press at the expense of the consignee
for mutilated currencv, fractional sil-
ver or minor coin, tlold certificates
are issued upon the deposit of gold
coin. .Silver certificates are issued
upon a deposit of Standard Silver
dollars or the return of mutilated sil-
ver certificates, also to replace can-
celled Treasury notes. Treasury
notes are not reissued.
Standard Silver dollars are issued in

redemption of an exchange of silver
certificates and Treasury notes of 1890.
Nickel and copper coins are sent

free from the Philadelphia mint in
sums of $20.00 or any multiple of 20
to points reached by express upon
the receipt of a draft upon New York
or Philadelphia.
Treasury' notes and Silver certifi-

cates are redeemable for the face
value if 3-.5 or more of the note is re-
turned if less than 3-4 and more than
2-5 are returned they are redeemed
for 1-2 face value.
The money is kept in vaults or

strong rooms usually in the basement
of the building. These vaults are
simply large safes or strong rooms
full of steel drawers with steel walls,
ceilings, doors and fioors. Fitted
into the walls of the vaults in which
silver is kept are iron boxes of uni-
form size each large enough to hold
100 bags of silver of $5,000 each. As
much as 40 or 50 millions of dollars
are sometimes in a single vault.
The U. S. notes are stored in pack-

ages each denomination by itself, and
1,000 notes to a package, thus made
convenient for storing and counting.
The ordinary vaults are in charge

of a vault keeper and can be entered
only in his presence.
There are scores of other interest-

ing points that might be mentioned
which space alone prevents. The
Currency Act of 1900 is an interesting
document, also the proposed law now
being considered by Congress,
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ASSOCIATION AND CONN'ENTION COMMENT, COMMUNCIATIONS
AND ANNOUNCEMENTS

^

Dedicated to the iNTEREsxs of the Feder ^TiON, Associations and Conventic
)RGANlZATIONS ARE CORDIALLY InVITED TO COMM UNICATE WITH THE PrOFKSSSION THR

Id be received in Columbus by the first of the month preceding date of publication. H
and in cases of important program announcements, as late as the fifteent

HIS Medium of Public

, they may be received :

I,. NO Profession.

TV AND Progress.

> late as the tenth.

^
n Boost for the Best.

To attend the National Commercial
Teachers' Federation is commend-
able, but to Belonc. is better still.

Your presence is desirable, but your

Memhership is a badge of loyally and

a mark of public cooperation which

no one can gainsay or misinterpret.

Your numhcrship means more than

may at tirst be supposed. It means

that you are interested in others than

yourself. It means you are willing to

give as well as get. It means you in-

tend to help to put into permanent

form the things said and accom-

plished in these history-making meet-

ings for it takes money to do this It

means that you want to profit by these

permanent records by studying at

your leisure the things spoken at the

meetings and then recorded in the

" year book. " It means that you be-

lieve in fraternity rather than friction

—in dignifying your calling rather

than in belittling your competitor.

The Federation needs funds to ac-

complish what it should, and its only

source of revenue is membership fees.

You should therefore do your part by
forwarding without delay your memb-
ership to the General Secretary and
all-the-year-round worker and hustler,

Mr. J. C. Walker, 4i) Grand River

Ave., Detroit, Mich.

If we can afford to contribute this

space and this effort to the cause, you

connot afford to not contribute your

three dollars for membership.
No matter where you live or whether

you can attend the next meeting, send

your money and receive in return the

Official Report containing the things

said and done at the great Pittsburg

Convention.
Be progressive and public-spirited;

join the grand army of Commercial
Teachers. iJo so now. Get your

name on the greatest Honor Roll in

our calling.

miner on a minor matter.

We believe that not (mly the Federation,
hut every one of the Sections, excepting
the Business Teachers' and Penmanship
Sections, is now opened with an invocation
to God, delivered by a local clerRyman.
<;ood, but why the exceptions? E. X. Miner,
editor, "Typewriting and Phonographic
World." New York.

"Why the exceptions?" Because
we are a peaceable lot—temperate in

temper—temperate in drink, many
omitting even common table bever-
ages such as tea and coffee, to say
nothing of wine, beer, and Kentucky
dew—temperate in smoke dope, few
of us indulging in cigars, and for

pipes and cigarettes, never—tempe-
ate even in our selfishness as concerns
wanting to monopolize the president-
ial office more than one year in suc-

cession.

Whenever the shorthand section

can show as little strife, as much fra-

ternity, and as few smokers and drink-
ers as the sections criticised, we are
willing to call on some preacher or
priest for help.

Brother Miner, we're from Missouri;
you must shoiv us, in act rather than
in word.

Cbe €. e. Z. J1. at Philadelphia.

Doubtless all commercial teachers
east of Pittsburg, north of Atlanta,

south of Quebec, and west of the At-

lantic Ocean are thinking of and
planning to attend the convention of

the Eastern Commercial Teachers'
Association at Easter time in the city

of Philadelphia.

No one who can attend should de-

prive himself, and those who look to

him for instruction and guidance,
from the pleasure, instruction, fellow-

ship and inspiration to be derived by
being there.

For these conventions mean co-

operation rather than contention, fel-

lowship rather than foolish envy,
growth rather than stagnation, liber-

ality rather than selfish complacency,
and help rather than hindrance in

the advancement of commercial edu-
cation.

But if you cannot attend, see to it

that your name is on its membership
roll by remitting your yearly dues.
All cannot attend but all can aid by
way of contribution. It is to be
hoped that enough will send their

membership fee to justify a published
report of the proceedings by the As-
sociation itself. This should be done
and doubtless will if finances will

justify.

The great, historic city of Brotherly
Love is alone worth while the time
and e.xpense of the trip. The pro-
gram to be carried out there in the

convention is also worth what it may

cost you in effort and money, and the
hearty handshakes and cordial greet-

ings sure to be yours if you go, are
worth more than either of the other
two named.
Thus by attending you are sure of

at least three hundred percent on
your investment. Where else, when
and how surely can you realize so
much upon any investment you may
make ?

So decide NOW to attend, and begin
at once to plan to that end. All

aboard for Philadelphia !

Program of the E. e. C. JK.

The annual meeting of the Eastern
Commercial Teachers' Association
will be held on Thursday, Friday,

and Saturday, April 16, 17, and 18, in

the Central High School, Philadel-

phia.
The first meeting will be on Thurs-

day afternoon. At this session there

will be addresses of welcome by the

Governor of the State and the Mayor
of the City, an address by the Presi-

dent and probably lessons in Begin-

ner's Bookkeeping. Rapid Calculation

and Commercial Law.
It is hoped to have a public meeting

on Thursday evening. The speakers
for this meeting will be announced
later. The Friday morning session

will be held at the High School, but

in the afternoon the Convention will

be the guests of the Philadelphia

Museums, where addresses will be

made by Dr. Wilson and Dr. McFar-
lane ; the subject of Dr. McFarlane's
address being " Industrial Philadel-

phia.
"

The Banquet will be held on Friday
evening at the Hotel Walton.
Saturday morning the Shorthand

and Typewriting Contests will take

place. Saturday afternoon the busi-

ness meeting will be held.

While it is impossible at this time

to give the definite hours of the var-

ious addresses, the programme as

planned by the Executive Committee
will be nearly as follows. Definite

acceptances have been receiyed from
nearly all of those whose names are

given.
Office Methods for the School Itooni

by M. H. Bigelow, Commercial De-

partment of the rtica, N Y. High
School.
A lesson in Beginner's Bookkeep-

ing by Raymond G. Laird, Commer-
cial High School, Boston. Discu-s-
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sions by F. (J. Nichols. Rochester
Business Institute, Rochester, and
W. B. Sherman.
A Lesson in Rapid Calculation by

W. J. McDonald, Burdette Business
College, Boston.
Commercial Law— it is hoped to se-

cure T. B. Stowell of Providence, R.
1. The discussion to be led by W. H.
Henry, Central City Business College,
Syracuse.
An Argument for Higher Standards

of Commercial Education, will be
made by W. H. Colton, Principal
Commercial Department of the Brook-
line, Mass., High School.
Tnconscious Education, or the Per-

sonality of the Teacher, by Chees-
man A. Herrick, Director Commer-
cial High School, Philadelphia.
The Committee has asked J. E. Ful-

ler of Wilmington, and Raymond
Kelly of Chicago to speak on " How-
to Teach Shorthand. "

The teaching of English will be
discussed by J. A. Luman of the
Pierce School, Philadelphia.
A Lesson in Penmanship by E. C.

Mills of Rochester, N. Y., with dis-
cussions by 11. W. Flickengerof Phila-
delphia and W. H. Patrick, York, Pa.

It is expected that Commercial Arith-
metic will be presented by Byron Mor-
ton of the Packard School, N. Y. City.
The relation of the work of the audi-

tor to that of the bookkeeper will be
discussed by J. E. Sterrett of Phila-
delphia.
The Committee has been extremely

fortunate in securing for the head-
quarters of the Convention the Hotel
Walton, one of the best known hotels
in the United States. The Walton is
conveniently situated on Broad
Street with cars and busses passing
the door and going directly to the
High School. I'nusually good rates
have been secured, running from
$1 .5U for line person in a room, to $1.25
for two in a room, and up.

Edward H. Eldridce,
Simmons College, Boston.

Cetter from President Ulilliams.

Mr. C. p. Z.\ner, Columbus, O.
Dear Mr. Zaner : The meeting for

the Convention of the Eastern Com-
mercial Teachers' Association at
Philadelphia draws near, and you
have undoubtedly received some mat-
ter for publication in the March issue
of the Educator regarding the coming
meeting from the secretary of the Ex-
ecutive committee.

I wish to reinforce whatever he has
said regarding the excellent prospects
for a most instructive and profitable
series of addresses, lessons, and de-
monstrations during the regular ses-
sions of the Convention, and for one
of the most delightful banquets, at the
Hotel Walton on Friday night, that
has yet been held by this Association.
The several meetings of the Execu-

tive Committee in New York and
Philadelphia have brought together
a body of as conscientious, efficient,
and diligent committeemen as it has
ever been my pleasure to meet. Dur-

ing the intervals between the sessions
of the Committee, active inquiry has
elicited from progressive commercial
teachers expressions of opinion as to
the most profitable use to make of
the hours to be devoted to the pro-
gram, with results that give the mem-
bers of the Committee confidence in
asking for the presence of the largest
body of commercial educators ever
assembled in the East.
The general plan of the program

followed in previous years will be ob-
served, with the exception that pro-
vision will be made for leaders in dis-
cussions of all papers presented and
that both speakers and leaders of dis-
cussions will be subject to time limits,
so that at each session of the Conven-
tion those present can be certain of
hearing the presentation of the sub-
jects at the stated hours on the pro-
gram. The main features are now
practically assured, and it remains
for the February meeting of the Ex-
ecutive Committee to entirely com-
plete the list.

The Lesson in Penmanship to be
given by Edward C. Mills will, in it-

self, be worth the trip to Philadelphia.
The practical paper on "Office Meth-
ods in the Schoolroom" to be pre-
sented by M. H. Bigelow, head of the
Commercial Department, High
School, Utica, N. Y., is to be pre-
pared especially for this meeting,
having been given in Syracuse dur-
ing Christmas week and to be re-
peated by Mr. Bigelow at Philadelphia
by special request. " Unconscious
Education, or the Personality ot the
Teacher. " is the topic of an address
to be given by Dr. Cheesman Herrick,
which will undoubtedly prove one of

the most valuable numbers on the
program. The question of " Busi-
ness English" which is to be pre-
sented by Mr. J. A. Luman, of Phila-
delphia, is certain to arouse great in-
terest and lead to active discussion of
the topic. The Friday afternoon visit
to the Commercial Museum, where
addresses will be given by Dr. Mc-
Farlane and Dr. Wilson, will be one
of the delightful privileges of the
Philadelphia meeting. There will be
practical papers and discussions on
Beginner's Bookkeeping, Account-
ancy, Commercial Law, Commercial
Arithmetic, Shorthand, Typewriting,
etc., particulars of which will be fur-
nished for your April issue.
The splendid facilities of the Cen-

tral High School, Philadelphia, in
which the sessions of the Convention
are to be held and the elegant ap-
pointments of the Hotel Walton,
headquarters of the Convention,
where the reception and banciuet are
to be held, are all that the most ex-
acting could desire. Unusual inter-
est will undoubtedly center on the in-
ternational shorthand and typewrit-
ing contests this year, Mr. Godfrey of
England having won the trophy'for
two successive years for stenograph-
ers of not more than ten years' exper-
ience.
The local Committees of Arrange-

ment, under the able leadership of
Dr. E. M. Hull, Supt. of Banks Busi-
ness College, are taking time by the
forelock and preparing to make the
Philadelphia meeting the very best in
the history of the Association.

Sincerely yours,
S. C. WiLi.rAMS,

President E. C.T. A.

Home of the Columbus Business Collese, Columbus, Ohio.
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J
C. V. Crumley, who for some time past

has been principal of the commercial de-
partment of Warren's Training School,
Sulpher Sprines, Texas, is now teaching
the coniojercial branches in the Monroe
Commercial College, Monroe, La. The
building in which Warren's Training
School was located was recently destroyed
by fire.

Mr. C T. Wiswell, recently of Bradford,
Pa., now has charge of the commercial work
in Creager's School of Business, Louisville,
Ky.

I*'ew men in our profession possess the
delicacy of touch, when it comes to artis-

tic writing, that Mr. Fred S. Heath pos-

sesses. His lessons in ornamental penman-
ship are appearing elsewhere in our col-

umns. Moreover he is able to impart the
larger part of his knowledge to others, as
shown in the texts accompanying the les-

C. H. Haverfield, formerly of Scio, Ohio,
has accepted the principalship of the com-
mercial department of the German Wal-
lace College, Berea, Ohio.

Mr. E. E. Admire, proprietor of the Metro-
politan and Ohio Business Colleges, Cleve-
land, was recently elected one of the Board
of Directors of the Cleveland Chamber of

Industry, numbering upwards of 300 mem-
bers. (Jood for Admire and good for the
Chamber of Industry.

The Cieni City Business College, Uuincy,
111, opened January 2nd with the largest
enrollment in its history. This certainly is

a substantial way of expressing New Year's
Greetings. The Gem City is one of the few
really big schools of this country and one
of the best as well.

On Friday evening, Jan. 17, 1908, in the city
of Baltimore, the "North Carolina Society
in Maryland " held its annual banquet in

Hotel Belvedere. Congressman ( now Sena-
tor ) John Sharp Williams, of -Miss. ; Kich-
mond 1'. Hobson, Spanish-American War
hero and Congressman from Ala.; Senator
F. M. Simmons, of .\. C. ; Commander Cam-
eron McKae Winslow ; ex-Governor War
Held, and many other noted men were there
with their wit and typical Southern quali-
ties.

At the conclusion Mr. E. H. Norman of

the Baltimore Business College was elected
President. This indicates very clearly the
esteem in which Mr. .Norman is held by
others as well as by his professional asso-
ciates.

Mr. H. A. Keneau, formerly of Ft. Smith,
Ark., and recently a student in the Gem
City Business College, Ouincy, III., is now
teaching penmanship and assisting in
teaching bookkeeping in the Introductory
Bookkeeping Department of the G. C. B. C.
He recently favored us with a good list of
subscriptions indicating the right kind of
enthusiasm in penmanship in his classes.
Mr. K'eneau is a faithful worker and true
gentleman.

Mr. E. .\. Kice,a good BUSINESS EDUCA-
TOR clubber, is now teaching in Draughon's
Business College, Columbia, S. C. The
Columbia school is otie of the largest and
best of the Uraughon chain and Mr. Kice
reports that he has about one hundred and
twenty-flve students in penmanship. Mr.
Kice attended the /.anerian College last

summer and is an enthusiastic, capable
teacher.

J. B. Culp, Columbiana, O., a farmer, fav-
ored us with a numberof exceptionally well
written cards. Mr. Culp is 52 years old and
writes a style that is not equaled by many

who are engaged in the work I'ndoubt
edly he could have become one of the very
first in our line of work should he have de
voted his time and attention to it. Mr. Culp
is a subscriber for THE BUSINESS EDUCA-
TOR from which he no doubt receives his
inspiration.

From a recent letter written by Mr. Orten
E. Beach of the Bradford, Pa., Business
College, we quote the following :

" I am just writing you a few lines to tell

you of the progress of the Bradford Busi-
ness College since Jan. 1st when I assumed
the entire management of the school. This
has been the very best month of the whole
year so far, and the prospects grow brighter
every week. I have engaged a line young
man as teacher of penmanship and the
commercial branches. Mr. S. E Kuley of
Bowling Green, Ky He is a fine penman
and a hustler who is making good every
day."

Mr. C. B. Potter, the wide awake penman
and teacher in Elliott's Business College,
Burlington, la , and from whom we receive
many lists of subscriptions reports that
their school is larger at present than it has
been since 1892. Their enrollment is more
than 450 students.

W. B. Holden.a graduate of the Albany
Business College, has just been engaged as
assistant commercial teacher in Goddard
Seminary, Barre. Vt.

Miss Evelyn Shedd, of Sioux City, Iowa,
is the new commercial teacher in the
Philipsburg, Mont., High School.

Mr. C. L. Rotzel, one of last year's gradu
ates from the School of Commerce, Ac-
counts, and Finance of New '^'ork I'niver-
sity, is now in Yaniaguchi, Japan, where he
went at the request of the Japanese govern-
ment to establish the ^'amaguchi Commer-
cial College, a modern school of c<,mmerce.
Mr. Kotzel was engaged on a three-year
contract, at a salary that would make most
of our commercial teachers green with envy,
and in addition he is furnished a house, and
traveling expenses, both going to Japan
and returning to America. He is one of the
honor graduates of the I'niversity and is

certainly meeting with the kind of success
that really first-class preparation deserves.

J. W. Creig, of the (ierman-Wallace Col-
lege, Berea, Ohio, began in January as head
of the commercial department of the Johns-
town, .\. Y., High School.

Miss Myerla Tugendreich went to the
Sheboygan, Wis.. High .School immediately
after the Christmas holidays to fill out the
year as commercial teacher. Miss Tugen
dreich had been employed in the Hunting-
ton. Ind., Business l^niversity.

Miss Graces. Harwood, last year in the
Stafford Springs, Conn.. High -School, has
charge this year of the commercial depart-
ment of the Kockville, Conn., High School.

W. W. Knisley, formerly of the Prepara-
tory Department of Iowa College, Grinnell.
Iowa, and more recently associated with
his brother in Ionia, Mich., Business Col-
lege, has just accepted a position for the
rest of the year as principal commercial
teacher in the Sioux City, Iowa, High
School.

Miss Nellie O'Boyle, a /Canerian graduate,
is teaching penmanship and commercial
branches in the Latrobe, Pa., Commercial
College.

L. M Holmes, of Portland, Ind., becomes
the penman and commercial teacher in the
New Iron City Business College, Pittsburg.

Kowe College, Kalamazoo, Mich., has
changed its name to Celery City Business
College In the hands of the Messrs. Gar-
vey and Anderson it is meeting with most
excellent success.

W. K. Schalk is a new shorthand teacher
in the Helena, Mont., Business College.

P. A. Hreitenbucher, of Plimpton. Ohio, a
former /.anerian student has been chosen
as teacher of (iregg shorthand in the Stan-
dard Shorthand .School, Detroit.

Charles M. Gray, last year with the Inter-
State Commercial School, Reading, Pa.,

has been chosen as the first principal of the
new commercial department just opened
in the Poughkeepsie, N. Y . High .School.

J. W. Martindill. who with his brother has
been associated for some years in the con-
duct of the Manistee, Mich.. Business Col-
lege, has accepted a position as head of the
commercial department in the College of
Commerce, Kenosha. Wis.

Miss Clara Means, a Ferris graduate, who
was engaged in the fall to teach shorthand
in the Northwestern Business College,
Chicago, was compelled regretfully to give
up her work recently on account of sickness
in her home. Miss Bessie Falls, a graduate
of the Lansing, Mich., Business University,
takes Miss Means' place.

The 10th annual reunion of the students
of Blair Business College brought together
more than 800 students and friends. An
elaborate program was carried out preced-
ing a reception, at which refreshments
were served and a general good time en-

joved.
The large classroom in which the enter-

tainment was given was beautifully dec-

orated in the college colors, purple and
gold, and flowers were scattered through
the room H. C. Blair, president of the col-

lege, presided.
The features of the program were selec-

tions by the college orchestra and college

glee club; readings by Wesley Taylor, CJor-

don Davis and Mrs. Litta Brockman ; vocal

solos by Professor C. O Brownell and Ward
Fancher, and a violin solo by ProfessorCarl
Grissen. The Spokesman—Review.

The Tampa, Fla., Business College Com-
pany is in a flourishing condition indicated
by the fact that during the past year it de-

clared a hatidsome dividend and at the
same time stood the expense of erecting a

large, handsome dormitory for the use of

its large and increasing student body,

Messrs Patterson & Burr, of the Glovers-
ville. N. Y., Business School, report that

their attendance is IR-:, per cent better this

year than it was last year at this time.

This speaks well for the work being done
by this institution, and consequently the
proprietors have no reason to complain of

hard times.

Mr A. A. Lang the up-to-date teacher of

penmanship in the Kewanee Business Col

lege, Kewanee, III., in submitting a fine lot

of students' penmanship practice says :

•' Some of our students are using Til E BUSI-
NESS Educator and we find those who
read your journal are the best penmen.

' Spencerian " is the name of a nicely

printed, well illustrated little magazine,
which comes to the editor's desk weekly
from the Spencerian Commercial .School,

Louisville, Ky

Those who are interested in drawing, il-

lustrating, cartooning, etc., will do well to

write to the publishers of the Art Students'
Magazine, Augusta, Mich, for a sample,
copv. This journal is a welcome visitor at

our office each month, and it seems as

though each number is better than the pre-

^ ions one It well merits the success it is

winning.

Mr. S. G. Edgar, teacher of penmanship in

the Columbus, O., Business College, is not

only one of our most skillful penman, but

also one of our very best teachers of pen-

manship. He recently came into our office

with ail armload of specimens, all of which
measure up to a very high standard, and
are the equal of any similar lot of speci-

mens we have examined for a long time.

Mr Edgar is determined that the penman-
ship in this institution shall in no way be

neglected. Success to you, friend E.
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Cbe Education of the Jlccountant.

KI!)eit Hubbard nf Tlie iniilistine. who
says a lot of nasty things and some bright
and true ones, says :

" An expert account-
ant is a bookkeeper out of a job." I have
known a good many more or less expert ac-

countants and some of them were expert,
regular wizards with ffgures, one in parti-

cular was so good at figures that the state
of New York, in recognition of his expert-
ness as exemplified in the financial state-

ments of a Company of which he was jun-

ior partner, gave him a position at the big
prison at Sing Sing where he kept the
books for nearly 10 years and would have
kept them longer only his term expired.
The moral is that a really expert account-

ant can always be sure of a steady job.

I am led to write of the education of the
accountant by the receipt of a letter from a

valued friend of mine who holds a very re-

sponsible position ^ith a big corporation.
After speaking much better than it deser-

ves of my article on The Education of the
Stenographer he says that he thinks I am
making too much of Stenography and that
I should show the advantages of account-
ancy and the large demand that exists for

young people who are really competent
bookkeepers.
Of course the article in question was a

presentation of the Stenographic side of

business education and I did not intend to

have my readers infer that bookkeeping
and the other branches which go to make
up the education of the accountant were of

minor importance. As a matter of fact, I

am afraid a very large amount of time and
money is being wasted on the study of the
beautiful and fascinating art of shorthand
by a few^ young men and a much greater
number of young women who are not fitted,

either by education or by nature, to make a

success of their vocation. The proverbial
making of a tin whistle out of a pig's tail

seems to me to be quite feasible when com-
pared with the making of a good steno-
gropher of the young person whose fingers

are all thumbs when they get hold of a pen-
cil, whose mind works so slowly that it

takes ten minutes to realize that it is noon
after the clock strikes 12 and the factory
whistles toot : who comes from the gram-
mar school with a knowledge of English
of the most rudimentary character, the "I
done it " and the " I seen him" variety and
with a vocabulary of not over 5()0 words
containing all the choice slang of the day.
and a style of the spelling that would cause
the shades of Artemus Ward and Josh Bill-

ings to look back regretfully upon their
own achievements in that line. Given that
kind of a student, with an unconquerable
aversion to work. ( If she did not possess
that aversion she would not be that kind of

a student ) and it is not surprising that
there are some failures.

But, I hear it said, such a girl or boy
should not be allowed to study stenography.
True enough, I quite agree with that senti-

ment. What oui^ht to be and what is, how-
eve*-. are not always the same thing. My

own experience has been that it is very
difficult to make this person or her parents
see that, even if some miraculous power
would give habits of industry for indolence
and clear the cobwebs from the dull brain
and make it alert and active, a year's work
or even three years' work on the part of a

willing pupil and earnest teachers would
not make a first rate stenographer of the
half developed child. "Cousin Mary Ann
went to So-and-so's Business CoUegeand in

a year s/je got a job and in the two years
since she graduated she has had 5 different
places and is looking for another now and
my daughter is just as good as she is and
if you don't want her I can send her to So
and So's etc, etc, etc, etc. "

Of course the best thing to do is to let her
go to So and So's and the best schools do it,

unhesitatingly, but there are a good many
schools that are commercial in more senses
than one and not all of them are small and
proverty stricken schools either.

A hundred dollar tuition fee is a handy
thing to have and if the school does not
take the student So und So's will, and so
another is added to the list of incompe-
tents who are ready to take a job at any
price and whose low wages and unsteady
positions scare the really competent from
taking up the study of a useful and good
paying art to the one fitted oy education
and temperament to follow it. But the
question arises : Will such a student, boy
or girl, make a success as an accountant ?

If the bumps of indolence and careless-
ness are largely developed the possessor of

those bumps stands more chance of being
elected Maj-or of New York on a prohibi-
tion ticket than he does of being a success
in niiy line of commercial work, but I have
seen some sensible but slow thinking boys
and girls who would be hopelessly left in
shorthand dictation develop into careful,

accurate and valuable bookkeepers, with a

good head for business, and it is quite im-
possible for any boy or girl to take up book-
keeping, arithmetic, rapid calculation, cor-

respondence, English and penmanship, as
taught in any decent business school, and
not get some value received for tht- tuition

money.
I am doing my best of late years to have

even my best stenographers give three
months to the study of bookkeeping. I

used to think it as well for the really bright
and well educated girl to give all her time
to stenography, but a knowledge of accounts
gives even the expert stenographer so

much better ideas of business that it is

worth ten times what the extra three
months will cost her and that knowledge
often enables its possessor to become an
office manager instead of a mere steno-

grapher. And to the one who is only fair,

and she is ten times as numerous astheex-
pert, it often means good pay and steady
employment instead of tire lowest possible

wages and out of a job half the time.

The young man or woman, who expects
to become a first class accountant, and by
accountant I mean much more than a mere
bookkeeper, requires a good education to be-

gin with and more than that requires a
logical mind, that is, a mind that reasons.

It is not a difficult matter to make a
good bookkeeper out of a person of very
moderate attainments provided that per-
son be industrious and fairly quick at fig-

ures, and furthermore, provided he under-
stands the importance of, and will work for
accuracy in mathematical operations. If

he has average intelligence, a good school
in six months will teach him the principles
of bookkeeping and he can keep a set of
books well enough, so far as making the
right debits and credits to begin with, post
ing his work, taking his trial balance, mak-
ing his statements and closing his books
are concerned andthatis about all the aver-
age bookkeeper knows or wants to know
about accounts. He generally settles down
into his position, works reasonably hard
gets fairly good pay and becomes a valued
member of the office force, if he is not good
enough to hold his job as bookkeeper he
may strike out as an expert accountant,
but he will never be a real accountant for
he does little thinking and accountancy
calls for thinking.
By accountancy I mean theclass of book-

keeping which orginates special accounts,
which dissects and analyzes and classi-
fies and shows what each particular thing
is costing and where the leaks of a business
are to be found and the location of these
leaks of business and the stopping of them
which the accountant may suggest, often
means success instead of failure to a busi-
ness. The accountant must have brains
back of his mechanical ability and he will
know not merely the books of the business
but every detail of the business.

I do not think it is the province of the
business college to make the accountant.
The Scotch public accountant serves an

apprenticeship of seven years before he is
qualified to do business. The English ac-
countant and the German serve nearly as
long. To attempt to fit boys and girls of
sixteen or eighteen for accountancy in the
one year, at most, given to the business
college would be folly, but the right kind of
business college will set the right kind of
pupil on the way by teaching that pupil to
do nothing without he sees a reason for it.

To think ii/y.r a thing is done and to see if

he could suggest any Itetter wa)-. for the
text books of the present day are by no
means so perfect that no further suggest-
ions can be made, even by intelligent pu-
pils.

The real art of teaching lies not in show-
ingthe youthof either sex how to do things,
a good text book will do that. But the
teacher who can teach his pupils how to
think for themselves and use their reason-
ing faculties, often atrophied forlack of use,
is indeed a benefactor to the race.
The youth who leaves a business school

with a good knowledge of bookkeeping and
a mastery of practical working arithmetic,
coupled with the ability to reason and to
think for himself, will in time make an ac-
countant if he has opportunity and he can
makeopportunity if he does not make the
fatal mistake of considering his education
complete when he gets his school diploma.
To the accountant the great cities of the

conntry ofi^er a field ripe for the harvest and
compensation worthy of his utmost effort.
Great corporations can well aff^ord munifi-
cient salaries to the men who can systema-
tize and classify their accounts; who can
originate methods which save ; who can
audit so as to prevent dishonesty and waste.
If you my reader like bookkeeping and have
brains, make up your mind to be more than
a bookkeeper, be an accountant and work
with that end in view. Don't let a thing go
till you see the reason for it as long as you
are in school and in the broader school of
business life, and be sure the big business
world of our cities ever enger to buy brains
will pay you well for any originality of
thought you may produce.
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Lessons in Ornamental Writing

rk t.) Mr. Heath.

F. S. HEATH, CONCOBD, N. H.

'un<-ord, N. H., by the 15th of the month, for critielsi

Km-lose ytainp!^ if >«u want your work returned.

J
Instruction for Ccsson 7.

Signature writingis oneof the most fascinating branches of ornamental penmanship. The bold shades and graceful ovals require

the highest degreeof skill of hand. The intertwining lines demand a knowledge of harmony and arrangement. The many different

forms permit an altiiost endless variety of combination and styles, calling into play imagination, ideality and artistic perception. The
student who is not so fascinated with signature writing that he does not frequently " burn the midnight oil " in the attempt to get .some

new and elusive combination, lacks some of the qualities which are an essential part of the make up of the successful penman.
The accompanyingsignatures present a variety of styles. Nearly all are plain and simple. A few are unique and unusual. In each

there has been an attempt at dash, grace and artistic effect, rather than great accuracy

Without going in detail into the rules of harmony, I wish to emphasize two fundamental principles of great importance. Lines are

always in harm )ny which cross at right angles or nearly so. This principle is very important to the ornamental writer. Study the work
of the masters with this in mind. Learn to apply the principle to all your own work. Another well established principle is that lines

running in the same direction should usually be parallel. Study this principle also and note the part it plays in the work of the best

penmen Bearing these suggestions in mind, we will now give special attention to each signature given herewith.

Plate IS. Take the first signature and look at the ovals as they drop below the name. Try to seethem alone, excluding for the mo-
ment from your mental vision the other lines of the signature. Note how the ovals overlap, their size and direction. Now look at the

shades in the same way. Note their size, slant and spacing. When you have done this thoroughly you ha ve more than half mastered
the signature. Study all signatures and pen work in this way and your advancement in the knowledge of form will be rapid. In this

signature of K. L. Bennyhoff try to maintain the same relation of parts which your critical study has discovered in the copy. Throw the
top of F so as to suggest parallelism with the oval connecting A and /J. Work for grace on the small letters. E. C. Hewitt is quite sim-

ple. This style of E looks well if made somewhat taller than the other capital letters of the name. The flourished connecting stroke

of // should be so thrown as to make the oval horizonal. The signature A. W. Cooper looks best if the II' is a little smaller than the other

initials. CJet rather wide spacing between the capitals for best effect. Work hard for dash on W. A. Dean. Do not make the oval con.

necting A and D too large. C. A. Campbell is rather odd. Write the .1 and last C. Then go back and make the first C, connecting it with

the small letters. If the first C had been exactly parallel to the .-1, the effect would have been pleasing. We all fail at times in placing

a stroke just right at sight.

Plate 26. In R. P. Keeaecher the principle of repetition is seen in the repeating of thelittle shaded loop in thetopof J? and V. The
repetition of little strokes like that will often add a peculiar charm to a signature or card. The signature H Geery illustrates an open,

free and graceful style. Aim for easy, graceful strokes. When the first name is written in full it is often difficult to get a good effect

In order to bring the capital letters closer together the small letters in ( >scar Kllefson have been tnade quite compact. The top of the

paper may be turned to the left to get the last shaded stroke. Be sure to keep this stroke away from the stem of the /. A. P. Mason is

about as plain and simple as it could be made. Cut the shades deep and strong. H. E. Monk is more elaborate. Study it carefully. Let

the beginning stroke of -Y encircle the top of E. Do not allow the flat oval which finishes the name to drop belowthe similar oval of V/.
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Plate 27. M. X. Sweitzer illustrates how one letter may be made larger and more prominent than the others, centralizing the effect.

Notice how the shade of t and x and the sweeping final flourish help to give balance to the signature. It is not necessary always to com-

bine the letters in order to secure a pleasing appearance. The signature \V. <•. Carradine illustrates this. It is so simple that special in-

structions are not necessary. E. M. Patterson will test your skill of hand. Begin £ so that it will make the top of /'. Then so place M
that the stem of P falls into just the right place. You will have to keep iV rather small proportionately. J. R. Newlin is a skill tester of

another sort. Begin with stem of i^ and do not lift pen untiiy and top of if have been completed. Then begin again at the top of the K
stem and make the shaded stroke of N. It requires skill to so join the i? and A*^ that it will appear to be a single stroke. J.R. Brady shows

an entirely different method of combining/ and R. Note that the oval connecting i? and B parallels the beginning stroke of /?fora short

distance.

^/'

Plate 28. The signature C H. Spryer is a freaky couibination and ia pres-euted as such, not as the best possible arrai

name. Begin with .s and make tirst part of // before lifting the pen. Make last part of // upward. Begin again at base

the connecting stroke of // and the full sweeping C. The C must parallel the //stroke, titudy O. P. Marken. then look i

Plate 'jr>, and note the two distinct styles of combinfng similar letters. Make the beginning stroke of -V so that it will for

pound curve with top of /'. Try for a good balance in the signature W. K. Hamilton. The R is the center of the design,

the abbreviated f's and final tlourish give an attractive appearance to an otherwise plain signature. Notice how the las

in C. B. House is placed with reference to the oval of //. In this signature the /f and // may b? connected by a ro

ting the dot, if desired. It is a matter of taste.

These tvveuty signatures oii^ht to keep you ^\i busy for « nionth at least. I^et me see your best work for critic!

genient of the

line and make
t A. P. Mason.
11 a good com-
n Irene Pfieffer

t shaded stroke

us stroke, omit
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Practical movement. First Step*

Bv 3* H. Bacbtcnkircber, Supervisor
Ulriting, evansville, Ind.

This is an old subject and containe but
little, if any of the new, but where used cor-

rectly it can but result in producing good
returns. For beginners, since the time al-

lotted is so short, and a good decree ot' form
is expected and in most schools demanded,
the simplest movements the child can
use are considered best. For beginners,
where special supervision is possible, the
Suspended arm movement is productive of

the very best and lasting results. However,
there is more tlian one road to Rome. With
beginners we should seek to accomplish
two things the up strokes and down strokes
of the letters, and the keeping of the hand
in the same relative position for each suc-
ceeding part by moving it to the right
across the sheet. The finger action secures
the former, and the lateral part of the fore
arm movement the latter.

Plate i

The foregoing plate illustrates how these
movements may be combined. The pen
being correctly held, whenever the pen
fingers move up obliquely in forming the
letters, the hand rest, and the whole hand,
is moved sidewise by the action of the fore-
arm. En making the down strokes the for-
ward movement of the hand is stopped be-
cause the down stroke, in the slant, is to the
left. But small lasting results will be ac-
complished unless correct habits, in some
degree at least, are required. The position
of the hand, keeping it well up and not let-

ting it fall too far over to the right, is impor.
tant. The hand must slide sidewise with-
out hitching with the third and fourth fing-
ers separated from the middle one.
Second. As soon as the hand is some-

what trained, and some degree of skill
gained, another step in movement may be
taken up.

PLATE 2

The hand rest may now be made a part of

the movement in execution. Counting just
at this point is a practical aid. As the fing-

ers move obliquely up and down, or for-

ward and back, the hand rest should do the
same, describing a letter or a word of the
same form, but of less height, as all of the
movement is not of the arm. The wrist
must never touch the paper and the hand
rest must be strong and move easily.
Thinl. The arm movement, so called

muscular, which is the true business move-
ment, may now be acquired much easier
and quicker after steps one and two have
been developed.

Plate 3

As we are constantly dropping crutches
along the educational highway, no time
has been lost, but really much valuable
time has been saved. This arm movement
consists in the use of the fore-arm mainly,
the pen fingers being used only to aid in

making the extended and stem letters.

For the start letters, there is no finger ac-

tion. The fore arm moves the whole hand
to form the letter. The hand rest describes

a letter or word of the same form and size

of the pen letter. For the extended letters,

there is a slight extending and contracting
of the fingers of most clerical writers. This
may be denied, but investigation will prove
it. To execute without any finger action,
requires long and persistent practice. If

pupils are thoroughly drilled in accurate ex-

ecution of the forms of letters, with a reason-
able degree of freedom, correct habits of

position a^d penholding as soon as they are
placed where rapid execution is demanded,
they glide at once into what is called a busi-

ness style specially adapted to their present
needs.

By Mr. E. D. Clark, penr , Marion, Ind., Normal College.
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Position*

HAVEKHILL, MASS., Jan. 22, 190S.

To The Editor Business Educator.
On Saturday, January 11th, I had the

pleasure of attending the New England
Penmanship Supervisors' Convention, held
in Boston.
There were many good things said there

that day concerning the supervisor and his
work but therewere somethings that I was
not prepared to hear at this late day and
age of penmanship from our viewpoint.
One of them was This: "I do not care how
the child holds its pen holder so that it gets
results. Whether it turns its hand over on
the side or not is immaterial, if it is able to
write that way. " That sentiment was con-
curred in by at least three of the supervisors
present at that meeting.

I must say that I was unaware of the fact
that there were any teachers of penmanship
who believed that sort of thing. I am not
one of those who believe that there is one
and only one fixed position for each and
every pupil, but I do believe that we should
give to each pupil that comes under our
tuition, the same careful study tliat we may
advise him as to what we think is the best
position for him, that he may be able to se-

cure the best results. There is a vast dif-

ference between the />es? results and "re-
sults. " In the matter of the position of the
penholder, there seemed to be a diversity
of opinions. This is to be expected when
we consider the aims and ends sought by
different teachers. If, again, the only object
sought is to give the pupil ultimately a
fairly good handwriting, the position of the
holder will not mean so much to him.
Whether he hold it before the large nuckle
of the fore finger or whether it is allowed to
drop back toward the thumb. There are
few. if any, expert penmen who write with
the arm-rest movement that hold the pen
in front of the large joint of the fore-finger.
Some of the fraternity seem to cling to the
old finger-nail rest for the hand, that was
the result of the whole-arm style of writing.
To my mind, such a position is incompatible
with the arm rest movement as now used
by the best writers. I have never seen an
expert do it that way. In general the more
nearly that the hand approaches a straight
line in conjunction with the arm, the more
firm will be the action of the arm. This po-
sition naturally brings the hand down close
to the paper and gives a firm, strong rest

that is conducive to firm lines.

There is one thing that the supervisor
does from necessity, perhaps, rather than
from choice. It is this: he is compelled to

teach the children the formation of letters

before the writing muscles have been suf-
ficiently developed to do the work required
of them. The powers that be have decreed
that children shall write before they are
old enough to write as they should write
and the supervisor has little choice in the
matter. Until such time as our school com-
mittees wake up to the tact that writing is

the result of careful muscular development
and not a matter of innate form conception,
we are not likely to get ideal results.
The supervisor at best is working under

difficulties and his work is as yet not fully
appreciated but he will not help himself in
the eyes of those who are less proficient in
the art of writing, if he continues to give
expression to the views quoted at the begin-
ning of this paper. Our work is not on the
catch as catch can principal but is a matter
of careful study and I sincerely believe that
we should start each pupil as if we expected
him to some day be an expert. I can
scarcely believe that any one of these men, if

they have children, would care to pay a
teacher of music the customary price to
come to his house and tell his child that
" it is immaterial how you sit or hold your
hands so long as you get results." That sort
on teaching is easier and the results more
readily apparent, but what of the final efi^ect

on the child. The difficulty is, we do not
know when these children will wake up and
be filled with a desire for the best in their

line of work. Then it is that the handicaps
of bad position begin to tell on the work of
the pupil that we did not think worth while
to start right.
Let us have more along this line ; we need

it. If there is nothing in position, let us
know it. If there is, we oiisht to know it.

J. F. Caskey.

^'- =s\

CLUB CHAT

On January let, Mr. A. C. Conn, penman
in Heald's San Francisco, California., Col-
lege, favored us with a good sized list of
subscriptions, indicating the same interest
and enthusiasm in pennianship^vhich char-
acterized the Heald's College of many years
ago.

Mr. P. A. Whitacre, penman and commer-
cial teacher in the Sheldon, la.. School of
Commerce. recently favored us with a couple
of lists of subscriptions numbering 71. Con-
sidering the fact that theschool from which
these subscriptions came was organized
butlast September, the number ol subscrip-
tions sent indicate an unusual school as
concerns size, as well as concerns enthusi-
asm and interest in penmanship. Mr. Whit-
acre is a good penman and a most excellent
teacher. We have known him for some
years, and know only good of him.

From Thacker and Hughes, proprietors of
the Union Commercial College, Grand
Forks, N. D., we recently received a list of
subscriptions numbering 18, indicating a
good school both as concerns size and qual-
ity of interest manifest in penmanship mat-
ters. We have known Thacker personally
for a good many years and we have every
reason to believe that the good people of
Grand Forks are to be congratulated for
having him, and anyone with whom he
might associate in their midst.

E. P. Bower, teacher in the i,aurium,
Mich. Commercial School, recently favored
us with a list of 12 subscriptions which, to-
gether with a large list received some time
ago from this same school, indicates that
business education in upper Michigan is
flourishing, and that the penmanship end
is not suffering,

A list of 49 subscriptions is hereby acknowl-
edged from Mr. Irwin P. Mensch, principal
of the Commercial Department of the big
Mountain State Business College, Parkers-
burg, W. Va. Mr. Mensch is a tireless
worker, faithful teacher, and a loyal friend.
He writes a splendid business-like hand
and teaches a style in keeping with today.
Having had actual experience in the con-
struction department of a large railroad
company, he knows the value of systematic
and continuous effort.

An appreciative list of subscriptions is

hereby acknowledged from S. C. Bedinger,
penman and commercial teacher in the
Hill's Business College, Sedalia, Mo.
C. E. Lowder, penman and commercial

teacher in the National Business College,
Minneapolis, Minn., recently favored us
with a list of 22 subscriptions. Mr. Lowder
is one of our best penmen and one of the
best teachers of business penmanship to be
found anywhere, and, what is still better,
he is a fine man.
G. W. Kopp, of the Blinn Memorial Col-

lege, Brenham, Texas., is again on deck
with an appreciative list of subscriptions,
indicating that he knows no let up in
enthusiasm as concerns penmanship mat-
ters.

Mr. O. B. Crouse, penman and commercial
teacher in the new Bartlett Commercial
School, Cincinnati, O., recently favored us
with an appreciative list of subscriptions.
Mr. Crouse, is one of our young, clean-cut,
practical commercial teachers, whom the
profession will know more of in the future.

Mr. W. C. Wollaston, penman in the Port
Huron, Mich., Business University, is a
hustler all the way from generality to de-
tail, as evidenced by a list of subscriptions
numbering 51 before us. For a city the size
of Port Huron, this is a large subscription
list. And what is still better we would not
be surprised but that JO out of the .'il would
win Business Educator Certificates be-
fore the season is over. In fact, past records
would indicate that 51 would get Certifi-
cates, for he gets results on the part of each
and all rather than on the part of few.

C. V. Crumley, an enthusiastic teacher of
penmanship and a supporter of The BUSI-
NESS Educatob, has been connected with
the Monroe, La., Commercial College, since
the first of the year. Mr. Crumley states
that they have a good enrollment, strong
courses in Bookkeeping and shorthand and
a large class greatly interested in penman-
ship. Mr. Crumley just favored The BUSI-
NESS Educator with a list of twenty one
subscriptions. Monroe, La., is to be con-
gratulated for the fact that it is the pos-
sessor of such a high-grade institution.

Mr. D. L. M. Raker, principal of the School
of Commerce, Harrisburg. Pa., is doing his
part towards supporting The BUSINESS
Educator in the way of subscriptions, etc.
A list of eighteen names just received be-
speaks the right kind of interest in pen-
manship for the new year.

AMES & ROLLINSON COMPANY

IBEST PUALITYAT MODERATE CD5T-FDR1 drIOD

uirLui iri
203 Broadwai' New York^ .

By H. L. Darner, Assistant /Canerian Instructor, Columbus, O.
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Diploma Book " frntu Goodyear-Marshall

Publishing Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa, is the

title of a very tieat .^-paKe salmon covered
cataloKiie introducinK a couple dozen styles

of diplomas, specially suited to commercial
and private schools. The designs are simple
rather than elaborate and are tl>erefore, we
believe, in keepinj; with the trend of the
times. The spread-eagle style of diploma
has seen its day and served its purpose
We predict a large sale for some of the <le

signs shown.
Wood's Business .School. Brooklyn , A \ ,

publishes an attractivebooklet withcolored
title, comprising an illustration of a dense
grove with a catch phrase as follows: "A
Course Through The Wood's Business and
Shorthand .School is a Short Cut to Suc-
cess."
Kecent advertising literature has been

received from the following: McCann's
Business College, Mahoney City, Pa ; Htica,

N Y., School of Commerce ; Brown's Busi-

ness College, St. Louis, Mo.; Twin City
Business College, Winston-Salem, i\. C, :

Mattoon. Ill , School of Commerce : Wal
worth Business School. New York City 3811-

386 East 149th St,: Tyler, Texas, Commer-
cial College ; Lawrence, Mass., Commercial
School ; Detroit, Mich., Business Llniver-

sity ; The t;iyria, O , Business College

In a recent letter from Mr. Daniel T. Ames,
author of the great work on Forgery, he
stated that but 75 copies of this book renjain

unsold, .\nyone who has to do anything
with the examination of forged and dis-

puted handwriting should of course have
a copy of this book, which has been the
standard work on this subject for a good
many years. It may be that his advertise-
ment that appears elsewhere in tliese col-

umns will be the means of disposing of the
remaining 75 copies. Persons desiring a

copy of this work should, therefore, order
without delay,

Mr. John R. flregg reports that things are
moving at a lively rate in his new office in

New York City. The Saturday visiting
days for teachers and schoolmen are prov-

ing very popular, Mr. Gregg says, and are
attracting the attention of a number of the
progressive Easterners, who are becoming
interested in the "The Forward Movement,"
Mr. G. W. Weatherly is now sole proprie-

tor of the Joplin, Mo., Business College,
having purchased the interest in this insti-

tution formerlv held bv Miss Marie J.

Toohey. Mr. Weatherly will conduct the
institution a? heretofore.

I Teach Penmanship
BY MAIL

ami « 11 , ,i,i n I. iii,>

iariclla Commc
M. A.. Adaims. Pres..

rcial College. Mariella. Ohio

FOR SALE,- Biisine'is College localed
e of the besl large^ cities of the country,

reputation, is well advertised
It at a bargain. Would sell one
terest, to proper party.
"Goodchance

lU'.SIMF.SS i;i>l'CAT()li

of

COLOR.A.DO TEACHEIC'S AGENCY
Fred Dick, Ei-State Supt , Manager, 1545 Olenarm St., Denver, Colo.; Boston, New York,

Chicago, Des M oines, Denver. Salt Lake City, l.os Angeles, Harrist.nrg, Atlanta. Commercial
Teachers wanting positions in the West shiinid register with ua. Commercial Teachers wanting
more desirable positions then they now have should keep their names list.

WE CAN HELP YOV
high schools and business colleees everywhere. Fl:

trationfree. You caiu nmhint' by dela

100-S7 Lake Stt-aat

e just the place you wish if you send in your

ere. Placing commercial teachers our spec/a/fy. No regis-

SVCCESS TEACHERS' AGENY.
Est. 1904 Chicivtfo. m.

WANTED Commercial and Shorthand
—^"^-^—>^ teachers to know that they can
secure the best positions through the Central
Teachers' Agency. Established 1899. Regis-

tration free; vacancies everywhere. Drop us a

today.
E. C. ROGERS

AANAGER
Columbtxs, O.

WANTED TK AC HERS of Commercial
^^i^Hi^ Branches Advance Fee Not

Re.iuired Positions i]i High Schools and Col-

leges I'enmanship. Commercial Branches, also

teachers of Stenography Salaries $«W to $1..=.(X)

Register early Send for circulars.

ANNA M. THVRSTON. Mtfr.
Thurston Teachers' Agency

378 Wabash Avenue CHICAGO

40 Commercial Teach=
ers Needed

For Positions thai are now open.
Good Salaries.

If you contemplate making a change
next fall, now is the time to register.
Many of the best schools employ their
teachers early in the season.

Conlinentai Teactiers^ HyeDcy

l>i>wiing Ore.c.n, K).

FREE enrollment if you mention
this paper.

We leach Busine.ss and Ornamental
WriHn§. Koiind Hand or KnSross.^rs'
f>cripf. Pen Lettering, Sui:i;r.s.sfully

by Mail

Learn to be a good penman at your own hoiiu

Course in either branch, t.'i lid Addiess,

L. A. Corresponding School of Pe.ninan
.ship and LefterinS, 519 Ciermaln

BiliUlln^, Los Angeles, Calif.

Our Valuable Offer
40 Reasons why we w?rite cards.
Agent's 1908 New Card Oiitfit

1 Adjusted Oblique I older, 1 doz Kvyald
Superfine No. 1 I'ens Yo ur nan e Vvrit-

ten on fe dozen cards, 1 setr f Ornal xL aps.
1 Scrapbook Specime 1. The abo ve all

for .3.) cents. Lessons i n Ca rdwriting etc.

EWALDBROS.. MX CAR.MEL. ILL.

By Beti Kupferman, Boston, Mas
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Business Philosophy and Business Writing tiy C. S. Jackson, Bliss College, Newark, U.

Do you want good
CA.RD -WRXTZMG?
Then try me. PRICES RIGHT.

SI Quality of cards. Sample dozen for 10c
Postpaid to any part of the world .

Ornamental Capitals

Small specimen of writing - 10c
J. W. Manuel. 512 First Nation&l Bs.nk

BIdg.. ChicaLgo, III.

RIGHT AFTER THE

TURN OF THE YEAR

there is likely to be a strong de-

mand for teachers to begin work

with the new School session.

QUICK TEACHERS
are also getting in line for next

school year.

SAVE YOUR TIME

and ours by giving in first letter

all that a prospective employer

would like to know—age, fam-

ily, education, qualifications,

books and systems used, exper-

ience, salary, preferred location.

UNION TEACHERS' BUREAU

203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

FRANK VAUGHAN

color, for only 20 cents
Certificates. Etc.. tilled

Work will please you.
stock, all colors, a spec
$1 M. per 1000: colored
Prepaid.! .Address

Diplc

Fines
ajty.

dozen cards, any

reasonable prices'
t.juality blank card
Finest i-radeW. B,
nts per 1,000 (Not

1s
215 Ninth St.. St atton A, Dulla.s. Tex.

WANTED -A competent lady

teacher of the Isaac Pitman short-

hand for Technical High School in

one of the leading cities of the State

of Massachusetts. Apply, stating

previous experience, to ' E," care

Isaac Pitman & Sons, ^1 Union

St|uare, New York.

WANTED
.\ penman at once for a first-class

position on the Pacific Coast.

,\ddress. Pacific Coast, care Busi-
ness Educator, Columbus. Ohio.

YOVR. SIGNATVRi: n
\v

of
of

ritten in the
itine and a
$2.25. Send
initials you
cut desired.

Mills style of business
cut furnished of the same
copy of the combination
prefer and also state size
Address,

E. C. MILLS Scripl Specialist,

195 Grind Ave.. ROCHESTER.

N

Y.

By F. C. Courtney, Caton's College of Commerce, Minneapolis, Minn.
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Sona of the Eraser.

Across the page of whitened space to "truly yours " they spluttered,

Twenty scrubbing typers bravely learning how to write ;

And they jiggle the eraser where their fingertips have stuttered,

Printing letters on a sheet like a most uncanny sprite
;

And their arms work like a fiddler's,

Tho' they're just so many diddlers,

*\Vho rub and scrub like any dub 'stead of learning how to write.

Scrub all the day 'stead of learning how to write.

Small heed they give to warning word and little to their teacher;

Twenty scraping typers using rubber on their deeds.

They won't believe what they don't know tho' told them by a preacher ;

Or by any one who's noticed their most familiar needs.

And they make incessant racket,

Without hope they'll ever slack it,

They gab and blab without a dab of common sense to guide 'em.

Jab ahead without a mite of common sense to guide 'em.

They think to write and rub it out is just the proper caper,

Twenty dippy typers all erasing in a row ;

And they figure that the boss will like the excavated paper.

Dropping gritty desperation where 'twill make a heap of woe,

The machine they think they manage

Could it speak would rue the damage.

In dust they trust, when write they must, to get a name for speeders,

Make heaps of dust, to gain the name for speeders.

Perhaps when all is written down, we may not be much better.

Each a guesser, darkly bungling through the Book of Life ;

Ever crying for forgiveness where our souls have missed Ciod's letter.

Some with prayers, and some with tears, all the way of mortal strife;

And we'll hope in coming ages

Still to write some perfect pages ;

We'll write with light of better sight, 'stead of groping in the dark,

Write with light divinely nearer to the mark.

Melvin Cassmore.

(Jmwm^j^/^
Wr MAIL

First Prize in 1

he World's]
ii 1-ri^.t: 111 ifuuiitiisllip. Uy ni5
system I can make un expert pen
of you by mail, lalso teach Book

keeping and Gregg Shorthand "

Am placing my studen'" "

'~

in commercial colleges
become a better pen*
full particulars, I r '

one of my Kavorit
^he Uaiisomeriar Jo

C. W. RANSOM,
382SEuclid Ave. KANSAS CITY. Mo..

Home Study Courses
Our school offers an op-

portunity to study at home
under the personal mstriic-

tion of leading professors m
our ureal iolleses.

We teach over one hundred
courses In Academic and Pre-

Agrlcullural,
merclal.
School branche

al and Coir

MirMllilK; Willi us on
iruuiul of expense.

Write today lor a free cl^.
ol our eighty-page catalogue. I

IRESPONDENCE SCHOOL, I

, Sprlnglleld, Masa. I

LKT MB HELrP
Improve your business. I can do so by putti

new life into your adverlisina, by pro-

ducing cu(s that convince.

I Make Di-awlntfs
I F^ut-nlsh Cuts

1 Produce Icleas

112 -W. 61st St.. N. Y.

FOR SALE!
A Business College in an Ohio City of 25,000.

Recognized as one of the leading schools of the

state. Profits Hrst year will pay for school.

Will sell one-half or whole school. .A line pro-

position if sold soon Don't write unless you
mean business. Address H B. C . care of

BUSINESS EDUCATOR
COLUMBUS, OHIO

A Great Bargain
Will dispose of tire whole or one- half interest in an

up-to-date, well established Business College. Excel-

lent location; centi-ally located on railroad to points

east, west, north and south. A great opportunity to a

reliable and hustling commercial man.
Address C. M. n., care Business Educator, Columbus,

Ohio.

Seattle, Wn., Co lercial School.

A NEW -Jf- IN CARD WRITING^ FREE

Card Specialist. WithOrder

2 DOZ. FOR 25C.

8 Woodeliff Street. ROXBURY, MASS.
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A very effective piece of engrossing by Mr. P. \V. Coatello, Scrantan, Pa. Done in different tones of Emerald and Houker'a green with
brush and pen, making a very pretty and appropriate effect.
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Mr. Grove's lesson. See following page for instructions.

/' ,
• / -X-
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By C. B. Lee, Sutton, W. Va.

national Business eollcae

Minneapolis, Minn., Jan. 15, lyOS.

Editor BrsiNF.ss Educator :

I wish to congratulate you on the improvement that has

occurred in the last year in The Business Educator. I con-

sider, and have always considered. The Business Educator to be

the best journal of its kind in the world. It is thoroughly

representative, substantial, and merits the confidence of all.

By way of appreciation, I can say that The Business Educator

has been an invaluable aid to me in my work. I think it is the

finest instructor of penmanship and commercial education that

has ever been produced—the chef-d'oeuvre of chirographical

effort, and as a vade mecum of commercial teachers, I believe it

has no equal.

Yours respectfully,

C. E. LOWDER.

Designs and Card Writers' Manual.
ContaiiL

all about h.

that are niii

will bring i

isiiateil. Telia
'I t-arcls—cards
r this bouk and

W. McBEE, 19 Snyder St , N. S., Pittsburg, Pa.

The Great San Francisco Fire
Biarned all my books on Forgery but 200,

only 75 of those remain unsold. A spry
order, only, inclosing $2.00 to D. T. AMES
at Mountain View. Cal., will get a book.

The San Francisco Chronicle.
It is interesting: to the treneiiil reader and especially

valuable to lawyers ami bankers. .Many uf the world's
most noted eases ul' forgeiy detertedaie presented and

Nixon's Forty Lessons in Penmanship
contains forty completegraded lessons
in penmanship. Just the book for the
teacher and home student. No better
work of graded lessons published. Spe-
cial offer to teachers and schools. Price by
mail, post paid, 50c (former price $1.00).

Send today. Your monev returned if

not satisfied. Address, t. H. NI.XON.
Mineral. Va.

Learn to Write Your Name Right 25c:
Atrial lesson in Writing *35c ; Drawins^Sc;

ettering 250 ; Designing '2f*c , Flourishing 25(

Card Writing 25c; 25 cards any name 25c;
iw to organize classes 25c; Circular 2c. Addn
PARSONS. PENMAN. KEOKUK. IOWA.

PONTIAC, MICHIGAN.

Send Stamp for Price List and Catalos:ue
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R-oundhand
Wriring

A. M. Cirove,

Norf-h Lima.

Ohio.

^

J
Cesson Seven.

Tlie first part of A' is made the same as the
first part of K. Keep the second part para-
llel to the first part.

.S and T. are made alike with the excep-
tion nf the finish. S* is finished with a dot
and /v is finished with a long narrow loop
parallel to the ba^e line.

In /', B and R we use the capital stem.
The top parts are all made alike. The oval
should extend down to about one half the
height of the letter. P is finished with a dot
on the left side of the stem. B is finished
with a small oval, and R is finished with a

compound curve parallel to the capital
stem.
In making / make a capital stem, then re-

place the pen on top and finish, making
both strokes downward slightly shading
them. The/is the same as the / only it is

extended below the base line into a loop
pame as small/.

eriticism,

AT—Reading, Pa —Your form, spacing and
slant are very good, but your work is a little

disconnected. You should conceal your pen-
liftings and not leave such wide open
spaces between letters. By carefully re-

touching ahd squaring up the ends you
will improve it very much.

THE PRATT TEACHERS' AGENCY
70 Fifth Avenue, Nbw Yokk.

Recommends college and normal grada-
atefl, specialists, and other teachers to col-
leges, schools and families.

The Agency receives many calls for com-
mercial teachers from public and private
schools, and business colleges.

WM. O. PRATT. Manager.

U/AMTm Business Colleges, HighTVMH I CU Schools and would beTeach-
ers to know that a superior Training School
for Teachers in both the Commercial and
Shorthand (Isaac Pitman Courses* is con-
ducted by the School of Commerce. Ac-
countingand Finance, Picton.Ont.,Canada.
Mr. Sayers, the Principal, is an honor

graduate of the School of Pedagogy and
has had an experience of several years in
both High School and Model School work,
having been connected as an instructor for
four years with a Government Training
School for Teachers.

SCHOOL PROPRIETORS
may be interested in-four plan for get-
ting in touch with public school officials
and their candidates for graduation this
year. Ask for '* FORM A" which ex-
plains the plan in detail.

F. W. MARTIN CO.
100 BOYLSTON ST., BOSTON. MASS.

In January We Sent
to the Northwestern B. C
Kenosha, Wis.; W. \V. Ki
King's B. C, Raleigh, X.
become the first head of <

for teachers, most of ther

Mrs. Anna Crouse to the Santa Rosa,
Cal., B. C; Myerla Tugendreich to the
Sheboygan, Wis,, H, S,; Bessie Falls

Chicago; J. W. Martindill to the College of Commerce,
slev to the Sioux City, Iowa, H, S.; A. L. Parker to
,; Chas. M. Gray to the Poughkeepsie, N. Y,, H, S. to
new commercial department ; and we had 35 other calls
for sutniner and fall engagement. Probably the head

of no other agency gives quite so close perstoaal attention to the selection of
candidates as does the manager of this Agency. That is the chief reason fo

our unrivaled success. May we help you? Better get busy early. Enrollmen
free.

The National Commercial Teachers' Agency
A SPECIALTY BY A SPECIALIST

E. £. Gaylord, Manager Prospect mil, Beverly, Mass.

MIDLAND TEACHERS' AGENCIES "o enrollment fees

WARRENSBURG, MO. RICHMOND. PENDLETON. OREGON

S 1.500 S,A.L#ARY Two of the best high schools in the country
J^^^^^^^^l^^Zl^^Z^^ have asked us to find men who are prepared to^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ take entire charge of their commercial depart-
ments. Hither place will pay $1,200 to $1,.")00 to start, with a probable increase to $1,800.

\Vork begins in September. Other good openings to suit you. No advance fee. Con-
fidential service.
Write us. THE SPECIALISTS' EDUCATIONAL BUREAU
ROBERT A. GRANT. MGR. WEBSTER GROVES STA., ST. LOUIS. MO.

Training ScHool for Com"
mercial Tea.cHers

The systematic courses of study in the Rochester Busi-
ness Institute enable high school, normal school and college
graduates to master the commercial texts in the minimum
length of time.

Instruction in pedagogy and methods is regularly given
by experienced specialists throughout the entire course.

Six weeks' summer school session, from July 6th to
August 14th, for normal training in methods, and for ad-
vanced instruction in the subject matter. The cost of the
tuition for this course is |22.50.

Very active demand at good salaries for graduates
from our normal training department.

Write today for syllabus of the teachers' course.

RocHesier Business Institute
R.ochester, New York

Roundhand figures by C. W. Norder, ma Morgan St., Chicago, 111.

(_X K../^e^tf^i/iAz4Aca^n.t:^-if^^/^dJAe-iAi^^'<^Ji4a'n/€/y^?t^^ X J
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LETTERING
C. W. Norder

6023 Morjan »t.

Chicago

zJ
nnmber Tive.

In this lesson we have another simple
card, rt was done in black ink on a white
card aliout 11^x17. the work itself occupying
a apace of about fi^isxll!. The pens used were
a No. 5 Shading and a No. 1 Marking. The
ornament under the '* W" was done with
an ordinary pen and gold ink. as were also
the lines between the lettering.
The lower case letters of the body text

were ^p in. high, with the same distance be-
tween the lines Those of the heading were
•'4 in. high. You will understand, of course,
that when I say % in. high, I mean the letter
without the shade.
When you have a card to make which be-

gins with such a phrase as this, " this is

one good way to dispose of it." All cards,
however, can not be made in this way, only
those worded in such a way that there is

sense in beginning it in such a manner.
The card is surely simple enough, and

should not be difficult forthe beginner. All
your efforts can therefore be directed to the
accuracy, finish, and general proportion of
the lettering.
Send me some of your best practice work

and I will criticise it and return to you, if

you enclose return postage.

Mr. C. A. Cowee was born Nov. 16, 1879, on a

farm near LaFarge, Vernon County, Wis.

His father is Irish, and his mother of Ger
man descent. His early boyhood da>s were
spent on the farm where he learned, as

many another has, to think and act for him-
self. After graduating from the schools at

home, he taught for tive years in the schools

of his native county.
Believing that the commercial world of-

fered better opportunities for advancement,

he took a course in bookkeeping and ste-
nography in the Stevens Point, Wis., Busi^
ness College. After graduating from thig •

institution he was employed as steno-
grapher and bookkeeper in the First Nat-
ional Bank of Stevens Point, which position -

he held until he resigned to accept the
principalship of the commercial department
of the Stevens Point Business College. He
soon demonstrated to his employer and to

the public his ability as a teacher and pen-
man. Because of his amiable disposition

he easily wins the good will of his students
and fellow associates. After holding the
position for three years he accepted the
principalship of the commercial depart-

ment of the Wausau, Wis., Business College
and Academy, which position he has held
for the past two years.

Mr. Cowee was married to Miss Hattie
Widmer, a sister of Mr. E. D. Widmer, the
proprietor of the Wausau Business College
and Academy. They have one child. Bertha
Marie, a bright little girl two years old.

One of the leading stbools. uf i'eniuiinship and
DrawinR in the V. S. Under the perj>unal super-
vision of b.M. Kelchner.
. If interested write for Information. Address

Pres.O.H.LongwelUHlghland Park College, Des Moines, la.
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A Book That Has Proved Good
The conscientious school teacher will not experiment upon his students; he

will put into their hands books that he knows to be sound pcdagogically, in

method, and in subject matter.

Williams and Jester on Commercial Law is a book that can be put into the

school with confidence that results will be good. The logical arrangement of

subject matter, the lucid, concise exposition of basic law principles, and the fine

list of review questions and Leading cases are points that will commend them-

selves to every thoughtful instructor.

This book retails at $1.25. A copy for examination will be sent to any

teacher on receipt of $ -SO

THE COMMERCIAL TEXT BOOK COMPANY
DCS MOINES, IOWA.

A strictly down-to-date portrait by Mr. G. S. Henderson, 112 W. 6lBt

St, New York City.
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DESICiMNti

and
ENOROSSINCi

By

E. I.. BKOVVN.

WockUnil, Mr.

J
We have received so many letters from

tliose working from these lessons who ex-
perience more or less difHculty in handling
the color, that wedeetii it advisable toagain
explain souie of the tricks of brush and
color work.
We presentthreesquaresof as many tones,

also a cnt showing position of hand and
brush in washing a tlat tone. Study these
carefully. The first square should enclose
a Oat even tone while the third one shows
uneveness of tone.

The squares should be at least two inches
in size and outlined in pencil or water
proof ink.

Beginners will find it an advantage to lase

one color or shade, lamp-black or Payne's
gray The delicate tone in nunihcr one
was obtained with a very thin wash of lamp-
black. Use care in mixing the color, and
with a No. 3 sable brush, proceed to wabh
the surface. Tilt your drawing a little so
that the color will run downward. Fill the
brush well with color and start at the top of

the square, work quickly following the
puddledownward, and when the surface is

covered, sop up what superfluous color re-

mains. That's all. If you don't succeed in

covering the space with a transparenttone,

free from spots, something is wrong, and
you must not try the other squares until
you master this one.
In Number two the darker tone is ob-

tained by adding more color to the first

mixture. Nunihvr thrvt- is still darker, at
the top and was blended at the bottom with
a brush containing some water.
Use plenty of color in the brush and let-

the wash dry as it is left by the brush.

Poinhera in

PENMANSHIP
For Teachers and

Pupils.

By D. W. HOFF.
Supervisor of Writing,

Lawrence, Mass.

^^

-.J^

Cbe Evolution of a Penman.

Oueer animals we penmen I In the most
primitive stage of our career we sit in
wrapt admiration at the shrine of some self-
heralded "champion penman, " gulping
down as " gospel truth" the whole of his
pet theories, remindingone of the lines in
Carleton's "Rifts in the Cloud," which
read:
"They yield their judgments up to

others' wills, and take grave creeds like
sugar coated pills,"—which by the way is

quite the natural and only thing to do at
this stage-
Later we begin to take notice for our-

selves, to do a little thinking and reasoning
for ourselves. Presently there comes a
time when we are seized with the convic-
tion that we were pre-destined to revolu-
tionize the world of pot hookdom. Then it

is that we are prone to continuously harp
upon ".V^- original method," "Ny new plan,"
" How / teach this or do that " etc.

Bye and bye we awake to the fact that men
now in their graves were doing the same
things in the same way, for the same rea-
sons, when our bit of gray matter was just
H sprout. Then it is that we are reminded
of the humorous definition of a plagiarist,
which reads, '• A plagiarist is a man who
discovers that the ancients have anticipa-
ted his original ideas."
A most invigorating, healthful stage has

been reached when we have learned to,

"Take sense for coin ; opinions at their
worth ; conviction at its cost ; dictation,
when our minds and souls are bankrupt-
hardly then !" Also when we have grown
sufficiently broad-minded to recognize the
good points in the work of another, and
fairminded enougii to give full credit to
their creators, for such of their ideas, plans
or methods as have been woven with the
fabric of our own method of procedure.
This is the stage when we must keep our

minds refreshed by keeping in touch with
the latest and best thoughts of co-workers
and contemporaries, that we may not "run to
seed, develop into a de^itZ-ripe, for when it

comes to a question of the relative values
of " experiences " as between the rare-ripes
and the long-ago-ripes, as useful guides
for the young teacher there is sometimes
a difference without a preference The one
is too " fresh," the other lacks freshness.

Eiiecutive Ability.
One great drawback in a supervisor's

work is the tendency of some teachers to
look upon him simply as a person to come
in and give an occasional model lesson, and
to give enough good advice, criticisms etc
to the pupils to last them until he comes
again. She seems to think it quite suffi-
cient during his absence to set her class to
work with the remark " Now remember
what Mr. Jones said, and see if you
can't do it. " In a tactful way a supervisor
must make such a teacher see that in this
as in any other study the success or failure
of her class depends chiefly upon herefforts,
and her grasp of the details of iiis plan.
No success comes as the result of chance.

" Success is the sum of seemingly insigni-
ficant details. "

How much better it would be if only
teachers whose duty it is to start pupils in
the arm movement would take a rational
view of the limitations of the child's power
ot control, and be content to lay a good
foundation—to secure germ forms of move-
ment, instead of expecting ripened fruit to
grow on the young sprouts.

FERGUSON
'4, SHORTHAND
2 Is Superior to All Others

I
Because it i

n iTOin

20 to 50 per cent, shorter,

more legible, and Cia be

Learned
in Hall tl»e Time.

Witk this Syslem it is

"Dictation from Surt to Finijli."

Sample Coi>y and Mail Instructhru

to Shorthand T.achtr,. $1.

Ferguson Shorthand Co.
WAYCROSS. OeORQIA,

IT IS WORTH SOMETHING
To be able to write a good card, for it is
the best means of advertising your
skill in penmanship. It also puts many
a quarter into your pocket. My course
of six lessons by mail is not excelled
by any for beautiful copies and com-
plete definite instructions. Price $3.00
in advance-

The best blank cards always in
stock. Samples and prices for stamp.

"I have enjoyed receiving your les-

sons more than I can express. Your
copies have been a great inspiration to
me." C. H. Spkykr, Washington, D. C.
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Criticisms by T. S. Heatb.

I. D. C. Your improvement is rapid. Keep
on and von will soon be entitled to a seat

in the front row. Beginning ovals lack
grace in /;, // and similar letters. Start the
stroke farther to the right. I'p stroke of J

is too straight. Small lettejs are too angu-
lar.

F. L., R. I. You have a splendid move-
ment, but lack control. You also seem to

hesitate before making a shade. There
must be sufficient momentum to carry the
pen through the shade without any hesita-
tion or stopping. Small letters are uneven.
Keniedy these faults and your work will be
lirst class.

Mack. X. J. It is always a pleasure to ex-
amine work so skillful as that 3'ou sent.
Study balance and symmetry in capitals.
Round out the small letters a little.

J. K. B.,Ark. Loop of G and .'^' too short
for body of letter. Small letters too angu-
lar, indicating too much "push and pull"
movement. Use more rolling movement.
Do all work with care.

A. W. C, N. J. \Vork strong and good.
Set of capitals particularlly good. G is

somewhat dumpy. Top of / is a little nar-
row. Closing flat ovals below ruled line
should be horizontal.

G. C. B., Mo. You have an excellent start
and can make a fine ornamental writer.
Make your capitals smaller and pay close
attention to correct form, A more uniform
slant of j'our small letters would improve
them. Come again.

C. S., N. J. Glad to see your wrork. You
have a very free movement. A little more
care on the small letters would improve
them. A heavier paper would display your
work to a better advantage. Send more
work from my copies next time.

O. E., Minn. Your movement is strong,
hut lacks grace. Try to conceal your pen-
liftings, and use a little more care gener-
ally. Do your very best each time and
your progress will be more rapid. .\ better
ink would give your work a more pleasing
appearance.
H.p:. M..S. D. Beginning ovals of B. R

and Fare not well formed, the lower side
being a straight line. The oval of the capi-
tal stem is carried too far to the left. I'se a

more graceful, easy movement on small
letters. You have every reason to keep on,
for you have an excellent start.

K. P. K.,l). (iive a good deal of time to

bold shaded movement exercises. Will
write you.

A. P. M., N'. Y. You are gaining, but you
still lack power and scope of movement.
Do a lot of "cut and slash" work, using a

free and strong movement. I think you
are gaining in your perception of form.
Your njovement is your weakest point.

H. G., la You are getting a stronger
movement and better control. Keep the
ovals in your capitals true and regular.

Try to get more uniformity of size and slant
in your small letters.

II. J., O. You write a delicate, but not
strong, business hand. Your work is very
neat, which is one of the qualifications for

a fine ornamental writer. You are just
right in sticking pretty close to movement
exercises for the present. After you gain
freedom and strength in the shaded ovals,

you can take up the other copies with pro-

fit. Let me hear from you again.

D. E. VV., X. J. Mix a little grace with
your strength of movement and it will add
much to the charm of yourwork. Curveup
stroke of / more. Make top of J on same
slant as lower part. Loop of }' is too long.

Come often.

M. X. S., Pa. Hair lines and shades of
your capitals are very smooth, but the let-

ters themselves are not rounded out etjough.
I think you use ton much hinge motion and
not enough of the rolling. Study your
movement carefully and see whether this
is so. Make the loop letters taller.

X, Y. Z., Neb. The two ovals of L should
be about the same size. Top of overthrow
of r and /^is too long and straight, make it

as graceful as possible. I would use the
angular,!' sparingly. R is the weakest of
your capitals. Give it special attention.
You are winning.
\V. A. D.Conn. You have ability in this

line of work and I am glad to know that
you are following this course. Uo not lift

pen at bottom of f and 1'. Loop letters
should be taller than stem letters.

merit mention Cist.

Public Schooi., Hampshire. 111. Irene
Karan, Ida Fischer, Blanche Treman, Anna
Phillips, Florence Johnson, (iladys Cham-
berlin. Lizzie Krdmann, Clara Sorenson,
Jov McGrath, Leda Xelson. Janet Johnson,
Ronald Brill, Lincoln Scott, Ho McGrath,
Eva Mendenhall.
St. MARY'S School, Penn St , Sharps-

burg, Pa. Srs., of St. Francis, Raymond Ja-
cobs,William Brei. Theodore Lang, Ma-
thilda Hefiler, Madelena Lang, Hernadette
Bullion, Margaret Kattigan, Marie Rengers,
Cecelia Lutz, Rosalie Lang.

Bro. Valentine, 607 Liberty St., Alle"
gheny, Pa. Edwin Pail. Charles Abt, Aug.
Kolb, Edward Lacher.

Certificates.

ST. Michael's School. Pius St., S ;

Pittsburg, Pa. Frieda A. Baclimann, Ca
rie Stoehr.

ENGLISH

&^

Is the subject that generally causes most anxiety

on the part of the conscientious business-school

i^^^^^^^^^^BBBBH^BB principal. Students find it "dry", and therefore

are very apt to slight the study, not realizing its

importance. Our Plain English and the accompanying Exercises in English were

designed to meet this need, and that their mission has been fulfilled is proved by

the fact that these books are used in most of the leading schools in the country.

Our text-book presents the essentials of the English language in a plain,

concise and attractive manner. The Exercises afford thorough drill in commonly
misused words, also extended practice in capitalization and punctuation, With

the use of these books, the student cannot be other than interested, and the work
is so arranged as to produce the best possible results in a minimum of time.

If you are teaching the subject of English, we ask that you give the above-

mentioned books candid and careful consideration. Remember that we are also

the publishers of a popular Business Practice, and practical text-books on spel-

ling, correspondence, shorthand, typewriting, arithmetic, commercial law, and
bookkeeping. Our Everybody's Dictionary (vest-pocket size) is the most popular
book of its kind on the market. Correspondence solicited. Illustrated catalogue free.

The Practical Text Book Co.
Cleveland, OhioIMM niV/i Euclid Avenue and 18th Street

PRACTIC-ALTEXT
-.CLEVELAND

DOCK COMPANY
^OHIO -
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"A Few Lines" from Mr. W. E. Dennis, Brooklyn, N. Y.

When You Buy "THE FAUST" Autom&iic Shading Pens

Hkvs the Best th&t Money and Sk.111 Can Produce
Sample Sent for 15 Cents.

For all kinds of schools—artistic— tasteful correct. Diplomas made to

order on short notice. Send for new catalog of Stock Diplomas. Our
prices are the lowest. The H <t B imprint stands for excellence— is it on
your Diplomas ? Resolutions engrossed and illuminated.

Ho-wai-d (SL Bf-ov«rn, ae Roclclanol, Maine

IPLOM^il^

Kor Schools and Colleges. Engraved on Steel, Copper, Stone or Zinc.
SANVEL D. HOLT, Designer and EnKraver. 1208 Chestnut St., Philadelphia., Pa..

PCNl»f>flkNSHIP

TAUGHT-BYMAIL

;S

WHAT A COMPETENT JUDGE SAYS.
"Am highly pleased with holder. It is

positively the best I ever used. You'll get
my orders for what 1 need."
] A, Elston, Prin. Ehton's Com Coll Canton, Mo.
A neat, sensible, and serviceable Obliqu,

penholder, for the Professional or Amateur,
Made of California i^osewood, 6 in. in length,
handsomely polished and accurately ad-
justed. Send 35c and tret one. G. F. Roach,
Care Vashon Mil. Acad. Burton. Wash.

for ISc.

1 will giT* free a pack of lam.
pies and lend terms to afentl
with each order.

Agent* Ws>.ntea.

BLANK CARDS Ja?dVVow* oTthVla^lS
H*.nd cut. Como in 17 different colors. Sampl* lUO
postpaid. 15c 1,00U by •xpreis, 75o. Card Circular
for red Btamp

.

COMIC JOKER CARDS i^nT.'^Vnt^'
ICKt poitpaid, aSc. Leaa for more. Ink, Oloiiy Black
or Ver7 Best Whit*. 15c. per bottle. 1 Oblique Pea Hol-
der, lOo. Qlllott'f No. 1 Peni. lOo. per dot. LotBoni in
Card Wrltinc. Ciroular for itamp.

W. A. BODE. B«ji 176. FAIR HAVEN. PA.
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^>Y^/JiT/^f f//nw
THE BEST BOOK ON THE SUBJECT

Written and illustrated by the
"WIZARD OF THE PEN"

A complete training in expert handwriting Hun-
JredB of endoi-senients. Sentupon receipt ol'H -50

1 Cullepe

STUDY

LAW

AJ

HOME

THE ORIGINAI SCHOOL. InBtrac-

tlon by mail adapted to eyeryone.

Recognized by courts and educators.

Experienced and competent instruct-

ors' Takes spare time only. Three
courses— Preparatory, Business. Col-

lege. Prepares for practice. Will

better your condition and prospects

in business. .Students aiid graduates
everywhere. Full
particulars and
• pedal orrer
FKEE.
THE SPRAGUE
CORRESPONDENCE
SCHOOL OF LAW.

733 MuESTic Bldg.

DETROIT. MICH.

e:ste:rbrook's pe:ns
*' Baay to writ* with.

CORRBCT DBSION
— Hard to me np."

UNIFOHH TEMPER DURABILITY

150 STYLES

k. 1 Pkofbbsional
Tkit Wkitbrb_, ... iKir nuiTBKii 483 BUSINUM AND COLLBOl

Fio* pointed and elulie ""^"^ nunBiiB
^ . .

for card writinc Made in 3 widths and with lone "if,'' ,?' •°i'
extra «n« pointi.

point to both left and right
""* "" ' —*•--Elastic and isiooth writing

Kstcrbrook St««l P«n Mfg. Co.
a« Johaa St.. M. T. City

Patronirc Business (£bucator dbcertiscrs.

fine:st penmanship svppi^ie:s obtainabLte:.
PENS AND HOLDERS.

Zanerian Fin9 Writer Pen—The best
and finest tine writing pen made^best
for engrossing, card writing and all fine

script work. Gross $1.00, Ji gross 25c
1 dozen- -- - I2c

Zanerian Ideal Pen—One of the best
pens made for general penwork—busi-
ness or ornamental. One of the best
pens for beginners in penmansbtp.
jross 75c. % gross 25c. 1 dozen 10c

Zanerian^Medial Pen—A high-grade
nedium. extra smooth pen for business
writing. None better. Just right for

students and accountants. Gross 75c
i gross 25c

Zanerian Business Pen—A smooth,
durable, common sense business pen.
"or unshaded business writing it has
ever been excelled, if equaled. Gross
5c. '4 gross 25r. 1 dozen 10c.

Cillott's Principality No. I Pen—

A

ne writing pen. Gross $1.00, H gross

GiUott's Double Elastic
604 Pen—A. medium fine w
iross 75c. % gross 25c. 1 do

GiUott's M&gnu
601 Pen—A busine
% gross 25c. 1 do2

GiUott's No. S05 E. F. Pen—Used
largely for drawing purposes. Gross
$1.00. ^ gross 25c. 1 dozen 12c

GiUott's Lithographic Pen No. 290
-One of the finest pointed drawing
lens made. 6 pens 25c, 3 pens 15c

;I5c

SoennecA^en Lettering Pen -— For
making German Text, Old English, and
all broad pen letters. Set of 12—num-
bers 1, r^. 2 2^, 3. 3i4. 4. 5, and 6
single pointed and 10, 20. and 30 double
pointed . 25c

Zanerian ObUque Penholder—Hand-
oade, rosewood, nearly 12 inches long,

I beautiful and perfect holder. 1 holder
50c

Fine Art Oblique Holder ~ Inlaid
and fancy, hand-made, rosewood, and
by far the most beautiful holder made.
Nearly 12 inches long. 1 holder sent in

a small wooden box $1,00

Excelsior Oblique Holder—The best
low-priced oblique holder made. Many
hundreds of gross have been sold.

1 holder 10c. 6 holders - -$ .35

1 dozen 60
% gross - 1.35

% gross 2.60

I gross 5.00

Straight Penholder— Cork tipped
and best for business writing, flourish-

ing, etc. 1 holder 10c, 6 holders 40c, 12

holders - 65c

CARDS. INK, PAPER, ETC.
Blank Carrfs—White bristol with

finest surface for tine penmanship.
100 by mail postpaid $ .28

500 by express 75
1000 by express 1.35

Black Cards—Bes

100 by mail postpaid-
500 by express
1000 by express

White Cardboard—Weddins Bristol
for fine pen work. Sheets are 22x28.
6 sheets by express $ .60

12 sheets by express 1.00

2 sheets by mail postpaid .50

White Care/board—With hard finish,

much like ledger paper. Sheets are
20!3x2H inches.
6 sheets by express- $ .40

12 sheets by express 70

3 sheets by mail postpaid .50

Black Gardboard— Finest for white
ink. Sheets are 22x28 inches.
6 sheets by express $ .50

12 sheets by express 75
2 sheets by mail, postpaid 50

Wedding Paper—Finest for penma
ship or drawing. Sheets are 21x33.
6 sheets by express ... _- -..$ .

12 sheets by express
3 sheets by mail, postpaid

Zanerian India Ink—A fi:

ink and best for preparing
drawing for photo-engravinL
1 bottle by mail, postpaid $ .30

1 dozen bottles by express 2.00

Arnold's Japan /nJt—Nearly 54 pint
bottle by mail postpaid f .40
I pint by express - .45

1 quart by express--- 75

Writing Papers—A\\ our writing

papers are BxlOS inches in size and
contain 960 sheets to the ream. Ruling

is faint and can be furnished wide (H
inch) or narrow (-'s inch).

Extra fine 14 lb. white wove per ream
by express $3.15

Extra fine 12 lb. white wove per ream
by express -- $2.70

Extra fine 101b. white wove per ream
by express -- $2.15

Extra fine 12 lb. Azure (blue) per ream
by express - $2.20

Extra fine 17^4 lb. Wedding stock per
ream by express $4.30

Medium Grade Practice Paper per
ream by express - $1.70

All goods go by mail postpaid, except those mentioned to go by express, on
the heavy goods is to order fair sized quantities and have them go by freight.

We handle the best and can save you money. Cash must ;

Remit by money order, or

iage charges. Of course the cheapest way to

Prices are too low to keep accounts.

Address, ZANER (Si BLrOSER, COLrVMBVS, OHIO.

(^J^ ,^^43(i^i^icle-iJ^^/it^'-J^^i^^iSj/i^^iJ^:M^e/^ii^!>^^^^ j^ J
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The Well Known Sadler-Rowe Commercial Texts
Arc standard exanii)k'Sof what really t-fficient practical school hooks should be. They are the product of

trained and painstakinj^ authors, whose work shows care, research, school room experience and scholar-

ship on every pajfe.

If you as a teacher are true to your responsibilities to your students it is your duty to exercise

Conscientious Care in the Selection of your Texts

We cannot escape our responsibilities as publisliers, NEITHER CAN YOU AS A TEACHER.
This month we call your attention to two important books.

Correct English: How to Teach it

Commercial Schools have evaded their responsibilities in teaching English more than in any other

branch. They no longer have as an excuse that there is no proper text. Correct English meets

every requirement. See it. Try it. Test it. Sent prepaid for G5c.

Miss Smith's Typewriting Lessons

A series of exercises that gives this subject the serious consideration and treatment that its import-

ance deserves. These lessons were not prepared to sell but to teach typewriting and they do it much
better, much more thoroughly than the ordinary' type of text. Complete set prepaid $1.30.

Teachers who want to keep well informed in regard to all subjects pertaining to commercial educa-

tion should be on our mailing list to receive The Budget." It can be had free of charge by any teacher

who will request it. The next number will contain some interesting matter. A postal will bring it.

Educational Publishers SA.DLfE^R"R.OWE^ CO* Baltimore. Md.

Rounding Out the Oommercial Course
No-w Is the Tlnrve to act quickly in the matter of arranging for advanced

work in bookkeeping for your spring classes.

Aclvaixoed Sets cannot be found that are superior in content, in presentation and development of
subject, in practical usefulness, or in excellence of printing and binding, to

Wholesale Accoxintlti^ a.t^<l Mercantile A,ccot;mti»i^

Both of these business practice sets are of the hlgheat type-
true to business customs and practices in minutest detail.

Wholesale Accounting is a so-called "voucher" set which teaches much more than merely the use
of business papers. It teaches the actual customs and practices of the business represented. It familiar-
izes students with markets, shipping processes and routes, terms of sale, and facts in regard to the
merchandise handled, in a way which educates and fascinates. It takes them into the realm of real busi-
ness life more completely than does any business practice set that has ever before been written.

It should be used to follow any good beginners ' text.

Mercantile Accounting, though entirely diflferent from Wholesale Accounting, possesses all its

excellent qualities. It is, however, a more advanced set. The bookkeeping features of this set are of the
very highest type. The transactions involved are of an advanced nature. The computations involved will
test and develop the mental strength of the students.

If you have not tried these sets In your school you cannot welt afford to miss
what they offer you and your school. Try them on a few of your students, and
both you and the students will be delightod with the result. Write at once to

173 W.b»h VS4^^Xr¥P¥9C /5\ T ^r/^lMA ll3)Bro.dway

CHICAGO mrxjynr iC^M%s% *<nL tL§M.%jr%^ newyork

\_X^ -^»<^t^«t<^!Siai^-^.^;<z;»t^^^i..<^ii^^^a>^g^.^i^^<<^g<a^^g^^^ (S^i^i^^iz/i^ J^ j
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TEACHERS' PROFESSIONAL EDITION. ONE DOLLAR A YEAR
APRIL, 1908
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PUBLISHERS

r ;,)

PROPRIETOR! ^°^ is the
TIME TO ADVER-

TISE IN THE BUSINESS EDUCATOR
FOR A TEACHER FOR NEXT SCHOOL
YEAR

TEACHER! ^^'^ '= ''"^ ^'^^^ - TO ADVERTISE IN

THE BUSINESS EDUCATOR FOR A

POSITION THIS FALL.

GOLUMBUS
GHTO.^

•a
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BUSINESS STSTEMI
Joosejeafjedger

^liss System and

Business System

While attending The National Convention of Busi-

ness Educators in Pittsburg:, it was our privilege to listen

to several very excellent papers, on the advisability of

introducing Business System in the shape of modern

office and labor saving appliances into the Office Prac-

tice Department of the up-to-date business school.

These papers were very interesting and should have

been heard by every member of the federation instead

of the few who were in attendance at the business

teachers' section.

The fact that one of these papers was read by a

wide-awake Business College man was a straw in our

favor. We have been advocating this innovation for

several years, in our advertisements on this page.

The Bliss System is the only system published to-

day which requires an Office Practice Department large

enough to take in the Adding Machine, the Billing

Machine, the Loose Leaf Ledger, the Card Ledger and

the hundred and one Business System appliances now in

use, and make practical use of same in connection with

Actual Business transactions. Get in line and introduce

Bliss System and Business System this year.

The F. H. Bliss Pub. Co.

SsLginaiv, Mich.

BLISS SYSTEMS
(^ ^^t^ttiii^l^^a-ni^*^jSe/^^ijAj:i^U^ft^/il/i4^z^nyt'/y^'t^-^^ X. J
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* * 20th CENTVRY
BOOKKEEPING ''

A. STANDAR33 SYSXEBS

of bookkeeping for use in

all schools that teach

this subject.

Complimentary Teachers' Outfit sent to any
commercial teachers or school

proprietors upon request

A.DDR.C8S

Depositories in all leading cities

THE inOSSELPII PUBLieHTIOIIS

Business Letter Writing— One of the neatest

and brightest little works on Commercial Cor-
respondence. Unlike anything else published.
Write for sample pages. Single copy sent

postpaid for 50 cents.

NEW COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC

A book of 479 pages, thoroughly covering the

subject. Copy sent postpaid for $2.00.

Practical Bookkeeping, Commercial Law,

High School Bookkeeping, Business Speller

Try a box of Miisselman's Perfection Pens,

25 cents. For full information and sample
pages, write

D.l.

aUINCY. IL.LINOIS

CHARTICR SHORTHAND
What others have learned by experience. It pays to investigate.

" Chartier Shorthand is far superior to any other system
we have ever used." BROWN'S BUSINESS COLLEGE, LIN-
COLN, NEB.

"There is nothing to equal Chartier Shorthand." MAC-
Chesney Business College, Patterson, N. J.

" It is tlie greatest system ever published." BLISS BUSI-
NESS College, Columbus, o.

" With Chartier Shorthand students save so much time
for other things. It is great." BEUTEL BUSINESS COLLEGE,
Tacoma, Wash.

" We formerly taught Pitman and Gregg. About six

months ago we started six students on Chartier. To-day we
are teaciiing it almost exclusively." ACME BUSINESS COL-
LEGE, Seattle, wash.

" We tliink Chartier Shorthand the greatest system ever
devised." WESTERN SCHOOL OF COMMERCE, STOCKTON,
CALIFORNIA.

" After thoroughly investigating Chartier Shorthand, we
discarded both Pitman and Gregg." METROPOLITAN BUSI-
NESS College, Dallas, Texas.

" Chartier Shorthand saves ao much time for other things
and therein its greatest beauty lies." PORTLAND BUSINESS
College, Portland, Ore.

"There is nothing like Chartier Shorthand for ease in

learning and rapidity in writing. Its reading power is sottie-

thing wonderful." RUBICAM SHORTHAND SCHOOL, ST.

LOUIS, MO.
" It is a wonderful syf-tem of Shorthand." MILES BUSI-

NESS COLLEGE, DETROIT, MICH.
" We have displaced Pitman for Chartier." DAVIS BUSI-

NESS College, Toledo, ( )hio.

" It is so simple that a child can learn it. It has equally
as great advantages from the speed point of view as other

standard systems." EASTMAN BUSINESS COLLEGE. Pough-
KEBPSIE, N. Y.

"Behnke- Walker Business College of Portland, Oregon, experimented with the system last spring by teaching

a class in it. This convinced them and their initial order was for five hundred books.

Mr. E M. Chartii ilh the Charlii Publishing Co.

CHARTIER. SPENCER PUBLISHING CO.
S. C. SCMWING. Sec.-Tre»s. NEW ORI^EANS, L,A. L. C. SPENCER. Pres.

^_J^ .^A^ifr»/i.le Li^,an^-^j^tj(iaJ^elJcii'c/lf../i^4znj£^^^u^'.^r/7?z^
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The Benn Pitman System
Of Phonography is the National American Standard

of Shorthand Instruction and Practise.

Taught in the Public High Schools of 24 out of the 37

Cities of the first class (lOO,00O population and over)

in the United States.

[Scud for our selected list of Public High Schools).

Taught in more Private Commercial Schools than all

non-Pitmanic systems combined.

(Send for ,,ur ><;lcile,l list .,f Coiiuncrcial Schools].

Taught in a majority of the Catholic Parochial and Insti-

tutional Schools that teach Shorthand.

|Send for our selected list of Catholic Schools],

Used by the Official Reporters of Debates of the United

States Congress.

Used by two-thirds of the Shorthand Clerks holding Civil

Service positions under the United States Govern-

ment

Used by a majority of the Official Shorthand Reporters

in the State and Federal Courts.

Published by

The Phonographic Institute Company,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

BENN PITMAN, President.

JEROME B. HOWARD, Manager.

MAIL COURSE IN

HIGHER ACCOyNTING
CONDUCTED BY

R.J.BEl[TLC.iC.P.A.
Member American Association of Public Accounlanls

Principal Detroit Business University

ASSISTED BY A STAFF OF
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS AND LAWYERS

TH E Course will consist of 25 carefully graded

lessons in Theory of Account*, Auditing,

Practical Accountlni;, and Business Law prepared

especially for candidates for the degree of CERTI-
FIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT, and for those who
wish to qualify as accountants.

The entire Course is under the direct supervision

of Mr. Bennett, Accountant, Author and Teacher,

whose counsel and advice may be had at all times.

We guarantee satisfaction, promptness, and careful

attention to all work, and reasonable rates. Special

attention given to commercial teachers.

Send for circular giving full information and an

outline of the lessons to

K. J. Bennett, C. P. A.,

15 Wileo.N Street, Detroit, Miet».

(|)(|)®(|)\(|)®(|)®0®
® ®© ® (iX®'® ®"®®'
®©(5)®©w®®®©
©©® ©®"(iX®® ©©

THt VAN SANT SYSTEM OF TOUCH TYPEWRITING
Tht at brings I

brings accuracy combined with speed.
The system that has furnished the greatest number of expert typew

operators at the great expositions in this and foreign lands d
the past ten years.

The system that has revolutionized the typewriting of the world.
The system that is easiest to leach, and easiest to learn, and that i

most efficient when learned.
Published in pamphlet form for the Remington. Smith Premier. Ol

L. C. Smith Brothers. Visible, the Monarch Visible, the Underv
Visible, and the Fox. All of the above have 42 pages.

The system is also published hi chart form — 34 pages.
Price in either form 50 cents, with usual discount to schools.
In ordering state for what machine, and whether desired in cha

pamphlet form. Orders may be sent to

A. C. VAN SANT, GOODYEAR-MAR8HALL PUBLISHING CO
,

Gillotfs Pens
The Most Perfect of Pens

PRINCIPALITY PEN, No. 1

^_-*fflEJI|lll>J IIIIWIJ u i t K H JJIlilk

teZl ^ ° CULOTTS
I

^~~""Mniiiii'f'iifi^iTl'""'r "W

VICTORIA PEN, No. 303

DOUBLE ELASTIC PEN, No. 604 E. F

Gilloll's Pens Gillolt's Pens have for seventy-five years
stood the most exacting testa at the hands of Professional
and Business Penmen. Extensively imitated, but never
epualled. GilUtt's P«n« still stand in the front rank, as
reearda Temper, Elasticity and Durability.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS

Joseph Gilloii ^ Sons
ALFRED FIELD <& CO.. Sole Agents

93 Chambers St. NEW YORK

\^_J^ ^<^l^l-/:e'ieLi'yc^^^t^^^^i^iiS.u{e^i^M,e:^,^4^n^ 30
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Ancient Features.

1. Nothing in common with longhand;
awkward strokes and obtuse angles plentiful.

2. Consonants distinguished by light and
heavy strokes—an uncertain method.

.3. Written above, on and through the
line— an unnatural vowel scheme.

4. Hard to write.

5. Vowels detached ; must be omitted in

rapid work.

6. Hard to read ; absence of vowels and
difficulties of shading and position writing
tend to illegibility.

7. Brevity secured only by a host of con-
flicting rules with numerous exceptions.

8. Many ways of writing almost every
word.

9. Difficult angles predominate.

10. Hard to learn.

M O D C R N !

Modern Features.

1. Based on longhand with its easy
strokes and uniform slant.

2. No compulsory shading.

.3. Position writing abolished.

4. Easy to write, hence capable of high
rate of speed.

5. Vowels joined in the order in which
they occur.

6. Easy to read because of presence of

vowels.

7. Brevity secured by application of
natural principles.

8. Practically only one way of writing
oach word.

;). Angles rare; curves predominate.

10. Easy to learn.

Of ^ ^i-

2^
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WHicK Do Yotu Prefer ?
"To have been first proves mitimiity : To have become first proves merit!"
" Gregff .Shorthand is based on scientific principles, applied in a scientific wav,

and I believe that it is destined to become the shorthand of the English
speaking people."—Gu27/jer< Pitman.

Send for a copy of "Shorthand Contests" and our proposition.

THE GREGG PUBLISHING CO.
New York. Chicago

(^ ^^ti?^e^UeAeA^i^.a^fui6^-!^i^^<£i/ie^^^^i'C4(iil/^^ ^^.uA^^f^^iJdy G>^a(e.ic^!.^tn' y^ J
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Just from the Press and
What You Have Been

Waiting For.

Style Book of

Business English
Time and again the teaching of practical

English has been attempted and aban-

doned in commercial courses on account

of its meagre results, and all foi* the
lack of a proper text-book. This

work is designed to overcome that

difficulty. It is not intended to be ex

haustive, but has for its purpose the
object of correcting many of the
defects in English made by begin-
ners in correspondence and type-
writing. Numerous tests given to
pupils on entering commercial courses

showed a deficiency of about fifty per

cent., and on finishing the course about

fortv per cent, of the information given

in this work, although it contains only

the absolutely essential. Many books
have been designed with the same object

in view, but none have been presented

in a manner to be of practical service in

commercial courses, except as a special

course and with a special teacher. Ex-
perimental instruction in business Eng-
lish, hitherto given without a special

teacher, has always been comparatively
unproductive, the time proving to be

more profitable when applied to short-

hand, typewriting, etc. Hence, this

automatic method, which requires
practically no extra time in direct
instruction and dispenses entire-
ly with the special teacher.

Cloth, 127 Pages, Price, 60 Cents.

Rxamioation Copy <o Te»cKcr» 40c. Mention achool.

Specimen Pages sent on request.

Adopted bv the High Schools of New York,

Brooklyn and other leading cities

ISAAC PITMAN SHORTHAND
Formerly "Short Course in Shorthand.

"

SPECIAL FEATURES

:

'' Short Lessons, simply graded—no di.fcourage-

ment.
^ Words and sentences introduced in the first

lesson.

T Business Letters introduced in the seventh

lesson.

1] Position Writing from the commencement.
1[ Phrases taught from the fifth lesson.

^ Reporting Stvle taught from the commence-
ment.

T Finality of Outline—no form introduced before

the principle governing it has liecn cvplaincd.

Revolutionizing tlie Teacfiing

of SItortltand.

WHAT A WELL KNOWN TEACHER SAYS:

"The revised and enlarged edition of 'Short
Course' will meet with the hearty approval of
every teacher and will be welcomed !)y pupils.
The chapter on Speed Practice, the lists of
phraseogramsand tables of the alphabet, vowels
and double consonants, the fittythree graded
and hyphenated business letters and other drill

exercises contained in the pages added to 'Short
Course'—these additions make the road to aman-
uensis speed comparatively easy for the student
who has mastered the principles contained in
the forty fascinating lessons. In saying that
the revised book now entitled "Course in Isaac
Pitman Shorthand' is the most practical, peda-
gogical shorthand text published, I believe I

merely express what hundreds of others have
already said. In changing about one hundred
and fifty High School pupils from a Pitmanic
modification to Isaac Pitman Shorthand as pre-
sented in 'Short Course,' I have not heard a

single objection or complaint from pupils and
school authorities, nor have I met with any dis-
couragement from pupils. The reason is ob-
vious: Each lesson is complete in itself. The
pedagogical presentation of a few principles at
a time, together with copious lists of words,
sentences and letters illustrating these princi-
ples, and no other principles not previously
explained, and the fact that outlines are given
first in their briefest practical form (and never
changed), make the learning of shorthand fifty

per cent, easier than any other methotl I have
ever seen in any book. Your book is revolu-
tionizing the teaching of shorthand."

—E. H. CRA VER. Instructor in Shorthand.
Paterson N. J.) High School.

Cloth, gilt lettering, 241 pp. $1.50. Liberal

discount to schools and teachers.

Send tor particulars of a special course
to Teachers, copy of "Which System,"
"Speed Contests" and "Pitman's Journal."

L

ISAAC PlTMAiy/ & Sons, 3/ Umon square, ^ew York

I "Practical Course in Touch Typewriting," SOc.

PUBLISHERS OF "Cumulative Speller and Shorthand Vocabulary," 75c.
I "Taquigrafia Espanola de Isaac Pitman," $1.25.

\JX^ -•»^^Wi^ifc^^^J><^^/>^<^^\-,jifc^^^k»^^^^^^^^.^^t:^^£«^'6^ jCj
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Co Robert e. Spencer

There runs an olden legend of a friar, cowled and suited.

Condemned to wander immemorially in mournful pain.

Because he sought with love of humankind to lighten all the strain

The world lays on our hearts; but 1 have heard it more than mooted

That the angels, spite recall that their Gabriel loudly tooted,

Bustled, hustled hellward toward the inusic of a fountain.

Where his laughter rolled and gleamed; the only thing to do,

'twas plain,

Was to send him up on high; so was Paradise recruited.

It hideth in my memory like a fantasy of dreams.

More than vivid through the magic of a modern make of mirth,

That somewhere I've met auother stepping lightly on the earth,

Uncowled with joy and jubilantly flinging flashing gleams

Of wit where sorrow sat supreme; we followed where the echoes led.

Lost the pain of life and found a paradise of earth instead.

— Melvin Cassmore.
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Proprietor, Principal, Ceacber.

If you will look through the adver-

tising columns of The Business Edu-

cator, you will note, from month to

month, a good many advertisements

of proprietors and principals seeking

teachers, and likewise a good many
notices from teachers seeking posi-

tions. Most of these advertisements

are over a nomdeplume.
This, is unquestionably the cheap-

est and quickest way of securing a

teacher or position. The reason is

easy to find : the leading proprietors,

principals and teachers are subscrib-

ers to and readers of The Business
Educator.
By the use of the nomdeplume, se-

crecy is secured and publicity is at-

tained at the same time—two very im-

portant things indeed; /a'o things not

possible in any other way.
Many of the best school bargains

are made in this manner at the mini-

mum of expense and many of the

best teachers and positions are thus

secured, the interested parties alone

knowing of the transactions until

contracts are completed.
.\ rightly worded advertisement

brings only desirable replies—the en-

tire unemployed population is not

turned loose upon you, and where the

nomdeplume is employed, no reply

is necessary if the person or the posi-

tion is not as desired.

Let The Business Educator ad-

vertising columns serve you cheaply,
silently, successfully and honorably.
Rates made known upon application.

Absolute secrecy at the Columbus
end of the line.

J1 Crip Southward in Ulintcr

The last of January, business beck-
oned the editor to Texas through
Kentucky, Tennessee, Georgia, Ala-
bama, Mississippi and Louisiana.
Passing through the land of Boone
and Jackson by night, we arrived on
the borderland of the old South, Chat-
tanooga, the historic battlefield, by
dawn, from which this sketch begins.

I found the climate mild, at times
balmy; the landscape aspect dull and
gray and brown, with bright patches
of yellow, orange and red clay. Pine
and oak-denuded forests were every-
where to be seen, with a wastefulness
of nature's bounty known only to

primitive and pioneer communities.
What the war failed to do, the ax and
fire are now doing, leaving behind
desolated wildernesses of brush and
stumps and waste timbers.
One-horse plows, drawn by diminu-

tive, ill-fed and poorly kept horses
and mules; ox-teams and the crudest
harness and vehicles I have ever seen;
oxen and cows, high in hip and long
of horn and hair, were the rule rather
than the exception.
These were driven by negroes or

poor whites. The latter are unedu-

cated, unprogressive and apparently

a thousand years behind the times.

However, here and there modern
methods and machinery were to be

seen, and intelligent people were stir-

ing into activity latent energies and
developing boundless resources.

Undeveloped rather than pictur-

esque describes the condition south-

ward through Alabama and Missis-

sippi. Rich in the natural resources of

soil and sunshine, lumber and cotton,

coal and iron, it is the coming land of

promise and perpetual plenty.

Through Mississippi and Louisiana,

I "sure did see lots o' cotton and cane
country.'' This was cultivated in a

far more extensive and progressive

manner, revealing more of the pros-

perity which characterized "the
South befo' the war."
Windowless, sometimes even door-

less shanties served for negro homes,
and are equaled only by the most
squalid quarters sometimes discover-

ed in our northern cities occupied by
out-casts and unfortunates who for-

age among the city's refuse.

From New Orleans westward we
passed through many mammoth cane-

mill communities containing modern
little towns but a few miles apart,

revealing the twentieth century spirit

of energy and intelligence. Louisiana
seemed to be the land of swamps,
sugarcane, rice, care-free "niggers,"
the spreading oak, moss-covered trees

and palms. The latter carpeted the

swampy forests much as the ferns do
the northern woods.
Crossing into Texas, one soon sees

the western push and progress every-

where manifest. Texas is an empire
of plains, fertility, untold resources,

and progress.
The capital, at Austin, is a large,

imposing, handsome structure built

of red sandstone and granite, quar-
ried from Texas plateaus.

San Antonia (usually pronounced
San Tone for short), the place where
Madarasz was born and where Taylor
died, is a new, old, quaint, interest-

ing, historic city well worth the see-

ing. Its population is a mixture of

whites, Mexicans and negroes. The
city is picturesquelv situated amid
the fine old Spanish missions built

nearly two hundred years ago. The
old network of irrigation ditches are
still in existence throughout the city

and many still contain running water.
Surrounding is a country which,

when watered by irrigation, is as rich

as any the sun shines upon. The
native fig and pecan trees are every-
where and productive. Apparently
we should never want for either.

Houston, Dallas and Galveston are
cities as fine as you'll find anywhere.

All in all, the South is worth your
while to visit at your first opportunity.
Galveston with her sea-wall, Austin

with her capitol, and San Antonio
with her missions, are good advertis-
ers for Texas.

Ulbv l)a$ movement not Ulon
Cona €re Cbis in Public Scbools

The answer to the query in the

above title is simply and almost sole-

ly this: Because it has never been,

until recently, adapted to public

school conditions.

Movement won its well-merited
spurs in the business college over a

half century ago, but for good and
sufficient reasons it failed to do so

in public schools until the Business
Educator pointed the way and won
the first lasting recognition.
But why has it not been adapted to

public school conditions? Because
those who taught it in business col-

leges to adults, attempted to teach

children and youths in the same man-
ner as adults. As a rule they were
persons who knew but little about
child development and child limita-

tions, and as a consequence were un-

able to adapt the art to the immaturity
of child nature.

Eminent educators and specialists

have now made it clear that school

life falls naturally into three periods;

child life, from six to ten years; youth
life, from ten to fourteen years; and
adult life, from fourteen years up.

The first corresponds with the pri-

mary grades; the second, with the

grammar or intermediate grades; and
the third, with the high school or the

business college. .

Unless writing as concerns form
and mode of execution is made to har-

monize with the natural laws of de-

velopment conditioned by these peri-

ods, permanent success cannot be
won.
Thus it is that movement enthusi-

asts (narrow one-idea specialists)

have been themselves to blame for not

securing recognition long ere this.

As specialists, we have been narrow
rather than broad-gauged.

For there are two kinds of special-

ists now generally employed in our
public schools. The one is a special-

ist of age, the other is a specialist of

subject. The first knows pupils of a

given age thoroughly and can teach

or adapt any subject to that particu-

lar period of mental and physical

development. Primary and grammar
grade teachers belong to this class.

The second knows one subject thoro-

ughly and can teach or adapt it to any
age. Snecial teachers and supervis-

ors belong to this class.

Whenever and wherever teachers of

writing will study the child subject

as thoroughly as the subject of writ-

ing, we may expect the recognition of

movement that it deserves and not

until then.

The columns of the Business Edc-
CATOR, containing contributions from

such men as Hoff and Bachtenkircher,

clearly indicate that supervisors of

writing are awakening and winning.

And there are others.
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Jl Table Pretty much from Cife

James came from that good middle
class who always get there in the end.
Part of his youth was spent teasing a
patch of clay soil into giving up
black soil dividends, and the rest of
it in the little red school house where
a sweet little school ma'am held the
presidency of the United States be-
fore him daily and said it was his if

he only would be good, refrain from
throwing paper wads, and make a
grade of ninety all around.
Considering that there was no

worse iniquity to be had for love or
money than making impromptu calls

on a neighbor's watermellon patch
when the man in the moon was wioing
his eyes with a mezzo-tint cloud, and
considering also that James was nat-
urally a smart boy who knew a good
thing when he saw it, in his mind he
put a blanket mortgage on the chair
at Washington and started in to fore-

close.

The sweet little school ma'am who
could spell Kamschatka off-hand said
the way was to be good. So James
was good—at least as good as a
healthy boy could be. She said he
must be educated. So James studied
nights till he could work all the trick

problems in Ray's Higher and parse
all the interjections in Pope's poetry.
He followed the prescription with
blind faith and dreamed of how he
would re-cushion that chair at the
White House.
But finally, along about the time

he'd got a smudgy fuzz on his upper
lip and split store-made coats back
of the arms whenever he expanded
his chest, it began to dawn on him
that holding a seat on the riding cul-

tivator was a long stretch from hold-
ing down the soft cushion in that
presidential chair. If he ever fore-
closed that mortgage, he'd have to
leave the cultivator seat.

So, James' folks not being able to
send him where he could learn a col-

lege yell in four languages and tear
down fences without being arrested,
he packed his carpet sack and started
for a business college. He was will-

ing to take a little discount on the
chair and compromise with one where
there were more of the kind, for he
was bright and shrewd according to
his education.

James was a little backward at first,

with a pitch-fork hold on the pen and
a touch on the Remington that made
business for the repair man. But
James was used to waiting a year for
his pay and working all the time, so
before a year he graded high in the
speed class, could straighten out a
tough proof and the hum of the type
keys sounded like a two-step on a
graphophone that had lost its regu-
lator.

Then James got a job. Heretofore
virtue had been its own reward, but
now it was to be rewarded with cash
payments always increasing accord-
ing to the increase of virtue. The new
boss had said so, the teacher said so,

the books always said so, and the lit-

tle school ma'am, and—well every-
body said so except a few kickefs who
never worked much and they didn't
count.

James got a job. He was on the
high road to fortune. He would
work hard, never make a mistake, be
honest, and promotion would grab
him up and literally push him along

till finally he would wake up and find

himself one of the prominent men.
.So James worked, came early and
stayed late and then came back at
night for more. He stuck to it for
two years and saw other fellows not
so good pass along to the next sta-
tion for higher salary, but he wasn't
called. Faith in the boss, who is sup-
posed to get insomnia inventing ways
to detect modest virtue, began to get
low and finally vanished.

Still, it must be remembered that
James was a bright boy, so he didn't
join the anvil chorus. He knew he
had delivered the goods and' con-
cluded he was just short on being a
good seller. Jim's thinker got to
work. He noticed that the ones who
got pushed along were generally good
friends with the powers to push and
didn't follow literally the theory that
the outside doesn't count. Jim in-

vested in a new summer suit, a latest
four-in-hand, a ticket at the panitor-
ium, and a whole lot of other flub-

dubbery that cost money and folks
back home said was foolishness and
made you stuck up.
Then he sized up the powerful one

and found he was a base ball crank
with a mania for the White Sox. He
put in evenings on the sporting page
till he could call batting averages
down to the minor leagues. Later, a
group photo of the Sox decorated his
desk, and when he saw the boss com-
ing his way, he got busy with a rapt
expression toward that photo. The
boss was provoked till he saw his
bunch of idols, then he was secretly
pleased. Before a week passed, they
went to the game together and went
crazy together when the pitcher
landed a three-bagger out beyond
center garden and ran in two men,
winning his own game.
When the boss came to, he got what

he had left of his voice to work find-

ing out Jim's record. He discovered
it was a measly shame to have the
best man in the office side-tracked for

two years, and he wiped out the dis-

grace, thus vindicating the saying
that virtue will win.

J ames has forgotten all about creas-
ing the cushion at the White House,
because he is so busy with some other
upholstery.
Moral.—Vou have to have the goods

before you can sell them, but there's

a good deal in knowing how to sell

them and it comes handy.
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(El^e Business ^£^ucator not only prepares you for a position, but it l]elps you
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LESSOtSS
Supervisor Penn

Send practice for crltfcfwnifl

IN PENMANSHIP
C. E. DONER,

lanship, Beverly, Mass., Public Schools.

o ' OltlciMm Editor." Business Educator, Colunibus. Ohin.

^

CeSSOn 76. Study eacli letter carefully liefore lieginniriK tn practice. Notice how the character .t- and the C are ioiiied together.

These are joined together fur the purpose of writing if t'lj. Cuiitit. Forthe H'coiitit 1 slop- 1-2 3 ; or, l-stop-l-U'-riirve. The einliiig stroke

should be curved half the height of the letter. The point in the middle part of the letter should he made a trifle above the beginning

loop. Kor the ,V count 1-stop—1-loop ; or, 1-dot— 1-2. The second part of -Vis the same as the first part reversed. For ifC count down—loop-

up— circle. Make the first part of the character i£ rapidly, stop on the line and then make the small loop and the capital C rapidly.

I*ractice the tt-Co.

'A- A A '^^ y^ % ^ A A A A A
^ AA A^ A^ AA A^ A^ 'A^ AA
^Aj . An .yA v^A ^o . An . An ^-Ao

"^yjA. VA^y ^zA^. VA'y vA". %O^.^yT^ -rr K-'Wr^N

CeSSOn 77. There is a good motto in the sentence, *' Write well when yon write. " Try to do this at all times, tlien yoTir time will

lever be wasted.

Aioyy^yi^y L An^^yyi^^^y L Aoj^yiy^^y K_AAj^y^y , A^yy^y^A KyJoj^ny^A

n y/y'^yy^yuj gy (^yUL^r:iA Aj'.^Ay ^tA Ay^^Ay^yy. ^AAA

Cesson 7*. Curve the downward stroke in the Q a great deal, make a small loop on tlie line and end a little below the line. The
first part of /. is exactly the same as the lirst part of .V. K-xteild the loop of /, half a space below the line. Vuunt. For the (J count 1-21) :

or, 1-2-light ; or, usethe-arm. For the >: count loop-down— 1-2 ; or, loop-stop-down curve. The;? can also be made by making a very small

loop on the line. This style is not given in thecopy.
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Cesson 79> Some may care to join a small letter to the capital Q. This joining is not Kiven in the copy because it is difHcult to do.

As in the copy, make the y drop a little below the line with the ending stroke, then begin the « close to the y. Do not raise the pen in

joining the o and u to A. Practice the lesson carefully.

^yf.,^ytJyVT^y ^A^..-^^ytyT-7-iy ^^y(,^^^yfy^^y ^..^^..^fH^.4.^1^y ^^yf^^.

z^o-ny

.

ry^yf^JyfJ

7^/-fy /-^1?-^^^y7/~-fy /yr?-ry(^i7^/-/y

fyf^^knjy/y ^y ^y ^ny^y^u J^^^j'y yhy.yyi.yTyy7,yr7.yyiy yry!.yvijA^.^y^y

Cesson 80. .Notice that the second part of these letters is almost as tall as the beginning loop. In ending the r with the short
downward stroke, be careful not to retrace the upward stroke far, since this would make the letter look too much like V. Extend the
loopof }' half a space below the line. Count. For the I' count l-L*-3 ; or 1-2-light. For the t'count l-'.i-3-4-curve ; or, 1-2-3-down-curve. For
the style of L' at the end of the line count 1-2 3-curve ; or, 1-2-3-light. For the 1' count 1-2-3-4-curve ; or 1-2-3-4-loop.

^r^, y y) y

y^. ^y y •i^)

tr-

\=
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J
J. M. M. Leave a space between the stem

andcapof Taod F. Some of your work is

very good. You should take it up profes-
sionally. Follow Doner closely.

P. K. M.,Pa. We are very much pleased
with your work, indeed. Beyond a doubt
your trade has made a critic of you. Your
work is up to our certificate standard.

M M. S..Tenn. Mr. King's lessons would
be better suited to your stage of advance-
ment than are Mr. Doner's. Mr, Doner'sles-
sons are a tritle too difficult for you.

C. S , Calif. You need more work on the
retracing oval exercise. Your lines are too
irregular. A too broad.

R. D. McA. Watch spacingclosely. Keep
all small letters the same size- Strive for
uniformity in your work.

F. C. K., Ore. Your writing ia very free
and business like. Would suggest that you
write more of a running hand, wider but
not so tall.

L. J. H., Ia. Keep your small letters the
same height. Capof Tand F should be a
compound curve. Study form cluuely.

J. B., Nebr. Do "not raise the pen in n, ni or
11. Try to get a truer and firmer line.

E. C. M., Philadelphia. Watch the base
line. Study carefully theform of a. Watch
the crossing stroke of t. Keep the snsall
letters the same size.

R. E. B., Xebr. Get more freedom in your
small letter exercises. Write a trifle more
rapidly, t^vals are fine.

W. D., McKeesport. Watch carefully the
forms of *i, rf, ^, etc. Your writing is very
good and business like. Try to win a certi-

ficate by June.

O. C. McKeesport. Watch the base line.

Loops below the line are too slanting. Very
good.

LH.B.Ky. You are still gaining. Your
writing is a tritle large for good business
purposes. We have no special criticism.

C. V. L.. X. Y. Your writing is the best we
have received so far this month. We have
no special criticism. You should by all

means try to win our Professional Certifi-

cate.

C. L. P., Calif. Your writing is the best
wehave thus far received from your school.
Your //i '8 and u'h are too wide. Keep all

small letters the same size.

E. E. E., Wash. You are certainly doing
fine work. Are you a possessor of our cer-
tificate r You could easilv win one.

W. L. R., Calif. Small writing is very
good. Better perhaps than your capitals.
We have no special criticism.

R. P. K., Iowa. You are making fine pro-
gress. Watch the last stroke of //. Top of
oval in P, B and it* too narrow.

H. V. C, Mich. It will take a lot of hard
work on your part to gain a certificate by
June, but we believe if you study form care-
fully, and practice diligently that vou will
be able to win one. This work is an im-
provement over the last you sent.

A. H., Ohio. Ovals quite good. Give a
great deal of attention to Mr. King's be-
ginning lessons. That is where you are
weak.

E. E. W., Ohio. Do not shade down stroke
of/. Your work is very fine indeed. Have
you received our certiticate? Your work
ia up to the standard.

SC. D.,Ohio. Small letter -s needs more
attention. Curve the up stroke more and
keep the bottom part more rounding. Do
not shade the second part of A. Could you
not write more of a running hand, wider
but not quite so tall ?

J. S., Nebr. Your movement is not yet
free enough. Practice small letter exer-
cises and practice thetu rapidly for a few
weeks.
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F. C. K., Texas. Watch the base line.

Write more of a riitinitiK hand. Signatures
are not Kood in as much as the capitals are

to far apart. Good other wise.

t. K., Hot Springs. You can certainly win
a certificate. Mr. King's lessons would be
better suited to your stage of advancement
thiiii Mr. Doner's. You have not mastered
Mr. Doner's lessons thoroughly as you have
gone over them. Write smaller and don't

shade.

L. P. S , Mass. Your " Bread and Butter "

exercises are certainly very Hne. See now
if you cannot apply this same freedom and
ease to your writing. Practice small letter

exercises frequently.

H. T., Milwaukee. You need to work on in-

dividual letters a great deal. Your form is

poor. Keep l.iops shorter. Work on Mr.

Doner's September, October and .November
lessons.'

J. F. L., S. D. Use arm movement in your
capitals. Make them more rapidly. Capi-

tal letter exercises are what you need.

J. H.J., Dhio. We charge nothing extra

for criticism. We do not see but what you
are working along the right lines. You are

doing plenty of capital letter work and that

is what you need. Your work is now very
business like.

G. H., Nebr. Write more rapidly. Do
plenty of exercise work. Develope a lighter

touch. Y'our writing looks labored.

N. C. N., Nebr. You have not yet mas-
tered Mr. Doner's September lesson and
you can do nothing with these lessons un-

til you do. It has occured to us that you
have not read his instructions carefully.

Do not lift the pen in the straight line exer

cises.

H. W., Pa. Keep the pen pointing more
nearly toward the shoulder. Your pen
points outward from the body too much.
By sure to always usea good pen. Y'ourink

seems muddy. Do not leave it uncorked.

O. S. P., S. D Watch thebaseline. Could
you not write somewhat taller and more
compactly? Your work is very good

L. B. .'V., Calif. Study form carefully.

Your writing is too large. Develop a freer

movement and lighter touch.

O. P. M., Topeka. Y'ou are doing right by
working considerably on capital letter ex-

ercises, y is a little faulty. Keep the back
quite straight. Work on words would be
better for you than sentence work.

E Z.Ohio. Try to develop more freedom.
Vou need work on large ovals. Cultivate

an easier movement.

M. W. L. Mich. Make B without lifting

the pen. Study carefully the form of Zand
z. Little loop in A- too big.

R. E. B.. Nebr Poor ink for business
writing. Get a good free flowing fluid. No
criticism upon your work.

S. A C, Minn. Watch ending strokes

carefully. Study form of h carefully.

Watch carefully the crossing stroke of x.

.N. J., Nebr. Your ^ looks too much like r.

Upstrokes of /• and .s too straight. More
freedom.

G. E.H., N. C. Very good. Watch the base
line. Close s* at the top.

L. W. L., Calif. Writing too big. Entirely
too difficult for your stage of advancement.
Follow the flnecopies yourteacher is sitting

for you.

J. R. B., 111. Youare following Mr. Doner's
lessons closely. Get more freedom in your
capitals. Small letters are fine.

F.J.P.Ont. Get more freedom in your
capitals. It would be very hard for us to

criticise such a page as you sent in as there
are too many different principles upon it.

Send us copies of systematic work that ap-

pears in The Business Educator

J. F. L., S. D. First stroke of.; too straight.
Y'our pages are very poorly arranged.
Watch margins.

K. J. L., Nebr. Could you not write a trifle

smaller? It would be better for business
purposes. Your work is very good.

1. L.T., Calif. .Mr. Blue's work is too far
advanced for you. Work more on capitals
and small letter exercises. Pen too coarse.

O. B. W.,Ill. Keep turns more rounding
and angles sharper. Keep all small letters
the same size. Yoiir r is invariably too
large.

E. M , R. I. Do not shade down strokes.
Y'ou need to work a great deal on move-
ment exercises. Your writing looks labored.
Cultivate an easier movement and a
lighter touch.

J. A. F.. Mass. Your work is very neat
and business like. We believe you could
now pass the test for our certificate. No
criticism,

G. H., Nebr. You need more work on
movement exercises. Try toget them more
regular. Do not shade down stroke in small
letter exercises.

G. A. C, Utah. A is made too slowly The
same is true of a and o. Try to get a plainer
signature. Your G looks too much like h'.

Mr. E. J. Maher, Waterbury. Conn., a pupil
of P. E. Holly, favored us with souie speci-
mens of business and ornatnental writing
which show that Mr. Maher has consider-
able ability in handling the pen, and also
that he has been receiving good instruction
from Mr. Holly. Mr. Maher could undoubt-
edly becom ' unusually skilled with the
pen if he shoiild give the work the neces-
sary time and attention.

From Mr. C. H. Blaisdell, penman in the
Haverhill, Mass., Business College, we have
received some specimens of pupils' work
which, considering the fact that these
pupils wrote the vertical last September,
are about as good as any we are in the habit
of receiving.
Mr. Blaisdell also sent along a set of capi-

tals such as he teaches in his work. We are
very sorry that these capitals were written
with ink too blue to engrave successfully.

A large roll of specimens is received
from Mr. C C. Wiggins, penmanship teach-
er in the Pittston, Pa., High School. These
specimens are all very uniform, still each
pupil retains his own individuality, show-
ing that Mr. Wiggins is a teacher of pen-
manship of no mean ability.

Mr. R. B. Walker, Meyersdale, Pa., an en-
thusiastic and ambitious young penman
who is a subscriber to the BUSINESS EDU-
CATOR, recently favored us with a short
letter written in ornamental style which
shows that he has been making good use of
Mr. Heath's lessons. In fact. Mr. Walker's
letter shows ability, and if he perseveres in

the work, undoubtedly he will be heard
from some day as a professional penman.

We have received a liunch of cards from
Mr. o. G. Martz some of which will find
theirway into our scrap books. Wecannot
say this of very many of the cards which
we receive. Mr. Martz has it in him to be
one of the finest of penmen.

Mr. J. C. McTavish, of the Grand Trunk
Business College, Edmonton, Alberta, Can.,
favored us with a number of specimens of

penmanship from the pupils in his class
which show that he is securing the very
best results. All of the work is uniform,
the pages are systematic, and the writing

is business-like, free movement andconsid
erable speed having been applied. Very
few teachers are excelling Mr. McTavish in

\

the results he is securing. i

A most excellent lot of movetuent exer-
cise designs were recently received fronj

Mr. C. L. Krantz, penman and commercial
teacher in the Augustana Business College,

t

Rock Island, III. Mr. Krantz is one of the 1

finest teachers of penmanship in our pro- !

fession. antl one of the finest fellows as 1

well. The Board of Directors of the above
|

named institution has acted wisely in
j

establishing a regular penmanship depart-
ment with Mr. Krantz at the head. It is al-

most needless to add that Mr. Krantz is a

constant and thereby a consistent clubber
of the Business Educator. Those de-
serving special mention are as follows :

Cornelius Anderson, Floyd Walgren, Carl
B. Nelson, Arthur E. Ossian.H.G. Hokeu
son, Albert Hagglund, Ada Peterson, R. H.
Ossian, t>rton Lindgren, Ernest Nicholson,
A. R.Joneson, Fred Ambur, Wm. Johnson,
and Martin Samuelson.

Mr. P. M. Bridges, Dallas, Tex,, whose ad-

vertisement appears elsewhere In our col-

umns, is gaining quite h reputation as an
expert penman through the pen work he is

sending out. Mr. Bridges recently sent
some work to us which shows a very high
order of ability, and we feel confident that
all who patronize him will be well satisfied

with his work.

Mr. F. F. H. Jaeger, penman and commer-
cial teacher in the Commercial Department
of the Central High School, Toledo, Ohio, is

giving the subject of writing the attention
it deserves, as demonstrated by the l.iundle

of specimens from the students hereby ac-

knowledged. The work is suprisingly uni-

form, neat and practical considering the
number of specimens submitted. Many of

the students' work is nearly up to the B. E.

Certificates standard. Considering the fact

that the pupils are but one-half through
their work, it is plainly evident that practi-

cal writing is destined to be the rule rather
than the exception on the part of those who
receive instructions from Mr. Jaeger.

Some very graceful penmanship is hereby
acknowledged from the skillful pen of Mr.
M. E. H. McGhee, penman in the Horton-
Large Business Institution, 'I'renton, N. J,

.Mr. 1). F. Dickerson, superintendent of

schools of Atlanta, Nebr.. sends work of

some of the grade pupils, which consider
ing their age, is very good. We wish to

make special mention of a specimen done
bv Edna Russell, who has but a thumb and
finger on each hand. The work she does is

as good as that of any of her school
mates.

A good many BUSINESS EDUCATOR Cer-

tificates will probably be awarded to the
pupils in the Mt. Vernon, Ohio, Business
University if we may judge from the fine

lot of specimens which Mr. Miller, the prin-

cipal and penmanship teacher, has just

mailed us.

Brown's Brush Ulork.

To aspiring students in engrossing, we
would recommend the series of lessons on
Brush Work begun in the March BUSINESS
Educator, by E. L. Brown, Rockland,
Maine. No one engaged in engrossing and
instruction work along the line of engross-
ing is giving as valuable information as

Mr Brown, and we wish, therefore, to con-

gratulate our readers for being able to re-

ceive his instructions at the insignificant
cost of a subscription to THE BUSINESS
Educator. The three lessons before us
for the April, May and June issues are gems,
he one for June being one of the most
effective pieces of work we have ever bad
the pleasure of seeing.
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Lessons in Practical Business Writing
R. C. KING

aasi OAKLAND AVENUE MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.

Specimens for Criticism should reach Columbus by first of month preceding
month of publication.

Plate 10. Practice this letter as a movement carefully. Second line.—Make oval portion large and full. Third line.—Use even
movement. Fourth line.—True to the letter. Get the curve in upward lines. Make letters small. Sixth line.—Curve the lines, keep
small. Seventh line.—Get letters even, smooth and Kraceful.

PLATE 10

<^U-^.^ (p.^'^^.^^^ ^^.^^^^.^ (p (^

Plate II. K'etrace three times. .Stem is a compound curve. Second line—Study and practice. Third line—Close o and a at the top.

Use the arm movement. Fourth line.—Use a free arm movement. Fifth line.— Make but four letters in a group. Do not raise pen. Sixth

line- Begin and end as i with lower loop as in g. Loops should be same size. Seventh line.—Use arm movement. Avoid finger Action.

PLATE 11.



,^^^u4/n^^(^<(/iu^i4^ ^
Plate IZ. Be sure to curve up stroke. Make oval large ami full. Second line.-Curve up stroke. Keep crnasinE low. Third line.

-Use the movement. Getuniform slant and spacing. Fourth line.—Ise a free gliding motion from letter to letter. Fifth line.-The ^
iecomposedof a and.;'. Close a portion at the top. Four letters In a group. Do not lift pen. Sixth line.-Start carefully and end freely.

Seventh line.—Write word without raising pen. Close if and o.

PLATE 12.

.-^ ^-C^ .^-i# ^# jS" j^ ^(^ J^^ ^^S

.J^ J^ J^ .C^ J^ J^ J^3 J^J^J^

*J<i--;;^^5;2^i-^?'t.-i^'».^-^/l«^l<-(>'i<L.^^ /'^«^.'t'^-t.-«>7-^^^: --i;il-^^^^Z,-t-'7'j^t>*t^/ -.^-<:^^Z^t<>'z-^--/'Z-^--

'-rTTfTTTrTTTTTTTTf

Plate 13. Retrace letter with full free movement. Second line.—Avoid making loop at bottom too large. Cross high. Third line-

Make crossings in ff high. Keep loops small. Strive for uniform height, slant and spacing in small letters. Fourth line.—Same as for

third. Fifth line.—Try to get too much curve in up stroke. The tendency with beginners is to get up stroke too straight. Do not at-

tempt to make more than four letters in group. Sixth line—Curve up stroke. Keep down strokes parallel. Seventh line.—An excellent

word on which to get a strong full movement. Try it.

PLATE 13.

-^,^€i^'-7'-l'-e^_...-<i^-'tf-^--t^(^C^^^^^

.JJlJy^UIIy^./IXL'.-XLLl'.
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Blackboard Lessons in Business Writing

By America's Leading Teachers of Penmanship
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By e. R. Cate, President, Colleae of Gommerce, eincinnati, Ohio.
In this lesson we develop the letters •• -V and " A". The first exercise consists of a reverse oval made as high as the distance be-

tween the ruled lines on the writing paper. Koll the arm rapidly on the muscle of the forearm before touching the paper with the pen
and let the pen strike the paper while still in motion. Count l-2-3-4-l-.'-3-4 for each oval. Exercise No. 2 is the same as Xo 1 except the begin-
ning stroke. Count same as for No 1. Count same for No. .3 as for No 1. Be sure to get this exercise rounded at the top and make the down
stroke straight. Study carefully the form of No 4 and r, as the tendency will be to get them too wide. Write Xo. 4 to the count of 1-2-3-4,

and No 5 to the count of 12-3.

I

By Joseph Coyle, Student of F B. Courtney.

on, Student of F. B. Courtne\

Courtney's Convictions and Cbiroaraphic Conquests.
caton business coli.kce, r'linneapot-is. minn., march s, i'.kis.

Editdk Business Educator :

It has come to my notice that some persons have stated that I am a fine penman but as a teacher they have given me no credit. I

am sending you, under separate cover, a few specimens of my students' work, and I challenge any penman in the country ti> produce
page work from his students that will equal it. Page after page is written by these students with ease and endurance, not only of one
letter, but of all the letters of the alphabet. I am sending you only a few sheets of their work. I believe you and your paper are willing
to give credit to whom credit is due. When you take into consideration that Miss Larson is only an eight-week student and Mr. Coyle
has been under my instruction for a period of two months and a half, I believe you will agree with me that it is remarkable work for
neatness, accuracy and dispatch. I have a whole class that are doing fine ; there are seven or eight whose work nearly equals that of
Mr. Coyle and Miss Larson. I shall be pleased to send specimens of their page work if you so desire.

I have evolved a system of Rapid Business Writing that secures quick results ; a system that appeals to young manhood and wo-
manhood ; a system that starts the smouldering fires of ambition that burns in their breasts, that burns in the breast of every young
man and woman of character and ability. I fan these soiouldering fires into a flaine to arouse their highest ambitions, to point them to

the Star of Hope high in the firmament of Rapid Business Writing, and to show them that they have powers in their souls that will en-
able them to stretch forth their hands and grasp, in all its beauty, that star of their greatest hope— Perfection. The great philosopher,
Emerson, tells us to hitch our wagon to a star. He means that every one of us should look upward, even to the stars in the Heavens, be-
cause the upward gaze will have a tendency to draw us higher and higher in life's duties and life's activities.

Trusting that you will publish these specimens, that the world may see their beauty and utility, is the wish of

Vours fraternally,

F, B. Courtney.



"What Others
Have Done You

Can Do
Also."

^

STUDENTS' WOK.K AND PAGE
Dedicated to the best enjjravable specimens of exercises and business

writing received from schools and students; improvement,
timeliness and excellence considered.

Observation,

Care and Appli-

cation—The
Essentials.

J

By Nelle Giffin, pupil, Uuff's College, McKeesport, P3., A. E. Cole teacher of penmanship.

-Some of the finest work I have ever had the pleasure of examining has been received from Mr. G. B, Jones, Supr. of the writing, in the
public schools of Norwood, Ohio—a suburb of Cincinnati. The work sent is from pupils attending the Y. M. C. A. evening classes in Cin-
cinnati, Mr. Jones teaching them twice a week. The work sent is in the form of combination of capitals rather than of movement exer-
cises, as he believes this line of work is more practical and quite as fascinating as the making of fancy designs like lamps, wheels, etc.

The work sent us is done by boys who work during the day, and, considering the little time in which they have to practice, we are free to

confess that the work sent is of an unusually high order. The above is a fair average of a large number of specimens submitted and
shows a movement that is free and forceful from beginning to end, and a form that is thoroughly practical as well.

By Eleen Carlson, pupil of C. L. Krantz,
Augustina Business College, Rock Island, 111 Pupil of W. F. Hostetler, South Bend, Ind., Business College,
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By Mr. A. M. Toler, Columbus, Ohio.

±>^£^...'C'e'^-'i^-->-'y--T^^ cr^^^^-J^

Good Business writing by C. S. Jackson, Bliss College, Newark, Ohio.

\V. G. Rogers,
Pupil C. R. Hill

By H. L. Darner, Teacher in Zanerian
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EDITOR'S PAGE—PEINIVIANSHIP EDITION
A Forum for the. Expression of Convictions Relating to Methods of Teaeliing and the Art of Writing

=^

OUR PLATFORM: FORM AND FREEDOM FROM FIRST TO FINISH
v^ J
Cbe movement Idea is minning

The leading systems of writing pub-
lished in recent years for public
schools have movement features in

connection with form.
Some amount to but little more than

a mere bid for popularity, but they
show the trend of the times.
The big book companies (perhaps

it would be nearer the truth to say the
book-trust), true to thei"r tradi-

tions, follow in the wake of demand,
but never create it.

Now and then the copybook wins in

State adoptions, but it is usually due
to timidity on the part of the persons
who decide the question, fearing their

teachers cannot teach movement, or
to "influence," "pull," and that "per-
sonal" element which ranges all the
way from so-called friendship to graft.

But on the whole, big strides have
been made the past year in favor of

movement. Probably the 'largest
gain ever made at one time and in one
place by the movement idea from first

to finish was Columbus, Ohio, when
it adopted a method based upon free-

dom and form combined.
And the outlook everywhere is en-

couraging because the movement
people are collecting convincing re-

sults from children, youths and
adults which are sure to convince the
most skeptical.

And a most wholesome condition
prevails among the publishers of gen-
uine merit in movement, in that these
men, almost without exception, are
unwilling to "trade off" with book
concerns in order to win. Merit is

their watchword, and they prefer no
business to that secured by alliances
with concerns which care more for

profit than principle.
The movement people are convinc-

ing, not intimidating, superintend-
ents and schoolboards. Whataworld
of difference!

The movement idea, as advocated
by the Business Educator in rational
proportions with form, and in accord-
ance with the age of the pupil, is

winning and is bound to win because
it is right.

Cbe Business Educator
Certificate

The time of year is now nearing
when thousands of pupils will be
leaving business schools for the seri-

ous duties of service in business life

and with the hope of achieving some-
thing more than ordinary success.
A good handwriting does more for

a young man or young woman in the
star/, in the securing of a desirable
position, than any other one thing
acquired in school. It should there-

fore be encouraged by every school
proprietor and teacher, for good pen-
manship is in demand in dull as well
as in good times.
The Business Educator Certificate

with your name and ours upon it is a
guarantee of excellence unequaled by
any other similar document.

It can be secured by subscribers to

the B. E. by submitting a sheet of the
pupil's writing containing a set each
of figures, little letters and capitals,
and a sentence or two containing the
name of the pupil and school.

If the penmanship is good in form,
fairly regular, and good in movement,
the certificate will be awarded for the
small fee of fifty cents which barelv
covers the cost of enj^rossing the
name of the pupil and of the school
upon it.

The certificate contains a hand-
somely illuminated and illustrated
seal symbolical of freedom and arm
movement in writing. The entire
certificate is the product of the
editor's pen and would not be dupli-
cated tor a cent less than $100.00.

It is yours for but 50 cents if your
penmanship merits it. Should your
work not measure up to our require-
ment it will be criticised in order that
you may improve it and thus win in

the second attempt.

A good handwriting is worth a
thousand dollars to any young man
or young woman seeking the highest
success in business life. Thousands
will doubtless win the B. E. Certifi-

cate and then success.

Iieath's Signatures.

The signatures now running in Mr.
Heath's lessons were selected from
among twenty of the most faithful

ones who have followed his work and
who have been sending in criticisms
more or less regularly.

Mr. Heath has certainly been mak-
ing these lessons interesting, helpful,
high grade and thoroughly profess-
ional, and we take this occasion to
express to him in this public manner
our appreciation for the services he
has thereby rendered to The Busi-
ness Educator ami to our profession.

Obituary

On January t, IIHJS, Mr. Wni Prinele,
Principal of the Peterborongh, Ont , Busi-
ness College, passed from this life, after a
brief illness of Pleuro Pneumonia.
Mr. Pringle was born in Stanley, N. B. in

which place he received his early educa-
tion, graduating later from the Normal
School at Frederieton. In 1894, with the
late Mr. McCrea, he opened the Peterbor-
ough Business College which he continued
to conduct after the death of his partner.
The school under his management be-

came recognized as a tirst-class school, in-
creasing in size from time to time, and
exerting an influence that was wholesome
to the profession and beneficial to the com-
munity.
He was a member of the Board of Educa-

tion, St. Paul Church, Peterborough Public
Library Board, and a director of the Y. M.
C. A. and of the Astronomical Society. He
was also a popular member of the Corinth-
ian Lodge A F. cV A. M., and of the Canad-
ian Club. These organizations Ijespeak the
breadth of his intellect and aflections, as
well as the esteem in which he was held.
He is survived by a wife and fourchlldren

and a brother.
We have had correspondence and deal

ings with Mr. Pringle for many 3'ears, and
came to consider him a man of high ideals
and strict honesty.
Mr. Spotten of Windham has bought the

school and will carry it on as heretofore
We extend sympathy to the family of the
decease, and best wishes to the school
under the new management.
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American Schools in Turkey, Ion
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EDITOR'S PAGE—PROFESSIONAL EDITION
"^

Devoted to the Best Interests of Business Educati
are cordially invited to enter the Arena of Publicity to <

Editor and Publishers reserve the right to reject any con
pressed in these columns. They believe a journal of thi:

reasonably expect respectful attention and liberal space. Yi

harvest is sure. We hope that neither timidity on your part
public. Let us hear from you whenever the spirit of good w

^
new Orleans St Soule College.

New Orleans is a city of nearly 400,-

000 people. It offers many things of

interest and value to those fortunate
enough to visit it. The great river,

with its myriad river and ocean
crafts, is alone worth a trip to one
who lives inland. The parks, which
in summer offer shade as restful to

the tired body as the flower is satisfy-

ing to the soul, even in winter, are

dreams of beauty. The large, wide-
spreading, live oaks, typical of the
South, and the many varieties of

palms, with abundant flowers in

bloom, are everywhere present.
Then there is the novel, quaint,

southern architecture suited to shield-

ing from the summer's sultry sun
rather than northern freezing frosts,

full of interest to all strangers.
A stroll down Royal Street through

the old French quarter takes one
back centuries in thought and feel-

ing. The narrow streets, balconied
house fronts, court yards, and small,

dingy, quaint shops, with the people
to correspond, is one of the most rest-

ful e.xperiences possible to a teacher—
to a commercial teacher in particular.

Soule College, a finebrick building,
right at the side of the City Hall, is

one of the great educational institu-

tions of the country devoted to com-
mercial education.
Col. Cteo. Soule, is one of the great

men of our calling. He stands pre-

eminently at the head in the South,
and is the equal of Uncle Robert of

Milwaukee, and of the late S. S.

Packard, of N. Y. Probably no man
in our profession has achieved so

much single-handed, financially, edu-
cationally and socially, as Col. Soule.

In the great city of New Orleans, he
is recognized as one of the few, lead
ing, really high-minded men. He
was born in the North, and is there-

fore a product of the whole country.
.\s a consequence, he has a breadth
of view equalled only by his bound-
less sympathy.
Fortunate for him, for the city of

New Orleans, and for Soule College,
that he has associated with him in

the active management and teaching
force of the school, two of his sons
who appear in every way worthy of

so distinguished a father. This
means a continuation of the school
indefinitely.

A recent visit to, and inspection of,

the school convinced us that this

would be an ideal institution in which

and Dedicated to the Expression of Conscientious Opinions upon Topics Related thereto.
jss those thinns uppermost in the public mind, or of which there seems to be most need.
nication they see tit. Nor do they desire to be understood as endorsing all of the opinio
iss and calibre is in part a public institution, and a vehicle in which the professional publii

icht plants may here find soil for propagation, and if rightly used and cultivated,
editoral frost on our part, may be responsible for anything good failing to reac
play or originality strikes you. We await your contributions with cordial anticip J

to hold the meetings of the National
Commercial Teachers' Federation,
and we sincerely hope to see it used
for that purpose in 1909.

Cbe e. e. C. n. at Philadelt>bia.

We wish to call especial attention to

the very interesting and instructive

announcement elsewhere in these

columns from Mr. E. M. Hull, presi-

dent of Banks Business College,

Philadelphia. We are giving it in full

as we receive it, but not merely for

the benefit of those who may be for-

tunate enough to attend the meeting
in Philadelphia, but for the valuable
amount of information contained
therein concerning the city of

Philadelphia and its historical, com-
mercial and educational institutions.

We wish to congratulate the people
responsible for this document for

having gotten out the finest thing of

the kind we have ever had the pleas-

use of examining, and we wish to con-
gratulate our profession for having
placed at their command such a vast

fund of information in so terse and
brief a manner.

Concerning Gassmore's
Articles.

I have just finished reading Mr.

Cassniore's April, May and June
articles and desire to call attention to

their excellence. They are quite ori-

ginal, very thought provoking, and
certainly written in live English.
He seems to be but " warming " to

his subject, and we therefore hope for

more from his pen in the future along
the line of advertising, or business
school ethics. He's aphilospher and
a specialist who has developed the

happy faculty of compelling people
to think and to act.

He's somewhat of a dreamer, and
a "wilier" rather than a "wisher,"
inasmuch as he wills to improve mat-
ters rather than wishes that they
might be better. The Lord loves a

cheerful hustler, and that's why Cass-
more is winning.

Jin Jlppreciation
From Ohio to Cewas.

The editor of The Business Edu-
C.VTOR recently enjoyed a five-day out-

ing on the plains of southern Texas,
just at the foot of the great plateau,

near Uvalde, Texas, on the 5000-acre

ranch and at the hospitable hands

of G. W. Ware, penman, teacher, pub-
lisher, and modern agriculturalist,

of Dallas, Texas. It was a great treat

and a broadening experience to see

the prairies covered with mesquite*
( a dwarf tree resembling a peach tree

in size, shape and bloom), prickly
pear cactus ( from one to four feet in

height), the guejilla (pronounced
wahea, a purple flowered bush a trifle

larger than the huckleberry of the
north) and the scrubby, diminutive,
mistletoe-covered live oak. These
and many more make the landscape
attractive and unique.
Deer, wild hogs, wildcats, wolves,

the harmless armadillo, etc., are

quite plentiful.

Delicious figs and nutritious pecans
grow wild and most abundantly, mak-
ing the country more and more in-

habitable and prosperous.
Garden truck is grown out of doors

the year round, while cane, rice, oats,

corn, cotton, etc are grown in season.
Irrigation is converting these arid

desert-like plains into the most fer-

tile of gardens.
A. C. Webb, the artist, teacher and

author of Nashville, Tenn., was there

at the same time, so we had more or

less shop talk to mix in with the pe-

can-fig philosophy of the enthusiastic,

generous Ware.
The evenings spent before the open,

wood-fire hearth ; within sound of the

barking coyote; listening to the old,

old tunes as fiddled by the genial

host ; interspersed by stories, remin-
iscences and harmless jokes, will

long be remembered and will aid to

keep the editorial temper free from
rancor and petty impulses.

Joyce Elizabeth,
March L'l.liKB.

Mr. Lt Mrs. J. E. Joiner,
Columbus, Dhio.

Joseph Thomas,
Jan. 21), 19118.

Mr. & Mrs. Henry C. Walker,
St. Louis, Mo.

William Martin,
March U'2, 1908.

Mr. & Mrs. W. R. Pitkin
Albion. Mich.

Who said "Race Suicide"? Here's our
best to all concerned. A good old-fashioned
spanking to each as soon as old enough
and deserving. After that, all the blessings
which naturpllv follow right rearing. Con-
gratulations !—EDITOR.
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Che Bank Statement.

What is known as " The Bank State-

ment", is a statement of the New
York banks on a particular date. It

e.xhibits the condition at that time of

all the banks that are members of the

New York Clearing House Associa-

tion. The statement is issued by the

Clearing: House once a week, on
Saturday a little before half past

eleven. It gives the condition of all

the member banks at that time, their

loans, deposits, cash holdings, and
circulation. This report is eagerly

waited for and is carefully scanned
by financiers, money lenders, and
brokers, since its condition means
gain or loss to those whose interests

are affected by the money market.
It may be said therefore that Wall
Street scrutinizes the Bank Statement
with the utmost care.

The following published report of

the bank statement shows the man-
ner of reporting, in brief, the condi-
tion of the banks

:

B.\NK STATE?IENT.
New York, Felj. 22.—The statement of

clearing house banks for the week shows
that the banks hold $32,46S,550 more than
the requirements of the 25 per cent reserve
rule. This is an increase of $l,MS,32.'i in the
proportionate cash reserve as compared
with last week. The statement follows :

Loans $1. 143.S169.7UO, increase $S,7L'I,600 ; de-
posits $l,146,2<il,400, increase $13,91S2,.'!00 : circu-
lation $611,187,700, decrease S.'iSS.SOO; legal ten-
ders $6(1,666.6(10, increase $163,;100; specie $25H.-

.174,600, increase $4 ,950, 600; reserve $319,041,40(1,

increase $5,113,900; reserve required $280,572.-

H50. increase $3,495,575; surplus $3'J,468,.550. in-

crease $1,618,325: ex-U. S. deposits $47,:t0(l,325,

increase $1,576,775.

The percentage of (actual reserve of the
clearing house banks at the close of busi-
ness today was 27.83.

The statement of banks and trust com-
panies of Cireater New York, not members
of [the clearing house, shows tliat these in-

stitutions have aggregate deposits of $729.-

.547,100; total cash on hand, $52,329,000, and
loans amounting to $770,931,90(1.

A brief statement similar to this is

sent out almost immediately after it

is compiled, and it is needless to say
that its arrival over the tape is await-
ed with eager expectation. A consol-
idated statement showing the detailed
condition of all the member banks
follows within half an hour. This
statement shows the average depos-
its, loans, specie, legal tenders, cir-

culation, reserv'e and surplus reserve.
" The statement is made up on a

system of averages. For instance
each bank ascertains what its out-

standing loans were on each day of

the week, and reports the average on
these items to the Clearing House.
It does the same with its deposits and

cash holdings. The statement, there-

fore, does not present the actual con-

dition of the banks on Saturday, but
their average condition for the week.
Their actual condition may be bet-

ter or worse. It follows that if a

large amount of currency should be
received on Friday, it would count
only for one day in the week's aver-

age of cash holdings, and the actual

condition of the banks on Saturday
would be better than the average
statement indicated. If there had
been a large withdrawal of gold on
Friday, for export, the loss would
count only for one day in the week's
average, which would make the state-

ment appear better than actual con-

ditions. A striking effect of the law
of averages was given Sept., 1902.

The statement of Sept. 20, reported a

loss in cash of $7,300,000, while the act-

ual loss, so far as could be estimated
was only, $3,(!00,000. The statement
of Sept. 27, on the other hand, re-

ported a gain in cash of $1,790,000,

while the apparent loss was $4,000,000.

The former statement reported a de-

ficit in reserves ; the latter a surplus:
The four most important items

in the bank statement are:

1. Cash holdings—the specie and
legal tender.

2. The outstanding loans -notes,

drafts, etc.

3. The deposits credits to de-

positors.

4. The surplus reserve—excess of

cash over 25% of deposits.

National banks in reserve cities are

required to keep on hand a cash re-

serve of 25",, of their deposits, exclu-
sive of government deposits. State

banks are required to keep on hand
only 15",, of their deposits, but the
New York Clearing House requires all

of its members, whether State or
National, to keep a 25% reserve. As
a matter of fact all the members try to

maintain at all times this legal re-

quirement, though at times the re-

serve falls below but is permitted
to remain below only until loans can
be called.

Surplus and D«posits.-The moment
the cash reserve of any bank falls be-
low 25",, of the deposits it must stop
discounting until the shortage is

made good. When the cash holdings
fall below the required reserve there
is a deficit ; when they e.xceed the
requirement there is surplus. When
the SKIplus reserve falls too close to the
line it causes some alarm, and pro-
duces a talk of stringent money and

bear prices. If there is a surplus
reserve money is easy and conditions
seem more secure. A large surplus
indicates a small demand for money
and may cause decline in interest
rates, or even stagnation. A deficit

may mean a flurry or even a panic.
The item of loans is something that

attracts the attention of every inter-

ested person, since it shows whether
the banks are expanding or contract-
ing. Contraction of course is de-

plored as it involves the calling of

loans and an advance in the rate of

money. A great expansion of loans,
on the other hand, is not always an
indication of great prosperity as it

may mean over-expansion and conse-
quentlyan approach to the dangerline.
Expansion in loans means an increase
in deposits, and increased deposits
call for larger reserves. Deposits are
not by any means confined entirely to

money, but may be money and credit

combined, and in many cases only
credit. It will be seen therefore that
increased loans though productive of

revenue may actually decrease the
per cent of surplus reserve, and that
reduction of loans may simply
change balances in individual ac-
counts. The deposits may amount to

$9,000,000 and the actual cash held by
the banks onlyonequarter of that sum.
Money, however is the most signi-

ficant item in the make-up of the bank
statement. Credits are important in-

deed, but the actual money is the real'

vitalizing force without which the
banks could do nothing. Specie and
legal tender are therefore most im-
portant when examing a bank state-

ment, but it must not be supposed for a,

moment that any of our currency is

to be deprecate(i. It is all of the
highest order, and backed by the
government.
There is a non-member bank state-

ment containing a report of banks
which are not members of the clear-

ing house but clear through members.
This statement is issued from the
clearing house on Monday and shows
the average condition of the banks for

the week ending and including the
previous Friday. This statement con-
tains a report of capital, profits,

loans, investments, specie, legal ten-

der notes, national bank notes, bank
through which each clears and
amount on deposit therein, deposits
with city banks and trust companies,
average deposits, and average cir-

culation,

eiasses of national Banks. There
are three classes of national banks

—

(I I those in places which are not re-

serve cities, (2) those in reserve cities,,

and (3) those in central reserve cities.

The first predominate, and are re-

quired to maintain a reserve of 15 per
cent of deposits with them ; but
three-fifths of this reserve maybe de-
posited by them in banks in reserve
or central reserve cities.

{Continued on page 20.)
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Factory Jlccounting.

In our last issue we presented a few-

features of cost accounting', dealing
specifically with the formal element.
In this issue 1 desire to outline brief-

ly some accounting features. While
it is impossible to give, in an article

of this sort, any system in all of its

details, I shall endeavor to point out
certain features applicable generally
to manufacturing accounts, whether
it is the practice to distribute to each
unit of product its component cost
elements, or whether these items are
spread over the product weekly,
monthly, or otherwise. There are a
great many concerns in which no dis-

tribution of material, labor, etc., is

made, except jin the final closing of

the books for the fiscal year, when the
cost elements are all transferred to a
general Manufacturing Account. I'n-

der this order of things, the Ac-
counting is very simple, and the
results proportionately unsatisfac-
tory. The general principles under-
lying both methods above noted are
the same, but in operation, the ac-

counts of the business are made up
from entirely ditTerent sources.
I'nderboth plans ordinarily, mater-

ial should be charged to the general
Material Account through the Pur-
chase Journal or other similar record.

All direct labor should be charged
through Payroll records to the Gen-
eral Labor Account ; indirect labor
and other factory e.xpenses are usual-

ly charged to Sundry Factory Ex-
penses Account. These three ac-

counts are finally merged into a gen-
eral Manufacturing Account, either

through summaries of unit costs
taken from finished shop orders, or

bv closing into it material, labor, etc.

,

after proper consideration of inven-
tory of material, unfinished product,
etc. In addition to the above cost
elements, it is the practice of some to

include wear and tear of machinery,
under the head of Depreciation, Ma-
chine-time, etc. Others hold that this

item of depreciation is a capital loss

and has no part in the Manufacturing
Account. Personally, I hold that

while it is a capital loss, it is brought
about by manufacturing activity, and
therefore, should be regarded as an
element of the Manufacturing Cost.

In factories where the output is of

such a character that the cost ele-

ments can, with a reasonable degree
of accuracy, be distributed to the dif-

ferent units, whether it be a single
contract, a lot of chairs, or otherwise,

this is the most satisfactory method.
If the shop orders are properly pre-
pared, they will show in a very satis-

factor)' way the labor, material, indi-

rect expenses and Machine-time
chargeable to each job. From the
shop order these items are transferred
to the general Manufacturing Sum-
mary, and from the Summary the
various Cost Accounts are credited,
weekly, monthly, or otherwise, and
Manufacturing Accounts debited for

the total. The Summary will contain
valuable information for statistical

purposes, besides furnishing a means
of showing in the accounts the
Factory operations in a most satis-

factory way.
After posting as above directed, the

difference between the two sides of

the Cost Accounts will represent the

amount of Labor, Material and other
items apportioned to unfinished pro-
duct, less of course, Stores on hand,
as shown by the Stores' record or by
actual inventory.
This plan furnishes a check on

Material and Labor in that it locates
specifically their use. The final re-

sults under accurate accounting by
either method should, of course, be
the same, but the purpose of Cost
Accounting are best served by the
Unit Distribution Method.

I must confess that this is to me a
most diflficut subject to present in

such limited space, but I tru.st that
what I have said will serve as an in-

troduction, at least, to this very broad
and important subject in Accounting.

solution of Problem no. 2,

February Issue.
JAXrARV 1, \'M).

Subscription K.noo
To Capital Stock iCoinmon) $2,ono

Subscription to Common Stock
taken per Subscription Book
Page

FBBHUARV 1, lilOO.

Cash 2,00(1

To Subscription 2,0I«)

Received for Subscription as
follows :

Wilmer Black $20(1

Andrew Hunter, Jr., 400

Charles Pitman, 4(XI

Sam'l Nixdorf, 300

J.S.Ostheim, 700

FEBKUARV 15, 1!IOO.

Cash $75u,0i]ii

Factory No. 1 Mfg. & Trad. Acct. 525,000
" 2 • " •

2.55,000
" 3 " •' ••

.533,.500

" 4 • " '
319,000

" 5 •'
'• "

203,7.50
'

fi " " " 167,500
" 7 " " "

!(1,2.50

" 8 " " "
133,750

" 9 " " ••
112,250

" 10 " " i:o,ooo

•'11 " • •• 395,000
., ,,2 .. .. .. 1>«,000

Materials tSc Supplies and Mdse.
at the above factories per
Schedule of Appraisement.
See Minute Book Page

Lands. BUIg , Tools and Machin-
ery or Plant) 6,274,000

Schedule of Appraisement of
above plants. See Minute
Book Page , and Good
Will $3,240,000

To Capital Stock Preferred
Cumulative 4,500,000

Capital Stock Common 5,498,000

The above Assets were received
from Chas. ( ). Hall for the bal
ance of the Capital Stock of
the Company, to-wit:

$4,51*1.000 Preferred Cumu-
lative and.$5,49S,0r« Common

See Resolution of Board of Direc-
tors, per Minute Book Page

CO.MMENTS ON THE PROBLE.M

The above solution seems to meet
the requirements of the problem, but
the entry "Lands, Buildings, Tools,
and Machinery (or Plant)" should in

practice be set up separately to facili-

tate the application of specific sched-
ules of depreciation to the diflferent

classes of Assets included.

The plan of writing up the Plant
Assets $3,240,500 for Good Will, etc.,

is also open to severe criticism. This
item should be charged in a special
account as Good Will, Bonus or other
similar title. .\nv Board of Directors
ordering it otherwise would deserve
severe denunciation by the investing
public in general. Accountants, too,

need to be especially careful to set

up accounts in matters of this sort in

such manner as to avoid being rated
by a victimized public particeps ciim-
inis with the conscienceless pro-

moter.

Solution of Problem, no. I,

February Issue.

Assets (under Proper Titlesi $1,500,0<IO

To Capital Stock Common $750,000

Capital Stock Preferred 750,COO

Capital Stock issued to ven-
dors in payment for Assets
purchased, as per Bill of

Sale, File See Minute
Book Page

Treasury Stock Common 1.50,0IX)

Treasury Stock Preferred 1.50,000

To Working Capital 300,000

Above stock donated to the
Company by vendors per
Minute Book Page

Cash 80,000

Working Capital 40,000

To Treasury Stock Preferred 100,000

Treasury Stock Common 20,000

Sold $100,000 Treasury Stock Pre-

ferred for cash at SO and gave
bonus of 20 per cent in Tre.qs-

nrv Stock Common. See
Resolution of Board of Direc-
tors. Minute Book Page

Cash 225,(J00

Discount on Bond 25.000

Working Capital 75,(H«

To 1st Mortgage Bonds 2.50.000

Treasury Stock Common 50,000

Treasury Stock Preferred ''25,000

Issue of Mortgage Bonds sold at

90 to raise funds for improve-
ments. Bonus of 10 per cent
Treasury Stock Preferred and
20 per cent Treasury Stock
Common given to purchaser.
See Resolution per Minute
Book Page

( Ccniliiiiied OH pagi' 26.)
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Cbe Demand for a Scientific Key-

board

At the last meeting of the National
Shorthand Teachers' Association
at Pittsburg, Mr. W. D. M Simmons,
of Nashville, Tennessee, read a pa-

per on the subject of typewriting in

the course of which he suggested
that an effort should be made to se-

cure a more scientific keyboard. In

pursuance of that suggestion a com-
mittee was appointed to investigate

the matter and report at the next
meeting.
The conductor of this department

has given the subject much consid-
eration, and some years ago issued a

small pamphlet showing defects of

the standard keyboard and outlining
a keyboard which would correct these
defects.

There can be no doubt in the minds
of thoughtful people that the existing
keyboard is poorly constructed. It

is, however, doubtful whether a
change could be niade at this late

day. The world is full of typewriter
operators who have become accus-
tomed to the location of the letters on
the standard keyboard, and it would
take years to eradicate the confusion
which would result from putting a
different keyboard on the market.
Several typewriter companies have
attempted to introduce a more scien-

tific keyboard, but their efforts have
always met with failure, and they have
been forced either to adopt the regu-
lar keyboard, or go out of business.
The human race is prone to follow
in the beaten paths of custom and
tradition, especially when the change
to something better is accompanied
by some temporary inconveniences.

It may be interesting to those who
have never looked into the matter to

note some of the defects of the pres-
ent keyboard.

EXCESS Ol- WORK FOR LEFT HAM>.
As shown by the tabulated statemmt on

another paye. over 5>s per cent of the
work is done with the left hand ,while aliout
41 per cent is done with the right hand.
The left hand being slower to respond than
the more highly trained right hand, re-

quire*^ a large amount of practice to fit it

for the work of typewriting. One of the
causes of inaccuracy on the typewriter is

the undue proportion of work thrown upon
the left hand. Frequently the only way to
correct this tendency to Inaccuracy is to
giye a large amount of additional finger
practice on words written with the left

hand alone.

EXCESS OF WORK ON OUTLYING KEYS.

The growing popularity of the touch sys-
tem, which is successfully taught only by

the all-finger method, now adopted by all

the leading authors on touch typewriting,
makes manifest the fact that too large a
proportion of the work has to be done with
the third and fourth fingers. Dn the stan-
dard ke> lioard the third fingers are called
upon to do almost 20 per cent of the work,
while the small fingers in addition to strik-
ing many of the punctuation points and
special characters, as well as the figures on
doui)le keyiioards and the shift-keys on sin-

gle keyboards, areretpiired to do 10 per cent
of the work upon the letters. They are
capable of doing their full share of the work,
and e-xperience has demonstrated that they
can be successfully trained to do even an
unfair proportion ; but the ideal keyboard
would place the bulk of the work upon the
first and second fingers, -assigning to the
third and fourth fingers letters of infre-

quent occurence.

E.XCESS OF WORK ON UPPER ROW.

The standard keyboard contains in its up-
per row letters which involve fi'2 per cent of

the work, while the central row contains
only 31 per cent. In operating the machine
by sight this defect was not so apparent,
but with the incoming of the touch method,
involving the use of all the fingers and do-
ing away with |the high action of the
hands common to the old method, the fault
became manifest. Nearly all authors of

touch typewriting texts have located the
guide-letters in the middle row of keys.
Keeping the fingers noon these guide-let-
ters produces an exc-eedingly low action of

the hands. Naturally under this method
of operating the machine the letters in the
middle row of keys are more easily com-
manded than any other letters, and the
heavier work should be placed in this row.

WORDS WRITTEN WITH ONE HAND.

Another, and probably the most serious
defect of the standard keyboard, is the dis-

tribution of the vowels on both sides, thus
making it necessary to write many words
wholly with the right hand, and many
others wholly with the left hand. Unfor-
tunately, many of the words so written are
the common words of the language, such as
ii'frc. was. effect, estate, exceed, e-vtrfi,

referred, regret, trade, adverse, often,
deeiled, u'reaiest, >acate, haicgage, lietter,

and hundreds of others which might be
named which are written with the left

hand, and you, njxm, iniply, oiile, opiti-

i,-^n,join. look, noon, ntiJI, tnillioji. niono-
nf)Iy, etc., which are written wholly with
the right hand. In addition there are in-

numerable long words which have all but
one or two letters upon one side of the key-
board, such as titerefore, standard, e.ve-

ctited.

If there is any doubt about the relative
ease of writing a word which involves the
fingers of onlj' one hand and one which in-

voU'es the fingers of both hands, let two
words of equal length be selected, such as
reiirlierate and individuals, and write
ten lines of each. It will not require more
than one experintent to convince the aver-
age writer which is the easier.

Words such as those given in Illustration
above frequently require a large amount of
practice to enable the student to write them
rapidly and accurately, while words invol-
ving the alternate use of the hands can be
rapidly written without special practice.

The table below gives in condensed form
the facts alluded to,

Percent
Work done by right hand 41.71

Work done by left hand 5S 2!l

Work done on central row of keys - 31.7U

Work done on upper row of keys.. . 52 3

Work assigned to first fingers of
bothhands 4110

Work assigned to second fingers
ofbothhands 2R27

Work assigned to third fingers of
both hands- 20.47

Work assigned to fourth fingers of
bothhands lOlB

The basis used for computing these per-
centages is the table given below showing
the re'ative frequency of letters.

HOW CEPCENTAtiES WERE OHTAINED.

A large amount of work was done in order
to obtain the-^e results. The letter c is the
most used, making up over 10 per cent of
the average page of writing ; this letter was
therefore taken as a basis. The method
has been to count one thousand r'.sandthe
accompanying letters. Particular care was
taken in every instance to select for this
purpose matterinvolving no undue propor-
tion of uncommon letters. To illustrate;
An article containing frequently recurring
words such as jud^e, judn'inent . just ice,

for the estimate, would show an excep-
tional number of /'s and would convey an
entirely wrong impression of the frequency
of that letter as compared with the others.
To a void this.short extracts have been taken
—business letters, news items, selections
from editorials and maga/.ine articles, etc.

—sometimes as many as fourteen extracts
to make up the thousand e's. several
counts of this kind were made, and the
average taken as a basis for figuring. All
the counts made showed remarkable uni-
formity, indicating that the result is fair.

The average as ascertained is shown in

the following table :

Talde Slioirinii- Relative Frei/ueiicy of

Letters.

A 593 H 3ii5 O ."i76 V 72

B 93 1 556 P 154 W 13.')

C 274 J 10 Q 7 X 12

D 246 K 33 R 387 Y 147

E 1000 L - - .TOO S 504 Z 4

F 17S M 170 T 731

G 113 N arS U 215

"BAL.XNCED ACTION."

In preparing matter for practice it has
been found that there is a great difierence
in the rate of speed with which ditferent

matter can be written. A fairly gootl opera-
tor can write one selection at the rate of

seven lines in a minute with apparent ease,

while on another selection the same opera-
tor cannot write more than six lines in a

minute, although there may be no appre-
ciable difference in the length of the words .

Repeated experiments have proven that
a selection made up of words written with
alternate or " balanced" action of the two
hands can be more rapidly and easily writ-

ten than one containing a large proportion
of words written with either of the hands
alone.

If all the vowels were placed upon one
side of the keyboard and all the more fre-

quently occurring consonants were placed
on the other side, the result woi.ld be an
almost alternate action of the two hands.

No word can be written with consonants
alone, and if the more uncommon conson-
ants were placed with the vowels, but fen-

words could be written with one hand. If

in addition to this change the more fre-

quently used letters could be placed nearer
the center of the keyboard and the uncom-
mon letters on the outer edge, another
great gain would be made in speed and the

ease of operating the machine.

If a truly scientific keyboard had been
adopted when the typewriter was first in-

venteil. much time and energy would have
been saved to each operator.
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F. M. EUSKINE,

Principal Commercial Department, Grand Prairie Semin
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J
No attempt has been made to pre-

sent any systematic course of train-
ing in these more or less rambling
and disconnected talks on business
English. That is the province of the
textbook. An effort has been made
to present sonu of the matters which
the unfortunate demand for brevity
forces authors to omit from their
texts, and some which I have found
valuable in my own work. This
month I am again confronted in my
classes with the problem of how to
teach grammar and correspondence
at the same time and with less time
for both than each needs.
We must teach business English by

actual composition. This should be
supplemented by the work in gram-
mar which the composition shows is

necessary. Following that should be
the study of model composition that
is actual composition.
Model business correspondence

does not appeal to the average stu-
dent at the start. Perhaps the letters
are about matters of which he knows
little and cares less, and though they
be models of logical arrangement,
correct expressio.i and convincing
argument, their value is insignificant
until the student has done some ori-

ginal work along that line of compo-
sition. The law student is often re-

quired to determine from the state-
ment of a case and its decision, the
principle involved without previous
study of that principle. Let students
take facts with which they are famil-
iar and write as good a letter as they
can. Then discuss arrangement,
choice of words, punctuation, para-
graphing, errors, etc. It is here that
the work in grammar comes in.

Lastly give attention to what may be
termed model business correspond-
ence, and the student is ready to ap-
preciate it.

I may be far from the right trail

but I cannot but feel many times that
this matter of composition is but a
means to an end, considering the
time we can devote to the work. That
end is correct grammatical construc-
tion. While discussing in class the
arrangement, choice of words and
other matters which go to make up a
good letter, an effort should be made
to bring home to each student the
fact that errors spoil the effect and
obscure the meaning of an otherwise
good composition. Perhaps your
students are going to write original
letters when they leave school ; mine,
with few exceptions, are going to
write what another dictates. To so

write and write well is what I am try-
ing to fit them to do, and original
composition on various business mat-
ters affords the best means of bring-
ing about the desired result.

In business college, high school
and seminary classes, I have always
found a certain number of students
Vi-ho make errors like those in the quo-
tations which follow and which are
taken from letters just given me by a
class just beginning correspondence
practice. Some of these errors may
possibly be familiar to you ; they are
old friends (or enemiesj of mine.
Some art! errors in grammar, one at
least is caused by the carelessness
which substitutes a word having a
similar sound or spelling for the cor-
rect word and some are due to a lack
of discrimination in the use of pre-
positions.

" Enclose find check. "

•' Trusting that this will not occur again.
Yours truly.

"

" Respectively yours. "

" We do not know nothing of their finan-
cial condition. "

"Our noteof WOO.OOdue today."
" This is the reason of the delay. "

" We have heard nothing from you in re-
gards to your bill.

"

"We declined to give them credit and ad-
vise you to. "

" You should of sent, etc.
"

PREPOSITIONS.

Errors like those made above in

the use of prepositions will be made
alike by eighth grade graduates and
those who have been public school
teachers. Grammar as ordinarily
taught does not seem to provide
against some of the things which
spoil business letters.

Except in certain approved idioms,
such as, " What wages will you start

in for ?" it is not well to use a prepo-
sition at the end of a sentence.
In some sentences we may properly

omit a preposition. Notice the gain
in the following sentences where this

is done.
Consult with him. Consult him.
Approve of the plati. Approve the plan.
He sat opposite to me. He sat opposite

me.

Without going into all the details,

let us take a few of the common
prepositions, especially those fre-

quently misused, and tell the class
when they may be used.

FOR
The following is a list of a tew of. the

things that for may be used to denote :

(1) Extent of space. The buildings e.x

tend for a distance of five hundred feet.

The ground is level for miles.
(2) The entire period of time. Our note

for sixty days.

''^) Exchange or an equivalent. One
bushel for one dollar. A check for five dol-
lars.

(4) In honor of. The national capital
was named for Washington.

(5) In proportion to. A large trade for the
capital invested.

(6) Reference to character or appearance.
We took him for an honest man.

(7) Reference to an appointment. Be
ready for tomorrow.

(8) Appropriateness. A time for study.
A home for the aged.

These are only a few of the things
that might be mentioned. We give
aid /(; a cause, but money for goods
bought. We subscribe to & creed, but
for a magazine. We are glad of, but
sorry for a thing.

OF
O/may be used to indicate the following,

among other things ;

(II Relative position. Within a block of
our office. One mile north of us.

(2) Possession or connection. Harbor of
»\ew York.

(3) Distance or amount. A start of two
days. A garden plot of half an acre.

(4) Separation ; used instead of from.
Relieved of the burden.

(5) Selection. One cf the packages. Two
of the boys.

(li) Source or origin. Made of brass. It is
kind of you to come.

(71 Suitability or need. Worthy of praise.
Impatient of delay.

It is better to say, " We will see it

all, " than to say, " We will see all of
it." Of must, not be used for have
after might, could, should, etc., a fact
many pupils must have brought to
their attention. Virtue consists in
right living ; granite consists of
quartz, feldspar and mica. We hear
of an accident ; from a friend. We
build a house <?/ brick ; we write xvith

chalk.

This word denotes, among other things:
(1) A leaving behind. He went from New

York to Chicago.
i21 Startingpoint in time. From day to

day.
(.1) Startingpoint of change or separation.

The river is free from ice- From laughter
to tears The pen is far removed from the
sword. Your book is different from this one.

(4) Source, cause or origin : implying the
idea of starting. Knowledge conies from
study. The stream flows from the glacier.

A quotation from vour letter. Free from
blame.

When the idea of taking away is

prominent, from is used after such
verbs as demand, desire, learn, in-

quire, request, etc. When some form
of asking or seeking is meant, of is

generally used. In some cases either
from or of may be used; as free of

blame, or free from blame. From is

propably preferable.

IN ANIl INTO.

In conveys the idea ofposition, and
into, that of tendency or movement
towards. A man goes into a house
and then is in the house. There are
exceptions to this, as when we say
the vase was broken in pieces, or we
dip our pen in the ink. However, we
would not say the man fell in the
water, or that we condense a para-
graph in a sentence.

( Continued on page ?6.)
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Cbe Power of ttlords.

Concealing the truth behind a de-

lightful and amusing flippancy, in

his Phrases and Philosophies for the

I'seofthe Young, Oscar Wilde tells

us that in all unimportant matters,

style, not sincerity, is the essential ;

also in all important matters, style,

not sincerity, is the essential, and
further, that in all matters of grave
importance, style, not sincerity, is the

vital thing.

There is more truth than humor in

this. I'pon the way a thing is said

depends its effectiveness, and no ar-

gument is so weak that it may not be
strengthened by pleasing presenta-
tion, or so strong that it may not be
weakened by ill-timed words.

Without doubt, the truth has no
power in itself. It needs, and ever
has had, the support of the artists of

all ages—and it owes much indeed to

the presentation of its plaintive

cause by thosi who knew the effect of

words well chosen.

For, because of its defenselessness,
the sympathic and kind have been its

servants and guardsmen, investing
it with the lineaments of honor and
the garb of dignity, with the effect

that to this day we are worshippers
of truth rather than its lovers.

Truth, when crushed, has appealed
most to us and has then enlisted

those with the grace of oratory or

the artistry of song, and has risen

because the charm of its champions
compelled our reluctant admissions.
On all sides justifications of this

contention meet us. The insincere
and treacherous politician succeed-
ing because of his convincing style of

speaking, the salesman selling goods,
not through merit, but because of his

skill in persuasion, the force of ad-
vertising itself—these are evidences
of power in the use of words.
The news writer will relate a trag-

edy in a bald, prosy, repellant man-
ner the artist will so surround the

simplest incident witn interest that
we recognize the work of the master
—the unseen, though guiding hand
of the craftsman taking joy in his

creation.

Words, then, are evidently worth
sonicthing. Hut when we come to de-

fine style or to say what shall con-

stitute it, we stop suddenly aghast at

our own failure.

In the end, we cannot own anything,
(letting is a delusion. We can only-
be and become. Style is what a per-

son is, not what he hai learned, or

grasped, but what he has aspired to

and reached through efi'ort.

We are encouraged to see that the
rewards of effort are instantaneous.
As a good old elder said, "-Always
posies on the road to Paradise ".

To cut short what sounds like a

literary criticism, I will say what I

want to say is this : That style pays:
a few discreet words will often leave
an impression where skies full of ful-

minating adjectives will move us but
to wonderment.
Style should create a flavor, an at-

mosphere. It should state things
plainly but not too plainly. Com-
pliment the reader by trusting some-
thing to his intelligence. Language
and mathematics are opposed. Lan-
guage leaves the germs of thought a-

sprouting. I think I have explained
enough.

These broad principles of literary

construction may well apply to ad-

vertising ; but we need also some-
thing to do with the closer, more in-

timate use of words—the mechanics
of language, I may say. Illustrative

of this, I have chosen some sentences
from catalogs I have received. Taken
hastily and at random, 1 find these :

" The matter of getting a business
education is one that should be ser-

iously considered and the selection of

the school you will attend be made
only after careful investigation ."

A loose, unimpressive sentence,

without focus or climax ;
" attend be

made "' is especially bad construction.

At no place in this sentence does the

idea stick out.

1 would rewrite it something like

this:

" It you would succeed, your busi-

ness education must be considered ;

the school of your choice should re-

ceive your confidence only after care-

ful investigation.
"

If I may analyze this latter sentence,

we will find the following elements of

strength in it :

(Ii. The opening clause works on
the emotions— fear or ambition. Peo-
ple can not be made to act by an ap-
peal to the reason or judgment— the
emotions sway us. I shall treat this
more fully in a future paper on " How
to create a demand. "

(2). " The school of your choice"
defers to the reader, gives him the
privilege of using his prerogative of
doing as some one else persuades him.

(3) "Confidence" infers the sta-

bility of the school.
Then this other :

" We are also frequently able to se-

cure advanced positions for steno-
graphers or bookkeepers who are not
receiving what their services are
worth. "

Let me point out two defects, " fre-

quently " gives but a faint assurance.
The latter part asserts plainly that

some persons do not get what they
are worth. True, no doubt, but it

can be put in pleasanter form—more
alluring form.
.Suppose we say :

" We are always glad to advance
our former students to positions of

greater promise and larger remunera-
tion.

"

This carries the idea of friendliness

— of " a tie that binds"—and holds
out the promise of the future in which
we all trust.

Perhaps the above sentences will

suffice and rather than have this paper
blue penciled, or scissored, or Zaner-
ed, or be beset with some other dread
calaiuity, I will desist.

Not one line of advertising can be
written intelligently unless it is based
upon a knowledge of human nature.

Oftentimes only a slight change is

necessary to work in the appeal that

moves.
We must not however, appeal to the

rare, the peculiar, the exotic in hu-

man nature. To borrow a valuable
theory of my friend, Henry Watson
Cornell, there is a "law of human
average. "

We should seek to know what the

average person will do under average
circumstances. Then we can frame
a method which will sell said person
under said circumstances. Only in

this can we hope for a merchandising
success. A sale made to a rare, oc-

casional person, ditTerent from ordi-

nary mortals, is too infrequent to be

worth the effort.

In closing it is high time I thank my
many friends for their kind letters of

appreciation. It has been impossible

to acknowledge them individually or

to answer, as I should like to do, the

very interesting questions pro-

pounded.
Those who have written me of these

hurried and defective articles have
shown a charity in overlooking faults

and a keen intelligence in penetrat-

ing obscurities which I gratefully

appreciate.
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-J
nmerican Schools in Curkey.

Cbeir Snfluences.

.Should a strang-er ask the secret of

the unparalleled progress made in

the United States during the past

hundred years, he would be told that

it is to our schools, more than any-
thing else, that the credit is due.

Americans show their confidence in

their system of education and their

interest in the welfare of their fellow

men by spreading education beyond
the borders of their own country.
Consequently, .America's greatest in-

terest in Turkey is her schools.

Were I to present a map of Turkey,
upon which was a dot for each Ameri-
can school, you could count three
hundred and fifty dots representing
that number of schools. "Oh, mis-
sion schools ", do I hear some reader
say ? Many of them are conducted
by missionaries, it is true, but they
are none the less educational because
of their connection with the Mission-
ary Board.
Some of them are educational in-

stitutions, solely, and in all of them
the educational work is in the fore-

ground. The courses of study are
laid out along the lines of correspond-
ing schools in the United States,
modified, somewhat, to meet the lo-

cal needs.
They have grown up in the last

seventy years and have increased as
follows : One school was started in

a section of the country containing
no similar school. As more teachers
were sent out from America or the
graduates showed aptitude for teach-
ing, other schools were started
nearby. These schools in turn sent
out teachers who, with additional
American teachers, established still

others until there was a whole clus-

ter of schools around the parent
school. Other centers were started
in other places with like results.

There are native schools:—Turkish,
Armenian, and Greek—in every town,
admitting only children of their own
nationality, while the American
schools admit children irrespective
of nationality. Coming thus from
schools having no common standards,
our schools are obliged to conduct
preparatory schools that those who
enter the main or higher school may
have uniform preparation. Some of

the schools are of the High School
grade, others are colleges conferring
the usual collegiate degrees.
Some of them maintain an indus-

trial department in which the stu-

dents are ^aught trades in connection
with their other studies, thus making-
them of greater value to their com-
munities.
Several of the colleges have Theo-

logical Schools and the Syrian Pro-
testant College at Beyrout has,
among other special lines of work, a
fully equipped Medical School.
The graduates of these schools are

widely scattered—some are teachers
or clergymen, physicians or lawyers,
others have gone to the United States
or to Europe to study further while
others, almost without number, have
entered business pursuits.
The two representatives of the Bul-

garian government at the Hague
Conference were both Robert College
graduates.
In his book " Impressions in Tur-

key ", Dr. Ramsey of Aberdeen says
in substance " One can tell a Robert
College man at once. He has an air
and poise not possessed by his fel-

lows ". I should not limit this char-
acteristic to any one institution but
apply it to the graduates of the Ameri-
can schools in general.
The absence of American political

interests in the Levant is conducive
to a kindly feeling toward Americans,
and the treatment of Cuba by our
country has made a deep impression
in the minds of these peoples. They
are convinced of America's brotherly
interest in mankind. This has been
of great value to the educational and
missionary interests alike.

The popularity of the American edu-
cation is shown by the constantly in-

creasing attendance, the capacity of
the schools being taxed to the limit.

I was much impressed two years
ago while visiting one of these insti-

tutions by an incident that came un-
der my notice. One evening, just at
dusk, the host was called from the
dinner table by a penniless boy of
about twelve years who had ivalked
alone twenty miles, to a strange city, to

see if by any possibility he might be
taken into the school.

Aside from the direct benefit to the
students, the presence of these
schools has forced the other nationali-

ties to raise the standard of their
schools. Be it said in praise of His
Imperial Majesty that he is a patron
of schools, having established more
schools than his twenty-si.x prede-
cessors combined.

ROBERT COLLEGE.

Somewhere in the fifties, Dr. Cyrus
Hamlin became convinced that there

should be, in this cosmopolitan city,

an international school under whose
roof could study, side by side, repre-
sentatives of all the eastern nationali-
ties. This was such a wholly new
and startling idea that all his friends
and acquaintances, save one, pre-
dicted that the enterprise would end
in a miserable failure. Mr. Christo-
pher Robert, a New York merchant,
showed his interest in a very substan-
tial way, furnishing the money to
start the institution which now bears
his name and which has proven such
a great success.

In the student body are frequently
found representatives of fifteen nat-
ionalities — Armenians, Bulgarians
and Greeks predominant— working
shoulder to shotrlder in the class
room and on the athletic field.

The language of the institution is

English and the boys ( this school is

for boys only i learn to speak it in a
year's time.
Robert College is affiliated with the

University of New York, has its

Board of Trustees, and is in no way
connec'ed with the Missionary Board.
It has the right to confer the Bache-
lor and Master degrees. It ownes
half a million dollars worth of prop-
erty, is endowed, charges a fee of $200
per year and is more nearly self-sup-

porting than the average New Eng-
land college. The enrollment, this

year, is 455 and the teaching stafif

numbers forty.

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE IN ROBERT
COLLEGE.

A number of the American schools,
besides Robert College, offer com-
mercial work and of its popularity
there is no doubt.
Here, as in the United .States, com-

merce offers more opportunities than
all other callings combined and it is

doubly true in this city.

French is the language of commerce
and the accounts are kept in the
French language according to the
French system of Bookkeeping. The
merchants buy, for example, cloth in

France in francs and metres, in Eng-
land in shillings and yards, other
goods in Germany in marks and kilos

and in the United States in dollars and
cents per lb. These goods are sold
here at so many piasters per oke or
arshin, no two of the quantities men-
tioned having the same value. There
is a difference in reckoning time, most
bills and other documents bearing
two dates. Gold is at a premium and
the value of the Turkish money in
different parts of the Empire varies
to such an extent that merchants at

a distance quote prices in the denomi-
nations of some foreign money that
has a fixed value.
From the few little (?) differences

mentioned in the above paragraph
( and I might mention others ) it will

be seen that special text-books are
necessary in Comniercjal Arithmetic
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and Bookkeeping, at least. The work
in the last named subject is part in

English and part in French—the
American system being given in the
English language and the French sys-

tem in the French language.
The style of business penmanship

taught is such as is so ably presented
in the Penmanship journals of Amer-
ica. The results are a pleasing con-
trast to the ordinary penmanship
coming from the local business
houses. Last year some of our stu-

dents won the Certificates offered by
The Business Educ.vtor. These
were the first to come to Europe.
Business Correspondence is given

in the German, French and English
languages, each taught by a man who
speaks the language as his native
tongue.
Commercial (Geography and History

of Commerce are also offered and
Business Methods, presented by the
lecture method, is given wifh empha-
sis laid upon the adaptation of Ameri-
can methods to the local conditions.
The law of commerce in Turkey is

from the Code de Napoleon and is,

therefore, given in the French langu-
age.
Shorthand for both English and

French is taught ; likewise Typewrit-
ing, our machines being equipped
with extra characters.

First in importance in preparing
for commerce here, is an equipment
in languages—nearly every language
in the civilized world is spoken in

Constantinople. All our students
study their own language and learn to

use t^nglish and French freely, while,
to these, the commercial students add
(German and Turkish.
In addition to the languages and

commercial subjects mentioned, the
student takes sufficient Mathematics,
Science, History, English, etc., to
make a full college course.
The Alumni Association of the col-

lege takes a keen interest in our work
and for several years has given prizes
for the best work in commercial sub-
jects.
Our friends in the Consular service

also have an interest in our work, the
U. S. Vice-Consul General in this city
having recently established a perma-
nent prize for the best work in Busi-
ness Methods.

Expert Hccountlng-eontlnued from
page 20.

Reserve cities are Albany, Balti-
more, Boston, Brooklyn, Cincinnati,
(Ueveland, Columbus, Denver, Des
Moines, Detroit, Houston, Indian
apolis, Kansas City, Lincoln, Los
Angeles, Louisville, Milwaukee, Min-
neapolis, New Orleans, Omaha, Phil-
adelphia, Pittsburg, Portland, St.

Joseph, St. Paul, San Francisco,
Savannah, Washington. National
banks in these cities may deposit one-
half of their required reserve in cen-
tral reserve banks.
Central reserve cities are Chicago,

New York, St. Louis. National banks
in these cities must keep their entire
reserve of 2.5 per cent intact.

Practical Tlnance Eontinued from
page zi.

Balance Sheet U. S. manufacturing
Corporation, February I, 19O8.

.\SSETS.
Cash $ 3(15,(11)0

Assets (Taken oven ],r)0n,0(K1

Treasury Stock Preferred $25,0(X)

Treasury Stock Common 80,0(X) lOTi.OOO

Discount on Bonds 25,0(X)

$1,9,35,(10(1

LIABILITIES.
1st Mortgage Bond $ 2.50.000

Working Capital mS.OOO

Capital Stock Common $7,5(1,000

Capital Stock Preferred 7.50,000 1,.500.000

$1,9,^5,000

COMMENTS ON THE PROBLEM
The item Working Capital in the

second entry of this problem could
have been credited to .Stock Donation
Account, but, inasmuch as the prob-
lem stated specifically that the Dona-
tion was for Working Capital, that

account comes nearer recording the

apparent intentions of the problem.
The charges to Working Capital in

the third and fourth entries are made
up of bonuses and discount. These
amounts could have been divided and
entered separately in Bonus and Stock
Discount accounts, but later these
would be closed into the Working
Capital and I see no good reason why
they should not be charged direct.

In the fourth entry the Discount on
Bonds requires different treatment,
inasmuch as the discount is on Bonds
of original issue and not on Treasury
Bonds donated to the (Company, as is

the case with Stock Discount in the

third entry. The practice is to capi-

talize the discount and then charge to

Surplus each year an amount suffi-

cient to extinguish the discount at

maturity of the Bond.

Practical English - eentinued from
page 23.

BY AND WITH.

These prepositions have so many
different uses we cannot go into de-

tails here. See, peyccii'e, know, under-

stand, judge, measure, seem, lake, are

followed by 6j' the determining object.

Judge hy his dress. See by his glance
that he was not in earnest.

Verbs conveying the idea of com-
bination or union are followed by
zvil/i. Agree, eoneur, confuse, connec/,

interfere, unite, Qic. We are attended
or accompanied />i' that which has life,

:fitli inanimate objects.

By denotes the agent; ivifh. the in-

strument. The tree is cut by a man
ic'ith an ax. It was done by him with
our consent. The country was laid

waste by the enemy ivit/i fire and
sword. We differ from a person in

dress. We differ 2vit/i him in opinion.
We are angry zvit/i a person : at a

thing We are entertained -with a
story; by the tricks of a magician.
We compare one thing -with another
in respect to quality ; to it for illus-

tration. We remonstrate -with a per-

son ; against a thing. The receipt of

the goods is followed by payment.

For correction :

1 was disappointed with her work in the
office.

1 might of told you that yesterday but I

forgot to.

The man was accused with a crime.
He died with thefever.
Kip was acconipanietl with his dog.
Where did the bo>' go to ?

Me was angry with the stovepipe.
He did not approve of the bill and spoke

on it for an hour.
Try and come tomorrow.
You should provitle against a rainy day.
I will go later on.
What is to be compared to a good educa

Cbc eonncclicut tllectina.

The Fifth Annual Meeting of the Con-
necticut Business Educators' Association
was held at the Connecticut Business Col-
lege in the Y. M C. .\. Building. Middle-
town. Saturday, February L".'n(l, 1908.

The meeting was called to order by the'
President. E. J. Wilcox of the Connecticut
Business College. It was expected that
Mayor Russel of Middletown would be pres-
ent to give the openirig address, but in his
absence Mr. Wilcox extended a very cord-
ial welcome to the large number present
from other business colleges and high,
schools of the state.
The morning 'session was devoted to pa-

pers. Mr. David H. O'Keefe. Instructor of
Typewriting in thelNew Y<irk High Schools,
gave a very interesting talk on " Typewrit
ing.

''

Mr. H. S. Pratt, of the Pequod Business
College, Meriden, was ne>t called upon for
his paper on "Watered Stock" Init he re-
fiuested that his time be given over to Mr.
O'Keefe and there being no objections. Mr.
O'Keefe continued his talk on "Typewrit-
ing."
Mr. Floyd K. Barberof Stamford next read

an interesting paper on " The Requisites of
a Teacher. " Mr. Chas. T. Cragin of Thomp-
son's Business College, Holyoke. read a pa-
per on the " Average Boy and (iirl" which
was much enjoyed bv those present.
Mr. Matthias, Treasurer of the Eastern

Commercial Teachers' Association, spoke a
few words in regard to the E- T. C. A., and
said if he was given the names of the mem-
bers of the Connecticut Commercial Edu-
cators' Association he would send them in-
formation concerning time and place of
meeting of the E. T. C. A., and urged all to
attend if possible.
The afternoon session opened with the

business meeting which consisted of the
election of officers. The following were
elected

:

President, N. B. Stone, .New Haven.
Vice President and Treasurer, Mrs. M. A.

Merrill, Stamford.
Secretary. Miss Jessie E. Scott, Bridgeport.

Assistant Secretary, Miss Maude E. Hoyt,
Portchester, New "i ork.
Member Executive Committee, 3 years, E.

I. Wilcox, Middletown.
I .s. Brown of Bridgeport, presented to

the association a cup to be known as the
" Brown Cup" to be given to the student 'if

any Connecticut school making the best
record in typewriting, in a contest to be
held at the time and place of the annual
meeting, under such requirements as
should be approved by the Executive
Board of the Association.
Invitations were given by Mr. Stone of

New Haven and Mr. Brubeck of New Lon-
don, to hold the next meeting at their re-

spective schools. The invitation of the New
London Business College was accepted.
Following the business meeting the regu-

lar program was continued. Professor
Willard C. Fisher of Wesleyan University,
talked on. "The Importance of Business
Training in General Education." A piano
solo was played by Miss Hazlewood and en-
joyed bv all present.
C. G. Prince, Supervisor of Penmanship

in the public schools of [Jridgeport, gave a
short talk on "Advanced Ideas in Teaching
Penmanship." N. B. Stone of .New Haven,
spoke on the " Methods of Presenting Short-
hand." C. C. Fitch of the Remington
Typewriter Co., spoke a few words in behalf
of the Business School Principal, and S. B.
Adler, Ir., of the Underwood Typewriter
Co., read a paper on "The Relation the
Typewriter Rears to the Business Systems
at Present in use in Business Offices."
The Underwood Company had two of its

billing machines on exhibition, and the
Hartford Typewriter Exchange gave sev;
eral demonstrations on the " Writer-press."

JESSIK E. Scott,
Secretary of the Association.
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ASSOCIATION AND CONVENTION COMMENT, COMMUNCIATIONS

AND ANNOUNCEMENTS
, OF THESE Or

^
:ivedin '

; by the first of the month preceding da

f important program announcements. 2

i Professsion 1

: of publication,

late as the fifte

However, they i

mthof the mont;

andPr

e as the tenth,

JJ
Proaram for tbc 6. C

Convention.
C. H.

Central High School, Broad & Gree\
Streets, philadeli-hia,

April 1«, 17, and 18.

Thursday Afternoon 1:30.

Invocation.
Address of Welcome to Philadelphia, Hon.

J. E. Keyburn, Mayor of Philadelphia.
Welcome on Behalf the Educational In-

. ptitutioDS of Philadelphia. Dr. H. G. Brnm-
baugh, Supt. of Schools, Philadelphia, Pa.
Response, J. E. Gill, Kider-Moore & Stew-

art School of Business, Trenton, N. J.

Address by President of the Association,
S. C. Williams, Rochester Business Insti-

tute, Rochester. N. Y.
Relation of the Teacher of Commercial

Subjects to the Profession of .\ccountancy,

J. E.Sterrett, Accountant, Philadelphia, Pa.
Rapid Calculation, D. C. Mcintosh, Dover

Business College, Dover, N. H. Discussion.
What the Schools are doing in Typewrit-

ing, Dr. Edward H. Eldridge, Simmons Col-

lege, Boston, Mats. Discussion.
A New way of Teaching Commercial

Law, Frank O. Carpenter, English High
School, Boston, Mass. Discussion.

FRIDAY Morning, 9:,10 to 12:30

Unconscious Education, or the Personal-
ity of the Teacher, Dr. Cheesman .\. Her-
rick. Director, .School of Commerce, Cen-
tral High School, Philadelphia, Pa.
How to teach Shorthand, J. E. Fuller,

Goldey College, Wilmington, Del. Discus-
sion.
A Lesson in Penmanship, E. C. .Mills,

Rochester Business Institute, Rochester,
N. Y. Discussion led by W. H. Patrick,
Patrick's Business .School, York, Pa. and
C.C. Lister, .\. .\. Palmer Co , N. Y. City.

A Lesson in Beginner's Bookkeeping,
Raymond G. Laird, High .Sohool of Com
merce, Boston, Mass. Discussion led by V.

O. Nichols, Rochester Business Institute,
Rochester, N. Y.
OfiBce Methods for the School-Room, M.

H. Bigelow, Commercial Department of

High School, Utica, N. Y, Discussion.

Friday afternoon, 2 to 4:30

Philadelphia Commercial Museums, 34th

it Spruce Streets.
Address, Dr. W. P. Wilson, Director, Phila-

delphia Museums.
Industrial Philadelphia, Dr. John J. Mac-

farlane-
A Touring Lecture of the Exhibits in the

Museums by experienced guides.

F'RiDAv Evening, 7 o'clock

Hotel Walton, tenth floor, Banquet.

SATURDAY Morning, 9:,30 to i'.;:.30

Business English, J. A. Luman, Pierce
School, Philadelphia, Pa.
Shorthand Contest for the Miner Medal

and the Eagan Cup.
Typewriting Contest for the Journal Tro

phies.

S.^TURDAY Afternoon, 1:30

A Lesson in Typewriting, Albert L. San-
ford, Winter Hill Business College, Somer
ville, Mass.

SATURDAY, Evening, 8 o'clock.

1
Report of Committees on .Shorthand and

I Typewriting Contests,

During the Convention at the Thursday
night meeting or at one of the other ses-

sions, an address on " Psychology as Re-
lated to theCotnmercial Subjects " will be
delivered by Dr. John F. Forbes, President
of the American Drafting Furniture Com-
pany, and Ex-President of Deland I'niver-
sity. The plans for the Thursday evening
meeting have not yet been so perfected
that they can be announced.
The Banquet Friday night is to be held at

the Hotel Walton. The entire tenth floor

is to be given up to the .\ssociation. The
Committee has several surprises in store
for that evening. The Chairman of the
Banquet Committee is Dr. E M.Hull, Banks
Business College, Philadelphia, Pa., and- to
avoid disappointment it is well to send an
early application to him. In Boston last
year several people wished to go to the
Banquet and were unable to obtain tickets.
.\ word to the wise is sufficient.
The Association is unusually fortutiate

in securing quarters at the Walton. Rooms
may be secured as low as $l.riO for one per-
son, or $2..10 for two persons. Others prices
are.f200, $2 ."jO, $3.00, and %\.H^. Special par-
lors will be set aside for the ladies present
at the Convention which will be furnished
with the daily papers and magazines. An-
other parlor will be reserved for Commit-
tees and officers of the Association.
The Friday morning program promises

to be one of the strongest ever given at any
meeting of the Association. With such
speakers as Dr. Herrick, Mr. Fuller, Mr
Laird, Mr. .Nichols, and Mr Bigelow, and
with penmen such as Mills, Patrick. Lister,
a good time can certainly be expected.
'The FViday afternoon session will be held

at the Philadelphia Commercial Museums.
This Museum is unique and contains pro-
bably the finest collection of commercial
products in the world The address by Dr.
Wilson and the journey through the Mu-
seum with guides under his direction, will
be of great value to teachers of Commercial
Geography and kindred subjects.
The Shorthand Contests on Saturday

morning bid fair to be more interesting this
year than ever. Those desiring to compete
should writeto Mr C. C. Beale, Chairman,
SBeacon Street. Boston, or to Dr. Edward
H. Eldridge, Simmons College, Boston.

notes on Shorthand Contest.
It is desirable that those who intend to

participate in the Shorthand Contest should
make application early. Two prizes are
offered, one, the Miner Medal, which is open
only to those who have written shorthand
for a period of ten years or less, and the
other the Eagan Cup, which is open to the
world. If you think it probable 3'Ou can
take part in either of these Contests, send
\o\xr application at once to either Mr C.
C. Beale, Chairman of the Committee, S

Beacon Street, Boston, or to Dr. Ed-
ward H. Eldridge, Simmons College,
Boston. In yourapplication mention which
trophy you desire to contest for
The Pitman Journal also offers special

prizes of medal and cash to the Isaac Pit-
man ^vriters making the best records.
These awards are not under the control of
the Association, but in the past the Pit-
man Journal has accepted the decision of
the Committee and awarded the prizes on
that basis and there is every reason to be-
lieve that they will do so again this year.

E H. Eldridge, Boston.

Shorthand Speed and jFlccuracy
Contest.

to be held at the
Central high school, Philai>eli-hi.\,

Saturday, April, 18, 1908, at 10 \. M.

RULES FOR contestants.
1. There will be five tests dictated, as

nearly as possible at the following rates of
."peed, for five minutes each : 160, 180, 200,
-"20, 240 : and if necessary in the judgment
of the Committee, a final satisfaction test
at 26(1 words per minute.
Contestants, whether for the Miner Medal

orthe Eagan Cup. may take any or all of
these dictations ; the Committee recom-
mends commencing with the first test and
continuing until each contestant has
reached his limit of speed.

2. Contestants will enter one of the fol-
lowing classes :

Class 1. Those who have commenced
the study of shorthand within
ten years and wish to compete
for the Miner .Medal. ( This
rule shall not bar from the Con-
test the present holder of the
medal.

)

Class 2. Those who commenced the
study of shorthand within ten
years and wish to compete for
the Miner Medal and the Eagan
Cup.

Class 3. Those who commenced the
study of shorthand more than
ten vears before the date of the
Contest, who will be eligible
only for the Eagan Cup Contest.

3 Ai the end of the dictations each con-
testant will be allowed fifteen minutes to
examine his notes and select one or two of
thediclations for transcribing. If two dic-
tations are transcribed the contestant will
be credited with the net result of the bet-
ter one of the two.

4 In computing results the ("ommittee
will deduct one word from the gross num-
ber of words written in the five minutes
for each immaterial error at all rates of dic-
tation.
Any omitted or wrongly transcribed

word which does not alter the sense will be
counted as an immaterial error. Wordsin-
serted which do not alter the sense will
not be penalized nor counted.
Deductions for material errors will be as

follows : .-\t the 160 word rate, eight words
will be deducted from the gross number of
words written for each material error ; at
the 180 word rate, seven words; at the 200
word rate, six words ; at the 220 rate, five
words ; at the 210 rate, four words ; and the
260 rate, if given, three words.
Each inserted or omitted material word

will be counted as a material error. Each
wrongly transcribed word, if it changes the
sense, will be counted as a material error.
This gradingof penalties is made for the

purpose of making them consistent at the
different ratesof speed
This method of deducting for errors, as

used by the Committee, is for the purpose
of computation only. The Committee will
in each case an'nouce the gross number of
words transcribed, and the numl)er of er-
rors, material and immaterial.
No transcript in which more than 10 per

cent of the total number of words dictated
are omitted or wrongly transcribed will be
considered.

.'i. Each contestant may transcribe his
notes in any way he sees fit. but the Com-
mittee prefers typewritten transcripts, and
typewriting machines will be furnished to
all desiring them. All competitors will
transcribe in one room, to which only con-
testants, members of the Contest Commit
tee. and one per-=on selected by each com-
petitor as a watcher may be admitted. If a
contestant does not transcribe his own
notes, he may furnish a typewriter opera-
tor to transcribe them for him, but said
operator will not be allowed to be present
while the dictations are being given. No
one will be permitted to communicate with
a contestant while transcript is being
made.

6. Contestants will be allowed four hours
for makingtrauscript.if only one transcript
is made. If two transcripts are made they
will be allowed six hours in all.

7. The dictated matter will be carefully
selected and provision will be made that no
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possible opportunity will be alTorcIed an)'
contestant to h;ive access in advance to
any of the matter to be dictated. As far as
possible the matter will be clear of proper
names and technical expressions. The
matter to be selected will consist of
actually delivered speeches or of legal
matter.

.\. H. If theCoinmittee makes anvchance
in the above rules, each applicant will re
ceive prompt notice thereof.

e. e. C. n. Cypewrilina eontests.

The committee in charge of the t vpewrit-
inRcontests to be held at the Philadelphia
convention wishes to make the following
supplementary announcement :

TIMK. The iirvliiiiinnrj Cuiitcsis ( re-
quired if more than five contestants enter
in eitherclass I will necessarily take place
early in the forenoon, Saturday, April IS,
probably about ;i o'clock. These'will not be
public, but any one having a right to be
present may witness them.
The /in.'i/ contests will beheld at 11a. m7,

April 18.

ELIGIBILITY.-The School Champion-
ship is limited to those who began the
study or practice of typewriting since Jan-
uary 1, IW17 and who have since that date
spent some time in either a public or a pri-
vate school as students of typewriting.
Contestants will be required to state in
writing the date when they began the
study of typewriting and the name of the
school attended, which statements must be
attested by an officer or teacher of the
school named.
The contest for the Championship of the

World is open to all.

Only //if contestants in eacli ilass will
be permitted to compete in the finals.

•N'. B.—Those intending to compete in
either class must notify the Chairman of
the Committee not later than April H.
This is the second annual contest given

under the auspices of the E. C. T. A., for
prizes offered b v the Penman's Art Journal,
of New York. For further information, ad-
dress J K. Fuller, Clinirntfi/i. Goldey Col-
lege, Wilmington, Delaware; W. H. Vernon,
Brooklyn, Business Institute, N. Y.; C. L.
Altmaier, Drexel Institute, Philadelphia,
Pa.

Cbe Eastern eommercial Ceacb^
ers' nssociation (Convention.

e. m. Ivull, ebairraan executive
eommiMee.

philadelphia, pa., apbil 16, 17, is, 190s.

Thursday Morning Session.
No regular session of the convention

will be held on Thursday morning.
Thursday morning has been set aside for

sightseeing. The Committee has provided
a quick but thorough means of gaining
specific knowledge of the city and its sur
roundings. Philadelphia is replete with in-
cidents, scenes and landmarks, associated
with colonial days. Historic, commercial,
and financial interests abound. The Com-
mittee has this part of the program in hand,
and has arranged for well-informed guides
to accompany each party, and point out and
explain the places of interest. The follow,
ing itineraries have been arranged, and
will leave Hotel Walton promptly at 10:00
o'clock A. M.
In naming the routes, only the stopping

places are named. For want of space, it is
impossible to give a list of the many build-
mgs, places of historic, conjmercial, and
financial interests, which are passed en-

Houte no. 1 Baldwin Coeomotive Works.
I'hese works build one half of all the rail-

way locomotives use<l annually in the
United States. Kight thousand Philadel-
phia mechanics turn out three and one-half
locomotives each working day of the year
This trip will require two hours of time.

Koule no. 1 Cbe new United States mint.
Uocatid at Ifith and SpringGarden Streets,

adjoining the Baldwin Locomotive Works
Three hundred million dollars of gold and
silver is stored here. The trip will require
two hours of time.

Houte 3. eommercial and Tinancial.
Thk Bourse.—The first institution of its

kind in .Vmerica. Cost two million dollars.
I'NITEI) STATESCUSTOM HOUSE.-Modeled
after the Parthenon, at Athens, and said to
be one of the finest examples of Doric
architecture in the world.
Builders' Exchange. — One of the

largest and best in America. A large and
permanent exhibit of high-grade building
materials and supplies. It is worth a visit
of every man and woman interested in the
newest materials and inventions used in
building.
STOCK E.-^changes, Etc.—This trip win

require two- hours and thirty minutes of
time.

Houte no. 4 historical.
Congress Hall. Where Washington

was inaugurated President for the second
time, 17ii:i. This building is at the corner of
6th and Chestnut .Streets.

INDEPENDENCE HALL, OR THE OLD
STATE HOUSE —Chestnut Street between
fifth and sixth. Erected 1729-1735. Second
Continental Congress was convened here,
and July 4th, 1776, the Declaration of Inde-
pendence was adopted. Here are many
famous portraits, the "Liberty Bell," and a
museum of relics of last century, including
souvenirs of Washington. The building of
Independence Hall was the State House of
the Provinces, the meeting place of the
Assembly and later of the Continental
Congress.
Independence Suuare.—Rear of Inde-

pendence Hall. Here the Declaration of In-
dependence was read to the public for the
first time on July 4th, 1776, and is now re-read
on every Fourth of July.
Philosoi'hical Society.—In a quaint

old building at North-east Corner of Inde-
pendence Square. Founded by Benjamin
Franklin.
CARPENTER'S HALL.—The Second build-

ing in historical interest. First known as
the Hall of the Carpenter's Company. The
first Continental Congress assembled here,
September 5th, 1774, with delegates from
eleven provinces.
Franklin's Gra\e. Christ Church

graveyard, corner Arch and Fifth Streets.
Betsy Ross House.- At 235 Arch Street.

The house in which Mis. Betsy Ross made
the first American (lag. It is a typical
Philadelphia dwelling and store of Revolu-
tionary times.
The Pennsyl\ania Hospitai.. — The

oldest hospital in America. Founded by
Benjamin Franklin. Located at .Sth and
Spruce Streets.

U. S. Post Office.—Stands on the former
site of the University of Pennsylvania,
which was founded by Benjamin Franklin,
who was also first Postmaster General of
the United States. The fine statue on the
Chestnut Street front of the Post OfHce is
in the honor of his memory. This trip will
require three hours of time-

Houte no. 5. eirard College for Orphan
Boys.

A gift to the city by Stephen Girard.
Home of about 1600 pupils. Located at •22nd
Street and Girard .\ venue. Visitors are ad-
mitted daily and by ticket only. This trip
win reiiuire about two hours of time

Houte no. 6. TairmountParh and its
1nterestin.L: Teatures.

Like that of many great things. Fair-
mount Park's foundation was accidental
and of small beginning. It was not until
1870 that the Park began to assume its pres-
ent proportion of 3,341 acres, with .50 miles of
drives and KX) miles of walks.
IN EAST Park can be seen Washington's

Monument, erected by the Society of Cin-
cinnati at a cost of .$250,(ion. Also Lin-
coln's Monument, commemorating the
signing of the Emancipation Proclamation.
The cost of this monument was $.3i;.(K](). The
next object of interest is the superb bronze
by St. Gaudens, called the "Lion Tamer,"
located so artistically on a cliff that it

seems to be a part of it. Passing the cliff,
on the same side, on a pedestal in the cen-
ter of what might be called a natural am-
phitheatre, is a bust it President Garfield.
The Famous wiss.'^hickon i>ri\e

which at almost every turn gives trace of
legends and romance — the Devil's Pool,
The Statue of the Noble Tedyuscung, In-
dian Rock, Hermits, Hermit's Glen, Lover's
Leap, Monastery, Mom Kinkle's Rock, Val-
ley Green and Lemon Hill, on the summit
of which is General Grs^t's Cabin, used by
the general as headquarters at City Point,
\irginia. erected on the present site soon
after the war.
MOUNT Pleasant is of historical inter-

est as the house which Benedict Arnold,
the traitor, bought for his bride, Peggy
Shippen, as a marriage gift in 1779.

ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS, at the west end
of the Girard Avenue bridge, contain the
finest collection of animals in the world,
with the exception of Regent Park, London.
ThePENN House, now in FairmounfPark.
was built in 1682, and was the first brick
house erected in Philadelphia.
The Centennial Buildings, including

Memorial Hall, which cost $1,500 000, and has
many valuable works of art and paintings;
and Horticultural Hall, which contains the
finest collection of palms and tropical
plants in America The sunken and aquatic
gardens surrounding the building are of
unusual beauty.

Thursday Afternoon Session
The opening session of the convention

will begin on Thursday afternoon at 1:3(1

o'clock in the Central High School building.
The sessions will be held lure on Thursday
afternoon. Friday forenoon and on Satur-
day. The Friday afternoon session will be
held in the Philadelphia Commercial
Museum, where the visitors will be favored
with an address by Dr. Wilson and Dr.
Macfarlane. After these addresses a tour
of the museum will follow. Those present
will be arranged in groups and ushered by
guides, who will lecture to them on the ex-
hibits in the Museum.
In this connection it might be well to say

something about

Cbe Pbiladelpbia eommercial museum.
Philadelphia is rich in places of interest

and instruction to the teacher of commerce
but if there is one institution which, more
than others, is wortli a visit to Philadel.
phia, it is the Philadelphia Commercial
Museum, located at 34th and Spruce .Streets.
This museum, the only one of its kind in

the United States and the most complete
commercial institution in the world, had its
beginning in 1S93. At that time its present
director, Dr. Wm. P. Wilson, conceived the
idea that the rich stores of raw products and
comnjercial materials that had been sent to
the Chicago World's Fair b\' foreign nations
would, if they could be secured, form the
nucleus of a great commercial museum.
Through his efforts, supported by other
public spirited men of Philadelphia and
City Councils, the representatives of these
foreign governments were persuaded to
donate their e.xhibits to this purpose.
Though conceived and founded by Phila-

delphians, the museum is to-day in no
sense a local institution. Its patrons are to
be found in all sections of the United States,
and its efforts are directed to the extension
of the trade of American manufacturers
into all the markets of the world. It is do-
ing much to accomplish this great work
through its several departments. As orga-
nized, its consists, first of a department for
the collection and exhibition of all kinds of
raw and natural history products entering
into commerce. Its original collections
were greatly increased and enriched bv the
addition of many exhibits that were
secured by Director Wilson at the Paris
Exposition of 1900, and again at the St. Louis
Fair of 1903. In the extent and variety of
its product exhibits, the museum is in real-
ity a permanent world's fair. Its object is
to make these collections so representative
of every foreign country that the Ameri-
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can inanufacturer'ioo'kitig for raw materials
or for a market for his finished product,
may, through a visit to the niuseuui. learn
exactly where his wants may best l>e satis-
fied. The countries covered by exhibits
thus far arranged, include China, Japan,
the Philippines. Annam, French Indo-
China British India, Malaysia, parts of
Africa, South and Central America, Mex-
ico, the West Indies, etc.
Another department is the bureau of in-

formation. It is this side of the institution
that comes into direct contact with the
men who have goods to sell and to buy.
both at home and abroad. There is scarce-
ly a commodity of commerce, scarcely an
item of news of importance to the business
world, scarcely a market of any conse-
•quence any where, about which themus-
•eum, through this bureau, cannot furnish
information. These complete facilities, in
iheforna of regularand special publications
and reports, are offered to merchants and
ttiianufacturers everywhere in the United
States. For the full service which the mus-
eum is prepared to furnish, an annual
charge of one hundred dollars is made.
But in addition to this, it is called upon
each year by non-subscribers, for much in-

formation about domestic and foreign mar-
kets which it gives without compensation.
An indispensable adjunct to the bureau

of information is the library installed in
the main building. This library is said to
be the most complete of its kind in the
world, excelling the Congressional Library
in the completeness of its collections of
strictly comniercial and government sta-
tistical reports of the various nations.
While the library was created especially to
serve the needs of the museum itself, it is

accessible to the public generally. The
librarian and his corps of assistants invite
a liberal use of the shelves and tiles.

Another interesting feature of the work
of theinformation bureau is the translation
department for foreign correspondence.
Any American business man receiving a
letter from a tirm in a foreign country may
send it to the bureau and have it trans-
lated into English, or, in addressing letters
to such foreign correspondents, he may
ask the bureau to translate his letter into
the language of the country to which it is

to be sent. In 19(X) nearly twelve thousand
letters were thus translated.

It is hoped that this brief account of the
Philadelphia Commercial Museum will
arouse in the minds of many commercial
teachers a desire to come to Philadelphia to
see the institution in all its completeness.
When the Eastern Commercial Teachers'
Association met in this city some vears
ago ,the opinion, generally expressed, was
that the visit to the museum alone fully
repaid the members for cotning to the con-
vention,

Cbe Central Bidb School.
The Central High School is the place for

holding the meetings on Thursday after-
noon, Friday forenoon, and Saturday fore-
noon and afternoon. It was established in
1838 as one of the earliest public high schools
in the C^nited States. The school has oc-
cupied three buildings, one on the site of

John Wanamaker's store, from lK:is tolK")4:

on the S. E. Cor. of Broad and Green Streets.
from 18r>4 to I9(K), and the present building
from 1900. The present building is one of

the largest and best appointed for school
purposes of any in the world. It cost for
construction and equipment upwards of

one and a half million dollars.
The school is interesting for commercial

teachers in that it early established a prac-
tical course under the presidency of Alex-
ander Dallas Bache. It was probably the
ffrst school in America to give systematic
instruction in shorthand. In 1840 the
Phonographic Society was organized
among the leading citizens in Philadelphia
and Oliver Dyer of this Society obtained
permission to form a voluntary class at the
High School. For one term he taught two
hundred and fifty pupils free and out of
school hours, and the subject became so
popular and the result was so satisfactory,

that the next year shorthand was added to
the school curriculum under a regular
teacher, and it was continued, giving train-
ing to many men who are now prominent
in the professional and business activities
of Philadelphia.
The present school of Commerce was the

first distinctive organization of the High
School grade with a four year plan of
studies. It «as inaugurated in September
of 1S9S.

The building is admirably adapted to con-
vention purposes. The spacious well-
lighted library, with ample floor space, will
give opportunity for one large exhibition
room, where books, appliances, etc., may be
on display, and where all exhibitors will
have an equal opportunity to show their
wares. The smaller lecture room will fur-
nish ample accommodations for the day
sessions and the large assembly hall will
give a meeting place for an attendance of
nearlj' two thousand people for an evening
gathering In addition to these general
features there are a number of special at-
tractions in the building, such as retiring
rooms and rest rooms for ^'omen, and rest
room and smoking room for men. AH to-
gether, we feel that we are highly favored
in the means at our disposal for entertain-
ing the Association and we want to do
everything in our power to show the hospi-
tality and spirit of helpfulness that has
made Philadelphia so much favored as a
convention city.

Che Ifeadquarters.
The Hotel Walton has been selected as

the headquarters of the convention. This
hotel, one of the best in the country, has an
excellent equipment and service. It is
located at the corner of Broad and Locust,
and is within seven minutes' walk of the
Philadelphia and Reading Terminal and
five minutes' walk of the Pennsylvania
Station. The rates for rooms on the Euro
pean plan are as follows: $1.30, $2.00, $2 50
and $3.00 a day, and upward. If two occupy
the same room $100 a day extra will be
charged, making possible a rating of $l.li5

per day for those who wish to economize.
The Banquet will l>e held on Friday even-
ing, April iTth, at seven o'clock in Hotel
Walton. The price per ticket will be the
usual charge of $1.50. The banquet has al-
ways proved to be one of the greatest feat-
ures of the convention, and the committee
is desirous that every effort be made to
make this one of the best features of the
convention, and every member is earnest-
ly urged to attend. The Hotel is very well
equipped for such a function, and the pro-
prietors of the Hotel are cooperating with
the Banquet Committee to make this a me-
morable occasion. The toast-master is a
Xew Yorker. He is regarded as one of the
best men in the Metropolis in this capacity,
and the speakers will be in every respect
worthy of the toast-master.
Xow we have not said a word about the

speakers on the general program, l)ut we
can assure the readers of your paper that
each and every lesson, as well as each ad-
dress Iwill be instructive, and will well re-
pay the expense of attending the conven-
tion.

come, and partake of our
Hospitality.

€. C. C. J1* K* K. Rates
Keduced railroad and steamboat rates for

tlie next annual con vention of the Eastern
Commercial Teachers' Association at Phila-
delphia, April 16, 17 and is, have been secur-
ed from the Trunk Line Association. This
Association covers New York, New Jersey,
Delaware, Maryland and a part of Virginia,
and requires full fare to be paid going: and
one-third fare returniuK-
Be sure to secure certiticate at point of

departure, as it cannot be supplied at Phila-
delphia. This can be stamped at the Con-
vention at a cost of 25 cents. The certificate
requires one way fare to be at least 75 cents.
Within the state of Pennsylvania the two
cent per mile rate only obtains. It is hoped
that reduced rates covering Xew England
will be granted but this is not yet assured.
Even if the saving be but little ask for the
certificate as a j^ood showing this vear will
help us next year. We will be allowed the
reduced rates however, even if a full hun-
dred be not received. Last year at Boston
there was a wide margin to spare and we
secured the reduction. Make Philadelphia
better than Boston.

Frank E. Lakey, Sec'y.

Proaraiti of the Ohio Business
Educators' Association.

The second annual meeting of the Ohio
Business Educators' Association will be
held Friday and .Saturday, May ISth and
liith at the Meredith College, Zanesville.
The meeting will be called to order at 1 :30

o'clock Friday afternoon, and will be op-
ened by an address of welcome by the
Mayor of the city. Dr. A. H. Gorrell, followed
by a response by John T. Yates, of Newark,
and an address by the President of the As-
sociation, A. D. Wilt, of Dayton.
.\fter hearing the reports of the commit-

tees and transacting such general business
as may come before the Association, the
general body will adjourn and the Teachers'
and Managers' Sections will gointo session.
General R. B. Brown, Ex-commander-in-

Chief, of the Grand Army of the Republic,
will deliver the principle address of the oc-
casion at the Saturday morning session.
Brief responses will be made by Jerome B.
Howard, of Cincinnati, and R. D. Mitchell,
of Sandusky. General Brown is a gifted
and eloquent orator, and the commercial
teachers of C)hio may look forward to a
rare treat on this occasion.
At the sessions of the Teachers' Section

Friday afternoon and Saturday morning,
papers will be read and discussed as follows

:

Position Defined. Its Importance in
Building a Business Handwriting, by C. P.
>?aner, Columbus.
Shall correct Accounting Principles be

taught to Beginners? by H. L. Leister,
Zanesville.Percentageand its Applications,
by W. O. Crosswhite, Sandusky. How I
teach Penmanship, by M. \. Adams, Mari-
etta. Promotions.—Their influence in se-
curing the students.
Best efforts, by R. L. Meredith, Zanesville-
Miss E. M. Johnston, of Elyria will read a

paper on a subject to be announced later.
Mr. J. S. M.Goodloe.C. P. A. of Columbus,

one of the foremost public accountants in
the U. S. will be present and read a paper
on som" subject touching Business Train-
ing. Others who will take part in the pro-
gram will be announced later.
There will be a Round Table discussion

of timely topics at which all will be invited
to give their views and experiences.
A banquet will be held Friday evening at

which Jerome B. Howard will preside as
Toast master. Music, speeches and good
cheer will follow.
The Commercial teachers of Ohio are

urged to lay aside their work for these two
days and come to Zanesville and enjoy the
good fellowship and profitable exchange of
ideas of interest to the profession.

OFIICERS OF THE ASSOCIATION.
President, A. D. Wilt, Dayton.
Vice President, L. L. Tucker, Alliance.
Secretary, C. R. Tate, Cincinnati.
Treasurer, H. C. Rowland, Columbus.

OIFICBRS OF TEACHERS' SECTION.
President, John T. Yates, Newark.
Vice President, Mrs. E. E. Admire, Cleve-

land.
Secretary, M. A. Adams, Marietta.

OFFICERS OF MANAGERS' SECTION.
President, R. L. Meredith. Zanesville.
Vice President, Miss E.M.Johnston, Elyria.
Secretary, W W. Harbottle. Dayton.

COMMITTEE ON LEGISLATURE.
J. G. Hobbie, Cleveland.
M. Pears, Lima.
C. A. Bliss, Columbus.

COMMITTEE ON StJPPLIKS.
E. E. Admire, Cleveland.
J. W. Willis, Springfield.
A. D. Wilt, Dayton.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
R. L. Meredith, Chairman, Zanesville.
R. D. Mitchell, Sandusky.
Jerome B. Howard, Cincinnati.
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Che Kansas meetina.

The commercial teachers of western Kan
sas met in the Central HiKh School of Kan-
sas City. Mo, on February 15th anil liekl a

very profitable and interesting meeting,
as outlined in the l''el)ruary number of TnK
BfSlNESs Kducatok. The proKram was
carried out without an absentee. Mr. 1". H.

.S. Peters of the Manual Traininjj High
School, delivered he address of welcome,
and Mr. (>. U. Noble of Sedalia. Mo., gave
the response.
There were about sixty-five teachers in

attendance, together with the proprietors
of probably a dozen different schools. St.

Joseph, Sedalia, and several neighboring
cities were represented. Tlie banquet in

the evening was held at Hotel Kupper.
about IW people being present. Mr. 1". J.

Kirker, acted as toastmaster, and several
good speeches were given. A permanent
organization was effected and Mr. Peters
was elected i>resident for tlie ensuing year.
Mr. J. E. Boyd was elected Vice President,
and Mrs. I'latt, of St. Joseph was elected
Secretary and Treasurer. The time and
place of the next meeting were left to the
executive committee.
The proprietors of the schools of Kansas

City and surrounding towns got together
and decided, to have an organization of
school proprietors.
All in all the meeting was a decided suc-

cess with a splendid outlook for the future.
This is a further demonstration of the fact
that Missourians can show others as well as
to be shown.

The Georgia Normal and Business Insti-

tute. A. A. Kuhl and W. A. Little, proprie-
tors, has moved from Abbeville, CJeorgia
to Douglas, Ga. The city of Douglas is put-
ting up a large sum in order to get the insti-

tution to locate there, and it has shown its

wisdom in so doing. The school is one of
the leading educational institutions of the
South. Tiie proprietors have achieved an
enviable success along the line of practical
education, and the good people of Georgia
and the South have sho'wn their apprecia-
tion by their liberal patronage. The Geor-
gia Normal College is a concrete example
of intellect, industry, character and a defin-
ite purpose, for these are the characteristics
of the founders of the institution, and they
have the faculty of enthusing their pupils
with these same desirable characteristics.
The success of the school is therefore not
phenomenal but the natural result of con-
scientious service on the part of the proprie-
tors and teachers, and appreciation on the
part of patrons.

SCHOOL AND
PROFESSIONAL

=^

On Jan.aith Mr. A. M. Wonnell, penman,
in the Ferris Institute, Big Rapids, Mich,
reported a daily attendance of 105(1 students
with a total class enrollment of '.ISO taking
penmanship from Mr. Wonnell. This cer-
tainly bespeaks a healthful penmanship
sentiment in that institution. Indeed, we
know of no similar educational institution
in which such a large proportion of the pu
pils take peounnship. Ferris is one of
those rare educators who does not losesigiit
of the fundamental essentials of an educa
tion when his head gets filled with high
ideals, large plans, and educational prob
lems. Few college presidents know any
thing to speak of concerning practical writ
ing, everyday mathematics and element,! rv
English, but Ferris is not one of that kind.
He keeps in touch with the small details of
his institution from day to day.

The Harnes Commercial School, Denver,
Colo., is a regular patron of the subscript-
ion department of The Business Educa-
tor. On Feb. Gth the school had a daily at-

tendance of 220 with nearly 100 pupils at

night, making it, we presume, the largest

school of its kind in the state. This speaks
well for the proprietors of the institution,

as well as for the people of Denver and Colo-
rado.

Mr. L. E. Stacy of the Meadville, Pa,, Com-
mercial School is getting some very valu-
able advertising at a minimum of cost by
contributing a series of lessons in business
writing in the columns of the Pennsylvania
l-armer, published in that city.

Your editor recently dropped in on his
former pupils, Messrs. M. C. iN'ixon and J.

S. Clay, proprietors of the Nixon-Texas
Commercial College, Austin, Tex. These
gentlemen are conducting a reallv first

class institution, giving personal attention
to the work in all departments. They have
a good sized school considering the size of

Austin, and, because of conservative man-
agement, were prospering, with the outlook
for increasing business as the years roll by.
Both are efficient, conscientious, hard-
working fellows and are sure to deserve all

and more than they are likely to get, for

they are the kind who would not accept a
cent for which they do not give more than
a cent's worth in return.

J. W. Criste, formerly of Emlenton, Pa.,

recently purchased the Sayer's Business
College, Kittanning, Pa.

Heald's Colleges now comprise eleven in
number, located in the following cities :

Oakland, San Francisco, San Jose, Stock-
ton, Fresno, Los Angeles. Long BeacVi,
Ocean Park, Reno, Santa Cruz and River-
side, all of California. Their San Francisco
school has an enrollment of 500 daily at-

tendance with nearly 4(H) at Oakland. They
report all schools in a prosperous condition.

Messrs. H. M. Heaney and .\. M. Wonnell
of the Ferris Institute. Big Rapids, Mich,
have purchased the Norwalk, Ohio, Busi-
ness College and will take possession July
first.

We congratulate the good people of Nor-
walk for having secured the citizenship of

two such able and desirable men. We pre-

dict forthe Norwalk Business College an
enviable success. We know the men per-
sonally and have every reason to believe
that they will be able to give to the patrons
of tliat school instruction second to no other
found in any other school in Ohio.

Mr. T. H. Gatlin, the enterprising proprie-
tor of the .\bilene, Texas, Business College
writes :

' We have an excellent school,
and I have associated with me now the fol-

lowing teachers : Prof. M. W. Thompson,
of Bliss College, Saginaw, Mich., who has
charge of the business department; Prof.

S. E. Maish, of Pittsburg, Pa., in charge of

the shorthand department ; and Prof. E.
B. Clark, in charge of telegraphy and pen
art. Mr. Clark comes from Topeka, Kans.
Mr. A. L. Poole assists in the business de-
partment. Mr. Osborne and Mr. T. H. Vin-
son are traveling representatives. You see
this makes a fine combination, and we are
getting the business.

"

e
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NEWS NOTES
AND NOTICES
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President James of the University of Illi-

nois, I'rbana-Champaign, III., announces
that Dr. W. C. Bagley, teacher in the State
Normal School in Oswego, New York, has
been appointed Professor of Education in
the l^niversity of Illinois.

Mr. P. A. Breitenbucher is the new cotn-
mercial teacher and penman in the Howard
School of Shorthand, Detroit, Mich. Mr.
Breitenbucher is a faithful worker and a
conscientious teacher.

M r. E. S. Lawyer, of the Los Angeles, Calf ,

Correspondence School of Penmanship and
Lettering, writes that this institution has
been consolidated with the Coast College of
Sign and Card Writing. Mr. Lawyer is an
able and conscientious gentleman, and we
are confident his patrons will get value re-

ceived. We wish to call attention to the
advertisement of this institution that
appears elsewhere in our columns.

Mr. E. A. Van tiundy of the Decatur, Kan.,
County High School recently read a most
excellent paper before the Joint Teachers'
Association at Norcatur, Kans It was
printed in full on Friday, January 22, in the
Oberlin, Kans, Times. Mr. Van (iuudy is

right up to the times on the subject of pen-
manship, and as a conse<iuence he gave to

the teachers some valuable information on
howipenuianship should be taught in the
public schools.

Mr. S. McVeigh, of the Bliss Business Col-

lege. N Adams, Mass., was recently elected
president of the Merchants' Association of

that city, indicating that he gets out and
circulates among the business people of his

community, a most excellent thing for any
school man to do.

The Chicago office of the Gregg Publish-
ing Company announces the adoption of

Gregg Shorthand by the Grand Island
High School, Grand Island, Nebraska, Mr.
H. Y'. Marvin, teacher.

The adoption of Gregg Shorthand by the
Kearnj', New Jersey, High School, is aiso

announced. The Kearny adoption probably
is the first to follow the establishment of

Mr. Gregg's Eastern office.

C. W. Clark, for some months with the
Warner Business College, Elmira, N. Y.,

has just been engaged to take a position in

the Coleman National Business College,

Newark, N. J.

Mr. J. Kugler, Jr., for some years manager
of the Coleman National Business College,-

has bought an interest in the Newark Busi-

ness College, which lias been incorporated.

Mr. Kugler will become the manager. The
Newark Business College is the one man-
aged for many years by Mr. W. W. Winner,
who died last fall.

Mr. T. J. Williams, of the Williams Busi-

ness College, Milwaukee, Wis., has sold his

Oshkosh school to two of his teachers who
have been conducting it, the Messrs. Good
and Tower.

Mrs. Marcella Lang, a recent graduate of

the 4 C's, Madison, Wis., has charge of the

shorthand department of the Joplin, Mo.,

Business College, which is now owned en-

tirely by Mr. G. W. Weatherby, who recent-

ly bought out the interest of hi^ partner.

Miss Marie J. Toohey.

J. W. Donnell, for some months with the

Pennington, N. J., Seminary, is with the

Inter-State School, Cedar Rapids. Iowa,

having charge of the commercial depart-

ment.

E. E. McClain, who had been with th"

Inter-State School, is doing special work in

penmanship in the Zanerian at Columbus-

Mr. C. H. Nixon, bookkeeper for the Sul-

phur Mining and Railroad Co., Mineral.

Va., does not claim to be a professional

penman but he swings the pen with the

ease and grace that would do credit to a

great many of our so-called professionals.

Should he devote his time to this work he

could become one of our finest.

Mr. E. E. Long, penman in the College of

Commerce of the Ohio Northern Univer-

sity, Ada, Ohio, writes a splendid business

hand and supports the BUSINESS EDUCA-
TOR. Evidently penmanship is receivmg

the right kind of attention in the above

named school and we therefore congratu-

late the good people of that institution for

having in its midst so competent a penman
as Mr, Long evidently is.
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THE CALL OF THE CITY
A SEPIAL FOe AMBITIOUS BOYS AND QIBLS

BY CHARLES T. CBAQIN,

Thompson's Busin ."School, Molyoke, Mas

J
Cbc Opportunities of the eitv.
I; is now the tirst of April and you

are beginning to think about the fu-

ture for you are coming into the home
stretch of your year of business edu-
cation. If you have done your part
and your teachers have done theirs
you can write a good legible business
hand at the rate of twenty words a
minute or more ; you understand the
principles of bookkeeping and have
had quite a lot of practice in the ap-
plication of those principles

; you can
add about a hundred tigures a min-
ute and get correct results, generally,
aud you can do the mathematics of
business and write a decent business
letter.

If you are in the shorthand depart-
ment you can probably take notes at
a moderate rate of dictation and
bring in a workman-like transcript,
free from inbecilities, in a reasonable
time from the typewriting room.
Three months more, at longest,
should see you a graduate in either
department, ready to do good work.
You see I am giving you a full ten

months to graduate. Perhaps you
can do it in less but don't be in a rush.
There is plentyof work in thecourse

of study of our best schools to keep
the student of sixteen or seventeen
busy that length of time, or even a
year, and there is not the least dan-
ger of your being too well prepared
for the active business life before
you. You are going to play a part in
a very lively game, this business
game of the 'iOth century, and if you
expect to be up in front you want to
be prepared.
Among the other useful things you

have assimilated, 1 hope you have
learned that eight o'clock means
eight o'clock and not five minutes
after. That when the boss says
"Henry, I want you to send that
package by mail, to Brown <& Com-
pany of Boston, on the eleven o'clock
train this A. M. " it will make him
unhappy, not to say peevish, if you
come to him at two P. M. and ask him
whether he wants you to send that
package to Brown & Company by
freight or by express and whether it

is to go to Boston or Baltimore. In
short, 1 hope you have learned to be
071 /it>u\ atid to do what you are told to

do, as you are told to do it, ajid when
you are told to do it. Two simple
things which will go a long way
towards making you a valued mem-
ber of any business force in which
you may be employed.

You would be surprised at the num-
ber of young people of both sexes
who seem to have a hole right through
the head from ear to ear and what in-

struction goes in at one ear goes out
at the other. The inability of office

boys, young stenographers and office

assistants generally to carry out in-

telligently, the simplest directions is,

1 firmly believe, the cause of the men-
tal breakdown of many a captain of
industry and certainly the cause of
much profanity which 1 don't believe
the recording angel charges up
against the user.

If you are anything like me, or
rather like what I was at your age,
you are beginning to worry about op-
portunity and wonder if there is go-
ing to be a chance for you to use the
knowledge you have acquired in your
course of study. You have read
about John Wanamaker and Mar-
shall Field and Mrs. Frank Leslie and
Lydia Pinkham and ocher bright boys
and girls of the past who got their
names and pictures in the papers and
made lots of money besides, but that
same cheerful individual, who advised
you not to go to business school any-
way because there are more bookkeep-
ers and stenographers than can find
jobs already, has doubtless told you
that the day has past when young
people without money or influence
could hope to accomplish much. If

he hasn't he will, for that consoling
liar has been on deck ever since the
days of the pyramids.

I haven't a doubt that he told the
young Egyptians there wouldn't be
any chance for a young man to do en-
gineering in stonework after those
giant monuments of the Pharaohs
were completed. But some very good
jobs have been done since. When
Alexander the Great died the same
truthful prophet said there was no use
studying military science, for all the
nations were licked and there would
be no more chance for glory. But there
have been some pretty lively scraps
since and lots of young fellows have
won fame at the cannon's mouth.
When corporations first began to be

formed he bobbed up serenely with
the prediction that this marked the
end of all chances for individual tal-

ent to be recognized and that the cor-
porations run by the rich men and
their relatives would "hog" the
whole business ; but such individual
partnerships as Andrew Carnegie &
Co., and the Baldwin Locomotive
Works have done a living business

since and the first of these partner-
ships was built entirely by young
men whose only capital was their
brains and industry.
Just now we are having a little

slump in our business activities, a
sort of catching of the breath after a
dozen years of strenuous business
rush and hurry but don't for an in-
stant think that you are not going to
get a chance to show the world what
you can do.

On Washington's birthday, in an
address to the high school boys in
Orchestra Hall, Chicago, Gov.
Hughes, of New York, who knows
mighty well what he is talking about
said: " Boys there is work in this
country that has got to be done. The
country demands brains ; it demands
training. It puts an awful load on
anybody who can carry it. Talk of
want of opportunity, the very coun-
try reaches out its hands to grasp
anybody who can give what the coun-
try needs.

"The great thing is to avoid that
dissipation of energy, that waste of
power, so that when the opportunity
seeks you, you are there and in the
language of the day, you can 'make
good.' "

"Why? Because of what you have'
done as a man? No, because of what
you did as a boy in your carelessness.
"You don't make Washingtons by

making them Commanders-in-chief.
You don't make Lincolns by electing
them Presidents. You don't make
Grants by putting them in charge of
armies. They were simply discov-
ered at the time when they were
needed by their country. That is

what the American boy wants to
learn— to be in the position to be dis-
covered so that he can make good,
for the yearning country demands
that in our American young manhood.
It is a lesson with regard to the neces-
sity of taking care of the body, of the
necessity of taking every opportunity
for training the mind. Pretty tough
competition after all.

"

These are the virile words of a man
who knows what he's talking about.
Who by his own attention to business
in youth put himself in a position to
be discovered when the time came.
The city offered him his opportunity
in the Armstrong Insurance investi-

gation when his well-trained mind en-
abled him to frame those merciless
questions which tore the mask from
the insurance gang and made Hughes,
Governor of New York and as likely

as not it will make him President of
the United States.

The city offers all sorts of oppor-
tunities. When 1 was a young man
just beginning teaching 1 knew a
young fellow of about my own age, a
druggist. His mother was pretty
well off and had started him in busi-
ness and he had a nice little corner
store and did a fair trade in the coun-
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try city of twenty-five thousand where
he lived. One day the old lady died

and left him a few thousand dollars.

He sold the drug; store and started

for New York. In less than three

years he was known as a young " Na-
poleon of finance " in the Wall Street

district and he cm a wide swath in

the smart set of the Waldorf Astoria.

His automobiles and fast horses and
his wife's diamonds and Paris gowns
were the talk of the town and his up-
town mansion was furnished in a

style of gorgeousness that would
have made Solomon in all his glory
look like a plugged quarter. Then
he failed, for I don't know how many
millions and struck out for London
with what he had left and he lit up
the l'.ritish metropolis, though not
with (juite so bright a glare as had
illuminated New York, still he brigh-

tened it up considerably, and failed

again in good style and to add to the
picturesqueness of the affair he left

his wife, whom I suppose, was getting
a little slow and took another woman,
better able to keep up the pace, and
struck out for South America where
there was no e.xtradition treaty till

his lawyers could fix things up with
his creditors. He came back to New
York last year looking rather seedy
and tried to start again but he
couldn't make it go. He was himself
too slow for the pace set by Morse
and the Heinzes and Charles Barney
and men who had come up in the ten

years since he startled the town. I

don't give this young man as a model
for you to follow but simply to show
that big cities have all kinds of op-
portunities—" Do you see that man?"
said Mr. Citycus to his cousin Reuben
Haycide to whom he was showing
the sights of the town. Yes.— Well
sir, ten years ago he came to this city

without a dollar in his pocket and to-

day—he failed for over a million. '

I do not mean to say that you must
go to a big city to find an opportunity
to fail or succeed in business.
Why the woods are full of oppor-

tunities for men, and women too,

with brains and business training.
John James Ingalls who was always
in a row with somebody, in his sonnet,
which, as a sonnet, is a corker, says
opportunity comes but once," but
my friend Keefover who was brought
up a newspaper man and has im-
bibed those qualities of truthfulness
so characteristic of newspaper men,
says it comes again and again and
yet again and Keef is a good deal
nearer right than was the brilliant

senator from Kansas, who made an
awful mess of his own opportunities.
" But where the carcass is there will

the eagles be also. " And the growth
of this country is in its cities. Busi-
ness centers there and every year the
city is becoming more insistent in

its call for the brains of the country
to do the work of handling its tre-

mendous activities. There is no se.x

in brains either. W'hen the city of
New York wants to borrow a million
dollars for temporary use, it goes to
Mrs. Hetty Green for dt and she
drives as sharp a bargain as a man
could.
You are a little afraid that if you go

to the city and get a position as book-
keeper or stenographer you will have
to stick in that one position because
the good places are all filled. Did
you ever read the list of killed and
wounded in the battle of business life?

Of the names which were known as
business leaders, when 1 left East-
man's a little more than twenty-five
years ago John Wanamaker is the

only one I can call to mind who yet

remains upon the stage of evepts, all

the rest are dead or retired. And who
have filled their places ? Sons or
relatives ?—Rarely.— It is generally
some new man who like the fallen

captain has risen from the ranks.
In twenty years more, when you

will be at your best, for you will then
realize how little you, or any one per-

son, really k)iou's, almost every one
of the men and women leaders of the
great business army of the city will

be out of action like the men and
women of the past, dead or retired

and it will be because you cannot de-

liver the goods, cannot make good,
cannot rise to the opportunity, if you
are not filling one of those vacant

places.

Lessons in Ornamental Writing
F. S. HEATH, CONCORD, N. H.

rk to Mr. Hfath, Concord, N. H., by the 15th of the month, for criticisi

Eoclose stamps if you want your work returned.

1 the Business Eddcatoe.

J
To be able to write a good ornamental superscription is an accomplishment that pays. Whatever may be our personal views as to

the ethics of the practice, it still remains a fact that manv business colleges attract attention to their advertising matter by enclosing
it in envelopes addressed in ornate writing. And the young man, seeking a place as commercial teacher, who can turn out good work
in this direction often stands a better chance of employment than the one whose pen accomplishments do not go beyond a plain busi-
ness handwriting. Many well known commercial teachers have found this accomplishment a stepping stone to their success. It is also
of great value to the card writer, engrosser and expert penman as a means of bringing their skill to the attention of the public. Because
it has this practical value this lesson is devoted to ornate superscriptions.

The gum used upon the flap of an envelope usually causes the edge to curl, making a very uneven surface upon which to write.
This difficulty may be overcome in a measure by placing a blotter between the flap and the body of the envelope, or by turning the flap
outward from underneath the body of the envelope. But with either method the overlapping of the pieces which make the back of the
envelope still leaves some unevenness of writing surface. Some penmen insert within the envelope a piece of heavy bristol board cut
to a size that will just slip into the envelope. This will give the best possible surface for writing, but is rather slow and bothersome.

A good deal of license as to size and shape of the letters may be indulged in. But while this variety is allowable to a certain extent,
care should be used not to violate the rules of harmony and proportion. It should also always be borne in mind that superscriptions are
meant to be read. There must be perfect legibility orthe very object of the superscription is defeated. For the same reason the writing
should be strong rather than delicate. A great deal of mail has to be handled by postal clerks at night and the light is often poor and
uncertain. \ good strong, not necessarily coarse, line facilitates their work. Great delicacy of line is admirable for theinsideof a letter,
but I would use a strong firm line for the outside address.

Superscriptions are excellent to display dash and power with the pen. Let the size of the envelope govern the size of the
writing. Do not cover the whole face of the envelope, but leave plenty of margin. Use taste and judgment in placiug the name, city,
state and local address so that there shall be the proper relations and proportions of the several parts. Plates 29 and 30 are intended to
show a size adapted to long, narrow envelopes. Plates 31 and 32 are designed to show the proper size for the ordinary envelope. None of

the copies are very difticult, and at this stage of our lessons they do not require particular description. Give them a careful study for
yourself, noting the size and shapeof ovals, loops and shades, the crossing of lines and relationsof the various parts. What you learn
from your own observation is worth to you many limes that which you learn from my telling. Therefore, learn to use your own eyes.
Do not fail to study and practice the masterly superscriptions from the pen of Mr. Courtney which appear in THE BUSINESS EDUCATOR
from time to time. They are splendid models.
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YOUR OPPORTUNITY
Now is your chance to get one dozen
flnelj- written cards for 20c. per dozen.

One ?>r.\ of Ornamental Capitals 35c
Business "

1 5c
Scrapbook Specimen lOc

Address, C. H. SPRYER,

1 10 third St.. N. W. WASHINGTON, D. C.

I Teach Penmanship

of copieH; complel
straction; thorough critic
No better courj-es given by any
one. I send my pen-worl< to
every state in the Union. (;ana
a and Mexico. MyflnestCardL
nd Writing, any style, any' yon can get any.
Iiei<

ital .-ap!.

Or
Kine

M. A., A<l&nrks« Pres.,

. Commercial College. Mariella. Ohio

WANTED F""^ September 1st, a superior
II n II It.u Munson Shorthand teacher. State
experience, educational advantages, salary want-
ed, references, etc Address ABILITY,
CARE OF BUSINESS EDUCATOR, COLUMBUS, O.

FOR S J^I^S !

Onl
western

College in grow
citv. Address

in g

H . B. NELSON. Mlnot. N. D

N CARD WRITING

FREE
A beautiful

Slmoi^"--
' Flourish

Card Specialist. With order

2 DOZ. roR 25c.
8 Woodeliff Street. ROXBURY, MASS.

I will writ.
I^^en' CARDS

pies and lend
with each orde

WHAT A COMPETENT JUDGE SAYS.
"Am highly pleased with holder. It is

positively the best I ever used. You'll get
my orders for what I need."
J, A. Els-fon, Prin Elston's Com. Coll Canton, Mo.
A neat, sensible, and serviceable Obliqu,

penholder, for the Professional or Amateur.
Made of California Rosewood, 6 in. in length,
handsomely polished and accurately ad-
justed. Send 3.5c and get one. G. F. Roach,
Care V^ashon Mil. Acad. Burton, Wash.

BLANK CARDS Jar^VVo^w* oT^hVL'X"
Hand cut. Com* in 17 different colors. Sample 100
postpaid, 15c. l.OOU by expreis, 75c. Card Circular
for red stamp.

COMIC JOKER CARDS ^^Lr'LTn.*"
100 postpaid, 29e. Less for more. Ink, Qlossy Black
or Very Best Whit*. I5c. per bottle. 1 Oblique Te* Hol-
der, lOe. Oillott's N*. 1 Pens, lOo. per doi. Lessons in
Card Writlnc- Circular for stamp.

W. A. BODE. Ban 174, FAIR HAVEN. PA.BiiHIM^^^|p^ij^^^2>^HK^idB
1

Uraamental Script by C. K. Hill, Bowling Green, Ky.

\
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CLUB CHAT

z^
We hereby acknowledge a splendid list

of subscriptions from the master penman
and true gentleman, Mr. J E. Leamy, pen-
man and commercial teacher in the Pack-
ard Commercial School, Xew York City.
Many of our subscribers will no doubt re-

call the splendid series of lessons Mr
Leariiy contributed to these columns some
years ago. Mr. C. G. Price, formerly of

Baltimore but now a teacher in the Packard
School assisted in raising the club. Few
schools can boast of as many fine penmen
as the Packard.

Another li^t of subscriptions, numbering
twrenty.one, is hereby acknowledged from
Mr. C. R. Hill, of the Bowling Green. Ky.,
Business University, whose handsome pen-
manship is appearing from time to time in

our columns. Mr. Hill is one of the bright
young stars in the penmanship firmament.
His ambition seems to be nothing short of

the best possible. Few young men have
risen as rapidly as he, and what is still

better, there seems to be no let up in his
progress^

From the Spencer Business College, New
Orleans, La., L. C. Spencer, president and
S. Carter Schwing, Sec'y and Treas., a list

of twenty-one subscriptions has been re-

ceived. Mr. S. J. Bourgeois, a former Zan-
erian student, is at the head of the penman-
ship work and seetus to be arousing unus-
ual interest in that neglected art. We re-

cently had the pleasure «if meeting Mr.
Schwing personally and found him to be a
clear cut, aggressive gentleman.

Mr. P. W. Errebo, President of the Pitts-
burg, Kans., Business College, recently
favored us with a list of nineteen subscrip-
tions, indicating the right kind of interest
and instruction in penmanship in that in-
stitution. Mr, Errebo writes a good hand,
and so far as we have heard, conducts a
good school. Would that we could say the
same of all schools no matter whetherlarge
or small.

A list of sixteen subscriptions is hereby
acknowledged from the San Francisco,
Cal.. Business College. A. S. Weaker, presi-
dent and C S. Rogers, teacher. Both are
practical penmen and successful teachers
of penmanship. And when it comes to all-

round gentlemen, they step right up into
the front ranks.

C. V. Crumley, penman in the Monroe,
La., Commercial College, recently favored
us with a list of twenty-one subscriptions,
indicating that he proposes to be abreast of
the times in the kind of instruction his
students receive. The letter head dis-
closes a beautiful building in which the
Monroe Commercial College is located, be-
speaking a successful institution.

«Forty-one is the tuimber of subscriptions
recently received from the I'nion Com-
mercial School. Grand Forks. N. Dak.,
Thacker & Hughes, proprietors. We have
every reason to believe that the above
named school is prospering and that the
good people of N. Dak. recognize and ap-
preciate a good thing when they see it in
their midst. The proprietors are able men
and believe in having the best in their line.

Mr. Joseph C. Dunn of the Meredith Col-
lege, Zanesville, <>., favored us not long
since with a list of subscriptions number-
ing fifty-three. This is certainly a good
showing, indicating that the Meredith
School is not only in the front ranks with
the commercial subjects but with penman-
ship as well. The Meredith School has a
good reputation here in Ohio for thorough
conscientious work, and that is the kind
that counts in the long run.

^=

^z

Spring — (El?e time to secure a 3. €. Certificate.

^=^

JJ

-WRXTXEM CA.RDS
Y ,ur name

or two dozen
dozen cards for ISc

, 25c.

J. c DEW. 953 W. 8lh S .. Cincinnati. Ohio

WANTED isiness CoUeBes. Hieh Schools
1 would-be Teachers to know

thai a superior Trainine School (or teachers in both
the Commercial and Shorthand ( Isaac Pitman
Courses) is conducted by the School of Commerce,
Accounting and Finance. Picton, Ont . Canada.
Mr. Sayers. the Principal, is an honor graduate of

the School of Pedagogy and has had an experience
of seyeral years in both High School and Model
School work, having been connected as an instructor
for four years with a Government Training School for

Teachers.

AT HOME DURING ^PARELTIMEl

Write For Our Booklet ItTelli How .^,

WANTED—A competent lady

teacher of the Isaac Pitman short-

hand for Technical High School in

one of the leading cities of the State

of Massachusetts. Apply, stating

previous experience, to E," care

Isaac Pitman & Sons, 31 Union

Square, New York.

For Satle !

Business College in southern pari of Califor-
nia Small city: large territory. No other
Business College nearer than 125 miles in any
direction. Reason for selling: present owner
must leave city for an indetinite period to
regain broken health.

A BAR,GAIN
To any good school man who can fake posses-
sion soon. Please do not write unless you
mean business. Address. Ga'lfornia, care of

Business Educator, Columbus^ Ohio

WANTED =[;'"^;r"'' ^.'"^r^-l- "^^f^"who gets results. Must be able to
teach Bookkeeping and Business Law Fine open-
inc for capable yoiinE man. Address SEPT .

190H,

CARE OF BUSrNESS EDUCATOR, COLUMBUS. O.

For Sale! t
well established school in

vn of 6 000 people". Ren-
tverages $24 per month
Jk and mission. No nicer
equipment in the state,

iced results and is a good
ght and hustling young
Reason for selling, ill-

in, care of
tor, Columbus, Ohio

tal
Ft

Th
pr

he

, liEht and heat
rniture—golden o

is school has prod
Dposition for a br
n. Price. $1,0011.

jUh. .Address, Pt-

Bu.siness Educa

THE BEST BOOK ON THE SUBJECT
Written and illustrated by the

"WIZARD OF THE PEN"
.\ complete trainiiiK 111 expert handwritiiiK Hun-
dreds qf endorsements. Sent upon receipt of 11 ,60

KRANCI8 B. COUKTNEl',
Caton College Hinneapolis, Minn

.

Our Valuable Offer
40 Keapons why we write cards.
Agent's 1908 New Card Outfit
I Adjusted Oblique Holder, 1 doz. Ewald

.Superfine No. 1 Pens, Your name writ-
ten on (.2 dozen cards, 1 set of Ornate Caps,
1 Scrapbook Specimen. The above, all
for 3.') cents. Lessons in Card writing, etc.

EWA.L,0 BROS., MT. CAR.MEL. ILL.

WANTED

les, Applii
sonal data,
ns. Addres

If settled habits
ach penmanship
small but hieh
of the central
references, full

manship speci-

Business Educ&lor, Columbus, Ohio

•FOK, s.a-l:e3-

A nourishing Husiness College in a
town of about 20,1)00 inhabitants in one
of the Middle West States, .\o conipe-
tion. School well established and well
equipped. If you want something goad
and at the same time chcai>, write to-
day. Address E., care ot Bu.iINESS
Educator, Columbus, Ohio.

200 ComnacrolttI Teachers
ERS' AGENCY. We can easil.v make Ihis rec.

todav. Places for real high-clas
for blanks and bulletin of positii

100-87 LAKE STREET

ih liich 3ls and business col-

SUCCESS TEACH-
, make this record if we can secure the teachers Send us your name
teachers and beginners The great specialtv agenc.v of the West Stamp
IS No fee. SUCCESS TEACHERS" AGENCY

EST, 1904 CHICAGO. ILL.

More Commercial Teachers Wanted
We have almost ONE HUNDRED VACANCIES for commercial teachers. New places

coming in every day. Salaries range from .$40 to $l.iO a month. Write today for

registration blank. FREE ENROLLMENT if you mention this paper.

Corktiiventsil Teachers* Ageivcy
Bo'wlln^ Green, Ky.
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eritielsms by F. S. Healb.

/-. M., Minn. Am pleased to get your
work. Your touch is excellent. You lack
that strength of movement which will
carry you through a bold shade with
smoothness. Practice bold exercises for
capitals. Small letters particularly good.
W. H. J.. Minn. The verse shows that you

have got well started on the road. Try to
get more strength into your work. Use a
free, regular motion, well controlled, and
your work will be greatly improved in its
appearance.

K. P. K.,<). I think you have a tendency
to use too much of a jerky movement on
the capital letters. Let the movement be
free and easy, not irregular and spasmodic.
Further instruction has gone to you by
mail.

<>. P. M., Kan. Several batches of work
received since last criticism. All indicate
that you are on the right track and moving
forward. Try for greater uniformity in
your small letters. In some places turns
are narrow, in others too round. Get them

even throughout. Also watch spacing and
slant in a similar way.
A. P. M., N. Y.-You are gaining, but your

work still lacks ease of motion. Do the
work just as easily as you can at the same
time paying attention to control. Practice
exercises a great deal.

M. N. S., Pa. I am afraid that you do
not use care in all your writing. I like the
strength and boldness of stroke, but some-
times these excellent qualities are care-
lessly used. Study /, and J as you fre-
quently make them and tell me whether
they are as good as you can make.
A W.C, N. J. Your work hardly needs

criticism. It is very fine. With a little
more practice for ease and grace you will
stand in the ranks of the truly profesoional.
Have you tried for the Professional Certifi-
cate?
M. IS., N. Y.—Your business writing is first

class. Your ornamental writing shows
plainer that you are a beginner in that line.
You can certainly make a penman. Use a
finer and more elastic pen. Learn to cut
deep, strong shades. Send morelwork.

J. K. B., Ark. You are one of the few f

lowing this course whose movement
sufficiently free and strong for ornamental
writing. Y'ou need most of all to study form
very carefully and then apply your splen-
did movement to perfect forms.

,

F. L., K. \. The criticism just above (J.
R. B. ) applies also to you. (iive more care-
ful attention to correct form.

color, for only 20 cents Diplc
(erlificates. Klc, tilled out al ,
Work will please you. Finest iiuality blank card
slock, all colors, a specialty. Finest grade W.B.
$150, per 1000; colored, 70 cents per 1,000. (Not
Prepaid.) Address.

WS Ninlh SI., I A, I Dallas, Tex,
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LET MB HEI^P

Improve your l)iisitiess. 1 can do so by puttiiiK

new life iiilo your adverlisint:, by pro-
ducing cuts that convince.

I M«lc« Drawings
I Purnlsh Cuts

I Pf-o<ii.ioa I<i«as

112 Mf. eimt St.. N. Y.

Learn to Write Your Name Right 25c:
A trial lesson in Writing -Zhc : Drawing 25c;

ettering 25c ; DesigninB 25c . Flourishing 25c

;

Card Writing 25c: 25 cards any name 25c;
)w to organize classes 25c; Circular 2c, Addres:

PARSONS. PENMAN. KEOKUK. IOWA.

Cestimonial Gnsrosscd in eolors

8v $. D. i^olt, Philadelphia, Pa.

Tlie principal colors in the above design
were Kreen, yellow and silver. The liops
were in ^reen and the malt in yellow. The
border is a hop design worked in green and
the straight lines around the border were in
silverand gold. The portraits were worked
in wash with a little blue mixed with lamp
black. The words" I'nited States Brewers
Academy of Xew York" were in green with
the background of the initial letters in sil-

ver. The color scheme was reversed in the
second display lines, "'-'Gth Anniversary,"
the letteis being silver and the background
of the " T. F. A.," were in green. The color
scheme in the last line, " Society of tlradu-
ates," was the same as the first line -green
and silver. All shading of letters was in
wash, tlie same color as the portraits, and
it was put on with a brush.
A design like this loses its main attrac-

tiveness in engraving, because of the ab-
sence of the effect produced by the colors.

Ap.tistic

— PRICES —
REABDMABLE

Baolling Green

-Ky-
— SCRIPT -
ILLU5TRATDR

—
, -^tiiCiHl,

A pen (ketch uf a rustic fouutuiu by the Editor

WHAT CAN BE= DONE TO^

—

IMPROVE YOUR
ADVERTISING ?

The most of schools spend

too much for advertising.

Keeping the name before

the Public", until the public

wants to buy is a slow and ex-

pensive process.

Nearly all advertising lacks

"Demand Creating Qualities"

—the thing that makes the pub-

lic want to buy NOW.

It may need more "picture-

making" words — words that

kodak the idea onto the brain.

It may have too many nega-

tive suggestions.

In advertising it doesn't take

many good ideas to be worth a

lot of money — and it is easier

to improve good advertising

than bad.

When the spirit of progress

moves y o u to conclude that

everything can be improved,

send me on your present printed

products.

Remit no money in advance

— if I can help, that can be

arranged later on a mutually

satisfactory basis.

M. W. CASSMORE
2025 Sixth ave.^^

SEATTLE, WASH.
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Eesson Eight

With this lesson we finish all the capitals.

You will find some unusually difficult ones
this time, and you should put forth your
lifst efforts oo tills plate. You should stop
and criticise your work often, carefully ob-

serving the form, slant. spacinK, width of

shades, etc., then rewrite and correct the^e
faults.

In making (! you should brine the first

shaded stroke within one space of the hn^v
line. The tendency is to not brint; the
stroke down far enough. F^'inish with u

comp()und stroke.

Make lower part of E the larster. Com
mence )' with oval the same as /'. B and A'.

and briuK the first shaded stroke down
same distance as O. Finish with capital
stem stroke.

Start f> with capital stem. In makiiiK
the last shade <lo not make it any heavier
than the stem part. You will find this :i

difficult letter that will require much,stud>'
and practice.

The f contains the compound cur\e
stroke and is finished with stroke the same
as the small t.

The first part of Q and -V are made the
same. The heaviest part of this shade is

half the height of the letter. Q is finished
with loop same as capital /.. -V is finished
with a light line left curve which just
touches the first shade.
.\ext month we will take up body work.

etc.

CRITICISMS

K. Reading. Pa. Your work is impro'
and appears very graceful. Make the A" ;

little wider and do not make the small loo;

of the Z quite so large. The rest of tli

forms are very good. You should now x

for strength of line and smoothness.

WANTED
busy tiv

'here sixty machine*
hours per day. Give experii

expected, etc. Address HUSTLER.
CARE OF Business Educator, Coi

IT IS WORTH SOMETHING
To be able to write a good card, for it ie
the best tiieans of advertising your
skill in penmanship. It also puts many
a quarter into your pocket. My course
of six lessons by mail is not excelled
by any for beautiful copies and com-
plete definite instructions. Price $3.00
in advance.

The best blank cards always
stock. Samples and prices for at;

"I have enjoyed receiving your les-
sons more than I can express. Your
copies have been a great inspiration to
me." C. H. Spsykh. Washington, D. C.

Mr. C. L. Smith, Lansing. Mich., a new man in the engrossing profession, is one whom
you will doubtless hear from occasionally from this on. The above was done in Sepia

wasVi and pen and ink. The original also contained gold illumination and some modest

green, with varied tones and hues of light and dark and redish browns.

^^^ <-I/^Mt9mim/'

Q^yfr/rrn^
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School proprietors

may be interested in our plan for get-
ting in touch witli public school officials
and their candidates for graduation this
year. Ask for " KOKM A" which ex-
plains the plan in detail.

F. W. MARTIN CO.
too BOYLSTON St . BOSTON, MASS.

WANTED T E .\ C H E R S of C

Reiiuired. Positions in High Schools and Col^
leges. Penmanship, Commercial Branches, also
teachers of Stenography Salaries $600 to $I,.=>Oll.

Register early Send for circulars,

APfNA M. THVRSTON. Mtfr.
Thurston Teachers' Agency

378 Wabash Avenue CHICAGO

40 Commercial Teach=
ers Needed

For Positions that are now open.
Good Salaries.

If you contemplate making a change
next fall, now is the time to register.
Many of the best schools employ their
teachers early in the season.

Goijtineqtal Teactiers' Hgcucy

Bowling Green, Ky.

FREE enrollment if you mention
this paper.

RIGHT AFTER THE

TURN OF THE YEAR

there is likely to be a strong de-

mand for teachers to bey:in work
with the new School session.

QUICK TEACHERS
are also getting in line for ne.xt

school year.

SAVE YOUR TIME

and ours by giving in first letter

all that a prospective employer
would like to know age, fam-

ily, education, ijualifications,

books and systems used, exper-

ience, salary, preferred location.

UNION TEACHERS' BUREAU

203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

FRANK YAUGHAN

WANTED Con mercial and S h o thand
teac bers to know that

secure the bes t positions through the Central
Teachers Agency Established 1899 Regis-
tration free; v cane
line today.

E. C. ROGERS
XANAGER

20 E. Gay St., Oolunrabtxs, O.

THE PRATT TEACHERS' AGENCY
"0 Fifth Avente, New York.

Recommends college and normal gradn-
other teachers to col-

The Agency receive
mercial teachers fro
schools, and business

WM.

many calls for com-
f)ublic and privatft
leges.

. PRATT, Manager.

MIDLAND TEACHERS* AGENCIES ^^
^''^2B.h^^.t^o.p"^.o

RRENSeURG. MO. PENDLETON. OREGON

COLOR.ADO XEA.CIIER.'S AGENCY
Fred Dick, Ei-Stat^e Sapt.,_ Manager, 1545 Glenarm St., Denver, Colo.; Boston, New York,

Los Angeles, Harrisburg. Atlanta. Commercial
with us. Commercial Teachers wanting
p their names on our list.

Salt Lake CitvChicago. Des Moines, De
Teachers wanting positions in the West .should regi
more desirable positions then they now have should k

c

•STATE NORMAL WAISTS MAN'
great State Mormal—a sch

students has asked us to find a ^ ..^„„ „i u..^.. =,..v,.We have many other good openings in high schools and colleges
te for full information.

aving an enrollment of over two thousand
for the head of their shorthand department

Free registration

THE SPECIALISTS' EDUCATIONAL BUREAU
= ROBERT 4. GRANT, Mgr. Webster Groves Station, St. Louis, Mo. =

OVER TH[ LONGDISTANCE PHONE Is ihi

Yes.

Mr. Gavlord?

-Well. I talked with Miss
in New Ynrk yesterday, and I am satisfied that she is the teacher we want for our
shorthand. You may close with her for me at $1000for eleven riwnths, no evening
teaching, salary payable weekly, begin September 1st."

"Thank you. I'll do it. Goodbye."
This is just a sample — one kernel out of the wheat bag-but we could till this entire ma-

gazine with letters and telegrams of similar import received in recent weeks, and the really
active setison will not open before April 15 to ,Iune 1, though meanwhile the shrewd and
foresighted among both teachers and employers will have been busv — --Better be safe than
sorry," you know. We are proud of the volume of high-grade business that is bting entrusted
solely to us by both teachers and schools. May we help you ?

THE NATIONAL COMMERCIAL TEACHERS' AGENCY
E. E. Gaylord. Mgr a specialty by a specialist Prospect Hill. Beverly. Mass.

TralDifl!] SgHooI lor Konmiercial Teaciiers

The systematic courses of study in tfie Rochester Busi-
ness Institute enable high school, normal school and college
graduates to master the commercial texts in the minimum
length of time.

Instruction in pedag;og>' and methods is regularly given
by experienced specialists throughout the entire course.

Six weeks' summer school session, from July 6th to
August 14th, for normal training in methods, and for ad-
vanced instruction in the subject matter. The cost of the
tuition for this course is $22.50.

Students entering now may continue in school right
through the summer months if they wish, or take a vaca-
tion of such length as they may desire, during June, July,
or August.

Very active demand at good salaries for graduates
from our normal training department.

Write today for syllabus of the teachers' course.

RocHester Business Ins-tittxte
R.ochester, Ne-w 'York.

(J^ ^f<^i-^i^i.^iJiUz^z^^.,.i^ii^i£i,/ii^i^i::^i,£^ ^^
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LETTERING
C. W. Hordf.r

6023 Morjan St.

Chicago

r^
number Six.

Here is another little Show Card equally
as simple as the one given last month. The
Pens used were a .\o. 5 Shading for the
heading and a Nn I Marking for the body,
the same as last month. In the heading
the lower case letters proper ( without the
shade ) were aliout ^4 inch high. The ones
of tlie body were about ^h inch high, with
about the same distance between lines.

The lines inclosing the initial letter " .1
"

should be in gold ink applied with an ordi-

nary pen. as should also the lines iinder-

neath the lettering.
The size of the Card was about 11x14 in-

ches, the lettering itself occupying a space
of about 7x9 inches.

It must be remembered that the margins
of these Cards, as they left me, do not show,
as the editors cut them down to save space
in engraving and printing. Always allow
u margin of at least -'i> inches on each side
c»f this kind of card. Anything less would
look a little amateurish.

If you wish to use a little color on this
Card, you may make the initial letter " A "

in a Red color of any kind that you may
have on hand, or in maroon. You will find
that any of these colors will look well with
the black lettering after the gold is added.

If you do your practice work on ordinary
wrapping paper or some such thing as I

recommended in the first lesson, be sure
that you have something under it so as to
make a good surface to work on. If you
work on single flexible sheets, a good plan
is to have 4 or 5 sheets of newspaper under
each while working on them. You will Bnd
by doing this that the shades from the
Shading Pens will come much clearer and
sharper, providing, of course, your ink is of
the proper consistency.

If your pen leaves stringy looking strokes
and you must press Tjnusually hard on it to
make the ink flow, or if the shades from the
Shading Pen often come broken in spite of
your hard pressing on the pen. you may be
almost sure that your ink is too thick. If,

on the other hand, the ink flows very freely
and the shades from the shading pens are
quite dark, sometimes not leaving a dis-
tinct dividing line or difference between
the heavy stroke and the shade, then your
ink is too thin. In case of your ink being
too thick, add about 4 to 6 drops of water to
it. In case of it being too thin add a little
mucilage or gum arable to it and stir well.

1 will criticise your practice work on this
lesson also, if you will send me your best
efforts, and enclose postage for its return.

merit mention Hist.

St. Mark's Schooi,, Srs. of Mercy, Al
toona, Penna. Kiitli Prescott, Pearl Glass,
Nora Wimer, Inez Kowan, Alice Kowan,
Leo Carso, Joseph Irwin, Ralph Miller,
Laurerure Myers, Klmer Hoover, .\nnie
Kimmel,Edna Murphy, Nora Sm'eal, Wil-
lie McfJarvey.

Leech's actual Bu.siness College,
(ireensburg. Penna. Marv C. Davis, Lillian
M. Kuhn, Frances M. Seller, Ruth Nichols,
Harry GrifKn, Gertrude Poole. Edna Poole,
R. Lloyd Brown, Howard Wright, Anna
Hartiell, Mary Carroll, Gertrude R. Horn.

sale looked

to

as Qm. time
Xo sape^ iiionciy

He has had two year's experience as prin-

cipal in public schools and four years at the
head of the commercial department of

Massey Business College. He has also had
charge for five years of the senior bookkeep-
ing and penmanship in the V. M. C A. of

Richmond, and for one year he directed
the penmanship in the Richmond, Acad-
emy.
Mr. McKinney is therefore a well educated

man, whose energy and ambition seem to
be boundless. Physically he is above the
average in size, socially he conies close be-
ing a favorite, and personally, a man whose
character seems to be on a par with, or even
above, his ability.
As a penman he ranks among the better

sort of our profession. His specialty is

business penmanship. H tlierefore gives
us more than usual pleasure to present hini
to our readers and to the profession as a
member of our calling worth being ac-

quainted with.

Designs and Card Writers* Manual.
Contains 70 pa^es, 190 styles of cai-dw illustrated. TpIIs

all about how to order the best and cheapest cards—cards
that are quick sellers. Don't fail to send for this book and
samples before placinsr your order for cards. A L'c stamp

H, A. McKinney, whose portrait appears
above, is but little more than past the quar-
ter century mark, but in spite of his years
he is one of the best qualified, by schooling
and experience, youtig men in our profes-
sion. In 1M99 he graduated with the degree
of A. H. from the Scottsburg Normal College.
In 11(02 he graduated fron; the Massev Busi-
ness College of Richmond, and in 'i;t04 he
graduated from the Zanerian. He recently
completed his third year in the science
cotirse at Richmond College.

YOVR. signatvre:
Written in the Mills style of business
writing and a cut furnished of the same
for $2.25. Send copy of the combination
of initials you prefer and also state size
of cut desired. Address,

195 Gri

C. MILrLrS, Script Specialist,

nd Ave.. ROCHESTER. N. Y.
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A Book That Has Proved Good
The conscientious school teacher will not experiment upon his students; he

will put into their hands books that he knows to be sound pedagogicallv, in

method, and in subject matter.

Williams and Jester on Commercial Law is a book that can be put into the

school with confidence that results will be good. The logical arrangement of

subject matter, the lucid, concise exposition of basic law principles, and the fine

list of review questions and leading cases are points that will commend them-

selves to every thoughtful instructor.

This book retails at $1.25. A copy for examination will be sent to any

teacher on receipt of $ -50

THE COMMERCIAL TEXT BOOK COMPANY
DCS MOINES. IOWA.
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Pages 7 and 8 of a series of album pages (4 in Jan. and 2 in Feb.) by P. W. Costello, the engrosser, Scranton, Pa.
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DESIGN INO
and

ENOBOSSINCi
By

E. L. BKOWW.
Bockland. Me.

J
onstant study is nec-
essary to win the
ereatest success in
any line of endeavor
and this class of work
offers no exception
to the rule.
We present here-

with a simple luit ef-
fective drawing
suit able for a foot-
piece, and its sim-
plicity in design and
values makes it an
excellent study for
beginners.
origii al d Xi
9x1*.^. inches. Make
acareful pencil draw-
ing of the daisies
with special atten-
tion to form and
values. When this is

done, outline in pale color with a new pen,
and when dry. erase all pencil lines. It
matters little what color is used, but clear
lamp black is the best on work for process
engraving.
First lay on a flat tone leaving the dais-

es white, and aim for an even, transparent
one. When perfectly dry add a darker
vash around the daisies, letting some of
he first wash show through in places.
Next tinish tlie daisies, and be careful not
o make them too dark. Always have suflfi-

;ient color in brush to speed freely. Brigh-
en up the design with very dark spots of
color here and there where the very darkest
tones occur.

Questioned and Jinswcrcd*
(JUESTION8.

1. What movement would you teach
children just beginning to learn to write?
At what age should the various movements
be taught

?

'-'. Please define the following : Com-
pact push-and-puU movement ; direct and
indirect compact ellipse ?

3. Why are the small letters more impor-
tant than the large ones ?

4. Which system would you teach chil-

dren slant or vertical, and why ?

B. M.
ANSWERS

1. We recommend that Arm Movement
be taught in the beginning, first upon the
black board and later upon paper, reducing
the size gradually year by year until the
5th year when it should be the size of an
ordinary hand. The various movements
should not be taught until in the upper
grades.

-'. Hy compact, push-and-pull movement
is meant that the exercises thus made are
composed of lines made very close together
and with the arm moving in and out of the
sleeve. By direct and indirect compact el
ipse is meant that the exercise is elliptical

ir.jyy/ • /rr
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in shape and the lines close together, and
made both from right to left and from left

to right.

3. The small letters are more important
than the capitals, because so many more
are used and because being smaller they
are somewhat more difficult.

4. We would teach a slight slant to chil-
dren in preference to the vertical, because
it is what they will naturally require when
they become older and because it can be
written more freely than the vertical.

QUESTION.

Do you consider automatic pen lettering
injurious to one's penmanship.

A Subscriber.

ANSWEK
Automatic lettering is in no way injur-

ious to penmanship unless one neglects
his penmanship for the lettering. Instead
of being injurious, it is in a measure help-
ful, because skill in one thing is of value in

other things as well. In other words, any-
one who has learned to do one thing well is

in a better condition to learn almost any-
thing else well than anyone who has never
learned to do anything efficiently.

eoncernitig the Proportion of Cetters

QUESTION

In the first eight years of school work,
what should be standard height of the fol-

lowing letters: h, 1, b, k,d, t, p and f? If

taught by the two-space plan, would you
make a change when the pupil enters the

high school ?

E. K. CONVERSE, Menominee, Mich.

ANSWER

We recommend the teaching of two-space
letters in the primary grades and three-

space letters in the grammar grades. Our
reason is that in large writing there should
be less difference between the long and
short letters than in small writing. Our
reason for recommending the change be-

tween the primary and grammar grades is

that comparatively few pupils go to the

high school, and that but few high schools

have penmanship taught therein. There-
fore if we would have practical writing

taught to the many, it is necessary to reach

them in the grammar grades.

KDITOK.
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BOOK REVIEWS

*' Stenograplier's Business Practice," pub-
lished by Powers & Lyons, Chicago, 111.,

contains
1 Text, substantially bound, well printed,

comprising 80 pages, and most excellent in-

struction upon all phases on the subjects
of typewriting, office methods, filing, du-
plicating, etc.,

1 Pad of Incoming Mail,
I Pad of Outgoing Papers,
1 Pad of Duplicate Freight Receipts,
1 Pass Book.
This seems to be something new in the

line for stenographers and right along the
line of the model office department, which
has been so much discussed at conventions
etc. The package seems to be workable
and practical, and any one interested in this
phase of the subject will do well to corres-
pond with the publishers for further infor-

mation and prices.

"The Pedagogical Writing Course" by
JL. H. Hausam, published by The Hausam
Writing Book Co., Hutchinson, Kans., isthe
title of a compact and complete little

volume of ^f.t pages, comprising a graded
series of lessons, exercises and copies in
muscular movement writing. Mr. Hausam
is too well known to our readers for further
comment, and those interested will do well
to apply to the author for further informa-
tion and prices.

'•D. B. U. Writing Lessons" by H. B.

Lehman, published by the Detroit Business
University, Detroit, Mich.. K. J. Bennett, C.

A. Principal, is the title of a 44 paged booklet
devoted to the subject implied in the title.

These copies have all tjeen photo engraved
from Mr. Lehman's skillful pen, and the in-
structions are to the point and explicit, as
well as practical. The work is carefully
graded, the style is graceful, and the print
good. For prices and further information
address the publishers.

" Smile " is the title of an attractively en-
grossed and illuminated S by 10 card com-
prising some wholesome sentiments for
the ofifice, price 20c prepaid, published by
W. E. Dunn, 203 Broadway, N. Y.

" The Ugly Duckling" and other stories,
by Hans Christian Anderson, in the ama-
nuensis style of phonography, by Ben Pit-
man and Jerome B. Howard, published l)v

the Phonographic InstituteCo .Cincinnati,
Ohio, is the title of a 49-page, well-bound,
superbly-printed shorthand booklet, of
special interest to all Ben Pitman stu-
dents and readers. Thiscompany certainly
gets out a large number of high grade pub-
lications, which no doubt accounts in part
at least for their large sale.

One of the most attractive volumes re-

cently received at this office is entitled
" English Made Plain " by C. C. Miles, 92 La
Salle St., Chicago, 111. The book is bound
in blue cloth, printed on good paper, and
contains 180 pages. Part one is devoted to
Words, part two to Sentences, part three to
Punctuation part four to Composition, and
part five to Letter Writing. If interested in
the subject of English, and who is not?, you
may do well to correspond with the pub-
lisher.

Cbe Cittic missionarv*

This may seem a queer title for an article
for The Business Educator. Neverthe-
less that is just what The Business Edu-
cator and other kindred papers are— Little
Missionaries. But to my story. When

came to Evansville in Sept., 1906, I found a

boy in the seventh grade in one building
who was classed as a very dull boy. The
pupils knew the feeling regarding him and
no one seerned to respect him and he had
reached that point where he did not respect
himself. What happened? I had not been
visiting that building a month before I dis-

covered that this boy had talent in the pen-
manship line. I told the principal and
teachers about it. They thought it some-
thing wonderful that I should think I had
found something this boy could do and do
well. I got him interested and he made
rapid improvement. He began to work. I
got him to subscribe for THE BUSINESS
Educator. Every time I visited the
building this boy had a stack of papers for
correction. What happened? He demon-
strated to those fiOO or 700 boys and girls that
he could do one thing better than any other
pupil in that building. By his skill with
the pen his fellow pupils have come to re-
spect him and best of all he has come to
respect himself. He also has the respect of
his teachers and will complete the work
preparatory for High School in June. The
building gave an entertainment some time
ago for a library fund and they put this boy
in one of the booths and he wrote cards.
He is ready now for his Certificate and by
June I hope to have him a fine amateur for
a boy of 1') years. I have had many such
experiences in my time and I have often
thought of a remark I heard a jockey
make once. " A rider must know how to
touch and hold a horse up to make him
rally and do his best." That sentence con-
tains a whole sermon in psychology. If we
as teachers only knew when and where to
touch the boy " to make him rally." THE
BUSINESS Educator and Certificate did it

for this boy.

J. H. Bachtenkircher.

OVR PRACTICAL LETTER WRITING
and the accompanying Graded Lessons in Letter Writing have stood the test in most
of the leading business schools of the country, also in the commercial depart-
ments of 771any other institutions, and their popularity is constantly increasing.

It seems that we can scarcely keep abreast of the demands, as unusual
interest has been aroused throughout the school in connection with this work,"
writes the Superintendent of the Business Department of one of the largest and
best-known schools in the country (referring to the recent introduction of our
Letter Writing and Graded Lessons, after a thorough test), and this is an echo
of the opinion of a very large proportion of the leading educators.

We do not want you to take our word for it that these are superior books.
A trial will convince you of their merits.

Correspondence solicited concerning the above-mentioned publications,
also our practical text-books on the subjects of spelling, English, shorthand,
commercial law, arithmetic, and bookkeeping, and the Twentieth Century Busi-
ness Practice. And do not forget our Everybody's (pocket) Dictionary.
A copy of this useful little book should be in every pupil's outfit. Illustrated
catalogue free.

THE PRACTICAL TEXT BOOK COMPANY
Euclid Avenue and 18th Street Cleveland, Ohio

iH^Af'"

PRACTICAL TEXT I BOOKCOiMPANY
--> CLEVELAND I -OHIO --
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-WE WANT YOV-
to know that the Faust Improved Autumilfir Shading Pens
are the liest made. When you compare the mcf-al, holder
and workmanship with other makes, you will be convinced,
and liny the Faust every time. We do not have to cut

prices to sell our pens. C)nce you use "The Faust," you will use no other. Sample ISc.
Seven sizes. Shading, Marking, Plain and Special, your choice $1.00 postpaid. Shading
Pen supplies of all kinds. Inks, Ornaments, Practice Paper, Compendium, etc. ()ur$2.50
and $.") IKI Special Outfits are bargains. Address.

C. A. FAdST, "The AutomaHe Man," tO Dearborn Street. CniCAQO, ILL.

y. Under the per:in the
vision of L. M.K

If interested write for information. Address
Pru. 0. H. lon^well,airland Park College,Du Motnu, la.

For Business Colleges and Public Schools — we carry the largest variety of
artistic stock diplomas and quote the lowest prices Our new, 16-page, Illus-
trated Catalog now ready—post-paid to any address. Estimates furnished on
Diplomas Made to Order. The H & B imprint stands for excellence—is it

on your Diplomas ? Resolutions Engrossed and Illuminated.

Ho^w^ard (Si Bro^vn, 3P Rocklstna, Maine

AMES & ROLLINSON COMPANY

IBEST gUALITYAT MODERATE C05T-F0R1 orm
uirLUi in^

203 Broadw/v New York^ .

PENMiflLNSHIP
jjood ones made better.
Write for my book, "How to Becom

a Good Penman," and elegant spec
mens of penmanship, FREE

F. W. TAMBLYN. KJNS4S CITV, MO.

T/flLUGHTBYMAIL

(Mp/m/m^/i^
BY MAIL

First Pr

Kor Schools and Colleges. KnKraved on Steel, Copper, Stone or Zinc.
SANVCL D. HOLT. Designer and EnRraver. 1208 Chestnut St.. PhiU4elpKl«L. f%..

nan who won the World*!
e in i'eiiiuanship. By ni;

new system I can make an expert pen
man of you by mail. 1 also tpach Book'|
keeping and Gregg Shorthand by n
Am placing my siudents as instructors!
in commercial colleges. If you wi
become a hetter penman write m
full particulars, I will send you FKEEl
one of my Favorite Pens and a copy ofl
^he Kansomertar Journal. Inclose stamp.^

C. W. RANSOM,
3825Euclid Ave. KANSAS CITY.Mo..
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Show, Cards.
SIGN PAINXIMO
^<m lettcrina

^stpl^e oTJ^tter^g,

e:ste:rbrook's pe:ns
'»»y to writ* with.

CORRECT DESIGN
— Hard to ate np."

UNIFORM TEMPER DURABILITY

150 STYLES

k. 1 Pkofissional
4<3 BCRINSm AND CcLLioaFiB. pointed and .laitie

^'^" Writ.rs «» bdbinbm and Collbom
tor card writine Made in 3 widths and with lone *<th fine and extra ^ne poinu.

point to both left and rlebt Elastic and imooth writing

Est«f-brook. Steel Pen Mf^. Co.
3« John St.. N. T. Cl«y C&naMsn. Maw Ja

THE PEN ART PORTFOLIO

The pen art
^ PORTFOLIO

^

Is just what its name implies—a portfolio, 8^ xUf inches,

comprising Pen and Pencil Studies, Nature Sketches, Portraits,

Sketches from Life, Figure Drawiiigs, Animal Pictures, Head-

ings a?id hiitials, Designs and Title Pages.

It contains a wealth of illustrations of permanent value collected
from nearly half a hundred artists. It is beautifully printed and
handsomely covered; a Superb Collection of Practical Art for Home
Students, Pen Artists, ^nd Lovers of TJeauty in Pictorial Art.

If you wish to learn to draw objects ; sketch from nature; make por-
traits; originate initials, headings, and title pa^es; create designs; and
illustrate advertisements and books, you will lind this Portfolio a veri-
table, " mine " of Information, Suggestion and Beauty.

It is carefully graded,appropriately classified, and specially prepared
to meet the needs of the student and the wantsof the artist; providing
instructions and copies for the former, and inspiration and reference
material for the latter.

It is a modern cyclopedia of pen art ; a thing of utility and beauty;
an ornament for the center table and a genuine help in the studio.

This work has been published to take the place of "Pen Studies"
which is now out of print. Of course, it is a much larger and better work
than " Pen Studies," the best in the old work having been retained in
the new, and much new uiaterial added.

Almost any one of the 4H pages is worth the price of the Portfolio.
Indeed, to any aspiring student, it is worth $25.00. The price asked,
however, is but $1.00, postpaid.

PUBLISHED BY ZANER & BLOSER COLUMBUS. O

\_JI^ yy^'^ve4-^iAe/l4i^i.n<^^C^i^aJ^e4^i^ieefC^Ui4^i^ty€yy.t't^-^vy^n£'ri-le^ &Xi^u^^^^^:'r j^ J
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l^he Conviction of Superiority
Which the Sadler-Rowe Texts Force in upon those who Examine Them

Is a Delig-htfui Sensation to the Teacher Who Wants the Best for his Students

One of the convincing arguments is the many new adoptions that were made this vear, and that

have been arranged for the coming year. Last week we secured the adoption of Business Bookkeep-
ing and Practice, Richardson's Commercial Law, and the Essentials of Arithmetic into the three

laryt'st scliools ol one state, whose combined business will amount to some $o,000 to $5,000 annually.

The owner of the largest school in an Eastern state writes :

" Last year I was induced to try

another system of bookkeeping. I have tried it. Next year you will have my order as usual for the

good, old, reliable Budget System. I have made my last change— certainly for years to come."
Business Bookkeeping and Practice, "the reliable, old Budget System," referred to, is coming

out in an entirely new dress in the next edition, with many little revisions and improvements, and
modifications.

Neiv E^ssentia.ls of Business A^rithtnetic

A complete revision of the Essentials of Business Arithmetic has just been .announced. The new
[•Essentials will be published May 10th. Not a word is necessar\' to exploit this well known text,

ixcept that the new book contains many changes, additions, and improvements over the old text.

Now is the time io get busy in regard to your courses for next year. We don't want to bother

\ou, and \'ou don't want to bother us, if you don't intend to make any changes in texts : but if you do,

and are ready to talk business we are anxious to luar from vou. This applies to all teachers and
school officers.

SADLtCR-ICOWE: CC BaltinYore, Md.

r ^
What Books are you Going to Use Next Year ?

^Q\Y IS THEy TIME "^^ .^'^''-' ''^"^ matter of commercial texts your consideration. Take
- time to make a decision which shall not be a hasty one. Test the

Powers and Lyons text books by actual use in your school this spring and vou will certainly want

to put them in your school permanently next September.

These books are worthy of vour investigation

:

Modern Accountant Modern Business Speller

Wholesale Accounting . Modern Business English

Mercantile Accounting Lyons' Commercial Law

New Business Arithmetic Birch's Rapid Calculation

Give the books an examination. Give them a trial in your school . You will want to use them next year.

We publish a complete series of strong texts for the shorthand department.
Manual of Munson Shorthand and its au.xiliaries, Dictation Studies, Complete

Touch Typewriting Instructor, and Stenographer's Business Practice are all texts

which you should examine.

WE WOULD LIKE TO CORRESPOND WITH YOU ABOUT BOOKS FOR NEXT YEAR.

WRITE TO US -^^.^^ ,, ^^^,_,^^,^

378 Waba>h Ave. ^S#^VU^VT^ ^9 C& ^\ W ^^#^WfC& 1131 Broadway

CHICAGO Mr%Jynf ILrMK^ Cc* M^ m %jm^ nswyork

^_J^ ^^^a^l'et^ic/^iJy^^',f^e^Ci.,/^^^fii;J/^iJ^^M^c<i£^i€t^^t fcL^Z^£i«^^-Jfj



MAY, 1908
TEACHERS' PROFESSIONAL EDITION. ^E DOLLAR A YEAR

ziER^LOSER]
PUBLISHERS

r-

NOW 's ''"'^^ """"^^ """^

-' EDUCATE FOR
THE PROSPERITY SO
CERTAIN TO FOLLOW.

NOW IS THE TIME FOR
THOROUGHNESS

AND SUCCESS.

COLUMBUS

mIMII' llWi IBB



Business School Course in Letter-Writing

Have You Seen It?

By Carl Lewis Allmaier. Drexel Instiliilc

It Is Unique, It Has 43 Graded Lessons.

The even pages of the book are in the form of printed letter heads representing all

businesses. On the odd pages is the text explaining the lessons. The student writes

his letter upon the letter head, detaches it, and hands it to the teacher for correction.

For simplicity, uniformity, and practicability, nothing like it is offered.

T A. B LE OF- CONT E N T S
Period Hyphen Acknowledgments
Comma Rules for Capital Letters Remittances and Inclostires
Semicolon Form of a Business Letter Letters Requesting Payment
Colon vSignature Letters of Recommendation .

Interrogation Point Composition of the Letter Letters of Introduction
Apostrophe Envelope or Superscription Letters of Application
Marks of Parenthesis Letters Asking for Credit Circular Letters
Double and Single Quotations Letters Ordering Goods The Writing of Telegrams

Price, 60 Cents. School exam, copy, 40 cents.

Park PixblisHin^ Compstny
2 134 Norttt Camac Street Piiiladelpliia, Pa.

The Benn Pitman System
Of Phonography is the National American Standard

of Shorthand Instruction and Practise.

Taught in the Public High Schools of 24 out of the 37

Cities of the first class (100,000 population and over)

in the United States.

[Send for .,ur selecled list of Public High SchoolsJ.

Taught in more Private Commercial Schools than all

non-Pitmanic systems combined.

[Send for our selected list of Commercial Schools].

Taught in a majority of the Catholic Parochial and Insti-

tutional Schools that teach Shorthand.

[Send for our selected list of Catholic Schools]

Used by the Official Reporters of Debates of the United

States Congress.

Used by two-thirds of the Shorthand Clerks holding Civil

Service positions under the United States Govern-

ment

Used by a majority of the Official Shorthand Reporters

in the State and Federal Courts.

Published by

The Phonographic Institute Company,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

BENN PITMAN, President.

JEROME B. HOWARD, Manager.

MAIL COURSE IN

HIGHER ACCOyNTING
CONDUCTED BY

R. J. BENNETT, C. A.. C. P. A.
Member American Associfttion of Public Accountants

Principal Detroit Business University

ASSISTED BY A STAFF OF
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS AND LAWYERS

TH E Course will consist of 25 carefully graded

lessons in Theory of Account*, Auditing,

Practical Accounting, and Business Law prepared

especially for candidates for the degree of CERTI-
FIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT, and for those who

wish to qualify as accountants.

The entire Course is under the direct supervision

of Mr. Bennett, Accountant, Author and Teacher,

whose counsel and advice may be had at all times.

We guarantee satisfaction, promptness, and careful

attention to all work, and reasonable rates. Special

attention given to commercial teachers.

Send for circular giving full information and an

outline of the lessons to

K. J. Bennett, C. P. A.,

15 Wileox Street, Detroit, Mich.
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You Don't Know Results

If You Have Never Given

("The sliorthand of the P^nfilish-spcakini; people." —Guilbert Pitman.)

A TRIAL!

Sometimes teachers or school proprietors say: "Why should I change to GREGG
SHORTHAND? I am Ketting good results with the old-time system."

The trouble is that they don't know results. Their supposed self-interest blinds

them to the fact that there has been progress in shorthand as in almost every other

branch of human activity.

They do not let themselves realize that nothing— not even indifference, neglect,

prejudice, or violent, unscrupulous opposition can retard progress in any line of human
endeavor.

GREGG SHORTHAND
represents the only progress that has been made in shorthand since the days of Isaac

Pitman. It is no longer an experiment. The biggest and best schools have been teach-

ing it for years and would never dream of going back to the old-time svstems.

Send for a list of schools— it will surprise and convfnce you. Ask for a copy of

"What They Say."

You don't have to take our word for it. You can give GREGG SHORTHAND
a trial in your school without expense or difficulty. Ask us how.

If a teacher, recognize the growing demand for "Gregg" teachers before it is too

late. Our correspondence course will help you. A copy of "Shorthand Contests" free.

THE GREGG PUBLISHING CO.
1123 Broadway, New York 151 Wabash Ave., Chicago

^S^S^S^S^S^S^S^S^S^S^S^S^S^S^S^S^^^
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JUST FROM THE PRESS

Style Book of

Business English
// /u/N ^ifcn ttio trincli pJcusurr to cxainine

jour- Slvjr fiook nflitisinrss F.n^li,sh", nncl we
hnpr to use it in ofir classes next vear. It rer-
tftinlv contains n xc^oat manj- of t ii c things
Hhicli hJI yitenoxcraphers ought to know, and
which nian,r fJo /;o/. — EDWARD H. EldridgK,
Simmons College, Boston. Maes.

l7pon examination of your Style Book, I am con-
vinced that it la a very practical work, up-to-date,
an<l presented in an attractive and new manner.

-M, L. Miner. Miner's Business College. Brooklyn. N. Y.

/ hare discoi-ercd that /tj- using the '*Stj-Je-
Book" ej'er.T' shorthand teacher heconies a pro-
ficient teacher of Englisli. It does awaj- with
the necessity of special teachers. The hook
fteems to he hased on a stndr of the errors in
former e.vaniination papers, f/ius gettinv: at the
verv heart of the husiness tnan's complaint
tliat hcginners do not know enough ofBusiness-
English stj'Je. In short, it seetns to he the result
of a »tudv of the dictator's needs and Iiis steno-
grapher's faults.—¥. K. Wood, JK., Wood's School,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Cloth, 127 pages, Price 60 cents

Examination Copy to Teachers 40c. nentioD School

Isaac Pitman & Sons, ^'
r'^Y""
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ISAAC PITMA
SHORTHAN
HOLDS THE WORLD'S RECORD

"There is always room at the. top" is the
old and true adace. But in the ladder
that leads to attainment the perspective
is reversed and the runes become farther
apart as the top is re.iched. The. poorly
equipped will rear.h no hl^he.r than the
level of their attdlnment.s. and so it is
with shorthand writers and shorthand
svstems.

The adioining diagram shows the highest
net speeds attained by the difterent sys-

tems in the FIRST INTERNATIONAL SPEED
CONTEST, Baltimore, Apiil 16, IWti, the

SECOND INTERNATIONAL CONTEST, Hostnn.
March 30, 1907, and the OPEN CHAMPION-
SHIP, London, England, March :i, IIXIH

^^Send postal for "International Con-
tpsts", "Which Sj-stem" and

" Sonje Points "

Isaac Pitman f? So"**
3 1 Cnion Squar« Nev York

A Practical Course in Touch Typewriting
BY CHAS. E, SMITH

The World's Champion Typist says of this work :

"The only te.\t-book from which I .studied, and the best in.struction book I hav« .seen."

As I mentionea before, the falling off of the receipts of this

house la one of the chief items affecting our profit adversely.

Those whose business or pleasure has taken them down the Strand dur-

ing the last few months will have noticed the length of hoarding stretch-

ing all the way from the Oalety Theatre to our house. How most peo-

ple do not care to walk along a path where the shops that they found

aamaenpnt in looking at have been replaced by a very usintaresting

piece of hoarding: and when, added to that, there was very often the an-

noyenoe of being smothered in the clouds of dust oatised by pulling down

8®" The above is a Facsimile of a one minute, demonstration by Miss Fritz at the Olympia Business Show. London.

England. March 6, 1908. The paragraph contains 112 words.

PRICE, 50 CENTS; CLOTH, 75 CENTS

ISf^aC Pitmcin f/ Son4^^ publishers. 31 Union Sg., N. V.

CJC '-•^^^'^^'''^^^''^^'^•^::'''^'^^^^^^<^!^^^'^'^-'^^ XJ
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ested in business education and penmanship in the
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business college proprietors, teachers and pupils,
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Co earl £. niarsball.

To be a master of the commonplace ;

Into the heavy things we lift with fears

Through all our days, to pour some vivid grace

Of Truth, and thus annul the weight of years

—

This was his hope.

And when the glory of the daily task

Succeeds its shame, and it stands forth refined,

No longer badge of toil, but kindly mask,

Removed a little where the soul was blind

—

This was his work.

Where we were doubters of our heritage,

Content to cringe while others stood in pride,

He saw the crown descend, past might and age,

In coronal of deeds so long denied

—

This his award.

MttLviN Cassmore.
.Seattle, \Vn., Couil. School.
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Previous to the introduction of ver-

tical writing in this country in 1893,

few people had thought much about
or experimented with the matter of

slant in writing. Everybody seemed
to take it as a matter of course that

fifty-two degrees was the natural or

correct slant for all.

The advent of vertical writing creat-

ed a violent commotion in the penman-
ship world. Teachers have, as aeon-
sequence, observed and studied the

slant question as never before, with

the natural and inevitable result that

neither the vertical nor the old-time
slant are now taught and required,

because both have proved to be ex-

tremes.

Vertical writing proved neither as

good as its promoters promised, nor

as bad as its opponents predicted. It

accomplished some good. It provid-

ed a means for observation and ex-

periment on a larger scale than would
have been possible in any other way.

One of the things learned is that ex-

tremes in slant are not best, because
not normal and therefore not natural.

Another of the things learned from
the experiments made is that slant has
less to do with the fundamentals of

cyrrect teaching, as well as correct

writing, than was supposed, and that

we now know more of the real essen-

tials than heretofore.

These essentials are that turn and
angle, retrace and loops, straight-line

and oval, are the fundamentals of le-

gibility rather than slant andaccuracy
and system.
The general teaching fraternity is

now awakening to the fact that arm
movement is as essential as form, and
that form and freedom should be em-
phasized at all times rather than a

specific slant and an impossible ac-

curacy.
With the vertical question and its

specific no-slant out of the way, ed-

ucators are seeing more and more
clearly that methods of teaching and
movement are the needed reforms,

rather than this, that or some other

slant. Publishers and agents who
are laying so much stress upon med-

ial slant reveal the fact that they are
ignorant of the real needs—/orm and
freedom.
The past decade has been, therefore,

on the whole, helpful, because it has
clarified the penmanship atmosphere
of the old ideas and ideals of extreme
slant, accuracy and no slant, and made
it possible to observe, experiment and
learn in a large, liberal, and logical
way. It has been an era of investiga-
tion, reflection, observation, experi-
ment, discussion and invention never
before equaled, and the result cannot
but be the better by it.

Put us down, not as calamity howl-
ers, but as profiters of opportunities.
The man who blames vertical for all

the ills usually does so to conceal the
fact that medial slant in copy book
form is the same slow, cramped, fing-

er movement which gave vertical the
black eye.

Put" form and freedom in the front,

and let slant take a secondary seat
with the many other details which
make for good writing.

Ulrite the editor if in Trouble

Entering a business school and be-
ginning a course of study and practice
designed to qualify one to make a
larger success in life than without it,

is, in the lives of many, the most im-
portant step taken during life, except
matrimony.
The most critical period, for thous-

ands, is the acceptance of the first po-
sition and the attempt to fill it satis-

factorily to all concerned. During
the first year many problems present
themselves which cannot possibly be
foreseen in any ordinary course or
scheme of instructions.
JTany of these problems will be pre-

sented and touched upon from time
to time by contributors to The Busi-
ness Educator. Keefover and Cra-
gin during the present year have said
many inspiring things and we have
many good things in store for the
future.

So do not let your subscription ex-

pire. We hope to help you as much
in your first year's position as we have
in your school work. A good journal.

like a good friend, is a good thing to
have at hand to which to turn for coun-
sel, encouragement and inspiration.

The Business Educator is the
friend of all who desire to achieve
success. The Editor, who has had to
do with a good many people in beginn-
ing their life's work, will be glad to

hear from any young man or woman
relative to difficulty, trouble or pro-
blem which may come up at anytime.
Should he be unable to give the de-

sired information or advice, he may
be able to find the proper party and
perform the necessary service indi-

rectly, and thereby more efficiently.

no

The little, two-letter, negative word
NO contains a great deal more back-
bone than the three-letter, positive
word YES. The reason is that it is

almost always easy and pleasant to
say "yes", and frequently difficult

and unpleasant to say "no".
Men who have achieved much—who

have made deathless names, have been
those who have had the courage to

say "//o" to temptation when pre-

sented in the form of fortune or in the
form of promotion or in the form of

ease or in the form of reward.
Some one has in substance very

wisely said "I can handle my enemies,
but I'll need help when it comes to my
friends," which is but emphasizing
the fact that to withstand the on-
sloughts of friends and kin and co-

workers takes much more courage
than to meet opposition at the hands
of opponents.
Roosevelt, Hughes, Folk, Hanley

are house-hold words of courage be-

cause they had the backbone to say
"«o" to patronage and precedent and
political pillage and plutocracy.

May we, too, cultivate the reserve

courage too say "no" firmly when
conscience says so.

Young man, young woman, encour-
age success to come your way by
learning to say fio with firmness when
temptation comes your way, even
though it may be coated with fair

promises and fat rewards.

t '^

preparation for a position; tt^at's ^^^^^^i^M-

5in5ing a position; tt^at's €asy, tt^cse bays,

filling ttjc position; tt^at's Success

^ J
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Tiduring On Business Deals

Every business man does a great
deal of planning- and figuring. If he
doesn't, he isn't a business man.
Haphazard investments will separ-

ate the chump and his coin about as
quickly as a poker table.
Now here's a problem in investment

1 had occasion to figure on a few
months ago. The investor wasn't at

all an.xious to let go his money with-
out being able to see what per cent of
profit he could probably make. In all

of which he was using good gumption.
Here it is from real life:

PROBLEM
Cost of lot $1200.00, house $2500.

Tax 20^ on 1/2 real valuation. Re-
pairs estimated about $20.00 a year
(covering long period. ) Insurance on
house only 2/5 value at IJ",, . House
would rent for $32.00 per month.
Would it pay and what per cent?
In addition, some discount or allow-

ance should be made for an occasional
month when there might be no tenant,
but disregard this in solution. Sup-
pose you hand your teacher your so-

lution. Work the problem without
assistance and send the answer be-
fore the 12th of this month to the ed-
itor of this paper. Names of those
getting correct answers will be pub-
lished.

Now if you can solve that problem,
maybe you can solve another. It is a
poor sort of person who can solve
other people's problems and give
good business advice without being
able to do the same thing for himself.

The biggest problem you have right
now is that of making your school in-

vestment pay. Suppose we figure

—

that's good business—just what you'll

have to do all your life. Here you are
as I have estimated it roughly—a com-
parison.

C().ST

no. course at $>.^. per month $210

no. course at $35. per oionth $4'.'U

SHOWING FIKST YEAR
Six Month Course.
Salary J.'iS. forfimo.- $210.

Salary $40. forfimo. $240 .

Total Income $450.

Expenses $30 for I mo.
12mo ---$360.

Profit lyr.-$ 90.

$9<J. profit on $210 - 42 per cent
Twelve Month Course.
Salary IW5. for 6 mo.- - $270.

Salary $55. for 6 mo 330.

Total Income $600.

Expenses $.». for 1 mo.
12 mo.- -360.

Profit! yr.--$240.

$240. profit on $420. 57 per cent.
SHOWING SECOND AND THIRD YEARS
Six Mo-?th Course.
Salary $45. for 12 mo. $540.

Salary $50. for 12 mo .- - ---$600 .

Total Income --$1140.

Expenses $40. for 1 mo.
24 Mo. 960.

Profit2yrs. - $ 180."

$90. (1 yr. profit) on $210. -- 42 per cent
TWELVE MONTH COURSE

Salary $65. for 12 mo. $780.

Salary $75. for 12 mo. 900.

Total Income $1680.

Expenses $40. for 1 mo.
for 24 Mo. 960.

Profit 2nd & 3rd years $ 720.

$360. profit (1 yr. ) on $420. 85 per cent.

Such a thing as giving absolutely
accurate figures would be impossible.
The figures for no two persons would

be exactly the same. But these fig-

ures are not far from an average for a
hundred persons. Probably the cost
of living is too low throughout. That
would make the per cent of profit

greater on the twelve-month course as
compared with the six-month course.
I know many a young person who has
earnedmore than$75 a month the third
year after a twelve-month course.
That is a low estimate. I do not

know many six-month students to go
far beyond $50 a month unless they
used their course as a stepping stone.

Figure for yourself. It is a settled

fact that the thoroughly prepared
person soon has from $75 to $100. a

month; and the poor ones- well friends

tell me that hundreds of them can be
hired in the big cities at from $5 to

$8 a week, and where cost of living is

greatest. Figure for yourself. Does
it pay to stop school before getting
the best,

/f= ^^

2!t]c Business trisbom tt]at succccbs in scl^ool iDill

make success aftcrmarb. 5!,'l7e one xo\\o is zealous in

getting tt^e full mortt^ of tl^e tuition t^e pays for (x\(^

vo\\o \\as tt)e judgment to get all t{7at is necessary be=

fore going out— tt^at one miU make a success out of

sct^ool because of tt^e same goo5 business sense.

^: J
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LESSONS IN PENMANSHIP
C. E. DONER,

Supervisor PenniAnship, Beverly, Mass., Public Schools.

S,-n<i practice fur critii-isnis to "Criticism Kilitor," Business Kducator, Columbus, Ohio.

=^

Cesson 81. -Notice the style of r at the end of the line in copy 1. This is a very good style of letter and some may care to make it.

Surely. "Voiith is the time for improvement ;" and surely now is the time to improve your penmanship. Make good use of your time.
Practice the words and the sentence very faithfully. Study height, slant and width of letters. Observe little things for yourself.

x̂n^y
^]

'^yfyt-^^.rylMfy (AJiZ4^vvi.^aJZi^ /AJyUy^pi^t^yLiy UijJjym^Jjy Lj

i4''rM^jA'AyiyViy
^ <:?0

ryjAAny -^^ Jpyi^^y ^yCfyyn^

CessenSZ. Everyone will have occasion to write salutations, abbreviations and complimentary closings. This lesson furnishes a
few of those most commonly used. Practice each one thoroughly until you can write it well. A lesson of this kind should not he passed
over hurriedly, since it is of practical value.

^^-^y/y cpLe-^aAy yynnJ'yT^y (.^yyyi.L^
a\

^^^yy \ /^/

i^yj
y,

^^<^(^-tAAJ tT-uycJ cMU^AA^,

Hesson 83. Combination practice is interesting Practice the C'iJ combination carefully. Make the pen glide rapidly and freely
over the paper. In the first combination stop the pen at the top of the C, at the end of the downward stroke in the B and at the end of
li. The stroke and the pen should stop together atthe end of the ii-this makes a dot. Make the pen glide rapidly over the paper in
combination writing. Learn to combine the initials of your own name. Since this lesson is only suggestive, a great many other capital
letters can be joined in this way. Think of other capital letters that can be joined. Capital letters that cannot be joined together well,
make single.
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Cesson 84. This lesson shows how capital Iftters can be joined together in writing proper names. The lesson is only suggestive.

A great many other names can be written in this way. Learn to write your own name, in a characteristic way, after this fashion. You
are at that stage in your writing when you ought to be using an individual, characteristic style of your own. Character in your writing
is as desirable as character in your life. Practice these names, and many others, earnestly and faithfully.

-^£d^..^^^y -^i;^4C^^w-7,^v.^ uSdCS..^^^y -^
'(£dj2)..^^^y -^€k22£.^^.^ '^2tjU-!iiyy^^^j'y^
^£d/ik.^^y ~(^,,W^<^.,^.fr^y ~CZ^4^>fy-a,^^,<my

^€k2$£.^^y -(^,.M^i^^.r^y ^jH^J^^,^y -^

Cesson 85 See how well you can write this lesson. Practice it over and over again until you feel satisfied that you have done your
best Then compare your present style of writing with the style yr>u wrote before beginning to practice on the lessons in this book. Al-
ways write with free arm movement.

4y4y -yj^l.^yCyULyCy(y]^lya yUUryyiy^/\yJ^.^iry^ yiyyv^ /.JyTM-^t^-tZ-^.d-AAy,,

^cn^^tyU 17 3 /J^Cjf^/o

'^^lyvnyy.
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CRITICISMS

J
K.R., Crookston. Ovals are fine. Other

exercises not free euouf^h. You need ijive
a great deal of attention to figures. They
look crauiped and labored.

I. P. g., Minn. It ouglit not to take you
long to wrin our certificate. Keep beginning
and ending *itrokes on the sanieslant. Sec-
ond part of ,r too high.

\. E. G., Pa. Keep loops shorter. Watch
turn and angle- Make capitals more rapidly
and more gracefully.

VV. F. M., Wis. Your work is very good*
Your chance of getting a certificate depends
altogether upon you. You can win one if

you give your penmanship the necessary
attention, otherwise you will not be able to
So do your best.

M. H. R., Pa. Up stroke of S too straight.
Small 6 is too sharp at bottom. II' slants
too much, keep first down stroke more
nearly straight.

M. P. B.. Calif. • Many" looks like
" mamj ". Watch turn and angle. Some of
your words are written twice as large as
others. On the average your work is a trifle

too largp. You need give loops attention.
Study form of the cap of T and F.

K. F.. McKeesport. Movement not free
enough. Lines look too wavy showingthat
you are not writing easily and rapidly. Ex-
tended letters too tall. Capitals too tall.

L. W.,Ky. You have angles where there
should be turns too much of the time.
Watch this very carefully. Your writing
is strongand businesslike. No further criti-

cism.

W. D.. Pa. Little loop in B should be tip-

ped upward. You need to study form a
great deal. You could do better work with
a coarser pen.

A. T . Calif. Ovals fine. Hit the base line
with every down stroke. Applj- the same
easy motion you use in your ovals, in mak-
ing the (>. You are making a fine start.

San Luis Obispo, Calif. Sign your name
to your work next time. Practice ovals
and nothing else for about one month. Cul-
tivate a lighter touch.

M. McC, Calif. You are now doing fine

work. One suggestion, study form more
and practice less. Find out exactly how a

letter should be made before you undertake
it and your progress will be more rapid.

O. P. M., Kans. First up stroke of A' and
H not curved enough. Study form of r and
«. For professional purposes write slower.

B. S . Benton,
arm movement,
most altogether
good.

1 are not using enough
)ur writing is done al-

ith fingers. Form is

Hit the base line with
Watch this carefully.

O. C, McKeesport
every down stroke.
D too big and slants too much. Now remem
ber that base line.

J. B., N. C. N. You need to put in two oi

three weeks' work solely on exercises. Do
not attempt work that is too difficult for

you. M aster the work aa you gu aud uoue

of it will seem difficult. If any work seems
hard for you it is simply because you have
not mastered the previous lessons.

L.F.. Calif. Y'ou are on the right track.
It will do you no harm to work some on Mr.
King's lessons. Mr. King's copies are very
free and business like and you will do well
to trj' to imitate them.

K. E. B, Nebr. Do not shade down
strokes. Use a freer easier movement even
though you do not get the form quite
so perfect. Glossy ink is not good for busi-
ness writing.

W. H., Loe Angeles. Ovals are fine. You
need to work on loops. Yours are too sharp
at the top. Do not shade down strokes of
the loops,

W. F. M., Wis. Could you not write a tri-

fle smaller? Develop a shorter style of capi-
tals. Y'our work is very good.

G. E. H., S. C. I fear that you are not
mastering tlie work sufficiently as you pass
from it. Already you have gotten to work
that seems too difficult foryou. Put a great
deal of work on the January and February
lessons.

M. G., Des Moines. Upper loop of capital

L too big ; lower loop too small. Keep loops
short. Last upper turn of M and A too
sharp. Exercise work is fine.

F. C. K., Texas. Try to write more of a
running hand, wider but not quite so tall.

Keep loops shorter.

H. W., Lebanon. A review is just what
you are needing. Would that more would
review. See if you cannot write a trifle

aiualLer. See how easily you can write.
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A. T., Calif >rake tlie tirst two parts of .V

strike the base Hue. First part too tall for

the second part. Try to write more rapidly

and yet not use a jerky motion.

J. F. L.. S. Dak. Work some on Mr. King's
lessons. You need a review. Capitals are

made too slowly.

K. C.K., Portland. Could you not write
nioreof a runninK hand? Your writing is

very good. Watch the base line.

C. I). K-. Calif. Ovals too long and too

slanting. You do not retrace them closely

enough. You should master these move-
ment exercises before you take up sentence
writing. Your sentence writing will do you
no good until you do.

E.J. L., Nebr. Good work. No criticism.

J. K.. Nebr. Your work hicks strength.

"Jiggl>'." expresses your ciuality of line,

although there is no such a word. Follow
a copy given you by E. J. L. Watch him
write. Then you write likewise.

A. P. M., N. Y. Curve last stroke of H at

the top. More freedom in capitals. Use a

coarser pen.

J. T. Y. Practice ovals two Inches high,
175 per minute for a week, then work some
ou small letter exercises, in and n too

sharp at the top.

F. E. S., Conn. Very practical. Keep
turns of //; and n more rounding. Keep
down stroke of c less rounding.

Mr. J. K. Plummer, penman in Sadler's
Bryant and Stratton liusiness College,
Baltimore, Md, sends in a large bundle of

students' work which averages about the
best of anything we have received for a

good while. When it comes to doing things
with a pen Mr. Plummer is not so slow He
doesn't write like most " plummers. "

E.E.W.,0. Up strokes of A, i/. .v and G
too straight. Good work.

L. F., Calif. H is a trifle wide and the
crossing of it a trifle high You are now on
the right track and doing tine work.

Miss Helen B. Waller, supervisor of pen-
manship in the Osage, la., public schools,
submits some exercise work of her pupils,
which is as good or better than the average
work done by public school pupils. Miss
Waller is a supporter of THE BUSINESS
EUUCATOK, and we hope that she may con-
tinue to get good results.

C. S. K., Calif. First stroke of A' looks like

y. Ovals uot retraced skillfull' enough.
Study form of the small letters carefully.

N. J., Nebr. Watch the base line. Try to

write with an easier movement. Up stroke
of iJ too straight.

L. L. W.,Tenn. I wish all would send in

such work as you do. Last upper turn of in,

n, h. etc., is too sharp. Lower loops should
be no larger than upper loops.

D. W. A., Minn. You do not apply the
satue easy motion in your small letters
that you use in making ovals. Try to do
this. Loops too long.

G. H., Nebr. Do not hold your pen so
tightly. Do not shade down strokes in any
of your work. You need work a great deal
yet on exercises.

J. R. B., III. We suppose you got two criti-

cisms last month. Work is good. Keep
loops shorter.

.M P. B., Calif. Write slower. It would
not take long to All up a ledger with this
kind of writing. Loop in G' too little in pro
portion to the size of the letter.

(T
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SPECIMENS
J^

>[r Carl Wessel. a pupil of W. E. Keen of

the Vincennes, Ind.. High School is the
making of a very fine penman if he will

only persevere. The specimen of his work
before tin shows boldness and strength.

Both Mr. \Ves9el''and his teacher, Mr. Keen,
deserve credit. Mr. Keen's pupils carry off

a good many of our BUSINESS EDUCATOR
Certificates.

Mr. P. M. Bridges, Dallas. Texas, swings
a very graceful pen as shown by cards re-

cently received from him. He also does
some very clever lettering.

Mr. Don A. Greeman. Wenatchee, Wash.,
a supporter of THE BUSINESS EDUCATOR,
is working hard to reach the top in orna-
mental penmanship. A letter recently
sent us shows that Mr. Creeman has quite
a bit of talent along this line which he
should, by all means, develop.

We have just heard from Mr. W- F. Hos-
tetler, penman in the South Bend, Ind.,

Business College, with a nice list of sub
scriptions and an order for a few certifi-

cates, which he says is only a "nest egg".
Mr. Hostetler is a good friend of THE BUSI-
NESS Educator and is doing a great deal
for thecause of good writing.

Mr. R. W. Long. Butler, Ore., has sent us
a large number of high-grade, professional
specimens. Mr. Longhas skill enough up
his sleeve to become one of the finest, and
from the looks of the systematic practice
work he sent in, it appears as though he is

going to do it. THE BUSINESS EDUCATOR
wishes him success

A big bundle of specimens was received
from the big Metropolitan Business College,
Cleveland. Ohio, Mr. E. A. Thompson, pen-
manship teacher. Mr. Thompson has rea-
son to be proud of the results which he is

getting.

One of the best high school penmanship
teachers we know of is Mr. A. A. Erblang.
Quincy. 111. He sends specimens of his pu-
pils' work to The BUSINESS EDUCATOR
regularly. These specimens show the re-

sult of proper penmanship teaching and
measure up close to the work done by our
Business Colleges. It is needless to say
that Mr. Erblang is a good friend of THE
BUSINESS EDUCATOR.
Messrs. Thacker and Hughes, proprietors

of the Union Commercial College, Grand
Forks, N. D.. are getting some unusually
good results in penmanship, Thev have
just sent in some specimens some of which
are quite professional. They report that
their attendance for this year is about 'Ms.

Mr. M. A. Adams, a pupil of the editor's
hassent in some very high grade specimens
from one of his pupils. Mr. Adams is one
of the hustlers of the Business College pro-
fession as well as a teacher of practical
penmanship.
Mr. A. E. Cole, penmanship teacher in

Duff's College. McKeesport, Pa., is sending
in a good many subscriptions from time to
time. To those who have noticed the stu-
dents' specimens published in The BUSI-
NESS EDUCATOR, nothing need be said re-

garding Mr. Cole's ability as a teacher.

Big Kapids, Mich., seems to be headquar-
ters for fine penmanship, judging from the
numberof subscriptions that Mr. A.M. Won-
nell, penman in the big Ferris Institute,
sends from that place. A great many BUSI-
NESS EDUCATOR Certificates find their
way into the hands of Ferris pupils.

A package of specimens received from G.
A. Henry, penman in the Central Business
College. Kansas City, Mo., reveals proper
instruction on the part of Mr. Henry and
faithful practice on the part of his pupils.
The ovals are asfine as any we have ever
seen and their small letter writing is unus-
ually free and strong. A number of the best
specimens were written in ink too pale for
reproduction,

Mr. Roy Smout. penmanshipteacherin the
Acme Business College. Everett, Wash., is

getting splendid results as shown in the
bundle of specimens which we recently re-

ceived from him. Quite a number of BUSI-
NESS Educator certificates will doubtless
find their way into the hands of his pupils.
THE BUSINESS EDUCATOR wishes Mr.
Smout a continuance of his success.

Mr. Chas. F. Zulauf a former pupil of the
Ferris Institute, Big Kapids, Mich., &nd re-

cently at Xew Brighton, X. Y., writes a
splendid business hand as shown by speci-
mens before us. and intends writing better
still by Fall as he expects to devote his
summer to exclusive work in penmanship.
A very well written letter in a business

hand with inclosures of some artistic pen-
manship are hereby acknowledged from
our friend and former pupil, Mr. L. V E.
Peterson, manager of the Metropolitan Com-
mercial College. Red Wing, Minn.

Possibilities in Craining Clie nrm
and Iiand

J . H. HACHTKNKIRCIiER. SUPR. WKITING
EVANSV'ILI.E. IND.

Writingis a utilitarian art and largely me-
chanical. It is said to be the most useful of
the arts. Surely no subject in the public
schools is more generally used, yet the possi-
bilities of the machine which does all this

work is so little unilerstood. Manufacturers
and business men are constantly on the
alert looking for machinery that will turn
out more and better finished product, yet
the public school teachers and some supervi-
sors in penmanship pay but little or no atten-
tion to the machine, the arm, which turns
out so much of the daily work.
Why is it that so little attention is given

to the training of the hand and arm ? Much
is being said and written concerning Man-
ual Training, Hand Craft, but what about
the machine doing the work ? Let us study
for a time the arm and hand from the me-
chanical side. The point of a pencil revolv-
ing around a fixed point generates a circle.

If a pencil be made to revolve around the
end of the pencil, which is revolving around
the fixed point, the point of the second pen-
cil will describe a very complicated curve.

If a third pencil or radius be attached to

the second, the end of the third will describe
the cycles and eficycles by which the an-
cient astronomers explained the move-
ments of the planets in the visible heavens.

If a fourth, atifthanda sixth be madeto
revolve around the end of the preceding,
whilst the first revolves around the original
centre, curves of the sixth order can be de-
scribed—or any curves used in the Me-
chanics Arts.
This system of revolving radii represents

the human arm, beginning at the shoulders
and ending at the tips of the fingers. The
shoulderisthe fixed point. Theelbows. the
wrist-joints, and the fingers with their vari-

ous joints represent the description given
the foregoing. It simply shows the wonderful
possibilities in trainingof thearm and hand.
While the child may be able to write

plainly without spedial training of the arm
and hand, it can not be denied but that
much better and faster work can be turned
out if correctly trained. I have seen teachers
conduct a physiculturedrili and insist that
every child stand erect, fiat footed, shoul-
ders back, heads up. muscles relaxed and
when an hour later had you visited her
room during a writing period or a written
recitation her pupils would have put you in

mind of a room full of rag dolls at an after-

noon tea. Doubled up, bent over, sitting on
one foot, one hand in lap the other twisted
in a most unnatural position. Yet many
teachers say "I do not care how a pupil sits

and holds his pen so long as he gets results."
What kind of results will he get? The

hand is trained in play. Why not train it

in writing? Watch boys play marbles. See
how particular they are in getting the
"taw" held correctlv. Watch them spin
tops. The top ip held firmly in a certain way.
Watch boys "plug tops". See how accur-

ately the arm is trained in this sport.

Watch little children play "Jack Stones."
See howquickly the handmovesin gather-
ing up the Jacks, after the ball is thrown.
Yet I have followed these same pupils into

the school room and watched them writing
slowly and laboriously drawing written
characters. Why? Lack of proper training
and ignorance of the possibilities of the
human hand and arm.

\

\
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Lessons in Practical Business Writing
R. C. KING

OAKLAND AVENUE MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.

Specimens for Criticism should reach Columbus by first of

month of publication.
nth preceding

PLATE 14

'' cf d' d' cf^cfcy^cf(^

Plate 15. First line. This is a very difficult exercise, and requires great freedom of movement. Avoid getting letter too large at
bottom, and too small at top. Second line.—Same as first line. Keepdownward stroke almost straight. Third line.— 1)0 not raise pen.
Observe instructions for lines one and two. Fifth line.—Join the letters with a strong gliding movement. Do not attempt to make
more than four in a group. Sixth line.—Notice curve in initial stroke. Do not slant loop too much. Kighth line —Make without lifting

pen. Use free arm movement.

PUATE 15
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Plate 16. First line. Make oval small, and downward stroke almost straight. .Second part of letter is made up entirely of com-

pound curves. Second line.—Make oval small, downward stroke almost straight. ^Notice carefully curves in second portion of

letter. Third line.— I'se strong gliding movement. Fourth line.—Good advice. Follow it. Put into practice at all times Fifth line.—

The A begins and ends like A. Second part resembles r. Make small oval horizontal. Sixth line.—Same as for first line. Seventh line.

—Use a stronK movement. Finish k with narrow turn.

PLATE 16

Plate 17. First line.—Swing out full and free on the retracing of /,. Make lines full strong curves at top and bottom. Make loop at
bottom small. Finish below line. Second line.—Same instruction as for first. Thir<l line—Close a at the top. Watch ending strokes.

Fourth line.— Fill out the required number of pages. Study slant and spacing. Fifth line. Use arm movement. Keep crossing low by
curving up stroke. Check motion near base line so as to keep turn narrow. Sixth line.— Same instructions as for fifth line. Seventh
line.—Make freely with arm movement. Use but little finger action.

PLATE 17
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Blackboard Lessons in Business Writing

By America's Leading Teachers of Penmanship

V

! Colleen, I'ertli AiiiIk

Ulc Cbeerfullv Comply.

Cincinnati, <\, 4-3, 'OS.

Zaner & Bloser,

Columbus, O.

Gentle?IEN:—The April Xo. ofThe Busi-
NESS Educator just at hand. I note that
under my blackboard lesson vou have
placed the following line :

" By C. R. Tate.
I'resident, College of Commerce, Cincin-
nati, Ohio. " Now in justice to Mr. Scully
I must ask you to please make a notice of
correction in next issue. Our school has no
President, both of us being Principals, and
we do not want the public to get the impres-
sion that either is President.
Trusting that you will make the correct-

ion for us, I am
Yours truly,

C K TATK.

Beautiful Blackboard writing by S. B. Fahnestock, McPherson, Kans., College.
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• What Othtrs
Have Done You

Can Do
Also."

^i^

STUDENTS' WOK^K AND PAGE
Dedicated to the best engravable specimens of exercises and business

writing received from schools and students; improvement,
timeliness and excellence considered.

Observation,

Care and Appli-

cation -The
Kssentials.

i/

Business Educator Certiticate Winners in the Columbus, (-)hio, Business College.

T^t^-tr—i i-'t^ '

^^--z^lff^ y^ >'Z'f- -.^ ''f ^'"V^v. -^ ^^'g^:r^

z..^-',

•->^.'-'; y .,

First three lines by Mr. i > i' Unrne--, secoci.I three lines by Miss Letiore James, pupils, Blif^s College, Columbus, ().
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A page of Business Writing by Francis B. Courtney, Caton'a College, Minneapolis, Minn.
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EDITOR'S PAGE—PENMANSHIP EDITION
A Forum for tlio Expression of Convictions [Relating to Methods of Toacl)inij and the Art of Writing

OUR PLATFORM : FORM AND FREEDOM FROM FIRST TO FINISH

^ J
Emperical Experimentitia.

First we had the Spencerian ideal

plan of form by the slow, drawings
finjjer inovenient, with freedom and
fore-arm action to follow in easy
stages, but they didn't, and failure

followed.

Next came Gaskell and muscular
movement, and Michael and speed,

each willing to sacrifice form for his

particular pet theory, but the form
thus sacrificed was gotten together
by too strenuous training to be prac-
ticable for the many who do not in-

tend to follow writing as a specialty.

Then came the big Chicago World's
Fair where the verlical was advertised
and promoted. It was given a fair

show but it failed to slioif the results

promised, and it quickly stepped
down and out.

Many teachers of writing are now
experimenting to " find where they
are at " and as a consequence some
strenuous training is being indulged
in, more particularly in the primary
grades.

Some authors and teachersconclude
that if a certain kind of writing is

best for adults, it must also be best
for children. They do not seem to

comprehend the vast difference in

years and consequent capacity be-
tween children of six and seven, and
youths of twelve and fourteen ; be-
tween conditions as found in the
highly specialized business college,

and the general, non-technical pri-

mary school.

Little thought seems to have been
given to what a child can do which
he should not and what a child should
do which he does not. The c|uestion

of teaching writing to children is not
unlike the question of child labor in

factories, or the training of colts.

Children can learn to do effective

work in factories, which the law wisely
prohibits, not because they can't, but
because it is not best for the child's
future. Colts can be trained to trot

or run phenomenally fast on the track,
but turfmen have learned from experi-
ment that records under three years
old are dangerous.
There is no question in our mind

but that children in the primary
grades can be taught and trained co

write quite well a small hand and with
the arm, but that to do so means too
strenuous training for childhood and
should therefore not be exacted.

In the light of modern pedagogy it

would seem that much of this train-

ing or experimenting is premature be-

cause the children are too immature
to stand it without impairing their

fullest physical and mental growth.
For small, swift writing is the most

skillful art humanity is expected to

acquire. No other universal art so
suppresses breathing as writing of

ordinary size.

For these and other reasons too nu-
merous to mention here, we are of the

opinion that large and free writing
should be taught to children instead
of small and rapid writing ; that size

should be diminished as the child
grows and that speed should be in-

creased as capacity allows and neces-
sity demands.

In other words, we are in favor of
normal development rather than ab-
normal training, in penmanship as in

other things.

Penmanship Certificates.

This is the time of the year when a
large number of Business Educ.'^tor
Certificates are granted to subscrib-
ers who have acquired a good busi-
ness handwriting.

If you are in doubt as to whether
your penmanship is up to our re-

quirement, hand your specimen to
your teacher and if he approves it

have him send it on to us. We re-

turn a great many with criticisms,
but we accept a good many because
they are what we consider good.
The Business Educator Certifi-

cates are prized because they mean
something to those plucky enough to
possess them. Of course, if you are
a home student and have no other
teacher than The Business Educator,
say so and send your work direct to

Columbus.
All that is required is a sheet con-

taining a set each of figures, little

letters and capitals, and a sentence
or two. The price for the certificate
is but 50 cents, which includes an il-

luminated seal of four colors.
Address, Zaner & Bloser Co., Col-

umbus, Ohio.

^jjea-C'^^
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Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Bolinger
request the honour of your presence
at the marriage of their daughter

Anna
to

Elmer C. Miller
Wednesdny noon, April the fifteenth

nineteen hundred and eight
West Milton, Ohio

At Home
until September the first

West Milton, Ohio

Contents

Ot the Pr«t«ssl«nal CditUn «l Cbc
Bu*in**c Educator tor

may, 19OS.
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English, F. M. Erskine, Grand

Prairie, Seminary, Onarga, 111.
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more. Md.

Practical finance, R. J. Bennett,

C. A., C. p. A., Detroit Business

University, Detroit, Mich.

Typewriting, A.C. Van Sant,<>maha,

Nebr., Van Sant's School of Short-
hand.

School Advertising, M. W. Cass-
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Seattle, Wn.
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Catalogs and Circulabs.
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J
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BEPOliT OF THE
EASTEKN COMMERCIAL TEACHEKS' ASSOCIATION

^

S. C Williams, President 1!)07-.S,

Convention Meld in Central lllgli School, Philadelphia Coinmen-ial iMu<>e(iin, and Motel Walton,
April 10, 17 and IK, 1908.

-^)

Human service, unselfish and seer-

like, seems to sum the secret of the
success of the meeting in the cit)' of

brotherly love and political corrup-
tion.

Of the latter we saw no evidence,
but on the other hand we did see a
city of wonderful proportions, effi-

ciency and enterprise, and in due
course of time we sincerely believe
that we shall see there a city free from
Sraft and selfish administration.
The Dutch and the Quakers are pa-
tient, plodding and long-suffering,
but they will not forever remain silent
and suffer themselves to be governed
by craftiness and greed, and at some
not distant day the true spirit of its

true men will dominate its political

government as it has ever dominated
its philanthropic, educational, indus-
trial and commercial institutions.

The city of simple, honest service;
the city of hospitable home.";; the city

of Penn and Franklin, of Girard and
Wanamaker; will again become in re-

ality the foremost city in independence
and liberty as it has ever been the city

of love. The spirit of unselfishness
in human service is in reality a smoul-
dering volcano of gathering strength
and indignation which shall ere long
burst forth and surprise and subdue
the political selfishness centered
there, and which has so long held
sway, solely because it was service-

able as well as selfish and conse-
quently corrupt.

Philadelphia is well policed (recent

rottenness to the contrary) well paved,
superblj' equipped with transporta-
tion service, and the city of fine homes.
Therefore all credit and honor to

our host; and we also desire to say
all honor and praise to the guests who
seemed so appreciative and conscious
of the hospitality and human service

so efficiently provided and so unself-

ishly given!
Providence, R. I., the next place of

meeting, is almost as rich in history

and varied in interest as Philadelphia,
and quite as suggestive, hospitable
and euphonious in name. Therefore
we who have partaken of the recent

hospitable, intellectual, professional
and sociable treat may naturally an-

ticipate similar enrichments of the in-

tellect and soul in the city of Provi-

dence, where the Narragansett sea
adds its charm for inland sore eyes and
pedagogs' souls.

So here's our best to the parting

and prospective host.

Officers of the Hssociation for 1907^8.

S. C. Williams, President, Roches-

ter Business Institute, Rochester, N.

Y.

H. W Patten, First Vice-President,

Central High School, Philadelphia,

Pa.

W. B. Sherman, Second Vice-Presi-

dent, Bryant & Stratton College,

Providence, R. I.

J. J. Eagan, Third Vice-President,

Eagan School of Business, Hoboken,
N. J.

F. E. Lakey, A. M., General Secre-

tary, English High School, Boston,

Mass.
. J. E. Fuller, First Asst. Secretary,

Goldev Business College, Wilmington,
Del.

Mrs. Nina P. Noble, Second Asst.

Secretary, Salem Commercial School,

Salem, Mass.
L. B. Matthias, Treasurer, Com-

mercial High School, Bridgeport,

Conn.

E. H. Fisher, Asst. Treasurer, Win-
ter Hill Business College, .Somerville,

Mass.

EXECUTIVE BOARD

Term expires 1908.— E. M. Hull,

Chairman, Banks Business College,

Philadelphia, Pa. J. E. Gill, Rider-

Moore ik Stewart Sch., Trenton, N. J.

Term expires 1909. E. H. Norman,
Baltimore Business Col., Baltimore,

Md. Edward H. Eldridge, Simmons
College, Boston, Mass.

Term expires 1910.— E. M. Huntsin-

ger. The Huntsinger Business School,

Hartford, Conn. James Rea, Packard
School, New York City, N. Y.

If as complete, harmonious, helpful,

and enjoyable meeting of the E. C. T.

A. has heretofore been held, I confess

never to have attended it. For surely

the Philadelphia meeting, in plan of

conception and as carried out in

every detail, was well-nigh perfect.

From beginning to end the attendance

was large, the interest keen, the spirit

cordial, and the work helpful.

The program to start with was the

most elaborate, varied, and promising

we had ever seen, and what is better

still, it seems to have been conceived

with consummate skill, for it was car-

ried out almost to perfection.

No one seemed to have a complaint
coming or a kick going and every one
seemed to give out support and receive

cordiality.

The whole convention was whole-
some in the largest and sincerest

sense.

The cause is not difficult to find.

The Executive Board (usually called

the Executive Committee) had con-

ceived and executed such a program
of completeness and practicability in

generality and detail, in personnel

and in subject matter, that it must
ever remain a matter of congratulation

and satisfaction to those who created

it, and an inspiration and despair to

those who shall hereafter attempt to

equal or surpass it.

The convention was fortunate in

having so able, tireless and unselfish

a man to head the Board's work as

Dr. E. M. Hull, and it was also fortu-

nate in having a city at its command
so rich in historic institutions; educa-

tional establishments, both public and
private; commercial institutions; in-

dustrial enterprises, many of which
are the largest and finest in the world;

and, last but not least, so rich in men
of character, ability and willingness

to entertain, instruct and serve.

Long after just what was said and
done there shall have been forgotten

there will remain that unforgettable

and undefinable something called in-

spiration and influence which will ever

remain the heritage of those so fortu-

nate to come under its spell.
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cial Ceacbers' Hssoclatlon as
Carried Out at the Pbiladel-

t>bia eonventien.

On Thursday morning the different

Routes for seeing the great city and
its principal institutions were carried

out as planned, so far as we were
able to learn, as announced in the

April number of this publication.

These trips were veritable object les-

sons to those fortunate enough to

take advantage of them. They are

well worth considering by future pro-

gram makers.
The program for the afternoon was a

treat intellectuallyand professionally.

Dr. Martin G. Brumbaugh, Supt. of

the I'ublic Schools of Philadelphia,

welcomed the Association most
wholesomely and instructively. His
address, delivered without notes, was
worthy both of the speaker and hear-

ers.

Bring pupils in contact with real

things and not with mere theories,

was one suggestion.

He spoke of the great educational
institutions of Philadelphia, and then
referred particularly to the Philadel-

phia Commercial Museum, of which
we shall have more to say later.

They are now organizing the Wil-

liam Penn Industrial School for Girls ;

an institution which shall be of spec-

ial helpfulness to the young women
preparing 'for honorable and efficient

careers.

He said we should work for the fu-

ture rather the immediate present.

Equip pupils thoroughly before

graduating them—hold pupils until

qualified. He made a most effective

and practical appeal, for the highest
and best cultural training as well as

for professional efficiency.

The response was appropriately
delivered by Mr. J. E. Gill of the Ri-

der-Moore and Stewart Schools of

Business, Trenton, N. J. He com-
plimented the Philadelphians for

their historic and commercial and
industrial institutions, as well as

Edward M. Hull. President 19flS-!i.

thanked them for their hospitable
welcome. The names of such men as
Penn and Franklin are inseparably

linked with Philadelphia and the

world.

The President's Address by Mr. S.

C. Williams, Rochester Business In-

stitute, Rochester, N. V., was an ap-

peal for high ideal ; for co-operation

with rather than condemnation of

public school officials ; for thorough-
ness in our courses, so that the people
will willingly pay the price in money,
time and effort for them.

All honor, he said, to Bryant and
Stratton and Packard and Spencer
and Soule and others for "blazing
the way " known today as business
education, but he fittingly suggested
that we have some blazing of our own
yet to do.

Of the beneficent influence of the
professional journals in aiding in ad-

vancing the best interests of our pro-

fession, he expressed a warm regard.

Finally, he recommended the pre-

servation of the proceedings of the
meetings of the Association ; a thing
we hope may be made a permanent
realitv.

Greetings were then read from
" I'ncle Robert " C. Spencer, Spencer,
ian Business College, Milwaukee, Wis-
The Relation of the Teacher of

Commercial Subjects to the Profes-
sion of Accountancy by Mr. J. E.
Sterrett, C. P. A.,of the firms of Dick-
inson, Wilmot & Sterrett and Price,

Waterhouse & Co., Philadelphia, was
interesting and therefore instructive.

The speaker disclosed that intimacy
with his subject which always com-
mands attention and respect on the
part of an intelligent audience.
We must teach business as it is

done today and not as it was done
yesterday, if we would continue to

grow in numbers and power.
Frauds are a small part of an ex-

pert accountant's work. The true
purpose of an accountant is to deter-

mine the methods of ascertaining the
facts of the business, and in stating
them unmistakably.
Stockholders in the old country an-

nually elect a public accountant to

determine and publish the facts of a

business. We need such proceedings
in this country to safeguard the many
against the few.
Accountants should have at least a

thorough High School education,
supplemented by a special technical
training such as given in a good
Business School. These should serve

as the ground work for the profession
of expert accountancy.
What Schools are Doing in Type-

writing, by Mr. Edward H. Eldridge,
Ph. D , Simmons College, Boston, was
one of the most valuable contribu-
tions ever presented at an associa-

tion.

It deserves the closest study and
analysis, and should lead to further
investigation of that subject. It

" points the way '' for the most prac-
tical line of study and the most re-

liable kind of knowledge, by the most
careful collection and comparison of

facts from actual, school-room tests.

There were one or two other papers
of this type presented at this meeting
which mark the program as a whole

Frauk t). Carpenter, Boston. K. H. £ldrid|{e, Boston. John E. Uill, Trenton, N. J.
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Cheesman A. Herrick. Philadelphi

a little ahead of any we have ever had
the honor and pleasure of listening
to and profiting by.

A new Way of Teaching Commercial
Law by Frank O. Carpenter, A. B., En-
glish High School, Boston, proved to
be one of the briefest, tersest and best
talks of the Convention, This is the
same Mr. Carpenter who contributed
such a splendid series of articles upon
Commercial Geography to the columns
of The Business Educator some
three or four years ago. And he
proved in a short time that he under-
stood his subject and knew how to
present it to a class in a way that
would be interesting and practical.
Following is a digest of what he said:

All men are governed by law—by
the laws of nature and by the laws of
men. Man must adjust himself to
these laws. Most teachers of com-
mercial law agree as to subjects to
be taught, but differ as to methods.
It is generally recognized that not
technical law, not commercial law,
but business law should be taught.

Mr. Carpenter is teaching commer-
cial law by the plan of having his pu-
pils begin business, looking into the
matters of partnership ; renting or
buying, which leads to the investiga-
tions of lease or title ; employment
of servants, which leads to the sub-
ject of contracts ; purchases of sup-
plies, and sales which involves cash,
paper and accounts ; the closing of
business through bankruptcy, death
or retirement, which leads to the
laws governing these processes. He
would teach not law, but how to con-
duct business without going to law.
Pupils need to know how to make
out commercial papers, not to make
out briefs to present in court. Law-
yers are paid for that purpose. He
would avoid criminal law altogether.

FRIDAY MORNINC

Unconscious Education, or the Per-
sonality of a Teacher by Chessman A.
Herrick, Ph. D., Central High School,

J. A. Lunian, I'hiladelphia.

was one of those talks which one does
not soon forget because it came direct
from the heart as well as from the
head. Someof the thoughts expressed
were as follows: Materials are dead,
and methods are lifeless; the teacher
being the important element in educa-
tion. The unconscious influence of
the teacher is one of the most lasting
forces in education. First of all he
said that a teacher was a human being,
that scholarship was incidental, and
that teaching was accidental. He
further stated that personality was
not necessary peculiarity, but instead
it was the sum total of human sym-
pathy and common sense.
The first essential of a teacher is an

alert mind, for he cannot give without
collecting. Pupils should drink at a
living fountain and not at a stagnant
pool. Some shells found on the battle
field failed to explode because the
fuse went out. And so it is that the
teacher's influence frequently fails to
explode because his interest has died.
The second essential of a teacher is

human sympathy. Our greatest teach-
ers have been those who have lived the
pupils' lives, and experienced the
pupils' problems.
The third essential of a good teacher

is character—that which determines
what he is, and that which lasts and
lives longest and moves most. Pack-
ard, Bryant, Spencer, Williams and
Sadler were men of unconscious in-

fluence.

What we are is infinitely of more
importance to our pupils than what we
say.

He furthermore stated that we
should not be so much interested in

the character of the pupils that come
to us as in the character of the pro-
ducts we turn out.

English as a Study in Commercial
Education by J. A. Luman, Pierce
School, Philadelphia, was the ne.xt

topic presented. English, he said,

was the mother tongue of the two lead-

ing commercial countries of the world.

J. E Fuller, Wilmington.

He i.j unfavorable to enforced simpli-
fication of spelling, but clearly de-
monstrated that changed conditions
create new words and render others
obsolete. Words he said are links
which form the chain, but separately
they are as useless as the individual
wheels of a watch in the hands of an
Indian. The study of words can best
be taught through reading and study
of good literature. Stimulate desire
for reading.

The teaching of typewriting and
shorthand without English instruc-
tion or an English foundation was
strongly condemned. He favored the
synthetical rather than the analytical
method of handling the subject, and
further stated that business English
does not differ from any other English
except that it concerns the terms
peculiar to business life, the same as
the lawyer uses terms of law, the
chemist terms peculiar to chemistry,
etc. Clearness of thought he said
produces clearness of expression.

Some Problems in the Teaching of
Shorthand by J. E. Fuller, Goldey
Business College, Wilmington, Del.,
proved to be a fountain of information,
fun and courage. He said, among the
many other good things which space
will not here admit, in substance, that
quality of students was more import-
ant for success than the quality of in-

struction or the ability of the teacher.
For the best result we must have a
good teacher, a good method and a
good student. He said "As a teacher
so the school" was once quite true
but the competitive methods and the
solicitor exerts a greater influence
than the teacher. As a consequence,
the teacher no longer makes the school,
he does the best he can with the pro-
duct forced in by the solicitor. Too
frequently the material out of which
the teacher was expected to create
first class stenographers was to what
such ability should be as red mud is

to clay. He furthermore stated that
common sense was the basis of good
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teaching, that carefulness and exact-

ness were necessary, and that blind

confidence on the part of the pupil

in the teacher was not necessary.

Instead, it is necessary to get inter-

est and confidence through common
sense instruction. He finally stated

that even the publishers were at the

mercv of the immature students, and
as a consequence books were being
made too brief and easy for the high-

est proficiency.

Office Methods for the Schoolroom
by M. H. Bigelow, head of the Com-
mercial Department, Utica Free Acad-
emy, Utica, N. Y. He said that stud-

ents today should be taught not only

to do but hoic to do. And the students

preparing for business should be

trained as thoroughly as for law, medi-

cine or the ministry. He uses pack-

ages of checks, etc., to develop skill

and knowledge in arithmetic. He cor-

relates mathematics andbookkeeping,
doing and knowing. He secures cat-

alogues from business firms from
which to teach listing, prices, dis-

counts, etc. He displayed a large
number of packages, papers, budgets
devices, etc., to aid in the teaching of

bookkeeping. He uses the stereop-

ticon slides extensively in his commer-
cial teaching. He uses the loose leaf

ledger and similar books and papers.

The time allotted was too short for the

speaker to do himself, the subject or

his audience justice. But nevertheless

his subject was concrete, instructive,

practical and progressive. He invents

and makes many devices to aid in his

own teaching some of which he
brought with him Lo the convention.

A Lesson in Penmanship by E. C.

Mills, Rochester Business Institute,

Rochester, N. Y., was exactly what the

title implies. Stepping to the board
he gave for practice a compact oval

movement exercise two spaces high
which eventually he diminished to one
and then sandwiched between each
retraced oval acapital.-/. Heexhibited
cards about 8x1.5 inches in size upon
which he mounts specimens from
students each month to illustrate pro-

Johti J. Macfarlane, Philadelpia.

gress made. He had the convention
practice just the same as though they
were beginning students, and thus he
gave a concrete demonstration of a
writing lesson and at a good rate of

speed.
FRIDAY AFTERNOON

This meeting was held in the Phila-

delphia Commercial Museum and the

first address was delivered by W. P.

Wilson, Sc. D., Director of the Mu-
seum. He said in part that it was the
only Commercial Museum in the Unit-

ed States, and was organized in 1894.

The raw products of the Chicago
World's Fair formed a nucleus of the

Museum. It comprises a collection of

materials from the world in food, tex-

tiles, woods, minerals, etc. It also
contains a very complete and practical
Bureau of Information for the use of
manufacturers, exporters, etc. This
Bureau discovers where our products
are needed and how they can be intro-

duced and sold advantageously and
profitably, so that when panics affect

this country our manufacturers can
ship abroad. The .Museum also main-
tains a Bureau of Translation where
correspondence in almost any tongue
may be translated. Lectures to pupils
from grades of I'hiladelphia are given

free, followed by a visit to and inspec-
tion of;the products of a given country.
The talk was descriptive, instructive

and entertaining.

Industrial Philadelphia by John J.

Macfarland, of the Philadelphia Mus-
eum, proved to be an unusually in-

structive and enjoyable paper, clearly

indicating that its author is a teacher
ofrare ability and "unconscious in-

lluence". He stated that Philadelphia
was the greatest manufacturing city

in the world, producing moremanufac-
turing products than any state except
six. The total yearly output was $190,

000,000. (lerman emigrants were re-

sponsible for the textile industries of

Philadelphia, having come to German-
town, now part of the great city.

Philadelphia manufactures more tex-

tile values than Lawrence, Fall River
or Lowell, the three leading tex-

tile cities of New England. The first

spinning jenny was first exhibited in

I'hiladelphia in 1875. The first calico

was printed in the United States at

Kensington near Philadelphia. The
city of Philadelphia he said was the

fourth city in the manufacture of cot-

ton goods, and 90",, of the upholster-

ing is made in Philadelphia and sur-

rounding establishments.
Furthermore, it is the largest loco

motive center of industry in the world.

8,000,000 saws v^^ere manufactured last

year with a value of $5,000,000. Next
to the Clyde river in Scotland, the Dela-

ware river have thegreatest shipbuild-

ing industry in the world. The city

of Brotherly Love manufactures more
leather than any other city.

Heredity and environment contri-

bute to Philadelphia's present great-

ness, and point to a still greater future.

The speaker made it very clear that the

I'hiladelphia Commercial Museum
possessed an invaluable amount of

available information for business
people, not only in the city of Philadel-

phia, but for the service of any who
might desire to write for it or pay the

nominal price required.

Following this excellent talk the

members were shown in a body

Philadelphia. M. H. Bigelow. Utica, N. Y. E. C. Mills, Kochester.
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L. B. Matthias, Providence.

thorugh the Museum where many
things were shown, described and
explained, making this half day's pro-
gram one never to be forgotten by
those in attendence.

SATURDAY MORNING
Psychology in Business Training,

by John F. Forbes, Pres. American
Drafting Furniture Co., Rochester, N.
Y., Ex-President Deland University,
Deland, Fla., proved to be a valuable
contribution to the programme. He
first paid a well deserved tribute to

the pioneer commercial schools of

this country because they discerned
the need of an education that would
enable people to perform their tasks
in the best possible way. He made it

quite clear that the subject of Psychol-
ogy is being recognized in every call-

ing and profession of any consequence
today, and urged commercial schools
to give it the consideration it deserves.
In view of the fact, he said in sub-
stance, that we can not have a healthy
brain without having a healthy body,
he urged that we look first to physical
and then to the mental.
He believes that commercial courses

of instruction, as yet, are not profes-

sional in the sense that we use that

term as applied to law, medicine, etc.,

because our work is not sufficientlj'

broad and thorough, and he therefore
pleaded for breadth and depth in our
work.

SATURD.W AFTERNOON

Rapid Calculation, by D. A. Mc-
Millen, Banks Business College, Phila-

delphia, proved an excellent paper.
He well said that readiness and ac-

curacy in the handling of figures were
of really more value to the accountant
than bookkeeping—that it was easier

to learn bookkeeping in the office than
it was mathematics. He reccmmended
that the teachers themselves become
expert in the handling of figures in

order that they may inspire their

classes to higher effort and more
thorough work.
The speaker then took up the

method of presentation, showing a

Charles Currier Beale, Boston.

spirited and vigorous enthusiasm as
he dealt with various short cuts in ar-

riving at results. His individual work
showed a high degree of efficiency

as a rapid calculator. And he further-
more convinced his hearers that he
had given attention to methods, and
not merely to results.

Methods of teaching Touch Typewriting'
Albert L. Sanford, Winter Hill Business
College, Somerville, Mass.
Preliminary. Get a point and make appli-

cation of it.

What are we accomplishing ?

Are we satisfied with results?
What are our aims? Greater accuracy

tlien greater speed.
Equipment. Teacher, student. tHachine,

desks proper heiglit. text-book shields.
Why shields are necessary.
Better training of fingers necessary to

better typewriting.
Importance of starting properly. Either

success or failure.
Details. Learn key board before operat-

ing machine.
Why? Perfect work All work finished

and checked-
Demonstrate beginning Lessons.
Dictate beginning lessons. Count.
Fingering,
Advanced work.

Emphasis. Fingering is chief point of
paper.

Cbe Bait<|uet

The Banquet held in the palatial

Hotel Walton Friday evening was one
of the most enjoyable events we have
ever had the pleasure of attending.

The menu, the service and the speech-
es were first class in every particular.

The toastmaster, \Vm. McAndrew,
Principal Washington Irving High
School, New York City, proved a mas-
ter in that capacity. Referring to the

city of Philadelphia and its founder
he facetiously remarked that Wm.
Penn was the firstcommercial teacher,

the first successful ad. writer and the

first real estate man to sell 565,000

acres on the installment plan.

The first speaker was the Honorable
Samuel W. Pennypacker, Ex-Governor
of Pennsylvania, who remarked that

when he was a boy he was taught for-

mulas rather than grammer. He fur-

ther stated that book learning was not

the real basis of education, but obser-

vation and performance.

The second speaker. Honorable Ru-
dolph Blankenburg, City Commis-

H. W. Patten, Philadelphia.

sioner of Philadelphia, captured|the
audience from the start with his whole-
some appearance and wholesouled per-
sonality. The toastmaster in intro-

ducing him well said that he was the
most cordially hated and loved man
in Philadelphia—the man who does
things worth while irrespective of per-
son, opinion and sacrifice. The speak-
er said that people were always wel-
come in the city of Wm. Penn, and that
if High School and University teach-
ing were accompanied with more com-
mercial training it would be better.

Commercial education, he said, will

simplify the vocabulary of our laws
so they will be the more easily under-
stood and be more efficiently and
promptly executed. Teach our boys
how much they can learn rather than
how much they can earn. Commercial
education can result only in good for

this country of ours. Be honest, true
and patriotic. The greatest inherit-

ance is a good name. These were the
gist of some of his many excellent
remarks.

The third speaker, C. Stewart Pat-

terson, President of the Western Sav-
ing Fund .Society of Philadelphia, said
we represent the dominant profession
of today—the commercial. The time
was he said that the pulpit and the
press were the dominant force, but to-

day the people are the real influence

and the teachers are the ones who in-

fluence the people.

James T. Y'oung, Ph. D., Director
of the Wharton School of Finance and
Commerce, University of Pennsyl-
vania, said that the ideals of a Uni-
versity education were efficiency and
culture, and that schools of Finance
and Commerce were the final link in

the great educational chain. Our
success depends upon efficiency—

upon ability "to deliver the goods."
We need business men who are men, as

well as men of business. We need to

prepare our students in expression as

well as in performance. We need to

produce national men—men o{

breadth,
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Eastern Commercial Teachers' Association Banquet, Hotel Walton, Philadelphia, Friday evening. April 17. liKiS. 317 being present,
besides the speakers.

Mr. W. P. Wilson, Sc. D., Director
Philadelphia Commercial Museum,
paid a tribute to Chinese business
honesty and honor by relating the
fact which he observed in his travels
in the Orient that Chinese were found
in charge of the money in all banks
and hotels in Japan, China and the
Philippines. He further stated that
he knew of no country where the busi-
ness honor is as high as in China. He
well said the welfare of this country
depends upon the commerce with other
nation.s, and commercial schools in-

fluence the ideals of those engaging
in this work.

Talcott Williams, LL. D., Philadel-
phia, Pa., was the last and youngest
speaker on the well-filled intellectual
menu. He said the common schools
stand for education in general, the
university for cultivation and the
business school for opportunity.
Students pass quickly from the com-
mon places of life to the highest places
of trust. For fifty years our commer-
cial teachers have been influencing the
operations of business. Honesty he

said permeates American commerce,
and business teachers have had a
large part in this increased probity in
business. The work of the business
college is a great national asset. And
finally he urged commercial schools
and teachers to go on and add still

greater influence to the worth of com-
merce in the future, feeling the touch
of a still finer and higher honor. His
remarks were not only practical, but
inspiring by their eloquence.

The gastronominal menu which was
served first was as follows:

MENU
Blue Points

Radishes Olives
Consomme Britanniere

Filet of Sole Tartare Sauce
Chicken Cutlets with Peas

Sorbet
Roast Tenderloin Beef,

Pique Financiere
Green Peas

Potatoes Chateau
Fancy Ices Assorted Cakes

Black Coffee

Officers for 1908.

President. E. M. Hull, Hanks Business
College, Philadelphia.
First Vice President. F. H. Read, English

High School. Providence, K. I.

Second Vice-President, E. L. Thurston.
Third Vice-President, T. J. Kisinger.

Utica. N. Y., Commercial School.
General Secretary, F'. E. Lakey, English

High School, Boston.
First Asst. Secy., F. P. Taylor, The Taylor

School, Philadelphia.
Second Asst. Secy.,F\ A. Tibhets, Provi-

dence, R. I.

Treasurer, L. B. Matthias, Commercial
High School. Firidgeport, Conn.
Asst. Treas , Mrs. L. B. Matthias.

EXECUTIVE BOARD.

E.H.Norman, Baltimore, Md., Business
College.
Edward H. Eldridge, Simmons College,

Boston.
E. M. Huntsinger, Huntsinger Business

School, Hartford, Conn.
James Rea, Packard School, New York

City.

H. L. Jacobs, Rhode Island Commercial
School, Providence, R. I.

C. B. Post. Worcester Business Institute,

Worcester, Mase.
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F. G. Xichols, Rocheste

I-OVIXG CUP AND K!5.00

Treasurer, L. B. Matthias was presented
with a beautiful Loving Cup by the mem-
bers of the E. C. T. A., and it was also voted
that he be paid $25 (HI yearly for his services.
An effort to change the method of nomi-

nating candidates for office from the Ex-
ecutive Board to the floor of the open con-
vention was lost by a vote of 44 to JO. It
probably would have won except for the
ruling of the chair that it should go into
effect immediately and thus undo and cast
retlettion upon the Board's work of this
year, which was not the intention of the
mover of the motion, Mr. M. I>. Fulton. It
is to be regretted that it was thus not de-
cided upon its merits to the satisfaction of
all. The election of otHcers therefore re-
mains a formal affair.

\o one deserves more at the hands of the
E. C. T. A. for efHcient, unselfish and unre.
numerated service than the General
Secretary, Mr. F. E. Lakey, who labors
in season and out, year after year, for the
success and improvement of the associa-
tion.

.\TrEN'DANCE AND JIEMBEBSHIP.
The attendance and membership were

the largest in the history of the association,
the total membership reaching 409. Three
hundred and seventeen sat down at the
banquet, making it also the largest ever
held, all of which is most gratifying.

THE I'ENMEN'.S PARTING DINNEK.
A most enjoyable and informal dinner

was partaken Saturday noon by the follow-
ing named penmen at the restaurant
known as Mosebach's Casino : Saml. D.
Holt, L. C. Horton, W. H. Patrick. W. ;.

Trainer, \V. C. Biistwick, H. \V. Flickinger,
T. P. McMenamin, E. E. Kent, I) H. Farley,
F. P. Taylor, A. .\. Palmer. C. G. Price, \V.

H. Beacom.H. W. Patten, W. K. Hill, R. S.
Collins and C. P. Zaner.

A PKIVATE FINALE.
Saturday evening Mr. J. E. Soule, the vet-

eran engrosser of Philadelphia, gave a din-
ner in the famous Union League Club, of
which he has been a member for ;J9 years,
to Saml. D. Holt, the engrosser, and Charl-
ton V. Howe, the engrossing and script
specialist, both of Philadelphia, and your
Editor.
Mr. Soule is not only a skilled engrosser

but a man of most generous impulses and
unusual accomplishments in many lines.
He is about six feet two inches tall, weighs
about 225 and is therefore splendidly pro-
portioned. Although not far from 70 years
of age, he is as straight as the best of us,
and apparently 15 years younger.
He is a member of some twenty of the

leading clubs and societies of the city. He

E. H. Norman, Baltimore.

has traveled much and expects to travel
more. His home life seems ideal, his health
perfect, his impulses generous. With all
his contact with people in the world he is
so modest that we were unable to secure a
definite promise to favor our readers with
a sample of his work. He demonstrates
very clearly two things, which are, that
the engrossing business may be made pro-
fitable, and that professional jealousy is
unnecessary.
Mr. Hcilt and he have spent many an

hour together behind gloves and in other
heathful sports and games.
Mr. .S.D. Holt, a pupil of your editor in

1890, and with whose work our readers are
familiar, does a splendid engrossing busi-
ness in the city of Brotherly Love. He re-
cently built a fine house in an ideal subur-
ban part ..f Philadelphia, where with his
charming wife and baby girl, he is enjoy-
ing the fruits of his well-earned labors.
Mr. Holt, like Mr. Soule. is generous to a
fault, and a true man as well as a superior
artist at the skilled art of engrossing and
illumination.

James Rea, Ne

Heaards to Root.

„ Philadelphia, April 23, 1908.
Prof. a. p. Root,

Sandusky, Ohio.
The professional penmen assembled at

the Eastern Commercial Teachers' Asso-
ciation Convention in Philadelphia, April
IHth, 190N, unite in extending their cordial
wishes tor your cimifort and happiness, and
trust that your days mav be bright and
"lany.

C. P. ZanerJ gE^^^i,
K. E. Kent ,,

L. C. Horton"
K. S. C.Uins B a
A. N. Palmer
F. P. Taylor
W. C. Bostwick
H.G. Healey
John F. Siple.

T.P. McMenami
H. W. Flickinge
D. H.Farley
S. D. Holt
W. H. Patrick
C G. Price
W. H. Beacom
H W. Patten
W.J. Trainer . . ^.^.^.
[ For the benefit of those of our readers

who do not know Mr. Root we will say that
he is one of the pioneer penmen living to-
day, who was contemporary with the Spen-
cers, Flickinger, Ames, and others. He has
ever been recognized as one of America's
foremost penmen in execution, and as
modest and conscientious as L. P. Spencer
and H. W. Flickinger. Need, can we say
more?—Editor.

1

Ttiternatlonal Cypewriting eontest Philadelphia, Hpril isth.

Errors Pen. Net.
21 10.") 2040

2.3(il

IDS?
1095

Word:
Rose L. Fritz,
LTnderwood.

Die.
Copy

2145
2591

New York City 47,%

Students'

Elsie Scott
Underwood,

Die.
Copy

1292
1449

Toronto, Ont. 2741

Minnie Muegge
I'nderwood,

1338
i:mo

New York City. 2678

Florence P. Standcomb^
Underwood

e, H57
1052

Sonierville. Mass. 2209

Celia Shanrauth
Remington

1071
r247

Brooklyn, N. Y. ms
RubyPlumer
Underwood

1257
1383

Sonierville, Mass. •2640

Marion A. Bowe
Remington

1169
1314

Per Min.
90 16-50

Pittsfleld, Mass. 2483 300 1500

The Penman's Art Journal Trophy, a silver cup in the "World
test " was won by Miss Fritz.

The Journal's gold, silver and bronze medals in the " School CI
were won as above by the Misses Scott, Muegge and Standcombe.

1904

796
1067

37 13-50

1863

747
993

34 40-.10

1740

4'29

554
19 33-50

isi"

I's Cham pionship Con-

hampionship Contest"
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Cbe International Shorthand Contest

The Shorthand Contestfor the Eagan Cup and the Miner Medal which
was held in Philadelphia on Saturday, April !S, was a great success. All re-

cords made in previous contests were broken. Six dictations of five minutes
each were given at the following speeds, UiO, ISO, 200, 220, 240, 260. Nearly all

the contestants for the Eagan Cup transcribed the 260 dictation, which was
testimony. Several of the contestants had more than 10",, of errors and were
not listed

The contestants who transcribed their notes with less than 10% of errors
are the following:

Miss Nellie M. Wood, Boston, Mass. Isaac Pitman
Mr. C. P. Gehman, Denver, Col. Graham
Mr. Clyde H. Marshall, Chicago, 111. Success (Graham)
Mr. Charles W. Phillips, " " Isaac Pitman
Mr. \V. E. Newlon, " " Graham
Mr. Sidney H. Godfrey, England Isaac Pitman
Mr. Walter R. Duryea, N. Y. City Graham
Mr. Robert R. Brott, Washington, D. C.

For the purpose of computation the Committee deducted one word for
each immaterial error; and at the 260 speed three words for each material error;
at the 220 speed five words were deducted for each material error; at the 180

speed seven, and at the IBO speed eight words. With these deductions the re-

sults were as follows:

For Che €aaati eup

Material Immaterial Deduc- Net Speed

Nellie M. Wood
C. P. Gehman
Clyde H. Marshall
Charles W. Phillips

\V. E. Newlon
Sidney H. (Godfrey
* Walter R. Duryea

Words
1301

1100

900

Errors
7

14

18

19

47

16

4

Errors
14

33

36

54

84

12

7

tion

35

75

90

111

225

92

35

per minute
253

245

242

238

215

201

173
* Also transcribed 260, but had over 10%' of errors.

For Cbe miner m«dal
Material Immaterial Deduc- Net Speed

per minute
242

201

173

101

Words Errors Errors tion
Clyde H. Marshall 1301 18 36 90
Sidney Godfrey 1100 16 12 92
Walter R. Duryea 900 4 7 35
Robert R. Brott 800 32 38 294

In the Lake George Contest of 1888, Mr. Dement wrote for five minutes
on testimony at 268 words a minute with 68 material and 36 immaterial errors.
At the same Contest Mr. Fred Irland wrote 262 words a minute with 60 material
and 92 immaterial errors. The Contest in Philadelphia was practically the
same speeds as these records but the percentage of accuracy was very much
higher.

Che C. e. C. TK.

To Progressive Coimju-rcial Teachers of
the United States :—

.\11 indications in regard to the con-
vention to be held at Davenport, Io»:i,
June 17 20, point to one of the largest
and most successful meetings ever held by
the Central Commercial Teachers' Associa-
tion. The program, as planned by the Ex-
ecutive Committee, is broad and the lead-
era are educators of .National reputation.
Among others. Mr. A. F. Sheldon of the
Sheldon School of Chicago, will deliver an
address upon the subject " Psychology Ap-
plied to Business. " This paper will be dis-
cussed by leaders in our Association.
There will be a "school championship

contest " for the One Hundred Dollar Brown
Prize Cup, Friday afternoon. June inth.
This contest is open to all students that be-
gan the study of typewriting after April 1st,
liK)7, providing their instructors or the
proprietors of the school attended, belong
totheC. C.T. A. Anyone wishing a copy of
the rules may receive the same upon ap-
plication to Mr. R. H. Peck, Chairman of

the Executive Committee, Davenport, Iowa.
There will also be demonstrations on the
typewriter by Miss Rose L. Fritz, Mr. Bleas
dale and Mr. Trefzgar.
A ride on the largest pleasure boat on the

Mississippi has been planned for Thursday
evening. Supper will be served on the boat.
A trip through the Government Island has
also been planned as one of the features of
the convention. You cannot afford to miss
these.

The program will be published in full in
all of the leading school magazines in
either the May or June issues.

Let us all plan to go and take our teachers
with us. It will broaden their conception
of the scope of the work accomplished by
the Central Commercial Teachers' Asso-
ciation, and at the same time, give them a
splendid outing. You can afford to close
your school for the Thursday and Friday
sessions.

Yours truly,

O. E. KING,
Pres. C C. T. A.

Odar Rapids, Iowa, Apr. 20, IMS.

Flickinger, Philadelph

n. e. C. T. Official Report.
THE WATERLOO BUSINESS COLLEGE,
A. F. HARVEY, A. M., PRESIDENT,
WATBRLOO, IOWA, April 2.5, lilOS.

MR. C. P. ZANER,
colui>ibus, ohio.

Dear Mr. Zaner :

It may be of interest to vou and vour
readers to know that the Federation report
is now nearly ready for distribution and we
hope to have a copy of it on your desk in a
short time.

There have been some unavoidable delays
in getting out this report but 1 do not wish
to lay blame upon anybody. The reporters
have worked faithfully and the printers are
pushing the work as rapidly as possible.
The report will contain many interesting

features. It will show a total net enroll-
ment of JS4 as against VA for last year, mak-
ing a net increase of 20. These figures may
be changed slightly as a few names are yet
to be verified.

In the different sections the
take the lead as indicated belov
Managers, ISO ; Shorthand, 122 : Penmen,

122; BusinesslO.-.
; High School, 411: Total

575 : Less Duplicates, 111 ; Net Total 484

The membership is distributed among 37
different states, besides the District of Col-
umbia, Canada and Mexico. U shows that
the Association has become more than
national. It is really .\merican
vania leads with a total enroUr
Ohio comes second with i;i, .New
with 47, Illinois fourth with 41.

Of the cities furnishing the largest en-
rollment are the following :

Pittsburg, 43 ; Chicago, 25 ; New York 21.

The total enrollment by states is as fol-
lows :

Arizona. 1 : Arkansas, 3; California, 5 ;

Colorado, S: Connecticut, 6 ; (Jeorgia.l;
Illinois, 41 ; Indiana, 13 ; Iowa, 11; Kansas, 4;
Kentucky, 14 ; Louisiana 3 ; Maine 2 ; Mary-
land, S; Massachusetts 17 ; Michigan 23;
Minnesota, 5; Missouri, Hi : .Nebraska, 5;
New Hampshire, 1 ; New Jersey, 9; New
York, 47 ; North Carolina, 1 ; North Dakota,
2 ; Ohio, 61 ; Oklahoma, 1 ; Oregon, 4 ; Penn-
sylvania, 112; Rhode Island, 5 ; South Caro-
lina,!; Tennessee, 5; Texas, 3; Utah, 2 ;

Virginia, 11: Washington, 5 ; West Vir
ginia,10; Wisconsin, 17 ; Canada,2 ;Mexico,
1 : District of Columbia, 2.

Many members of lsn7 have not renewed
their membership while a large number of
new names are found in the roll of UIOS Let
us all work together to retain all these
names on our roll and add many new ones
to it for our coming session.

Yours truly,

A. F. HARVEY,
Editor-in-Chief of the Official Report

Managers

Pennsyl-
?nt of 112.

ork third
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PI^ACTICAL FINANCE
R. J. BENMETT, C. A., C. P. A.,

DETROIT, MICniOAN,

Principal Detroit Business I'niversity.

JJ
Instruments of Credit

In order to do business it is neces-
sary to have funds; in order to get
funds it is necessary to borrow, and
in order to borrow it is necessary to

have credit. What business man or
firm can carry on business without
making' use of borrowed money? Un-
less they have unlimited means it be-
comes necessary sooner or later to re-

ly upon the aid of the money-lender
in order to do business. This neces-
sity leads up to the means provided
for securing funds.

In former articles I have made men-
tion of the different kinds of money
provided by the I'. S. (Government, as
well as of the Independent Treasury
and its methods of providing funds.
We shall now devote our attention to

another method of doing business in

which money (currency) forms but a
very small part. There may be a bil-

lion dollars in the U. S. Treasury
while the banks are greatly in need
of funds; or the banks of the country
may have unlimited reserves in their

vaults without the chance of making
loans. And 3'et, these funds may pile

up while business is booming on the
strength of credit and the use of credit

currency. This, however, may be the
extreme since banks are always will-

ing to loan their funds on good secur-
ity while the U. S. Treasury never
hesitates to come to the relief of the
money market when occasion de-

mands.
transfer of eredit. It is said that

more than 90 per cent of the world's
business is done on credit—that is,

without the use of currency. What
is known as cash in most cases con-
sists of checks, bank drafts, express
money orders, etc., which are only a

transfer of credit. The drawer of a

check has a credit in the bank which
he transfers by simply giving written
directions to that effect, while the
bank which sells its draft transfers

its credit in some reserve book to the
person mentioned.

For the purpose of making transfer

of credit funds several classes of in-

struments have come into vogue, each
adapted to some special use or to the
transfer of some special form of credit

funds. These consist of bank check,
bank draft, cashier's check, certificate

of deposit, postal money order, ex-

press money order, circular notes,

traveler's letter of credit, telegraph
money order, interchangeable bank
money order, bond coupons, etc.

These are convertible into money on
demand. There are those which may
be used in the transfer of credit a-

mong merchants, or as a means of
providing credit either from banks
or individuals. They are promissory
note, bill of exchange, order, due bill,

I. O. r., receipt, credit note, long
term note, secured contract or lien

note, bond, mortgage, chattel mort-
gage, shares of stock in a corporation
life insurance policies, book accounts
etc.

There are also certain personal
characteristics that enter largely into

the granting of credit. These are
good-will, habits, position, reputa-
tion, integrity, ability, etc. I shall

devote the remainder of this article to

the discussion of one of the methods
of providing funds which may prove
interesting and instructive.

Corporation Bonds

For long time loans, corporations
make extensive use of bonds of differ-

ent kinds and tenor. In the study of

securities the student of finance finds

herein ample food for thought and in-

vestigation. Bonds are known as
general mortgage bonds, blanket
mortgage, real estate, guaranteed,
consolidated, collateral trust, equip-
ment, car trust, debenture, income,
etc.

Bonds differ also in the contracts of

payment, as gold bonds, legal-tender,

coupon, registered, sinking fund, in-

stalment, redeemable, irredeemable,
convertible, refunding, etc. Many of

them are based on personal security

and either "guaranteed" or "in-

dorsed". Others are based on real

estate security, but in most cases the

bonds take their names from the char-

acter of the property against which
the lien runs.

Heal estate Bonds- These bonds
have as security for payment some
form of real estate, and the lien may
be first, second or third mortgage.
Sometimes "land grant" bonds are

issued by railroads, based on the se-

curi':y of land granted by the Ciovern-

ment.

General mortgage Bonds. These
bonds have for security a mortgage
on the entire property of the corpora-

tion, and differ but slightly from the

above. These are used instead of one
kind of bonds on the security of one
property.

Blanket mortgage. If mortgages
have already been given on particular

parts, and subsequently another mort-

gage is given for security of a new
issue covering the whole property,
the new general mortgage is called a
"blanket mortgage" That is, it is a
mortgage which covers the properties
held as security for the payment of
all previous issues.

eonsolidated mortgage. Several in-

dependent properties or corporations
may be consolidated. Each of these
companies consolidated has creditors
to be paid and the new company has
need for new funds. In order to pro-
vide for the redemption of bonds out-
standing against the old companies,
as well as for financing the needs of
the new one, the whole debt is con-
solidated and bonds are issued under
a common security to this end. A
consolidated bond, therefore, is one
of an issue secured by a general mort-
gage on properties consolidated, the
purpose of the issue being that of re-

funding the outstanding obligations
of the several concerns combined.
Sometimes a municipality will consol-
idate several debts or improvements
and issue bonds to cover the entire
list.

Divisional Bonds, or bonds of sub-
sidiary companies. Railroads like

the Pennsylvania system and the New
York Central, are largely made up by
uniting or consolidating a number of

smaller companies. The New York
Central was organized in 1854 by
uniting seven or eight smaller
lines. <

The New York, New Haven & Hart-
ford is another example of this kind.
At the timeof consolidation each road
generally has already several bond
issues outstanding which become a

part of the new consolidated system.
These roads become part or divisions

of the new system and their separate
bonds are called "divisional bonds".

eollateral Crust Bonds. The bonds
previously mentioned have liens on
some kind of real property, while this

class of bonds does not. The colla-

teral trust bond is similar to a colla-

teral note. The security given for the
payment of same may be stock or

bondsof other companies, or mortga-
ges on real estate. These securities are

placed in the hands of a trustee to be
held in trust for the payment of prin-

cipal and interest, and accompanying
them is a trust contract which pro-

vides for their sale in case of failure

of the one issuing the bonds to make
payment when interest or principal

comes due. The trust contract as a

rule allows the maker to substitute
securities of equal value, in case he
wishes to use or dispose of any part

of those originally deposited with the

trustee. The discretion of the trustee,

however, must be exercised in deter-

mining the sufficiency of substitu-

tion. The weakness in this class of

bonds is in the possible fluctuation

of the collateral hypothecated.

( Continued on paqe 31
.
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PRINCIPLES AND PBACTICE IN

EXPERT ACCOUNTING
p. M. BPOWNINQ, i:. P. A.

SADLER'S RRYANT & STRATTON RUSINESS COLLBGK,
BALTIMORE. MI).

-J
^ 6Kecutorsbip Jlccounts.

The keeping of this class of ac-

counts constitutes what is known as

Estate Accounting. There is proba-
bly no branch of the general subject

of accounts with which our fraternity

is less acquainted than this, due
largely to the fact that comparatively
few te.xt books in use in Commercial
Schools touch the subject at all, and
those that do give any consideration
whatever to it trea. it as though it

abounds in mystery and belongs en-

tirely to the realm of the expert.

While it may not be considered
within the ordinary scope of the Com-
mercial Course to treat this very im-
portant subject extensively, there is

no excuse for a lack of at least a speak-
ing acquaintance with it on the part

of the Commercial Teacher. In fact,

the more we consider the relation of

the Commercial Teacher to Account-
ancy in general, the more we are im-
pressed with the importance and, I

may say, the absolute necessity of a

training so broad that our teachers

may be qualified to outline the gen-
eral features involved in the accounts
of any regular line of business.

It is quite true that the larger part

of this work is done by public ac-

countants ;
yet there are many posi-

tions in Trust Companies and other
fiduciary institutions wherein the ac-

counting features demand the same
general qualifications open to gradu-
ates from the Commercial School.
We teachers, therefore, ought to have
such knowledge of this branch of Ac-
counting as will enable us to outline

to the applicant for a position in such
institution such of the general fea-

tures of these accounts as will enable
him to feel that his lot has not been
cast amongstrangers in a strange land.

1 am not going to attempt in this

article to discuss in minute detail all

of the features that arise in connect-
ion with this subject, but rather to

point out some of these and indicate
where more extensive information
concerning them may be obtained.
One of the most important features

of Estate Accounting involved in

large number of Executorship Ac-
counts is the division and accounting
of Principal and Income. Volumes
are written on this subject, so great
is considered its importance; there-
fore, it is clearly apparent how futile

it would be forme to attempt a gen-
eral discussion of the subject here.
The questions, "What is Income?"
and " What is the Principal of an Es-

tate? " are very important ones for an
accountant to determine. These ques-
tions are sometimes so complicated
that the highest courts of theland are
called upon to finally answer them;
but, ordinarily, the c|uestion is not a
difficult one. A careful study of this

featMre and a thorough knowledge of

accounts will generally enable any-
one with reasonable care to properly
set up the accounts for an Executor
under ordinary conditions.
The starting point for the account-

ing of any Executorship is the In-

ventory of the Property furnished the
Executor. If he is dealing with one
Estate only, the plan is to open up
accounts representing the Estate As-

sets separately and credit the (Tcneral

Estate Account for the total ; then
charge the Estate Account for the

total of the Liabilities and credit the
various Liability Accounts. The
question of Principal and Income
does not have to be considered at

this time, because all of the items in-

cluded in the Inventory, together
with the Real Estate of Record,
which is not usually included in the

detailed Inventory, form the Cor-
pus of the Estate. The question of

Principal and Income arises after-

wards where there is a provision by
will or deed of trust making special

disposition of the Income. Ordinarily,

where there are no matters of compli-
cation. Income, such as Interest on
Bonds and other Investments accru-

ing up to the date of the Executor-
ship, is considered part of the Cor-
pus or Principal of the Estate; that
accruing afterward, as Income.
There are many nice points to be

decided, however, in connection with
Expenditures on various elements of

the Estate, whether chargeable to In-

come or to Principal. For a further
consideration of this feature I would
refer you to " Weiss on Principal and
Income," which may be obtained
from the Accountancy Publishing
Company, New York.
Once the Accounts are opened it is

a comparatively easy matter to keep
them. Some Accountants suggest a

general Increase and Decrease Ac-
count in which is entered the Increase
and Hecrease of the Property included
in the Inventory, whether from Sale
or other general increment or Depre-
ciation.

In preparing the Executorship Ac-
counts for Court, the final Summary
should contain a charge to the Execu-
tor for the Inventory as originally
filed and any increases thereto. The
Executor should be credited for all

authorized Expenditures and any de-
crease in Property included in the
original Inventory. These charges for
Increase and credits for Decrease
should be accompanied by detailed
schedules showing where these In-
creases and Decreases have been
realized or suffered. The Balance of
this Summary will show the amount
due the Estate which should tally ex-
actly with accompanying schedules
of Property, as in the' hands of the
Executor.
In Trust Companies where there

are many Estates involved, it would
be almost impossible to open up and
keep detailed Property Accounts for
all of them. They, therefore, have
to resort to other means, and usually
carry what is termed an Estate Led-
ger in which is recorded, under the
heading of each Estate held in Trust,
the Property involved. In addition to
this they carry Income and Principal
Ledgers in which are kept respec-
tively the general Income and Princi-
pal Accounts of the various Estates.
These Ledgers really show the Cash
Receipts and Expenditures on ac-
count of Principal and Income by Es-
tates, and whatever changes are
made from time to timj in the Corpus
of the Estate are noted in the Estate
Ledger, which is kept as an auxiliary
book with full and complete details
of such changes. The Cash Book
may be provided with columns for
Principal and Income, or as in some
cases separate Cash Books are kept,
one for Principal and the other for
Income exclusively. Full details,
concerning the setting up of Execu-
tors' Accounts for submission to the
proper authority may be obtained
from " Hardcastle's Executorship
Accounts, " which also may be pur-
chased from the Accountancy Pub-
lishing Company, New York.

I submit herewith a problem in Es-
tate Accounting, set at a Maryland
Examination in 1905, the solution of
which will be given in the September
issue of The Business Educator,
provided the publisher of this paper
will permit me to use sufficient space
in that number. I should be glad,
indeed, to receive from the readers of
The Edi'c.^tor solutions to this prob-
lem. It is the last that I shall have
the pleasure of presenting in connec-
tion with this course.

problem for solution.

John Jones died on December 31,

1903, leaving his estate in trust to A.
B. for the benefit of his widow during
her life and at her death to be divided
iDetween two nephews. The invent-
ory of the estate shows the following
assets and liabilities on the day of
his death. The trustee took posses-
ion on January 1, 1904 :

Cash in Exchange Bank $ 4,200.00

Cash in House 300.00
Cash on deposit with

State Trust Co., at 3»,i

from Oct. 1, 1903, pay-
able quarterly 15,000.00

Household Furniture
and Effects 6,000.00

Real Estate, Dwelling 11,000.00

Real Estate, Ware-
house . .. 12,500.00

$20,000 U. S. 4% Bonds,
appraised at 135

{Continued on page 30.)
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Prepositions, Continued.

ON, UPON.

These are almost synonymous,
though upon is sometimes preferable
where motion into a position is im-
plied, thus retaining the meaning of
up on. The people gathered upon
the housesteps. Let us go up on the
roof. The bird alighted on the roof.

ABOUT, AROUND.

AroHJid and round are used synony-
mously. .-1 do?// and aro7ind sire often
interchangeable. The earth revolves
a/>iu// or t7 1-0nnd the sun. The differ-

ence lies in the fact that around keeps
closer to the idea of encircling, while
about may mean here and there. We
build a fence around a field. We
travel about the city.

.ACROSS, ALONG
Across conveys the idea of motion

at right angles, as indicated by the
word itself, a cross, .-llong may
mean parallel to. We go along the
street and across other streets. How-
ever, we say we go across a bridge
when in fact we go along it—an ex-
pression derived from the fact that
we are going across the stream. A
man walks through a forest ; a bird
flies o:rror<7C/-<755 it. We walk across
or over a rug in passing through a
room.

BESIDE, BESIDES.

Beside has much the same meaning
as rt/(7«^ ; meaning near by or paral-
lel to. A path beside the stream.
Besides, as now used, can mean only
in addition to. I have much property
besides this which you see.

BETWEEN, AMONG.

Between is derived from the Anglo-
Saxon be, meaning by, and tiveon, two,
and so can be used only in reference
to two objects or groups. In the
phrase, between two trees, two is un-
necessary as between could not be
used if there were more than two trees.

Belli ec)! rows of trees, would mean
that there was a row of trees on either
side. Atnong refers to more than two.
The house stood among trees.

UNDER, BENEATH, BELOW.

These words are interchangeable
in many cases, but the following il-

lustrations show instances where one
or more of them cannot properly be
used. He is in the class beloiv me,
indicates grade. He is in the class
beneath me, indicates inferiority. A
ship goes down the river; a tunnel

goes under it ; fish swim beloxc or be-

neath its surface. A bridge trembles
beneath a heavy load, not under it. A
child may be under our care, not below
or beneath it.

Toward and towards are synony-
mous, though possibly towards is

used more commonly.
I 'ntil and //// are interchangeable

in all cases.

Out should not be used as a prepo-
sition. It fell y«/ o/ the window ; not,
out the window.
The following exercise is designed

to give thorough drill on the prepo-
sitions given in this and the preced-
ing article.

CLASS DRILL.

Which of the prepositions in italics

should be used in these sentences ?

In some cases more than one may be
used correctly, but even then one
may be preferable to the other.

1. Plants absorb moisture /;v7w;-()///

()/ the air.

2. He is active in-for the cause of
temperance.

3. There are other items to be
added to-ivith the account.

4. He is an agent for-of the com-
pany in-for selling reapers.

5. We agree zvith-to the terms you
propose.

6. We agree bctween-aniong oursel-
ves.

7. We were alarmed by-with the
news of his failure.

8. We contrast one object with-to

another.

9. The wagon is drawn by-with
horses along-down-up the road, across-
through-over-around Vae field, across-
through the woods, in-into the barn.

10. I employed him on-upon the
farm.

11. His entrance into-among the
company was scarcely noticed.

12. We need his help in-icith the
enterprise.

13. To develop the photographic
film, it must be immersed for a cer-
tain time under-in running water.

14. I suddenly came on-upon an
open glade in the forest.

1,5. No one was standing beside-

besides the accused man. (Justify the
use of either word.)

16. We rowed around-about the is-

land.
17. He purchased the goods Irom-

of Brown & Co.
18. To requite injury -with-by injury

is human, but not Christian.
19. I will take revenge on-upon my

enemy.
20. I satisfied myself upon-by in-

quiry that the natives were satisfied

-with-by our gifts.

21. We will start, then, on-upon
Monday.

22. The money is not adequate for-
to the purpose.

23. Ten shares of stock have
been allotted to-for you.

24. By-with great labor were these
samples collected.

25. I was amazed by-at such reck-
less daring.

26. Anger rf/M-(7/ the insult prompt-
ed the reply.

27. He was disturbed by great anx-
iety for-about the future.

28. Please search for-after the pa-
per you had yesterday,

29. I saw it on-upon your desk this
morning.

30. The pencil rolled under-be--
neath-bcloiv the typewriter.

31. Will you accept our note for-at
si.xty days ?

32. I inquired aflcr-aboul-for bis
health.

33. Switzerland is the buffer state
between-among the other countries of
western Europe.

34. The vase was broken to-in-into
pieces.

35. In debate it is sometimes well
to be candid to-toward-towards your
opponent.

36. The fire spread so rapidly he
was unable to carry anything frotn-
out of the house.

37. Heat changes water to-into
steam.

38. A flag hung over-across the
street.

.39. He ventured out too far on-
itpon the thin ice.

40. He belongs to the senior class
at-of Yale.

41. I met him several times while
walking about-around the town.

42. I saw no labor-saving devices
around about the office.

43. We were discouraged byat-with
the failure of the machine to do the
work.

44. He made the journey across-
over-along the country from New
York to Seattle.

45. Articles of copartnership con-
tain the agreement of-bctiveen-among

the parties.

Jin explanation.

Your Editor, who has never been ac-

cused either of being cross eyed or of

drinking to excess, nevertheless, got

his mental faculties twisted when he
made the mistake of placing Mr.
Browning's article, entitled Factory
Accounting under Mr. Bennett's
heading, and Mr. Bennett's article,

entitled The Bank Statement, under
Mr. Browning's heading, in the de-
partments of Practical Finance and
Expert Accounting in the Profes-
sional Edition of The Business Edu-
cator for April.

Robert eolleae
CONSTANTINOPLE, March l!t, I'.IOS.

Editor Business educator :

In the lith line. 2d column, page 2fl, March
issue the weird " American " should be
"Armenian" As the weight of the last
half of mv article turns upon the point that
there is very little .\merican commerce
here, this sui)Stitution makes the article

inconsistent.
Very respectful^'.

ION K. DWYER.
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TYPEWRITING
A. C. VAN SANT.

OMAHA, .... NEBRASKA.

J)
Cbc Educational Ualue of Cvpc=

writina

By Eli/,a)'.eth Van vSant, O.maha,
Neb., Princii'ai., Van Sant School
OF SlIOHTII.^ND and TVPEWRITING.

The .study of typewriting is now re-

cognized as having a distinct educa-
tional value. To reach success the
student must either possess or ac-

quire, at least in a degree, three im-
portant mental qualities—concentra-
tion, attention, and continuity.

In the early practice, before the
student has learned his keyboard, he
can not let his mind wander for a
single instant, or he is in danger of
making mistakes. If he is required
to produce perfect pages, the mental
discipline is e.xcellent. He must gain
an almost complete mastery over his
mental and physical movements to

reach the required results.

In his later work his powers of at-

tention and observation are called
into play. After his keyboard has
been mastered, the mere act of strik-

ing the letters becomes more or less

mechanical, but before this stage is

reached he is usually through with
repetition and is doingoriginal work,
either copying from new matter or
transcribing his notes. Then it is

that he must give to his work all the
attention of which he is master if he
would accomplish the greatest amount
in the shortest time.
Continuity is also developed; for

the student must not only concentrate
and give his attention to the work in

hand, but he must often yield himself
to prolonged efforts along the same
line. The school course itself fur-

nishes ampleopportunities to test the
student's powers of continuity, but
the business world often lays heavy
demands upon his power to continue
his efforts along a given line.

The development of these faculties
is in the truest sense education, for
no one, no matter how gifted, can
make a success if he is deficient in
these three qualifications.

In the matter of spelling alone, the
student's drill is constant. His early
practice, whether it be words or sen-
tences, is a continual drill along this
line. He will, whether he wishes or
not, become informed on the spelling
of many words which he did not know
before. When hebegins to transcribe
from his notes he will be forced to de-
cide for himself upon the spelling of

every word be vyrites, and if he has any

pride and ambition he will endeavor to

produce work accurate in this respect.
An excellent corrective for poor spell-
ing is to require the student to write
on his typewriter several lines of each
word he misses in his transcripts.
This requires him not only to exercise
his mental powers to properly direct
his fingers, but it also trains the fin-

gers to naturally and easily strike the
letters in the proper succession. A
good typewriter operator does not
consciously spell one word in a hun-
dred, but simply thinks the word and
the sub-powers of tne brain act with-
out effort and the result is accurately
spelled work.

And not only in spelling, but in the
use of good English and in punctua-
tion the typewriter is a constant edu-
cator. Every page of matter which
is copied from print is an unconscious
lesson in Knglish. Every letter the
student transcribes forces him to
think out the structure of the senten-
ces and to decide upon the punctua-
tion necessary to bring out the mean-
ing. It is a source of surprise to
teachers to observe the rapid progress
of their students in the use of English,
when so little time is directly devoted
to the study in the ordinary commer-
cial school. The education given him
in this line is similar to that received
by the boy who goes to work in a
printing office. There is no English
education which more completely
covers every detail than that given in

the setting of type, the reading of
proof, and the correction of errors
made. But the work of the typewriter
operator is not inferior, for in a sense
the student set.s his own type, reads
his own proof, and must correct his
own errors. In addition he must also
edit his own copy. A small part of
his duty may be copying from printed
matter, but the majority of his work is

transcribing his notes. In doing this
he must interpret and translate as he
goes, correct grammatical errors, if

any, and be on the watch for inaccurate
statements or loose grammatical con-
structions

Typewriting maybe called an exact
science. A student of shorthand may
be able to "bluff" his way through his
shorthand classes, and even may suc-
ceed by these tactics in the business
office, if he is clever, but when it

comes to his typewriting it speaks his
own language. He may be able to
write one stem for another in short-
hand, or put his hooks on the wrong
side of the stem, anq jf the transcript

is accurate no one will be the wiser.
But in his typewriting there is no such
thing as concealing a mistake. His
work is either right or wrong; it is

either neat or untidy, and cleverness
will not take the place of accuracy.

In pen-written work punctuation
may be slighted, even bad spelling can
be concealed by careless wriiiiig, but
in typewriting every detail must re-

ceive due consideration. The points
which have been allowed to remain
in a haze must be cleared up, and the
student must either find out what is

right and what is wrong, or go on
record as ignorant.
As a character builder typewriting

has its place. To do neat and
accurate work requires the exercise of
patience and self-control.
Fortunately the young people who

are in the commercial schools of the
country are generally ambitious to
make a success of their work. The
course differs from the ordinary pub-
lic school course in that the reward
for success in the commercial school
is a salaried position, which few
young people scorn.

expert Ilee«untlna-eontlnued from
page IS.

$10,000 Georgia .V- Ala-
bama R. R. Co. 5",i

Bonds, appraised at
110

5,000 Shares Green Gold
Mining Co. Stock-
par— $5— $2.50 per
share paid in $1.25 ptr
share called, to be
paid January 10, 1904

Sundrv debts due the
deceased 7,000.00

Sundry debts owing by
the deceased 3,200.00

Jones was a special partner in a
commission house of Brown iV Jones
at the time of his death, and when
the accounts of the firm were made
up to the date of his death it was
found he was entitled to $2,740.00 for
profits and $25,000.00 for capital, but
the capital was to remain in the iDusi
ness for two years at 5",, interest, to
be payable semi-annually.
The warehouse was rented for $1,-

000.00 per annum, payable quarterly
on February, May, August and Nov-
ember, 1st. Interest on the U. S. \%
Bonds payable quarterlv, January,
April, July and October' 1st. Inter-
est on the Georgia & Alabama Bonds
payable January and July 1st.

The funeral e.xpenses amounted to
.$,500.00, and the probate fees and col-
lateral inheritance tax to 14,000.00.
The income of the estate is to be

paid quarterly to the widow, who is
to have use of the dwelling and house-
hold furniture during her life.

Assume the receipt of the income
when it becomes due, the receipt of
the debts due the estate and the pay-
ment of the debts due by the estate
on January 10 and the payment of the
income to the widow when same is due.
Prepare for the trustee a form for

cash book, write same up to July 2,

1904, and make out statement of ac-
count of trustee with estate as of that
date.
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Practical Tinance - eontinued from
page Z7.

Equipment Bonds. This bond has
for its security a mortgage on personal
property, usually the "rolling stock"
or equipment of a railroad or the ma-
chinery of a manufacturing plant.
This class runs for a short time and is

used quite extensively by companies
who have not sufficient funds to pro-
vide the machinery or equipment
needed. The company makes ar-

rangements with the manufacturer or
seller to take in payment bonds at a
fairly high rate of interest and se-

cured by a mortgage on the property
purchased.

ear^Crust Bonds. This form of bond
is used extensively among railroads.
A car-trust is a company which pur-
chases cars from a manufacturer and
sells them to railroads on the install-

ment plan. The cars are leased by
the car-trust to the railroads on the
lease-purchase plan. That is, when a
definite number of rent pa^'ments are
made by the railroad company it shall
become owner of the cars, but until
such time they remain the property
of the car-trust. The car-trust bond
is an obligation given by the car-trust
company, the securities for which is

the cars rented to the railroad, the
payment of the bonds being secured
by the payment of rent.

Debenture Bonds. The word deben-
ture means debt and might logically
be applied to any kind of credit in-

strument. Debenture bonds are ex-

tensiveh' used and probably the least

understood of any issue of bonds that
may be made. There are two kinds
of "debenture bonds", those of finan-

cial companies and those of railway
companies each differing very mater-
ially from the other.

The debenture bond of a financial
company is a form of collateral trust
or credit obligation, and is secured
by the Deposit of bonds and mort-
gages owned by the company. These
"debentures" are used to raise funds
for permanent use in the purchase of
other bonds and mortgages, which
may again be used as a security for a
further "debenture" issue. They are
considered first class investments.
The securities may consist of mort-
gages, municipal bonds and warrants,
etc., and in most cases the security
so deposited is listed on the back of the
bonds.

Railroad companies issue a form of
bond called a "debenture" which is

quite different in character. These
bonds very often have no security for

the payment of interest; many times
the principal also is unsecured. The
payment of interest is dependent on
the surplus net earnings of the road.
Instead of being a first lien on the
properties and income of the road,
they are a last claim, and stand in a
rank inferior to all other bonds of the
company. They are in some respects

inferior to the unsecured short-time
credit obligations of the road; they
lack the advantage of paper maturing
at an early date, and have little or no
advantage from contracts of security.

Tncome Bonds. An income bond is

one, the enterest on which is payable
out of the surplus net earnings of the
company issuing it, The interest
therefore is contingent on a remain-
der of earnings after the payment of
all expenses, cost of maintenance,
taxes, interest, rentals, and other
fixed charges. If there be nothing
left, then the company is under no ob-
ligation to pay interest for the year.
The interest, however, may be made
cumulative—that is, while there is no
obligation to pay interest if there be
no funds with which to do so, yet the
amount of interest contracted for,

cumulates as a charge which stands
ahead of all dividends on thecommon
orpreferred stock. The incomebond
usually has the payment of the prin-
cipal secured by a mortgage, which,
although junior to other mortgages,
gives to the income bond-holder a rank
ahead of the general unsecured credi-
tor.

The reader who is familiar with
work on Finance will recognize a few
extracts from well known authors.

Report of Tsaac Pitman, $bort°
band Ceacbers' and Ulritcrs'

dissociation of new Vork
eitv, marcb, 190S.

The principal feature of the evening was
Mr. H. W. Hammond's lecture on " English
Style for Business Letters. " Tlie speaker
prefaced his address bv quoting the em-
ployment managers of the typewriter com-
panies to tiie effect that beginners were not
wanted, or were paid about $r, a week, sim-
ply because they did not know tiie business
style of printed I'^nglish, and the difference
between knowing business English and
not knowing it meant that much difference
in salary. The shorthand and typewriting of
beginners were as a rule satisfactory. But
nowadays when every other girl knew
shorthand and typewriting, the distribu
tion of positions was becoming restricted
to those only who knew the style of Busi-
ness Correspondence. The speaker traced
the evolution of business writing from As-
syrian sources through a genuine business
letter found baked upon a brick, utterly de-
void of punctuation, capitalization, or dis-

play.

The question was asked by Mr. Karl Tharp,
Wood's Seventh Ave. School, whether time
was not saved by abbreviating, and the
speaker brought out the fact that the phy-
sical restrictions of the typewriter refuiired
that there should be, among many other
words, no abbreviating of the names of the
months or the words " instant," " ultimo,"
'• pro.ximo " etc. He gave as authority.' for

this his own experience as well as Mr. David
H Ci'Keefe's statement that he had had the
matter worked out by Miss Rose L. Fritz
and discovered that the economj' in type-
writing speed wras very considerable where
no abbreviations were used, legibility and
neatness increasing. This was due to the
fact that a skilful typist could write three
additional letters during the time used for

striking the shift-key.
JOHN A. Shea,

Local Secretary.

Outline for teacbtng Hdvertising.

The following outline is original
with and followed by Mrs. Nina Pearl
Hudson Noble in connection with her
English work in the Salem, Mass.,
Commercial School. She explains in

detail the use of the various styles of
advertising, the following providing
material for about two lessons.

Hdvertisina.

1. LETTERS

,1 Serial or follow-up i>r circular.
h Double or return postal.

NEWSI'AHER.

u Want lost and found bartt
and exchange.

/. The follow-up ad.
c Display ad. ( From ':; to 1 page.

)

BOOKLET.

a Catalogues.
h Price lists.
( Twoandthr

MAGAZINE.

.1 Serial.

page pamphlets

U The pen and ink cut.
( The wash drawing.
(/ The electrotype or phototype,
e The colored lithograph.
/' Cover designs and inserted sheet.

, BOARD.

a Display signs. (Ground
? Raised

1. Simply the name.
'-'. Special picture and name.

PACKAGE.

II Use of checked box.
h I'se of fancy covered box.
c Tinsel.

I
Ralston's Breakfast Food

,
Cox's Gelatine

I
Nabisco, Lowney

I Sanborn's Coffee

PLACING THE GOODS IN A PROSPECTIV E
PURCHASER'S HOU.SE.
Pianos.
Wash-wringers.

N()\ KLTV.
ii Calendars. (desk, wall)
/< Blotters, thermometers etc.

c Rulers.
il Telephone lists.

IMPRINT.

a Letter-heads and envelope imprint.
b Publisher's imprint <.n books,
r Apothecary's imprint — Phot<igraph-

er's imprint.

. TRAOE ?IARKS.

. DEMON-STRATION.

a By demonstrat<)rs at food-fairs.
b By demonstrators at individual

stores. (pyrography)

. SCHOLARSHIPS AND SPECIAL PRIZES.

( Book-ccmtests. )

. DECORATIVE.
.-/ Flags (Merchants' week)
b Booths.
c Special cars. { Circus )

. FIELD-MEN, SOLICITORS AND AGENTS.

ADOPTION OF ONE SIGN FOR ALL.

a Baker's Cocoa Woman,
b Phonograph His master's voice.
( (Juaker oats Quaker
(/ Kennedy's crackers. -The inner seal.

e Douglas shoe Douglas.
/ Cream of wheat Negro
K Queen Quality Princess Louise.

STREET CAR.

a Change eacV. week.
b Change once in six months.
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MELVIN W. CASSMOBE,
TMK SEATTLE COMMEKCIAL SCHOOL

SeafMe, Washlnifon.

=^

=^
l)oiv to Create a Demand.

The builders of business are those
who create the demand—who make a
want where contentment lodged be-
fore. This demand can be scien-
tifically, surely, naturally brought
about.

We must reali/.e, hrstof all, that an
appeal to the reason, the judgment,
the intellect, will not, in the average
person, make the want appear. It is

only through an appeal to the emo-
tions that a desire can be stimulated.
In this lies the great weakness of
"reason why" copy explained in a
previous article.

Suppose, for instance. Mrs. Woman
goes down town, sees smoking jackets
marked down. Has long wanted one
for hubby. Reason and judgment
say "Buy". The reduced price
will fill the demand already existing.
The low price will not make her
crave a jacket as a household fixture.

We shall go about creating the de-
mand in another way. Let us analyze
the smoking jacket. Who buys it '> A
woman probably. A married woman
or one-about-to-be. She buys it for a
man. Buys it to keep him home,
where he ought to be.

So we will trim up a home scene in
the window fireplace—easy chair-
slippers—smoking-jacket conspicu-
ous. She thinks "How confortable"
—that jacket would keep my husband
at home. Here is something that
touches the heart—her emotions are at
work. She wants the jacket and she
is going to have it, and she is going
to have it now instead of waiting un-
til some later time. Happiness is

hard to defer.

I should like to say here that much
of our general advertising practice in

mercantile circles, and with some
schools as well, is insane and suici-
dal. The people are taught and en-
couraged to put off buying. " Don't
buy today— it will be cheaper tomor-
row, " and so they sit like vultures
on the fence, waiting for someone to
fail so that they may pick the bones
of a bargain sale.

Now what emotions may a school
work upon? The desire to earn
money is one but only a certain pro-
portion of people have this desire
strong enough to furnish an impetus.
I'robably no one but the miser has it

strongly enough for our purpose.
It is rather a desire for the things

that money will get that will move the
budding youth. If you can delicately

and with dignity show the girl that a
business education will get her a
dream of a twenty-five dollar hat, a
perfectly lovely tailor made, and un-
limited matinees and chocolates, she
will come our way at once. The faint
suggestion of something along this
line will do its fatal work, when ar-
guments and facts are unavailing.
This is the reason that many of our

stock circulars, crude and inartistic
though they are, have been so success-
ful. They showed the rustic leaving
the homestead with a clean shirt and
the parental blessing and mounting
through the magic of bookkeeping
and shorthand to a place of eminence
in the great commercial universe.
So was the rural population awak-
ened.

People are moved by hate, fear,
avarice, love, ambition and such emo-
tions. After we have created the de-
mand, then the next step is to fill it.

The mind will unconsciously revert
to the source of its first impression,
so that in a great number of cases,
the starter of a demand will be
chosen to supply the demand.
The demand once recognized, the

intellect will be called into play.
Here is where we may use the " rea-
son why " copy. This is its chosen
sphere of action.

I should like to say modestly, that
within my knowledge, no periodical
devoted to advertising has ever ex-
plained this little matter The Bitsi-

NESS Educator scores a scoop.
It is a great deal easier to have

sympathy with suffering or with joy
than to have sympathy with thought.
The person who sets out to argue stu-
dents into taking a commercial
course has a long, hard row to hoe.
It is true that such students will be
intellectual—the kind that sustains a
school's reputation for good work.
Such reputation, valuable as it is,

is good only in filling a demand al-

ready created. The mere fact that a
school is known as a dependable in-

stitution will not awaken the desire
to enroll in such a school. Indeed it

is often true that the school that cre-

ates the demand will get the enroll-

ment, even when there is a suspicion
that it is inferior. Here is where the
solicitor does some of his most force-
ful, bat little recognized work. He
says, " Mrs. Jones, 1 can take your
boy and put him on the road to suc-
cess—make him a man of power an
influence— a gentlemen with nice
clothes.

"

He awakens these hopes and Mrs.
Jones in gratitude will let her boy fol-

low his lead, even though she hears
rumors of the school's inferiority.

If Sam makes good it will be well,
but if not, then shall we see indeed
that Hell hath no fury like a woman
bitten by a bargain.

There is however another phase to
consider. The emotional forces are
limited in extent and duration—as
limited as the physical forces to

which they may be allied.

Therefore it is impossible to pro-
duce a settled conviction through the
emotions. Constantly must new im-
pulses be given through a "follow-
up" system. A proper plan of adver-
tising will divide its appeal on these
two lines — one part to create a
demand and the second part to

clinch it.

This theory solves pretty com-
pletely the kind of treatment to ac-

cord the caller in the office. The first

opening sentences should find his

attitude—see if the demand is already
there. If it is, we can go at once into
reasons for his choice.

This leads directly to the question
of the proper and economical policy
of the school which I shall discuss in

the next and concluding paper.

movement of Ceacbers

\V. H. Coppedge, for two years with Wood's
Commercial School, Washington, D. C, has
engaged with the Mankato Commercial
College as head of the shorthand depart-

ment.
B. D. Stowell, recently with the Albany,

\. Y. Business College, has taken charge
of the commercial department of the Pen-
nington, X J., Seminary, and Mr. J. W. Dnn-
nell, who had that position, is in charge of

the commercial work in the Interstate Com-
mercial School, Ceder Rapids, Iowa.

K. P. Felch. formerly with Ferris Insti

tute, Big Rapids, Mich., and subsequently
associate-proprietor of a commercial school

at Yankton, S. Dak., has sold his interest in

the latter school and has gone into report-

ing work in Colorado.

A. F. Wallace, recently senior commercial
teacher in the Newark, N.J., Business Col-

lege, has engaged with Strayer's Business
College, Philadelphia.

W. H. Earles, of Hudson, Mich., is with

the Stanley Business College, Macon, Ga.

J. M. Crandall, Banks Business College,

Philadelphia, has recently taken charge of

the commercial department of the West
Chester, Pa . High School.

Caroline O. Fartisworth, for several years

at the head of the shorthand work in ttie

Eagan School, New York, will ne.xt year be

with the Winter Hill Business College,

Somerville, Mass.

B. A. McKinney, who has been teaching
this year with Richmond College, Rich-
mond, Va., will next year be with the Mas-
sey Business College of Richmond.

J. H. Long, who formerly owned the Car-

lisle, Pa., Business College, is with the

Biles Business College, Flint, Mich.
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Kliitok HUSINESS E1>L'<- AKiK;
I have been an interested reader of your

excellent magazine for sonietinie. and have
watched the departments and especially
the typewriting department with much in
terest. Therefore, I trust that what I have to
say may seem to be pertinent enough to be
given a place in your April number. The
discussion in the March typewritingdepart
ment by Mr. Van Sant of the proper method
of teaching fingering in typewriting has
stirred me up. With all due respect to Mr.
Van Sant's years and wisdom in matters
relating to touch typewriting. I must take
issue with him when he says that the plan
of teaching the easy fingers first is incorrect
in principle and application. My exper-
ience has been decidedly to the contrary.
Indeed, I think the logic of the fact is so
stronglj' in thi-opposite direction that these
facts need only to be mentioned for the
soundness of the "easy fingers first" prin-
ciple to be admitted.
.Now, taking Mr. Van Sant's arguments in

the order in which thev were made, let me
show wherein I think they are weak. Mr.
Van Sant says that the slower fingers
should be trained from the first in order to
produce correct motion balance at the
earliest possible moment. There is no evi-
dence produced, however, to prove that by
training the little Hngers first correct
motion l>alance is secured any earlier than
by the much easier method of training the
inde.x fingers first. The logic is that since
the little fingers are very awkward and
must be used at the outset not only to strike
keys but also to locate the other keys and
thus guide the other fingers, the securing
of a correct motion balance is made much
more dif=(icult than would be the case if the
little fingers were allowed to rest on the
guide keys and to do nothing else.
Mr. Van Sant says, "After one has used

only the first fingers for a long time it is

very difficult to learr^to use the weaker ones,
for the reason that the brain and nerve cur-
rents naturally seek the accustomed path."
This looks like an argument against the
"easy fingers first" principle, but if the
words "for a long time" are given their true
force it can not be so considered. In the
method which I advocate the first fingers
are not used alone "for a longtime." Asa
matter of fact, the teaching of the entire
theory of fingering is completed within five
lessons, and the use of all the fingers on the
entire keyboard is secured sooner than by
Mr. V;jn Sant's method.
Mr. Van Sant quotes from Leschetizky.

Suppose we admit that the great teacher is

correct in saying that the strongest pressure
must be put on the weakest fingers to reme-
dy their inequality, must it necessarily fol-

low that this pressure must be put on
the weakest fingers iirst'r I think not.
The argument contained in this state-

ment, "We can so order the work that the
weaker fingers shall get the first training,
the first strength developing exercises, and
the proper starting of the brain and nerve
currents," is similar to the foregoing argu-
ment. The answer is the same—the little

fingers do not need first training; what
they really need is inosr training. There
is a vast difference between these two, as
anyone can see by giving the matter a little

thought.
I confess that I am unable to understand

what Professor James is "driving at" in the
statement quoted by Mr. Van Sant, or what
Mr. Van Sant means when he says that the
"easy fingers first" plan means "the impro-
per starting of the brain and nerve cur-
rents." As for his statement that the use
of this method greatly delays the time when
one may hope to become an expert and ac-
curate operator, "If it does not forever blast
the hope of becoming one," I need only
point to the fact that practically all of the
prizes won in the typewriting contests of re-

cent years (with the possible exception of
Miss Fritz, the professional operator) have
been taken by writers who learned type-
writing by the "easy fingers first" method

Dr instance, Mr. H. (). lilaisdell, at the
ost recent business show, made a higher

record than hasyet been made in these con-
tests, and I know, of my personal knowledge,
that Mr. Blaisdell learned typewriting by
the method condemned by Mr. Van .'Sant.

Then, too, in this largest of all business
colleges in the I'nited States where I have
had experience for the past seven years,
and where I have tried the system advo-
cated by Mr. Van Sant as well as the "easy
fingers firsf'.T have found that the best re-

sults a re to be attained by the last mention-
ed method.
Passing by thesupposed analogy of train-

ing the weaker fingers more than the
stronger ones, which is in reality not a true
analogy, I shall conclude by pointing out
the fact that Mr. Van Sant is hardly fair in
saying that the only argument in favor of
the method I advocate is that one ignorant
of typewriting would begin to use the easy
fingers first. Permit me to state the philo-
sophy of the "easy fingers first" idea. Be-
cause of the fact that the first lesson in
typewriting is a difficult one at best, and
because of the fact that the little fingers
have all they can do to guide the other
fingers, it is proposed to begin the teaching
of typewriting by using the index Hngers
for striking the keys, while the little fingers
rest on the guide keys. Furthermore, since
the index fingers are very flexible and to
some extent de.xterous, the teaching of
typewriting can be made easier and more
efTective by beginning with these fingers
and taking up the different little fingers
after the pupil has learned the minutiae of
the manipulation of the typewriter and
the other fingers have become accustomed
to striking and locating the keys without
looking at the keyboard. Xow, I wish to
make it plain that the method I advocate
does not neglect the training of the little

fingers, but dors make it a point to train
them to just as high a degree of efficiency
as the index fingers are trained. How it

does this I shall not take time to tell here,
as I do not care to trespass upon your kind-
ness in taking space for that purpose. Suf-
fice it to say that the plan which Mr. Van
Sant condemns has behind it all the logic
of pedagogy and practical common sense.

Yours very truly,
H. Breitenstein.

Formerly Prin. Sliorthand Department,
Gem CityBusinessCollege,Uuincy, 111.

Now Half owner, Abbott Business College.
Hillings, Mont.

Proaram for the Second nnnual eon=
veittion.

Ohio Business Educators' Jls^
sociation

TO BE HBLIl AT 7..\NES\ ILLE, OHIO, MAY
15TH AND 16th, 19(IS, .\T THE

ni«reditb Colleae.

TIMES RECORDER BUItDING.

OF?TCBRS OF THE ASSOCIATION.

President, A. D. Wilt, Dayton.
Vice President, L. L. Tucker.
Secretary, C. K. Tato, Cincinnati.
Treasurer, H. C. Rowland, Columbus.

OFFICERS OF TEACHERS' SECTION.
President, J. T. Yates, Newark
Vice President, Mrs. E. E. Admire, Cleve-

land.
Secretary, M. A. Adams, Marietta.

OFFICERS OF MANAGERS' SECTION.
President, R. L. Meredith, Zanesville.
Vice President, Miss Johnston, Elyria.
Secretary, W. E. Harbottle. Dayton.

COMMITTEE ON LEGISLATURE.
J. G. Hobble, Cleveland.
M. Pears, Lima.
C. A. Bliss, Columbus.

COMMITTEE ON SUPPLIES.
E. E. Admire, Cleveland.
F. W. Willis, Springfield.
A. D. Wilt, Dayton.

E.XECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

R. L. Meredith, Zanesville.
R. D. Mitchell, Sandusky.
Jerome B. Howard, Cincinnati.

FRIDAY, MAY 15TH.

10:30 A M. Address of Welcome, Dr. A.
H, Gorrel, Mayor of Zanesville Response-
John T. Y'ates, Bliss College, Newark.

Ill:*) A. M. President's Address, A. D.
Wilt, Miami Commercial College, Dayton.
11:00 A. M. General Business Reports of

Committees, Etc.
12:30 P.M. Subject to be announced later

J. S. M.Goodloe.C. P. A., Columbus.
1:15 P. M. Government Insurance of Bank

Deposits. J. T. Henderson, Oberlin Busi-
ness College.
l;:OOP. M. .\djournment of General Meet-

TEACHKRS' SECTION.

2:i«JP. M How I teach Penmanship, M.
A. -Vdanis, Marietta Business College. Dis-
cussion led by W. W. Patterson, Actual
Business College, Akron.

2:3(1 P. M. Touch Typewriting, Miss M. E.
High, Bliss College, Columbus. Discus-
sion led by Miss E. M. Johnston, Elyria
Business College.

.i:(lo P. M Adjournment to Boat Landing.'

?IANAGERS' SECTION.

2:110 P.M. Reports of Committees.
2:30 P. M General Discussions :

1. What kind of advertising is the
most advantageous ?

2. What form of contract should be
made with the student or parent ?

3. Should students be admitted to
partial or elective courses of study >

3:00 P. M .\djournment to Boat Landing *

The lixecutive Committee has arranged
for a boat ridedown the Muskingum River.
Supper will be served on the boat.

SATURDAY, MAY lliTH.

8:30 A.M. Reports of committees.
S:45 A. M. The Y'oung Man in Business.

General R. B. Br.)wn. Kx-Commander in-
Chief, G. A. R. Response Jerome B. How-
ard, Phonographic Institute, Cincinnati.
R. D. Mitchell, Sandusky Business College.

TEACHERS' SECTION.

9:4.T A. M. Shall correct Accounting Prin-
ciples be taught to Beginners? H. L. Leis-
ter, .Meredith College, Zanesville.
Discussion led by E. E. Merville, Spencer-

ian Commercial School, Cleveland.
10:30A.M. Position Defined-Its import-

ance in Building a Business Handwriting.
C. P. Zaner, Zanerian College, Columbus.
Discussion led by J. T. Henderson, Oberlin
Business College.

ll:r> A. M. Percentage and its Applica-
tions. W. O. Crosswhite, Sandusky Busi-
ness College. Discussion led by L. L.
Tucker, Mount Union College, Alliance.

JIANAGKRS' SECTION.

!i:4,"i A.M. Report of Committees.
10:30 A. M. General Discussions.

1. To what extent is soliciting profit-
able ?

2. Are commencement Exercises Ad-
visable?

3. Length of Courses of Study and
rates of Tuition.
1:30 P. M. Round Table Discussions.

1. Promotions — Their influence in se-
curing the student's best efforts. Led by R.
L. Meredith.

2. Rapid Calculation Drills— How
much time should be given, and scope of
the work, led by R. D. Mitchell, Sandusky.

3. English— Its importance in a Busi-
ness Education, led by John T. Yates,
Newark.
2:30 P. M. Reports of Committees, Nomi-

nations, Election of Officers.
Place of next Meeting.
Miscellaneous Business.
3:00 P.M. Adjournment.
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CATALOGS
CIRCULARS

Wilson's Business College. Seattle, Wusli.,
recently issned an attractive, light hrown
covered bot)klet printed on rich creauj paper
entitled " GettiriK Iv'eady to Win."

Another unnsually attractive and suk
ttestive booklet issued by the same school
is entitled " Lincoln Went to Night School"
with a colored illnstration of a barefooted
liiisky boy studying l)y the light of the log
tire,

Braniger's Business College, Parkersburg,
W. Va., issued a little folder which shows a
splendidly e<|uipped school, small but first

class in appointments.

" What Opportunities has a Country
Teacher for .Success? A little Contidential
Talk by one who has solved this question "

is the title of a book that is issued by W, H.
Klliott in the interests of the Bartlett Com
mercial College, Cincinnati, Ohio, We con-
sider it an excellent piece of advertising.
Schools generally we believe do not give the
attention they should to theconimon school
teacher Mr. Elliott shows his practical
judgment by putting out the booklet
named above.

Kecent advertising literature has been
received from the following :—King's Busi-
ness College, Kaleigh, N. C, Childs' Busi-
ness College, Providence, R, I., Bliss
Business College, Xorth Adams, Mass.,
Central Teachers' Agency, Columbus, Ohio,

Designs and Card Writer's Manual, Wil-
lard McBee, publisher, Pittsburg, Pa., North
Side, is a creditable volume of 70 pages
devoted to card writing, designs, card spec-
ialties, inks, etc., etc. Mr. McBee has Iniilt
up a very large business by sticking very
close to his specialty. Anyone interested
in this line of work will do well to secure
the manual referred to above.

"."sample Pagesof Paterson I'honography"
H. (iraham Paterson, author and publisher,
280 La Salle St., Chicago, 111., is the title of
an interesting 16 page pamphlet illustrated
and descriptive of Paterson's I'honography
which seems to be thoroughly modern and
a practical product.

The Lowell. Mass., Commercial College
Journal is a creditable product being large-
ly the product of the students themselves.

"The Kansomerian" is the title of an
eight page journal issned in the interest of
the l<:ansomerian Correspondence School of
Instruction, 3H2.') Euclid Ave., Kansas City,
Mo. Mr. C. W. Kansom, the principal, seems
to be making an unusual success of this
kind of instruction in penmanship. The
advertising he is putting out is unusually
effective.

One of the best edited school journals re
ceived at this institution comes from Hoff's
Business College, Warren, Pa. The princi-
pal. I. J. Hoff, is a brother of D. W. Hoff, of
Lawrence, Mass., the well known contribu-
tor to our columns.

The Business World, published bi-month-
ly by the Detroit, Mich., Busiress Univer-
sity, K, J. Bennett, editor, perhaps is the
best journal of its kind received at this
office. Subscription price 25 cents per year,
and it is well worth it. It is published in the
interests of the D. B. U. and its friends, but
not infrequently it contains a good deal of
iiifortnation along the line of expert ac-
counting etc.

The Barnes Commercial School, of Denver,
Colo., publishes a neat little monthly jour-

nal entitled the News Letter, which appears
to us to be good advertising.

"System Educator" issued by and in the
interests of the Business System Commer-
cial School, Toronto, Can,, is the title of a
clean, clear-cut circular recently received,
indicating the right kind of push and enter-
prise back of this new institution.

K'ecent advertising literature has been re-
ceived from the following: Whitemore
Business College, St. Joseph, Mo. ; Elliott's
Business College, Burlington, Iowa ; Ester-
ville, la., BusinessCoUegeiOhio and Metro-
politan Business Colleges, Cleveland, O.

"An idea for You," is the title of a folder
issued by the Gregg Publishing Co., Chicago
& New York, being an extract from the
paperentitled "My Method of Training Pup-
ils for Expert Typewriter Operators", read
at the National Shorthand Teachers' Asso
ciation at Pittsburg by K. E. TuUoss, princi-
pal of the Tulloss School of Touch Type
writing, Springfield, Ohio, The topic is
timely, point' clear, and the advertising
good.

tNEWS NOTES
AND NOTICES

On March 0,1908, at the old homestead in
the picturesque valley of the Monongahela
in W, Va., Mr. John Curtis Malone, the
father of Mr. S. C. Malone, the expert en-
grosser of Baltimore, Md , passed away in
his liotli year.
On the llith day of April, 1906, his mother

passed away at the advanced age of 91 years
The longevity of their lives would seem to
give us a clue to Mr. Malone's unexcelled
skill with the pen, for the kind of work he
does reiiuires almost an abnormal amount
of vitality, as well as of patience and per-
severance. Our sympathy is hereby ex-
tended to him in his loss, and our congratu-
lations for having had his parents with him
for so many years.

From the press of Minneapolis we learn
that the .'ill pupils of Caton's Business Col-
lege, of that city, hail a rather narrow escape
from a fire in the building in which the
school was located. Owing to cool heads
and a fire drill the pupils were all gotten
out in safety. The principal, Mr, T. J. Caton,
remained until the last, leaving by way of
the fire escape, seven pupils having been
taken down on ladders. It would not be a
bad plan for business colleges generally to
give some thought to this matter of fire pro-
tection to those entrusted to their care. We
know of a number of schools in the habit of
locking the doors which alone might prove
to be a serious matter in case of a fire panic.
Mr. Caton is to be complimented for his
forethought in the matter of a fire drill, and
for his coolheadedness.

Mr. Warren II. Sadler, Baltimore, ."^Id., the
esteemed publisher and school proprietor,
recently presented to the First English
Lutheran Church, Baltimore, Md., two
beautiful Hymn tablets of walnut and
bronze valued at $4.')0 00, in memory of his
wife whose death we announced during the
past year. This but further emphasizes the
fact that Mr. Sadler has a serious as well as
a sunny side, which characterizes all true
optimists.

Mr. Chas. M Gray, formerly of the Tri-
State Business College, Reading, Pa., now
has charge of the commercial work in the
high school, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Mr S. M. Blue, the well known expert
penman, whose work has appeared in The
Business Educator from time to time
and who, until recently, wasconnected with
the Grand Island, Nebr., Business College,
is now penman in the Portland, Ore., Busi-
ness College. As we undestand it, Mr, Blue

has succeeded Mr Wesco in that institution.
VVe expect to see some fine work from Mr.
Blue s pen, for undoubtedly his talent will
be still further developed by Mr. Arm-
strong's splended ability as a penmanship
criticandadvisr. Of course, The BUSINESS
Educator extends best wishes to Mr. Blue
in his new position.

Mr. H. A. Reneau, recently with the Gem
City Business College, (Juincy, 111., is now
teaching in the Barnes Business College of
.St. Louis, Mo. This means a good man in a
good school.

Despite the unfavorable financial outlook
which has been a feature of the industrial
situation for some time past, the Gregg
Publishing Company seems to be continu-
ally expanding. Altho the establishment of
a n Eastern office of the company in NewYork
(under Mr. Gregg's personal direction) has
to some extent relieved the pressure on the
Chicago office, it has been fouii.l necessary
fortheChicagoofticetotakeon an additional
room in the Thomas Church Building of
approximately ;i00 square feet for a general
office, thus permitting of a rearrangement
of several of the departments of the busi-
ness in such a way as to allow the Gregg
School to acquire additional space, which
will be fitted up for recitation and study
purposes.

t
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SCHOOL AND
PROFESSIONAL

^
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Mr. L. C. McCann, the modest, genial,

hustling proprietor of McCann's Business
College, Mahanoy City, Pa., recently pur-
chased the Reading, Pa., School of Com-
merce. We congratulate Mr. McCann for
securing what appears to be such an ex-
cellent school property. We also congratu-
late the good people of Reading for having
in their midst a man of Mr. McCann's
influence.

Mr. A. H. Dixon, the penman and com-
mercial educator, is now principal of the
commercial department of Heald's College,
Fresno, Calif., one of the fifteen schools
comprising the chain of Heald's Colleges.

From a letter received from Mr. S. W. Fry,
Rome, Ga., we learn that he, in connection
with others, has just organized the Etowah
Commercial School of that place. The
Business Educator extends best wishes
for the successor the new institution.

In the fine new seventytwopage Annual
Report of the Cleveland Chamber of In-
dustry, we note that Mr. E. E. Admire, Prop,
of the Metropolitan and ( )hio Business Col-
leges, is Vice President as well as chairman
of the entertaining committee. This speaks
well for Mr. .Vdmire's enterprise and re-
cognition.

The Marysville, Mo., Business College, or-
ganized a year and one-half ago by Messrs.
E. S Cook and Geo. II. Meek, has had an
enrollment of Mi students. The institution
has been so prosperous and has such an
excellent outlook that it was recently re-
organized and incorporated under the name
of the Western School Company, with Mr.
Cook, Pres.i Mr. Meek. Vice Pres.;andMr.
M V. Ringold, Sect.—Treas. We wish the
company enlarged opportunity and con-
tinued prosperity.

Mr. C. A. Wessel, principal of thecommer-
cial d.-partmentof the Highland Park Col
lege, Des Moines, la., reports a larger rurnll-
ment in his department this yearthan here
tofore, with the ontl.iok for a still larger
school next year. This indicates that the
good people of Iowa are appreciating the
services of Mr. Wessel. And well they
might for he is generally recognized as one
of the best fellows in our profession.
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Lessons in Ornamental Writing
F. S. HEATH, CONCORD, ^. II.

Send work to Mr. Heftth. Conrrird, N. H., hy the I5th of the month, for criticism In Ihe Business Educator.
Enclose stamps if you want your work returned.

<\

V <)

Instruction for Cc$$on no« 9*

No department of ornamental writing is more fascinating than that of card writing. And surely none requires higher skill We pre-

sent a few easy card designs and will endeavor to give some helpful hints to the students who wish to learn to write cards. A whole ser-

ies of lessons tiiight he given to this one branch of ornamental writing alone, so broad is the subject. In a single lesson w^e can only
touch upon a few of the things which the student should know if he would reach success in this line.

The materials must be not only g-ood, but />(^s^ Card writing is one of the highest types of pen skill. Consequently there is de-

manded for its execution those tools and materials which are capable of the finest work. Forthestyle of writing given in this lesson
there are only two pens worthy of the penman's attention, Gillott's No 1 and the Zanerian Fine Writer. A properly balanced and adjusted
oblique holder is essential. The ink must be of a quality that will produce a delicate hair line and a good solid shade.—two essentials

that very few inks possess.' A tine brand of stick India ink is preferred by many, while others use Arnold's Japan prepared after the
manner described in the Zanerian circular which accompanies that ink when sold by Zaner A: Bloser. The cards must have a good
writing surface with a solid, firm texture. Be very particular about these things, for they will have a great deal to do with your success
or failure.

At first it will be well to practice signatures upon ordinary paper until you have acquired some skill in their execution. Then try the
same signatures upon cards. You will find it rather difficult at first to do as good work upon cards as upon paper. Practice is the
only way to overcome this difficulty. In this style of card writing no ruling should be used. But the name should be in the center of the
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card and the base line should be straight. This will require care and attention. The writing should be free, graceful and dashy, but also

harnioniou.s and symmetrical. It should be rather small in size. The majority of penmen, perhaps use too large a hand for the best effect

in card writing. The writing should never be larger in proportion to the size of the card than the examples herewith. Get the hair lines

as delicate as possible : the shades clean and .strong. If you would reach the top, never be satisfied with a card however beautiful it may
be. Indeed, you should apply this rule to all your writing.

As I have suggested before, you should study each card before you begin its practice. So far as possible fix the form in your mind
before you attempt it upon paper or card. .N'otice points like these which are mentioned. Observe that the closing oval of C in C. .\.

Penny drops below the line and does not interfere with the A which follows. Note the apparent strength of the stem of /' and
contrast it witli the grace of the upstroke and top of the same letter. The final flourish adds dash to the card. Study the P in F. P.

Quincy.for it is the key letterof the combination. This is a style which the inimitable Courtney is popularizing just now. See that the

backward flourish of /' forms a good top for the F. Watch the balance of ovals in F. Lafontaine. The whole name is spoiled if this bal-

ance is not maintained. In Mr. Zauer's name, begin with P. Make the Clast, for you can place it better in that way. See how the clos"

ingoval of C falls into the space between /'and Z Begin the Cfor C.H. Bruce well to the right. Make the B so that the upstroke may also

serve as the last part of //. Add the shaded stroke of H last. L. A Rogers looks off hand, but was carefully thought out. It is simple,

but the finish of i, the --I and i? must together about right orthe result will not be a consistent whole. I also considered whether to use

the complete or abbreviated loop for if, and whetherto make the last stroke a hair line or shade. Was my judgment good in these mat-
ters? Thesame things are true concerning C. W. Saunders. Would a straight backed .S have looked better than the one which was
used? C. J.Gray is somewhat of the script monogram type. Begin with G and complete/ before lifting the pen. Then throw in the C
in such a way that it parallels the/. Let the beginning loop of G serve also for f.

In the questions which I have asked and the little points to which I havecalled your attention I have tried to suggest to you a pro-

fitable way to study ornamental writing. Remember that it is not all study ; neither is it all practice, but the proper combination of

both that leads to success in this lineof work.

Criticisms by F* S. f)eatb«

n. K. M., S. I). Work for a free, easy move-
iiient, neither slow nor too fast. Cut shades
with a Hrni. even pressure. I think your
greatest lack is alonjx these lines. Your
movement seems irrenular and uncertain
at times. Get it under perfect control and
the victory will he won.

J. A.N. .Pa. You have a good start. De-
vote a great deal of time to movement ex-
ercises, for you lack that powder and strength
of movement which is essential for the pro-
duction of first class work.

J. R. B.. Ark. Close h at top. Get turns in
soiall letters uniform in size. In signature
work study harmony of lines. Pause after
making a letter or stroke and see just how
the next one should be placed for best eflfect.

When one has reached your stage of ad-
vancement study is of even greater impor-
tance than practice.

O. P. M., Kan. You are improving but
your work still lacks ease and strength.
Work a great deal on bold exercises, using
a free, strong and regular motion. A bet-
ter riuality of ink would give your work a
finer appearance.

C S., N. J. You are well along the road to
skill in this line of penwork. You need
most of all to give careful attention to every
detail of your work. Make the inner oval of
/larger and fuller. Do not shade .sand give
it a pointed top.

t>, B. W., 111. I am afraid you use too
much finger movement. Good ornamental
writing can only be produced by a strong,
controlled arm movement for capital and
combined movement for small letters.
Work along this line and send result for
criticism.

M. B., N. Y. Your second attempt at or-
namental writing is very creditable, in-
deed. You can master the art. Begin with

the first lesson and give careful attention
to each lesson in turn.

Z. C, Minn Your practice work is well
arranged and neat. You will surely sue
ceed if you continue your faithful work.
Try to get uniformity of slatit and spacing
in the smiill letters. Small r, s and c need
special attention. Get a little more strength
into your capital letters.

F. L-, K. I. Your work is full of airy grace.
Combine this with correct form, mixing the
two with good taste and your work will be
sought after for thebest scrap books. Will
try to get time to write you some personal
criticisms.

(). E., Minn. No one of the many who are
following these lessons has made more im-
provement than you. Your work is fast
taking on a professional appearance. I con-
gratulate you. You arein line for the cer-

tificate. Criticisms by mail as requested.

Position Wanted a first-class commer^"^^^^ c i a 1 teacher and
school man, wishes position with a high grade
commercial school or high school Has had

and :

albr,

Business Educator, Columbus. Ohio.

A SNAP A well advertised
well equipped Bus
College for sale

lan rtreiplb of last s months. Located in lliri'

IS town in truil belt of North Texas. %vher
aard is cheap, rents very low- Proprietor wisi
i to devote time to other interests and inves
enls. .\ddress. BARGAIN, care of the

Business Ediwalor. Columlnts. Ohio.

Indiana B-usIness College
Has schools at I. a K.ivelle, l.otanspou, Koko-
nio, Anderson, Marion, Muncie. Richmond,
t olumbus and Indianapolis. The INDIANA
lU'SINESS rOIXECK of Indianapolis is tlie

c KNTRAI. in SINKSS COLLEGE.

Qualified Teachers
In either the Grei:i;, Charlier or Pitman sys-
tems furnished schools on short notice. Tell
U8 your wants and we will make a selection
that will please you.

ProspeotI've Students
ollece should send for our

Indiana Business College
Box 353. IndUnipoUs. Ind.

Design! and Card Writers' Manual.
Contains 70 pagres, 190 styles of cards Illustrated. Tells

all about how to order the best and cheapest cards—cards
that are quiet sellers. Don't fail to send for this booli and
samples before placinjr your order for cards. A 2c stamp
will bring it to your door. Address,

W. McBEE, 19 Snyder St , N. S., Pitt<bur<, Vh.

VTANXSD 1

By a commercial eacher of long ex- 1

perience, a position in an up-to-date

school that appreciates good, thorough,
conscientious work. Address Reliable,
care of BUSINESS EDUCATOR. 1

COLUMBUS, OHIO.
|

^W A N X E D — .\n experienced

teacher of BOOKKEEI'IN'G, .\KITH-
MKTIC and PENMANSHIP for a

desirable position in the

Albany Business College

eneasement to betin September 1. IH()K, Ap-

plications are souk'ht from men of experience

and ability who are capable of commanding a

cood salary. Please send photograph and

specimen of penluanship with application, both

"f which will be returned piomptly.

Cat-nell ^ Holt,
Albany, N. Y.

For Sale! A well established school in
a western Pennsylvaniam^^m^^m^^m^ town of 6 000 people. Ren-

tal, light and heat averages $24 per month.
Furniture—golden oak and mission. No nicer
or more complete equipment in the state.

This school has produced results and is a good
proposition for a bright and hustling young
man. Price. $1.00li. Reason for selling, ill-

health. Address, Peiin, care of
Business Educafor, Columbus, Ohio

THE BEST BOOK ON THE SUBJECT
Written and illustrated by the

"WIZARD OF THE PEN"
A complete training in e.vpert handwriting Hun-
dreds of endorsements. Sent upon receipt of tl -JiO

FRANCIS B, COUKTNEV,
Caton College Hinneapolls, Hinn.

A FE-W THINGS X DO:
Make De ality;• igns that liavt

Illustrations that
Make Por(ra/(s that are likenesses:
Make Covers that cause one to look withi;

Make Penmans/l/p Copy that eijuals copper
Make Drawings in Pen and Ink. Wash or
Make Letter Heads, Business Cards, C<
Cards, Cartoons:

Make you happy, plad that you selected a
to do your drawing who can make good

TJOIT'T IFOK-O-ET l/TE !

112 W. Slat at., N. Y.
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THE CALL OF THE CITY
A SERIAL FOe AMBITIOCS BOYS AND GIRLS

BY CHARLES T. CRAOIM,

Thompson's Business .School, Holyoke, Mass.

::^

Cbc Post Graduate of the City.

Kvery little while in my school work I

get hold of a rather bright student who
after four, five or six months, begins to feel
that he, or she, does not need further in-
struction. If the student is a stenographer
and it comes easy to her, as it does to some,
and she has reached a point where she can
take my dictation with which she is

perfectly familiar, at a speed of say about
one hundred words a minute and can bring
me a transcript which I mark " Good, '* she
gets impressed with the idea that she does
not Tieed much further practice and as
likely as not, she begins to try, on thequiet,
to get a position.

I wish every student I had ivoiild try to
get a position as soon as he is ready
for it. It would take away one thing about
school life which I do not like. The mod-
ern school of business, especially in our
large cities, has come to be regarded largely
as an employment agency ; some of them
Hre employment agencies, pure and simple,
and that's about all. the matter of educa-
tion is purely secondary. Of course, it is

all right and proper for a school to do its
best to procure employment for its gradu-
ates, or for those who have not graduated
for that matter, and a school of good repu-
tation generally has enough calls for help
to place all who can do first class work, but
when itcomes to making that the prime fea-
ture of the school— I object. It ia not really
the business of the school to get positions
for its graduates and just as surely as a
school makes that too much of a feature, it

will neglect the far more important measure
of making the graduate fit to fill the posi-
tion.

DEAD-WOOD AND KUTS.

" In this article, which is the last but one
I shall contribute this year, I would like to
impress one thing on your minds, whether
you are a student in the department of
stenography or bookkeeping, and that is,

that your education is not complete
when vou leave school, and would not be
even if you gave a much longer space of
time to that education than your money
will allow you to give, for I assume that you,
like myself when I attended business col-
lege, are somewhat limited in the amount
of money you can afiford to give to educa-
tion before you begin to make that educa-
tion bring you some financial returns.
The moment you decide that your educa-

tion is complete, you cease to be a living
personality and become dead-wood. It
may be pretty good wood, but it is dead-
wood just the same, and you cease to be
what you might be just as quick as you
stop looking for new points to make your-
self stronger and brighter and better.
The schools, the colleges, the universities

are only the entrance doors to the larger
education every person should strive to at-
tain in the great school of life. There is a
danger to every one of settling down into
a rut, and the danger is even greater to the
thoroughly well trained student than to
the one who is only half trained, for the lat-

ter must make an effort to improve in
training or he will not be able to hold a
place in the ranks of wage earners.
The good stenographer gives satisfaction

in the office where she is employed. The
good bookkeeper is perfectly satisfactory
to his employer. Whether bookkeeper or
stenographer, if you can do your work well
you will conimand a fair salary and there

is a tendency to become satisfied with the
position you hold and settle down and be-
come stationary. It may be a very good
position but if you are satisfied with it and
do not make an attempt to broaden your
field of effort you will soon become just a
part of a big business machine. It may be
a good machine but it is a machine just the
same and I for one never felt satisfied to be
quite that. I suppose a great majority of
people are satisfied.

BRAINS VS MACHINES.

The president of one of the greatest banks
in New York, recently, in talking about op-
portunity for young men said: "It is al-
most impossible to get a young man who
has any powers of originality. We get
young men who can do our bookkeeping
along stereotyped lines in a satisfactory
manner. They are quick and accurate.
But we rarely get one who has thinking
power enough to suggest any improve-
ments over our present methods. When
we do get such a man, his advancement is
sure to be rapid and he goes on to a much
higher level of work and wages than he has
occupied.
This is true of the stenographer, though

perhaps in a lesser degree, for she is not
called upon to originate new ideas and
methodsto so great an extent as the ac-
countant. But young people are beginning
to wake up to the idea that it is brains that
command the large salaries rather than
just machines, and there are many bright
minds that can see howvast is the field of
knowledge and how immensely ones views
of life broaden and brighten as they get
higher up in the scale of knowing things.

It is like climbing a mountain, the land-
scape from the foothills, appears monoton-
ous and uninteresting, but as you rise to
the upper heights it spreads out a varied
panorama of hills and vales and lakes and
rivers, to the eye.

DICKENS AS A STENOGRAPHER.
There are as bright minds in the business

schools of the country today as there are in
the colleges and universities, and the fact
that these business college graduates have
to get out and hustle for a living is no rea-
son that they should settle down into the
first ten or fifteen dollar a week job they
get and stay there for life. Charles Dickens.
glorious creator of an immortal gallery of
living characters which have delighted all
mankind, learned stenography to get a
living and he iwas one of the very best steno-
graphers of his time and commanded the
large salary, for those days. 1830, of five
pounds a week on the old London Chroni-
cle, but Dickens took a post graduate
course in the school of London Life and
gave us Pickwick and The Curiosity Shop
and Copperfield and the long line of splen-
did fiction which made their authorthecen-
tral figure in the literary world for thirty
years.
There is absolutely no excuse for a man or

woman settling down into a purely me-
chanical occupation and staying there for
life. Thereis abundant opportunity for wi-
der culture in every city of even moderate
sizeand in the great centers like Xew^ York.
Chicago and Boston one may take up almost
any line of study selected, under the best of
instructors at a trifling cost. Indeed it

need not cost anything to get much gen-
eral culture which will make you an im-
mensely more capable man or woman and
which will make your life brighter and

more attractive for I assume that you like
to read. If you do not then I don't expect you
to reach a very high level anyway unless it
be as a mere money-maker, and money-mak-
ing alone is not a very high order of Success.
Most any kind of a Yankee can make money,
but it takes a bright man to make money
that is good for anything and that will do
him more good than hurt
Boston has the finest public library in

the world. It is in itself a great people's
university where a world ot information is
spread before the student free of cost with
skilled and trained guides to show the
student how to find what he wants. Chic-
ago has also a magnificent libra rj- and Xew
York will soon add the splendid Tilden li-

brary to the fifty Carnegie libraries scat-
tered all over the big city.

LIBRARIES AND SCHOOLS.
Every city in the country contains these

fine universities of the people and I for one
have secured far more education from the
libraries of the nation than lever did from
its schools.

In New York alone more than 25.000 young
men and women from the ranks of business
are taking special courses in the various
night classes of the city. Many of these
courses are taken with a direct aim at some
vocation. Advertising, salesmanship, mu-
sic, journalism and the like. More are ta-
ken for general culture and. don't you for-
get it, these young, active, eager-to-learn
youths are the ones that will lead the
march of progress in the coming years.
You don't hear them growling about lack

of opportunity or low wages or the dead
monotony of life either. Not much, they
are making opportunity all the time and
wages too, for higher intelligence means
higher wages, alwaj'S, and life is not mo-
notonous when new things are unfolding to
the mind at every onward step.
Oh but I hear you say. " I want some fun

when I get to earning money and besides
I'll be too tired after a day's work in the
oflfice to do any mental work and need all
my spare time for recreation and I want to
goto the theatre and see what life is. I

don't propose tobreak down from nervous
prostration caused by mental overstrain."
Don't worry. In the first place you do not
get any great mental strain in an office or
in business. It's a constant repetition of
an endless routine and gets to be purely
mechanical after you get the hang of it,

and while it is tiresome enough it does not
call for much gray matter.
Take in a good theatre when you get a

chance by all means, and hear the big
operas and symphony concerts if you like
music, and can spare a dollar. You needn't
pay $5 to hear grand opera you know. The
best judgesof music are in the skylofts of
the Metropolitan and Hamerstein's.

NO DANGER OF BREAKDOWN.
It may be a little old-fashioned and out

of date to go to church but I got the habit
early in life and I wish no other habit had
hurt me any more than that has. You may
not agree with the views of the preacher
but then, he will keep right c-n drawing his
salary even if you don't, and you will get
some good ideas from the sermons for, in
spite of reports to the contrary, there are
some quite intelligent men in Protestant,
Catholic and Jewish pulpits, and the music
will do you good anyway.
Don't fear that you will break down from

mental overwork if you take up some line
of useful study or reading. Not the least
danger You can exhaust the body by
overwork but the more you work the brain,
provided you eat good food, sleep eight
hours a day and take suitable exercise, the
stronger and clearer and better that brain
will be. People don't break down from over-
work anyway. Neither mental nor physi-
cal. Look at Roosevelt. He was rather a
delicate lad but just dictating his messages
to Congress and adviceto nursing mothers
and magazine articles on Nature fakers
and general directions for running the L^ni-

verse must take eight or ten hours a day,
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and he has to run the Kovernment and Mr.

Taft'» Campaign besides, and anybody
that thinks him a mental or physical wreck
wants to run up aeainst him and see how
many more thinks tliey have coming to

them. I have seen many a young woman
who was too tired to do anything in the
way of study when night came who could
attend two dancing parties a week and
(lance twelve full dances at each, take in a

couple of theatres and a church sociable

and have a young man caller who would
meet the milk man on his earlv rounds as
he departed frijm his Wednesday and Sun-
day evening calls, and she didn't break
down, and I've known young men too tired

for mental improvement who chased the
tiger to his lair and fought the beast long
past the mi.lnight hour, night after night,
with only such nourishment as is furnished
hv the nicotian weed and the juice of the
corn. Really this is the only kind of effort

that breaks down a young and vigorous
youth.
The education of the real man or woman

of brains never ceases till old age lays its

palsying touch upon his mental faculties,

and that comes far beyond the three score
and ten mark.
fMadstone was a match for any man in

England when he was eighty, and a stu
dent all the time. Peter Cooper was a good
business man at eighty, and Kdward Kver
ett Hale and Dr. Cuyler of Brooklyn are
long past that mark and learning yet. So
don't for goodness sake give up studying
with the idea that your education is com-
plete, but take a post graduate course that
shall be as long as your life, which I

hope will run a generous span, and as wide
s your ever expanding mind may crave.

By F. B. Courtney, Caton's College, Minneapolis, Minn.

Co Jlmbiti«us e«mmercial Ceacbers

We wish to call the attention of all com-
mercial teachers, desirous of broadening
and at the same time specialising their a-

bility. to the contributions in the Profes-
sional Edition on "Finance" by Mr. R. J.

Bennett, and to the very excellent course
in "Higher Accounting by correspondence
offered by the Detroit. Mich.. Business Uni-
versity, of which Mr. Bennett is principal.
If you are ambitious to be something more

than a common routine teacher of some
text in bookkeeping, you can lose nothing
by looking into the subject of advanced ac-

countancy, and into the D. B V'. correspon-
dence course or summer school course
which we presume they will again offer
this season.
We had the pleasure of instructing Mr.

Bennett once upon a time in penmanship
and we have watched with pride his up-ward
strides in business school work and ac-
countancy ever since.

By H. L. Darner, teacher in the Zanerian.
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"100 Olords in Spellina".

The following list of words were
selected from various sources and
sent by Mr. E. D. Snow, principal of
the Maple City Business School, Hor-
nell, N. Y. They were selected be-
cause he considered them the most
frequently used and frequently mis-
spelled words. He suggests that
teachers pronounce the words to

their pupils before the pupils have
had a chance to see them and study
them, and then they will know which
ones the pupils ought to study.
He suggests that a like list might

be contributed by some one else and
in that manner 300 or 400 of the most
frequently used and frequently mis-
spelled words would be gotten to-

gether for practical purposes.

Cest Words.
1. necessarv 51. tendency
2. business •SI. barrel
3. advisable M. collateral
4. accept h\. satisfactorily
5. immediate S.S. secretary

referred ,5fi. bulletin
remittance 57. formerly
recommend b,S. opportunity
occurred 59. accessible
diligent fid. eminent
grateful HI. principle
indispensable !>'_*. representative
acknowledgmen t i::i. bargain
develop M. immediately
accommodate H5. mortgage
irresistible fifi. loose
omitted n7. benefit
stationery fi8. explanation
chattel fill. statement
commission 70. description
abridgment 71. ninety
omission 72. oblige
movable v.-i. convenience
shipped 74. deficit
precede 75. lose
impassable 76. definite
valuable 77. obstacle
judgment 7S. dilemma
colossal 79, difficult
occasion m. authority
exceed SI. sincerely
serviceable S3. until
prepare s;). principal
chargeable S4 efficient
desirable H5. calendar
supersede S6. waste
incurred H7 susceptible
peaceable SS, conducive
salable 19. excellent

debatable no. ordinarily
admissible 91. too
condense 92. imitate
mileage 93. concede
separate 94 parallel
precious 95. absence
polish 9fi. attendant
communication 97. persistent
proceeds 98. acceptable
therefore 99. generally
valid 100 accuracy

School proprietors
may be interested in our plan for get-
ting in touch with public school ofHcials
and theircandidates for graduation this
year. Ask for " FORM A" which ex-
plains the plan in detail.

F. W. MARTIN CO.
100 BOYLSTON St., boston. MASS.

WANTED
both the

isine=,s Colleges. Hinh Schools
d would be Teachers to know

)r Training School for Teachers in
mercial and Shorthand (Isaac Pitman
nducted by the School of Commerce,

Accountine and Finance, Picton, Ont., Canada.
Mr. Sayers, the Principal is an honor graduate

of the School of Pedaeogy and has had an experience
of several years in both Hi)?h School and Model
School work, having been connected as an instructor
for four years with a Government Training School
for Teachers,

Ornate eignatures by Mr. C. R. Tate, College of Comnierce, Cincinnati, <>.

<^^^

By;C. R. Hill, Penman in the Bowling Green, Ky., Business College.
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Potntfirs In

P E N M A N s n r P
For Teachers and

Pupils.

By P. %V. ttOI"l",

Supervisor of WrititlK.

Lawrence. Mass.

-J
An old master was once asked "With

what do you mix your colors?" His reply

was. "With brains". How often do we meet
like queries, when the skillof some penman
has charmed the casual observer. "What
pen. or what ink do you use"? and The
"charm" seems to their simple mind to lie

in the mediums employed. The questioner

seems not to have suspected the presence

of the all important ingredient in the mix-

ture of mind and material lirains. Cood
material helps, but your Hue fishing tackle

is of little use unless ynu know where and
how to use it. A carpenter should have the

best of tools. They should be kept in the pink

of condition. It is quite necessary that thev
should he so before maximum results may
be attained. Yet the plane is but a dead

thing- The carpenter's knowledge as to how
to adjust the blade, and to manipulate his

tool is what counts.

Tf it's a eood China. Uneber it.

If you wouldgrow pedagogically strong-

er, if you would improve your class-room
diction, that your pupils may not fall into

thefatal I-have heard-that before habit-
due to the stagnation of terms employed
by you when giving class directions—then
be ever alert for newer, stronger, more effect-

ive ways of "putting India to your boys"
To this end keep close tab upon your every
expression, used in their class room. Fre-

quently under the spell of enthusiasm, ex-

pressions bubble to the surface, which so

adequately clothe the idea you had pre-

viously been able butlpoorly to express, that
you marvel it had never before occurred to

you to put it that way. What a pity to allow

such to escape your memory and to slip back
into oblivion. How much better, while the
expression is fresh, to anchor it. After de-

livering it. just say to your class, "try it

and see if it isn't so". As they are trying it

take from your pocket the omnipresent
folded sheet of paper, and jot it down-Then
Hgain make use of it nl your earliest op-
portunity, thus making it part and parcle

of your new-growth vocabulary-"The way
to keeps good story (or expression) is to

give it away". The man who tells a good
story does so because he keeps in practice.

.\gain, in floral culture, fruit culture, stock

breeding etc., the higher types are evolved
through a process which eliminates the least

desirable growths and nourishes the higher
types.

If you would strengthen your class-room
diction then, use at all times only the most
clean-cut, expressive terms at your com-
mand, and be constantly on the lookout for

others that shall be fresher and better. The
abilitv to differentiate in describing the
specific (luality and nature of motions re-

quired for producing letters of varying
forms, may be strengthened by attention,
and care in selection, of terms employed. I

once visited a supervisor who introduced
four distinctly different types of exercises
as an oiling-up drill. For his final injunction
in each case he made use of his one stock
phrase "Now use an easy gliding move-
ment". As a matter of fact one exercise
called fora deliberate, interrupted vibratory
action, another for an uninterrupted, uni-

form timed rapid and rotary action, while
still another needed an action best describ-

ed by the term snappy.

By L. Faretra, Penman, Burdett CoUeKei Boston, Mass.



A pen sketch—park scene—early spring—by the Editor—For students.

S^BOVE will be seen a very good illustration of
'"'

Mr. 1. C. Olson, President of the Parsons. Kan-
sas. Business College, in his Buick Tourist Car

and, as he says, a bunch of ".American Beauties." He
says it is just the thing with which to get students. He
says when he hears of a student 20 or 30 miles away he

takes some students with him after school and is sure to

bring back a new one. He reports an attendance this

year nearly double of what it was a year ago in the face

of the fact that he increased the tuition rate y>A];,% by

the month, or $.").00 on six months and $20.00 on the

combined course scholarship. We congratulate him for

having the courage to make his tuition somewhat in

harmony with the increased cost of other things. Pre-

sent indications point to upwards of tiOO pupils this year,

which is certainly a flattering number for a school in

the city the size of Parsons.
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I'eninansliip iJepartment, Gem City Business College, Quincy, 111.

HOW TO
MAKE YOUR
ADVERTIS-
ING PULL

3y Mr. John Hawthorne, Lafayette, Colo.

Why does any grown-up go

to school

?

What impulses have moved
to this consummation so de-

voutly to be wished ?

The only sure and sensible

advertising campaign is based

on an analysis of these impulses

and an incessant plav on them.

Such a campaign cannot fail.

Nearly all school advertising

is truthful — that is the trouble

with it. It is truthful and noth-

ing more.

The truths should be selected

for their selling power. Nearly

every catalog and circular car-

ries a lot of dead weight — in-

effectual, true words.

Let's eliminate and save
money. I can select for.you the

ideas that will take hold and

move mightily towards enroll-

ment.

It is more than probable that

my charge will be saved in the

printing alone — not to mention

returns.

M.W. CASSMORE
2025 SIXTH AVENUE

SEATTLE, - WASH.
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Effective, modern, well-centered engrossing by P. W. Costello, Scranton, Ha.
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l^^oiindhandQ Writing
' A. M. (ir«^•»^

MfK' Cl>l<:a{i<>. III.

f Chicago Opera House Bk.

.

care B. C. Kassall.

\

Tnstructions for lesson 9

Yon should give as uiuch time to the
study and practice of figures as you do to

the letters. You will find some of the figures

ditlicult. They are usually made about otie

half space higher than the small letters.

The remainder of this lesson is in the
form of a letterhead, and is given to give
you practice in writing different sizes

of script. Y'ou should secure contrast in

your work by writing the most important
part, as the name of the company on this

plate, much larger than the less important
parts. This will give your work a much
better general effect even though not accur-
ately written.
in work of this kind you should have

each line centered. This is done by roughly
penciling out the wording tirytto see how
you are comingout. For small work I would
advise you to use a Gillotts 3U3 or 17U pen.

eritieism

K.. Reading, Pa. Do not make your L's
and .s"s pointed at the top. Y'ou should re-

place your pen carefully and make these
appear as if made with one stroke- Y'ou
should conceal all pen-liftings in the capi-
tals. You have each one of the lower loops
of the capital / a different size. Do not
make them too large for the upper part.
Tryto geta fine hair line.

Nixon's Forty Lessons in Penmanship
contains forty complete graded lessons
in penmanship. Just the bijok for the
teacher and home student. No better
work of graded lessons published. Spe-
cial nfler lo teachers and schools. Price by
mail, post paid, 50c (former price $1.00).

Send today. Your tnonev returned if

not satisfied. Address, C. H. NIXON.
Mineral, Va.

BY MAIL -^
I am the man who won the World's

First Prize in Penmanship. By iiij

man of you by mail, lalso t-ach Book-
keeping and Gregg Shorthai'd by mail
Am placing my srudents as instructoi
in commercial colleges. If you wish t

bicorae a better penman write m-- fur
full particulars, I will send you FREK i

one of my Favorite Fens and a copy of
'he Hansomeriar Journal. Inc'ose siamp

C. W. RANSOM,
5825 Euclid Ave- KANS AS CITV.Mo

Modern Illustrating by Mr. G. S. Hencjerson, 172 W. filst street. New Y'ork City, N. Y'

Our Valuable Offer
40 Reasons why we write cards.
Agent's 1908 New Card Outfit
1 Adjusted Oblique Holder, 1 doz

Superfine No- 1 Pens, Your nan
V,\vald
e a-rit-

ten on % dozen cards. IsetofOrna p( aps,
1 Scrapbook Specimen. The abr all
for 35 cents. Lessons in Cardwriting etc.

BWALDBROS.. MT.CAR.MEL. ILL.

One of the leading schonls of rfnmanship and
Drawing in tiie L'. y. L'lider the personul ;,uper-
visionof I>. M. Kelchner.
If interested write for information. Address

Fres.0.a.I,on^well,Hl^hland Park College,DesMoinu,U.

/234SrJ7^U^^
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WANTED Com mercial and Sho t hand

teac lers to know that they can
secure the bes t po itions through the Central
Teachers Agency. Established 1»99 Recis-
tration free; v icanc les everywhere. Drop us a 1

line today.C c. ROGERS
MANAGER

20 E. Gay St.. Col«.imbiis, O.

THE PRATT TEACHERS' AGENCY
70 Fifth Avenue, New Yohk.

ends college and Dormal gradu-

The Agency receives many calls for com-
mercial teachers from public and private
schools, and business colleges.

WM. O. PRATT, Manager.

WANTED TEACHERS of Commercial
Advance Fee Not

Re.iuired. Positions in High Schools and Col-
leges Penmanship, Comniercial Branches, also
teachers of Stenography Salaries $600 to $\.X)0.
Register early Send for circulars.

ANNA. M. XHVRSXON. Mgr.
Thurston Teachers* Agency

378 Wabash Avenue CHICAGO

40 Commercial Teach=
ers Needed

For Positions that are now open
Good Salaries.

If you contemplate making a change
next fall, now is the time to register.
Many of the best schools employ their
teachers early in the season.

GoijtiiiCDtai Teactiers' floeiicy

Bovling Green, Ky.

dozen

I will giT« free a pack of lam-
ples and send terms to agenti
with each order.

BLANK CARDS L^.\^\f: irt^ri^ii^i
Hand cut. Come in 17 different coIofb, Sample lUO
postpaid, 15c, 1,000 by expreBB, 75o. Card Circular
for red atamp.

COMIC JOKER CARDS ^tX 'LTn"-'
lOO postpaid, 'i9o. Less for more. Ink, Qlossy Black
or Verj Best White, ISc. per bottle. 1 Oblique Pern Hol-
der, 10«. OilloU's N*. 1 Pens, 10c. per doz. Lessons in
Card Writing. Circular for stamp.

W. A. BODE. B«x 174. FAIR HAVEN, PA.

Commercial Teacher Wanted
One of the leading commercial colleges be-

tween New York and Washington desires to
employ a teacher of penmanship, bookkeeping
and arithmetic He must write a rapid and
plain business hand and be thoroughly capable

chine othe

to teach

enthusiastic in regard to
tion in arithmetic and bookkeeping a;

in penmanship; he will not be re-iuired
ornamental writing but a man is preferred who
is a good ornamental writer and competent in
tilling out diplomas. Applications from live.
active teachers will be appreciated and given
careful attention; correspondence will be
treated confidentially Full information in re-
card to age. business and teaching experience,
salary wanted and other particulars should be
r.ivEN IN APPLICATION. AddrGSS. Atlantic
School, care o/The Business Educator. CoL. 0.

MIDLAND TEACHERS' AGENCIES ^°
*^'*'*l';h^^.'!\J,^f*<,„ e^*..

WARRENSBURG. MO. RICHMOND. KY. — PENDLETON, OREGON

Place ZOO Cotnmerolal Teachers with hieh scho

TEACHERS' AGENCY. To make this record we want >

every available bookkeepiiic and shorthand teacher Send us YOUR nar
No recistration tee Stamp for blanks Great specialty agency of the We
100-87 LAKE STREET SUCCESS TEACHERS' AGENCY

the
dIs and business colleges this
aim of the SUCCESS
1 our books We must have
)day and be one of the 200.

CHICAGO, ILL.

"The ICl^ht Teacher In the R.Ight Place."
The Union Teachers' Bureau does not recommend teachers and school indiscriminately The pi

; adapted to certain schools and it
: and '

; a study of it. Certain teacl
and pleasure to put the right teacher in the right place. Register at once and be ready for s„..,v.

hing better. It you are a principal and need a teacher let us know.
UNION TEACHERS- BUREAU, 229 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

'STATE NORMAL WAI\TS MAIS'
A great State Normal—a school having an enrollment of over two thousand

-tudents-has asked us to find a man for the head of their shorthand departmentWe have many other good openings in high schools and colleges. Free registration
te for full information.

JHE SPECIALISTS' EDUCATIONAL BUREAU
ROBERT A. GRANT, Mgr. Webster Groves Station, St. Louis, Mo.

r two thousand
nd department. I
ree registration. I

ill, St. Louis, Mo. I

LUCKY
SHORT
HAND
MEN
successful help,

overstated,

new advertising

In March, we sent a fine man to an A 1 school in the Middle
West as Gregg principal at $1,200. no evening teaching. He
wrote, "I put forth my strongest efforts to secure the position,
but. all would have been in vain had it not been for your efforts
and influence." He writes the unvarnished truth— but it is for
"'" "efforts and influence" that he pays a commission.
We sent another, a Dement principal, to an e.xcellent school in
the far West, at $125 a month. He writes, "I thank youfor your

and I shall do my best to prove that your commendation was not
He will make good. No room to tell about the others. Get our
' matter, free.

THE NATIONAL COMMERCIAL TEACHERS AGENCY
E. E. Gaylord. Mgr. a specialty by a specialist Prospect Hill, Beverly. Mas

TraioiOQ Scliool tor eoimnercial Teaciers
The systematic courses of study in the Rochester Busi-

ness Institute enable high school, normal school and college
graduates to master the commercial texts in the minimum
length of time.

Instruction in pedagogy and methods is regularly given
by experienced specialists throughout the entire course.

Six weeks' summer school session, from July 6th to
August 14th, for normal training in methods, and for ad-
vanced instruction in the subject matter. The cost of the
tuition for this course is $22.50.

Students entering now may continue in school right
through the summer months if they wish, or take a vaca-
tion of such length as they may desire, during June, July,
or August.

Very active demand at good salaries for graduates
from our normal training department.

Write today for syllabus of the teachers' course.

RocHester Business Institute
Rochester, Ne-w York.

CX ^^'^^^'^^^'^M;^gi>e<^gt^t^:^^^</^Wi^^^fc^ Y~^
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S»i^ LETTER rNCi

C. W. Norder

6023 Morgan 9t.

Chicago

Jy
nnmber Seven.

1 had another little card tliat 1 wanted to
run in this month's number, and reKret
tlint I coiihl iK)t do po, but from the sam-
ples of work in my hands at thi« writing
from students following my lessons, it was
thought that tlie accompaninK little illus-
tration would perhaps be of more help just
at this time.
Specimens recently sent me for criticism

have shown pood lettering at times, but in-

ditTerent spacing ; showing a greater study
of form than of arrangement. Form study
is all right, but very often the spacing of a
piece of lettering is equally as important.
if not more so. than the forms of the letters
themselves, especially in Card work.
The pen strokes given herewith are only

an illustration of what I said about spacing
a few months ago. and really should have
been given in connection with that Ie8st)n,
although I didn't think it necessary at the
time.

" Thrrt' arc tio fjxvd ritlcs for spHtiti^
ffint/krionofthatinnyhe foU<>wv<}, e.v-

crpt that round letters shoiiJd ho set
i/ititr close together nhile tall and
straight ones Rhotild he a little further
apart. For instance, xou will find that
n hunch ofO's \rill need to be closer to
rach other than a hunch of I's or i's to
look as though thej' were spaced alike. "

These are the instructions that appeared
in the January number, which I know
wasn't taken very seriously by some
of the beginners, but which I trust will be
satisfactorily illustrated to them by the
cut herewith.
But I imagine I hear someone saying

after a little practice on a few selected
words, " What about the letter c, v and r?
to which I would say, " Place the next fol-

lowing letter as close to them as you can.
in order to make the spacing look right,
even though you ma> at times have to
connect them, as it were. " A glance at the
word " crenningten " in the cut. in which I

have made the turns angular instead of
round will easily show what is meant. The
vertical lines runningthrough the strokes
show that the difference in the spacing of
the letters is slight, even with c, r and r in
the word.

It is important that you study these little
things critically if you expect to become at
all proficient in any sort of lettering.
The lettering in this lesson was done with

a .\o.2Markernnd was V inch high. F'ractice
hard on some little composition of your
own, for your lesson this month, applying
the remarks that r have made, and I will
try to have a pleasant surprise for vou next
month.

^e^ar^/^ ^/yr srr^r/^^/^scmA/'S—^/r/r/rs/ /Arf^iffr/'
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Card Writer.

2 DOZ. FOR 29c.

8 Woodelifr Street. ROXBURY, MASS.

YOVR. SICNATVRB
Written in the Mills style of business
writing: and a cut furnisiied of the same
for $2.25. Send copy of the combination
of initials you prefer and also state size
of cut desired. Address.

E. C. MILLS, Script Specialist,

195 Grind Ave., ROCHESTER, N. Y.

IT IS WORTH SOMETHING
To be able to write a good card, for it is

the best means of advertising your
skill in penmanship. It also puts many
a quarter into your pocket. My course
of flix lessons by mail is not excelled
by any for beautiful copies and com-
plete definite InstructionB. Price $3.00
in advance.

The best blank cards always in
stock. Samples and prices for stamp.

"I have enjoyed receiving your les-

sons more than I can express. Your
copies have been a great inspiration to
me." C. H. Spryb», Washington. D. C.

-WE WAMT YOV-

J
to know that the Faust Improved AutomaMi. Shading Pen.s

are the best made. When you compare the me.tal. liolde.r

and workmanship with other makes, you will be convmced,
and buy the Faust every time. We do not have to cut

prices to sell our pens. Once you use "The Faust," you will use no other. Sample 15c.

Seven sizes Shading, Marking, Plain and Special, your choice $1.00 postpaid. Shading
Pen supplies of all kinds. Inks, Ornaments, Practice Paper, Compendium, etc. Our$2.50
and $5.00 Special Outfits are bargains. Address,

C. A. FAUST. "The AufomaHe Man," 40 Pearbofn Street. CHICAOO. ILL.

</yr/yca/M^rrf .J^n'yr/^
Letter head by Mr C. W. Norder, Chicago, 111.
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Good Writing Easily Tauglit
The enthusiastic teacher who provides for his student good copies,

logically arranged and carefully graded, ought to get good results in

penmanship. The mediocre teacher who uses Modern Commercial Pen-
manship, will get fairly good results in spite of his mediocrity.

WHAT IT IS
Modern Commercial Penmanship is a carefully graded course in

plain, business writing, containing 60 lessons, 60 pages of copies, and
accompanied by as many sets of instruction very carefully wrought out.

The price of this book is 50c. Copies will be sent to teachers for exam-
ination upon receipt of 25c.

The Commercial Text Book Company
de:s moine:s, iowa

© ® (|) ® QW)®©©©
®"®"® ©"®'®®'® ©XD'

THE VAN SANT SYSTEM OF TOUCH TYPEWRITING
The system that brings results.

The system that brings accuracy combined with seed.
The system that has furnished the greatest number of expert typewriter

operators at the great expositions in this and foreign lands during
the past ten years.

The system that has revolutionized the typewriting of the world.
The system that is easiest to teach, and easiest to learn, and that is the

most efi&cient when learned.
Published in pamphlet form for the Remington. Smith Premier, Oliver,

L. C. Smith Brothers, Visible, the Monarch Visible, the Underwood.
Visible, and the Fox. All of the above have 42 pages.

The system is also published in chart form — 34 pages.
Price in either form 50 cents, with usual discount to schools.
In ordering state for what machine, and whether desired in chart or

pamphlet form. Orders may be sent to

A. C. VAN tANT, G0O0YEAR-MAR8HALL PUBLISHING CO.,
Omaha, Ni

Gillott s Pens
The Most Perfect of Pens

PRINCIPALITY PEN. No. 1

OTTS 1^ O GIILOTT'i

VICTORIA PEN. No. 303

DOUBLE ELASTIC PEN. No. 604 E. F.

Gillott'a Pflna Gillolt's Pent have for seventy-five years
stood the most exacting tests at the hands of Professional
and Business Penmen. Extensively imitated, but never
epualled. GillaU'a Pan* still stand in the front rank, as
regards Temper, Blasticity and Durability.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS

JosepH Gillott (^ Sons
ALFRED FIELD (ti CO.. Sole Agents

93 Chambers St. NEW YORK

CJC ^''^'''^^'^^^^'^l^^^(^^''!^i-d^^-€y^^A^^^^^ ^JT^
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MAK-ES KiNOWN BY THEbC LET thRS THAT

HAS BEEN UNDER THE DIRECTION AND INFLUENCE OE THIS

5CHCOL AS A STUDENTAND HAS SATISFACTORILY COMPLETED THE

—- '' (BoxKiixcrcial Course—'

AS AN EVIDENCE THERf.or 11 MS Dj PLOMA IS AWARDED

=^
DESIGNING

and

ENGROSSING
By

E. L. BKOWN,
Rockland, Me.

Diploma Design by Howard JSc Brown, Rockland Me

cised not to use too much of the strong

color, also to place it in just the right

place to obtain the ilesired results.

WANTED
teach Bookket
ine for capable youne man. Address SKPT .

IflOK

CARE OF BUSINESS EDUCATOR. COLUMBUS, O

ntei prising Penmanship teacher
ho gets results. Must be able to

;h Bookkeeping and Business Law Fine open-
Address SKPT . IflOK,

=^

^ E K E W I T H is

C^
*M given an excel-

Er^ ' lent study in
Trfl If/jm color values

which is worthy
of the students'
bestetforts. Lay
off your copy
about 9x2, i n
pencil as ex-

plained in last

month's lesson.

Study values
closely. Use a

brush well filled

with color, es-

pecial 1 y in
cashing the largest surfaces.

For the very darkest spots of color

we used the color directly from
the pan, but csre must be exer-

For Business Colleges and Public Schools. Diplomas Made tO
Order. Send for sketches and estimates, and we will show you
what a nice diploma we can furnish at low cost. Full sized

samples of stock diplomas sent on request. Bear this in mind;

if it is a Howard & Brown diploma, it is artistic, tasteful

and correct.

Resolutions engrossed, plain or richly illuminated.

Diplome Catalogue—16 pages, showing designs suitable

for all kinds of schools, mailed free. Kindly advise us if you
have not received it. Remember that we carry the largest and
most artistic line of stock diplomas, and invite careful compari-
son of our work and prices. We will appreciate your orders, and
assure you that we will give the highest value for your money.

HOWARD & BROWN, "'-^^^^o";*;"' Rockland, Maine
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BOOK KEVIEWS

'^

-.^
Style-Book of Business Knglish by H. W.

Hammond, published by Isaac Pitman &
Sons. 31 Union Sq , New York City, price r>0

cents is the title of a splendidly bound.
Hnely printed, one hundred thirty-page book
devoted to the subject of Correspondence
and Knglish. It is in three parts designed
for different periods of progress during the
shorthand and typewriting course It has
a number of original features which appear
to be specially practical, one of which is the
student from day to day records his work
in the book after which it is graded and the
per cent given, and when through with his
course his standing in English is easily de-
termined by footing up his per cents that
he received from day to day. Certain it is

that students pursuing shorthand need just
such helps as this book gives, and its sale
is therefore not so much a matter of profit
t(i its publishers as a benediction to all

those who may be its possessor and profit
by its lessons. The quality of the paper is

exceptional for a book of this sort.

"The Natural System of Penmanship"
published by Hoffman Metropolitan Pub-
lishing Co,, Milwaukee, Wis., is the title of
a forty-page, t)x9 booklet comprising a series
of graded copies, skillfully written, in busi-
ness penmanship. The latter part of the
book contains work from the following : F
W.Tamblyn. L. M. Kelchner, the late C C
Canan and E. C Mills, the last named hav-
ing written thecopies for the lessons.
" Business Letters " No. 4, Insurance Cor-

respondence, by Benn Pitman and Jerome
B. Howard, published by the Phonographic
Institute. Cincinnati, Ohio, is the title of
another of their numerous finely engraved
and splendidly printed shorthand supple-

mentary texts. The keys to the shorthand
plates are in miniature typewriting type-

" Legal Forms " is the title of another pub-
lication recently issued by the same firm,
similar in make up to the one reviewed
above
" Higher Accounting and Auditing ", Les-

son X, by R. J. Bennett, C. P. A. and \V. D
Gridley, C. P A., published by the Detroit,
Mich., Business University, thirty pages,
pamphlet form, de%'oted specially to "Cor-
poration Accounts" is the best thing we
liave had the privilege and pleasure of ex-
amining along that line. The topics very
thoroughly treated areas follows : Corpora-
tion Accounts ; Organization Entries—var-
ied ; Installment Entries ; Incorporation of
Going Concern ; Amalgamation of Compan-
ies ; Absorption of Competing Company

;

Keconstruction by Liquidation ; Decrease
of Capital Stock ; Dividends : Review Ones-
tions: Receipts and Payments; Examina-
tion.
The table of contents alone is enough to

lead to considerable thought and progress.
Hetter look into it if you're a growing con-

^
V.

C. A. Faust's Departnienf of

Muscular Movemenf Writing

merit mention
Convent OF Mercv, Srs. of Mercy, Cone-

maugh, Penna.: Rose Marie Finnegan,
Margaret Bukiisky, Kuth Litsinger.Kleanor
Gogel, Marie Hankie, Margv.eretta McGold-
rick. Frank Fry, Audra Adams, E. Raphael
Cherry, Kathleen Kattigan.
St. Mark's School, Srs. of Mercy, Al-

toona, Penna.: Ruth Prescott, Pearl Glass,
Inez Rowan. Nora Smeal, Anna Kimmel,
Joseph Irwin, Willie McGarvey, Nora Witn-
er, Lottie Lowheir, Lottie Carles, Andrew
Schroth.

St. Brendan's School, Srs. of St. Joseph,
Hraddock, Penna.: Helen Normile, Irene
\'anfossen. Peter Travnior, Robert Keenan,
Catherine iMctireevy, Stella Reilly. Gertrude
Aubele. Cleopha Kress, Agnes Murphy, Ed-
ward Murphy, Mary Heininger, Cecelia
Ridge, Mary Schweinberg.
ST.."'IARv's School, Sisters of St. Francis,

Sharpsburg, Penna.: Raymond Jacobs, Wil-
liam Brei, Theodore Lang, Ralph Vogel,
George Bauer. Magdalen Lang, Lola Burk-
hart, Marie Rengers, Bernadette Bullion,
Clementine Arenth.
St. Michael's School, Srs. of St Fran-

cis, Pittsburg, Penna.: Magdalena Thieret,
Elizabeth Jacolis, Julia Krappweis, Mary
Baldauf, Mary Schoeber, Loretta Franz,
Florentina Rathniann. Mathilda Pfeiffer,
Marie Appenrott, Mary Schon, Victoria
Busko.
The Franciscan Sisters, Cleveland,

Wis.: Mamie Salin, Josephine Schulte, Al-
ma Nehrlich. Emma Nennig.

CERTIFICATES ISSUED.
ST. Michael's School, Plus St., S, S.

Pittsburg, Pa.: Francis T. Eben, Marie C.
Kaiser, Louisa Seibel, Anna M. Mehl.

Obituarv.
On Tuesday, April 7, 1908, Mr. Ed-

ward C. McCarthy, for the past nine
years commercial teacher and head of
the commercial department of the
Western High School, Detroit, Mich.,
passed away. The cause of death was
due to appendicitis and other compli-
cations which followed. He took an
active interest in athletics, and was a

favorite among pupils and teachers.
Moreover, he was a thorough gentle-
man in every respect, and his death
is therefore a distinct loss to the
profession.

New Practical Typewriting
Is proving one of the most popular in our series

of practical books. Published last July, it was
.idopted at once by the principals of a large

number of prominent business schools, also for

use in the commercial departments of many high

schools, academies, and Catholic schools. Addi-
tional introductory orders are constantly being
received. It was necessary to order a third

afidition to meet the demand.
This text is practical (as the name suggests)

and up-to-date. It embraces more than 100 les-

sons, carefully graded and arranged, and nothing
of importance that a stenographer should know
has been omitted. The book opens at the end,

and it furnished with of without a copyholder
attachment, as preferred.

.\Ithough you may be satisfied with the type-

writing instructor now in use, we believe it will

be to your advantage to give our text a thorough

examination and test in your classes. \ trial

will convince you of its superior merits.

We invite inquiries in regard to our other

publications - Practical Spelling, New Practical

Spelling, Letter Writing, Lessons in Letter Writ-

ing, Plain English, Itxercises in English, Practical

Shorthand, Commercial La%v, Arithmetic, Practi-

cal Bookkeeping ( three editions ). Twentieth

Century Business Practice, and Everybody's

Dictionary (vest-pocket size). Write for illus-

trated catalogue.

r^MfL THE PRACTICAL TtXT BOOK COMPANY ^.:

Euclid Avenue and 18th Street Cleveland, Ohio 4fe

PRACTICAL TEXT
—^CLEVELAND

QOOKCOAVPANY
-OHIO -
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Flourished with white and black ink on gray cardboard by Mr. H S Rlanchard, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Your name wri
color, for only 20
(:ertiticates. Etc
Work will pleasi
stock, all colors.

$1 .ill. per ItWO: c

Fiepaid.) Addr

aalityblan
nest erade
: per 1,00(1

:il5 NInHi St.,

WANTED Typewriting teacher
where sixty machint

bii^y live hours per day. dive exper
expected, etc. Address Hl'STLER.
CARE OF BUSINESS EDUCATOR. COLUMBUS, O

h o o I
I

kept
salary

PENn/LNSHIP

TAUGHT-BY-MAIL

I Teach Penmanship

iiiest of copies; complele in-

lutioii; thorough criticiMii,
better ^'our^es given by any

e, I send my pen-work to
iry state in the Union. (Jana
and Mexico. My flnestCards

and \\ riting^. any style, any
color, the best you can get any-
whei-e. 2.°S cents per dozen. Or
naniental caps., 20 cents. Klne

> Book specimen. H» centM
eresied write formyJour-

imi. Inclose wfainp. Address.

M. Ak. A.cl&nrks, Pres..

Marietta Commercial College. Marietta. Ohio

3t pays to patronire Business

€^^cator CJCrertiscrs, anb it pays to

say so too ipljeii ipriting to abocr^

tisers.
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Show Cards.
SIGN PAINXINO
^cn Icttcrina

(Stiff>cJ.JrrJ.9r»/,/'^

A CoMolidolion of (he Coasl Collc^ ofSign » Caixi

Writings (he Lj* Cor.School of fcnmaiwhip i\m1 Ullcriiv!

forms Ike strongest school of lettering inAmeriCA-

^stpl^e Qr:Jfetterr^^

e:ste:rbrook^s pe:ns
" Suj to writ* with.

CORRHCT DBSION
---------- —: Hartl to nu up."

UNIFORM TBMPBR DURABILITY

150 STYLES

A 1 PKorinioNAL
rim* point«<l and elaitic

for card wrltine

Tkit Wkitbks 4&3 BUIINBSS AND COLLaoI
Mad* io 3 width! and with lone »''* *"• '"d axtra in* point*,
point to both left and rleht Elaatie and smooth wntine

Estcrbrook. S«««l Pen Mfg. Co.
a« J«h>a St.. M. T. CI«T C>*Ma*n. N«w J«

Learn to Write Your Name Right 25c:
A trial lesson in Writing 25c; DrawinE 25c;

etterine 25c; Designine 25c. Flourishing 25
Card Writing 25c: 25 cards any name 25c;

)w to organize classes 25c; Circular 2c. Addn
PARSONS. PENMAN. KEOKUK. IOWA.

WANTED \r s\r";^^'^'' x-^^"-^"^Munson Shorthand teacher. State
experience, educational advantages, salary want-
ed, references, etc Address ABILITY,
CAHE OF Business Eoucator, Columbus, O.

'ES51iUnON5 &E-

INOROSSED -Pm
^NO Ink PDRrRAii5

"fo/^i/c^a //v ^//i'ira4Si ^ry/f ^>

Ji^^-JSO £fA/f30^/v

"liTLdL-

fine:st pe:nmanship svppLriE:s obtainabi^e:.
PENS AND HOLDERS.

Zanerian Fine Writer Pen—The best
and finest tine writing pen made—best
for engrossine, card writine and all fine
script work. Gross $1.00. K gross 25c
1 dozen 12c

Zanerian Ideal Pen—One of the best
pons made for general penwork—busi-
pess or ornamental. One of the best

in penmanship.
1 dozen 10c

pens for u^k*"*'^>^ "•
Gross 75c. % gross 25c

Zanerian^Media! Pen—A high-grade
medium, extra smooth pen for business
writing. None better. Just right for
students and accountants. Gross 75c
% gross - _ . _ 25c

Zanerian Business Pen—A smooth,
durable, common sense business pen.
For unshaded business writing it has
never been excelled, if equaled. Gross
75c. J4 gross 25c-. 1 dozen 10c.

Gillott's Principality No. 1 Pen—

A

fine writing pen. Gross $1.00, % gross
25c, 1 dozen 12c

Gillott's Double Elastic E. F. No.
604 Pen—A medium fine writing pen.
Gross 75c. !4 gross 25c. 1 dozen 10c

Gillott's Magnum Quill E. F. No.
601 Pen—A business pen. Gross $1.00
% gross 25c, 1 dozen 12c

Gillott's No. 303 E. F. Pen—Used
largely for drawing purposes. Gross
l.OO, Kgross25c, 1 dozen 12c

Gillott's Lithographic Pen No. 290
—One of the finest pointed drawing
pens made- 6 pens 25c, 3 pens---

il5c

Soennec/cen Lettering Pen — For
making German Text, Old English, and
all broad pen letters. Set of 12—num-
bers 1, 1%, 2 214, 3, 3^, 4. 5. and 6
single pointed and 10, 20, and 30 double
pointed. 25c

Zanerian Oblique Penholder— Ha.nd-
nade. rosewood, nearly 12 inches long.
L beautiful and perfect holder. 1 holder

- 50c

Fine Art Oblique Holder^ Inlaid
and fancy, hand-made, rosewood, and
by far the most beautiful holder made.
Nearly 12 inches long. 1 holder sent in

a small wooden box $1.00

Excelsior Oblique Holder—The best
low-priced oblique holder made. Many
hundreds of gross have been sold.
1 holder 10c, 6 holders $ .35

1 dozen - 60
K gross 1.35

34 gross- 2.60

I gross 5.00

Straight Penholder— Cork tipped
and best for business writing, flourish-

ing, etc. 1 holder 10c, 6 holders 40c, 12

holders 65c

CARDS. INK. PAPER, ETC.
Blank Cards—White bristol with

finest surface for fine penmanship.
100 by mail postpaid $ .28

500 by express 75
1000 by express 1.35

Black Cards—Best made for white ink.
100 by mail postpaid f .28
500 by express 75
1000 by express _. 1.35

White Cardboard—V/eddins Bristol
for fine pen work. Sheets are 22x28.
6 sheets by express $ .60

12 sheets by express 1.00

3 sheets by mail postpaid 50

White Cardboard—With hard finish,
much like ledger paper. Sheets are
?0^x28 inches.
6 she by xpre -$ .40

12 sheets by express
3 sheets by mail postpaid 50

Black Cardboard—Finest for white
ink. Sheets are 22x28 inches.
6 sheets by express $ .,50

12 sheets by express- 75
2 sheets by mail, postpaid .50

Wedding Paper—Finest for penman-
ship or drawing. Sheets are 21x33.

by express ... __ $.50
12 she by
3 sheets by mail, postpaid 50

Zanerian India Ink—A fine drawing
ink and best for preparing script and
drawing for photo-engraving.
1 bottle by mail, postpaid $ .30

1 dozen bottles by express. -- 2.00

White Ink—Wery fine.

1 bottle by mail, postpaid $ .25

Arnold's Japan Ink— Nesirly M pin
bottle by mail postpaid $.40
1 pint by express
1 quart by express

Writing Papers—All our writing
papers are 1^x10^^ inches in size and
contain 960 sheets to the ream. Ruling

' in be furnished
ch).

Extr,
ch).

{H

s by mail postpaid-
e 12 lb. white wove

—

by exoress $2.70

sheets by mail postpaid
ra fine 12 lb. Azure (blue)-
ream by express $2.20

- - 1.20

1(H) sheets by mail postpaid 65
Extrafine 175^ lb. Wedding stock—

1 ream by express $4. .50

.SO sheets by mail postpaid
Medium Grade Practice Paper-

1 ream by

UK) sheets by mail postpaid ..

Send 5 cents in stamps for i

sheet of each of the six grades

All goods go by mail postpaid, except those mentioned to go by express,
the heavy goods is to order fair sized Quantities and have them go by freight.

We handle tha bast and can save you money. Cash must accompany all or
Remit by money order, or stamps for small

hich purchaser pays carriage charges. Of course the cheapest way to secu

Prices are too low to keep accounts.

Address, ZANER <SL BLOSKR, COLrVMBVS, OHIO.
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'Ghe Conviction of Superiority
Which the Sadler-Rowe Texts Force in upon those who Examine Them

Is a Dellgfhtful Sensation to the Teacher Who Wants the Best for his Students

One of the convincing arguments is the many new adoptions that were made this year, and that

lia\f bet-n ;irrant;'ed for the coming year. Last week we secured the adoption of Business Bookkeep-
ing and Practice, Richardson's Commercial Law, and the Essentials of Arithmetic into the three

hugest schools of one state, whose combined business will amount to some $3,000 to $5,000 annually.

The owner of the largest school in an Eastern state writes: " Last year 1 was induced to try

another system of bookkeeping. I have tried it. Next year you will have my order as usual for the

good, old, reliable Budget System. I have made my last change— certainly for years to come."
Business Bookkeeping and Practice, "the reliable, old Budget System," referred to, is coming

out in an entirely new dress in the next edition, with many little revisions and improvements, and
modifications.

Ne^vir E^ssentia.ls of Business A^ritHtxietic

A complete revision of the Essentials of Business Arithmetic has just been announced. The new
Essentials will be published May 10th. Not a word is necessary to exploit this well known text,

except that the new book contains many changes, additions, and improvements over the old text.

Now is the time to get busy in regard to your courses for next year. We don't want to bother

vou, and vou don't want to bother us, if you don't intend to make any changes in texts ; but if \-ou do,

and are ready to talk business we are anxious to hear from you. This applies to all teachers and
school officers.

SADLrE:R-R.OWE: CO., BaltitxYore, Md.

An Ideal Business Course
Modern .Acco\snta.sit is the text for

the first two or three months of the ideal commer-
cial course. This is the. most thoroughly teach-

able beginner's text on the market. The develop-

ment of theory is gradual, comprehensive and
easily mastered. Journalizing and account study

are taught together, the one illuminating and
making clear the other. The ' business problem" is

recognized as an imi)ortant medium oi instruction.

Wholesale Accotxntin.^ follows

the Modern Accountant. This is a business prac-

tice set which faithfully reproduces the customs
and practices of a typical business. The account-

ing features are new and up-to-date, and practical.

The student is taught to classify accounts and to

analyze costs. Every teacher who has ever ex-

amined this work has declared it to be far superior

both in accounting and business practice features,

to anything published. The cost accounting fea-

ture alone, places it in a class by itself.

Mercantile A.ccourvtit:i^ is the

third and last i)art of the ideal commercial course.

This IS a business practice set of the highest

order. It cairies out the idea of classification of

accounts. The transactions are such as to test

and develo]) the mental capacity of the student.

This Coxxrse Teaches Bxisi'
txeSS as it is Done. Others are content
to teach business forms merely. They retjuire

the student to fill out blank forms, and they call

that "business practice". We teach true busi-

ness customs and practices as well as forms.

We secure liye data from veritable houses. We
adhere strictly to the rule of teaching business
as it is done. This explains why our business
practice sets are not only superior to others, but
have a business tone and atmosphere which
others lack. Students readily see the difference,

and are enthusiastic over our sets.

Teach your students business as it Is done, by the use of our complete course as above outlined,
and you will have a superior commercial department, well-trained students,

pleased patrons, and a satisfied business public.

378 Wab»h Ave.

CHICAGO POWERS ^ LrYONS 113) Broadway

PIEW YORK

^_J^ •../jlc^i^l/eJ^.lJ^a'^u^i^jSafi&iA^e'Ulue-t^t^./J^anA- yc^y^^/ryi^n/ic^z^'^z^.^^^ _i^<«c^ ^z.e,itiy G::.r/ee£f^Ji^ jT )



TEACHERS' PROFESSIONAL EDITION. ONE DOLLAR A rEAR
JUNE, 1908

PUBLISHERS

THE BUSINESS EDU-
CATOR NEEDS YOUR
SUPPORT — BUT NO
MORE THAN YOU
NEED ITS MONTHLY
VISITS OF INSPIRA-

TION AND INFORMA-
TION.

COLUMBUS

Eaa—PgBmj.uM4iUi.« <W.WW1^»KW 1 -L..IHII »Tfi it"r ".:'
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Many New
Ad options

Our advurtisement on this pa^e in the last two

issues of this Magazine has attracted wide-spread

attention. The reason for this is that we have recent-

ly been advancing some new and original ideas in the

way of Business College equipment which involve up-

to-date ideas in accounting.

Within the last 60 daj's we have secured something

more than a score of adoptions for the Bliss System of

Actual Business from the Start, and this without any-

road solicitation on our part. Old-time and obsolete

ideas are rapidlv being discarded for modern ideas in

accounting.

The Bliss " is the onlv Bookkeeping system on

the market today which involves all of the modern
ideas of Business System. As we were the first to

advocate the use of the Loose Leaf Ledger, Card

Ledger, Post Binders and other Business System ideas

in Commercial Departments, we are now the first to

advocate the use of the Billing Machine and Adding

Machine, together with the accounting System applica-

able to each.

Bliss System means up-to-date ideas in Accounting.

Write us today.

THE F. H. BLISS PUB. CO.
SAGINA.W, ... MICHIGAN

BLISS SYSTEMS
\^_J^ ^•^<g^^'<:^^<j<^iz^«i<;:<^.^z<g!^^<-x^!^^^ X J
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Here's a letter written in

BEERS SHORTHAND
Look it over. So as to avoid a possible accusation of having selected an article peculiarly
adapted to the purpose, which is sometimes dene, we give the same letter that was given,
in two systems, in the advertising columns of this journal for April.

—^W ^ ^ —f, , Observe—

The Angfles,

The Individuality of Outline,

The Forward Movement,

The Absence of Position and Shading,

TheLlneallty, and while we do not harp
on brevity—we don't need to--

COVNT THE STROKES

JJ "J.

No special plirase or word sitrns have been made for the nbove—
ihat is neverilone in BEERS SHORTHAND. No tiiininationshave
been tlroppe<l we do not permit the English lan^tia^e to be thus
mntilated Not one sound lias lieen arbitrarily omitted - that's
anoilur ihiiii; «e do not teach. We DO teach that shorthand out-
lines should indicate the spoken words and that TIO PORTIOH of
tlie outline should be arbitrarily eliminated. To do otherwise is

i^//e.s-.s u-<trk ^uess work in writinj; and tunfused guess work
in readiiig. The result of our methods.

BEERS SHORTHAND IS READABLE

Complete text, 160 pages, cloth, $1.00; full leather,
$1.50. Examination copy to schools and teachers, half
price.

Query :—Why are so many so-called stenographers
poor spellers ? Free copy of BEERS SHORTHAND for the
best answer.

The Beers Publishing Company
155 Lenox Ave., B. E. New York City

Free Course for Teachers

Chartier Shorthand
BY MA.11^

Send for the first lesson and begin the
study of the greatest system of short-
hand ever published.

Mr. L. C. Spencer has just completed
the most simple, pedagogical and learn-

able shorthand mail course ever pre-

sented to the American people.

Ten simple lessons.

The theory of the system can be mas-
tered in ten nights by any teacher of

average intelligence.

A postal card addressed to us will bring
you the first lesson, and then will begin
the most fascinating study of your life.

Write to-day.

CHARTIER-SPENCER PUBLISHING CO.

NEW ORLEANS

L. C. SPENCER. President

LOUISIANA

S. C. SCHWiNG. Sec-Treas.

NAIL COURSE IN

HIGHER ACCOONTING
CONDUCTED BY

R. J. BENNETT. C. A.. C. P. A.
Member American Association of Public Accountants

Principal Detroit Business University

ASSISTED BY A STAFF OF
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS AND LAWYERS

TH E Course will consist of 25 carefully graded

lessons in Theory of Account!, Auditing;,

Practical Accountlngr, and Business Law prepared

especially for candidates for the degree of CERTI-
FIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT, and for those who
wish to qualify as accountants.

The entire Course is under the direct supervision

of Mr. Bennett, Accountant, Author and Teacher,

whose counsel and advice may be had at all times.

We guarantee satisfaction, promptness, and careful

attention to all work, and reasonable rates. Special

attention given to commercial teachers.

Send for circular giving full information and an

outline of the lessons to

K. J. Bennett, C. P. A.,

15 Wilcox Street, Detroit, Mieh.
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Business School Course in Letter-Writing
By Carl Lewis AUmaier, Drexel Institute

Have You Seen It? It Is Unique. It Has 43 Graded Lessons.

The even pages of the book are in the form of printed letter heads representing all

businesses. On the odd pages is the text explaining the lessons. The student writes

his letter upon the letter head, detaches it, and hands it to the teacher for correction-

For simplicity, uniformity, and practicability, nothing like it is offered.

T A. B X. E CONTEN'TS
Period
Comma
Semicolon
Colon
Interrogation Point
Apostrophe
iMarks of Parenthesis

Hyphen
Rules for Capital Letters
Form of a Business Letter
Signature
Composition of the Letter
Envelope or Superscription
Letters Asking for Credit

Double and Single Quotations Letters Ordering Goods

Acknowledgments
Remittances and Inclosures
Letters Requesting Payment
Letters of Recommendation
Letters of Introduction
Letters of Application
Circular Letters
The Writing of Telegrams

Price, 60 Cents. School exam, copy, 40 cents.

Park. PublisHiti^ Company
2134 Nortti Camac Street Pliiladelplila, Pa.

What Is the Standard System in American
Shorthand Practise?

The original documents of the official returns referred to

in the paper "Shortliand in the Oftices of tlie United States

Covernment," read before tlie Eastern L'onimercial Teachers'

Association by Mr. Fredric Iriand, Official Reporter of De-

bates, United States House of Representatives, are open to

inspection, at the office of the Phonographic Institute Conpany,

Cincinnati, by all who may feel interested. These reports,

duly signed by the chief clerks of the several departments of

the United States Government, show that out of a total of 1 579

shorthand clerks employed in the departmental offices 796 are

writers of the Benn Pitman System. The proportionate use

of other systems is shown as follows :

I t.raluirn, 242 writers

86 writers, 5.4 ';,.

vriters, 4.2 %

'5-3 'A-

Benn Pit-

man, 796
writers,

50.4 ^„.^^ Mini

i^ I^ULic Pitman. 67

^i Gregg, 66 writers, 4.1 %.i Cross, 45 writers, 2.8%.
Barnes, 25 writers, 1.$%.

m Pernin, 25 writers, J-Sfi

All (.titers (totaling 14.8 «{), less than 1 f each.

This means that schools teaching the Benn Pitman system

have, during tlie last five years, furnisht more limn lialj of

the successful candidates that presented themselves in all parts

of the country for the United States Civil Service Exaniina

lions as clerk stenographers.

.\ copy of Mr. Irland's paper, with table of statistics, will

be mailed 'free to any school officer or teacher of shorthand

upon request sent to

The Phonographic Institute Company,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

BENN PITMAN. President.

JEROIVIE B. HOWARD. Manaeer.

^^'^' REPIWBLE INVENTORY SHLE -"-.

507.50 oftH.w.U.K..ow„ 50750
''' OLIVER TYPEWRITER "'

With features that make it especially attractive and
necessary to the business man or tor home use.

visible:
Highest Speed

Greatest Ease

Best Work
Simple Light

Durable Rapid

VISIBLrS
Least Parts

Best Alignment

Newest
Manifolder

Built to
Stand Abuse

The 'OLIVER" with its double or U-shaped type bar, without queatioD,

isoneof the strongest machines on the marlcet to-day. The machine is

composed exclusively of metal, with the exception of the platen and

keys It is of the sinefe ' universal" keyboard pattern with 28 keys and two

shift-keys (arranged in three banksl by means of which it writes «4 char-

acters. Its weight twenty pounds, and writes a line T.'^ inches in lenptn.

The main features are. Visible Writing, Permanent Alignment; Light

Touch; Heavy Manifolding; Ease of Cleaning Type; Extreme Simplicity;

Great Durability and Unlimited Speed.

AS TO THE MACHINE WE OFTER
There are in use over iwo-hundred thousand Oliver Typewriters. Natur-

ally, hundreds of business houses go out of existence every year, which

throwson the market hundreds of typewriters of every make. We have

been fortunate enough to secure twenty-seven
'^"Vil'; vl^c^'i^nhf-^TOR

as new, which we desire to sell to readers of the BUSINEbS> EDUCATOR
at such small profit as to astonish our competitors. We guarantee

every one ofthese beautiful Oliver Typewriters to be in the best of condi-

tion" To succeed vou must be up to date, and to be up to date you must

use a typewriter. "As we expect this advertisement to quickly sell this

limited number of machines, we advise a prompt reply.

SVPPLIES
We have, in connection with our factory, a fully equipped Su PPb;Pepart-

ent, and urge typewriter
We have regularly in stoc
papers, and all othe
supplies ai

to employ our suptilies in their work,

ribbons, carbon papers, typewriter linen

used in connection with typewriters. Our
shed for all makes of typewriters.

25 Park How
Standard Typewriter Exchange New York, city

(^ .^^e^it^i/e.le-l^h^z/n*^^^du/!^^e<i^e^l,M.u'^.^.-£^^t^n>€y^^u^ J^ J
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THE TRVTH
of

THE TEXT BOOKS of the Munson Shorthand which are accepted in the best schools today are published by us. The MANUAL OP MUN
SON SHORTHANO, our latest, contains Mr. Munson's last adoptions, and must, by reason of his death, forever remain the accept
authority in the Munson system. We have First and Second Readers, Dictionaries, Student's Exercise Books, and a complete line
supplement.ll texts, and our interests in the Munson system are large. We propose to protect that system from unfair and malicious

attack, and at the same time, spread its use by means that are fair and lee;itimate

April number of the BUSINESS EDUCATOR the Gregg Publishing Company issued an advertisement which we do not propose
longer to let go unchallenged, becatise it is untrue, and the false deductions reached are misleading and'vicious.

We repeat the two plates published in the advertisement referred to, and in the same manner in which the attack
false statements with the true.

uade, parallel the

MODERN
RATIONAI^ AND SENSIBLE

1. No intention to resemble long-

hand, which, after hieroglyphics, is

the slowest method of writing ; no
awkward strokes ; obtuse angles

purposely indulged in.

2. Light and heavy strokes afford

the best outlines and the greatest

amount of writing material—hence
short, quick outlines.

:i. Writing above, on, and through

the line—a very natural and safe

expedient to save much useless vowel
writing, and a positive assurance of

legibility.

1. Easy to write because hand is

always in balance. Rapid longhand
writing is the hardest kind of writ-

ing. The hand is always out of bal-

ance and must constantly recover,

which means slow execution and
hard labor. Any shorthand system
approaching longhand suffers in the

same way.

/^ f

J. See paragraph three. Very
Itttle vowel writing is needed.

6. Easy to read and write.

Vowels absent, yet present by posi-

tion. This, and the ease of shad-
ing, secure legibility without ques-
tion.

7. Brevity secured by a strict

adherence to the principles of the
system. No straining at a gnat and
swallowing a camel.

8. Little if any latitude given
for the writing of two outlines for

the same word.

0. The angles of the Munson
system mean exact, positive, clear,

shortcut outlines—nothing slovenly

and illegible like hurriedly written
longhand.

10. Very easy to learn.ANCIENT
IRRATIONAL AND A B S V R. D

1. Next to hieroglyphics,

longland is the slowest method
of writing.

2. To throw away shading
is to produce characters like

longhand — slow and elon-

gated. No system can be
rapid and look like common
writing.

3. Why make a lot of

characters that can just as

well be shown without the

writing ?

1. Hard to write because
many words must first be
distorted and then written (a)

las for last ;
(b) repor-er for

reporter ; (c) demons-tion for

demonstration.

.5. The joining of vowels
is advertised, but as a matter
of fact many are dropped in

the actual writing of this

system.

(i. Hard to read because
of the absence of many vowels
and the deliberate omission of

sounds and even syllables and
words.

7. Brevity secured by ar-

bitrary and vicious mutilation

of the English language, pro-

ducing bad spelling, bad pro-

nunciation, and bad expres-

sion in the student.

.S. Several ways of

many words.

!l. With violent distortion

of the words as uttered by
the speaker, in order to ob-

tain short enough outlines,

angles and curves produce
most awkward characters.

10. Hard to learn and hard
to practice.

WHICH DO YOV PREFER?
To have been among the first and growing stronger year by year proves merit—real merit.

378 W«bMh Ave.

CHICAGO POWERS (Sl LrYONS 113) Broadwty

NEW YORK

CJC •-^'^^'^'*'*^^'^'>^-^^^-^-'^^'^^'^'^^^^!!^^^^ )(~)
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{ 50.000
^=^

During tht- school year of 1907-OH the "20th

Century Bookkeeping " was taught in

over 700 schools. These ordered

more than ^0,000 sets.

We attribute this wonderful success to its

teachability, thoroughness and the

reasonable cost of supplies.

The work is modern in every respect and worth

the careful consideration of every school

proprietor and commercial

teacher.

Knoxvllls. TaiYnassac

Depositories convenient to all

(p(p©(|)\(5(?)(|)®0(g)
®®®'®(i\©®©"®"®"
®©®®©w®&®(D
©©'© ©'©'(bX®"® ©'©'

THE VAN SANT SYSTEM OF TOUCH TYPEWRITING
The system that brings results.

The system that brings accuracy combined with seed.
ished the greatest number of

oper the

ch. and i

typew ing of the
and tha

Mona ch Vif

3ove have 42 page
form - 34 pages,
al discount to sch
and whether de

,lh Pre
Unde

the past ten years.
The system that has revo
The system that is easies

most efficient when learned.
Published in pamphlet form for th.

L, C. Smith Brothers. Visible, t

Visible, and the Fox. All of the
The system is also published in chai

Price in either form 50 cents, with u

In ordering state for what machin
pamphlet form. Orders may be sent to

A. C. VAN aANT, GOODYEAR-MAR8HALL PUBLISHING CO.,
Omaha, Nib or to Ccoar Rapids

Oli'

THE

Musselman Publications

Business Letter Writing—One of the neat-

est and brightest little works on Commer-
cial Correspondence. Unlike anything

else published. Write for sample pages.

Single copy sent postpaid for 50 cents.

New Commercial Arithmetic

A book of 479 papes, thoroughly cover-

ing the subject. Copy sent postpaid for

$2.00.

Practical Bookkeeping, Commercial Law,

High School Bookkeeping, Business Speller

Try a box of Musselman's Perfection

Pens, 25 cents. For full information

and sample pages, write

D. L. Musselman Publishing Co.

QUINCY, ILLINOIS

Gillotts Pens
The Most Perfect of Pens

PRINCIPALITY PEN. No. 1

ll''jUbl.PH »'«!«»

GlILOTT'S )

i^TB^i''ir'"ii^

^— O Gl

-Tiiiii'f'iir^"'""''

VICTORIA PEN. No. 303

DOUBLE ELASTIC PEN. No. 604 E. F

Gillott'i fans GillotCs Pens have for seventv-flve ytars
Btood the most <?xactingtests at the hands of Professional
and Buainess Penmen. Extensively imitated, but never
equalled. GilUU'a P«ni still stand in the front rank, as
reeardc Temper, Elasticity and Durability.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS

JosepH Gillott (Si Sons
ALFRED FIELD <ZL CO., Sole Agents

93 Chimbers Si. NEW YORK

^_J^ K^/^<^ve*/id^4^i^,a'n<^\^&^i!^jA£'ld^.,{i'<.^Ui^^z^^tAy/y/^tzy:^rr/^ X^J



^ WHICH SYSTEM?
Each system of shorthand is the (i«/—according to the claims of its publishers.
And the publisher of each system is prepared to demonstrate beyond peradventure the

truth of his claims.

The trouble is that each publisher insists on selecting his own method of demonstrating
—which is confusing to the investigator.

The publishers of one system formerly relied upon a " Table of Statistics " showing that

their system had more teachers than any other system. They don't do that now because

—

well, there are reasons. Just now the claim of that particular system appears to be that, like

wine, it improves with age.

To offset the effect of that "Table of Statistics," the publishers of another system got
out a table of statistics about reporters using their system. We think they are still using that

as their chief argument—we think so because no new idea in connection with that system
seems to have been put forward since its author passed away.

The author of another system has been kept busy nearly all his life demonstrating the
superiority of his system by rule of arithmetic—by writing any given piece of matter in the

smallest possible space and with fewer strokes than the same matter can be written in any
other system. With this author it does not matter a bit about the nature of the characters,

their joining, or position, or anything else, so long as they are reduced to microscopic propor-
tions. Brevity of form absolutely demonstrates the superiority of that system, according to

its author.

We have a method of demonstrating the superiority of (Tregg Shorthand that is just as

peculiar as that of the publishers of other systems. We point to the hundreds of exper-

ienced writers and teachers of other systems who have changed to Gregg .Shorthand, and to

the results accomplished with it in schools which previously taught other systems. Some
people, remembering the old saying, " Trust those who have tried," seem to think this is a

pretty good plan. For instance, Mr. Guilbert Pitman (nephew of, and for twenty years manager
to Sir Isaac Pitman), after subjecting the system to a careful investigation, says : "Gregg
Shorthand is based on scientific principles applied in a scientific way, and I believe that it is

destined to become the shorthand of the English-speaking people."
A teacher or a schoolman, in investigating systems, finds little real difference between

the various old time methods. He may prefer one of them to the others for certain personal
reasons, but the differences are so slight that he will not become enthusiastic over any one
of them.

In dealing with Gregg Shorthand, he faces an entirely different proposition. This system
differs so widely from the old methods that its advantages can be appreciated only by actual
knowledge and experience. Therefore, our plan has been to offer teachers ever possible
facility for thorough investigation, including a course of lessons by correspondence free of

charge. That this method has become popular with the intelligent teachers and schoolmen is

attested by the fact that Gregg Shorthand was introduced in over two hundred schools last

season. Many teachers and schoolmen avail themselves of our offer because they realize that

Gregg teachers are wanted everywhere ; others only occasionally. They know that exper-
ienced teachers and writers of all systems—teachers in whose judgment everyone has confi-

dence-have given Gregg Shorthand an unqualified endorsement. They know, too, that as

schools all over the world are adopting it, it is the system they will ultimately teach.

If progress in shorthand appeals to you, you will let us demonstrate the perfection of

Gregg Shorthand. When you write ask for a copy of " Shorthand Contests."

THE GREGG PUBLISHING CO.
1123 Broadway, New York 151 Wabash Ave., Chicago
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Isaac Pirniap siioiiiiaiiii Bgain me yicioi

Miss Nellie M Wood Makes a Ne<w World's Record,

Writing at a NET Speed of 253 Words per Minute

\ T THE Third International Contest lor Speed and Accuracy in Shorthand Writing, held

J-\ at Philadelphia, April 18, lilO.s, under thu auspices of the P^astern Commercial

Teachers' Association, the supremacy of the Isaac Pitman Shorthand was agfain fully

demonstrated in the winning, for the second time, of the Eagan International Cup by Miss

Nellie M. Wood, with a NET SPEED OF 253 WORDS PER MINUTE, which constitutes

THE WORLD'S RECORD.

Mr. Chas. Currier Beale ( a Graham writer), the Chairman of the Speed Committee, when
announcing the results, called especial attention to the remarkable accuracy of the transcription

handed in by Mr. Godfrey (an Isaac Pitman writer), from the notes of his dictation at 180

words a minute in the Miner Medal test. Of the 900 words dictated, Mr. Godfrey's transcript

had 895 absolutely correct. Of the Ave incorrect, three were rated as material and t\vo as im-

material errors, thus making the transcript 99 4-5 "u correct. This is the highest percentage of

accuracy at this speed on record.

As at the last International Speed Contest (Boston, 1907), there were no entries from the

writers of the Light-line or other non Pitmanic systems.

International

Typewriting

CONTEST

In the "World's Championship Contest" also held under the

auspices of the Eastern Commercial Teachers' Association, Miss

Rose L. Fritz broke all previous records by copying, for twenty-five

minutes, at a net speed of 99 words per minute . In the "School

Championship Contest," Miss Elise Scott of Toronto won the Gold

Medal with a net speed of 52 words per minute. Both Miss Fritz

and Miss Scott learned the subject from Charles E. Smith's "Prac-

tical Course in Touch Typewriting."

WHAT THE WORLD'S CHAMPION TYPIST SAYS:
"

I am pleased to state that I consider 'A Practical Course in Touch Typewriting," the

only text-book from which I studied, the best typewriting instruction book that I have seen. The
exercises are excellent and have helped me wonderfully in working up speed. The whole

course is very interesting from the beginning, and it cannot but produce the best results in the

shortest time."

—

Rose L. Fritz.

Send for a Copy of " International Speed Contests " and " Pitman's Journal"

Also for Particulars of Free Mail Instruction for Teachers

Isaac Pitman ^ Sons 3! Union Square New York

( " Course in Isaac Pitman Shorthand," $1.50

- Publishers of s '' Practical Course in Touch Typewriting," 50c.

(
'* Style Book of Business English," oOc.
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Co Colonel George $oule.

The war-fright filling all her dreams, the .Southland cried

for men.

The night of darkened minds lay like a pall upon her

flowered fields,

Until the very stars forgot to shine and Truth again

Fled far adown the midnight ways to cower unrevealed.

In all the land of joyous sun there was no word of hope,

When our cheapened patriots bought and sold the re-enslaved,

And Famine stripped the bone and left the ghost of richer days.

For a leaner-fingered Thirst to grip and taunt and choke

To a ghastly memory of other times when men had braved

The unknown terror to set their Southland in a nation's ways.

The land was desolate and sick of passion long outworn,

And cried as weary children for peace and rest from sorrow,

When, not alien and astray- from messianic lands of light,

But from her own seared provinces, a song of healing morn
Upon his lips, and in his hands the gift of fairer morrows.

He came to guide the trembling nation in the paths of right.

—Melvin Cassmore.
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JK modern Parable

aiitb a "Cbink" put in Somewhere..

CHAPTER I

And it came to pass that there came
up to the city a young man named
Joel, son of Hiram, from out the
country called Jonamo which means
"green fields". And there was also
in the city another young man named
Adelbert, son of Averill who lived on
the edge of the fashionable highway.
And the one was large and strong

and his hands were calloused with
much work. His face was of the sun
and his nether garments were made on
an antique plan; but his face was hon-
est, his desire was to buy with his hard-
earned shekels a half-yard of that
commodity called business education
wherewith his head would be enabled
to perform miracles in detecting the
lair of money bags and to make them
his own. Even all this to be accom-
plished in a few short weeks, and he
would then ride proudly up to his

native vineyard in a two wheeled cart
drawn by four oxen hitched tandem.
And the other, named Adelbert, wore

a jaunty air, an ear-high collar, and
trod on an atmosphere of supreme
assurance that before the grand
chorus season came again, he would
be knocking a few soggy thumps out
of the type machine, and so be enabled
to go to the chariot races every even-
ing and sit in the seats of the pluto-
crats along with a certain damsel
called Maude.

CHAPTER II

Now it happened that both these
youths of Judeacame up to the house
where was sold the miracle called
business education; and they stated
their expectations and desires to the
rabbi who was in charge. And the
rabbi being used to the ways of the
world was not surprised, but being a
man whose wife called him to strict ac-

count with girdle strap, each evening,
for the doings of the day, he remon-
strated with -loel and Adelbert,
saying:

—

"What you desire may perhaps be
brought to pass if the stars are favor-
able; but what you wish for will re-

quire many moons of fasting and

study, and all the shekels in your
father's house could not make it

otherwise."
But the youths being young if not

younger, and presumptious that the
world would shape itself again even
as it was convenient for them to have
it shaped, answered:
"Nay, we need not the study of the

tongue to do business with the foreign
cheese-peddlers, goat-herders and
fish-mongers who will come to the
office. We can make signs. Neither
need we be more skilled in manipulat-
ing the criss-cross that counts up into

the hundreds, for we have always
been able to count our fathers' goats
and change money even up to six bits."

Then was the rabbi sorry; but he
took their shekels and strove with
them to make them acceptable in the
eyes of the long-vvhiskered merchants
who sat in the market place and often
called for young men of parts.

CHAPTER III

But Joel learned not to use his na-
tive tongue with skill, and Adelbert
spent his evenings in playing tag with
the sandle maker's daughter who was
beautiful to look upon , and his nights
were given to toying with the juice of
the sand bur. Yea, verily, he cut up
much. Even thus the time passed
and the day came when Joel and Adel-
bert had come to the end of their tui-
tion. Together they went unto the
rabbi and spake:—
"Our time is up. We have favored

your shack with our presence and en-
riched you with our good shekels.
Whyfore, wherefore and by which have
we no jobs wherewith to live in sport-
ive festivities during the rest of our
lives."

Then the rabbi spake to them con-
cerning their conduct in not becoming
skilled of tongue, the criss-cross, and
the whangdoodle juniper, as he had
advised. And they became angry and
very wroth and said:—
"This is a cheat, a graft. You tak-

eth our good shekels and furnish no
jobs. We will go out and bring con-
fusion on you, even humiliation, by
assisting those in the market place;
and finally we will acquire much fame
and power and money and own oxen
for the chariot races."

CHAPTER IV

And so they went. One hied him to
a merchant and by cunning deception

became writer of letters. But when
the merchant looked over the first

day's work and found the new ser-
vant's mistake had cost him four
pieces of silver and made him out a
perjurer and a bigamist, there was
trouble in Hebron. He gathered him-
self together—which is what the
street sweepers did for the servant
later in the evening, for they are very
given to sanitary practices in Hebron.
And the other youth, having found

no place where they would let him cut
cloth from the bolt whenever the price
amounted to six bits, was dropped,
fired. And he skiddoed back to his
father's farmyard. The hired hand
and the goat-herd made a great Josh
of him and threw clods at him and so
he was very miserable.

CHAPTER v

But Hester, the mother of Joel, took
pity on him and calling him aside
asked him all manner of questions
concerning his failure. Being a wo-
man of deep understanding, the mat-
ter became clear and she saw the ways
of the market are different from the
ways of the vineyard and the pasture;
and she saw that he who would pre-
pare to sit with those in high places
in the market, must leave his training
in the hands of the rabbi, yea, must
do as he said even in little things.
Then a great plan came to her in

the night and she told it to Joel who
followed it.

Many seasons Joel worked in the
rocky pastures tending flocks. He
accumulated stone-bruises, flea-bites
and a humility of spirit, but also
many pieces of silver. Then he took
the silver and went back again to the
rabbi who taught him in the subtle-
ties of language, and in many other
things. Finally when he was fit, the
rabbi sent him to watch over the
strong box of a merchant of large
family and much wealth.

CH.\1'TER VI

And it came to pass that Joel was
much liked by the merchant and also
by the comely daughter of the house;
for he was honest, skilled, and wore
modern sandals with brass tacks and
yellow straps and his raiment was
adorned with a girdle of camel teeth.
And he was the envy of very many

who cried out against him saying he
was lucky. "See, yesterday he was a
flea-bitten youth with patched trous-
ers and no prospect. Today he rides
by the rich man's daughter, in a cart
drawn by four oxen, and is happy."
But Joel heeded them not; and he

knew it was not luck, but wisdom in
being guided by the rabbi.
Now, it came to pass that a robber

broke in and stole much of the mer-
chant's money, at night, and hid in a
cave without the city. But Joel fol-

lowed him, and when he came upon
him, they faced each other for a
mighty struggle. And Joel handed
the robber six hot ones in the thorax
and kicked him twice in the bread-
basket and regained his master's
money, wherefore he became partner
and very rich.
But often Joel pondered upon the

wisdom of following the judgment,
in things new, of those who were
experienced in them.
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SOME OF THE MANY GOOD THINGS THE READERS OF

THE BUSINESS EDUCATOK
MAN' EXPECT THE COMING "\'EAR IN THESE COLUMNS.

Torivard.

At this writing, May first, we have
not completed arrangements for all

of the regular contributions for the

whole of the coming year, but enough
to indicate that the reputation of the

past will be fully sustained. This
means that we intend to continue to

lead.

Certain it is that we have some of

the best talent in our profession—no
dead wood either. "Has Been's"
nor " Going-to-Be's, " but " Iser's

"

are our kind, and as has been the ex-

clusive policy of The Business Edu-
cator in the past, we shall continue

the Department features where they

can be carried on connectedly through
the year.

Cbe Penmanship Edition

Will contain some of the best les-

sons and finest gems ever contributed

to a journal—business—ornate— flour-

ishing -lettering— engrossing — pen-

drawing—etc.

Short, snappy, inspiring, helpful,

practical articles will appear spec-

ially intended for young men and
women who mean to win success.

Che Ceacbers' edition

Will be rich in thought, fearless in

expression, and progressive. No one
can purchase space therein with in-

fluence or money, therefor it is truly

representative and worthy the sup-

port of all engaged in our profession.

A. M. Woanell, Big Rapids, Mich.

Cessons in Business Ulriting.

We have some splendid courses in

business writing in process of con-

struction by persons who are at one
and the same time practical and cap-
able.

Mr. Fred Berkman, last year with
the Spencerian at Cleveland, and now
with the big Blair School of Spokane,
Wn., is at work on a series of lessons

carefully planned and enthusiasti-

cally edited.

Mr. J. C. Leister, now in the Zaner-
ian, is also at work on something of

more than ordinary promise—" an eye

^
opener " as it were, as his name is a

new one to the profession.

Mr. S. B. Fahnestock, McPherson,
Kans., who "hobnobbed" with ye
editor in Columbus two decades ago,

but who retains his youthfulness
marvelously well, is doing some splen-

did work in systematic business writ-

ing.

Mr. C. R. Tate, principal. College
of Commerce, Cincinnati, is also pre-

paring a series of copies in business
writing intended to eclipse anything
he has ever contributed.

F. B. Courtney, Cedar Rapids, la.,

has contributed a fine lot of realistic

specimens of Business Writing.

Thus it is we have some fine things
—practical things— \n prospect for the
profession.

Cessons in Ornamental Penmanship.

Mr. A. M. Wonnell, recently with
the big Ferris Institute, Big Rapids,
Mich., now one of the proprietors of

the Norwalk, O., Business College, is

scheduled to head the department of

"Ornamental Penmanship" ne.^t

year. Wonnell is a near-wonder—
he'd be a full fiedged wonder but he
has too good a balance wheel ; conse-
quently he is a safe man at the helm.
He writes a wonderfully graceful

hand, full of life and force, but withal

delicate and accurate. So we feel

safe in promising something worth
looking forward to.

Willis A. Baird, Santa Cruz, Calif.

S. B. Fahnestock, McPherson College,
McPherson, Kaus. J. C. Leister, Columbus, O.
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loii K. Dwyer, Robert college, Constanti-
nople. Turkey.

niona the Cine Of Enarossing, Messrs
K. L. Brown, P. W. Costello, S. D.

Holt and C. W. Norder will continue
to instruct, inspire, and decorate.

Tliese names mean superiority ;
you

need to keep close on their trail.

In the Engrossina Script World, we
have unusual talent for our readers
this year as follows :

Of course our subscribers will be
delighted to learn that we have twen-
ty-eight plates of off-hand Round-
hand to present from the master pen
of C. madarasz. His name means
the best in any line his pen chooses
to follow. The work we have is the

boldest and at the same time the

most accurate we have ever seen.

Get in line and in trim for the match-
less and inspiring work. Tell your
friends about it.

tllr. ebarlton U. Rowe, of Philadel-

phia, the acknowledged master in En-
grossing or Copper-plate Script, is at

work on something for our readers
which will, we believe, surpass any-

thing heretofore published, even the

course we published some years ago,

for he has improved since. Better

E. U Snow, Maple City Business College.
Hornell,N. Y.

begin to get your training under con-
trol in order to do the "trick to a

turn, " for by so doing, you can turn

many a dollar in an engrossing way.
The course in standard Roundhand

will be given by a new light in the
penmanship profession, and one
which promises unsurpassed bril-

liancy, mr. Ulillis H. Baird, Santa
Cruz, Calif. Mr. Baird is doing some
exceptionally fine work and we
feel sure his work will compare fav-

orably with the best we have hereto-

fore published. Need we say more ?

The Student's Page, the Black
Board Illustrations, to Miscellaneous
Specimens, etc., etc. will be contin;

ued, month in and month out.

The Editor, H. L. Darner, C. R.

Hill, and many others will continue
to contribute an occasional flourish,

signature, or art gem as space may
grant and inclination suggest.
3. fi. Bacbtenhircber. Evansville.Ind.,

and D. Ui. BoH, Lawrence, Mass., the
well-known, progressive Supervisors,
will continue to contribute material
of special value to penmanship
teachers in public SL-hools. These
men are worth following, or we
should not retain them year afteryear.

Itlr. F. S. H«atb, whose common-sense
lessons in Artistic Penmanship have
benefitted so many the past year.

F. A. Keefover, Cashier, Coniaiercial State
Bank, SummerHeld, Kans.

promises an occassional article and
illustration the coming year.

Mr. E. D. Snow, Principal, Maple
City Business School, Hornell, N. Y.,

has contributed a number of articles

of special value to young people,
which might very appropriately be
termed "Successlets," being short,

snappy, stimulating articles intended
to arouse ambition and intensify de-

sire to achieve. The articles will sur-

prise and delight many who have
never suspected their author as being
so versatile with the pen in a literary

way. It is but another illustration

that we have the talent in our pro-
fession if we only discover it.

Mr. Ion E. Dwyer, Robert College,
Constantinople, Turkey, will con-
tinue his valuable contributions,
some of which will appear in the
Student edition because they will be
of special value to young people en-
tering business life. Mr. Dwyer is an
Iowa boy transplanted temporarily in

the old world where his powers have
broadened in a manner made possible
by the perspective which travel only
can give.

Charlton V. Howe
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Cbe Professional Edition.

The contents for the coming year,
as indicated by contributions al-

ready on hand, will, we believe, be of
special interest and real help to grow-
ing commercial teachers.
The contributions under the head

of "Accountancy" by Mr. R. J. Ben-
nett, C. P. A., Principal Detroit Busi-
ness University, will doubtless be of
a high order, if we may judge by his
articles the past year and the follow-
ing outline for the coming year:

Hceoutitaney.
The work of an Accountant.
Discussion of questions and problems in

Theory of Accounts and Practical Account-
ine.
Kinds of Accounts and their analysis.
Classification of Accounts in ledger and

in statements.
Financial Statements, different kinds,

analysis, etc.
Accounting Systems adaptable to differ-

ent kinds of business.
Card and loose leaf systems.
Depreciation and Reserves.
Statements of Bankrupt concerns for pre-

sentation to the Courts.
Partnership Adjustments.
Investigations of going concerns for in-

vestors, minority stockholders, etc.
Corporation Accounts. Corporation organ,

izatinn, amalgamations, etc.
Auditing, liow conducted, continuous,

periodical, etc.
Preparation of books for auditor.
Auditors' reports and certificates.
Discussion of Questions submitted by

subscribers.
Readers will do well to take advantage of

the opportunity to submit questions to Mr.
Bennett for discussion.

Mr. W. N. Cassmore, Seattle, Wn.,
Commercial College, new-time peda-
gog, poet and philosopher, will be
given a free rein this year to do and
say what he pleases from month to

month. Appreciative poems, business
psychology, and commercial educa-
tion publicity are some of the things
he will give his versatile and yet fear-

less attention to. Cassmore has
opened the eyes of manj' people in

our profession to new possibilities

within themselves and ourcalling, and
has demonstrated that he is worth
following in his mental maneuvering.
Mr. S. Rowland Hall, Scranton,

Pa., the brilliant young man with a
strong tendency toward business
literature will have some helpful,
stimulating things to say in his

"Talks on English." Watch out for

his contributions.
We have the entire series of twelve

articles on hand upon "Arithmetic"
by Mr. G. H. Van Tuyl, New York
City, and they look good to us, and
we think you'll conclude they are
good.
In the series of articles he has

written he has avoided those methods
and "short cuts" sometimes paraded
for mere display, and has given only
such methods as are in use daily in

his own class. He has made no at-

tempt to treat the topic exhaustively,
but merely tooutline briefly, a method
of presenting the various subjects,
that has succeeded in interesting
young men and women.
"Advertising" will, in all probabil-

ity, be given in such a manner where-

by much of it can be incorporated in-

to class-room service or utilized in

advertising the school. Mr. C. L.
Chamberlin, Osseo, Mich., is a new
man in our calling but his spurs have
been tried and not found wanting in
nearby lines of effort, so that he is

old enough in experience to be val-
uable and young enough to be origi-
nal and enthusiastic.

Mr. H. Breitenstein, for five years
principal of the Shorthand Depart-
ments of the Gem City Business Col-
lege, Quincy, 111., and now half owner
of the Abbott Business College,
Billings, Mont., will conduct the De-
partment of Typewriting in the col-

umns of the Business Educator.
From what we have heard of him, we
anticipate some valuable contribu-
tions for our patrons.

C. L. Chamberlin.

Mr. C. L. Chamberlin of Osseo,
Michigan, is a native of Michigan,
being born in the southern part of
that state in 1874. As a youth he read
widely and later prepared for the work
of teaching. He has taught in the
public schools of his native state
several years and successfully filled

positions as Principal and Supt. in

high schools which has aided greatly
in developing the executive ability so
needful in his business career. He
holds the college degrees, B. L. and
M. L., and a state life license to teach.
For many years Mr. Chamberlin has
written for publication on various
subjects. Of late years he has made
a special study of advanced business
theory, particularly that relating to
sales and advertising plans, corres-
pondence and mail order work.
His business knowledge is far from

being all theoretical. He has had
practical experience as retail sales-

man in the book and stationery, and
in organ and piano business. For a
time he was general agent for a Chi-
cago publishing house, for whom his

work was to secure local salesmen,
and to train and oversee these in

their work.

Mr. Chamberlin has entered politics
in a mild way, and now holds two
elective offices, one a town, and the
other a county board membership
which the voters of his party have con-
ferred upon him.
About one year ago Mr. Chamberlin

combined and systematized his work
in authorship and ad. writing by or-
ganizing The Chamberlin Service, a
company whose business is to write
advertising matter of all kinds, devise
sales plans, follow up systems, install
card or loose leaf systems for keeping
various records, and to supply articles
for publication on various subjects.
This movement has been so successful
that he recently put in two more type-
writers to keep up with his work.
Mr. Chamberlin will write a series

of articles on advertising for The
Business Educator during the com-
ing year. Speaking of the nature of
these articles, he says:

I propose to write a series of articles on
advertising which shall give the man of
business the proper knowledge of how ad-
vertising should be conducted. Not every
business student has an opportunity to
study advertising as apart of the regular
traininggiven himin theschoolof business.
The correspondence schools are too expen-
sive, besides being in many cases imprac-
tical and paflded in order to make them
large enough to sell for the price asked.
Not every student wishes to become an ad-
vertising expert on all branches of the sub-
ject, but practically every one finds need
for the fundamental principles of the sub-
ject. It will make him a better salesman
or a better stenographer to understand the
plans of the advertising dept. For that
dept. is the foundation of the modern busi-
ness house. It is to supply this information
both for teachers in business schools who
have never made a special study of adver-
tising, and for their pupils who will soon
enter upon positions in the various fields of
commercial activity, that I shall write this
series of articles for The Business Educa-
TOR. I shall at the close of every article
give an assignment of work which the
reader may write out at his convenience.
This will make tlie articles in reality, a
series of lessons which I trust will be found
of interest and profit to all.

I shall aim to cover briefly the entire field

of advertising, and shall endeavor to ex-
plain the fundamental principles of ad. con-
struction, and of the requirements in the
varioustields of publicity, so that the reader
may be able to recognize a good ad. when
he sees it and to produce one himself.
Then I shall explain the advantages of a
mailing list, follow up system, a store paper,
and other devices of the kind which origin-
ally devised by mail order men liave been
used with great success by the local retailer.

These are a few of the special features
which shall constitute the content of the
articles on advertising I expect to write for
The Business Educator, the coming
year.

1. The Language and General Divisions
of Advertising.

2. Types and Terms of Printing.
3. Retail Advertising,
4. Wholesale ^Vd vertising.
5. Mail Order Advertising.
6. Writingan ad. Preparing a layout or

dummy, etc.
7. Cuts, Selecting mediums, etc
8. Advertising by Letters, circulars and

booklets.
Later articles have not been developed aa

yet,
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LESSONS IN PENMANSHIP
C. E. DONEP,

Supervisor Penmanship, Beverly, Mass., Public School*.

Rend praotloe for criticisniM to ' Critirism Editor," BusinpHS PMucator. Columbnij. Ohio.

^
Cesssn 86. Every one ought to be able to write the correct form for a receipt. Practice this receipt over and over again until you

can mt only write it well, but also be able to carry the form of a receipt in your mind. In addition to this receipt practice writing a note,
check atid bank draft.

frjd^

yiyT^y t^iyyiyr ^Z<r^ a,-ayCta.Of^>t7't

Cesson 87. This lesson shows how the beginning of a business letter is usually written. Practice it thoroughly until you can
'rite it well. In addition to this lesson practice writing a whole letter, being careful witli the arrangement of the heading, address,
alutation, body, indentations for paragraphs, complimentarj' closing and the signature.

f^, /iX^ /i^oj.

1^

^ cix^tzAy

c^yvny .Ayyiy Aj'-^ci- ^4-t7-uAy yxZZt^y

Cessoti 88. The author would not only like to have you write this paragraph for the practice in pentiiansliip, hut also to learn it as a

lemorv Keui to be carried with you through life. Select other paragraphs and practice them carefully and faithfully. Paragraph writ-

[ig is excellent practice.

a/
aJ XA^y ^j^^AA^d^Oy'i-'iJ, yCi^tJ'y x^t^-f^-i--^^iyyi^AzJ, JyAxyjJs^-aAjy

JAA-^a^ynyyri^trynxynAJ yCyi-iZyr' AAyu cyik-^oA^axyLiAy,

a^~cJ yru^ ocrm^iy A^ny Jyfviy AMAd^i

A^ ^ZAiAMA/^ OA AijA7-iyuiA<7 y^mAZyT^Jy cyyv^iAAZAALiAy, -AAyyt-c/ cMXyh

Cessan 89. LeJsiJr Headings are usually written a trifle larger and a trifle haavier than the ordinary style of writing. This lesson
merely gives the idea how ledger headings are written. Write other words such as Cash, l,osa and CJain, KesouTCes pnd ^.iabilities,

and others that you may have occasion to use.
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Ce$S9n ^0. A marking alphabet of this kind is used for marking packages, boxes, etc It is a very practical style of letter and
every one should learn to make a letter of this kind. The paper should be held parallel with the edge of the desk and the pen ehould be
drawn to the right for all the downwari strokes. All heavy strokes are made downward and the pen is raised on the line. The letters

are made somewhat slowly with more or less finger movement. A flexible pen is best for this work. A stiff pen should not be used. In
addition to making these letters and figures write words, proper names, etc.

a\K^e\oj\\v\\\\vm\oy(Y^s\Avvuv)X^'L'^ • \abU5^%9o

S. Roland Hall.

Mr. S- Roland Hall, whose portrait appears
herewith, is a Virginia product of 1876. Com-
pleting his schooling in the beat public and
private schools of his native state, he fol-

low^ed surveying a couple of years, learning
shorthand by himself from Benn Pitman's
Manual of Plionography.
Leaving the country he secured a posi-

tion as stenographer in a stock broker's
office in Baltimore, since which time he
held numerous difficult and exacting posi-
tions, including the secretaryship and
manager of leading Washington, Baltimore,
Indianapolis, and Brooklyn newspapers.
He next engaged with the Manhatten Re-

porting Company. N. Y.. and five years ago
went with the international Correspond-
ence Schools, Scranton, Pa., as a writer of
circulars, textbook pamphlets, and business
literature, and a year ago he was given
charge of the School of Advertising, which
important position he. still holds.
Shorthand has served him wfll in liis up-

ward course, and in return he has served
the art well, for few men have demon-
strated its worth and possibilities more
than he. He has given not a little thought
to modern composition and expression,
which study has aided greatly in his suc-
cess.
Whatever he attempts, he does with a

vim and an interest which enable him to
accomplish in a year that which takes
many another less intense person years to
achieve-

fr'-
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G. E. Van Tuyl.

Mr. G. H. Van Tuyl was born in Schuyler
County, New York, in 1871. His early days
were spent on the farm. During the winter
months he attended the public schools of

New York and Pennsylvania, a part of his
younger days having been spent in the
Keystone State.
At the age of seventeen he began his

career as a pedagog in the proverbial "little

red school house" in which his own ideas
had first been taught to shoot.
After attaining his majority, he decided

to better equip himself for the teaching pro-

fession. The State Normal and the Training
School at Cortland. N. Y.. seeming best to of-

fer the advantages he sought, he became a

student in that institution, taking the
classical course, and graduated therefrom
in 1901.

After teaching for several years in the
public schools of New York State, he ac-
cepted, almost bv accident, as it were, a
position in the Albanv, N. Y. Business Col-
lege as teacher of Arithmetic and Com-
mercial Law. His success at Albany is evi-
denced bv the fact that, upon the expiration
of his contract there, in 1906, he accepted
his present position as head of the depart-
ments of Arithmetic and Commercial Law
in the I'ackard Commercial School of New
York City.
Since a boy he has been fond of mathema-

tics, using, even as a student, many of the
so called up-to date "short cuts" in ^li?

arithmetical worfc.
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Lessons in Practical Business Writing
R. C. KING

OAKLANI> AVEWt'E MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

should reach Columbus by first of month preceding
month of publication.

-.^

Plats 18. First line.—Strike out with a free strong nioveriient. Count on downward strokes. Fill out the required number of padres.

Second line.—Make loop small. Count on downward strokes, and do not n^et space between downward strokes too wide. Third line.—Use
a free movement Watch height, slant, and spacing of small letters. Fourth line.—Same as for third. Fifth line.—An excellent exercise
to develop the sliding or hinge action. Make without lifting pen. Sixth line.— Use pure arm movement, and strive to secure uniform
slant of down strokes. Seventh line.—A fine word to practice and to develop precision of touch. Strive for uniform height, slant and
spacing.

PLATE 18

^^K^K?itXKK
'ye>—t/-C

Plate 19. Use arm movement. Second line.—Use arm movement. Make oval small and downward stroke almost straight. Finish
last stroke with a curve. Third line.—Write with a free movement. Close o'.s at the top. Finish n with a curved line. Fourth line.

Keeping everlastingly at it brings success. Never give up. Fifth line.—Same as for small jm. Sixth line.—Same as for small m. Sev
enth line.—Same as for the word moon.

PLATE 19

Plate 20. First line. Arm movement, tolling motion. Curve both sides equally. Second line.—Make with same free rolling mo-
tion as tirst line. Do not allow the hand or wrist to touch, .\void linger action. Third line.—Strive for as much freedom of movement
on small letters as on capitals. Avoid finger action. Fourth line same as for third line. Fifth line —A fine exercise to develop the hinge
action. Make with a quick circular movement. Close o's at top. Make three in a group without lifting pen. Sixth line.—S tart the let-

ter leftward rather than downward. Close it completely at the top. Seventh line.—Use an easy arm movement. Fill out the required
number of pages. Finish carefully.
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Plate 21—H. First line. Use arm movement. Make without lifting pen. Do not get top portion too large. Second line.—Make capi-
tal with in-and-out movement of fore-arm and end with a free reverse oval motion. Third line.—Use a strong vigorous push and pull
arm movement. Do not lift pen on small letters. Fourth line.— Use a free arm movement, watch turns, angles, loops and spacing. Get
relaxation of muscles. Practice systematically. Fifth line.—Use a strong push and pull movement. Do not lift pen. Sixth line—Curve
upstroke. Make loop at bottom. Close up second portion. Seventh line.—Write the word without raising pen Use easy arm move-
ment.

^p^ /opp^p pppppp
?/_-'0-^2-<^-«--»-Z^ /.-i-^^^-^-<--»<Z^ /.^1>^^^,^>*t^

i^^^l-^l-^*-^:^^^l^^l^>^

Plate 21—B. Capital " 0" is the flgure 2 enlarged. Make with free rolling motion of arm. Retrace three times. Second line.—Use
free arm movement. Make loop at bottom small. Third line —Get uniform heiglit, slant and spacing. Fourth line. -Fill out the re-

quired number of pages Fifth line.—The (/lis composed of a and lower reversed loop Make loop with quick, in and-out-arni movement.
5lake required number of pages of each and every letter. Sixth line.—Same as for Hrst line. Seventh line.-Conirol movement. Make
loop on Q short.

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ =2 ^-2,

.^ 4 =5 =2 =2 =2 ^aa
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EDITOR S PAGE—PENMANSHIP EDITION
A Forum for the Expression of Convictions Isolating to Methods of Teaching and the Art of Writing

OUR PLATFORM : FORM AND FREEDOM FROM FIRST TO FINISH
V^ JJ
Che negative Ualue of a Business

Education.

Sometimes the value of a thing can
best be seen and determined by look-
ing at it negatively. At least it can
thus be viewed and valued from a dif-

ferent point of view. And it is not a
bad plan to learn to look at almost
every question from all sides. Fail-

ure to do so is the cause of many ser-

ious mistakes and not infrequently
great loss.

If a word here and now will help you
to resolve to examine all sides of a
question thoroughly before acting,
particularly with such questions as
property, services, contracts, etc.,

this space will then have been dedi-

cated to real human service.

Naturally you have given some
thought to the cost and value of a

commercial education.
Now for a moment consider what it

would cost to go through life xcithoit/

a business education. For, first of
all, a business education trains you
tothinkclearly and todecide definitely

important tjuestions as they come day
by day.
Now then, without a knowledge of

common, every-day debits and credits,

contracts, business papers, commer-
cial law, business arithmetic, notes,
checks, endorsements, etc., how could
you hope to achieve, earn and save
much? I

For no matter how talented you may
be, no matter how much you may
make, without knowing the value of
investing securely and saving in pro-
portion to your earning, you cannot ex-

pect to be free from want when most in

need, if you live to be three score or
more years of age.

If a business education helps in

any one thing more than another, it is

to reckon the cost by comparing the
first and final values and striking a
balance. With ignorance of business
methods, laws and accounts on the
one hand, and a business knowledge
of commercial aff'airs on the other
hand, does it not seem plain that the
cost of going through life without a
commercial training is too great to
warrant any one doing so, even though
it might mean present privation of
many so-called pleasures?

This being true, it follows that a
thing worth doing is worth doing well,

and that you who are pursuing a com-
mercial course need to pursue it

thoroughly. Just yesterday a man
wrote and said his regret was that he
did not stick to his studies longer and
master them more thoroughly when
he had the time, even though it meant
at the time some straining to make
both ends meet.
Complete the course you have be-

gun just as thoroughly as you would
like to complete every important task,

even life itself, and you will doubtless
achieve even more than you now sus-

pect. Indeed, a right start, followed
by perseverance and right principle,

cannot lead except to success.

J\ Parting Word of Jlppreciation.

To those who have entertained, in-

structed and inspired us during the

year just ending, we desire to extend
our appreciative and sincere thanks.
Keefover and Cragin have had such

a following as is truly gratifying to

the publishers and complimentary to

them.
Doner and King have helped many

and many a pupil to acquire a practi-

cal hand.
Heath and Grove have aided the ar-

tistically inclined. Indeed Mr. Heath,
although a veteran among us, sur-

passed all of his former efforts and
surprised many with his logic as well

as his skill. Common sense, after

all, is the best instruction, and that
is what characterized Mr. Heath's en-

tire course.
Brown, Costello, Holt and Norder

have instructed, inspired and decor-
ated with their word pictures. And
the beauty of it is, they are all going
to remain right with us.

Keefover of Kansas-

Our young readers, and old ones
too, will certainly hail with delight

the announcement that Mr. F. A. Kee-
fover will continue to contribute arti-

cles to The Business Educator the
coming year. His contributions dur-
ing the past year have awakened a

great deal of thought and enthusiasm
and have proved to be of more than

ordinary value for young people pre-
paring to start in life.

Something less than a year ago Mj.
Keefover dropped the editorial reins
of the American Penman and accepted
the Cashiership of the Commercial
State Bank of Summerfield, Kans.
Although he had never had practical
experience in bank work he has by
the aid of his good common sense
and intuitive judgment been able
to bring his theoretical knowledge to
most practical account.
He so managed the affairs of the

bank as to escape without a scratch
the money panic which caused many
an older head and institution much
anxiety the past year. This should
be an object lesson and inspiration to
other bright boys now attending com-
mercial schools.
The coming year Mr. Keefover will

tell us of some of his experiences,
and how young people can make good
as they come in contact with the "real
thing"—the business world.
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Cbe Solicitor Question.

I know of no other topic so fruitful

of extreme views and expressions as
that of the Solicitor. No matter what
others may say in these columns,
we reserve the right to our own
thinking and writing.
Of the average solicitor, I entertain

small respect ; of a few, contempt ; of

another few, the highest admiration.
If the solicitor be first a man of

character, and second a man of abil-

ity, and third a man who makes it his

business to represent his employer's
business rather than to misrepresent
his co-worker's then I have just as
much respect for him as for the
school proprietor who employs him
or for the teacher who teaches his

product.
I have nothing but the highest re-

gard for the man who will go out,
even in the highways and by ways,
and pursuade young men and young
women, and some who are not young,
to secure a business education in a
good school, providing, in so doing,
he will not misrepresent by exaggera-
tion the grade of school he represents
or the time required to secure such
an education or the cost, or the prices
paid for such schooling. And if he
be a man in the true sense of the
term, he will not so misrepresent.
Whether he secures his pa}' by way

of commission, salary, or both, is

immaterial, but whether he be truth-
ful is very material.

The reason the solicitor cjuestion is

a sore one is because of the nature of

many schools employing them, and the
character of many of the solicitors.

The better grades of schools have
not been the aggressors in this mode
of advertising, but the get-big-quick
and get-rich-quick kinds have. Many
of the best schools, in sheer self de-

fense, have employed solicitors to re-

tain, and in many instances, regain
normal attendance.
Now, then, the school proprietor,

who says to his solicitor, "get stu-

dents, no matter how, from those
wearing knee pants to those on the
verge of the grave, but get students
at so much per, if you can, and if

vou can't, then get them at any
price, " is really worse t/iaii the solici-

tor for he is the instigator of the vil-

lanies which have brought the solici-

tor question in disrepute and placed
a ban upon reputable business schools
and a blight upon true business edu-
cation.

All advertising is soliciting. The
finest catalogue ever issued, if it ex-

aggerates the work of the school is-

suing it, or misrepresents its co-

workers ( competitors ), is not good
advertising because it is not true ad-
vertising. It is in the same class as

the school which knowingly employs
a solicitor who misrepresents in order
to get business. A lie is a lie,

whether penned and printed, or ut-

tered by tongue over tooth.

AIa?iy of my best friends— people
who are a credit to our profession
and who conduct high-grade, worthy
institutions, employ solicitors, and
they show their good sense by doing
so, and by employing the best pro-
curable. For by so doing they keep
many persons from falling into the
clutches of unworthy schools, and,
what is better still, they induce many
to become educated and achieve hon-
orable success, who would otherwise
go through the world wrecks of in-

efficiency.

A few of my esteemed friends are
solicitors, and I esteem them none
the less for being solicitors, even
though that title at the present day
is no where as popular and respecta-
ble as teacher. I have in the past
(and I expect to continue to do so in the

future until convinced of the folly of

my opinions ) advised a few of my pu-
pils to follow soliciting rather than
teaching, believing that by nature
they were better qualified to achieve
success with the tongue than with the
pen.
The solicitor question is here and

here to stay, and it is up to our profes-
sion for solution, and to my mind there
is but one way to do it, and that is to

improve the character of our schools
and employ only men and women of

character and ability to represent
them ; as good in morals, and as well
qualified by nature and training, as

our teachers. Then it will matter little

whether we call him solicitor, educa-
tional representative, or secretary at

large ; he will be respected because
he will respect himself and others.

But for the life of me, I cannot see

the wisdom of any school employing
a nicotine-saturated solicitor whose
sole stock in trade is a smooth tongue
and a shallow conscience, and it is

this class which has dominated that

line of work, and if the business of

soliciting is ever to become a recog-

nized legitimate calling, or even a
profession, this class must be dele-

gated to the rear and not paraded in

the front. They must be dominated
by better men—better men as pro-
prietors of schools and as solicitors.

The Business Educator is not op-
posed to legitimate advertising in
any line, be it by way of the solicitor,

the bill poster, the daily newspaper
with its patent medicine ads, circu-
lars, catalogs, entertainments, com-
mencement exercises, etc., etc. In-
stead, it is the friend of all true ad-
vertising, and of all good schools.
One of the inconsistencies of the

average solicitor has been to work
for one school in a place and while
so doing denounce the other school
as being unfit for patronage, and
then upon being "fired" or failing
to collect his ill-gotten gains, apply
for employment to the school he had
been decrying. Is it any wonder the
solicitor question is a " touchy' ' one ?

Now, there should be no more ob-
jection to a solicitor working for one
school awhile, and then for another,
in the same place, than for a teacher
to teach in one school and then in an-
other. Nor would there be providing
he would do as clean, honest, honor-
able work. A solicitor who will seek
or, ever accept, employment from a
school he took special delight in de-
nouncing, is as unprincipled as he is

shortsighted and shallow, and a
school employing such is hard up,
unprincipled, or too easily misled to
be in the profession.
Many solicitors have been, and

still are, not only unprincipled, but
uneducated as well. They have been
recruited from the ranks of unsuc-
cessful book and insurance agents,
on the one hand, or from failures
as pupils or teachers in business
schools. And it is my honest opin-
ion that unless the business of soli-

citing is elevated by the engaging in
it of a better class of men than in the
the past, the solicitor must go as
well as his employer.
Here's our co-operation in any hon-

orable manner whereby unworthy so-
licitors and their employers may be
improved, for we believe the two
must be reformed together.

Our Cbanks and Our Best lUisbes.

Are hereby extended to the contributors
of these columns during the past vear.
The work in Finance " bv Mr. R. J. Ben-

nett and the contributions by Mr. R. M.
Browning have been right up to the times,
and therefore helpful to aspiring commer-
cial teachers.
The articles on Knglish by Mr. F. M. Ers-

kine and Typewriting by A. C. Van Sant,
have been practical and though t-provoking.
The contributions on Advertising by Mr.

Melvin W. Cassmore have been revelations
of thorougliness, guggestiveness, timeli-
ness and courage.
We hope to have them all with us again

sometime. We wish them a pleasant va-
cation, much prosperity and continued
growth.
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Government Finance.

The United States Government car-
ries on its own banking business
through its excellent system of Treas-
ury and Sub-Treasuries as explained
in my recent article. It is different
in England, France and Germany.
They transact all their financial busi-
ness through great government banks.
In other words their respective banks
act in the capacity of fiscal agents for
their governments for the purpose of
collecting and distributing the mil-
lions that must needs pass through
the great exchequers. Whether
their systems are better than ours
is a debatable question and it is in-

teresting the law-makers of the na-
tion. Some of them adhere relig-

iously to our present system, while
others favor the establishment of a
great central bank.
During the present generation, the

crises which happened in 1873, 1893,

and 1907 found the financial system of
the U. S. in an unsatisfactory condi-
tion indeed, while England, Germany '

and France had not even the sign of
a fiurry. This mayor may not be en-
tirely attributable to our bankingsys-
tem as conducted at present, or to the
plans followed in the countries men-
tioned.

The United States Government
through its sub-treasuries takes care
of its own funds, but at all times aims
to keep enough money in circulation
to meet the needs of business. It

does this by depositing funds in Nat-
ional Banks ( government depositor-
ies jfrom which ample security is re-

quired. All receipts and payments
are carried on through the Treasury.
In E^ngland all receipts and payments
of government money pass through
the Bank.
The following summaries of the

three great banking systems may
prove interesting to the reader.

liAN'K (JF ENGLAND.
The Bank of England was founded

in 1694 during the reign of William
and Mary. It was created to aid the
Government and to provide William
111 with funds to carry on the war
with France. It was chartered as
the " Governor and Company of the
Bank of England, " and immediately
loaned 1,200,000 pounds to the Govern-
ment at eight per cent. This was the
beginning of England's fixed debt.

it is not a state or government bank,
as many suppose, but the stockhold-
ers are composed of private individ-
uals the same as any other chartered

bank. While it was organized to aid
the (Government, the Government is

not represented in any way in its con-
trol. It is nevertheless backed by
the Government, and the Government
has come to its rescue several times
and aided in tiding it over severe cri-

ses. All receipts and payments of
government funds pass through the
Bank, since the English government
does not maintain any Treasury.
The Bank acts as fiscal agent for
which it is paid according to services
rendered. The entire deposits of the
Bank of England consist of Govern-
ment funds averaging from 6 to 8 mil-
lion pounds as well as the reserves of
other banks and the accounts ofafew
large corporations. It supports the
credit of the country by marshaling
the whole strength of the nation at

times when crises or panics take
place. The Government makes all

payments by cheque the same as or-
dinary depositors.
The Bank is a bank for bankers, as

nearly all the other banks of England
deposit with it almost all of their re-

serves, maintaining only enough to
provide change, which I believe forms
only a small per cent of their deposits.

In times of crises the deposits of
the Bank increase. This plan differs

from the practice followed in the
United States, where both depositors
and bankers withdraw their funds
from the reserve banks. In England
the other banks strive at the earliest
moment to strengthen their reserves
with the Bank, and in one week the
deposits with the Bank may increase
several millions of pounds. This in-

crease is made up largely of paper
which is turned over for the purpose
of receiving credit. While these de-
posits tend to swell credit, it can be
seen that the per cent of cash reserve
must necessarily decrease in the same
proportion. The average of reserve,
however, is about 40",, of the deposits.
When the reserve falls too much the
Bank increases its rate of discount.
This action tends to bring money
from abroad and to stop the out-flow.
The increasing of the bank rate has a
tendency also to stop gold export.
When the Bank Reserve increases,
the discount rate usually decreases

;

this tends to bring about an equili-

brium. The rate often changes to
suit business conditions, and the rate
as fixed sets the pace for other banks
throughout England, and indeed
very largely throughout the world.
The Bank enforces the rate by going
into the open market and selling con-

sols for cash and buying them back
on account.
Up to 1844 the Bank was permitted

to issue its notes to an unlimited
amount without any specie reserve
requirements. At this time Robert
Peel's Act limited its power to issue
notes to 14 millions of pounds, on the
security of the government debt,
which then amounted to 11 million
pounds, and other first class securi-
ties. The limit of issue is now four
times that amount.
The Bank of England is divided into

two district departments know as the
Department of Issue and the Depart-
ment of Banking. These departments
are as independent of each other as
if they were two diflierent institutions.
It issues notes based on the security
of gold and bullion, similar to the
gold certificates issued by the United
States Treasury. When the notes are
redeemed new ones are issued to take
their place.
The Bank has had many interesting

experiences and it has several times
helped to stop panics. It did so,

largely, by continuing to discount
and to issue its notes for the purpose
of maintaining credit and aiding busi-
ness conditions. Indeed, on many
occasions the Government had to
come to the rescue by agreeing to
support it in its efforts, and on sev-
eral occasions the staunch Business
men of London continued to do busi-
ness and to extend credits for the
purpose of supporting and maintain-
ing the strength of the Bank. In 1825
a panic ensued during which the
bank supported credit by issuing 5

million pounds in notes which at

once checked the panic and restored
business to its normal state. At this
time its cash reserve dropped to a
little over one million pounds. It did
the same thing again in 1838. In 1857

the reserve fell to 500,000 pounds, in-

cluding all of the Branches. The de-
posits from other banks at the same
time exceeded 5,000,000 pounds. It

can be seen that the withdrawal on
the part of the other banks would
have been disastrous; but notwith-
standing its weakened conditions,
the Bank kept on discounting and
thereby restored confidence.
On three different occasions, in

times of crises, the Bank was given
permission by the Government to is-

sue notes in excess of its lawful re-

quirements, by agreeing to refund
the amount of indemnity. These
were in 1847, 1857 and I86G. The as-

surance from the Government indi-

cated backing. It allayed fear and
restored credit, while the notes of the
bank continued to pass current. On
only one occasion did the Bank ex-

ceed the legal limit in the issue of
notes, this occurred in 1857 when the
illegal issue was less than one mil-
lion dollars.

In 1890 when Baring Brothers failed

for 20 millions of pounds the Bank
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notified the Joint Stock banks of

England to continue discounting.
They did so knowing that the power
of the Bank was back of them.
The Bank on several occasions has

had to suspend specie payments. A
notable occasion was in 1792 when
the Bank took fright and restricted

credits, at which time the Government
issued ,5 millions of Exchequer bills.

In 1797 a panic ensued for fear of
the French invasion, and the Cabinet
directed the Bank to suspend pay-
ment. It at once extended its loans,
and 4,000 merchants combined to sus-

tain or uphold the credit of the Bank.
This prevented further panic. The
Bank did not resume specie payments,
however, until 1819.

It can be seen that while the Bank
of England is not a government bank,
that the strength of the nation is at

its back, and that its methods are not
questioned by either the Government
or the people. On only one occasion
did the Government seem to withdraw
its support from the Bank. In 1720 it

was arranged that the newly organ-
ized South Sea Company should be-
come the sole national creditor and
should loan to the Government at

four per cent interest. The Company
gave to the Government a bonus of
seven million pounds for monoplies
and privileges. Great speculation
ensued for a short time, but the col-
lapse soon came and the " South Sea
Bubble " is a matter of history.

B.'i.NK OF FRANCE.

The Bank of France was established
by Napoleon in 1800. An earlier bank
was founded by John Law in 171H but
it came to grief at the time of the Mis-
sissippi Bubble. Like the Bank of
England, the Bank of France is owned
by private individuals but it is under
Government control. The control of
the Bank is in the hands of 15 directors.

and two subordinates who have su-

preme authority. Any act of the Bank
must bear the signature of the Gover-
nor to become effective. The leading
business men of Paris exercise a cer-

tain supervision by a committee of 12

who are appointed by them to super-
vise and pass upon credits and dis-

counts.
The Bank is distinctly a people's

bank, and any one of reasonable busi-
ness standing may open an account.
No interest is allowed on deposits.
The borrower may borrow even as
low as 5 pounds on three-name paper
to run not more than 90 days. It can
be seen from this that the Bank is

anxious to help the common people,
and its discounts in one year have
exceeded 3 billion dollars. "In one
day its messengers presented 357,832

pieces of paper at 90,390 dwellings,
and collected nearly 30,000,000 dol-
lars. "

( Payne.

)

The Bank is the financial agent of
the Government and advances money
to the Government, from time to time
as required. During the siege of 1870
the Bank of France suspended specie
payment which was not resumed un-
til 1877. During this time it contin-
ued to discount commercial paper
and to issue its notes. During the
siege it had advanced to the Govern-
ment over one billion, four hundred
million francs. In less than one half
year its discounts rose over 800 mil-
lion francs and circulated at par.
The Bank was largely responsible for
the condition of business at the time,
and it was the great factor in aiding
the business community. Through
the Bank the Cjovernment paid to
Germany the indemnity of 5 billion

francs. It has branches in all parts
of France and deposits made in one
branch may be drawn from any other.

It pays notes in either gold or silver

The Government appoints a Governor

and in that way prevents a premium
being charged on gold.

No specific reserve in cash is re-

quired against notes or deposits.
While the law requires that it must
keep the reserve sufficient for all

notes, the Bank is its own judge in

the matter. It is given plenty of lee-

way in the issue of notes and may is-

sue to the extent of five billion, eight
hundred million francs.

THE B.\XK OF GERMANY.

The Imperial Bank of Germany is

a reorganization of the Bank of Prus-
sia. Its stock is held by private in-

dividuals in the same manner as that

of the Banks of England and France.
It is controlled by a Board of Direct-

ors who are appointed by the Em-
peror and hold the position for life.

The Chancellor of the Empire is 'the

chief officer. The stockholders elect

a committee to represent them though
in an advisory capacity only. The
committee elects 3 delegates who
have no votes but may attend the

meetings of directors and express

their opinions.

The Bank has branches over the

entire Empire and the rates and char-

ges are the same in all. Deposits in

one branch may be withdrawn at

another free of charge. It holds

the reserves of other banks. It may
issue notes on its assets to the extent

of 400,000,000 marks. It may also is-

sue notes to any amount above this

upon holdings of coin and bullion.

It may issue in excess of its gold limit

in times of necessity by paying 5%
tax on the excess. This excess, of

course, is reduced as soon as busi-

ness conditions warrant, though it is

not an uncommon thing for it to issue

notes in excess of its reserve. It is

not permitted at any time to issue

more than three times the amount of

coin and bullion held in its vaults.
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£are and Crainina of the Hands.

The hands are such important fac-

tors in typewritings that they need
special care as well as special train-

ing. The hands and naiLs should be
kept scrupulously clean. In cold
weather pains should be taken to

keep them from getting^ chilled, as

chilling- is liable to injure the nerves
to such an extent that they may not
recover the full sensitiveness for sev-

eral days. The nails should be kept
trimmed so short that the cushioned
tips of the fingers may strike the

the keys without jarring the nails.

Such work as strengthens the fin-

gers and hands without rendering
them stiff and clumsy is no detri-

ment to typewriting. In fact, the
strength and endurance required in

typewriting demand that the hands
shall have abundant exercise of the

kind that gives strength and quick-
ness of action.

The hand is a very complicated
piece of mechanism and is or can be
adapted to a great variety of purpos-
es. Music teachers long ago saw the

necessity for special hand-training,
as it was found that some members
of the hands were naturally weak and
required special development. As
all the keys of a typewriter should be
struck with about equal force, and in

even time, it is necessary to restrain

the stronger fingers and develop
strength in the weaker ones in order
to bring about a properly balanced
hand-action.

Many students enter commercial
schools from farms and shops with
hands hardened and stiffened by toil,

and bruised, injured and begrimed
because of former occupations. Such
hands need special care as well as

special training. The peculiar mus-
cular organization required in farm
and shop work are not needed
in typewriting. The old muscular
organization must give way, and new
muscle cells must take the place of

the old ones. Rest and thorough
cleansing will soon remove the stiff-

ness, and judicious training will fit

them for the special kinds of work
required in commercial positions.

If one has noticed pictures of the
muscles of the hands as shown in

works on anatomy and physiology he
has doubtless been surprised at the
complicated muscular organization.
These muscles are not all called into

action in ordinary occupations, and
some of them are weak and inactive
until specially trained for a particu-
lar kind of work. While it is true
that Nature promptly aids in fitting

the hands for special work, it is also

true that special exercises for devel-
oping needed strength and action
will greatly hasten the time when the

hands shall acquire the strength and
movement necessary.

In music, in penmanship, in type-
writing, the hands as well as the
brains must be educated. Penman-
ship formerly was little more than
good drafting, until the theory of

movement was taught as a prime ne-

cessity in practical penmanship.
Typewriting was for thirty years an
unscientific "pounding of the keys"
with no definite duty assigned to the
fingers. But under the laws of evo-

lution a scientific mode of machine
writing has been evolved. As in

penmanship and music, "getting the

motion" is an essential part of the
work.

HAND E.XERCISES.

Exercise No. 1. Open the hands,
turning the fingers as far back as
possible. Hold them back two or
three seconds, and then close them
slowly and firmly. Repeat the exercise
with both hands slowly five times

;

then repeat it quickly ten times.

Exercise No. 2. With the fingers well

turned back, separate the fingers of

both hands as wide apart as possible.
Repeat ten times.

Exercise No. 3. Place the elbows
at the sides, raise the hands up in

front of the shoulders, turn the fin-

gers back as far as possible, and with
the other fingers close together sep-

arate the small fingers, stretching
them as far away as possible from
the other fingers. Repeat the exer-

cise ten times. Keeping the second,
third and fourth fingers close togeth-
er, separate the first fingers, stretch-
ing them as far away from the other
fingers as convenient. Repeat the
exercise ten times. This will give
the first fingers power to glide from
one row of keys to another in the two
rows nearest the center of the key-
board.

Exercise No. 4. Holding the hands
up nearly level with the shoulders,
open and close the fingers about
twenty times. Turn the fingers back
as far as possible, close them very
firmly and open them slowly, unfold-
ing first the joint that joins the fingers
to the palms of the hands, then slowly
unfold the other joints and turn the
fingers back as far as possible.
Exercise No. 5. Move the thumb

as far away from the first finger as
possible and turn it as far back as
convenient. Then reach it over to
the point on the palm of the hand
where the fourth finger joins the
palm. Slowly repeat this exercise
ten times. Without bending the
thumb, move the joint at the wrist
back and forth five times.

Exercise No. 6. Place the wrists
of both hands firmly upon a
table. Bending the fingers at the
second joint, let the tips of the
fingers rest upon the table. Then
keeping all the other fingers resting
on the table, raise the first finger

and strike the table ten times. Then
continue the exercise with each of

the other fingers in turn. In this ex-

ercise the fingers should be kept
bent at the second joint so that the
blow will be direct on the table with
the tips of the fingers.

Exercise No. 7. With the elbows at

the sides, raise and lower the hands
slowly, bending them at the wrist.

After repeating the exercise ten times,

move them up and down rapidly ten

times.

Exercise No. S. With the elbows
at the sides and the forearms about
level with the elbows, swing the

hands outward and inward ten times,

bending at the wrist.

The above exercises will be partic-

ularly valuable in developing the

strength and action of muscles that

participate in typewriting. But they

will be more especially valuable to

those whose hands have been hard-

ened by toil. The exercises will be

beneficial to all commercial students,

and to all who wish totrain the hands
to quick and certain action.
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PliACTICAL ENGLISH
F. M. EBSKINE,

Principal Couimercial Department, (irand Prairie Semin

ONARGA, ILL.

^
General Composition.

Letter writing- alone does not give

the drill in business English that the

business student should have.
The pupils in a class in correspond-

ence, when following the same direc-

tions and writing about the same
matter, will use practically the same
expressions in much the same order
and are liable to make the same er-

rors in paragraphing, punctuation
and use of words. Furthermore, the
matters concerning which the pupils

can write practical, intelligent letters

are somewhat limited in number and
so we should go further in our train-

ing and require composition on busi-

ness subjects other than those to be
treated in letters.

I believe all work in general com-
position should be confined to busi-

ness subjects, first, because the pu-
pil is interested in business or he
would not be in a business school
and, second, because he will be using
the same expressions he will later

have to use in his work as an em-
ploye in a business office.

There are a large and increasing
number nf publications devoted to

explaining office methods and sys-

tems and designed to aid every per-

son engaged in business, from the
factory workman to the head of the
corporation, and they aflford a medi-
um for the exchange of ideas. The
contents of most of these publica-
tions are written by business men
and women.
As the final work of the members

of the class, have them prepare not
less than three articles of four hun-
dred to seven hundred words each on
business subjects. A topical outline
should be submitted for approval be-

fore the student begins to write.

In order that the subjects may come
within the student's own experience
and knowledge, let most of them
deal with some branch of business
as he has learned it in the business
school. The following are suggested
as proper matters to treat in this

manner. They are taken from
" Modern Business Correspondence"
(Bobbs-Merrill Co.)

1. Write an article on what is ex-

pected of the modern shorthand
writer, including a description of the
work, besides shorthand and type-
writing, that may properly be requir-
ed of an amanuensis in a business
office.

2. Give your views on the tenden-
cies of modern bookkeeping and men-

tion any changes that have been
made within the past few years. As
a part of this article, state with ex-

actness how you would change a set

of books from single to double entry.
3. Describe the chief qualifications

of a bookkeeper for a commercial or
manufacturing business. Give a de-
tailed description of all the books
you would recommend for a large
commission house selling both its

own goods and goods received on con-
signment. *

4. Describe the qualifications,

other than proficiency in bookkeep-
ing- or stenography, that should be
possessed by the applicant for an of-

fice position, emphasizing especially
the value of character and initiative.

Describe the work of a stenographer
and the manner of using difTerent of-

fice appliances and apparatus.
5. Describe the set of books you

would recommend for a jobbing firm
buying from a few large firms but
selling to a great number of custo-
mers, giving time paper which the
firm has discounted at the bank.
Describe the cash book carefully

If the members of the class have
studied commercial geography, a
large number of subjects will sug-
gest themselves. Commercial law
also gives such subjects as, " The
value of a knowledge of contracts,

"

"Why an employe should know some-
thing about the law of agency, " etc.

In closing this series of articles, I

wish to present a brief paragraph on
the use of the word onh\ and an ex-

tract from an article on the split in-

finitive, both of which 1 think will be
of value to teacher and student.
The .Standard Dictionary says :

" The general rule, so far as any rule

can be given, is to place the word
' only' next to the word or phrase to

be qualified, arranging the rest of

the sentence so that no word or

phrase that the word might be re-

garded as qualifying shall adjoin it

on the other side. " In spoken lan-

guage the stress and tone would in-

dicate the relation of only to the other
parts of the sentence; but in writing,
the principles of rhetorical construc-
tion must be followed in order to

avoid ambiguity. The sentence, " 1

only told him to go away," is ambig-
uous because the word only may refer

to either /or told, hence it would be
better to write, "Only I told him,"
(i. e., nobody else told him), if this

is the meaning intended. "I told

only him to go away, " would imply
that he alone was told, and "I told

him to go away only," would clearly
express the thought that nothing else
was required but that he should go.

It was Thomas JefTerson who once
said: "Where strictness of gram-
mar does not weaken expression, it

should be attended to. But where,
by small grammatical negligences,
the energy of an idea is condensed, or
a word stands for a sentence, I hold
grammatical rigor in contempt."
Byron, Burns and Shakespeare

used the split infinitive and Dr.
Thomas R. Lounsbury, professor of
English in Yale University, in an ar-

ticle on this subject follows its use
by many of the world's best writers
from the sixteenth century to the
present time. Then he says :

" The
reasons which have led to the wide
e.xtension of the split infinitive are
quite obvious. They are bound up
in that conscious or unconscious ef-

fort always going on in language to

give greater precision or strength to

the meaning.
"The users of speech feel, whether

rightly or wrongly, that they can se-

cure either added clearness or added
force by putting the qualifying ad-
verb directly before the verb it quali-

fies. There are numerous instances
where the adoption of the word-order
usually followed occasions a certain

degree of ambiguity. Scores of il-

lustrations could be found from the

works of well-known writers. Let us
take, for example, one from the dedi-

cation to Lyttelton of the novel of

'Tom Jones.' 'I have endeavored
strongly toinculcate,' wrote Fielding,
'that virtue and innocence can scarce
ever be injured but by indiscretion.'
In this sentence does strongly modify
oideaz'oi-ed or inculcated It can do
either properly and though little

doubt exists in this instance, cases
are always likely to occur in which
the sense will be distinctly uncer-
tain.

"

He says in conclusion that ''the

universal adoption of this usage is as
certain as anything in the future well
can be.

"

Thus our language, like our habits
of living and our methods of business,
is a living, changing thing. Many
things we know are right or wrong
but in others who shall be arbiter,

when doctors disagree?

joPLiN, Missouri, May 5, 1908.

Editor Busines.s Educator:
t wish to congratnlate you on the ex-

cellent number of the Educator just re-

ceived [ believe vou have, in this May
edition with the report of the Eastern Com-
mercial Teachers' Association, eclipsed
any previous issue of penmanship periodi-
cals.
There must be a real satisfaction in turn-

ing out something really high grade;
something that is inspiring and up-lifting.

I believe you will understand me and know
that it is in no sense flattery when I say
that the contributions to your paper are of

an entirely different order than are usually
to be seen in professional journals The
Keefover and Cragin articles are especially
fine and readable, and, at the same time,
are beaming over with good, hard common-
sense.
Here's wishing you the best of success

and continual prosperity.
Very truly.

G. W. WEATHERLY.
President Joplin Business College.
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The articles which have preceded
this have spoken of several methods
and theories, some of which may-
have seemed opposed and contradic-
tory. It is now my purpose, if pos-
sible, to reconcile them and blend
their strength into the force of the
advertising campaign.
This subject of the advertising

campaign is one over which an in-

tense and painful silence hangs, aided
and abetted by every writer of adver-
tising wisdom. Wholly resultlessly,
I have searched a more or less com-
plete library of advertising lore and
stacked-up piles of advertising mag-
azines to find only here and there an
apologetic allusion to a campaign

—

only that and nothing more. I be-
lieve every thoughtful reader will

agree with me in the conclusion that
every advertising campaign should
be cumulative; the success which at-

tends it should be but the forerunner
and producer of future business.
Still, in these days of rainbow pro-
motion and expert salesmanship, one
demand has risen above all others,
"Sell the goods—and no questions
will be asked." Many business firms
and some schools have followed this

policy and their decline has been as
sure and inevitable as their rise was
rapid. The school's campaign, more
than all others, must be placed on a
high ethical plane if it would make
of its publicity the food of larger and
firmer future growth.

It is quite obvious that the most de-
ceptive campaign may be a present
success while leaving results in its

train that spell disaster.

Current advertising methods have
taken little thought of the essential
fact that there may exist a wide dis-

crepancy between business getting
and business building and in this
unwisdom lies the weakness of many
a campaign superficially successful.

1 have made this opening statement
because it would seem to me that
there is more to any campaign than
the getting of immediate business.
Every correct advertising campaign

starts with an analysis of both the
marketable product and its possible
purchasers. From the analysis we
can buildup a "selling talk"—which,
in one form and another, is the es-

sence of the campaign.
As illustrative, let us take an arti-

cle of merchandise, as something
more definite and tangible than the

service of a school. Here we are -an
ice-cream freezer. We will analyze
under these four divisions, adhering
to this method with all articles:

(a) Demand-creating qualities:
appeals to emotions of love,

fear, anger, taste, desire for

admiration, envy, etc.

(b) Judgment-convincing qualities:

material, appearance, cleanli-

ness, durability, reputation, op-
eration, results, etc.

(c) Identity of purchasers:
location of the natural buyer.s
of ice-cream freezers.

(d) View-point of purchasers:
temperament, racial prejudice,
manner of life, religion, poli-

tics, age, sex, occupation, etc.

This method will enable us to dis-

cover data upon which to base a
strong and balanced campaign.
Who are our buyers of ice-cream

freezers? Evidently people who have
difficulty in getting manufactured,
drug-store ice-cream by reason of its

scarcity or price—obviously nearly all

country people and those city people
to whom a lavish purchase of this

summer luxury would be an extrav-
agance.
Now we have two classes of pur-

chasers. We must put ourselves in

their place-to get their sentiments
on the subject of ice-cream and then
we shall immediately connect with
the "demand creating" qualities of

our freezers and awaken the desire.

After this we must close the sale by
an earnest description of our freezer's

merits as a piece of machinery. This
method has the advantage of being a
system. It puts one on the track of

ideas. It also makes every advertise-
ment follow up the advantages gained
by the previous one.
The critical analysis of a school

opposes obstacles not found in our
freezer, although our dissection of

that invitingutensil might have been,
to advantage, much more minute.

W'ith some it is the practice to re-

cord results, inquiries and enroll-

ments from a certain method or
source and afterwards to follow only
that which has seemed good. At first

thought this plan would seem highly
systematic and commendable, yet it

may often be misleading and value-
less.

More and more as I study the sub-
ject, I am becoming convinced that
the plan of asking students for the
source of influence which caused
them to enroll is deceptive and un-
just to unmentioned and unnoticed

advertising. Except in isolated in-

stances, the purchaser of goods is

not in a position to tell what led to
the purchase. He will usually men-
tion the last inlluence, when really,
the first and now forgotten influence
should have the credit.

The only trustworthy analysis is

one that takes note of all conditions,
gives each its due weight and im-
portance and estimates it rightly in
its bearing on the whole.
Suppose now we have our customer

located, have taken his measure,
studied his abiding place and his

habits, prepared the proper lure for

his delectation and the everlasting
facts that clinch his confidence for-

ever—maybe after all there is some-
thing else.

With all of these good and neces-
sary things we have not supplied
anything to make our message inter-

esting, impressive and dramatic.
The dramatic sense is a topic worthy
of the most erudite essayist. It is

one invaluable thing to the ambitious
clergyman, doctor or any other per-

son much in the public eye. We must
confess it is sometimes their whole
stock in trade and that all their

goods are on the front shelf. How-
ever, it has the twentieth century
virtue of getting there.
The dramatic sense loves public

appearance and grave ceremonials
with trappings and applause. The
dramatist likes to imagine himself
the brightest planet of his revolving
universe, before whom the stars of

lesser magnitude will bow in vast obe-
isance. This sense throws dignity into
the most unworthy. It is not incon-
sistent with real importance and vi-

tal seriousness. Indeed I may go
further and say that it is an indis-

pensible quality for anyone looming
large before the public. It carries
convictions. Without it, the man
caring more for his message than for

the fact that he is the mouthpiece of

it will fail to impress his hearers at

all.

For myself, I dislike much this

enforced valuation and would fain

believe that the humble and sincere
of earth are higher on the steps of

Heaven than those who would brow-
beat their way to fame by majesty of
port or pomp of circumstance. But ce-

lestial triumphs all aside, the thing
works in advertising and has rarely
been used in proper proportions. To
overdo it, is of course, to offend all

canons of the art which conceal itself.

Well may we, with pensive pencil
poised in air, take counsel of Hamlet
in his admonition to the players. We
must, 'tis true, beget a temperance
that leads to smoothness, not tearing
a passion to tatters; neither being too
tame but letting discretion be the tu-

tor.

While not out-heroding Herod, the
true dramatist would be Herod in his

natural guise and functions of his
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state. Indeed the world's a stage
and mankind merely players, where-
on some do painfully jig and mumble
and others do trippingly tongue their

way to fame and fortune.

The successful advertiser of the
future will not neglect the dramatic
aspect of his message. It will serve
him as a solid backing against which
his facts show up like stars of most
particular brilliancy.

The principle of suggestion I

should like to go into rather fully

but space forbids. It is perhaps the
strongest force in securing an attend-
ance -except the solicitor. Against
his machinations all other methods
are inutile and ineffectual.

When a competitor "out for the
business" uses solicitors, the only
thing for a school of principle to do
is to look on until the suicide is com-
plete. In all of these papers 1 have
tried to discuss legitimate advertis-
ing, which excludes the solicitor.

The principle of suggestion oper-
ates on the subjective mind—that
power of the soul of which we learned
but the other day. It is now the ul-

timate problem in advertising and
the shrewdest advertisers are delving
into Hudson and treasuring every
word of Munsterberg and Gates in

the hope of finding the open sesame
through the portals of the enthroned
will of man.
That once ridiculed science, psy-

chology, is coming into its own. It

is earning money. Its accession to

popularity is one of several preceding
steps. In the seventies there arose a
cry for more knowledge of English.
"Teach us to speak our mother
tongue," and emphasis was given to

the language arts and we found new
beauties in the concourse of our
daily words. In the eighties science
came to the front. "Teach us to use
our eyes, help us to see our brothers
of the field, to feel the divinity en-
wrapped in the petals of the rose."
And so science came and we studied
Nature out of Nature's books.

In the nineties we looked at our
useless hands. "Teach us to use
our hands—show us how to make
things—a trained hand means a train-

ed brain," and manual training
spread abroad and this was good-
very good.

In the beginning years of the twen-
tieth century we listened to a new de-
sire. "Show me my brother's face-
let me look once upon the sacredness
of the human soul. I would know my
kind." And sociology was born that
humanity might be refined. Out of
this there has come another advance
—the brave conquest of the brain
that the secrets of life and eternity
might stand revealed. We are on
the threshold of a better day. Edu-
cation is to take on form and shape

C Continued on page 27.)

COMMEKCE IN TUKKEV
ION E. DWYER,

Treasurer, Robert College,

COMSTAMTINOPLE.
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Cbe Consular Service.

Its Relation to eommerce.

Ol'l'OKTUNITIES FOR YOUNG MEN.
Early in the history of commerce,

countries doing a foreign business
found it necessary to have represent-
atives abroad, with authority in mat-
ters relating to commerce. As the

transaction of business in foreign
ports might involve national interests

as well as those of the individual
merchant and seaman, it was neces-
sary that these representatives, called

consuls, should be national agents.
The consular service, which origi-

nated in Italy about the middle of the
12th century, is older than the diplo-

matic service. .Much of the work of

the modern diplomats was formerly
done by the consuls but, with the ap-
pointment of ambassadors and min-
isters, the consuls (except in oriental
countries, where their powers are de-
termined by treaty) were relieved of
their diplomatic functions and are no
longer national agents. They are
now practically commercial agents
in the employ of the Government,
who promote the commercial inter-

ests of their country in general and
those of the individual merchant in

particular. The consuls now have
but little representative power (ex-

cept in oriental countries) and are,

with this exception, subject to the
laws of the country in which they re-

side equally with all other persons.
The President is authorized by the

Constitution (Art. 2 Sec 2) to appoint
consuls, with the consent of the Sen-
ate, but President Roosevelt in a re-

cent executive order, directed that
the Consular Service should be em-
bodied in the Civil Service. Conse-
quently, these positions are now
filled by examination.
The offices are those of Consul-Gen-

eral. Consul, Consular Agent, Vice
and Deputy Consul-General, Vice and
Deputy-Consul, Consular Clerk, and
Consul-at-large.

DUTIES OF THE» OFFICERS.
Among the Consul's duties are:

to acquaint himself with the commer-
cial and industrial conditions of his

district and report upon the same, to
promote trade facilities, to protect
the rights of the American merchant
in his district; in seaports he must set-

tle disputes between the captain and
crew of an American vessel if called
upon, to report upon the merchandise
entering and leaving his port, giving
value and destination of same, the

number of vessels carrying the same,
etc., he is notary public for his
countrymen, administers the estates,
gives relief to sailors and other
Americans who are in financial dis-
tress, vises passports, etc, etc. The
Consul-General has all these duties
in connection with his office and in
addition has general oversight and
supervision of all the consuls and
Consular Agents in this district. The
Consular Agent, unlike the Consul-
General or the Consul, need not be
an American if the position pays less
than $1,000 and may, under certain
conditions, engage in business in
connection with his consular duties.
Such positions are in unimportant
places where American interests are
small. The duties of the Vice and
Deputy-Consul and the Consular
Clerk are such as their titles imply
viz. to assist in the Consulates. The
Consuls-at-large are inspectors of
Consulates, visiting each consulate
in a given district once in two years.
The following is an illustration of

the aid rendered to American com-
merce abroad. The former Consul-
General in this city saw here an op-
portunity for the sale of American
flour. Accordingly he arranged with
a large flour milling company to send
out a half cargo each month. This
emphasized the poor steamer service
between the American ports and
Constantinople, to remedy which, he
was the means of establishing a di-
rect service between the two coun-
tries. It was found that a good qual-
ity of American flour could be sold at
a lower price than the inferior pro-
duct of the local mills. The local
millers objected to this importation
and would have ousted the American
product had not the Consul-General
stepped in and secured fair play.

OUALIFICATIONS.

As in all other Civil Service posi-
tions the applicant must pass an ex-
amination before becoming eligible
to appointment. Rule 8 of the "Reg-
ulations" says:

"No one shall be examined who is
under twenty-one or over fifty years
of age, or who is not a citizen of the
United States, or who is not of good
character and habits and physically
and mentally qualified for the proper
performance of consular work, or
who has not been specially designat-
ed by the President for the appoint-
ment to the consular servic _, subject
to examination.''
The examination must include, at

least one modern language other
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and commercial resources and com-
merce of the I'nited States; political

economy; elements of international

law; commercial and maritime law.

The examination for all positions,

from clerk to consul-general, is the

same except that of consular agent,

which position is filled by appoint-

ment.
CLASSIFICATION AND SALARIES.

The consuls-general are divided

into seven classes, receiving from
$;5,000 per year in class seven to

$12,000 in class one. The consuls are

divided into nine classes receiving

from $2,000 per year in class nine to

$8,000 in class one. The vice and
deputy-consuls and clerks from $1,000

to $1,800 per year. The consuls-at-

large receive $5,000 and traveling and
living expenses.
The United States has in all 59

consuls-generals, 250 consuls, .346

consular agents, 'M2 vice and deputy-

consuls besides clerks, student in-

terpreters, dragomen, marshalls, etc.,

and five consuls-at-large.
PROMOTIONS.

All positions above class eight are

filled by promotion from the lower
classes (classes 8 and 9) and all va-

cancies in these classes are filled by
examination or by promotion of vice-

or deputy-consuls. Clerks are eligi-

ble to promotion to positions of vice-

and deputy-consuls, then to that of

consul or consul-general in any of

the higher classes. The rapidity of

the promotion depends, as usually

the case anywhere, upon the ability

of the individual.

The Consular Reports are a very
important feature of the consular
work. These are full of information

for the manufacturer and merchant as

well as for the general reader. As a

means of information on the world-
movements in the field of commerce
and industry they have no equal.

They are read by many who are not

specially interested in commerce, for

the general information they contain.

They are published in Washington
first as dailies and later as monthlies,
either of which may be had, within

the United States for the asking.

The Consular Service in Moham-
medan countries and China is some-
what wider in scope and calls for

higher qualification. The position in

these countries is a semi-official one.

By treaty with these countries,
Americans residing there are govern-
ed by the laws of the United States
and cases arising between them are

heard in the Consular Court, the
Consul being clothed with judicial

power, can convene court, he sitting

as judge. Should a case arise be-

tween an American citizen and a sub-
ject of the country, the case must be
tried in the local courts but the ver-

dict is not binding unless the case
was tried in the presence of the
United States consul or his dragomen.

The clerical positions have previ-
ously been held by non-Americans
but the Act of June 190(i, Reorganizing
the Consular Service provides that
hereafter, none but American citizens
can be appointed to consular posi-
tions where the salary is $1,000 or more
per year. This will create a demand
for American young men for consular
clerks. This work, as a career,
should be attractive to ambitious
young men now that it is a civil ser-

vice appointment and the tenure of

office does not depend, as formerly,
upon the political party in power.
He can look toward promotion step
by step until he stands at or near the
top of the consular ladder. As the
consuls are changed from one post to

another, occasionally, the interest is

varied.
The nature of the work brings one

engaged in it into close touch with
the commercial interests of the world
and the work is along broad lines,

dealing with large matters, thus af-

fording the individual great breadth
of development.
Let me take this opportunity to

emphasize the importance of Short-
hand in this and similar positions.
Though not required in the qualifica-

tions, yet it is of great value. Here
as in all other places where shorthand
is used, the stenographer comes in

close contact with the best man in

the office, making advancement more
sure and certain.

The demand for well qualified men
stenographers is now, and has been
for years, greater than the supply.
They are hard to find. For years we
commercial teachers have been urg-
ing young men to perfect themselves
in shorthand, typewriting and Eng-
lish, still there are not enough of

them. My young friends, take it

from those of experience, corroborat-
ed by all your business teachers that,

as a stepping-stone to success in the
office, shorthand has no equal.

I'nless the students who read this

article are different from most stu-

dents, some of them will say, "Ves,
I should like such a career, but Vva
doubtful X x X X x. " Doubtful of
what? Those who distrust them-
selves never succeed. It is the young
man who decides upon his career
then fits himself to it that does things.

You, my friend, can have one of these
positions if you want it want it

enough to work for it. Hard work
spells j/^ff^i in any occupation. Be-
tween natural ability (so called) and
hard work, the hard work will always
win. Many men have made brilliant

careers for themselves who had few-
er opportunities than the young men
of today are having, and the young
people of today are not inferior in

intellect to those of prior genera-
tions. They seem to have practiced
moderation in all things except hard
work—work that pointed toward a
definite end.
Henry Clay, one of seven sons of a

poor widow, practiced speaking for

seven years in a barn with a cow and
a horse for an audience, that he
might realize his cherished ambition
to become an orator. And one of

our greatest actors began his pro-

fessional life as the hind legs of an
artificial cow upon the stage. A long
list of men and women might be given
who have won their way, against
great odds, to places of distinction.
There are as great things to be done

as have been done, and the call for
highly equipped workers was never
louder nor their chances greater.

Ion E. Dwver, Constantinople.

3ther side of
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ENT IS Dedicated
tiESE Organization : Cordially Invited to Communicate with th

V^

nbus by the first of the

as of important progra

nth preceding date of publication,

nents. as late as the fifte

TioNS OF the Commercial Teaching Profession.

HROUGH THIS MEDIUM OF PUBLICITY AND PROGRESS.

However, they may be received as late as the tenth,

nth of the month.

J^
Cbaufauquas for f^ommercial

Ccacbers.

A very commendable feature of the
program of the Private Commercial
School Managers' Association at the
Pittsburg meeting was the discussion
relating to the better qualification of

commercial teachers.

Anyone at all conversant with the

commercial teaching profession
knows that the average commercial
teacher is not by any means as thor-

oughly qualified as he should be,

even in his speciality, much less in

subsidiary and general lines.

Judged by the true standard of

preparation and qualification, "Know
every thing of something and some-
thing of every thing, " the average
commercial teacher falls far short.

He neither knows his specialty from
a to :, nor does he have a very exten-
sive or reliable fund of information
of things in general concerning poli-

tics, religion, industry, commerce,
finance, education, etc.

The general growth and popularity
of commercial training has been so
rapid and mushroom-like in nature
that the demand for teachers has
been far in excess of the supply ; so
much so that anyone with a good
hand writing and a smattering of the
commercial subjects ; a little book-
keeping, less of commercial law, an
ordinary knowledge of numbers, etc.;

has been able to secure employment
at from fifty to seventy-five dollars a

month, with an assurance of a yearl)-

increase of at least a hundred dollars,

if he was worth anything at all.

The result has been a lowering
rather than a raising of the standard
of teaching ability.

These are facts which we take no
pride in recognizing, much less in

printing, but fac/s, cold facts, even
though unpleasant, are productive of

good if rightly stated and logically

reasoned.

But the same forces which have
created a demand for commercial
trained students, have themselves
vastly multiplied in extent and com-
plexity, so that a higher grade of

ability is demanded today of commer-
cial students than years ago. As a

consequence, higher grade teachers
are in demand, with but few places in

which to qualify.

The average commercial teacher

( of course there are exceptions, but
only enough to prove the rule J is one

who taught country school—a good ex-

perience and training as far as it goes
—then completed a business course of
from three to six months in a busi-
ness college, and perhaps as much
time in a school of penmanship, and
then began as a commercial teacher.

Many who began thus have evolved
into masterful teachers and success-
ful school proprietors, while many
more have failed to profit by an oc-

casional opportunity to study during
a summer's vacation, or to purchase
and profit by the latest texts, or have
failed to pursue a course given by
some correspondence institution,
with the result that they have grown
gray in shallow water.

The time is now here when more
thorough preparation is necessary,
and some means to meet the need is

certainly much to be desired.
Business colleges cannot well han-

dle a teacher's course, because no
one locality can supply sufficient stu-

dents to warrant the creation of such
a course.

A few schools are now introducing
such courses, the two most notable
examples to have come to our notice
recently are the Rochester, X. Y.
Business Institute, and the Detroit,

Mich., Business University. May
they prosper and point the way to

many more.
But the convention at Pittsburg

earnestly endeavored, and we sin-
cerely hope they will succeed, to organ-

ize a school for the better training of

commercial teachers at Lake Chau-
tauqua, N. Y., this summer. If in-

terested in your own welfare, keep
your "ear to the ground" for an-
nouncements, and prepare to have a

good and profitable time "In the

good old summer time. "

School Hdvertising — Continued from
page zs.

instead of formless chaos and by
faith afar we see the superman.
Through the civilizing advances of

of the last half century, we have at

our hands, usable truths, dignifying
truths, truths whose force is as a

new creation.

(^)f some of these it has been my
privilege to speak in halting fashion.

Fondly may 1 hope that they have
helped, but if even my pleasure in

writing them has been passed on,

1 shall thereby be many times re-

paid.

eommcreial eonferenee
oi-

niicbiaati Schoolmasters'' Club.

One of the most enthusiastic meetings in
the history of the organization of the
Micliigan commercials was held in Ann
Arbor, April 3 4. This Association is now
affiliated with the Michigan Schoolmasters'
Club, which meets annually in Ann Arbor.
The address of the President. Mr. Ferris,

was full of suggestions regarding those
lines in which the teacher should endeavor
to mold those who are to go out into the
business world. We, as teachers, should
not neglect the opportunity to point the
way to iiigher standards of usefulness.
There are other things to teach besides
typewriting, debit, and credit. Of great
importance is neatness, cleanliness, health,
and the courtesies of life.

Mr. Warner, of Saginaw, presented a
paper on the subject "Conte.xt or Contact?
Some Experiments in Commercial Educa-
tion". In this he explained his method of
conducting a class in Economics. He
clearly showed that betrayal of trust is the
essence of the wrongs of to-day. We can do
much to correct this by teaching the neces-
sity of establishing a high sense of personal
and corporate honor.
Along the same line, was the address of

Prof. G. P. Color, of the University of Mich-
igan on "Christian Ideals in Commercial
Life". This was a continuation of the plea
for moral training heard in the preceding
addresses. Christ stands as the highest
type of moral culture. Because of the com-
plexities of modern business life, and the
mutual dependence of men, this moral cul-
ture is more essential to-day, perhaps, than
ever before.
Five minute talks were given on the fol-

lowing subjects:
Business .\rithnietic. W. W. Warner: The

Handling and Correcting of Transcripts,
Dora Pitts; Commercial Geography, D. W.
Springer: The Beginner in Bookkeeping,
Mr. Cleary.
Friday evening, the members of the Club

listened to an interesting, scholarly address
on "The Wit and Wisdom of Herodotus" by
Prof. Maurice Hutton of the University of
Tor ito.

Saturday morning. Prof. W. D. Hender-
son, of the University of Michigan de-
livered an address on "The Third Dimen-
sion in the Commercial World".
The striking points of his address are:

The three factors of great importance in
the commercial world. Intensity, Capacity,
Efficiency, are related to the dimensional
factors, Length, Breadth, and Depth. Life
in its fulness must present these three
dimensions. It must be intense. There
must be capacity. It must be el^cient.
The efficiency factor, which proves the
value of the others, seems to have been lost

to view. It matters not how intense our
life may be: what capacity we may have; if

we cannot make these efficient, we, as indi-
viduals, are of little value. A large number
of the problems of the day arise because
the relative importance of efficiency is not
considered as it should be.

C. B. Bowerman, of Detroit, in a convinc-
ing manner, presented the "Needs of the
Commercial Course. The symposium—
Methods of Teaching Shorthand--was
profitable.
The officers elected are D. W. Springer, of

of Ann .\rbor, president, and Miss Gertrude
O. Hunnicutt, of Lansing, secretary.
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Central Gommercial Ccacbcrs'
Jlssociatioti,

Davenport, Iowa.

JUNE 17 lS-iii.:;n. 19(R

First Session Wednesday evening, June 17,

19ns, S P. M., Hotel Davenport, Corner
1th and Main St.

The conimitteein charge is planning an
informal reception and program. We have
the use of the parlors of the Hotel Daven-
port, also the auditorium. Opportunity
will here be given for the detail of registra-
tion of rnenibers. This will be a very enjoy-
able evening because of its inforniality and
general g'>od time as planned by the com-
mittee in charge.
The remaining sessions will be held in

the rooms of Brown's Business College,
Davenport, Iowa, e.xcept as herein provided
for.

It is hoped that a large number will be in

attendance at this first session.
The matter of railroad rates is a simple

matter as under the present la w we are all

assured of a rate which in past years would
be considered one and one-third fare f<ir

round trip.

Special rates have been secured at tVie

Hotel fiavenport which will be the general
headquarters of the convention. Rooms
may be reserved by addressing this hotel.

Yours very respectfully,
R. H. PECK, Secretary.

THURSDAY ?IORNING, JUNE. 18, 1908.

The sessions for all day on Thursday will
be held in the rooms of Brown's Business
College, corner of Jd it Brady Sts., within
three blocks of the hotel headquarters.

8::)0 A. M.

President's address.—Mr. (;. E. King, Ce-
dar Rapids. Iowa. Pres. C. C.T. A.
Appointment of the committees by the

president.
The preparation and training of the njod-

ern commercial teacher.— Mr. H. C. Cum-
mins, State .Normal, Cedar Falls, Iowa.
"The study of words."—Mr. Carl C. Mar-

shall, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
What should a business college teach

along the line of modern office appliances-
—This subject will be handled by individ-
uals who are familiar with office devices
such as the mimeograph, phonograph, mul-
tigraph, billing typewriters. Elliott-Fisher
billing machine, adding machines, and
other calculating machines, also, vertical
filing systems, card indexes, and other
things which are of interest.

THURSDAY AFTERNOON, JU.VE IS, 1908.

1:30 P. M.

Note —The afternoon of Thursday will be
devoted to sectional meetings.

Bookkeeping Section.

Should a beginner have the theory before
attempting actual business practice ?--Mr.
B. J. Hellin, Clinton, Iowa.
Our text books and sets : Are they too

easy ?-Mr. D. L. Lacy, St. Louis, Mo.
Relative importance of commercial sub-

jects and the time that should be alloted to
each. Speaker will be selected.
Training in bookkeeping for a student

who is to have shorthand. Speaker will be
selected.
Question box.—Election of officers.

Shorthand Section.

Methods for conducting large shortliund
classes.-Miss L L. Ely, Sterling, III.

Time and labor saving suggestions for
the busv shorthand teacher. -.Mr. J. h'.

Hadley, Burlington, Iowa.
Business Practice for stenographers.-

Speaker will be selected.
Handling a department of shorthand and

typewriting without assistance.-Speaker
to be selected.

Detailed instruction for the beginning
student in typewriting. .Speaker to be se-
lected.

(Juestion box.
Election of officers.
A special informal social session is plan-

ned for the evening with good music, etc.
A dandy time is assured.

FRIDAY MORNING, JUNE 19, littlS.

8:30 P. M.

The teacher :—His qualifications, physi-
cal, mental, moral. Mr. A, F. Harvey,
Waterloo, Iowa.
A trainingthat makes business men out

of bookkeepers. Mr. G. CClaybaugh, Chic-
ago, 111.

English from the letter-writing basis.-
Josephine Turck Baker, Evanston, 111.

Arithmetic taught by the rapid calcula
tion method. Speaker to be selected.

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, JUNE 19, 1908.

1 P. ?I.

Preliminary typewritingcontest.

( THE FUN BEGIN.S )

At 2:30 the large excursion Steamer ( The
W. W. and Barge) will be at the toot of
Brady street ready to carry us up the Mis-
sissippi River, through the government
locks, around the government island, into
the Moline harbor, and on north through
the rapids. Returning we pass the cities of
Davenport, Iowa, and Rock Island, III., ami
on down the river viewing the Father of
Waters at its most beautiful season. If the
elements are with us as we all hope they
will be, this will be a trip that we will all
remember as long as we live. Don't miss
this boat ride. We plan to return to the
Davenport Dock at li p. m., when street cars
will be in waiting to convey us to the
Davenport Outing Club on the North side of
the city where an informal dinmr will be
served on the beautiful lawn. At s o'clock in
the evening in the large dancing pavilion
of the Club an excellent program is ar-
ranged as follows :

Music.-To be selected.
Lecture —" Psychology applied to Busi-

ness. " Mr. A. F. Sheldon, Chicago, 111.

Vocal solo.-Mrs. Helen Brown Read,
Jacksonville, 111.

Throughout the entire evening special en-
tertainment features such as games, danc-
ing, etc., has been arranged.

SATURDAY MORNING, JUNE 20, 1908.

9 A. M.

Final typewriting contest by the five win-
ners in the preliminary contests.
Public demonstrations on the typewriter

by experts.—Rose L. Fritz, and others.
Decision of the judges and awarding of

the cup.
Election of officers.
Selection of next place of meeting.
Adjournment.

SATURDAY AFTERNOON 1:30.

A trip on foot over Rock Island. This is
an island in the Mississippi River between
thecities of Davenport, Iowa, and Rock Is-
land, III., upon which the government has
spent thousands in beautifying. The C S.
government has an Arsenal upon this
island employing thousands of men. Sev-
eral millions of dollars of government
money is here invested requiring thousands
each year to maintain it. Competent guides
will takeus through one of the most inter-
esting afteriKfons of sightseeing you can
easily imagine.

Knies eoverning Che Cypewriting
Contest.

Last year at the Cedar Rapids meeting of
the C. C. T. .\ Mr. G. W. Urown, of Jackson-
ville, 111. offered a $100 silver cup to be
known as the "Brown Trophy" to the
school producing the best typist un<ler the
/ollowing rules.

You are certain of winning at least the
beautifully engraved certificate which in
itself would place your school on the top
shelf and would be of tremendous adver
tising value to you.

It will be decidedly to your advantage to
enter this contest, be here yourself, and
bring as many of your teachers as possible.

RULES.

1. The prize to be awarded is to be known
as the "Brown Trophy", and is offered by
George W. Brown, of Jacksonville, III.

2. The contest shall be open to students
of commercial schools whose proprietors
or teachers are members of the Central
Commercial Teachers* Association.

3. No student shall be allowed to par-
ticipate in the contest who began his study
of typewriting, or who was familiar with
the use of the typewriter, prior to April 1.

1907.

1. A time shall be set apart by the Execu-
tive Committee for the Preliminary Contest
on Friday afternoon, June 19th, and the
final contest to take place Saturday morn-
ing, June 20th, at an hour designated by the
Executive Committee.

ii. The matter shall be selected by a com-
mittee chosen for that purpose, and shall
be non-technical in character and such as is

found in current correspondence, books,
magazines, and newspapers. Said Com-
mittee shall examine and report on both
preliminary and final contests.

ti. The matter given in each test shall be
tiew and shall be the same for all contest-
ants.

7. The Association shall provide suitable
engrossed certificates for each school whose
students write, without error, more than
fifty words per minute In the contest, (i. e.

50 words net)
s. The school winning the trophy shall be

allowed to retain it until the next meeting
of the Association, at which time it shall
be returned to the Association, and again
contested for. Any school winning the
trophy five consecutive years shall be al-

lowed to retain it as a permanent posses-
sion.

Regulations Governing the Contest.
Two preliminary contests shall be held :

(a) Five minutes copying.
(b) Intermission.
(c) Five minutes writingfrom dictation.

Final Contest.
(a) Fifteen minutes writing from dicta-

tion.
(b) Five minutes intermission.
(c) Fifteen minutes writing from copy.

The work of the two preliminary contests
shall be combined and only the five con-
testants having the highest net totals in
the preliminary contests may enter the
final contests.

Each contestant must provide his own
reader for the dictation contest.

Readers shall read all punctuation, cap-
italizations, paragraphing, numerals, etc.

All contestants shall write double space.
Contestants shall be designated by num-

ber and their names shall not appear on
their papers until all corrections and grad-
ing have been completed.
Three words shall be deducted for:—

a. Omission or repetition of a word.
b. Omission or repetition of a punctua-

tion mark.
c. F'ailure to space between words.
d. Piling letters at the end of a line.

e. Failure to begin line at proper point.
f. Failure to capitalize, or for each cap-

ital so badly out of alignment as to indicate
imperfect shifting.

g. Failure to double space between
lines.

h. Every misspelled word,
i. Every misstruck letter.

.\ll contestants shall write at the sgmg
time and from the same matter.
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J. E. King, Vice Pres., Cedar Rapids Biisi
ness College, who will preside at the Daveii
port Convention of the C. C. T. A.

fr

%..

OHIO ^

J
The second annual convention ot the

Ohio Business Educators' Association held
May 15 and 16, 1908, in Meredith College,
Zanesville. was a most enjoyable and
profitable meeting; a distinct success in
numbers, interest, and results.
Host Meredith proved a host of good

qualities in arranging the details of the
meeting before it assembled and in looking
after our every comfort after arrival. He not
merely welcomed the Association in words

;

but in deeds not soon to be forgotten by all
fortunate to be present.
His school quarters proved doubly com-

modious and well equipped for the con-
vention as well as for the conduct of a first-
class school.
President A. D. Wilt, Dayton, presided

with unusual efficiency and delivered one
of the best addresses ever listened to by a
body of business educators. He touched
upon historical, educational and practical
facts in a way that made average contri-
butions "wilt" into insignificance in com-
parison.

J. S. M. Goodloe, C. P. A., Columbus, the
Hughes of the Capital City of Ohio, read a
paper entitled "Business Education and its
Relation to Accountancy." which was a

Wilt, Miami Commercial College,
Dayton, who presided at the Zanesville
Convention ot O, B, E. A.

model in terseness, practicability, concep-
tion and conviction. Thoroughness, per-
severance, reasons why, courage and abso-
lute honesty were absolutely necessary in
the trainine and qualification of account-
ants.

"Government Insurance of Bank De-
posits" by J. T. Henderson, Oberlin Busi-
ness College and Pres. People's Banking
Co., proved the greatest surprise of the
meeting. No better paper has ever been
presented at any aosociation. It was print-
ed in full in the "Times Recorder," Satur-
day morning. May 15, Zanesville. Vou can
make no mistake by writing immediately
foracopv; 5c will get it if you don't wait
too long.

( >ne of the most enjoyable events of the
meeting, and one of the best ever partici-
pated in by the members of ourassociation,
was the boatride on the lieautiful Muskin
gum River on the boat Valley Gem. A ride
of about 20 miles and a big, good, two-course
luncheon was provided for the very moder-
ate price of fifty cents.

"Touch Typewriting" by Miss M. E. High,
Bliss College, Columbus, proved a practical,
to-the-point paper. It was discussed by F.
P. Felch, Stratton, Colo., and Miss E. M.
Johnston, of Elyria.

"Promotions—Their Influence in Securing
the Student's Best Efforts," was ably pre-
sented by Mr. Meredith.
Mr. H. O. Blaisdell, of Chicago, gave a

demonstration of touch typewriting on the
Underwood machine as follows: one min-
ute tests ; the first, 99 words and one error;
the second, 115 words, no errors. Blind-
folded; first minute, 71 words, one error;
the second, S2 words, no errors.
"Rapid Calculation Drills-How much

time should be given, and scope of the
work," R. D. Mitchell, Sandusky Business
College, emphasized accuracy at all times,
and recommended the development of speed
by adding groups of twos at first, then
three up to the sum of ten, then larger
numbers, etc. Mr. Mitchell is familiar,
thorough, and practical, in the subject.
Your editor emphasized the importance

of health as the basic principle of position,
rather than mere pen handling. Even
shoulders, straight back are things whicli
encourage good rather than ill health, as
well as efficiency in writing.
Gen. R. B. Brown, Ex-Commanderin-

Chief, G. A. R., Zanesville, the eloquent,
inspiring speaker, entertained, thrilled and
enthused the convention in a manner to a
degree rarely experienced. His speech
was the embodiment of wit, of pathos, of
mirth, of integrity, of eulogy to commercial
teachers. Responses of appreciation by
Jerome B. Howard. Cincinnati, and R. D.
Mitchell, Sandusky.
A gold-headed "big stick" was presented

to President Wilt, with the love and esteem
of the Ohio Business Educators' Associa-
tion, by Mr. Howard, subscriptions having
been suggested and secured by Mr. C. A.
Bliss, of Columbus.
"Shall Correct Accounting Principles Be

Taught to Beginners?" H. L. Leister, Mere-
dith College, Zaiesville, answered in tlie

affirmative, and criticised alike many text-
books, teachers and proprietors because
they did not as a rule teach correct princi-
ples. The paper was technical, practical
and quite exhaustive. Mr. .Meredith con-
firmed the statements of the paper, as did
also Mr. L. C. Lanning, of Cleveland
"Percentage and Its Applications," W. O.

Crosswhite, Sandusky Business College,
was ably presented from the blackboard.
The Business Managers discussed some

problems, but accomplished little in the
way of initiative. So much more the need
of good attendance next year.

OFFICERS FOS 1909.

President, R. L. Meredith, Meredith Col-
lege, Zanesville.
Vice-President, J. T. Yates, Bliss College,

Newark.
Secretary-Treasurer, R. D. Mitchell, San-

dusky Business College.

R. L. Meredith, Meredith Commercial Col-
lege, Zanesville, who will preside at the
Sandusky meeting a year hence.

MANAGERS' SECTION.

President, E. E. Admire, Metropolitan
Business College, Cleveland.
Vice President, Miss E. M. Johnston,

Elyria Business College.
Secretary, C. S. Jackson, Bliss College,

Newark.

TEACHERS' SECTION.

President, J.T.Yates, Newark.
Vice President, Mrs. E. E. Admire,

Cleveland.
Secretary, M. A. Adams, Marietta Busi-

ness College.

B.XECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

A. D. Wilt, Dayton; E. E. Merville, Cleve-
land: C. P. Zaner, Columbus.

PLACE OF MEETING.

Sandusky Business College, Sanku»ky, O.
.Nearly a hundred business educators

journeyed to Zanesville, and as many more
who should have been on hand missed a
good thing by remaining at home.
All in all, a more delightful time would

be difficult to imagine, as good feeling pre-
vailed as did also clear skies.
Now for Sandusky and a profitable time

and a relaxing, fishing excursion. With
Meredith as President and Mitchell as
Host, we are assured of a fair deal, a square
meal, and a deal of luck on the lake.

R. D. Mitchell, S
lege, Sandusky, w
B. E. A. next year
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Mr. J. A. Snvder of Milwaukee siicctrds
Mr. A. M. Wonnell as teacher of penman
ship iu the Kerria Institute, Big Rapids,
Mich. Mr. Snyder is a young man of more
than ordinary technical ability with a
character above reproach. We consider the
Ferris Institute fortunate in securing him,
and we also congratulate Mr. Snyder for
securing the position, as it is one of the
most desirable to be found in our profession.
Mr. Snyder's engafjement means that the
work of the Kerris Institute will be carried
along the same high practical lines as has
been its custom in the past.

G. M. Lyons, proprietor i>f Lyons Business
College. Sullivan, Ind., has purchased The
Shorthand Training School of Terre Haute,
Ind. This institution has been a school of
shorthand for the past four years and Mr.
Lyons is now putting in a full business
course, intending to make it a complete
business training school. From this on he
will Conduct both institutions.

Mr. C. A. Fleming, proprietor of the
Northern Business College, Owen Sound,
Ont , Can., iu company with his son
recently visited a number of business col-
leges in the United States in the interest of
commercial education. Mr. Flenaing is an
accountant, auditor, and fellow of the In-
stitute of Chartered Accountants, but he
still believes he can learn something from
others.

Mr. Fleming has made a success in apply-
ing his knowledge to Business, for aside
from his school he has large business in-

terests. A visit to the office <»f The Blisi-
NESS Educator revealed the fact that Mr.
Fleming is a very interesting conversa-
tionalist, and although having been in
commercial school work for many years he
is still young and vigorous in mind and
body.

Mr. F. M. Erskine. director of the School
of Commerce in the G»'and Prairie Semi-
nary. Onarga, 111., whose excellent articles
on "Practical English" have been running
in these columns during the past year, has
resigned and has accepted a position in the
business world with the Whittier Citrus
Association. Whittier, Calif.
Mr. Erskine has been sticking so close to

teaching that he felt he owed it to his
health to get on the outside more, and as a
consequence our profession loses one of its

most highly esteemed members. Our best
wishes go with him and we hope to have
him with us again iu the course of a year
or two.

Miss Florence Smith, an eighth grade
teacher of West Haven, Conn., has been ap-
pointed supervisor of penmanship at East
Orange. N. J. Miss Dyson of New Britain,
Conn., has accepted a position as supervisor
of penmanship in one of the districts at
Hartford, Conn. Both of these ladies re-

ceived their training under Mr. Harry
Houston, supervisor of penmanship in the
public schools of New Haven. Conn., one
of the most progressive supervisors of our
day.

Mr. F. B. Courtney, with whose skill our
readers are familiar, and recently with the
Caton College. Minneapolis, Minn., now has
charge of the advertising and pennianship
departmenti* of the Cedar Rapids, la..

Business College.

Mr. G. W. Weatherly, proprietor ot the
Joplin. Mo.. College, recently purchased the
Carthage. Mo.. Commercial College and will
conduct both institutions on a first class
basis. From what we know of Mr. Weatherly
and the kind of work he does, we feel like
congratulatii]g the good people of Joplin
and Carthage for having him and his in-
stitutions in their midst-

Potts' Business College is a new institu-
tion that has just been opened in Pasadenn,
Calif

One of the first important adoptions to be
announced is that of Gregg Shorthand by
the Oregon State Agricultural College,
Corviillis, Oregon. The work of the com-
mercial department in this institution
promises to be put on a very high plane,
and to be very successful.

That the Actual Business idea is here to
stay is proven by the fact that the business
of the F. H. Bliss Pub. Co. shows a steady
increase from year to year. This company
reports fine business prospects for the
coming school year.

Z. P. Smith, the well-known shorthand
instructor and writer of the Pacific Coast,
severed his connection with the Pacific
Coast Business College, at San Jose, and
opened a business college in Berkeley, the
University Town of California. Berkeley
being located, as it is, just across the bay
from the thriving Metropolis of the T^acitic

Slope, will no doubt prove to be an ideal
location for a progressive school, and, with
Mr. Smith at the helm, the new school will
doubtless prove a success from the start.
Here's our well wishes.

Mr. Don E. Wiseman, recently with the
Rider. Moore A Stewart Schools. Trenton,
-N. J., has contracted for the coming year
with J. P. Amspoker of the Sharon School
of Commerce, Sharon, Pa.

Miss Julia Bender, who for some years
has been teacher of shorthand and pen-
manship in Butchers' Business College,
Beavers Falls, Pa., has been elected as
supervisor of penmanship and dra^ving in
the Greensburg, Ind., Public Schools. Miss
Bender is a fine teacher and we feel sure
she will "make good" in Indiana as she al-

ways has elsewhere.

Mr. 11. A. Keneau, recently of St. Louis,
now has charge of Mr. G. M. Lyon's School
of Shorthand and business, in Terre Haute,
Ind. Mr. Keneau is a faithful and efficient
fellow and will doubtless prove a good man
in that position,

Mr. J. A. Wesco, the classic penman of the
Northwest, has retired from active pen-
manship business to look after his mining
interests in Nevada. For many years Mr.
Wesco has been the penman in Armstrong's
Business College, Portland, Ore., which
position Mr. S. M. Blue, with whom our
readers are well acquainted, now holds.

This month brings the usual lot of fine
specimens from our friend. Mr. A. A.
Erblang, teacher of penmanship in the
Uuincy, 111., High School. As usual these
specimens show the result of high grade
teaching.

An appreciative list of subscriptions was
recently received from Mr. W. H. Earles,
penman in Stanley's Business College,
Macon, Ga. Mr. Earles speaks very highly
of the institution in which he is teaching.
He says he has lots of good students who
are doing fine work, and that the school
means business from the word "go".

Mr. C H. Longenecker has contracted to
remain another year with the Mueller
School of Business, Cincinnati, O. This
means that Mr. Mueller knows a faithful
teacher when he has had a chance to try
him. and it also shows that Mr. Longe-
necker knows a good employer.

M. J. Van Wagenen, of Ohioville, N. Y.,
goes to the Rutgers College Preparatory
School.

M. A. Dicks, a recent teacher in the
Southern Normal College at Abbeville. Ga.,
now has charge of the commercial depart-
ment of Columbia College. Lake City Fla.

J. K. Kenshaw. who has been with the
Albany, N. Y., Business College for three
years, has just renewed his contract there
for another three years.

L. A. Waugh. of the West High School,
Rochester, N. Y., recently received a very

flatteringolTerfrom the Schenectady. X. V.,

High School, which resulted in his salary
being handsomely increased to retain him
in Rocliester.

C. E. Doner, supervisor of penmanship in
the Beverly, Mass., High School, recently
received a very fine offer from St. Paul,
Minn., to become supervisor there. The
result was that the school officials in
Beverly increased Mr. Doner's salary
twenty-five per cent in order to keep him.

M. P. Ropp, for two years a commercial
instructor in the Hef^ley School, Brooklyn,
N. v., will go next fall to Heald's Business
College, San Francisco.

Miss Blanche Simpson, who has been at
the head of the commercial department of

the East Chicago, Ind.. High School this
year, has resigned her position because of

ill health.

E. A. Marshall, this year commercial in-

structor in Bugbee Commercial College,
Stanstead, Quebec, will have charge of the
commercial department of the Haverhill,
Mass.. Commercial College next year.

E. (^. Prather. for several years commer-
cial teacher in the Gem City Business
College, Quincy, 111., becomes head of the
commercial work in the State School of
Science, Wahpeton, N. Dak.

E. C. Hann, now teaching in the Oberlin,
Ohio, Business College, will be at the head
of the commercial department of Central
Institute. Cleveland, Ohio, next year.

J. B. Christiansen, Abilene, Kan., is a new
commercial teaclier in the Cream City
Business College, Milwaukee.
Miss Mattie Hogsett, for several years

senior shorthand teacher in Vories Bus-
iness College, Indianapolis, goes to Wood's
Commercial School, Washington, D. C,
where she succeeds W. H. Coppedge, who
next year will be at the head of the short-
hand department of the Mankato. Minn.,
Business College.

(TCATALOGS
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The Indiana Business College. Madison,
Ind., A.N. Symmes, proprietor, publishes
a creditable 12-page catalogue in the inter-

ests of his school of which we have heard
nothing but good reports.

Mr. C. R. Hill, penman in the Bowling
Green, Ky.. Business University, recently
Issued a very attractive I'J-page circular
descriptive and illustrative of his penman-
ship and pen art. Mr. Hill is forging about
as rapidly toward the front as an expert
penman and pen artist as anyone we have
ever seen.

A very neat, compact, straightforward
little booklet relative to correspondence
instruction in shorthand is hereby ac-

knowledged from the Bradford, Pa.. Busi-
ness College, Orton E. Beach, principal.
Anyone desirous of securing help by cor-

respondence would, we believe, find this
mail course particularly helpful. We are
well impressed with the outlinei)f the work,
as well as with the character and ability
of the people giving it

We have never received a four-page folder
so well filled with suggestive topics for

high thinking, practical living, and real

progress as the one recently received from
Melville Cassmore, Seattle. Wash., whose
articles have been appearing in these col-

umns. If any one should surmise for a
minute that the best of Caesmore has been
appearing in these articles he can have
that illusion dispelled by asking for the
circular, entitled "Things as they are," be-

ing a prospectus of a number of lectures
that he is prepared to give.

"Flemings Series of Business Books" is

the title of a neat little booklet advertising
the publications by C. A. Fleming, Owen
Sound, Ont. It is worth looking into.
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THE CALL OF THE CITY
A SERIAL FOB AMBITIOUS BOYS AND OIBLS

BY CHAKLES T. CKAQIM,

Thompson's Business School, Molyoke, Mass.

::^

Success.

June is the month of roses and bugs
and creeping things, of brides, and rice and
graduates who say all sorts of things. In
comuienceuient day orations all the ques-
tions big with fate are settled off-hand in a
way most pleasing to relate Yes. indeed,
and I suppose a great proportion of the
readers of THE Business Educator are
on the home stretch of their business
course and in another month or two will
lay aside their books and in the broader
school of active business life will attempt
the solution of the problems we all must
expect to meet. If the problems are cor-
rectly solved the answer is Success. If we
cannot meet the issues as they come to us
iust so much do we fall short of success and
approach failure.

It is a good thing that youth is optimistic.
The right kind of youth always is. Statis-
tics, you know, tell us that only one per
cent tjf business men achieve absolute
tinancial success, five per cent get a living
out of business and the other 94 per cent
meet more or less disastrous failure.
Cheerful prospect isn't it? And they tell

you figures don't lie. I think I have said
before that nothing can lie worse than
figures unless it be tombstones. Did you
ever notice that stately monument which
says "Hie jacet Jonathan Gouge, Aet-70."--
None knew him but to love him."—"We
shall meet again." Etc., Etc.," when every-
body knows that his funeral was cheerfully
attended by a large circle of acquaintances
who hated the old screw with a deep in-

tensity which left nothing to be desired.
And nothing but a salamander would care
to meet him again if he is where everybody
of orthodox tendencies believes he is.

Don't you worry about statistics. They
will neither uiake nor mar your success.
The question of success or failure is entire-
ly up to you. Y'ou are the one, and the only
one, who can make your life a siaccess. Y'ou
are the one, and the only one, whocan make
it a failure. What! 1 hear some one say,
"Oo you mean that every one can get what
he wants in this world, and that nothing in
the way of ill luck or disease or the cursed
heredity handed down to him by bad an-
cestors can check his onward progress to
success?" I expected you would say that,
but 1 don't think I will change niy state-
ment. You can get what you want in this
world if you want it badly enough to pay
the price, and success does not lie half so
much in what you y:et as it does what you
want. Is it money you would have? lam
sorry to say that to the youth of IS or 20,

money and success seem synonymous.
Well, the mere getting of money is not a

difficult thing. Make it your God and put
your whole soul into the worship of that
god. Cut out every other interest in life.

Earn dollars and hang onto them till you
can lend them out at interest, talk dollars
think dollars, dream dollars and you will
get money easily enough. After a while it

will come so fast that it will smother every
generous impulse of your heart and soul
and you will probably become just a money
making machine, but you will get rich all

right enough while you live. Y'ou will
probably go to the devil when you die, but
it don't matter if you do if that is all the
ambition you have here during your life,

that is where you ought to go, you wouldn't
enjoy yourself in heaven. I don't con-
sider the mere getting of money a very
high type of success anyway.
The most successful people, as I look at

success, have not been great money ma-

kers. I wouldn't give a cent to be success-
ful if I couldn't eat a square meal and
sleep well nights and look everybody in the
eye, and they say the richest man in the
world, with the Lord knows how many
millions of dollars, can't eat anything but
dry toast and he has to have a guard of
detectives when he goes to church and
dodges process servers day and night.
Of course money is a mighty handy thing

to have around the house. It is an especially
good thing in wet weather, and it is a ti rst
rate idea to lay by enough of it as you go
along so as to be able to take care of your-
self when a rainy day comes, as a rainy day
does come to everybody in this big round
world, but don't niake money your God and
don't get the idea into your youthful head
that you cannot be a success if you are not
able at 50 to sign a check of five figures and
have it honored at the bank.

If you have done your part as well as the
teachers in every good school of this coun-
try have done their part, you will go out
well qualified to earn more than living
wages in the ranks of the world's workers.
Your first position will, most likely, not
bring you wages large enough to lead you
into any very wild course of extravagance.
Nobody will pay you a very large salary
just on the strength of your school diploma
or because you look bright and intelligent.
They will want to size 3'ou up in the actual
hustle of business before they admit that
your school diploma is correct in the state-
ment that you are a competent bookkeeper
or stenographer. After the business world
has satisfied itself on this point you will
get what you are wo'-th, no more, no less.
There is a regular law of supply and de-

mand in the business world and it applies
to stenographers and bookkeepers just as
perfectly as it does to beef-steak and dry-
goods. They are worth what they will
bring. Y'ou don't huy Porterhouse steak
for 10 cents a pound and you don't get a
first class bookkeeper for $10 a week. You
don't buy broadcloth for 2o cents a yard
and you don 't get a first class stenographer
for|Sa week.

If you are the best bookkeeper in the city

you will get the price that bookkeepers of

that grade command. If you are the best
stenographer in the city you will get the
price that the best stenographers command.
As I said in the beginning it is up to ron

what wages you will command. You may
not be the best bookkeeper in the city whan
you leave school, of course you will not be,

but you can work into that class if you are
willing to pay the price. Y'ou may not be
the best stenographer in the city when you
leave school, it would be strange if you
were, with your six months or a year of ex-
perience, but >ou can w^ork up into that
class if you are willing to pay the price.

And the price is not so high after all. It is

simply to keep moving ahead a little each
day and it is rather a poorworkman, in any
line of business, who does not improve a

little each day if he has any love for his
work. If he has not he will probably get to

be a little poorer workman every day.
Success, as I view the matter, does not

consist of getting so rich that when you
grow old yourdaughter will have to buy a

drug-wrecked duke, or a dipsomaniac earl,

or a pervert count to spend your fortune.
Neither does it consist in becoming so fa-

mous that the band will play "See the Con-
quering Hero Comes" every time you pass
by. Nor yet in becoming so w^ise and learn-

ed that cultured Boston will erect a monu-
ment to you while you yet live and set it

up on BoBtou Couaoion next the frog pond.

Success is a much simpler thing. It con-
sists in playing welt your part in the great
play of life for which "All the world's a
stage." It may not be a very important
part, but if you play it well it will make the
whole big drama of Human Life better for
you being in it and that will mean Success
for you, even if the part be small.
The Duke of Saxe Meningen, in Germany,

once organized a great dramatic company
in which each man fronj the tragedy-lead
down to the smallest supe was trained to
play well his part and they finally came to
America. I had the good fortune to see
them play Julius Caesar in the Old Bowery
Theatre of New Y'ork many years ago.
There were two or three hundred of them
in the great mob scene where, over the
dead body of his murdered friend, Marc
Antony delivers his matchless funeral ora-
tion and it was a revelation to see the ac-
tion of that stage mob in which every man
played well his part.

If you have ever seen Julius Caesar
played, you know how the average mob of
supes goes at that great scene of the im-
mortal tragedy. They butcher it worse
than the assassins did Caesar. They all
say Oh-h-h ! together, when Antony shows
them the blood stained mantle and all cry
Ah-h-h ! together when he reads them
Caesar's will and all cry R-r-r- revenge land
fall over each other when he "cries havoc
and lets loose the dogs of war" in his great
climax and it makes you giggle, if you have
any sense of the ridiculous, when your
blood ought to be running like fire through
your veins under the inspiration of Marc
Antony's burning words. And you com-
pletely lose the effect of the finest dramatic
oration in the world because each man does
not play well his part. But this Saxe Men-
ingen mob was different. It seemed as if
the artful words of the great orator played
upon a hundred heartstrings each a human
being and swayed them all to different
chords, so splendidly and sodifferently did
they respond to this thrilling plea for jus-
tice and revenge and when in final frenzy
they tore up the benches of the forum and
the verj' stones of the street, and with
flaming torches and shrieks of kill! kill!
kill! went storming into the Roman
streets, it seemed as if the very gates of
hell were opened wide and the real picture
of the great historic tragedy was before us
there on the big stage of the old Bowery.
What a splendid drama this great play of

Human Life would be if each actor in it

played well his part. The capers would not
be full of sad stories of embezzlements and
trusts betrayed, of men and women gone
wrong, of elopement and suicide and mur-
der. Asylums, and jails, and hospitals,
and orphan homes would not be crowded to
the doors. For the world is broad and beau-
tiful and the earth produces bountifully
and the sun shines for all. And if you and
I make this world better because we have
lived in it that means success, even if we
fail to gather much of its store of goods,
does it not? I think so. The great major-
ity of successful men never even get their
names in the papers, except, perhaps, when
they appear in the list of deaths, but just
goon doing well the work assigned them
in their everyday existence. That the ma-
jority do succeed I firmly believe for the
world is a better world today than it ever
was before, pessimists to the contrary
notwithstanding, and if the majority of
individuals were failures the world would
grow worse not better. In these rambling
articles written in the odd hours of a busy
teacher. I have spoken of The Call of the
City and tried to tell 5'ou of its opportuni-
ties, its perils, its joys and its sorrows as I
know them, for the growth of this country
lies in its great commertial centers and
there many of you will find your life work.
But success is not limited to the city dwell-
er alone. It is to be found in every walk of
life and your business education will prove
a valuable possession whether your lot be
cast in the storm and stress of the great
trade centers or in the quiet of the country
town.
Where the grass grows green in shadv
lanes

And where the tall elm trees
Cast deep their shade, and perfume wafts

On every wandering breeze
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Lessons in Ornamental Writing
F. S. HEATH, CONCOKl), N. M.

til, for criticism In tSend work to Mr. Hpath, Concoi-d, N. H., by the Ifith of the

tnclosf stampa if .vo\i want yc

J
By request the copy for practice this month takes tlie form of a letter in the ornamental style. The production of letters in this style

of writing requires first of all a good degreeof skillof hand. The individual letters must be well formed and the style of letter selected
with discriminating taste. There must be uniformity in size, slant and spacing. All this requires skill of the highest order. Another
requisite is confidence. The penman who has skill, but lacks confidence, is sure to fail at some important point. He may write a beau-
tiful heading and address, then ' lose his nerve" and make a miserable failure of the body of the letter. Or he may control himself un-
til he reaches the signature, when realizing how much depends upon a few strokes, he misses the mark and spoils the letter. Confid
ence in one's ability to make a good letter or combination just where and when it is needed is possessed by few, vet it is necessary for
the finest work in this line. Again, patience is a retjuisite to success in this work. The ornamental hand is not written so rapidly as the
ordinary business hand, and in this day of hustle few care to take the time to write a really good specimen of ornamental writing cover-
ing a whole page. There are not many penmen totlay who excel in writing ornamental letters. It seems to be a passing art. How sel-
dom do we see letters written with the painstaking accuracy that used to characterize the letters of Flickinger, Taylor and Bloser. or
the matchless dash of Madarasz, Zaner and Glick Yet. the penman, if he be worthy the name, should be able to execute a beautiful and
ornate letter to demonstrate his skill with the pen when occasion requires

Great care should be used in the mechanical construction of the letter. The grammar and spelling should be correct. Some years
ago I received a letter from a young penman that was almost Iteyond criticism so far as the penmanship was concerned, but which
contained six mis-spelled words. That letter never found a place in my scrap book. Skill with the pen cannot atone for such blunders.

And now we must bring this courselof lessons to a close. I have been greatly pleased at the interest manifested by many earnest
young men and women. A score or more who have sent work areclose to professional skill, while many more have made an excellent
start. Ant.ther year's work will do great things for you all. I have been very thankful for the kind words so many of the students have
spoken concerning the course. The appreciative words of brother penmen h'ave inspired and helped me very much. I thank you all for
your words of encouragement. Especially do I wish in this public way to thank the editors of 'THE BUSINESS EDUCATOR for their pa
tience with my short comings and the many generous words in editorials and private letters. I wish I could feel that I deserve such gen-
erous words. May you all be prospered in all your undertakings.
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By Mr. A. G. Zinimermau, pupil Sadler's Bryant and Stratton Business College, Baltimore, Mil., Mr. J. K, Plummer, penman.
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By Mr. Dani

are at hand from
gra'ling. M r. I,i
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iel S. K. Pahu, Honolulu. T H., pupil of C. E. Livingston, Registrar, The Kamehanieha Schools. Even better specimens
1 Henry H. Waiau. Willis P. Kauwahe, John Smith, and S. R. Lono of the same schools, but they arrived too late for en-
vingston is doing his part in "spreading the gospel" of good writing.

HMHHii

By Arthur L. Poole. Abeliue, Tex., Business College. T. H. Gatlin, Prin.
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Hayford Battles, student, C. H. Blaisdell, teacher, Haverhill, Mass., Business College.

B. K. Certificate Winners of the I.auriuni Commercial school, Laurinin, Mich., A. J.
Holden, Proprietor, A. H. Don, Penman. .Mr. Holden has built up a large school for so
small a city, and, what i.^; still better, it is a good school from the reports we have received
from reliable sources.

(T
SPECIMENS

=^

-J
Just before goinfir to press with this num-

ber of The Business Educator, the Bliss
College, Columbus, Ohio submitted a large
bundle of specimens of business writing
done by pupils. The work was unusually
neat and well written. Out of the lot we
found thirt-yseven which measured up to

The Business Educator Certificate
standard, which, if we mistake not, is the
largest number we have ever awarded at
one time to any school. Bliss has built up
by all odds the largest business school Col-
umbus has ever had, and one of the few !)ig

schools of ( >hio and it is still growing.

The penmanship received from the pupils
in the eighth grade. Granville, Ohio, Public
Schools, H. L. Williams. Supr. . compares
favorably with that received from Business
Colleges. This not only speaks well for Mr.
Williams but it also clearly demonstrates
that Arm Movement can be taught and ac-
quired in Public Schools about as well as
in business colleges. It is certainly grati-
fying to e^^amine work of this kind. It

gives The Business Educator pleasure
to give the stamp of its approval upon such
teaching and such productions.

A bunch of several hundred specimens is

at hand from D. E. Shaffer. Supr. r)f writing
and drawing in the Galion, Ohio, public
schools. These specimens represent the
work of pupils in all grades from first to
ninth. They show that real practical writ-
ing is being taught and acquired. Mr.
Shaffer is proving himself to be one of the
real up-to-date supervisors. The good peo-
pleof Gallon are fortunate in having such
an able exponent of Arm Movement Writ-
ingin their midst.

A letter written in a most practical busi-
ness hand is received from Mr. A. E. Mar-
pie, an attorney of Calcutta, \V. Va. Mr.
Marple says sometime ago he wcs a most
miserable penman and that he owes his
good handwriting to THE BUSINESS EDU-
CATOR and his own perseverance. We feel
safe in saying that there are very few at-

torneys in the country who can excel Mr.
Marple in executing rapid arm movement
writing.

A letter recently received from Mr. T. G.
Boggs, penman in the National Business
College, Roanoke. \a., contained a list of a
dozen subscriptions. Mr. Boggs states
that his pupils are doing nicely and that

there are a great many that will secure THE
Business Educator certificate. The
Business Educator wishes Mr. Boggs
continued success in the teaching of pen-
manship.

A package of specimens from Mr. C. L.
Krantz, penmanship and commercial
teacher in Augustana College, Rock Island,
III., reveals progressive training. The speci-
mens are uniformly neat and business-like
and indicate that a number of BUSINESS
Educator certificates will be awarded
later on.

From the Jamestown. X. Y., Business Col-
lege. Mr. O. O. Gates, penmanship teacher,
we have received a number of students'
specimens which indicate that they have
received the right kind of instruction Mr.
Gates writes a good business hand himself
and evidently knows how to impart the
knowledge to others.

Mr. G. B. Clark, penman in the Jacob's
Business College, Dayton, Ohio., submits
specimens of students' penmanship prac-
tice work which is above the ordinary re-

ceived atthis office.

Mr. C. C. Wiggins, a former Ferris Insti-
tute pupil, now penman and commercial
teacher in the Pittston, Pa., Commercial
High School, sent a large bundle of stu-
dents' specimens which show the right
kind of instructions along the penmanship
line. For high school pupils the work is es-
pecially good, better than some work we
receive from Business Colleges. Mr. Wig-
gins has had much experience in the
teaching of penmanship and is no doubt
looking afterthe needs of these young peo-
ple as well as any one could.

Miss Nellie O'Boyle, the expert penman-
ship of the Latrobe. Pa.. Commercial Col-
lege. T. A McClean.Pres.. recently favored
us with a very satisfactory list of subscript-
tions for THE BUSINESS EDUCATOR indi-
cating a school that is well attended as well
as instructed in penmanship and in other
things.

Mr. H. C. Russell, penman in Kinyon's
Commercial School, Pawtucket.R. I., writes
good card as shown by samples before us.
His copper plate style is quite effective
while his ornamental is graceful and ar-
tistic

Twenty specimens of business writing
from the students of the San Francisco
Business College, Albert S. Weaver, Pres.,
C. S. Kogers, penman, were received, and
twenty certificates went westward, indicat-
ing that the work that was sent in is 100 per
cent to the good. Not many schools can
say the same.

Mr. J. G. Christ, Lock Haven. Pa., has
again enriched our desk with a number of
dashy specimens of ornamental penman-
ship.

A dozen BUSINESS EDUCATOR Certifi-

cates recently found their way into the
hands of pupils in the Fitchburg. Mass.,
Business College, H. G. Schuck penman.
This speaks well for the kind of in-

structions given and the perseverance
and wisdom of the pupils.

One of the best written letters in business
style is at hand from Mr. S. G. Edgar, pen-
man in the Mac Cormac Schools of Business,
Chicago, 111. Mr. Edgar was last year with
the Columbus Business College and did es-

pecially good work in penmanship. When it

comesto enthusiastic, practical instruction,
Mr. Edgar is a hard man to beat. Moreover,
he is a popular fellow with his students and
is what is termed a "good mixer." That
is an important element in good teaching
and a good teacher,

Mr. G. S. Herrick, the skillful penman of

Marion.Ind., renews his subscription to THE
Business Educator in a letter executed
in a verv high order of skill, ornamental
style. Mr. Herrick's small letters are ppec-
iaily accurate and beautiful.
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C. H.Blaisdell.
Haverhill, Mass,.

R. H.. McKeesport. Very good. Keep
loops a trifle shorter and make the capitals
with a more vigorous arm movement.
M. L. P.. McKeesport. See criticism for R.

H., j'our schoolmate.

C. S, L . McKeesport. First up stroke of
ir too far awav from the down stroke. Last
up stroke of ir too short and straight. Do
not let the Z run into the letters on the line
below^ it. More freedom.

J. H.J.,0. Very good work. Keep loops
below the line shorter. Strive for uniform-
ity of size and slant.

W. E. B., Brooklyn. Your ju's and n's
are too sharp at the top. Close o at the top.
Yours all look like k's. Study form closely.
Do not shade down strokes.

E. M. Pawtucket. You are doing nicely.
Use more of a vigorous arm movement for
your capitals, in fact, for all your writing.
Keep turns very rounding. Yoa have a ten-
dency to get yours too sharp.

T. R., O, You need to study form care-
fully. The most of the time your small o
looks exactly like i-. Close it at the top.
Do not shade. Your movement is very
good.

C. S. K.. Calif. Still improving. You are
indeed a persevering pupil. You will soon
be ready for The BUSINESS EDUCATOR cer-
tificate. Study form closely and develop a
freer movement.

L. W. L., Calif. U' too wide and not tall

enough. You are trying to make these let-

ters before you know enough about their
form. Study form closely. Your turns and
angles all look alike. Make a distinction.
Some letters are three times as big as others.
Keep them all the same size.

W. T. A. B., la. You are certainly doing
nicely. We have no special criticisms.
Keep loops shorter and do not shade down
strokes.

A. N. H.,0. Try to get more freedom into
your work. Keep loops shorter. Practice
movement exercises of all kinds a great
deal.

C. L. L, Pawtucket. You are doing very
nicely. Watch the base line. Do not
loop t.

^^(Z^
X. M. S.. Knoxville. Yonr work is very

good. Probably a trifle too tall. See if you
can not get a smoother firmer line.

N.M.S.,Tenn. Make your capitals with
a more vigorous arm movement. Keep ex-
tended letters short. It would do no harm
for you to write a trifle smaller.

N. H. R., McKeesport. Keep loops shorter.
Much shorter. You are certainly doing fine
work.

O. P. M., Kans. Do not shade down
strokes. If has no retraces nor loops. You
need to uniform your small letters.

M. A. S.. Calif. Mr. King's lessons would
be bettersuited to your needs tlian are Mr.
Doner's. You haVe not sufficiently mas-
tered the lessons as you have gone over
them. You cannot make oval exercises
well enough yet. There is no use passing
over anything until you master it. You
will simply have trouble with the next les-

son if you do.

J. B., Nebr. Your exercise work was done
about one-third as fast as it should be.
Speed up. Study the form of P, B and S.
Watch the base line.

G. E. H., S. C. I am very much pleased
with your practice work. Keep all of your
loops shorter ; also more uniform. You
will notice you sometimes get a great
big one and then a real small one right to-

gether. Do not loop p at the top.

N. J., Nebr. Mr. King's beginning lessons
would be better suited to your stage of ad-
vancement. Your line is not strong and
rugged enough. It looks weak and shaky.

J. F. L.. s Dak. You are doing fine.

Watch ending strokes. We have no special
criticism.

R. C. K., Ohio. You certainly write like
the original R. C. King. Mr. King would
probably be pleased to receive some of
your work. You are doing floe. Mr. King's
lessons are better suited to your needs than
are Mr. Doner's.

Y. E., Cincinnati. Form fine. Try to de-
velop an easier movement. Initial loop in
C too big and round. Keep it smaller and
more oval. You will make a penman some
day.

W. H. C P. E, I. You are doing fine.

Loops too narrow. First part of z should be
exactly the same as the first part of m.
Keep ending strokes shorter. Exercises fine.

M. S. Calif. You are doing well. See if

you cannot write with an easier movement.
Follow Mr. King's lessons closely and don't

Penman, Haverhill
Business College.

forget to read his instructions. Exercise
work not neatly enough done. You have
no arrangement to it whatever.

L. B. M.. Calif. Study form carefully.
You seem to pay no attention whatever to
the base line. Hit it every time, but don't
hit it so hard that you gothroughit. Study
Mr. King's instructions very thoroughly.

J. R. B., 111. Use a more vigorous arm
movement on capitals. Forms of the small
letters are good, although they do not look
as if they were easily enough made.

R. A. F.,Ind. Very good. Watch spacing,
also turn and angle. Il'has no retraces.

F. C. R., Ore. Last up stroke of II' should
be about two-thirds the height of the letter.

Yours is about one-third. Study carefully
the form of r.

J. C. M., O. Glad to know you are working
for the Professional Certificate Write
slower. Keep shades the same thickness.
Combinations too difficult for you yet.

C. L. P., Calif. Yourni and n should be
round at the top not sharp. Second part of

A- entirely too big. Loops below the lines
too long. Study form.

CS.K, Calif. Write more-of a running
hand. First part of.i- should be a turn not
an angle or a loop. Ovals not even enough.
.Study form.

H J. W., O. Do not shade. You are not
ready for it yet. You are trying things that
are too hard for you. Master this work as
you go and you will have less trouble.

D. M. Mich. You need to work a great
deal on exercises. Follow Mr. King's les-

sons closely.

L. M.,Conn. Can you not write more of a

running hand, wider but not so tall ? Close
o at the top every time. Keep loops shorter.

O. S. P., S. Dak. You could certainly be-

come a fine penman. Your writing looks
easy. Watch the base line.

T. A.J.,Tenn. More freedom in capitals.

Also in small letters. Some of your small
letters are twice as large as others. Keep
them all the same size. Follow Mr. King's
lessons.

H. Van C, Mich. Very good work. Watch
the base line. Keep loops shorter. Do not
loop (. First part of xis a turn in place of

an angle.

W. H. P., la. You certainly deserve credit

for the work you are doing. Try to get more
freedom into your work. Write more of a
running hand. Wider but not so tsU.
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>1. G., Des Moines. Watch the base line.

The in in iriHinx looks exactly like m.
Watch turn and aiit£le.

E. K. C)., McKeesport. Second part of If
tootall for the first part. Loops too lon^.
Movement not free enoufjh.

0. li. W., 111. Too late for the May num-
ber. Write smaller. Keep loops shorter.
More freedom in capitals. You can become
a jfootl penman.

1. L. T.. Calif. You are now doine fine
work. Keep loops shorter, especially the
ones below the lines. Your pen does not
point nearly enough over the shoulder. Do
not shade any of the strokes.

L. J. K . Calif. Very good work Indeed.
We believe vour work is about to our cer-
tificate standard We think this is the
best work we hB\-e ever received from your
school. Xo special criticisms.

M. \.. Sz., Mich. Vou can become a Kood
writer if you persevere. Yim now iiave a fair
start in the work. We would advise you to
practice to some e.xtent on what is known
as the running hand in order to encourage
force and freedom to the right. You have a
free movement, which, of course, is the
proper foundation on which to build. Go

BEN THE PENMAN
The
Name

Tells the
Story

I Will Write
2 Doz. Cards ^or 25c

8 Woodcliff Street. ROXBURY. MASS

112 'W. 6Iat St.. N. Y.

ahead doing your best and you will surely
win.

L. K., McKeesport. Keep loops shorter.
Try to write more of a running hand.
C. II.I1,,(). Businesswritingfine. Study

harmonv of lines in yburornamental. That
is, k<ep the lines running parallel to each
other or crossing at right angles.

L. P. S.. Beverly. Your writing has a
stiff appearance See if you cantjot make
it look easier. Form is fine.

A. P. M., N. Y. Very good. Watch the
baseline. See if you cannot write a trille
smaller.

K'. P. K., r>. Keep //; '.s and n's rounding
at tlie top. Make two angles and three
turns in in. You have been getting five
turns.

C. M. S., McKeesport. Donotshade down
strokes. More freedom.

S. A., St. J. A., Minn. Do not shade down
strokes. More freedom in the figures.
Ovals fine.

O. B. W., 111. You are doing fine work.
We believe that you will make it to the
certificate standard after you iiave prac-
ticed from the lune lesson. Write more
rapidly.

WANTED Position with reliable busi-

' ness college, by capable

and experienced teacher of the commer-

cial branches. Successful solicitor.

Address, " Pennsylvani.a " care of

Business Educator, Columbus, Ohio.

BROWN'S

METHOD

OF

TEACHING

PENMAN

SHIP
Ail'1rr>s, Special

Easiness Monthly
Publishing: Co.

Peoria, 111

A. A. A., Mass. Very fine. You will have
no trouble in winning the certificate, if
you have not already gotten it. No
criticism.

W. F. M. Do not shade t and rf. Write a
tritle more rounding, wider but not so tall.

H. I. M., Mass. Keep turns more rounding.
Y'ours are all too sharp. Write more rapidly
and with an easier motion.
E. S., Nebr. Pleased to get so much sys-

tematic practice work. Vou would do well
to follow Mr. King's lessons now. Your
work is not yet free enough. Write faster.

F. C. K., Tex, Have you received our cer-
tificate? We believe you are entitled to it.

No criticism.

L. P. S., Mass. Watch the base line. Keep
your writing all on the same slant. Your
work is getting to be very business like.

I. L. T., Calif. Small c entirely too big.
Ending strokes too straight. You have
made some fine figures. Keep them
smaller. Keep your ink-well covered and
your pen clean.

WlTEUSTODAY
If you want to become a Penman or Super-

visor of Penmanship.
F^rancls B. Cotxrtney

is head writing master of the
Palmer Method School of Penmanship, a

department of the C. I\*. B. C. Address,

Palmer Method Department, Cedar Rapids Busi-

ness Colleg:e, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

23
YEflBS

(I«77 to I900)
Copies of the

'S ART JODRNHL

for sale. A rare collection

for some penman or

school.

If interested write to

^¥. F. GIESSEMAN
CVEICETT, WASH.

fr'-
'-^

\-.

THE BUSINESS EDUCATOli PENMANSHIP CERTIFICATE.

Many, very many students the past year have won a jjood business handwriting and the B. E.

Certificate of Proficiency. Many more are doubtless entitled to the certificate and could secure it by
forwarding specimens for e.xamination.

Teachers should forward specimens of students' writing whenever they think them worthy of our

approval. If we find them not quite up to our requirement, suggestions as to how to get them up
will be cheerfully given, and free.

To secure the B. E. Certificate, send a sheet containing a set each of figures, little letters,

capitals, and a sentence. The fee of fifty cents may be sent with the specimen, or it may be sent upon
hearing from us.

iJoubtless many of your pupils are eligible and should be given an opportunity to secure this

badge of excellence. The illuminated, four-color, symbolical seal is alone worth the price of the

certificate.

Pupils, hand your specimens to your teacher (he may have overlooked the matter) with a request

that if he thinks them worthy to forward them to us for our approval or criticism. Do it today.

-J



iflcerit specimen of engrossing is from the br and hand of P. \V. Costello, Scranton. Pa.

WANTED 1

To hear from achoc Is in need of teachers.
I have some good material among those
taking Penmanship instruction of me.
srr DENTS, (new and old) desirinfj posi-

dona, write me. giving full particulars re-

e. qualifications. *fcc.

This Service is Free lo my students. 1

1 Teach Penmanship F. W. TAMBLYN, |

by Mail 1114 lirand Ave.,
Circulars Free Kansas City, Mo.

IF YOU NEED a tt oroughly compet-
and conscientious

com mercial teacher, ;3ult getter, a fine

pen man to manage veil r school economi-
call . or to teach oni ot your departments,
cith er the shorthan< . (( regg), or the busi-

(any bookkeepi ngl. address All-round
Com mercial Teacher Ca e Business Educa-
lor. Columbus, 0. 'an begin July 15tli or
earl er.

WANTED A man with five years'
M^i^^^MiHM office experience, twelve
years' teaching experience, and two
years as school manager desires a
position with a first-class school in
east or middle west to teach shorthand
or manaKC department. Benn Pitman,
Graham, or Chartier. Address T. J.

Care ot BUSINESS EDUCATOR, Colutnbui, 0.
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Pointers Co Ccacbcrs.

By 3. H. BachUnklrcber^ Supt. Penman-
ship. €van$vllie. Tnd.

spend most of your time with the poor
writers.
Keep up t!ie enthusiaara. Exhibit speci-

Kuens fre<iuently.
Accept no poor work when the pupil is

capable of doing better.
To correct a wrong habit. (1) Find the

error, (2)Show the cause, (3) Prescribe a

remedy.
Do not criticise poor writers too much or

too severely. Make corrections on the board
in a general way and ask pupils if these
mietaket? or criticisms apply to their work.
Keep in mind that the great secret in

learning to write well, is much careful
practice, constant vigilance, and continual
correction of faults.

Results in penaianship are almost en-
tirely determined by the method of doing
the dally written work in other branches.
What a pupil does every school day and

every hour of the day Is certain to become a
fixed habit.
A correct position of the hand depends

upon keeping the arm flat upon the desk.
The habit of arm movement when once

mastered will no more be forgotten than
the act of swimming or skating.
Pupils nxust be thoroughly drilled in tlie

foundation principles of correct position,
movement, and form; give each pupil an
unrestricted use of the arm in writing; and
then make it your business to see that these
essentials find direct application in what-
ever work they may attempt with pen or
pencil.
Neither rapid nor graceful penmanship

can be expected if the movement producing
it is confined to the use of the fingers.

Distinct and uniform spacing between the
small letters of each word is essential to
rapid execution.
Insist upon all written work being care-

fully done, whether in the penmanship
class or on the dally lessons. hfapi<l writing
will not answer until the perfect movement
has prepared the way for it This method
is universal in its scope and application,
and, while you are expected to follow out-
lines and adhere to the foundation princi-
ples, you must in an important sense make
the work your own. Individualize your
efforts. Thoughtful study will enable you
to find many useful methods, which
although different from any given will be
just as valuable Seek to demonstrate by
investigation and study that you are at>-

solutely right, and then if you earnestly

desire to teach penmanship successfully
the confidence necessary to do the work
fearlessly, easily and correctly will not be
lacking, "Know thyself" and then do.
Faith is an essential element in success.
Penmanship is no exception. Not only
must you believe but you must establish
in each pupil this same belief. Talk to your
classes constantly about the importance
of trying to do all writing in the right way.
Encourage in every possible way to demon-
strate the value of doing writing in the
right way. The possibilities of the human
arm is wonderful if correctly trained- It

matters not whether the one who tries

writes better or worse at first. Writing is a
growth, not a gift. The main thing is to
induce all to use the arm for writing: and
when this is done all will be plain sailing.

( //^/^< -—

^
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By H. B. Lehman, Central Higli School, St, Louis, Mo. A sketch from life by the Editor.
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WANTED Co al •nd Shorthand
o know Ihat they can

secure the best positions tliroufih the Central
Taachers' Agency. Established 1X99. Regis-
tration free; vacancies everywhere. Drop us a
line today.

E. C. ROGERS
MANAGER

ColunnbuA, O.20E. Gay St..

TH[ PRATT TEACHERS' AGENCY
New Yo«k.

;oUefi;e and Qormal gradn-
,
and other teachers to col-

nd families.

Recommends
atea, specialis
leges, schools

The Agency receives many calls for com-
mercial teachers from public and private
schools, and business colleges.

WM. O. PRATT, Manager.

WANTED TEACHERS of Commercial
^^i^^^^ Branches. Advance Fee Not
Required. Positions in High Schools and Col-
leges Penmanship, Commercial Branches, also

teachers of Stenography Salaries $600 to Sl.liOH.

Register early Send for circulars.

A.N^fA. M. XHVRSTOP*. Mgr.
Thurston Ttachers' Agency

378 Wabash Avenue CHICAGO

IncllanEL Business College
Has schools at La Fayette. Logansport, Koko-
mo. Anderson, Marion, Muncie, Richmond,
Columbus and Indianapolis. The INDIANA
BUSINESS COLLEGE of Indianapolis is the
CENTRAL BUSINESS COLLEGE.

Qualified Tsaohers
In either the ("iregg, Chartier or Pitman J>ys-
tems furnished schools

and nake
that will pie

Prospective Students
Of a business college should send for our
literature. Write:

Indiana Business College
Box 353. Indianapolis, Ind.

o^^B
1 will wTlt» you
nam* on ono doKen'n CARDS
I will g-iT* free a pack of lam-
ples and lend torma to agenti
with each order

-

BLANK CARDS [J::\i^: ll'\^rJlili.
Hand cut- Cum* in 17 different colorg. SampU IW)
postpaid. 15c l.OOu by •xpreiB. 75o.

(or r«d stamp.

COMIC JOKER CARDS i^°,]
100 pOitpaid. 29c. L6BB for more. Ink, UloMy Black
or V«ry Best Whit«, 15c. per bottle. 1 Oblique Pea Hoi

Card Cin

25 different

Cin
1 Pel 100. dot

W. A. BODE. Bex 17(. FAIR HAVEN. PA.

40 Commercial Teach-
ers Needed

For Positions that are now open.
Good Salaries.

If you contemplate making a change
next fall, now is the time to register.
Many of the best schools employ their
teachers early in the season.

Goqtiiieijtal TeacHers' Hgeqcjj

Bowling Qreen, Ky.

FREE enrollment if you mention
thie paper.

Learn to Write Your Name Right 25c:

Atrial lesson in Writing 25c; Drawins25c:
ettering 25c; Designine 25c, Flourishing 25i

Card Writing 25c; 25 cards any name 25c;
iw to organize classes 25c; Circular 2c, Addr.

PARSONS. PENMAN. KEOKUK. IOWA.

NOW OPEN .^.er^'
rouB wfstern school ownyr

s or capable man to
act II .. priiirjjial and each in busi [less department; sue-

ecessary; can invest
from »Ji<iO to Mill III. ith ser rloe opening for cap-
abli- man witli clear record espondence conlldeii-
tial. C K. li, Busine ss Educator Columbus, Ohio.

A R.ecof-d of 200 Are you with us' We Bhould have this month 75 more teachers
of bookkeeping and shorthand —beginners and experienced—

;ialists in either bookkeeping or shorthand, or both -$75 to |150.

beginners and experienced—$45 to $100.
$60 to $90. About 25 AI men,
About 25 lady shorthand teach
of every available teacher. Send us YOUR NAME TODAY. Stamp for bur blanks. The great specialty
agency of the west. SUCCESS TEACHER'S AGENCY, 100 87 Ltt.ke St.. ChictLgo. Ill,

MIDLAND TEACHERS' AGENCIES "» ^^^'^Sph^lirAJc^c
WARREN3BURC. MO. RtCHMOND, KY. PENDLETON, ORCOON

THE UNIOK TEHCHEHS' BDREIIO
No. 229 Bro»dw»y. NEW YORK
Tell us your

We

Do you need a teacher of commercial
branches, shorthand or penmanship?
Do you wish a position in acommercial school?

Have you a school for sale, or would you buy?

ATTENTION

TEACHERS

!

For over seven years we have been placing special teachers in Hi£:h
Schools; State Normals, and Colleges. The University of Michiifan,
University of Wisconsin, Purdue University, and other great educa-
tional institutions have secured instructors through us. We now
make a specialty of placing commercial teachera, young and old.

who are able to earn from $600 to $2.C0O a year. Let us assist you to a

better position. No advance fee required. Write us.

THE SPtCIALISTS' EDUCATIONAL BUREAU
ROBERT A. GRANT, Mar. Webster Groves Stmtlon, St. Louis, Mo.

April 83 Cak.lls; Sak.lak.i-y About $73,000

Among the foregoing indications of the activity of our bus-

iness were 33 public schools and colleges. This is written

May 5; and we are closing contracts on April calls almost

daily. Meanwhile, May calls have been coming three or

four a day.

We need good available teachers in all parts of the U. S.,

especially those who write well. Information and enrollment free

THE NATIONAL COMMERCIAL TEACHERS' AGENCY
E. E. Gavlord, Mgr. A specialty by a specialist Prospect Hill. Beverly, Mass.

TraiDlDO SGHool (or GomiiifiiGial Teacners

The Rochester Business Institute conducts a normal training
department for commercial teachers during the entire school

year. In this department instruction is given in the commer-
cial texts and in the pedagogy oftheFc subjects as taught in

both the private business schools and the high school commer-
cial departments.

A special summer session for those desiring work in

methods and advanced instruction in the texts will begin July
6th and close August 1-lth. The tuition charge for this course
will be $22 50.

In New York state a commercial teacher's certificate is

issued to graduates of high schools or higher institutions of
learning who have completed a training course such as we
offer and have passed Regents' examinations in advanced book-
keeping, business arithmetic, and commercial law. A
shorthand teacher's certificate mav be obtained by meeting
the above academic requirement and passing examinations in

stenography and typewriting. These certificates entitle the

holders to teach any of the commercial subjects in any high
school in New York state for a period of three years, and may
be renewed for periods of five years without examination.

Graduates assisted in securing suitable positions without
extra charge.

W^rite for our new syllabus and catalogue.

Rochester Business Institute
R.ochester, Ne>v 'York.
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VVritin'^
A. M. tir<)\'f.,

Chicago, III.

Chicago Opera House Bk..

care B. C. Kassell.

'-^

AT HOME DURING ^PARELTIML
„. Wnte For Om Booklet ItTdli How „.

-Jj

Instructions tor Cesson Cen

For the last leason we ha
will Hnd page, or body wri
practice aa it cultivates acct
spacinj;, size etc. To get a pleasing eHect
we must have good spacing and regular
slant The lines should alsocome out even,
so that the right side of the page will be as
straight as the left In resolution engross
ing this is absolutely necessary. Lay of!
the wording roughly with pencil first.

It is a good plan to study and practice from
engraved work, also from the best script
writers whose work appears from time to
time, in The Business Educator. To ac-
quire skill in this line takes well directed
study and practice, but persistent effort
will win the desired end.
In closing r wish to thank mv friends who

have written their appreciation of these les-
sons. It has been a source of great inspira-
tion to know that my work has bee
ciated by so many.

eriticism
K. Keading Pa -Aim to secure H

lines by using a tine pen and ink wl:
duce Hue lines. Your forms are gi
you should give your attention to st
of line and smoothness.

A sximmer course
iinil siiperviaing penmanship in the grades.
.\ prominent .Supt. says: "It is one thing to
be a good penman. It is another thing to he
a good supervisor." Learn to supervise.

Send for circular.
Harry Houston xi

<

nui.ge st New Haveu, Cunn
Siu|,.-inw,] urH(-ium.n,-hi|..Nf» Haven, Conn., State

.Normal s.-ii,„,|. Danbury, Conn.

1 appre-

For Sale! lU established sch
estern Penni

town of 6 000 peopl
ylva

tal, light and heat averages $24 pe;
Furniture—golden oak and mission. Wo nicer
or more complete equipment in the state.
This school has produced results and is a good
proposition for a bright and hustling young

Price, $1,00(1. Reason for selling, ill

n, care of
Columbus, Ohb,

ch pro
od an<

igtl

WAMTCn a position bv a first class en-w*ni« I ku grosser and teacher of pen-
manship ; also strong in the commercial
branches. Employed at present in one of the
best schools, and can give the best of refer-
ences. Address, Diligence, care Business Edu-
cator. Columbus, Ohio.

A SNAP
ell equipped Bus

Colle :for

.i^ddr,

1st K months
t belt of North Texas,
inls very low. Prcprietoi

BARGAIN, care of the

Biiainess Educator, Columbus, Ohio.

0j.jMei/^

HELP
IN YOUR

ADVERTISING

The summer campaign should

do four things :

P'ind the student
Interpret his thoughts
Create the demand
Implant conviction.

For some years, in mercantile

and school advertising, I have

made a special study of the cam-

paign. Perhaps I can help you.

Anyway it won't hurt to write me.

I cannot attempt to write wholly

new advertising for you, not

knowing your exact situation.

My special service consists in

strengthening matter in prepa-

ration — placing vour ideas in

effectual, convincing language

and balancing the four elements

first mentioned.

1 have nothing to sell but ideas.

Those who have tested them
find them worth money. "You
have certainly struck the right

cord in advertising" says a

recent client.

There is no obligation in find-

ing out. Write me all summer
like this.

M.W.CASSMORE
2025 SIXTH AVENUE

SEATTLE, - WASH.
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WORLD'S
SHORTHAND CHAMPION

At the International Speed Contest held in Philadelphia, Pa.,

APRIL 18, 1908, Clyde H. Marshall, a writer of the SUCCESS
SHORTHAND SYSTEM, won the Miner Medal and with it the

world's championship for writers of ten years' Experience or less.

The Miner Medal
won in 1908 by

CLYDE H. MARSHALL
Chicago, III.

Mr. Marshall's Record 1908

Gross Speed

260 Words a Minute

Net Speed

(After deducting penalties

for errors)

242 Words a Minute

The Miner Medal
won in 1907 by

S. H. GODFREY
London, Eng.

Mr. Godfrey's Record 1907

Gross Speed

165 Words a Minute

Net Speed

(After deducting penalties

for errors)

123 Words a Minute

A. SIGNIFICA.NT COMPA.R.ISON
April 14, 1906, at the contest for the Miner Medal in Baltimore, Mr. Clyde H. Marshall,

then a writer of the Benn Pitman svstem, wrote but 75 words a minute, after deducting

the penalties for errors, etc.

April 18, 1908, at the contest for the Miner Medal in Philadelphia, Mr. Clyde H. Mar-

shall, after taking the Correspondence Course of The Success Shorthand School, wrote

242 words a minute, after deducting penalties for errors, etc.

Mr. Clyde H. Marshall, winner of the above mentioned speed contest, is 25 years of age, and was taught

this expert shorthand through the correspondence course of

Success SHortHaLivcl ScKool
Mr. Marshall enrolled with this school in April, 1906, taking the course by mail, he then residing in New
York City. He is now one of the best known shorthand reporters in the city of Chicago, enjoying a lucra-

tive business. You can learn the same expert shorthand he learned by home study. Write for our 160-

page catalog, "a Book of Inspiration "—sent free upon request. We teach beginners and perfect

shorthand writers for expert work. Address either school, selecting one nearest you.

lADDRESSZ

svcce:ss shorthand schooLt
Suite 651, 1416 Broadway, New York City, or Suite 156, 79 Clark Street, Chicago.

^^J^ -•»^8fe<i^^<fe:i/^^4:^g<>z<g?i^:^^^i!.'&^.^tf^.^'^^^^<i^g^>^ X J
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Le»fton» In

LETTERING
C.W. Horder

6023 Morion St,

Chicago

=^

-J
numbcr€ight

The dimensions ol this card were as fol-

lows: Outside of mat, 13x17; inside of mat,
9x12; size of large lettering about ^4 in. high,
and made with Xo. 2 Marker; size of small
lettering about ^nin. high, made with No. 1

Marker The letter "M" in "March" should
he made with a No. 5 Shader. and in Red or
Maroon ink, which makes an agreeable con-
trast with the mat which was dark green.
The ornament should be in gold, applied
with either a coarse common pen or a small
brush.
This being my concluding lesson of the

series. I wish to thank students and follow-
ers for the Interest taken and shown, and
assure them that I, myself, havebeen much
encouraged thereby.
The object of these lessons has not been

to cover the field by any means, a thing
that would be impossible without about
250 pages of a good sized folio book at one's
disposal, and perhaps not even then, but
rather to assist to a little better knowledge
of simple lettering etc.. or to get someone
started on the right way, and if I have suc-
ceeded in so doing, my efforts have not been
fruitless and my reward is realized.
To many the beginning has, I know, been

difficult, and to such I would advise not to
getdiscouraged.but per^i^v^rv. If you will

but exercise a little patience, you will find
that you will soon !)ecome interosited
enough to persevere, and it will be proven
to you, us to many others, that success and
advancement in this work depend almost
as much on just Persoi-crancr Hi}(i Inter-
est as they do on what most people call

talent. Talent and ability means nothing
more than a little knowledge rightly ap-
plied with perseverance and interest.

Then there are others who have made
splendid progress. But don't stop your hard
work for that. Young people are apt some-
times to imagine that with a certain amount
of talent, as they call it, they can, after a
short period of practice, create marvels of
themselves as by an electric flash, without
the aid of hard work, and thus rush out with
t^eir crude efforts, which show neither
earnest practice nor good instruction. The
result is. that neglecting what may appear
to them ns trifles, their work is not wanted,
they do not meet with the expected success,
and while they have the gift of talent, it is

as good as wasted, since it takes good hard
work and study to develop it into that
genuine thing so much appreciated and
sought.
And if you have succeeded in Auto, letter-

ing to a fair degree, which I know some
have, be sure you confine it to just the work
for which the Auto. Pens are intended and
fitted. Never go so far as to try to do de-
signing or engrossing with them. I have
seen some people advertise diploma filling

and even Resolution work done with the
Automatic Pens. If you will take my ad-
vice you will never let yourself be caught
trying to do such things. But rather stay
within the limits of the work for which the
Auto. Pens are made and intended, and
there, observe and practice to your content-
ment, and soon you will see not only beau-
tiful but reasonable things growing right
under your own hand.

Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Herbert Babbitt
announce the marriage of their daughte

Madeline
to

Mr. Herbert Thomas Kelley
on Wednesday, April the fifteenth

nineteen hundred and eight
Bellows Falls, Vermont.

Mr. James W. Vaden
requests the honor of your presence

at the marriage of his daughter
Mina
to

Kugene M. Barler
Thursday morning. April thirtieth

Nineteen liundred eight
at eleven o'clock

Roff, Okla.
At Home

Llano, Texas

William Erickson Jewell
Josephine Edith Frazee

Married
March, the thirty-first

nineteen hundred and eight
Goldfield. Nevada

At Home
after September the first

Los Angeles. Cal.

Mrs. Rose Egbert
has the honor

of announcing the marriage
of her daughter
Hazel Eloine

to
Mr. Arthur E. Cole

Saturday, the second of May,
One thousand nine hundred

and eight,
in the city of Pittsburg.

Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Seashols
announce the marriage of their daughter

Chrystel
to Mr. R. C. Cottrell

May31,I9ns
Elwood, Indiana.

Summer Home
North Manchester,

Indiana.

By Ben Kupferman, Boston.
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Good Writing Easily Taught
The enthusiastic teacher who provides for his student good copies,

logically arranged and carefully graded, ought to get good results in

penmanship. The mediocre teacher who uses Modern Commercial Pen-

manship, will get fairly good results in spite of his mediocrity.

WHAT IT IS

Modern Commercial Penmanship is a carefully graded course in

plain, business writing, containing 60 lessons, 60 pages of copies, and

accompanied by as many sets of instruction very carefully wrought out.

The price of this book is 50c. Copies will be sent to teachers for exam-

ination upon receipt of 25c.

The Commercial Text Book Company
de:s moine:s« iowa

Pointers

PENMANSHIP
For Teachers and

Pupils,

By D. W. MOFF,
Supervisor of Writing,

Lawrence, Mass.

^

-.J^

r.lihiy reciting facts arouses no real inter-

est. Organized enthusiasm in a class room
is what really counts. One of the chief
functions of a teacher is to rid the pupil's

mind of those depressing notions which re-

duce the useful, fundamentally essential
drill to mere " grind. "

The normal attitude of the average pupil
towards the work is one of honest fear, least

results may not be as accurate as may be
desired, if he should launch out fearlessly
with his arm movement. To proceed be-

fore dissipating this fear is a needless
waste of time.
"Thefirst condition of success is an hon-

est receptivity, and a willingness to

abandon all preconceived notions, however
cherished, it they he found to contradict
truth."—7o/j 71 Tindail.

The monotony of Chinese music is due to

the fact that they " harp too much on one
string." The Chinese flddle has but one
string.
They repeat ad nausearti the same weird

strains within a narrow range of tones. No
less monotonous however, are the stereo-

typed phrases ground out year after year
by some instructors, with no thought of

putting the same instruction in a new, live

way. Every teacher should make a strenu-
ous effort systematically to avoid stereo-

typed forms of phraseology.
It is a pupil's right to have clean-cut, sim-

ple, well chosen terms used in giving di-

rections. To use vague or ambiguous terms
invariably leads to misunderstandings as
to what is expected of him, and only breeds
discouragement.
Directions should be brief, and one im-

portant point emphasized at a time. Give
the pupil one or two nuggets of information
then put him right to work. To crowd the
pupil's mind is to cloud his memory, to dull
his grasp of details and to fatigue the men-
tal muscle.
With some the variety of movement ex-

ercises introduced seem to multiply in pro-

portion to the inexperience of the instruc-
tor. With mature experience only comes
the power to discriminate between the fun-
damentally essential and the purposeless
exercise, the ability wisely to select. Thej-
seem to have gone movement mad. "Apro-
pos " of this, President Elliott of Har-
vard says that " To introduce any artificial

hardness into the course of training any
human being has to follow is an unpardon-
able sin. There is hardness enough in the
world without manufacturing any, particu-
larly for children "

Business college students and public
school pupils are alike very apt to devote
much time to those letters and exercises
which they can write well, and to neglect
others which they do but poorly, and which
for that very reason should receive more
time and thought.
The explanation of this lies in the fact

that having learned to do a certain exercise
well it becomes a physical pleasure to do it.

It is human to prefer to do the more pleas-
urable thing. Anticipating this condition
the alert instructor may the more economi
cally direct a pupil's efforts.

Some well meaning teachers allow pupils
to run to seed in the matter of drills upon
the straight line and rotary arm vibrations
while the time and thought devoted to the
letter shaped movements are so dispropor-
tionately small that it has scarcely a

chance to bud.

Once a pupil has acquired habits of e

freedom and precision in writing
bread and butter exercises, his time i

then be better spent in applying his ;

to letter shaped movement exercises
ingthe major portion of the penman
period.

I Teach Penmanship

striiL-tion; thorough
No better courses giv

1 send my pen-work

Marietta Com

An Old Subject Tau§:ht in a New,

Scientific Way

If you have studied penmanship
under old methods and failed to ac-
quire a rapid business hand or an
accurate professional style, enroll with
us as we guarantee to make you an
expert or refund your money.

All brrinches of penmanship and
pen art taught. Cards written and all
kinds of pen work executed to order.
Send stamp for full information and
samples.

Scientific School of Penmanship
too Mala St. Kewanee, 111.



DESIONINO
and

ENOROSSINCi
By

E. L. BKOVVM.

Rockland, Me..

J
Cover Desian In this lesson we show

another specimen of wild rose decoration.

The original was made 5'..;jt7^n inches, and
effectively treated with washes of pure lamp
black. Beginners should use one color and
thus be relieved of the perplexities of color

mixing— I,earn to appreciate color values,

and to draw well, before delving into the

mysteries of color to any extent. The sim-

plicity of this design makes it attractive,

and shows that elaborate designs are not

required for pleasingeflfect. -Outline "Rose
dale" in water-proof ink.—Keep your color

transparent, and study values closely.

SCHOOL PROPRIETORS
may be interested in our plan for get-
ting in touch with public school officials
and theircandidates for graduation this
year. Ask for " FORN A" which ex-
plains the plan in detail.

F. W. MARTIN CO.
100 BOYLSTON ST.. BOSTON. MASS.

WANTED

es)

Accoun

ess Colleees, Hich Scho
«ould-be Teachers to kn

or Trainine School for Teachers
niercial and Shorthand (Isaac Pitn^

inducted by the School of Comtner
d Finance, Picton, Ont.. Canada.

. Sayers. the Principal, is an h(

of the School of Pedaeoey and has had ;

of several years in both Hieh Schoo
School work, having been connected as
for four years with a Government Trs
for Teachers.

xper

Our Valuable Offer
40 Reasons why we write cards.
Agent's 1908 New Card Outfit
1 Adjusted Oblique Holder, I doz. Ewald

Superfine No. 1 Pens. Your name writ-
ten on "^ dozen cards, 1 set of Ornate Caps,
1 Scrapbook Specimen. The above, all
for 3.T cents. Lessons in Cardwriting, etc.

dVAI^D BROS.. MX. CAR.MEL. ILL.

This is the biggest bunch of B. E. Certificate Winners thus far photographed. It illustrates the interest shown ar

given in the Ferris Institute, Big Rapids, Mich. Whatever Mr. Ferris attempts he does with an intensity and enthi;

superhuman. A. M. Wonnell was the teacher in charge of the penmanship.

action

Imost
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BOOK REVIEWS
z:^

"Carpenter Commerce Cassettes " a new
and practical method of mounting speci-

mens for museums or class use in Commer-
cial Geography by Frank O. Carpenter,
Master Department of Commerce, English
High School, Boston.
These little compact ligiit cases contain,

ing real things are not infrequently "as
pretty as a picture " and far ojore instruc-

tive, and in many cases more interesting
than pictures. If interested in Commercial
Geography, specimens of foods and almost
all kinds of materials used by man, you
may do well to apply to the author for fur-

ther information. We believe Mr. Carpen-
ter has the liest to be had in this new in-

teresting department of education.

" Typewriting as Evidence" by Albert S.

Osborn, Examiner and Photographer of

Questioned Documents, Rochester, N. Y.,

is the title of a 24-page booklet, being a re-

print of an illustrated article which has ap-
peared in a couple of law journals and the
Typewriter and Phonographic World. It is

specially valuable to those interested in the
subject of detection of forgery, etc., in type-
writing.

" Beers Shorthand " by James W. Beers,
published by the Beers Publishing Co., 155

Lenox Ave., New York City, is the title of a
new system of light line shorthand. A su-
perficial examination of the book, such as
a review usually means, indicates that this
is one of the systems that is going to be
reckoned with in the future.

The completeness of the book, the concise-
ness of it, and the skillful execution of the
shorthand, clearly indicate that Mr. Beers
is no novice at the business. If what you
have is not as good as you would like to

have it, we believe you will do wrell to in-

vestigate this latest claimant of public
favor and patronage. It looks good to us.
We pass it up to you to settle the question
for yourself.

merit mention.

St. MARY'S School, 561 A\E, Jersey CITY'
X.J. SiSTEHSOF Charity. Grace .Vnderson,
Frances Buckley, Sarah Connors, Cather-
ine Neary, Margaret McNally, Mary Gal-
lery, Margaret Mannering, Elizabeth
Graney, Helen Black, Helen Mourns, Mar-
garet McGrath, Anna Cassels, Florence
M'Guirk, Margaret Higgins, Marguerite
Moran, Catherine Burke, Martha Smith,
Marion Herrick, Helen Shea, Clara M'Nally,
Loretto MuUady.

ST. Nicholas School, Passaic, N. j.

Sisters of Charity. Lillian Bepoon,
Catherine Vanderhoven, Daniel A. Mc-
Carthy, Lillian Brownlee, Norah Dwyer,
Delia A. H anion, Anna Stock, Agnes
Bashaw, Elizabeth M. Walsh, Marie Louise
Johnston, Ella Weaver, Marie Kutledge.

St. martin's School, Odebolt, Iowa,
Sisters of St. Francis. Edna Auch-
stetter, Elizabeth Brogan, Lena Reis, Anna
Grasser.

TEACHERS' CERTIFICATES ISSUED.

Rebecca Peirce, Gardner School, Valpa-
raiso, Ind.

EfBe Madge Grimes, Geneva, Public
School, Geneva, 111.

Sisters of St. Francis, St. Martin's School.
Odebolt, Iowa.

PUPILS' CERTIFICATES ISSUED.

St. MARTIN'S School, Odebolt, Iowa,
Barbara Grasser.

ST. Michael's School, Pius St., S. S.
Pittsburgh, pa. Marie H. Appenrott,
Elizabeth A. Jacob, Catherine A Hauck,
Magdalena L. Thieret, Marie E. Pertler,
Rosalia C. Antoni, Zitta S. Baldauf, Mary
A Bauldauf, Loretta T. Franz.

Design! and Card Writers' Manual.

that are i{uiL-k Hellers. Don't fail to s

sampled before plaeintr your order for I'aids. A 2e ataiiip
will bring it to your door. Address,

W. McBEE, 19 Snyder St , N. S., ritlsburg, Pa.

IT IS WORTH SOiyiETHING

To be able to write a good card, for it is
the best means of advertisiag your
skill in penmanship. It also puts many
a quarter into your pocket. My course
of six lessons by mail is not excelled
by any for beautiful copies and com-
plete definite instructions. Price $3.00
in advance-

The best blank cards always in
stock. Samples and prices for stamp.

59 Dunkles St.

"I have enjoyed receiving your lea-
sons more than 1 can express. Your
copies have been a great inspiration to
me." C. H. Sprybr, Washington, D. C.

WKat Makes a Sxiccessful ScHool ?

This is a commercial era, and, to be successful, the young men and women of today find it neces-

sary to have a practical training along modern business lines. In an effort to meet the demand, we find,

scattered over this fair land of ours, countless commercial schools, some of which exist for only a short

time, while others establish a permanent foundation and are known throughout the country as reliable,

and worthy of patronage.

The successful and popular school is the one whose graduates are able to fill responsible positions

satisfactorily. The wise principal realizes that it is not fine furniture that makes his .school the leader in

his community, but the employment of competent, "live'' teachers and the use of the best text-books

,
obtainable.

*^-'i.
'*! We publish " the best" text-books on the commercial branches. One or more of these, and, in

many cases, five or six. if not the entire series, will be found in use in practically all the leading business

schools in the country, also in a large proportion of other schools having commercial departments.

We want you to give our books a thorough examination and test. The gain will be yours, as well

as ours. You will find these publications practical and up-to-date. They are attractively bound and
inexpensive.

Write at once for full information concerning the Practical Spelling, New Practical Spelling, Let-

ter Writing, Graded Lessons in Letter Writing, Plain English. Exercises in English, Practical Short-

hand, New Practical Typewriting, New Practical Arithmetic, Practical Bookkeeping (three editions),

and Twentieth Century Business Practice (five Parts, entirely independent of each other). Practical

teachers include a copy of the popular Everybody's llictionary (vest-pocket size) in each pupil's outfit.

Illustrated catalogue free.

Our new text on the subject of commercial law will soon be ready.

^1 THE PRACTICAL JtXT BOOK COMPANY
M Euclid Avenue and 18th Street Cleveland, Ohio

PRACTICAL TEXT
-. CLEVELAND'

DOCK COMPANY
-OHIO -
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By W. E. Dennis, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Nixon's Forty Lessons in PenmansliiP
contains forty complete graded leBsons
in penmanship. Just tlie book for the
teacher and home student. No better
work of graded lessous published. Spe-
cial offer to teachers and schools. Price by
mail, post paid. 50c (former price $1.00).
Send todav. Your monev returned if
not satisfied. Address, C. H. NIXON.

Mineral. Va.

YOVR. SIGNA.TVRE
essWritten in the Mills style of liui-

writing and a cut furnished of tlie
for $2.25. Send copy of the con>'^'"
of initials you prefer and also
of cut desired. Address,

C. C. MILLS. Scrip! Specialist.

195 Cr»nd Ave., ROCHESTER. N. Y

ate size
THE BEST BOOK ON TilE SUBJECT

Written and illustrated by the
"WIZARD OF THE PEN"

A complete training in expert handwriting. Hun-
JredB of endorsements. Sent upon receipt of tl .51)

FRANCIS B COUKTNEV,
Cedar Rapids. luwa.

Care Cedar Kapids Business College

Suitalile for all ki
>^jt.,|,,5 tells all. Pre.f. for
a S.iaranfe.e of arfistin q.i
MAS MADE TO OKPEK.
•Jro-.sed and illuminated.

nds of schools and colleijes. Our new I (i-paie
the. askinjt. The M. (i" B. imprint on a diploma is
illty, (virre.e.f iisa^e. tasteful deslSnin<{. DIPLt)-
Se.nd for estimates and .samples. Resolutions en-

l> I P L O M A |- I I

HOWARD tY BliOWN
L I N <i A S P E < : I A L r >

Rockliind, Maine

Your name written on one dozen cards, any
color, for only 20 cents. Diplomas. Commissions,
Certificates, Etc., tilled out at reasonable prices.
Work will please you. Finest .4uality blank card
stock, all colors, a specialty. Finest erade W. B.
$1 50, per UXX); colored, 70 cents per 1,000. (Not
Prepaid.) Address,

:il5 Ninth St., 1 A,) Dalla.H, Tex

r^^^I

pY^jLQ >1AJp42
3t Pays to patronirc Business

(Educator (3^lvrtiscrs, ant* it pays to

say so too inl^en loritincj to abccr^

tisers.
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BY MAIL.
wbo woD the World

I Penmanship. By il

I mttke an expert pen
1 of you by mail, lalso teach Book

keeping and Gregg Shorthand by mail
Am placing my students as inst
in commercial colleges. If you
become a hetter penman write
full particulars, I will send you FREE
one of my Favorite Pens and a copy of"

^he Kansomeriar Journal. Inclose stamp

C. W. RANSOM,
3825Euclid Ave. KANSAS CITY.Mo..

Drawi
i.uof L. M. Kelchncr.

i iitprested write for information. Address
Pru. 0. H. Lon^well, Highland Park College, Des Moines, la.

lNKP0RrRAII6

e:ste:rbrook's pe:ns
** Basj to writ* with.

CORKBCT DBSION
Hard to nu up."

UNIFORM TEMPBK DURABILITY

150 STYLES

A 1 Pkofimional
riB* pointed amd elaitic

for card writing

TSXT Wkitbki
Made in 3 widthi and with lone
point to both laft and richt

U3 BuaiNBis ARD COLLBSa
with ftna and axtra in* point*.
Blaatic and amooth writing

Estsrbroolc St««I P«n Nf^. Co.
as J«Kn St.. M, T. Cl«7 CKMBdan. Ma-oir J«i-s«x

fine:st penmanship svpplies obtainabltE:.
PENS AND HOLDERS.

Zanerian Fine Writer Pen—The best
and finest fine writing pen made—best
for enerossine. card writing and all fine

script work. Gross $1.00, % gross 25c
1 dozen 12c

Zanerian Ideal P9n—One of the best
pans made for general penwork—busi-
pess or ornamental. One of the best
pens for beginners in penmanship.
Gross 75c. Vi gross 25c. 1 dozen 10c

Zanerian^Medial Pen—A high-grade
medium, extra smooth pen for business
writing. None belter. Just right for

students and accountants. Gross 75c
'/, gross -- - - 25c

Zanerian Business Pen—

A

oth.

For unshaded business writing
never been excelled, if equaled.
75c. Ji gross 25r. 1 dozen --

Gillotfs Double Elastic E. F. No.
604 Pen-A. medium fine writing pen.
Gross 75c, ^ gross 25c, 1 dozen.... IQc

Gillotfs Magnum Quill E. F. No.
601 Pen—A business pen. Gross tl.OO

K gross 25c, 1 dozen 12c

Gillotfs No. 503 E. F. Pen—Used
largely for drawing purposes. Gross
11.00, >igross25c, 1 dozen 12c

Gillotfs Lithographic Pen No. 290
—One of the finest pointed drawing
pens made. 6 pens 25c, 3 pens 15c

Soennecken Lettering Pen — For
making German Text, Old English, and
all broad pen letters. Set of 12—num-
bers 1, I'A. 2 2'A. 3, SK. 4, 5, and 6
single pointed and 10, 20, and 30 double
pointed 25c

Zanerian Oblique Penholder—Hand-
nade, rosewood, nearly 12 inches long,

1 beautiful and perfect holder. 1 holder
-.- 50c

Fine Art Oblique Holder— Inlaid
and fancy, hand-made, rosewood, and
by far the most beautiful holder made.
Nearly 12 inches long. I holder sent in

a small wooden box $1.00

Excelsior Oblique Holder—The best
low-priced oblique holder made. Many
hundreds of gross have been sold.
1 holder 10c, 6 holders $ .35

1 dozen 60
% gross 1.35

'A gross - 2.60

I gross -.. 5.00

Straight Penholder— Cork tipped
and best for business writing, flourish-

ing, etc. 1 holder 10c. 6 holders 40c, 12

holders 65c

CARDS, INK, PAPER, ETC,
B;an;r Cards—White bristel with

finest surface for fine penmanship.
100 by mail postpaid $ .28

500 by express 75
1000 by express 1.35

Black Cards—Best made for white ink.

100 by mail postpaid-- $ .28

500 by express- 75
1000 by express 1.35

White Cardboard—Wedding Bristol
for fine pen work. Sheets are 32x28.
6 sheets by express $ .60

12 sheets by express 1.00

2 sheets by mail postpaid - .50

White Cardfcoard-With hard finish,

much like ledger paper. Sheets are
20'2X23 inches.
6 sheets by express $ .40

12 sheets by express -- .70

3 sheets by mail postpaid .50

Black Cardboard—Finest
ink. Sheets are 22x28 inche
6 sheets by express
12 sheets by express
2 sheets by mail, postpaid-.

Wedding Paper— Fii

for white

ihipc She
i for penman-
are 21x33.

$ .506 sheets by
12 sheets by express 70
3 sheets by mail, postpaid 50

Zanerian India Ink—A fine drawing
ink and best for preparing script and
drawing for photo-engraving.
1 bottle by mail, postpaid $ .30

1 dozen bottles by express 2.00

White Ink—Very fine.

1 bottle by mail, postpaid $ .25

Arnold's Japan /nJr—Nearly ^ pint
bottle by mail postpaid $ .40

1 pii by xpre .45

1 quart by express 75
Writing Papers—AH our writing

papers are 8xl0''3 inches in size and
contain 960 sheets to the ream. Ruling
is faint and can be furnished wide {'A

inch) or narrow Cs inch).
Extra fine 14 lb. white wove—

I ream by express $3.15
'.. " " 1.60

.»5

50 sheets by mail postpaid
Extra fine 12 lb. white wove—

1 ream by express - $2.70

100 sheets by mail postpaid .65

Extra fine 10 lb. white wove-
1 ream by express $2 15

'., " '
I 30

lUO sheets by mail postpaid 60
Extra fine 12 lb. Azure (blue)—

1 ream by express $2.20
H - 1.20

.70

100 sheets by mail postpaid
Extra fine n'A lb. Wedding stock—

1 ream by express $4. .50

'., • ' ---- 2.50
; " ' - 1.40
.5ti sheets by mail postpaid .70

Medium Grade Practice Paper

—

1 ream by express-- $1.70

1(X) sheets by mail postpaid .

Send 5 cents in stamps for

sheet of each of the six grade

All goods go by mail postpaid, except those mentioned to go by express, on which purchaser p
: heavy goods is to order fair sized quantitiea and have them go by freight.

We handle the best and can save you money. Cash must accompany all orde
Remit by money order, or stamps for small ai

iage charges. Of course the cheapest way to secure

Prices are too low to keep accounts.

Address, ZANER (Si BLrOSE:R, COLrVMBVS, OHIO.

\/x ^^/^'itAet&J^i^ic.a^nx^'\^e^^^i^e^idiu^t^f.^4a^nj€'/y^>uy.^>r/79'Z£'n.^e^>^^ Y J
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Wc>y Essenttatls of Busit^css Arithtxietic

Last month we announced publication on May 10th of a complete revision of the ESSENTIALS OF BUSI-
NESS ARITHMETIC. Over 100,000 copies of the original book were sold, and it is still one of our big sellers.

In the new book a large number of practical mental problems formulated specially to cultivate the ability to

calculate rapidly have been added. All the problems have been revised. Some obsolete matter has been
omitted, and much new matter added. The list price of the book remains the same as the original text. See
this book before you select your text for ne.\t year's classes.

SCHOOL PRINCIPALS DESIRING TO EMPLOY TEACHERS
We have a list of excellent teachers open for engagement. No charge to eithershould correspond with us

party.

THE SADLER-ROWE BOOKKEEPING TEXTS
comprising the Budget Systems are standard publications, notable for their thorough treatment of the theory
as well as the practice of bookkeeping and business methods. Unequalled courses of study can be arranged,
using either system, that will meet the requirements of any particular case.

OVER 10.000 COPIES OF MISS SMITHS TYPEWRITING LESSONS
wert sold last year. This large sale, in the face of the competition of fifteen or twenty other publications,
should mean sotnething to those who are looking for the best typewriter instructor. An inquiry will bring
full information.

NEW AND SECOND-HAND TEXTS OF OTHER PUBLISHERS
taken in exchange, can be secured from us at greatly reduced prices. These texts cover all commercial
branches. If you are looking for bargains in texts, write us.

HAVE YOU MADE YOUR SELECTIONS OF TEXTS FOR NEXT YEAR ?

We have already contracted for more new adoptions next year than at this time in any previous year in

the history of our business.

A REQUEST will bring full information in regard to any text in which ^-ou are interested.

SADLtGR-ROWE: CO., ealtinvore, Md*
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